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THIS

IS

AMERICA'S41ST RADIO MARKET

Big Aggie, queen of WNAX-570's coverage area—rules over the

two cities leading the nation in per capita sales

Sioux City, Iowa, and Sioux Falls, South forming country. There are 2,217,600 people in

Dakota, were recently listed by Soles Manage- Big Aggie Land and they hove over $3 billion

ment as the :^ 1 and ;3r2 bright spots in the no- dollars in spendable income. It's o rich market

—

tion's economy. Retail soles in both cities are well a buying market—a market where WNAX-570
above the notional overoge. delivers 66.4°o shore of audience.

This is just port of Big Aggie Lond. WNAX-
570 takes your product story to 5 states—175

counties locoted in some of the nation's richest

To sell your product in Big Aggie Lond—sell

on the station that most people listen to

—

WNAX-570. Your Kotz man has oil the details.

f
YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA

WNAX-570 CBS RADIO «««
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORP.



To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU NEED TWO LURES
in Indiana!

In this area of many lakes, plus countless "oF fishing

holes," alert advertisers cover two major markets

—

South Bend -Elkhart and Fort Wayne—with one com-

bination buy which saves 10% ! The coverage they get

is from within—strong in its local loyalties—no longer

influenced by that early-day "snow" from cities so far

away. Take a close look at this rich interurbia: Over

1.6 million population—$2.8 billion Effective Buying

Income. Yours, with just one buy

!

u » - o^^
call your MI™tT man nowl

FORT WAYNE L) '^=^ ^^^ ^^J'n
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WMBR-TV, Channel 4,

Jacksonville, Florida,

virill change its

call letters to

WJXT
Channel 4,

effective

Sept. 14, 1958

An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
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Half-hour or hour format, first or

umpteenth time around, Hopalong

Cassidy js unstoppable, no matter

how you figure it!

RATING (ARB'58, 1st half-year)

:

Fresno- 19.4. <

Huntington -24.0.
[

All sixth run!

Jotinstown-31.9. '

SHARE (ARB '58, 1st half-year):

First run in Knoxville-79%.

Sixtti run in Minneapolis-St. Paul-82%.

Nineteenth run in New York-32%.

AUDIENCE GAINS (ARB 58 over

comparable '57)

:

Indianapolis- up 90%!

Baltimore-up 113%!

Spokane-up 114%!

CPM VIEWERS ('58 ARB, SRDS
rate.'^. TV Magazine set count)

:

Half-hour: Baltimore $.48;

Johnstown $.22; Detroit $.48!

Full hour: Boston $.62;

MinneapolisSt. Paul $.58; St. Louis $.34!

If you have any questions, shoot!

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week, a distinguished SPO!SSOR alumnus was named

to one of the biggest jobs in the ad agency business. Former

SPOI\SOR tv columnist Robert L. Foreman was appointed

head of all BBDO creative services, with responsibility for

copy, art. radio, television and public relations.

The newsmaker: In His Handsome 10th floor office at

383 Madison Avenue last week, Bob Foreman's telephone was un-

usually busy. First, there were endless callers congratulating the

BBDO executive vice president (and plans board head I on his first

novel. '"The Hot Half Hour," on sale this month. And second, there

were even more callers congratulating Foreman on his appointment

as head of all BBDO creative services, involving supervision of

approximately 500 people.

To young (42), articulate Bob Foreman, congratulations have

come early and frequently. At 32,

he was a v.p. of BBDO and head

of the radio writing department.

Later he moved up to become head

of the whole radio/tv department.

Only three years ago, at 39, he

was elected to BBDO's board of

directors, and only last year was

made executive v.p. in charge of

the agency's plans board.

In his new role (v.p.'s of six

major departments report directly

to him). Foreman anticipates two

major challenges. The first is the

"integration" of print and tv copy, to see that creative effort is chan-

neled most effectively and efficiently. The second is to see that his

creative people take the greatest advantage of BBDO's marketing

and research operations. "There is a greater need for creativity to-

day than ever before," he says, "but it must be channeled, with

direction, to be a real asset."

Foreman has worked closely with BBDO president Charles Brower

for almost all of the 19 years Foreman has been with BBDO, now

succeeds Brower as creative head. Foreman will probably remain

as plans board head, mainly, he says, "because they don't want to

move that big conference table out of my office."

A tv columnist for SPONSOR for many years, and author of "An

Ad Man Ad-Libs on TV," Foreman wrote his about-to-be-published

novel in longhand on Connecticut commuting trains and while

lying in bed. He started the book last December and finished it in

April, eight months ahead of schedule. Two motion picture com-

panies are interested in the book which concerns a half-hour tv quiz

show and the people whose lives are influenced by it.

Foreman, his wife and three children live in Weston, Conn. An

a\ id fly fisherman, hunter, theater-goer (and "angel"), he also col-

lects articles of earlv Americana and rebuilds antique furniture. ^

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958
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Omaha's Largest and Finest Film Collection...

When you want to reach every member of the family in the prosperous

Omaha market, use KETV's leading feature films. Latest 1958 ARB ranks

them Number One in Omaha giving sponsors a 17.2 average rating for the

9:35 early evening Movie Masterpiece alone!

KETV owns more than 1,700 feature films from Hollywood's major

studios. This gives KSTV the leading film collection in Omaha and one of

the foremost in the entire nation.

In Omaha, everyone knows that KE3TV is

The Station that plans for movie fans !

See your
1 1 1 |T man for availabilities, including full minutes.

O ^^
basic t*^*^

Ben H. Cowdery, President H^§
//|||||| WJ/// ^^* Eugene S. Thomas, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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Season ticket on the bench
They say Chic Hurley started it. From the day Ohio
State's first All-Amcrican shattered the Michigan jinx,

Central Ohioans have shared an insatiable, almost
ferocious, sports appetite. It isn't really true that our
natives request burial out near Ohio Stadium, but
nowhere else are sports paths so heavily traveled.

That's why WBNS-TV provides reserved seats for

major league baseball, football, hockey, racing and

a string of special events. That's why "Coach of the

Year" Woody Hayes is in his eighth season with us

and Don Mack, a crusty, individualistic hunter and
fisherman is now in his tenth year "Outdoors" on
Channel 10.

The roof nearly blew off the weekend of the state

high school basketball finals. 200,000 fans wanted

13,500 seats. WBNS-TV, as a matter of course,

cancelled a clutch of prime network time and spot

billing to carry the games. When our underdog North



High kids broke Middletown's 76-game victory string,

we were delirious. When they lost the finals in double

overtime, we just didn't feel like talking about it.

Sometime remind us to show you all those nice

letters from folks who appreciated our part in the

affair. Response such as this is warmer than coin

to a station that enjoys perfect rapport with its

Central Ohio neighbors. It also motivates Madisoji

Avenue to say with authority, "If you want to be

seen in Central Ohio—WBNS-TV."

lAfBNS-TV

Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch

316 kw. Represented by Blair TV



She has such
engaging

ways . . .

be captivated

response to your

sales persuasions

onKOIN-TV
in Portland

and 30 surrounding

Oregon and

Washington counties

The pockets

of the gentlemen
at CBS-TV
Spot Sales

are fairly bulging

with rave notices

of her spending
habits . . .

and of the

stratospheric

ratings

of h atic

Timebuyers
at work

Peggy Hughes Reed, Bryan Houston, Inc., New York, likes being
an all-media buyer. "We have found that the all-media buying
system is far more productive for clients. Each individual adver-

tiser knows that all the media people working on his account are

for advertising

KOIN-TV.

concerned solely with the best media combinatic

his product, rather than with ways

to secure a larger percentage of

the budget for the medium they

buy." Peggy feels that the all-

media buying system, by doing

away with inter-media battles

within the media department it-

self, puts the focus of Houston

media executives where it should

be: on the development of an ef-

fective media strategy for the cli-

ent. "The media strategy for a

product then develops naturally

from the product's needs rather than from an) in-built media preju-

dice." Besides, adds Peggy, all-media buying is far more interesting

for the buyer who develops broader marketing knowledge by know-

ing an account's entire media pattern. Peggy also prefers the "closer

account group and client contact these systems make possible."

Marvin D. Berns, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, thinks that

spot radios spectacular growth has made buying this medium one

of the most difficult media functions. "In many instances we are

faced with a multitude of market variables—how to properly analvze

and appK llie>-(' \ariables is the buyer's principal responsibility."

The rep, Marvin feels, is one of

the most important sources of in-

formation on these variables.

Without him. and the leading

weekly trade publications, the

buyer would have to rely solely

upon the rating services. Marvin

em|)hasize5 that a statistical sur-

vey . however well established, is

not llie exclusive answer to buy-

ing spot. "We are dealing here

primarily with audiences— with

men and women of all age groups

Though their living patterns are often similar,

their listening habits vary widely and are difficult to gauge, both

\Nilhin one region and from one region to the other. The reps are

auare of local trends, can provide us with this essential data."

6 SKPTKMBKR 19.58



THREE MEN IN A TUB...,s a pretty

outmoded way of getting anywhere in our

estimation. And the same holds true

for three spots on a break.

While some TV stations are still at sea

about the situation, we have a firm policy that we

tvill not sell more than

two spots on any station break.

KSLA-TV is also a strict subscriber to the NAB

Television Code of Good Practice. No

pitches ... no PTs . . . and equallv as important to

the TV industry as a whole, no rate cutting.

So please don't ask us to triple

spot. Our Captain's a stickler for keeping

his log up-to-date.

shreveport, la.

Standard Rate and
Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.
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ThU U the first in a »»/u/ iieople ill iidvertising. Petere. Griffin, Wooiluard. Inc. Spot Telev



SS MR. THINKBIGLY

. . . who likes to advertise in a big way, with big names, big shows, big space—
all the things that he'd been told would put his company in the big time.

Mr. Thinkbigly did very well!

Then he discovered that he could get his advertising before bigger audiences by
putting a good part of his budget in spot television. Now Mr. Thinkbigly is show-
ing bigger sales, and a bigger profit— and he likes that in a much bigger way.

Your PGW Colonel would like to send you a copy of "A Local Affair", a booklet

which will show you how bf'g spot television is on the local scene, where sales

are made— or lost.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.

^«^ m mi m m im t:^- r^.
-^

if¥ ' ' ^^7'
,.:;ri o 1 .. ' n t

<r Pp MIDWEST EAST x~

'

r?WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC

WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 ABC
zWEST WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC-ABC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC

KBOI-TV Boise 2 CBS
9 ABC

WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC rt

KBTV Denver KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC WJIM-TV Lansing 6 CBS U
KGMB-TV Honolulu 9 CBS WISC-TV Madison, Wis. 3 CBS WPIX New; York 11 IND a
KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

KTLA Los Angeles 5 IND

WCCO-TV

WMBD-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul

Peoria 31

CBS

CBS

KDKA-TV

WROC-TV

Pittsburgh

Rochester

2 CBS

5 NBC n

Ij

KRON-TV

KIRO-TV

San Francisco

Seattle-Tacoma

4 NBC

7 CBS
SOUTHWEST
KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS

SOUTHEAST
WCSC-TV Charleston, S C. 5 CBS

\i

c KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC WIS-TV Columbia, S C. 10 NBC h

WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 NBC WSVA-TV Harrisonburg Va 3 ALL

fi

"

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WFGA-TV

WTVJ

WDBJ-TV

Jacksonville

Roanoke

12

4

7

NBC
CBS

CBS

Peters, Griffip^ , wudju^wAMiu, mc.

Spot Television
Pioneer Staiion Represenfatives Since 1 932

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • DALLAS • FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO

%#^'%

4 J.



BALTIMORE
TV

SUCCESS STORIES

by Joe Csida

^ Sponsor

Hii backstage

Pay tv's hand keeps writing

(i!
1

I did better this time. When Sugar Ray Rob-

inson and Carmen Basilio slugged it out for the

second time last March, I was in Fort Lauder-

dale, and wasn't able to buy a seat for the

closed circuit theater telecast in the whole Miami-

Fort Lauderdale area. This time I got seats for

myself and my boy, Joe, at Loew's State in New
York. For $5 apiece. But even with my $10,

prexy Irving Kahn and his Closed Communications Division of the

Teleprompter Corp. didn't do nearly as well this time for the Floyd

Patterson-Roy Harris fight as they did for the Robinson-Basilio

brawl. $1,400,000 was approximately the gross take from the closed

circuit tv show last March, and somewhere around $700,000 was

probably the gross for the heavyweight title go on August 18.

All it takes is a champ

Omit flowers, however. $700,000 plus $202,764 which was the net

gate reported by promoter Bill Rosensohn to the California Boxing

Commission, is close to the promoter's $1,000,000 dream gate. In

the days of old before tv it took tussles like Dempsey versus Car-

pentier to hit that million. If you saw Patterson push around

Harris, you know that today it just takes a champ, however inactive

and untested, and a guy who doesn't even know how to protect him-

self coming out of a clinch and pay television to hit a million. Well,

not quite just those ingredients. But those ingredients plus a good,

workmanlike job of promotion and publicity which, after all, is

everyday routine for any good showman or show firm.

For Gillette, Pabst, Ballantine, Winston's and countless other

sponsors of prize fights, ball games or major sporting events of any

kind the final tally on the Patterson-Harris pay tv showing is just

another line the hand writes upon the wall. Pay tv, scribbles the

hand, looms. Pay tv, in some form, whether via closed circuit in

theaters or via leased Hnes in the home, or conceivably, ultimately

via the people's air is a-comin'.

As far as the sports end of it is concerned, it becomes increas-

ingly clear that some of the brightest and most experienced of the

sports observers have no doubt that pay tv is as inevitable as to-

morrow's sunrise. Here's what Hearst's Bill Corum in his "Sports

Today" column in the New York Journal American said after the

Patterson-Harris thing: ".
. . The closed circuit tv of the Patterson-

Harris fight was a financial success even though it suffered by com-

parison with Robinson and Basilio. It was particularly successful

for champion Patterson, who will get approximately $310,000, far

and away the largest purse of his career. No sponsor or group of

sponsors on network tv would dream of paying Patterson $300,000

to fight anybody, and especially an unknown such as Harris. . . .

It shouldn't be hard for anybody to see, therefore, that the major

fights of the future are not going to be seen on what is called free

television. The freeloaders will resent this and some Congi

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958



probably will beat their gums about it in Washington. But there it

is and nobody is going to stop it permanently because it is progress,

which nobody ever stops permanently. . . . Each day we come a

little closer to the time when those who want to see these sports

(baseball, football, boxing, etc.) will pay a reasonable fee to watch

the events in which they are interested. . . . This doesn't mean that

I think theatre-tv is the final answer, because I don't. Even with

fights which would appear to be its best bet, the guess here is that it

is a passing phase in the ultimate change-over to pay-tv, accom-

panied by free tv in the home. . .

."'

Old ladies of Keokuk

Corum's colleague and possibly the most highly respected man
writing on sports today, Red Smith of the Neiv York Herald Tribune

had this to say on the situation

:

"If this (referring to the Patterson-Harris fight) wasn't the

dawn of a new era in boxing, then at least it added a new dimen-

sion to fight promotion. ... In the past the promoter sold his show

to radio, home television, or closed-circuit, and cut the fighters in

on the take. This time, the closed-circuit firm operated, in effect, as

the promoter. The Teleprompter Corp. made the flat guarantees,

$150,000 minimum to Patterson plus $60,000 toward the $100,000

which the champion promised to Harris. . . . Certain comparisons

are inevitable. The biggest price ever paid by a sponsor of home tv

was $300,000 for the second Marciano-Walcott fight. Under the

terms standard then, the champion would get 40 per cent of that

from the promoter or $120,000. This nmst be compared with Pat-

terson's $270,000 or better for a dogmeat attraction ... if sponsors

of home tv couldn't get any championship fights because the theatres

were getting them all, how long would they continue to pay for sec-

ondary attractions? . . . For years it has been felt that television was

creating a vast new body of fight fans, among old ladies in Keokuk

who never went to an arena. . . . Some day, somehow, it seemed,

boxing would find a way of cashing in on its new public. It begins

to appear that closed-circuit shows may offer a partial answer. . .
."

Pay tv's a comin'

innninent pay-tv for theatre c1 doiTt know how innninent pay-tv for theatre or home is. nor in

what form it will arrive, but I agree with Corum, Smith and many

others as to its inevitability. And I believe, as I have stated before,

that it win present major programing other than sporting events.

And it appears that some other people feel the same way. Last week

the stock of Skiatron Electronic and Television Corp., who hold the

pay-tv rights to the Dodger-Giant games Corum was discussing, hit

its highest peak, $7 per share. Maybe it's a promotion, and maybe

it isn't. Maybe Skiatron will be one of pay-tv's hot firms, and

maybe it won't. But that hand keeps writing. Pay it heed. ^

Do y

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

r always agree tvith what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPOISSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida. c/o

SPOISSOR. 40 East 49th Street, ISetv York 17, I^ew York.

Here are the NCS #3 ratings;

Tolal Homes in Area

KTBS-TV .... .^69..^()()

Sta. B 32 1.400

Tolal T\- Homes in Area

KTB.S-TV .... 249.780

.Sta. B 221.420

Momhty Coverage

KTBS-TV .... 199.470

Sta. B 179,680

Weekly Covera:^e

KTBS-TV .... 193.970

Sta. B 175.150

Weekly Daylime Cireulation

KTBS-TV .... 169.320

Sla. B . . . . . 154.500

Daily Daytime Cireulation

KTBS-TV . . . . 121.010

Sta. B 113.900

Weekly Nii;litlime Cireulation

KTBS-TV .... 192.080

Sta. B 173.240

Daily Nii;littime Cireulation

KTBS-TV .... 150.130

Sta. B 140.850

.S7'er//v KTIiS-Tl uith dominant
Nielsen and dominant ARB . . . the

lust hay in Shreveport! See your

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958



WCAU Radio now
WCAU, Philadelphia: affiliated with The CBS Radio Network since 1927 . . .

represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales. 50,000 watts, 1210 kilocycles.

joins the nation's

most distinguisl^ed

gtoup of stations. I- TfiepI

^^^^^^^^^HH f^



ations

'CAU, Philadelphia / KCBS, San Francisco / KNX, Los Angeles /WBBM, Chicago /WCBS, New York / KMOX, St. Louis /WEEI, Boston



Consider the Family. .

.

how it shares ideas, opinions, tastes.

Among people living together, attitudes become contagious; approval

or rejection an unconscious unanimous reaction.

Properly motivated, the family unit con adopt a favorable viewpoint,

will respond to a challenge attractively presented.

BARTELL FAMILY RADIO
in the past ten years has developed a programing

attuned to family participation, creating a companionable climate of

erved acceptance . . . not by one age group alone, but by all members.

Excessive program appeal to one or another

of the family is a temptation which

Bartell Family Radio avoids unrelentingly. A balanced programing

REACHES THEM ALL
and that's the ideal audience . . . for station loyalty . . .

for maximum buyership.

BARTELL IT . . . AND SELL IT!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold .\atioiK.ll> l.v ADAM YOUNG INC.

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
6 SEPTEMBER 1958

Copyright 1958

>ONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

What will the fourth quarter of 1958 be like for the air media?

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week took the pulse of the pace-setters, and here's a digest

of the readings:

SPOT TV : As bullish as a guy with a block of P&G stock. Broadcasters in the major

markets may need shoehorns to make room for more business. This will apply

particularly to daytime. (See more on the daytime theme below.)

SPOT RADIO: Campaigns will continue to consist of the limited-run variety, but

there'll be enough of them to make the national tally bigger than the year before.

Like spot tv, this medium will benefit from those national advertisers who are waiting for

more explicit signs of an economic upbeat.

NETWORK TV: plugging all the nighttime holes (even at bargain rates) looks pretty

improbable, but the shift of advertiser interest to daytime will carry the over-all

billings beyond 1957. (All networks are confident that they'll finish the quarter with a

profit.)

NETWORK RADIO: The bandwagon rush isn't what it was the year before, but

the outlook is for NBC to run up its biggest quarter since the medium's comeback and

for CBS to show something of an edge over the like quarter of 1957.

DETROIT: If any facet of air media will be able to show any glee over the flow from

this center, it will be spot radio. The auto makers' disposition is to nurse the advertising

buck and to feed it out sparingly.

Spot tv is feeling the impact—in a happy way—of this fall's boom in daytime

network tv.

Timebuyers this week described to SPONSOR-SCOPE these sudden twists:

• Daytime minutes have become mighty tough to clear in participating shows

adjacent to network programs.

• Even the I.D. situation has become tight.

• It seems as though scores of accounts suddenly have decided to switch their spot

strategy to daytime tv, thereby creating an availability jam that's without precedent.

As a case in point, two of the three Philadelphia stations report that they have

standing room only in daytime minutes.

One timebuyer noted that the situation had this embarrassing side: His agency, after

selling a client on the effectiveness of the daytime minute, now finds itself in the wry

position of unselling him on that tactic and recommending daytime 20-8econd an-

nouncements—of which there still is a fair supply.

Planners in agencies with sizeable durable goods interests are getting a little

scared by the credit squeeze being put on by Washington.

It could crimp the boom they have been anticipating for the durable field after the

first of the year.

Retail inventories are getting below the safety mark; but if the bankers make it

tough, this favorable situation could evaporate.

A&P is making its debut in tv on a national scale via a buy into the NTA Hour

of Stars and the This Is Alice show.

It will have two participations in each per week.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Something to watch during the coming season: Keener preoccupation by the spon-

sor with the qualitative factors of his tv program as compared to the plain rating.

The advertiser will be paying more attention to the show's characters in the light of:

(1) their compatability with the commercial; (2) the ability to integrate them into

the commercial; and (3) their extra-curricular values (attendance at the sales meetings,

community affairs, etc.).

As a P&G agencyman put it: "The day's coming when pure efficiency will be just part

of the quest. The program will become an inherent part of the marketing plans—
as opposed to something on which you just hang the commercials."

Observed another adman: "You can predict that the reaction against westerns will

come first from the advertiser and not the viewer. Their longevity can be measured by

this factor: Do they increase or decrease the impact of the selling message?"

Here's a trend among the bigger spot agencies that should interest the seller:

If the timebuyer isn't familiar with a local program for which a spot avail-

ability has been submitted, he asks the program department for an opinion. And

if that department knows nothing about the show, tapes or a description are sought from

the station.

Reason: To make sure that the contents of the program are compatible with the

commercial.

National spot tv buying shows signs of moving into a real high the next two

or three weeks.

Among the products that will spell action are Florida Citrus (B&B), Dentyne (DFS),

and Rolaids-Clorets (Bates).

In the cold remedy field. Plough (Lake-Spiro-Shurman) is setting a 22-week schedule for

St. Joseph's aspirin for children beginning 14 October, and Musterole is heading for a

15-week run effective 1 December.

An added starter: Nutrena Dog Food (Bruce Brewer, Minneapolis), eight weeks of

minutes and chainbreaks in major Midwest markets. Same sponsor is mulling a spot cam-

paign for its Faultless Starch brand.

On the national spot radio front, new business this week included:

Monticello 666 Cold Remedy (Hoyt), 22 weeks in 125 Southern and South Central

markets; My-T-Fine desserts (BBDO), four weeks of seven-day saturation; Dormeyer Co.

(John W. Shaw, Chicago), 13 weeks in 14 top markets.

If you've ever worked for an agency with a Chicago meat-packing account, this item

should put your nostrils at ease:

Armour & Co. has moved its general offices from the stockyards to a Loop lo-

cation (401 N. Wabash).

Ampex didn't seem perturbed this week by the reasons that WGN-TV, Chicago,

gave for shelving plans to syndicate Ding Dong School via videotape.

Word out of the station was that the project had been called off because of "techni-

cal difficulties beyond WGN's control"—notably "the delay in the development of dupli-

cating and distribution centers for Ampex tape."

Ampex's rejoinder: (1) It could be that Ding Dong School was too "tired" a prop-

erty for syndication; (2) Ampex is still in the process of licking the problem of pro-

gram duplication, though it is installing its first duplicator for commercials; (3) the right

engineering manpower is the answer to the duplicating problem.

Meanwhile Ampex says that by the end of the year the top 50 markets will be equipped

with its tape machines. (Tv homes in these markets: 38 million.)

(For further updating on the videotape situation, see page 29.)
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Over $1.1 million in weekly program costs are involved in the 26 sponsored
network tv shows scheduled to make their debut in the next few weeks. Thus:

PROGRAM AVG. WEEKLY COST PROGRAM AVG. WEEKLY COST

(program only) (program only)

Anybody Can Play $21,000 Naked City $37,000

Behind Closed Doors 38,000 Northwest Passage 48,000

Milton Berle 50,000 Patti Page Show 40,000

Brains & Brawn 45,000 Pursuit 45,000**

Steve Canyon 44,000 Ellery Queen 55,000**

Derringer 38,000 Donna Reed Show 53,000*

Desilu Playhouse 82,000 Rifleman 36,000

Jackie Gleason 58,000 Rough Riders 47,000*

Peter Gunn 38,000 77 Sunset Strip 82,000**

Lawman 38,000 Ann Sothern Show 40,000

Man with Camera 26,000 The Texan 37,000

Bat Masterson 38,500 Wanted—Dead or i\live 39,000

Garry Moore Show 77,000** Ed Wynn Show 40,000

*Price includes repeats. **Price for full hour; sold in segments.

Of the 26 new network tv shows listed above, 11 fall into the action category.

By types they break down thus: westerns, 6; adventure, 5; situation comedy, 4; variety,

;
mystery, 3; musical, 2; games, 2; anthology, 1.

Nineteen will come by way of film.

Bid and Buy can be had from Revlon for the final quarter of 1958.

The cosmetic firm would like to bow out of the show for the pre-Christmas season.

Meantime it's not sure where the show will be located. Two spots under considera-

tion are on ABC TV, Sunday 9-9:30 p.m., and on NBC TV, Thursday 7:30-8 p.m.

Net price: $16,500 for the programing and $15,000 for prizes.

Nostalgia has become somewhat of a drug on tv.

Admen say that research indicates that the vast majority of viewers has little inter-

est in the great names of yesteryear. Anyway, the theme is something they can't sell to

clients.

Major handicaps are: 1) the kids, who are so important in controlling the dial; and

2) the young housewife, who prefers to contemplate stars she can identify with her times.

NCS #3 should prove a boon to the networks in selling longer station lineups.

Agency media analysts report that the latest Nielsen coverage survey has made this quite

manifest: The coverage circles for tv stations are getting tighter than ever.

In other words, viewers are not straining so much for the distant outlet anymore.

Hence if an advertiser wants to make sure he's got the maximum potential audience within a

desirable marketing area, it would be prudent to buy a station there.

CBS TV Station Relations got a mixed reaction from afiiliates on the question

of extending the one-minute chainbreak concept.

The network's affiliate board at last week's conference in the Bahamas reported that

stations in the smaller markets like the idea but it didn't take so well with affili-

ates in the larger markets.

Compromise : CBS TV will add another minute chainbreak to the one it's got now

(scheduled around noon).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE conHnued . .

.

tlhicago reps should find in Burnett a continuing source of spot revenue even

after the buying for Kellogg has been wrapped up.

The bright tidinjis for them:

Jif Beanut Butter and Camay, which went network a month ago, are returning to

spot.

Jif starts this month with a limited budget to supplement network in about 70 mar-

kets via participations in chihlren's shows, while Camay is likewise slated for a fall

spot run but with a limited budget.

P.S.: The buying for Kellogg so far has covered the top 75 markets. The lesser mar-

kets still are in the transaction mill.

All in all, Chicago reps—basing their prediction on soundings taken among
agencies—are looking forward to a record season in spot tv.

They start off with the thesis that buying spot tv seems to be "in style" this year, then

get down to such specifics as:

• Manufacturers have found that they can get stronger merchandising at the local

level when marketing campaigns are based on a market-by-market concept.

• The high birth rate of new products demands maximum flexibility in media

use and efficiency.

• Today's keynote in product advertising is to concentrate on those markets that of-

fer the greatest sales potential, instead of scattering it around indiscriminately.

The beer business this summer has had some strange paradoxes.

Sales across the country have been up 3.4% over last summer, but the small re-

gional and local brewers have been crying in their suds.

The complaints from that group have been loudest in the Northeast. They at-

tribute their drop in sales to a cold and wet summer, while the big companies credit their

uplift to a fairly consistent hot season.

Rural stations, according to Midwest marketing philosophers, stand to benefit from
a laboratory development affecting pork production.

Manufacturers of hog medicinals soon will be putting on the market a concoction that

promises to change the reproductive habits of that animal.

The porkers usually breed twice annually. Via the new product—and some cross-breed-

ing—multiplication will be able to take place around the calendar.

The trend toward more and more planning and buying on a regional level has

created no small problem among the bigger agencies.

Facing them is this challenge:

How to convert their thinking from the national media formula to the media strate-

gy required for a brand under local conditions.

The specific task is to devise the best media combination for local situations— but

without getting the client's national picture out of whack.

There's also a personal factor in all this strategy: the position of the regional or

divisional sales manager vs. the national ad manager. Once a district man gets a taste of

media power—like spending $1.50,000 in his own backyard—it's tough to dislodge him
and persuade him to return his area's budgetary control to the national ad manager.

(For an analysis of how the rise of the private label has veered advertising of na-

tional brands toward greater localization, see 30 August SPONSOR, page 29.)

For oth«r news coveras* In thia laaua, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 61; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 72; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOR

Hears, page 68; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82; and Film-Scope, page 65.
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is the basic medium for your advertising

Every advertising plan needs a solid foundation-medium. On any product

for Home or Family, that medium is PURSE-SUASION. With 20 sales-

messages every week—rotated week-after-week to reach a station's entire

daytime audience—PURSE-SUASION combines the persistence of sat-

xu-ation with the triple impact of sight plus sound plus motion, the impact

only television can deliver. And you can buy it at an economy-figure com-

parable to the time-and-talent cost of a single daytime network quarter-

hour. Get the complete, market-by-market details from Blair-TV.

TELEVISION'S FIRST EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Blair-TV represents

:

W-TEN-
Aibany-Schenectady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona

WJZ-TV- Baltimore

WNBF-TV-Binghamton

WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB- Chicago

WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV- Columbus

KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

WDSU-TV- New Orleans

WABC-TV- New York

WOW-TV - Omaha

WFIL-TV-Phildelphia

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV- San Francisco

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI- St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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It Happened
In Memphis!

Bert Ferguson

A liig success stor\ began in

Memphis, just ten years ago when
WDIA. only SO.OOO' watt station in

the area, began to program exclu-

sively to Negroes. Now WDIA
reaches—and sells—1,237,686 Ne-
groes! Almost 10% of the nation's

entire Negro population!

The Negro market—as reached
by WDIA—is the biggest market of

its kind in the eiilirc <(iuMti\. Ne-
groes in WDIAV big listening-buy-

ing audience earned $(> 16.294,100
last year. Negroes make up 40% of

the Memphis market. And they
spent, on the average, 80% of this

income on consumer goods.

MARKET UNLIMITED!
WDIA's national advertisers in-

clude: THE BORDEN COMPANY.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COM-
PANY. NATIONAL BISCUIT
COMPANY. BRISTOL-MYERS
COMPANY. Gl LF OIL.

Memphis N
lo WDIA! 1.

1958 Nielsen
dav—Saturday
overwhelming
point, than St

egroes listen most
1 the March-April
Illation Index, Sun-
WDIA totaled an
52% more rating
ilion B:

Station T< la! Rating
l>oinls

\M)I\ .-.2K.2

Sla. It .i.W.I

Sla. i. 281.1

Sta. D 278.8
Sta. E 1S7.1

Sla. F lOl.S

Sla. <; 71.1

Drop us a line. Let us prove to

>ou: If you want acceptance—and
buying action — in the Memphis
Negro Market. \(.u want WHIM

WDIA is represented nationally

by John E. Pearson Company

ECMONT SONDERLING, President

HAROLD WALKER, Vicr-Prr .slf/..nf, Sales

m
1 0^

4^tli and
kViadison

Kudos for Commentary

On behalf of Atlantis Sales Corpora-

tion our creative group and our ac-

count group, thanks for the kind

words you had for French's Instant

Mashed Potato film commercials in

your August 16th "Commercial Com-
mentary." There is no need to de-

scribe the "lift" that is provided by

such acknowledgment. Mr. McMillin

is to be congratulated on his keen anal-

ysis of French's Instant Potato market-

ing problems and his relating of com-

mercial elements to the problem. It

was amazingly accurate and followed

our copy platform almost to the letter.

His judgment is further endorsed

by the consumer reaction we have had

since broad advertising—all television

—began one year ago. In many quar-

ters, the sales progress of French's

Instant Potato has been called "the

grocery success story of the year."

Within that time our product has

moved into that exclusive inner circle

of products that sell at the rate of bet-

ter than one case weekly in the average

supermarket.

W. D. Yeager, Jr.

/. Walter Thompson
New York

Rate ruckus

(Congratulations are in order for the

excellent article in your August 16th

issue focusing attention on the deplor-

able rate situation.

Tracy Locke Company of Dallas also

(!cscr\(s praise for their very construc-

li\c approach to the situation which is

in (lin< t contrast to that of man\
olhers.

WOnl it be wonderful for everybody

(oncerned—advertising agencies, rep-

resentatives, and stations—when there

is one rate applying to all? Keep up

I be good work!

Charles F. Dilcher

Allanla

John Blair & Company

Ffom the author

Ma) be you think I shouldn't have been,

but I was a little amazed at the re-

s|)onse I got from my "How to Im-

prove Your Community Relations" ar-

ti< le in the July 26th issue of sponsor.

Roughly 50 letters have so far come

in asking for reprints, or telling me how
the writer intends to use the sugges-

tions, or asking where to get the re-

corded "Economic Briefs" which, may-

be not so incidentally, were recorded

by George V. Denny, Jr. of American

Town Meeting fame.

But even more gratifying than these,

were many letters of greeting from old

friends from all over the country, some

of whom I had not been in touch with

for years.

SPONSOR, I can testify, really gets

around.

H. E. Ringgold

New York

tiy recorded "Eeon omics n Brief" me
o so by e. ntacting Ton EUsworth
th St., Ronm 540 York City.

SPONSOR Directory

Kindly send me my copy of sponsor's

5-City Tv/Radio Directory—1958-59

edition. Thank you very much for a

great magazine — I enjoy sponsor

every week.

Michael J. Ludgate

Pittsburgh, Pa.

I would be much obliged if you could

send me a copy of your latest radio &

tv directory. Certainly in the past

number of years we couldn't operate

without it.

Henry E. Karpus,

vice president, tv/radio

E. W. Reynolds, Ltd.

We would like to point out an omis-

sion from your recently issued "5-City

Tv/Radio Directory." Under the head-

ing of Detroit you have left out the

Maxon Inc. listing. We feel sure this

is an oversight because the agency's

name is included in both the New York

and Chicago listings.

Assuming that you will be re-issuing

this directory from time to time, we
would appreciate correction in the next

printing.

P. C. Beatty

media dir., Maxon Advtg.

Detroit
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An editorial voice

that is

KFM k
9PECIAL QERIES "Editorial Voice"

1 Q t; g

•l

N0«-CLA55ICAL MUSIC '^Tke Mornm^ mch"

^^-^yfe>^^:wSKaaiaB^a^^^^-3^--

Last summer KFAB started a broad, new concept in

midwest radio. One of the key features of this crisp, new
programing was the award-winning "Editorial Voice"

speaking out on important issues of the day. Another was

the bright, provocative morning program, "The Morning
Watch" . . . also an award winner. Programs and features

...like "The Morning Watch" and "The Editorial Voice,"

combined with top rated personalities, have accounted for

the big audience swing to KFAB in the Big Omaha Mar-

ket .. . the BIGGEST award of all.

Get all the facts on the new KFAB from Petry — or

from E. R. Morrison, KFAB's General Sales Manager.

BASIC NBC SO.OOO WATTS
with COLOR TELEVISION CI

(VARD PETRY & CO.. INC.
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WCAU'TV
serving the nation's ^^'

fourtii marliet, is

Represented, as before,

by CBS Television

Spot Sales

OPERATED BY
CBS TELEVISION
STATIONS

LPHA

WCAU-TV !

ms^ $





KTVI rate card . . .your lowest

cost per thousand TV buy in St. Louis
Represented nationally W^[ ^^^^1 ^^^ /' ^B m^^m

by
Bt.AIR TV

oii.A.iisriisrEL ST. LOXJIS !



Tv's Revolutionary Videotape

It's hard to believe that a two-inch wide plastic ribbon can

revolutionize a multi-million dollar industry. But that is just what is

happening in television.

The ribbon is videotape which, in about every nine inches

of its length, packs one second of sight and sound ready for play-back

a fraction of a second later.

Since it burst upon the tv scene a little over two years ago,

it has stirred up imagination, creativity and—in some areas—bitter con-

troversy. It has already changed television programing and advertising

at national and local levels. Yet the revolution it fomented has only

begun. Where it will end—if ever—^is anybody's guess.

To advertiser and broadcaster, videotape holds out the

promise of economy, flexibility and immediacy. Indeed it has already

begun to deliver them. Advertisers are finding economy and flexibility iti

taped commercials. Networks licked time-zone and Daylight Saving

problems with tape. Those local stations that have installed recorders are

taking advantage of tape's immediacy both in news coverage and pro-

ducing on-the-spot commercials for local advertising clients. Tape, as

will be shown later, is even opening up a whole new technique in the buy-

ing and selling of air time.

Now, in the U.S. there are slightly more than 100 Ampex

recorders in use. Their users are a half-dozen commercial producing

firms, all three tv nets, and 43 individual stations. By year's end, Ampex
- president Neal K. McNaughton predicts there will be 250 recorders in

use, "substantially in local station application." Camden, N. J. plant of

RCA also is turning out recorders—for color.

With such industry acceptance (amazing since each b&w

unit costs about $50,000 )
, sponsor has set out to learn what the industry

is doing with tape and how it will shape television's future.

PART A ONE
OF A TWO-PART SERIES

Where tape stands today

E,<r^ V, d ol tin- t, initnstn se •nis destined

tn ,,;! Ihr rfirr, „, ri.leoUn r which in

sllghlh more than luo u'ors has pcnetra-

ted nets , ad agencies, prodiic

page 30

Hoiv national clients use tape

East Coast. (Test Coast, all around the

land m ijor accounts arc tarn ng to tape

for -liv mwcreals. Here are reports

iicticorl. lupitals of the US.

page 32

NEXT WEEK

How the individual stations are using

their recorders. Of especial importance

nill be the results of a sunder of videO'

tape users conducted by one of the

largest broadcast firms in the business
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Television heads for transition as vide

^ A half dozen tv commercial producers, the three

networks and 43 stations are the spearhead for tape

^ Advertisers are quick to grasp its possibilities, are

starting to move in on national as well as on local levels

f\n atomic bomb detonated in the

Anipex Corp. suite at Chicago's Con-

rad Hilton hotel during the April 1956

convention of NARTB (now NAB)
could not have had more far-reaching

effects on broadcast advertising than

did the unveiling of the Ampex video-

tape recorder. Within five days, this

West Coast manufacturer had over $4

million in advance orders on its books.

Why? What could possibly explain

such spontaneoeus acceptance? What
brought some admen and tv producers,

who had planned to forego the conven-

tion, suddenly winging into Chicago?

It wasn't as if the idea of videotape

was new. A number of laboratories

had already shown that sight and

sound could be mixed on the same

tape that previously had been in wide

use for sound alone. The only trouble

had been that to do it you'd wind up

with reels of tape the size of cart-

wheels which would have to be changed

every few minutes. The Ampex "bomb-

shell" was the fact that pix-and-audio

could be packed on practical-size reels.

For the tv industry, the invention was

comparable with the discovery of pas-

teurization or penicillin in medicine.

In the two-and-one-half years since,

Ampex has produced and delivered

about $8 million worth of recorders

alone, not to mention its sales of tape

and parts. By the beginning of 1959,

this volume should swell to $12.5 mil-

I'r.Hlii, , r- take up tape: Fi al at its New York studios: promotes its new service as "Delayed Live Broadcasts"



leiape gets into the act
STATUS
REPORT

VIDEOTAPE

lion. An all-out, crash program has

enabled the company to turn out, since

last November, about 20 videotape re-

corders a month—or about one each

day. In its last fiscal year, Ampex
did a gross business of $30 million;

the year before, its volume amounted

to $18 million. This does not mean
that recorders have accounted for the

lion's share of this gain since the com-

pany also is heavy in instrumentaliza-

tion (from giant computers to tiny

gadgets that fit into the nose-cones of

guided missiles). But the videotape

equipment has played a substantial

role, and a total of 150 recorders are

now in operation.

So now that videotape has gained

such an enviable beachhead and its in-

vasion of tv has begun, the question

is: Where does it go from here? The

answer: Almost anywhere.

Already a number of national net-

work tv advertising clients and their

agencies are using tape commercials.

Some are: Colgate's Palmolive soap

(Ted Bates), Liggett & Myers' Chester-

field cigarettes (Mc-E), P&G's Tide

(B&B), Lever's Imperial margarine

(FC&B), Brown & Williamson's Kool

cigarettes (Bates), Sealtest Dairy (N.

W. Ayer), Allstate Insurance (Leo

Burnett), Lever's Lux (JWT), Kel-

logg's cereals (Burnett). Others join

the parade every week. In September,

GM's Buick will do three tapes through

Mc-E at NBC's Burbank, Calif., tape

center. Flexibility is a major factor

in many of the decisions that led such

advertisers into tape.

"With tape, there's no frost on your

tv commercials when the robins are

chirping outside," Ed Cashman, radio/

tv vice president of Hollywood's FC&B
agency, told SPONSOR. For Edsel, this

agency taped commercials for Wagon
Train, also for last fall's Crosby-Sina-

tra-Clooney Edsel Show. "Film would

have taken time to process," Cashman
went on. "The flexibility of tape al-

lows you to change copy, selling points,

add statistics, bring out new features

almost immediately."

Add to this flexibility such other

tape advantages as (1) economy ef-

CLEARING AWAY SOME COBWEBS ABOUT TAPE
All the Westinghouse Broadcasting stations

have recorders. Here are some things WBC
has found out about a videotape operation:

Tape: A reel of tape carries an hour's pro-

graming, costs $300, but can be erased and

re-used 100 times without loss of quality

For repairs : Many components such as re- Rewind : A videotape holding a quarter-hour

sistors, tubes, etc., are available at any sup- show can be rewound and ready for play-

ply store. Heads, of course, come from factory back in as little as 10 or 12 seconds

Heads: Recording heads are lasting about

aw hours. Original head costs $1,200; af-

ter that they are replaced at $300 each

Switching reels: On the recorder, one

can switch reels of videotape in less than

30 seconds—about the time of a chain break

fected through taping a string of com-

mercials while camera crews are on

hand at the studio, (2) the spontane-

ity feeling of a "live" commercial yet

free of fluff perils due to taping ahead

of air time, (3) The ability to fit

shooting schedules to the convenience

of stars who might be otherwise un-

able to leave a Broadway stage to do

a live nighttime tv commercial, (4) the

immediacy factor which permits an

advertiser to make a last-minute copy

change in a commercial just before

taking to the air.

As with goose and gander, what's

good for the advertiser is good for the

broadcaster. Stations and networks

are discovering the same advantages in

tape that are advertisers and agencies.

It is like a child's erector set toy from

which the list of things that can be

built is virtually endless.

"Videotape opens up a whole new
future of opportunities," says Donald

H. McGannon, president of Westing-

house Broadcasting Co. (Each of the

WBC stations owns an Ampex record-

er) . "The industry has been headed

in the direction of automation; tape is

a big step in that direction." Like

others of the 43 stations that own re-

corders, WBC outlets are constantly

discovering new ways to put their

equipment to work. On-the-spot news

coverage, elimination of kines, pre-air-

tiine show production, intra-station

communications, on-location commer-
cials for local clients, sales presenta-

tions to clients who may see exactly

what they get if they buy, are just a

few of many station applications.

Meanwhile the networks have used

tape to solve the costly, long-vexing

problems of time zones and Daylight

Saving (53 tape recorders are cur-

rently in use among the three webs).

Now it is possible for them to keep

their programing oil affiliates' "clock

time" through delayed operations,

eliminating the never-quite-satisfactory

kines. At the same time they are find-

ing their videotape useful for program

development and in the production of

commercials for clients.

Six commercial producers are pro-

ducing or about to produce taped tv

ads. They are: Filmways, Elliot, Lin-

ger and Elliot, Telestudios, Guild

Films, General Videotape Service, and

Videotape Productions. The latter is

being financed in part by Ampex.
In the area of film producers and

talent unions probably more contro-

versy and confusion about videotape

has been raised than in any other.

Among the unions, especially AFTRA
and SAG, the problem is jurisdiction.

{Please turn to page 80)
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Agencies and nets move into tape

^ Flexibility and economy are some key factors that

are leading network television accounts into videotape

^ Leo Burnett, J. Walter Thompson, McCann-Erickson

are just a few agencies who have atlded tape to techniques

I V commercial producers, networks

and stations that have installed re-

cording equipment report a wave of

interest from agencymen and ad-

vertisers. Much of this interest is ex-

pressed in questions. How much will

it cost? What can it do for us?

Answers to such queries are coming

through daily as recorder owners con-

tinue experiments and as major ad-

vertising clients begin to move into

videotape.

Here are some of the things that

national advertisers have learned

about tape and the ways they have

applied it:

J. Walter Thompson claims two

firsts for color tape commercials for

Lever Bros.' Lux Soap. These color

tapes rolled into The Price Is Right

show not only were the first color

tapes ever integrated into a live show,

but the occasion also marked the first

time that tape, color or b & w, had

been integrated into a live show via

a transcontinental hookup.

The commercial is rolled into the

live N. Y. show on a feed from

Hollywood. Agency producer Tom de

Paolo, who directs the commercials,

says they disproved the "deterioration"

rumor as far as he is concerned. "Four

commercials are done at one session,"

dc Paolo explained, "and the quality

is just as good five weeks later when

the fourth one is run as it was right

after taping."

De Paolo figures an hour to do

each commercial; it usually takes less.

They do four at a time at NBC tape

center in Burbank, Calif. Two similar

Lux sets are set up. While one is in

use, the other is being dressed. He

has never had to do more than three

takes to get it right.

First of these taped Lux commercials

was telecast 24 July. JWT's reason

for going to tape: "to keep com-

mercials fresh, flexible and foolproof,"

according to de Paolo.

Also out at Burbank, Buick will be

shooting three tapes under the direc-

tion of Charles Powers, in charge of

West Coast production for McCann-

Erickson.

The reason behind Mc-E's putting

three of Buick's 1959 models' intro-

ductory announcements on videotape

is that they want some commercials

with a "live" feel to more or less

balance those with a "film" feel. One
will be taped for the 19 September

NBC TV Bob Hope Show, one for 22

Sept. NBC TV Tales of Wells Fargo,

and one for the 19 September ABC
TV Buick Action Theater.

The latter show is a re-run, and

since it is on ABC it means that NBC
tape will almost certainly be rolled

into an ABC show. According to

Powers, no union problem exists (both

networks are NABET), and he antici-

pates no AFTRA-SAG difficulties. But

Color tape produced at NBC center in Burbank and integrated into live show from New York

via transcontinental hookup was this "first" by J. Walter Thompson for Lux Soap. Above

( imunercial of the "Lux Girl" is one of four done at same time. Pic is a kine from tape
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certain minor technical difficulties are

now being ironed out by Jack Burrell,

manager of technical operations for

NBC in Burbank and Ted Grenier,

chief engineer for radio/tv at ABC
Western division. Both men revealed to

SPONSOR they are looking forward to

establishing such recording standards

as "tip projection" (distance between

head drum and the tip of the recording

head itself).

What are such commercial tapings

costing advertisers? A New York

agency tv film producer passed along

to SPONSOR a rule-of-thumb estimate:

You can figure for an hour of live

commercial time at a network about

$500 plus another $100 for tape—
that's about $600 total." (This does

not include talent, etc.).

In the midwest, agencies and clients

also are beginning to move into tape

commercials. Leo Burnett Co. is among
the pioneers, feeling that videotape

gives the "spontaneity" of a live com-

mercial. They also feel it affords

flexibility, a chance to plan ahead,

and an opportunity to work when the

talent is available.

According a Burnett spokesman, the

biggest advantage of tape is the time

economy effected along with another

factor
—

"it is cheaper than film."

For Kellogg, Burnett has taped

commercials to be used in CBS TV
What's My Line? The reasoning be-

hind the move: The show originates

in New York City's Mansfield Theater

where there is very limited space for

doing commercials live. CBS TV, on

Sunday nights, is a very busy opera-

tion and remote studios for live com-

mercial productions are at a premium.

So in order to still do "live" com-

mercials for the Kellogg-sponsored

show, Burnett went to videotape. The

agency has also taped Allstate Insur-

ance commercials for Playhouse 90.

S. Hooper White, JWT tv producer

in Chicago, had this to say about

videotape: "It is the biggest thing in

the industry today and will ultimately

revolutionize the production end of

television. It is an electronic device

perfected for an electronic medium

—

tv. This is the key to the importance

of videotape." White holds out as one

major advantage the fact that tape

will permit fluff-free live commercials,

and adds, "We predict that agency

producers of live commercials, as well

as clients who foot the bills, will live

years longer because of this one ability

of videotape alone."

While advertisers and. commercial

producers daily learn more about tape,

the networks and stations find out new

things about it too. Next week's re-

port will detail how it is aiding them

in program development, client serv-

ices and in increased ad sales. ^

TIPS ON TAPE PRODUCTION

IKey to a good videotape commercial is

showmanship. Film has long managed
this but "live" commercials sometimes come

up weak in this. area. Care must be used

2 Clients have a right to expect good light-

ing in commercials. Lighting technique

for film differs sharply from lighting for live

commercials, which really are what tape is

3 Film lighting is dimensional, tends to be

dramatic. For tape commercials, however,

it is acceptable to use a more flat lighting

4 Be sure there are enough tv cameras on

hand for a tape commercial. Three image-

orthicon type (at $15,000 each) are not too

many. Also handy for tape commercials,

especially for remotes, vidicon miniature

cameras (tripod or pistol grip) at about $3,250

5 Producers of tv tape commercials will

have to get used to very fast thinking

"on their feet." Unlike film, tape sequence

should run through without a break. So
producers must be ready to plan well ahead

Program development is an important use of tape at ABC TV
from net's new show, 87th Precinct, were shot on location in Wall Street area with 10 cameras,

fed back through mobile unit to tape recorder at ABC. Result: "live" realism on location
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What a timebuyer can do to get ahead

^ In today's ad agency, with radio/tv predominant,

the tiniebuyer's role is more important than ever before

^ Here's how successful advertising men have climbed

the timebuying ladder—and the advice they have to offer

Iwlanagement sources at almost every

major agency report one startling fact

about the timebuying profession: there

are more opportunities today for time-

bu)ers to develop and grow into im-

portant executive spots than there ever

have been in history.

Compared to a decade ago, when
timebuying was often a frustrating,

blind-alley job, changes in agency

operations have opened up vast new
areas for the ambitious young media

man who knows how to take advantage

of the situation. Here's what's been

happening:

• With radio/tv now the dominant

billing in most large agencies, the

air media man has assumed far greater

stature.

• Media departments are now work-

ing hand in hand with the all-impor-

tant marketing divisions, and are much
closer to client sales problems.

• As agency production and con-

trol of radio/tv programs has dropped

off, media departments are now taking

over many program-buying functions

once held by radio/tv departments.

• The growing importance of spot

in new "pinpoint" marketing strategies

is forcing media men to know more
about the over-all advertising picture

—

and opening up new opportunities for

them.

How can the individual timebuyer

take advantage of this unprecedented

situation? What must he do, how must

he prepare himself for new, and greater

responsibilities? To get the answers,

SPONSOR talked to the men who know,

executives who started as timebuyers

and are now top brass in their fields.

(See box of "Do's and Don'ts" for

a summary of their advice.)

In making this special study, SPON-

SOR was struck by the fact that so

many upper echelon executives have

come up through the timebuying ranks.

Lest anyone doubt the sheer numbers

and considerable success of former

timebuyers, take this quick glance up

and down Madison Avenue:

There's William E. Steers, president

of Doherty, Clifford, Steers and Shen-

Do's and Don'ts for Timebuyers

i DO'S

3 1) Develop a reputation: Do more than what's ex-

i pected and have suggestions and ideas ready. Spend the

g client's money as if it were your own.

2) Learn other areas: Find out about print, account

S work, and delve into sales, marketing, distribution prob-

g lems. Get answers to the "why's."

§ 3) Know research: Learn enough math to handle

3 numerical problems, and be familiar with research to

3 evaluate any kind of presentation.

^ 4) Communicate with your supervisor, discussing

§1 your work with him regularly. Exchange opinions and

s ideas with others, too.

=, 5) Get out in the field whenever possible. Meet sta-

= tion personnel and learn about local market conditions.

6) Read the trade papers to keep yourself thoroughly

/ informed of what's going on in your area.

7) Socialize: You can often learn more over lunch

IL than at the oflice. Be friendly; future contacts can arise

k from least expected places.

g 8) Judge your own work by evaluating the kind of

g assignments you get. Important, interesting assignments

g indicate you are well regarded.

DON'TS

1) Don't buy '"by-the-numbers:" Don't rely on

routine figures as the only basis for buying. Find out

more than the ratings and CPM's.

2) Don't make enemies: This natural word of advice

is frequently ignored, but people who dislike you can

be amazingly damaging to your career.

3) Don't be "itchy" to get ahead. Many young time-

buyers are actually held back by their own impatience.

4) Don't blind yourself to the mechanical routines

of your function. Find out the reasons and necessities

for all aspects of the job.

5) Don't quit in a hurry: Even if you have an at-

tractive job offer, check with your supervisor. Many
miss important promotions this way.

6) Don't assume you're a natural salesman: While

many timebuyers have become top salesmen, don't forget

special skills are needed to sell.

7) Don't bog down: Even if you feel your work is

not immediately rewarded, keep in mind it's usually

being noted and remembered.

8) Don't "know it all": Don't decide you alone have

the last word. But don't rely completely on advice (like

this article.) Find your own way.
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THESE SIX MEN STARTED AS TIMEBUYERS

field; Edgar P. Small, v.p. in charge

of personnel and a director, Ted Bates;

Wilfred S. King, v.p. and director, J.

M. Mathes; Robert F. McNeil, presi-

dent of Thompson-Koch Agency, and

Carlos Franco of Carlos Franco Asso-

ciates—to mention just a few ex-time-

buyers who are now top agency

administrators.

Look at media. Among v.p.'s of

major agencies, William F. Dekker of

McCann-Erickson and Frank Kemp of

Compton are both ex-timebuyers.

Dozens of today's account execu-

tives, such as George Kern of McCann-
Erickson and Gertrude Scanlon of

BBDO, earned valuable training buy-

ing time.

And that's not all. Timebuyers have

gone into some of the best jobs with

representatives, broadcasters and ad-

vertisers. There's William Maillefort,

v.p. in charge of radio at Edward
Petry, and C. A. (Fritz) Snyder at

Hollingbery. Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,

executive v.p. in charge of CBS TV
programs, was once a timebuyer. Ditto

for Howard S. Meighan, now with

Ampex; as well as Jack Latham, a

Philip Morris brand manager, and

Stanley Pulver, now Colgate-Palmolive

division media manager.

Here are some of their comments
and tips to rising young media men
and women:

"Timebuying can lead to a good

future in media. It's also fine back-

ground for account work or selling

time," states William C. Dekker, media

v.p. of McCann-Erickson.

"Never buy by-the-numbers. Always

contribute as much as you can to the

agency's over-all operation," says Car-

los Franco, head of his own agency.

"Get out there in the field. See

stations and meet their personnel. Find

out for yourself about market con-

ditions," advises Jack Latham, brand

manager for PM's new Mayfield ciga-

rettes.

"Always be aware of what's happen-

ing in the industry, and come up with

ideas and suggestions. Learn enough

mathematics to handle numerical prob-

lems and enough media research to

make an intelligent evaluation of any

presentation. Don't pay so much at-

tention to your "next job" that you

become careless on the one you have

now. Check regularly with your super-

visor on the quality of work you're

doing. Never accept another job offer

before finding out what's planned

right where you are." These valuable

suggestions are made by Frank Kemp,
v.p. and media director of Compton.

The social aspect of the timebuyer

is stressed by another Madison Ave-

nue v.p. "Lunch with others. Get

around and find the whole picture.

Forget your ego and merge into the

group. Be sympathetic. Make the

client feel you're spending his money
the way you would your own."

One agency executive puts forth this

hint: "The timebuyer's greatest em-

ployment agency is the station."

An account executive who trained

for a decade in media gives these tips:

"There's opportunity galore for time-

buyers in normal agency expansion.

Today the timebuyer must be a spe-

cialist who knows many facts and

figures in a fast changing business

—

for example, radio's comeback and the

big trend toward spot. Right now the

timebuyer has a far greater salary

future than ever before.

Authoritative advice from several

ex-timebuyers now wearing v.p. stripes

choruses this main theme: "Work
hard, dig deep and find out what's

behind the things you do. Relate your

work to sales, marketing, distribution,

merchandising and all advertising.

Most importantly, build your reputa-

tion. It's exactly what a man is worth

—no less, no more."

This insistence that a timebuyer

should know more than his own phase

of the agency business, is character-

istic of nearly all top-brass comment.

"Learn about copy, art, programs,

commercials, and exactly how they fit

into your own operations," advises

one veteran plans board head. "You

need this knowledge to make really

sound buying decisions, and the more

familiar you are with the rest of the

agency is doing, the quicker you'll

catch the eyes of top management."

On the negative side one media v.p.

said this : "Don't wait to be told before

doing something or learning a new

area. Take the initiative and develop

your own ability."

Finally, and most important, say

these experts, build your reputation.

"It's exactly what a man's worth that

counts. Show that you have it." ^
William E. Ste«

Clifford, Steers

William C. Dekker, vice president in

charge oi media, McCann-Erickson

/-^

Jack Latham, Mayfield brand man.
ager, Philip Morris

Stanley M. Pulver, TA media man-
ager, Colgate-Palmolive

Hubbell Kobinson, Jr.,

president programs, CBS TV
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Len Firestone sports one of the newest merchandibing gimmicks: functional point of sale promotions

Why merchandise a syndicated show?
^ This year, spot advertisers will spend more than ever

before to merchandise syndicated shows in local markets

^ Here are some of the basic reasons for investments

and some tips on how to utilize merchandising dollars

I his fall, sponsors of syndicated se-

ries will be spending up to SIOO^OOO

each on the merchandising of their

shows.

Though there are many individual

reasons for these merchandising ex-

penditures, .bear in mind these essen-

tials: (1) a spot buyer wants all the

glamour and publicity that he feels a

network advertiser automatically comes

by; and (2) he feels he is in a better

position than a network advertiser to

communicate with his dealer and con-

sumer on a local level.

In merchandising any show, a spon-

sor is looking for whatever extras he

can get. These extras include:

(1) Strong sj)onsor and product

identification in a specific market.

(2j Enhancement of the basic tv in-

vestment, at reasonable cost, through-

out the rest of the week.

(3) Prestige, through identification

with a particular star and his show.

(4) Enthusiasm from those that are

logically most interested in the series'

success—i.e., employees.

(5) A relating of the on-the-air

sales message to the actual point-of-

purchase, also via stars and show title.

(6) An opportunity to carry a par-

ticular selling theme into every medi-

um of advertising.

The actual tools of merchandising

are the result of combined thinking by

advertiser, agency, syndicator, and,

oft-times, station. A syndicator, espe-

cially, will go to all ends to assure

the success of an advertiser's merchan-

dising investment. First of all, it's a

worlhw'hile investment toward a possi-

ble renewal—and the syndicator's big-

gest return lies beyond the first year

of production. Secondly, he realizes

that, all other things being equal, a

promotable show is easier to sell in the

first place.

Ziv-TV's retail action plan for spon-

sors of its Mackenzie's Raiders series

is an excellent example.

The plan, in the words of sales vice-

president M. J. (Bud) Rifkin, is de-

signed specifically to

:

• Keep dealers constantly aware of

sponsors' sales efforts.

• Increase identification of the show
with a sponsor's name, product and

retail outlet.

• Combat sponsors' in-store promo-

tion problems, such as competition

from other suppliers for wall, counter,

and window display space in stores.

The mechanics of the plan, as sup-

plied by Ziv: highly functional promo-

tion pieces, such as signs announcing

store hours, evening and weekend

shopping hours, holiday openings and

closings, price tags, shopping bags,

etc., all sporting a reminder to cus-

tomers to watch the Mackenzie show

under the auspices of the sponsoring

company.

In addition to such merchandising

schemes devised by syndicators, certain

types of advertisers have developed
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ways to put their own selling methods

to merchandising advantage.

Here are a few capsule cases of how

specific types of advertisers have ap-

plied merchandising techniques to fit

a particular marketing problem in a

particular inarket:

• A regional oil company, Conti-

nental Oil, uses the theme of its show

to stimulate excitement among its deal-

ers (see April 12 sponsor). In the 65

markets where Conoco ( via Benton &

Bowles) sponsors CBS TV Film's

Whirlyhirds, the company has featured

helicopter rides at local and regional

dealers' meetings.

• A local dairy concern in Colum-

bus, Ohio, Harmony Farms, has taken

to its milk cartons to keep a constant

reminder of Ziv's Sea Hunt in front of

its customers. The company has pre-

pared a special two-color carton, fea-

turing a Sea Hunt reminder message.

Regional General Baking's ( BBDO

)

Silent Service ICNP) merchandising

campaign in Philadelphia is two-fold:

(1 1 Its Bond Bread end seals featuring

a tune-in reminder are aimed at the

consumer, and (2) employee visits to

submarines, employee screenings, sub-

marine pins and teaser lines for its

route men, etc., all aim toward creating

employee enthusiasm.

• Banks, which have become heavy

users of syndication, are rapidly catch-

ing up with product sponsors on the

merchandising front. Their specific

problem: to ease their traditionally

conservative label and humanize their

Architect of the i

"taclicar' and "str;

radio strategy for Sterling Silversmiths of America, that uses

approaches, is Gerald Arthur, v.p. in charge of media, F&S&R

How radio sells a quality image for sterling silver

\^ hanging an old image by build-

ing a new one just cries for fre-

quency."

This reasoning gave birth to a half-

million dollar radio campaign by

Sterling Silversmiths of America, a

group of sterling silver Hatware man-

ufactures who are banded together for

an all-industry promotion.

The story began last year, when Dr.

Ernest Dichter conducted a depth study

to determine why—when high-ticket

items like cameras, hi-fi units and the

like, were showing exceptional sales

—

a siinilar demand for sterling silver

was not evident. Reported Dichter:

negative attitudes, wrong impressions.

The manufacturers went agency-

screening with their problem, finally

gave the account to Fuller & Smith

& Ross. The campaign that resulted

was a joint effort by Lewis G. (Pete)

VanAkin and Gerald T. Arthur, both

v.p.'s, the former as account supervi-

sor, the latter for media.

First came the theme: "Sterling Is

For Now." "Usually," Arthur notes,

"the creative message dictates media.

This was the reverse." Since the group

was supported by individual manufac-

turers, each of whom had an ad pro-

gram, the agency checked all of these.

It found almost all of this effort to be

in magazines, with a combined ex-

penditure totalling millions.

"Since our first year budget was

about $500,000," says VanAkin, "we

realized that if we too used magazines

we would simply be adding a little bit

to a lot. We wanted these new dollars

not to substitute, but to amplify."

An analysis of sterling silver sales,

which showed about 30 important

markets, and a study of other media,

balancing attributes against cost,

|)ointed up one medium over the

others: radio. An unusual choice for

quality image building, perhaps, but

as Arthur points out, the creative cam-

paign dictated the medium.

The campaign strategy was evolved

in a two-part basis: a "tactical" ap-

proach, employing participation on

local radio shows, plus a "strategic"

approach to provide blanket coverage

to back up the local effort with a pro-

motional and merchandising arm.

Both phases began last January. The

local phase was spread over the 30

markets deeiried to be the inost impor-

tant. D.J. shows were the vehicles.

The other, over-all phase, went into

Monitor, NBC's weekend radio service.

From six to eight times every weekend,

a five-minute program would be inter-

jected. This contained soine patter

by the "communicators," a popular

record, and 1% minutes of commercial

time. The group persuaded NBC to

break away after each of these, per-

mitting a local retailer to tie in.

Thousands of these local tie-in spots

were sold, an admirable compliment

to the campaign since no co-op money
was involved.

The Monitor schedule was used for

two 13-week cycles. This summer,

when silver sales are traditionally low-

est, the cainpaign switched to 10-second

plugs, on the hour and half-hour on

both Saturday and Sunday afternoons.

Both the manufacturers and the

agency are happy with the results of

the first three quarters, during which

soine 700 million impressions have

been created at a cost of 35 cents a

thousand. Best indication of their

satisfaction is the schedule for this

coming Fall when the campaign will

include not only the local shows and

Monitor, but add a spot schedule on

CBS radio as well. ^
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On 1 January 1959, the pitchman in white will

disappear from the tv screen. Here is a

SPOISSOR spoofer showing what could happen to . . . The last onh<

SCENE: It is a moment before mid-

night, 31 Dec., 1958. The noise of the

Neiv Year's Eve revelers in the streets,

however, fails to reach up into tvhat is

probably the only occupied office on

Madison Avenue. This cell, within the

Lift & Letdown Advertising Agency,

resembles the laboratory of a "mad
scientist" more than it does that of an

agency tv film commercial producer.

Mysterious liquids bubble in retorts.

Test tubes bristle in their racks. Medi-

cal charts on the wall trace the floiv of

bile and lymph. Two men face each

other glumly across the desk: Regimen

Fleececap, L&L's commercial produc-

er, and Plankton S. Wary, director of

marketing and secret ingredients for

Amorphous Labs, Inc. At last a sound

from outside gets through— church

bells heralding a New Year and also the

deadline for the NAB Code ban on

doctor-dentist dramatizations in air

media commercials. Regimen slowly

raises a beaker of Hydrodexticalso-

phine #1 in a toast.

regimen: [Sadly] To the end of an

era.

plankton: [Returning the toast with

a flask of Preparation K, known to lay-

men as Bonded Bourbon) To our new
tv commercials, whatever they'll be.

regimen: Thing that frosts me about

this NAB business is that we may
never know how that race through the

digestive tract between the little A's

and the little B's came out.

plankton: Or when the golf ball

traveling 60 miles an hour finally

smashes through that "Invisible

Shield—"

regimen: [Sipping thoughtfully at his

Hydrodexticalsophine #7) Look here,

Plankton, aren't we taking a rather

selfish outlook? All we're actually

faced with is thinking up new tv com-

mercials. We've still got our jobs.

We're much better off than

—

PLANKTON: You're right. Think what

a bleak New Year faces poor old Doc

—

At this moment, the door opens to ad-

mit a graying, balding, fiftyish fellow

wearing a rumpled white coat and
trailing a stethoscope. Behind horn

rim glasses, his eyelids are reddened.

his cheeks stained with tears. Were it

not for his slouch of despond and

dragging gait, he might be described

as distinguished-looking what with his

whitened temples and high forehead

upon which perches a medical reflec-

tor. Veteran of a score of pseudo-

medic tv commercials for Amorphous
Labs, he is affectionately known along

Ad Row as "Doc." For years, millions

of tv viewers have accepted him as the

last word in the field of medical-den-

tistry discovery. Only his actor's agent

and a few admen know that he is

really Lester Varney, a former brick-

layer who helped build Levittown. He
peels off his white jacket, throws it on

the floor and collapses into a chair.

Regimen rushes to his side, pats his

shoulder solicitously.

REGIMEN: There, there, Doc, don't take

it too hard.

doc: [Brokenly) The jig is up! De-

frocked at the height of my career!

PLANKTON: Chin up, Doc. Try to look

at this not as the end of your great

medical career—but simply that the

show has folded.

DOC: [With bitterness) I'll say it's

folded! Today I took the caduceus

emblem off my Porsche. I'll have to

park legally from now on. [Holds out

the stethoscope to Plankton). Here, I

guess you'll be wanting this back now?
PLANKTON: [Generously) No, you keep

it. Doc. And the white coat. You may
get another part in some non-commer-

cial bit. They're always casting doc-

tor types.

regimen: [Brightly) Sure, some tv

drama. The movies. Broadway. Off-

Broadway.

plankton: And there's always sum-

mer stock.

doc: How can you talk of summer
stock when it's only January? Besides

I don't want to be an actor. I want to

be a

—

regimen: You could take up brick-

laying again.

doc: And ruin these fine surgeon's

hands! I tell you now I've had a taste

of being a doctor, that's what I want

to be! I want to prescribe. I want to

advise

—

REGIMEN: But we can't keep you on.

Doc. Everyone'd crack down—FTC,
NAB, AMA—
doc: —I want to unveil new scientific

discoveries. I want to fight tired blood,

stamp out the "gray sickness." I want

people to brush their teeth—not only

after every meal but after every

snack

—

plankton: Very commendable, Doc.

But we must face reality.

DOC: (Ignoring all interruptions)—

I

want to be there when headache

strikes. 1 want people to get better

faster—six times faster, seven times

faster

—

[Begins racing around the of-

fice, scattering test tubes and Bunsen

burners)—Faster, faster

—

[Regimen and Plankton jump on him,

pin him to the floor)

.

REGIMEN: Easy, Doc.

plankton : I think he's suffering from

jangled nerves. Well, Amorphous Labs

has just the thing for that. [Rum-
mages through the glasstvare, finds a

phial of capsules, and feeds two of

them to Doc). Aha, Phyradehalsti-

mine Plus.

REGIMEN: Makes you feel a little silly

feeding pills to the Doc, doesn't it?

plankton: It might, if he was a real

doc. But since we know he's a phoney

sawbones—

-

doc: [Struggling in Regimens grasp)

I heard that! Well, listen, you birds

where would you be if it wasn't for

me? I'll tell you. Amorphous Labs

would still be manufacturing bug spray

exclusively

—

plankton: (Pompously) Diversifica-

tion was bound to come.

doc: It came because I sat on the cor-

ner of a shiny desk, looked into the tv

cameras and—in my best tv-side man-

ner—said, "When Mrs. X came to me
she was nervous, rundown, irritable.

I told her she needed the soft, super-

cleansing, mineral-building muscle-

tightening action of Amorphous Liver

Lifters and today, less than three weeks

later, Mrs. X is president of her gar-

den club. Yes, friends, you too can

have your liver livened
—

"

regimen: Plankton didn't mean to

hack away at your professional stature.
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>lthe white coats

doc: Oh, no? Then how come you

started flashing "A Dramatization" on

the picture everytime I came on?

plankton: We were forced into that.

The tv viewers had to be warned they

weren't listening to a real physician.

regimen: You were that convincing,

Doc.

DOC: Naturally I was convincing. I

wasn't playing a part—I was living it

!

Wasn't I the first to put a stop-watch

on a drop of Formula P as it traveled

through the blood stream to the Hic-

cough Control Center? Whose picture

went into the merchandising of Amor-

phous Bile Builders?

PLANKTON: Please, Doc, we recognize

your contribution to medical science

and so do all the drug chains across

the nation. When Regimen and I

dream up a new series of commercials

we'll try to find some spot for you.

But at this moment all of us face an

uncertain New Year.

regimen: That's right. The old order

changeth

—

DOC: It's easy for you fellows to talk.

You'll still be picking up lunches at

Gaston's or Toots Shoor. I'll be just

an actor "at liberty" haunting Horn
& Hardart. {Crosses to window; a

light snow has begun to fall) . Ah,

well, life was also hard on Pasteur and
Curie. (Doc throws open the window).

plankton: {Rushing to his side) Doc,

Doc! Don't jump! All isn't lost.

{Doc upends Plankton, dangles him

outside the window by his ankles).

DOC: You bet your sweet life it isn't.

REGIMEN: {Alarmed) Doc, don't drop

him. He's a marketing v.p.

!

DOC: Okay, only no more nonsense

about summer stock or bricklaying.

Once a doctor, always a doctor. I'm

going to med school and Amorphous
Labs is footing the bill.

plankton: {Weakly, from outside)

Anything you say. Doc. Johns Hop-

kins all right?

REGIMEN: But, Doc, you'll wind up the

oldest intern in the profession!

DOC: {Hauling Plankton- back inside)

I've got time. What's a doctor with-

out patience? ^

<^' ^^^mP^^
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O'Connell's ^^streamlined'' rate car«ti

r^^|!
m-4 ^

Ivf1
THE O'CONNELL

PROPOSAL

1.
Eliminate freqiieiicv c

completely.

iscounts

O Establish a flat rate

fc" time segments from
hour to one minute.

for all

one-half

3.
30,

Institute weekly announce- =
ment packages of 5, 10, 20, §
50 weekly-all in round figures. 1

11 Price 20 and 30 second spots |
^" at 75% of applicable minute ^
rate—8 or 10 second spots at 50%. g

5.
Allow multiple product com- m
panics to cdiiihine products to =

1 lu-n,-r packa,. rate. |

lllilllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllii^.

^ Agency men applaud representative's plan to eliminate

frequency discount, and short rate and rebate headaches

^ Most say simplified rate card would save work, time

and trouble ; some see need for adding long-term discounts

l^ick O'Connell. president of Rich-

atrl O'Connell Inc.. station representa-

li\t'>. has come up with a proposal for

>iiii|ilifierl radio rate cards that is gen-

erating inuch talk and enthusiasm

among over-worked agency media luen

and timebuyers.

Objective of the O'Connell plan is to

cut down on the vast tonnage of paper

work and backbreaking man hours

that are required in today's spot buy-

ing and selling operations.

In this, O'Connell goes along with

what many responsible reps and indus-

try leaders have been saying for some

time—that radio rate cards are so

cumbersome, complex, and difficult to

understand that they hamper efficiency

and act as a drag on selling. (See com-

ments in "Industry Reactions" below.)

What distinguishes the O'Conrell

proposal from other and previous, ef-

forts at rate card simplification are

these three points:

1 1 O'Connell recommends the com-

plete elimination of all frequency dis-

counts, short rates and rebates.

2) The O'Connell plan has been

thoroughly field-tested—on the Lobster

Network, and KVLC, Little Rock.

3) A post card questionnaire to

500 agency timebuyers drew 200 re-

plies, with 85 '^r favoring the plan.

In attacking the problem of rate

card simplification savs O'Connell, the

first job was to pinpoint the objective—"to find out just where the present

archaic and cumbersome system pro-

INDUSTRY—REACTIONS EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS TO R. O'CONNELL

SRDS
"We in advertising have inherited in

rate structures much that is confusing

and not essential. I applaud your ef-

forts at simplification, and hope that

out of the combined efforts of the

NAB, the 4As, our own SRDS and
such people as you, a more nearly uni-

form approach will be developed."

—

C. Laury Botthot, Fres.

CHARLES BERNARD CO.
"Congratulations on your pioneering

effort to take the "short rate and su-

perfluous data" out of SRDS. I agree

with you completely that the rate struc-

ture of some stations is so complex that

no busy timebuyer will take the time to

unscramble it. We have been after our

own stations to streamline their rate

pattern . . . and as you know I've al-

ways been opposed to short rating."

—

Chuck Bernard.

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
".

. . Obviously the more the buying

process is simplified, the happier the

timebuyer becomes and the quicker he

or she can handle national spot radio

buying assignments. Further simplifi-

cation of rate cards . . . should help

our selling and increase volume for

this low cost, high-efficiency medium.

I'm for it.
"

—

John J. Tormey.

ADAM YOUNG, INC.
"Since radio advertisers today recog-

nize the desirability of saturation

schedules, we feel it important to base

the rate card on weekly schedules as

you suggest. . . . Since there is still a

tendency by some advertisers to re-

quest "traffic" periods almost exclu-

sively, we have incorporated a "^3 in

traffic time" feature into our rate

cards, and are also experimenting with

a method of using the rate card to

ease advertisers into hitherto over-

looked nighttime periods, without cut-

rate methods.

—

Frank G. Boehm.

H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

"I think your idea of simplifying rate

structures is an excellent one. But it

will take unanimity to make it effec-

tive, and station operators are tradi-

tionally independent in their ways. . . .

Simplified rate cards might well be the

greatest boost to spot selling since the

saturation buy."

—

Faul R. Weeks.

SRA
"There's nothing quite so frustrating

as trying to figure out some of the

complicated rate cards still being used

by stations. Stations and representa-

tive firms must constantly work to-

ward making spot radio and tv easier

to buy and sell. The simplified rate

card is a tremendous step in the right

direction."

—

Lawrence Webb.
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riitirs timebuyer enthusiasm

vided a basic obstacle to efficiency."

"As we suspected the old frequency

discount proved to be the real cul-

prit, together with its nefarious cous-

ins short rate and rebate. All three

are a hangover from newspaper days,

vi'hen many radio stations were owned
by newspapers, and adopted their rate

structures from them.

"In the old leisurely '30s, frequency

discounts weren't too troublesome.

But today, with more than 3000 radio

stations and several hundred tv sta-

tions, they're causing buyers and sell-

ers to chew up miles of adding ma-

chine tape, and sending timebuyers.

estimators, and billing department

heads to neighboring ulcer hospitals.

"Our analysis showed that, under

today's conditions, frequency discounts

are unnecessary and unrealistic. They

are just a state of mind. We recom-

mend eliminating them completely.

"In their place we suggest setting

up a flat rate for all time segments

from a one-half hour down to one min-

ute. (We suggest starting with the half

hour since the last hour sold in radio

was the Woolworth Hour on CBS.)

"Second, we recommend setting up

weekly announcement packages—5-

weekly, 10-weekly, 20-weekly, 30-

weekly, 50-weekly

—

all in round fig-

ures.

"Third, offer 20- and 30-second

spots at 75% of the applicable min-

ute rate—eight or 10 second spots at

50% of the minute package.

"We also suggest allowing multiple-

product advertisers to combine prod-

ucts in order to earn a better package

rate."

According to O'Connell the plan has

these advantages:

1. By eliminating frequency dis-

counts it eliminates all short rate

and rebate headaches.

2. Billing departments at stations

and agencies will save tremen-

dous time in computing invoices,

and agencies will cut down on

paper work in paying them.

3. Most important, it will make it

much easier for the media man
to buy time. When he asks how-

much 10 spots weekly will cost

in a given market, the station

representative can give him the

answer pronto—without resort-

ing to slide rules, or calculus.

This last point, says O'Connell is

especially important, since at present,

most reps can give only qualified an-

swers about many rate card questions.

Suppose you're asked, queries O'Con-
nell, "how much will it cost Lucky
Strike in September, because of what
Pall Mall did in April, thereby giving

Herbert Tareyton the 9,436 time rate

in November, if they run a Class A
package combined with a Class D pro-

vided 12 of these spots are run on
Sunday afternoon when its raining

—

what answer do you give?"

O'Connell admits that the above ex-

ample is a facetious one but says it

illustrates the kind of difficulties pro-

vided by the confusions and complexi-

ties of many "modern" rate cards.

Before recommending the stream-

lined rate card to its entire station

list, Richard O'Connell Inc. tested it

out on a regional operation (the Lob-

ster Network in Maine) and on a local

station in a highly competitive market

—KVLC, Little Rock, Ark.

Results, say O'Connell were com-

pletely satisfactory in both areas. Out

of 30 contracts of varying lengths sold

in Little Rock, 29 were on the weekly

package system, and only one buyer

preferred the old frequency system.

Based on this experience, O'Connell

asked its stations to adopt the weekly

package structure, and says that "hap-

pily for them and for the agencies"

most are now using it.

Perhaps even more significant,

O'Connell surveyed 500 timebuyers

and media directors with a post card

questionnaire, sent out with a small

brochure "Easy to Buy—Hence, Easy

to Sell" that explained the package

plan and reasons for it.

More than 200 media men took time

to answer, and their replies were al-

most unanimously enthusiastic (See

box). Approximately 15% felt that

some sort of 13-26-52-week frequency

discount should be added to the plan

"in fairness to long term advertisers."

But nearly everyone praised the O'Con-

nell recommendations as a positive,

constructive step toward freeing spot

operations from the shackles of costly,

time consuming paper work. ^

COMMENTS FROM
TIMEBUYERS

1. All for it

AMEN!!! A uniform rate structure with
easily computed costs would facilitate

work by at least 50%.
Jules Fine,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather

I'm 100% in favor of it. When do we

Val Ritter, Cunningham & Walsh

I completely agree. Most spot buys are
made on multiple frequency over a short
period of time.

Ed Richardson, Geyer

Fm with you!
Millie Fulton, McCann-Erickson

I couldn't agree more!
Gail Myers, Cumbinner

I'm with you all the way. Am I correct
in assuming anything under five spots
would take multiple rate?

Joan Rutman, Grey

Basically, your idea is good. Some uni-
form system is definitely needed.

Robert F. Bruno, D-F-S

Excellent idea. Count me as an ardent
supporter of your proposal.

Thomas J. Ellis, Grant

Sounds wonderful for everyone except
SRDS (Ed. note: see SRDS comment in
box on previous page.)

Joe O'Brien, Y&R
I think the system will make buying
simpler and cut down on the mathemati-
cal calculations involved in timebuying.

Stu Eckert, DCS&S
Excellent idea. Simplification of most of
our work is a step in the right direction.

Kathryn Shanahan,
Morey, Humm & Warwick

Agreed

!

Very sou

Jim Kelly, F. D. Richards

' idea. Hope it goes through.
Anne Burkholder,
Anderson and Cairns

In complete agreement. This would be
GREAT!

Pat Hartnett, J. M. Mathes

2. Yes but some reservations

As a flexible medium, radio should have
features in its rate structure which ac-

commodate all advertisers. You should,
therefore, include a consecutive week dis-

count as an incentive for the long term
advertiser.

R. C. Pickett, FC&B
Simplicity—yes. Standardization—not nec-
essary. No frequency discount—you ne-
gate Adam Smith. Never.

R. A. Boulware, Bryan Houston

We're for easier-to-read rate cards, but B
against penalization of 52-week advertis- g
ers. Your proposal would make life g
easier for all of us, but would penalize M
the 52-week account that might have only g
two, three, or four announcements weekly. g

L. Butner, g
Albert Frank-Guenther Law g

Would make our job much easier, how- =.
ever feel a 13, 26 & 52 frequency dis- g
count should be included. g

Doug Humm, Charles W. Hoyt S
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Dixie Cup's unusual Air strategy

^ To get real impact with a small budget, Dixie Cup

bought a concentrated 30-day network television schedule

^ The buy, along with unusual commercials, brought

Dixie Cup favorable trade reaction—and bigger sales

I here is a good deal to be said for

steady, consistent advertising. On the

other hand, a good case can be made

for a short, but concentrated, burst.

Typical of the latter school is a cam-

paign waged this spring by Dixie Cup,

Easton, Pa., a division of American

Can Co. Dixie is a manufacturer of

paper cups and containers, designed

for use both in the home and com-

mercial and industrial applications.

This past spring Dixie waged a

"one-shot" campaign that ran for a

month, on behalf of its home products

division, that portion of its line for

home use. Titled the "Month of Stars,"

it consisted of a heavy schedule run-

ning almost the length and breadth of

the NBC TV network schedule.

In what has been termed a "short

term mass marketing approach," Dixie

went on beginning 17 April for 30

days. During that period its spots ap-

peared on 13 different NBC TV net-

v/ork shows. The total commercial

time during the month was 36 min
utes; the estimated number of impres-

sions, 180 million.

Reaction was commensurate with

the intensity of the campaign. Dixie's

salesmen were happy; said one "it was

a great feeling to call on a buyer for a

food chain and rattle off a dozen net-

work name shows."

The effect on the buyers was equally

gratifying. The key to success for any

manufacturer selling through super-

markets is display space, and Dixie

was able to note significant improve-

ments as chains and independents tied-

in with the promotion. Even from

paper wholesalers, a group not notably

voluble, came favorable reaction. They

told the company that it came off in

the trade as being highly imaginative

and very much aware of the need for

creative merchandising.

The campaign was short and sweet.

The whole thing began about the first

of the year when the company went

looking for a spring promotion to push

its cups and cup dispenser for home
use.

The first barrier — budget — was

hurdled with a suggestion from Dixie's

[Please turn to page 78)

vith net tv programs used. Shown with Jan Murray (r) of Treasii
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TV BASICS/SEPT/'

An early look at fall network tv

^ New program line-up is beginning to take shape with

32 shows replaced by 14 newcomers, 17 from last season

^ New look includes : Donna Reed, Ed Wynn, Peter Gunn,

Steve Canyon, Walt Disney Presents, Northwest Passage

etwork tv is beginning to look likeN
fall.

Thirty-two of the summer shows

will be dropped during the four weeks

of this Comparagraph (30 Aug.-26

Sept.), replaced by 14 newcomers and

17 carryovers from last season.

Here's a rundown, by network, of

the latest developments:

ABC: To revamp parts of its night-

time schedule, Lawrence Welk's Mon-

day hour will be shifted to Wednesday

night, and Disneyland, now dubbed

Walt Disney Presents, to Friday night.

John Daly will be in prime time with

his News: weeknights, 10:30-10:45

p.m., for Whitehall and Lorillard.

Ozzie & Harriet airs a half hour

earlier, replacing Tombstone Territory;

the Donna Reed Show for Campbell

Soup and Shulton follows. Patti Page,

for Oldsmobile, completes this Wednes-

day night line-up.

CBS: Little change here, since most

of the fall shows will bow in October.

Jack Benny returns 21 September;

Father Knows Best debuts on this net-

work 22 Sept., and The Lineup, for

P&G and Brown & Williamson replaces

Undercurrent 26 September.

NBC: The schedule here looks set.

Steve Allen, Perry Como, Gobel and

Fisher are back. Many of last seasons'

shows have changed time slots:

Twenty-One moves to Thursday night,

with Peter Gunn, for Bristol-Myers

taking over its Monday night period;

The Ed Wynn Show, for L&M and

Bulova, pushes You Bet Your Life

from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Thurs-

day replacing The Price Is Right. The

latter will be seen Wednesday nights

instead, when Father Knows Best bows

out. Other new shows include: Behind

Closed Doors (L&M, Whitehall);

Further Adventures of Ellery Queen

(sust.) ; Steve Canyon (L&M) and

Brains and Brawn (Chesterfield). ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 30 August

Daytime Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

31.1 ABCm
93.2 CBSti
95.2 NBCi

%
Live

31.0 ABCfi
51 CBSti
49.5 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

122.9

t Eicludlng participation shorn.

Tv Dimensions Today

Tv homes index

1958 1957

U. S. homes 50.8 50.0

Tv homes 43.0 40.3

Tv retail set sales index

7 months 7 months

July 1958 July 1957 1958 1957

279,010 426,334 2,456,662 3,236,737

s figures in millions. Source: ESectronlc Industries Assn. (formerly RETMA)
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Networic Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Air Power: D-F 45.000 father Knows Best: Sc-F 38,000 Scott Paper, jWT; Lever Bros, )WT

Alcoa-Goodyear Theater: 39,500 Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear, Y&R Eddie Fisher: \ -L 98,000 L&M, Mc-E (9,30 S)

Dr-F
Frontier Justice 13,500 Gen Foods. B&B

•Steve Allen Show: V-L 108.000 Greyhound. Grey; DuPont, BBDO;
Polaroid, DDB; U. S. Time, Peck

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F 51,000 Gen Elect, BBDO
Anybody Can Play 21.000 R. ]. Reynolds, Esty

* George Gobel 98,000 RCA & Whirlpool, K&E (9/23 S)

Armatrong Circle Theatre: 48.000 Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Dr-L (altwks) Godfrey's Scouts: \ -L 32,000 TonI, North

Bachelor Father: Sc-F
Alt Jack Benny

42.000

65.000

Amer Tobacco, Gumbinner
Amer Tobacco. BBDO Peter Gunn: M-F 38,000 Bristol-Myers, DCS&S (9 22 SI

Gunsmoke: W-F 40,000 L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk In 4).

Behind Closed Doors: A-F 38.000 L&M. Mc-E; Whitehall, Bates (9 2 S) Y&R

Bid V Hiiy: Q-L 36,000 Revlon, BBDO Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F 38,000 Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever. )WT

Bold Journey: A-F 9,500 Ralston Purina, CBB Hitchcock Presents: My-F 39,000 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Brains and Brawn: QL 45,000 Chesterfield Mc-E (9 13 S) Robin Hood: A-F 29,000
'"te " '"•""""• '''" ^'""'••'•'

Broken Arrow: W-F 31.000 Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner
I Love Lucy: Sc-F 25,000 Gen Foods, B&B

Buckskin: W-F 33.000 Ford, |WT
Investigator 35,000 L&M. Mc-E; RCA & Whirlpool. K&E

(L 9/16)

Bums & Allen: Sc-F 40,000 Carnation. EW.R&R; Gen Mills, BBDO
I've Got a Secret: Q-L 27,000 R. |. Reynolds, Esty

37.500 Singer Sewing. Y&R; Lipton, Y&R
Johnson's Wax Theatre 1 1 .000 S. C. lohnson, NL&B

Steve Canyon : A-F 44,000 L&M. Mc-E (9/13 S)

*Kraft Mystery Theatre: Dr-L 53,000 Kraft. ;WT

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 45.000 Gillette. Maxon
Lassie: A-F 37,000 Campbell Soup, BBDO

» Chevy Show: V-L 150,000 Chevrolet. Camp-Ewald
Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F 36.000 Remington Rand, Compton; alt Vi

Chevy Showroom 9.500 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald open

•Life of Riley: Sc-F 30.500 Lever Bros, BBDO; alt wk open (L

Cheyenne: W-F 78.000 Gen Elect. Y&R, BBDO & Grey; Na-
tional Carbon

9/19)

M Squad: My-F 28,000 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt Bulova.

Circus Boy : A-F 34.000 Mars. Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur- Mc-E
nett

Perry Mason: My-F 26,500
(20min.)

Libby-Owens-Ford, F&S&R; Armour,
FC&B 1/2 hr open

Dick Clark: V-L 14,500 Beech-Nut Litesavers. Y&R

Maverick: W-F 35.000

Colgate Theater: DF 15,000 Colgate, Bates (Vi hr.)

IVrry Como: V-L 120,000 Kimberly-Clark. FCB; Noxzema. SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-

Meet the Press: I-L 7.500 Pan American Airways, )WT

beam. Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy.

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul
Millionaire: Dr-F 37,000 Colgate, Bates

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36,000 R. |, Reynolds, Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds. Mc-E

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F 41,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Music from Manhattan: M-L 17,000 Manhattan Shirts. Peck (9 20 SI

Inhn Daly- News 6,000 Whitehall, Bates; Lorillard, LN

Name that Tune: Q-L 23,000 Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall. Bates

Decisioii 1 1 ,000 P&G, B&B

Navy Log: Dr-F 38,500 U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Destiny: Dr-F 1 1 ,000 General Foods. B&B; Ford, )WT (L
9 261

Original Amateur Hour: V-L 23,000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Richard Diamond: A-F 35.000 Lorillard. L&N
Ozzie& Harriet: Sc-F 48.000 Kodak. JWT; Quaker Oats

Walt Disney Presents: M-F 57.000 Hill Bros., Ayer; Kellogg, Burnett;

('/2 hr.) Reynolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank Patti Page: V-L 40,000 Oldsmobile, Brother

Dragnet: My-F 35.000 L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B Pantomime Quiz: Q-L 2,000 Associated Products, Grey

Wyatt Earp: W-F 38,000 Gen Mills, DFS; P&G, Compton People Are Funny: M-F 24,000 R. |. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F 9.500tt Whitehall, Bates; American Can.
Compton

Personal Appearance 10,000 Florists Delivery Assn., Grant; alt

•Color thow. (h) Live. (F) Film, ttCost is i

mutaininc. pBrtiripatinK or co-op prorramB—Be
eoata uieladinc ulent and production. They a

?.0 AuKust-26 .s,.ptfiiil,(T. Program tvpps .ire indicated as follows: (A) Adventu,.,
(Au) Audience Participation, (0) Comedy. (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama. (I)

Interview, (J) Juvenile, (M) MiBC. (Mu) Music. (My) Mystery. (N) News. (Q)
Quiz. (S) Serial. (Sc) Situation Comedy. (Sp) Sports. (V) Variety. (W) Weetem.

Listing continues on page 46 ^
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Interview:

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &. Bayles, Inc. Timebuyer, Jack Canning,

tells why he selects WLW TV-Radio Stations for PALL MALL Cigarettes.

"Sure, I buy time

for PALL MALL Famous
Cigarettes on the Crosley

Stations because their

greater length of

audience filters

ommercials farther

iito smooth pleasure

or advertisers."

"Yes, WLW Television and Radio

Stations really pack in a full house of

viewers across the Midwest and into the

South for sponsor's sure-fire sales success."

"Outstanding—and that's

putting it mildly!"

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of .^KCO

6 SEPTEMBER 1958



(£3. NIGHTTIME i: c> INn r» /^ 1 |l

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

6:00

6:15

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

8:15

8:30

8:45

9:00

9:15

9:30

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

JNE

t

The Search
IU>t

Meet The Press
ru

Air Power
Prudentltl

Outlook D Edwards
News
iUlt

No net service

D Edwards
Wliltehall

News
sust alt Carter r

rou Asked for It
Noah's Ark

suit

Mark Saber
(9/21 S)

Sports Focus
No net service

D Edwards

(repeat feed)

Sports Focus
Bust (L9/12) No net service

News
(repeat feed)

Sports F«ei
sust (L9/H

Sklppy P»»nut
Batur Campbell Soup News News

(repeat feed)

News D Edwards
Whitehall

News la

K>li*r OtoapinlM

(7:S0-i:S0)

Bachelor Father

The Brothers

ack Bcnny(sV21S)

No Warning
Bwal 'IVpe<iTlt«-

Jorthwest Passage
(y/i4S)

Cowtown Rodeo
iU9t

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jh.n Haggis^Baggis

Cheyenne
Oen Electric

Nafl Carbon (9/23)

(alt wks
7:80-8-30)

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Win With A
Winner sust

Dragnet
Bulova

The Plymott
Show

Starring
r

Maverick

Ed Sullivan

Merairy
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
(8-9; 9/7 S)

Greyhound

Cowtown Rodeo
Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Oen tolla

Restless Cun
War. -Lambert

P&G

(altwk. 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Ludm's (9/16 S)

Mr. Adams & Eve

The Investigator
KCA

Whirlpool
L4M

Lawrence Wi
Plymouth

(7:30-8:30; 9/1

:

Anybody Can

Ed Sullivan
Polaroid

U.S. Time
Bold Journey
RalitoD-Punna

Masquerade Party
Tttnl

Father Knows Best
Lever alt Scott

(9/22 S)

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco

alt Bulck

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Keep Talking
sust

George Cobel
RCA alt Wlilrlpool

(8-9; 9/23 S)

Tombstone T

Ozzie Han
Kodak, Quak
Oats (9/24 8

III

Traffic Court C. E. Theatre
OonBlwtrlt

Chivy Show
(9-10)

Chwrolet

Stars of Jazz

Voice of Firestone
Firestone

(9/8 S)

1 Love Lucy
GenFioodi

Twenty-One

Peter Cunn
(9/22 S)

Bristol-Myers

Broken Arrow
EaU-Punna
alt HUet

Truth
Pharmaeeutleals

Marlboro

Colgate Theatre
Colgate

Kodak

Donna Reed St

Campbell Sol

Shulton (9/24

Open Hearing Hitchcock
Theatre

Brl.tol-Myeri

Chevy Show
Polka Co Round

(9:30-10:30)

Frontier Justice
OmFtada

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater
Aleo* alt

Geodyetr

Pantomime
Quiz

Assoc. ProducU

Spotlight Plyhse

alt S. C. Johnson

Bob Cummings
ReTooldj

alt Chese-Ponds

General MUl
Patti Page Sh

Oldsmobll*
(9/24 S)

rhe Mike Wallace
Interview SUA

ReTlon alt

P. Lorlllard

Decision
P&O Polka Co Round

Studio One
In Hollywood

(10-11)

Suspicion
(10-11)

BterllnE Drug
Various H hr.

Harness Racing
Bid 'n' Buy The Californians

Singer alt

Llpton

Wed NigM
Fighti

Mennan. lOh
(l»-«ond)

No net tervic*

What's My Line
Kelloff

alt H Curtli
No net service

John Daly News
Whitehall
(9/lf S)

DuPont Show of

The Month
DuPonl

(9:30-11; 9/22)

suspicion

Various M hr.

John Daly News
No net service No net service

INo net service No net service

I
NOTE: L prec«!lnf m at turn iponaor In time slot.

f

Index continued . Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AQENCIEfi'

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 45,000

'A hr.

Amer Gas, L&N; Bristol-Myers. BBDO;

Burnett: Pillsbury. Burnett; R. J.

Reynolds. Esty

Spotlight Playhouse

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

9.500

39,500

Pet Milk, Gardner; alt S. C. Johnse
NL&B

Nestle. B. Houston; Helene Curti

E. H. Weiss

Plymouth Show (Lawrence
Welk)

24.000 Plymouth, Grant Studio One In Hollywood:

Dr-L

55,000 Westinghouse, Mc-E

Post Fight Beat 3.000 Bristol-Myers, DCS&S Sugarfoot: W-F 40,000

(V4 hr.)

Amer Chicle, Bates; Luden's, Mathi

The Real McCoy.: Sc-F 36,000 Sylvania, JWT Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79.500 Mercury. K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

Donna Reed Show: Sc-F 53.000* Campbell Soup; Shulton
Sunday News Special: N-L 9.500 Whitehall. Bates; alt Carter Prw

ReaUcM Gun: W-F

Rin Tin Tin: A-F

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F

37.500

36.000

38.000

Warner-Lambert, SSC&B, alt P6C,
Compton

Nabisco. K&E

Schlitz. JWT

Suspicion: My-L&F

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

79,500

43,800

Sterling Drug, DFS; P&C, Cray; Var
ous, 1-hr

Amer Tobacco. SSC&B; alt Bute!

Mc-E

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42.000 P&C. Burnett; R. J. Reynolds. Esty The Price is Right: Q-L 28,000 Lever, JWT; Speidel, SSC&B

Sgt. Preston: AF 32.000 Quaker Oats, WBT The Texan: W-F 37.000 Brown & Wmson, Bates; alt open

164,000 Challenge: QL 35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R The Thin Man: My-F 40.000 Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

46 SPONSOR • (3 SEPTEMBER 1958



G R A P 30iAUG. - 26 SEPT.

>NESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
CBS

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

News

repeat feed)

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Edsel.
Circus Boy
Marsilt
Eellotc

Tic Tac Dough
RCA

Wam-Lambert

Rin Tin Tin Eoing Boing Show

Y^ou Bet Your Life

Richard Diamond DeSoto, Tonl

'''«*^ Sn^^V'"' Ed Wynn Show

(9/25 S)

Perry Mason
^"''(g^i"'"'

^H jKlmberI«7-OUrk.

Amw IHliy
Enoisark

Perry Comohe Real McCoys
The Verdict Is

(9/25 S)
Twenty-One

Pharmaceuticals
(9/25 S)

Nafl Dairy,

mil Bros., Breck
1:30; 9/12)

Kraft Mystery
Theatre
(«-10)

The Verdict Is
(Siese-Ponda

Stars of Jazz
(9/12 S)

Phil Silvers

P*0 alt

R. J. Reynoldi
Schick

Amer. Tobae.
Lawrence Welk

(9-10'

Briitol My«n

Buick Action
Theater
Buick

Lawrenci; Welk

Have Cun, Will
Travel

WhltrtuUl

Turning Point
Schick alt

SooU

t Could Be You Price Is Right

Vou Bet Your Life
Bromi & Wmson Music From

Manhattan
Hanhattan Shirt

(0/30 8 )

Circle

re

ti M-Il)
'<o Net Service

|ohn Daly News

B. J. Reynolds

Music Bingo

5 Day Deodorant
,000 Challenge

Joseph Cotton
mer Tobacco, TonJ

rains & Brawn

(9/13 S)

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

This Is Your Life: D-L

*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

To TeU The Truth: Q-L

Trackdown: A-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

Turning Point

Undercurrent

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

52,000

23,500

22,000

33.500

35.000

11.500

1 1 .000

60,000

32.000

35.500

Vi hr.

15,000

45,000

P&C, B&B

Warner-Lambert, Lennen & Newell,
RCA. K&E

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson; Marlboro,
Burnett

Amer Tobacco. BBDO; alt Socony
Mobil Oil. Compton

Pharmaceuticals. Parkson

Schick. B&B; alt Scott, JWT

P&C. Y&R; Brown & Williamson. Bates
(L 9/19)

U.S. Steel. BBDO

Firestone. Sweeney & James

Drackett. Y&R; Edsel. FC&B; Gen-
eral Foods, B&B

Philip Morris, Ayer

Mennen, Mc-E; Miles. Wade

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L

What's My Line: Q-L

Ed Wynn: Sc-F

You Asked For It: M-F

You Bet Your Life: Q-L

Zorro: A-F

14.500

32,000

40,000

18.000

51.750

37.000

Dodge, Grant

Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-

nett

L&M; Bulova, Mc-E (9/25 S)

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

Lever, JWT; Toni, North

AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Specials and Spectaculars

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Wagon Train: W-F

Mike WaUace: I-L

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L

DuPont Show of The Month

Bob Hope Show

Shirley Temple's Storybook

466,000

320,000

225,000

DuPont, BBDO—9/22

Buick, McCann-Erickson—9/19

National Dairy, Ayer; Hill Bros. Cof-
fee, Ayer—9/12

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958



Local in management...

The Corinthian stations are first and foremost local in character ... for great stations must

be responsive to the needs and tastes of their individual communities.

Each Corinthian station has its own independent local management team . . . experienced

men at the helm and in the key operating areas of programming, sales, engineering and

promotion. The strength of each of the Corinthian stations attests to the abilities of these

men and the role they play in Tulsa, Houston, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS i?«^.«./^/% /« BrWc..//«^
1 ii I / A \u>ij \j fim/i mwiK .\\n\\\iinfiwf/ji

K(;UL TV Houston • WAM- & WAN'IMV Ion Wayne •

)\m\mMunn,A
WISH cS: WISH-TV Indianapolis



Interrelated in service

The Corinthian stations have more than this. They benefit from each other's experience.

And have at their disposal the full-time staff services of specialists in the basic areas of

broadcasting. . . each outstandingly qualified in his field . . . Corinthian's Director ofProgram-

ming, Robert H. Salk; Director of Sales, Don L. Kearney; Director of Engineering, George G.

Jacobs; Director of Research, Charles H. Smith; and Director of Promotion & Advertising,

Robert J. Sullivan. These men provide facts, judgment and the exchange of ideas upon

which local management can base sound decisions.

Clearly, you get something extra when you buy a Corinthian station.

THE CORINTHIAN STKTIONS Responsibility m Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

>Mu\i,u\\di!/rf//y.«tti\iiin/;/f

llllinBHHBIIBa«MlillllllBPn«lltII i 1 1

1

J ill



DAYTIME C O P A R.

SUNDAY
CBS

MONDAY
CBS

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

reasure Hunt
Dot Chem.

Look Up & Livt
flay Your Hunch Play Your Hunch

Standard Bran
Stand Brtndi

Concentration

Tic Tac Douth
PftO til

Dow (9/22 3)

Tic Tac Dough
Btand Brandt

PAG

Search for

Tomorrow
PftO

It Could Be You

alt P&O

It Could Be Yei
Al. CulTer alt »U5

Brtllo

lit P&O

No net service

Newt (1«-1:M)

As the World

PftG

Sterling alt sust

Howard Miller

As the World

Sterling alt

Miles

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock

Beat The Clock

Miles

Lucky Partners
Al. CulTer alt s

-

Art Linkletter Art Linkletter

alt Tool

Big Payoff
Today Is Ours

Sterling (9/22 S)

Verdict Is Yours
SUnd Bridi
Brlitol-lfTm

Who Do You
Trust? From These Root

American
Bandstand
Welsh

College News

The Last Word

Face the Nation Mickey Mouse
Chib

Mars alt Armoui

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network sche(3ule on this and preceding pages (46, 47)

includes regularly scheduled programing 30 Aug. to

26 Sept., inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-



B"V G R A 1P 1i 30 AUG.- 26 SEPT.

AK

iDNESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY 1

ABC CBS NBC 1

.ney
Dough Re Ml For Love or

Money
Dough Re Mi For Love or

Money
.ust

Dough Re Mi
u.t

Heckle Jeckle

Baklw !

ur Hunch
tit nist

Treasure Hunt
Heinz

OwD Prod
alt P*Q

Play Your Hunch
sust

Scott alt sust

Treasure Hunt
sust

P&0
alt sust

Play Your HuncI
sust

Lever alt Gerber

Treasure Hunt

Gen Food* alt

Sterling

Mighty Mouse
Gen Food, alt

Colgate

Ruff & Reddy
Gen Food.
lit nit

Ccdfrey

1-Mi.r.

Price Is Right
G«n Food!
8t«rllng

General Foods
alt sust

Arthur Godfrey

Gen Foods alt

Stand Brands

Price Is Right

alt £«Ter BrM
Miles alt sust

Arthur Godfrey

Gen Mills alt

Eonson

Price Is Right
Lever alt Com Pro.

General Foods

Gen mils

Capt. Kangaroo
(11-12)

Partlc.

Gerber

Fury
Gen Food.
alt Bordtn

Dollar

Uit*
Heinz

sust
^'&.r"

Concentration
sust alt Lever

Heinz alt sust
^ttt^^'

Concentration
Gen Foods alt sus

Lever alt sust

Capt. Kangaroo
Partic.

Gen Mills

Blondle

of Life

•ceutlcal.

Tie Tac Dough
Heinz

alt sust

Plllsbury

Love of Life
Scott

Amer Homo

Tic Tac Dough
Al. Culver
alt Heinz

P&Q

Love of Life
AUtntli

alt Gen Mills

Tic Tac Dough
Gen MUls alt

Sunshine

P*G

"Tiir-
True Story !

iUlt

Staling Drag

t

l.tc'w

It Could Be You
0«n IVmxU alt

suet

Oi>m Prod

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

it Could Be You
Miles alt sust

P&O alt

Brwn & Wnuoo

Search for

P&G

It Could Be Yoi
Whitehall
alt sust

P&O
alt Com Prod

limmy Dean
Detective Diary
Staling Drag

.« Light Culdlng^Llght Guld^g^Llght

t lervlee Close-Up
No net service

Close-Up
co-op

No net service
Close-Up

co-op

Lone Ranger
Gen Mill,

alt Ne.tle
No net servic* .

'Til? .

News
(1:25-1:30) init (1:J5-1:S0) luit)

« World

g alt iust

Howard Milter
co-op

As the World
Turns Howard Miller

As the World
Turns
P&G Howard Miller

co-op

Baseball Preview

Gen Mills

(10 mln. preceed-

Ing game)

No net s«r*ic«

.-OP Swift

alt SUrlingPlll.buiT

-he Clock
' alt sust

.It Lerer

Lucky Partners

sust

Beat The Clock

Johnaon & JohuoD
alt (uat

Lucky Partners
iUSt

Beat The Clock
Lwer alt Kodak

Gerber
alt sust

Lucky Partners

Baseball Games
of the week

State Farm Ins. Oo.

Falstaff Brew
(2-concl.)

No net servico

inkletter
•r Broi

itlintU
Haggis Baggis

Art LInkletter
Kellogg

Plllsbury

Haggis Baggis

Art Linkletter
Irfver Bros

Swift alt

Haggis Baggis
Gen Mills alt sus

Gen. Mills

(6/14-9/6;
alt weeks)

llN Payoff

Today Is Ours
P&G

Heinz alt

Sterling

American
Bandstand

co-op

Big Payoff
u.t

Today Is Ours
P&G alt sust

Culver alt Heinz

American
Bandstand

oo-op
"V.v.f

Today Is Ours
P&G

Sterling

NCAA Football
Games

Bayvik Cigars

Is Yours
Torn These Roots
P&G alt sust

Who Do You
Trust?

Gen rood.

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt sust

From These Roots
^ P&G

Who Do You
Trust?

Verdict Is Yours
Gen mils alt Leve

Gen MllU
alt Atlantis

From These Root

alt sust

(Vi sponsorship)

various times

various dates

^°a"r"p5f
^' ^Il'es a" ="«'

nil

Tllng

IS,"**

Queen for a Day

•It Cbm Prod

American
Bandstand
Sergeant

Com Product.

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Day
Bm. & WBion alt

American
Bandstand
Omi. U11U
Welch

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Day

WhitehaU
alt Com Prod

U.S. Lawn
Tennis Assn.

National

(9/6: 12-5)
111

t storm
Inn* Pml

Secret Storm
Scott alt Miles alt Culver

Secret Storm

.fNight P&G
American
Bandstand

partle & co-op

Edge of Night

Pllliburr
Bandstand

EdgeofNIght P&G

sust*n«»rfUlk alt

i^odern Romances
St«rllnc Drug

alt Heinz

Modern Romance Swift

alt
Sterling Drug alt

Woodpecker
Kollogg

The Buccaneers
Com Prod

1? Mickey Mouse

alt Gen Foods

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen MllU

grams not

a.m., Monde

A^eM;5 Specie

Whitehall) ;

participating

a.m., Monda

listed are:

ly-Friday, pa

il, CBS, Sun

Today, NBC.

; News CBS

y-Friday.

Tonight, NB(

rticipating s

day, 11-11:1^

7:00-9:00 a

,
7:45-8:00

:, 11:15 p.

jonsorship

;

) p.m. (Car

m., Monday-

a.m. and 8:

in..l:00

Sunday ai

er and

Friday, si

45-9:00 o

All times ar

e not listed b

Sponsors, co

lown along w
nighttime pi

id agencies st

B Eastern D
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-sponsors an

ith names oJ

ograms, toge

arts on page

lylight. Parti

ny cases they
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ther with sho
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') f> Like many a famous twosome,

"Mr. Adams and Eve" are strictly one of a kind. They offer regional and local advertisers:

More entertainment: 39 sophisticated half-hours starring Ida Lupino and Howard Duff as

a well-known Hollywood couple. With guests like Joan Fontaine, Dick Powell, Ed Sullivan.

More applause: "A very funny situation comedy. It is not often that a Hollywood television

film is so pertinent," jack gould, new york times. "Whippy dialogue, good performances.



CHECK YOUR MATCHMAKING:
/<yj3Una aiuEpej^ puB uojj3>luid j-j /,-9

uAaiog suuy puE niA -^JUsh cl'S^

U31UJB3 puB SSOf UOQ g-^?

SBjuoqBDOj puB qjiius uqof uiBjdB^ g-g

(3Ag) ouidriT npi puB (suiBpy JJAl) yna pjbmoh n-2
suiqdasof puB uo3|odBt\i qI'I

topnotch stints," variety. "A darned happy marriage of Duffs and dialogue," cue magazine.

More audiences: "Mr. Adams and Eve" enters syndication direct from a two-season run on

the CBS Television Network. In its Friday night time slot, the program rated an average

21.5 Nielsen. Match up your product with "Mr. Adams and Eve"— a winning combination.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis,

Dallas, San Francisco, Atlanta. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd. IM Weiisien Film lalesjni.^



With network schedules about to be released, SPONSOR ASKS

How will independents program
against network competition ?

Four major independent gtations

reveal their programing strategy

in the coming fall battle against

highly competitive net lineup

Ted Cott, 'ice pres. in charge of KMSP-

Tl & other NTA owned & operated stations

More and more each year the inde-

pendent station is taking its toll of the

network station's audience. KMSP-TV,
our Minneapolis-St. Paul station, in a

highly competitive market, moved into

third place in the last Nielsen report.

Specialized programing for children,

local sporting events, hard-hitting pro-

grams and extensive feature film

libraries are annually making the pub-

lic more conscious of "the other

station in town." The advertiser thus

gains a low-cost opportunity to reach

large numbers of people with the true

formula of advertising, which is repe-

tition.

Only with the independents can the

national spot advertiser and the local

advertiser reach the people in prime
time, and the size of the audience they

reach is growing each year.

The independent is gaining strength

because of the "copy cat" programing

of the networks, where the choice is

between three westerns or two variety

shows, leaving those who want alter-

nate programing uncovered. As this

material is made available to them,

they are finding it, liking it and
making it a habit.

And as the independent continues

gaining respect and support of the

national advertiser and local adver-

tiser he is financially equipped to in-

crease his program service which in

turn results in increased advertising

opportunities. On the independent <Jta-

tion, the people in Minneapolis don't

have to watch a woman in Los Angeles

win a refrigerator. This fall she will

watch her neighbor down the street

A'.'in one on KMSP.

Fred M. Thrower, vice pres. & gen.

mgr., WPIX, New York

Vertical block

programing

by category

WPIX will not program against the

networks this fall. We never have.

Our approach is more positive. WPIX
will continue to attract a substantial

share of the New York audience by

programing every half hour with the

finest syndicated films—properties of

"network" quality.

Programs like Whirlyhirds, Colonel

Flack, Decoy and Silent Service will

always get "first preference" from

large numbers of viewers regardless of

what's playing the networks. And
WPIX has many such fine first-run

programs ready for the new season.

WPIX points to its leadership in

children's programing in New York
where we beat all seven stations in

these time periods most of the year.

In other areas we are fourth most of

the time, third many times and second

or first not infrequently.

With an eye to improving this

position, WPIX will embark upon a

new and exciting programing concept

next season. Over 30 new WPIX half-

hours (half of which are first-run in

New York, the others, first-run off the

networks) will form the backbone of

this new format: vertical block pro-

graming, by category, seven full nights

a week.

Monday night will be Adventure

Night: seven successive half-hours

starting at 7:30, of strictly adventure

type shows. In like manner, Tuesday

night will be Sports Night; Wednes-

day, Mystery Night; Thursday, Com-
edy Night; Friday, will be Drama
Night; Saturday, Movie Night; and

Sunday, Family Night.

We are excited about the potential

of this highly promotable concept

which will give WPIX-11 a new and
distinct image in a somewhat scram-

bled seven-station market.

Obviously, it takes a lot of quality

product to program in this manner
night after night. Every "night" repre-

sents over a quarter-million dollars in

production and talent. WPIX has a

"network look" to it.

In a sense, then, WPIX does pro-

gram against the networks, and every-

body else. We program to win as

many as possible of the "viewer votes"

cast every half-hour.

When WPIX gets a 5.0 rating, net-

work shows must get five to eight

times this rating to get a comparable

cost-per-1,000. More and more adver-

tisers are becoming aware of this basic

truth, and WPIX is delighted to have

them with us.

Bennef Korn, vice president, WABD,
New York

What does the independent station

rely on when bucking the networks in

this market? Three elements—ingenu-

ity, taste and daring.

We depend on the aspect of counter-

point programing and diversification,

which has earned us an unduplicated

957c coverage of the 4,700,000 homes

in this area. In those time segments

where comedy is the major contribu-

tion of the networks, we will turn to

a block of adventure shows. In those

time periods where dramas and west-

erns dominate network thinking, we
{Please turn to page 59)
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ttTime-buyers gotta be tough! 99

"Sentiment's got no place in figuring the RIGHT time-buy, buddy. When

it comes to getting the most for a client's dollar, give me facts— the

straight, most recent facts, I mean.

"Like the way I figure KFWB in the Los Angeles market is what I'm

talking about. Color Radio on KFWB's Channel 98 is the kind of new,

exciting radio that has pulled listeners right in close.

"Cold hard facts tell the story: as of July, Hooper shows KFWB as the

NUMBER ONE station in the market ... with a solid 95.5% gain in

share-of-audience. Nielsen is UP 82.7% ... and Pulse is UP 37.1% . .

.

all since January.

"So, buddy, here's one time-buyer who's quit buying stations strictly

by ear... or by 'tradition'. The smart time-buyer will always buy

KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles. It's the thing to do!"

Call or write for your copy of this fact-filled

brochure: "TIME-BUYING FOR FUN AND CkourhnaiC

PROFIT". Loaded with lots of handy tools

which make it easy to buy Color Radio. 98
6419 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28 HOLLYWOOD 3 5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president and general manager •MILTON H.KLEIN, sales manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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HPL families opei



4000,QOi^xans a day

!

They're not just radio listeners— they're cus-

tomers.To them, theHPL Director's product

approval is a personal, positive recommenda-

tion to buy. In 1 1 of the nation's biggest mar-

kets, a half million families hear it, believe it

and act on it every day. No program has a

more responsive audience.

The Housewives' Protective League does

just what its name suggests: it protects the

housewife, sponsoring only those products

which measure up to the highest consumer

standards. Your product is virtually sold on

ourword .ThenHPL, in partnership with the

food distributors, lends powerful sales and

merchandising support to your campaign.

This is how HPL has been serving the can-

ning industry for 24 years. Now, "September

is Canned Foods Month" and HPL promo-

tion is again lifting tops ... off cans and sales

records. THE
HOUSEWIVES'

PROTECTIVE
T "I~~^ A /^ 'T' TT~^ REPRESENTED BV CBS RADIO

I |H /\ I ,_- I |H SPOT SALES, 485 MADISON AVE.,

JH Jik JA jLVJ^ \^ JL-J NEW YORK 22, N. Y. PL 1-2345

"The Program That Sponsors the Product"
HPL DIRECTORS: CRAIG HARRISON, KCBS, San Francisco; GRANT WILLIAMS, KMOX,
St. Louis; PHILIP NORMAN, KNX, Los Angeles; GRANT WILLIAMS, KSL, Salt Lake City;

LEWIS MARTIN, WRVA, Richmond; JOHN TRENT, WCAU, Philadelphia; GALEN DRAKE,

WGBS. New York; ALLEN GRAY, WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; MORGAN BAKER, WEEI,

Boston; PAUL GIBSON, WBBM, Chicago; MARK EVANS, WTOP, Washington, D. C.



IF IT IS BIG
AND IMPORTANT,
IT'S ON VifHAS-TV

WHAS-TV NEWS with

Exclusive Daily Newsreel . .

.

Winner of the University of

Kentucky-A.P. "Distinguished

Leadership Award" and Sigma

Delta Chi Award.

12:25-12:30 p.m. daily

6:15- 6:30 p.m. daily

10:30-10:40 p.m. daily

WHAS-TV's nine-man news staff and 26

newsrcel-reporter correspondents provide

unmatched coverage of the BIG news . . .

the southeastern Kentucky floods, the

Prestonsburg school bus tragedy, the big-

gest private home robbery in U.S. history,

and the $250,000 Federal Building fire.

The journalistic magazine THE
QUILL devoted its May editorial, cover

and three full pages to WHAS-TV's cov-

erage of the Kentucky legislature.

When anything IMPORTANT hap-

pens in Louisville television, it happens

on WHAS-TV. Viewers know it . . . and

so do clients such as Shell Oil . . . and

the Greater Louisville First Federal Sav-

ings and Loan Association which has

sponsored the news EVERY night since

WHAS-TV went on the air in March,

1950.

Your Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .

with the ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER I

WHAS-TV

Foremost In Service

Best In Entertainment

WHAS-TV CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE

316,000 WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
Victor A. Sholis, Director

Represented Nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
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SPONSOR ASKS
(Cont'd from page 54)

air sports or comedy. This is based

on the fact that in the Metropolitan

New York area with millions of people,

there is a sizable percentage interested

in different types of programing.

We have pioneered in the presenta-

tion of personalities. Nightbeat, a pro-

gram that singlehandedly altered the

interviewing technique, was a natural

for a local station. We are continuing

to present programs that take advan-

tage of the geographic location of our

tv station—New York City, a place

that boasts of the greatest array of

interesting people in the world. The

well-handled interview giving an in-

sight into the personality of celebrities

and real people is a must.

We have developed a public service

and journalism documentary approach

of which we are most proud. Within a

single year we have presented such

special programs as the live coverage

of the Senate Labor Racket Hearings;

the much lauded Operation Heart

Saver, which televised a heart opera-

tion before live cameras; Portrait of

the USSR, a six-part documentary

series, presenting the most complete

essay on Russia seen on television ; and

still another documentary currently

being shown on the Middle East crisis.

Dick Woolen, film director and assistant

prof;ram director, KTTV, Los Angeles

Ignore

networks,

program for

L.A. vieivers

KTTV in Los Angeles does not pro-

gram against the three network outlets.

Just the opposite. KTTV programs

only for Los Angeles viewers, sched-

uling shows at the time and day that

we believe Southern Californians want

to see them—not at a time and day

convenient for the nation as a whole.

A tv program is more subject to

localized preferences than any product
' that has ever been merchandised. All

television is local to the viewer, for

he dials a local station and chooses

between local stations. We proved this

to our satisfaction during a recent

survey among 30,000 viewers which

showed that only a small percentage

could correctly identify the network,

or even the station.

Viewing preference is different in

Los Angeles from the East where the

majority of national programing de-

cisions are made. The reason is that

the seven Los Angeles stations de-

veloped wholly on their own. During

their first three or four years—the

formative years—there were no micro-

wave connections with any other

community. The stations, competing

fiercely for their share of audience,

adapted themselves to local habits and

tastes since all their resources and all

their ingenuity were directed only to-

ward winning the local audience.

Los Angeles is a unique example of

the force and effect of localized tele-

vision. For example, the highest rated

program in Los Angeles so far this

year has been a KTTV presentation—

the station's coverage of the "Miss

Universe Contest." The 48 rating and

80.8 share of audience (ARE) at

11 p.m. was a fantastic 8.9 times that

of the three network stations totaled

together and more than four times that

of all six other competing stations

added together. Closest competition

was nearly 45 rating points behind.

Specifically, KTTV will this fall

program for Los Angeles viewers such

syndicated properties as Highway

Patrol and Citizen Soldier.

It will continue to bolster its day-

time syndicated shows— My Little

Margie, Topper, Frontier Doctor—
with such popular Los Angeles person-

alities as Jackson Wheeler, Sheriff

John, etc. hosting the programs. It will

continue to program George Putnam

and the News twice daily and Paul

Coates 10:15 Confidential File nightly.

Its MGM movie library will be utilized

for nightly First Show and Second

Show at 10:40 p.m. and 12:10 a.m.

And it will present for the first time

on tv in the Los Angeles area such

films as National Velvet, San Fran-

cisco, The Green Years, etc.

It will video tape college football

games played in Los Angeles for tele-

casting the following day; it will

present the remaining Los Angeles

Dodgers baseball games played in San

Francisco and microwaved to Southern

California and it will program in the

early afternoon NTA's TV Hour of

Stars. KTTV will continue its hour-

long Divorce Court.

And it will schedule its programs at

the time and day preferred by South-

ern Californians.

|\>'1f**%
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If you're measuring size of metropoli-

tan markets, Fort Wayne ranks 108th.

If you're measuring spot radio, WOWO,

located in Fort Wayne, covers tiie 37th

Radio IViarket . WOWO is the only

medium that covers the 2,285,720

people in this rich 56-county market.

If you're buying top radio markets, you

must include . .

.

®A)©WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

•Broadcasting, December 16, 1957
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NOW! JUST RELEASED NCS #3 FIGURES

REVEAL WHAT ADVERTISERS HAVE LONG KNOWN . .

.

WFAA-TV is a "MUST BUY'

in one of the nations "MUST MARKETS!'

TV HOMES

in the vast market coverage area of WFAA-TV!
(based on NCS S3)

DALLAS & FT. WORTH - the nation's 12th

ranking metropoHtan market in terms of retail

sales - as well as its rich surrounding trade

area - now substantiated to be under the

powerful signal of WFAA -TV

!

FOR AN AMAZING LOOK AT WHAT YOUR TV DOLLAR

WILL BUY IN DALLAS TODAY CALL OUR
PETR. I AAAN ^o** ci closer look at some very revealing

facts on NCS #3.

WFAA-TV DALLAS a
A television service of
The Dallas Morning News
Edward Fetry & Co. National Representatives
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceuticals Co., Family Products Div.,

Morris Plains, N.H., is planning a campaign in major markets for

its Verisan cold remedy. The schedule kicks-off 15 September for

12 weeks. Minutes during daytime and late evening segments will

be placed; average frequency: 5-10 per week per market. The

buyer is Conant Sawyer; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Minute Maid Corp., Orlanda, Fla., is going into top markets to

push its Minute Maid quick frozen concentrate. The campaign

starts 8 September, runs through the end of October. Minutes and

chainbreaks are being used, during both daytime and nighttime

slots; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Bob

Gruskay; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Frigidaire Divocion, General Motors Corp., Dayton, is Hning up

announcements to advertise its Frigidaire automatic washers and

electric dryers. The short-termer, a test campaign, starts 15 Septem-

ber. Minute and two-minute announcements will be slotted during

nighttime segments. The buyer is Jim Kearns; the agency is Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Polychemical Depart-

ment, Wilmington, is lining up 30-minute slots during prime time in

top markets for the Fall for a football prediction show to promote

its Zerone and Zerex anti-freezes. The program will run through

the football season. The buyer is Ted Wallower; the agency is

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
The Ki'wi Polish Co., Pottstown, Pa., is entering major markets

to push its Kiwi shoe polish. The schedules start 8 September for

eight weeks. Minutes, both daytime and nighttime, will be scheduled.

Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Manny Klein;

the agency is Cohen & Aleshire.

The Best Foods, Inc., New York, is preparing campaigns for top

markets for its H. 0. Oats and Instant Oatmeal. A six-week cam-

paign starts 15 September. Another six-week run starts 6 January.

Minutes during daytime segments will be placed; frequency varies

from market to market. The buyer is Bob Anderson; the agency

is Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc., New York.

RADIO and TV BUYS
The American Sugar Refining Co., New York, is planning a

radio and tv campaign for its Domino sugar. The campaign begins

15 September for 13 weeks. In tv, minutes during both daytime

and nighttime segments will be aired; in radio, daytime minutes.

Frequencies will vary from market to market. The buyer is Jerry

Van Horsen; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

It's Simply

a Matter of People!

If all the people In Buffalo (1,340,000),

Providence (705,000), and Nashville,

Tenn. (363,000) got together, they

would almost total the big, bustling

market reached by WOWO, the 37th

Radio Market.

If you're buying top radio markets, you

must include . .

.

\A#^>\A#r> 50,000 WATTSW^^W^/ 37th U.S. Radio Market*

FORT WAYNE, IND. Represented by PGW

@A@WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING CO!«!?ANY, INC.

•Broadcasting, December 16, 1957
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The Adventures of

WILLIAM
^F ^^ I I delivers smashing

I ^H Ihi Ihi impact that

viewers and sales will feel. Action that

stops you cold. Adventure that

leaves you breathless. Excitement that

bristles with tension and suspense.

You know how popular

swashbucklers are these days. Well,

WILLIAM TELL has everything

they've got — and more. The beloved

legends of the famous man who

fought for his country's independence.

Thrilling battles against injustice.

A fight for a man's love for his

wife and child.

All this set against the inspiring

beauty of the Swiss Alps . . . where

these 39 great half-hours were

filmed , . . with gorgeous production

values and superb photography.

What more could you ask — except to

see audition prints of this socko

entertainment that's sure to produce

sales haymakers — from . . .

NTA National Telefilm Associates, Inc.

Coliseum Tower. 10 Columbus Circle

New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 2-7300



THE

DRIVER'S

SEAT

IN

GREATER

BUFFALO

Still ridiiiji high as the No. 1 static

Buffalo uith:

1)>^ far in the nation's 14th market. WGR-TV is delivering Booming

• Largest Share of Buffalo's Virwina Audience — from sign-on to sign-off 7 da\'s a week — and a larger

audience than the other two stations coinbiiird. noon to 6:00 p.m. weekdays.

• Top Local Shoics and Personalities: \\v\vn X(\illf. Buffalo's leading lady of tele\ision — Bill Mazer,
Buffalo's top sportscaster — Ro\ kcms. Bufl.ilo's .mthoritathf news \oice. Highest ratings — more viewers
per set — low cost per thousand.

• Superior Local Acceptance: Emphasis on local programming, promotion, and ci\ic participation has
made Channel 2 an important and u ideK' recognized asset to the business and home life in the Buffalo area.

• Superb Studio Facilities: Most extensive (60 x 40 feet) facilities in Buffalo. Additional features include
outdoor tennis court and outdoor patio.

• Tremendous Bonus in Canada: Coverage of over 800,000 sets.

• Strongest Merchandising in Toun: Tailor-made point-of-sale material throughout the \\'GR-T\" area.

Regular mailings for WGR-T\' ad\(itised prodticts to 925 grocers and 52.5 drncgists. Contact Peters,

Griffin, Woodward for availahilitics on WGR-TV.

TOP CHOICE IN BUFFALO OF ADVERTISERS AND VIEWERS ALIKE

WGR-TV
NNEL 2 BUFFALO

A TRANSCO
WROC-TV, Rochester,

WGR, WGR-TV, Buffalo

)NTINENT STATION pfj ^v"'^

Y. . WSVA. WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. |^B
1 . WNEP-TV. Scrantcn/Wilkes-Barre. llUll Servi
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
6 SEPTEMBER 1958 With 1 October starting dates just around the corner, the fall syndication

picture is beginning to take shape. At this point, it looks something like this:

(1) First-run sales are catching fire; most have achieved a 50-market minimum.

(2) Re-runs, with no set air dates, are moving more slowly.

Here's a look at how some first-run product is doing thus far:

• Screen Gems' only syndicated release, Rescue 8, has contracted for 75 markets, in-

cluding three eight-market regional deals.

• CNP's new show. Danger is My Business, is sold in 85 markets.

• Ziv's shows, Mackenzie's Raiders and Dial 999, have both been cut in for major re-

gional business. Mackenzie's Raiders, with B&W and Schlitz among its multi-market sponsors,

is slotted in 63 markets; Dial 999, with Pillsbury in 30 markets, is signed in a total of 81

markets.

• CBS TV Film's venture into comedy, Colonel Flack, is lined up in more than 50

markets.

• TPA's New York Confidential, with DX Sunray Oil in 62 markets, is slotted for a

total of 115.

Budweiser, via D'Arcy, is expanding its original U. S. Marshall (NTA) alternate-

week buy to between 80 and 90 markets, from an original 55.

The agency is currently undertaking what often is a station problem: Finding the alter-

nate-week sponsor in all those markets.

Don't assume that being a network subsidiary means an easy entre for a syn-

dicator into his networks affiliate stations, or even its o&o's.

CBS TV Film, especially, finds its own stations the toughest to sell this fall.

Reason is obvious: the continuing pattern of early and late feature shows leaves less

time for a syndicated series.

It looks like the summer sales doldrums are over for MAC and its Paramount

library.

Three sales of the full library this week bring the market tally to 12, and a return of

well over half of MCA's $50 million investment.

Buyers this week: KIRO-TV, Seattle-Tacoma ; KPIX, San Francisco (for a reported $4

million) ; and KHQ-TV, Spokane.

Other markets previously sold: New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Philadelphia, Washing-

ton (partial sale), Sacramento (also partially). Grand Rapids, Omaha, Guam.

Those national advertisers who have been drifting toward syndication buys are

doing so primarily in the smaller markets.

Note what one top agency vice-president this week told Film-Scope: "Our clients are

definitely interested in market-by-market buying and we're doing plenty of research on the

subject. But so far we can't see a strong advantage in the multi-station markets."

This comment is born out by BAR's second-quarter report of national advertisers who

use spot film in the top markets. Compare it with last year's second-quarter report and you'll

find the list diminished considerably.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
6 SEPTEMBER 1958 Campaigns tying in two or more different products are not new but they are be-

coming more important because they offer a wedge for multi-displays in consumer
retail outlets.

Here are three tie-in campaigns, two of them involving air media, now under way for

the fall. Each goes about it in a different way:

• Domino Sugar, via Ted Bates, is harnessing tv, radio, newspapers and maga-

zines behind a "Used Together . . . They Sell Together" theme.

In addition to the consumer campaign, Domino is putting out a Fall Planning

Guide for retailers. This urges stores to team Domino sugar with related items

and illustrates p-o-s material as well.

The Guide puts special emphasis on tie-in products for chocolate frosting. Besides Dom-

ino Confectioners 10-X powdered sugar, such a promotion would include baking chocolate,

vanilla extract and butter or margarine.

• Mattel, Inc., which uses Mickey Mouse Club, will have its toy guns promoted

on tv by General Mills, too.

GM is running a "Great Guns Sweepstakes" for Kix, Trix and Sugar Jets during

September and October. About 16,000 guns will be given as prizes.

Fifteen filmed spots, featuring kid actor Lars Henderson—seen regularly on
the Mattel MM segment—will be used by the cereal manufacturer on the Captain

Kangaroo, Lone Ranger and Mickey Mouse Club shows. In addition, 10 million ce-

real packages will carry four-color pictures of the guns.

• Campbell is tying in soup and its own Swanson products in a "Souper-Duper

Chicken" promotion this month.

Stores will be offered a scotch plaid design re-usable dump-display bin to carry

out the budget theme of the promotion. Supporting material will include display bin cards,

recipe pads and ad mats plus a consumer campaign in supplements and magazines.

Five products in all are involved—Cream of chicken, celery and mushroom soups

with Swanson boned chicken and turkey.

New marketing concepts in the cosmetic field are in the wind, according to an

ad vet in this field.

Look particularly for copy lines incorporating the "new and improved" gim-

mick, a label not used in the cosmetics industry until early in 1958 when Revlon pitched it.

Traditional approach is to bring out a completely new product.

Concentrated marinade piquante, bouillabaisse, lobster Newburg, spiced Cherry

Heering preserve, babas au rhum.

Doesn't sound much like a General Foods line, but it is. The products above were

among the seven introduced by GF at the fourth annual Fancy Food and Confection

Show at the Waldorf-Astoria recently.

How come? GF doesn't expect much volume from its gourmet foods, which it began

distributing last year, but three solid reasons for selling them were given by Joseph B.

Starke, manager of GF's gourmet foods operation:

They were (1) to contribute ultimately in a modest way to GF's profits, (2)

to give more class to the GF corporate image and (3) to uncover new products

suitable for mass distribution.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
6 SEPTEMBER 1958

Copyright l»58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Congress may be gone, but some of its activities linger. At least as to their

effects.

Nothing firm in the way of plans as yet, but the Senate Commerce Committee may have

some reports of more than passing interest. Probably not Committee reports, but rather staff

documents.

That committee looked into tv allocations problems, rating services, and has kept a con-

tinuing eye on network operations. It has also been following the FCC's progress with its own

Barrow report on network practices, and very closely. In addition, there were hearings on

the ASCAP-BMI embroglio.

Of all of the fields in which the Committee has been interested during this session just

closed, allocations and rating services seem the likeliest candidates for pungent
comments.

There is still some chance of New York hearings on ratings, in which case even a staff

report would be unlikely this year. The report is likely to be less critical of the rating serv-

ices than it will be with respect to the heavy dependence on them by networks and sponsors.

In the field of allocations, the Committee will likely be much less interested in uhf than

it has been in the past. The FCC will probably be exhorted to continue its efforts to try to

put more vhf stations on the iar.

The Commerce Committee appeared to be impressed, both with the ABC plan for "drop-

ins" on new vhf stations on present channels, and also with the Craven plan for securing more

spectrum space through a trade with the military.

The Senate Commerce Committee, although it frequently disagrees with its

staff on methods, still remains anxious to make provision for more tv stations.

The FCC's report on tv industry finances in 1957 adds more proof that new stations,

except in highly selective areas such as would be served under the ABC drop-in plan, run

into stiff going.

Uhf is an old story. But the report shows uhf losses climbed from $1.9 million in 1956

to $3.5 million in 1957, with 11 going dark during the year. Only 23 of 95 operating all

or a part of '57 reported profits, and the year wound up with only 88 in operation.

More significant, of the post-freeze vhf stations, 303 of them, just 162 reported

profitable operation. Of 28 which went on the air in 1957, 25 reported their experiences

and 20 of these showed losses.

The story is even clearer when viewed against the overall tv picture. Total tv industry

broadcast revenues rose 5.2 percent in 1957 to $943.2 million. Total expenses increased even

more, 10.7 percent to $783.2 million. Profits before Federal taxes, therefore, fell 15.6 per-

cent to $160 million.

Network share of the revenues was $467.9 million, 95 pre-freeze vhfs accounted for $261.3

million, but the best the 302 post-freeze v's could do was $187.3 million, with the uhf's ac-

counting for a negligible $26.7 million.

Web expenses were $397.2 million, those of the 95 pre-freeze v's were $179.3 million, the

302 post-freeze v's disbursed $176.5 million, and the u's spent $30.2 million.

Web profits were $70.7 million, the 95 pre-freeze v's took down $82 million and all 302

post-freeze v's between them shared only $10.8 million.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
6 SEPTEMBER 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

, The mediuni-sized agencies continue to snag away accounts in competition

M ith the giants.

Only recently Keyes, Madden & Jones won out over McCann-Erickson in the bid

for the Florist Association business. And now Fuller & Smith & Ross emerges as

victor over Y&R and BBDO for the American Optical ($200,000) account.

From present indications, the last brand in Detroit that will reveal its 1959 models

is Edsel.

It also looks as though that division is a long way from a decision about its ad-

vertising campaign and general ballyhoo.

Interesting sidelight on changing authority in the ad agencies: In the major

shops, the selection of a network tv buy is the joint recommendation of the media

and program departments.

Their recommendation is passed on to the account section, which holds the power

to veto rather than recommend.

It takes a year for an agency to digest and recover its investment in a new
account—that is, reach the break-even point.

The rule-of-thumb works this way: There's no profit in the first six months of billings.

The net from the billings for the next six months pays for the first six months of

work and the investment in basic research.

Don't be surprised if the Civil Aeronautics Bureau turns to the FCC as well

as the FTC for help in suppressing the traffic in free airline rides for free air plugs.

Involved most deeply in the practice are giveaway and variety shows.

As a result of this evasion of CAB regulations forbidding trade-outs, quite a business

in cutrate airline tickets has sprung up.

Looking gift horses in the mouth has become the habit of a major spot agency

on Madison Avenue.

Only this week it got a pitch from a Southern station offering three free D time

spots for each three paid B class spots. The station referred to it as "special summer-

end deal."

The agency's check revealed that all the station's accounts were not getting the same

proposition. So the sale blew up because the offer was just another under-the-counter

rate cut.

NBC TV was trying hard this week to salvage a tentative order from General

Mills for a piece of the new EUery Queen series.

The miller elected to withdraw when ABC TV moved the Disney show opposite

the mystery on Friday nights.

On the other hand, the Disney switch brought a two-fold protest from JWT, which

didn't fancy the idea of 1) its Ozzie & Harriet series being deprived of Disney as a front-

runner Wednesday nights, and 2) having it in competition with the Jackie Gleason show

(CBS TV).

SPONSOR • 6 SEPTEMBER 1958



THIS TOOTHPASTE TASTES GOOD!"

He's trying a product he saw advertised on WGN-TV. And he's sold!

The program was The Honeymooners where he and 716,000* other folks

watched—and were sold. (*Nielsen—June 8—July 12, 1958).

Whether you want to reach children or adults—WGN-TV's top pro-

gramming delivers the kind of audience that meets your needs.

That's why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV.

Keep your eyes on WGN-TV this fall, because more and more top

drawer advertisers are buying WGN-TV first in Chicago.

The station that puts "GEE!" in your Chicago sales!WON-TV
Chicagoans watch Channel 9
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

^ TV RESULTS

GAS
SPONSOR: I'i.iliuonl .Nalural (ias Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule ease history: Seven years ago, natural gas was

introduced into the Charlotte area. Due to the newness of

the product, a certain amount of natural resistance was

encountered. In order to combat the problem, the Piedmont

Natural Gas Company turned to television. They decided

to sponsor a weather telecast on WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C,

to link natural gas with a valuable public service program

in the public mind. For seven years, Piedmont continued

sponsorship of Channel 9 Weather, and watched acceptance,

sales and good will grow. Each year, company officials

watched with satisfaction as more and more people turned

to gas. In July of 1958 so widespread was the acceptance

of natural gas, that the company was enabled to reduce rates

to their residential and commercial customers. The company

attributes a good part of the switching to natural gas to the

show. "Your station has played a major part in our suc-

cess," said J. J. Sheehan, Piedmont v.p. in charge of sales.

WSOC-TV, Charlotte Weather program

FERTILIZER
SPONSOR: Schuler Fertilizer Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Schuler Fertilizer Coinpany of

Marshall, Minnesota purchased a schedule on KELO-TV,

Sioux Falls, South Dakota to advertise PEP, a plant ferti-

lizer. KELO-TV operates booster stations in Reliance, S. D.

(KPLO-TV) and Florence, S. D. (KDLO-TV), which carry

all programing and announcements transmitted by the

mother station in Sioux Falls. No other medium was used

for the campaign. After the campaign had been underway

a few weeks, Schuler experienced marked increases in their

8-ounce PEP sales. Of particular importance was the fact

that their sales curve showed increases for the smaller size

PEP. Later in the campaign, sales for the larger 8-ounce

bottle showed a rapid climb—evidence that viewers had

tried the smaller size with results. Schuler had succeeded in

placing over 3,500 bottles of PEP within the coverage area

of KELO-TV and its two booster stations. "We must give

credit where credit is due," said Daniels, sales manager.

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls Announcements

FOOD STORE
SPONSOR: H&H Food Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: When B&H Food Store of Mobile

abandoned print some three years ago because of unsatis-

factory results, they purchased full sponsorship of Ziv's

Highway Patrol, seen Thursdays from 8 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

on WALA-TV, Mobile, Alabama. The 24-hour seven-day-a-

week store has renewed the show for three consecutive

seasons. Despite the fact that a local chain store does more

than 40% of the area's grocery volume, B&H has been able

to boast a better than average sales volume which increases

each succeeding year of spon.sorship. The store attributes

the rise to the air selling of Jim McNamara, WALA-TV na-

tional sales manager, who, they insist, must do the commer-

cials. Client claims that when he is off-camera, sales volume

dips. An oddity of the B&H campaign is their foregoing the

third commercial: "In order that you may enjoy the re-

mainder of Highway Patrol to conclusion and without in-

terruption B&H relinquishes its commercial time."

WALA-TV, Mol.ile Film show

CANNED GOODS
SPONSOR: Sam McDaniel & Sons, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Sam McDaniel & Sons, Inc. of Bed-

ford, Va., packagers of Bunker Hill Canned Beef, had been

struggling for months in the Norfolk market. Sales were

low and their position was rather precarious with several

of the wholesalers. After several unsuccessful trys in other

media they purchased an announcement schedule on WAVY-

TV, Norfolk, Va. The situation changed almost immediately

after they began advertising on WAVY-TV. McDaniel's

sales curve made a sudden surge forward and rose perpen-

dicularly. In a four-month period the company showed an

astonishing 1011/2% increase. Since then McDaniel's sales

have risen at a steady pace. "Anytime your business changes

from a shaky position to a strong competitive position, with

a doubling of sales, there is a reason," stated J. W. Valiant

II, sales manager for the company. "And the reason is

television. It's still hard for me to realize how quickly

things began to happen when television began to sell for us."

WAVY-TV, Norfolk Announcements
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FARM FAMILY TAKES "HE

Farm living has changed a lot out here in the Land of Milk and Money, In fact, the only

way we know a farmer from a city-feller is that the farmer pays cash for his new car!

Yes, here's a unique market of small cities and big dairy farms . . . 42% rural and 58%
urban . . . more than 400,000 families enjoying Channel 2-CBS Television,

M
THE LAND OF MILK AND X^NEY
WBAY, CHANNEL 2, GREEN BAY
HAYDN R. EVANS, GEN. MGR. REP. WEED TELEVISION



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Peter Paul returns to network
radio next month ^^itli the largest

saturation campaign in its history.

To celebrate its 4()th anniversary,

the candy compan\ ordered a 10-pro-

gram per week participation campaign

via Mutual as a climax to its spot tv

and spot radio drive.

New theme: What's the call? Peter

Paul! Agency: D-F-S.

Advertisers' campaigns of the

week

:

• Mennen Co. will be going all-

out during the month of December,

just prior to the peak Christmas sell-

ing period, to promote its new Gold

Crest Toiletries line. In addition to

jjrint, here's what the company will

use:

Network tv: participations on Amer-

ican Bandstand (ABC-TV) ; Today

(NBC-TV I and Tonight (NBC-TV)

Network radio: CBS Weekend Plan

and NBC's Monitor.

• Mission Pak will make a

quarter-million three-week saturation

buy of tv and radio spots in the Los

Angeles and Bay area beginning in

mid-November. To supplement this, the

retail chain will also use print and

outdoor posters. Agency: Stanley

Pflaum Associates.

• B. T. Babbitt, Inc., which

launched its New York City Subway-

Soap Coupon (Buy Three-Ride Free)

promotion a couple months ago, is in

Albany now, with a coupon promo-

tion in that area. Also featured are

cash prizes awarded to listeners who
hear their number aired on WTRY.

• For their first organized industry

promotion "Ice Cream for the Holi-

day Week" kicks off the campaign

15-21 December. Sponsored by the

Paraffined Carton Research Coun-
cil, the campaign is aimed at stimulat-

ing more ice cream consumption dur-

ing the winter. Plans include spots on

tv and radio in top market cities.

They'll do more advertising:

The Isodine Pharmacal Corp., a

division of International Latex, starts

its 1958-59 fiscal year with increas-

ing its advertising by 200%. Its

major effort will continue to be in tv.

Agency: Reach, McClinton.

Rayco Manufacturing Co. has

stepped up its fall advertising budget

by 20% over last year. Its four-month

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

No close shave: Charlotte, N. C. barber Nelson Snyder (c) won
by wide margin mail contest sponsored by WSOC Radio to select

favorite barber. WSOC personalities Bob Jones (1), Dewey Drum
look oxer m.i.i.- of 2.300 \otes Nelv„„ ,,ullr,i „f jlmoM 7,500 ca'.t

C. B. Akcrs (1), gen. mgi. of KVOO-TV,
Tulsa, congratulates Okla. gubernatorial can-

didate J. H. Edmondson (r) and Mrs. Ed-

mondson after Democratic primary victory.

KVOO-TV televised Edmondson's speech,

picked up by four other Okla. tv stations



record campaign gets underway this

week; in radio—2,100 one-minute

spots a week from 77 radio stations in

70 markets; in tv—160 one-minute

filmed spots a week on 53 tv stations,

in 50 markets. Agency: Emil Mogul.

Strictly personnel: Theodore Ro-

senak, v.p. in charge of advertising

for Blatz, now in the same capacity

at Pabst; and Rocco Bunino, v.p. in

charge of sales at Blatz, now doing

the same at Pabst . . . Matthew Ruf-

fle, appointed a v.p. at Hazel Bishop

. . . Frank Barnes has joined the

New York sales office of St. Croix

Paper Co. . . . F. James Franklin,

promoted to sales manager of RCA
Whirlpool.

AGENCIES
The Kroger rate of agency turn-

over continues unabated.

Now it's Campbell-Ewald quitting its

11.25 million share of the chain's busi-

; it didn't pay off in profit.

Campbell-Mithun, already in the

Kroger fold, is to get a chunk of the

C-E leavings.

Agency appointments: Leo Bur-

nett, for Allstate Insurance Co.'s new
Hnes, including life, accident, sickness

and hospitalization insurance . . .

BBDO, for American-Standard Air

Conditioning Division . . . The Zakin
Co., for Knickerbocker Yarn Co., New
York . . . The Art Blum p.r. and ad

agency, retained by K Candy and

Ice Cream Co. of Sonora . . . Koehl,

Landis and Landan, Inc., for PGW,
stations reps.

Thisa and Data: Livingston and
Associates, Chicago, is the agency on

all Ledds Chemical Products brands,

including M-O-Lene and Wool-0-Lene

. . . D'Arcy is the new agency on

Studebaker.

At MacManus, John & Adams:
These top level changes on the

Pontiac and Cadillac accounts:

Hovey Hagerman, senior v.p., be-

comes Cadillac account supervisor

under Charles Adams, v.p. and execu-

tive assistant to Ernest Jones, presi-

dent; James Graham, supervisor of

Pontiac; Robert Field, account ex-

ecutive on Cadillac; Colin John, ac-

count executive on Pontiac.

They became v.p.'s: Walter Tib-

bals, formerly v.p. in charge of tv/

radio at BBDO's west coast office,

named v.p. and general manager of

radio/tv at Norman, Craig & Kummel
. . . William James, elected executive

v.p. at Paris & Peart . . . Carroll

Grinnell, a v.p. at B&B and account

supervisor of Gaines products.

Chher agency personnel moves:
John Waite, appointed v.p. and

supervisor of cosmetic accounts at

Lambert & Feasley, Inc . . . Francis

Lanigan, former manager of new
product marketing at Nestle Co., to

B&B as a marketing executive in the

agency's newly created Development

To celebrate 5th anniversary of doing home-

maker show on KOB-TV, Albuquerque, sta-

tion gave Marge White cake at KOB-TV
transmitter, 10,600 ft. abo\e sea level. With

Marge: (1 to r) cameraman Budd\ (liapcl,

dir. Harry Norviel. ptoin. mm. I . ( liii'=ti*on Six lo\eI> Miss Rheingold finalists gather

in ^tudio^ of WMGM, N.Y., where they give

station hteaks and ask for public \ote. Seated

are Ray Kdtz. associate director of WMGM,
Dee Grossman of client Liebmann Brew-

e.ie*. and WMGM v.p. .\rthur M. Tolchin

Top management of Detroit Tigers baseball

team, along with radio/tv representatives,

flew to Kalamazoo recently to inspect new

home of Fetzer Broadcast Co., pay tribute to

John E. Fetzer, pioneer broadcaster and

board chairman of Detroit Baseball Co.



Init . . . Daniel ti. Evans, elected

president i)f W liitlock. Swigart &

£vans. Inc.. New Orleans . . . Russell

Fradkin, formerly president of Frad-

kin Advertising. Inc.. has joined

Kameny Associates as senior account

supervisor and member of the plans

board . . . Everett Sahrbeok, v. p.

and art director at Reach. McClinton

& Co.. named the agency's executive

art director.

At Bryan Houston : Peter J. Smith,

appointed producer in the tv/radio de-

partment; Peter Keveson, creative

supervisor in the drug division of the

agency; and Coral Eaton, associate

director in charge of media analysis.

D. M. Marshman, Jr., appointed to

the new post of creative director at

C. J. LaRoche . . . Baker Ostrin,

creative director at the Los Angeles

office of MacManus. John & Adams . . .

Harry Kinzie, Jr., named copy chief

of Tatham-Laird, Chicago . . . Art

Morat, to the art staff of Grant's

Detroit office . . . Carl Tuosto, ac-

count executive at Davis Cummins &

Associates, New Brunswick, N. J. . . .

John Devaney, management super-

visor at BBDO, Chicago . . . Barton
West, senior art director, McCann-
Erickson, Chicago . . . Jack Caeser,

account executive, Hume, Smith,

Mickelberry . . . Phillip Wenig, di-

rector of the marketing and consumer

research department, Harold Cabot &

Co., Boston.

NETWORKS
NTA Film Network will soon put

the SRO sign out for its Shirley

Temple Film Festival series, to

start in October.

Five national advertisers have signed

to sponsor these films: Ideal Toy Corp.,

Necchi-Elna Sales Corp., Phillips-Van

Heusen Corp., Shwayder Bros., and the

radio/tv division of Westinghouse

Electric Corp.

All are represented by Grey.

Network Ideas at work:
• Seeking a teen-age audience for

promotion of its new lemon-flavored

cough drops, Vick Chemical Co. will

sponsor ABC-TV's American Band-

stand. Dick Clark will spearhead the

new promotion by doing both live and

filmed tv commercials (via a catchy

rock 'n roll jingle) and by tossing out

hundreds of free samples during each

performance.

• Johnny Carson, quizmaster on

ABC-TV's Who Do You Trust, is

launching a 'Lucky 13' contest among
promotion managers of ABC-TV sta-

tions carrying his show to determine

which station does the best job to

promote the program. The total, in

cash prizes, amounts to $5,000.

New network affiliation: WSIL-
TV, Harrisburg. 111., has joined the

ranks of primary ABC-TV affiliates.V
Thisa and Data: Sterling C. Quin-

lan, ABC v.p. in charge of WBKB,
Chicago, has authored a novel con-

cerning the broadcasting industry

—

dubbed, The Merger. It will be pub-

lished 16 October, by Doubleday &

Co.

Network personnel: William Bal-

lard, named director of market plan-

ning for Mutual . . . Roger Gimbel,

named executive producer, daytime

programs and John Greene, man-

ager, daytime program operations:
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NBC-TV . . . Jerome Harrison,

manager of sales development, NBC-

TV network sales.

FILM
CNP's first-run documentary-

drama, Danger is My Business, has

been sold in 85 markets to date.

Advertisers buying the series in-

clude Kroger Co.; Boise Cascade

Lumber Co. (four Idaho markets);

First Federal Savings And Loan

Association, Miami; Old Kent

Bank & Trust, Grand Rapids; First

Federal Savings and Loan, Pitts-

burg, Kan.; Sealtest Dairy &
Grocers, Indianapolis; Cincinnati

Gas & Electric; Honey Krust

Bread, Louisville; Carothers Sheet

Metal Co., Euguene; Exercycle, New

Mexico.

Station buyers include WRCV,
Philadelphia; WJZ-TV, Baltimore;

KCOP, Los Angeles; WSM, Nash-

ville; KING-TV, Seattle; KPTV,

Portland; KTVT, Salt Lake City;

KHQ, Spokane; WEHT, Evansville;

and WNTA, New York.

Other Sales:

• Kitchen Fresh Potato Chips

has purchased Lakeside TV's Toma-

liawk for three west coast markets:

San Francisco, Los Angeles and San

Diego.

Sales meetings: Key executives of

Guild Films were granted stock op-

tions this week at the company's an-

nual fall sales meeting.

Fall distribution of Curtain Time

(oif-network Telephone Time re-runs)

and Spunky and Tadpole cartoons

was also planned.

NTA set up a new division this week

to handle merchandising and manu-

facturer's licenses for its syndicated

and network programs.

Named to head the division: Irving

Lichtenstein, in New York, and Al

Stern, on the west coast.

Strictly personnel: Anthony Tor-

regrossa, former assistant sales serv-

ice manager at Ziv, named sales serv-

ice manager of Jack Wrather's new

ITC . . . Herbert R. Pierson to

Reub Kaufman's Jayark Films. The

two had worked together at Guild . . .

William M. Koblenzer appointed to

the newly-created post of New York

program sales director at NTA.

Andrew Jaegar named eastern

sales manager of the newly-created

regional division at Ziv . . . Richard

C. Polister to Continental Films as

general manager . . . Victor Peck

appointed midwestern sales manager.

Regis Films . . . Michael J. Gould,

to Guild, as sales rep . . . John Orr,

appointed production manager,

Klaeger Film.

RADIO STATIONS
What do folks want to hear, news

and feature-wise, on their local

radio stations?

This is the gist of a survey con-

ducted by the Major Market Group

ownership—stations KFOX, Long

Beach, serving the Los Angeles mar-

ket and KIMD, Independence, serving

the Kansas City market.

The answer this radio station found:

Iff
llll I ^ ^ II

^IB^^^^ ^^K^ O^^ ^^^ ^^^P 1^^?' S^^

£iadA Ut Fneovui

SiUxdA Ul IrOA^^t pAOgA/)lVVUV -KAAJTVs full time

farm editor has all the facilities of the Agricultural Department

of the McClatchy Broadcastir^g Company at his disposal. He also works

with McClatchy newspaper farm editors. This, coordinated

with on-the-spot film coverage, results in farm programming

without peer in Fresno.

KMJ-TV . FRESNO. CALIFORNIA . McClatchy Broadcasting Company . The Katz Agency, National Representative
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wow: WHAT A FIRST YEAR
THAiVKS A MILLION FOLKS

'Jaxic" and WFGA-TV have enjoyed

one year of steadily growing popularity

down in Jacksonville—focal point of a

$11/2 billion 64-county Florida-Georgia

area. During the year, the station won

national honors in Two Station Markets,

winning 2nd place for Cleneral Audience

i Promotion and 2nd place in Sales Pro-

motion in the Television Age-Billboard

promotion (ompetition.

We want to express our appreciation to

our good friends and patrons, the agenqr

people and time buyers throughout the

country.

"Jaxie" the porpoise with a purpose, is

beginning his second year with the same

avowed aim—to provide top-flight pro-

gramming! . . . excellent promotioni . . .

hard-hitting merchandising!

Basic ISBC Affiliate, plus

selected ABC Programmir

Represented by Peters, Griffi

Woodicard, Inc.

WP^lk TV Channel 12
WWr^lM" I ¥ Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR's COVERAGE
EQUALS THAT OF

NEXT TWO STATIONS"^
The amazing coverage superiority of WSYR is

illustrated by these facts:

• It reaches 80% more homes than the No. 2

station in Syracuse.

• Its weekly circulation is as great as that of

stations 2 and 3 combined !

That's probably because WSYR attracts the adull,

able-to-buy audience by high quality programming
in all major areas of entertainment and public

service.

NSC in Central New York

uf cY P -'
^^V^^V ^^^V ^H ^^^^^ HENRY I. CHRIS

5 KW • SYRACUSE, M. Y. • 570 KC

People are interested in news about

tv!

And so, in line with its policy of

giving the people what they want,

both stations now carry two-minute

summaries a couple times a day, high-

lighting the important evening tv

shows in their markets.

Now it's the stereophonic spectac-

ular: WDSU, New Orleans, will hold

a series of "spectaculars" designed to

acquaint the public with the advantages

of stereophonic transmission.

These series will use the stereo-

phonic facilities of both its am and

fm stations, and will originate from a

local music shop, on South Claiborne

Avenue.

FM note: KYW-FM, Cleveland,

which began separate programing op-

erations 1 August, has rejected all

commercial sales until "we are sure

we can deliver an audience to our-

selves and our clients," declared Hol-

land Tooke, Cleveland v.p. for the

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Sports buy: In what it considered

"the largest sports buy in the history

of New York radio by a sponsor in

volume of hours and dollars," Bud-

weiser Beer will sponsor all games

played by the N.Y. Rangers and N.Y.

Knicks—to be aired via WINS.

Station sale: KOMA, Oklahoma

City, becomes another Storz station,

purchased for $600,000 from Myer
Feldman, investor, and other associ-

ates.

Ideas at work:
• WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky., which

usually airs from 5:00 a.m. to 11:00

p.m., last week remained on the air

around-the-clock for its "one-hundred-

hour safety marathon" to cut down ac-

cidents during Labor Day weekend. In

addition, its mobile news station wag-

ons patrolled the highways, selecting

the safe-driver of the hour.

• In line with its constant program

for promotion of Indiana's Litterbug

campaign, WOWO, Ft. Wayne, hand-

ed out thousands of "Litter-Bags" from

a special Hospitality Tent set up dur-

ing the reunion of the "Old Time

Threshers and Saw Mill Operators" in

the city.

• Last spring, deejays of KING,
Seattle, planted a garden using the
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The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Central Ohio)

WHTN
TV

n Edward Pelry Co.,

.ASHINGTON

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

KPQ WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W- 560 KC

farm tools from a CARE package. This

week, to demonstrate just how impor-

tant these farm tools are, d.j. Frosty

Fowler and his family are living off

the produce of this garden, supple-

mented by a CARE food package.

Thisa and Data: KOWH, Omaha,

has been elected to membership in the

Nebraska Home Town Radio group

. . . National spot advertising on

WBT, Charlotte, has increased by

16% during July, compared to July,

1957.

TV STATIONS
Harold F. Ritchie has bought into

ABC-TV's 77 Sunset Strip and

Cheyenne for the 1958-59 season.

K&E is the agency.

That makes Sunset a sell-out.

Sports buy: The Los Angeles Rams-

Chicago Cardinal football game today

(6 September) via KHJ-TV, Los An-

geles, will be sponsored by Falstaff and

Volkswagen.

Speaking of sports. Buddy Blattner

conducted a baseball clinic for the Lit-

tle Leaguers of Lincoln, Neb., at

KOLN-TV's sports field. One hour

of this clinic was telecast.

Call letter change: KCJB-TV, Minot,

N. D., becomes KXMC-TV this week,

due to its purchase by the North Da-

kota Broadcasting Co., Inc.

Ideas at work:
• Climaxing a week-long promotion

of Stage 12, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg,

W. Va., staged a parachute drop over

central W. Va., announcing the pre-

miere of first-run movies on the sta-

tion. Attached to the more than 300

parachutes, was a season's pass, good

for viewing these movies.

Anniversary: WGEM-TV, Quincy,

111., celebrates its fifth year of continu-

ous telecasting this week.

News on the personnel front : Ray

Hubbard, appointed program man-

ager of KPIX, San Francisco . . .

Roger Read, named general man-

ager, WKRC-TV, Cincinnati . . .

James White, sales manager, WJRT,

Flint, Mich . . . Nicholas Pitasi, sales

account executive, WABC-TV, New

York . . . George Facchin, account

executive, KMOX-TV, St. Louis. ^

I DONT WANT
JUST A JOB!

... I want a "position" as a

Promotion Executive.

Heavy Radio-TV experience

ranging from Local to Nation-

al Sales Development, Adver-

tising, Promotion, Merchan-

dising and Exploitation in Net-

work Radio, Local & Network

TV, Film Syndication and Ad

Agency business.

Currently in NYC, but willing

to make move for long range

opportunity.

Excellent references.

For details contact

Box 21

SPONSOR

RESULT-
GETTERS

NOT

CLAIM -JUMPERS

BUY

1020 KC

THE POPULAR STATION

5,000 watts Los Angeles

Represented by:

BROADCAST TIME SALES

New York Chicago Detroit San Franci

DORA-CLAYTON
Atlanta
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DIXIE CUP
(Cont'd from page 42)

agency. Hicks i Greist. whose vice

president and director of radio and

tv. Ted Grunewald. suggested a new

approach to buying tv.

The new approach called for an

adaptation of the standard contiguous

rate structure. Rather than the tradi-

tional application of the discount prin-

ciple (to large advertisers who used

52-week schedules I , a plan was worked

out so that the buying could be lumped

within a single month, yet still qualify

on volume for the discount rates. The
result was a two-fold gain: the com-

pany derived tremendous impact and

created a dramatic promotion by vir-

tue of the saturation, yet achieved it all

within a tight springtime budget.

The second problem—sales strategy

—came down to what to say, and how
to say it. The answer to this came out

of a test print campaign the company
had run some time earlier.

The theme was based on the idea

that a cup dispenser in the bathroom

would eliminate the unsanitarv bath-

See PETERSGRIFFIN-WOODWARD, INC.

room drinking glass. The problem was
how to translate the idea to tv.

There was an additional complica-

tion: the fact that several programs

were being used meant various time

segments, range of audiences and
widely divergent characteristics and
personalities of the 13 shows.

The agency solved this by preparing

special scripts for each show, tailored

to the delivery, audience loyalties and

patter of each performer.

The only unsolved problem remain-

ing was that of continuity throughout

the promotion. The agency inclined

toward an animated film, but realized

the difficulties it would entail.

The solution came with the develop-

ment of a germ with a tough-guy ac-

cent. The "joim" was a clearly-defined

villain, the kind viewers actually want

to see foiled, but was also prototype

enough not to make the skin crawl.

What emerged was a dastardly villain

who makes his home on "dat bat'room

glass dat everybody uses."

The written commercial scripts and

the animated film were used evenly

over the 36 commercial minutes—18

times each. Since there were 13 shows

this meant that each show had at least

one of each, giving the campaign the

benefits of both the personal perform-

er touch, and the continuity theme.

Was the campaign successful? "The

campaign scored on two counts," re-

ports James W. Stitt, Dixie's ad mana-

ger. "The tv personalities selling

Dixie home dispensers brought people

into stores to buy. At the same time

the idea was a 'first,' so we got favor-

able dealer reaction on our astuteness.

What more could we ask for?"

This year's campaign was a continu-

ation of Dixie's policy of using a

healthy portion of its advertising for

air media. It was not always so. Prior

to 1954, the company used print exclu-

sively, but that year it began explor-

ing tv tentatively, via local participa-

tions in selected markets.

By last year more than 50*^^ of the

budget was going into air, a situation

that could well continue, based on the

success of the current eflFort. Says Russ

Wood, Dixie's sales director, home
products division: "Air media works.

We've proved this to our own satis-

faction. Not only can tv be merchan-

dised to the trade, but we've learned

that chain store buyers expect a com-

pany with the stature and reputation

of Dixie to use the medium." ^
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7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT 1

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY B

6 A.M.- 12 NOON

WKZO SfaHon "B" Station "C" SI

32 22 '' 1
12 NOON -6 P.M. 29 22 ^' 1
6 P.M. -12 MIDNIGHT 30 20

-LJ

BUT...WKZO Radio Touches All the

Bases for You in Kalamazoo-

Battle Creek and Greater

Western Michigan!

It takes just one big swing, the swing to WKZO Radio,

to make many thousands of hits, every day, in Kalamazoo-

Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

In fact, WKZO averages over 32% of the total audi-

ence "hits" each day (Mon.-Fri.) from 6:00 a.m. to

12 noon or a tremendous 48% more than the second-

place station!

Let Avery-Knodel tell you more about WKZO Radio.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National RepresenfaUves
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Paydirt in

Piedmont

S.Midiiiilod sho«s sold

this summer:

WHIRLYBIRDS

TARGET

FOLLOW THAT MAN

DIAL 999

UNION PACIFIC

DECOY

IF YOl' HAD A MILLION

Check and buy

WSOC-TY
Charlotte, N. C.

H-R Reps Nationally

F-J Reps Atlanta

Programmed
for the housewife

. . . the buyer

for the family

WISH
Indianapolis

CBS RepresentfJ h) Bf.lling

A CORINTHIAN STATION
KOTV Tulsa . KGCI.-TV Houston
WANi; & WANIMV Tort Wayne
WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

VIDEOTAPE
^Cont'd from pa^c 31)

Not oiiK has tape touched off juris-

dictional problems in actors' unions

but it has also run into similar ques-

tions among technical unions. James

Higson, program director of KHJ-TV.
Los Angeles, in charge of Don Lee

Videotape Recording Service, suggests

the following steps to establish a prece-

dent with regard to tapes made bv

crew of one union, played back by

another:

While a network could not contract

directly for such a tape, an agency

could. Once made, the tape would be

handed to the agency. The agency

would take it to the network with the

opposite union. Thus the tape would

have the status of any custom work

—

or of a film made in an lATSE shop

played back on tv by NABET or IBEW.
Higson admits direct feed might be

impossible but that the method has

precedent and should be tested for tape

as "a counter-part of film production."

As for the tv film production indus-

try with its tremendous investment in

camera and lab equipment (not to

mention the fact that in New York
alone it draws from $30 to $50 mil-

lion annually in commercial produc-

tion) a lot of dust has been kicked in

the face of videotape. Understandably,

no producer wants to throw his film

equipment into the garbage can. On
one hand, they are suspicious of tape

and its implications. On another,

they are suspicious of what networks

and stations may do to undermine

their position in the tv commercial in-

dustry. On still another they are sus-

picious of the tape equipment manu-
facturers. How torn up they are is

apparent in the recent pilgrimage of

the Film Producers Association to

Washington to protect themselves

against network-and-tape invasion of

their domain.

One of the things that has disturbed

some is the entrance of Ampex, on a

minority-interest basis, in the field of

commercial production with Howard
Meighan's new Videotape Productions.

Says Martin Ransohoff, president of

Filmways, "It would seem to us that

Ampex might have thought more of

the long pull for the entire industry

and, rather than invest in its own pro-

duction company, put more money into

facilities, parts depots and service per-

sonnel for maintenance; in short, worry
about their customers' future instead

of going into competition with them."

While not exactly ecstatic about

Ampex's entrance in the commercial

production field, he is fair in his evalu-

ation of tape advantages. "With video-

tape, you can do just about anything

short of animation (stop motion)," he

points out. "Tape can handle almost

any optical—wipe, mat, dissolve; what

can be done live with tv cameras can

be caught on tape."

He does point out one thing, often

overlooked—that spot tv will probably

be the last to feel the effect of tape on

a national advertiser leveL "The key

to the whole thing," Ransohoff says,

"is the stations. Before tape becomes

practical for spot commercials (as film

now is) it will need 85 to 90% na-

tional market coverage. Only then will

it become valuable as a spot tool. It

could cut up to 20% off commercial

costs then. But now it is not practical

in a spot campaign. One of the big

problems spot must face before tape

becomes practical is that of traffic.

However, when the stations are ready,

we'll be ready."

Fortunately, for the industry, the

stations are getting ready. Videotape is

already a reality. Tomorrow it promises

to be an all-engulfing one. ^
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Here is hew

WSB Radie and WSB-TV deminate

their fields in Atlanta

s^r:^'"

Metropolitan Atlanta

I

Leadership in Radio Audience Ratings
|

Sumiay thru Saturday—-504 Quorter-Nours

Ni«lsen-March/April 1958

(There are 14 radio stotions

in the metropolitan area)

B%1

20.8%

I
9.1%

H ^ 27%

3Si

Metropolitan Atlanta

Leadership in

Television Audience Ratings

Sunday thru Saturday, May S/H — ARB ,

454 quarter-hours (all three^ stations on

the oir). Ties were counted as "firsts"

for each station involved.

WSB 2n(ISta. 3rd Sta. 4th Sta. 5th Sta.

An advertiser's choice of stations in Atlanta can make a sizable dif-

ference in his sales results. These charts show why. In few cities of the

nation do you see so marked a degree of consumer preference. This massive

preference for WSB Radio and WSB Television is built on a record of

superior local programming, better news service and staff work of high

professional quality. Certainly your advertising in Atlanta belongs on

the WSB stations.

>A/SB RADIO /^A/SB-TV
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC

Represented by Edward Petry & Company
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and corr

KOSI a

Denver

IMPACT in programming
mercial presentation assures

dvertisers a "cosy lead" in

Every' da
tuning tc

features

to your
dynamic
radio sta

V more and more families are

KOSI for music, news, and
with universal appeal. Talk
Petrv Man about the most
selling force in Denver-

tion KOSI!

KOSI
5000 Watts
Denver is

KOSI-land!

Give a "whistle" for your Retry Man

MId-AmerIca Broadcasting Co.

ll

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

24-hour service /o fhe Suncoast

WSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: (AMES S. AYERS

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

John E. McMillin who, with this issue

takes over as sponsor's Executive Editor,

has a 20-year background of top-level

agency experience, particularly in air me-

dia. A former creative head and director

at Compton, he has served as radio/tv v.p.

at Compton and Hutchins, has worked as

an account executive at Maxon and Cecil

& Presbrey, and has developed copy and

advertising plans for more than 2.5 major national accounts includ-

ing P&G with whom he worked closely for 15 years. A writer by

trade, interest and enthusiasm, his Commercial Commentary column

in SPONSOR has attracted much industry comment in recent weeks.

He is married, father of two sons, and a graduate of Yale.

Walter Craig, v.p. in charge of radio/tv

for Norman. Craig & Kummel, Inc., has

been elected to the board of directors.

Formerly vice president in charge of radio

and television and a member of the board

of directors of Benton & Bowles, Craig is

completing his fourth year with Norman,

Oaig &. Kummel. He joined the then newly

reorganized company in January 1955 to

develop their radio and television department. Notable among his

successes in this capacity have been his purchase and development of

$64,000 Question and The Price Is Right. His appointment to the

NC&K board points up the new and more important role he will

assijint' as his activities broaden to include marketing, planning and

advertising. Craig is a member of the agency's executive committee.

^*«j|^ " Frank E. Pellegrin was elected president

^^^^^^\ "f 'he Broadcast Pioneers after a nation-

^ ^^ ' wide balloting of all members. Pellegrin,

,

'^ ^ vice president and partner of H-R Televi-

^^||L^>«-^!iSj, sion. Inc. and H-R Representatives, Inc.

^H^HmI^. I^^^ j^ggj^ active in radio/tv management,

^^B /ftil^^^^^^ sales, promotion and public relations for

W/^'/MmK/^^ ^he past 23 years. In 1947, he established

WATO. the first radio station in Oak

Ridge, Tenn.: and in 1948 built and managed KSTL, St. Louis, Mo.

Pellegrin served as president of the New York chapter of The Broad-

cast Pioneers from 1955-56, and was elected first vice president of

the national organization in 1956-57. A frequent speaker before

broadcast groups, he has authored two books on time sales.
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IT

OEPENDSi

PROSPECTS'

DOOR

\

If you want to open more doors and close more sales,

it's sound practice to "knock" over KFMB in the

highly reliable company of such welcome

newsmen as Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sev-

areid, Lowell Thomas and Walter Cronkite.

They have access to some 301,000 San Diego

County homes (plus thousands more in five

additional Southern California Counties)

and will help add deep conviction to

your message. And they're backed up

by a whole corps of local reporters who

get an equally warm reception. 'With

"} news reaching such new peaks of interest

r the San Diego CBS radio station has one

of the strongest selling voices in America.

In San Diego KFMB IS CBS. FIRST ON
MORE LZ5TENING THAN ANY OTHER

SAN DIEGO RADIO STATION

KFMB
CBS FOR SAN DIEGO

epresented by

Edward Petty & Co., Inc.



SPONSOR
^ SPEAKS

Simplify your rate card

In this issue (page 40) sponsor reports the recommenda-
tions of station representative Richard O'Connell for "stream-

lining" station rate cards.

The most significant part of this story is not the details of

the O'Connell proposals.

Some station men and representatives can advance sound
reasons why the frequency discount should not be dropped
outright by all stations in all broadcasting areas.

But what should impress station managers and representa-

tives alike is the enthusiasm with which hard-worked agency
timebuyers have greeted the idea that their back-breaking

load of paper work and calculations might someday be
lightened,

SPONSOR is particularly close to timebuyers and time-

buyer problems, sponsor knows that rate card complexi-

ties, especially in the radio field, are causing agencies need-

less and wearisome problems in handling spot business.

This in itself is an unhealthy situation. Spot radio and
spot tv are far too important advertising media to be tagged
with the stigma of "handling headaches" by those who recom-
mend and buy them.

Beyond that there is no question that many stations, often

without realizing it, are unnecesarily adding to their billing

and accounting expenses by maintaining complex, outmoded
rate card structures.

sponsor strongly backs the efforts of SRA and individual

representatives to simplify rate cards. Responsibility for

action, however, rests squarely on the shoulders of the sta-

tion operator. We urge an immediate review of your rate

card provisions, with an eye to eliminating all outmoded
classifications.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Better understanding

Ix'tnccn those who buy and those who sell air

media. Greater knowledge of one another's

problems will bring the industry greater volume
and more effective radio/tv advertising.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Ego-softener: An agencyman passed
along to us a prospectus from a mu-
tual fund investing company with a

covering letter that began: "Are you
a participating capitalist or are you
just salaried by those who are?

Apt: Over the Labor Day weekend,
WAKE, Atlanta, scheduled 496 an
nouncements as follows: "WAKE to

walk Tuesday, 2 September. Drive as

though your life depends on it."

Mirror, Mirror on the wall: A
source sworn to secrecy reports the

following: At a recent concept meet-
ing at CBS TV for a beauty product
commercial, the account executive

said, "In this new commercial we'll

use a mirror so the woman at home
can see herself as she

—
" He stopped

short when he noticed the others

around the table were staring at him.

Army game: Clayt Staley, salesman
for WPEN, Philadelphia, is intelli-

gence officer for the 114th Armored
Infantry Battallion, 50th Armored Di-

vision, N. J. National Guard. With his

outfit at Camp Drum, and being an
enterprising young man, Clayt figured

out a way to make a couple of extra

bucks on maneuvers. In the nearby
town there were two cafes. Clayt's

idea: "Let's sell Class A time on the

command network and Class B time on
the individual battalion networks to

these restaurants." Clayt reasoned that

since all the fellows had field radios,

the restaurants would have a captive

audience. But like the "best laid plans

of mice and men," Clayt's plan fell

through. The Battalion Commander
vetoed it.

Late date—by Phyllis Barlow—
The horror movies on tv

Though advertised as creepy

Come on at such an hour that

They simply make me sleepy.

Nom de plume: On Madison Avenue
we heard of a messenger service that

recently forgot to pick up a package.
The name of the service: "Accurate."

Thorough: A sharp-eyed reader of

RAB's second quarter spot report

noticed that in one case it listed seven

10-second announcements over a 10-

Aveek period, remarked, "Is this sub-

liminal?"
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ATTENTIVE

that's what you get on WFAA RADIO! Here's a real oasis for the advertiser tired of the "ex-

posure" type audience requiring 3 or 5 times the spots to do the selling job one spot should do!

^eople dial WFAA to hear farm news ... to hear drama and comedy ... to hear authentic news

lappenings ... to hear something musically different. These are the "attentive" ears—and there

are more tuned to WFAA-820* than to any other station in Texas, according to A. C. Nielsen!^
the stations wltli ''variety p3?og*x*ainLixiiiig"

WFAA
820 • 570

Radio Services of

The Dallas Morning News
,Edward Retry & Co., Nat' I. Reps.
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A very moving ))irtiin\ indeed!

Now is the time to put
YOUH accounts that sell

their products throu<Jiout

KERO-TV BAKERSFIELD SERVING MORE THAN ONE MILLION PROSPEROUS PEC
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YOU'LL HAVE THE AUDIENCE...

There's an audience waiting to jack up the time-period

that's proving to be your trouble spot. Here's the show
that does that job-fast !

Why does "Public Defender" build solid audiences —
fast ? These are the reasons

:

• It's loaded with sleuthing suspense and terrific

excitement, yet . .

.

* It's a family-type show, with no gore and no bodies,

and . .

.

• The star. Reed Hadley, has tremendous popularity

with women. In addition . .

.

if It's a big-budget, carefully made, quality show.

An audience pleaser-both sexes, all ages, and right for

stripping. Any or all of the 69 segments of "Public

Defender" will do a bang-up job for you . . . morning, noon,

or night! To tighten up your programming right now

Call your Interstate Television representative

REED
HADLEY
as them PUBUC DEFENDER

NEW YORK, N. Y., 445 Park Avenue, MUrray Hill 8-2545

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 260 Kearny Street

CHICAGO, ILL., Allied Artists Pictures Inc., 1250 S. Wabash Avenue

DALLAS, TEXAS, 2204-06 Commerce St.

GREENSBORO, N. C, 3207 Friendly Road

TORONTO, CANADA, Sterling Films Ltd., King Edward Hotel

n
L Television^ ^^" ^ CORPORATION



Now- Proved by New Depth Study

KRNT RADI®
Is -far and away -THE MOST

BELIEVABLE
STATION IN

DES MOINES. IOWA

MORE LISTENERS, TOO!

This Central Surveys study reveals

many interesting facts that show

without question KRNT Is the sta-

tion to use to get the kind of results

an advertiser must get these days.

Central Surveys has been engaged in

nation-wide market research and public
opinion surveys for over 20 years.
Among the more than 200 clients ore
many PUBLIC UTILITY companies. List

shown on request.

FACTS-FINDING EXAMPLES
"// you heard conflicfing accounts of the same

incidenf on different radio stations, which

station would you believe?"

KRNT 52%
No. 2 STA 18%
No. 3 STA 17%

Personalities Preference
• 2/3 name KRNT personalities.

• 40% name KRNT personalities

EXCLUSIVELY.

• Re: Sta. 2 & 3. NO personalities named

by 72% and 90%, respectively.

KATZ has the NEW - the TRUE - facts on Des Moines Radio Listening!
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

New developments in network radio

33 Rfboundinjj sharply after a summer slump, radio networks expect strong
4th quarter to push 1958 total close to 1957's healthy $60 million

Fifteen ways to help timebuyers

36 Station Representative Robert E. Eas

for improvin;: timrlmyer-timeseller rela

Play-Doh: $3,000,000 spot tv wonder

39 How 27-year-old President McVicker used tv to build sales of children's
modeling material from $25,000 to |3 million in less than 4 years

Tv's revolutionary videotape

40 Part II of this special report on the tai)e that is changing in industry
reveals ihi- very latest developments along with the way stations use it

Selling the premium product with radio

43 H.,VN Maola Milk & Ice Cream Co. of New Bern, N. C. facing problems
riinilar to those faced by other mid-size accounts, solved them with radio
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Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island, Illinois

47th TV MARKET IN THE U.S.

As Reported in TELEVISION AGE, May 19, 1958

41 Albany Schenectady-Troy 46 Omaha

42 Nashville

43 Champaign

44 Miami

45 Sacramento-Stockton

47 Davenport-Rock Island

48 Binghamton

49 Raleigh-Durham

50 Asheville

48 COUNTIES
Population* 1,727,100

Homes 556,500

TV Homes 469,890

Farm Homes** 97,101

TV Farm Homes** 54,912

Effective Buying Income* $2,852,363,000

Retail Sales* $2,076,120,000

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which
also owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio — Des Moines.
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SPECIAL ELECTRONIC PRE-TEST, SUPPLEMENT lI

HGSUEJI TOPS

SYNDICATED
Tests almost 2V2 times bettdi

As certified by George Fry & Associa lut

"RESCUE 8" was Preferred by
SO^-eooyo Over Nine Currently

Top-Rated Syndicated Shows!

50% OVER SHOW A
677o OVER SHOW B
787o OVER SHOW C

tf



DETAILED WRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE FINDS:

PLEADING
PROGRAMS

!

llhan average TV programming!
,!fll-known market research firm
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PORTLAND

OREGON

KING SIZED

AREA

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week a one-time reporter for AP and the Chicago Ameri-

can stepped into the top executive spot in coiintry^s sixth

largest advertising agency. Like ISorman H. Strouse, president

of J. Walter Thompson /le's Detroit-trained, and has some

strong convictions about the need for '"''greater creativity'''' in

the planning, buying and use of air media., particularly tv.

The neiVSm3ker: Paul Foley, recently appointed Chairman

of the Administrative Council for McCann Erickson's home office

operation in New York. He'll supervise 1200 McCann employees

in what, on its own, is America's No. 6 agency with billings of S105

million out of McCann's total $250 million. He is the first full-tipie

administrative chairman McCann has had for its New York setup.

Interviewed by sponsor last week in Detroit, where he was con-

ferring with Buick officials, Foley had this to say about his air media

convictions: "I believe advertisers must learn to use tv more creatively

than many are doing at present.

The medium is too expensive to be

bought on just a numbers basis.

We've got to search for more crea-

tiveness—not just in commercials

—but in the programs we buy, tlu-

schedules we use, the images \\c

build, and the way we merchandise

the whole tv package."

Foley went on to say that, in his

opinion, this need for increased

creativity in tv thinking is not con-

fined solely to advertisers of dur-

able goods, but applies also to

many soft goods manufacturers.

Until last February senior v.p. in charge of McCann's Detroit

office, Foley is given a large share of the credit for bringing the

Buick account to the agency in the big GM-Chrysler shift last winter.

Previous to joining McCann three years ago, he was executive v.p. at

MacManus, John and Adams, Inc., Detroit, with whom he was

associated for 10 years. His early training was as a newspaper man

and foreign correspondent.

As Chairman of the Administrative Council of McCann's New York

office at 48.5 Lexington Avenue, he'll be ranking and full-time officer

of a group of division heads who meet daily to discuss, plan, and

coordinate the agency's operation.

One phase of Foley's appointment which has stirred considerable

interest in industry circles is the fact that his agency experience is

heavily on the creative side. Ordinarily executive spots of this sort

are filled by account or management men. Foley's creative back-

ground may have long-range significance for McCann's air media

activities. ^^
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I REMENDOUS TEST!
REMENDOUS SALES!

lESCUE 8 SOLD

N 75MARKETS
b start on the air prior to October ISffi/

SOLD TO THESE REGIONAL
ADVERTISERS:

ALKA SELTZER (West Coast)

PRINCE MACARONI (New England)

PURITY BISCUIT CO. (Southwest)

UTICA CLUB BEER (New York State)

MILLER HIGH LIFE BEER (Florida)

WEINGARTEN STORES (Southeast Texas)

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP. (Buffalo)

DIXIE FOOD STORES (Louisville)

I.G.A. FOOD DISTRIBUTORS (St. Louis)

"BIG 8" STORES (El Paso)

MILLERS MARKETS (Denver)

PRODUCERS DAIRY (Fresno)

SUPER DUPER MARKETS (Columbus, O.)

SALT LAKE MATTRESS CO. (Salt Lake City)

SAN ANTONIO SAVINGS & LOAN ASS'N.

PAN AMERICAN BANK (Miami)
(^an Antonio)

BOYNTON BROS. TIRES (Bakersfield)

P-R MACARONI PRODUCTS (Albany)

CARTER PETROLEUM PRODUCTS (Denver)

CRESCENT CREAMERY (Reno)

SOLD TO THESE STATIONS:

PITTSBURGH

NEW ORLEANS

TULSA

CHARLOTTE

NASHVILLE

SHREVEPORT

BATON ROUGE
COLORADO SPRINGS

LAS VEGAS
ALBUQUERQUE
EUREKA

MEDFORD
BILLINGS

SANTA BARBARA

PUEBLO

CHICO

IDAHO FALLS

LITTLE ROCK

GREAT FALLS

TWIN FALLS

WTAE
WWL
KVOO
WBTV
WSM
KSLA
WBRZ
KRDO
KLAS
KOAT
KIEM
KBES
KGHL
KEY-T
KCSJ
KHSL
KID

KATV
KRTV
KLIX

kon't delay! Some choice markets SCREEN"^GEMS INC.
|,.

stiil available! Contact: television subsidiary of •^'irl Columbia pictures corp.



"It's

bigger

than
both
of

us!"
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ffis teleViS^IS^fflF movie cartoonsfis now making

its biggest hit. Producing animated film commercials which combine creativity 1

with salesmanship. Creating entertaining sales messages for some of the most i

successful agencies serving major national and regional advertisers.

Like Young & Rubicam for Piel Bros.; Benton & Bowles for General Foods;

Marschalk & Pratt Division of McCann-Erickson for Mennen and Genesee; Ted

Bates for Colgate-Palmolive; Campbell-Ewald for General Motors; Compton for
\

Socony Mobil; Dancer- Fitzgerald- Sample for General Mills; William Esty for]

R. J. Reynolds and P. Ballantine; Wherry, Baker & Tilden for Quaker Oats.

It figures. For TERRYTOONS is the oldest (and second largest) animated filml

company in the nation. Its newly-modernized plant houses the very latest camera,

sound and animation equipment, and a staff of nearly a hundred craftsmen and

artists . . . the same experts who create cartoon favorites for the CBS Television

Network and theatrical cartoons, in CinemaScope and Technicolor, distributed

throughout the world by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.

Animate your sales picture with cartoon commercials from TERRYTOONS ®
;

-
. MddismiAve., New York 22, or 3S Centre Ave. ,

A'r/r i:<>chelle, N. Y.-A Division ofCBS Television Film Sal^- Inc.



From Rochester's CHANNEL lO

A Double Toast to

Our Advertisers:—

'EARS TO YOU'

EYES LOVE YOU"

Yes, you get the majority* of

the eyes and ears in the rich

Rochester area when you ad-

vertise your product on

CHANNEL 10

a TELEPULSE Mar

IT ALL

^^49th anc

^El Madisonl

Commercial Com

In the August 16, 1958 issue of

SPONSOR there was a very kind column
on French's Instant Potato commer-
cials. We think our salesmen would be

pleased to see this, and in a few in-

stances may make good use of it with

the trade. May we have your permis-

sion to make 500 reprints of the article,

with appropriate credit to sponsor?

George Hamiliton

Atlantis Sales Corp.

Rochester N. Y.

eof, r

reprint SPONSOR i

Double take?

Business evidently remains brisk for

that camel-producing committee of

yours. I Horse produced by a commit-

tee is a camel—Ten Second Spot)

Wasn't it already at the same noble

cause, in the same column of sponsor,

some six months ago?

John C. Ottinger Jr.

Backstage plaudits

I was tremendously impressed by the

clear thinking demonstrated in Joe

Csida's column in the August 23 issue

of Sponsor. This is exactly the posi-

tion that our company has taken and

which expresses itself in somewhat

more detail in the attached booklet

which we recently distributed to agen-

cies and stations.

For too many years this business has

been operated by a cliche. The cur-

rent ones are Top 40, Rock and Roll,

and Music and News. Mr. Csida ap-

parently has grasped the idea that each

of these terms is, in itself, virtually

meaningless. He apparently also has

grasped the key idea that running a

good radio station today is a difficult

and exacting job and that the sum total

of a radio station operation is com-

posed of many important elements. I

particularly appreciate your reference

(Please turn to page 12)

13 SEPTEMBER 1958
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WSBT-TV
PRIMARY COVERAGE-
752,580 TV VIEWERS IN

PROSPEROUS MICHIANA*

Here's How
WSBT-TV DELIVERS

the South Bend-Elkhart

TV Audience

TOP RATED 50 TV PROGRAMS IN
SOUTH BEND-ELKHART MARKET

WSBT-TV CARRIES ....

• The Top 7 programs
• 8 of fhe top 10 programs
• 17 of the top 25 programs
• 30 of the top 50 programs

^^H ARB Ratings-June 17-23

No other station or combination of stations comes
close to WSBT-TV in the number of top-rated shows

carried. Further proof of this overwhelming viewer

preference is the fact that WSBT-TV's 10 P.M. news
broadcast is one of the highest-rated local or national

newscasts in the Nation! . . . You're paying for audi-

ence-get it with WSBT-TV. Ask your Raymer man for

details or write to this station.

* 15 counties in Northern Indiana and

Southern Michigan. UHF set count, 209,050

—3.6 persons per family.

CBS... A CSS iASIC OPTIONAL

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
CHANNEL
22

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
|

,'1";;;,,?,""

49TH & MADISON
\ Cont'd from page 10 I

lo the job that Ben Strouse is doing

with his editorials. There are many
business advantages to editorializing;

but to my mind, the most important

thinfi about it is that Ben is perform-

ing a genuine public service rather

than trying to fool the public and the

Commission. Ben's operation is a per-

fect example that the use of popular

nmsic as program material is entirely

compatible with real service to the

])ul)lic. Thank you for being so per-

cejitive about our business.

Wells H. Barnett

Station Operations Mgr.

John Blair & Co.

Joe Csida's comments in your August

23 column are one of the nicest things

that ever happened to WWDC.
The issue has only been out a few

days and the reaction has been star-

tling. Just this morning, one of our

salesmen called me from Baltimore,

where an agency timebuyer had clipped

the article and circulated it among
their account executives.

We are very grateful and deter-

mined to do an even better job in the

future.

Thanks again.

Ben Strouse

President

WWDC, Inc .

Washington, D. C.

Down under

Your article "What You Should Know
About Tv Film," page 40 sponsor

magazine. May 3, 1958 issue, contains

important information for prospective

television clients.

Television is anticipated for Bris-

bane in early 1960 and we believe that

your article would be of valuable as-

sistance to proposed television spon-

sors in Brisbane.

Would you please advise the avail-

ability of reprints of this article and

the cost of such reprints, or alterna-

tively could we have your authority to

duplicate the article for submission to

agency clients.

R. F. Mitchell

Tv/radio manager

Cossey White Advt.

Brisbane, Australia

% R<l>rinl> of SPONSOR'S arlirles are frequently
a«ailiil>l.'. Ral<> •! ri<|ur<it. PirniiBsion to repro-

.- nia.1.' in writing and will be
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Young t^ Rubicam,'"'^°
Adv&rtism^

KEWTOKK CBJCAOO DETROIT SAK FRANCISCO lOSANOELBS HOLLYWOOD M

LONDON MEXICO CITY FRANKEUBT SAN JUAN CARACAS

VoUf) ea/ri pica/A^eMe/Q vMif...

Some products call for TV commercials that sell

fortissimo—with force and directness.

Odiers are better suited to the pianissimo ap-

proach—using commercials that sell softly, with

ingratiating indirectness, charm and mood. And
being able to create both types is important.

It's even more important to know xrhen to use

u'/ttc/i, ifyou want your sales to end uj) hravissimo!

SPONSOR • 13 SEPTEMBER 1958
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It's quite a combination. Baltimore—second

fastest-growing city on the Eastern seaboard

. . . sixth largest city in the country. Balti-

more—a widely diversified industrial city,

with a healthy median family income of

$4920, A central city between north and

south, with a balanced representation of

tastes and trends. A progressive city that is

just beginning to "feel its oats," yet a con-

servative city that acts on facts. Most im-

portant as a test market, Baltimore is a con-

centrated, compact city. Its better than one

and a half million inhabitants live within a

15-mile radius of City Hall. This means you

can get your test answers in a hurry, and

without spending a small fortune. Especially

when you use W-I-T-H—the one radio station

that gives you complete, no-waste coverage of

metropolitan Baltimore at guaranteed lowest-

cost-per-thousand listeners by far . . . and pro-

vides powerful merchandising "pluses" no

other local station can come close to. Put

Baltimore and Station W-I-T-H together . . .

to work profitably for you.

Tom Tinsley, President R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Ptiiladelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Pittsburgti, New

England, Mid-West; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.



Baltimore's your

best test market-

and WITH your

best test station!
«^*v '^^ ^'^

^ W W
Wl ^W\ Wk

I

P'

iU)U0(U«i

Take your choice of one or more
of FIVE complete plans— all of

them guaranteed to provide

maximum impact for your prod-

uct at point-of-purchase. Plan

1 lets you choose your food

chain. Plan 2 gives you three

chains. Plan 3 is a "powerhouse"

with a pre-selected chain. Plan

4— Feature Foods Merchandis-

ing—covers 60 of the highest

volume food stores in Balti-

more. Plan 5— Community Club
Awards — enlists the buying

strength of Baltimore's leading

women's clubs in your behalf

—reaches over 200,000 people.

Whichever plan you select, you
get the full merchandising treat-

ment—on the air, in the mail,

and — most important — at

point-of-sale. And it's all yours

on a 13-week, test-period basis

!

P
OimA

Here's a real test-market

"must." With your participa-

tion in W-I-T-H Community
Club Awards, you can avail

yourself of our Consumer Panel

of 500 members. These average

citizens, representing a cross-

section of Baltimore consumers,

will provide the basic research

you need in any or all of the

following ways:

1— Testing and sampling.

2— Periodic market checks.

3— Developing "trend" data.

4— Helping to determine buy-

ing and usage habits.

5— Reaction to advertising.

In essence, the W-I-T-H Con-

sumer Panel can help you

evaluate your standing in the

Baltimore market— accurately,

regularly, economically.

ojimU

This is a brand new and ex-

clusive W-I-T-H merchandising

service. A food store audit panel

of 12 high-volume outlets will

be measured on a continuing

basis every other week. Shelf

stock will be counted, store-

rooms checked and invoices

examined. Subscribers will re-

ceive reports showing how their

product fared as to:

1— Unit volume of sales for each

brand in a product category.

2— Unit share for each brand.

3— Dollar sales of each brand.

4— Dollar brand share of

market.

Available whether or not you're

a W-I-T-H advertiser—but far

lower in cost if you are!



OUXST/MMD I IMO
The America's Cup race is outstanding as a

sailing classic. Equally outstanding in its field is

WGAL-TV's unique multi-city coverage which costs

you less by far than single-city coverage. Pioneer

Channel 8 station WGAL-TV is first with viewers

in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as in

numerous other cities including: Gettysburg, Hanover,

Lebanon, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown.

CHANNEL 8-Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
13 SEPTEMBER 1958

^lie station rep business this week decided to do some remodeling of its

copyriaht 1958 liouse, both inside and out.

A major part of the plan is that SRA will devise a code of standard practices via

a committee headed by Bob Eastman.

The project has, apparently, a two-fold objective: (1) Clarify and standardize pro-

cedures for doing business with agencies, stations, and among reps themselves; and (2)

create a favorable image of the station rep in his relations with the advertising business

and the broadcast industry.

As far as the industry is concerned, the imagery job will be directed especially at

the newer generation in both station management and timebuying. One function of the

code will be to make clear the more or less complex functions that the rep performs

as a bridge between the seller and the buyer.

Among the topics that the architects of the code will attempt to tackle head-on: Pro-

cedures for one rep turning over a station to another; standard services due the sta-

tion and the buyer; commercial content; the use of competitive tapes in competing

for business; rules of conduct in accepting various types of dubious products; double and

triplespotting; local vs. national rates.

New national spot business is moving along at a smart clip.

Radio activity via New York agencies includes Dodge (Grant), four weeks in 125 mar-

kets, starting 4 October; Ford (JWT), 10-15 spots a week, starting 12 October; White Owl

fY&R). 60 markets: Leeming (EstjO, 26 weeks of 20 minutes a week, over 100 markets;

National Carbon (Esty), Eveready batteries and Prestone, eight weeks.

In Minneapolis, Cream of Wheat (BBDO) was being reactivated in spot radio via

30-seconds in prime time in 30 markets.

On the spot tv side, the action in New York includes Gold Medal Products

(DFS); and Standard Brands' Fleischmann's Yeast (JWT), daytime and night participa-

tions. In Chicago: Alberto-Culver Co. for VO-5 (Wade), 25 markets for 52 weeks, six

night-time minutes per week: Pharma-Craft for Coldene (JWT), daytime and late night min-

utes for 25 weeks.

Spot tv has the bellwether of the advertising pack, P&G, firmly in its corner

for the next nine months.

The Cincinnati giant will spend more money in spot tv than for any like period in the

medium's history.

P&G is sold on the idea that for merchandising there's nothing like the reach of tv,

and that to capitalize on this draAving power there's nothing like saturation flights.

Foote, Cone & Belding's Chicago office is spearheading a movement to do a

survey on the fin audience in that city (probably via the personal-interview technique)

.

FCB's initial problem is how to get the funds for the project. It's thinking about

asking other agencies as well as the Chicago fra interests to contribute.

Meantime Sinclair has joined Shell, Cities Service, and Oklahoma Oil as local

users of Chicago fm.

Added note: Bell Savings & Loan this week assumed sponsorship of speakers at the

luncheons of the Chicago Executive Club over WKFM.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Two Chicago accounts were testing tv spots this week.

Mars, via Knox Reeves, has a new I.D. going in the Los Angeles market for eight

weeks; meantime Quaker Oats is testing for a new dry cereal in Omaha, Albany, N. Y., and

other markets.

Another Chicago agency, Henri, Hurst & McDonahl, is testing a spot radio campaign

in Peoria for Linco Pine-Glo ammonia.

CBS TV certainly isn't adding any balm to NBC TV's "summer delay" pre-

dicament. CBS TV announced this week that it will not expect affiliates to defray any

part of the network's expense in relaying programs in standard time areas during the

1959 daylight saving season.

NBC TV previously had suggested that its affiliates pay 51/i% of such expenses,

and the stations' response was anything but favorable.

Network radio's standout sale of the week came from Parker Games, Boston.

Highlights of the transaction with NBC Radio: 35 commercials a week from 22 Sep-

tember to Christmas; covers the whole company's line but stresses the game called Careers;

a closed circuit will be staged for store buyers across the country 28 October.

CBS Radio's order—from Standard Brands—was five 10-minute segments of Ar-

thur Godfrey across the board. Godfrey, incidentally, has been cut down to 55 minutes daily,

with the initial five minutes of what had been an hour's show made available for a newscast.

Added note on NBC: Effective last week, 41 advertisers were in line to kick ofif

fall campaigns. Four of them were in the renewal category.

Looks like R. J. Reynolds not only will retain its money-making lead among the

cigarette giants for the current calendar year but move ahead of American Tobacco as the

No. 1 shipper of the product.

Authorities in the field estimate that Reynolds will gross $1.1 billion for its three brands

as compared to $1.05 billion by American Tobacco for its nine brands.

Reynolds is expected to show its biggest quarter (the third) in history for both

sales and profits.

Corollary observation:

Marketing experts hold that no type of goods is so sensitive to the influence of ad-

vertising as cigarettes.

(For updated report on cigarettes in tv see 16 August SPONSOR, page 33.)

Michigan Avenue reps are getting doleful as they envision more and more
of their regular accounts going into the local buying camp.

The cause of their latest twinge: Norge, most of whose buying is being done this season

on a local basis.

They recognize that it's part of a current trend among district sales managers, if

not distributors, to gain greater control over the advertising dollar (see page 8, 30

August SPONSOR), but that doesn't assuage the feeling of frustration.

Here's an anecdote, relayed by a rep this week, which illustrates the degree to which

agencies in the Southeast disregard all but the local rate.

The rep's Atlanta office got a wire from a regional agency with a cold remedy ac-

count asking it to quote rates for a southern station. Added the telegram: Don't sup-

ply SRDS rates as the budget doesn't allow for it. Also: Give us the latest Pulse and
Hooper ratings for the station.

Wired back the rep: Sorry, only the SRDS rates are available to that account.

Replied the agency: Never mind the rates; just send us the ratings.

Latest frustration for reps in that area: The Westinghouse representative who travels

out of its Atlanta office placing institutional schedules at local rates.
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AGENCY NO. SHOWS

J. Walter Thompson 14

Ted Bates 11

McCann-Erickson 10

BBDO 10

Benton & Bowles 9

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample 7

William Esty 6

Lennen & Newell 6

Young & Rubicam 5

SSCB 5

Compton 5

Kenyon & Eckhardt 6

Leo Burnett 6

SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

If Washinglon trust-busters take another look at how much control the giant

Madison Avenue agencies have over network prime time, they're in for a surprise.

For agency control has been thinned out appreciably and there's been quite a

j)ickup of network nighttime participation among the medium-class agencies.

An analysis of the fall setup by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week shows that the four giants

(JWT, Y&R, BBDO and McCann-Erickson) are the agencies of record of only

31^ half-hours of the 112 night-time half-hours filled or partially filled by adver-

tisers.

Herewith is a breakdown of the agency- of-record position of 13 Madison Avenue and

Chicago agencies for the fall:

TOTAL 1^ HRS PER WEEK

10

9M.

9

7

41/2

51/2

3

3

Note: This compilation does not include specials, news programs, or seasonal

campaigns; it refers only to half-hour and hour shows.

P.S.: The agency that's made the most substantial progress on the network tv side

is Bates (last season it was agency-of-record for but 3% half-hours). BBDO meantime has

swung its tv billings weight more than ever toward the specials this season. McCann-Erick-

son leans somewhat in that direction, too.

If Chrysler has plans of putting its foreign car, Simca, on network tv, Renault

has beat it to the punch.

Renault, via Needham, Louis & Brorby, this week bought seven broadcasts of

Small World (Murrow-Friendly) on CBS TV, starting 5 October. Cost of the pro-

gram: $28,000 gross.

Chances are that Renault's entry will stir its competitors to take a similar slab at

network tv.

More network tv shows are going to have the corporate, or product, name in

the program title this season.

The tally this fall is 15, compared to 14 a year ago.

The roster consists of Alco Theatre, Armstrong Circle Theatre, Pat Boone and His Chevy

Showroom, the Chevy Show (Dinah Shore), Dodge Dance Party (Lawrence Welk), Ford

Theatre (Tennessee Ernie), Goodyear Theatre, GE Theatre, Lux Playhouse, Music from Man-

hattan (Sammy Kaye), Oldsmobile Show (Patti Page), Plymouth Show (Welk), Schlitz Play-

house, Voice of Firestone, and U.S. Steel Hour.

CBS TV wound up July with a minus mark as against the year before in its

reported gross time billings.

According to LNA-BAR. CBS TV's gross of $18,273,690 was 1.4% less than the figure

estimated for July 1957. NBC TV came through with a gross of $15,702,029, or 13.2%

better than the July before, while ABC TV was credited with $7,083,555, an increase of

11.6% above the previous July.

The three networks collectively showed a plus of 5.9% for July, while the edge

for the initial seven months of the year figured 12%.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

P&G is introdueing via Tic Tac Dough its latest system of revolving the com-
mercials for four products on a single half-hour show.

Each program will be limited to three products. The brands involved: Lilt, Zest, Tide,
and Prell.

A major reason for adopting this course: Increased frequency for a brand as well as

an offset to the medium's rising costs.

CBS, Inc's management pointed with pride this week to some company statis-

tics during a businessmen's luncheon in L.A. at which the CBS board were the guests.

The last time the hoard held a meeting in L.A. was five years ago. In the in-

terim, said speaker Frank Stanton:

CBS, Inc's volume has doubled; CBS TV has become the largest advertising me-
dium in the world; and profits from all broadcasting activities have tripled.

Business trend analysts this week harped on a turn in the economy that bodes
well for the air media in particular.

The development : Retailers are showing confidence in the immediate future by build-

ing back their inventories in substantial quantities.

Another sign that consumer activity is on the upswing: July was the worst month in

recent history for savings institutions, although consumer incomes have remained sizable;

the money thus isn't being socked away.

Media buyers will be interested in the Farm Markets Facts Sheet devised by the
National Association of TvRadio Farm directors.

It standardizes the sort of information that an agency or ad manager wants from
farm stations nowadays.

The sheet goes into such statistical data as coverage, number of farms, income, and
farm production units.

It also gives details about a station's programing, personalities (whether they handle

commercials), the station's off-the-air activities, background of farm department personnel,

and lists of advertisers and their schedules.

Agency management is becoming aware that the hangdog look timebuyers
often have isn't because of the amount of work so much as because of inner agitation

over status.

They feel that the title—timebuyer

—

has outlived its original meaning and
scope, and that a first-rate man or woman in the field has assumed functions and responsi-

bilities that merit a more suitable label—like "media analyst."

Alert agency executives realize that the timebuyer in an efficiently functioning
agency has vastly changed his role.

If he knows his job, this is his area of operation in order to get the optimum for

the client's dollar:

• Initiate the right spot plan, once he gets his list of markets.

• Evaluate what sort of schedule will fit in best with the product's marketing ob-

jectives.

• Be fully conversant with what all the other groups on the product are doing
so that his schedule or timing don't get out of gear with the others and thereby jam up the

machinery.

• Recheck his lines at intervals to make sure that the schedule is working out for the

best interests of the product and the present marketing campaign.

For other ne<v« coverage in this issuer see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 74; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 76; Washington Week, page 89; sponsor

Hears, page 90; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 96; and Film-Scope, page 87.
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A 60,000,000 TON INDUSTRY IN DULUTH-SUPERIOR

TODAY—World's 2nd largest port!

TOMORROW—Terminus of the great St. Lawrence Seaway!
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\y is Complex

And hard to appease.

He searches his dial

For something to please!

Every market is just as complex

as the individuals within it. To

penetrate complex markets, you

must first penetrate the complex

minds within them. It takes a flex-

ible medium like radio, pro-

grammed with the individual in

mind to do the job effectively and

economically.

In Greater Los Angeles, it takes

KHJ Radio. For 36 years, KHJ
has featured FOREGROUND
SOUND . . . news, sports, discus-

sion, commentary, quiz, dramatic

and variety programs... designed

to appeal to the complex minds

in America's Second Market.

Never underestimate the variety

of tastes that make up the Los

Angeles market. Here is a medium

programmed to satisfy them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANOELES
131.-) North Vine StreetH

Timebuyers
at work

Ed Ratner, Friend-Reiss Advertising. Inc., New York, feels that one

of the biggest problems is explaining to the unsophisticated adver-

tiser why his schedules can't be confirmed by the stations five and

six months in advance so that he can merchandise his advertising.

"At this time of year." Ed says, "our shop is doing a lot of buying

for manufacturers whose peak sell-

ing period is Christmas. Most of

these campaigns break in October

and November and are not yet

confirmed. Yet one manufacturer

with another agency, either by de-

sign or ignorance, has put out an

elaborate brochure detailing the

time, stations and programs of his

November campaign. When our

clients see this they naturally want

to know how come 'he can do it

and we can't.' At this point, we

produce station logs, letters, etc., proving that to date more than

20% of the programs listed in the brochure won't even be on the

air this fall due to network and station changes. We make our point,

then present some very effective television pre-merchandising plans

—

but life would be less hectic if we had earlier confirmations."

Edith Krams Whaley, Stromberger, Lavene, McKenzie, Los

Angeles, calls for "all heads out of the sand' when it comes to in-

clude or not include timebuyers in original planning, artistic and tv

i a campaign,

fie knowledge

aren't statisticians," she says,

about flexibilities of buying time, limi-

tations and availabilities, and what

the competition is doing right now

that should be considered early in

the planning." She cites an exam-

ple: "In some instances minute

commercials have been prepared

with a specific audience in mind.

It is the buyer's unhappy task to

explain that minute announce-

ments are not sold in the time pe-

riod desired to reach this audi-

ence. The commercials then must

either be shelved or used in time

cannot deliver the size or type of audience desired.

The only other alternative is to produce new ones. Edith thinks that

the policy of allowing buyers to participate in early planning stages

saves time, expense and loss of accounts early in the game. She

is present al original planning sessions on all her accounts at SLM.
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WWVA sells the heart of industrial

America...FIRST in every time period

Did you know that there is only one single medium of

any kind that can give you dominant coverage of the

2M billion dollar Upper Ohio River Valley Market?

Only radio successfully jumps the mountain barriers

of this booming area—and only WWVA provides the

dominant selling voice you need. The latest PULSE
(Jan. 1958) proves again that WWVA is first in every

time period, 6 A.M. to midnight, 7 days a week. Its

average audience Mondays thru Fridays tops the next

3 stations combined!

Use the 50,000 Watt Voice of WWVA in WheeHng
to reach 486,000 radio homes in this key market, plus

a big audience bonus in 29 other counties.

See your |ohn Blair rep today

mnim WHgBLINO ARBA

iSt03?ei* IRaxiio
Wheeling Cleveland Detroit

WIBG
Philadelphia

WSPD
Toledo

>VAGA
Atlanta

WGBS
Miami
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DEEP

MARKET?

HIGH

isik

COST?

Peters, Griffik,,

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue

Yukon 6-7900

ATLANTA
Glenn BIdg.

Murray 8-5667

CHICAGO
Prudential Plaza

Franklin 2-6373

DALLAS
335 Merchandise Mart

Riverside 7-2398

DETROIT
Penobscot BIdg.

Woodward 1-4255

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

HOLLYWOOD
1750 N. Vine St.

Hollywood 9-1688

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building

Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932



Reach or frequency - or both-is a media question that can

make big differences in sales results. But there is a way, with

Spot Radio, to get the best combination for your advertising.

Ik DSC] Kjslimk liav£"tk ^ ;^uuers...

Your sales objectives can be accomplished by the best strat-

egy for each individual market. There's no need to com-

promise with one plan. Let us consult with you in developing

a thorough market-by-market campaign.

^H
f
THE CALL LETTERS

1^1 ^ OF THEH SALES GETTERSW West

1
KBOI-Boise 5,000
KGMB-KHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX-Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

moo:dw^
ii> 1 o

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
woe-Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000

WDSM-Duluth-Superior . . 5,000

WDAY- Fargo 5,000
WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000

WISC-Madison, Wis. . . . 1,000
WMBD-Peoria 5,000

IMC.

Southwest

East ^i
WBZ+WBZA- Boston and

Springfield 51,000
WGR-Buffalo 5,000
KYW-Cleveland
WWJ- Detroit

WJIM-Lansing .

KDKA-Pittsburgh

50,000
5,000
250

KFDM-Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christi . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRH-Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50,000

Southeast

WCSC-Charleston, S. C.

WIST-Charlotte ....
WIS-Columbia, S. C. . .

WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va.

WPTF-Raleigh-Durham .

WDBJ-Roanoke ....

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

50,000
5,000



hy lohn E. McMiUin

Commercial
commentary

Why the biggest aren't the best

A couple of weeks ago, in this space, I bitterly

criticized the current state of P&G commercials,

and ended my tirade by asking grumpily, Is

today's best advertising being done by the

biggest advertisers?

1 am informed by reliable experts in the pub-

lishing business that approximately 71.2% of

all editors who ask such loud rhetorical questions

(in either headlines or copy) fully expect to answer themselves with

a resounding "No." And I find I am no exception to the statistic.

I don't believe that today's best advertising is being done by such

titans as P&G, General Foods, General Motors, Lever, American

Tobacco, and others in the top 10.

1 think you're much more apt to find outstanding examples of

advertising creativeness amid the radio and tv commercials of

.smaller, younger, more imaginative companies ( Revlon and Lestoil

to name two) who are now fighting their way to the top.

Similarly, I know that it pays to pay attention to the commercials

that emanate from some of the smaller agencies (under $50 million

in billing). And, in your search for really outstanding advertising,

it's well to look beyond Madison Ave. to such clearer, more truly

American climates as Chicago, and the West Coast.

Advertising and the Middle-aged Mind

There's nothing very original, of course, about such statements.

Native son admen, and small agency operators have been making

them for years (often without very much success).

So far, though, I've never seen any published explanation for the

phenomena. Why is it (as any honest adman will admit) that such

a staggering amount of mediocre stuff pours forth annually from

the offices of some of the biggest advertisers and agencies?

Here are a few theories: I suspect, first of all, that any large

formal organization (client or agency) tends to develop middle-aged

minds in very young people with lightning-like speed.

When youngsters come bouncing into the ad business, fresh out

of college, they are often bursting with enthusiasm, imagination and

ideas. Most of the ideas aren't very good. But at least, there's a spark,

and freshness, and creative potential in those who suggest them.

However, before many of these kids ever have a chance to learn

how to discipline and harness their creativity, they start to get

pushed up the ladder toward the "executive type" jobs—supervisors,

assistant account men, etc.

Here's where the middle-agedness begins. For they cease to be

concerned with imagination and ideas, and tend toward typically

middle-aged preoccupations with dollar signs, and costs, and sales

figures and statistics, and dividends and pension plans and (God

save the mark) whether they can retire at age 5.5.

As a result, you'll find along Madison Ave. more .51-year old minds

{Please turn to page 30)
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CBS • CLEVELAND, OHIO
Represented Nationotly by The Katz Agency, inc.

f^$ Stores Television.
Cleveland Detr

AVJBK-TV ^VAGA-TV >VVUE-TV WSPD-TV
Wilmington- Philadelphia Toledo
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JGHT is aviation's own saga— authentically dramatized exploits

human achievement in the sky. Each episode is presented by Gen. George Kenne

'

cooperation of the Air Force. FLIGHT is the dramatic series for which the comi *



[linary men suddenly summoned to super-

3. A. F., Ket., and produced with the full

3vision season will long be remembered.

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.



Smart advertisers take the

KOA-Radio route to the Rocky

Mountain West. No other me-

dium in this rich Western market

can compare with KOA for:

COVERAGE: KOA travels into 302

counties of 12 states ... covering

over 1,100,000 square miles and
populated by approximately AVi

million people.

POWER: KOA's pov/erful 50,000

watt voice is heard throughout the

West . . . reaching listeners on bofb

sides of the Continental Divide.

ACCEPTABILITY: KOA program

ming is carefully planned for lis-

tener enjoyment. Since 1924, KOA-
Radio has been a respected friend

to Westerners. They have learned

to depend on popular KOA and

NBC personalities and programs for

informative and entertaining

mg.

SALES: The KOA-Rodio route is the

West's best way to sell your product

to over 4 million potential customers.

Remember, it's results that count!

GET ON-
STAY ON*- KOA-RADIO!
It's the only station you need to

route your product directly to the

entire Western market.

nohono/// by

Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

I Commercial commentary continued

.

in 34-year old bodies than almost anywhere else in the world. And
creativity, in the big shops where these old young men work, suffers

fearfully as a consequence.

A second, somewhat more flattering reason for the low grade of

creative work on many large national accounts, is that such ad-

vertisers try, with typical business efficiency, to sort out and accentu-

ate the Ponderables—those elements of advertising which can be

measured with some degree of exactness.

There's nothing wrong with this. It's just good business to try to

develop sound marketing plans and strategies, and to base them on

facts, research, careful budgeting, and precise media buying.

For the truth is (and until you learn this about advertising you

haven't graduated from kindergarten) a sound, carefully planned

campaign, even though dull, can usually lick the pants off brilliantly

imaginative advertising that is rooted in quicksand.

P&G, to my own personal knowledge, has frequently beaten the

brains out of its competition with some very mediocre copy.

But this in itself does not constitute an argument against adver-

ti.sing creativeness. A truly great campaign is always a combination

of brilliant planning and brilliant creative work. That's the most

efficient way to advertise. And it's also the most fun.

Needed: A Creative Revolution

In recent years we've heard a lot of whooping and hollering about

the importance of marketing in the ad agency business.

We've seen both media and research emerge as powerful, policy-

making factors in agency operations.

But while this has been happening, the creative departments of

many large agencies have been sitting on their hands in bewildered

frustration at their sudden change of status. If I had to predict the

next big development in the agency business, I'd bet on a "creative

revolution" in the next 10 or 15 years.

It will happen because it has to.

The day of the old fashioned "copy genius" has passed and I, for

one, say good riddance. He was, in many cases, a stuffy poseur with

a vastly over-rated reputation built on a handful of flossily written

print ads. He was pompous and prejudiced, and difficult to work

with and terribly limited in scope.

But so far, the silhouette, or profile, of the new type of agency

creative man, has not yet emerged very clearly.

Obviously they are going to have to be built around the domi-

nance of tv, and the importance of tv techniques. Obviously, too,

they're going to have to be integrated far more closely with media,

marketing and research, than they have ever been before.

But in addition, they're going to have to develop brand new tech-

niques for training people in "disciplined creativity"—the ability to

come up with imaginative new ideas that are precisely on target.

And the ability to execute these ideas with all the resources and

technical skill of a thoroughly schooled and disciplined craftsman.

When such a "creative revolution" takes place (and I'll give you

five to one that it happens) then you're bound to see better advertis-

ing by the biggest advertisers than you're seeing now.

Meanwhile, though, I wouldn't worry about it too much if I were

a medium-sized agency or advertiser. You still have an enormous

chance, while the big boys are floundering around. If you can

strengthen your marketing and maintain your creative superiority,

you can take sales and business from them—any day! ^

f
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starring Robert Shaw

low AVAILABLE FOR SYNDICATION
'le bold panorama and sweep of the Spanish

ain and the days of Blackbeard . . . actual

lleons,- real sea battles and slice-of-history

•ries. All this gives the full-scale production of

'HE Buccaneers" its salty authenticity.

)BERT Shaw stars as the daring captain of the

iccaneers, searching the pirate-infested seas of

: Carribean for adventure and lost treasure.

)w after two years on networks — where it

ablished top ratings and new sales records for

Msors . . . "The Buccaneers" is available

syndication. Its proven appeal for every
:mber of the family makes it a prestige show-
ie for any product. 39 half-hour adventures.

Look at the markets.. .large and small... and

iSSS^t ajlsee that The Buccaneers gets the major share of

the audience.

SHARE CITY SHARE ^^
Baltimore 68.7% New York City 24.9% OFFICIAL FILMS, iNcJ
Baton Rouge . 75.6% Norfolk 72.8% 25 West 45 th Street |

Buflfalo 59.8% Philadelphia . . 57.0% New York 36, N. Y.
Charleston . 60.4% Portland, Ore. . 55.7% PLaza 7-0100
Chicago 46.7% Pueblo-Colorado

Detroit

El Paso

. 44.3%
45.9%

Springs

Salt Lake City

83.4%
70.4%

ATLAUTA/Jackson 2-4878
Beverly HiLLs/Crestview 6-3528

Honolulu 46.6% Seattle-Tacoma . 42.0% Chicago/Dearborn 2-5246

Los Angeles

Louisville

34.1%
. . 77.5%

Spokane
Washington .

59.8%
41.9%

Dallas/Emerson 8-7467 ]

Ft. LAUDERDALE/Logan 6-1981
MiNNEAPOLJs/fValnut 2-2743

Milwaukee 62.1% Winston-Salem 64.0% San FRANCisco/7u«/per 5-3313

Minneapolis 39.8% St. Lovis/Yorktown 5-9231



lively Channel

WABD . . .

pioneer television station

in New York

has now become

METROPOLITAN

I
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WNEW AM FM/TV New York

WTTG CH 5 Washington, D.C.

WHK AM/FM Cleveland
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Network radio: new
light on a tougli figlit

^ Rebounding sharply after the past summer slump,

nets expect a strong 4th quarter in battle for existence

^ Totals won't reach 1957's $66 million volume,

but autos and other new accounts are coming in fast

Nelletwork radio, using competitive

sales tactics, much critized by other

branches of air media, continues its

tough, tenacious fight for bigger bill-

ings and greater advertiser acceptance.

Orders now on the books indicate a

strong 4th quarter which should push

this year's total close to ( but not

above) 1957's highly satisfactory $66

million figure. More significant, net

radio has rebounded sharply after a

slow spring and soft summer, caused

by recession cut-backs, particularly

among durables advertisers.

Without going into the sales methods
and strategies which have caused deep

resentments among stations and reps,

here are some new facts about the net-

work picture which are heartening

network officials this fall.

• There'll be more different adver-

tisers using net radio this year than

ever before in history, at least 10%
more than in all of last year.

• Many new types of products, and

netv industries are using net radio in

19.58 for the first time.

• The automotives are coming back

strong—after nine months of uncer-

tainty.

• Network radio is figuring in many
new multi-media campaigns, in com-

bination with magazines, news supple-

ments, tv.

• Agencies are using more care,

thought, and imagination in develop-

ing special commercials for net radio.

• Cost efficiency (homes per thou-

sand I is reported better than ever.

• New media-marketing strategies

are developing unusual, and productive

network-local combinations.

• Stereophonic broadcasting (in

combination with tv) is scheduled on

FALL 1958
Sold and unsold
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1957 1958
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THESE FOUR LEAD NET RADIO'S ALL-OUT FIGHT FOP

Edwar.l J. I).- (.ra.>.

'.p. in chaiiif. AHL Kadio

Arthur Hull Havs,

president, CBS Radio

Armaiid Hammer,
president, MBS

network programs this fall. A rela-

tively new concept, it may open up an

entirely new range of air media uses.

While the four networks are agreed

that these things combine to produce

a healthy, even optimistic, outlook for

net radio in general, each is pursuing

a highly individualistic policy regard-

ing programing and sales, and there

are sharp differences in their operating

philosophies and billings.

ABC expects strong sales increases

this fall, and goes into the 4th quarter

with an entirely different program pat-

tern than it used in 1957. Last year

(see chart on previous page) ABC pro-

gramed a 50-hour schedule per week,

and succeeded in selling only about 10

hours of these.

This year ABC has cut back its pro-

graming schedule to 25 hours, and

has already sold twice as much time

for the fall quarter, as it had sold by

the end of 1957.

Many ABC shows have already

reached an SRO status, and ABC has

nothing on the air without several seg-

ments sold.

ABC's program philosophy in brief

is to depend on news, sports and estab-

lished, jtroven personalities. Negotia-

tions are already under way with Dick

Clark and other ABC TV stars for ad-

ditional programs which will be added

if, says Edward J. DeGray, v. p. in

charge of ABC Radio, 'the sales atmos-

phere'" warrants. Prospects at this

time seem to be that ABC will prob-

ably schedule 5 to 10 more hours of

network programing during the 1958-

.59 season than the 25 originally

planned.

CBS, long time leader in net radio

billings, is facing stiff competition

from NBC, and may relinquish its top

spot in 1958. However, CBS reports

$4 million already signed for fall

business and is expecting a highly suc-

cessful 1958, with more than 40 of

its 65 hours of programing sold.

Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio pres-

ident is highly optimistic about the

sales surge bringing sponsors such as

these to the CBS fold: R. J. Reynolds,

Oldsmobile, Campbells Soup, Charles

Pfjzer, Chrysler and duPont. Perhaps

even more significant to the network

chieftan is "new attention froin the

industries' young timebuyers," little

experienced before in network radio.

In programing. CBS is standing finn

on its conviction that "c<)ni|)lete pro-

grams give an advertiser the best pro-

tection." About half of CBS sales are

in complete programs.

CBS schedules offer the widest

spread of program types, and focus on

programs that require audience atten-

tion, such as drainas and news analysis.

NBC, according to Matthew J. Cul-

ligan, executive v. p. in charge of the

radio network, is "programing 6%
more and selling 12% inore" than last

year. Programing service will prob-

ably climb to 65 hours a week with 45

hours sold. NBC is claiining a 37%
share of total radio net business.

Among NBC's major programing in-

novations this year is the "Stardust"

package. Quickie programs of two and

one-half minutes each will be sprinkled

throughout Nightline and Monitor. So

far. Bob Hope has come into the plan

for Buick and Bob and Ray for Lucky

Strike. Fibber McGee & Molly and

Paul Winchell & Jerry Mahoney are

also available, and NBC hopes to get

Steve Allen, Ernie Kovacs and others

to tape the blurb-length entertainment.

NBC's sales attitude, strongly ori-

ented to facts-and-figures, is expressed

thus by George A. Graham, director of

sales ])lanning. "We don't propose to
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advertisers that they buy programs.

We recommend dispersal and fre-

quency."

NBC is also selling a new concept

tagged "Idea Planting." They contend

that large expenditures in tv spectacu-

lars and magazines lose impact because

viewers and readers are unfamiliar

with the campaign. So NBC recom-

mends low-cost net radio in advance

of such expenditures, to pre-condition

customers to the meat of the sales

story.

MBS, least active of the networks,

provides the most programing—more
than 114 hours a week. Of these,

however, only 37 hours are intended

for sale. These are scheduled on an

unusual 50-50 basis. News on the half

hour is sold by the network without

local commission. News on the hour is

provided for local sale without income
to Mutual.

Mutual reports that 15 out of its

-"own" 18y2 hours, under this arrange-

ment, are already sold for fall, the

same as in 1957. The balance of Mu-
tual programing—77 hours, mostly

music—is provided for stations that

may want to use it.

Automotive activity is probably

net radio's biggest single-industry news

this fall. The auto companies have

jumped back in, tail fins and all. with

substantial expenditures. Buick has

signed with NBC for Bob Hope. ABC
is scheduling Pontiac for the Notre

Dame Football Games, and CMC for

Howard CoselFs Speaking of Sports,

plus Cadillac's John Daly and the Neivs.

CBS reports a surge of fall auto busi-

ness that includes Chevy News, more

Ford road shows, Plymouth, Dodge,

Chrysler, Oldsmobile and Rambler.

New advertisers are also brighten-

ing the radio net picture. In addition

to the Cadillac purchase, ABC has in-

troduced such accounts as Puritron

Air Fresheners, Magda Ironing Boards

and Angostura Bitters to Don Mc-

NeiWs Breakfast Club. At CBS, Tootsie

To)s is scheduling a Christmas satura-

tion campaign. NBC has signed Auto

Parts for AP mufflers. Mutual will

carry Peter Paul's 40th anniversary

promotion, a new use of network for a

long time spot radio user.

Established accounts, like Pepsi-

Cola are pushing new marketing con-

cepts. Beginning 17 September, Pepsi

starts a four-network drive designed to

reach 100,000,000 listeners in a 13-

week period with a new Pepsi jingle.

Referring to the song, advertising v. p.

John Soughan said, "We can think of no

more effective medium through which

to present it than radio. Our decision

to use all four networks was deter-

mined by the fact that that's all the

networks there are."

Cost efficiency of net radio is be-

lieved to be at an all-time high. In

radio's heyday the Jack Benny show

was figured to deliver approximately

9 million homes for $40,000. Today's

good radio buys, say network statisti-

cians, are bettering these figures con-

siderably—even without taking into

account such modern added bonuses as

out-of-home circulation.

Better commercials are being pro-

duced for net radio than heretofore.

A few years ago, it was common prac-

tice to use soundtracks from tv com-

mercials. Now, according to the net-

works, agencies are coming up with

carefully produced commercials de-

signed especially for radio.

Stereophonic broadcasting in

combination with tv is being scheduled

this fall for the first time in network

history. Plymouth has made the

Wednesday night Lawrence Welk show

stereo over ABC TV and ABC Radio

in five cities—New York, Chicago, Los

Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco. View-

ers of the ABC TV show who live

within transmission range of the five

ABC Radio stations will be able to pick

up and mix two entirely different

sounds—one from tv, one from radio.

With a two-microphone setup, there's a

true "two-ear" stereo effect. Agency

brass are watching this new develop-

ment carefully. If it proves popular, a

rash of radio/tv stereo may follow. Un-

like stereo recordings, no special equip-

ment is needed—just a regular radio

and regular television set.

New sources of income have startled

even the networks themselves. While

convenience products dominated new
business in recent seasons, this year's

big growth areas are recreation and

home maintenance products. For ex-

ample, NBC signed Alcoa to a satura-

tion campaign next January for alumi-

num boat hardware, Evinrude for an

extensive schedule for its outboard

motors, Rubberoid to push its home
building supplies and the Edison Elec-

tric Institute in an institutional cam-

paign on the additional advantages of

electricity for better living. ^

New net-local tie-ups

gain in popularity

Increasingly effective gambit in

net radio buying is programing

for local station follow-up busi-

ness.

As a result of Savings and Loan

Foundation s network campaign

on ABC (27-30 June) local sta-

tion salesmen sold 2800 spots,

according to reports received

from 80 ABC stations.

Trick was turned with a sales

tool prepared by McCann Erick-

son. Stations were supplied with

names and addresses of local

members of foundation. ABC
alerted stations to new business

possibilities.

Similar follow-up techniques

were used by NBC for Sterling

Silversmith's Guild in July. Mu-
tual's network programing for

T-Pak, a sausage casing, brought

Mutual stations a grillful of

orders from local hot dog packers.
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Keys to better

timebuyer-timeseller

relationships

^ Station Representative Robert E. Eastman offers

sales road map for faster, clearer spot negotiations

^ Defines 15 key areas where salesmen, stations

can provide more efficient service to timebuyers

i^ alesmanship today consists mainly

of problem-solving. More than ever

that's true in the air media where early

novelty has worn off and efficiency

now is the key consideration.

This week Bob Eastman, head of his

own Robert E. Eastman and Co. rep

firm, drew up the following sales road-

map for that most complex of air me-

dia—spot. True, it was written by a

man who has spent a lifetime in sales.

But equally true, its value lies in East-

man's ability to "plug into" the time-

buyer's problems and necessities and

describe the smoothest path.

Here, then—at the start of a rousing

new spot season—are 15 Keys to Bet-

ter Timebuyer-Timeseller Results as

Bob Eastman has defined them for his

own salesmen and his clients.

Spot radio and tv advertising require

especially imaginative and capable

salesmen. A rep or station salesman

must draw upon his imagination to

figure: 1) What will make my product

most appealing to this customer? 2)

What is the best approach and timing?

3 I What will impel him to buy?

This is what your customer will ex-

pect of rou at the minimum.

J KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCT

Too main salesmen of broadcastiiifi

do not know enough about their prod-

uct. Make it a point to know:

a. Station programing

b. Competitive programing

c. Comparative facihties

d. Rates—especially relating to

packages
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e. Competitive rates

f. Audience characteristics

g. Accounts using station effec-

tively

h. Nature of market

i. General audience picture for all

stations on all available surveys

Facile use of this fundamental

knowledge will make you "fast on

your feet" with answers. Make notes

—memorize those things you'll need

most frequently.

Moreover, the best salesmen I have

known and worked with are extremely

well-organized. A forgotten item or a

neglected follow-up may mean a lost

sale. Establish a system to cover the

following:

a. All pending business

b. Ideas for follow-up

c. Pending campaigns

d. Pre-selling needs

e. Account executives and client

contacts to be made
f. Status of all business in markets

g. Switching plans

Carefully kept and used records will

add greatly to your efficiency and
sales performance.

iiMi TIMING

There always is a best time to sell

a customer. In many instances 9 a.m.,

by appointment, is ideal. The buyer is

fresh, other problems of the day have

not yet beset him. His mind is most

receptive to the ideas you wish to

impress upon him.

But you cannot see all your pros-

pects at 9 a.m., so you must apply this

timing where it fits (probably for your

most important and potentially produc-

tive of business calls for the day). It

bears repeating here that you must

make calls—lots of them—but be sure

they are carefully timed and well-

prepared.

THE RECEPTION ROOM

Too often the reception room is

jLised as a sort of club room. Here

salesmen happily fraternize and read

magazines. I don't mean to overlook

the amenities completely, but the ef-

fective salesman is the busy one and
he is in that reception room for just

one purpose—to get inside and get

the order. Far too much highly valu-

able time is wasted in reception rooms.

Here is the proper reception room
procedure

:

a. If you have to wait, use the time

to review your presentation.

b. Think of what you are going to

say. Review in your mind the

right kind of selling words to

fit the customer.

Use reception room times as part

of your selling time. Don't waste it.

PREPARATION

Each sales presentation requires

careful advance thought and work.

Consider what this buyer is after and

how you can best adapt your mer-

chandise to be most appealing. It

usually is advisable to have more than

one plan in order to offer the buyer

a choice. Study all the station data

and select the substantiating material

which will be most effective with this

particular buyer. Frequently the sale

is made in the preparation. One de-

sirable method of preparation:

a. Organize your thoughts and

facts in outline.

b. Put them on paper in letter

form.

c. Talk these with the buyer.

d. Then leave the letter if it holds

up in the discussion.

e. Otherwise prepare another letter

which better fits the results of

the discussion and deliver it in

person. Don't mail it or you

miss a chance to review and get

the order.

f. If the sale is ready to close be-

fore d. and e. are needed, close

it and proceed to something else.

IMAGERY

Study the effect of words. The

choice of the right word at the right

time often will close a sale. Know
v/hich words appeal to which buyers.

Use positive words.

There always is an idea—or several

—which adds lustre to your mer-

chandise. Use ideas extravagantly.

You'll find that the more you use

them, the more you will invent and

your selling will become vastly more

exciting and effective. There is nothing

more powerful than an idea.

IDEAL SALES SEQUENCE

Many salesmen invariably open

their solicitation with ratings or price.

This is a serious error.

Considerations other than numbers

must be given precedence. Time and

again you have read and heard state-

ments from astute buyers regarding

the importance they place on factors

other than numbers. Take them at

their word; they are sincere in their

interest in information other than the

factual data. Here is what I consider

to be an ideal sales sequence:

a. Open with an idea.

b. Discuss the nature of station

programing and appeal as it fits

the product.

c. Show proof that the station is

selling merchandise.

d. Present a plan or plans to sell

for the client.

e. Give statistical verification of

the values involved.

f. Cost-economy.

Always advise the station regarding

upcoming business. Several times a

year, I'll guarantee you, the station

manager will have a contributing idea

or live next door to the influential

broker. Advising the station well in

advance is well worth the small effort.

It pays off in additional orders.

COVER INFLUENTIALS

Most sales are influenced by several

different people. It is the obligation

of the salesman to know all of these

people and wherever possible and

practical to cover them. Here is the

right way to cover influentials:

a. Give the timebuyer the com-

plete details.

b. See the account executive and

give him the story.

c. Let the buyer know right away

that you have seen the account

executive.

d. See the advertising manager and

give him the story.

e. Advise both timebuyer and ac-

count executive that you have

discussed the situation with the

ad manager.

Obviously this type of coverage

must be used with discretion and when

used, be sure to keep all the parties

—

especially the buyer—fully informed.

Don't cross any wires or the fuse you
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l)lo\v may be your own.

Some salesmen go only to account

executives or ad managers to protest

the loss of business. This is the wrong

way and should rarely, if ever, be

done. Do your selling with the in-

fluential before—not after—the order

is placed.

^
PRE-SELLINC

This is tremendously important. Too

often in the sale of national spot

broadcasting, when the buyer is going

into 100 markets and must analyze

and carefully screen 200, 300, or more

stations, he can't find the time to sit

still for a full scale pitch on every

station. Furthermore, he is working up

to midnight for several straight nights

and is likely to be justifiably short

with the salesman who hasn't been

around for six months and now wishes

to monopolize his time.

Get your station story across before

actual buying begins. Every time you

hear a new sales angle on a station,

mention it on all of your calls for

several days until the thought has

been well registered.

Pre-selling takes advantage of the

mails. From time to time, jot down

a new piece of data or an idea in very

brief form and mail it out to the

people who should know it. They'll

read it, and you'll be amazed how
many will remember it at the right

time. Pre-sell all the time. Encourage

your stations to pre-sell, too, by taking

advantage of logical advertising and

promotion opportunities.

*^t# THE GRANDSTAND PLAY

This is an order-getting technique

which can be used on certain oc-

casions. Only good judgment will tell

you when.

There are many kinds of "grand-

stand plays." But one which is most

helpful in national spot selling is ask-

ing the buyer if you may use his

telephone collect. The purpose of the

call is to serve the buyer better

through bringing station management

into the transaction in order to work

out a schedule, or some other aspect,

to fit the buyer's needs more closely.

This extra effort and interest on the

part of the seller and station will, if

properly used, get additional orders.

Recognition of other "grandstand

plays" will come about for the sales-

man who trains himself to be keenly

aware of the dramatics in his situation

and be alert for opportunities to apply

them effectively.

LEAVE A REASONABLE
DOUBT

A salesman's position requires that

he constantly sell his merchandise. It

is in complete contradiction to this re-

sponsibility for a salesman ever to

agree that another station is a better

buy. Often, however, a salesman in a

false attempt to be a "nice guy" or a

"good loser" will only admit that the

purchase of a competitive facility is a

good buy. This is strictly taboo!

I do not mean that the salesman

should be overly dogmatic. However,

he can leave a reasonable doubt by

simply stating "you are the buyer and

the final decision is yours" — or say

nothing, but don't applaud the other

purchase.

Leave the buyer feeling that perhaps

your product deserved more considera-

tion. This helps pave the way for fu-

ture sales. When you must lose a sale,

never forget it and see to it that your

future pre-selling repairs the situation

in advance of the next transaction.

11 NEGATIVE SELLING

No salesman or sales organization

can prosper for long by trying to build

up his product by tearing down that of

another. It just doesn't work. As a

matter of fact it inevitably is detri-

mental to the person, organization, and

product which tolerates negative sell-

ing.

Sell your own merchandise positive-

ly. Present all the things good about

your product and the reasons why it

fits the buyer's needs. You can prop-

erly express why it is "better than"

—

but be sure you use the right words at

this point and don't trap yourself in-

to an exposition of all the things

wrong with the competition.

Don't publicize the competition by

talking about them or you may leave

the impression of "methinks he pro-

testeth too much." Negative selling

hurts the industry. This internecine

warfare can help other media.

Make it a firm policy that you will

not play tapes or show logs of how
bad the competition is. No station is

ever perfect and starting a witch hunt

can cause great harm. There is too

much of this being done in broadcast-

ing, and it should be discontinued im-

mediately.

^ WHEN TO QUIT
AND GO BACK

Kinpiilln is essential to good selling.

You've got to develop an awareness

that tells you how the customer is re-

acting. If you aren't getting across,

and you can see that the buyer isn't

with you at all, maybe it's a bad time

of day for either you or him. Don't

permit yourself to be heavy-handed and

plod on with your pitch anyway. Don't

quit on the piece of business, but quit

for today, and then set a more oppor-

tune time to go back.

13 DON'T LET CO

Properly applied persistence is basic

to all good selling. When a situation

seems stacked against you, think and

think some more.

Turn your imagination loose. There

always is another idea or approach

which can convert what seem to be in-

surmountable odds to an order. Talk

it over with other salesmen in the com-

pany, the sales manager, the station.

Don't let go—dig and keep digging

—

you'll frequently find the answer.

You'll get more orders.

Always remember that good selling

never is wasted, though frequently it

will seem that the amount of thought,

time, and salesmanship devoted to se-

curing a relatively small piece of busi-

ness is not worthwhile.

This would be true if a strict cost

accounting of commissions in relation

to time spent were applied. However,

all good selling is an investment. In-

evitably the effort expended on a small

order will lay the foundation for larg-

er orders from the same buver.

A,^' HOW TO CLOSE SALE

The "close" is the most misunder-

stood aspect of selling. Asking for the
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order is basic and should never be

confused with begging for the order.

The right and only way to close a

sale is to start closing from your first

thought, every word written and spo-

ken. You are closing from the begin-

ning. This is important to remember

because if you should be deluded into

a slow warmup, a more alert competi-

tor will have the order while you're

still warming up.

Here's a tip on maintaining momen-

tum in dealing with skeptics: Few buy-

ers are willing to be pioneers; the fact

that other well-known customers have

bought your station is important. In

your written and verbal selling, con-

stantly use the endorsement-through-

purchase of other clients.

STATION SEQUENCE

All representatives have stations of

varying degrees of popularity. Also,

all salesmen are eager to please the

buyer. There is a constant temptation

for the salesman to lead with his most

attractive merchandise. Whenever pos-

sible a salesman should plan his calls

and pre-selling so that he is selling

only one station at a time.

Frequently, however, it becomes nec-

essary for him to present and sell for

several stations at one time. On these

occasions it is very important for him

to set up the proper station sequence

of presentation. In his effort to please

the buyer if he leads with the best fa-

cility or highest ratings, all the rest of

his merchandise may look pale by com-

parison. Lead off with your toughest

sale. The points you score on this one

will pass on a strength to the others

you are selling.

Summary: 1) Know your product

thoroughly. 2) Time your selling prop-

erly. 3) Use the reception room for

reviews. 4) Prepare every presenta-

tion in advance. 5) Use ideas and

imagery in selling. 6) Program your

pitch in proper sequence. 7) Cover

all the influentials. 8) Pre-sell your

ideas whenever possible. 9) Don't

neglect the "grandstand play." 10)

Know when to quit, when to go back.

11) Stay away from negative selling.

12) Leave the buyer with a "reasonable

doubt." 13) Don't give up. Persistence

pays off. 14) Start "closings" at the

beginning. 15) // possible, sell one

station at a time, but if you can't, then

lead off with your toughest sale. ^

\

^
1E^S ~"

^m
'^

^^^^3
md Northlich agency, Cincinnati, explai

1, and J. L. Beck of Rainbow Cra

PLAY-DOH: $3,000,000 SPOT TV WONDER
"If you don't use tv to get distribu-

tion for you, you're not making it do

its maximum work for you," says v.p.

Robinson. In building its campaign

around participations in high-rated

local children's shows, Play-Doh made
certain that its stations knew exactly

what its aims and ambitions were

via a form known as a Station Promo-

tion Report. According to John L.

Beck, Play-Doh's sales promotion man-

ager, the stations co-operated whole-

heartedly in merchandising and pro-

moting the product.

Similarly, Play-Doh worked hard

with program personalities. Each was

scheduled for appearances at store

openings, trade shows, even sales calls.

"Thanks to one well-known person-

ality," says McVickers, "we've sold one

account $112,000 of Play-Doh this

year."

Play-Doh itself has developed from

a commercial product once manufac-

tured by President McVicker's father

for cleaning wallpaper. Discovered al-

most by accident, it built from a vol-

ume of $23,000 in 1955 to $230,000 in

1956. By 1957 McVicker decided the

time was ripe for tv advertising. First

step was a test-market operation in

Evansville, Ind. with 10 spots a week

for four weeks over WEHT. Later

—

because of excellent results—this was

extended, and within less than four

months the test developed $12,000 in

business at wholesale prices. ^

A sales curve that's shot from less

than $25,000 in 1955 to over $3

million in 1958 is the proud record of

brilliant, 27-year Joseph McVicker,

president of Rainbow Crafts, Inc.,

Cincinnati, manufacturer of Play-Doh,

a children's modeling material.

McVicker himself is articulate about

his success formula: 1) an improved

and useful product; and 2) spot tv,

used in ways that extract every pos-

sible ounce of sales, advertising, and

marketing help from the medium.

This year Play-Doh is investing

$150,000 in spot tv (90% of its total

ad budget) in 41 markets on the basis

of three major drives—winter, spring,

and fall. Starting this month Play-

Doh builds toward Christmas business

( November and December are the

biggest sales months in the toy field )

.

Play-Doh also believes in post-Christ-

mas advertising; it used a strong

campaign in January and February

to maintain jobber enthusiasm, and

shelf space in toy departments, as well

as to promote consumer sales.

Actually Play-Doh, under the driving

leadership of McVicker and John J.

Robinson, v.p. for marketing, uses tv

for five separate and distinct purposes:

1. To introduce their product.

2. To demonstrate it.

3. To create consumer demand.

4. To build distribution.

5. To get shelf space.
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VIDEO
TAPE
STATUS
REPORT

Tv's revolutionary videotape: Part 2

^ Probably no one is exploring deeper the potential of

videotape than tv stations; here's how they're using it

^ Biggest news of the moment; first eolor tape tele-

cast from an individual station-WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.

Like a brush fire out of controL it

is hard to follow the spread of video-

tape. At presstime ( 13 Sept.), SPONSOR

received the following telegram:

"Charlotte, N. C: The world's first

television to be tape recorded and

played back on the air in full color by

a tv station was originated today by

WBTV. The program, The Betty

Freezor Show, was taped between 11

and 11:30 a.m. on an RCA color

videotape recorder and played back

between 1 and 1:30 p.m. with perfect

sound and picture quality. The show

featured a short talk by Charles H.

Crutchfield, executive vice president

and general manager of Jefferson

Standard Broadcasting Co. . . . The

videotape recorder installation which

cost in excess of $100,000 enables

WBTV to record either color or black

and white programs, network or local

. . . (it) stands seven feet high and

is 13 feet wide . . . standard reel

contains enough tape for 64 minutes

of programing. . . . WBTV the first

tv station in nation to become com-

pletely equipped with all known means

of color programing. . .
."

TTie WBTV recorder is the seventh

color/b&w prototype to be placed by

RCa! first to a local station. Four

went to NBC TV center in Burbank,

Calif., in April: two have just been

delivered to the NBC TV tape center

that will go into operation in N. Y.

this fall. Chief difference between

RCA and Ampex recorders: RCA

builds for color, removal of rack pro-

duces b&w; Ampex builds for b&w,

addition of a color accessor)- unit

produces color.

First two such color accessory units

by Ampex are now on their way to

CBS TV City on the Coast. Still

another first in the tape story was

the delivery this week of the first new

tape splicer by Ampex (cost $780)

to KPRC, Houston.

For KPRC, the splicer kit arrives in

the nick of time; for sponsor Humble

Oil, KPRC General Manager Jack

Harrison and staff have set out on

perhaps the most ambitious editing

of videotape to date. Each Saturday

this fall, they will tape the Southwest

conference football game of the week,

edit it to exactly one hour (yet include

every play) and on Sunday from 5 to

6 p.m. will air it as well as feed it live

to 22 other tv stations. Humble Oil.

sponsor on the full "football network"

has already pre-taped more than a

score of commercials.

Thus each day videotape takes a new

step, leading advertisers and broad-

casters on to new opportunities, spon-

sor has attempted to retrace some of

these steps with the following coast-

lo-coast rundown of how a number of

first colortape -liow v

New RCA recorder i- dieeked b> Joseph

Bryan, president Jefferson Standard Bcstg.

and Tom Howard, v.p.

Sah". tool: WFIl '1 \ . Philadelphia, per-

sondlitic- take part in tape show for agency'

top brd-s to promote new videotape equip-

ment. Show combined live and tape, asked

admen to gue^- wliiih was which
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Special event

stations and local clients

tape in tv.

KRLD-TV, DaUas: Tape licked a

problem in commercials for local auto

accounts! Because of limited studio

space, it had been impossible to show

more than one model car in a live

commercial; since tape, a number of

cars can be "shot" ahead of air time,

then played back in the one strip of

tape. Religious programing had been

another problem since local pastors

could scarcely desert their pulpits on

Sundays to work "live" at studio.

With tape, the ministers now record

during the week, and the programs are

aired at a logical time—Sunday. As

for problems of the tape operation it-

'self, they are (1) editing and (2) how
to store satisfactorily ^pots and short

program segments.

KENS-TV, San Antonio: Says Gen-

eral Manager Albert Johnson, "Local

agencies are enthusiastic about our

tape, and several clients are using it

regularly for commercials. The Wyatt

Agency likes it for their client, San
Antonio Savings & Loan, both for

convenience and quality control in tv

commercials. Piggly Wiggly Stores

through the Notzen Agency also uses

our tape facilities regularly." KENS
. uses tape for agency presentations,

for weekday pre-taping of week-end

shows. "At present," says Johnson,

"we find tape a tremendous tool

rather than a big saving."

Who buys videotape recorders and why
QUESTION #1—Who made the decision in the station to make the

purchase of Videotape Recorder(s)?
1. Management _ - 20

2. Station Manager - 11

3. Owner 6

4. V.P. of Engineering 3

5. Chief Engineer ^ -^ 3

6. Otfier _ - __ - - 1

TOTAL 44

QUESTION #2—What were his indicated reasons for making the

purchase?
1. Save Operating Personnel — 11

2. No Specific Reason 8

3. Reduce Overtime 5

4. Experimental Operation 3

5. Make Syndicated Programs 3

6. Make Local Spots 3

7. Better Efficiency 2

8. Multiple Station Program Exchange 2

9. Network Delay by Station 1

10. Remote Truck Facility 1

TOTAL 39

QUESTION #3—How is the station using its recorder(s)?
1. Program Delay (by Station)

a. Local 19

b. Netwoik 2

2. Making Spoi ( nniNHHiiK 9

3. Recorder Net \n ln>.tdllMl 4

4. Syndicated Shows 1

5. Remote Tiuck Facility 1

6. Recorder Not Actually Required 1

TOTAL 37

QUESTION #4— Do you know whether they have been able to reduce
personnel?
1. Same Personnel/Overtime 20

2. Less Personnel/Overtime 7

3. More Personnel/Overtime 6

4. No Answer at this Time 4

TOTAL 37

\UTE: In July, one of the biggest firms in broadcasting conducted a survey of stations

that liave I'ideolape recorders. Above are the results. .4nswers based on station's answer-
ing, not on number of recorders. Networks not included in lurrcv. Totals not equal
because of mullif>le answers to same questions. Resfmndcnts include four closed-circuit

WFLA-TV Tampa: Since this outlet
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serves, besides Tampa, both St.

Petersburg and Clearwater, it is

finding its new videotape facilities

valuable in doing remote commercials

in those outside areas. Last month, a

public service program was taped at

noon, aired at 5 p.m. A severe elec-

trical storm, however, interrupted

service in the area most concerned

with the event. So the next morning

\^ FLA replayed the tape for the bene-

fit of those who had missed it.

Vt RAL-TV, Raleigh, N.C.: This out

let's recorder has only been in about

a month, but it lost no time in pro-

moting it to clients. A full-dress

demonstration was put on for ad-

vertising agency executives from

North Carolina, Virginia, and Wash-
ington. This "clinic" for admen in-

cluded actual rehearsal and taping of

commercials; at one point the admen
themselves "taped and played back."

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia: To pro

mote its new tape facilities, WFIL
aired a contest for agency presidents,

vice presidents and account execs; The
program comprised sections in both

live and tape; admen had to guess

which was which. Winner was John

Kelly, president of Kelly Associates,

Phila. Promotion for the viewing

public comprised a half-hour all-tape

show. The Miracle of Videotape; it

showed the studio facilities, included

tapes of a Phillies ball game, featured

personality Dick Clark and others.

Dick Clark and tape solved a problem

for College Type Clothes which

wanted to schedule commercials just

before schools open; trouble was

Clark who was to star in them would

be on vacation at that time. Tape
made it possible for Clark to do the

commercials before he left.

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh: Management
considers tape for tv "second only in

importance to the development of the

image orthicon." Is using its equip-

ment to open up "dead" studio time

for live programing. Every day,

KDKA records portions of its live

schedule, plays them back the same

day. During net time, for example,

it may tape a special event for airing

in the late evening. It pre-records

station-break announcements with

thematic treatment for personality

and image effect. Programs destined

for kine are taped and shipped to net

for kine recording, thereby avoiding

transmission line costs. As with so

many other outlets equipped for tape,

KDKA is finding it a useful sales tool

for auditions and sales presentations

to advertisers. Clients using baseball

game commercials are effecting a

saving with tape announcements;

they permit the switch from film to

live techniques at substantially less

cost. KDKA has entered syndication

by taping two of its major live pro-

grams: Slimnastic (an exercise for-

mat) and KD County Fair (country

music )

.

WBZ-TV, Boston: First crack out of

the box, this station taped its monthly

program Storyville, a jazz show

featuring top stars and aired at 10:30

p.m. The airing hour had never been

compatible with the schedules of the

top jazz talent they starred, but since

tape, they get the artists together on

an afternoon, rehearse and tape it.

has equipped this prowlint;

ack to station Ampex

At WBZ, several clients regularly use

tape for commercials. Slumberland

Mattress Co. records all commercials

for a week in one afternoon. A side-

light on Slumberland Mattress, use of

tape is that their weather girl, Jane

Day, must remember what dress to

wear each night to match the one

she wore in the pre-taped commercial.

WJZ-TV, Baltimore: A local adver-

tiser that had previously been using

film commercials, moved its ad budget

over to WJZ after a demonstration of

videotape, now tapes its commercials.

The same station used a closed-circuit

presentation to a major department

store, pointed up the flexibility and

possibilities of tape to tell an ad-

vertising message; result: the depart-

ment store is now a WJZ client and
is using tape. One of the outstanding

applications of tape to WJZ program-

ing is speedy station wagon adapta-

tion of a mobile (see picture). Other

examples are: A political candidate

was able to tape his pitch; now it is

aired while he is out stumping the

slate with personal appearances. Paul

Richards, manager for the Baltimore

Orioles does a sports show for WJZ;
tape has enabled him to appear on tv

at the same time he is away with the

team or is playing on the field.

KNXT, Los Angeles: Buys serv-

ices of CBS TV City tape facilities to

pre-record morning shows (7 to 9

a.m.) and week-end shows. Feeds

taped excerpts of national news into

local newscasts. Following telecasts

of horse races, replays action via tape

for air analysis; plans similar play-

backs of highlights or controversial

parts of other sports events.

KABC-TV, Los Angeles: Taping two

live shows {Traffic Court, Stars of

Jazz) available to o&o's in New York

and Chicago. Has taped Dodge

(Grant Adv.) commercial which was

rolled into a N.Y.-originated Lawrence

Welk Show.

KRCA, Los Angeles: Pre-records

week-end programs during week.

"The pressure from advertisers for

t?pe commercials is on," says a

spokesman. Among clients using tape

are Miles California Co. and All-

State Carpet Co. Former, through

\ Please turn to page 71)
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Jinglei)

Art Mai

Collaborating on the Maola Milk commercial t

. vocalists from the Ray Charles Singers, and Hai

r) Phil Davis, of Phil Davis Musical Enterprises, N.Y.; Dottie Evans and

is; president of Maola's agency. Harry Gianaris & Assoc, Charleston, S. C.

What Maola did with regional radio

^ Maola Golden Guernsey milk is a premium-priced

product selling at 2c a quart more than regular milk

^ When most dairies turned to promoting lower cost

items, Maola used a radio jingle to up G-G sales 45%

^^ne of the makeshift marketing pat-

terns that developed during last

spring's recession was that of dairy

companies switching emphasis from

premium-priced high-butterfat milk to

the lower-priced, low-fat product. The

Maola Milk & Ice Cream Co., of New
Bern, N. C, however, reversed the

trend and, with a campaign spearhead-

ed by regional radio, increased sales of

its premium-priced Golden Guernsey

milk by 4.5% over 1957.

Maola is fairly typical of thousands

of companies across the U.S. Its mar-

keting area covers 30 counties; its ad-

vertising budget (much of which goes

into point-of-sale pieces, truck cards,

'school annuals) runs between S50,000

and $75,000. Its approach to the "soft

economy" of April was not so typical.

Maola hiked its ad budget 10% over

the year before to $75,000. General

Manager Kenneth G. Reesman gave his

agency, Harry Gianaris & Assoc,

Charleston, S. C, an okay to push

Golden Guernsey milk, which sells at

the premium price of 2«' per quart

above prices of the popular homogen-

ized milks. Gianaris reasoned that

spearheading a campaign with the top

quality product will carry the rest of

the product line with it. Maola has

more than 100 products.

Of its ad budget for the drive. Maola

invested about 65% in broadcast me-

dia, the lion's share to radio. A total

of 12 stations were used. In primary

markets through the 30-county area,

schedules called for 50 spots a week;

in secondary areas, 20 spots a week.

They were slotted between 7 a.m. and

6 p.m. with heaviest concentration on

the "food days," Wednesday, Thurs-

day. Friday. Three tv outlets and 16

newspapers supplemented the radio

push.

Until this time. Maola had felt that

jingles were for the sponsors with $1-

million budgets, but when the agency

recommended one for the campaign,

Reesman gave them another green

light. Phil Davis Musical Enterprises,

of New York, producer of commercials

for such national accounts as Gillette,

Johnson Wax, Camay Soap, Campbell's

Soup and Bell Telephone, was called

in. Result: e.t.'s of a fresh and

bouncy tune by two vocalists from Ray
Charles Singers I frequent stars on the

Ferry Como Show) and announce-

ments by Charlie Stark (well-known

for his commercials on Kraft Televi-

sion Theater).

By July, the 45% increase of Golden

Guernsey sales put that product's pro-

duction so far behind demand that

plans for a fall flight for it had to be

dropped; but not the air time. That

will still be used to plug a new product.

Meanwhile the jingle commercials go

on. Maola ice cream got the big play

this summer.

"When you hear the commercial be-

ing whistled by kids," says Reesman,

"and see the sales figures continue to

climb even three months after the big

push is over, you know something's

working hard for you. In this instance,

we know it's the combination of a top-

notch jingle and the astute use of satu-

ration radio on a bold basis." ^
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$8 Million less for specs (so far)

Thou-h llu- dollar output for 1958-59 specials is runnin- behind the prior sea-

son it ill will account for a heftv hunk of business. Here's the situation:

• Last year, at this time, a total of $37.8 million was committed for specials,

with an average time-talent cost of $323,000 apiece; this year the figures are

$29.1 million and $318,000.

• Last year the total number of specials in the bag was ll<; so lar this year.

it"s 911 •> (see chart below I

.

• Las't year the line-up included 14 musicals, 17 comedy-variety, 34 straight

dramas, and 13 science-documentaries; this year the format numbers, 19, 19y2,

29. and 8 respectively.
ti n n r n

Unsold specials on CBS TV. at ,..csMinie. include: For Whom The Bell Tolls,

Treasure Island, one-quarter of WonJcrjul Tnnn. the Nutcracker Ballet, and the

Philharmonic concerts. NBC TV still has to u.iioad the two Mary Martin Easter

day shows, two Dean Martin programs, the remaining 41/0 hours of Jerry Lewis,

and the Emmy Awards. .„ .
,

• .

However, the networks are still confident that the buying will pick up, witli

these prospects in the horizon: Texaco, Max Factor, Frigidaire and General

Motors institutional. And Pontiac and Oldsmobile are expected to add to what

they've got.
^^

Box score of web specials, 1958-59

SPONSOR PROGRAM (NETWORK)
NO.

SHOWS
TOTAL

TIME-TALENT COST

Academy of Arts

and Sciences

Oscar Awards (NBC TV) §450,000

Aluminium Ltd., Union

Carbide*

Omnibus (NBC TV) 15 2,400,000

Bell Telephone Science—Musicals (NBC TVl 2,700.000

Brecit, Hill Bros.,

National Dairy

Shirley Temple's Storybook

(NBC TV) 1,600,000

Buick Bob Hope (NBC TV) 3,400,000

Chrysler Fred Astaire (NBC TV) 780,000

Deico Lowell Thomas (CBS TV) 900,000

DuPont Sh.iwof Month (CBS TV) 4,200,000

Hallmark Hall of Fame (NBC TV) 2,100,000

Liggett & Myers I'ie.1 Piper (NBC TV) 230,000

Lincoln Concerts (unsettled) 620,000

Oldsmobile Bing Crosby (ABC TV) 6.S0,000

Phiico Miss America (CBS TV) 220,000

Pontiac Variety (CBS TV; NBC TV) 2,100,000

Rexali Story Books (NBC TV) 1.700.000

Sheafter Pen Story Books (CBS TV) 750.000

Timexi Jazz (CBS TV)
Jerry Lfwis (NBC TV) l'/2

1.275,000

510,000

Westclox, Carling Brew Wonderful Town (CBS TVl 350.000

Westinghouse Ball-Arnaz (CBS TVl 2.150.000

TOTAL 91'/2 $29,085,000

111(1 drabs of post-'48 product, such as

'ash li\ M^ht, are continually opening

(11 lliiui^h the majors are holding out

CONSERVAT/ON MEASUM

Shortage o

N ow that Hollywood has just about

turned off the feature-film faucet on

the one hand, and more network day-

time programing is filling choice hours

on the others, what's the status of fea-

ture film?

Will the supply start to get skimpy?

Will advertiser interest wear thin be-

cause of time and quality considera-

tions?

Right off, the answer to both ques-

tions currently is No. In detailed evi-

dence of that, SPONSOR this week

checked the seven stations in the New

York area—the country's No. 1 mar-

ket-place for feature product—and this

cozy situation is apparent:

• Stations strong in film backlog can

program premium features for another

six years by spreading top shows

throughout the year.

• Stations that don't have so big a

premium backlog will take the best

pickings after the top stations are

finished with them—to hit a still large

and untouched audience.

• There is still some pre-'48 product

to he released (Columbia Universal

especially).

It's obvious that feature film pro-

graming has worn its years (ofttimes

ten I well. No drop in ratings has yet

occurred; they still are fairly consis-

tent. So practically every New York

station boasts at least one show sold

(,ul for the first week this fall and im-

_
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Repetition of good product adds a large amount of mileage to the life Thematic grouping not only stretches a limited amount of film

of features. Humphrey Bogart-Kathryn Hepburn drama, African Queen but can renew advertiser and viewer excitement as well. A good ex

(above), has been seen as many as 12 times in the New York market ample: A Shock group, with thrillers such as Bride of Frankensleir

'.I ABOVB) SHOW WHY . .

.

*ost-'48's won't stymie feature films

^ With new supplies cut ofif indefinitely, backlogs are big

enough to keep broadcasters—advertisers—going for years

^ New York, No. 1 marketplace for feature film, shows a

steady gain. A status report on its reservoir and sponsors

pressive sponsor lists for other shows.

What kind of advertisers are buy-

ing?

Generally, the roster compares fav-

orably with TvB's list of top spot ad-

vertisers, nor does it vary much be-

tween daytime and evening. For in-

stance:

A typical week of WCBS-TV's Early

Show (5:15 p.m.) would include these

advertisers: Procter & Gamble. Iin-

perial Margarine, Best Foods. Robert

Hall, Lever, L&M, Piel's, TV Guide,

Peter Paul, Raleigh, Bromo Selzer. In-

ternational Latex.

CBS TV's Late Late Shotv (1 a.m. I

for the same week: International Latex.

Polident, Carter's Liver Pills, Schick,

Dristan, Lestoil, Bromo Seltzer, Knick-

erbocker Beer, Zest, Schaefer Beer,

Pledge Wax.

And WOR-TV's current line-up for

its mid-evening Million Dollar Movie
runs like this: R. J. Reynolds, New
York Telephone Co., Best Foods,

Bromo Seltzer, Anahist, Helena Ruben-
stein, Del Monte Food Products.

Within the film libraries of New

York's seven stations lies every feature

that's been made available to television.

You'll find 85 different iiiovies (several

with multiple runs weekly) programed

among them each week, in every format

and at every hour. Yet so vast is the

filin supply that every station in the

market can place a good deal of em-

phasis on its feature programing.

As for the current mathematics of

the supply situation, this is how they

work out.

• WCBS-TV: Its library of 2,L50

films comprises 700 Paramount pic-

tures (none have been broadcast) ; 723

MGM features (about half have been

shown) ; 287 Warner Bros.: 33 United

Artists post
—

'48 releases; 128 Colum-

bias; and 32 Universals (half of which

have been shown at least once) ; and

197 miscellaneous films from other

packages.

With this kind of stockpile, WCBS-
TV officials estimate they can keep

going at their current rate of 1,200

features a year imtil all leases expire

—

about six years.

Advertiser-wise, the station has few

problems for fall. Its Early and Late

Shows and Picture for a Sunday After-

noon already are sold out; its Late,

Late Show is sold out on three nights.

• WRCA-TV: Although the live

Jack Paar show takes a chunk out of

what most stations consider prime

feature viewing hours, WRCA-TV still

manages 10 programs of features

weekly (5 p.m. Monday through Sat-

urday; two features each, Saturday and

Sunday evenings).

Station officials estimate almost 75'^'^

of its features still haven't been run

for the first time. Included in the

WRCA-TV library are 140 Republic

films; 74 of the new United Artists

releases; 22 RKO's; 38 from 20th

Century; and 13 from Columbia; plus

some from independent sources.

• WABC-TV: Thematic program-

ing with Screen Gems' Shock packages

takes care of what might otherwise

present a supply problem. During this

past season, the station aired all of its

original Shock package of 52 films.

Another run-through is due this year.

In addition the station will incorporate

another 20 called Son of Shock. With

two of these pictures running each

week (at 11:15 p.m.), WABC-TV
officials figure they are good for at

least this year. (Advertisers apparently

feel just as secure; the program is

about 60% sold for the fall season.)

The network's new stress this fall on
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daytime piograuiing will take some

pressure olT oiW ABC-TVs feature

library. But there undoubtedly will be

at least one film scheduled each morn-

ing.

• WOR-TV: A strong feature film

station, WOR-TV has a solid backlog

of 1.400 movies, about half of which

have been shown at least once. In-

cluded in the library are the original

Matty Fox package of 700 RKO fea-

tures and 700 from miscellaneous

packages.

The biggest single block of feature

programing is WOR-TV's Million Dol-

lar Movie. higWighting one feature

each week. Of the total library, only

350 have been deemed of Million Dol-

l^7ar Movie caliper. And' of these, 200

have been aired over the four-year life

of the program. At the current rate of

50 a year, the station can go for at least

three years on present supplies.

The rest of the library will be divided

up among three new feature programs

planned for fall. In addition, the sta-

tion schedules two thematic feature

groups weekly, Gene Autry (56 films),

stripped daily; and Roy Rogers (67

films), on Saturdays and Sundays.

All but two sponsorships have been

signed for the fall Million Dollar

NEW YORK'S CROP OF TV FEATURE FILMS
^

,,,,,||,,,|,„,M,||„
llllllllllllllllll'llllllll 1 llllllllllllllllllllll lllllllillllllli l'll!!lllll!l!i!"'-'

PACKAGE WCBS-TV WRCA-TV WOR-TV IVNTA-TV WABC-TV WABD WPIX rOTAL 3

MGM 723 723

Paramount 700 700

Warners 287 26 26 120 459

Columbia-
Universal 160 13 123 100 396

2Wh Century 50 38 102 52 242^

RKO 22 700 30 30 782

United Artist 33 74 40 147

Republic 140 140

Miscellaneous 197 674 8 50 110 164 1093

TOTAL 2150 287 1400 166 173 400 216 4792
~

Approximate

^ number aired

= at least once

400 200

i

600 100 153 400 216

III
1

2069 1

1

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlP

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Movies, says WOR-TV, and the roster

is expected to ;be full bv the time the

first show kicks off.

• WPIX: Other New York sta-

tions might compare themselves to

Broadway theaters; WPIX likes to

think of itself as the smaller "art"

house. The station doesn't attempt to

compete on size of original library;

instead it takes the pick of re-runs

(both foreign and domestic). All of

its 216 films have been run between

18 and 20 times.

Since the station has invested a good

deal in first-run syndication for fall,

it's concentrating its selling in these

half-hour segments. The eight feature

programs themselves are not heavily

sold.

• WABD: Like WPIX. WABD
doesn't concentrate on the first-run

product, even though it programs fea-

tures during prime hours three eve-

nings a week. I Other evenings are

devoted to syndicated half hours.)

Station officials take an approach sim-

ilar to those at WPIX, state "After

Broadway, films always go into the

neighborhoods. We're a neighbor-

hood." Consequently, WABD has col-

lected most of its 400-film stockpile

from other stations in the market.

Its advertiser list for fall, while not

complete, contains what one executive

terms "a healthy mixture of local and

national sponsors."

• WNTA: Looking for more prod-

uct, but has great plans and impressive

list of first year advertisers. That about

sums up WNTA-TVs status on feature

films.

Its product: a 166-film library, in-

cluding 102 20th Century features

(mostly already shown at least once) ;

30 RKO-Bank of America releases;

eight Playhouse 90 shows (six already

have been aired) ; and 26 new releases

of pre-'48 Warner Bros. (AAP).

The plans: 13 different feature

segments weekly, including film sched-

uling during prime hours every eve-

ning. The station probably will use a

minimum of 10 films a week, and will

be on the lookout for more film after

the fall season.

The advertisers : Station officials say

Movie Night, a continuous movie shown

three times weekly, is completely sold

out, with such advertisers as Colgate,

Norge, Dristan, Anahist, Con-Edison

and Newport Cigarettes. ^
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THE 3070 U. S. COUNTIES
IN ARF TV SET COUNT NO. 3

March 1958

5holcl4lists complete county-by-county data on tv households

t iinpresslvenewindustry-fflnanceds

^Jublished this week by the Advertising Research Founda-

tion is its third comprehensive estimate of tv penetra-

tion in U. S. homes throughout the country.

Because of the importance of these figures to the entire

industry, SPONSOR is publishing on this and 10 subsequent

pages the complete county-by-county breakdown of tv house-

holds as shown by ARF.

As of March 1958, when the study was made, ARF esti-

mates 42,400,000 tv households out of a total of 50,.540,000

—an increase of 19.73% as compares with the 35,495,000

tv households shown in ARF tv set count No. 2. made in

March 1956.

ARF. a non-profit organization whose directors include

outstanding leaders among advertisers, agencies, media and

research men, prepared the study at the request and expense

of the three networks, NAB, and TvB.

The estimates have been arrived at by combining two

basic sources—the Census Bureau's Current Population

Survey and county data developed independently by A. C.

Nielsen Co.—according to complex research and statistical

formulas worked out and approved by leaders in the re-

search field.

The figures shown here represent, of course, highly edu-

cated estimates rather than actual door to door set counts.

But SPONSOR believes they will have great and continuing

value to timebuyers, media men and station owners every-

where. They are certain to be accepted as standards for

the industry, and as a base for projecting tv home growth

until the next computation of authoritative figures, as an

im|)ortant guide to all timebuying operations. ^

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

ALABAMA

AUTAUGA
BALDWIN
BARBOUB
BIBB
BLOUNT

829,500 71 589

4.100 SO 2

eisoo 47 a

eleoo -n 4

250

030

08O

650

BULLOCK
BI-TI.EK

CllAMISKKS

s.soo .-.3 1

24!2O0 75 If

40O

(.UOC-l'AW

CLAY
CLEBURNE

6,100 CO 3

S'.IM 49 2

2',700 fiS 1

990
660

COFFBa;
tOLBERT
CONECUH

COVINGTON

n>0O 49' 5
4.300 49 2

9:200 52 4

380

CREN.SHAW

DALE
DALLAS
DB KALB

4,300 56 2

5;200 54 2

ll!0O0 57 6

150

560

ELMORE 7,400 62 4 600

610

l.TOWAH 28.300 74 21,000

IWYK-ITE
_

fi'.Joo 5(i siaso

HALif" liZ «
1.520

1.860

MorSTON 13,600 64

8.600 58 5.030

155,740

3,500 59 2,080

LAWKKNCE 6.000 58 3,460

11,200 62 6,890
4,960

LOWNDES 3,500 49 r.730

M.VDISON 22.600 13.560

6,800 3.450

M'u"sVr\LL 12,100 64

3,090

7.700

2,530

83 38,250
^fORGAN

^4'l00 58

10.990

2.390

PICKENS
PIKE 7.200 55 3,990

RANDOLPH 4,900 58 2.840

RUSSELL 67 7 420

SHELBY 83 6 3H0
5.100

TALLADEGA 150

TALL.\POOSA 50O
TUSCALOOSA 75 18

WALKER 440
3.400

WILC-OX 4,800 47 2 240

WINSTON 3. 54 r 9€0

APACHE 6.000 280
COCHISE 13.800 42(>

8.,-)00

GILA 860

3,300 51 1

GREENLEE 3.800 51

MARICOPA 530
2,300 38

NAVAJO
60

050

PINAL 15.800 83 13 040
580

YAVAPAI
13:300 68

3 250
050
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NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

CONNECTICUT

HKADLBY
lALHOUX
I ARROU. RIVERSIDE 88.21

SACRAMENTO 135, 1(

SAN BENITO 4,2(

S.\N BERNABDINO 143. 5(

HAUTrORI)
LITCHFIELD
MIDDLESEX
NEW HAVEN
NEW LONDON

LITLE RIVER

SHASTA
SIERRA
SISKIYOU

DIS. OF COLUMBIA

GILCHRIST
GLADES
GULF

INDIAN RIVER
.TACKSON
.IBFFERSGN
LAFAYETTE

2,100

14,690

65.080

CALIFORNIA

LA PLATA

.MOFFAT

.MON-TEZUIIA

.MONTROSE

2.800

2,000

4,800

ST. LUCIE
SANTA ROSA
SARASOTA
SEMINOLE

12.500

1,200

66.600

10.220

2.990

7,910

760
54.700
3.070

47.250

6.760

4.650

3,670

HI-.MBOLDT 25.710

13.140

2.170

LAKE
LA.SSEN
U)S ANOBLES APPLING

ATKINSON
BACON
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NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

•orgia (continued)

BARTOW 7,000

1,880

BEHIRIEN 50 1,510

39,800 74 29.560

BLECKLEY 2,100

BRANTLEY 720

BROOKS 3,600

58 sro

3.030

BURKE 5.400 54 2.900

2,200 1.690

CALHOUN 2,000 50 1.000

53 950
CARROLL 8,.5O0 7.140

4,500 3,440
CH.\RLTON
CHATHAM 51.300 83 42,640

CHATTAHOOCHEE 1.800 1.250

CHATOOGA 5,400 75

CLARKE iijoo 72 8.030

CLAYTON
CLINCH
COBB

COLUMBIA
COOK
COWETA

FORSYTH
FRANKLIN
FULTON
GILMER
GLASCOCK
GLYNN

HABERSHAM
HAU^
HANCOCK

•TACKSON
.TASPER
.1EFF DAVIS

2'i,2a0

6 100

9.300

18.700

2.700

3,100

7.740

3,590

2,120

OGLETHORPE 220
FATT-DIXO 2.700 290

PICKENS 2.100 670
51 1

POLK 960
PULASKI 2,000 fil 1 2ro

1,700 1.130
RANDOLPH 5fi 1.580
RICHMOND 44.600
ROCKDALE 2.200 84 1.849
SCHLEY 800 490

SCREVEN 4,100 54 2.200
SEMINOLE 880
SPALDING 8,800 89 7.850

4,900 3,260
STEWART 2.100 1,280

SUMTER 6.200

1.800 1.200

TALIAFERRO 610
3.400 52 1,780

TAYLOR 2.100 61 1.280

TELFAIR 50 1,290
TERRELL 1.700
THOMAS 5.280
TIFT 3.340
TOOMBS 4.200 52

970
UPSON

1 1:800 % slsio
WALTON 3.350

9,000

WASHINGTON 52 2,380
WAYNE 3,500

790
WHITFIELD 10,.300 8,900

1.270
WILKES r,830

2,200 52
WORTH 2,110

IDAHO
182.600 72 130.940

Idams
25,400

?s 520
BANNOCK

1.060
BENEWAH 1,400 81 I,r40

BINGHAM 5,250
1,400

BOISE 63 380
BONNER
BON-NEVILLE 10,800 84 9.070

79

BUTTE en 480

180
CANYON 17,900 12,744)

62 r,3fO

3.900 2.390
CLARK
CLEARWATER 1.470

CUSTER
3,300 2.390

FRANKLIN 2,400

FREMONT 1.720

1,950

IDAHO 3,100 52

.JEFFERSON

KOOTENAI 7,r90

6,900 63

CLINTON .

COOK
CRAWFORD

EFFINGHAM

HAjnLTON
HANCOCK
HARDIN

JO DAVIESS
,TOHNSON
KANE

MONTGOMERY
MORGAN
MOULTRIE

ST. CLAIR
SALINE
SANGAMON
SCHUYLER

6,200 91

5,190

6.810

2.550

3.490

9.190

54,340

5,140

rt'ASHINGTON

ALEXANDER

WILLIAMSON
WINNEBAGO
WOODFORD

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 52)
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PENNSYLVANIA'S

MIGHTY
MILLION'S
_ MARKET

AN,J^ BASIC BUY

• LUZERNE
• LACKAWANNA
• LYCOMING
• COLUMBIA
• SCHUYLKILL ^wTV^^
• MONROE ^^^^fCllw^^
• PIKE ^^^*';:^3wS^'w^

• WYOMING
• SULLIVAN
• SUSQUEHANNA
• BRADFORD
• UNION
• LEHIGH

• SNYDER
• MONTOUR
• CARBON
• CLINTON



WILKES-BARRE SCRANTON HAZLETON WILLIAMSPORT

8t66eR THAN A BILLION POLLAR MARKCT
The third highest set count in the state .... reaching your customers in 19 of the

state's Northeastern and Central Counties. To reach the same audience it would take

28 newspapers, 36 radio stations, hundreds of billboards, and too much direct mail

'"•"'""•"""'"
SewA BmI bg ik Miakij

There's more to WBRE-TV's sales-producing story . . .

GET ALL THE FACTS BEFORE YOU BUY! ^^^^^ ^0^^

WBRE-TVc^H
—.^ WILKES-BARRE, PENNA. .^^Hf^fa^^



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

HARTnOLOMKW
HENTON
BLACKrORD
BOONE
BROWN
CARROLL

GRANT
CBEENE
HAMILTON

LA PORTE

MADISON

ST. JOSEPH
SCOTT
SHELBY

STELBEN
SULLIVAN
SWITZERIx.\Nn
TIPPECANOE

NliKRBI IIOH

ADAIR
ADAMS
ALLAMAKEE

8.200
lO.SCO

2.400

8.200

33.900

7.000

30.800

22.700

8.800

10,400

8,060

30,480

5.540

35,000

186.890

8,380

3.360

6,250

8,360

BEN-TON
BLACK HAWK 33 690
BOONE
BREMER 84 4 730
BfCHANAN .-1.9(10 600

7.100 440
BTTLra

a 750
CARROLL (!.400

93 5

830
660

5 370
CERRO GORDO 11!. 300

.i.lOO 92 670
CHICK.VSAW 4.300 3 230
CI..ARKE 3.000 63 890

CLAYTON I?: 200 n
*
400

CRAWFORD .5.400 920
90

250
DECATUR 460

760
DES MOINES
DICKINSON 3.900 2 770

DmilQUK 20.700 [8 870

EMMET 4,200 680
6

FLOYD 5 330
.5.000 85

KHEMONT 960

greent; 4.600 89 no
GRTN-DY 3 620m
IrA^^LTON 0.500 94 6 130

HANCOCK 4.100 3 280

96 5 070

HENRY 79 .330

3.800 2

IDA 3.200 2 920

4.700 81 3 790
.TACKSON 90

.TASPER 10.000 9 480

.IRFFBBSON 5.800 79 400
10 910

3. GOO 5 m
5.400 81 350

KOS.'^ITH

390

39..500 37 880
LOUISA 3.200

63 2 1,50

LYON 4.100

3.9C0 3 460
MAHASKA

7.200 6

MARSILiLL 11.700

90 2 980

4.000 82 3 290

MONONA 600

2 010
MONTGOMERY 5.100 90 610

10 090

OSCKOLA 2 2.50

PAI-O ALTO 2 540
7.200

4.200

POLK 79 660

POTTAWATTAMIE 22.300 94 20 960
POWESHIEK 200

2 160

5.200 77 3 980
SCOTT

no
SIOUX

12 580

5 720

TAYIX>R 3.S00 920
270

VAN BUBEN 3.500 2

1H.400 78 12 740

710

WASHINGTON 6.300 81 5 090

530

WEBSTER 13,890 96 13 180

3 040

360
WOODBURY 36,000 34 540

WIUGHT iiiino si! 5 310

ANDERSON 3000 61 1.830

BARBER 2.800 72 2.020

BOURBON 6.000 68 4,080

BROWN 4.900 ?.69fl

CHASE 'iloo
Si 10.030

990
CHAUTAUQUA 2.100 60 1.250

CHEYENNE
CLARK
CLAY
CLOUD

DICKINSON
DONIPHAN
DOUGLAS

RAWXINS

REPUBLIC

SEDGWICK

2.600

1.000

12,400

2.190

2,650

1.590

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 56)
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TV
GUIDE

Best- selling weekly magazine in America

How important sponsors insure their ratings

They advertise their programs in

TV Guide, the magazine that 6 ^ > million

TV families turn to for the shows they
tune to. This audience alone is the equiv-
alent of a 16 rating.

Moreover, TV Guide's 51 regional editions
enable you to coordinate your schedule
with your station lineup . . . and you can
position your ads for maximum exposure
at any hour of any day.

Listed here are some of the blue-chip
advertisers now using TV Guide's rating
-insurance. If you've overlooked this vital

element in your fall promotion plans,

get in touch with your TV Guide repre-

sentative right away.

TV GUIDE MAGAZINE CURRENT PROGRAM ADVERTISERS

Aluminum Company of America Kraft Foods

American Broadcasting Co. Oldsmobile Division,

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. Genera! Motors Corp.

Armstrong Cork Co. Plymouth Division of Chrysler Corp.

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. Prudential Insurance Company

DuPont, E. 1. de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) of America

Eastman Kodak Co. Quaker Oats Co.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Radio Corp. of America

General Electric Co. Scott Paper Co.

General Foods Corp. U.S. Steel Corp.

Hallmark Cards, Inc. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,

Johnson, S. C. & Son, Inc. Inc. (Listerine)

(Johnson's Wax) Westclox-Div. of General Time Corp.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. Westinghouse Electric Corp.

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE ... A DAILY HABIT

SPONSOR • 13 SEPTEMBER 1958



THE
PEOPLE'S
CHOICE

FIRST CHOICE
.IrTTts time period in

] WASHINGTON

S CHICAGO . . .

S LOS ANGELES

S ST. LOUIS . .

^ DETROIT , .

SI CLEVELAND .

An 4/SB

^ NEW ORLEANS 40.3
ARB 3/58

m HOUSTON . . 26.0

THE
PEOPLE'S-.^.
CHOICEm^^

Produced bv IRVING RRFCHFR- Writtpn hw Al I AM I iPQrn-rr ^»^ Dr^D-^.-r .-.o.lto J



^
jC 3 great years on network

X^^ Huge, growing weekly audiences

1st year— over 7 million homes

2nd year — over ZVa million homes

3rd year— over 9 million homes
NTI Total Audience basis

7^ Sponsored for three years by

The Borden Company . . .

co-sponsored second year by

Procter &' Gamble . . .

co-sponsored third year by /
American Home Foods. •'

Get on the bandwagon for *,

104 hilarious half-hours '

of The People's Choice

—now finally available

for local and regional

sponsorship.

It's exactly what the'^g^^rs

viewers want, as national and

local ratings proudly proclaim.

It's exactly what advertisers

are looking for: a show that

reaches and sells the whole family.

ARB Nationals from

October '55 through May '58

tally 253 viewers per 100 sets

for The People's Choice

—30% Men, 41% Women,

29% Children.

This is the winning candidate

you've been waiting for a

long, long time. Be sure to

vote early —-and often

.

ABC FILM SYNDICATION /no.

1501 Broadway

New York 36

LAckawanna 4-5050



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

Kentucky (continued)

AXDERSON
BAliiARD
BARREN

V1>EN
HLAND 2.500

19.900

GRAYSON
GREEN
GREENUP

HENDERSON

.lESSAinNE
JOHXSON
KENTON

LYON
McCRAOKEN
Mccreary

162.750

2.130

3.190

3.240
1,630

2.330

BEAUREGARD
BIENVILLE
BOSSIER

CALD\VEIJ>
CAMERON
CATAHOULA

JESOTO
3 BATON ROUGE
JAST CARROLL

•TEPFERSON
•lEFF DAVIS
LAFAYETTE

OUACHITA
PLAQUEinNES
POINTE COUPEE

ST. CHARLES

ST. HELENA

ST. .JOHN BAPT

ST. MARY
ST. TAMMANY
TANGIPAHOA

TERRBBON-NE

2.120

3.970

52,750

2.490

ALLEGANY
ANNE ARUNDEL
BALTIMORE
CALVERT
CAROLINE
CARROLL
l-ECIL
CHARLES
DORCHESTER 84 6.910

FREDERICK 18.200 86

GARRET 58

18.100

HOWARD
4.300

NrONTGOMERY 91 78.060

88,200 79,600

(JIEBN ANNES
ST. MARYS 8;600 83 7!l50

SOMERSET 5,800

TALBOT
WASHINGTON 25,100 20,170

WORCESTER

FRANKLIN
HAMPDEN
HAMPSHIRE

NORFOLK
PIA-MOUTH
SUFFOLK
WORCESTER

CILARLEVOIX slooo 73 2.830

(.llEBOYGAN 3,600
73 6.540

3.400 86 2.940

8.980

CRAWFORD 1.100 81 890

9.600

DICKINSON 82

14.100
73

105.400

2.600

MEADE
MENHFEE
MERCER
JIETCALFE

MORGAN
ML'HLENBBRG
N-BLSON

POWELL 1.500 38 570

PL-LASKI

ROBERTSON 500 400

ROCKCASTLE
ROWAN 2.500

IHSSHLL 53

'i;.MBERLAND

I'lSCATAdClS
SA(!ADAHOC
SOMERSET

.SPONSOR • 13 SEPTEMBER 1958



ONLYPULSE
DELIVERS
THE 100%
WHOLE
SAMPLE

Of the three major television services, Pulse

alone delivers the complete sample contracted for

— a pre-determined sample of high accuracy.

Unlike mail-diary, meter, or telephone methods

that miss millions— the educationally handicapped

millions unable to cooperate in paper work; the

indifferent millions who refuse the chore of record

keeping; the millions who lack telephones— Pulse

alone uses direct, face-to-face interviewing right

in the home.

Since 1941 Pulse has developed accredited tech-

Pulse rings doorbells

interviews families

in their homes

Largest Scientific Sampling

*'Only U. S. Census talks with more families"

niques of sampling, a tremendous operation, the

largest known to the broadcast industry— in fact,

the largest sampling outside the U. S. Census.

Looking at a typical example : you have a night-

time Television Network program? Pulse's sample

"Base 6,000" for your show means that Pulse in-

terviewers actually talk with 6,000 different fami-

lies about your show. This sample of identical size

— but different families— is repeated next month,

and the next, and the next, a staggering cumulative

total. No panel bias, no inertia.

In an interesting new slide presentation, we
have compressed the essential Pulse pluses. See it.

Let your own judgment, not hearsay, decide
whether or not your firm can use this vital assist,

profitably. We reported 222 different U. S. markets
last year, more this year. Please write. Or for an
appointment at your own best convenience, phone
Judson 6-3316.

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON

13 SEPTEMBER 1958



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958
Michigan (continued)

I'RKSlUB ISLE

6.140

I6S,33«

3.610

TODD
TRAVEniSB
WABASHA

3.870

10.840

3.010

2.300

2.360

4.060
2.010

MSKPII

"ir.CRAFT

CASS
CHIPPEWA
CHISAGO

COOK
COTONWOOD
CROW wrxG

FAKIBAULT
FILLMORE

LB SIEUR

MKBKBU
MILLB I..Ars

MORIUSON-

S.I 70

1.690

14.450

11.320

16.510

3.370

5.560

16.590

3.360

5.360

5,190

2.130

2,260

3.220

557,600 57 315,240

ADAMS 5,350
AMORN 7,300
AMITE 42 1,680
ATTALA
BENTON 1,900 53 1.000

BOLIVAR i.i.iion 4S 7,480

CALHOITN 41 1,510

CARROLL
CHICKASAW 4,000 41 1,650

CLAIBORNE 2,600

CU\RKE 4,200 2,220

CLAY
COAHOMA

S,800
14,500 50 7:23°

1,850

DB SOTO 5,300

14,000 7,300
FRANKLIN

2,500 4!) 1,230

LAFAYETTE

LEFLORE
LINCOLN
LOWNDES

NBAVTON
NOXUBEE
OKTIBBBHA

PERRY
PnCE
PONTOTOC

.lEFFERSON

l'_ LINN

24.520

3,280

9,540

3,360

PIPESTONE

RICB
ROCK
ROSEAU

STONE 1.500 19 730

SUNFLOWER 380

TALLAHATCHIE 0.700 51 3 430

TATE
TIPPAH 4,100 53 2

TISHOAHNGO 3,400 53 1 790

TUNICA 5,800 .'-,:! 3

UNION 5,500 49 2 690
WALTHALL 3,200 47 1

WARREN 13,300 G-i 8

WASHINGTON 446

3,600 53 r 8.10

WEBSTER 2,700 47 1

WILKINSON 2,900 42 1 210
WINSTON
YALOBUSHA 3.400 44 1

8,400 ,59 4
480
950

ST u>ris 457,500 90 439.780

STK OK.NIvVIEVE 2,430

5,720

SCHUYLER 910

SCOTI^ND 2,400

SCOTT 8.900 74

13 SEPTEMBER 19,58



YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

LINCOLN A-Z ARB SURVEY
JANUARY, 1958

Viewed Most
Before 6:00 P.M.

Viewed Most
After 6:00 P.M.

KOLN-TV 290/0 48%
Sfation B 21 19

Station C 16 13

Station D 4 9

No matter how you slice it in Nebraska, you'll still

come up with only two big TV markets. One is

Omaha, the other is Lincoln-Land.

To cover Omaha, obviously, you need an Omaha
TV station. To cover Lincoln-Land ^ 232,397 TV
families and 69 counties— you need KOLN-TV.
No other station fully covers the area.

Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on KOLN-TV—
the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South Central

Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-fCnode/, Inc., Exclusive National Represenlatives

13 SEPTEMBER 1958



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 195S

Missouri (continued)

STOnnARD

srixiTAX

WASHINOTON

CAETER
CASCADE
CHOUTEAU

DAWSON
DEER LODGE
FALLON

GALL-XTIX
GARFIELD
GLACIER

JIDITH BASIN

UltlSSELSHELL
PARK
PETROLEUM
PHILLIPS
PONDERA
POWDER RIVER

RICHLAND

STATE a COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PERCENT NUMBER

nonoE a.coo 9r, 9.100

DOIOLAS 94.850

1.100 48

FIIJ.MORE 3,000 72 2.160

KEITH
KEYA PAHA
KIMBALL
KNOX
LANCASTER

LOUP
MC PHERSON
MADISON

HEDWILLOW
KlrH.\RDSON
ROCK

SAUNDERS
SCOTTS BLUFF
SEWARD
SHERIDAN

3.000 80

N£W JERSEY

SOMKRSET

NEW MEXICO

EDDY

GUADALUPE

SOCOKRO
TAOS
TORRANCE

VALENCIA

NEW YORK

CATTARAUGUS

15,740

31,350
10.590

9.630

9.680

3.120

4,526,020

75,510

10,470

390.330

ANTELOPE
ARTHUR
BAN'NER

CHURCHILL
CLARK
I)OUOL.\S
ELKO
ESMERALDA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

CUSTER
DAKOTA
DAWES

2,230

2.580
3.030

3.180

16.730

22.280
13.640
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Nielsen No. 3 reports

in.
,

viewl
greater growth in Rochester, New Yorl(

ONLY WROC-TV can guarantee maximum circulation

oughout the IS-coimty Rochester, New York area...

WROC-TV gives advertisers greater coverage and more circu-

lation. Every advertising dollar spent on WROC-TV delivers

more than five television homes compared to the other sta-

tion's four. This assures advertisers of the lowest cost per

thousand in this rich, prime area where nearly a million

people spend more than $2 billion annually.

MARKET COVERAGE
Homes reached 26.5% MORE than the other

monthly Rochester station.

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. • WSVA, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va.

||jj|[:

WGR, WGR-TV, Buffalo . WNEP-TV, Scranton/Wilkes-Barre.

Homes reached

once a week
8% MORE than the other

Rochester station.

DAYTIME CIRCULATION
Homes reached

once a week

Homes reached

daily average

24.7% MORE than the other

Rochester station.

38.8% MORE than the other

Rochester station.

NIGHTTIME CIRCULATION
Homes reached

once a week

Homes reached

daily average

20.8% MORE than the other

Rochester station.

28.8% MORE than the other

Rochester station.

Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin and Woodward
Sources: Sales Management 1958; Nietsen tt3, Spring 1938

WROC-TV
NBC- ABC-Channel 5

Rochester, N. Y.
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NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958
New York (continued)

ST. LAWRENCE 31 BOO 74 23,420

SARATOGA 25 100 22.600

SCHKNEOTADY 52 500 90 47.320
SCHOHARIE 400

SCHITTLER 88 4.050
SENECA 300

800

SUFFOLK 15S 900 137.560

400

TIOGA 1(1 200 9.070

TOMPKINS 900 84

ULSTER 33 600 89 29.900
WARREN 200
WASHINGTON la 12230
WAYNE 17 700

228 300 93 212.240

NYYOMING 8 900 89 7.950

5.250

IIOCKINGHAM
22.000 SI 17.810

lUTHERFORD 11.300
SAAfPSON
SCOTLAND fi.2;)n

STANLY 10.130
4.S00

11.900
SWAIN 920
TRANSYLVANIA 3.800
T\-RRELL 1.200 720

10..SO0

8.000

31.510
WARREN

1.770
WATAUGA 4.100 (50 2.480

WAYNE
7.170

WII>.SON 13.400 71 9.960

S-ATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

Si^"
19.300 9

17.900 n

7.700 8

17.290

2 16 470

3 I79;i30

ITLTON ,s.r>oo 8 7.530

9.940

244.750

14.950

8 480
5,170

6.300

8.290

6.120

NORTH CAROLINA NORTH DAKOTA
ALAMAN.E S8 18.890

ALEXANDER 500

1.370
ANSON 000
ASHE 63 3.270

61 1,880

BEAT7F0RT 400 7.900
900 3.930

BL.\DEN 600 3.240
BRINS\VTCK 500 55 2.470

BUNCOMBE 3fi 400 25.920
BURKE 9.100
CABARRUS 17 500 88 15.430
CALDWELL 11 75 8.370
CAMDEN 400

CARTERET 900
CASWELL 300 69 2.960

88 16,140

CHATHAM 100 63 3.850
CHEROKEE 200

CHOWAN 900 1.720

CLAY
CLB\'ELAND 16 500 12.420

COLLTHBUS 6.340
CRAVEN 13 78 10,870

CUMBERLAND 28 400 15,750

CURRITUCK 800 72 1,290

DARE 300 770
DAVIDSON 1« 100 86 15.490

600 5.480
DURHAM 29

EDGECOMBE 12 200 9.240
FORSYTH
FRANKLIN 000 3.760

600 25,750
G.\TES 300
GRAHAM 750
GRANVILLE 800 4.520

86

GUILFORD 300
HALIFAX 13 8,520
HARNETT 900 6,930
HAYWOOD 62
HENDERSON 500 5,920

HERTFORD 3,370

HYDE 400
IREDELL 600
JACKSON 300 2,410

JOHNSTON 15 700 62 9,670
300 1,340
600 63

LENOIR 600
LINCOLN 900 72 4.950

MC DOWELL 800 68 4,610
MACON 2.180
MADISON 300
MARTIN 100 4.060
MECKLENBURG 71 000 86 61,150

MTCHBLL 400
MONTOOMrav 3on
JIOORE 200 5,220
NASH 300 64 g.rso
NEW HANOVER 21 15,150

900 4.I3U
ONSLOW .-.00 64 7.360

100 7,250
PAMLICO 58 1,450
PA.SQUOTANK 300 5.230

2,370
PERQUIMANS 500 1,790

400 3,700
PITT 800 86 12,790
POLK 000 2,440

RANDOLI'H 000 11,370
RICH.MON-D I« 8,050
ROBESON 20 600 63 13,050

BENSON
BILLINGS
ROTTINEAU
BOWilAN
T^URKB
BURLEIGH

DICKEY
DIVIDE
DUNX

GOLDEN VALLEY 43 340
GRAND FORKS 12,800

1.600 82 1

PRIGGS 120

HETTINGER 49 890
1.500

2,100 340
LOGAN 1.200

2,800 640

ORO

42 760

IniHCKR
5.200 780

1,30

MORTON- 5.500 82 4

42 f 0,50

OLIVER 270
PEAfBINA

1.900 .9
1 130

3.200
RANSOM
RENVILLE i.4on 830
RICHLAND
ROLETTE 2.200 .-.0 1 lOO

SARGENT 1.800 74 1 340

42 210
STARK 4.000

1.200 1.040

STUTSMAN 6.800 71 4.840

1.200

TRAILL 2.800

56
2.430

2,570

9,150

\\nj.iA.\is ^•illo
']">

31900

ADAMS
91 2.061

ALLEN 31,100 27 790

ASHTAIUI.A 28.i;oo 040
87 ri

AUGLAIZE 90 9 410
BBLMONr 790

7.300 88 6 430
BUTLER
CARROLL 5,800 5 160

CHAMPAIGN 9,100 91 8 270
CLARK 39.200
CLERMONT 17,300 15 820
CLINTON 9.200
COLUMBIANA 32.800 91 29 760

COSHOCTON 10.700 85 9 080
13.900 440

CUYAHOGA 485.400 92 44J 440
DARKE
DEFIANCE 8.-00 90 820

MONTGOMERY

9.600

2.300

2.500

1.700

74.630

16.390

14.190

6.080
8.270

20.020

3.760

7.340

7.650

6.640

8,370

86,810
138,450

49,790
20,690

5,980

df;laware
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"W #ll» f

NEW CHANNE
FOR TOLEDO

WTOL-TV, CHANNEL 11
AIR DATE NOV. 1958

H-R TELEVISION, INC.
AS NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

The St. Lawrence Seaway, which will make Toledo a deepwater port and trigger

an explosive boost to its economy.

Frazier Reams -President Thomas S. Bretherton-Vice President & Gen. Mgr

SPONSOR • 13 SEPTEMBER 1958



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958
Oklahoma (continued)

KINGFISHER
KIOWA
T^ATIMER
LB FLORE

MC CI'RTAIN

MC INTOSH
MAJOR
MARSHALL

OKLAHOMA
OKMXnXiEE
OSAGE
OTTAWA

PITTSBURG
PONTOTOC
POTTAWATOXnE

ROGER SnLLS

SEQUOYAH

TILLMAN
TULSA
WAGONTIR

WOODWARD

COOS
CROOK
CURRY

GILLIAM
GRANT
HARNEY

JEFFERSON
JOSEPHINE
KLAMATH

LINCOLN
LINN
MALHEUR

POLK
SHERMAN
TILLAMOOK
UMATILLA

8.500

8.420

6.590

7.870

2.390

8.480

54,400

32,300
6,800

.SOlfBRSET
sillivan
.tsquehan:

:STMORELAND

RHODE ISLAND

WASiriNGTON !.'->. 90

SOUTH CAROLINA

AIKEN
ALLENDALE
AN-DERSON

CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CLARENDON

22,3 ro

55,350

91.750

2,290

3, 150

47,430

[4,220

9.750

59,240

.SPARTANBURG

WII.LIAMSRI RG

SOUTH DAKOTA

CODINGTON

HITTCHINSON

KINGSBURY
LAKE
LAWRENCE

TRIPP
TURN'ER
UNION

3.400

1,200

2,700

5,r50

6,670

15,570

196,900 63 123.240

AIRORA
fi,800 4

BENNETT !IOO 4

BON HOMME 2,300 73 1.670
BROOKINGS 5,500 67 3,690

10,600 6 1 6.420
BRT'LE 8 820
Bl-PFALO 400 5

) 920
CAMPBELL 800 4

CHARLES MIX 4,600 4 S 2.220

YAMHILL 9,4(

PENNSYLVANIA
3,247,7(

ADAMS 12,8(

ALLEGHENY 476,4(

ARMSTRONG 22,5(

BEAVER 57, 4(

BEDFORD 10,8(

BERKS

10,660

439.240

20,390

35.970
13,470

75,750

KERSHAW
LANCASTEI
LAURENS

MARLBORO

RICHLAND

5,510

6.760

6.850

CANNON 2'000 71 1,410

CARROLL 7.500 53

CARTER 71

CHEATHAM 2,000 75 1,490

CHESTER 2.500 53

47 2.590

1.700 52 890

COCKE 5,300 2,710

COFFEE 5,350 ,

CROCKETT 5.000

CUMBERLAND
105.200 87

DECATUR I.OIO ,

DB KALB 2.(iO0 1,690

4,900 65 3,180 ,

DYER 6,090
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MEMO
tes r:

,0. Ml K.« Associates S^SS^lf
^''^^^ '':iSe:'coverase Survey *3-1958

"'''"
oo„ as possible with 1958

, « see all tl»e buyers soot, as p

Please see

Nielsen *3 inforn-ation.

K»«tc fact that:

Stress the one basic

Based on monthly coverage ^^^^iejsdjtatio-

Cxncidentally.
che figures ^"^^^^ ,,, „,,er stations.)

3,.ead of superiority
---X^^,,,^, City .arUet.

-hftse are homes tn tne
Included,

remember, these
adjoining states is it^cl

rnuntv coverage iti a J ^
Ho fringe County ^^^^^^^^J

ASK YOUR KATZ MAN to show you the A R B.

figures, too. The combination of # 1 coverage plus #1

viewer preference is the reason why more people

make up their minds to buy while watching

WKY-TV than any other statioa

in the area.

NBC—Channel 4
OKLAHOMA CITYWKY-TV

WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WKY RADIO, Oklahoma City

WTVT Tampa; St. Petersburg; WSFA-TV, Montgomery

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

13 SEPTEMBEK 19.58



Tennessee (continued)

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958

FRANKbIN
GIBSON
GILES

GRIXnY
HA>rBLEN
II.\MILTON
H.\NCOCK

HEXDEaiSOX

LAKE
LAITJERDALE
LAWRENCE
LEWIS
LINCOLN
LOUDON

ROANE
ROBERTSON
RUTHERFORD
SCOTT
SEQUATCHJB
SEVIER

STEWART
SULLIVAN
SUJfNER

WASHINGTON

ARMSTRONG
ATASCOSA
AUSTIN

BLANCO
BORDEN
BOSQUE

71.900

1.800

4.900

5.500

157,300
3.500

6.900

3,180
(WLHOUN 3.200 1.760

2.200 61 1,350

42.300 27.696
CAMP 2.300

1,800 r,390
5.900

(\STRO 1.400 65 910

2,200

rUEROKBE 9.400 5.600

cmLnRESs
(•I^\Y 2,300 1.800

COCHRAN 77

<OKE 1.200

3.400 65
810

COIJ.IN 13.200 82 10.790

2.100

61 2.970

COMAI. fi.OOO 70 4.190

55 720

5.780
roiiYKl.l, 4,200 71 2.980

1,400 720
58 920

1,840

crl-BERSON .ino 62

DALLAM
263.000 88 232,320

DBAF SMITH 3.300

57 1.030

10,300
1)E WITT 6.200

58 980
nnraiT

l.rm 71 1.060

EASTI^AND 62 4,000
I7.70O

KDWARDS 370
12,.i00 79 9.860

ERATH 4,800 64 3.060

63 4.070
TANNIN 7.200 4,360

61 3.450

1.620
riX)YD

1.100 63 690
6.680

FRANKLIN 1.300 57 740

FREESTONE 3.500 57 1.980

1,990
(lAINES 2,400 1.540

37.000 30.390
OARZA 1.800 71 t.270

GILLESPIE 1.750

GLASSCOCK 200 65 130
GOLIAD 830
GANZALES 5.400 3,740

71 6.510

24.900 75 18,690
GREGG 15,640

3.400 2,350
GUADALUPE
HALE 10.000 76 7,550

HAMILTON 2.800 64 1,790

1.200 980
HARDEMAN 3.000 63 1,900

HARRIS 356.600 310,600

13.500 67 9.040
HARTLEY

3.400

400
2.350

HAYS 5.100 70 3.560

HEMPHILL 1.200 55 660
2,920

HIDALGO 68 31.950
8.100 6.930

HOCKLEY 6.000 77 4.630

HOOD 1.300 77 I.OOO

57 3.440

HOUSTON 5.100 2.820

HOWARD 9.40O 6,670

HUDSPETH 1.000 59 590

82 10,310

HUTCHINSON 10.600 88 9.300

63 250
JACK 1.900 76 1.450

JACKSON 3.600 2,300

JASPfJR 5,300 57 3,010

290
JEFFKIISON 09.000 81 55,900

1.100 540
JIM WELLS 8,100 55 4,490

9,310
.rONES 6.200 68 4.190

2.470
KAUraiAN 7.100 78 5.510

1.200

MAVERICK
MEDINA
MENARD

MILLS
MITCHELL
MONTAGUE

NOLAN
NUECES
OCHILTREE

PALO PINTO
PANOLA
PARKER

REFUGIO
ROBERTS
ROBERTSON

1,800

2^300

SAN SABA
SCHLEICHER
SCURRY

SHERMAN
SMITH
SOMERVETLL

2,030

1,060

3,360

2,830

1,050

2,790

6,230

680
2,620

STONEWALL 900 67 £00
SUTTON 1,000 49 490

2,400 1,560

TARRANT 173,400 86 148.950

TAYLOR 24.700 76 16,880
430

TERRY 4,200 73 3,070

620
TITUS 4,700 2,510

73 15,740

TRAVIS 52,100 78 40.830
2,300 64 r.480

TYLER 2,900 1.740

UPSHUR 4,800 60 2.880

UPTON 62 990
2.680

VAL VERDE 4,900 46 2.230

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 70)
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* the *
8

ARB* TOTE BOARD

NASHVILLE
SHARE OF AUDIENCE SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

STATION SHARE

WIN WSIX-TV 36.4

PLACE STATION B 35.4

SHOW STATION C 31.2

•July 1958 1

V V,

Represented by:

H. R. TELEVISION, INC.

CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

WSIX-TV
NOW NASHYILLES

No. 1 RATED STATION . .

.

by latest (July) ARB Ratings

From WSIX-TV sign-on to sign-off—latest (July)

ARB ratings show WSIX-TV has the largest audi-

ence of any Nashville station!

With a 36.4 share of audience and first place

in 188* quarter hours, WSIX-TV dominates with

1st or 2nd place in 286* quarter hours out of

a weekly total of 388*.

Lowest cost per thousand, top local program-

ming, together with the great new shows

planned by OIlie Treyz and ABC, now more

than ever make WSIX-TV your most efficient buy

in the rich Middle Tennessee-Southern Kentuc-

ky-Northern Alabama market.

Call your H-R or Clarke Brown man for avail-

abilities.

* including ties

13 SEPTEMBER 1958



NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES
AS OF MARCH 1958

5 (continued)

The SELLibrated (and only full
powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Cent.ol Ohio)

WHTN
TV

A COWLES OPERATION

PROVED 3 WAYS
AMERICA'S BEST TV BUY
ARB. May J958 - highest rated station in

America in markets of three or more
stations.

Te/epulse 7957 Year-End Review — highest
rated station in America in markets of

: for the entire

in the market

®KRQD-T3r^
CBS T.I.,i,io„ N...o,k . Ch.nr.l 4 . El C.o T.,..

^
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BRANHAM COMPANY

VAX ZAXDT 5 200 7.S 4.070
VirTORIA 11.100

4.100
WALLER 2.250

4.700
WASm.NGTOX 3,320
WEB It 15.200 56 8.480

9.800 7.070
WlIKfXER 2.300 52

35.400 80 28.370
WILHARGEm 5.800 70

3.640

WIU.1AMSON 10.000 7.480
WILSON 2.370
WLNKLER 3.400 1.970
WISE 3.190
WOOD 4.900 f.O

CARBOX 7.100 55 3.890

DAGGETT 40

DAVIS IS.OIC

DUCHESXE 44

EMERY 1.400 770

GARFIELD 700 37

GRAXD 1.300

IRON
.IVAB
KAXE ^'eoo 37

860

IIILLARD 1.350

700 79 550

PIUTE 37

RICH
SALT LAKE 96.860

SAX .lUAX 1.300 44

SANT»ETE 3.300 2.020

3,100 1,900

SIMMIT 1.400 I.IOO

5.400 83

T IXTAH 2.500 1,100

26.900 92 24.630

IXGTOX
NIA
TDEX

85

690

.';iV\'n<-'k'" 4'.400 81

2.390

(lULKAN.S 5.400 87 4.700

WASHIXGTOX
WIXDHAM
WIXDSOR

AMHERST 4..500 70 3.(30

APPOMATTOX 1.900

ARLIXGTOX 66.140

AIGISTA ir,7(0

BATH 840

4.720

1.400 800
BOTETOURT 4.000 2,080

2,400

BrCIIAXAX 54 4.310

2.500 1.510

22.l!00

lAKOLIXE 2 700 2.030

(i,700 3.650

rllAIU.OTTE 2.200

900 71! 680

. lll.STEnFIELD
'f'.SOfl 75

11.190

L3S0
520

3.400 2.350

rlMBEllLAXD l.fiOO 10 960

l.KKEXSON 2.680

88 12.250

KS.^iKX 1.130

47.800 91 43.660

FAIOLHER -.700

J'LOYD
PLUVAXXA
FRAXKLIX 62
FREDHmiac 9.700 7.910

GILES 3.670
3,000 76

GOOCHL.\XD 1.250
5.700

OREEN-B 61 790

GREEXSVILLE 2.660
IL\LIFAX

4.350
HEXRICO 80.420

13.200 75 9.920

HIGHLAXT) 58 460
ISLE OF WIGHT 2,310
JAMES CITY 2.800 2,130
KIXG & QUEEX
KIXG GEORGE 1,700

KIXG WILLIAM
2.300 1,650

LEE
5.400 4.650

LOIISA 73

LIXEX-BURG 1,990

2.100 60 1.270

MATHEWS 1.300

8,000 5.270

MIDDLESEX 1,900 1.440

MOXTGOMBRY 10.,500 85 8.950

N-ELSOX 3,200 2.240

XBWPORT X-EWS 49.500 43.540

88 125.640

XORTH.\MPTOX 62 2.850
1.710

XOTTOWAY 4.200 2,790

69 2.280

2,570

PATRICK 3.700 55 2,020

PITTSYLVA^^A 27.800

POWHATAX 73 880
PRIXCE EDWARD 3,800

PRIXCE GEORGE 10.200

20.000 16.360

PRINCE WM 5.800 86 4.990

RAPPAHAXNOCK 790

RICHMOXT) 1.000

ROAXOKE 41,000 87 35.730

ROCKBRIDGE 4.170

ROCKIXGHAM 9.500

6.200 53

6.600 58 3.840

SHEXAX-DOAH 3.760

7.100 59 4.200

SIHTHAMPTOX 6.300 3.920

6,700 73 4.890

73 2.420

1.500

1,930

11.600 57

WAKUKX 3.220

WASHINGTON

CHELAX
il.lOO 80 7.300

23.370

COLUMBIA 1.600 1.060

DOUGLAS 4..500 57 2.560

1.100

GARFIELD 900 67 600
GRANT
GRAYS HARBOR 13.080

ISLAND 4.300 83 3.590

JM'FERSON 2.400 81 1.950

252.500

KITSAP 26.500 88 23.440

KLICKITAT 4.200 5« 2.490

LB.VIS 14.900 72 10.670

LINCOLN 2,700

MASON 4,080
OKANOGAN 5,080
PVCIFIC 3. .500 61 3.370

I'END ORBaU.E 2.400 1,600

PIERCE 91.800

SAN JUAN 1,100 83 910
SKAGIT 1.5.800 11.660

SKAMANIA 73 1,320
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NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES AS OF MARCH 1958
ashington (continued)

SNOHOMISH 46,900 87 40,980

80,310

STEVENS 6.400

13,370

WAHKIAKUM 1,000 61 610

WEST VIRGINIA
514,800 74 382,500

BERKELEY 6,300

7,700 74
BRAXTON
BROOKE 6.800 92 6,260

CABELL 31,520

CALHOUN
CLAY 2,040

2,000

FAYETTE 14,730

GILMER 900

2.100 1,120

GREENBRIER 9.100
r,590

HANCOCK 9,700 90

H.4RDY 2.100 53

13,170

JACKSON 3.400 60 2,040

JEFFERSON
KANAWHA 70,500 87 61,300

2,410

LINCOLN 4.700 83 3,890
14,000

MC DOWELL 20.500 73 14.980

15,490'

9.000

MASON 4,960

19.400 72

MINERAL 3,080

78 8,660

MONONGALIA 81 13,130

MONROE 3.000

MORGAN 2.100 1,160

NICHOLAS 6.600 62

OHIO 20,560

PEN-DLETON
PLEASANTS 960

POCAHONTAS 2.700 53

4,750
PUTNAM 5,100 83 4,220

RALEIGH 23.400 65 15,260

RITCHIE 2.800

60

r,330

2,210
SUMMERS 4,200 60

nCKER 2,200 54 i.tso

2,400
UPSHUR 4.800 2,600

78 6.660

54 2,090
\\-ETZEL

1,200 61 730
WOOD
wyo:ming 9!200

14,700

6.120

l.ri 2,300 87 97 630

69 .730
ASHLAND

10.800 81 1 ,740
BAYFIELD
BROWN 30,400 91 27 650

4,300
BURNETT 74 2 ,160

CHIPPEWA 12,300 82 l( 110

CLARK
81 8 ,880

CRAWFORD
DANE 87 5 090
DODGE 90 15

6,500 790

DOUGLAS 14,100 84 M a?fl

DUNN 83 ( 360
EAU CLAIRE 17,700 770
FLORENCE 73 660
FOND 1)U LAC
FOKE.-^T 690

12.300 80 ! 880
980

4,600
IllWA 73 4 110

tT.'ksox 112
78 1 950

800
13,400 120

69 ; 520
26,200

180
I.A .:hiii<se 83 Ij 030
I.AFA\ETTE 5,200 140

13 SEPTEMBER 1958

LANGLADE 6

LINCOLN 6 500
79

5! 100

MARATHON 2! ,300 18,190

84

MILWAUKEE 311 ,200 92 286,860
6,950

OCONTO 7 89 6,470

700 4,840

OUTAGAMIE 25 .700 91 23,330
OZAUKEE :

.100 82 1,730
PIERCE (

.400 89 6,580

PORTAGE 9 7,660

73 3,340
RACINE 37 ,200

.400 73 3,950
ROCK 32

RUSK 4 73 3,270
ST CROIX ,900 89 7,070

83 9,390
SAWYER 2

SHAWANO 9 ,600 84 8,060

SHEBOYGAN 2b .600 90 24,060
TAYLOR 3.420
TREMPEALEAU 6 .800
VERNON 7 ,400 5,450

.900

WALWORTH 15 .000 90 13,550

WASHINGTON
WAUKESHA
WAUPACA

97,roo 54 52,270

6,900 3,560
BIG HORN 45 1,660
CAMPBELL 1,300 500

CONWERSE I'eoo
55

53

2,880

840

CROOK 460
6,200

GOSHEN 1,910
HOT SPRINGS 1,800
JOHNSON 40 560

17,200 82 14.020
LINCOLN 2,300 1,200

53 7,800
NIOBRARA 510

6,000

2,400 I.IOO
SHERIDAN 45 2,710
SIBLETTE 900
SWEETWATER 43 2,870

380

890
S40

WESTON 2,300 38 870
.LOWSTONB PK

YOU
CAN'T
MISS!

IN WISCONSIN

• Programming the BEST of all three
networks, ABC, NBC and CBS.

• A single station market in the heart
of Wisconsin . . . covering twice the
population and twice the area with
our new 1,000 foot tower with maxi-
mum power.

• Serving the giant land of ^/^ million
people and two million cows.

VlfEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

See your Hollingbery man—in Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley



Now, you say when

And how often too! For once programs and commercials are recorded on Videotape*, scheduling is wide

open. Playbacks can be telecast immediately — hours later— or anytime you decide. At least 100 repeats

can be made from any one recording. Copies can be made. And tapes recorded on a VR-1000 Videotape

Recorder can be played back on any other VR-1000, anywhere.

Never before have sponsors been able to schedule commercials to reach selected audiences so easily.

Never have stations had so many "live" availabilities to offer.

Get the complete story on the many things Videotape Recording can do for you. Write today.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

350 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CI TY, CALIFORNI
fices in Principal Citi«
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VIDEOTAPE
{Cont'd from page 42)

Wade Adv., solved rehearsal time

problem by taping commercials for

one weekly show while doing live

commercials for another on the air;

thus all commercials for two different

shows are managed the same evening

between 8 and 10:45 p.m. All-State

Carpet probably is first carpet com-

pany to show off its line via color

tape. NBC (KRCA is the affil)

makes no extra charge for color as

part of its tape promotion program.

KCOP, Los Angeles: Taping com-

mercials for clients: White Front

Stores, Central Chevrolet, Cal Worth-

ington Motors, So. Calif. Dodge
Dealers, Howell Chevrolet. The car

dealers appear to be using KCOP
tape facilities to make "live" satura-

tion campaigns monetarily practical.

AFTRA local talent fee schedules per-

mit unlimited tape replays at $130

per week. (AFTRA basic fee for a

local live commercial up to three

minutes is $27.50, and may be re-

peated six times for $130). KCOP
will tape its upcoming series with

Mae West dispensing advice to the

lovelorn, but General Manager Al

Flanagan does not foresee syndica-

tion "for at least six months when
there should be more than 10 or 12

markets to syndicate to."

KTLA, Hollywood: Expects its

first recorder in October, its second

in December. Plans to do commer-

cials, special events telecasts, syndi-

cate, as well as to test videotape for

feature film production (KTLA and

Paramount Sunset Corp., both on the

same lot, are subsidiaries of Para-

mount Pictures Corp; employees are

lATSE).

KHJ-TV, Don Lee Videotape Record-

ing Service), Los Angeles: Program
Director James Higson sees biggest

present value of tape facilities in

"trial work" (commercials, pilots,

screen testing for sponsors). A taped

pilot can be piped via closed-circuit

to an agency, avoiding expense or

risk of doing it live. Max Baer, seek-

' ing sponsors for his new KHJ show,

landed a beer client through a com-
mercial he taped. He and Don Sher-

wood, another personality, have

pitched other clients same way. Sta-

tion reports it increased its broadcast

hours by 32 a week through accom-

modating a car dealer who wanted to

sponsor daily movies with commer-

cials done by himself. KHJ is close

to a deal for syndicating Hollywood

Closeiip through Guild Films.

KTTV, Los Angeles: "Nothing in

KTTV's 10-year history compaires in

significance with the advent of video-

tape," says President Richard A.

Moore. "Its implications in terms of

versatile programing and reduced

costs are revolutionary." Since March,

KTTV has been using tape in just

about everything. Its hour-long Di-

vorce Court is already in national

syndication through Guild Films (30

shows are on tape). Tape is used

in station promotion; a taped presen-

tation was recently shown to admen
in New York. As for commercials,

KTTV has some good "case his-

tories": (1) For Barker Bros, depart-

ment store, and its agency (Mays &
Co.), KTTV taped 23 one-minute in-

store commercials within five hours at

an estimated one-fifth the cost if they

had been filmed. (2) For Squirt

Bottling Co., KTTV produced five one-

minute commercials in three hours

making feasible that client's sponsor-

ship of Miss Universe Beauty Pageant.

(3) A national record company esti-

mated a saving over film of between

$1,000 in taping two two-and-a-half-

minute commercials at the station.

KPIX, San Francisco: All live

commercials scheduled for after 10

p.m. release are pre-taped earlier when
technical crews are on regular duty;

in the day; Saturday morning shows

are taped during week. Tape provides

a new tool for the pr department;

Press previews are now set up at con-

venient hours or repeated for different

groups at different times. Important

public service programs are preserved

on tape for later promotional use or

submission to program awards commi-

tees. KPIX maintains revenue when
talent goes on vacation by pre-taping

commercials, also uses tape for audi-

tions for prospective clients.

KRON-TV, San Francisco: Experi-

menting widely in special effects with

videotape; has managed many unusual

combinations with animated props,

unique lighting, reverse polarization,

special makeup and costuming. Pro-

gram Manager Doug Elleson says,

{Please turn to page 92)

"How to be in two

places at once"

^^.

Mr. Joel Chaseman

Program Manager, WJZ-TV

Television Hill, Baltimore

"We Videotaped* a busy candi-

date's campaign speech. He was
on the a r "live" and actively

campaign ng at the same time-
literally n two p aces at one
time, thanks to ou r Videotape"-'

Recorder

CORPORATION
850 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

*TM Ampex Corpora
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As dual ownership continues to grow, SPONSOR ASKS:

Should stations under

joint ownership (am & tM

With the increasing need for pro-

gram promotion, three station men
(liscuss the pros and cons of cross-

plugging their radio and tv outlets.

Jim McNamara, 'lational sales manager,

ff-ALA, n AI.ATV. Mobile, Ala.

r
Cross-plug

your head

off and let

the fittest

\o amount of cross-plugging will help

a dog. This is a private theory but a

valid one. Take any weak show com-

peting with a program the calibre of

Gunsmoke, and it is my belief that

full-page ads in the newspapers, out-

door billboards, taxi posters, satura-

tion radio and television schedules

will help a little rating-wise, but will

not accomplish an awful lot.

Perhaps the battle for viewer/

listeners might be compared to the

use of salesmanship in a political cam-

]>aign. The ultimate goal of the politi-

cal candidate is to "get a vote from

each and every registered voter." The
battle of the radio and television sta-

tion is "to get a vote from each and

every viewer/listener" (who might

possibly be inten'iewed or polled).

The basic rules of salesmanship apply

in both cases. The copy must (1) get

the viewers'/listeners' attention (2

1

arouse their interest in the show (3 I

convince them this is the show they

do not want to miss (4) arouse their

desire to want to see it, and finally,

i5[ "ask for the order"' fask for their

tune-in i

.

Of course all of this presupposes

that you are programing some broad-

cast entertainment worth hearing or

seeing (there must be "something in

it" for the order-signer).

Now. moving to the matter at hand

. . . "to cross-plug or not to cross-

plug."' Assuming that there is a joint

ownership of the radio and television

station, it is inconceivable to consider

that in "the battle for votes" one would

not use every possible medium, con-

sistent with a given budget, and make
the widest choices possible.

Certainly, where there is no outlay

of cash (other than bookkeeping

swaps) , the use of the opposite medium
(radio to tv or vice-versa) would be

the first consideration of any promo-

tion manager. Next, since every show

cannot possibly be allocated the same

amount of promos, due to the limita-

tions of any broadcaster's schedule,

onlv the real "vote-getting" shows

should be plugged. The hope is that if

the promotion man "gets the order'

on the good ones, by some miracle,

they'll stay tuned through the "dogs,"

and the station will have won the

majority of "votes" for each contest

(show-) throughout the daytime or

nighttime schedule.

The boys on the other side of the

cross-plugging fence will undoubtedly

scream that to remind radio listeners

to Avatch any given television show is

suicide, or for their television station

to try to sell its viewers on listening

to its sister radio station is asking for

a reduced tune-in. In rebuttal, let's re-

view the opening statement of the first

paragraph: "No amount of cross-

plugging will help a dog" ... so we

might add ... no amount of air-selling

will convince a red-blooded American

to turn off Gunsmoke and listen to the

Harry Hatband show on WXXX radio.

Conversely, no amount of air-selling

will convince a listener to abandon his

time-temperature-tunes early morning

radio show to watch a travelogue.

Lovely Brushwood, Texas on the sister

tv station.

So, sage gents, cross-plug your head

off and let the fittest survive, and as

long as it beats those competitors of

yours and you get "the numbers,"

your Madison Avenue trudging will

be hapjjy forever after.

Paul H. Goldman, vice president &
general manager, KNOE, KNOETV,

Monroe, La.

Well.

planned

cross-plugging

Radio and tv stations under the same

ownership which do not use their facil-

ities to promote each other's programs

and special events overlook the most

potent exploitation technique of all.

In the case of KNOE Radio and

KNOE-TV, we use both spot and news

programs to build listeners and view-

ers for radio and tv shows, personali-

ties, special promotions and events.

When KNOE Radio schedules any-

thing of a special nature, whether it is

a commercial program or a public serv-

ice promotion or event of community

interest, the tv news department pro-

motes it fully with advance pictures,

stories and film clips, and runs stories

and films during the actual course of

the event as well. Naturally, the event

or promotion is promoted in advance

by a schedule of ID's and spot promos.

The same kind of promotion and news

coverage is given tv events by radio.

Regular programs on each medium

are plugged regularly by the sister sta-

tion with spot announcement schedules.

Radio d.j.'s are given tv exposure via

personal appearances on tv interview

programs and on live dance party

shows.

At sign-off, whichever station goes

off first on a given night always invites

the listeners or the viewers to dial or

tune to the other station for the re-

mainder of its broadcast schedule and

gives a brief rundown of what is in

store for them.

I am convinced that this sort of well-

planned cross-plugging and promotion-

al campaign is greatly responsible for
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ti:ross-plug?

KNOE Radio's share of audience being

as high as all the other stations in the

market put together, and same goes

for Monroe having much higher than

average sets-in-use day and night.

Nowhere are there two more effective

media to reach and sell a sponsor's

product than radio and tv. It is well

known and thoroughly accepted (to

put it mildly) that radio and tv can

sell their sponsors' products and serv-

ices, so why aren't they used more fre-

quently to sell each other. Jointly-

owned operations with an eye for econ-

omy and an understanding of both

media can not only build an audience

but draw from the competitor by

cross-plugging.

I believe that most operations where

both the radio and tv station are joint-

ly owned do cross-plug—and with a

high degree of effectiveness.

Harry Mooradian, gen. sales i

KGBT & KGB-TV, Harlingen

Cost-plugging

can build an

audience

Yes, I believe stations under dual own-

ership should cross-plug. Nationally,

there are conditions and situations that

prevail in some operations that make it

impossible. Of course, they are rare.

Stations with a dual setup which
don't cross-plug are missing a most
potent and economical means of secur-

ing more viewer/listenership. These
operations either have overpowering
policy reasons against it or have never
realized its potential.

- Where cross-plugging does exist it

meets with high praise. Probably for

the same reasons KGBT & KGBT-TV,
Harlingen, Texas have continued to

use it.

i Please turn to page 94)

IT'S NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND'S

TOP MARKET WITH A
BILLION DOLLARS PLUS TO SPEND

SEE YOUR WEED TV MAN
AND GET YOUR SHARE ^

WCSH-TV O
Portland, Maine

A RINES STATION
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T.P.T.LS.N.

brings

thexn

back

alive!^ ^

<6 THIS GAS

GIVES MORE MILEAGE!"

WCX-TV romnifTcials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©iM-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

National and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is initiating a campaign

for its Oxydol. The campaign starts 15 September, runs for the

contract year. Minutes during nighttime periods are being sched-

uled frequency depends upon the market. The buyers are Walter

Teize and Pat Hawley; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.,

New York.

American Home Products Corp., Whitehall Pharmacal Co.,

New York, as yet has not completed its buying on Anacin. Buying

is in both major and minor markets. Minutes during nighttime slots

are being lined up; frequencies vary. The buyer is Jim Curran; the

agency is Ted Bates, Inc., New York.

Block Drug Co., Inc., Jersey City, N. J., is going into top markets

for its Rem cough medicine. The campaign starts 15 September;

•J minutes during nighttime periods are being used. Frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Al Sessions; the agency is Lawrence

C. Gumbinner, New York.

RADIO BUYS
;J Western Greyhound Lines, San Francisco, is going into West

Coast markets to promote fall bus travel. The schedule starts 15 Sep-

tember for nine to 13 weeks, depending upon the market. Daytime

; and nighttime minutes and packages are being used, during traffic

S times; frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is Joan

I Rutman; the agency is Grey Advertising Agency, New York.

1 McCormick & Co., Inc., Baltimore, is entering top markets for its

j Fluffy Instant Mashed potatoes. The eight-week campaign starts 15

'i September. Minutes during daytime slots are being aired; frequency

1 depends upon the market. The buyer is Bob Widholm; the agency is

Doherty, Clifford Steers & Shenfield, Inc., New York.

RADIO and TV BUYS
J. H. Filbert, Inc., New York, is planning a radio/tv campaign for

. ', its Mrs. Filbert's Margarine. Start date is uncertain, but will prob-

'' ably be late September or early October. The schedule will be for

eight weeks. In tv, daytime and nighttime minutes, chainbreaks and

I.D.'s will be bought; in radio, daytime minutes. Frequencies will

vary from market to market. The buyer is Don Ross; the agency is

Suliivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc.. New York.

RADIO RESULTS
United Fruit Co., New York, is kicking off its banana campaign

in top markets. The schedules start 15 September, run for 10 weeks.

Minutes and 20's during daytime slots are being scheduled; fre-

quency varies from market to market. The buyer is Ted Wallower;

the agency is Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.
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^ NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Boiioiiin's Turkish Tiiffy. product

of the (iold Medal Candy Corp.,

mapped out its fall advertising

budget, with a 100% inerease

over last year.

Its tv campaign was launched this

week, with more than 20 new markets

added and penetrating, for the first

time, metropolitan centers in southern

and Pacific coast regions, as well as

additional states in the midwest.

Last year, Bonomo's campaign

centered in markets east of the Mis-

sissippi only.

Agency: Emil Mogul.

Other new campaigns include these:

• La Rosa, launching its largest

ad campaign with saturation tv and

radio, to be tied in with a contest

offering more than 1485 prizes. Mar-

kets scheduled for this: New York,

New Jersey, Albany, Baltimore, New
Haven, Hartford. Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Providence. Agency: Hicks

& Greist.

• Du Pont will mark the ap-

proach of winter with a concentrated

campaign via network and local tv for

its Zerex anti-freeze. Beginning next

week, and continuing through 9 No-

vember, the company will participate

on the Steve Allen Show (NBC TV),

and in a sports program See The

Pros, to be shown in selected markets

throughout the country.

• Scott Paper Co. has realigned

its fall tv schedules, giving it a dom-

inant 546 commercial minutes this

season, as compared to 156 minutes

last season. Leading off is the Father

Knows Best series, and then participa-

tions on the daytime Play Your Hunch,

Love of Life, Verdict is Yours and

Secret Storm shows, all on CBS TV.

• Bell Telephone will use the

month of October to promote its bed-

room extension phones, with one of

the most concentrated sales drives in

its history. Plans include radio and

tv spots, supplemented by newspapers

and magazines.

• Ralston Purina Co., starts its

campaign the end of this month for

its hot and cold cereals, via Bold

Journey ( ABC TV ) , saturated radio

spots in 10 major markets, and print.

Agency: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigii,

San Francisco.

Pillsbury has cleared the way for

diversification outside the milling busi-

1^^^^ PICTURE

l^ WRAP-UP

Mis.s IVach.s & Cr.iiin, M.iil- „( In

(1 to r) Hill Hainlrr. K( Tl. '(akiiiia;

KJR, Seattle; Hal Sinin...n>. KIT, Va

Momid.-d by (l.j.'s who chose her

inpson, KOL, Seattle; Gil Henr>

.nd Frosty Fowler, KING, SeattI

Rep service to agencies is demonstrated by host Howdee

Meyers, of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell as he propels Jim

Mayfield, of D'Arcy, around pool at second annual pool and

picnic party given St. Louis ad people by rep firm, V,R&M

Sealed with handshake: Frank Headley (2nd 1), pres..

H-R Tv, Inc.. Frdzier Reams, pies.. \VTOL-TV, Toledo



It has dropped the "Mills"

from its name, and become The
Pillsbury Co.

Merger: The Squire Dingee Co..

Chicago, and Beatrice Food Co.

Squire Dingee, producers of pickle

and jellies under the "Ma Brown'

brand, will retain its identity with the

same officers, management, products

brand names, distribution and manu
facturing plants.

Strictly personnel: Walter Green
wood, appointed manager of market-

ing for the General Electric Receiv

Tube Department . . . Joseph Oster-

man, named Chicago district repre-

sentative of the Electric Auto-Lite Co.'s

Electrical Products Group.

AGENCIES
The J. H. Filbert account, which
last year spent about S300,000 in

spot tv, has quit SSCB for \&R.

Seems that SSCB and the new mar-

keting authorities at Filbert haven't

been seeing eye to eye. The account

is budgeted at around $1.5 mil-

lion.

Agency appointments: Warwick &
Legler, for Mennen's Spray Deoder-

ant and Speed Stick for men. Last

June, W&L got Mennen's Skin Bracer,

Cologne for Men, and its new Gold

Crest Toiletries gift line, bringing the

total Mennen business at the agency

to S3 million . . . Ketchum, Mac-
Leod & Grove, for the Scott Paper

Co.'s Hollingsworth & Whitney divi-

sion. KM&G presently handles Scott's

Industrial Packaged Products, Dura-

Weve, and Foam divisions, and prod-

uct publicity on its consumer products

. . . Leo Burnett, for Phillip Morris'

Mayfield Menthol Cigarette . . .

Keyes, Madden & Jones, for Oral

Roberts Evangelistic Association . . .

Add more re appointments : Fuller

& Smith & Ross, for Cool-Ray. Inc.

of Chelsea, Mass . . . Calkins & Hoi-
den, for Duofold, Inc., Mohawk, N.Y..

manufacturer of underwear and outer-

v/ear . . . Daniel F. Sullivan, Boston
for Clicquot Club Co., Millis, Mass . . .

Powell, Schoenbrod and Hall,

Chicago, for the newly created

Slenderella Hosiery division of Mun-
singwear, Inc., Minneapolis . . . Ab-
bott & Earl, Inc., Houston, for

Southern Fabricators Corp., Shreve-

port . . . Cole Fischer & Rogow,
Beverly Hills, for Zia of California.

Thisa and Data: James Kelly, v.p.

of Ellington & Co., joins the regiment

of Madison Avenue novelists. He'll

have a novel. The Insider (Holt), with

an ad business theme, coming out next

month.

They're expanding their quarters :

J. E. LaShay & Co., Chicago, has

moved its offices to N. State St., and

changed its name to Shaffer, Lazarus
and LaShay, Inc. . . . The Detroit

office of Jaqua Advertising, has

99 years of Dr. G. H. Tichenor Anti-

septic Co. is celebrated by (1 to r)

James Noe, Jr., v.p., James A. Noe Ra-

dio; James Odom, v.p., Robert Moore

Parker, pres., Dr. Tichenor's; John Vath,

sis. mgr., WWL, New Orleans; Aubrey

Williams, pres., A. Williams Advertising

The cat and the mouse: Kitirik, star

of Kitirik's Party, KTRK-TV, Houston,

visits "Mickey Mouse" at Walt Disney

sets in Hollywood as guest of ABC TV

Shooting at San Quentin are the film

and sound crew of KNXT, Los Angeles,

for hour-long factual program dubbed
Thou Shalt Not Kill. Crew shot at "Que"
for two days, interviewing the inmates



moved to larjier offices at 817 Pen-

obscot Buildiiifi.

They became v.p.'s: Harry L.

Case, elected a v.p. of Creamer-Trow-

bridge Co., Providence . . . Robert
Hawkins, v.p. and account supervisor,

Western Advertising, Chicago . . .

Jerome Greenberg, v.p. at Scheck

Advertising. Newark . . . Robert Cun-
ningham, v.p. at William Schaller

Co., West Hartford.

Other agency personnel moves:
Harold Cabot, named chairman of

the board and Edward Chase, presi-

dent and treasurer of Harold Cabot

& Co.. Boston . . . Ralph Yambert,
named manager of the west coast

operation of MacManus. John & Adams
. . . H. Taylor Protheroe, general

manager. Cobak-Jessop Advertising,

Akron . . . Robert Soderberg, to the

Hollywood office of B&B as an agency

producer . . . Harold McCormick,
account manager, D-F-S . . . George
Lucas, copy supervisor, VanSant,

Dugdale & Co., Baltimore . . . Ralph
Braun, director of public relations,

Hazard Advertising, New York . . .

Donald Daigh, director of the tv/

radio department. Henderson Advertis-

ing, Greenville, S.C.

More on the move: Allan damage,
copywriter in the Detroit office and

IN'orman Church, account executive

in the Hollywood office of Grant . . .

James Cornell, to the tv/radio de-

partment of N. W. Ayer & Son as pro-

gram analyst . . . H. T. Eckhardt,

account supervisor, W. S. Walker Ad-

vertising. Pittsburgh . . . John Roth,

accDunt executi\e. Hicks & Greist . . .

Phil MacMurray, to the creative

staff, Daniel F. Sullivan Co., Boston

. . . Patrick Comer Jr., director of

marketing and research. Hege, Middle-

ton & Neal Advertising. Greensboro,

N. C. . . . Clyde Rapp, account

executive and manager of the Dayton

office, D-F-S . . . Joel Harvey, pro-

duction manager in the Los Angeles

office, K&E . . . Kay Ostrander, to

.•\nderson-McConnell, Los Angeles, as

media supervisor . . . Newt Mitzman,
manager of commercial production in

the tv/radio department. Ogilvy, Ben-

son & Mather . . . Bart West, to the

creative staff of McCann-Erickson . . .

Jacquelin Molinaro, media buyer,

Donahue & Coe. Los Angeles . . .

Dick Schild, to the creative staff,

Charles Anthony Gross Advertising,

Miami.

NETWORKS
All four radio networks combined
to do a closed-circuit broadcast

re the Pepsi-Cola announcement
campaign beginning next week
(17 September).
This was the first time that the

major networks have produced a

broadcast of this type. It featured,

along with the top men from each

web, Pepsi's new "Refreshment Song."

Pepsi's saturation radio campaign

will last through Christmas, and in-

volves 489 million commercial minutes

of radio time.

The broadcast went to all network

affiliates.

Here's how the RAB ranks the lead-

ing network radio users for the seconc

1958 quarter, as based on time pur-

chased:

1 Bristol-Myers

2 Ford

3 General Motors

4 Midas Mufflers

.5 R. J. Reynolds

6 Brown & Williamson

7 General Mills

8 William Wrigley

9 Pabst

10 Plough

11 Exlax

12 California Packing

13 Colgate

14 Hudson Vitamine

1.5 AFL-CIO
16 American Motors

17 Lewis Howe
18 Hertz

19 American Optical

20 Liggett & Myers

How the specials did : Nielsen re-

ports a 25.8% average audience rat-

ing for all specials aired last season

(September-March)

.

By program type, they ranged from

a 15.9 for the eight documentaries, to

a 33.0 for the 13 comedies. The most

numerous group 118 varieties) aver-

aged 25.4 while the 11 dramas were

clocked at 24.8.

( For a table and commentary on this

\ ear's specials, see page 44 t

Campaign: As part of its Memory
Vision campaign, NBC Radio is send-

ing out a new kind of presentation to

promote its evening show, Nightline.

The brochure contains six pieces of

abstract art. designed to match the

That's Why
NOBODY FROM NOWHERE

Can Saturate
TOPEKA

like

AVIBW-TV
SATURATES TOPEKA

Topeka has 1 TV Station ^VIB^A/-TV Js it

ALL DAY—ANY DAY
Here's why survey-proved WIBW-TV is your best buy for

complete coverage of the eritire Topeka market.

. WIBW-TV commonds the viewing audience. Note current

survey figures:

Shore of Audience Monday-Sunday

7:45-12 N. 12N.-6p.m. 6 p.m. -12 Mid.

57.0% 50.3% 51.1%

Survey Figures

Prove
WIBW-TV's Value

> of Audience

WIBW-TV, TOPEI

Sla. A, Konsos City 10.

Sto. B, Konsos City 6.

Sto. C, Konsos City 13.

57.0""o 50.3% 51.1%

Topeka, Kansas
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36% of KRHM-FM listeners have annual incomes over $10,000 a yea'

-70% make over $7,000 a year. The money is there. Another thing, these people are at the age of acquisition

—nearly 89% are between the ages of 21 and 49. They are buying homes—furniture—automobiles.

They are raising families— buying food, clothes, recreation

A recent independent study easily verifies these points.

'

These discriminating listeners choose FM for the kind of programminc,

not generally offered elsewhere. These are loyal and appreciative

listeners with high interest in their favorite music. They listen to Milton Cross

on KRHM-FM who leads an ever increasing number of them to new musical experience,

Ask The John E. Pearson Company about the krhm-fm audience

Programming designed for FM circulation to America's finest liomes

Tfie IVIilton Cross Sliow produced for KRI-iM-FIVI is aisc

available on FM in major marl<ets

throughout the country

kk Milton Cross

brings me into

America's finest homes ^•)



^6 THIS FLOOR

WAX REALLY SHINES!"

WGN-TV commercials got results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some W(;X-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

nyoi r Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

JACKSON,
MISSISSIPPI

is the rfl market buy!

BUSINESS TREND lists Jack-

son as city with most im-

provement (9 point gain)

FORBES lists Jackson as lead-

ing the top 10 cities in busi-

ness gain over last year.

U. S. NEWS AND WORLD
REPORT lists Jackson among

"Cities where Business is

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

is fhe best media

buy in Jackson!

REPRESENTED BY KATZ

copy terms used in describing the

program: tuneful, thoughtful, humor-

ous, informal, vital and personal.

These designs were put through a m.r.

test to determine whether they fit into

the mood of the copy.

ABC will broadcast for a couple

weeks stereophonic music to its tv and

radio audience in five cities via its

Laurence Welk Plymouth Show. This

experimental "first" requires the home
viewer to tune in the music on his

tv and radio sets.

I Network sales: Lever Bros., for

three daytime NBC TV shows, exceed-

ing $2 million. The shows: Country

1

Fair, Treasure Hunt and Haggis
' Baggis . . . The Sweets Co. of Amer-
ica, for two segments of ABC TV's

Mickey Mouse Club, in addition to

Tales of the Texas Rangers. Agency:

Henry Eisen.

FILM
Schlitz (through JWT) has made
another large regional syndication

buy.

The buy: CNP's Flight in more than

20 southern and southwestern markets.

Other initial buyers for the new

series: F&M Schaefer (BBDO), for

Philadelphia. New Haven and Albany;

Kroger Co. (Campbell-Mithun) , in

the southeast; General Electric,

Louisville; and the Triangle stations.

Other sales:

• Three eight-market regional buys

have helped up Screen Gems Rescue

8 market total to 75. I See FILM-
SCOPE, 6 Sept.)

Buyers include: West End Brew-

ing, for Utica Club Beer, in eight New
York State markets; Prince Maca-

roni, eight New England markets;

Weingarten Markets, eight Texas

markets.

Also, Purity Biscuit Co., two

Arizona markets; Miles Labs, six

west coast markets; Salt Lake Mat-

tress Co., Salt Lake; Millers Mar-

kets and Carter Petroleum, Den-

ver; Boynton Bros. Tires, Bakers-

field; Crescent Creamery, Reno;

Producers' Dairy, Fresno.

Miller Brewing and Pan Ameri-

can Bank, Miami; San Antonio

Savings, San Antonio; Househohl
Finance, Buffalo; Super Duper
Markets, Columbus; IGA, St. Louis;

Big Eight Stores, El Paso.

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,cl.annell3

SCRAIInsMMORNING SHOW

^^STATION^^ \sTATI0NB7
k 11% MmnX ificv /

'OAictAeeiwo

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA
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acceptance

WCCO Radio delivers. .

.

MORE ADULT LISTENERS than all other Minneapolis-

St. Paul stations combined!!

MORE MARKET . . . 1,014,720 radio families in 114 basic area

counties of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and South Dakota.

MORE ACCEPTANCE through vitality of modern
programming for the audience you want to reach.

Call or write for full facts.

Nothing sells like acceptance .WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
The Northwest's^ Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Radio

e, 1958 /Station Total, 6



OUR PUP

GOES FOR THAT DOG FOOD!"

^VGN-T\' commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Puf "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with

W©IM-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

Things you should know

about

KMSO

• 191,000 WATTS POWER

* CBS, ABC, NBC PROGRAMS

* SINGLE STATION MARKET

• 45,000 TV FAMILIES

* LESS THAN 1^° PER M

* SUPER SHOWMANSHIP

* SUPER SALESMANSHIP

* SUPER CRAFTSMANSHIP

. . . and now that you know

CALL OR WRITE

CILL-PERNA—OR

KMSO channel 13

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Ten stations have also bought the

series.

• Thirteen new renewals for ABC
Film's 26 Men have brought the mar-

ket tally to 44.

Among the renewing sponsors are

Coca-Cola, Pac-a-Sac Stores, Mol-

son's Brewery, El Paso Mutual
Federal Savings and Loan, and S.

H. Deroy Jewelers.

• The five Triangle stations this

week bought segments of AAP's Gold

Mine Library. Other features were pur-

chased by KMTV, Omaha, WESH-
TV, Daytona Beach; WGEM-TV,
Quincy;WJRT.TV, Flint; WZKO-
TV, Kalamazoo. In addition, WSOC-
TV, Charlotte, bought segments of the

Johnny Jupiter series.

In the foreign markets:

TPA is negotiating with several

Iron Curtain countries for film ex-

changes.

Foreign operations v.p. Manny
Reiner returned this week from meet-

ings with Russian, Czechoslovakian

and Polish tv officials. All expressed

interest primarily in two TPA shows:

Lassie and Fury.

Here's where negotiations stand in

each of the three countries:

• Russians are not yet making
any deals, although negotiations

have begun.
• Czechoslovakia has worked

out a specific agreement with

TPA, and officials are now awaiting a

formal go-ahead. First trade would be

for a series of 13 Czech films.

• An exchange with Poland is

still in the talking stage.

Strictly personnel: Richard P.

Moran, Jr., named account executive,

CBS TV Film. He'll be covering

Indiana . . . Stan Levine, appointed

press editor. CNP.

RADIO STATIONS
KREM, Spokane, is tooting its

whistle as a lost steer rounder-

upper. The station recovered three of

them for a couple in Fairfield, Wash.,

who discovered, one morning, that they

(the steers) had wandered away.

Success story: Dick Sinclair's Polka

Party, on KFI, Los Angeles, started as

a 15 minute show back in 1953; in

1951, it was lengthened to 30-minutes;

in 1955 another 30 minutes was added;

in 1956, it bocams a two hour show;

in 1957, Dick Sinclair was spinning

platters for three hours ; and today, an-

other hour has been added on Saturday

evening.

KFI holds this as proof that the

Polka and it's varied tangents has its

roots with the listener's of Southern

California.

If Mohammed won't go to the

mountain, here's how the moun-
tain comes to him: Last week,

WBBM, Chicago, staged a "talent air-

lift," flying nine of its top personalities

out to Minneapolis to outline the sta-

tion's broadcasting philosophy to a

Minneapolis agency group.

Covering the news: Just moments
after a recent armed robbery in Colum-

bus, WMNI had its news director on

the scene, and scored an exclusive

interview with the manager of the

robbed finance company.

Airing the editorials: WIP, Phil-

adelphia, started expressing its opinion

on vital subjects this week, with an

editorial in favor of civil defense . . .

KXOK, St. Louis, also aired its first

"radiotorial" urging the city against

^l^^M/0%
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Radio for

EVELAND ^"^^

ROWNS ALL AGES

WGAR
PAINESVILLE

LORAIN CLEVELAND

b

AKRON

WOOSTER CANTON

NEW PHILADELPHIA
STEUBENVILLE

We offer you a large share of

the Northeastern Ohio buying audience

You reach Northeastern Ohio's real

buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your
commercials with radio for grown-
_ups ... of all ages.

For example, this fall, WGAR pre-

sents professional football at its excit-

ing best featuring the Cleveland
Browns. Dynamically reported for

Northeastern Ohio's big sports-minded

radio audience by top sportscaster Bill

McColgan . . . whose colorful game
descriptions are seats on the 50-yard

line for thousands of the Browns' faith-

ful and enthusiastic fans.

WGAR maintains this policy in all

its programming . . . good music . . .

variety shows . . . sports . . . accurate

news coverage . . . drama—featuring

performers from top CBS talent.

So reach your real buying audience

through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
. o . of all ages

WGAR
CLEVELAND OHIO''

The Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

WRFD-Worthington, O. • WTTM-Trenton, N. J.

WMMN-Fairmont, W. Vo. • WNAA-Yankton, S. D.

KVTV-Sioux City, la.

^Represented by the Henry I. Christal Company
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adopting a reduced garbage collection

recommendation.

Station transfers: KRAM, Las

Vegas, sold to Anthony Morici and

A. R. Ellman, owners of KIST, Santa

Barbara . . . KCMR, McCamey, Texas,

to Robert E. Stuart, Dallas manager

for Clarke Brown Co. (Brokered by

Hamilton. Stubblefield, Twining &
Associates.) Change in call letters:

KTSA. a pioneer in San Antonia since

1922. gave way this week to KAKI,
which will continue under the same

ownership—The McLendon Corp.

Promotion ideas at work:
• Chuck Breece, d.j. on WFBM, In-

dianapolis, has just completed a four-

block measuring stint—hot dog, by hot

dog. It all started when he announced

a contest on his show, to guess the

number of hot dogs it would take to

stretch from the WFBM radio studios

to the Hi-Fi distributors, four blocks

away. Winner received a year's supply

of hot dogs.

• Station manager, Dave Froh. of

WTLS, Lansing, aired a "first" live

broadcast from a jet bomber. Flying at

speeds up to 600 miles-an-hour, he set

up direct communication with the sta-

tion, and described the sights to lis-

teners.

• WMET, Miami, is sending out

its first progress report, after two

months of active ownership and man-

agement. Enclosed with it, is the sta-

tion's new rate card, and a list of

studies it made, new programing it

plans, and recent advertisers on the

station.

• WIP, Philadelphia, launched its

attack on rock "n roll last week, by de-

voting an entire day to the listenable

sounds of big bands only—old and

new. Also featured was live, tape and

beep-phone interviews with leading big

band personalities.

Anniversary: WWRL, New York,

celebrates 32 years of broadcasting

under the same management and own-

ership. A special Homecoming party

was held at the station for the occasion.

Station staffers: Tom Thuman,

MEET K. A. CASEY
Kans.

inMkmer

I in News
**

I'\vcnty-t\vo (22; consecutive montlis of being FIRST in every

^ . . Tulsa survey (Hooper or Pulse)! An overwhelming FIRST we
/might modestly add. KAKC has an audience as big as the

next two Tulsa stations combined, and with a rate lower than

either. Your cost-per-thousand is so low it's almost free!

** l^i Recipient of the coveted Associated Press Award for best news
coverage in 1957 of all A. P. radio and tv stations.

P

^^A PUBLIC RADIO CORPORATION STATION
The New KAKC - 1st in Tulsa

The New KIOA - 1st in Des Moines

appointed general manager of WORD.
Spartanburg . . . Ray Owen, general

manager, KCEE, Tucson . . . Edward
Kemp, program-production manager

for KDYL, Salt Lake City . . . Paul
Kasander, named promotion man-

ager for WABC, New York . . . Ray
Colonair, local sales manager and

director of community relations,

WICC, Bridgeport . . . George Berke-
ley, news director, WILD, Boston . . .

Robert Hodges, to he sales staff,

WJBK, Detroit . . . Elliott Litt, pro-

gram director, KPAL, Palm Springs

. . . Larry Lane, account executive

at WTTM, Trenton, N. J.

TV STATIONS
WBTV, Charlotte, racked up a

first this week: the first tv station

to tape a program in color and
play it back on the air.

The program. The Betty Freezor

Show, was taped on an RCA color

video tape recorder, and played back

an hour later. (See Special Report on

Videotape, page 40.)

The Oklahoma Criminal Court of

Appeals affirmed the right of tv

cameras to cover court trials.

The defendant in a burglary case

had appealed the jury's verdict on the

grounds that his rights were jeopard-

ized by the admission of tv cameras

in court.

The NAB, concurring with the

court's opinion, hailed this decision,

which gives radio and tv equal status

with the press in covering court trials.

BAR is extending its tv monitoring

activities to include additional

230 tv stations in 100 city areas.

This raises the total number of BAR
monitored stations to 312.

One of the major features of this ex-

tension will be the monitoring of local

breaks around prime network pro-

Each of the 100 new markets will be

monitored four times a year.

KTTV, Los Angeles, has climaxed

its IS-months research project

with the development of a satura-

tion package.

The plan: A single sponsor, by uti-

lizing eight syndicated programs, can

reach 85-95% of Southern California

homes during a four-week period.

To service twice the number of spon-

{ Please turn to page 92)
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to sell th^ most Hoosiers

be sure ybui' product

is cooking in the}iiotfest pot!nLi

every minute is a selling minute on WFBM
• First all day , . . "most listened to" and
hottest of any as indicated by recent audience

studies!*

Why ? Because WFBM sounds good to Hoosiers

—fresh, exciting and neighborly. It's the "go-

ingest and growingest" station in the market!

City's biggest news staff of 12 men and 3
mobile units keep WFBM's audience best in-

formed. Hot local news gets on-the-spot priority

handling . . . fast-moving world-wide coverage

by exclusive WFBM-TIME Washington News
Bureau.

Top personaHties are warmly human, strongly

appealing. Their audiences grow week after week

. . . and remain attracted to WFBM's popular,

more diversified programming.

You have every reason to place saturation spot

campaigns here, where you reach an even larger

cumulative audience. CheckWFBM first

—

where

every minute is a selling minute!

* C. E. Hooper, Inc. (7a.m.- 6 p.m.) June ,1958

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

^ FILM-SCOPE
13 SEPTEMBER 1958 Two more national advertisers are seriously considering syndication as their

next tv strategy.

Advertiser #1: Pepsi-Cola, via Kenyon & Eckhardt. Pepsi just bought a heavy radio

schedule, and is considering syndication as its tv move (since its original plans for a spec-

tacular were cancelled)

.

Advertiser #2: Dow-Chemical, via MacManus, John and Adams. Although no presenta-

tion has yet been made to the client, the agency thinks syndication is a natural tactic for

next year.

First-run syndication will be the heavy ammunition in a pending battle among
four brewers for leadership in the Chicago market.

All but one have picked half-hour films as their tv weapons.

The brands and their local tv strategy :

• MILLER HIGH LIFE: Two half-hour shows per week on WGN-TV.
• SCHLITZ: Three half-hour shows on WNBQ and one half-hour on WGN-TV.
• BUDWEISER: A half-hour weekly on WBKB.
• HAMM: The exception to a syndication policy, Hamm is spending about $6,000 a

week for minutes at night, along with supplementary other-type schedules.

Those dribbles of new-to-tv pre-'48 features that are coming from major distributors

are being snatched up by stations as soon as they're made available.

The obvious reason: To freshen fading feature film stockpiles.

Two more packages were made available this week. Included are:

• About 50 additional Warner Films, from AAP, that were originally held back for

theatrical re-release.

• A new package of 86 20th Century features, from NTA.
In addition there will be another package this fall from Screen Gems, which will include

about 50 Columbias and Universals.

(For an up-to-date report on how the current supply of features is holding up, see p.

44)

Nationwide Insurance won't be going into a new series until January, even
though cut-off dates on its current Mama series have already started.

Bulk of the cut-offs in its 36 markets will be December. Part of the reason for the delay:

Nationwide's agency, Ben Sackheim, still can't find a new series that's as compatible with

the product as Mama.

Rheingold's buy (via Foote, Cone & Belding) of CBS TV Film's Rendevous
in three eastern markets (New York, New Haven and Binghampton) was some-
thing of a record in program costs.

The brewery paid more than $10,000 for show alone (per episode) in the three mar-

kets.

You'll be seeing a lot more merchandising among banks that use syndication.

Bankers, especially away from New York, are beginning to apply the latest techniques
of promotion and exploitation in going after new business.

(For further news on film developments see NEWS AND IDEA WRAP-UP, page 80.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
13 SEPTEMBER 1958 Tv and radio may soon be airing new cigarette themes.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. Reason : it looks like the bloom is off the filter sales boom. Filter sales for the second

quarter were down from the first three months. But cigarette sales overall were not

down. Brisk sales by Pall Mall was cited as one factor in the strong non-filter showing.

The cigarette industry is particularly sensitive to changes in public taste and moves fast

when smoking habits show a new trend. If filter sales don't pick up, look for new com-

mercial approaches on the part of both filters and non-filters.

Don't underestimate the marketing importance of the small specialty store,

Grey Advertising warns.

Marketers have become so enamored with the retail giants, the agency says in its month-

ly letter, they are developing blind spots

—

particularly to the small store designed for

60-second shoppers.

The growth of such stores was ascribed to the failure of big retailers to offer con-

sumers speed and convenience in shopping.

The first national tv spot campaign by a men's hosiery maker will hit the con-

sumer starting 22 September.

The advertiser is Interwoven Stocking Co. Five markets have been bought: New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco and Lancaster, Pa. Interwoven will use a song popu-

lar in the SO's for its musical theme. Title: Happy Feet.

Station merchandising can be too effective sometimes.

Some station crews have become sharp enough to take orders from stores for ad-

vertisers. This is strictly off-the-cuff, of course, and is confined to independent outlets.

However, some stations have begun to complain that clients are beginning to

expect this added service. So station men are trying to discourage it. It's an effective

technique when used sparingly, said one station man, but can put an impossible burden on mer-

chandising crews if advertisers come to consider it part of the station's regular merchandis-

ing service.

Highway retailing has been an important factor in bolstering auto radio lis-

tening.

And it looks like it's going to become even more of a factor. Doyle Dane Berbach's

merchandising director, E. B. Weiss, calls highway retailing The Next Great Retailing

Revolution. Weiss takes an in-depth look at this field in the eighth of his marketing and L

merchandising studies published by the agency. I

He describes a fast-growing trend on the part of retailers to open up in solo loea- |
tions as opposed to the shopping center type of operation. Even the food super is I

showing an interest in such locations, he says. a

The food super's interest, Weiss concludes, shows it is satisfied it can—entirely by itself f

—draw all the traffic required for a profitable food plus non-food operation. ',

The growth in highway retailing means: more driving, more nighttime shop-
i

ping, more Sunday shopping, more drive-in shopping, more family shopping.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

The FCC returned from its August vacation to find that not a single one of

its problems had evaporated while it was away.

The Clear Channel case, the appeal of the daytimers for longer operating hours and

the specific proposal to duplicate stations on half of the 24 clear channels were among the

questions in the immediate mill.

The Barrow Report remains to be acted upon, with its sweeping recommendations for

changes in tv network practices. The section of the report dealing with programing is still

awaited, however.

Only in the case of allocations of tv channels does the Commission appear to have any-

thing like a breathing spell. The final findings of the Television Allocations Study Organiza-

tion as to the capabilities of UHF will not be available before the end of the year.

The TASO report, aside from delving into what sort of coverage UHF can really pro-

vide, will also concern interference problems, perhaps to the extent of shedding some light

on plan such as that proposed by ABC to drop-in new VHP assignments at shorter distances.

Another matter which is causing the Commission more concern than almost

anything else took the center of the stage this week.

Specially appointed FCC hearing examiner, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief

justice Horace Stern, kicked off the FCC's Miami channel 10 hearings.

The hearings will rehash all the scandal dug up by the Harris House Commerce Legisla-

tive Oversight subcommittee. The Appeals Court has directed the FCC to delve into whether

any of the applicants should be disqualified because of improper activities in connection with

the case. Also whether the final award to Public Service Television should be voided because

ex-Commissioner Richard A. Mack should have disqualified himself from voting on the case.

Public Service Television, National Airlines subsidiary, is not the only applicant under a

cloud for allegedly improper approaches to Commissioners, although it did win out in the

end. Losing applicant Col. A. Frank Katzentine is also in danger of disqualification.

First stage of the hearings saw FCC assistant general counsel Edgar W. Holtz trying to

establish that Katzentine had brought as much pressure to bear as he could.

Katzentine was charged with seeing Mack twice, with having had a number of others

contact the ex-commissioner, and with attempting to secure the aid of a number of Senators.

Later on, the incredible dealings between Mack and Thurman Whiteside—retained by Na-

tional Airlines—will be explored.

The FCC is not particularly upset because it may be necessary to label these two appli-

cants as miscreants. It appears to have been a time-honored custom to approach Commis-

sioners off-the-record in contested cases.

If the Public Service license must be cancelled, many other contested cases may be

similarly reopened.

Even while TASO solemnly measures uhf coverage and potentialities, and while

the FCC keeps open its proposal to switch tv to uhf, the last remaining uhf lobby-

ing group went on a part-time basis.

The one-and-only employee of the Committee for Competitive Television, executive direc-

tor Wallace Bradley took a full time job with the radio-tv center of Syracuse University.
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A round-up of trade t4dks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
13 SEPTEMBER 1958 Falslaff—mainly because of its production expansion—has nudged Ballantine out of

CMyrlght 1958

)0R PUBLICATIONS II
its long-held position as No. 3 seller among beers.

The top two, in that order, are Schlitz and Budweiser.

If there's any broadcast organization that takes the motto "Plan Ahead" seriously it's

CBS.

In tv it operates on a five-year forecast, with the blueprint re\ ised each year. The

original long-distance plan, .set up in 1948, was for 20 years.

If you want an insigb* into how the print media are faring in the soap-toiletries

field, note this:

Benton & Bowles, which is the largest P&G agency, has but one P&G brand

—

Crest—currently in a major magazine campaign.

The marketing director of a food account is observing with impatient eye his

ad manager's tactics of playing the tv program executives of two of its agencies against

each other.

Already one of the agencies has felt that its own program man on the account wasn't

taking the competition bitterly enough and has replaced him. The marketing direc-

tor now feels that the intramural hubbub may be getting out of hand.

If there's one feature that distinguishes Lever from P&G, it's the basic philoso-

phy of production.

P&G is in the business of producing products for itself, whereas Lever is more

interested in keeping its plants running at capacity—even if somebody else's label ap-

pears on the goods.

Hence about .50% of the shortening Lever produces goes to private brands, which

not only are in direct competition with but undersell its own brand. Spry.

Sponsors of network tv plainly are not interested in the occult.

CBS TV made the admission this week, noting that prospect after prospect during the

recent selling season observed he would be glad to watch this type of show but that

he wouldn't underwrite it.

Among those put on the market this spring:

Witchcraft, The Veil, Tales of Frankenstein, One Step Beyond, the Invisible Man, the

World of Giants.

Some of the long-lasting programs have interesting origins. Here's one:

Truth or Consequences originally emerged from a sideshow which Compton staged

with Ralph E<lwards, who was then one of its announcers, for a meeting of P&G dis-

trict sales directors.

Another piquant recollection about T or C: When the air version was put together, the

producer recorded about 30 versions of the Bronx cheer before the one with the

right pilch and implication was chosen.
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QUAD-CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE

E. MOLINE . DAVENPORT

now the nation's

th47
TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

RETAIL SALES are above

^ the national average. Rock

I

Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred

^ cities" by Sales Management
. magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

^ expect above-average sales if

,

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

WHBF-TV
CBS for EASTERN IOWA
and WESTERN ILLINOIS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

I DONT WANT
JUST A JOB!

... I want a "position" as a

Promotion Executive.

Heavy Radio-TV experience

ranging from Local to Nation-

al Sales Development, Adver-

tising, Promotion, Merchan-

dising and Exploitation in Net-

work Radio, Local & Network

TV, Film Syndication and Ad
Agency business.

Currently in NYC, but willing

to make move for long range

opportunity.

Excellent references.

For details contact

Box 21

SPONSOR

WRAP-UP
[ConI d from page 84)

sors possible with a single eight-show

package, KTTV is offering two undup-

licated packages, "The Big Reach" and

"Cover-All".

Station application: Joseph Bryan,

president of the Jefferson Standard

Broadcasting Co. submitted, this week,

an application to the FCC to construct

and operate a $1.5 million tv station

in Greensboro.
The company, a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of Jefferson Standard Life In-

surance Co., presently operates WBT
AM & TV, Charlotte and WBTW-TV,
Florence, S. C.

For public service: WVEC-TV,
Norfolk, offered to televise educational

programs daily, in case the schools are

closed during the intergration crisis.

Paul Schweitzer, chairman of the

Norfolk school board accepted the of-

fer this week.

Idea at work: In line with NBC-TV's
"Vote for NBC" campaign, and the

general political atmosphere of an elec-

tion year, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis,

has launched its audience promotion

under the theme: "Mr. Six, Favorite

Son in Indiana".

Thisa and Data: WNTA-TV, New
York, televised a two-hour spectacular

last week, dubbed What Will Channel

13 Be Made Of? The special produc-

tion was designed to tell viewers what

they'll be seeing during the coming

Strictly personnel: Alvin Slep will

head the newly consolidated publicity

and exploitation departments of WRCA
& WRCA-TV, New York; John
O'Keefe remains as publicity manager
. . . Keith Royer, named assistant

promotion manager, KETV, Omaha
. . . John Conley, general sales man-

ager; Robert Pryor, director oj pro-

motion and information services; John
Dolphe, program director, at WCAU-
TV Philadelphia . . . Nicholas Pitasi,

named sales account exectuive, WABC-
TV, New York . . . William Flynn,

apointed national sales manager, Ken-
neth Wilson, local sales manager and

Henry Davis, program manager at

WAGA-TV, Atlanta. ^

VIDEOTAPE
{Contd from page 71)

"We're attempting to reproduce ani-

mated film commercials that are simple

enough in technique to lend them-

selves to videotape, and find that many
animation effects may be achieved at

greatly reduced cost." Among com-

mercials KRON has taped are some
for: Oscar Mayer Meat Products, Alka

Seltzer, Nabisco, Dr. Ross Dog Food.

Woolyn Soap, Regal Petroleum. A
number of programs are being taped:

outstanding examples: award-winning

Science In Action series for American

Trust Co. (Mc-E), and Sea Power For

Peace produced with the Navy. Pro-

gram was rehearsed and taped in one

Friday evening. One tape was in Los

Angeles the next day, two tapes in

Washington, D. C. by Monday, a fourth

was aired on KRON on Sunday.

KING-TV, Seattle: One of the most

dramatic moments in taping occurred

during KING's coverage of the recent

Gold Cup Races when a hydroplane

went out of control at 160 m.p.h. and

crashed a Coast Guard picket boat.

The disaster sequence was immediately

replayed for tv viewers. Tape also is

a boon to KING advertisers. Thriftway

Caravan, a variety series for Associat-

ed Grocers scheduled for a nighttime

slot when studio facilities were not

normally available was made possible

by daytime pre-taping. Some other

clients who have been using tape are:

Nabisco, Frederick & Nelson Dept.

Store, Arthur Murray Studios, Block

Shoe Stores, Union Oil, West Side

Ford, Gold Shield Coffee.

KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.: This

CBS affiliate reports "tape has brought

a major change to most departments."

It has practically eliminated the need

for large technical staffs on weekends;

early morning shows are being taped

the afternoon before; "live" shows

run back to back without crew prob-

lems. The KOIN sales dept. also

makes full use of tape for presenta-

tions and auditions.

WOR-TV, New York: Since June,

when tape was put into use, more than

a dozen clients and agencies have used

WOR facilities for commercials. A
lot of interest has been evidenced in

tape by other sponsors—but not by

sponsors new to WOR. Smaller clients,

however, for whom film commercials

have heretofore been economically pro-
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Your salesman on sight to more than 3 million people iiin

THE SOUTHEAST'S BIGGEST,RICH MARKET

1 OVER 3,228,490 OF US

TELEVI SIGH
NriNSTON-SALEM
Put your salesman where he can reach the largest

number of potential customers, the 3 million plus people

with over 4 billion dollars to spend who live

in the 75 county WSJS market.

H Winston-Salem

for }j Greensboro

High Point

Call Headley-Reed
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10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

at an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

LUMBER -BLDG.-
HARDWARE SALES

$192,022,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

-M 0,000 WATTS

WHLII
HCMPSTEAO
lONC ISLAND. N r

Represented by Glll-Per

hibitive are now using tape. WOR re-

ports that a number of sponsors have

taken advantage of tape's flexibility to

change commercials on a day's notice.

In programing, videotape is already

producing a regularly scheduled series,

Don Mahoney and His Kiddie Troop-

ers. Eventually the station hopes to get

into syndication via tape.

WNEW-TV (formerly WABD),
New York: "In five years," says Ben-

net Korn, vice president, "we will look

back and say. 'How did we ever get

along without tape'?" A number of

advertisers with limited budgets that

permitted only one or two commer-

cial messages are now looking forward

to a variety of commercials at reason-

able cost. On the programing side,

WNEW plans to seek out show pro-

perties and talent for gyndication.

"Prior to the advent of tape," says

Korn, "it was impossible for local tv

stations to financially compete for the

services of top grade talent.'"

WBKB, Chicago: This center of the

ABC web in the midwest is the heart

of the network's daylight saving opera-

tion with six tape recorders. For the

net, it tapes such shows as Polka-Go-

Round, Stars of Jazz, Cowtown Rodeo,

Confession, Midwest Hayride for delay-

ed telecast. At the local level, WBKB
is using the tape facilities for commer-

cials and programing. One interesting

use was demonstrated on 19 August

when the staff was able to go on an

annual outing because the entire day's

programing had been pre-recorded.

WBBM-TV, Chicago: At the mo-

ment, this CBS o&o looks forward to its

videotape equipment to effect eco-

nomies in programing. "We can tape

our weekend shows during a regular

work week in studio dark times when
the network feed is on," they say.

WGN-TY, Chicago: Two recorders

are now in operation, another is on

order. The station reports "consider-

able interest" on the part of agencies

in its tape operation. WGN is now in

the process of compiling a videotape

rate card as a service to clients. In the

area of syndication, however, the sta-

tion which had been all set to go with

Ding Dong School, suddenly thought

better of it and withdrew. Reasons:

difficulty at present in syndication lies

in delay of development in duplication

and distribution centers. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
{Cont'd from page 73)

In a sense it is a public service, but

more than that it is beneficial for both

station and client. No person views/

listens to just one medium. In two-sta-

tion markets such as Harlingen, cross-

plugging takes on an even greater role.

Most of the operations that deprecate

the effectiveness of cross-plugging are

of the opinion that you are "stealing

from one pocket to put it in the other."

The fact is it can build audience. A
person who listens to your radio outlet

does not necessarily view your tv out-

let. Should he hear a plug on radio

about a program of especial interest

to him, he may skip his regular pro-

gram on the competition and tune in

you. This may be the beginning of

steady tuning. The reverse holds just

as true for a television plug.

In summary, viewers or listeners

have the oportunity of more selection,

more information and more entertain-

ment if stations inform them of what

can be gained by the turn of a switch

or the twist of a dial. It is also of im-

portance to stations—it has won view-

ers/listeners. ^

^6 THIS SOFT

DRINK TASTES GOOD!"

W(iN-TV coinnu'iTials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago soles with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago
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from the heart of Pittsburgh

to the entire tri-state area!

WilC

BASIC

NBC

WIIC PITTSBURGH 14, PA.

Telephone: FAirfax 1-8700 twx:PGI6
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'46 THAT'S

SOME RUG CLEANER!"
\\C;X-T\' conimcrciuls get results

because WGN-TV' piograinniing

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGX-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Pot "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

AdverHsers Love Us

Why?

RESULTS

M. OSER & COMPANY—Chic(

BUTTE STEEL & CONSTRUCTION CO.—Chico,

Redding, Sacramento

The distributor for Butler Buildings in No.

California

KHSL*TV
CHANNEL 12

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
CBS and ABC Affiliole

lied nolionolly by Avery-Knodel. Inc.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, who joined NBC as

head of the o&o"s and the spot sales divi-

sion in April, has been promoted to execu-

tive v.p. along with Joe Culligan, top man
of NBC Radio. Sugg, who has been in the

business for about 30 years, working in all

facets of station operation, management

and development, came to NBC from the

Oklahoma City Publishing group. There he

served as general manager of WKY-TV-AM, Oklahoma; WSFA-TV,
Montgomery, Ala., and WTVT, Tampa, Fla. Sugg got his start in

radio as a control room engineer at KPO, San Francisco, in 1929.

The next step was supervisor of NBC engineers in that city. He
then moved to WKY as station manager in 1945. He is regarded

as a conspicuously industry-minded executive of the business.

w
Morton L. Salan has been appointed a vice

president of W. B. Doner & Co., advertis-

ing, it has been announced by W. B. Doner,

president. Headquartered in Baltimore,

Salan is supervisor of many of the agency's

local, regional and national accounts. In his

new position he will assume additional ad-

ministrative duties. Salan joined the agency

last year after a seven-year association with

the Joseph Katz Co. At Katz he was copywriter, then account exec

until 1952 when he became radio/tv director. He was made general

manager of the Baltimore office in 1956. Prior to joining Katz,

Salan spent three years as production manager and copywriter for

a small retail agency. He is a graduate of Baltimore City College.

Pax Shaffer has been appointed sales man-

ager of woe and WOC-TV, Davenport. la.

according to a recent announcement by

Ralph Evans, executive v.p. of Central

Broadcasting Co. and Tri-City Broadcast-

ing Co. Shaffer returns to Davenport from

Chicago where he was director of the new

business dept. for the Midwest office of

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, national radio/tv

representatives for WOC-AM-FM-TV. Prior to joining PGW, Shaffer

was vice president and partner in the L. W. Ramsey Advertising

Agency in Davenport. A graduate of the State U. of Iowa, he has

been active in the advertising field as a copywriter, account executive

and consultant. With his wife and two children he resides in Glen-

view, III., will shortly move to Davenport. He is a member of SRA.
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TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG
• • • market on the move!

Important cargo is on the move in the MARKET ON
THE MOVE —TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG—via swift,

modern air transports that hnk the Twin Cities of the

South with important world markets. Excellent air trans-

portation facilities help spark the amazing industrial

expansion inTAMPA-ST.PETERSBURG-NOW IN TOP
30 MARKETS—30th in retail sales, 27th in automotive

sales, 29th in drug sales!

'And, keeping pace, is the station on the move—WTVT
—with 30 of the top 50 programs*— the station with

top-rated CBS and local programs that blanket the

MARKET ON THE MOVE —TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG.

*Latest ARB

Station on the move...

WTVT
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

(^} Channel 13

The WKY Television System, inc.

WKY-TV
I

WKY-RADIO WSFA-TV
Oldahoma City Olclalioma City Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Pooled public service

The plan {)roposed by NBC Chairman of the Board Rol)ert

Sarnoff to eliminate unwarranted duplication and triplication

of public service programing by the tv networks has rapidly

developed into a heated and healthy debate.

Proponents of the plan cite the wasteful economics to both

sponsors and networks of an unharnessed policy; the nega-

tive aspects of a public service that sometimes (unneces-

sarily) cuts off all but one program in a market. Opponents

stress the damages in tampering with public service program-

ing in any way; the importance of network competition at

all times, even when it results in duplication; the problems

inherent in one and two station markets.

As we understand the plan nothing will prevent duplica-

tion or even triplication of programing when, in the opinion

of the networks, extra coverage is desirable. Pooling tech-

niques so common in newspaper and magazine coverage can

be frequently employed. What is involved basically is an

inter-network committee that will weigh the merits of dupli-

cation in each instance and reach a mutually acceptable

decision. This decision will favor duplication and pooling

techniques whenever necessary.

Such a plan could well result in better (and perhaps more)

public service offerings by the networks—and within the

boundaries of simple business economics as well.

Next Week—Chrysler's new air strategies

In our next issue, sponsor's editors report in detail the

new media and marketing planning that will accompany

Chrysler Corporation's introduction of its 1959 line.

You will want to read this story carefully, both for the

light it throws on Detroit's forthcoming strategies and as a

fascinating discussion of the methods used by one giant

corporation in introducing and pre-selling its new models.

Among other important facts: a new corporate concept built

for Chrysler by Leo Burnett.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Continuing and re-

lentless pressure by agencies, advertisers, sta-

tions and representatives, for greater simplifi-

cation of spot radio and television buying

and selling. Let's cut down the paper work.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Ultimate: Martin Katz, sales develop-

ment director for Blair-Tv, has de-

veloped a show of his own, certainly

worth serious consideration bv the

networks. It's called Name That Game.

Four panelists must guess the identi-

fication of film clips taken from all the

game shows on tv. Prizes are spon-

sors' merchandise from the other

shows. Transportation is supplied by
Greyhound Bus.

Next idea: Another wag suggests a

network tv series about a circuit judge

to be titled, Have Gavel, Will TraveL

Winner: The current D.A. investiga-

tion into tv prizes which throws suspi-

cion on tv winners has led to this

Madison Avenue gag about that fellow

who never loses—Wyatt Earp. "It's

fixed," they say.

Rocketry: A spaceman landed his fly-

ing saucer on Chicago's Michigan Ave-

nue bridge during a noon hour when

it was crowded with agency people.

His antennae bristled with rage and

his little green face turned purple as

he shouted, "Okay, which one of you

promotion-minded wise guys sent up

that mouse in a nose cone? It scared

hell out of my wife!"

Addendum: On the same subject and

also from Chicago comes this one by

Norman Ross, tv emcee: "When the

mouse landed on Mars, his first utter-

ance was, "Take me to your Lieder-

kranz."

Tv-guidance: A dump truck was ob-

served the other day over in New
Jersey which carried the names of two

tv shows on the mud skirts of its rear

fenders. On the left-hand side (okay

for passing) the skirt bore the legend:

"This is Your Life." The right-hand

skirt said, "Medic."

Beau jest: Columnist Earl Wilson

said it: "What most people are looking

for in a cigarette is a less-irritating

commercial."

The clock-watch: Madison Ave.

executives whose secretaries arrive late

are reported to be presenting them

v/ith gift copies of the new kiddie

book, "How to Tell Time" published

by Simon & Schuster in cooperation

with the Gruen Watch Co. The Cover

features a Gruen clock face with

movable hands which the boss can set

at 9 o'clock. Don't punch the clock;

punch the boss.
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Indlpstrial Crescent
f-T-: TT

^

.^^i*^^
(defined, by the Ford Foundation)

dominated by wfmy-tv

^

Just \efhat is this area . ...this Piedmont Industrial Crescent? Defined by

the Ford Foundation, it is a vast "area Laboratory/' stretching across

North Carolina's fertiie Industrial Piedmont. It Is more, too. It-is a

bustling, urban complex engaged in unsurpassed growth patterns of manufacturin

distribution and marketing. Strategically centered at the hub of this massive

urban market is WFMY-TV, the most powerful selling influence, by far.

North Carolina's INTERURBIA^"

At the very axis of the CRESCENT lies INTERURBIA . . .

the largest metropolitan market in the two Carotinas.

INTERURBIA plus the Piedmont CRESCENT where more than

two million people are sold by WFMY-TV.

^

uifmi|-tv(J)
GREENSBORO, N

j|JiiiJAiiJAij.njimi.iJUAiiiiJiiiJ.iiiJJiJiiiiJJJiiJjiJUJiJ1jj;iMUii..iM.aii.i.w.



. . . number one in America's 37tli TV market, reports Nielsen *3

Now confirmed and certified by the Nielsen Coverage Survey #3, is the clear-cut domination by

WSTV-TV Channel 9 of the prime Steubenville-Wheeling television market

:

• over 200,000 more TV homes covered than its nearest competitor • lowest cost-per-thousand, by far

• highest TV set coverage in all total Nielsen survey categories: monthly, weekly, daily, daytime and evening

For advertisers, WSTV-TV delivers deepest penetration into the 39 densely populated counties comprising

the rich Upper Ohio Valley where retail sales hit $3,159,860,000. And only WSTV-TV offers FREE
"Shopper-Topper" merchandising service

—"promotion in motion" designed to move food store products in

America's Steel and Coal Center. For more details, ask forour new "Shopper-Topper" brochure.

A Member of the Friendly Group

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. • 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

ee WSTV-TV
CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEELING

"Best Buy by Any Known Source."
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

you get greater

FLEXIBILITY with SPOT-TV
the basic advertising medium

^
and hundreds of advertisers are using these

great stations for their basic advertising:

KOB-TV Albuquerque

WSB-TV Ariania

KERO-TV Bakertfield

WBAl-TV Baltimore

WGN-TV Chicago

WFAA-TV Dallas

WICU-TV Erie

WNEM-TV Flint-Bay City

WANE-TV Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV Houston

WHTN-TV . . . Huntington-Charleston

KARK-TV little Roeic

KCOP Los Angeles

WPST-TV Miami
WISN-TV Milwaukee

KSTP-TV .... Minneapolis-St. Paul

WSM-TV Nashville

WTAR-TV Norfolk

KWTV Okla. City

KMTV Omaha
WTVH Peoria

WJAR-TV Providence

WTVD Raleigh-Durham

KCRA-TV Sacramento

WOAI-TV San Antonio

KFMB-TV San Diego

KTBS-TV Shreveport

WNDU-TV .... South Bend-Elkhart

KREM-TV Spokane

KOTV Tulsa

KARD-TV Wichita

Television Division

Edward Petry& Co.Jnc.
The Original Station Representative

New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Boston • Dallas • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis

CHRYSLER'S

NEW AIR MEDIA

CAMPAIGNS

Sharply revising previ-

ous patterns, nation's

No. 3 auto company is

introducing new mod-
els, with strong spot

radio for all divisions,

plus big tv special

Page 27

Special report on

rating services:

The Pulse Inc.

Page 30

New products

changing old

ad tactics

l^age 34

MARKETING

Set-up grows

Page 38

DIGKST ON f*AGi^



WHEELING: 37" TV MARKET
*Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

NO. 8 IN A SERIES:

NATURAL GAS
An outstanding contributor to the prosper-

ous progress and the far-reaching future of

the WTRF-TV area is the Manufacturers

Light & Heat Company of the Columbia

Gas System. Since 1945 Manufacturers has

expended more than $165 milhon to improve

its distribution of vital natural gas to the

industrial giants which make the WTRF-TV
area the Ruhr of America . . . gas, too, for

heating, cooking and cooling to the 425,196

TV homes which comprise the WTRF-TV
market, where 2 million people spend $2K
billion annually. Manufacturers $6 million

annual payroll (estimated for the WTRF-TV
area) helps make this a super market for

alert advertisers.

Typical of Manufacturers prog-

ress is this new $4 million com-

pressor station at the Majorsville,

W.Va., storage field, a vital

link in Manufactui

gas distribution system. More
than 30 billion cubic feet of gas

are in underground storage at

Majorsville.

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA Hvtrf'tv
eachinq a market that's reaching new importance! Ci^g^
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inMIMTV
Strategically located to exclusively serve

LANSING.... FLINT....JACKSON

C..^^^^..ABC

Represented by the P.G.W. Colonel

I
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This month wnep-tv becomes one of

America's most powerful television

stations . . . zooming up tower height and

visual power to deliver a bonus of about

80,000 additional tv homes ... penetrat-

ing even fringe areas with maximum signal intensity on

direct hne-of-sight.

WNEP-TV will now deliver the best possible coverage of

the prosperous Scranton — Wilkes-Barre trading area at

the lowest cost-per-thousand.

In North Eastern Pennsylvania's 21-

county area, wnep-tv will now be hit-

ting a total of 336,157 tv homes (plus

about 65,000 more reached by two satel-

htes) ...blanketing a booming industrial

center with annual retail sales of over $2 billion.

Add ABC-TV 's top-rated shows . . . fine new local program-

ming from studios in both Scranton and Wilkes-Barre...

and WNEP-TV makes the "prettiest picture" for advertiser

and viewer alike!

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

WNEP-TV
Channel 16 • Scranton—Wilkes-Barre

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. . WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo . WNEP-TV, Scranton—Wilkes-Barre

OPnCES: 70 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, MOHAWK 230O • 15 E. 47th ST., NEW YORK, PLAZA 1-3030

pnTSymt

liirservi
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mark again and again with astute advertising agencies. Among those who t

are J. Walter Thompson, BBDO, Young & Rubicam and Campbell-Mitl
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fjofiitant of release, FLIGHT is hitting the

^ho
eady ordered FLIGHT for their clients

iKJey know an aerodynamic when they see it.

NBC TELEVISION FILMS A DIVISION OF

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.



JlERCnANDISIXG AWARD

Thanks. Ed. f
k&E and CBS ^

We ^vear our medals proudly

iu KEL-0-LAND, America's

most award-winning market.

And we give the advertiser a

broad front to pin them on. For

KEL-0-LAND comprises 73,-

496 square miles of viewers in

four states.* Joe Floyd's

unique tv, booster hookup en-

ables you to buy this huge sec-

tion of America from one
single-station rate card, at low-

est -cost -per -thousand offered

anywhere.

*South Dakota, Minnesota,
Iowa, Nebraska
(See X.C.S. #3 Composite.
KKLOKDLO KPLO, Report.)

CBS • ATU' • XBC

KEL-0-LAND
KELO-TV
Sioux Falls: "»<' boo.^tn-s

KDLO-TV

KPLO-TV
Pierre-Valentine-Chamberlain

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.I).

JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.

REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolisi: Wayne Evans & Assoc.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last iveek, officers and technicians of the U. S. Third Army,

paid a special visit to Charlotte, M. C, to talk with an

energetic Arkansas-born Carolinian, whom columnist John

Crosby once called ^^one of the most sincere salesmen in

radio.''"' The reason: The Army wanted a closer look at the

operations and equipment of an outstanding tv station which

has just added another to its long line of distinguished firsts.

The ne^^smaker: Charles H. Crutchfield, executive v.p.

and general manager of the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,

whose blue ribbon outlet, WBTV, broadcast on 5 September the first

color videotape show ever originated by a local station.

Equipped with the seventh color video tape recorder built by

RCA (the first six were shipped to NBC TV recording centers),

WBTV taped its Betty Freezor Show at 11 a.m., played it back

at 1 p.m. with perfect sound and picture quality. The $100,000-

plus installation, which records both color and black and white, net-

work and local, makes WBTV the

first tv station in the country to be

equipped with all known means of

color programing.

For Crutchfield, and for Jeffer-

son Standard, which also operates

WBT, Charlotte, and WBTW, Flor-

ence, S. C, both the "firsts" and

the recognition were an old fa-

miliar story.

WBT, third commercially li-

censed radio station in the U. S.

and the first in the South, has won

numerous awards for showman-

ship, promotion, public service and news.

the Carolinas, it broadcast the first color

had the first tv studios in the nation designed for color telecasting.

Creative force behind these accomplishments is Crutchfield himself.

Joining WBT as an announcer in 1933. he became program manager

in 193.5, and in 1945 at the age of 33, general manager—the youngest

general manager ever appointed to a network-owned outlet (CBS).

By 1951, a well known figure in the broadcast industry, he was

selected by the U. S. State Department from a group of 18 of the

nation's top radio experts, to act as advisor in setting up a radio

network in Communist-threatened Greece.

Five years later he was touring Russia with 47 other high-ranking

AmeHcan businessmen for a special survey of Soviet economic con-

ditions. His verdict on Russian tv: incredibly backward.

A color tv fan, Crutchfield is pushing for more color programs and

greater color set coverage (at present there are 3,000 sets in the

Charlotte area). He hopes eventually to present 100% color sched-

ules, predicts "it could happen in as little as two or three years." ^
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The first tv station in

in the Southeast (1953),
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WHAT
IS A

TIMEBUYER?
A timebuyer is an indoor

sportsman with a keen sense

of humor, who keeps on target

by pinpointing his markets with

well-directed, incisive thrusts.

>A/HAT DOES HE DO?
He buys

WGBI
radio

scranton— Wilkes barre

because the

station has consistently increased

its dominance over its

combined market since 1925.

In the latest Scranton-

Wilkes Barre Pulse,

WGBI has 45 per cent more

listeners than "Station B,"

and 325 weekly quarter-hour

wins — 305 more than

its closest competitor.

CBS Affiliate

4/10^ Represented by H-R

<«
Timebuyers
at work

Sam Vitt, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, media

supervisor on Bristol-Myers products and Noxzema, makes some

-uuucstions for buying tv schedules for this coming season. "One,"

Sam says, "don't have set ideas about frequency. What applied last

year doesn't necessarily apply this year. There are too many varia-

bles that upset any formula ap-

proach. Then, too, new discount

packages may enable you to con-

siderably increase your frequency

and effectiveness. Two, study the

shows and personalities on each

station carefully. They are con-

stantly changing, and unawareness

of these changes can result in bad

buys. Three, watch for inflated

ratings. Secure from the station

a list of its feature film titles and

the play-dates, then check the

schedules of the important features against the ratings and you'll get

a pretty good idea of how accurate and representative the ratings

are. Four, be careful not to spread your budget too much. If the

client's budget is limited, it is better to buy on a market-by-market

basis, concentrating on each area, rather than to hit the entire coun-

tr\ or marketing area at one time with a low-pressure campaign."

Marie Coleman, Donahue & Coe. Inc., New York, timebuyer for

MGM and Carolina Rice, feels that radio's audience will grow even

bigger in the next few years because of the steady sale of radios.

'Nevertheless.' Marie says, "the stations must provide more and

better data if thev want their billings to keep pace with circulation.

I think advertisers and agencies

would like to see, in particular,

^^^^^^ more success stories from stations

^flHHj^^ on national advertisers. The trade

^^m ^^m press, especially sponsor, reports

^Hp»" » jB in careful detail the successful

^fc ^,-- A
campaigns of national advertisers,

^^^j^^^^^ and these are very helpful, but still

^^^^^HP^^^^^^^ more are needed. I am fully aware,

^^^^^K^. J^^^^B of course, of the difficulty in secur-

H^^^^BK^^^^^I case histories from advertisers.

Advertisers, for good reason, are

often reluctant to provide such in-

ill help their competitors. But secrecy

ridiculous extreme that information

that is common trade knowledge is guarded like a secret rocket

formula. Let us hope more advertisers will realize the long-range

value of case histories so there will be a freer flow of information."

formation because the\ fear it

is sometimes carried to such
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^•^^^^^^BUT...With WKZO-TV

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND R&PIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7 30 a m. fo 5 00 p m
5 00 p m to midnight

SATURDAY
8 30 a m. to midnight

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to midnight

TOTALS

NOTE The surv
Grand Rapids and
ARB's opinion t'

Kent County, and 6

You Always Get Aces

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

It takes accuracy, plus a lot of luck, to score an ace in

golf— but for a real winner in market coverage

you need only WKZO-TV in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids!

The latest "scorecard" from ARB shows why— see left!

WKZO-TV telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts
from a 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves over

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-20 TV
markets!

*Chances of scoring an ace are 8,606-to-l {Based on 20 years

of play in New York World Telegram & Sun tournament).

y^KZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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by Joe Csida

the Metro Area

IN THE TOP 50 OF ALL
262 METRO AREAS IN

PERCENTAGE OF
GROWTH IN

• POPULATION

• E.B.I.

• RETAIL SALES

the TV Market
47 COUNTY NIELSEN
COVERAGE AREA

POPULATION 1,095,200

FAMI lES 268,300

TOTA L RETAI L SALES 736,664,000

FOOD STORE SALES 201,960,000

CEN. MERCHA NDISE SALES 86,418,000

APPAREL STORES SALES 43,313,000

FURN & HOUSE APPLIANCES
40,228,000

AUTOMOTIVE DEALER STORE
155,451,000

CAS SERVICE STATION 72,523,000

DRUG STORE SALES 24,150,000

EATING & DRINKING 29,170,000

BLDC MTS. C HDWE. 48,755,000

TOTA L NET E.B.I. 1,256,409,000

Source:

Cover gc from NCS #3—1958
Markc t Data from Sales Management
Survey of Buyi ng Power--May 10, 1958.
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Tv's fall forecast

In the fall season I think you may see:

... An even more widespread and imaginative

use of videotape than was indicated in sponsor's

recent VTR report. Ampex's semi-automatic

splicer will be largely responsible for this. Up
till now all splicing on vtr had to be done man-

ually and required a degree of skill not generally

possessed, even by many of the best engineers.

New splicer should result in even greater use of videotape in film

syndication than has been the case up to the present. Like every-

thing the careful Ampex folks make, production on the splicer is a

little on the slow side. But it should reach a level of about 40 or 50

a month very shortly according to Ampex brass. Splicer will enable

few firms producing commercials for agencies and advertisers to

work more proficiently and effectively for their clients, too. RCA's

color vtr, incidentally, got its very first station usage, just a week or

so ago, when WBTV in Charlotte, N. C, tape recorded its Betty

Freezor Show in color. The half-hour stanza was taped between 11

and 11:30 a.m. on Friday, 5 September, and played back on the air

between 1 and 1:30 p.m. Station brass tells us picture and sound

quality were absolutely perfect. . . .

More spectacular spectaculars

... At least one, and possibly several more, efforts are underway

to produce major spectaculars on which television alone won't have

to pick up the entire tab. The big one, presently to be live, and

scheduled for video presentation via NBC TV on Easter Sunday,

29 March, is the Mary Martin Show. Mary, as you may know, left

Saturday, 6 September, via Mitchell Field, Long Island, for Alaska.

She is doing a complete show of the highlights from some of her past

successes, including Peter Pan, first for the Armed Forces, then for

civilians, live across the United States in some 60 cities.

Mary's tour is under the aegis of the Department of Defense and

the USO in coordination with NBC. In Alaska the company will

make the Elmendorf Air Force Base, the Ladd Air Force Base, the

Eielson Air Force Base, Fort Richardson, Fort Greeley, the outpost

of Kotzebue, just outside Nome, King Salmon village and the Kodiak

Naval Station. They will also play a couple of benefits including one

for the Crippled Children's Association in Anchorage. The Alaskan

phase of the tour will run about two weeks.

Members of the troupe will include Mary's husband and producer,

Richard Halliday; the Chief of the Armed Forces Professional En-

tertainment Branch, Lt. Colonel Lionel Layden; Luis Bonfa, an out-

standing guitar player from Brazil; Dirk Sanders, a dancer. Musical

conductor for the show will be John Lesko, while Ernest Flatt will

handle the choreography, and Peter Lawrence will be stage man-

ager. Also with the troupe, and representing NBC, will be the grand

old man of show business, John Royal. John was with our radio

group when we made Europe in 194.5, and he'll probably be with the

first troupe that makes the Interplanetary Circuit. And talking about
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Get Adam Young to tell you

what's available—or talk to

KOWH General Manager

Virgil Sharpe.

Omaha
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNC INC.
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"Sentiment's got no place in figuring the

RIGHT time-buy, buddy. When it comes to

getting the most for a client's dollar, give me
facts — the straight, most recent facts, I mean.

"Like the way I figure KFWB in the Los

Angeles market is what I'm talking about.

Color Radio on KFWB's Channel 98 is the

kind of new, exciting radio that has pulled

listeners right in close.

"Cold hard facts tell the story: as of July,

Hooper shows KFWB as the NUMBER ONE
station in the market . . . with a solid 95.5%
gain in share-of-audience. Nielsen is UP
82.7% ... and Pulse is UP 37.1% ... all since

January.

"So, buddy, here's one time-buyer who's quit

buying stations strictly by ear ... or by 'tradi-

tion'. The smart time-buyer will always buy
KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles. It's the thing

to do!"

Call or write for your copy of
this fact-filled brochure: "TIME-

, BUYING FOR FUN AND PRO-
FIT". Loaded with lots of handy
ools which make it easy to buy
,'olor Radio.

CrU3wxn£^

1 ^*^o»u^

^t^

m^
6419 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD. HOLLYWOOD 28 HOLLYWOOD 3 5151

ROBERT M. PURCELl, Pres. and Gen. Mgr. • MILTON H. KLEIN, Sales Mgr.

Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Sponsor backstage

old friends, let me parenthetically wish the best of luck to Ed Kirby,

our escorting oflicer on that same V.I.P. trip to Europe in '45. Ed's

just been made public relations director for the USO.

But back to Miss Martin's tour—after she completes the Armed
Forces phase of the tour, as I've indicated, she will take the show to

60 cities in the United States. By 29 March, it will no doubt come

off on the NBC telelanes as one of the finest spectaculars ever pro-

duced. And Miss Martin will have done herself incalculable pr good;

made the substantial quantities of loot to which she has grown ac-

customed; and all without the network, sponsor or agency being hit

with an exhorbitant tab for a star and show of this magnitude.

Another indication of this continuing—sometimes successful, some-

times not so successful—effort to get maximum mileage out of costly

show business and television properties is CBS TV's plan to offer to

stations, free of charge and purely as a public service some of the

great shows on some of the fine public affairs series. Meaningful

episodes from such significant skeins as face the Nation and See It

Now will shortly be offered bv the web's film sales division. . . .

Showmanship and statesmanship

... In the fall season I think you may also see:

. . . The most solid of the quiz shows stage a remarkable resur-

gence, and regain their positions as top buys for some shrewd ad-

vertisers in spite of the continuing newspaper campaign to knock

them out of the tv picture entirely. . . .

. . . An increasing use of show business and shows, off-television

as well as on, by major advertisers. The recent Oldsmobile presenta-

tion of a refurbished "Good News" at the Broadway Theatre in New
York was an excellent example of priming dealers and sales force

through effective showmanship. Starring the Olds team of Bill Hayes

and Florence Henderson, the DeSylva, Brown & Henderson musical

(oniedy of the '30's came off as excellent entertainment and potent

internal salesmanship.

Olds did a smart thing in using real pros, not only in the starring

roles, but in every other department as well. Carol Haney, of "Pa-

jama Game" fame, for example, did the show's choreography. And
in the middle of August, this same General Motors staged one of the

biggest spectaculars in the streets of Flint, Michigan, that any city

has ever seen.

I've done a number of pieces on the desirability of the major

agencies organizing show business departments, just as they organ-

ized, and developed to a high degree of efficiency their radio/tv

departments. I still believe it will happen one of these days.

. . . And in the fall season you'll see more and more statesmanship

on the part of television network brass. NBC Board Chairman Bob

Sarnoff recently got off a widely heralded stroke of statesmanship,

when he proposed that the tv webs pool their resources and facilities

in covering events of national and international significance, spe-

cifically the 1960 political conventions. Bob will get off a few more

in the months to come, and Frank Stanton, a tv leader who has long

evidenced a flair for statesmanship as well as showmanship will toss

in a few sound ideas of his own.

. . . And in this fall season, you'll see very little new in the way
of network television programing. The tried and true formats, both

on commercial and public service levels will continue. And as far as

I. as out" observer am concerned, that's not too bad. ^
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(Aesop updated)

A dispute arose between the Wind and the Sun as to which

was the stronger. They agreed to try their strength upon a

traveler to see which could take his cloak off first. The Wind

blew a cold, fierce blast; but the stronger he blew the closer

the traveler wrapped his cloak about him and the tighter he

grasped it. Then the Sun broke out with welcome beams and

dispersed the vapor and cold. The traveler was soon overcome

with the heat and cast his cloak upon the ground.

So it goes with some radio stations. They think a show of

force gains more listeners than friendly persuasion.

Moral: pick a

Radio Balfimore Radio Boston

Radio CIticago Radio Mempltis

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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b MR. WEATHERWATCHER.
. . . who plays the law of averages— average temperatures that is— because
his sales peaks are set by the weather. He holds his fire until the weather is

right, then he lets go with both barrels— sight and sound!

Market-by-market his Spot Television advertising moves in when the selling is

good . . . moves in with great power— and no waste.

To help you plan your strategy we've prepared a booklet we call "SPOT TELE-

VISION COST YARDSTICKS" which shows average temperatures month-by-month,

and Spot Television costs regionally, seasonally and market-by-market. We'd
like to send it to you.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.

/%

ff

B
WEST
KBOI-TV Boise

8
KBTV Denver

KGMB-TV Honolulu

fe KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii
«.'

KTLA Los Angeles

ti KRON-TV San Francisco

^ KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma

i

MIDWEST EAST £.

sWHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC
WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 NBC

uWDSM-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC-ABC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC

2 CBS WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC
1

9 ABC KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC WJIM-TV Lansing 6 CBS

9 CBS WISC-TV Madison, Wis. 3 CBS WPIX New York 11 IND n
WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul 4 CBS KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 CBS

5 IND
WMBD-TV Peoria 31 CBS WROC-TV Rochester 5 NBC fi

4 NBC

7 CBS
SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST

6 CBS WCSC-TV Charleston, S . C. 5 CBS

KRIS-TV Corpus Christ! 6 NBC WIS-TV Columbia, S C. 10 NBC
WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 NBC WSVA-TV Harrisonburg Va. 3 ALL

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WFGA-TV

WTVJ

WDBJ-TV

Jacksonville

Miami

Roanoke

12

4

7

NBC
CBS
CBS f

Peters, Griffin
Spot Televis
Pioneer Station Representatives Since 7 932

, INC.

SAN FRANCISCO

^#'
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Bartell Family Radio is

an exciting package, en-
thusiastically accepted by
the American consumer
market. The product has
wide appeal, containing a
tempting basic ingredient:
Family Fun. This consists
in part of copyright featur-

ettes, companionable music,
imaginative news reporting
— all presented w^ith w^arm,
friendly professionalism.
No "formula radio" here! —
but programing continu-
ously researched toward
maximum response, best
results.

Each advertising message
carries the prestige of more
than a decade of radio
leadership; reaches more
buyers at lo\ver cost.

BARTELL IT . . . and SELL IT!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
20 SEPTEMBER 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

National spot billings for October and November should be as good at the sta-

tion level as they were in the 1957 months.

What makes the billings outlook for September somewhat less spectacular is the fact that

the majority of fall contracts had late starting dates.

The obvious reason : Advertisers delayed longer than usual in making their tv net-

work commitments.

Ford and Chrysler have encountered scarcely any objections to a hedge they've

inserted into their latest spot contracts, namely:

Each is asking for immediate relief in the event of a strike.

J. Walter Thompson, for Ford, explains that its lawyers had insisted that no or-

ders be issued without a production-interruption clause.

The big national spot radio newcomer of the week was Rival Dog Food (GB&B)
with a 16-week campaign in a long list of markets.

Other imminent starters: S&H Green Stamps (SSCB), four weeks of 20-40 spots a

week; Pertussin (McCann-Erickson), eight weeks of minute announcements, beginning 20

October; Pall Mall (SSCB), supplementary station list, effective 13 October.

Incidentally, Time magazine (Joe GanS agency) is testing a spot radio campaign

in Sacramento, Columbus, 0., and Springfield, Mass., 13-15 October, using 50-60 spots for

the three days.

The flow of new national spot tv business reached almost deluge proportions

the past week, giving the reps more pressure than they've had in a long row of months.

Included in the New York swim were Wildroot (BBDO) ; Lever's Handy Andy

(K&E) ; Vaseline Hair Tonic (McCann-Erickson), 109 markets; Gallo Wine and Philip

Morris (Doyle-Dane-Bernbach) ; Texaco and Folger's coffee (Cunningham & Walsh) ; and

P&G's Crisco (Compton).

Among the new tv spot buys out of Chicago and Minneapolis: Tea Council

(Burnett). 20 weeks in 20 top markets starting 19 October; Gillette's Thorexin (North);

Helene Curtis' Suave (Gordon Best), top 40 markets; General Mills' Protein-Plus (Knox-

Reeves) ; Trylon Products' Bathe & Glo (Do" Kemper) ; Lanolin Plus (EWRR).

(For more details on some of these placements see AGENCIES—NEWS WRAP-UP,

page 62.)

With 14 evening half-hours still open on the tv networks, don't be surprised if they

start flirting more ardently with regional advertisers.

In eyeing this potential, the networks are fully aware of the problems facing them from

two angles: (1) getting regionals whose distribution doesn't overlap on a hookup, and

(2) appeasing affiliates who might be excluded or who feel that the regional advertiser be-

longs to spot.

The one area where the networks have met with no affiliate opposition on this score

is sports.

ABC TV has been making mighty strides in delivering live clearances.

By mid-October it will be in a position to offer a live coverage factor of 86.5% for all

U.S. homes at night.

Daytime live coverage will come to 84%.
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T SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Traveling agency media executives lately have run into a type of quizzing from

major station managers that betrays their passionate desire to trim costs.

The nature of the question posed: Would it be practical for a top-notch station to

deal directly with agencies, thus dispensing with tlie services of a rep?

Mediamen have told SPONSOR-SCOPE that their answers invariably have been
negative.

This is the agency viewpoint: The mechanics of agency operation make it imperative

that the buyer get quick, convenient service; an agency that deals heavily in spot can't afford

the time, facilities, and expense to carry on directly with individual stations.

When one media executive observed that he was curious what was behind the question,

he got this reply from station people: "We've been taking inventory of ways and means of

matching our percentage of profit to our rising gross but without doing damage to

that gross."

(See 13 September SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9, for report on move initiated by the SRA
to formulate the rep's role in air media via a code of fair trades practices.)

Following CBS TV by several months, NBC TV has taken contractual action to stop

triplespotting trouble.

In response to continuing pressure from agencies, NBC TV submitted to affiliates an

amendment to their agreement whose intent is to eliminate the opportunity for triplespot-

ting in chainbreaks.

The amendment commits the station not to delete any production credits at the end

of the program or eliminate the network identification or promo.
Affiliates also are required to certify regularly that no material has been clipped, or

conversely to "identify the exact timings of anything clipped."

For an agency that not so long ago almost wasn't on speaking terms with the medium,

McCann-Erickson has started to show a marked interest in radio.

The agency now has about $50,000 a week riding in network radio for Lehn & Fink,

Lewis Howe, and Buick plus even more than that in spot radio.

Of course, the radio stake looks paltry compared to the estimated $1.5 million McCann-

Erickson pours into all-tv weekly; but for radio it's at least a beginning.

The business of bartered time seems to have drifted into a quiet groove.

Merchants of this commodity are boasting that the explosive or spectacular barter

operators have departed for other fields and that the business is now content to deal only

in marginal time.

One of the barter firms has branched out as a timebuying "consultant." Its function:

After ascertaining a small advertiser's needs, it evaluates time that can be bartered

and contracts for it.

Basically what hampers the barterer is coming up with a cost-per-thousand

that outmatches the average rating-point buy.

NBC Spot Sales this week extended its probe of the timebuying fraternity

to opinions about station executives and under what circumstances they like to see them.

The areas the latest Spot Sales questionnaire covers include:

• Are visits from station people helpful? What should they bring along by way of

information?

• Have such visits influence, directly or indirectly, on a schedule purchase?

• Does the timebuyer object to the station man going direct to the account execu-

tive or the client without prior knowledge?

• What months are most convenient for seeing station visitors and when can such

visits influence buying decisions most?
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The ever increasing intricacy of agency operation is vividly evident in the wheels

within wheels involved in the initiating, buying, and following-through of a spot tv

campaign.

Here's a list of the specialists within a product group that are essential to the spot

machinery at Y&R; sometime during the course of the campaign all of these actually will

come in contact with the client:

1. Account supervisor

2. Account executive

3. Assistant account executive

4. Media supervisor

5. All-media buyer

6. Assistant media buyer

7. Tv-radio program supervisor

8. Tv-radio account man

9. Marketing or merchandising

10. Copy supervisor

11. Art man

12. Research contact

13. Commercial producer

14. Tv-radio traffic supervisor

15. Commercial traffic man

This team sets up the ground rules before the campaign hits the tv stations. The

share the responsibility not only in the strategy but in choosing the schedule.

Life gets more and more complex for the station rep, particularly the traveling

from contact to contact.

Listening to reps, SPONSOR-SCOPE this week noted this continuing trend:

Not only do rep salesmen go through a hectic chain of command at the agency it-

self (see item above), but they are asked to visit the client involved—usually the ad man-

ager and the sales manager—and then go back to the agency with a report on the client's

reaction.

NBC TV has just compiled a set of statistics—based on January-June compari-

sons—which show that the bloom still is on the tv rose.

Among the upward trends indicated by these facts and figures:

1) The lime spent watching was 5.37 hours per day per home this year, as com-

pared to 5.33 hours in 1957. This adds up to 229,122,000 home hours per day vs. 211.244,-

000 last year.

2) Nighttime sets in use for the first half of this year averaged 59.9%, com-

pared to 58.4% the year before. In terms of average total homes, the jump was from 23,146,-

000 to 25,558,000.

3) Total rating points for the three networks in the evening went from 62.4 to

63.3, an increase of 1%. (Notes NBC TV: "this is particularly significant since syndica-

tion has contributed a good deal of quality and flexibility in local programing

schedules.")

The critics notwithstanding, network tv viewers keep drifting away from the 60-

minute drama and giving more of their attention to westerns.

An NBC TV analysis, out this week, shows that:

• Between 1956 and 1958 (using the January-June period as base) the average audi-

ence for westerns went up 33%, while the hour drama took a 9% drop.

• Westerns are topping hour dramas by 48% in their average minute audience, where-

as in 1956 it was a virtual standoff.

The following table documents this thesis:

Avg. Eve. Show

Hour Drama

Western*

*No. denotes half-hour

1956 1957 1 958

AA RATING NO. AA RATING NO. AA RATING

19.9 127 20.4 129 20.1

20.8 10 19.5 6 18.9

20.9 10 25.1 18 27.9

periods.
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T SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Toiletries outscored foods as the No. 1 classification in network tv for July.

It's the first time that toiletries have held that position. The gross billings for the

month for the winner came to S8,680,100, compared to $8,363,650 for the food group. On
the first seven months, foods still are in the lead.

According to the same source (TvB), Winston in July replaced Tide as the biggest
monthly brand spender. Winston's outlay was S834.485 for July, with Anacin and Chev-
rolet coming next in order. Tide wound up No. 4.

Alcoa (F&S&R) will spend around $150,000 with NBC Radio for a tie-in with
the Boat Show in New York 16 January, combining the broadcasts of Guy Lombardo with

a batch of five-minute segments. NBC also got an order from Pharma-Craft via JWT,
Chicago.

CBS Radio's new business includes Seeley Mattress (JWT), for Arthur Godfrey;

Mennen's Skin Bracer (W&L), 10 segments; Dodge (Grant), nine segments; Lorillard
(L&N), 12 segments a week for 13 weeks; and Chrysler, the 9:25-9:30 p.m. newscast.

Watch for an industry-wide promotion on the part of the building industry

—

with the electric appliance manufacturers contributing—to step up consumer interest

in lower and middle income housing.

The slacking-off of home building for these classes has been tough on the appliance

business, which proved so conspicuously sensitive to the recession.

Where advertising will gain: The electrical field's role will include either self-

supporting or tie-in campaigns in the various media.

This use of videotape doesn't mean a buck to advertising, but it does demonstrate

broadly how the device will serve to influence tv production:

With KNXT, L.A., videotaping the Rams football game, the coach and players

can review their first-half performance on a dressing-room screen during intermission.

It will enable them to see their mistakes and good points and indicate where they can

improve.

(See special report on videotape's status in 6 and 13 September sponsor.)

The recruting of media buyers in the major Madison Avenue agencies is now
moving along well-defined lines.

Those agencies who claim to have established a solid basis for upgrading from within

their own ranks report that more and more of the buyers are coming out of merchan-
dising and account contact.

The advantage that the merchandising man specifically offers : His personal

knowledge of many markets and his ability to view a client's problems in their broader

aspects.

A Madison Avenue agency in the $60-$70-million class this week declined to send

a man on the road to buy time at local rates for one of its regional accounts.

The agency advised the client that it was against the practice on principle, and that

if the client insisted on paving the lower rate he could do his buying through his dis-

tributors or district managers.
Added the agenrv: If the client wanted it that way. the distributor or district manager

could relay the bills to New York and the agency would pay them.

This agency recently did a wholesale quiz among stations on how they determined

their local vs. national rates: the results generally shows no hard-and-fast patterns.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor

Hears, page 56; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70; and Film-Scope, page 53.
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IN INLANlTCAUfbRNIAiARD WESTERN nevada)

V "BEELINE-^-o

Fast, accurate news coverage is one
reason Beeline stations deliver a large

and responsive audience in the Billion-

Dollar Valley of the Bees. The five

Beeline stations have their own news
staffs for on-the-spot local news
stories. They work closely with Mc-
Clatchy newspapers and tie into avail-

able network news shows to add depth
. to their coverage.

As a group purchase, these radio

stations deliver more radio homes
than any combination of competitive
stations ... at by far the lowest cost-

per-thousand. (Nielsen & SR&D)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

KOH^RHNo
KFBK O SACRAMENTO

KBEE O MODESTO

KMJ O FRESNO.

^ ' \
KIRM^AKERSFIEUD
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from CBS-TV
Spot Sales will

be only too happy

i
49th and
Madison

:i

Oklahoma oil

All of us here at Needham, Louis &

Brorby were most pleased when we

opened this week's issue of sponsor

to see the article on our client's recent

special promotion in Indiana, titled

"Oklahoma Oil Builds an Air Net-

work.' Not only were we pleased at

the recognition given this effort but

at the way your Midwest Editor, put

in perfect phraseology the entire feel

and excitement of this campaign.

In our opinion, you did a wonderful

job in tracking down the story.

Harold A. Smith

Program Pr-wollon and

Merchandising Manager

Needham, Louis and

Brorby, Inc.

Chicago

Buyers guide

Has SPONSOR stopped publishing its

annual BUYERS' GUIDE TO RADIO
AND TV STATION PROGRAMING?
Or have we simply misplaced both our

1957 and 1958 issues? Or have we

only misplaced the 1957 issue, as the

1958 issue has not been published yet?

Whatever has happened, we are lost

without it. Would it be possible to

send us two copies of the latest edi-

tion, post haste?

Patricia Clark

Liller Neal Battle & Lindsey, Inc.

Atlanta, Georgia

• SPONSOR hss shipped Miss Clark i«o <-.,pios

(post haste) of our latest edition of the Buyer's

Guide. This was puhUshrd in 1957. We plan no
new issue in 19.$8.

Highlights

Thoroughly enjoyed your August 16th

issue.

Highlights: John E. McMillin's

"way of a pro" comment on mashed

murphies, and salute to the commer-

cial chef.

The Leo Burnett quote: "When you

reach for the stars, you may not quite

get one, but you won't come up with

a handful of mud, either."

How the cop, who provided the

bucks for lunch and gas—on behalf

of Messrs. Griffith and Riccobono—got

his reward: "He's now a salesman for

the firm, doing very well too." If that

fact had not been revealed, I would

have wondered about his recognition.

It made the story complete, warmly

reassuring.

The WVNJ "Great Albums of

Music'" story was also melodic reading.

And I liked the 10-second spots

feature about the three-way letter file

of a St. Louis agencvman: "IN. OUT,
and WHOOPS!"

Plus the touch of feminine beauty

here and there.

Ed Boyd

Okanagan Radio

Kelowna, B. C.

Canada

Barter

Thank you so much for supplying me
with your tear-sheets on BARTER so

promptly. It has enabled me to ac-

quaint our key personnel with the

pertinent data.

SPONSOR Magazine has been one of

the main sources for my knowledge of

radio and television affairs.

Marjorie C. Scanlan

Kudner Agency, Inc.

New York

Case history

Thank you very much for sending us

the article on Lestoil.

Its completeness again convinces us

of the thoroughness with which each

article in sponsor is handled.

Robert C. Hall, Jr.

Media div..

Cargill & Wilson, Inc.

Richmond, Va.

Prudential commercials

I have a feeling that I've been remiss

in thanking you for that great piece

Prudential likes public service

•ials. Herewith thanks and

ilations on a fine joli of tight

and editing!

Walter Henry Nelson

Director, pr & publicity

Reach, McClinton & Co.

New York
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FARM GALS EYE NEW PAS^UITES I

But they've been warned,~By^irMotb§i|§,-

to stay off Madison Avenue!

Seriously,4hls picture is merely to show'fffdt^

our farm families of today, here in the land

of Milk and Money, look and act just like

their Cityjlousins . . . except the farmer,

of course, has more money.

Eye our market: 42% rural and 58% urban

. . . more than 1,350,000 folks spending^

$1,750,000,000 in retail sales yearly . .

^
over 400,000 families enjoying Chanihe!

2.CBS Television. 1...^ J J

miikes a pretty picture, do

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANotONEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY
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and yiforth



First (Bnd still the best) MBvy^ln^Bctlon series,NAVYLOG
Is noyw sweeping Into regional and local markets yiflth

the most distinguished service record In all syndications

Threo'year uninterrupted hitch on netwifork television;

i Exceptional sales action for such gold^hrald sponsors as
^ UmSm Rubber,SheaWer Pen, Maytag and American Tobacco;

Press citations from The BillboardC'Superlor dramatic
serles'')mMmMew York Herald TribuneCAbsorbing, loaded
with suspense, full ofreallsm'')mmmand a hold-'full more;

A Zl^gun salute from the Navy Recruiting Sm^lce which
votes MAVYLOG Its top television source of enlistments;

^Superlcr'^ratlng from viewers: a 25,1 total Nielsen on the
CBS Television Network* (NAVYLOG has a ready-made
audience of22 million ex-servicemen and their families);

104- headline-fresh, authentic half-hour films stowedon
board^provisions for two years' continuous sales duty,

NAVYLOG commands the high sees! Signal orders to the
nearest office of CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.



f^l.nvly

( If nil expression)
S\veet Sixteen WorJs ty

€J

Love Char-lotte as you've ne - ver loved be -

first you start - ed

1

\

send

h

ing us your

1 d
\p L^^- J ^\==J:=^: m tt

green Come to us with your

Sweet Six teenf

NEW YORK CHICAGO

Salesrights MCMLVIII by

CBS Television Spot Sales

DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO

16th charlotte!

LOS ANGEL

.IKPFERSON HTANOAHD UROAUCAMTINO COMPANY

^Nation's 16th television market — Television Magazine TV set count — July, 1958
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Chrysler's startling new air strategy

ZZ'. ^ This week, Chrysler Corporation will kick off a heavy

j

spot radio campaign that will be a surprise to the industry

g ^ It will be followed by a net television special that may
—

'

possibly turn out to be the season's biggest television show

^^ MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

\^hrysler Corporation—fourth larg-

est national advertiser and an air me-
dia stalwart—is about to break a

surprising new radio/tv campaign for

its 1959 model cars.

In exclusive interviews with SPONSOR
at this Florida resort, Chrysler adver-

tising executives revealed plans for the

new campaign which departs from tra-

ditional automobile industry advertis-

ing practices.
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The campaign involves these two

highlights:

1) In the past, each Chrysler make

—Plymouth, Dodge, DeSoto, Chrysler

and Imperial—has conducted its own

pre-announcement teaser campaign.

This year, the divisions are virtually

foregoing teaser campaigns. Instead,

the corporation is running a massive

teaser campaign in spot radio featur-

ing the whole Chrysler line.

2) Chrysler, No. 3 among network

television spenders last year, is revising

its net tv strategy this year. After

dropping Climax! last June, Chrysler

(the corporation, not its divisions) will

probably postpone until spring buy-

ing any regular net television show.

Instead Chrysler will use a net tv "spe-

cial" to introduce all five 1959 model

cars to the public.

What's behind this unusual air me-

dia strategy? Interviews with Chrysler

admen point to these four basic rea-

sons:

• First, limited ad budgets for the

fourth quarter of 1958. It's no secret

that Chrysler Corp. sales are hurting.

Compared to 1957's first six months,

Chrysler sales this first half plummeted

42.2%, and its share of market dropped

to 14.27%. Even worse, while Chrysler



Corp. profits hit almost S90 million in

the first half of last year, the company
suffered a net loss of more than $25
million in the same period this year.

Although no one at Chrysler will

admit it. it seems apparent that this

financial cloud has resulted in severe

cuts in ad budgets. Thus Chrysler's

unusual strategy is based, in ))art. on

the need to stretch ad dollars further

than usual.

• Second, the corporation had to

develop the teaser campaign because

most of the divisions had no teaser

campaigns planned ; in fact, of the four

divisions, only the Chrysler-Imperial

division will run any teaser commer-

cials at all. The divisions wanted to

drop traditional teaser advertising in

order to concentrate their budgets on

announcement and post-announcement

campaigns. So the corporation had to

step in and fill the gap.

• Third. Chrysler felt that its com-

petitors were copying many Chrysler

Corp. styling features, i.e., tail fins,

and wanted to get this point across to

the public before all the new cars were

out. The leaser campaign will hit hard

on {:hr\sl(M"s ?l\ling leadership.

• Fourth, and last, there is grow-

ing belief that the individual divisions

should sell the product and its fea-

tures, while the corporate budget

should concentrate on creating a cor-

porate image for all Chrysler cars.

While this has been true in the past,

she new campaign carries this strategy

out to an even greater degree.

The spot radio campaign will start

1 \ September and run for three weeks.

Both 20-second and 00-second spots

will be used in the 50 top markets,

with at least one station (and perhaps

more, depending on availabilities) in

each market.

National spot will also be used, on

i)oth NBC's Monitor (probably the full

165-station lineup I and CBS' Impact

I again, probably the full 163-station

lineup). Only 60's will be used on

Monitor, both 60's and 30's will be

used on Impact.

The spot radio campaign will have

three phases, which will overlap and

have similar overtones:

• The opening phase, according to

Chrysler's corporate advertising and

sales promotion director Richard E.

Forbes, will be a "thought-provoking"

Chrysler Corp. corporate advertising and

^ales promotion manager Richard E. Forbes

effort aimed at potential new-car buy-

ers and emphasizing Chrysler's styling

leadership.

• The second phase will start the

"hard sell" aspect of the campaign.

The theme: "Cars that can do what

tiiey look like they can do—and they

i Please turn to page 65)

HERE ARE THE RADIO AND TELEVISION PLANS

Plymouth Division:
Fou Ilagopian, Plymouth

d(\ and sales promotion

director, reports that

PI) mouth's advertising

theme for its 1959 models

\\ill be, "If it's new, Ply-

iiKuith's got it." Plymouth

will have no teaser cam-

|MiiirK will use spot radio

in i()l,,|) markets for four

ucrk- starting 16 October,

with mostly 60's, some

2()'s and 30's. Plymouth

will also use national spot on CBS' Impact seven nights a

week (60's only I, also starting 16 October and running for

four weeks with possibility of extension. Plymouth, which

last year had Date ivtih the Angels (ABC IV), one quarter

oi Climax! (CBS TV l and one half of Faurence Welk (ABC
TV I, this fall will have full sponsorship of The Plymouth

Shoiv starring Lawrence Welk, Wednesday nights, ABC TV,

7:30-8:30 EST, on about 180 stations. Plymouth's agency

is N. W. Aver.

Dodge Division: W. I).

"Pete" Moore, ad and

sales promotion director,

explains that Dodge's ad-

vertising theme will be

"The newest of everything

great, the iireatest of ev-

erything

.ill l>r

ad-

jsed,

^^^^ ^^^^^^.^J^ introductory campai:

^^^^^k^ ^y^^ will start 1 October with

^^^^^^^ ^mB^^^ 3 radio campaign

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ 20's and 60"s several times

a day on several stations in each market, will also buy into

NBC's Monitor sports package. Dodge is still looking into

other possible net radio buys. Net tv buy will be Dodge

Dancing Party, Saturday night Fawrence Welk show on 209

ABC TV stations which will cover 200 major markets for

Dodge. Dodge, unusual among all automotive divisions in

industry in that more than 50(* of every ad dollar went into

net tv in recent years, this fall will shift heavily into spot

radio. Dodge's agency is Grant Advertising.
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How Chrysler Corp. sales compare to net tv/ radio expenditures

PASSENGER
CAR SALES

SHARE OF
MARKET

TOTAL AD
BUDGET »

NET TV NET RADIO »

1950 1.113.794 17.60'

6

$19,980,713^ $495,532 $904,908

1951 1.103.330 21.80' $21,072,729" $1,263,636 $880,861

1952 884.667 21.27% $20,378,198 ! $1,611,362 $945,321

1953 1.165.357 20.31% $28,229,177'' $3,006,792 $905,005

1954 714.347 12.91% $30,829,359 " $8,820,955 $1,867,212

1955 1.206.195, 16.82ff $53,789,249 '= $17,272,769 $1,300,000"

1956 922.043 15.48% $48.140.471

»

$18,198,264 $750,000 "

1957 1.096.359 18.33^0 $61.429,589
''

$18,915,776 $1,100,000

"

1st half

1958
337.917 14.27^0 $13,880,975 8 $9,577,069 $200,000 "

b—SPONSOR estimale.

c—Includes net tv, net radio, magazines,

d—Includes net tv, net radio, magazines,

publications (est.).

t.), net radio (est.), magazines and Sunday supplem

B., B0.\. 0.41, and SPONSOR estimates.

ALL FOUR CHRYSLER CORPORATIONS DIVISIONS

DeSoto Division: J. L.

Wichert, ad and sales pio-

motion director, says De-

Soto will have two ad

themes. First will be "K\-

erything you see, evei \

-

thing you touch is new."

Second theme will \>f

"The smart way to iid

places," which will In-

backbone of year-rountl

campaign. DeSoto will

not use either net tv or

net radio this fall, al-

though looking into possible net tv shows to start next

spring. Two major campaigns will be in spot tv and spot

radio. Spot radio will be saturation campaign in top 10

markets, averaging about 4 stations per market, five to 10

«pots per week, including lO's, 20's, 30's and 60's, starting

ivhout 16 October and running through early December.

SiJot tv campaign will be national spot, using about 175 sta-

tions in 60 top markets, lO's, 20's, 30's and 60's, starting

about 16 October. DeSoto's agency is BBDO.

Chrysler-Imperial Divi-

sion: James C. Cowhey,

only recently appointed

ad and sales promotion

director for both Chrysler

and Imperial, says Chrys-

ler will use as theme "The

lion-hearted car that's ev-

ery inch a new adven-

ture." Imperial theme will

be "Excellence without

equal." Imperial will use

no air media, Chrysler

will be heavy in radio,

will be only division employing teaser campaign. Three-

week spot radio campaigns will break about 17 October,

using 300 stations in top 100 markets, lO's, 20's, 30's and
60's, will also use Monitor. Teaser theme will be pegged on

"Lion-hearted Chrysler," announcement theme will stress car

is now on display, post-announcement will urge buvers to^

see and drive. Cowhey is considering possibility of returning

to tv next year, probably in network, has allowed for it in

1959 budget. Agency for both Chrysler and Imperial is Y&R,
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r;,

dkr

kilh clients: Dr. ?(islovv (center) chats with vet

r for BBDO, and Maxwell Ule,

n Frank Sihernail In shirtsleeves, with slip-stick: Roslow can

g president at K&E be found like this often in his N.Y. office

BEHIND THE RATINGS SYSTEMS—PART ONE

THE PULSE— in-home interviews

^ Since 1941, when this broadcasting service was

founded, cHents have gone from four to more than 1,400

^ Here is the story behind The Pulse, behind its growth

and about the man who buiU it—Dr. Sydney Roslow

What Pulse surveys in air media: Net-

work radio, monthly in 26 markets; by %
hours. Network tv, monthly in 22 markets;

by Vi hours. Syndicated film, monthly in 22
^

markets; by programs. Spot radio, from two

to 12 times a year, depending on market; in

200-plus markets ; by % hours. Spot tv, from

two to 12 times a year, depending on market;

in 157 markets.

Out of home radio: measured along with

and included in regular radio reports.

Technique: All personal interviews in the

home; auto data gathered at same time.

Time covered: From 6 a.m. to midnight.

Extras: Qualitative data such as audience

composition, market or product research.

It was a rainy night in Chicago when
the young lady interviewer represent-

ing The Pulse, Inc. punched the door-

bell of a swank apartment. Almost in-

stantly, as if she were expected or even

long-awaited, she was admitted by a

suave, hot-eyed gentleman decked out

in a white tie and smoking jacket with

satin lapels.

"Come in, come in," he said. "You
must be soaked, darling. Let's get

those wet things off and irieanwhile

I've a drink all ready and waiting for

you." Somewhat shaken, she followed

him into a cozy living room complete

with couch, fireplace, and bar. It

wasn't until he had relieved her of her

coat and clip-board that she got around

to mentioning she was from The Pulse.

He didn't withdraw his offer of a

drink, and he answered her questions

—but his heart wasn't in it.

As she left, the buzzer sounded. In

the doorway was a svelte blonde, obvi-

ously not froin a research firm. But

this time. Don Juan took no chances.

"You are Miss So-and-so?" he asked

carefully.

"There's no substitute for people

talking to people," says Dr. Sydney

Roslow, president, director and foun-

der of The Pulse, Inc., and a con-

firmed protagonist for the personal in-

terview method of determining radio

and tv ratings. "And there'll be no

substitute," he adds, "as long as peo-

ple— and not automatons— are the

audience."

The Pulse is a personal interview,

aided-recall survey conducted in the

home. It uses a printed roster of pro-

grams and a modified probability

sample based on U.S. Census block

statistics and standard Sales Manage-

ment data; interviewers have no con-

trol over either of these. Pulse does

not employ diaries, metering devices,

or phone calls. (In 1954, The Pulse did

make a move in the direction of auto-

mation with the development of its

DAX, an electronic peeper-counter

that not only computed ratings but

typed them in finished form; once de-

veloped, however, it was promptly

shelved.) The basic equipinent in a

Pulse survev is shoes. Pulse inter-
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viewers, on their round of doorbell-

ringing, wear out an estimated 10,000

pair a year.

Along Madison Avenue and its coun-

terparts across the country, it is easy

to get into arguments over the relative

superiority of one rating service over

another. Some media people will tell

you that Pulse ratings "run too high,

favor stations and confuse timebuy-

ers." Others are quick to retort that

Pulse ratings "are the most realistic,

credible, are happily free from 'freak'

overnight rises or falls that can ob-

scure a market picture." Critics of the

Pulse personal interview say that per-

sons trapped in their living rooms by

an inquisitor are apt to come up with

some highly suspect answers either

through impatience or in the hope of

being accommodating. Proponents of

the technique say that it is psycho-

logically sound and the only real way

to get qualitative data (audience com-

position, commercials recall).

The one significant fact that tran-

scends all argument is that in its 17

years of history. The Pulse has never

veered from its personal interview

technique; the only changes have been

enlargement of samples and expansion

of markets. And during that time,

clients of The Pulse have swelled from

an original four to more than 1,400.

To understand the growth of this re-

search firm, it is necessary to know

something of the man who made it.

Stocky, soft-spoken Syd Roslow has

come a long way since his birth, in

1910, up in New York's upper East

Side. But as the prototype of the suc-

cessful executive he hasn't begun to

keep pace with the company he built.

The Pulse, since its 1941 beginning,

has increased its annual dollar volume

from $59,000 to well over $1 million.

But Roslow, in his tastefully-appointed

Fifth Avenue office, still greets visitors

in his shirt sleeves with collar and tie

stripped open. His New York office

staff has swelled from the original two

(himself and his wife, Irma) to 125,

and his desk is well-equipped with in-

ter-com and buzzers. Yet Roslow

ignores the buttons, still sings out for

his secretary.

Although the facts and figures he

deals with are often decisive in the

purchase of millions of dollars of air

time, Roslow remains a man without

pretense—and without delusions. As

one adman put it, "Syd can't even seem

to believe in his own luck."

{Please turn to next page)

HOW THE PULSE DOES A REPORT ON

STATIONS IN A TYPICAL MARKET

4.

1. The market: Bangor, Me., where Pulse surveys twice a year,

March and November.

2. In October, Pulse checks to learn of any changes in market;

writes stations for program schedules; alerts local Pulse

supervisor and her field crew.

3. Checks local newspapers and TV Guide (if available), also

program schedules that come from stations. Prepares pro-

gram roster that the interviewers will use.

Date of survey is set. Field supervisor brings her staff to-

gether and gives them a refresher course [or where new

people are used—a training course).

5. Meantime The Pulse home office lias selected the sample.

6. Supplies—including program rosters, sample, etc.—go to

the field supervisor.

7. The interview crew goes to work. Only housewives are used

as interviewers; Roslow finds them most responsible.

8. Local supervisor spot checks the crew while the survey is on.

9. The completed questionnaires start to come into the mail

room in N. Y. Pulse headquarters. {They come directly

from interviewers.) All these envelopes go directly to one

department where they are opened, sorted. Mail verification

cards are sent to the homes interviewed. This is another

check to make certain that the sample has been observed and

that homes reported called on actually ivere interviewed.

.0. Meantime, the tabulating department takes over and starts

totalling replies to each question.

At same time, the program roster department is updating

the program schedules—entering, correcting, verifying.

12. From tabulating, returns go to computing where the ratings

and shares are prepared in the rough.

13. Rough ratings and revised programs schedules are put to-

gether. This happens in the typing department. Here for

the first time one person sees all parts of a report. Up until

this point no one person handles more than one page of a

report. As fast as tabulators, or calculators finish a page

(they work with time segments or an old report) it is

double-checked by another person. All the way down the

line department heads spot check for inaccuracies.

14. Report goes to multilith for printing. Final inspection.

15. Dr. Roslow makes final-final inspection. Reports mailed.

11

Pulse inter>iewers (all house^^i\es) at office for a pre-survey briefing
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THE Pl'LSE (Co/if'rf)

Perhaps it is this streak of increduli-

ty—the suspicion that things are not

always what they seem—that led Ros-

low into the twin fields of psychology

and research. It might also explain

why, with a capable staff of expert

analysts, he himself is frequently found

checking and rechecking their figures

with his own slide-rule.

In his time, Roslow has probably

rung more doorbells than any other

figure in broadcasting. He worked his

way through New York University

(winding up with a Ph.D. in psychol-

ogy) as a door-to-door researcher for

Psychological Corp. On one such as-

signment, in 1931, he proposed to the

interviewer working the other side of

the street, a pretty brunette from the

Bronx, and also an NYU student. They

were married the following year.

With his wife. Irma, Roslow started

The Pulse in October 1941. after about

a year of pre-testing the personal in-

terview technique. A small office at

1674 Broadway, skimpily furnished

with rented furniture was the head-

quarters; the accoutrements didn't

matter much; Roslow and his wife

spent most of their working days out

on the streets ringing doorbells along

with 20 interviewers. Since then. The

Pulse outgrew two other offices (seven

years at US West 46th, five years at

Fulton and Broadway). The staff of

interviewers grew to the present

strength of about 3,000 in some 200

markets, doing studies also in Europe.

Canada. Mexico. Puerto Rico, and Ha-

waii. Chicago and Los Angeles offices

have been added, as well as a 12-man

London office. In the New York head-

quarters, Mrs. Roslow^ still has her own
office, serves as a troubleshooter ready

to leap in when things get hectic.

The very first clients of The Pulse

were four New York radio stations,

WNEW, WOV, WEAF, and WABC.
Later in 1941, Roslow got his first ad-

vertising agency subscriber, N. W.
Aver, which is still one of the 128

agencies that now use The Pulse. The

following year he acquired his first

advertiser client—Bulova Watch Co.

The present list of Pulse clients in the

advertiser, producer, and management

bracket numbers 33.

The list of stations that are Pulse

clients has swelled to an average of

about five radio outlets per market in

about 200 markets, or about 1,000,

plus some 250 tv stations. It is the

broadcast surveys from which Pulse

now derives most of its income—about

two-thirds. The remaining third comes

from market, product, consumer, and

print-research. About its largest single

survey was a special one for a tv net-

work which needed to study a market

before filing an application. The cost:

S23,000.

During the earlier World War II

years, when Pulse was still a single-

market survey in New York (the sec-

ond market, Philadelphia, wasn't added

until 1944; Boston, Chicago, and Cin-

cinnati were included in 1946), The

Pulse acquired a rather strange sub-

scriber—British Broadcasting Co. It

(Please turn to page 67)

Spot tv o

I his coming season the Washington

State Apple Commission will, for the

first time, allocate a major part of its

consumer advertising budget to spot

television.

This decision is no whim but is,

rather, based on firm test results last

season. Then, as always before, the

Commission began its campaign with

primary reliance on newspapers and

consumer magazines. As the season

wore on, and various test results be-

came known, spot tv kept growing.

This year tv will lead all the way.

The significance of the new strategy

is simply that the Commission has

learned through experience that it can

generate more excitement for its high-

ly seasonal product through spot tv.

The Commission has a peculiar mar-

keting problem. Its perishable com-

modity, apples, must annually make a

cross-country "market march." Speed,

flexibility and dramatic impact are all

important; spot tv, the Commission

has learned, provides these as a matter

of course.

The new campaign strategy marks

an almost complete turnabout in think-

ing: traditionally newspapers were the

primary medium, with consumer maga-

zines second. This coming year, spot

tv has an allocation of 53%, with sup-

plemental radio claiming another 3%.
National consumer magazines are

tabbed for 25 '^y
. while newspapers will

pick up only about S'^/i . The balance

goes for production, trade publications

and special supplemental media.

While the budgetary breakdown is

already established, the exact figure is

unknown because it is tied-in, via a

levy-per-box, to production. Best esti-

mates are that it will approximate last

year's figure which approached $1 mil-

lion. Of this amount, well over half is

devoted to media advertising, while

$200,000 goes for point-of-sale and

other merchandising aids.

The Commission looks to its con-

sumer advertising for two jobs:

• Build consumer demand — for

apples generally. Washington State ap-

ples in particular, and

• Support for its extensive in-store

"package promotion" merchandising

plan.

The over-all marketing problem

faced bv the Commission, while com-
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%ds' shows proves No. 1 apple seller

^ Washington State Apple Commission turns to spot

television for its cross-country 'market-by-market march'

^ Budgeted last year as a 'supplement,' air media

bested all others in promoting a perishable commodity

mon to other producers of perishable

commodities, is more than a little un-

usual. It corresponds roughly to

launching a product into national dis-

tribution, but doing it every year.

Washington State apples are the

only apples marketed and advertised

nationally, yet distribution never

blankets the whole country at any one

time. At the start of the season, in

early fall, distribution and advertising

are concentrated in the West and

South. As the season progresses, the

boxcars and the campaign move into

the southeast coast, then the upper

Mid-Central area, finally reaching the

Northeast after the first of the year.

This year's budget reflects a "change

of pace," says W. H. Sandiford. the

Commission's account executive at

Cole & Weber, Seattle. "The majority

of our advertising has been concen-

trated in newspapers for a good many
years, but we believe the account can

benefit from this change of emphasis,"

he adds.

The pattern this year, will be similar

to that tested and developed last sea-

son. Spot tv will be used on some 70

stations, in about that number of mar-

kets, at a concentration of two or more
spots a week on specific kid shows.

"Because apples are a commodity
that appeals particularly to children,"

Sandiford says, "we believe the par-

ticipation-for-children shows, in late

afternoon-early evening times, offer the

best opportunity to talk to an inter-

ested audience of both youngsters and
adults."

To add dramatic interest, the spots

feature Lew Burdette, noted Milwau-

kee Braves pitcher. He displays some
baseball technique, then talks to "Lit-

tle Leaguers" about the "big league

energy" in Washington State apples.

In-store merchandising and promo-

tions come in for special attention

from the Commission in its total mar-

keting plan. This year's new advertis-

ing strategy is shown in the coming

"package promotion" plans which

carry the theme "TV time is APPLE
TIME." In the past the theme has

been selected independently from such

appeals as timeliness, variety or price.

This year the theme emerges from the

advertising itself.

A national advertiser for the past 20

years, last year was the first time the

Washington State Apple Commission
had ever drastically revised its media
strategy. 1957's campaign began in

the customary fashion with a small

($15,0001 radio budget in the extreme

western and southern markets.

As distribution spread, and ship-

ment schedules were established, the

need for quick-acting "overnight" spot

scheduling disappeared and newspa-

pers moved to the fore. But the Com-
mission found tv was producing out of

proportion, so strengthened it to

where it about equalled newspaper ex-

penditures by January-February. With
the March-May period it became the

dominant medium. Result: from a pre-

season "supplemental allocation" it

finally garnered 40% of the total

budget, compared to newspapers' 44%.
"We saw the results of the media

change in the statistics," notes Sandi-

ford. "Though the 1957 crop was one

of the largest in history, with almost

35.000 cars, we had moved 12,000 cars

by January 1, 3,000 more than the

year before. Each month surpassed

previous figures with the result that

the record crop was moved to market

in good order by the end of our selling

season in June."

The Commission's advertising and
promotion budget is tied directly with

the size of the crop. There is a levy

of 5(# on each 40 pound box. A rail-

road car holds 800 boxes. ^

1 1
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the Commission will secui(

) displays such as this

extra point-of-sale impact by Viewing h

vith local spot tv advertising Albertson.



Avalanche of new products change

^ Agencies and advertisers are revising old theories of

budgeting and media buying for new "speed up" era

^ No more "established" brands, say admen, as new-

comers claim 30-90% sales volume in some industries

l"e\v pioflucts, cascading into the

n^rket in an unbelievable torrent, are

profoundly changing the face of Ameri-

can advertising, and upsetting many

old cherished principles, theories, tac-

tics and strategies of advertising pro-

cedure.

That's the one inescapable conclu-

sion to be drawn from a just-completed

SPONSOR study on "New products and

what they mean."

With newcomers grabbing off from

30*^ f to 909* of sales volume in such

key industries as foods, drugs, soaps,

cigarettes, cosmetics (see box), and

thousands of even newer products being

readied in research laboratories the im-

pact on traditional advertising concepts

is truly staggering.

Among many old-fashioned theories

being challenged, and in many cases

discarded are:

• The long steady pull techniques

of the "keeping everlasting at it brings

success" school of admen. Nowadays,

emphasis has shifted to short-term

high-horsepowered campaigns for prod-

ucts that are "here today and may be

gone tomorrow."

• The established brand concepts

of 15-20 years ago when manufactur-

ers could comfortably figure that at

least some of their products were firm-

1) and solidly entrenched with a loyal

public. "Hell, there are no established

brands any more," an agency v. p. told

SPONSOR last week. "There are popular

brands. But any one of them could be

shoved out of the picture next year by

some new improved upstart."

• Investment spending tactics, by

which advertisers poured back all

jjrofits on a new product into addition-

al advertising over a period of several

years, are being carefully reconsidered.

At one time P&G allowed as much as a

ll!ree-\ear "paNout"' on a new product,

before expecting profits. Nowadays,

say many marketing strategists, "pay-

outs must be shorter or the competi-

tion will kill you."

• Media franchises no longer are

held in the same high regard they once

were. Not so many years ago adver-

tisers and agencies believed (with con-

siderable encouragement from space

and time salesmen) that by advertis-

ing consistently in the Saturday Eve-

ning Post or network radio that they

built up a solid, and important "fran-

chise" in the medium. At present, due

to new product speedup, there's rela-

tively little of this long-term franchise

thinking, but greatly expanded empha-

sis on short-term opportunities and re-

sults, with radio and tv spot getting a

bigger play for speed and flexibility.

Behind these, and other equally revo-

lutionary changes in advertising phi-

losophy, lie some almost unbelievable

new product facts.

According to Paul S. Willis, presi-

dent of the Grocery Manufacturers of

America, products which did not exist

10 years ago now account for more

than a third of all food sales. And,

predicts Willis, 10 years from now.

THE SPEED-UP: THREE CASE HISTORIES

Pall Mall, first cigarette to go

modern, redesigned 1939, then

stepped to 7th place in four years.

Previously, the brand sold under

various formulas for more than 40

years. Now in second place and

sales holding up better than any

other non-filter—king or regular

Marlboro, 30 years a ladies" filter,

bombshelled in 1935 with the new-

sales approach to men—climbed to

7th place in two years. Now in

both box and soft pack, brand's

comprehensive advertising, mar-

keting campaign regarded as one

of the most outstanding in years

Kent, which introduced Micronite

filler in 1956 enjoyed favorable

nicotine-tar reports by two inde-

pendent magazine studies, zoomed

in two years to probably 7th, possi-

bly higher, presently includes a

claim to 1st place in N.Y. market.

Kent didnt exist six years ago!
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§nI tactics
."0% of all food sales will be in prod-

ucts not yet on the market today.

Grocery manufacturers are spending

upwards of $100 million annually on

product research, and all trade sources

expect the tempo of new product in-

troduction to increase sharply in the

next few years.

The drug field is also boiling with

new product research, and the devel-

i>pment process is picking up speed.

Recently, the research director of a

large drug firm told his staff when the

lab problems of a new drug were

solved, "Congratulations. Now get back

to work and find me the drug that will

put this one out of business."

Many new proprietary (name brand)

drugs are coming from the startling

Ineakthroughs being made in medical

-cience, and in the ethical drug field.

"^uper Anahist, for example, was based

nn an ethical drug introduced in 1947.

Two years later, Warner-Lambert
adapted the anti-histamine for over-

the-counter sale, and applied it to new
spray packaging, conventional lozenges

and other forms.

Drug men forecast mass markets for

other new products based on ethical

drugs in the near future, even though

such established leaders as Bayer As-

pirin, Listerine, Alka-Seltzer are hold-

ing up well.

In the soap field, where P&G reports

two-thirds of its business in products

not in existence 12 years ago, the big

story, of course, is the continued rise

of detergents. First introduced in

1947, the swing now is toward the

liquid form. Eventually, says the

spokesman for a major company, liq-

uid detergents will replace all conven-

tional soap.

Meanwhile though, the bar soap

business is lathering with new prod-

ucts and packaging changes, and with

the introduction of color to such old

favorites as Lux and Dial.

In toiletries the speed-up in new-

product developments is perhaps fast-

est, and most furious of all. The in-

dustry has been swept by a wave of

new items based on research develop-

ments— lanolin, chlorophyl, ammoni-
ates, fluorides, vitamins, etc., and it is

believed by leaders in the field, that

the flow of fads, inventions, new addi-

MAJOR INDUSTRY BOX SCORES

Food: luuie than 33

today's volume in new prod-

ucts. Frozen, instant, pre-

cooked, other convenience

products making big growth

Drugs: 70% of ethical jirod-

ucts now prescribed were un-

known 10 years ago; these

new discoveries may dras-

tically alter proprietary sales

Soap: at least 65% current

business in detergents, liq-

uids and other products that

didn't exist a decade ago.

Also, old brands are revising

Toiletries: innovations in

formulas, additives and dis-

pensers plus entirely new
products account for as much
as 80-90% of current sales

tives, and new packaging will build in

volume.

Significant fact about toiletries:

products in this category have a short-

er average life than almost any other

type—ranging from a few years for

toothpastes to a few months for some
cosmetics.

In the cigarette industry, products

and brands are changing positions fast-

er than ever before in history (see

boxj and the pressure for new filters,

and packages has tobacco men con-

stantly revising ad plans and schedules.

Add all these industry facts togeth-

er and it's easy to see why old leisure-

ly advertising concepts won"t fit the

modern picture. The new product ava-

lanche is so overwhelming and so stag-

gering that practically every old adver-

tising textbook must be rewritten to

deal with it properly. ^
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Products featured in the Kroger-WERE promotion.

Kro^'er pushed sevt-n pri-

vate labels, 11 national

brands in its promotion

KROGER
"PRIVATE LABEL"

Tomato juice

Pineapple-grapefruit drink

Pork & beans

Glazed donuts

Wiener rolls

Sandwich buns

Sliced white bread

Footballs

NATIONAL BRANDS

Banquet fried chicken

Swift Premium bologna

Carling Black Label beer

Pepsi-Cola

Hellmann's mayonnaise

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
Sealtest ice cream
Silver Dust soap powder
Milani's 1890 Dressing

Hills Brothers coffee

Durkee margarine

Pointing out personality tie-in in Kroger ad is Ed Paul, WERE sales

rngr. Kroger execs diet Lowe, grocery merchandiser, Tom Kinsella,

asst. ad rngr. and Lawrence Flynn, ad and sales prom, dir., look on

Kroger tests new spot radio pattern

^ This third largest grocery chain used a week-long

saturation spot radio promotion for 35 Cleveland stores

^ Plugging seven private, 10 national brands, the pro-

motion tied in the station personalities with the products

^Lvery food advertiser, and his agen-

cy, will be interested in the pattern of

a recent saturation spot radio proino-

tion in Cleveland by the Kroger chain.

The significance of the promotion

lies in its bearing on the current battle

between chain "private labels" and na-

tional brands (see sponsor, 30 August,

page 39)

.

On behalf of its 35 stores in the

greater Cleveland area, Kroger (third

largest chain with a 1957 gross of

S1.6 billion and 1400 stores I pushed

seven "private label" products, as well

as a regional brand, a national brand

and a non-food item via a week's pro-

motion on a Cleveland independent ra-

dio station—WERF'..

As part of the same plan, 10 national

brand items were plugged through in-

store merchandising. The promotion

was called "Kroger WERE Value

Days," and ran from 25 August to La-

bor Day weekend. It was preceded by

a teaser campaign on Wednesday,

through Friday of the week before.

The promotion had several inter-

esting facets. First, it comprised a

new media strategy for Kroger, using

as it did a week-long spot saturation

complete with a three-day preceding

teaser. Second, it was devoted prin-

cipally on the air to "private labels."

A third, and somewhat unique, facet

was the identification of product with

personality, whereby each station per-

sonality was given one Kroger deal to

push. Fourth, radio was used to spear-

head the complete promotion package.

There's little doubt of the campaign's

success. Grocery chains are tradition-

ally uncommunicative about business,

and Kroger in this case is no exception.

But Lawrence Flynn, ad manager for

Kroger's Cleveland division, admits

this: "I think the idea has tremendous

potential. It gives both Kroger and

WERE something through mutual ef-

fort that neither of us could buy. It

was the most extensive campaign we've

ever (()iidu<ted. We certainly look for-

ward to incorporating this type of

promotion in some future campaign."

Kroger has been advertising on

WERE for four years. "During that

time," reports station sales manager

Ed Paul, "we have seen the trend in

advertising of national brand foods

develop a new concentration on the

local level."

Using that knowledge as a corner-

stone the chain called in the station to

explore ways to capitalize on this

trend. Recalls Tom Kinsella, assistant

advertising manager for the chain's

Cleveland division: "We were striv-

ing for the maximum 'retail sales ef-

fect' aimed directly at shoppers." The

promotion, as devised, used the strong

merchandising idea of in-store promo-

tion and added a completely new ele-

ment.

"We decided," Ed Paul says, "that

the way to hypo the sale of specific

items was to mechandise the air per-

sonality directly with the product in

three ways; on the air, in the store and

in other media."

The resulting promotion used WERE
personalities in a heavy spot schedule

on the station, in the in-store mer-

chandising pieces and, for the kick-

off, a product-personality tie-in in a

"double truck" in the Cleveland Press.

The promotion had two separate

phases: on-the-air commercials and

in-store displays, so that consisli nt

cross-plugging occurred.

^
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r
In the first phase, on-the-air, com-

mercials were devoted, with one ex-

ception, to Kroger "private label"

products. Quite apart from the pro-

motion plan, but running in tandem

with it, the station tied in its regular

scheduled sponsors whose products

were featured in Kroger with the pro-

motion, though no personality was tied

in directly.

In the other phase of the promotion,

the in-store displays, Kroger spot-

lighted—with banners, pushcart dis-

plays, end displays and shelf talkers

—

the products it wanted to feature.

Among these were, of course, the "pri-

vate label" items being plugged on

WERE, but in addition there were sev-

eral national brands.

Featured on-the-air were Kroger

"private label" products, each tied in

directly with a station personality,

with each man assigned to plug a par-

ticular product. There were 10 spots

each in the Wednesday-Friday teaser

preceding the campaign. During the

following week, 12-13 spots a day were

used.

The station's morning man, Ernie

Simon, sold the chain's private label

tomato juice and pineapple-grapefruit

drink. Tom Edwards, with a 10:30

a.m. to 2 p.m. show aimed at house-

wives, had pork-and-beans. Bill Han-

dle, with an afternoon show, plugged

glazed donuts, followed in the evening

by Phil McLean, who pushed frank-

,
furter rolls, sandwich buns and sliced

white bread. From midnight to 5:30

a.m., Carl Reese sold Banquet Fried

Chicken, a regional item. On Satur-

day Bob Ancell promoted the sale of

footballs, a non-food item Kroger is

handling. Jimmy Dudley, who does

play-by-play for the Cleveland Indians

on the station, pushed Swift's Premium
Bologna during the games. The latter

was a natural tie-in since Swift has a

regular contract for Dudley's pre-game

baseball show.

If "localizing" food advertising is

advantageous, the principals reasoned,

what would "personalizing" add? To
find out, the campaign went a step

further: each WERE air personality

had copy prepared specially to pin-

point his particular food-sale item, as

well as take advantage his particular

style of presentation and delivery, and
his show's "atmosphere." This "man-
to-product" assignment had an addi-

tional virtue, it is believed, through

adding a competitive air to each man's

(Please turn to page 68)
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TV REVENUES IN MULTI-STATION MARKETS

Here are income figures (1957) as released by FCC

for all U.S. markets having three or more tv stations

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y. .

Albuquerque, N. M. -

Amarillo, Tex.

Atlar

, Md.
Boston, Mas
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, Iowa
Charleston-Oak Hill-Huntington, W. Va.

Ashland, Ky. . -- - -

Chicago 111. —

-

-

Cincinnati, Ohio .

m, N.

i-eland, Ohio -

Colorado Springs-Pueblo, Colo. ..

Columbus, Ohio --

Corpus Christi, Tex.

Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex
Denver, Colo.

Des Moines-Ames, Iowa
Detroit, Mich. ..

El Paso, Tex. ..

Evansville, Ind.-Henderson, Ky.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Fresno-Tulare, Cal.

Galveston-Houston, Tex.

Green Bay-Marinette, Wise
Greensboro-High Point-Winston

Harrisburg, Penn.
Hartford-New Haven-Bristol-New Britain, Conn.

Indianapolis-Bloomington, Ind.

Jacksonville, Fla. -.

Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville, Tenn
Las Vegas-Henderson, Nev.

Little Rock-Pine Bluff, Ark.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Madison, Wise
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. ..

Milwaukee, Wise
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.
Nashville, Tenn
New Orleans, La.

New York City. N. Y.

Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport \eu-lIampton, Va.

Oklahoma City-Enid, Okla.

Omaha, Nebr
Philadelphia, Penn
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland, Ore
Raleigh-Durham, N. C
Richmond-Petersburg, Va.

Roanoke-Lynchburg, Va.

Rochester, N. Y
Sacramento, Cal. —
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Tex. ....

South Bend-Elkhart, Ind
Spokane, Wash
St. Louis, Mo
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

Tucson. Ariz

Tulsa, Okla
Washington. D. C
Wilkes Barre-Hazelton-Scranton, Pa. ..

Wichita-Hutchinson, Kans.
Youngstown. Ohio-New Castle, Pa. ....

Honolulu, Hawaii

TOTAL 70 MARKETS
MARKETS LESS THAN 3 STATIONS

TOTAL 207 MARKETS .

TOTAL 277 MARKETS

3,329,010

31,301,334

7,609,081

12,972,834

1,162,821

5,849,008

7,8 1,021

5,358,236

2,973,447

15,767,107

1,523,539

1,361,484

2,509,362

6,788,065

1,982,078

4,525,198

7,182,849

2,655,448

6,555,300

1,815,313

939,993

1,888,189

35,587,678

1,542,551

4,089,935

6,460,262

6,699,085

8,957,996

3,386,742

4,554,624

52,904,223

3,054,129

4,542,447

17,812,183

2.878,898

9,787,303

4,466,440

1,437.049

2,663,035

2,085,528

3,546,281

3,072,159

3,178,470

3,443,524

12,579.01 I

5,802,093

1,551,504

2,473,434

8,223,163

3,473,198

1,318,303

3,409,170

8,701,0



The BBDO marketing setup grows

^ Agency divides department into "brand"' and "staff"

groups for distribution studies and campaign planning

^ Marketing findings aid in media selections, copy

approaches, and in promotions to trade

I he marketing department of the

modern agency has been growing

more arms for client service than an

octopus has tentacles. BBDO, whose

marketing operation was begun under

Ben Duffy nearly 30 years ago, is a

typical case in point.

A look at the charts on these pages

will give an idea of its scope. About

the only question left to be answered

is: How does such an agency dove-

tail marketing with advertising?

At BBDO, they are dovetailed

through a dozen sales development

and sales stimulation techniques—be-

fore and after the ad campaign gets

under way. Here is how BBDO ties

marketing in with the ad campaign.

Before the campaign begins

—

(1) Analysis of market potential:

What share of market does client now

have? How can it be increased? How
much money will it take to do it?

(2) Distribution studies: Sources

include syndicated services, clients,

other research. Areas of opportunity

are defined.

(3) Sales projections: From the dis-

tribution studies, reasonably accurate

future trends can be predicted.

(4) Potentials in special markets:

The possibilities in such markets as

farm, Negro, college, etc. are studied.

(5) Package analysis: With more

and more similar products crowding

store shelves, this area comes in for

heavy study. Agency may simply ad-

vise or it may even design the package.

(6) Field' tests and checks: BBDO
has offices in 15 cities, can get a quick

picture of what is happening to client

and competitor in the field.

After campaign is underway

—

(1) Consumer promotion: Works
on ways to stimulate sales via trade

channels or tie-ins, helps plan promo-

tions.

(2) Trade promotion: Develops

plans for intelligent use of co-op funds

or anything else that is pertinent at

distributor and dealer levels.

(3) Trade cooperation: Assists in

securing trade paper publicity for

client.

(4) Point-oj-purchase activity: Self-

service selling of today makes help in

this area from agency marketing de-

partment welcome.

(.5) Media merchandising: This

"extra" includes direct mail, personal

trade calls, other media services.

(6) Sales training and communica-

tion : Agency marketing men will often

advise on strengthening links between

client, its management and its field

force. ^

BBDO'S MARKETING DEPARTMENT

RISTEEN

ASSOCIATE DIR

OF MARKETING

TROUT

MANCHEE
EXEC. V-PRES.

HEAD
V-PiDIR. ofMKT'G.

^M*.. MAYERS

1 1

CRISWOLD
DAY

LIOEEN

ASSOCIATE DIR

OF MARKETINGOj

BATES - OLSEN

specific brands, i
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HOW BBDO REVIEWS CLIENT MARKETING
Here is BBDO's "suggested outline" for reviewing the marketing of cli-

ent products. It serves as a pattern for the agency's client presentations 1

1. Statement of facts 3. Objectives

A. Sales history Th s involves enumerating all the objectives toward

Should be defined year by year for a sufficient wh ich future planning should be directed.

number of years to be significant in terms of

dollars, units and share of market.
4. Outline of future planning

B. Price history by years

This should include deals, other promotions. A Advertising plan

C. Product history Copy: basic copy policy; examples of the

This covers quality problems that may have basic copy idea; copy themes directed to

been encountered; product improvements; any special groups or areas; possible copy tests.

swings in consumer preference between client's Media: specific media recommended; the cost,

product and competitive products; the pack- amount and schedule of advertising in each

age, and changes that have been made. medium; possible media tests.

D. Competition

Principal competitive brands, nationally and

Trade advertising: basic copy policy; ex-

amples of the basic copy idea; copy themes

locally; competitors' business in terms of vol-
directed to special groups or areas; possible

ume and trends ; advantages of the competitors
copy testing; specific media recommended;

vs. the client.
cost, amount and schedule of advertising in

E. The market
each medium; possible media tests.

Is it growing, declining or static? Who uses
B. Promotion

the product? Who makes buying decisions
This covers specific dealer promotions; speci-

among retailers and wholesalers? What fic consumer promotions; timing of promo-

changes are taking place in consumer income.
tions; possible promotion tests.

population, distribution patterns? C. Selling activity

F. Consumer attitudes
This includes the amount and type of sales

What do consumers like or dislike about
work.

client's and competitors' products and why? D. Special activities

G. Distribution
These are to meet problems or exploit oppor-

The distribution picture at all levels; the
tunities in media, promotion and/or sales.

strong and weak markets and the reasons. E. Possible product changes

H. Advertising expenditures F. Possible package changes

A history by years; cost per unit; % of sales. G. Possible pricing changes

I. Selling expenditures H. Possible research projects

A history by years; cost per unit, % of sales. I. Establish overall timetable

J. Promotion expenditures
J. Summary of expenditures

A history by years; cost per unit, % of sales. In total dollars related to projected production

K. History of advertising and as % of net sales; broken down by media.

Media strategy; copy philosophy and themes; promotion, testing, by sales areas, etc.

can ad effectiveness be pinned down?

L. Summary of product facts
5. Summary

2. Problems and opportunities A. Significant facts

The identification of problems and opportunities
B. Problems and opportunities

comes from an analysis of the facts as outlined, in C. Major objectives

the section above. D. Recommended plan
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SHORT WAVE:
the quick route

to sales

in Latin America
Waltor S. Lemmon, president of the World Wide Broadcasting Sys-

tem. The potential for advertisers is tremendous south of the border

^ In countries south of the border, more than half of

the 16 niilHon radio receivers have short wave bands

^ American Express is one of many U. S. advertisers

who use short wave to boost their sales in Latin America

\^n one of hi? frequent trips to Latin

America recently. American Express

Co. vice president James A. Henderson

was surprised at the impact on local

businessmen of a short wave broad-

cast in English from New York. The
show, which reached more than

100,000 American and Latin Ameri-

can businessmen, offered stock market

reports on some 200 stocks and dis-

cussed business and market trends.

Henderson was especially impressed

because one of his responsibilities is

to advertise American Express Trav-

elers Cheques. In fact, AE has a

more than $1 million ad budget (via

Benton & Bowles I to sell these Trav-

elers Cheques. This Latin American
business audience seemed perfect for a

short-wave pitch from the U.S. on
Travelers Cheques.

When Henderson returned to the

I .S., he ordered a 13-week schedule

on the show, called American Business

Bulletins, over WRLL. the interna-

tional radio station with studios in

New York and a 50.000-watt transmit-

ter just outside Boston. The buy in-

volved two 10-second spots a day, five

days a week.

In buying time on WRUL fthe only

private enterprise radio station broad-

casting on a commercial basis to Latin

America I American Express joined

many other far-flung U.S. advertisers

using short wave to reach the Latin

American market. For example, Mer-
rill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith

have been using American Business

Bulletins for about 10 years, with ex-

cellent results. Another investment

counselor. United Business Service of

Boston, also sponsors the show.

Other WRUL advertisers include

Philco International Co.; Firestone In-

ternational, which sponsors broadcasts

of the Indianapolis 500 Race to Latin

America; Texaco and Mennen, co-

sponsors of the World Series baseball

broadcasts to Latin America; General

Dynamics, United Fruit, Pan Ameri-

can World Airways, and Minnesota

Mining & Manufacturing, all spon-

soring institutional programs over

WRUL.
Some of these shows are in English

and are broadcast directly by WRl L:

others broadcast in Spanish and Poi-

tuguese are channeled into the Inter-

American Network, a chain of 82 sta-

tions in all Central and South Ameri-

can countries. Philco International, for

example, uses WRUL for both English

broadcasts and also the Inter-Ameri-

can Network. Short wave in Latin

America, unlike the U.S.. is mote the

rule than the exception—for over eight

million of the 16 million existing sets

are equipped for short wave.

After only a month, reaction to

Travelers Cheques' short-wave radio

spots has been gratifying. Here, for

example, are some typical letters re-

ceived by American Express:

• From Santiago, Cuba, a busi-

ness man wrote, "When we go north

for our vacation, we usually use an-

other type of checks. From now on,

nothing but American Express."

• From Montevideo, Uruguay, an-

other businessman assured AE that

"As of now, I will assure you all I

will buy is Travelers Cheques, start-

ing with $2,000 worth I need for a trip

today."

• From St. Thomas in the Virgin

Islands came this letter, with a prom-

ise of even more future business:

"Three hundred fifty of us at the oil

camp listen to your broadcast regu-

larly, and all of us will certainly use

American Express Travelers Cheques

in the future. And we're waiting for

the day when AE credit cards are

available so we can use them also."

Walter S. Lemmon, president of

WOrld Wide Broadcasting System
I which operates station WRUL) be-

lifves that this kind of reaction proves

the impact of international radio ad-

vertising. "And," adds Lemmon, "with

the increasingly closer ties between the

Americas and with the eventual sta-

bilizing of Latin America's economy,

the countries south of the border will

bo worthvvliilc markets for interna-

lional a.K.Mlisers.- ^
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RADIO BASICs/sEPT

Facts & figures about radio today

1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index

1958 1957

48.9
radio

homes

1 f
48.1
radio

homes

1
50.8

U.S. homes
50.0

U.S. homes

ye°aT-^--- millions.

July each

Radio set index

locatio

Home
Auto

Public

places

Total

95,400,000

37,200,000

10,000,000*

90,000,000

35,000,000

10,000,000

142,600,000 135,000,000

Radio station index

End of August 1958

stations CPs not New station
on air on air requests

New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1
3281

1 95 1 424
1 558 1 86 1 43

End of August 1957

1

109

30

Am
Fm

1
3068

1 148
1 340

1 520 1 30 1 37
1

109

5

Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial .tatlons. 'December each ye»r. i
Radio set sales index

488,495 597,848

186,379 256.279

3,452,833 4.236,453

1,650,898 3,090,955

erly RHTTMA), Home figares are I

2. NETWORK RADIO ADVERTISERS

TYPICAL MAJOR NETWORK RADIO CAMPAIGNS

Audiences reached No. different homes Commercial minutes
j^^^| comm'l minutes

Sponsor reached (000) Sponsor
c elVd. (000)

BRISTOL-MYERS 13,143 FORD DIVISION—FORD MOTORS 119,139
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO 12,769 BRiSTOL-MYERS 87,923
FORD DIVISION—FORD MOTORS 12,769 LEWIS HOWE CO. 69,023
MIDAS, INC. 12.716 MIDAS, INC. 68,760
LEWIS HOWE CO. 12,395 WRIGLEY 68,538
LORILLARD 11,220 BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO 66,409
CHEVROLET—GENERAL MOTORS 10,792 PLOUGH, INC. 42,086

L PLOUGH, INC. 10,792 CHEVROLET—GENERAL MOTORS 41,664
EX-LAX, INC. 10,098 EX-LAX, INC. 38,945
ARMOUR & COMPANY 9,724 UNITED MOTORS—GENERAL MOTORS 36,987

Source: Nielsen Radio Inde .. covering four weeks ending 12 July. Data shovn. are for campaigns on individual networks.
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With more and more film being used, SPONSOR ASKS:

Has local television become a fit

As syiidicattMl and fealure film

sales soar in most markets, three

station men <liseuss the effects of

film programing on tv industry

Howard L. Wheeler, gen. sales mgr..

klljrr. Los Angeles

This is a loaded (|iiesti()ii.

The answer, ohviousK. is that while

feature and syndicated film form an

extremely vital area of local program-

ing, local television is by no stretch of

the imagination a film medium. Live

programing is, and always will be, an

essential ingredient of local program-

ing fare.

The reason is that a television sta-

tion needs live programing to establish

an identity in its market. If a station

programs all film (or network) it just

dispenses programs without relation to

the markets or its people. Such a sta-

tion is merely an outlet. A successful

station must serve its viewers with lo-

calized appeal and public service, or it

will not be able to build a unique

image in its market. It would become

just another channel number.

This season KHJ-TV inaugurated

live programing that has stirred trade

talk across the country. The program

which has received most of the pub-

licity is, of course, The Oscar Levant

Show which attracted newspaper com-

ment from coast to coast. Witty, un-

restrained and utterly unpredictable,

Oscar has taken Los Angeles by storm.

KHJ-TV has just signed Don Sher-

wood, described in a Time magazine

article as a "mad, mess, high-pressure

San Francisco disk jockey (who is I

the highest-paid record spinner on the

\^est Coast and the electronic darling

of the \ia\ area.
'

"Sherwood's range of 14 characters

includes Bart Hercules, 'a music mon-

ster with a Liberace voice, who teaches

weight control to women and peddles

yogurt from goats that care enough to

give the very best,' and Fidel True-

heart, M.D., a gowned physician who
lectures on 'The Human Body; Its

Care and Prevention.'

Former heavyweight champion Max
Baer also does a show for KHJ-TV,
each weekday night from 11 p.m. to

12 a.m. Max, almost everybody knows,

has been touring the nightclub circuit

with Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom, but it

took his own television show to bring

his talents to a fine focus.

Even the news reflects KHJ-TV's

"'personality." John Willis twice a day

presents what is undoubtedly the most

comprehensive local news coverage on

Los Angeles television. His ability to

find the humorous approach to appar-

ently ordinary stories makes him a

television personality with a genuine

sense of showmanship.

William D. Pabst, ge". mgr., KTVV,

San Francisco —Oakland

Good local

shoivs can

counterpoint

1^" ^^ net pro^rarnin^

HtM
Being the newest television station in

the San Francisco area and its only

independent, we are daily asked the

question: "has local television become

a film medium?"
In the past, this has been all too

true. But local television need not stay

a film medium.

Old arguments upon the part of net-

work affiliated stations are repeated all

too often and taken for whole-truths

rather than half-truths.

Do these sound familiar? "The local

tv audience wants star-name appeal!"

'Film is the only way possible for an

advertiser to maintain a low cost-per-

1.000." "Film is dependable, doesn't

arrive drunk, and eliminates high over-

head production costs."

These so-called arguments in favor

of film programing are outlawed at

KTVU as they are at many of the na-

tion's energetic independents.

Being independent, we can pick and

choose our programing. If a live show

is worthy enough, we'll put it in the

competitive evening hours against net-

work shows and let it stand on its own
merits. We've yet to be disappointed

. . . and so have our advertisers.

Our formula has been ".
. . if we

can do a good show, then well do it,

if we can't, then it stays off the air."

We've been on the air just six

months; in that length of time we've

been highly selective in our local

shows. One, of which we're extremely

proud is Doctors' News Conference, a

weekly donnybrook between science

writers and authoritative physicians on

all kinds of personal health problems.

Collegiate sports—football, basket-

ball, spring events—have all been tied

up for television by Channel 2—KTVU.
We need three sportscasters to cover

all our weekly local sportscasts; so we

hired the best three we could find

from a national talent search.

Children's programing? We've got

a television academy award winning

personality in Dr. Tom Groody and

his thrice-weekly Science Capsules se-

ries; we've got educational, entertain-

ing, programing in our local It's Chris

and Captain Satellite shows, making

up a weekly total of more than four

hours of local, live programing for

youngsters.

Energetic, independent television

(that's what we like to call KTVU) is

a station that has spent nearly S2-mil-

iion on good half-hour and feature

length packages. We're the first to

admit that film has its place in tele-

vision; but we're also the station to
I

defend our top-flight local performers,
|

personalities, sportscasters and news-
j
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ijedium?

John C. Cohan, president, co-owner &
gen. mgr.—KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.—KSBY-

TV San Luis Obispo, Calif.

All television stations, regardless of

size or market, must deliver an audi-

ence commensurate with costs, to

achieve results for the advertiser,

whether local or network.

Can local programing quality com-

pete with network and syndicated film

to accomplish this goal? That is the

question. It takes creative ingenuity,

versatile personnel and constant effort

to win this gamble. But it can be done.

Local television has not become entire-

ly a film medium.

Uncle Gary, Clarence the Camera,
Lucky the Lion, Elmer, and The Fox
are characters unknown outside the

coast and northern San Joaquin Valley

of California. However, they are liv-

ing, intimate, close friends of the thou-

sands of moppets served by KSBW-TV
and KSBY-TV.
Our live news program, TV News

Digest, is a rhapsody in musical chairs.

Scheduled 6:30 to 7 p.m. nightly,

Monday through Friday, it features

six five-minute segments, back-to-back,

and has become the major news source

for this area.

Another notable live program suc-

cess is Junior Auction, the talk of the

42 towns served by our stations. It

has sky-rocketed sales of the sponsorV
product over 1,000% as the children

accumulate the advertisers' labels in

return for the right to bid on prizes.

A live Spanish-language program on
Sunday morning, plus plays by Hart-
nell College Players and other live tv

shows, follows our concept that local

television must present more than film
and network if it is to do an all-around
job in this vital medium. «^

It just takes one BIG one • • •

Just as One Rig Putt Can Make all the Difference
in the world in golf . . . one big station can make a world of

difference in your Mid-Gulf TV coverage.

WKRG-TV dominates this

BILLION-DOLLAR Mid-

Gulf Area in all three

rating services (Nielsen,

ARE and Pulse) . Now,
something new has

been added . , .

NEW, TALLER TOWER ADDS GREATER MID-GULF COVERAGE

Even before, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV 46,000 extra families

in the Mobile Market. Now, a new maximum-height tower

sends WKRG-TV's better programming booming into tens of

thousands of additional Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map
below clearly shows. For full details of WKRG-TV's lead,

call your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons, Jr.,

V.P. and Gen'!. Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

WKRG-TV
E, ALABAMA

. Avery. Knod
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY" JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SP0N30R
I sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



0\ist like Paul

anc£ bi^ kntern

people
REACT
to the

voice and vision

of NBC in

South Bend - ElKhart

call Retry today!

WNDU-TV
BERNIE BARTH & TOM HAMILTON

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for to{>

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to vou.

WGN-RADIO

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., Post Division, Battle Creek, Mich., is plan-

ning a campaign in major markets for its Alpha-Bits cereal. The

schedules will start 1 October for six weeks. Minutes during day-

time segments will be placed; frequency will depend upon the mar-

ket. The buyer is Dave Allen; the agencv is Benton & Bowles, Inc.,

New York.
'

Standard Brands, Inc., New York, is entering top markets with a

campaign for its Fleischmann's Yeast. The schedule begins 22 Sep-

tember for 13 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime slots

are being used, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Harold

Veltman; the agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is preparing a campaign

for major markets for its Cheer detergent. The schedules start 1

October, run for the P&G contract year. Minutes during nighttime

slots will be placed; frequency will depend upon the market. The

buyers are Charlie Buccieri and Marcia Roberts; the agency is

Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York.

American Chicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.. is planning a cam-

paign in scattered markets for its Dentyne gum. The 13-week sched-

ule starts 1 October. Minutes during nighttime periods will be

scheduled; frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer

is Jim Kearns; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., N. Y.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is getting ready to go into

top markets throughout the country for its Crisco. The campaign

will start 1 October, runs for the contract year. The advertiser will

use minutes during fringe nighttime slots, with frequencies varying

from market to market. The buyer is Grayham Hay; the agency is

Compton Advertising, Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Bristol-Myers Co., New York, is kicking off a campaign for its

Minil-Rub. The schedules start 29 September for 13 weeks. Minutes

during daytime periods will be slotted; frequency will depend upon

the market. The buyers are Ed Green and Lou Bullock; the agency

is Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc., New York.

Tetley Tea Co., Inc., New York, is going into major n:arkets to

promote its teas. The nine-week schedule starts 22 September: this

is the campaign's second flight. Minute announcements, 6 a.m. to

6 p.m.. Wednesday through Friday, are being used; frequency de-

pends upon the market. The buyer is Bob Karlan; the agency is

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc., New York.

Peter Paul, Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., is entering top markets for its

Peter Paul Mounds and Almond Joy candies. The six-week cam-

paign starts 29 September. I.D.'s during daytime periods will be

aired; frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer is

Jim Kearns; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc., New York.
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Integrity—track record—confidence—these are the cornerstones

upon which the founders* of Independent Television Corporation

have built a vital new force in television programming in the United States

and abroad. ITC is dedicated to provide the television industry with

dynamic properties, sales and service facilities without equal.

Watch ITC—Independent Television Corporation.

*The Jack Wrather Organization ("Lassie," "The Lone Ranger, ' "Sergeant Preston of the Yukon," Muzak, Disneyland hlotel and

in association with Edward Petry and Co. KFMB-TV, San Diego and KERO-TV, Bakersfield.) Associated Television, Ltd. of Eng-

land (television station operators, program producers, theatre owners.) Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades and Co. (investnnent bankers.)

iNi>E:p£:i^DE:i^'r television corporation^
WALTER KINGSLEY. PRESIDENT

Temporary Headquarters: Hotel Roosevelt, New York

I
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
Sl'ONSOK: Col.Ulii,!,! Plan C... \(;KNCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Goldshield Flan Co., a personal

faniiK finaiue nianagomenl company, which specializes in

aiding; families who are unable to meet their monthly bills,

began advertising on WPOP. Hartford, Conn., on 15 Janu-

ary, 1957. From the start they were reluctant to try radio.

Previously the company had been using newspaper, but re-

sults proved disappointing. The first schedule Goldshield

purchased 24 spots per week. As the campaign gained mo-

mentum, more and more people came to Goldshield for as-

sistance in meeting their obligations. On two occasions the

firm was forced to cancel their advertising in order to hire

enough trained personnel to handle all the customers. At

present, they are using 44 spots per week and have had tre-

mendous response to their campaign. As a result, Goldshield

was forced to double its staff and move to larger quarters.

The company uses no other medium. The schedule includes

saturation minutes throughout the week in all time periods.

WPOP. llarlf..nl Ann„i.nc.-ments

HOUSES
SPONSOR: General Finance Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: More and more people have taken

advantage of the services offered by finance corporations in

the last few years, and many finance companies, including

the General Finance Corp. of Evanston, 111., have taken ad-

vantage of radio's power to reach people. This finance com-

pany, with a branch office in Rockford, 111., has used radio,

especially WROK, for several years. Each succeeding year

has shown tremendous increases in the company's radio

advertising on WROK. General has been advertising in

WROK's sports programs. White Sox baseball, high school

football, basketball, golf, Golden Gloves and Sports Review.

The company uses "Friendly Bob Adams" to deliver mes-

sages. The loan company's entire radio budget is placed on

WROK. "We at General feel sure that the 51% increase we

have chalked up in Rockford is solid proof in dollars and

cents that WROK reaches an important segment of the Rock-

ford adult audience." said General v. p. R. J. Trenkmann.

WROK, Rockford Announcements

DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: J. J. Newherry Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For seven months, the J. J. New-

berry downtown Los Angeles department store had been

using a nightly 15-minute Mexican-produced "soap opera"

on KWKW, to reach the L.A. area Spanish-speaking popula-

tion. To measure its effectiveness, the store decided to use

all three announcements one evening to promote a two-hour

sale the following day. Leader item: "white sheets." No

other advertising was used to reach this audience. Store

manager Joseph L. Packard reports that more than 1,500

Latin-Americans attended the sale. The promotion, which

Packard rates "an outstanding success," was accomplished

for a total cost of .S27. Packard notes the extreme loyalty of

Latin-American audiences to a sponsor once he has gained

their confidence through advertising. The advertiser also

feels that the emotional impact of a soap opera show con-

tributes substantially to the effectiveness of the commercials.

FINANCE
SPONSOR: Carder & Eden. Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Carder & Eden, Inc., general build-

ers and contractors of Albuquerque, New Mexico, contracted

to build a score or more houses in the Southern Terrace

Subdivision in Albuquerque. The houses were priced in the

$16,500 to $20,000 bracket. Upon completion of the houses,

Carder & Eden purchased advertising in the various local

media, including a schedule of announcements on KQUE,

Albuquerque. In a matter of a few days after the start of

the campaign, the contracting firm had sold every house they

constructed. In fact, people from neighboring towns came

to the city to view and possibly purchase a home. The suc-

cess of the campaign was attributed largely to KQUE. "In

the future, when another opportunity arises for us to erect

more houses in Albuquerque we will certainly call upon

KQUE to run our advertising," stated Charles Carder, part-

ner of the firm. "It was truly a successful venture."

KWKW, Lo. Angeles Program KQUE, Albuquerque Announcements
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And the fourth ''R"—Radio— is strong, too!

It's a very healthy educational picture in Metropolitan Washington. 409

elementary schools. 88 secondary public schools. Well over 100 parochial

and private preparatory schools. 21 universities and colleges. And more
impressive than statistics on structures is the individual attention given

the student. Current expense per public school pupil is $322—compared
to the U.S. average of $300.* It's not that Metropolitan Washington sets

a higher value on education. It's just that the efforts of officials and citizens

alike seem to head the class.

Washington's fourth "R"—Radio—gets high marks as tvell,

especially when you use Station WWDC. The July PULSE
showed us with an average weekly audience share of 19.8%—
almost tivo full points ahead of our closest competitor. And eight

of our programs were in the Top 15. We have a simple formula
—to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional

station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers. The
mutually happy result—ever-increasing listeners for us, ever-

increasing sales for you.WWDC adio Washington

*Eeonomic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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THE WORLD'S MOST FABULOl

156 CARTOO^
BRAND-NE

Copyrighted by Capitol Records y~-^

TATIONS NATURAL H I G HE



:lown

II MAGNIFICENT ANIMATION
ILL COLOR-ESPECIALLY MADE FOR TELEVISION

(Now — Jayark brings to TV the most successful personality ever conceived.

^

BOZO is pre-sold to countless millions of children and grownups. Bozo's

universal appeal and sales impact have never been equalled.

BOZO'S CARTOON STORYBOOK
156 Cartoons — Each 6 Minutes — Full Color or B/W

Magnificent Animation — Packed with Action — Loaded with Laughs

BOZO and his friends will keep your viewers in suspense and in stitches.

They travel to the moon . . . They climb Mt. Everest . . . They even "run"
Macy's and Gimbels. Each thrilling cartoon is jam-packed with action
and jaw-cracking laughter . . . No Cliff-Hangers!

AVAILABLE WITH ANIMATED COMMERCIAL LEAD-INS STARRING BOZO HIMSELF

Backed by huge merchandising and promotion. BOZO merchandise items now carried

in stores, coast to coast. More than 13 million BOZO Capitol Albums already sold!

BOZO is a guarantee of absolute top-rated cartoon leadership in your market.
Fresh, new and pre-sold, BOZO is sure to deliver the lowest cost-per-thousand audience

.. .sure to deliver unparalleled impact in advertising results!

ACT NOW WHILE BOZO IS STILL AVAILABLE

JAYARK FILMS CORPORATION
Reub Kaufman, President

15 East 48th St., New York 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2636

i^TINGS
PRODUCED IN HOLLYWOOD BY LARRY HARMON-TED TICKTIN PRODUCTIONS FOR JAYARK RELEA;

GREATER FOR SPOT BUYER



Sylvester sees Red
and ''Hippity Hops'' to new sales jjeak!

Sylvester Scott, Jr., juvenile market timebuyer, credits soaring client's sales

to WJAR-TV's unique children's program, "Hippity Hop, the Cartoon Cop"— a typical example of WJAR-TV's highly effective creative approach to spe-

cial programming.

In the PROVIDENCE MARKET

WJAR-TV
is cock-of-the-walk

in creative programming!

CHANNEL 10 • PROVIDENCE, R.I. • NBC-ABC • REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
20 SEPTEMBER 1958 Jack Wrather's purchase of TPA this week for $13 milHon could be the fore-

runner of a string of acquisitions for his new film company, Independent Televi-

sion Corp.

This week's buy takes ITC off the ground immediately. Even though it has $10 million

in production commitments from Jack Wrather productions and Britain's Associated Rediffu-

sion, the company had no product ready for immediate distribution.

TPA gives the new organization a string of subsidiaries (foreign and domestic) as well

as its staff and 12 syndicated series currently in distribution.

ITC also named a network national sales manager this week. He's Hal James, formerly

v.p. in charge of tv-radio at DCS&S, and before that at Ellington & Co.

Continental Baking (Ted Bates) gave the status of syndication a big boost this

week.

The company renewed CBS TV Film's Annie Oakley for two years in 76 markets. (Its

fourth and fifth.) Time and program costs over the two-year period: $3 million.

A second major regional buy this week: Rival Dog Food (Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli),

for MCA's If You Had a Million.

The area: Ten East Coast markets.

The discrepancies in pricing even among first-run syndicated product is becom-
ing more and more a headache for both syndicators and stations.

A case in point: Two new shows, both prime products from top syndicators, were pitched

recently to the same Philadelphia station. Price for Show A, for two episodes, ended up at

$600. Price quoted for Show B, of similar caliber, was $1,200 per episode.

Stations are starting to stockpile strip shows much in the same way they do
feature films.

The reason is this: there's a wealth of good, new stripping product, but fewer time

availabilities due to the heavy network daytime emphasis.

The result: stations are buying what's available now (Life of Riley, Bums & Allen, etc.)

with no plans to program them in the immediate future.

If this season's ratings are anything like those over the summer months, syn-

dication can look forward to a good year.

A Film-Scope spot check of several markets shows some strong inroads by syndicated

series. Most impressive gains: in multi-station markets.

A good example is in the five-market results of Silent Service (CNP), Sea Hunt (Ziv)

and State Trooper (MCA). Here's how they did in the August ARB:

SILENT SERVICE SEA HUNT STATE TROOPER
AUDIENCE AUDIENCE AUDIENCE

CITY RATING SHARE RATING SHARE RATING SHARE

Baltimore 19.2 46% 25.1 56.4%

Chicago 22.8 42% 20.2 33.4% 25.3 46.4%

Cleveland 19.2 45% 22.0 42.4% 19.3 26.7%
Detroit 18.2 38% 17.8 74.8%

Miami 16.5 46% 28.1 55.2%
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
20 SEPTEMBER 1958 While "he-man" ad themes have had some success of late, one marketing con-

suhant warns of certain dangers in that approach—if directed to men.

Our '"feminine" contemporary culture does not value the frontier-type of masculinity

says Dr. John Kishler. Hence, most men regard he-man brand images as far fetched.

"At best," he declares, "they appreciate them with a certain wry humor as caricatures and, at

worst, they tend to resent them as being too unrealistically demanding."

For women, however, it's another story. Today's woman tends increasingly to blame

her dissatisfaction on men ("rather than on the consequences of their own aggressive domi-

nance"), and sees in Fantasy, the he-man putting everything right. Super-masculine

themes, therefore, are meaningful.

The $200,000 tv campaign involving 24 furniture retailers, which gets under way

22 September with TvB's blessing involves a technique that could well be copied by any

number of retail businesses.

Brain-child of Robert S. Kohn, president of Denver's American Furniture Co. (a three

store chain), the campaign involves identical retail price promotions of furniture made
by seven manufacturers.

The idea came to Kohn after a successful spot tv saturation drive (involving hard-sell

price promotions) early this year to boost lagging sales. Result of the drive was a 50% hike

in his business over the previous year.

Kohn set up a firm which he called Bold Action Furniture Sales, Inc. With TvB's help,

he sold the idea to 23 other retailers at the annual furniture market in Chicago last spring.

Bold Action is the key to the drive. It arranges with manufacturers for pricing and

production of specific items (Kohn gets an override on manufacturers' sales to the other re-

tailers) ; it arranges for production of commercials, which are tailored for each retailer so he

can be identified by viewers; it even acts as an agency in some cases, buying time for

retailers.

While furniture sales have been running about level with last year, despite the recession,

the furniture industry is not particularly happy about the long-term outlook for

the furniture business.

During the past 10 years, while the percent of disposable income spent for big-ticket items

such as appliances and autos has risen substantially, the figure for furniture has fluctuated

between plus and minus 10%.

One reason : prices have gone up only slightly.

Kroehler, one of the furniture manufacturers involved in the Bold Action promotion

(see above) has taken a plunge into motivational research to find out ways of creat-

ing more interest in home furnishings.

Some of the findings: A woman looks forward to furniture shopping like she

looks forward to visiting a dentist. She doesn't trust her own taste, is full of fears and

frustrations. One problem is that she knows so few brand names. The fifth best-known

furniture "manufacturer" in the U. S. is, believe it or not, Duncan Phyfe.

Another problem: there are three distinct family strata, each with its own
needs, goals and attitudes about furniture.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
20 SEPTEMBER 1958 ^1^^ long-dormant Harris subcommittee returned to life this week, but it was

Copyright 1958 ^ '

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. doubtful that it would get into more tv cases before November. Bernard Goldfine

and the FCC were still making good copy.

Harris' House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee still has in its files material

bearing on a number of contested tv cases which Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) has said runs

upwards of 20. The Arkansas Democrat added that in all these cases the present license-

holders are in as much jeopardy as National Airlines with Miami Channel 10.

The Boston Channel 5 case is a prime string in the subcommittee bow, but the Appeals

Court may have taken some of the sting out of it by remanding the case to the FCC. The
FCC was directed, as in the Miami case, to hold hearings aimed at deciding whether the li-

cense should be cancelled because of improper pressures on FCC commissioners.

Where former FCC commissioner Richard A. Mack was the center of the Miami prob-

lem, former FCC chairman George McConnaughey is reported to be at the center of this one.

McConnaughey also figures importantly in another case, Pittsburgh Channel 4, on which

the subcommittee has virtually completed its preliminary probing. The subcommittee has

also done considerable work on Miami Channel 7, and has said it has not finished with one

case tying together three St. Louis and one Springfield channel.

The subcommittee has been great on starting into tv cases one after another and drop-

ping them all in midstream. Whether it will ever tie it all together is a big question. It is

a cinch that if Harris ever intends to do so, he will have to have the group reconstituted

next year.

Meanwhile, in the first and only genuine upshot of the Harris hearings except

for Commissioner Mack's resignation, the FCC plods ahead with its Miami Chan-
nel 10 remand case.

Seems the special hearing examiner has a son-in-law, who happens to be chief counsel

and vice-president of Pan-Am, and Pan-Am suddenly proposed to assume a minority stock in-

terest in National Airlines, and National Airlines is the parent company of Public Service

Television, holder of the Miami Channel 10 license under attack.

The question is whether Horace Stern, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice, and

hired because of the prestige he would bring to the eventual FCC decision, should be dis-

qualified. If so, the Commission would have to look for another hearing examiner, and every-

thing would have to start once more from scratch.

There is no disposition among the four applicants for the Miami channel to move for dis-

qualification of Stern. The Justice Department wasn't concerned about any conflict of inter-

est. The FCC counsel in the case, Edgar Holtz, emphatically wanted Stern to remain.

The actual hearings bordered on the duU. They consisted of replays of selected portions

of the testimony already presented on Capitol Hill. The FCC in the first week seemed to be

going a pretty good job of disqualifying Col. A. Frank Katzentine for all manners of ap-

proaches to Richard Mack.

It was due in the second week to lay the groundwork for the same sort of hatchet job

on National Airlines. The other two applicants had apparently clear records.
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A round-up of trade tcdks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
20 SEPTEMBER 1958 P&G completes a three-wav parlev in tv this fall by being the No. 1 customer

sPONsoR'rBuU'rToNs ,Nc. ^^^'^ CBS TV, NBC TV, and t^ spot.

'

Chrysler, with its two weekly hours, remains the top client at ABC TV.

Two reps—one a pioneer in the field—are bent on retirement.

One of them wants to quit because of poor health; the other wants to spend more of his

e on other interests.

Watch for other drug manufacturers to follow Carter's lead in diversifying

into the high-profit dietetic food field.

Carter's present pair in the low-calorie sweepstakes are the Frenchette and Maysonette

salad dressings.

This passing social note may be a clue to the values that NBC TV and ABC TV
place on Chicago in the tv cosmos:

ABC TV accompanied its closed-circuit preview of its fall program schedule for the press

and agency men with cocktails and a luncheon. NBC didn't frill it up with so much
as a cup of coffee.

Disregard those rumors that Art Porter's expansion of responsibilities at JWT
to include supervision of the Chesebrough-Pond account suggests a change in the

status of the agency's media department.

The fact is that JWT's media department has become stronger than ever as an autono-

mous operation. Dick Jones recently was made a v.p. and its manager.

When Neil McElroy, now Defense Secretary, was P&G ad chief, he laid down a rule

(totally implied) that agencymen who serviced the account have never forgotten.

The precept: A P&G agency shouldn't come to Cincinnati to discuss a project un-

less it had a recommendation, too.

In other words, the agency was expected to have the whole thing worked out.

As wage earners in the business of advertising, station rep salesmen manage to graze

where the clover is rich.

Their average income in New York: $12,000 in radio and $15,000 on the tv side.

One of the bigger rep firms rewards the cream of the crop annually with between $20,-

000 and $25,000 in radio, and from $25,000 to around $32,500 in tv.

Could it be that WLS, Chicago, among the first farm stations, will wind up un-

der the full ownership of ABC? (ABC already has a minority interest in it.)

Leonard Goldenson, AB-PT chief, was in Chicago the past week discussing the

proposition with the management of the Prairie Farmer, owner of the majority stock.

Several weeks ago ABC induced WLS to grant it equal representation on the WLS,
Inc., board of directors.
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LOOKING NORTH
you see how things are

looking up in Kansas City

This is part of the $250 mil-

lion reclamation project hon-

ored by Look last spring.

^"m-'

»»*«vIt'4 A

Kansas City: groundwork for better living

This is not where a bomb or tornado struck.

It's part of the area cleared of slums and

tenements in Kansas City during the past

year. It's a typical face-lifting project which

won for Kansas City one of Look magazine's

Community Home Achievement Awards
for 1958.

Such a $250 million project goes to show
what we've been saying. Kansas City's a

look-alive town. Eyes on the future. Plans

for the future. Money to spend right now
to make life better right now.

More than a million people live here. And
more of this million watch KCMO-TV at

more times of day (say ARB and Nielsen)

than any other station.

Why so popular, KCMO-TV? We talk Kansas
City's language. And we get to Kansas City

loud and clear. We broadcast at maxi-
mum power from the world's tallest self-

supported tower.

ansas City MO-TV
SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency Represented nationally by Katz agency.

PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency Meredith Stations are affiliated with BETTER
OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.-Blair-TV HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL
TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co. FARMING Magazines.



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Haniin'!' Beer took the lead away
troin Piel's as the best-liked tv

eoinniercial in .\RB"s August. 19oK

poll.

After Piel'?. according to ARR.

comes Dodge and Winston, tied for

third place, and then: Wrigley's Gum;
Alka-Seltzer and Seven-Up; Ivory and

Newport: and Chevrolet and Raid.

Sheaffcr Pen got itself a raft of puh-

liiity hy h> pothetically betting SI mil-

lion that warm-hearted sentiment will

sell more pens on tv than the "blood

and thunder adventures now dotninat-

ing the tv screens."

Al >lakc for Sheaffer are the two

>|)ecials it signed for this fall, via CBS
TV, featuring "'sentimental favorites:

Little Women and The Gift of the

Magi.

(Campaign's of the week:
• Playskool Manufacturing Co.

began the biggest spot tv campaign in

its history last week, to run through

10 December, for a total of $100,000.

Seven cities will be used, including

New York, Chicago. Los Angeles and

Boston. Agency: Friend Reiss Adver-

• Mary Ellen's Distributors, of

Berkeley. Cal., begins its first year-

round campaign on tv for its jams and

jellies. The companN will sponsor

Treasure, shown on KRON-TV. San

Francisco: KCOP-TV, Los Angeles:

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; KLZ-TV,
Denver and KOOL-TV, Phoenix. Agen-

cy: Guild, Bascoin & Bonfigli. San

Francisco.

• The Michigan Consolidated
Gas Co. begins its new campaign with

the theme: "So much more for so

nmch less—Gas naturally" via 16 ra-

dio stations in the state and announce-

ments on 5 tv stations. Agency: Mac-

Manus, John & Adams.

• Cocilana Wild Cherry Cough
Nips will be introduced in a satura-

tion spot radio campaign to start 13

October, for six months in Northeast-

ern markets. Agency: Emil Mogul.

• Ralston Purina Co. will use ap-

proximately 85% of its stepped-up ad

budget in network tv this fall, via

ABC TV's The Rifleman and Leave It

To Beaver. Supplementing this, will

be local radio and tv spots in selected

markets. Product: Purina Dog Chow.

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Set' for >()in>..lf : Tlii

Goht'l Show (M5(:-TVi

(;uI>Ip. \irwrs will l)f

XCIU-. Ir..in llie 21 Octolj.-r Geo

will 1)1- partially reproduced in

a>ked to hold color photo up to tv

rti(<- hetuecn c<,lor. black-and-white

End of the rainbow: Richard Wolfson (r), assistant to

pres.. WTVJ, Miami, presents $1,000 check to June Johnsc

winner of station's "Treasure Hunl." Watchiim. husband, son

Enjoying a coffee break at the Housewives' Protective League's recent

presentalion for apency p( rMinnel are (I to r) John Trent, HPL dir., WCAU,
Phila.; Vic Seydel, radio/tv dir., Anderson & Cairns; Galen Drake, HPI.

dir., WCBS, N.Y.; Morgan Baker, HPL dir., WEEL Host.; Phil Norman.

HPL dir., KNX, L.A.; Rudolph Klagstad media dir., Monroe F. Dreher, Inc.



Agency: Gardner Advertising, St.

Louis.

Strictly personnel: Edward Ball,

appointed director of advertising and

sales promotion, and Francis Beu-

dert, promoted to manager of sales

planning and market research, Miller

Brewing Co. . . . John Marchetti, in-

dustrial engineer of General Foods, to

Dr. Pepper-, Dallas.

AGENCIES
"A majority of modern advertis-

ing and selling is technically good,

hut it is not great because it lacks

the 'adventuresome idea.'
"

So said Ernest A. Jones, president

of MacManus, John & Adams at a

meeting of the Denver Ad Club last

week.

"It is ironic that the Old Pro in his

search for serene security of the sure

thing," Jones continued, "should en-

gage in the most dangerous practice of

all: depending upon last year's ideas

in today's market.

"Some remarkable things are being

accomplished in selling because the

man with the off-beat idea didn't know

il was impossible."

A majority of the 4A'8 members
report better business this year,

compared to last.

This was the result of a poll of 225

of the 335 members. The findings:

1) Agency billings for the first six

months, 1958, compared to same peri-

od. 1957: 113 agencies ahead; 81 down
and 30, the same.

2) Estimates for the second-half

1958, compared to 1957: 100 agencies

expect business to go up; 61, down
and 61, the same.

Western agencies showed to be
the most optimistic about the fu-

ture, predicting, by more than 3 to 1

that their billings will be up during

the second half year.

Ted Bates & Co. held the first of its

series of 13 intra-mural lectures last

week. The talks will cover all phases

of agency operations, with the closing

session devoted to a question and an-

swer period.

Agency appointments: Cole, Fish-

er & Rogow, Inc., New York and

Beverly Hills, for the Bon Ami Co. . . .

Grant Advertising, for Swanson's

Cookies Co.'s Archway Cookies . . .

BBDO, for Oneida, Ltd Mohr &
Eicoflf, for the 707 Co., New York

Campbell-Ewald, for the new W JR-

TV, FHnt, Mich. . . . Wunderman,
Ricotta & Kline, for the Columbia

LP Record Club . . . Compton, for

the Military Electronics Div., Motorola

. . . H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,

for Neuhoff Brothers, Dallas packers.

Personnel moves: Maxwell Sapan,
appointed v.p. and creative director of

Bryan Houston, Inc. . . . William Cor-

ley, manager of the Atlanta and Mi-

ami offices of Communications Coun-

selors . . . Wendell Holmes, to the

copy and technical group on AC Spark

Big gun is used by Ziv Tv to demonstrate its

World Of Giants series, which has been in and

out of network M'hedules. SMrroiindin.2 pistol (1

t(i 1
I. Mai-airi -;,,,ii. I.u K\aii^. Mai-aiila Clark

#®
i**.-.'!

L^JbT^Mm
i^M

A hit ^ith tho vack: Poking fun at to

(la>"s fashions, Ileatlicr Andrews struck

the right note of humor with the judge-

in the WQAM, Miami "Teen Fashion"

contest. P'or first pri/.c, she gets all-e\

pense tri]) for two to Xa'isati, phis $.'ili

Rilli-:

Ctittiiig-up i> Kthel Weider, P&(; lime

linver at Compton. in response to Blair

T\ 's Do It Yourself book, promoting firm's

"Purse-Suasion"' davtime spot tN -ales plar

They have nothing on but . . . KBOX,
Dallas, new Balaban station, has models

deliver attache case to Norman Campbell,

of BBDO, Dallas, as part of its promotion



This is an

IDIOT STICI
16 months of spadework

j

and \VS()C.T\ has L>:!

Wc call it:

Plugs, at D. P. Brother & Co. . . . and American Machine & Foundry.

IF YOr HAD A MILLION

Check and buy

WSOC-TY
Charlotte, N. C.

H-R Reps Nationally

F-J Reps Atlanta

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in Rood com puny when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGX's policy of high quality

:it low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO

Harry McQuiston, art di

Nides Cini Advertising. Beverly Hills

. . . Earl Cole, to the copy depart-

uient. Tatham-Laird . . . Bennett
.\(le9, to the staff at Executive Adver-

tising. Chicago.

NETWORKS
The latest owner of MBS, the

Scranton Corp., has upped Blair

Wallister to executive v. p., which
makes him the operating head of

the network.

Alexander H. Guterma becomes

chairman of the MBS board and Hal

Roach, president. The Scranton Corp..

a holding company for the J. F. Jacobs

Co., of Detroit, which is in the auto

parts business, also owns the Hal

Roach studios.

Mutual now numbers 446 affiliates.

More than 10,000 representatives

of the press, ad agencies, spon-
sors and station affiliates watched
a special NBC TV closed-circuit

colorcast last week.

Purpose: To preview the networks

fall line-up of shows and stars.

Robert Sarnoff, chairman of the

board, and Robert Kintner, president

of NBC, introduced the show.

In line with its fall programing
promotion, a series of motorcades
has been set-up by NBC's Exploi-

tation department to take place in

more than 22 major NBC TV net-

work affiliate cities.

Dubbed "Cavalcade of Shows," this

24-vehicle motorcade will carry ban-

ners and posters bearing the names of

NBC TV programs.

ABC's election night plans: News

chief John Daly will head a staff of 14

commentators on 4 November. The

special will air on both tv and radio

from 10:00 p.m. until control of Con-

gress is determined.

Network salies: Frigidaire has

placed a 52-week order for segments

in five NBC TV daytime shows: Treas-

ure Hunt, Concentration, The Price Is

Right, From These Roots and County-

Fair. Agencv : Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

pie.

Sports: On ABC TV, The MU-
ler Brewing Co., for All Star Golf;

for Bowling Stars.

Station affiliation: New vhf station.

WKBW-TV, Buffalo, signed as a pri-

mary ABC TV affiliate, effective when
the station goes on the air. 1 December.

REPS
Lindey Spight, one of the original

founders of Blair, has resigned as

^ .p. and manager of the tv offices

in San Francisco.

He will continue to serve both Blair-

Tv and Blair-Tv Associates in an ad-

visory capacity.

Ned Smith, formerly general man-
ager of KOVR-TV, Stockton, takes

over Spight's area.

Competition between national spot
salesmen and national network
salesmen is "a healthy thing."

So said Robert E. Lee, member of

the FCC at the SRA luncheon last

week.

"No condition should prevail that

would dilute artificially that competi-

tion." Lee continued.

He added that station reps "came
\ ery close to being the salvation angels

of the radio business."

Rep appointments : George P. Hol-

lingbery Co. for five stations:

KLIK, Jefferson City and KHMO, Han-
nibal, Mo.; KSAY, San Francisco;

KEEN, San Jose and WTTM, Trenton,

N. J. . . McGavren-Quinn Corp.,

for WITH, Baltimore; WXEX-TV,
Richmond; WLEE, Richmond; and

WUSN-TV, Charleston, S. C, in all

areas except New York. All but the

latter will be represented in New York

by Select Stations . . . John E.

Pearson, for KFAL, Fulton, Mo . . .

Bob Dore Associates, for KLRA,
Little Rock and WCHB, Inkster &
Detroit . . . H-R Tv, Inc., for KJEO-
TV. Fresno; WTOL-TV. Toledo and

WJMR-TV, New Orleans . . . John
Blair & Co., for WMBR, Jackson-

ville, effective 1 January. 1959.

They were elected: New officers of

the year-old Radio and Tv Representa-

tives of Atlanta: Dick Hughes, of

Petry, president; Gregg Murphy,
Katz, v.p., and George Crumbley,
Headley-Reed, secretary-treasurer.

About people going places: Ken-

neth R. Atwood, account executive
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in the Chicago office, CBS Radio Spot

Sales . . . Frank Carlson, to the

radio sales staff, Avery-Knodel . . .

W. F. Shoemaker, regional sales

representative, National Retail Spots.

Inc., Hollywood . . . Dick Lawrence,

program consultant for Jack Masla &

Co. . . Andrew Powell, tv account

executive in the New York office, PGW
. . . Tom Brown, sales account ex-

ecutive, Forjoe & Co.

Petry TV has added three to its staff.

Charles Coldwell, to the sales staff

in New York and Robert Miller in

Chicago. Myrna Price, to the pro-

motion-research department.

FILM
MCA's Paramount library sales

should shoot up when the com-
pany incorporated its first rating

report in its sales message.

WBZ-TV, Boston, premiered the

package this week with Going My Way.
The Sunday afternoon feature scored

a 34.0 ARE co-incidental, with 73.1%
share of audience.

With 1 October airing dates less

than two weeks off, sales are mak-
ing the big news. Among the sales

this week :

)

• Four regional renewals on Ziv's

Highway Patrol, bringing the total of

renewed markets to 132.

The buyers: Kroger Stores, for

Kansas City, Louisville, St. Louis and

Roanoke: Weidemann Brewing and

Household Finance, for Cincinnati

and Indianapolis; Alabama Farm
Bureau, Montgomery and Birming-

ham; and Johnson Tire Co., Casper

and Grand Junction.

Other renewing sponsors include

Ballantine (in 35 markets) ; Handy
Andy Stores, San Antonio; Safeway,
Tulsa; B&H Stores, Mobile; Super
Food Stores, Shreveport; Standard
Oil and R. J. Reynolds, Kalamazoo.

In addition, 19 stations have re-

newed the series.

• Another Ziv show, Mackenzie s

Raiders, has fulfilled alternate-week

sponsorships for one regional sponsor.

For Brown & Williamson, which
has' the series alternate-week in 19

markets, the other sponsors are: Lin-
coln Income Life Insurance, Louis-

ville; French Broad Dairy, Knox-
ville; Stroh Brewing, Cleveland and
Bay City; Frontier Oil Co., Buffalo;

Schlitz, Milwaukee and Washington.

Other recent buyers of the series

include Bunker Hill Meat Packing,

Charlotte. Bluefield, Washington (N.

C). Columbia and Bristol; American
Motors, San Francisco; Blue Plate

Mayonnaise, Houston; Zeigler

Packing Birmingham; Bank of St.

Louis, St. Louis; Ideal Baking,

Tyler (Tex.) ; Child's Stores,

Alexandria (La.).

Thirty-one stations also bought the

series.

• P&G (B&B) this week
bought CBS TV Film's Whirly-

birds for a 52-week Tide campaign
in Los Angeles.

• Chock Full O'Nuts (Grey)

has bought Ziv's Target for New York.

(WCBS-TV)
• Twelve new stations have signed

for ABC Film's re-run series. Adven-

tures of Jim Boivie.

At the same time, ABC Film an-

nounced 13 new sales of its Special

Six package of Rank features.

• NTA's Dream Package has been

sold in 85 markets to date.

• Jayark's Booz the Clown cartoon

series was sold in 36 markets this

Name change: ABC Film Syndica-

tions move into other fields has

prompted the company to change its

name.

New name: ABC Films, Inc.

Re new series: Screen Gems has

purchased tv rights to Ensign O'Toole

and Me. Series will be prepped for

next fall . . . Filming starts in No-

vember for the third UA tv produc-

tion, The Troubleshooters. Series will

star Keanan Wynn . . . Twenty-one

new films have been added to the

Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Libra-

r\' . . . NTA is prepping 39 episodes

of The Third Man. No pilot, no

sponsor yet. James Mason will star . . .

Jan Clayton will star in her own show

being produced for next fall by

Samuel Marx and Woodmere Produc-

tions.

Personal Appearance tour: Target

host Adolphe Menjou is off to Buffalo

and Minneapolis this week on behalf

of two sponsors.

Strictly personnel: Ziv expanded

and reshuffled its sales staff this week.

The changes: Jerry Kirby, upped to

on radio--
Today let's get

down to brass
tacks and talk in

explicit terms of

how Radio KMA
delivers sales —
real cash sales,

without give-

aways or gim-

EXAMPLE: On
August 30 May
Seed Company Aiiilm.ij, J.

started advertis- Koelker,

ing Minnhafer Manager
oats, a neiv vari- Radio Station

ety that is rust KMA
and disease re-

sistant. The kick-off talk on KMA co-

incided with the Nebraska State Fair

opening in Lincoln, where the company

operated an exhibit booth.

In one week 5,000 bushels were sold

at the Fair exhibit alone. 12,649

bushels were sold during one week and

a supply of 22,000 bushels will be gone

by the time this is printed. Mind you,

selling oats in September for spring

planting is pretty much unheard of.

EXAMPLE: The distributor for

Magic Thread, a miracle fabric mend-

ing liquid, I $1 postpaid I over a steady

9-month period on KMA received al-

most 8,500 orders. He advises KMA
topped 8 Midwest stations advertising

the same offer.

EXAMPLE: Tidy House Products

Company tested two $1 premium and

box top offers during two weeks in

August {supposed to be dog days I

.

KMA produced 2,534 orders in 14

days. «. « *

EXAMPLE: Joe Zweiback, owner of

Vitamin Industries, Omaha, believes

KMA-land is a healthy market. He's

been a 52-week advertiser for 15 con-

secutive years.

EXAMPLE: Joe Cans at Maxwell-

Sackheim, New York, says "You're

only as good as yesterday's mail

count." Joe is understandably cagey

about releasing figures, but he might

tell you about the thousands of silicone

ironing board covers KMA sold for

him.

AMs(lOmMA)SHENANDOAH, IOWA
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('Iiiraiio sale^ manager: Jack Greg-

ory, to Los Angeles as western divi-

sion head: Alan Martini, to New
^ ork as eastern division head; Jack

(»ainey, to the west roast as a spot

sales manager: Othur \. Oliver and

Joseph L. Moscato, named North

lentral division account executive:

Robert INeece, re-assigned to upstate

New York.

\iso. Bert WeilancI, re-assigned to

Baltimore-Washington; Ed Uhler,

added to the eastern division as ac-

count executive: Charles Rush, to

the south central division in the same

An analysis of the rates of all

174 private coniniereial stations

in Canada shows that in Class "A"
time both the flash rate and the

one-minute announcement rates

have decreased, while the radio

homes continue to show an in-

crease. Here are the figures:

No. Radio Cost 1

Homes No. of Min. On
Year (000) Stns. All Stns.

1957 3.930 166 $10.95

1958 3,9.55 174 10.94

apa

CANADA
Revlon returned to Canadian radio

this week with its biggest single

purchase on CJMS, Montreal.

The campaign: The French station

has built a special radio feature for

Revlon. It will be presented seven

limes a day, six days per week, and
will include a well known personality.

The Br<»a(h-ast Advertising Bureau
of Canada has released its study
of radio rate and circulation

trends.

Feud; In a letter to Jack Tietolnian.

president. CKVL, Verdun, P. Q..

J. Nadon, manager, CJMS, Montreal
states that CKVL resorted to "uneth-

ical" practices by offering listeners

prizes if they were tuned to their sta-

tion while the August survey was being

conducted by EUiot-Haynes.

Nadon held CKVL's reasoning for

this—to increase the sets-in-use figures

—as "too laughable to be taken seri-

ouslv."

Agency appointments : McCann-
Erickson (Canada) Limited, for

the Canadian Westinghouse Co.. with

••J.4XIE" WELCOMES PABST BREWiDlG
COMPAJ^Y TO WFGA-TV

The Pabst Brewing Company has joined the Honor Roll of Prestige Advertisers

who chose WFGA-TV to carry its sales messages to more than a quarter million

Horida-Georgia TV homes. "Highway Patrol", with Broderick Crawford, is being

sponsored by Pabst from 9:00 to 9:30 PM on Wednesdays. This top rated show in

I)rime time—combined with WFGA-TV coverage of 64 counties—provides Pabst

Brewing: Coinpanx with unl)eatable selling power.

I! Better take another look at the high-

ly eompelilivr .|a(ks<,nville television

market, ,1a. k-onx illc is no l.ui^.T a

Onr Slali„n ina.k.i. and liic \p.il.

19-,8. Pul-r nai.i,-,! \\K(,\T\ Jack-

sonville's Nuinh.i Onr Malinn. For

more infonnai hm,. .,,11 Italph Mni-

mons in .Iaek>.M,Mll. ai I.I -in r.-.HBl.

or contact vnui nr,,i.-l l'.(..\\. repre-

NBC—ABC
Represented nationally by Peters, Grif-

fin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV ^''^""®' ^2
WW! \Mr% I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORII>A'S COLORFUL STATION

responsibilities for the change-over

from Studio One to Westinghouse's

Desilu Playhouse . . . Robert Otto &
Co. (Canada) Limited, for three

new accounts: Proctor Electric Can-

ada Limited. Filtro Electric Limited

and Solaray Vibratory Massager.

Personnel across the border:

Robert Harris, appointed director of

research. F. H. Hayhurst Co. Limited

. . . Gerard Fecteau, director of news

services, Tv De Quebec (Canada i

Limitee . . . Ira Dilworth, director of

program evaluation. CBC. Toronto . . .

Bob Aiken, to the sales staff. CJMS.
Montreal.

RADIO STATIONS
Lucky Lager Brewing Co. led the

list of the top 20 spot radio ad-

vertisers (during the second quarter.

1958) named by RAB in its new studv

of spot radio clients.

The next nine top program users, in

order, according to RAB, were: Shell

Oil; Fruit Industries; Scandinavian

Airlines; International Union of Elec-

tric Workers; UAW; Ford; Esso

Standard Oil; Kiplinger Washington

Editors and the Massey-Ferguson In-

dustrial Div. of Massey-Harris-Fergu-

son, Inc.

Pause in Boston: WHDH reprinted

an Associated Press Avire about John

Foster Dulles having his driver slow

down on the highway so that he could

hear a newscast before boarding his

plane.

WHDH headlined its ad : "How .Im-

j

portant is Radio News?" and con-

cluded with: "Those who make the

news depend on radio for the

news."

Station sales: K.CMJ. Palm Sprini:~.

to Louis Wasmer and Cole Wylie. b\

the Palm Springs Broadcasting Corp.

. . . WRRR, Rockford, 111., to a group

dubbed Radio Ro<kford, Inc., for

$227,900. (Brokered by Hamilton.

Stubblefield. Twining & Associates.*

Ideas at work:
• To celebrate its power iiurca-r

from 1,000 to 5,000 watts. WE>0
staged an all-day promotion in down

town Nashville last week. To wit: 'Wsn

models, dressed only in barrels with

'•All we have on is WENO" on tlie.n.



Reprinted from World Telegram and Sun

Depression or Buyers' Strike?

> LYLE C.WILSON,

ASHINGTON, April 1
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ONLY
YOU

CAN DETERMINE
WHICH

Yes it's true— only the retail merchant is really in a

position to find out his customers' frame of mind. Many
experts regard the present period as due to the consum-

ers' desire to be wooed and won and many retailers have

already had truly surprising results when they went out

and "asked for the order."

"Do people have the money to spend?"

You bet they do ! The facts show another big upswing
in the works. U. S. population will soar between now

and 1975. That means more jobs, more income, more pro-

duction, more savings, more research., .wio/e needs of

all sorts than ever before in our history!

How about it? Depression or buyers strike? It's up
to you!

FREE! Get goivg today! Write at once for illus-

trated "How To Turn the Tide" booklet offering

valuable and vital selling ideas. The Advertising

Council, 25 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

YOUR FUTURE IS GREAT IN A GROWING AMERICA
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In the leadership spotlight

i

BOYAR'DEE

^

coMPim

PIZZA
PIE MIX

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when

you join smart time-buyers who

select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new

programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO

and a o.OOO-piece watermelon feast at
|

a local shopping center. I

• To emphasize the "Let's Save 100

Lives" safety campaign hy the Iowa

Department of Safety, KIOA, Des

Moines, tied in with a "Dennis the

Menace" contest. A free car was

awarded the listener guessing all the

missing parts of Dennis' alleged car.

• WPEIV, Philadelphia, is sending

out Season's Greetings a bit early this

\ear. including, with it. membership
in the W PEN Executive Book Club.

The station will be sending out top se-

lections each month through Christmas.

Station staffers: Robert D. Bla-
shek, becomes president and general

manager of KCMJ, Inc.. Palm Springs

. . . Tom Flynn, manager. KERN.
Bakersfield, Cal. . . . Wayne Vaughn,
tc WGBS, Miami, as national sales

executive . . . Melvin Bailey, pro-

gram manager for WBZ & WBZA, Bos-

ton .. . Arthur Tolchin, elected to

the board of directors, WMGM, New
York . . . Max Friedman, special

sales representative, WCOL, Columbus,
Ohio . . . Gil Newsome, program di-

rector and Michael Ruppe, circula-

tion director, KWX. St. Louis .

TV STATIONS
Norman Cash, TvB president,

speaking before the Public Utilities

Advertising Association in Atlan-

ta last week, had this to say about tv

and how to use it:

"Tv is proving itself admirably

adapted to the needs of the utility or

public service company faced with
the necessity not only of selling its

cervices but of getting the public

to understand its problems as

well."

Cash concluded on this note: "You

people, whose companies pay more in

taxes than for anything else, have not

only got to use advertising effectively,

but use advertising that will reflect

credit back to you."

Station sale: WWTV, Cadillac, to

Fetzer Tv, Inc.

New call letters: WMBR-TV, Jackson-

ville, became WJXT last week, and

will continue as a primary CBS TV

affiliate.

Sports note: The Gulf Oil Corp. is

in for one-third sponsorship of the

nine professional football games tele-

CBS

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station In the

GOLDEN VALLEY

WHTN

In San Francisco, audiences respond to

vf^nvs mnsiral formula beamed to San

tnilies. From New York to

>, advertisers know that KOBY
San Francist^-, ««.v...

motivates the market

If your fav ite tune is Happy Days are

played by thousands of ring-

2\as"h"rebisters . . . then ifs time you

lied your Petry Man. He'll show you

e rating facts and give you the big rea-

ns to buy KOBY in San Franciscol

KOBY
10,000 watts

San rrancisco

Sit in with your PETRY Man
In Denver ifs KOSI-

in Greenville. Miss.-WGVM

Mld-Amerlca Broadcasting Co.
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cast via WCBS-TV, New York, this

fall. The other two-thirds are for Marl-

boro and Ballantine Beer on a net-

work basis.

Ideas at work:

• Tv has revived an old Saturday

afternoon at the movies fad—remem-

ber the heydey of the yoyo contests?

Now it's hula hoops, with WNBQ,
Chicago, running a special live color

show this week: a contest of 25 kids,

chosen from some 10.000 neighbor-

hood finalists.

• WNEW-TV, New York (former-

ly WARD) is pushing good health via

a public service spot campaign: slides

and audio copy suggesting periodic eye

examinations, good posture, etc., along

with the tag, "Channel 5 wants you in

the best possible condition to enjoy a

great line-up of new fall shows."

Thisa and Data: To\-) Ten Dance

Party, a live syndicated teen-age se-

ries, is spreading out: sold to KSL-
TV, Salt Lake City; expanded sched-

ule on WSLS-TV, Roanoke; and re-

newed bv WHEN-TV, Syracuse,

WTEN, Albany, WDXI-TV, Jackson,

and WXEX-TV, Richmond . . .

WLW-A, Atlanta, named top tv win-

ner in the Georgia Association of

Broadcasters competition for promot-

ing the "Deathless Weekend" cam-

paign . . . One of the bigger local mass

buys of daytime tv in the midwest:

by National Food Stores, via KSD-
fV, St. Louis, for a $100,000 .52-week

renewal of the Shopping With Char-

lotte show.

On the personnel front: William
Flynn, appointed national sales man-

ager and Kenneth Willson, local

sales manager of WAGA-TV, Atlanta

. . . Constance Blackstead, program
manager for the North Dakota Broad-

casting Co.'s KXJR-TV, Valley City,

Fargo and KXAB-TV, Aberdeen . . .

John Leitch, director of engineering

and Charles Lynch, comptroller for

WCAU & WCAU-TV, Philadelphia . . .

New appointments in line with the con-

solidation of WOR and WOR-TV, New
\or-k: George Brown, director of

news and special events; Marvin
Camp, manager of press and p.r.;

Stan Lomax, director of sports and
Herb Saltzman, named merchandis-

ing director. ^

CHRYSLER
[Cont'd from page 28)

look like they can do more than any

olher cars on the road." Background

martial music and a male chorus lend

a virility mood to the theme.

• The third phase will retain the

"can do" theme but will veer off in an

effort to persuade buyers to see the

cars at Chrysler dealers and test-drive

tliem, in order to see just what they

"can do."

The last phase of the spot radio cam-

paign ties in with another major effort

which will run through all Chrysler's

air media campaign during the next

year: that is, Chrysler cars must be

driven to be appreciated.

Says Chrysler president L. L. "Tex"

Colbert: ".
. . We are convinced that

our main selling effort must be direct-

ed to persuading people to drive and

ride in our cars. In our advertising

this year you will notice more atten-

tion being paid to this theme than ever

. . . We are going to do everything we

can to stimulate first-hand driver

knowledge of our products."

Corporate ad director Forbes explains

Chrysler's strategy behind the all-in-

clusive teaser campaign this way: "We

were looking for something fresh, new
and unstereotyped—a new treatment of

the usual automobile sales problems.

We have used corporate teaser cam-

paigns in the past, but never to this

degree. We think it's going to have a

big impact." The introductory cam-

paign was prepared by Leo Burnett,

Inc., Chrysler's new advertising agencv

on the corporate and institutional end

of the account.*

After the spot radio teaser campaign

is well underway, Chrysler will come

in with its net tv special. It will be the

first major tv appearance of Fred As-

taire in a one-hour show on NBC TV
on 17 October (9-10 p.m., EST), car-

ried on about 175 stations. Astaire will

introduce his new dancing partner,

Barrie Chase, and the show will also

feature the Jonah Jones quartet. If the

special is as successful as Chrysler

hopes and expects it will be, the com-

pany may sponsor another Astaire spe-

cial early next year.

•Last February. Burnett was awarded the oorporato

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR COVERS
*80% MORE RADIO HOMES

Than the No. 2 Station

This amazing margin of superiority makes

WSYR unquestionably the most effective and

economical buy for radio advertisers in a market

where buying power exceeds $2J4 billion annu-

ally.

WSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience

by maintaining a high standard of quality per-

formance, by professional performers. In every

category of programming—news, music, sports,

drama, variety, farm programs and public ser-

vice events—WSYR is the leader in the Syra-

cuse area.

NBC in Centra/ New York

5 KW SYRACUSE, N. Y. 570 KC
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Talk about BUYING POWER...

^0 Wllion MORE

iVi9« *^6 ycaf before'

—that's the forecast for

just one part of the family groups

you reach when your products are advertised

on this most-seen screen

These are great days for

the tobacco farmers of eastern
North CaroHna . . . and for the varied
industries, tourist businesses, educational institutions and
other segments of the WRAL-TV coverage zone.
They will be great days for you, too, if you make good use

of your selling opportunities on this TOP station, with a con-
sistently superior rating record in the Raleigh-Durham area
. . . first in every ARB survey. Get all the facts—fast

!

4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

WRAL-TV RALEIGH

NORTH CAROLINA
FULL POWER CHANNEL 5 • NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

Carolina S ^\ Serv/ng ihe area from Greensboro to the coast.

Colorful \\ from Virginia to the South Carolina line—
Capital Station ^s^o total of more than 2 million population.

REPRESENTED BY H-R, INC.

Chiysier plans to introduce all five

of its cars on the Astaire special, some-

thing it has done on Climax! in past

years. Chrysler dropped Climax!, ex-

plains corporate ad director Forbes,

even though they knew it was a good

show. "We decided to shift into other

areas, because there is an inherent

danger in staying with one show or

one format too long. We've probably

enjoyed greater success with network

tv, at least in terms of ratings, than

most other automobile companies. I

won't say we will definitely come back

into network tv with a regular show,

but it seems a likely possibility by

early next year.

"Actually, "Forbes continues, "Chrys-

ler has put a bigger share of its adver-

tising budget into air media in past

years than we will this fall. But we're

thoroughly sold on both radio and tv.

From great experience we recognize

the impact television can deliver. We
know that tv commercials, properly

handled, can put prospects in our deal-

ers' showrooms.

"And radio gives us the opportuni-

ty to reach large numbers of people at
[

the time we want to reach them and in I

the markets we want to reach them. It
i

is a highly flexible medium, and an

economical one too."

One interesting aspect of Chrysler

Corporation's air strategy is its use of

a pre-announcement publicity program

which, in effect, lays the groundwork

for the radio, tv and print campaigns

that follow.

All the auto companies hold press

previews to give newsmen an advance

look at the new models, but none of

them are done on the same scale as

Chrysler's. Two weeks ago, Chrysler

flew (from all over the U.S. and

Canada) some 350 radio, television,

newspaper and magazine editors to

Miami Beach where Chrysler had

taken over the entire Americana Hotel.

Between Wednesday and Sunday, the

press

:

• Heard Chrysler president Colbert

make an optimistic prediction about

new car sales in 1959.

• Saw an elaborate stage show, with

1959 Ply mouths. Dodges, DeSotos,

Chryslers and Imperials as the stars.

• Were transported to Hialeah race

track where 1959 Dodge trucks were '<

previewed in another elaborate show,
i

and where newsmen drove the '59 '

passenger cars.

• Enjoyed lavish luncheons and I

dinners, with floor shows, and two
j
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hospitality suites with busy bartenders.

• Swam in the Americana pool,

basked on the Florida beach, played

golf and went deep sea fishing.

After this big press preview, the

individual divisions also hold their

ipun previews in major cities, to catch

those newsmen who didn't make the

Florida trip.

rhe cost to Chrysler Corp. of the

Florida junket is (by sponsor esti-

mate I about $.300,000. The big ques-

tion is why Chrysler does it on such

a grand scale. The answer is that

Chrysler believes a massive publicity

effort can whet the public's appetite

for its new cars, and thereby increase

the effectiveness of the advertising cam-

paigns that follow. One Chrysler ex-

ecutive puts it this way

:

"Before the big ad campaign starts,

we want to stimulate public interest in

our new cars—without actually re-

vealing what they look like. Our press

preview accomplishes this very effec-

tively. And it is geared closely to the

ad campaign. True, it's expensive to

do it on this scale, but it's a bargain

at any price."

Another interesting phase of Chr> s-

ler's marketing strategy this fall will

be what it does with its new foreign

car, the French Simca. Until it bought

15% of the Simca stock owned by

Ford Motor Co., Chrysler was the onl\

U.S. auto maker without a foreign car.

Simca brings Chrysler two advantages

:

1) a chance to share in booming for-

eign car sales and 2) the use of Sini-

ca's world-wide dealer network to sell

Chrysler products.

Chrysler's ad budget for the Simca

will probably be about $1 million and

a good share of this expenditure is

slated for spot radio and spot tv.

All Chrysler's air media plans hinge,

of course, on two factors: 1) Will a

UAW strike upset the applecart, and

2) will the public be in a mood to buy

new cars in a post-recession mood."

Chrysler president Colbert, for one,

believes that the public will buy new
cars and, barring a strike, that the

auto industry will sell almost 30%
more cars next year than this year.

What happens if auto sales jump as

Colbert predicts? One Chrysler adver-

tising executive told sponsor that,

among other things, it would mean
substantially increased ad budgets for

every division. "And most of the in-

crease," he added, "will probably go
into both radio and television." ^

THE PULSE
{Cont'd from page 32)

had a number of radio programs play-

ing in the U.S. and was naturally con-

cerned with how the American public

was reacting to them. It may have

been the acquisition of this client that

led Roslow later to open a London or-

ganization; certainly it bore out his

belief in the qualitative, psychological

approach to rating measurements.

"I never dreamed, 16 years ago."

says Roslow, "that eventually I'd be

doing what I am now—audience com-

position, the number of listening fami-

lies with babies, how many of them
own stocks and bonds, their reactions

to tv and radio commercials, audi-

ence analysis in relation to ownership

of autos and air conditioning, how-

many cigarette smokers in a listening

or viewing family."

This sort of in-depth portrait of the

broadcast audience is now going into

net reports. Next year, all local re-

ports, both radio and tv, will include

—along with complete audience com-

position breakdown—such extra quali-

tative material.

The personal approach to research

Get more for your Money!

liiit^
and

LICK the BIG
N.E. Rennsyl\^anJa^

Market
^ y»WILK.ES-BARRE

GREATEST COVERAGE
\ N \._

# 1st in Average Share of Audience—ALL DAY* ,

# 1st in Average Quarter Hour Rating—ALL DAY* )

,-^ ' \ -
' '' ^ • HA.ri_E.TOM \

HIGHEST POWER/ \-'-

% Highest power and dominant penetration among
all competing stations.

LOWEST COST
% WILK has the greatest listening audience—You

get a greater return on every dollar spent.

BIGGEST GROWTH
I Effective programming directed to the young and
old alike is responsible for WILK's rapid growth.
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new

programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

In Fort Wayne
the nation's No. 1

test market

use

WANE
Fort Wayne

CBS RifresenleJ hy l\ny

A CORINTHIAN STATION
KOTV Ti.K^ . KGII.T\
WANT & WANl -TV loi

WISH & WISHTV Intli

is a fetish with Roslow whose first job

after NYU (where he taught following

graduation) was with the Department

of Agriculture tracking New York

Wo rid Fair visitors about the exhibits,

clocking the time they spent with each,

and then asking why. "At The Pulse,"

he explains, "we're not researching

broadcasting—we're researching peo-

ple. It's the same as when you ask a

school teacher what she teaches. She

may say. 'I teach geography' or 'I

teach third grade.' This isn't true.

She's teaching children."

At the same time, Roslow feels

strongly about letting people in on

ratings. "The release of ratings to the

consumer press by broadcasters is a

blatant misuse of research data," he

says. "Such material is neither in-

tended or designed for consumer con-

sumption and will only be read out of

context. The man who first gave rat-

ings to a columnist should be drummed
out of the business."

The two biggest broadcast mile-

stones that took place since Roslow

started The Pulse he considers to be:

(1) The industry acceptance that ra-

dio and tv were separate media, and

(2) the awareness of the out-of-home

audience. Roslow was quick to explore

the latter. In 1949. he turned out his

first radio out-of-home study. Auto

listening has subsequently become a

regular Pulse project. Tv, which dur-

ing its earliest years was run right

in with radio reports, soon got its own
treatment and by 1952 was being

measured out of home. Roslow rea-

soned that in that era most people were

watching tv at the home of friends, at

clubs or neighborhood bars. Now
Roslow predicts a day when tv will be

measured out of home again thanks to

thinner picture tubes and wireless

portable sets.

Not all of Roslow's looking is to the

future. A man of intense loyalty (he

still uses the same printer who printed

the original Pulse reports), he can be-

come quite emotional about the "old

days." His emotional peak each year

is the annual Pulse luncheon which he

gives for his clients. It has been noticed

that immediately after each one, Ros-

low disappears, sometimes for an hour

or two. finally turning up again with

no mention of what he's done or where

he's been. Only a handful know his

secret: he must go off by himself to

"cool out," and think perhaps of the

long road from Broadway to Fifth

Avenue. ^

KROGER
{Cont'd from page 37)

handling of his "specialty."

How much did this embroidery add

to the fabric of the promotion? Kro-

ger, of course, won't say. Flynn does

admit that he is well pleased with the

results, and grocery merchandiser Chet

Lowe adds, "We sold more doughnuts

in one week than we did in five previ-

ous weeks."

No small share of the credit goes to

the on-location efforts of Kroger. The

campaign got under way on 25 August.

That morning the 35 units in the Cleve-

land area opened with 10-foot banners

on the store fronts and inside hi-wires,

devoted to the promotion.

Besides displays on its own products

being featured, the store used push-

cart and end displays for these na-

tional brands: Carling Black Label

Beer, Pepsi-Cola, Hellmann's Mayon-

naise and Chef Boy-Ar-Dee. Shelf

talkers were tied-in with Sealtest Ice

Cream. Silver Dust soap powder, Mi-

lani's 1890 Dressing, Hills Brothers

Coffee and Durkee margarine.

The display pieces carried not only

the promotion slogan, tying in the

store and station, but were person-

alized with station personaHty picks.

In retrospect, the station believes the

promotion was a major step in grocery

marketing. "Both we and our national

grocery advertisers," notes Ed Paul,

have been finding that the more na-

tional advertising can be localized the

more effective it becomes. Some agen-

cies are now giving us more latitude,

for example, in their commercial copy,

letting the station personality use his

own approach, a la Arthur Godfrey.

We think this takes it out of the realm

of the average commercial and gives it

a distinctive touch."

Adds Richard M. Klaus, the sta-

tion's vice-president and general man-

ager: "This was one of the finest ex-

amples I know of an advertising cam-

paign coordinated to such depth. By

creatively tying the man to the prod-

uct, on the air and in the store, Kroger

and WERE achieved a well-rounded

sales campaign with maximum effect."

It's safe to say this promotion idea

will grow. Kroger ad director Flynn

says he "looks forward to going into

this promotion again." Adds station

sales manager Ed Paul: "I know of

several brokers who have told their

principals about the promotion. I

think we'll start getting pretty regular

schedules for the plan." ^
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YOUR

FALL -WINTER

SPOT BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S new 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketina; with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 TO 9

10 TO 49
50 TO 99
100 TO 499
500 TO 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

121^4 cents each

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed Bill me
Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount
Marketing „ __

Radio _ ._

Television-Film _.

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Company .

Address



Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

QUAD-CITIES

now the nation's

47 th

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

RETAIL SALES are above

the national average. Rock
Island. Molina, East Moline

are rated as "preferred
cities" by Sales Management
magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

expect above-average sales if

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

WHBF-TV
CBS for EASTERN IOWA
and WESTERN ILLINOIS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY KNODEL, INC.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Louis E. Dean has rejoined the stall of

I). P. Brother & Co. in the capacit) of vice

])resident. The announcement was made 5

September by Mr. D. P. Brother, president

of the national advertising agency which

A^t^ ^fc^^ hears his name. Mr. Dean has been associ-

^t^^k 4^^^^^ ^^^'^ ^'^'^ ^^^ advertising and automotive

^^^^^^^^^^^^ fields since 1931. His most recent associa-

tion has been with the Kudner Agency

where he was in charge of the General Motors' institutional advertis-

ing account. He began his career as a radio announcer, and was first

associated with D. P. Brother as a member of the radio department

in the 1933's. Mr. Dean will headquarter in the Detroit and New
York offices of the agency and will reside in Pieasantvijle. \e\\ York.

M

Fred Von Hofen was named station man-

ager of KGW, Portland, Oregon recently

and has assumed his new duties as of 2

September. In making the announcement,

Mr. Otto Brandt, v.p. and general manager

of the Crown stations, said that Mr. Von

Hofen is "one of the dynamic young men

of modern broadcasting." A native of

Texas, Mr. Von Hofen has been station

manager of KING. Seattle, and in 19.57 was part-owner and manager

of KENO. Las Vegas. During World War II, he served with the

U. S. Marine Corps in the South Pacific combat area. After leaving

the service in 1944, he went to Seattle/ joining the Crown stations in

1948 as an announcer on KING. He has been a radio and tv sales-

man, radio sales manager and station manager with KING previously.

Robert S. Tyrol has been promoted to gen-

eral sales manager for WTIC, Hartford,

Coini., it was recently announced by Mr.

Paul W. Morency, president of the Travel-

ers Broadcasting Service Corp. A member

of the announcing staff of the radio station

for a number of years, Mr. Tyrol joined

the WTIC sales department in January of

19.'>C. In 19,57 he was made assistant gen-

sales manager. While a member of the announcing staff, Mr.

Tyrol was identified with many of WITC's audience participation and

special events broadcasts—both locally and over the NBC and New

England Regional networks. During World War II, Mr. Tyrol was

in command of a submarine chaser in the South i'acific. Hr is ;i

graduate of the ( . S. Coast Guard Aeadenu. lives in Comicrtiml.
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*I have but one lamp by which my feet are guided,

and that is the lamp of experience."

There can never be another station in Tidewater, Va., with

the length of priceless experience that WTAR can give you.

For WTAR is the oldest radio station in the nation's oldest

state. This is one of the reasons why the voice of WTAR is

the most influential voice in Tidewater*.

M So^'^r.'joH'/'fi'da'?(>
^_

F^ ^\ [Z> I O
790 KILOCYCLES • CBS NETWORK

President and General Manager—Campbell Arnoux
Vice President for Sales—Robert M. Lambe
Vice President for Operations-John Peffer

j^u^nr/^,... *TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell it . . . and sell it-

the great Norfolk-Newport News market, largest metro
area population in state, 6th in South, 27th in U. S.

SPONSOR • 20 SEPTEMBER 1958



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Perspective on the quiz shows

The immedicite future of the big-money quiz shows is now

so self-evident that there's little news in the situation trade-

wise. As after-thoughts, though, these may be worthwhile

remembering:

• Fortunately, the industry had figured that the shine was

off the payout shows long before the headlines did the final

tarnishing. Of the current crop of network newcomers, only

two are in the game class (the great majority is action stuff).

So the danger to the new season isn't much.

• If history is any indication, it would be folly to write

off the quizzes categorically. Radio had a similar shock with

the musical guessing games in the 1930's when those high-

riding shows were accused of being lotteries—a much more

serious charge since it involved the government as well as the

public. Yet guessing the titles of tunes has remained a steady

programing ingredient over the years. Mental competition

and showmanship is as old as the human race, so there's a

continuing demand for games and contests of some sort.

• If anybody hadn't realized it before, tv's newsworthi-

nes> is now an iron fact. The quizzes grabbed the headlines

with easy regularity. While this confirmation of the hold tv

has on the public is flattering, it's obvious that it can bring its

frightening moments, too. More than ever, the industry will

have to behave like a grown-up.

More program flexibility

Putting too many program eggs into one i)asket repeatedly

has been called a drag on creativity and flexibility by

SPONSOR. The tribulations of the quizzes indicate that it's also

economically hazardous.

Thus the argument that new directions are too costly loses

much of its plausibility. Perhaps a better case for more

flexibility now can be made to the bookkeepers.

^S

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Greater creativity in

all phases of air media tvork. One of our in-

(lustry\s worst enemies is an obtuse, reactionary

reliance on statistics at the expense of new

ideas. Both radio and tv must keep flexible.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Come again? From a Ralston Purina

Co. news release
—

"iNIillions of fami-

lies will be entertained and sold via

network television's multiple large

space ads in more than 250 news-

papers; . .

."

Eerie: A Cedar Rapids mortician has

turned to television advertising on

KCRG-TV, will sponsor CNP's telefilm

series. Danger Is My Business.—More
deadly than dangerous, we'd say.

Spelling bee: At the recent A. C. Niel-

sen Co. press conference in the Wal-

dorf, Vice President John Churchill un-

veiled NCS #3, then asked for ques-

tions from the press. First question

asked: 'is it true that you've just

hired a $30.000-a-year vice president

in charge of seeing that 'Nielsen' gets

spelled right?"

Namely: Loretta Kealy, of H-R Reps,

belongs to the Toastmistress Club of

New York. The club recently held a

contest for naming its new monthly

bulletin; most interesting submission

of a name: Flickertails.

Arf: Pat Buttram, CBS Radio star,

commenting on the small foreign cars:

"Down home there's a dog that chases

them. Wouldn't be so bad except when

he catches them, he buries them."

New job: From the letter of a job

applicant received by a Madison Ave-

nue agency personnel head
—

"I had in-

tended to send you a copy of my
resume earlier this week, and follow it

up with a phone call; however, I was

unable to do so. ... I find myself in

the position of being unable to accept

any employment at the present time.

"I've been drafted."

Chiller: A spot radio campaign in

N.Y. plugged the new horror movie,

The Fly, said it was so terrifying that

anyone who wants to see it alone must

sign a legal waiver in the lobby. And

if you arent scared, do you get your

waiver back?

Author, author! The upcoming CBS
TV production of Louisa May Alcott's

classic, Little Women, has divided the

producers into two camps over the

question of whether Beth lives or dies

at the end. Richard Adler, the show-

writer, insists she live, while BBDO,
sponsor Sheaifer Pen Co. and Talent

Associates wants a sad ending. Adler

feels there is no time for her to die in

an hour show with eight minutes out

for commercials. We'll still bet on the

sponsor getting his way.
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THE IMAGE OF

©nMnwMmiLmrii

Believable as the familiar school-

house and the bell that beckons young-

sters back to books and lessons— that

is WWJ-TV in Detroit. Eleven years of

superior television service to southeastern

Michigan have given WWJ-TV such

dominant stature that every advertiser

enjoys a priceless advantage.

Be sure this fall. Be sure to use WWJ-TV,
Detroit's Believahility Station.

i. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



45 ALWAYS ON

...all the Great

.^J*JJ^

Announcing a choice selection from

the Paramount film package. Another

star in KBET-TV's library of hits

from AAGM, RKO, United Artists, Republic,

20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Warner Bros.

/IflMfleS \\^'abefore' . Mo4

jnanu jnote /

rfji(

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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IkMERICA'S ONLY

iO,000 ^ %.

Watt

RADIO STATION

WDIA
/rs the "Golden Market" of 1,237,686 Negroes

nearly 1 0% of America's Total Negro Population

40% of the Memphis Trade Area is Negro

And Before They Buy, Memphis Negroes Listen

TO ^nr ii^i^i^ 1070 Kc

Only 50,000 Watt Station in Memphis

Cf ALL RATINGS-YOU'LL FIND WDIA CONSISTENTLY "TOPS!"

i^£mii^^^.:r:m^:iPM: :.^j.vM.i:.o

7fh ANNUAL

NEGRO MARKETS

SUPPLEMENT

A round up of facts

and figifres on Negro
radio, including basic

market data, station

and advertiser lists and
three timely articles

Negro Market:

Expanding in

two directions

Page 3

The Advertisers:

How they get a

plus from radio

Page 6

Negro Stations:

Their heart is

the disk jockey

Page 8
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America's most experienced negro radio stations

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC. .*^-

. ufDcc rhiraan »r<ia . KATZ. st. louis • WGEE,



DO YOU
KNOW...

The Central California Ne-

gro Market is not concen-

trated . . . but extends over

a seven county area, border-

ing San Francisco Bay!

KWBR
COVERS THE

ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET OF

CENTRAL CALIFORNrA!

Represented By:

WALKER.RAWALT, INC.

EAST

DORA-CLAYTON, INC.

ATLANTA

HARLAN G. OAKES

WEST

KWBR
WARNER BROTHERS
327 -22nd STREET

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

1,000 WATTS
24 HOURS A DAY

1310 KC
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^VLIB-fiist New York static
broadcasting Negro community
news and special events on a legu-
laaly scheduled basis-evei y hour on
the half hour

>VLIB-only New York station
devoting 87% of its broadcast time
to Negro programming.
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Sell... AriccaMaBCSI

^^^^^ «^^3 g
Li-t-l'le Rock ^PH<»ylff&'Li

Sell... ^Kmiisiiclikitf'

1^?^ WkmV^V P-^> ^
Shr^m#e|>or-|- mM»ri««'t.

WOKJ
The NATION'S HIGHEST Hooper-

rated Negro station • In Jackson

_ 48
sister

nor • The ONLY way to the

107,000 Negroe
n Ar

KOKY
Arkansas' ONLY Negro station

The ONLY v

»s of the Little

Metropolitan Ar«

KOKA
The Ark-La-Tex ONLY Negro sta-

on • In Shreveport - the 89th

i-arket - 39% Negro • Top

toper-rated consistently • Tl

ONLY way to the 108,000 Negro

.

of the . Shreveport Metropolitan

WENN
Alabama's ONLY folltime 100%

legro station • In Birmingham

- the 31st market - 42% Negro

• Top-rated Negro station con-

y to the 260,000 Negr

inghai



SPONSOR'S SEVENTH
ANNUAL NEGRO ISSUE

THE
NEGRO
MARKET is getting
bigger in two directions

^ Non-white population has increased 20% since 1 950,

half again faster than the rate for the white population

^ With his spending power tripled since before the war,

the Negro now has $16 billion to buy the goods he wants

By Alfred J. Jaffe, Special Projects Editor

i has often been said that there is

no such thing as a Negro market but

only a series of markets—say, like

children under 12—of which Negroes

are a part.

After all (so the argument goes),

if you advertise to children under 12.

or families who make less than $5,000

a > ear, or people who live in New Eng-

land, you don't look at skin color.

The argument has a logical ring and

the additional merit of wrapping itself

in laudable sociological tones.

Facts have a way of brusquely push-

ing logical niceties aside, however, and

the facts that support the existence of

a Negro market are tough to ignore.

They include: (1) the Negro is

group conscious, (2) he can be reached

by specialized media, (3) he can be

found concentrated in certain areas,

(4) his economic opportunities are

(still) limited, (5) he does have cer-

tain likes and dislikes not shared by

others.

Finally, marketing facts about the

Negro are becoming outdated at a

faster rate than among whites.

Most important: the Negro market

is expanding in two directions. Negro

population and households are growing

at a speedier clip than the rest of the

country. So is Negro per capita income.

While the white population went up

12.67f from 1950 to 1957, non-white

persons (of practically all of whom are

Growing Negro I Below, George Hudsor W N]R. \euarh-\en- York
,

1 39 .5 n:n



Negro I went up 18.9' r. The increase

ill \ounji non-whites was particularly

marked. Last year there were about

'^r>' ( more Negroes under 18 tlian there

were in 1950. The corresponding figure

for whites was 26' < . As a result of the

prolific Negro birth rate, fully 21% of

the non-white population is under 10

\ears of age compared to 21' r for

The total non-white population is

P.nv over 19 million. With about 95'

r

of these Negroes (other non-white in-

clude Japanese. Chinese, Indians, etc.).

this puts the total Negro population at

more than 18 million, a 3 million jump

over 1950.

A more striking comparison between

white and non-white reveals this: the

percentage of non-white households

has been increasing faster during the

5()'s than the population. The reverse

is true among whites—a result of the

(lip in the number of young people of

marriageable age.

While the number of young Negro

;>(lults in 1957 was only slightly above

that recorded in the 1950 census, pow-

erful economic forces have been at

work. As a result of the rising Negro

standard of living, where there used

to be one household there are now two.

In other words, undoubling. The young
Negro adult, hankering for a home of

his own, is now able to afford it. And
the housing shortage is not as bad as

it used to be.

Some statistics to back this up: In

1947. 15 '> of Negro married couples

did not have their own household. Bv
1956. the figure had come down to 7%.
The rise in Negro well-being is truly

astounding. Per capita income has

practically tripled since before the war.

In terms of constant 1956 dollars (that

is. with the purchasing power of the

dollar held constant). Fortune maga-

zine estimated in 1956 that per capita

income before taxes had risen to $1,070

that year from $384 before the war.

Comparable white income rose from

$1,250 to $2,000.

With per capita income of $1,000,

and taking taxes into account, the

spendable income of the Negro is thus

about $16 billion annually.

While the Negro has a way to go

before catching up with whites in the

U. S., his income (Communist paper-,

please copy) compares favorably willi

Western Europeans. Fortune estimated

the average Negro is better off in |iur-

chasing power than the relativeh pro-

perous West German (a fact that will.

no doubt, surprise many), is right on

the heels of the average Briton and is

not too far behind the Canadian.

On the other hand it must be con-

ceded that Negro is still not rolling in

wealth. About four out of five families

have take-home pay of $4,000 or less.

This is a ratio roughly twice that of

white families. At the top of the hea|)

is the 4'^ of non-white families wlio

make $7,500 or more. The Negro

"middle class" could be said to consist

of the 15*^/ whose spendable income

falls within the $4,000-$7,500 range.

The marketing story of the Negro

would not be complete without taking

note that the Negro is on the march in

more ways than one. He has been leav-

ing the southern farm and settling in

cities. Though Negro population has

more than doubled since 1900 there are

half as many living on the land. The

actual figure is about 2.7 million.

oiinffcr" than ithite. "Sunny Jin

station d.j.'s was in the Mahalia Jack- egg hunt to attract buyers to subdivision. Homestead-Pittsburgh, records inti

son fiarade before her auditorium concert Promotion sold $29,000 worth of houses playgrounds for sponsor Hires

The
Negro

Market

One of f'-w \eiiro-otvned stations. WCHB. Inkster-Detroit, is visit- Public service is Negro station's link to

ed by Mayor Rheinhold of Sebewaing, Mich., during "Mayors' Ex- community. WDIA, Memphis, furnishes the

change Day," when he presided over Inkster. Mayor Rheingold was equipment to 85 Little League teams. Above,

accompanied by state, county. Rotary, Kiwanis and C. of C. officials the opener of the 19S8 Little League season



J
NON-WHITE WHITE

i
MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE

APR. 1940 5.4 6.1 8.7 8.8
n APR. 1947 6.6 7.2 9.0 9.7

APR. 1950 6.4 7.2 9.3 10.0

OCT. 1952 6.8 7.4 10.1 10.8

MAR. 1957 7.3 8.1 10.7 11.3

'

INCREASE 1940-57 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.5

World War II gave a hefty impetus

to this flight from the farm but, even

during the 50's the trek continued.

Census Bureau figures showed a 26 '^v

jump in all non-white households from

1950 to 1956 but the hike in non-white

urban and rural non-farm households

came to 35 /f. Negro farm households

went down about 14%.
The Negro is still primarily a south-

erner. More than 11 million colored

have remained below the Mason-Dixon

line. Joseph Christian, a Negro market-

ing consultant who numbers Y&R
among his clients, says, "You can

roughly break down the location of the

Negro something like this: one-sixth

live on farms in the South, one-half

live in the South but not on farms,

one-third live in urban areas outside

the South."

The main current of migration, how-

ever, is clearly northward and if pres-

ent trends continue it will not take too

long before most Negroes will be north-

erners.

The magnet for thq Negro up north

is the top metropolitan markets. In a

[Please turn to page 32)

Community affi nt part ot l\egro station I'rograming.

lonwn's artnities and public relations at tf RAP. \i

elt during a I'N celebration at uhich Mrs. Roosevelt i

1/rs. Lrola

ISegro affairs in U.S. are of interest to rest of world—and lice lersa.

Nkrumah accepts tape of his U.S. speeches from W LIB general manager Hai

Baaka, I., Ghana minister of broadcasting; Clarence Holte. BBDO marketii

Ghana I'renu,

•> Souk as kot

Like whites, Negroes are spending more time at school . . .

Median years of school completed by persons 25 years and over, 1940-57

but high school graduates are still a definite minority

Schooling completed by persons 25 years and over, March 1957

LESS THAN 8 YEARS AT LEAST 8 YEARS
AT LEAST 4

YEARS HIGH
AT LEAST 4

YEARS COLLEGE

^^HITE 20.1

MALE I W

[ NON-WHITE 53.5

41.1 10.1

42.4 16.3

FEMALE
WHITE 17.4 81.0 45.1 6.0

NON-WHITE 50.2 19.3
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THE
NEGRO-DIRECTED
ADVERTISER gets a

^plus' from Negro radio

^ He finds, say marketing men, a commercial on ISegro

radio penetrates because ifs placed in an effective setting

^ He (dso finds that obvious sympathy for ISegroes will

pay off in loyalty though ISegro is receptive to new brands

".
. . .An ad in Negro media says.

'This is meant for you.' If someone

puts on a contest in which the prize is

a week spent at some very fancy hotel,

this is obviously not directed at the

Negro. . .
."

".
. . .You have to make the Negro

feel he's included. He appreciates a

specific effort to reach him. . .
."

".
. . .Negro media have penetration.

The Negro consumes white media but

there's a psychological filter at work
there. The Negro-directed ad or com-

mercial is in an effective setting. . .

."'

The three statements above were

made by three different men all of

whom specialize in affecting Negro
attitudes or buying habits.

Statement No. 1 was made by Jo-

seph Christian, a marketing consultant

with his own firm and Y&R among his

clients.

Statement No. 2 was made by Wen-
dell Austin of the Negro relations sec-

tion of the Esso Standard Oil Co.'s

public relations department.

Statement No. 3 was made by Clar-

ence Holte, head of Negro marketing

at BBDO.
All three men are Negroes, which,

on top of their backgrounds, should

make them doubly perceptive.

All three men are saying, in effect.

that the advertiser gets something extra

—even essential—when he directs his

advertising specifically at the Negro.

This o[)inion is b\ no means uni-

versally accepted. Hundreds of ad-

vertisers are satisfied that they are

reaching Negroes effectively through

general purpose media. There is no

question that they are reaching Ne-

groes. And some are, no doubt, doing

an effective job, particularly among
those Negroes in the middle and upper

strata affected by ideas of prestige and

seeking some mark of identitv with

the white world.

This latter factor is of minor im-

portance in Negro radio. For this is a

mass medium, selective only in the

sense that it pinpoints a large and

identifiable market segment. The mass

market advertiser who overlooks Negro
radio would seem to be missing some
obvious potential.

Scores of advertisers, obviously, are

not missing this potential. (For a cross-

section of these, see the list starting on

page 30.) Some, like Royal Crown,

which makes a hair dressing, sell only

to the Negro market. Royal Crown is

no small potatoes; it racks up sales in

the neighborhood of $10 million an-

nuallv.

But most advertisers on Negro radio

make products destined for all con-

sumers. A number have found their

])roduct has a special appeal to Negroes

and are using Negro radio to capitalize

on it. Products like lard and evapo-

rated milk fall in this category. Others

ha\f found their particular brand has

I l*leasr turn to page 34 I

Lucky Strike riuorded commemah jor

.\e^ro marliet. "The Platters,' who made

recording, are shown with Hunter Hancock,

KPOP, Los Angeles, one of the two white

d.j.'s on Negro appeal radio in that market

Awards for commercial presentations are i

sometimes given by advertisers to spur

d.j.'s. Manischewitz' Phil Strauss presents
j

an award to Joe Walker of WMBM, Miami
j

Beach, for the excellence of his wine spots •

SPONSOR M:GR0 issue • 20 SEI'TKMBKK 10;



specialisNegro
still rar

into field. Joseph Christian, fi

mer Seagram execu t.

had own consulting firm for ovf

a year, includes Y&R amon

clients. Clarence Holte is hea

of ttvo-man Negro marketing d(

partment at BBDO, which i

oi\ly big agency employing N<

groes in that capaci,

sultants: Les Baile

lisco: Jesse Lewis, Birmingh,

Langendorj Bread made consumer sur-

vey of d.j.'s in San Francisco before pick-

ing Rockin Lucky on KSAN. Client tested

jocks by checking into effectiveness of sell-

ing for the local retail accounts in area

jT!

^If^^H5
Alcoholic beverages have higher per

capita consumption among Negroes than

among whites. D.j. at WHAT, Philadelphia,

shows the half-quart and l2-ounce six-

packs of Budweiser, which buys the station

Disk J0ckey''s personal approach is key

factor in selling and merchandising on

Negro radio. "Doc" Wheeler on WWRL,
New York, tries his charms on two cus-

tomers for Limacol, an eau de cologne

Rising Negro standard ot living leads to

new businesses, like Ebony Health Studio

chain advertised over KCOH, Houston. The
picture hrlow shows the opening of a

'lunl uu.lio. ro, rred /., remote pukups

Merchandising crews on Aegro appeal statioi

team employed by WOV, New }orl.. consists of H
perience before coming into broadcast, and ( /. to

show model; Helen Gregoiv, who J.ccp-, ju<\ir(l

Mar\ Cunningham, a model and traimi' n

. u, laried fields. The

II ho had retailing ex-
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ID?.D ^21

I

III Korsair crippled children's picnic. Voices

were played back on the air the next day

mntoicil '•tinin, „ffir,- has paid off in

laituig mil iliciiU and I.eeping the old

es, WOBS, Jacksonville, reports. One-

ur sidewalk interview is done here daily

"Seiiro •'Ports are uniiorlant station tan

Je.se ( hampion, IfJLU, Birmingham, talks

to Mgr. Dismukes, Kansas City Monarchs,

at practice session of the local Black Barons

D.j.'s arc ujten the renter of promotioi

Dave Dixon of KATZ, St. Louis, leads

parade to crown "Miss Glamor Spray"

promoting this new liquid hair straighter

Saturation schedule on KNOK, Dallas-Ft. Worth, was bought by Forest Theatre lu jjrumulc

movies as well as Friday night stage show. Station's ''Mr. Lucky" (Rudy Runnells), talks to

Faye Adams, star of show. Theatre had done some light advertising, station reports, but

after saturation schedule, business has been at either double or triple the previous level

THE
NEGRO

STATIONS revolve
around the disk jockey

^ He provides commentary on music and on public and

community affairs as well (not to mention merchandising

)

I he Negro radio station and the

Negro consumer market have two pri-

mary points of contact.

They meet on the air through the

d.j. and they meet at the point-of-sale

through merchandising men (and the

d.j., tool.

This, in itself, does not riualify Ne-

gro radio for any blue ribbons. What
makes the difference, however, is that

the listener is listening to and the re-

tailer is talking to a man or woman
whose skin color is the same as his.

One should add to this that stations

also contact their market at a less

business-like level—the level of com-

munity affairs, public service and, in

some cases, agitation for civil rights.

The d.j. is involved here as well. He
is a narrator of public aflairs on the

air. a speaker on public affairs in an

auditorium, and, in general, a sympa-

thizer on public issues. To the Negro,

he is often "one of us."

The d.j., to sum it up, is the heart

of Negro radio.

Most disk jockeys are colored and,

all things being equal, there is more
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Sports stars have strong appeal among

the Negro audiences, often make popular

d.j.'s. Above is "Big'' Don Barksdale ot

KWBR. Oakland, Ohmpic basketball star

A lOlal oi -12/)09 postcards were sent in

to, ih- -tainilr minister-' contest on KOKY,

Lull,- Ko.L ///,. Winner of the contest,

hrl,l in hhnian. aas the Rev. Felix Evans

KMi

I I

I I

' I <

I I

Dance for young Negroes is gi

Saturday morning by WAVG, Augusta, using

city center. D.j. Mai Cook, above, gives

door prize, got city citation lor dances

noted in a broadcast from Chicago's Tivoli

Theatre with W'BEE station personalities

identification on the part of the listener

with a Negro than with a white. How-
ever, some white d.j.'s are exceptionally

popular and well accepted by the Ne-

gro community.

As one Negro broadcaster put it,

"Negroes either like you or reject you.

There are no mediocrities in Negro
radio."

Many Negro radio personalities are

colorful with names to match. They
call themselves the Rev. Gatemouth
Moore, Sir Walter Raleigh, Gospel

Boy, Dogface, Lord Fauntleroy. This

kind of tag is more likely to be found
in the South. On the whole, the north-

ern Negro radio personality is more
dignified, one reason being the more
"emancipated" northern Negroes are

beginning to feel the more extreme
fonvis of clowning hurt the race by
perpetuating group stereotypes.

Is Negro radio then segregated ra-

dio? Some general appeal broadcast-
ers with large Negro audiences say it

is. The Negroes themselves don't feel

this way, however. The more articu-

late Negroes make the point that dial

tuning represents a democratic option

with the listener stopping at whatever

frequency he wants to—not the fre-

quency he's forced to. In addition, Ne-

gro radio is the only place he can get

broadcast news about his community.

The further point is also made that,

just as Negroes listen to general ap-

peal radio, so do non-Negroes tune in

on Negro-appeal radio. In some areas,

for example, Spanish-speaking audi-

ences find Negro programing to their

liking. And, while the radio jive fans

among the general run of Americans

have never been counted accurately,

there are undoubtedly a fair fraction

of them who listen to Negro appeal

stations.

These non-Negro audiences listen to

the music, not to thei personality. The

Negro-appeal d.j. has a specific target

for his patter. He talks the language

of his audience. This doesn't mean the

d.j. flaunts the differences between

white and Negro. It does mean he

creates an atmosphere in which the

Negro feels at home.

He doesn't have to be a Negro to do

this. Hunter Hancock of KPOP, Los

Angeles, is white and has been pro-

graming for Negroes for 10 years. His

audiences include Mexicans and, with

the advent of rock 'n' roll, other whites

also. Hancock plays only music re-

corded by Negroes, stays away from

"popular jazz" or "prettied up Negro

music."

Here are five tips from Hancock on

programing for and selling the Negro:

1. Don't talk down. This applies to

both white and Negro d.j.'s. (Los An-

geles now has two white d.j.'s in its

Negro appeal programing. KGFJ's John

Magnus joined the ranks when his sta-

tion went to 100% Negro appeal pro-

graming recently.) Negroes don't re-

sent white d.j.'s but they are sensitive

to condescending language.

2. Don't be "way out." Negroes like

{Please turn to page 37)
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NNOUNCES
. . .THE APPOINTMENT
of HAROLD F. WALKER

as Vice President and National

Sales IVIanager of the Rounsaville

Negro programmed radio proper-

ties.

Mr. Walker will join the Rounsaville

chain on November 1st, and will

have immediate supervision of na-

tional spot sales for all Negro

properties.

He is a 20-year radio veteran, more

than nine of which have been spent

withWDIA, Memphis, a pioneer in

the development of the all-Negro

programmed pattern.

AND...

. . .THE APPOINTMENT
of JOHN FULTON

as Vice President and Local Sales

Manager for all Rounsaville Radio

properties.

Mr. Fulton entered radio in 1935,

and joined the Rounsaville organi-

zation in 1953. He is a past director of

N.A.B., as well as past president of

the Georgia Association of Broad-

casters.

ROUNSAVILLE RADIO

WCIN
Cincinnati, Ohio. 1000 W. 1480 KC.
Cincinnati's only all Negro pro-

grammed station.

WLOU
Louisville, Kentucky. 5000 W, 1350

KC. Louisville's only all Negro
programmed station.

WMBM'
Miami Beach, Florida. 1000 W, 800

KC. South Florida's most powerful

all Negro programmed station.

WVOL
Nashville, Tennessee. 1000 W,
1470 KC. Nashville's only all Negro
programmed station.

WTMP
Tampa, Florida. 5000 W, 1150 KC.
Tampa-St. Petersburg's only all

Negro programmed station.

WYLD
New Orleans, La. 1000 W, 600 KC.
New Orleans' all Negro program-
med station.

HOME OFFICE: 3165 Mathieson Drive, N.E.

Atlanta 5, Georgia
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NEGRO
MARKETING

BASICS
Ml

Negro population is growing at a faster rate than white during 1950's .

The high Negro birth rate during

the 1950's is dramatized in these

Census Bureau figures taken from

the census of 1950 and a sample sur-

vey last year. Non-white includes

Indians, Japanese, Chinese, etc., but

about 95% of non-white are Negroes

Changes

IIIIIIIII

in white and non-white population,

WHITE

1950-1957

NON-WHITE

All ages _ + 12.6% + 18.9%

1 Under 18 +26.0 +34.5

18-24 — 5.8 + 3.8

25-44 + 3.6 + 5.6

45-64 - . + 12.4 + 17.5

65 and over

|i|:illllillii;il!li!l!iiiil'i!!l'IIIMI!'lllll!llllllllll!liiilii;ii IIIIIIIII

+20.8 +22.6

Negroes tend to be ''younger" than whites .

Percent U. S. poulation in age groups,

1 WHITE
Male Female

by sex an

NON

d color 1

-WHITE
Female g

Under 5 11.1% 10.5% 14.5% 13.8%

5-9 10.5 9.9 13.3 12.6

10-14 8.9 8.4 9.8 9.3

15-19 7.0 6.6 8.1 7.8

20-24 6.3 6.1 7.1 7.0

25-29 6.7 6.6 6.8 7.1

30-34 7.1 7.3 6.7 7.3

35-39 7.0 7.1 6.2 6.6

40-44 6.6 6.8 5.8 6.3

45-49 6.2 6.3 5.4 5.6

50-54 5.4 5.5 4.6 4.6

55-59 4.7 4.9 3.8 3.7

60-64 4.1 4.3 2.8 2.8

65-69 3.2 3.5 2.0 2.0

70-74 2.4 2.8 1.4 1.4

' 75-79 1.5 1.9 1.0 1.1

80-84 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.5

85 and over 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.5

Total (000) 75,688 76,776

iiiiiiiliiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

9,170

lllillllilllllllillililllilllliillliill

9,595

These Census Bureau figures cover the total

U.S. population, including armed forces over-

seas, as of 1 July 1957. Note high propor-

tions of children under 10 among both white

and non-white. Note also that there are about

5% more females among non-whites compared

to about 1% in white group. For an explana-

tion of non-whiles, see caption at top left
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NEGRO
MARKETING

BASICS

Big postwar jump in Negro urban households is due primarily to . .

.

A. Decrease i

doubled-up

families

Percent U.S. married

1956

couples w
1950

thout own household

1947 1940

"

1

WHITK :uy, :->.*)', 7.9', 6.4'

,

NON-WHITE 7.1 13.8 15.1 11.3

Average number o

1956

persons per

1950

U.S. household

1940 1930
3

WHITE 3.33 3.46 3.75 4.09 1

: NONWHIll 3 95 4 17 4 09 4 27

=
1

1

B. The move

away from the

farm

Percent change in numlier of

ALL HOUSEHOLDS

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

U.S. househohls,

JRBAN & RURAL
NON-FARM

1950-56

RURAL FARM

1

1

WHITE + 10.7', + 14.0', -9.5q

NON-WHITE +26.2 +35.2 -13.8 =

l!llll!l!lllllllllllllllllll iiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii Illlllllllllllllll 1

Negroes have proportionately fewer husband-and-wife households

lj||l!i!l!lli!tt!l!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!llll!lll

Marital status of civilian U. S. population

I'EKCEXT MARRIED PERCENT MARRIED WITH ABSENT SPOUSES

MALE EEMAEE MALE FEMALE

White

71.1

\.,i.-white White

64.1 67.2

\<.n-uhite

62.0

White

2.4

N..n-uhite

7.8

White

3.0

Non-white

11.3

I

All figures on this page are from the Census Bureau. The bottom chart covers U.S. civilians 14 years and over, as of March 1956
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NEGRO
MARKETING

BASICS

One out of three working Negro women are employed as domestics
-II II

1 1 1 1

Major occupations of employed persons

Major occupational group Total

WHITE
Male Female Total

NON-WHITE
Male Female

Total employed (000) 58,482 10,250 18,232 6,698 3,997 2,701

Professional, technical 10.8' 10.4'a 11.6% 3.9% 3.5% 4.6%

Farmers, farm managers 5.1 7.2 0.6 4.0 6.2 0.7

Other managers, officials,

proprietors 11.4 14.2 5.3 2.4 2.6 2.1

Clerical 15.1 6.8 33.2 .5.6 4.4 7.4

Sales 6.9 6.3 8.2 1.4 1.0 1.9

Craftsman, foreman 13.9 19.8 1.0 .5.8 9.4 0.4

Operatives 17.2 18.2 15.2 19.1 22.9 13.5

Private household workers 2.0 0.1 6.2 15.5 0.6 37.7

Other service workers 8.0 5.7 13.1 16.4 14.4 19.4

Farm laborers & foremen 1.3 4.0 5.0 10.5 9.8 11.6 1

Laborers (except farm and
mine) 5.2 7.3 0.6 15.3 25.3 0.7 -

These Census Bureau figur ' people at work during the week 6-12 July 1958

Nearly half of all Negro women work

Eniploynieiit status of civilian population

Figures at right apply to U.S. civilian

non-institutional population 14 years and

over as of 6-12 July 1958. They show that

while one out of two Negro women are em-

ployed only one out of three white are

so engaged. The data also show that the

percent of unemployed among non-whites

is double the figure for the white group

i Total Male Female Tot?l Male Female

I Percent in

II labor force 58.1 84.0 35.0 64.8 83.8 48.1

1 Labor force 62.706 43.061 19.645 7,767 4,696 3,069

1 Employed in

^ agriculture 5.708 4.667 1.041 1,010 678 332 1

g Employed in non-

M agricultural fobs 52.773 35.583 17.191 5,688 3,318 2,369 1

1 Unemployed 4.225 2.811 1.413 1,069 701 368 1

== Percent
iru„lo I

6" 6 5 7.2 138 14 9 120*
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WE PROUDLY SERVE

HHILAUbLPHin

650,000

NEGRO

MARKET

To be the Number One Negro Station in America's third largest city is to be in an envious position.

We realize this. We also realize that, in order to stay Number One, WDAS must continue to back
uj) our advertisers with aggi-essive merchandising and programming.

Some of the Reasojis Why WDAS is a ''MiisV in Philadelphia Radio

More and more advertisers are aware that to obtain sales dominance in America's large cities is

vii-tually impossible without the patronage of the Negro Market. In Philadelphia, WDAS exclusively

delivei-s the ever-growing 650,000 Negro Market.

The WDAS Negro on-the-air talent team is known throughout the East. They are a highly profes-

sional group of men and women whose long-time acceptance by the Philadelphia Negro Market is

unequalled. No one can deliver your message, motivate listeners and gain the acceptance of the

Philadelphia Negro Market as can the top-rated air-personalities of WDAS.

Ever since Negro listening has been measured in Philadelphia, WDAS has always been the top-

rated Negro Pulse station . . . and NOW WDAS HAS MORE NEGRO PULSE QUARTER HOUR
FIRSTS THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS IN THIS AREA COMBINED.

Absolutely no other advertising medium in Philadelphia can deliver the specialized Negro Market
proof-of-performance merchandising available to WDAS advertisers. The WDAS Negro Market
Merchandising Dei)artment is the first, and only, full-time, fully staffed department in Philadelphia

offering participations in Food Fail* Stores, Best Markets, Philadelphia Association of Retail

Druggists and WDAS Spot-lite Superettes. This comprehensive merchandising program ranges from
])oint-of-i)urcha.se "WDAS APPROVED PRODUCTS" through to finished detail rei)orts.
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There is no more complete list of blue

chip advertisers in Philadelphia Radio.

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer • Humphreys
Parks Sausage • Black Draught • Creomulsion

Contadina • San Giorgio • BC Remedy
Scott's Emulsion • Roma Wine • Dulany Frozen Food:

Budweiser Beer • Nadinola • United Fruit

Italian Swiss Colony Wine • SSS Tonic • 666

Rem . Tastykake • Krey • Sulfur 8

Snow's Clam Chowder • Tetley Tea

Washington Flour • Camels • Artra

Beechnut Baby Food • Booth's Beverages

Boscul Coffee • Lipton

Carnation Milk • Coca-Cola

Blue Cross • Bell Telephone

Strawbridge & Clothier

John Wanamaker
Pennsylvania Saving Fund Society

Edgley Rd., Phila. 31, Pa.

National Representatives;

John E. Pearson & Co.
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NEGRO
AUDIENCE

BASICS

Negro tv saturation in south is less than among whites

Percent and number of tv households in 12 states

I ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

E FLORIDA

^ GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH CAROLINA

OKLAHOMA

SOUTH CAROLINA

TENNESSEE

1 TEXAS

VIRGINIA

TOTAL

'.

number
(000) 'c

number
(000) <.

number
(000)

44.9 3L5 58.9 817 54.2 1.132

35.5 107 45.9 433 43.4 540

52.0 225 64.7 1,391 62.6 1,616

51.7 69.0 1,213 63.8 1,606

51.2 322 66.0 930 61.4 1,252

28.4 199 38.8 282 33.7 481

51.5 385 64.7 1,432 61.4 1,817

58.5 57 71.9 1,057 71.0 1,114

47.1 64.4 607 57.8

53.9 205 65.6 1,351 63.8 1,556

56.8 394 68.9 3,765 67.5 4,159

54.2 284 69.3 1,411 66.2 1,695

48.3 3,161 65.1 14,689 61.3 17,850

llllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllll!lllllllll!lllllllll!l!llllllllllll!lllllllli;!lll!Illil!llllll!lllllllli:^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiii.KiiiiJiyi: ill; ii:: iiui

Twicelas many southern Negroes tune radio as tv during average day

Negro adults with tv

Males 1,532,000

Females 1,629,000
„ii„ Illlllllll!

All data <>" this imnf are based on a

SindlitiKer & (^o. study taken from August

195.1 through July 1956. An updated survey

II ill be released by the firm this fall. The

figures in the bottom charts are based on

the same 12 states as the top chart. At

the right the asterisk indicates that tv per

\

illillllllllllllillllll

RADIO
Negro White

iiiii::i:::i!ii'iiii{iiii!!

Negro

iiiiiii

TV

lllllllllllllllllllllllll!

While
1

H Percent of population

1 over 12 who tune

M at some time during dm

1

J

60.3 51.9 32.4 !.3.1

J

H Total time spent with

3 air media during

average week {million hou

1

64.6 179.7 40.6 181.5

1

Per capita time

spent with air

media daily (hours)* }

llllllillilllllliilllll

2:20

ll!l!lllllll!llllllllllllll!llll!llll

2:12

lll!llllll!lllill!llll!llllllllli:iill!lllllll

2:44

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii lllllll

2:39

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ji
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... of course we'll accept your ET's—but the way our men and women sell you're far better off sending us a

fact sheet. At WHAT you are never lost in the shuffle—your commercial always gets "personalized sell" from

every dynamic member of our team. Our job is to sell your product—not merely advertise it.

That is our only purpose ... we accept the responsibility. Our potency for you in America's third largest

negro market—600,000—is further enhanced by . . .

1. Average actual delivered cost-per-thousand listeners— less than 25c for typical ROS advertisers!

C/P/M figures based on latest Pulse reports not projected beyond Pulse reporting area.

2. Comprehensive "custom-designed" in-store merchandising plans.

3. Total adult programming 24 hours a day. Let us go to work for you

000
1. BILL CURTIS

6 to 10 AM & 5 to 7 PM

2. LOUISE WILLIAMS-Gospel Tram

Sunday 6 AM to 12 Noon

3. MARK HYMAN-News Analyst

5 shows daily

4. "BONNIE PRINCE" Charlie Geter

Sunday 12 Noon to 6 PM

5. EMORY SAUNDERS

9 PM to 1 AM

7. LLOYD "FATMAN" SMITH

12 Noon to 5 PM

WHAT.
PHILADELPHIA 31, PENNSYLVANIA

Call STARS NATIONAL INC.
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NEGRO STATION PROGRAMINC^
100% Negro-appeal ""^ ^^'' '"''^' Michigan

programing
Tampa .

Tampa .

CALL LETTERS

WTMP Ir^kst

GEORGIA
CALL LETTERS

Birmingham

Birmingham _

Montgomery -- WRMA

Tuscaloosa WRBS

ARKANSAS

Little Rock KOKY

^ENN Columbus .

WILD

ILLINOIS

Chicago W BEE St. Louis

St. Louis

KENTUCKY
Louisville WLOV

MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI

Kansas City KPRS

KATZ

KXLW

NEW JERSEY

Newark WNJR

LOUISIANA

NORTH CAROLINA

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles KGFJ

San Francisco KSAN ^«""' ^""-"^ ^^^^

New Orleans WYLD Durham ffSR!:

FLORIDA Winston-Salem W'AAA

Miami WFEC MARYLAND
Miami Beach WMBM Baltimore WSID OHIO

*! Pensacola WBOP Baltimore WEBB Cincinnati ^^ WCIN

1000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL

ALL COLUMBUS, GEORGIA
IS PROUD OF

ONE OF THE NATION'S HIGHEST RATED NEGRO STATIONS WITH AN
AVERAGE PULSE WEEKLY NEGRO AUDIENCE OF AN ASTOUNDING

51%
Yes, PULSE proves you'll get the audience, and you'll get

exclusive ail-Negro programming from the only 100% all-

Negro programmed station in the area with all Negro an-

nouncers!

. . . and WCLS completely covers this highly valuable

Columbus Negro market . . . the Nation's 9th heaviest

major Negro concentration with an official

35.4% NEGRO
(Sponsor Publications, Sept. 1956)

Find out for yourself why WCLS has obtained such greiJ a:ceotanc2 from both

Southeast: D jra-Cluyioi Agency—Aflanla

National: V/alker-Rawalf Company—New York, Chicago, Boston, Los Angela:, St

il and local advertisers i
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PENNSYLVANIA 50-99% Negro-appeal ceorcia

CITY CALL LETTERS nrt%&rs*min& city call letters

Hhilailelphia

I'hilmlelphiu

TDAS
ir irir

programing

ALABAMA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charl.slun Wi'AL Hi

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga

Memphis

.. r.i/Avs

_. WDIA

VIRGINIA

\orloll. WRAP

RUhmond WANT Jacksonville

... WEDR

CALIFORNIA

Oakland KffBR

I'asudena —

FLORIDA

Jacksonville -

KALI

.^...WOBS

LISTENER LOYALTY plus

INTENSIVE COVERAGE equals

SALES POWER

In the section

of South Carolina

with heaviest

Negro population

only 2 stations

con claim

their loyalty!

In central South

Carolina where Negro

population is 46.5%, WOIC programs

exclusively to the 384,973 Negroes.

In the coastal area where the percentage is 56.5,

WPAL broadcasts the music and features best liked

by their 414,314 Negro listeners.

Proof of listener loyalty can be found in any survey of this

area . . . WOIC and WPAL consistently get high ratings.

For full sales power in this vast market you need the

2 Negro stations, WOIC and WPAL. Buy both get 5% discount.

WOIC
Columbia, S. C.

1470 KC 5000 W

WPAL
Charleston, S. C.

730 KC 1000 W

//-S^ GOLDEN HORN STATIONS

SPEIDEL-FISHER
J^Cy BROADCASTING CORPORATION

" WALG

Dawson WDW D

Macon WIBB

ILLINOIS

WGES

MICHIGAN
..WJLB

MISSISSIPPI

WACR

Meridian WQIC

NEW JERSEY

Newark WHBl

NEW YORK
New York ....- WLIB

New York WOV

NORTH CAROLINA
WGIV

OHIO

Cleveland - -- .WJMO

PENNSYLVANIA

Pittsburgh . : If nio

If (IK

SOUTH CAROLINA

Greer WEAB

TEXAS

Tyler KDOh

National Representative: Walker Representation Co., Inc.

Southeastern Representative: Dora-Clayton Agency

Less than 50%
Negro-appeal

programing

CITY

ALABAMA
CALL LETTER

Auburn JFAVt

Decatur If HO
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CITY

Dothan

Florence —

Greenville .

Marion

Sylacauga

CALL LETTERS

ITMSL

WOOF

WOIFL

IFGYV

IFJAM

..IFMLS

ARKANSAS
Helena KFFA

Hoi Springs KBLO

Magnolia KVMA

CALIFORNIA

Burbank KBLA

Los Angeles KPOP

San Rafael .....KTIM

DELAWARE
Wilmington WILM

iUe

.WIRA

.WRHC

.WTRR

1
Fort Pierci

Jack.

San ford

i

I
GEORGIA

j Americas WDEC

I

Baxley .. WHAB

\
Fitzgerald .__ WBHB
Fort Valley WFPM
Gainesville WDUN

! Griffin WHE
Hawkinsville .

La Grange

La Grange

Madison

Valdosta

Waycross

..WCEH

...WLAG

...WTRP

...WYTH

.WGOV

...WACL

ILLINOIS

\Chicago ifAAF

I
Chicago WOPA
(Chicago flTSBC

INDIANA
Gary

Hammond

..WGRY

.WWCA

..WJOB

if
^'"'lionapolis

jf^Q^i;

IOWA
^'' ^^'»«« - KWDM

Hopkinsville .

Pineville

CALL LETTERS

WKOA

.....WMLF

LOUISIANA

Bogalusa

Ferriday

Monroe

Natchitoches .

New Orleans ..

Ruston

..WIKC

..KENV

.....KLIC

...KNOC

..WBOK

. KRUS

MARYLAND
Baltimore .....WITH

Bethesda .....WUST

MICHIGAN

Flint _-- WBBC

Flint ..WMRP

Saginaw WSGW

MISSISSIPPI

Clarksdale ......WROX

Corinth WCMA

Greenville ..

Grenada ..

Hazlehurst

Houston .....

Oxford .......

Philadelphia .

Picayune

Starkville

West Point ...

WGUM
...WNAG

...WMDC

...WCPC

...WSUH

. WHOC

...WRJW

...WSSO

..WROB

MISSOURI

St. Louis KSTL

NEW MEXICO

Hobbs . KWEW

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

Burlington —
Dunn

Fayetteville .

Goldsboro ...

Henderson ....

High Point .

Kinston

Kinston

Laurinburg ..

...WCKB

...WFAI

..WFMC

WHVH

WHPE

. WELS

...WFTC

WEWD
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Birmingham

NEGRO PROGRAMMING
HAS MEANT

1 1 Morning

Place) Noon

) Night

I

Pulse 1957 & 1958

IN RESULTS, TOO!

(That's why national business has

increased over 400% in the last

FONE FORJOE



HUNTER

HANCOCK
THE

NEGRO

LISTENING

HABIT

IN

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

No. 1

RATING*

FOR

6

YEARS

THE POPULAR STATION
'

5,000 w.

LOS ANGELES

BROADCAST TIME SALES
N.Y.—Chicago

—

Detroit—
San Francisco

DORA-CLAYTON
Atlanta

CITY

Leaksville _

New Bern .

Raleigh . ...

Southern Pt

Tyron

in/,on

Ifi/son

CALL LETTERS

ITLOE

WHIT

WRAL

WEEB

WTYN

WGTM

_ WVOT

Columbus WVKO

Dayton WA VI

Sprin gfield _ (fIZE

Toledo WTOI)

OKLAHOMA
Muskogee .KMUS
Okmulgee KHBG

PENNSYLVANIA
Johnstoun If'ARD

WMCKMcKeesport

SOUrH CAROLINA
Columbia

Greenville

Mullins

Orangeburg

Rock Hill

Uni

wcos

WESC

W]AY

WTND

WTYC

.. WBCV

..JfJZM

...WKRM

A t' K\ ET

Beaumont KRIC

Con roe KMCO

Lubbock KSEL

Marshall KMHT
Mid/and KJBC

Nacogdoches KSFA

Pasadena-Housioii KIM.

Te.xarkana KTFS

VIRGINIA
Daniillr -- IFDVA

|

Harrisonburg ..^ WSVA I

Petersburg WSSV
\

Roanoke WROV

WASHINGTON
Sralllr KTI I

WEST VIRGINIA

Hitch Your

•
SALES

fhe

STAR

GROUP
and make your

own success story in these

*
w

markets!!

BOP 980 KC

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA

Phone HEmlock 8-7543

BRUCE GRESHAM, Mgr.

RBS**
w

500 WATTS
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

Phone PLaza 2-4581

JAY GILBERT, Manager
"Subject to FCC approval

FIRST-
Central Savannah River

Area — Negro Program-
ming—Successfully Past

6 Years.

0]%LV Station — CJ.R.A.
with 2 Full Time Negro

Personalities.

$398,706,000 Negro Retail

Sales. 123,088 Negro Homes.

(Source—SRDS consumer service 1958

—Retma 1958 Fisk Univ. Research cen-

ter 1958)

CONTACT OUR
REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION

ain Studios—Bon Air Ho

?ambeau, Vance, Hopple Inc

Brown Co. Inc
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What product brands
are preferred by Negroes?

Brand leaders in 31 different product categories as reported for Negro families in five

major metropolitan areas (see text at bottom of chart)

Product New York Chicago St. Louis Norfolk Indianapolis

Aspirin Bayer Bayer Anacin/Bufferin Bayer Bufferin

Beer Ballantine Budweiser Stag Budweiser Wiedemann's

Breakfast food (cold) Kellogg's

Corn Flakes
Kellogg's

Corn Flakes
Kellogg's

Corn Flakes
Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Breakfast food (cooked) Quaker hominy grits Quaker Oats Quaker Oats Mother's Oats Quaker Oats

Cigarettes—men Camels Pall Mall Pall Mall Camels Camels/Pall Mall

Cigarettes—women Viceroy/Winston Viceroy Pall Mall Viceroy Pall Mall

Instant coffee Maxwell House Maxwell Honse Maxwell House Maxwell House Maxwell House

Coffee—regular Maxwell House Maxwell House Old Judge Maxwell House Maxwell House

Deodorant—household Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick

Deodorant—underarm Arrid Arrid Avon Mum Avon

Dog food—prepared Ken-L-Ration Rival Strongheart Ken-L-Ration Rival

Hair preparations Apex Hair Rep Hair Rep Royal Crown Vaseline

Hand lotion Avon Avon Jergen's Jergen's Jergen's

Lipstick Avon Avon Avon Avon Avon

Mixes—prepared cake Pillsbury Pillsbury Betty Crocker Pillsbury Pillsbury

Orange juice fresh frozen Minute Maid Snow Crop Snow Crop Minute Maid Birds Eye

Peanut butter Skippy Skippy Skippy Skippy Peter Pan

Remedies—cold relief 4-Way cold tablets

4-Way cold tab.

4-Way 4-Wav 4-Way

Scouring cleanser Ajax Ajax Ajax Ajax Ajax

Coconut Oil Coconut Oil Coconut Oil Avon Halo

Shortening Crisco Crisco Crisco Crisco Crisco

Soap—laundr> Tide Tide Tide Fab Tide

Soap—toilet Ivory Ivory Ivory Ivory Dove

Soft drinks** Coca Cola Pepsi Cola Coca Cola Coca Cola Coca Cola

Tea Lipton Lipton Lipton Lipton Lipton

Tissue—facial, cleansing Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex

Tonics and proprietaries Black Draught Scotts' Emulsion Black Draught Black Draught Father John's

Tooth paste Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate

Vegetables, fruits—fresh frozen Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye

Wax—liquid Beacon Johnson's Johnson's Aerowax Johnson's

Mogen David Mogen David

t drinks listed according to the n

Rollins Broadcasting, Inc., Wilmington, DeL, has prepared "A New Market," a booklet summarizing the buying habits of Negro
surveyed in the group's five major markets where it operates Negro-appeal radio stations. Rollins estimates Negroes in these areas total almost
three and one-half million with an annual estimated buying power of more than $'^ billion.
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WCH B

Independent Negro
ll.l Henry llu T Kd.,

k-iir. Miih. Crcstwood 8-1440.

•:" 1,1.111—Dr. Haley Bfll.
-I'rvs. A: Secy-Dr. Wenilfll F

I'fo

rral Manacer—Frank M. Seymo
cram Direclor—Cieorge E. Whin

'•

REPR ESENTATIVES

'^**^,' LITIES
1 ,> : Ml" k,. >l;iys. Dircctiona

al sunset. EST.

A GEN CY COMMISSION
vn not time only: no cash disccunt. Bills nay- 1

Mil. 11 rcn.lere.1. Talent and rem billed

T.'m

r.i.iv Short rate billing if requency

GENE

TIME RATES

I'lir '

i'
•' hr '1/4 h'r 3min. imin.

time. 200.00 120.00 80.00

'

40.00
times nPJ..-i0 113.30 77.00
times 185.00 111.00 74.00 37:00 i8:on
times 177.M Iflfi.^n 71.00 35.50

lOO
32:50

ii'i" i";;:;
\]'-

'™ 14:00
13.00

'""'"

"""\.NXi.: •.
, ,,M ruw. CES

10
-n;;;;;;;;

^
y^^

"

''^
"voo

20 onrHIImlh i- ho' no

SPECIAL FEATURES

<al Negro I

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
These are the leading national advertisers hnying Negro appeal I

I

radio, according to questionnaires received from stations listed I

I

in the Negro station profile section of this issue.

Stations were asked to list their 10 top national advertisers in I

terms of dollar billing. Names are grouped alphabetically

I

below, except that, for each letter, the advertisers are listed

according to the number of times they were mentioned.

Among the top names are Budweiser, B C Headache Remedy,

Carnation, Coca-Cola, Camel, Lucky Strike, Pet, Sulfur-S, Wrig- ll

leys, SSS Tonic, Sinclair Refining, Wonder Bread, Vaseline

n Tobacco Company, 5

rican Ace Tea &. Coffe«, I

Gully GasoliiM. I

Honey Bee Snuff, 4

Hamm's Beer, I

Helme, George Compan

Hoyt Sullivan, I

Hunter Fans. I

Italian Swiss Colfn;

Kent Cigarettes

Kool-Ald, I

Maxwell House Coffee, 3

Miller's High Life Beer. 2
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t Milk. 20
igsi-Cola. 7

ibst Brewing Compa

Robin Hc«d Flour.

Sinclair Refining Company. 8
Schlit2 Beer. 7

666 Cough Syrup, 4

Stanback Headache Remedy, 4

666 Cold Tablets.

Scaly Mattress. I

Self Rising Flour.

Sepian Products. I

I
TbtleyTea. 2
Thorn McAa Shoes. ;

STILL

THE
CHAMP

IN BALTIMORE ... LET PRO STAR

BUDDY YOUNG
"CARRY THE BALL" FOR YOU
Collegiate gridiron standout . . .

triple-threat scatback in the pro

ranks . . . and now, one of Baltimore's

most popular "chatters" and platter

spinners— that's Buddy Young! His

lively commentary on the world at

large . . . and his astute appraisal of

things musical have won for him

(and his sponsors) a host of loyal

listeners! On or off the football

field. Buddy Young is a real champ!

EXCLUSIVE WITH WEBB • BALTIMORE'S

NO. 1 NEGRO PROGAMMED STATION!

See 1957 issue of Negro Pulse

WEBB

BUDDY'S RACKING UP
SALES FOR THESE
AND OTHER STEADY
WEBB SPONSORS'

• Ballantine Beer
• Good Year
• Lotto Cola

• Cariing's Beer

• Sinclair

• Wrigley's

5000 WATTS
ASK STARS-NATIONAL FOR FACTS! T

...AND, HE
CAN DO THE

SAME FOR YOU!
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lONLY StATI^M
fgOGRAMMiNe^
iMTTSiUftGMia

GEORGE \y
Pins

WAM6
PITTSBURGH 860 KC
FORJOE-NAT'L. REP.

NEGRO MARKET
\ Cont'd jroin pa^e 5)

number of these, the Negro is arrixing

at the rate of more than l.OOl) per

month. The figure for Chicago alone

is estimated at 2i)00 per month.

A Newsweek magazine survey late

last year of eight northern cities (in-

cluding Baltimore and Washington!

put the. total Negro populaton there at

3.7 million and estimated that hy 1967

the figure will be 5 million. Even as-

suming the Negro population will con-

tinue its present rate of rise, this would

mean that fully 23 7f of all Negroes

would be found in these eight cities.

Last \ ear's special census for New
York Cit\ counted 948,000 within the

cit) limits, more than double the 1940

figure. WOV, New York, estimates that

259^ of the Negro population in the

New York metropolitan area live out-

side New York City and the adjacent

New Jersey metropolis' of Newark and

Jersey City. The station puts the metro

Negro population at about 1.5 million.

The Newsweek study found big in-

creases in the other seven cities, too.

During the 1940-57 period. Chicago's

Negro population went up from 277 to

633 thousand, Los Angeles from 63 to

254 thousand (with an estimated 800

thousand by 19671. Philadelphia from

250 to 462 thousand, Detroit from 149

to 475 thousand. Baltimore from 165

to 280 thousand. Washington from 182

to 375 thousand and St. Louis from

108 to 225 thousand.

In moving into his new urban home.

the Negro tends to congregate with his

own kind for reasons that are too

obvious to need spelling out. The result

is that most Negroes can be found in

racial pockets in the central city zone.

Despite his growing wealth, the Negro

has not been welcomed in the suburbs.

Christian points out that of all the

new homes built between 1935 and

19.50 only \'/( have been purchased b)

Negroes.

There are straws in the wind, how-

e\er. indicating this is beginning to

change. Speaking of a Negro area that

has become almost a byword in the

hmuiiage. WOV sa) s in a market pres-

erilation: "With rapidly improving

economic status, Negroes are moving

out of Harlem . . . (which) has shown

no perceptible (population) increase

in the last five years, new Negro resi-

dents from the south keeping pace with

the exodus. Today the upper economic

groups are found in Westchester, St.

Ali)aiis I Queens I and upper Washing-

ton Heights. New housing projects

have mushroomed in Hempstead. Free-

lK)rt. \\\andanch and Amity ville in

(suburban I Nassau and Suffolk coun-|

ties."'

KWBR. Oakland, speaking of thJ

San Francisco area, says, "This marker
differs from many in the east. PopuJ
lation areas extend from Vallejo to thJ
north, to San Jose in the south, Oak-

land, east and San Francisco, west. I^
is not concentrated in one area withir

a city, but it numbers over thirteen

areas and seven San Francisco Bay

counties."

Another factor of marketing impor-

tance is the increasing educational op-

portunities of the Negro. The differ-

ence between the younger and older

generations in educational attainments

is strikingly delineated in 1952 Census

Bureau figures. These showed that,

while a third of Negroes 65 and over

were illiterate, the figure for those in

the 14-24 age group was less than 4%.
A startling fact pointed out by Fortune

is that there are more college-educated

Negroes in the U. S. than there are

Britons in the United Kingdom. And
this despite the fact that there are three

times as many Britons. A recent com-

parison of white and non-white fami-

lies disclosed that, while there were no

adults with some college education in

86% of non-white families, the cor-

responding figure for white families

—

72.8—was not much less.

Negro enrollment in colleges is in-

creasing six times as fast as white and

the number of Negro students in col-

lege was up from 27,000 in 1930 to

nearly 200.000 last year. The Negro

is joining in the general trend toward]

more schooling among all Americans.

Between 1940 and 1957 the median

years of schooling for non-whites in-

creased two years, only slightly less

than for whites.

On the other hand, there are still

many Negroes who do not have th;

minimum amount of schooling re

quired to take advantage of the increas'

ing economic opportunities being of

fered. One of two Negroes over 25 hasl

had less than eight years of schooling

compared to one out of five white?

Only about 189^ of the Negroes hav<

completed four years of high schoo

and less than 3'/ have finished fou

years of college.

The changing picture of Negr

schooling will inevitabh result in taste'
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I

I

for new or different kinds of products.

' But the important thing is that the

' Negro is a market for most ty})es of

products right now.

With the Negro able to afford more.

the inevitable question about his credit

standing has come up. There are some

obvious facts right on the surface to

' dispel any rash generalizations that the

Negro is a poor risk. Take the pur-

j
chase of houses and automobiles, which

; involve the greatest outlays of credit.

About half of all Negroes own autos

(three out of four white families do I

and about one out of three own their

, own home (about six out of 10 white

! families do). In some areas, home
I ownership is substantially higher. Ne-

i

gro consultant Les Bailey estimates that

I

45% of Negro families in the growing

j
Los Angeles area are home owners.

Furthermore, Negro home ownership is

increasing at a much faster rate than

whites. It has become clear, therefore.

' that Negro credit is no problem where

the Negro has the money.

The answer to questions on Negro
' credit can be summed up by a state-

)
ment made by William Vogt, commer-

[ cial manager of WDAS, Philadelphia.

I
following a station study of the sub-

I

ject. He said: "The Negro is no better

!
and no worse a credit risk than anyone

j

else in his income bracket."

While credit men are a reticent crew.

I

the station managed to elicit a few on-

i

the-record comments in surveying the
' field. One was from Charles Dicken,

'secretary of the Philadelphia Charge-

A-Plate Assn. Dicken declared: "We
I
keep no record of race, but after some
years as a credit official, I believe I can

say positively that the Negro is as good
a credit risk as his income allows him
to be. In analyzing any credit figures,

you must first divide them into income
groups. Having done this, I am certain

you will find that, say, in the $6,000-a-

year group the Negro is exactly as

:ood or bad a credit risk as his white

ounterpart. This ratio will be main-
tained up and down the income ladder.''

Naturally, in dealing with low in-

come groups, credit must be advanced
th care. The owner of a small fur-

niture store servicing one of Philadel-

phia's Negro areas told WDAS he
avoids too many delinquent accounts
by scaling payments according to in-

come.

'Instead of monthly payments of
115," he said, "I must charge $10 or
even $8. In some cases it is more suc-

cessful to require weekly payments

since in lower income brackets it is

easier to spare $1 or a $1.50 a week

than it is to put together $8 or $10 at

the end of the month. I have no more

delinquent accounts than colleagues of

mine doing business in totally white

areas."

As the attention to the Negro market

increases, so does the demand for Ne-

gro market data. So far, the supply is

far below the demand.

Joseph Wootton, a Negro station rep.

explains one reason for the paucity of

material. "Many research studies of a

broad nature include a small Negro

sample but it is too small to break out

separately. Sure, there's a demand for

information that covers just the Negro

market but there are not enough people

willing to spend the money for it."

Clarence Holte, who heads up Negro
marketing at BBDO (the only white

agency that has a Negro marketing

department) reports that the scarcity

of material is particularlv obvious on

the national level. "There's quite a bit

of material on individual Negro mar-

s. however," he said.

Most of the basic material used today

based on the 1950 census and some

sample surveys taken by the Census

Bureau since then. There's actually

more data around than is being used

but considerable digging is required

and many agencies don't have the man-

power to do the job.

Because of the scarcity of basic

data, agencies scan Negro market esti-

mates with a wary eye. Negro station

are emerging from the blue-sky era as

growing business has given them the

funds to do more research. Growing

sophistication and the aid of agency-

wise reps has also helped improve the

calibre of material.

Print media have contributed to the

pool of information also. These include

not only Negro-appeal periodicals but

those in areas with a high proportion

of Negroes. WDIA. Memphis, for ex-

ample, uses material from a panel

study done by the Memphis Commer-
cial Appeal-Press Scimitar. This pro-

vides data on the volume of grocery

commodities purchased by both Ne-

groes and whites and discloses what

kinds of products are heavily or lightly

purchased by Negroes.

The following products, according

to the survey, enjov heavy purchases

by Negroes: household ammonia, re-

Speaks

the language

of 2,455,000

NEGRO

& PUERTO RICAN

New Yorkers

Buy the station that has the ear

of New York's ever increasing

Negro and Puerto Rican market.

41% increase in Negro popula-

tion gives your client untold sales

potential.

You're on the beam with WWRL
. . . New York's NUMBER 1

NEGRO and SPANISH STA-

TION.

WWRL .

.
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VlfGES
There are only 10 cities in the

United States with a total

population greater than the

Negro population of Chicago-
land.

The Negro population
of Chicagoland area is

now more than 850,000.

The buying power of

fhis responsive segment
is more than ^A billion

dollars.

WGES is the only full time

5000-watt Chicago station de-

voting a major portion of its time

to broadcasts directed to the Ne-
gro Market.

It takes WGES to reach
the Chicagoland Negro
Market!

The Negro personalities who
broadcast your advertising mes-
sage are experienced air sales-

men.

Richard Stamz
6:00 AM to 7:00 AM
12:00 Noon to 1:00 PM
Monday thru Saturday

Stan Ricardo
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon
Monday thru Saturday

Norm Spaulding
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Monday thru Saturday

Al Benson
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Monday thru Saturday

Sam Evans
9:30 PM to 11:00 PM
Monday thru Saturday

Eddie Plicque
1 1 :00 PM to 1 2:00 Midnight
Mondoy thru Saturday

Sid McCoy
12:00 Midnight to 1:00 AM
Monday thru Saturday

WGES
5000 Watts

2708 W. Washington Blvd.

Chicago 12, Illinois

frijierated biscuits, bleaches, cooked

cereals, canned tuna, all-purpose flour,

lard, canned and powdered milk and

cream, packaged rice, salad dressing,

salt, spaghetti and macaroni, laundry

bar soap, and toilet bar soap.

A widely-used study on Negro ex-

penditures is one done by the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania two years ago and

based on 1950 census material. This

breaks down the proportion of Negro

and white income spent in 14 cate-

gories. A number of stations, such as

KNOK. Dallas-Fort Worth, use these

figures, in the absence of other evi-

dence, to break down local sales among
Negroes in their areas.

The U. of P. study provided an

illuminating picture of the differences

between Negro and white spending pat-

terns. For the most part, differences

were not great. Probably the most

interesting difference, because of many
misconceptions regarding the Negro,

was that regarding auto expenses.

The study showed that while white

families spent 12% of their after-tax

income on auto expenses, Negroes

spent 7%. Negroes spent a greater

proportion of their income (but not a

much greater proportion )on food,

clothing, alcoholic beverages and to-

bacco, about the same share on housing

and household operation and utilities,

less for recreation and medical care.

The auto figures from the U. of P.

study are in line with other material

cited by Holte indicating that, though

Negroes make up 10% of the popula-

tion, they spend between 6 and 7% of

total money for new and used cars.

A consumer spending survey by

KATZ, covering the St. Louis area, dis-

closed that Negro families concentrate

their auto purchases on the three low-

priced cars and roughly in proportion

to U. S. sales. A considerable number

purchased Buicks but only a few had

Cadillacs, an unexpected preference

for those not familiar with the Negro

market but one confirmed by other

authorities.

Some figures on appliance ownership

in Birmingham come from WJLD.
These disclosed that 96% of Negroes

own refrigerators at present, compared

with 80% in 1953. Ownership of gas

or electric cooking ranges rose from

55% in 1953 to 769^ in 1957. As for

washing machines, the percent of Ne-

gro families owning them rose from

15 in 1948 to 767< in 1957. All in all.

the Negro is not doing badly. ^

NEGRO ADVERTISERS
{Cont'd from page 6)

caught on and use the medium to hold

on to and expand their share of Negro

consumption. Certain wine and beer

brands are examples. Still others, such

as soap and cigarette makers, use about

every retail outlet they can and thus

cannot overlook such important market

segments as the Negro or foreign-

language consumer.

Soaps also offer an example of how

Negroes can be used to expand distri- m

bution in white households. Negro
|

domestic help sometime wield an iron, I

if paternal, hand in white household

and determine the brand of such hous<

hold products as soap, cleansers, waxe

and certain types of foods. Often th

only way to reach these colored womei

particularly in the South, is throug

radio.

Clearly apparent now to most advel

tisers is the fact that Negroes an

quality conscious. This is partly a i

suit of their growing prosperity ani

the imitative shopping habits that coi^

sciously or unconsciously go alon

with a rise in status. Another facto:

cited by those wise in the ways

Negro psychology is the fear amon{

Negroes of being cheated. They are

willing to pay a little more if they feel

they are buying a reliable product.

Ironically, this fear is being ex-

ploited by some manufacturers who

sell identical products for the white

and Negro market under different

brand names but put a higher price tag

on the Negro-directed product.

More important, however, is the fac

that the Negro consumer, more oftei

than not. prefers the same nationi

brands as his white counterpart. Thi

day of the Negro saving a few pennie

on an off-brand is passing. StroiJj

evidence of Negro preference for top

selling national brands can be found i;

a Rollins Broadcasting study of pK

ferred brands in the five markets wh(

it owns a Negro-appeal station.

In years past. Negro media oftei

touted the brand loyalty of Negroe

the idea being that ad dollars spent i

the Negro market would pav off i

long-term dividends. You still he;

such promotion but the sound is mute,

And with good reason. The flood '[

new products that have been intrj

duced in the past 10 years has four,

a receptive market among the colore

There is a type of brand loyal

among Negroes, however, that remai
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a |Mi\verful factor. This is the loyalty

tuwaid products whose makers are felt

to be sympathetic to Negroes. It op-

erates in a particularly potent way in

1 cases where the advertiser employs

I
Negroes.

;
"Buy where you can work" has be-

i come an increasingly effective slogan

among Negroes. It is one reason why

I

Negro d.j.'s pack such a sales wallop,

and why Negro media are becoming

more essential to advertisers out to

maximize sales.

The Negro d.j. (and, it should be
'< pointed out, that white d.j.'s are also

popular among Negro listeners) is the

heart of Negro radio advertising. More
than in general appeal radio, he is a

well-accepted member of the Negro

i

community.

I

Advertisers in the Negro market are

I
sharply aware of this acceptance and

I

much of their buying revolves around

I them—once the cost is hammered out

I

between station and client.

j
Let's take a look at how some ad-

vertisers are buying Negro radio:

Italian Swiss Colonv is a popular

I
wine brand among Negroes. A 12-

I market survey by Johnson Publishing

I
{Ebony, Jet) showed it in first place in

I

a field of 95 entries with a 15% share

I of the market—twice the share of its

i nearest competitor, Gallo.

j

The client, via Honig-Cooper, has

I been using Negro radio for many years.

I Radio schedules follow a regular pat-

tern of 13 weeks in the summer and fall.

Negro radio is used in 14 markets: New

I

York, Chicago, Detroit. Cleveland, Phil-

adelphia, Roanoke, Lynchburg, Rich-

mond, Memphis, Washington, Balti-

more, Miami, Houston. Dallas-Ft.

Worth. In the three Virginia markets,

Memphis and in Baltimore, all radio

money is put into Negro-appeal sta-

tions.

Some buys in the other markets are

pretty heavy, however. The client re-

cently bought a package on WDAS,
Philadelphia, consisting of 100 min-
utes a week for 52 weeks firm.

Aside from the cost factor, the

WDAS buy was decided primarily by
the lineup of d.j.'s. The jocks on
WDAS and the other stations as well

are provided with a fact sheet and an
e.t. Client and agency prefer the d.j.'s

to sell the audience in their own style.

Clarice McCreary, timebuyer on the

account, reports she usually buys one
station per market, expects merchandis-

support. She looks first at the
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lOO'f Negro appeal station in a mar-

ket but will settle on another with a

smaller percentage of Negro program-

ing if the personality has a strong fol-

lowing.

Another account selling via Negro

radio is Carnation evaporated milk out

of EWRR, Los Angeles. Carnation's

marketing problem: outselling Pet.

Roland Gallman, media buyer, picks

stations generally on the following

basis:

"Negroes are loyal to certain sta-

tions; we seek these stations out in

each market. Negroes are loyal to cer-

tain d.j.'s. In many cases, they are

prominent civic figures. We look for

them, too.

"The station's standing in the Negro
coinmunity is important. Some stations

are outstanding in public service. They
operate swimming pools, help finance

summer camps, and so forth.

"Then there's promotion. By and
large, Negro stations offer more pro-

motional tie-ins than the general sta-

tion, largely because the Negro d.j.

makes more personal appearances. We

KCOH
HOUSTON, TEXAS

fi>h^
HOUSTON NEGRX)

OCTOBER 17,18,19, 1958^^^

HOUSTON,TEXAS ^^



Serving

and

SELLING

32M00
Negroes
ill the

St. Louis area

since 1947

KXLW
the

St. Louis ^^Blues"

Station

See "Stars" National, Inc.

to buy these fVALfff

personalities

A. Dostan

E. Rodney Jones

George Johnson

who have for over 8 years

sold in our community

KXLW 1320 kc.

St. Louis 17, Mo.

National Rep

Stars National, Inc.

look for tins proinolional help from

stations."

Carnation's copy line for Negro ra-

dio does not differ from its general

copy. However. Gallman said he ex-

pects the personality reading it to in-

ject his own personality and may
change the copy a hit to suit his selling

manner.

Gallman buys housewife time—from

about 9 a.m. to 3 or 4 p.m. "We are

not interested in traffic times," he said.

"We don't buy late afternoon times

when teenagers are the predominant

audience. We want to reach women at

home. Late afternoon offers the highest

ratings on Negro programing; how-

ever, we'd rather have a lower rating

earlier in the day."

Negro program times affect Carna-

tion's buys, of course. With few Ne-

gro appeal stations in Los Angeles,

Gallman had bought 9 p.m. on KGFJ.
However, when the station switched to

100% Negro appeal programing re-

cently, he switched the buy to 1 p.m.

Another exception is KSAN, San Fran-

cisco, where Gallman buys early morn-

ing in addition to late afternoon.

Carnation prefers spiritual pro-

graming and will buy it even when it

gets lower ratings than other types.

Next in preference is jazz and rhythm

& blues provided it is not too extreme.

Agency and client use a rough rule

of thumb in determining when to use

Negro radio in a market: a minimum

of 40,000 Negroes. This is a yard-

stick applied mainly to southern cities

and would not hold in a city like Bos-

ton where the Negro population rep-

resents a small proportion of the total.

One of the more careful jobs in

picking a disk jockey was undertaken

a few years ago by Langendorf United

Bakeries, which uses a personality

named Rockin' Lucky on KSAN.

Here, in the words of Stanley Col-

berson, Langendorf ad manager, is

how it was done via a consumer sur-

vey:

"Three factors here were involved:

First, how did listeners rate each disk

jockey as to his popularity and how

often did the person interviewed listen

to each of the disk jockeys. Second,

could the various disk jockeys be iden-

tified with their exclusive advertisers?

And, third, and most important, how

much business were the various Negro

disk jockeys actually sending to their

local accounts. We know that if a sta-

tion can sell for a retail account, it is

The consumer survey done by Lan-

gendorf illustrates a type of research

seldom done even in general appeal ra-

dio. However, this does not indicate

that data on Negro radio audiences is

otherwise considered sufficient by ad-

vertisers.

Buyers generally agree that so far as

ratings themselves go, the supply of

data are adequate in the larger mar-

kets. There are a considerable number
of Negro Pulses in circulation. Like

general appeal radio, the situation is"

not satisfactory in the smaller marketsi

where stations are unwilling or unable

to pay for audience research.

Aside from ratings, however, there

is little available on radio audiences^-

Jesse J. Lewis, president of Jesse J.

Lewis & Associates, a Negro who headsr

his own public relations, merchandis-

ing and broadcast programing firm irt

Birmingham, said recently: "Many re-j

ports have been made concerning the

size of the listening audience. HowJ

ever, little, if any, research has beei

made to determine the general char-(

acteristics of these people."

All-Market Buy in

JACKSONVILLE

I St latest Hooper
^ General Markef

1st latest Pulse

Negro Markef

38% of Jacksonville

Market is Negro!

WOBS - 5000 watts

Jacksonville, Florida

Larry Picui, Gen. Mgr.

Gill-Perna, he. Nat. Rep.

Dora-Clayfon, Sou. Rep.
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(Lewis' concern is with more than

the quantity of data. Like many other

educated Negroes he feels that there is

too much emphasis on jazz, blues,

rhvthm and gospel music "which tend

to further stereotype the Negro in the

eves of the public." )

Services which measure the general

radio audience pick up Negro listen-

ing but it is not broken out separately

and some station operators question

whether these services measure the Ne-

gro radio audience accurately. Al

Klein, national sales manager of

WDAS, complained: "We're billing na-

tional business now at the rate of

$250,000 a year and we don't even

show up on Nielsen."

Here are some tips on using Negro

radio ratings.

L In analyzing sets in use remem-

ber they are affected by the amount

and time of Negro programing in the

market. Most Negro appeal stations do

not devote their full schedule to Negro

appeal programing.

2. Traffic times in the early morn-

ing and late afternoon are a minor

factor. While Negro auto ownership is

substantial, driving to work is not as

common as with whites since most Ne-

groes tend to live more toward the

center of town than in the suburbs and

use public transportation.

3. Keep in mind that a portion of

Negro listening, particularly in the

South, is done in white homes by do-

mestics.

4. Keep in mind that certain odd

times may provide substantial Nenro

audiences. Sundav morning before

church, for example, is considered

good time by some timebuyers. par-

ticularly those in the market for spir-

itu>il and gospel music.

5. Nighttime can also attract good

audiences on certain occasions since

some stations, programing to a number
of audience groups, mav spot Nesro
programs after dark. A March 1958

Pulse survey of Negro listening in San
Francisco was cited by Negro consult-

ant Les Bailey as evidence for his be-

lief that Negro radio listening usually

lasts well into the evening. The Pulse

survey showed daytime listening gen-

erally falling in the 25-30 range ( ex-

cept for early morning). Between 6-8

p.m., the average was 23; between 8-10

p.m., it was 20; between 10 and Mid-
night, it was 17.

6. Negro radio listening is generally

higher than white, one reason being

the smaller tv saturation, an impor-

tant difference in the South.

7. Be careful in calculating cost-

per-1,000 figures. Ratings projections

can be oil where Negro population

figures are not up-to-date. And in

many markets, accurate population fig-

ures are not available because of

recent Negro migration either into or

out of the market. ^

NEGRO STATIONS
{Cont'd from page 9)

the honest, off-beat music which they

have made famous. They are not "hip-

sters."

3. Let Negroes feel you are working

tmth them, not working them. Your

personal contact with them must evince

real sincerity.

4. While spiritual programing de-

livers a smaller audience, it delivers a

more loyal audience. (Hancock does

not program spiritual music.)

5. It is not necessary for an adver-

tiser to record commercials. (Hancock

noted, however, that the following

brands are using or have used record-

ing or special copy on his show : Coca-

Cola, Hit Parade. Lucky Strike. Pet

Milk.)

If the d.j. is the heart of Negro ra-

dio, music is the heart of the d.j.'s pro-

graming. By music is meant jazz,

rhythm and blues and rock 'n' roll.

Gospel music is popular but secondary.

Buyers have noticed an increase in

the amount of time being given in re-

cent months to jazz, etc. Some have

even complained that it is becoming

hard to find enough gospel music

shows for their needs. One buyer said.

"It looks like some Negro stations are

really going after ratings. There's no

doubt that Top 40 tunes and rock 'n'

roll will get big audiences—both Ne-

gro and white."

While admitting that rhythm and

blues have a great appeal, some Negro

market experts feel it is overdone.

Here are statements from two of them,

both Negroes.

Les Bailey, head of Les Bailey As-

sociates, a former salesman for KSAN.
San Francisco, and highly regarded by

West Coast agency people, said:

"An effective Negro programed sta-

tion takes into consideration various

levels of community life and the di-

vergent likes and demands of the Ne-

gro community. Total rhythm and

KNOK
IS THE ONLY

NEGRO STATION
IN

DALLAS and

FORT WORTH
SERVING MORE THAN

315,000
NEGROES

KNOK
STU HEPBURN, MCR.

REP—STARS NATIONAL
SOUTH—DORA-CLAYTON

QUICK with Results!

reaching and SELLING

over

350,000 NEGROES

in MISS. -ALA.

V\fQIC
5000 watts 1390 kc.

Meridian, Miss.

as.a%
IS NEGRO

Use WQiq radio

For QUICK results

in this industrial-agricultural

WQIC Market

Call FORJOE Today!
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hlues policies may appeal to a certain

segment or element all or most of the

time, but they will not attract the larg-

est possible Negro audience.

"Social and intellectual evolution

are constantly in ferment in the Negro

community. Program directors must

keep an alert finger on this pulse if

their audience is to grow in size and

station loyalty. The strong adherence

to -R&B' formats by West Coast Negro-

appeal stations is based in part on the

'success' stories of media in other sec-

tions.

"Pulse surveys are pointed to to

prove that 'we're on top of the market.'

But lack of competition and identical

programing by other Negro-appeal sta-

tions may be the basis for this 'suc-

cess.'

"There is not enough careful screen-

ing of recordings before they are of-

fered to air audiences. There are suffi-

cient rumblings among Negro 'thought

leaders' regarding 'gut bucket' music

to warrant concern on the part of pro-

gram directors.

"More and more Negroes are daily

climbing another rung higher on the

social and economic ladder in the far

West. They are demanding the type of

entertainment that goes with better liv-

ing. Check the record library of these

new arrivals into the middle class and

you will find everything from Bach to

Boogey. As in the case of the 'Rock'n'

Roll' mills, the 'R&B' factories have

long since aborted the original music.

"In the area of religious program-

ing, trained Negro ministers are rap-

idly supplanting the barely literate,

rafter-splitting preachers. The Negro

may still demand feeling in his spirit-

ual bill of fare, but he also is seeking

coherence. A source of deep shame
and embarrassment is found in some of

the religious programing carried by a

number of Negro-appeal stations.

"Greater attention should be given

to deliberate community interest pro-

graming relative to public service."

In the same vein are comments from

Jesse J. Lewis, whose Jesse J. Lewis

Associates handles merchandising, pub-

lic relations and programing for cli-

ents aiming at the Southern Negro.

Lewis completed a survey of Negro

appeal radio recently and while the

bulk of the material remains confiden-

tial for clients, he did say that as a

result of the survey and his own ex-

perience he found that Negroes "be-

WIBB is tops in Negro programming in Macon, with

1,000 watts and a good signal in all middle (ieorgia towns. It

originated Negro programming in Macon over nine years ago,

and has top rated Negro personalities. Latest Negro Pulse,

July-August 1958, 6 A.M.- 1 2 Noon, 39%
share of audience; 12 Noon-fi P.M., 40%mm#| M R
share of audience. WW I ^# ^^
Representtd hy Walker Hawnlt Co., Inc., MaCOn, Ca.
DoraClaylon Agcti(\

came closely identified as program par-

ticipants in the medium just within re-r

cent years. In almost every major Ne-

gro consumer market these programs

have become well established. Negro

radio is experiencing its greatest

growth and importance in the South

Racial segregation might be the

son for this."

Lewis admits that devotees to jazz

blues, rhythm and gospel make up thi

primary listening audience, but cc

plains that "because of this misplai

emphasis on the present type of prol

graming, there is almost total exclui

sion of programs which will show that!

Negroes have other interests."

Lewis makes clear that "these criti-*

cisms are the feelings of the more edu-

cated and advanced members of thd

race who strongly resent any activity

which tends to further stereotype thi

group in the eyes of the public. Recoa
nizing these criticisms some station opl

erators have curtailed to a degree thfl

playing of too many of certain kindi

of records and the extreme clowninj

of disk jockeys."

Most Negro appeal broadcasters wilT

take issue with the general tenor of

these comments. They hold that radio

programing basically reflects the taste

of the audience in each market and that .

it must be understood that Negro radio

is a mass medium and cannot take on
|

the same tone as Negro appeal periodi-

cals, which are class media (a differ-

entiation which Lewis himself makes a

point of)

.

Whether or not it is enough in quan-

tity to satisfy the more educated Ne-

gro, there is a substantial amount of

programing other than music on Ne-

gro radio. Naturally, the greater per-

cent of Negro appeal programing a sta-

tion has, the wider is its variety of

programing. One buyer told SPONSOR:

"Jive is not basic to the important

stations."

WDIA, Memphis, is one of the most

highly-respected stations because of its

community contact and services. Here

are some examples of what it does:

(1) sponsors two Negro stage shows a

year, profits of which (about $30,000

annually) go to charity, (2) provides

up to 30 and 40 "goodwill" announce-

ments per day for club news, funerals,

lost and found matter and the like,

(3) furnishes free school bus transpor-

tation for handicapped children, (4

1

furnishes uniforms and equipment for

nearly 1300 Negro boys on 85 WDIA
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Little League baseball teams in Mem-

phis, Shelby county and Mississippi,

(5) has pledged $40,000 toward a new

$180,000 orphanage. In addition, a se-

ries of expense-paid trips are given to

winners of a spelling bee, a contest to

pick the top Negro high school foot-

ball player in Memphis and a contest

for amateur talent in the classical, spir-

itual, popular and rock 'n' roll music

fields.

WLIB, New York, is another outlet

active in airing community affairs. This

past summer the station put on a se-

ries of 40 programs, called "Project

58" reviewing what the station called

'"the story of New York City's Negro

families' struggle for respectability."

Some idea of the frank approach to

this series is given by a sentence which

appeared in a release explaining the

project: "Do you know that responsi-

ble authorities estimate . . . two out of

every eight Negro children in New
York City are born out of wedlock?"

The station recorded every major

speech and appearance of Prime Min-

ister Nkrumah of Ghana while he was

in America. A dozen 15-minute and

half-hour programs were devoted to

his visit.

A particular sense of how the Negro

feels and reacts might well be expect-

ed among Negro owners of Negro ap-

peal stations, of which there are three

or four. One of these, Psyche Pate,

woman owner of KPRS, Kansas City,

lists the following precautions for pro-

graming to specialized groups:

"L We never allude to differences

that set our audience apart from other

listeners.

2. We avoid plays, skits or anec-

dotes which use members of the group

in a subservient manner.
"3. We never use expresions or

words that are offensive to our special

audience.

"4. We never imitate brogue or ac-

cent.

"5. We have considered racial or re-

ligious jokes as being offensive, no
matter how innocent sounding they

may be.

I. On-the-spot interviews, which
are impromptu, can be dynamite and
must be performed with great care. We

oid humorous interviews because of

the sensitiveness of the market we have
aptured.

' 7. Finally, we avoid using racial

ind reHgious tags on crime stories."

VIerchandising. Clarence Holte, Ne-

gro marketing chief at BBDO, makes

the point that, because Negro market-

ing areas are compact, Negro stations

are in a position to provide more mer-

chandising backing per dollar. Not

that all stations necessarily provide

more, Holte said, but they can do it

when they're so inclined.

One reason Negro stations will ex-

tend themselves with merchandising

support is to attract blue chip accounts

for reasons of prestige. One source

familiar with station merchandising es-

timates that Negro appeal stations nor-

mally spend 5-10% of the value of the

purchase on merchandising.

Al Klein, national sales manager of

WDAS, Philadelphia, says his station

is spending in cash .$35,000 for mer-

chandising. This does not include air

plugs for retailers with which it has

tie-ins. The station is currently billing

national business at the rate of $250,-

000 per year, a substantial jump from

the 1956-57 fiscal year, when the figure

was $85,000.

WDAS has tie-in arrangements with

the Food Fair chain, the Best Markets

chain, a group of independent super-

markets called WDAS Spot-lite Super-

ettes and with the Philadelphia Asso-

ciation of Retail Druggists, which in-

cludes 600 of the 1,200 indie drug

stores in Philly, each of which does

50-100% of his business with Negroes.

Station merchandising crews are par-

ticularly effective because many manu-

facturers do not use Negro personnel

on a regular basis to do their selling

and in-store promotion work. Yet, it is

obvious that a colored store-keeper

Vv'ill feel more comfortable with some-

one of his own race.

This doesn't mean that merchandis-

ing in Negro stores is any different

than in white stores. As a matter of

fact, other than the use of Negro mod-

els in point-of-sale material, Negro

merchandising, experts advise, should

avoid being different because the Ne-

gro doesn't like the feelings of differ-

entness.

Negro station merchandising varies

tremendously in quality and effective-

ness, media buyers report. In most

cases, however, merchandising is only

a deciding factor in picking a station

when other things are equal.

Here is one example of merchandis-

ing offered by Negro stations. The out-

let, WHAT, Philadelphia, offers (1)

the merchandising crew to accompany

client salesmen at the outset of the

(m
DELIVERS

THE WEST'S
LARGEST
NEGRO

AUDIENC E

LOS ANGELES
KGFJ COVERS MORE THAN

6,000,000 PEOPLE . . . MORE THAN

500,000 NEGROES!

KGFJ
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Capitol Buys

WAOK
ATLANTA

WRMA
MONTGOMERY

Serving

over

Half a Million

NEGROES
Top-tated

^<iue^t£i

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming personnel,

KPRS is effectively directing the buying

habits of its vast, faithful audience. Your

sales message wastes neither time nor money
in reaching the heart of its "preferred"

market. Buying time on KPRS is like buying

jnity of

128,357 active prospects.

campaign, (21 setting up of display

posters in 300 independent retail

stores. (3) jumbo postcard mailings,

( 1
1 check of product display and sales,

(5) d.j.s available for company and
wholesaler meetings. (61 air tie-in with

"Feature Stores" as a means of im-

proving displays, etc.

Merchandising materials pretty well

run the gamut on Negro stations.

Here's what KATZ offers, its cost and

minimum buy to qualify: (1) 70 cab-

backs at printing cost only ($150) with

minimum schedule of 30 minute or 48

30-second announcements; (2) jumbo
cards to 250 stores at $25 if art work
is supplied by client, with 260-time

minimum contract; (3) 150 inches of

newspaper ads, free if sponsor sup-

plies cut, with 260-time contract; (4)

d.j. photos, at 8 cents each mailed with

260-time contract; (5) large display

window at no charge with 156 an-

nouncements; (6) d.j. apppearances at

$10 per two-hour appearance; (7) rec-

ord giveaways at $10 per hundred rec-

ords if outdated or 60 cents per record

if a current hit plus mailing and pack-

aging charge if necessary; (8 1 self-

liquidating premiums.

In addition to merchandising crews,

the d.j., of course, is also a sort of

merchandising man. The Negro ap-

peal d.j. does more store calling and

|)trsonal appearances than his counter-

part in the general appeal field.

Tom Sims, assistant to Clarence

Holte (BBDO's Negro marketing

chief I. said that in one campaign, a

Negro d.j. made 250 store calls and 50
bar calls for the client.

Another example of station mer-

chandising is that of WOBS, Jackson-

ville, which offers the advertiser "mass

products display" in the Daylight chain

of supermarkets. Facilities bought

may be programs, announcements or

chain breaks. Here's the way the sta-

tion describes its plan:

"Once during each week (13-week

cvcle) on the air, each advertiser is

eligible for one full week's special dis-

play in all participating stores. The
types of display vary according to the

store.

"The stores are given free newspaper

tie-ins.

"Daylight Supermarket, in requested

instances, will cut its profit potential,

while guaranteeing the client his usual

price."

The station specifies that the mer-

chandising given is based on the

money spent per |)roduct. not for the

entire company. For example, a soap

company could not combine its de-

tergent and shampoo expenditures on
the station to qualify for merchandis-

ing aid. However, exceptions are

granted where products are closely al-

lied and do not warrant separate ad
budgets, like club soda and ginger ale.

WRAP, Norfolk, has a device to

mobilize its women listeners behind

station-advertised products. It's called

the Homemakers Council, which is de-

scribed as a "voluntary organization

of 650 Negro housewives representing

more than 328,000 Negroes in the

WRAP listening area. Its members
coordinate the activities of the station,

the community and the advertiser."

The Council, the station said, is

equipped to conduct pantry studies,

sampling and product demonstrations

at its regular meetings and in stores

and homes. Its "bake-off" and "favor-

ite dish" contests can be used as

springboards for promotion and pub-

licity by advertisers. Regular meetings

of the Council include product dis-

plays, homemaking demonstrations,

fashion shows, hair and millinery style

shows. Members are attracted to meet-

ings by prizes and refreshments.

The Council is the brain-child of

Leola Dyson, director of women's ac-

tivities and public relations at WRAP.
She conducts a homemaker show on

WRAP called Around the Town.
WOV, New York, uses a merchan-

dising gimmick called Spin-a-Win to

create attention and pull customers to

stores or counters.

The fonnat: Spin-a-Win is a radio

quiz (in-store origination) using a

wheel of chance with 30 numbers.

Each number on the wheel has a cor-

responding card with a quiz question

typed on it. Four of the cards are

"bonus" cards. If the wheel stops at

one of these, the contestant gets $2 and

a chance to answer the question for a

further prize as well. Questions are

rated in accordance with their difficul-

ty; prizes do not run high in this

game—the range is $2 to $10. And

consolation prizes are given also.

Any food or drug advertiser main-

taining a $197 per week schedule on

WOV qualifies for Spin-a-Win on the

following basis: one promotion for

each consecutive six-week schedule,

three promotions for a schedule of 13 i

consecutive weeks firm. The quiz is

promoted by air announcements and >

point-of-sale display material. ^ i
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No wind too sfrr'ong — no sea too rough for the

dauntless JEPCO crew.

Leadership in any field comes only with initiative,

understanding and hard work. JEPCO represents

the leading stations in Negro radio. Its position

in this field has not been won accidentally.

Smooth sailing and a profitable course can be

yours too. Call your JEPCO man today!

JOHN L PEARSON COMPANY
TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES

New York • Chicago • Minneapolis • Dallas • Atlanta • Los Angeles » San Francisco
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100% of the time!
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Here's a full house that's hard to beat!

don't try to improve on a hand like this . .

.

DUY KSAN and be sure!
(Proven moit popular year*after-year by Pulse Negro Audience Survey.)

The KSAN signal goes ^nrhere the Negro listener

lives, virorks and buys! CField strength surveys show
260p000 Negro listeners in the KSAN primary Market!)

For more exciting details, such as rates and avails, contact:

STARS NATIONAL, INC.: JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY:

East — 400 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Northwest - Des Moines BIdg., Des Moines, Iowa
Middle West - 35 E. Wacker Drive West - 3242 W. 8th Street, Los Angeles

Chicago 1, Illinois 58 Sutter Street, San Francisco
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E WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

SOAPS WASHING

OUT PRINT

FOR MORE AIR

P&G, Lever, and Col-

gate, already huge ra-

dio and tv users, are

swinging even more
heavily to air media.

Big gains seen for both

spot and network as

soaps cut back print

Page 33

ARB expands

ArMtron & 1-, 4-

wk. measurements

Page 36

How radio boosted

music store sales

to over $1 million

Page 40

Agency timebuyers

use all-media trans

portathin in Mich.

Page 42

fpAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDGY is first morning
t afternoon . . . first all-day with a 32.8% average

(Second station, 19.7%) . First on Pulse, too . . .

175 of 240 daytime Pulse 14 hours. 50,000 watts
000 watt personalities. Talk to Blair, or General
Jack Thayer.

>NlS CITY . . . WHB is first all-day. Proof: Metro
Jielsen.Trendex, Hooper; Area Nielsen, 96-county
Ise. Al'lday averages as high as 48.5%. (Nielsen)
o: 50.2% of men and women who listen to top
radio stations listen to WHB. You get coverage

:, men & women—on WHB. See Blair or General
r George W. .\rmstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first all day, and 20 times
more powerful with 5,000 watts on 690 kc. Data: Hooper,
32.8%. Pulse: First 360 of 360 daytime 14 hours, and 499
of 504 overall 14 hours. WTIX gives you first call on
2,500,000 people from Texas to Florida. Talk to Adam
Young ... or WTIX General Manager Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper
(40.5%) ... and first in 264 of 264 quarter hours; Pulse

... 432 of 432 quarter hours; South & Central Florida

Area Pulse . . . also Trendex. Next time you're in Miami,
hear for yourself the sounds that make it so. See Blair . . .

or General Manager Jack Sandler.

"r>^-ri<oisi^
J)DAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

BT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR &. CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. I

w



("THE GIANT"MOVES UP TO
^ m CAESARS HEAD 3

CAESARS HEAD". .SPARTanburg
" '

^ •GREENVILLE

(ANDERSON
\GREENWOOD/i

GEORGIA \A^^,^OLUMBiA
AUGUSTA*\ SOUTH

CAROLINA

Ask the Station or WEED

About WFBC-TV's

"Giant Move Upward"

Let us tell you the advantages of our

new Caesars Head Location . . . more

viewers, better reception, greater domi-

nance in this great 4-state market in

the Southeast

Represented By

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

• with Maximum Height

—2000 Ft. above Average Terrain

• with Maximum Power—100 Kilowatts

• with Increased Coverage in the

GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG-

ASHEVILLE MARKET

WFBC-TV has moved Its transmitter atop Caesars Head Moun-

tain, where a huge 888-ft. tower gives "The Giant of Southern

Skies" a far greater coverage area ... a greatly expanded

market for its advertisers ... and better reception to addi-

tional thousands of viewers in the Station's 4-state coverage

area. WFBC-TVs service area is increased by 48% in this

move. The tower at Caesars Head is 3,000 ft. above Green-

ville and Spartanburg, and 1,000 ft. above Asheville. Height

above average terrain is now 2,000 ft. (formerly 1,140 ft.).

WFBC-TV now has Grade-A coverage in Greenville, Spartan-

burg and Asheville.

WFBC-TV MARKET DATA
From New Caesars Head Location

(within 100 UV/M Contour)

Population

Incomes

Retail Sales

Television Homes

2,783,100

$3,163,844,000

$2,337,504,000

523,830

Channel 4

WFBC-TV
Greenville, South Carolina!

NBC NETWORK
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JACK O'REILLY PAT & JACK RED BENSON
5:00-9:00 AM 9:00-10:00 AM 10:00 AM -1:00 PM

Jl (f*tj) (B*(t^ (gStOl ®St^ (§^«!t^ (9*«t5) S^«^ (^^

^
MAC McGUIRE
THE 950 CLUB 1:00-3:00 PM

Sundays 1:00-7:00 PM

LARRY BROWN
THE 950 CLUB 3:00-7:00 PM

Monday thru Saturday

S^*ftJ) is*«t^ #*(tgj (g*etj) ®^<t^ ®*«tJ5 ®^«^ 5>^^

BUD BREES
7 00 1 1 00 PM

PLAYING^f

DAILY ^FRANK FORD ART RAYMOND
11:00 PM-2:00 AM 2:00-5:00 AM

io^Jt^ <S^*t3 SN<3 (5^«t^ ©"^fi^ <3^*t>g) (B'^^

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GILL PERNA. INC.
New York, ChicaRO, Los Angeles. San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How soap's big three use air media

33 ^ome old traditions in the use of radio/tv are being questioned by P&G,
Lever and Colgate. Here's what it means to soap industry, air media

ARB: diary and automation

36 fart Two in the series, "Behind the Rating Services" investigates the

tfcliniques and operation of American Research Bureau in the field of tv

The timebuyer who struck out

39 Once upon a time, advertising agencies began to operate like baseball

teams. No holds were barred when McCann met Burnett in the series

Where's "Madison Avenue" gone to?

40 Agency dispersion, as the shops move West to Fifth Avenue and East to

Park addresses, leaves only one out of four still on Madison Avenue

Radio builds $1 million sales for music store

40 Only seven years old. House of Sight & Sound, Los Angeles music retailer

has annual volume exceeding $1 million. Radio is credited with success

How to get timebuyers from here—to there

42 Forty-seven New York and Chicago agency men set new transportation

pattern. Use planes, buses, boats, carriages in survey of Michigan markets

Network football's $13 million play

43 Football's strong male-appeal draws auto, beer, cigarette and oil adver-

tisers, boots network position to second place among all video sports

Why Regimen increased spot tv 90%
44 Drug Research Corp. introduced this weight-reducing tablet into heavy

competition 18 months ago. Using mainly spot tv, it now leads in sales

Net tv tally: prices up, dramas down

45 SPONSOR estimates of average show costs: Prices up for dramas, westerns

and situation comedy. The compb^te rundown on night net tv costs

SPONSOR ASKS: What IS the place of the regional
network in today's radio.

54 As regional networks play a more important role in ad strategy, a

station man and two representatives review the regionals' function
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Station WHO puts the PLUS

into merchandising!

The emblem represents WHO Radio's outstand-

ing "Feature Drugs Merchandising Service"

—

comprehensive plus service offered, at no extra

cost, to WHO advertisers whose products are

sold in drug stores. 250 leading stores, accounting

for 40% of drug volume in 76 of Iowa's 99

counties, take part in "Feature Drugs" service.

WHO Radio's "Feature Drugs" service works

for you in four different ways— and you get

the whole package when your gross expenditure

on WHO Radio is S250 per week for 13 weeks,

or $3250 within a 13-week period of time.

Each 13 weeks the "Feature
Drugs" merchandising staff

encourage 250 high volume
drug stores to stock your
WHO-advertised product!

Each 13 weeks your counter
displays are placed in 60
WHO "Feature Drugs'
stores!

Each 13 weeks trained
"Feature Drugs" merchan-
disers get better display

space for your products! e

Monthly reports showing
status of your product in the
owa market, and competi-
tive activity!

who's "Feature Drugs Merchandising Service" is producing BIG RESULTS
for some of the nation's finest drug manufacturers. It can do the same for

you. Ask PGW today for more about WHO Radio and "Feature Drugs"!

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

HfMO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

SPONSOR • 27 SEPTEMBER 1958
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Firstflash

from Arbitron!
(A CLEAN SWEEP FOR WCBS-TV)

It's electronic! It's instayitaneous! But the

results are the same: wcbs-tv is Neiv York's

number one television station.

Minute by minute throughout the broadcast

day, Arbitron, the exciting neiu electronic

rating service, measures New York viewing

instantaneously — and Channel 2 piles up

impressive margins of leadership.

During the first lueek of continuous operation^

Arbitron flashed this report:

WCBS-TV has the largest share by for of total

audience vieiving, with a 59 fo lead over the

second-place station;

Every single one of wcbs-tv's continuing

local commercial programs leads all of the

competition in its time period;

. w %^W ^%

I
The Early Show leads its nearest station

competition by 113 7( . . . The Late Show

leads by 89 "^c ... even The Late Late Show

has a larger audience at 1 :30 in the morning

than the average audience of any other

New York station throughout the daytime;

The highest-rated news programs — morning,

afternoon, early evening and late evening

— are all on wcbs-tv ;

9 of the top 10 shows are on wcbs-tv.

The marvel of Arbitron is brand-new, but

its findings are the same as from the other

audience measurement services: clear-cut

leadership for . .

.

Channel 2, New YorkWCBS'TV
CBS Owned • Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales



PORTLAND

OREGON

KING SIZED

AREA

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week, the newly-formed Independent Television Corp.

was in the headlines again. The news: ITC had just acquired

Milton Gordon''s Television Programs of America for $13

million. The announcement came right on the heels of the

initial statement of the formation of ITC ami its $10 million

in production commitments which are already undericay.

The newsmaker: Fast-paced Jack Wrather, oil man,

financier, hotel magnate and board chairman of ITC-TPA. His

nevvlv-formed combine promises to be a leading contender as a top

film financing, producing and distributing company.

Wrather's acquisition of TPA gives his already-strong organiza-

tion an even firmer foothold in the tv film industry. In addition to

12 TPA properties currently in distribution, including the three

Wrather productions, Lassie, Lone Ranker and Sgt. Preston of the

Yukon, ITC takes over a more

than 300-man staff (says Wrather:

"I bought the organization as

well as the properties.") and ac-

quires five subsidiaries: TPA,

Ltd.; TPA Films, Ltd.; TPA
Music Corp.; Normandy Produc-

tions, Ltd.; and Donall & Harmon

Advertising Agency.

ITC, before its new addition,

was already mustering a good

(leal of attention in the trade.

With a staff that includes ex-Ziv

sales head Walt Kingsley as presi-

dent, the company had an initial capitalization of S2.5 million as

well as $10 million in production commitments from Jack Wrather

Productions and a British producing arm. Associated TV. Each

will produce two series annually; one of this year's four (Tom

Swift), is ready for distribution.

Wrather doesn't plan to stop with ITC-TPA, either. In Las Vegas

this week, at a semi-annual symposium of all Jack Wrather interests,

new moves and further acquisitions were already under discussion.

If Wrather's past record is any indication, he'll keep moving fast.

His business history goes back to shortly after World War II (he

served as a Marine) when he returned to Dallas and his family oil

interests. In 1946, he decided on a motion picture producing career

and was off to Hollywood to enhance has already considerable

fortune.

Wrather jjroduced several moxies. and then, four years ago. went

into tv production with his three series (Lassie, etc.). Some of his

other well-diversified interests: ownership of KFMB and KFMB-T^ .

San Diego, and KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.; three hotels: and

Muzak Corp. He's also married to Bonila Granville. ^

SPONSOR • 27 SEPTEMBER 1958
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from the heart of Pittsburgh

to the entire tri-state area!

WIIC

REPRESENTED BY

BLAIR-TV

BASIC

NBC

WIIC PITTSBURGH 14, PA.

Telephone: FAirfax 1-8700 twx:PGi6
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From too much confusion

Of gimmicked-up sound

In redundant profusion!

In these days of high prices and low

boiling points, a lot of broadcasters

are relying on all sorts of attention-

getting devices. Unfortunately most

of them serve only to distract and

confuse.

KHJ Radio, Los Angeles, believes

that the best attention -getter (and

attention-holder) is solid, mature pro-

gramming, designed to specifically

meet the variety of tastes that make

up America's 2nd Market.

Nobody ever built up a loyalty to a

kazoo or a glockenspiel, but for 36

years Los Angeles listeners have been

loyal to KHJ's foreground sound

and to the personalities on our air.

Never underestimate the variety of

tastes in the Greater Los Angeles area.

Here is a medium programmed to

satisfy them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, Califomi£

Timebuyers
'^^m at work

Kay Ostrander, media supervisor, Anderson-McConneli, Los An-

geles, feels that there are only five national reps in L.A. who are

creative, constructive and original in their selling." While Kay has

identified the five, names are withheld pending notification of

reps and next of kin through Kay's identification: "The creative

reps bring in a buyable commodity

—that is, a suggested schedule

that's in keeping with the prod-

uct's character, and provide the

balance and repetition it needs

for the available budget. Unlike

the non-creative, they don't merely

hand you a printed schedule with

the avails checked off." Kay says

the constructive reps follow through

and even originate from lost busi-

ness. "When, for example, new

information becomes available,"

Kay says, "these representatives inform the agencies immediately,

helping them with new buys and readjustments where necessary."

The original reps, Kay feels, pool their creativity with the buyer's

and learn from losing. "From this, it should be easy for most reps

to identif\ themselves—as one of the five or one of the balance."

Lynn Diamond, Emil Mogul Co., Inc., New York, reports the prac-

tice at Emil Mogul of buyers sharing information about markets

between themselves. "So we will have a great deal of detailed market

information over and above routine farts on income groups and

population," Lynn says, "we pool all specific data and information

available to any one of us. In

ftimggllffl^^^ particular, we exchange knowledge

'^j/UJ/f^^K "'^ local customs and habits,

Wr^ ^aa. weather and seasonal variations,

times of factory shifts, whether

or not school stays open when it

snows, etc.—the kind of informa-

tion that is learned through first-

hand experience. In addition, we

keep each other advised on current

complications or news in these mar-

kets." Lynn's work with franchise

accounts such as Lite Diet Bread

and Kayco keeps her in constant touch with individual communities.

As a result the information she gathers is extremely helpful to all

the buyers and advertisers with the agency, when selecting stations

and setting up schedules. "The only way," Lynn says, "buyers

can obtain intimate knowledge of a market is by sharing all data."
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• • • and that's not hot air!
If you want your product sales to ascend in the Baltimore market, consider also:

ic W-I-T-H gives lowest cost per thousand listeners—by far— of any local station.

i^ W-I-T-H gives complete, no-waste coverage of the purchasing area that counts,

ir W-I-T-H has imaginative programming for the whole family—24 hours a day.

i^ W-I-T-H gives powerful merchandising to your product no other station can match.

Send up your ^^trial balloon"!

Contact Tom Tinsley, Pres.; R. C. Embry, Vice Pres.; or your nearest W-I-T-H national representative:

Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Browne Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans

McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast
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famous on the local scene . .

.

yet known throughout the nation

More than any other institution, the local school

establishes the integrity of its community. Because of

important contribution, it is recognized

throughout the land as a symbol of the principles

of an enlightened society . . . Storer Broadcasting,

too, has become knr)\v'! nationally for integrity.

Individual Storer stations' close community
alliance and 'oyajt / to the principles of

responsible broadcasting have c-reated this

.:orporate image. And
.sales results show

lliat a Storer Station

is a r.ocal Station.



by John E. McMilUn

the Metro Area

IN THE TOP 50 OF ALL
262 METRO AREAS IN

PERCENTAGE OF
GROWTH IN

• POPULATION

• E.B.I.

• RETAIL SALES

the TV Market
47 COUNTY NIELSEN
COVERAGE AREA

POPULATION 1,095,200

FAMILIES 268,300

TOTAL RETAIL SALES 736,664,000

FOOD STORE SALES 201,960,000

GEN. MERCHANDISE SALES 86,418,000

APPAREL STORES SALES 43,313,000

FURN. HOUSE APPLIANCES
40,228,000

AUTOMOTIVE DEALER STORE
155,451,000

CAS SERVICE STATION 72,523.000

DRUG STORE SALES 24,150,000

EATING & DRINKING 29,170,000

BLDG. MTS. & HDWE. 48,755,000

TOTAL NET E.B.I. 1,256,409,000

Coverage from NCS #3—1958
Market Data from Sales Management

Survey of Buying Power—May 10, 1958.

the Station

Survey after survey

proves complete dom-

inance of this rich,

CUuaijJIWRBL-TV

[ COLUMBUS GEORGIA |

CALL HOLLINCBERY CO.

I

Commercial
commentary

Copy platforms for radio and tv

From time to time, here at sponsor, \ve've

l;een asked by agencies and advertisers, "How
do you set up 'copy platforms' or 'copy check

lists' for radio and tv commercials?"

Most of these questions arise, I suspect, be-

cause the air media are a lot younger than print,

and radio and tv men are still a little awed by the

"over-all" copy planning of their print brethren.

In a way this is a good thing. It's healthy for radio and tv crea-

tive people to want more system and organization in their work.

But. on the other hand, there's no need for them to repeat all the

foolish, flapdoodling mistakes which print has made.

For instance, 25 years ago when I was breaking in as a print

copywriter with the old Blackman agency, we had to type out our

copy on "blue editing sheets." A left-hand column on these bilious

blue forms carried a series of questions, printed in 6-point type. "I?

this copy interesting? Compelling? Written from the buyer's view-

point? Cover all main arguments? Contain an urge to buy?"

The hapless editor or copy chief was expected to ponder these

queries like a meticulous Boy Scoutmaster
—

"Is he trustworthy?

Loyal? Helpful?"—before giving his weighty O.K.

But in practice, of course, nobody ever paid the slightest attention

to this bureaucratic chicanery, and it finally died the death it deserved.

Similarly with most copy platforms. They're conceived in a burst

of earnestness and soul-searching, but, after a brief period of en-

forced popularity, they tend to be regarded as silly, needless paper

work, delegated to the traffic control of some flat-headed but round-

bottomed assistant who makes everyone's life miserable by insistinjz

that they be filled out regardless.

Check list must be practical

Copy platforms, and to a lesser extent copy check lists, can be

enormously helpful and valuable, if properly put together. But the

first thing to remember is—they ought to be planned as practical,

workable business tools for the guidance of creative people.

They're not worth a damn if they're merely the plaything of some

literal-minded, systems-conscious account executive. Or the brain-

child of some pedagogical office Moses, who wants to rewrite the Ten

Commandments of Advertising on tablets of mimeo paper.

Agencies differ widely in their approach, but the best copy plat-

forms I've ever seen (for all media, including radio and tv) were

simple, one-page statements, written down before creative work

began, and containing succinct explanations of the following:

1) The sales problem

2) The sales objective

3 I Audience to be reached

4) Basic copy strategy

.51 Main copy points

6) Special considerations and cautions

Of these, the statement of the sales problem is easily most
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. ..important in the home
Made by L. C. Smith 85 Corona, one of the 950 manufacturing companies located in the Syracuse area,

this portable plays an important part in American homes from school age to old age . .

.

Just as WHEN-TV viewing at every age plays an important part in almost every Syracuse home.
To make your product an important part of Syracuse and Central New York, place it on
WHEN-TV view. A call to the Katz Agency or WHEN-TV commercial manager, Fred Menzies,
will put it in the spotlight.

^r^V^£^^^Tf'^

A Meredith Radio & Television Station affiliated with

Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines.

KCMO KCMO-TV KPHO KPHO-TV KRMG WOW WOW-TV
Kansas City Phoenix Tulsa Omaha
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Problem Solved

by a Timebuyer

Joes problem was spot cost-

per-thousand. Too high, said

the client.

Take a look, said Blair TV
Associates, at the WCTV
market. He looked and

pondered.

Joe found 110,.580 homes,

largely unduplicated, (NCS
#.3 I

. . . and married the client's

daughter and lived wealthily

ever after.

WCTV
North Fla. and South Ga.

John H. Phipps

Ilroadcaiting Slalions

Commercial commentary continued .

important. Here are a couple of clearly defined sales problems from

accounts I have worked on in the past:

The sales problem : to increase the sales of Ivory Soap in the face

of the fact that Ivory was then used in 70% of all American homes

(situation as of the middle 30's).

The sales problem: to build the sale of Heinz condensed soups

despite tough competition from Campbell which controlled 90% of

the market and sold for 2< less per can (situation as of 1948).

Notice that in both cases the sales situation was stated in realistic

"problem" terms. The commonest reason for weak, muddle-headed

advertising is that creative people have failed to see the job as a

problem to be solved or a difficulty to be overcome.

The sales objective, also, should be stated in down-to-earth lan-

guage. If you're shooting for a 10% increase in sales or shipments

(and your account, media, and marketing people have agreed on

this as a reasonable goal) put it down in black and white. It will help

to keep your creative feet firmly planted on the ground.

Audience to be reached is an obvious requirement, so obvious

that it is often forgotten. Fill in the kind or type of people you'll be

talking to—housewives, men, dog-owners, kids, homeowners, etc.

Basic copy strategy is your over-all battle plan, and it's usually the

most difficult of all items to formulate. Think through how you're

going to attack the problem, the grand strategy you'll use. In the case

of Ivor)' Soap, we decided to concentrate on "spreading the use," and

pushing the large-size cake. With Heinz, we attempted to encourage

sampling and comparison with Campbell. Both strategies were

soundly conceived. The Ivory plan worked spectacularly, the Heinz

less well for a variety of outside, non-advertising reasons.

Under "Main Copy Points," list briefly all the principal sales you'll

have at your command. Under "Special Considerations and Cautions,"

put down any significant items such as "half the commercials feature

the large, half the economy size pack." And, if you want to be frank,

add such words of wisdom as "Mr. X, president of XYZ Co. doesn't

know anything about advertising and cares less. But if his refrigera-

tors don't show up white, white, WHITE in tv and magazines, he'll

cut you into juicy bits of quivering and protesting flesh."

Using a Copy Platform

You'll notice that none of the copy platform items listed above at-

tempt to define either copy ideas, or creative techniques. This is

intentional. The purpose of a copy platform is merely to stake out

the areas in which creative work will be done.

Think of it as the kind of basic briefing you'd give to an architect

—"We want a U. S. building at the Brussells Fair. The site looks like

this. Our appropriation picture is this. And the building will be used

for these purposes." From that point on it's up to the Ed Stones of

your organization to dream up the creative concepts.

Remember, too, that a good copy platform should also serve as a

statement of principles, and an instrument for agreements with other

agency departments, and members of the client's organization. See

to it that account men and ad managers understand and agree with

your platforms. It will help to keep them on the track.

Sometimes of course, you'H run into free-sweating, hard-breathing

extroverts who say "Nuts to all this theorizing. Lemme see the story-

boards." (or the tape, or the layouts). But even when you're dealing

with such exasperating problem children, copy platforms can be of

practical help. Just make certain that you keep them short, simple,

and easy to understand. ^
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KBIG

w Not everyone listens to KBIG. And frankly, we
rather enjoy this distinction. KBIG is interested

in reaching only a stable, mature audience...

and we do! 91% adult listeners (Pulse, Inc.) in

234 Southern California communities.

KBIG appeals to a convincible audience with the

ability to buy your product.

This is an irresistible value in profitable radio coverage

at 71% less cost than competitive stations!

The Refreshing Sound of Radio... 740 kc, 10,000 watts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.

6540 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California

KBI* iji^
Hollywood 3-3205



OUTSTAIMDING
Baseball's World Series, perennially capturing

the enthusiasm and loyalty of millions of fans,

is outstanding in the American calendar of sports.

Equally outstanding in its field is WGAL-TV's

unique multi-city coverage which costs you less by far

than single-city coverage. Pioneer Channel 8

station WGAL-TV is first with viewers in Lancaster,

Harrisburg, York, as well as in numerous other

cities including: Gettysburg, Hanover,

Lebanon, Chambersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown.

$6 2/3 billion income

$3 3/4 billion retail sales

942,661 TV sets

WGAL-TV
CHANNEL 8-Lancaster, Pa.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

Hepresenlatn'e: Tt\e MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York . Chicag
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J Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
27 SEPTEMBER 1958

C«pyrlflht IS58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Early this year prophets in the advertising trade were predicting that the reces-

sion wouhl find the durables—particularly those with an institutional intent—on an exo-

dus from tv.

The succeeding tables indicate that there was a defect in the crystal balls. Thus:

Surprise No. 1 of the current tv network selling season has been the way the chemi-

cal companies have flocked to the medium.

What makes this flurry doubly interesting is the fact that the message, in most cases,

is directed to the customers' customers.

The line-up of network clients from the chemical field includes:

ADVERTISER

Olin Mathieson ._.

Chemstrand

National Carbon

Monsanto

Dow Chemical

Eastman .

TOTAL

estimated expenditure

(time and talent)

$5,000,000

$5,000,000

2,500,000

3,500,000

1,100,000

400,000

150,000

$14,050,000

Note: Several of the foregoing also are quite active in spot tv.

Surprise No. 2 is provided by other corporate leaders in the durable goods field

—

outside of automotives—^who are making healthy expenditures in tv this season:

advertiser

Aluminum Co. of America

General Electric

Reynolds Metals

Sperry-Rand

Westinghouse

Aluminium, Ltd.

AT&T .-

Kaiser Industries

Libby-Owens-Ford

U. S. Steel . -

TOTAL

estimated expenditure

(time and talent)

$2,800,000

5,800,000 .

7,500,000

2,700,000

11,000,000

1,000,000

6,000,000

4,500,000

2,000,000

5,000,000

$48,300,000

New national spot radio may not be keeping pace with the buying boom in spot tv,

but that isn't because of diminishing enthusiasm for the audio medium.

It just happens that, as one buyer put it, "everybody decided at the same time to

swing into spot tv."

Look for this to happen : Increasing demand for major radio daytime and fringe

time availabilities.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Kudio hooii may hv able to Htago a lioiiieriuiiing f»ir a ccmplr of old friends:

FRIEND NO. ] : (ieneral Mills may return on a major scale for a corporate drive.

The company has under advisement a radio plan involving daytime which would pro-

vide a seven-day spread—allowing it to insert whatever products it sees fit for special

exploitation at a particular time.

FRIEND NO. 2: If the various product manaj;ers involved can he hrought into agree

ncnt. Lever Bro.s. also will be riding the corporate horse soon.

The huy under discussion would give each brand an opportunity to use the radic

ehicle to stav on for as short or extended a time as it sees fit.

New business prospects in national spot radio last week included:

Wheatena (C&W) was asking for minutes in women's shows, and Roma Wine (FCB,

San Francisco) was placing a six-week saturation campaign.

Chicago this week took the spotlight as the source of new national spot tv

business, while New York reps were busy on the availabilities that have poured in on them

since Labor Day.

The past week's newcomers from tht Michigan Avenue sector include:

Ovaltine (Tathum-Laird), in the top 70 markets for 28 weeks, with two different sched-

ules: late evening minutes and minute participations in children's programs.

Wilson & Co. (K&E). five-minute personality interviews for 28 weeks, starting 17

November in about 60 markets. Ground rules: the three five-minute shows are to be stripped

Monday through Friday at the contiguous rate. Stations are giving this a mixed interpre-

tation: some are offering the 15-minute rate, and others are figuring at the hourly rate

]>lus 15 minutes.

Purex for Dutch Cleanser (E. H. Weiss), a four-week schedule of I.D.'s, starting 3

November in 17 markets.

ABC TV's loss in the race for about $1,500,000 worth of Vick business has

become spot tv's gain.

Vick was interested in buying into ABC TV's daytime charter plan; but Y&R de-

murred, arguing that Bristol-Myers, already a member of the plan, had products that were

competitive with Vick's.

NBC TV also tried to get a clutch on that Sl.S million but failed.

The spot plan consists of a schedule of announcements for 26 weeks in 40-50 mar-

kets. (Vick previously had committed itself for $1 million with the NTA Network.)

Interest in the creation of stereophonic sound via the use of multiple air facili-

ties seems to be spreading along Madison Avenue.

This mav well turn out to be the next big promotional device for selling manufacturers

of audio appliances on radio campaigns.

If the stereo concept takes hold, it could go a long ways toward boosting business for

fm stations.

In other words, if a client were interested in featuring stereo in his program, he could

buy not only an am station in the market but arrange to broadcast the show simultaneously

on an fm station.

In fact, one of the leading manufacturers in tv and radio is considering intro-

ducing the new audio line in this fashion late this year.

What makes the whole trend inviting is tlie public's current kick in stereo music

and gadgetry.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

Weslerns may stir up a lot of noise and arouse the critic s, but nevertheless they

aren't the No. 1 program type on the tv networks' nighttime schedules this fall. Actual-

ly, comedy leads the parade.

The statistics below, compiled by SPONSOR-SCOPE, shows that of the 105 nighttime

sponsored programs, the western contigent adds up to 18, or 17% of the total, whereas

comedy shows number 23, or 22% of all programs.

Here's the breakdown:

PROGRAM TYPE NO. PROGRAM TYPE NO
Comedy: Situation 15 Audience participation 12

Variety 8 Documentary—Interview 5

Drama : Westerns 18 Music: Variety 8

Adventure 11 Straight 7

Mystery 10 Sports 3

Straight 8 TOTAL 105

Note: Comedy also is a more or less important ingredient in the eight music-

variety shows.

(See Tv Basics, page 45, for an analysis of average program costs for this season.)

A nighttime network program headed by a personality will get you a 50% bet-

ter sponsor identification than a western on the average.

That's the gist of some research just completed at BBDO.
For the two-sided look, the agency (culling from Trendex) weighed in 16 westerns

with alternate sponsorship against 18 alternately-sponsored personality shows.

The average correct sponsor identification for the westerns was 28.0%. The average

for the personality shows: 55.4%.
Curiously, the lowest i.d. rater (15.7) among the westerns was Have Gun Will Travel,

which audience-wise has an unusually high rating. The top i.d. rater in the same field

was Maverick, with a 43.79f.

The show with the highest i.d. rating in the personality group was Arthur Godfrey

(84.2%) and the lowest was the Phil Silver Show (28.7%).

Incidentally, the average for the personality shows with a single sponsor came out

at 69.2%, the Dinah Shore Chevy hour leading with an 87.3%. Hitchcock tapped out at

38.2%.

Don Coyle has moved up another notch in ABC TV's sales hierarchy.

He's now v.p. and general sales manager, reporting directly to Bill Mullen, v.p. in

charge of network sales. Coyle retains authority over sales development and research.

Slocum (Buzz) Chapin takes over the western division, which comprises Chicago,

Detroit, and West Coast network sales.

When an ad agency produces a show i

heading of news.

Esty is getting that unique distinction by putting together the film documentary c

contesting teams which will precede the World Series on NBC TV.

The costs for time and production of the half hour will come to around $110,000. The

client: National Carbon.

owadays, it legitimately comes under the

1 the

The tv networks have a hefty problem with daytime, even though the billings

in that area are booming.

With the quizzes wearing thin, the networks are faced with the task of doing something
drastic about their daytime programing schedules.

You'll hear talk about the need for developing more daytime personality shows;
but cynical admen retort that the networks have a tendency to give daytime personalities

short shrift if they don't click immediately.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE coBtinued . .

.

lake it oil llic testimony of NBC TV's sales deparlnuMit : It ha<l to put up a stiff

pitch to sell RCA (K&E) on the alternate sponsorship of Northwest Passage.

The money's coming partially from a budget figured for Life magazine.

Look for Detroit to pursue a cautious course about cutting loose with new advertis-

ing money until it sees how the public takes to its 1959 models.

Opinion among agencies with the Big 3 accounts is that if the early reception turns

out good, there'll be a flood of auto money after the first of the year for both network

and spot.

It could wind up as a walloping first (juarter for all of tv.

Time Magazine's buy this week of a segment of Invitation to Learning on CBS
Radio recalls a quip definition of this show that was rampant in the trade years ago.

The definition : Invitation to Learning is the type of program that you start off by owing

Crosley five points.

Other CBS Radio transactions this week: 12 Impacts sold to Lorillard and a re-

newal by Tareyton for 12 weekly segments for 13 weeks.

ARB plans to have its Arbitron operation going in Chicago in a couple weeks
and in L.A. by the end of the year.

The research firm's new package also will include one-week and four-week average

ratings in all non-monthly markets (100 of them) plus a multiple-market network com-
petitive area report based on seven cities.

(For an in-depth, updated study of the ARB services, see page 36.)

Campbell Soup and Sliulton have only partially solved their clearance prob-

lem with the Donna Reed Show on ABC Tv, even though they've bought 27 markets on a

spot basis.

The more important spot arrangements to date: Louisville, Greensboro, Little Rock,

Savannah, and Duluth. Still open and undelivered: Rochester, Syracuse, Birmingham,

Jacksonville, and San Antonio.

There's a school of veteran air media experts on Madison Avenue which thinks the

tv networks would do well to cut short the feuding, bickering, and recriminations

with newspaper critics over their attitudes and reviews of programing.

Say these admen : The networks would be exercising a far superior level of statesmanship

by not letting themselves get upset over the columnar barbs; instead they should accent and

dramatize the positive. In other words, keep underscoring the things that even these critics

have praised.

Tv could still take a licking in some areas of the hard goods business unless the crea-

tive fellows find a formula flexible enough to meet today's need for the hard-sell.

The problem, as outlined by the planning head of a top-rank agency this week:

Manufacturers of white home appliances see the hard-sell principle riding high for some

time to come; so it's imperative their advertising bear down at length on benefits. They

recognize that tv is their best bet, but they're bothered by this question: Is tv's pattern ©f

commercial placements too limited for their pitch requirements?

For other news coveras* * this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 24; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 61; Washington Week, page 59; sponsor

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 57.
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First by a good margin, WFBM-TV dominates all

other stations in Mid-Indiana both in total coverage

and market penetration — map shows county percentages

measured by Nielsen Coverage Study No. 3, Spring 1958.

where else . .

.

— will you find satellite markets that are 33% richer

and 50 "o bigger than the metropolitan trading zone

itself?

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers

in their own right ?

— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered

from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping

penetration by basic affihates of the same network ?

only here -where WFBM-TV is first in Mid-
Indiana— can you buy more honest market penetration,

more consumer influence, for fewer dollars expended
than anywhere else. Now it will pay you to take another

longer, better look! We are proud of our current ARB.

The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . .with the only basic NBC coverage

of 760,000 TV set owning families.

°*o|P-°° Indianapolis i^Se//- Major retail

area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 pop-

ulation — 350,600 families with 90% television ownership!

O^ 11 Satellites Each a recognized
marketing area— and well within WFBM-TV's basic

area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •

Muncie • Bloomington • Vincennes • Terre Haute
• Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru • Logansport
• Kokomo.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agi
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I\'uUunal and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently coinyleted

brings the

spots in UVi!

^^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
American Chicle Co., Lonji Island City. \. Y.. is enterin^j toj) mar-

kets for its Rolaids and Clorets. The schedule starts 1 October, runs

through the end of the year. Minutes during nighttime slots are

being scheduled; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is

Jack Dougherty: the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is initiating a campaign

in scattered markets for its Crisco. The schedule starts 1 October,

runs through the P&G contract year. Minute announcements, both

daytime and nighttime, are being used, with frequencies varying.

The buyer is Bill McGivney: the agency is Compton Advertising.

Inc.. New York.

Family Products Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co..

Inc.. Morris Plains, N. J., is planning a campaign for its Listerine

products. The schedule starts 6 October, runs through December.

Minutes and chainbreaks during nighttime periods are being placed:

frequency depends upon the market. The buyers are Frank Sweene\

and Bill Millar; the agency is Lambert & Feasley, Inc., New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is entering top markets for its Praise

soap. The campaign starts 5 October; minutes and chainbreaks

during night slots are being used. Frequency depends upon the mar-

ket. The buyers are John Shima and Mary Dwyer; the agency i>

Kenyon d Eckhardt. Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Wise Potato Chip Co., Berwick. Pa., is going into various markets

for its potato chips. The schedule starts 1 October, runs from two to

four weeks, depending upon the market. Minutes during daytime

segments are being slotted, with frequencies varying. The buyer is

Bill McLaughlin; the agency is the Lynn Organization, Wilkes-

Barre. Pa.

The Texas Co., New York, is kicking off a campaign in top markets

throughout the country for its Texaco gasolines and oils. The four-

week schedule starts 2 October. Minutes during both daytime and

nighttime periods are being slotted; frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Jeremy Sprague; the agency is Cunningham

& Walsh. Inc.. New York.

B. C. Remedy Co., Durham. N. C. is entering tojj markets for its

B. C. headache tablets. The campaign starts in October for 13 weeks.

Minutes during both daytime and nighttime segments are being

|jla<ed: frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is

Martha (iehring: the agency is N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia.

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is entering top markets for its

Uniflo Motor Oil. The eight-week campaign starts in October. Min-

utes during traffic hours are being scheduled; frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Dick Branigan; the agency is

M.Cann-FrirksoM. Inc.. New York.
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Qn movin'pelves - and pizza
obody around WoOD-TV is stupid enough to recommend

at old jazz of trying to sell refrigerators to Eskimos.

) — when our esteemed client, the Pizza Palace, declared

willingness to pop for a schedule, local salesman Dave Mc-

)nnaughey pitched the one WooD-TV show that is frankly

jck 'N' Roll — O'Hara's BOP Hop on Saturday afternoon,

le result was a sellout of all pizzas before the dinner hour

d passed — not once, but twice! Other advertisers like

: ven-Up, original and major sponsor; Seyfert's (Potato

ips)
; Eckrich (Hot Dogs) ; Leonard Distributing (Record

ayers) ; are also happy as gold bugs on the mother lode.

these clients who have bought Bop Hop, cash register

results are a lot more impressive than the show's top

ARE rating.

For some products, teenagers are all-important — and

Wood-TV has the show and the personality to reach them.

If you want to emulate the Pizza Palace, consider O'Hara's

selling ability on BOP Hop the next time Katz advises there

is an availability.

WOOD-TV is first—morning, noon, night, Monday
through Sunday—May '58 ARB Grand Rapids

WOOD-AM is first—morning, noon, night, Monday
through Sunday—April '58 Pulse Grand Rapids

Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwatcher.

V\fOOD AIW
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic

Battle Creek, Kalamazo

for Westert

3, Muskegoi

Vlichigan: Grand Rapids,

. NA/OOD - Radio - NBC
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Be Sociable../'

Be sociable, have a Pepsi." That theme earmarks

one of the important advertising campaigns of

broadcast history: Pepsi-Cola's current 14-week

drive on all four radio networks at once. Pepsi

tapped network radio for this promotion to reach

and register with a total population. ( Campaign

magnitude: an estimated half-6i7^zon impressions.)

As the company said, "...no other medium
offers the speed

,
penetration , saturation and

continuity; nor can any other medium reach

so many people at a comparable cost per thousand

impressions." So whether you need all four

networks or one (we know one)—have network

radio, and be sociable. Mix with people....

Circulate more!

CBS Radio
Network



Look who's advertising on TV now!

Local businessmen — most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape"^' Recording. For Videotape cuts production costs to ribbons — brings "live local" spots v*/ithin

the reach of almost everyone.

Scheduling to reach selected audiences is much easier too. Commercials can be pre-recorded at the

convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.

Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of

Videotape Recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

350 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
Offices in Principal Citi
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49th and
ladison

UN guide

1 thought you might be interested in

the addition of the UN logo to our

stationery. The stationery idea was

instituted by a jewelry firm in Provi-

dence, namely Anson, Inc. We were

so impressed with the idea that we ad-

ded it to our stationery.

Soon you will see the same logo on

the tail of all airlines as the original

idea was the brainchild of Charles

Dent, an airline pilot. We are probably

the first broadcaster to have the logo

and I sincerely hope the idea will

spread. The United States Committee

for United Nations is promoting this

plan and we are trying to help all we

can.

I hope you like the idea.

J. S. Sinclair

Station Manager

WJAR, WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I.

! the United Stat

about the U.N.

Local tie-in

Enjoy your magazine tremendously
and although we are not located in a

prime market, we use the articles in

SPONSOR to tie in with local needs as

they arise in television advertising.

E. F. Bourque
Television-Dir. WINK-TV
Fort Myers, Fla.

P&G's creativeness

As a one-time local TV film producer
in Chicago and currently as a film

commercial editor at WBBM-TV, I

couldn't agree with you more on your
article "P&G and creativeness,"
SPONSOR, 30 August.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur D. Sakelson

Film Department

WBBM-TV Chicago

SPONSOR • 27 SEPTEMBER 1958

Sponsor, sponsor

Congratulations, Gentlemen . . .

on "Nobody Gets the Business" in

your August 16th issue.

We liked it so much that we have

only one question: How many reprints

can we get and what is the cost?

Ronny Kahn
Sales mgr.,

KYA, San Francisco

Internationalism

A letter we received this morning
probably gets the nomination for the

most interesting request for our "Report

on Local Radio Programing," printed

in SPONSOR. As you can well imagine,

we have received hundreds of requests

for this report from all over the coun-

try and into Canada and the British

Isles. But this is the first request we
have received from Hongkong.

I am sure that the second paragraph

of Mr. George Ho's letter is of special

interest to you. I'll bet you didn't

know your readership had such an

international flavor!

Arthur H. McCoy
Exec, vice pres.,

John Blair & Co.,

New York

• Reader Ho is managing director of Coddard
& Co.. Ltd., manufacturers representatives. He
wrote that he had learned about the Blair Report

Readers read

Oops—you forgot two.

On page nineteen of your Septem-

ber 13th Sponsor-Scope you list the

shows with Corporate names in the

title. The two you overlooked are:

Westinghouse Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
Show and Westinghouse Desilu Play-

house.

You see I do read your magazine.

J. Gilbert Baird

Sales prom, mgr..

Consumer Products,

Westinghouse Elec. Corp.,

Mansfield, Ohio

We taped the

weekend shows

Mr. Ken James, Program Director

KENS-TV, San Antonio

"We Videotaped* the weekend
shows on our 'Summer Food
Festival,' featuring Connie Cook.
Cut down operating costs-
featured 'live' guests who would
not have been available without
Videotape!"

850 CHARTER
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NEW YORK CHICAGO
250 Park Avenue Prudential Plaza

Yukon 6-7900 Franklin 2-6373

ATLANTA DALLAS
Glenn BIdg. 335 Merchandise Mart

Murray 8-5667 Riverside 7-2398

DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
Penobscot BIdg. 1750 N. Vine St.

Woodward 1-4255 Hollywood 9-1688

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building

Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
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BUYERS or. LISTENERS

Out 'Hi^t w^mik Vict VcRoA

Audience composition is an important factor in spot radio that everyPGW Colonel

keeps in mind. That's one way he can help in advertising campaign planning. And

contrary to a popular saying — "Mostest may not always be Bestest."

Good advertising seeks prospects who can buy the products offered. The radio

stations and markets represented by PCW are important factors — not only in the

communities they serve — but also to every well planned national campaign.

Call PGW today • detailed market information.

THE CALL LETTERS
OF THE

SALES GETTERS

West

KBOI- Boise 5,000
KGMB-KHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX- Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
woe-Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000
WDSM-Duluth-Superior . . 5,000
WDAY-Fargo 5,000
WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000
WISC-Madison, Wis. . . . 1,000
WMBD- Peoria 5,000

'B"¥^^1RB, IMC.
M I Southwest

KFDM-Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christi . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRH- Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50,000

East

WBZ-t-WBZA-Boston
Springfi

WGR-Buffalo
KYW-Cleveland
WWJ- Detroit

^^K

and
ield 51,000

5,000
50,000
5,000
250

50,000

Southeast

WCSC-Charleston, S. C.

WIST-Charlotte ....
WIS-Columbia, S. C. . .

WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va.

WPTF-Raleigh-Durham .

WDBJ-Roanoke ....

5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

50,000
5,000



TELEVISION

KANSAS
IS

^ KTVH
BASIC CBS

SERVING PLUS
14 OTHER IMPORTANT
KANSAS COMMUNITIES

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES

STUDIOS IN HUTCHINSON AND WICHITA

HOWARD 0. PETERSON, GENERAL MANAGER
Hpi^ HUTcWWsO^^B
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Hlow soap's

Among

big three rank in tv and radio

all advertisers for 2nd quarter, 1958

All national

advertising'^

Net
tv

Spot

tv

Net
Radio

Spot

Radio

P&G 1st 1st 1st 40th 27th

LEVER 7th 5th 2iul 21st 4th

COLGATE 4th 4th 3rcl 13th 8ih

«orK,-,.:s: .,M. UAU, s,.oxsou ..,.„.,.. n,. - .,:,-.

Soaps washing out print for more air

^ The Big Three soap makers, already huge radio and

tv advertisers, are swinging even more heavily to air media

^ Lever, for one, has cut print drastically this year, to

gain the speed, impact, and flexibility that air media offer

»^rocter & Gamble, Lever Brothers

Co. and Colgate-Palmolive Co.—the

Big Three soap companies who domi-
nate the $1 billion soap and syn-

thetic detergent market—currently are

undergoing a significant reappraisal
of their media strategy.

The Big Three are, of course, long-
time leaders among air media adver-
tisers; as the chart above shows, they
are 1-2-3 among spot tv advertisers,

well up in network tv, and (except for
P&G in net radio) among the top 30

advertisers in both spot and network

radio.

Yet if current trends continue, here's

what's going to happen

:

• More soap money will be moving

out of print—especially magazines—

•

and into radio/tv.

• The way the soap makers use air

media also is changing.

Lever Bros., for example, has been

making drastic cuts in its magazine ex-

penditures. At its present pace, Lever

will spend about $1.5 million less in

magazines this year than in 1957. But

at the rate Lever is plunging into tv,

the company should spend about $4
more in net tv and $3 million more in

spot than last year.

P&G and Colgate are not shifting

budgets from print to tv so heavily or

so fast, but the trend is unmistakable.

SPONSOR interviews with top agency,

network and rep executives indicate

they expect all three soap makers to

continue a heavy swing to both radio

and television.

Why, when they're already such

heavy spenders in air media, are the

Big Three moving even further in that

direction?

There is no single dominant reason,

according to most admen interviewed

by SPONSOR. But these are the primary
reasons:

1) Soap makers are becoming more

27 SEPTEMBER 1958



HOW SOAP'S BIG THREE ARE
NCREASING TV SPENDINCa k

III lu-tMoik tv r

1st half

1956 1957 1958

P&G S»3.457.;«9 S47.0 16.015 $2].W1,781

Colgate 19,880.282 19,375,713 10.320,121

Lever 11,322,643 16.297,289 10,288,263

III sDot tv h
1st half

1956 1957 1958

P&G §17.522,450 825,916,840 $14,287,600

Colgate 7,314,700 7,739,080 4,759,100 M
Lever 4.535,010 7,642,980 5,576,700 3
SOURCE: TxB

1
Ijjjjjjppip-

;*-•>'
'

' ^^^^^P^^^^^^SPI^^^^RfHIRf^^'^^^'^SRHMi

WHAT SOAP'S BIG THREE MEAN TO
* THE TOP ADVERTISING AGENCIES

1 La.vear . the Bis; Three soap manufacturers spent almost $175 million

m in mea^iurable media, and by the end of this year the total probably will

hit $200 mil ion.

Expenditures of this size, especially when split iij) into sejjarate adver-

tising accounts, spell a bonanza for many a majdi ai;»ii( v.

Here is 1 list of only the soap brands of iln- Wrj. llir.e- (excluding

dentifrice, shampoo, food or other products l. -howinn how tliey are

apportioned

Brand Company *Agency

Y&R Cheer, Spic & Span P&C
' JWT Rinso, Rinso Blue, Lux Flakes, Lux Toilet Lever

Soap, Lux Liquid

BBDO Surf, Wisk. Cayla Lever

Bates Fab, Octagon, Palmolive Colgate

B&B Tide, Zest, Ivory Snow P&C

Burnett Camay, Joy, Lava P&G
D-F-S Biz, Dreft, Oxydol, Dash, Liquid Dreft P&G
Compton Duz, Ivory Soap, Ivory Flakes, Liquid P&G

Ivory Detergent, Comet, Cascade

K&E Praise Lever

SSC&B Breeze, Hum, Silver Dust, Lifebuoy Lever

L&N Ad Detergent, Zest, Vel Liquid Detergent Colgate

and bar soap

C&W Super Suds Colgate

D'Arcy Cashmere Bouquet Colgate

NC&K Vel powder Colgate

NL&B All, Dishwasher All, Swan Lever

Hoyt Kirkman Soap Colgate

convinced then ever that a "low-inter-

est" product like soap (as opposed to

automobiles, appliances, etc.) needs a

high-interest medium like tv. One soaj)

account executive put it this way: "The
soap companies always have known
that tv has an interest level higher

than magazines. But as competition in-

creases, the Big Three are more aware

than ever that a print ad doesn't sur

ceed in stopping the consumer nearh

so well as a commercial." And llie

marketing situation resulting from the

growth of the supermarket also forced

the soap makers to rely heaviest on the

medium with the greatest impact and

frequency potential.

2 1 The continuing flood of new

products means a greater need for air

time. NBC, for example, estimates that

209f of the money spent in spot tv

today by the Big Three goes into prod-

ucts that didn't exist two years ago.

With the introduction of liquid deter-

gents and the synthetic detergent bars,

the number of soap products is multi-

plying fast. And air media now are

the backbone of virtually every new

product introduction campaign.

3) Air media seem to be doing a

far more effective selling job than

print. One example offered by a CBS
spot sales executive shows how soap

companies are being swayed from

print:

When Lever acquired the marketing

rights to Monsanto's All recently, the

brand was strong in print. CBS,

backed by a wealth of research and

aided by the fact that All's sales were

slipping with its print campaign,

proved to Lever that the soap brands

heaviest in tv were gaining the most in

sales. The result: All is now using

da\time minutes in tv.

4) Soap sales are practically reces-

sion-proof—people wash whether they

are employed or unemployed. Last

> ear. soap and synthetic detergent sales

\irtually hit the $1 billion mark, a

9.'.^'
'( increase over 1956, representing

a j)er-person consumption of 28^/2 '^8.

And this record probably will be im-

proved in 1958.

Sales increases, especially to adver-

lising-minded soap companies, mean

bigger ad budgets. Since the soap

makers invest such a vast share of their

ad budgets in air (P&G, for example,

|)uts almost 80% of it's ad budget into

tv). higher budgets automatically

mean more radio/tv revenue.

In addition to spending more money

in air media, the soap makers also ar-
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ic- e:.anuning their old attitudes to-

ward radio and tv. Just as PiiG final-

ly dropped the rule that it wouldn't

sponsor a tv show it didn't own, all

three soap leaders are studying some of

the old taboos.

One of the most important of these

is the soap industry's preference for

minutes. As one network official ex-

plains it, "We never got anywhere for

\ears trying to persuade them that you

can sell soap with a 20, and they

V. ouldn't even listen when we talked

Ill-second spots."

The soap companies' over-riding ob-

jection to anything shorter than a 60
(except in introduction campaigns)

has its basis in this basic marketing

rule: when your product is similar to

so many others, you need enough time

to point out the differences.

Now, however, soap companies are

beginning to buy 20's in fringe time at

night. And again, there are several

reasons for this shift.

One is shorter copy. Colgate's Zest.

for example, uses the theme "For the

first time in your life, feel realh

clean." It is a point that can be made
quickly, and a 20 can do it as well— if

not better—than a 60. P&G's Ivor\

bar soap is another example; until

about a year ago it had always used

60's; now it has started buying 20's.

Another reason for buying 20's in

fringe nighttime is that 60's in prime
night hours are becoming as scarce as

a bar of Ivory in Lever House. And
soap companies, according to some
spot tv salesmen, don't buy fast enough
or early enough to get the availabili-

ties when they're open.

A third reason involves turnover

audience. All three soap makers are

so heavy in daytime tv that they want
to get the turnover audience which
fringe time at night offers.

All these reasons, obviously, vary
with individual brands. For example,

P&G uses 20's for Liquid Ivory be-

cause the company feels it can capi-

talize on the long-established Ivory
name and therefore get the message
across in less time. And the Big
Three has always used 20's to launch
new products, usually dropping them
for 60's once the product was on its

feet.. Because they're using many more
spots, however, they still add up to

more over-all commercial time.

One interesting aspect of the soap
industry is the relative ability of time-
buyers in the Big Three soap compa-
nies, sponsor's survey of both station

of the request and the limited availa-

bilities, that not much was left. By
the time the timebuyer got the availa-

bilities list and the time he made his

decision, there was virtually nothing

left at desirable times.

"The timebuyers don't listen to us

when we try to help them buy spot,"

said this executive. "And we can be a
big help if they'll let us. Even in the

soap industry, too much money is

being spent by people who know too

little about spot television."

In terms of net tv strategy, these

representatives and network spot divi-

sions has turned up these items.

The soap timebuyers vary widely

in shrewdness. In general, P&G buyers

are rated as the smartest, even though

they are often bound by P&G rules.

An executive in one representative firm

insists that P&G buyers have millions

to spend, but little imagination in the

way they spend it.

Lever timebuyers, on the other hand,

use more imagination and have a freer

hand, say many reps. Colgate time-

buyers are getting more freedom, but

CULLIGAN'S TWO-WAY SOAP SELL

In an exclusive interview with sponsor last week, NBC executive vice-

president Matthew J. (Joe) Ciilligan expounded a new advertising and
marketing strategy which he feels has pertinence to all advertisers—e'-pe-

cially to soap manufacturers.

The theory (which may develop into a full-scale sales campaign by
NBC Radio) is called Engineered Circulation.

Here's the basic premise: advertise use of the product when the

consumer is likely to be using it, and advertise purchase of the product
when the consumer is ready to go out and buy.

In recent months. Culligan told sponsor, he has been meeting with
>oap advertisers (among others) to explain his idea. Here, in essence, i«

Ikiw he presents it:

'A soap manufacturer's worst enemy is a package of his own product
.-itting on the housewife's shelf. As long as it sits there, she isn't likely

to buy another box.

"The idea of Engineered Circulation is to stress use of the product in

radio copy just about the time the housewife is ready to wash dishes or

the family wash. And stress purchase of the product al>out the time she's

ready to go shopping.

"Imagine a housewife about to dig into the evening dishes. Just then,

a radio spot asks her. 'Are your hands red and rough? Don't put them in

that dishwater unless you are using Sudsy soap.' What impact that would
have in moving Sudsy off the kitchen shelf.

"Then, when she's on her way to the supermarket in the morning, let

your radio copy sell her on buying Sudsy. By the time she reache« the
soap section, she's going to head straight for Sudsy."

are still bound by company policy

more than Lever timebuyers are.

Not all reps and network spot sales-

men are convinced that P&G has the

shrewdest buyers. A key sales execu-

tive of one network told SPONSOR this

story.

The top timebuyer on one P&G ac-

count called the network, asking for a

list of availabilities for minute spots,

both daytime and night, five or six

spots per market. The network man
pointed out, considering the lateness

are some of the changes which are tak-

ing place among the Big Three:

P&G is still numbers-oriented, buys
for maximum power, highest ratings

over a period of time. In terms of

daytime, where P&G has no less than

13 network shows, the pattern is to

buy a weekly strip. As one agency-

man put it. They have the power and
enough brands to do it that way, and
they probably always will do it that

way." P&G, which spent about $8 mil-

( Please turn to page 76)
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BEHIND THE RATINGS SYSTEMS—PART U

ARB expands its measurements

^ This week begins new program of enlarging services

as one-week, four-week ratings go into many markets

^ Arhitron, the instantaneous yardstick, begins to fur-

nish local dailies for Chicago; will soon report in L.A.

ncidental for special i might T

n hat ARB »urveyx: Television viewing,

nalional and local.

Kindg of report*: Total national report;

first and second week of each month. Local

reports in about 130 markets, broken down
as follows: three Arbilrons: 100 one-week,

four-week : 16 monthly : 30 markets varying

from one-week to one and join. ( Much of

this c see accompanying text.)

ured: Sign-on to sign-

eragc is n,

Viewing times i

off.

Techniques: Arbilron, the new electronic

instantaneous measurement {does not report

audience composition—simply homes tuned

in ) . Diary based on random sampling, aver-

ages more than 300 homes per market. Tele-

Extras: Annual market summaries, "A to Z

Coverage Study" based on coverage of Sta-

tions. printed annually.

I"ext week, the American Research

Bureau, Inc., more familiarly known to

the men who watch the tv ratings as

ARB, begins an expansion of services.

Most significant areas of expansion

will be:

• About 100 markets not heretofon

reported on a monthly ratings basi^

will now get both one-week ratings and
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four-week averages. This new service

lui? been tested since May.

• Arbitron, the instantaneous audi-

t iKC yardstick, will now be used in Chi-

( a^o to furnish overnight local reports

on that market as is now being done

ill New York. This operation is ready

to go. By year's end, Los Angeles also

will get local Arbitron measurements.

• For about 150 markets, ARB re-

|,orts will now include daytime audi-

ence composition and Monday through

Friday cumulative ratings.

• A complete 1959 package is now
lieing offered which includes along with

locals, nationals and Arbitron, a mul-

tiple-market network competitive area

report based on seven cities.

This expansion is symptomatic of

the seemingly inexhaustible quest for

more and faster information on the

television audience by agencies and ad-

\ertisers. It also reflects the growing

interest of stations themselves in such

(lata which they can then use either as

a sales tool or as a key to programing.

For example, when A.RB decided last

spring to introduce one-week, four-

week ratings in its non-monthly mar-

kets (first test market was Houston, in

May), cHents were queried on whether

they actually wanted this extra meas-

urement. Of advertisers and agencies,

95% were in favor of it; no longer

would they have to wonder about what

audiences were watching between sur-

vey weeks or whether the station that

showed up so well during the measured

week might not have thrown all its pro-

graming weight into that one period,

saving its less appealing fare for the

weeks when noses weren't being count-

ed. That the buyers of tv time wanted
this information from ARB was to be

expected; the surprising thing—and a

healthy sign—is that the majority of

stations (about 75%) also were in

favor of it.

For ARB, the expansion is simply

another milestone along a road that

stretches back to 1948 in Washington,

D. C, when James Seller left his posi-

tion with WRC-TV as assistant to Gen-
eral Manager Carleton Smith, and with

a handful of local station clients set up
American Research Bureau in a small

office in the National Press building.

(WRC-TV is still among ARB's Wash-
ingfon subscribers.)

At that time, the ARB staff com-
prised Seiler, the president; his wife,

Betty (they met during World War II

when she was a Wave and he a Lt.

Commander in Naval Intelligence)
;

HOW THE DIARY TECHNIQUE WORKS
1. A typical market is about to be surveyed. From a telephone direc-

tory of that market, ARB selects a random, or "probability" sample of

names. Sample is not selected on a stratified basis; just names of

phone subscribers picked out between A and Z.

2. Sample is then sent to ARB interviewers in that market. Each of

these interviewers must cover about .50 homes, explaining to the house-

holder that he has been selected for a survey and will he keep a diary

of what the family watches. ARB headquarters is notified of names of

willing respondents. About 60% of families agree; 40% either refuse

to take part, or fail to complete diaries.

3. Diaries are mailed directly to each family. Field interviewer

phones again, explains exactly how diary should be kept {although

printed instructions are clear). Diarists record viewing for one week,

noting men, women, children watching; station call letters, times. On
a separate page, diarists are asked to mention favorite commercials, etc.

4. At end of week, interviewer phones families to see that they've

completed the record, ask them to mail it off at once.

5. Diaries—self-sealing return devices—are mailed directly to ARB
in Maryland. Tabulating, printing and mailing of reports follow.

MONDAY, bci'iurWttCK i-, .y-<

Nam* oi Program ^!! life

Marian Schon, Seller's secretary (she

still is), and Kenneth Aurich, tabula-

tion director (he still is). They meas-

ured tv viewing in one market only

—

Washington.

Today, the handful of subscribers

has swelled to an impressive 528 which

breaks down as follows: the three tv

networks, 79 advertising agencies and

sponsor companies (ARB claims 45 of

the top 50 agencies in this list) who
subscribe to the complete package, 172

agencies and clients who subscribe to

one or more ARB services, and 314

television stations. Measurement cover-

age has been extended to some 150

markets.

The staff, not including field super-

visors in the ARB markets, has grown
to about 250 spread between the head-

quarters office in Beltsville, Md., and

the ARB offices in New York, Chicago

and Los Angeles. Gross dollar volume

in the first year of ARB was about

$30,000; this year it probably will ex-

ceed $1.5 million.

In 1950, ARB turned out its first na-

tional tv report. Meanwhile it was add-

ing new markets until, by 1952, it was

in six—Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York, Chicago, Detroit, and home base

—Washington. At this point, Seiler de-

cided that no national picture of tv

viewing could be close to complete

without reports from the West Coast.

So he took a trip there with a view

toward opening up that area, only to

find when he arrived that a tv research

firm was already in operation in the

Los Angeles-San Francisco markets.

This was Telecue, about which Seiler

had never heard. Telecue had never

heard about ARB on the East Coast

either.

The Telecue operation had been set

up by a firm called Coffin, Cooper &
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Clay. All the partners were relative

\ ouiijisters. a few years out of Whit-

tier Collefie in California. The Coffin

was Joe Coffin, a brother of Dr. Tom
Coffin who heads up research at NBC
T\ . The Cooper was Roger Cooper

and the Cla\ was Ernest Clay. A promi-

nent part of Telecue. but one whose

name didn't figure in the partnership

title was John Landreth.

Both research firms realized that if

ARB set up a West Coast sur\e\ the\

would onlv be duplicating each other.

So .Seiler bought out Telecue. This

was one of the high points of ARB ex-

pansion. Not only did ARB gain new

markets, it picked up what it sorely

lacked at that time—personnel. The

onlv one of the Telecue principals who
didn't join ARB was Coffin who has

since become a research consultant.

Roger Cooper is ARB's station rela-

tions manager and manager of local

sales. Ernest Clay is head of develop-

ment and research. John Landreth,

who had been president of Coffin,

Cooper & Clay, is general manager of

ARB. '

In Landreth, Sailer found his ideal

counterpart. Where Seller is strong in

salesmanship, company policy matters,

and planning, Landreth is an expert in

internal organization. The result was

a company set-up which 1») now —
structurally at least — resembles Gen-

eral Motors. At ARB. every depart-

ment is an autonomous division with

its own profit-and-loss sheets. The

Diary testing department, for example,

is like a single product line such as

Chevrolet. It negotiates a yearly con-

tract with Tabulating department for

its services; it is up to Tabulating to

see that it shows a profit on its work

for Diary. If it winds up the year in

the black, there is a bonus. But an

error, for instance, on the part of

Tabulating will draw a financial pen-

alt). In theory, each department or

service is in competition with the other,

but Sales department still calls the shots

in recommending one type of technique

against another.

The next big period of expansion for

ARB came in 19.53 and 1954 when it

went from 12 to CO markets. In 1955,

it took over the television end of Hoop-

er rating service, started about two

years before. The move was a good

one for both ARB and Hooper. ARB
grew larger still; Hooper was free to

concentrate on his first love—radio.

Probably the last significant growth-

jump (until the new announcement of

this week) came late in 1957 when

ARB unveiled the aptly-named Arbi-

tron—an answer to the impatient ad-

man's prayer. Covering the New York

market since then with daily local re-

ports, it is about to be turned loose in

Chicago and Los Angeles. Seiler be-

lieves that if demand for this service is

insistent it may extend into 10 to 20

markets within the next few vears.

THE RATINGS SERIES

This series whieh began last week
is scheduled in following issues:

The Pulse (last week).... 20 Sept.

ARB (this week) 27 Sept.

Trendex 4 Oct.

C. E. Hooper 11 Oct.

Videodex 18 Oct,

A. C. Nielsen 23 Oct.

At the lime ARB took over Telecue,

it had moved from its tiny quarters in

Washington to a farmhouse out of

town. Last fall, the new headquarters

was completed—a modern research lab
I

on an 11-acre tract in Beltsville; cost

so far about $170,000. At this mo-

ment, architects are drawing up plans

for an administrative wing, and in the

)ears ahead a lot more buildings are

envisioned for the ARB center.

Meanwhile service to stations and ad-

vertisers is being planned by Clay's

development and research group; at

least eight new services for the indus-

try are at the drawing board stage.

ARB, like all ratings services, is not

without its critics. Among the chief crit-

icisms, leveled at its basic technique

—

the "supervised" diary method—is that

there is no way of measuring an audi-

ence at chainbreaks, whether they

switched channels ahead of or after the

commercials, or whether they ever con-

sciously saw a commercial at all. The

other bandillero thrust into the shoul-

ders of the diary technique is the doubt

that diarists are either conscientious

or accurate. I The answers of ARB to

such critiques will be answered be-

low.) The thing that must be remem-

bered, despite the fact that ARB is

jiractically synonomous with diary is

that the service actually offers three

It-clmiques of measurements:

• Diary. (See box on page 37 for

details. I This method has been used

bv ARB for nine years, is its mainstay.

The biggest rebuttal ARB offers critics

of the method is that in questionable

cases it has been checked and re-

( lie(;ked, tested and re-tested against

other methods and results have justified

the original diary approach. That tele-

vision viewers may refuse to keep or

fail to keep a diary of what they watch

is something ARB has taken into con-

sideration. They know that about 40%
{Please turn to pa^e 75)
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Once upon a time, advertising agencies

began trading personnel just the way major

league baseball teams do. And like the

majors, they had a farm system, scouts, and

even a world series. Here, in this SPONSOR fantasy,

is the remarkable story of . . .

The timebuyer

who

struck out

By E. A. Chambers
Ra^io/lv copyivriter

Anderson & Cairns

It was late September, and a rainy

day in New York. High above Madi-

son Avenue, five men sat around a

table discussing trades for the upcom-

ing world series.

The advertising pennant race had

been an exciting one down to the wire.

Only a few days before, McCann-
Erickson had moved into first place

with a new victory in the accounts won
column, and was now* just a shade

ahead of Leo Burnett.

The men at the conference table all

knew why McCann was ahead. After

all, the New Yorkers with their farm
system had power in depth at everv

position. Burnett, at the same time,

was moving up fast. They had come
up with two sensational rookies: a hot

shot copywriter from the Triple-A

league, and a lefthanded account execu-

tive with plenty of stuff on the ball.

But now, only a week before the

serie's, both McCann and Burnett were
jockeying for position. Only four per-

centage points behind, Burnett was
looking for a tv producer for extra

bench strength, and McCann had just

the man.
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McCann, too. wanted to prepare for

the series. Old Marse Marion would

give his psych degree for a switch-

hitting timebuyer, one that could buy

network as well as local.

And there was none better than Yogi

Farragut.

In 11 years with Burnett, Yogi had

rewritten the record books. He was

the first triple-spot timebuyer the game
had ever known. Who could ever forget

that fabulous night in Minneapolis

when Big Farragut's triple play gal-

vanized the whole advertising world:

9:29.40—WHAM! A 20-second spot

for Marlboro.

9:30.00—WHAM! An ID for Kel-

logg-

9:30.10—WHAM! A Joy spot.

McCann wanted Farragut, and

wanted him badly. They were willing

to swap "Mudcat" Max Grant, the

producer with a 23.7 Nielsen average

for the season. As negotiations pro-

ceeded. Marse Marion agreed to throw

in a utiHty art director. But it still

wasn't enough; the tattooed brawlers

from the Windy City wanted more for

Yogi Farragut.

Outside in the hall, a Burnett v.p.

waited impatiently for a phone call.

At 4:45 it came. It was Chief White-

horn, the eagle-eyed Burnett scout and

a great account man in his day. The

Burnett v.p. waited anxiously for the

word.

"Me sign kid up,"' reported the

Chief. "Fifty grand and three year

contract. Kid has heap big voice, dial

telephone with either hand, knows

when a rep is throwing high hard one.

Natural born timebuyer—loves mar-

tinis, hates vermouth. Kid named Rudy
"Cost-per-1.000"' Prosciutto. Majored

in Standard Rate & Data at UCLA. Go
ahead trade Farragut."

It took 10 minutes to wrap up the

trade, and w ithin an hour Farragut was

packed and on his way to McCann's

Lexington Avenue vivarium.

It wasn't until the day of the first

series game that McCann learned what

Burnett had known all along. The NAB
was blowing the whistle on triple-

spotting: it was going the way of the

spitball.

Yogi, a veteran of the old rough and

tumble school of time-buying, made
only one appearance at the plate and

struck out. He retired from baseball,

and is now making a comfortable living

in Florida selling bootleg Volkswagens.

The series? Neither McCann nor

Burnett won it. They went out to

lunch at Rattazzi's the day before the

series started, never came back. ^



WHERE'S ^'MADISON AVENUE'' GONE TO?

^ Three out of four new advertising hea(l(|uarters

shift to Park, Lex and Fifth—awav from Madison Avenue

T (HI ( ant It'll Madison Avenue with-

oul a map an\ more. "The street" to-

day is as much Park or Fifth as Madi-

son. Look at agencies that moved in

the last two years: fewer than one in

four signed Madison Avenue leases.

To keep track there's a list of new

agency addresses in the next column.

sponsor's geographical study of New
^ ork agencies revealed an explosion

that's happened in the last few years

—

Kast as far as Lexington and West even

to Sixth Avenue. The North-South

boundaries of the ad center have been

unchanged: 37th street to 60th street.

Despite the scattering, Madison

Avenue is still the axis of agency loca-

tions and is the single hiost common
address. Fifth Avenue is second, fol-

lowed by Park Avenue and the shops

on sidestreets between Madison and

F^ifth. Next are West-of-Fifth agencies,

mostly around Rockefeller Center, with

East-of-Park addresses smallest in

number.

Agencies in the Forties—convenient-

ly near Grand Central—outnumber

agencies in the Fifties by two to one.

1 he center-of-gravity of today's agency

locations (the address of the "average"

agency I is a few steps from the corner

of 46th and Madison.

Office managers of major agencies

deny there's any deliberate motive for

a Park or Fifth address instead of one

on Madison. It's merely that agency

expansion created a crying need for

1) more space—2 1 additional facili-

ties—and 3) modern building services.

Midtown building booms along Park
and Fifth Avenues were first to meet
these demands with newly designed

and constructed facilities such as the

Tishman and Seagram Buildings.

Although Madison Avenue has lost

the majority of agency leases, it will

undoubtedly continue as the hub of

agency activity for a long time to

come. "Along Madison Avenue" is now
another idiom of admen's language the

basis of which has been swiftly

changed by time.

Here are some of the important

genc\ address changes of the last two

Tetl Bafts

606 Fifth at 53rd Jl" 6-0600

Benton & Bowles

666 Fifth at 53rd JL 2-6200

Caples

10 E. 40th ML' 4-6800

Compton
625 Madison at 58th PL 4-1100

Robert Conahay

261 Madison at 39th MU 2-5645

Doherty, Clifford,

Sleeis & Shenfield

530 Fifth at 44th YU 6-6500

Geyer

595 Madison at 57th PL 1-3300

Hockaday Associates

201 E. 57th MU 8-9250

Huber Hoge

626 Broadway GR 7-8480

Lawrence Kane & Artley

405 Park at 54th PL 1-4120

C. J. LaRoche

575 Lexington at .50th PL 5-7711

McCann-Erickson

485 Lexington at 46th OX 7-6000

Emit Mogul

625 Madison at 59th TE 8-7100

Oliver-Beckman

120 E. 56th PL 3-7820

Ross Roy

214 E. 31st MU 5-1439

Frank P. Sawdon

60 E. .56th PL 1-4646

Warwick & Legler

375 Park at 52nd PL 1-4700

Wexton & Co.

4+1 Madison at 49th MU 8-4050

Radio build

^ House of Sight & Sound

lias huiU $1 niiUion annual vol-

ume in musical instrumenl>.

hi-fi, records. Local radio,

used consistently, is given

credit for a seven-year, 100%

sales gain hy California firm

^% full-scale promotion on radio

earlv next spring will mark an anni-

versar\ of sorts for The House of

Sight & Sound in Van Nuys, Calif.

It will be the seventh consecutive

spring promotion for the finn which

specializes in retail music—from pho-

nograph records, hi-fi and tv sets, to

musical instruments and music lessons.

Each of these annual spring promo-

tions uses the same pattern: heavy ad-

vertising on a local radio station, lead-

ing up to the event, and culminating

with a remote from the store itself.

The importance of radio in the promo-

tion is easy to understand, since Jerry

Johnson, the firms president, gives

radio principal credit for the store's

growth.

And grow it has. In 1952, the

store's first year in business, it grossed

$100,000. this year the volume will

come in above $1 million, not only a

ten-fold gain, but a high frequency

level of sales for what are, basically,

luxury items.

The story of the growth of The

House of Sight & Sound provides an

excellent example of selecting the right

medium, in this case radio, and then

using it in a sufficient measure and

with ingenuity to realize the full po-

tential of its sales ability.

It began differently. "Announce-

ments of our opening in 1952 were all

in print media, mostly newspapers,"

recalls Johnson. "As soon as we be-

gan supplementing our campaign with

radio, it didn't take us long to dis-

cover that we had gotten off on the

wrong foot. It's been radio ever since."

S&S deploys its radio budget in two

ways. It maintains a consistent and

extremely heavy schedule year-round.

To this it adds several regular promo-

tions throughout the year.
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|1 million sales for music store

As an example of the store's regular

pattern, consider its activity this past

summer. Schedules were maintained

on two stations; the heaviest on

KMPC, Los Angeles. No less than 20

quarter-hour shows weekly were run,

scheduled every day, around the clock.

One time slot is constant: 12:05

a.m., seven days a week, at the top of

John McShane's all-night show. Mon-

day through Friday there is a set slot

at 6:30 p.m. On Friday a quarter hour

is added, beginning at 8:05 p.m. Satur-

day four 15-minute slots are used

(three between 12 and 1 p.m., one at

6:45 p.m.) and Sunday has three quar-

ter hours—one at 9:30 a.m., two be-

tween 6 and 7 p.m. Even more seg-

ments will be added next month when

the station's baseball games are off.

The other Los Angeles station used,

WFAC, is an am-fm operation special-

izing in classical music programing.

The current schedule calls for one hour

a week, 10-11 p.m. on Sunday.

The strategy of Sight & Sound's cam-

paign on this station clearly demon-

strates the adaptability of radio, not

only for performing various sales jobs,

but in creating intangibles, such as

atmosphere and an image.

The store believes that classical mu-

sic will make a "comeback" in 1959,

and intends to be prepared with the

"best and the newest." One of the fac-

tors behind the surge is expected to be

the technical development of binaural

recordings and reproducing equipment.

"Extensive use of fm has been de-

layed until the medium could offer us

something no other medium could,"

explains account executive John Bain-

bridge, general manager of Tilds &

Cantz, Los Angeles agency.

Now, though, KFAC is preparing its

broadcast equipment to permit stereo

broadcasts, via am and fm, this fall.

"Being able to sponsor a binaural

broadcast using stereodiscs," continues

Bainbridge, "will provide an advan-

tage that should result in direct, and
measurable sales."

The regular show now on KFAC has

the purpose, Johnson reports, of "mak-
ing the show an already established

listening habit" when the binaural

broadcasting begins this fall.

Radio has, demonstrably, proved its

value in building The House of Sight

& Sound over the past six years, and

Discussing new radio strategy with Jerr> Jolinson, Sigiu & bound president,

r), John Bainbridge, Tilds & Cantz a.e.: KMPC's salesman, Jack Mulligan and d.j.

•, (1 t

Stewai

has done it in two ways. The first is

the matter of the growth in dollar vol-

ume, supported by a similar record in

physical growth. In what has amount-

ed to an annual addition, the store has

grown from 5000 square feet in 1952

to 14,000 now. On schedule, more will

be added by next spring.

The second proof occurs regularly;

whenever the store chooses to hold a

special-item sale or a larger promo-

tion. As an example of the former

Bainbridge cites a situation that oc-

curred recently. On one of his 6:30

p.m. strips, d.j. Bill Stewart offered a

99^ LP special, and played selections

from it. By 9 p.m. 120 copies, all the

store had in stock, were sold. Many
people came from miles away "even

though they could have bought the

same record for about the same price

just around the corner," he adds. The

same special, a week or so later, had

comparable results.

"Without a doubt," Johnson be-

lieves, "radio has been a major factor

in our successful growth. It provides

us with numerous benefits, for instance

protection. We are assured a 45-min-

ute clearance from any advertising that

might conflict with our products, while

in newspapers our ad might be adja-

cent to a double truck for a competitor.

"But beyond that," he adds, "we

can, and have, used radio to build an

image, and atmosphere, and. most im-

portant, sales. No other medium could

have served us as well." ^^
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How TIMEBUYERS

get from here to there

2. Hy hiis (ask Steve A) 3. By boat (It's the old saturation technique)

4. By horse ^or kicks) o. By lumd f.omchody else's)

^ 47 New York and Chicago

ageiicyiueii set new 'all-media'

transportation pattern in re-

cent Michigan trip. . . . Used

planes, huses, boats, carriages,

rickshaws, in special market

survey of Flint, Saginaw, Bay

City, and Mackinac Island area

niand it tu a tiinebuyer to get there

somehow! Intrepid members of the

media profession used nearly every

known means of public transportation

(except yak-back, camel-back, and dog-

sled) in a recent market studv trip ar-

ranged by Station W\EM-TV', of Flint,

Saginaw and Bay City, Michigan.

Forty-seven sharp-eyed agencyinen

(and women I from New York and Chi-

cago converged on Flint, Michigan via

specially chartered United Airlines

planes, as guests of James Gerity, Jr.,

president of WNEM-TV.
First event was practically curb-

service research, since WNEM-TV's
headquarters are right at the airport.

But then the hegira climbed into high

gear. Timebuyers were hustled into

Greyhound buses, given the gold-plated

tour of Flint (including Chewy and

Buick plants), taken back to their two

planes and flown to Tri-City Airport

which serves Saginaw, Bay City and

Midland. A quick bus-ride look-see at

these three bustling industrial markets

was followed by luncheon at the Hotel

Wenona with an address of welcome
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r
by Governor G. Mennen (Soapy) Wil-

lians of Michigan.

Thence, the hardy travelers re-bused

to Tri-City Airport, flew to Pelston, 400

miles north. There, with another as-

sist from Greyhound they romped on

a 26-mile jaunt to St. Ignace, over the

6-mile lone Mackinac Bridge. At St.

Ignace, they boarded steamers for the

50-minute trip to Mackinac Island, the

Bermuda of the Great Lakes, and even

freer from automotive transportation.

Mackinac's famous horses and car-

riages hauled them gently up the slopes

to the Grand Hotel, approximately one

mile away.

There they spent the next 24 hours

as guests of WNEM-TV. Entertainment

included a dinner dance, golf, swim-

ming, tennis, plus carriage tours (more

transportation
!

) to Fort Mackinac,

scene of Northwest Passage exploits,

and other historic island spots.

It is rumored that cocktails were

<erved.

Entire proceedings took two days,

with Chicago and New York contingent

leaving Mackinac Island at 4:00 p.m.

11 Sept. for the return (carriage to

boat to bus to plane) jaunt.

New York timebuyers who made the

trip included Betty Leckner, Roger
Clapp. Alan Yoblon, B&B; Hope Mar-
tinez, BBDO: Paul Reardon, John
Catanese, Bates: Beth Black, Cohen &

Aleshire; Bob Welty, JWT; Frances

Velthuys, D'Arcy; Betty Powell, Gey-

er; Frank Gromer, FC&B; Murray
Roffis, Virginia Conway, McCann; Bill

Smith, L&N; Bob Widholm, DCS&S;
Ethel Wieder, Compton; Charles Buc-

cieri, Warren Bahr, Tom Comerford,

Y&R; Lucy Kerwin. K&E: Vera Bren-

nan, SSC&B; Edna Cathcart, Mathes;

Rose Vitanza, Mathes: Inez Aimee,

Norman Craig & Kummel; Bernie

Ramussen, FS&R; Dan Kane, Elling-

ton; Walter Teitz, DF&S; Eugene
Grealish, Bryan Houston; Sam Gill,

Fletcher D. Richards.

Chicago timebuyers: Ruth Babick,

Ludgin; Hal Bennett, Wherry, Baker

& Tilden; Helen Davis, Clinton E.

Frank: Don De Carlo, Needham, Louis

& Brorby; Irene Hesse, Holy Shively,

EWRR;' Bill Kennedy, McCann; Gene-
vieve Lemper, FC&B; Kay Knight,

Gordon Best; Peggy McGrath, Marian
Reuter, Y&R; Harvey Mann, Kastor;
Celia Odziomec, Compton; John Rohr-
bach, JWT; Armella Selso, North Ad-
vertising

; Evelyn Vanderploeg, Meyer-
hoff. ^
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FOOTBALL SPONSORS SPENDING $13 MILLION

ON TV AND RADIO NETWORKS THIS SEASON

^ Grid's male-appeal draws

auto, beer, cigarette, oil ads

Network football now brings in al-

most as much business in its short

season as boxing, the biggest net sport,

earns all year. And trade insiders say

football is on its way towards taking

over as the top net sports attraction.

In 1958, football— Sunday pro

games, Saturday college games, and

post-season bowls—on tv and the webs

will climb to more than 25% of sports

income. It's a $13 million annual busi-

ness

—

without tallying millions more
in local broadcasts. Compare the lead-

ing network sponsors and shows in

sponsor's chart below.

What's behind the upsurge in foot-

ball advertising?

• It's the programing to reach an

adult, male audience

• Actuality of the competition adds

conviction

• Show is long and total audience

is large

• Rehearsals, other preparations

aren't needed

Kicking off the return of automotive

money to network sports is Pontiac's

buy of the Notre Dame games on ABC
Radio. Other Detroit buying is ex-

jjected to follow.

Largest of the sports advertisers,

Gillette, spends more than 90% of its

$7 million budget in broadcast sports.

This includes the Rose Bowl and Blue-

Gray games on NBC TV and Radio.

Male - conscious Marlboro shares

CBS TV's Pro Football Game of the

Week with sports-minded Falstaff.

( Latter's local football buys include

schedules of the Los Angeles Rams and

San Francisco '49ers.) Amoco is

among the other regional network

sponsors of the CBS TV games, and

men's toiletries Rise and Arrid Spray

bought pre-game shows.

NCAA College Football on NBC TV
is sold to Gulf Oil, Bayuk cigars for

Phillies, Libby-Owens-Ford for safety

glass and Thermopane, and Sunbeam.

ABC TV added to the list of male-

target advertisers with its recent sale

of the All-Star Game to L&M cigar-

ettes, Mennen and Carling. ^

'58 network football sponsors

TV RADIO

ABC *ALL-STAR GAME
L&M. Mennen. Carling

NOTRE DAME SERIES

Ponliac

CBS

*PRO FOOTBALL "GAME OF THE WEEK"
Marlboro. Falstaff. Amoco

PRE-GAME SHOWS
Rise, Arrid Men's Spray

*PRO FOOTBALL GAMES (19)

General Cigar

NBC

NCAA COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Gulf, L-O-F, Sunbeam, Bayuk

ROSE BOWL, BLUE-GRAY GAME
Gillette

GAMES ON "MONITOR" (2)

Clinton outboard motors

.so.™ ,.,„.,...„....



Spot tv moves 'em faster, cheaper
^ Drug Research Corp.'s 1958 rise in air media
budget allocation was one of the sharpest recorded

^ Conij)any now ranks 34th in spot tv expenditure, is

investing currently at a rate of $3 million plus a year

An observer of spot tv spending,

looking at the Drug Research Corp.,

New York advertising budget for the

second quarter of this year, would be

hard put to document any recession.

During that period DRC's invest-

ment in spot tv, according to TvB,

jumped almost 900% over the same

months the year before. The figures:

$8,800 for the second quarter of 1957;

$717,200 for the same months this

vear

!

All of this spot tv allocation went for

Regimen, a weight-reducing tablet. It

does not cover the company's other

products: Sustamin, a tablet for the

relief of arthritis and rheumatism, as

well as two new products: Insta-Pep,

a vitamin-mineral formula for im-

mediate pickup, and Jandrex, a com-

bination sleep-wake-up tablet that will,

DRC says, help ease the user to sleep

at night, spur him awake the next

morning. The last two have not yet

achieved national distribution, and are

advertised in 13 markets only.

To say that DRC is sold on the ef-

ficacy of spot tv is to understate the

case. Regimen, the company's current

product leader, was introduced only

18 months ago, into a market already

highly competitive. The odds for suc-

cess then would seem to have been

slight, since there were already at least

three established products claiming

similar benefits.

Yet today, a year and a half later.

Regimen is the leading product in the

weight-reducing field. And, instead of

being overcome by competition, it has

pretty well outrun it all. "The compe-

tition has tried, but it just hasn't been

successful," reports John Andre, DRC
president.

DRC does not reveal its total budget

figure, though it has been estimated at

about $.5 million. A large percentage

of the total ad budget (probably ap-

proaching .50%) goes into co-op ad-

vertising with drug chains, for tv,

radio and newspapers, and to retailers,

for newspapers. Of the remaining half

more than 50% goes into air media,

about 25% in newspapers, the balance

divided between national and trade

magazines.

In its air media appropriation,

which SPONSOR estimates to be at

rate at about $240,000 a month. Drug

Research divides its appropriation

about 98% tv, 2% radio. "We use

radio only rarely, and then to supple-

ment, or in a few cases to substitute,

for tv," explains George Bailey, ac-

count executive at Kastor, Hilton,

Chesley & Clifford.

The decision to put the bulk of the

budget into spot tv, since justified

by market standing, was made early

in 1957 when Regimen was introduced.

The agency selected six markets that

had proven themselves previously with

other products, and conducted a three-

way media test: newspapers alone,

newspapers and radio, and newspapers

and tv. The last was by far the most

successful, the company reports, and

showed an immediate sales result.

Like other patent drug manufac-

turers. Drug Research Corp. is close-

mouthed about the subsequent strategy

that made Regimen such a success.

However industry observers, and

others familiar with traditional drug

marketing practices, report the follow-

ing pattern.

Having established that spot tv was

the medium, the next test in introduc-

tory markets, concerned commercials.

Several were tried; when a promising

version was found it was further

refined by testing such things as a

money-off certificate available by writ-

ing in.

How well did the final version work?

The commercial was run for as long

as six months or more in a single

market, without any apparent sales

fall-off. The company does not, ap-

parently, believe in spending a lot of

money for film and a variety of com-

mercials, preferring instead to test ap-

peals first, then make a good com-

mercial. A sales story that's well done,

and believable, can get best effect with

one or two commercials a year, the

industry reckons.

The main commercial, SPONSOR

viewers report, has featured Lester

Morris, a rotund announcer who is

remembered as the pitchman for Roto-

Broil a few years back. The commer-

cial was filmed in two takes. The first

brings Lester on camera, identifying

himself and noting his weight is 270

pounds. The second part, filmed 30

days later, features Lester again, this
i

time talking about a 28-pound loss. '

The problem in selling this type of i

product, observers say, is believability.
[

Regimen is not inexpensive ($3 for a

10-day supply) so it has to present'

a story that is sufficiently convincing

and carries a strong enough promise

to justify trying it.

The buying schedule appears to be !

similarly scientific. The basic intent
I

is saturation with spots. The number
\

used depends, of course, on market i

conditions, but ranges from about 10 '

to 50 spots a week, media men say. I

The saturation effort is maintained as
j

long as sales justify. When the market I

potential is approached, budget cuts

begin, first newspapers, then tv.

The initial entry seems to be based

on a study of the market potential, with

a buying power index. After deciding

what expenditure the market can

justify, the schedule is placed. The

sales-advertising ratio is re-evaluated

after eight weeks, and adjustments are

made accordingly, observers report.

Because both men and women are

potential customers for Regimen, time

and program selection is flexible, with

the exception, obviously, of children's

shows. Spots are bought as a package,

run around the clock, and have ap-

peared in such diversified surroundings

as wrestling, movies and d.j. shows.

Spot tv has shown two things to

DRC. It has shown product benefit?

to make a convincing sales story, and

it has shown a remarkable sales return

on the advertising investment. ^
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TV BASICS/OCT/.

Net tv tally: prices up, dramas down
^ SPONSOR estimates of fall average show costs : prices

up for dramas, westerns, adventures, situation comedy

^ Decline in half-hour, hour dramas and half-hour

music-variety; more westerns, comedy-variety, mystery

fi^ striking decline in the number of

dramas headlines the highlights of

this season's network tv schedule.

This was apparent as the final facts

and figures on fall programing, includ-

ing estimates of show costs by sponsor,

were tabulated.

However, while there are fewer dra-

mas, they are more expensive. The
half-hour format is costing advertisers

an average of 25% more. The hour
dramas are up about 28%.

Other highlights:

• Situation comedies and westerns

remain the most popular types among
clients and networks.

• Prices in general are up.

• The emphasis on the half-hour

music-variety show has gone. However,
a combination of this type and the

half-hour comedy-variety show, brings

the total to about the same as last

year.

Here's a further comparison of

changes in show categories and costs

this season, compared to last:

Last year the seven one-hour dra-

mas came to an average cost of

$49,000; this year, only three are

scheduled (with two on an alternate-

week basis), averaging $63,000.

Last year, 12 half-hour dramas were

on the screens, with an average cost

of $33,000; this year, the number is

cut to five, while the average cost is

upped to $41,400.

Last year, the 11 half-hour music

variety shows averaged $43,800; this

year the four planned are at $36,500,

while the five half-hour comedy-

variety shows have an average cost of

$52,600.

Situation comedy is down to 15, at

$40,000; last year it numbered 18 at

$37,900.

Last year, 10 half-hour adventures

were scheduled, averaging $31,000;
this year it's nine and $35,000 respec-

tively, along with seven half-hour

mysteries at an average cost of

$36,000. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 27 September

Daytime Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

30.4 ABCfl
100 CBSt I

96.7 NBC I

5.7

tExdudlnf ptrtlclwtloo iboni.

%
Live

48.5 ABCIi
29.8 CBSt
59.9 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

25.6

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

. Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Half-hour comedy-var.

$52,600 5

Half-hour drama
$41,400 5

Situation comedy

$40,066 15

Hour music-variety

$111,875 4

Half-hour music-var.

$36,500 4

Half-hour adventure

$34,333 9

Quiz

$30,705 11

Half-hour western

$39,450 14
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Networi( Programs 6- XI p.m.

AlcoaGoodyear Theater:
Dr-F

M.Ne AlJen Show: ^ -L

\rnlMMK Can Pla\ : Q-L

Armstrong Circle Theatre:
Dr-L

Bachelor Father: Sc-F
Alt Jack Benny: C-F

Behind Closed Doors: A-F

iteid Journey: A-F

Brains and Brawn: Q-L

Milton Bcrle: C-L

Pat Boone: MuV-L

George Burns Show: Sc-F

The GalHomians: W-F

Steve Canyon: A-F

Cavalcade of bpons: ^p-L

Cheyenne: W-F

Di.k Clark: Mu-L

"IVrry Como: \ -L

bob Cummings Show: Sc-F

John Daly—News

De<-.-n.ljfr Bride: Sc-F

Dirringer: \V-F

D.-ilu Flav bouse: Dr-F

Walt Disney Presents: M-F

Dragnet: My-F

Wyatt Earp: W-F

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

light Beat

Eddie F'isher: \ -L

Ford Show: CV-L

Furthei

Filer

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

Jackie Gleason: C-L

•George Gobel: CV-L

Arthur Godfrey: \ -L

t2,000

65,000

38,000

9.500

45,000

50,000

45,000

40,000

37.500

44,000

45.000

78.000

14,500

120.000

36,000

6.000

32,000

38,000

82.000

57.000

Mi hr.)

35.000

38,000

9.500tt

38,000

3.000

98,000

38.000

27,500

51.000

58,000

98,000

31,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear. Y&R

Greyhound, Grey; DuPont. BBDO;
Polaroid, DDB; U. S Time, Peck;
Noreico, LaRoche; Zenith. FC&B

R. ). Reynolds. Esty

Armstrong Cork. BBDO

hitehall, Bates

Kraft, )WT

Chevrolet. Camp-Ewald

Colgate, Bates

Singer Sewing, Y&R; Lipton. Y&R

L&M, Mc-E

Gillette. Maxon

Harold Ritchie, Atherton & C; Na-

Beech-N t Lifesavers. Y&R

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxrema, SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
beam. Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy,

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark. Mogul

R. ). Reynolds. Esty

Whitehall, Bates; Lorillard, L&N

General Foods, B6B

S. C. NL&B

Hill Bros.. Ayer; Kellogg, Burnett;
Reynolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B

Gen Mills, DFS; P&C, Compton

Whitehall. Bates; Good Year. Y&R

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bros. JWT

Bristol-Myers, DCS&S

L&M. Mc-E

Ford. )WT

RCA, K&E; alt open

Cen Elect. BBDO

Pharmaceuticals. Parkson; Lever

RCA & Whirlpool. K&E

Toni, North; Pharmaceuticals. Park-

/ane

Fele

: WK

My-F

Gunsmoke: W-F

Have Gun, Will Travel : W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

.luhilee L.S.A.: Mu-L

Lassie: AF
Lau Man: Vi -F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

I.ine-l p: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Man ^^ith \ Camera: \-F

Perry Mason: My-F

Bat Ma^ter.on: W-F

Maverick: W-F

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F

, :\1,K : \ I,

\.thur Murray: \ -L

Mmmc iron, Manhattan

Naked City: My-F

Name that Tune: QL
rlliw A-F

Ozzie & Harriet: Sr-F

Palli Pa^e: Mu-\ -I.

People Are Fnnnv: M-F

: I-L

PI, ise: Dr-F

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F

The Real McCoys: Sc-F

Donna Reed Show: Sc-F

Restless Gun: W-F

45.000

38.000

40.000

38.000

39,000

25,000

27,000

12,500

37.000

38,000

36,000

34,000

38,000

35.000

30.000

17.000

37,000

23.000

48.000

48,000

40,000

24,000

38,000

38,000

45,000

V2 hr.

24,000

36.000

53,000t

37.500

36.000

Bristol-Myers, DCS&S

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand il wk
YfrR

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever. )V

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Pillsbury. Burnett. Clairol. FC6

R I Reynolds. Esty

Williamson-Dickie. Evans & A

Campbell Soup. BBDO

R. ). Reynolds. Esty

Miles Lab, Wade; Ralston, C«ia

P&C. Y&R; Brn & Wmsn, Bate

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt «
Mc-E

General Electric, BBDO

Kraft, Sealtest; )WT

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

Pan American Airways, JWT

Colgate, Bates

Revlon. LaRoche; Kellogs
Pittsburgh Plate. Maxon

P. Lorillard. L&N

Manhattan Shirts. Peck

Brown & Wmson. Quaker Or

Whitehall. Bates

RCA. K&E

Kodak. JWT; Quaker Oats

Oldsmobile. Brother

R. ). Reynolds. Esty; Toni, Nor

General Foods, B&B

,
|WT;

Plymouth. Grant

. )WT

S. alt P&C. Compti

; Ralston Purina, Cioci.

8 per setrment. List does not include
Bcf chart. Costs refer to sverage show
ire gross (include 15% agency com-

r -m-.c- charges. This list covers period

(Au) Audience Participation. (0) Comedy. (D) Documentary. (Dr) Dran' (D
Interview. (J) Juvenile.

, (M) Misc.. (Mu) Music. (My) Mystery. (N) Nei. W
Qui2. (S) Serial. (Sc) Situation Comedy. (Sp) Sports. (V) Variety. (W) V««"

Listing continues on page 4 ^
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From this point the giant

missile manufactured by

Chrysler Corporation is

shipped by air to a test site

on the Florida Coast.

One in a series of local personalities and features
complementing the fine CBS Program lineup, that
make WJBK-TV a vital force in Detroit.

Basic CBS • 100,000 Watts

"SAGEBHUSH SHOHTY"
"Detroit's Favorite Kiddie Star"

Sagebrush Shorty completely dominates his competition

seven days a week, (Monday through Friday 8:45 AM to

9:25 AM) (Saturday 10:30 AM to 11:00 AM) (Sunday

11:00 AM to 12 Noon) Chatting with his small fry guests,

spinning yarns and presenting Top Cartoons in the 1,900,000

TV homes served by WJBK-TV.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

CHANNEL DETROIT

f^ Stores Television.
'^OtHfil^' WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WSPD-TV WJW-TV

Detroit Atlanta Toledo Cleveland

National Sales Offices 625 Madison Ave. New York 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1



3. NIGHTTIME C O P Al

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC *

Small World Meet The Press

Twentieth
Century

Pitidenn.1

Outlook

Swiss' Family
Robinson D Edwards

«ust

No net service
News

D Edwards News
•Uit alt Carter

fou Asked for It

Sklppj Petnut
Bdtur

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Mark Saber
No net service

D Edwards
ust

No net service
News

(repeat feed)News
•Uit

News
iUit

News Edwards
Whitehall

1^

Mjverick
Eilier Oomptaln

Bachelor Father

ack Ben*ny
Am Tob

lorthwest Passage
KCA

Jubilee U.S.A.
(7:30-8:30)

Name That Tune
Amer Home Tic Tac Dough

P&G

^ Cheyenne^

Nafl Carton
Stars in Action

Dragnet
Bulova

i

TlHy,

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercury
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
Greyhound

Polaroid

Jubilee U.S.A.
The Texan

Brown & Wmsn
Restless Gun
Sterling Drug

P&G

Sugarfoot
(altwks 7:30-8:30)

Luden's

™.v

Eddie Fisher

George Gobel
RCA alt MTiilmool

L.,!.

Law Man
R J. Keynoldi Ed Sullivan

Shirley Temple

Bros., Breck

Bold Journey
RaLton-Furtn.

Father Knows Best
Lever alt Scott

Wells Fargo
AmerToba^

alt Bulck "^'H'F

To Tell the Truth

Fisher all Gobel "Hi

C. E. Theatre
GenBIettrta

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

Cherrolet

Voice of Firestone
Firestone

Danny Thomas
G<^Food.

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers

The Rifleman
Miles Lab. P&G

Arthur Godfrey

Pharmaceuticals

George Burns
Show

Colgate

Bob Hope Show
Buitk

-^

Encounter
(9:30-10:30)

Hitchcock
Theatre

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show Anybody Can Play

R. .T. Reynolds

Ann Southern
G«n Food!

Alcoa -Goodyear
Theater
Aim alt

Goodyear

Naked City
Red Skelton
Pet Milk

alt S. C. Johnaon

Bob Cummings
Reynolds

Pat]"*

Encounter $64,000
Question
Revlon alt

Loretta Young
P&G

This Is Music
Desilu Playhouse

Arthur Murray
Party

P. Lorillard

Confession

Carry Moore

Revlon

The Californians
Sinter alt

LlptOT.

Binro

No net servict

Whafs My Line
Kellon No net service

John Daly News
Whitehall

Desilu Playhouse
Hall of Fame

John Daly News
P. Lorillard

Carry Moore
Kellogg

No net service

Pre-World Series

Special
*'j

.No net service No net service

r In time <lot.

Index continued... SpoHsorecl Nighttime Networic Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Rin Tin Tin: A-F 36.000 Nabisco, K&E

Rough Riders: W-F 47,000t P. Lorillard, L&N

77 Sunset Strip: My-F 72,000
(1 hour)

Amer Chicle, Bates; Carter, Bates;

Whitehall, Bates; Ritchie, Atherton

& Co.

* Dinah .Shore: V-L 150,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

PhU savers Show: ScF 42,000 Schick, B£yB; R. j. Reynolds, Esty

$64,000 Question: Q-L 36.000 P. Lorillard, L&N; Revlon, Warwick
& L

•Red Skelton: C-F 52,000 Pet Milk, Gardner; alt S. C. Johnson,
NL&B

Small World: D-F 28,000 Renault Motors, NL&B; Olin Mathie-

Ann .Southern: .Sc-F 40,000 Gcn Foods, B&B

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39.S00 Nestle, B. Houston; alt open

Sugarfoot: W-F 78.000 Amer Chicle, Bates; Luden's, Mathes

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L

Sunday News Special: N-L

Talcs of Wells Fargo: W-F

The Price is Right: Q-L

The Texan: W-F

The Thin Man: My-F

This Is Your Life: D-L

Danny Thomas: Sc-F

*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

To TeU The Truth: Q-L

Trackdown: A-F

Twentieth Century: D-F

43,800

21,500

37,000

40,000

52,000

47,500

23,500

22,000

33,500

45,000

SPONSORS AND A NC

Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak «rr

Lever, JWT; Speidel, SSCl\

Brown & Wmson, Bate!

Colgate-Palmolive, Batw [

P&G, B&B

General Foods. B&B

P&G

Carter, Bates; Marlboro, Iw

Amer Tobacco, BBDO; w i

Mobil Oil, Compton

Prudential. Rcach-Mclintc
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G R A P 27 SEPT. -24 OCT.

> ESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY |

ABC CBS NBC i

M "

1

T.

News D Edwards
WhltebtU

Newt D Edwards
Good Tear

News

^
c« No net service No net service No net service

*^

Ni

f

I

3M
1

St

News

(repeat feed)

News D Edwards
Whttehill

News News D Edwards News
(repeat feed)

Ford
(alt hour)

Leave It To
Beaver

Miles Lab
Ralston

1 Love Lucy
Pillsbury

aaL
Rin Tin Tin

Nabisco
Your Hit Parade
Amer Tobacco

Jefferson Drum

Dick Clark Show
Beech-Nut Perry Mason

(7:39-8:30)

Van Heusen

People Are
Funny

R. J. Beyiwldi

Wagon Train

'
(alt H hr.)

Zorro
AC Spat*. 7-Up

December Bride
General Foods

Ed Wynn Show
L&M, Bulova

Gateway to the
Mind

Bell Telepline

Walt Disney
Presents

Am Tobae

S<iony

Further Advent,
of Ellery Queen

Billy Graham

Bill.v Graham
Evang. Assoc.

Perry Mason
Parliament

Sterling Drug
General Foods

Perry Como
(»-»»

Klmb«rI«r-OUrk.

Price Is Right
Lever, Spetdel

rhe Real McCoys
SylT.nli

Derringer
S. C. Johnson

Twenty-One
Hill Bros.

Kellogg
Reynolds Metal

Jackie Cleason

Pharmaceuticals
Ellery Queen

Billy Graham Wanted Dead
or Alive

tanbnDi. NooMBt
Amer Dairy
Knooark

,.
Milton Berle Pat Boone

Chevy Showroom
Chevrolet

Zane Cray Behind C!osed
Doors

L&M alt

Man With A
Camera

General Elec.

Phil Silvers

Schick

M Squad
Amer. Tobac.

Bulova

Lawrence Welk
Dodge Gale Storm

Steve Canyon

;rtt Bat Masterson
Kraft. Smallest

Rough Riders
P. I-orillard

Playhouse 90
(9:S0-11)
Amer Oa.

Ford Show 77 Sunset Strip

Amer. Chicle

Playhouse

Schlitz

The Thin Man
Coleate

Fred Astaire
Chr.vsler

Lawrence Welk

Have Gun, Will
Travel

Whitehall
alt Lerer

Cimarron City
(9:30-10:30)

r 1 his Is Your Life
P&G Stars of Jazz Klmb-Clark

alt

Allstat.

ou Bet Your Life
Tonl. Lever

77 Sunset Strip

Whitehall
'

Harold Ritchie

The Line Up
P&O alt

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

Music From
Manhattan

Manhattan Shirt

Gunsmoke
LAM alt

Sperry-Band
Cimarron City

cle

No Net Service
John Daly News

Whitehall

Playhouse 90

™.
lohn Daly News

p. Lorlllard

Person to Person

alt Lorillard

Brains & Brawn
Chesterfield

Fight Beat
Brlstol-MjreriNo net service No net service

PROGRAM

Twlty-Onc: Q-L

U.^ Steel Hour: Dr-L

.

J
V(^! of Firestone: Mu-L

fW^n Train: W-F

Mil Wallace: I-L

;-Wi|ed-Dead or Alive: W-F

irW^iesday Fights: Sp-L

U^ence Welk: Mu-L

WI's My Line: Q-L

Edi7ynn: Sc-F

Y(i\gkedFor It: M-F

I

Yol Bet Your Life: Q-L

'''Lo ta Young: Dr-F

35,000

60,000

15,000

39,000

45.000

17,500

46.000

24,000

51,750

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

U.S. Steel, BBDO

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Ford, JWT; National Biscuit, K

Philip Morris, Ayer

Brown £> Wmson, Bates

Mennen, Mc-E; Miles, Wade

Dodge, Grant

Helene Cur
nett

, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-

L&M; Bulova, Mc-E

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

Lever, JWT; Toni, North

P&C, B&B

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L

Zorro: A-F

42,500

37,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Specials and Spectaculars

PROGRAM

Fred Astaire Show

Bing Crosby Show

Gateways To the Mind

Hall of Fame

Bop Hope Show

Pre World Series Special

Shirley Temple's Storybook

Swiss Family Robinson

COST

390,000

325,000

337,500

350,000

320,000

110,000

225,000

340,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Chrysler—10/17

Oldsmobile, Brother—10/1

Bell Telephone—10/23

Hallmark—10/13

Buick, Mc-E—10/14

National Carbon, Esty—9/30

National Dairy, Ayer; Hill Bros., Ayer;

Breck, Ayer—10/5

Rexall—10/12
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lATING P0WER-MCA1V

WBZ-TV BOSTON
SEPT.7 THROUGH II

*ARB COINCIDENTAL, SEPTEMBER 7, 1:0C PM

TRENOEX RECALL, SEPTEMBER 7, 10—10:30 PM, SEPTEMBER 11, 11:15 PM



DAYTIME C O P A It

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet

For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi
(Ult

Look Up & Live 'lay Your Hunch

Treasure Hunt
Ponds

P&O alt

Play Your Hunch
Treasure Hunt

Al. (Dulver alt Dov

Ere On N. Y. Day In Court
(see Saturday)

Arthur Godfrey
Standard Branda

Standard Brandi

Price Is Right
Lerer Bros
alt Ponds

Day In Court
(see Saturday)

Arthur Godfrey

Libby alt sust

Price Is Right
Lever alt Sunshlni

Stand Brandi

D ,

Camera Three
»eter Lind Hayes

(see Saturday) ^tt.!!"
Concentration
Armour alt Lever

Peter Lind Hayes
(see Saturday)

Top Dollar
Colfat.

Concentration
Frigidalre alt sus

Lever alt sust

Pa

'^^l^'cr
Peter Lind Hayes

Love of Life
Tic Tac Dough

P*0 .It

Dow
Tool alt PAG

Peter Lind Hayes
Love of Life

Quaker alt LIbby

alt

Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brandi P.:

Am.r. H«n. Prod
alt sust

ioH„sHop.i„s Mother's Day
(see Saturday)

Search for

PAG
It Could Be You
\\Tiltelian alt Mother's Day

(see Saturday)

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

It Could Be Yo
AL Culver alt sii

alt P&G
sust

Cuiding^Light Guiding^Light

Open Hearing Pro Football Liberace
(see Saturday)

No net service
Close-Up

Liberace
(see Saturday)

No net service Close-Up
co-op

News (1:»-1:S»)
Ult

News
(1:«-1:S0) luit

TEA
As the World

Turns
P&G

Sterling alt aust

Howard Miller
co-op

TEA
As the World

Turns
P&G alt sust Howard Miller

Sterling alt

Chance For

(see Saturday)

Jimmy Dean Show Lucky Partners

Chance For
Romance

Jimmy Dean Show
•Ult

Miles
alt Libby

Lucky Partners
Al. culver alt sus

Art Linkletter
Stand Brandt
It Lner

Standard Brandi

Haggis Baggis

Menthol alt sust

Art Linkletter
swirt

alt Toni

KeIlo«f

Haggis Baggis

Al. Culver

alt sust

Beat The Clock

•"lor/ar

Today Is Ours Beat The Clock
Big Payoff

Today Is Ours

is
fif'""?

Roller Derby
Who Do You

Trust?
Beech-Nut

General Foods

Verdict Is Yours
SUnd Bnndi

Brtitol-Myen

From These Root
Who Do You

Trust?
General Foodi

Verdict Is Yours
Gen Mills From These Roof

Roller Derby
Watch Mr.
Wizard

•Hit

American
Bandstand

E«itoo.

Gen. Mills

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Da
Ponds Bandstand

Welsh

General Mills

Brighter Day
Oueen for a Dai
Standard Branda

P&GSecret Storm
Gen MillsSecret Storm

Amer Home Prod

Bowling Stars Youth Wants
to Know American

Bandstand

Edge of Night
PAO

County Fair
American
Bandstand

Edge^o^f^Night

Sterling alt sust

County Fair

"

Lever

Paul Winchell
Uam Mm. Prtid. The Last Word Frontiers of

Faith

American
Bandstand

CO OB

American
Bandstand

1

Lone Ranger
Ota Mllli

Smith Bro..

Original Amateur Comment
MIckey^Mouse

Brlsloi-Myers

Walt Disney's

Adventure Time

Nahisco
i.t.1.

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (48, 49)

includes regularly scheduled programing 27 Sept. to

24 Oct., inclusive (with possible exception of change?

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-



^G R A P 27 SEPT. -24 OCT-

1

OIESDAY THURSDAY
ABC

_

CBS
, tiS£_

FRIDAY
CBS

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Treasure Hunt
Heinz alt Brillo

Oom Prod
tit P&G

Play Your Hunch Play Your Hunc

Price Is Right
Frigidaire

Surllni
Stand Brands

Arthur Godfrey

Gen Mills alt

lay, Mon-Fri. Til

ollowing spor

Capt. Kangaroo

Concentration Peter Lind Haye: Peter Lind Hayes Concentration Capt. Kangaro

Gen Mills

Peter Lind Hayes

Tic Tac Dough

alt Heinz

PAG

Tic Tac Dou^h

Peter Lind Haye;
True Sttry

Sterling Dnif

It Could Be You It Could Be Yoi

No net service No net service Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt Nestle

Howard Miller

As the World

PAG

As the World

Howard Miller

Lucky Partners y Dean Show

m & Johnson

Jimmy Dean Show

Lucky Partners Lucky Partners No net service

Haggis Baggii

Brillo alt susl

Art Linkletter

Today Is Ours Beat The Clock

From These Root Who Do You
Trust? From These Root

NCAA Football

Bayuk Cigars

Verdict Is Yours
From These Roo s

All-star Coif
Miller Brew

Beynolds Metal

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday
News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and
Whitehall); Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday,

participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00

a.m., Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Daylight. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 46.



In the face of today's changing concepts^ SPONSOR ASKS;

What is the place

of the regional network |i

Asi regional networks play a more
important role in ad strategy, a

station man and two representa-

tives review the regionals' function

F. Proctor Jones, national sales mgr..

The Yankee Network. WNAC & IT \.4CTf

To juim
a basic

marketing

The rejiional radio networks were born

of a basic marketing need which exists

identically today. The Yankee Net-

work came into being on October 12.

1958, when the first permanent tele-

phone lines were installed between

W'NAC in Boston and WEAN in Provi-

dence, New England's first and second

markets. Today. Yankee with its

50.000 watt flagship station, WNAC
680 kc in Boston, and its 30 affiliated

"hometown" stations, brings 95% of

the population of this strategic six-state

area within the hearing and persuasive-

ness of the only advertising medium
delivering a simultaneous controlled

impression throughout the region.

The "place of regional networks" is

rightfully influenced by the prolific

needs of the advertisers; it always has

been, and regionals will survive and

thrive only so long as they continue to

fulfill this need. This basic need is

summed up in the marketing peculiari-

ties that exist in most categories of

enterprise that produce consumer

goods or services, and in the degree

of the desire of these enterprises to

localize or personalize their approach

to the consumer. The following situa-

tions are cases in point: If the manu-
facturer wishes to devote extra support

to his best sales area, or wishes to

bolster a lagging sales area; a drug
products advertiser must capitalize on

seasonal extremes of weather; an auto-

motive con* ern has a dealer problem;

a national concern is introducing a

new product on a staggered states

basis; a corporation wishes to attract

a migration of skilled labor types into

its manufacturing location; a regional

distributor needs a basic program in a

single territory; a "foreign" company
sees advantage in associating its name
with a medium which enjoys long-

term, high-grade local acceptance.

The 1 ankee Network provides "serv-

ice-type" programing, leaving its affili-

ates to cultivate local tastes and atti-

tudes. Yankee sticks to news, weather,

women's programing: it provides the

physical facilities for a selected few

additional programs of special interest,

such as reliuious. |iul)lic service, spe-

cial event- ami -pml-.

The Yarikt-e \elu..rk News, New
England's first and still the only com-

plete regional news service, is typical

of the tool the Yankee Network pro-

vides advertisers for their marketing

needs. Yankee originates six daily

newscasts of 15-minutes length which

are aired simultaneously thoughout the

31 primary and secondary affiliated

localities. The first 10 minutes is de-

livered from key station WNAC in

Boston and contains international, na-

tional and regional news, plus regional

weather headlines. At the 10-minute

point, each affiliated Yankee station

cuts away from the network lines and

individually follows with five adjacent

minutes of local news and local

weather. Thus Yankee acts as area

spokesman, employs important pro-

graming resources and provides a

major regional advertising vehicle.

Regional Yankee was a success from

the start and has forged strongly ahead

through the years, even through the

early Fifties, but it has never experi-

enced such increasing business health

as each passing week and year brings.

The newest advertiser concept of the

use of regional radio has evolved the

horizontal saturation of announcement

frequency added to the vertical satura-

tion already existing in affiliate clear-

ances. Through this concept the

Yankee Network— with its same basic

programing and same basic purposes

—is bounding ahead and prospering

for the reason for which it was
founded: as a special advertising tool

to fill a special marketing need.

Dick O'Connell, pres.. Richard O'Con-

nell. Inc., reinesenting The Sombrero Net-

work, The Lobster Network

\\< l.< I III. i.-.i..iiai network has a

definite place in today's radio pro-

vided it is geared for today's radio

from either a programing and/or cost

point of view. To hold its place in the

sun accordingly, today's regional net-

work must serve a definite need in the

new radio. Covering either a specific

market or a specific area, or both, con-

stitutes the major prerequisite for

attractive regional network operation.

As examples of these prerequisites in

action. The Sombrero Network in the

Southwest covering top Latin Ameri-

can-Spanish speaking markets serves a

distinct purpose in channeling national

clients' messages to a market best

covered by native language broadcast-

ing. On the other hand, the Lobster

Network of Maine serves a direct

purpose in dominant coverage of one

entire area, in this case all of the state

of Maine.

Converseh . no regional network can

be worth its salt if it forces upon an

advertiser fringe markets from which

the advertiser has little hope for gain.

The fact that a network offers East

Brushwood even at SOd a spot has no

place in today's radio.

We have recommended to both

clients and station groups alike that

they limit their scope to the donnnant

coverage of an area important to the

client. Toda\"s reaional network makes
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:^day's radio?

sense only if it offer? the kind of flexi-

bility which todaj's national networks

offer to the same client. The day of

the "must buy" is dead. Having re-

ceived an effectual funeral from the

three national networks, as an example,

in the case of Lobster, a client may
buy any two, any three, any four sta-

tions, etc. In the case of Sombrero

which covers a variety of cities, the

client is able to select markets most

needed by him in terms of population,

or in terms of sales district, whichever

may be more important to him. Since

today's radio is an extremely flexible

medium, it demands that today's re-

gional network be equally flexible, or

more so, in order to create an atmos-

phere attractive to today's national

spot client.

The rate structure of the regional

network is equally important, and to

be attractive, must be simple. The
convenience of one billing can be in

itself attractive to the agency and
client alike. Co-ordinated merchandis-

ing efforts and programing features

are often important to client and net-

work alike. In essence, however, the

regional network must be constructed

on a base of strong affiliates. We, also

recommend the discontinuance of the

"Bonus Station Idea." Most buyers

realize that a bonus station is a poor

station. Thus, the word "bonus" is

indeed a misnomer. Geared to today's

needs, the regional network can look

forward to a very successful tomorrow.

John J. Tormey, director of radio sales,

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Neiv York

It depends u|)()n the regional network.
ActualK

. the regional network has two
i Please turn to page 74)

NOT JUST ROCK 'N ROLL... the /act is

K-NUZ

,. NO. 1*

WITH THE

I ADULT
§ HOUSTON AUDIENCE!

' K-NUZ
delivers the largest

POWER'Purchasing

or Adult Speridable Income

Audience in the Houston Market!

Special PULSE SURVEY (Apr.-May, 1958) pro

livers fhe largest audience with spendable incomi

power in Houston.

s K-NUZ de-

)r purchasing

•X'i* NIELSEN (June, 1958) proves K-NUZ has the largest adult

''•'.''•''•
audience from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday thru Friday.

Sand for a Copy of SPECIAL PULSE (Purchasing Pay

livered by Houston Radio Sfafions—Apr.-May, 19S8).

TO REACH THE PEOPLE WHO BUY IN HOUSTON

..aat.. ix's K-NUZ—
I STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY!

IfiNUZ
/ Houston's^ 24-Hour \

^-—
^ Music a^idTJews- /

National Reps.:

Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Aflanfa

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581
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^/Kt/iD/ CO to TO SUCH BLUE-CHIP ADVERTISERS AS .

Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company . Conoco Oil Compan'y"

and in addilio

• Midland Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
WNBO Chicago
WHDH Boston
WISN Milwaukee
WTIC Hartford

WTCN Minneopolis
WIWI Indianopoli's

WCKT Miami

KONO
WTAE P

WBAL B allimore

KLZ Denver
KLOR Salt Lake City

WFAA Dolloi WTOP iVoshinglon KOLD Tucson

KX,, ..^
' '' '"'-^°|I°

WBRE V

KTTV to

ViUcs-Borr,. KPHO Phoenix
KFRE Fresno
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
27 SEPTEMBER 1958

C«pyrltht l»58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

(iranling that station managers are most sensitive to attitudes of advertisers

on the local front, syndication should build a lot of prestige for itself this season.

FILM-SCOPE asked its station spotters: "What are the trends in syndication for the

1958-59 season?" and the prestige angle played a prominent part in their answers.

Here's what some of ihem also noted:

• Local competition and pride in programing good syndication half-hours has never heen

greater, with a lot more good available half-hours to heighten this competition and pride.

• Prices, at the same time, have come down. Also making it a buyers' market is the stress

thai stations are putting on daytime programing;, features and off-network stripping material.

• Full sponsorships of syndicated shows continue on the decline, but partial buys into

such series by leading national advertisers are increasing.

By the time Sunoco (Esly) finishes its syndication buying this fall, it will be

in upwards of 50 markets in its 24-state marketing area.

Esty is following the same pattern in buying for Sunoco that it does for Reynolds: A
different program in each market, based on a good time slot.

It's the fust year of syndication for Sunoco.

Don't be surprised if those two new shows of the ""fantastic," or occult, school

end up in syndication.

Both Official's Invisible Man and Ziv's Woild of Giants have been bumped from network

schedules this fall, and there's a good chance of they're being syndicated.

If so, it'll be the first of its kind in syndi ation.

Colonial Stores (Liller, Neal & Battle), largest southern regional film buyer,

may <lrop syndication when its commitments are up in November.

The food retailer currently has CBS Film's Gray Ghost in 13 Markets. But there won't

l>e a second production year on Gray Ghost; consequently the compan\ is considering spots

in all its 30 markets.

Reason is two-fold: (ll Colonial wants to move more heavily into daytime, and (2) the

cooperative money needed from suppliers for half-hour film sponsorship is hard to come b\.

Drewery's Ltd. (MacFarland, Aveyard) has bought New York Confidential

(TPA) as a replacement for Ziv's Target in 13 midwestern markets.

Contracts are for 52 weeks and the station list will be the same as for Target.

Another Nestle product will be making its way into syndication this fall.

It's Nestle's Quik. via McCann-Erickson, which will be spotting Roy Rogers across the

country in 30 markets where Lone Ranger (on CBS TV I needs support. Heaviest concentra-

tion will be in the southeast.

Only other Nestle product to use syndication has been DeCafe (Bryan Houston).

27 SEPTEMBER 195!;



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
27 SEPTEMBER 1958 If Gillette goes national with spot radio—and it looks like it will— it will pre-

'ONSoR^uBLicATMONS INC. Sent an interesting switch on how to reach the shaving market.

Electric shavers, Gillette's prime competition, didn't get an)\vhere until tv came on the

scene.

Gillette's been testing d.j.'s for more than tlu-ee years to measure their impact on

the teen-age market.

Few people remember, but Gillette marketed an electric shaver during the SO's.

It was dropped when the firm went into war work and not revived.

Whether or not Gillette regrets its failure to revive its shaver, the fact remains that the

safety razor market is not expanding. Sales are not down but, with the population ex-

panding so rapidly, the net result is a loss in share of the shaving business.

Weiss & Geller has begun a policy of providing its account executives with

more marketing know-how.

The job is being undertaken by Robert Breckenridge, v.p. and marketing director of the

agency's three-man department.

Ideally, Breckenridge says, an agency the size of Weiss & Geller should provide most

of its marketing services through account men.

Increasing expenditures for merchandising in recent years has made it essential to in-

sure greater cooperation among retailers.

Yet, time after time, promotions get support in no more than 15% of the target

stores.

So reports Donald W. White, president of Don White, Inc. On the other hand, White

said, in addressing the Merchandising Executives Club of New York recently, it is com-

mon for mass product displays to increase store sales 100% and more.

White estimates that $2 billion a year is now being spent on merchandising. He said

that one firm, reported as laying out $6.5 million for consumer media, is putting an addition-

al $2 million into merchandising. (White didn't mention the firm but other sources said

he was referring to Camel cigarettes.)

As another example of heavy merchandising expenses, White noted that General Foods

recently spent $75,000 just on the printing costs of one display piece.

White's firm has developed a method of measuring, on a regular basis, the

amount of promotion support a brand gets in stores. The index provides competitive

data as well as regional breakdowns.

Growing interest in measuring advertising effectiveness has led to a workshop

seminar on the subject, held by Management Institute of New York University in New York

City.

The eight-session course, beginning 29 September, will be coordinated by William

Capitman, president. Center for Research in Marketing.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

Copyright l»58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

WASHINGTON WEEK
27 SEPTEMBER 1958 The daytime radio stations not only lo§t their case for longer operating hours,

they "lost it big."

The daytime-only stations, limited to the hours between sunrise and sunset, sought fixed

hours between 5 a.m. and 7 p.m. During the late fall and winter months this would have

caused interference to full time stations during the added hours.

After more than ten years of failing to get an answer from the FCC, these stations ap-

pealed to the Senate Small Business Committee. Chairman Wayne Morse (D., Ore.) held

hearings, told the FCC he was not judging the merits, but demanded a quick decision on the

petition.

The daytimers got a decision, but not the one they wanted. The FCC, in a unanimous

vote with only Chairman Doerfer absent, adopted without exception all of the arguments

ranged against the proposal. These had been lodged by the Clear Channel Broadcasting Serv-

ice, and over 240 full-time stations, large and small.

Among the anti arguments adopted in toto by the FCC:

• The daytimers during the added hours would, themselves, be able to reach only a frac-

tion of their daytime audiences because of interference.

• While more than 900 communities would get local service in the added hours, over half

of these are already receiving service from nearby full-time stations, or are suburbs served by

the main community.

• Grant of the petition would prejudge the intertwined clear channel and daytime skywave

cases. Denial wouldn't.

• For only 138 full-time stations, figures showed 94,591,111 people would lose radio service.

• People do listen to far-away stations, contrary to daytimer claims. Also many
full-timers gear programing to outlying communities and rural areas.

The significance of the decision is more in its emphatic nature than in the conclusion it

reached. The simple fact is that the daytimers now have nowhere to go.

Court appeal would be futile, since the courts hold this type of decision is re-

served for an expert government agency.

And it is hardly likely that any Congressional committee would care to tackle so

sweeping a decision.

The report on the Senate Commerce Committee's various probes into tv may
be moving closer to its release date.

Nick Zapple is due in Washington for conferences with special counsel Kenneth Cox and

committee chairman Warren Magnuson on the reports.

None of which means the report actually will be released before January, but Zapple

and Cox will be doing much to get it in shape for submission to committee members.

The Miami channel 10 hearings droned along before special FCC hearing ex-

aminer Horace Stern, with little new being added to the revelations before the

House Legislative Oversight subcommittee.

For instance, the financial dealings between Thurman Whiteside and former FCC commis-

sioner Richard A. Mack became no clearer with repetition.

What did appear clearer was that National Airlines, holder of the Miami licenses under

attack, sought Whiteside's go-between services because of his friendship with Mack. And that

the competing applicant. Col. A. Frank Katzentine, had pulled as many strings as he could

find dangling.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
27 SEPTEMBER 1958 Srllors of radio have plans for iuulgiii«; P&Ci back into the fohl on a sizable

CpyTl.hf 1958 ,

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC
^'»'c.

NBC Radio, for instance, is working on a big presentation that it proposes to

pitch to P&G's top level when the time seems ripe. (See also page 35.)

That 15% agency commission on show packages continues to stimulate nee-

dling on the part of network advertisers.

One major agency, after being pressed on the issue, now has agreed to spend

a goodly chunk of the program commission on researching the effectiveness of the

client's commercials.

General Foods' Edwin Ebel is reporteil scouting around among GF's product man-

agers for somebody to help support the Person to Person show.

Seems that after Ebel made the buy, the SOS product manager said he didn't re-

call agreeing to get in on it.

There's a lot of jockeying for network-affiliate strength going on among tv sta-

tions in Michigan, especially the eastern part.

So revamped coverage pictures for th^ networks may be coming up.

Ancillary effect: Spot buyers are keeping a sharp lookout on the situation.

In noting the more favorable attitude at McCann-Erickson toward radio, the 20

September SPONSOR-SCOPE overlooked a key personality involved.

He's Tom McAvity, the agency's recently installed programing strategist, whose in-

timacy with radio dates back to the mid-30s when he was at Lord & Thomas I now Foote,

Cone & Belding).

ABC TV apparently has a problem of discipline with the exploitation experts

it imported from the motion picture field for Operation Daybreak.

These rugged operators are accustomed to taking over completely and running with

the ball when they get into a town. Station people are accustomed to much decorum and

assurances that they aren't losing control.

Joe Culligan isn't the only one who's coining phrases to dramatize radio.

His competitors (who deem the deejay as the salesman par excellence) are pushing

this one: Excitement Radio.

Their definition: It's something the deejay creates when he presents his sponsor's

message.

Marketing men cite Lever as a classic example of a company that creates com-

petition for itself by manufacturing products for private labels.

One product in point is Spry. The Lever plant which turns out this shortening devotes

about half of its entire output to private labels.

This underselling situation, as abetted by the Lever empire, has been a long-

time irritant for P&G— even though its Crisco brand has a dominant share of the market.
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Nothing else like it

in Greater New Yorl(

NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
WVNJ originated the programming concept of Great
Albums of Music. It is the only radio station in the m""etro-

politan area that plays just Great Albums of Music from
sign on to sign off every single day of the year.

NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:

The very nature of the music makes the audience pre-

ponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too. In one of the

wealthiest counties of America (Essex—with its million

plus population) WVNJ is first in 27 out of 34 rated periods

from 7 AM till midnight. It is tied for first in three more.
According to Pulse it has more listeners here than any
station in New Jersey and New York as well.
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SR0IM30R
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Contadina Foods has gone on a

big spot radio splurge in 27 cities.

It is an eight-week campaign consist-

ing of more than 11.000 commercials

with frequencies running as high as

180 per week in key cities such as New

York. Chicago. Philadelphia. Detroit

and San Francisco.

Contadina will also employ spot tv

in New York, with 360 one-minute

announcements scheduled during the

eight week period.

Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. San

Francisco.

Other campaigns:
• Zenith Radio will sponsor what

it believes to be the first tv news pro-

gram produced especially for the hard

of hearing, via WNBQ. Chicago. Agen-

cy for the hearing aids: MacFarland

Aveyard & Co.

• Ray-O-Vac is using nation wide

spot radio on 129 stations to advertise

its flashlights and batteries in a cam-

paign to run for 23 weeks. Agency:

H. Monk and Associates.

• Mother's Cake & Cookie., Oak-

land. Cal., has started its one-minute

spot radio campaign in three major

markets: Los Angeles (478 spots I ; San

Francisco 1 465 spots i and Phoenix

( 430 spots I . all for 13 weeks. Agency

:

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Fran-

cisco.

• Bulova Watch has added three

more network tv shows to its list of

buys for the fall, all on NBC TV: To-

day, The Jack Paar Show and News
with Huntley and Brinkley. These pur-

chases augment Bulova's record ad

campaign for Christmas.

• Appearing on tv for the first time.

Wagner Baking Corp., Newark,

starts this week, for an initial 52-week

program of ten 10-second spots per

week via WRCA-TV, New York. Agen-

cy: L. H. Hartman Co.

• Ronzoni Macaroni has upped

its fall ad budget 18% over last year,

via tv programs on WRCA-TV. New
York; WRCV-TV. Philadelphia: and

WNHC-TV, New Haven. On Radio.

Ronzoni will use one-minute and 20-

second spots on news programs on 10

radio stations in New York, Philadel-

phia. Boston, Providence, New Haven

and New Britain. Agency: Emil Mogul.

• Dipsy Doodles, a new fun-food
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snack by Old London begins its cam-

paign this week, to last through the

end of this year. Spot tv announce-

ments will appear on Popeye, carried

by WPIX, WNEW-TV and WABC-TV,
all New York. Agency: Richard K.

Manoff.

• Lite Diet special-formula white

bread also begins its three month drive

this week with a budget in excess of

$200,000, via 150 radio stations and

30 tv stations. Agency: Emil Mogul.

Ideas at work: A Rockford, 111. tv

and Hi-Fi dealer, C. E. T., staged a

novel promotion in launching a new
store manager—Elmer Knispel. A one-

week teaser campaign using radio, tv

and print, at a cost of a little more
than $1,000, centered around: "Who's

Elmer: Where's Elmer; Elmer's Com-

ing and Elmer Has A Surprise."

Other promotions: Wilson & Co.

is starting its third year with the Mrs.

America promotion, designed to gen-

erate impact at the retail level. Wilson

feels that anything they can do to

glorify the American housewife, can

help promote the Wilson label. The
Mrs. America winner makes personal

appearances in retail stores, providing

many opportunities for merchandising,

in-store displays, etc., and featured dis-

plays of Wilson brands during the

visit. Wilson also uses local radio and
tv promotions during the time of Mrs.

America visits.

Another midwest promotion: John-
son's Wax, of Racine, Wise, is doing

a real razzle-dazzle down in New Or-

leans this weekend in conjunction with

CBS TV on the premier of their Der-

ringer Show. NL&B, the Chicago agen-

cy is handling this one, which will

include civic welcome and reception of

the show's stars, appearances on tv

and radio, plus the screening of the

premier program aboard the Mississip-

pi river boat as it cruises up and down
the river.

Strictly personnel: Joseph Lynch
named advertising and sales promo-
tion manager for the Westinghouse's

electronic tube division . . . Roger
Drew, appointed assistant to James
Shallow, general manager-merchandis-

ing at Philco Corp. . . . Frederick
Fleischman, Jr., to the newly created

post of administrator of marketing de-

partment, and John Bannon, adver-

tising manager, for Pepsi-Cola Inter-

national.

AGENCIES
Highlights of the 4 A's Central
Region 2l8t annual meeting in

Chicago 10 October will be a

workshop on "Organization of Tv-
Radio Functions in Advertising
Agencies."

Peter J. Cavollo, D'Arcy, will be

chairman. Panelists: Arthur Lund,

Campbell-Mithun; Louis Tilden, Wher-
ry, Baker & Tilden; Ira Rubel, Ira

Rubel; and John White, McCann-
Erickson.

The quick pace of agency turn-
over continues. Latest account shifts

include:
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DuBarry (iosnietics and Sports-

man Men's Toiletries, products of

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co..

to Lambert & Feasle\ . from NC&K . . .

Mission of California, a division of

Cutt Beverajie Co.. joins Cott at Dowd,

Redfield and Johnstone, bringing the

total account to $1 million with 75%
going to back the Cott drinks .

Magic Chef gas ranges, joins its par-

ent CO.. Dixie Products, at D'Arcy . .

Emerson Radio to Friend-Reiss . .

Manhattan Coffee, to Rutledge

Lilienfeld. handlers of the company

other product. Dining Car Coffee . . .

Quickee Products, Inc., Yonkers, to

Schneider-Stogel Co., New York . . .

Aluminum Co. of America's Alcoa

Closure division, to Ketchum, Mac-

Leod & Grove . . . Aldon Industries,

New York, to Cayton, Inc., New York,

with plans for a tv spot campaign in

major markets to begin this week.

Top honors: Radio commercials by

Leo Burnett for the National Tea
Council made top-score in the current

Spot Radio Commercial survev by

John Blair & Co.

Other winners: Tetley Tea, Ogilvy

Benson & Mather; Winston, Esty;

Pepsi-Cola. K&E: Budweiser, D'Arcy

and Slug-a-Bug, Wesley Associates.

Agency affiliation: Heintz & Co.

and Roy S. Durstine jointly an-

nounced an affiliation that will permit

both California agencies to retain their

individual identity, but will affect a

consolidation of their agency facilities

in San Francisco.

Combined billing of their joint San

Francisco office: 83.5 million.

They hecame v.p.'s: David Stew-

art, named executive v. p. of K&E. and

George Fry has been put in charge

of the account section. Donald Miler,

senior v.p. and director of K&E re-

signed this week. Reason: "basic dis-

agreement on agency operating poli-

cies." . . . Leonard Colson joins

Warwick & Legler as v.p. and member
of the plans board . . . Frank Bair,

elected a v.p. and John Chapin, added

to the board of directors of Clark &

Robertz, Detroit.

Other agency personnel moves:
Armella Selsor, promoted to assist-

ant media director and Elaine Pap-

pas, to media buyer, at North Adver-

tising, Chicago . . . Edward Simon.
director of research, Ross Roy, De-

troit . . . Jerome Delott and David
|

Mackintosh, to the New York oflSce i

of DFS as research project directors

. . . George Goodlett, to Foote, Cone

& Belding as account executive . . .

Frank Ennis, account executive at

Lambert & Feasley . . . Richard Ja-

cobs joins Noble-Dury & Associate-

Memphis . . . Harriet Benton, tu

copy chief at Ray Barron, Inc., Boston

. . . Mort Reiner, to the radio/tv de-

partment of Hicks & Greist as group

time buyer . . . Edmund Anderson
and John McDonald, to the New
York office of DFS.

ASSOCIATIONS
Broadcasters must work together

to ward off attempts to hamstring
!

the industry.

So warned Harold E. Fellows,

NAB president, addressing broadcast-

ers from the South at the NAB Fall
,

Conference at Biloxi, Miss.

"We have yet to face some of the i

I mi
^JmAa Ut WtAA^^ - coordinates with

McClotchy newspapers for complete, up-to-the-minute

coverage. Sound and silent film cameras give 24-hour

coverage of local events. Has No. 1 rated news program.*

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY
The Katz Agency,

National Representative
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most intense legislative problems that

have confronted this industry," Fellows

continued.

Included in this group of problems:

I

pay tv, community antennas, network

regulation, and advertising control.

Other developments at the NAB:
1) The tv p.r. committee adopted

a plan for a series of 10-second ani-

mated spots to show the public the im-

pact of tv in American life.

2) It filed a petition with the FCC
opposing rate increases on news tele-

type facilities, claiming that increased

wire rates would curtail news trans-

, mission.

TvB is continuing its program of

pin-pointing industry-wide suc-

cessful uses of tv with its mailing,

this week, on "How automobile deal-

,
ers get more mileage with tv."

,
; A kit, containing examples of every

.

' car maker, will be sent to member

j
, stations.

J
Membership growing: 10 new mem-
bers have joined the Broadcasters'

' Promotion Association during Au-
I gust, bringing the total of BPA's roster

j

to nearly 250.

Here's a preview of the broadcast-

i ers' calendar for the week:

j
29-30 Sept.: NAB Fall Conference,

j
Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco.

I
I

3-5 Oct. : AWRT national board meet-
'

; ing, Waldorf Astoria, New York.

5-6 Oct.: Convention of Texas Assn.

of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Ft.

Worth.

i
9-10 Oct.: Central 4A's regional an-

j

nual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

1

9-10 Oct.: North Carolina Assn. of

Broadcasters, Sedgefield Inn, Greens-

!
Main speakers at the second annual

1 southwestern area conference o:

t
AWRT this weekend, in Ft. Worth in-

clude: Earl Fletcher, KXOL, Ft.

Worth; Montez Tjaden, KWTV, Ok
lahoma City; Bobbye Hughes, Cain

Agency, Dallas; Charles Ringler,
Leonard's, Ft. Worth; Mike Shapiro,
WFAA-TV, Dallas; and W. D Rog-
ers, president and general manager of

KDUB-TV, Lubbock, KPAR-TV. Abi-

lene-Sweetwater, KEDY-TV, Big
Spring, Tex.

They were elected: F. C. Sowell,
v.p. and general manager. WLAC,
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Nashville, named head of the NAB
AM Radio Committee . . . Joseph
Floyd, president, KELO-TV, Sioux

Falls, named chairmna of NAB's Tv
Film committee . . . C. L. Thomas,
v.p. and general manager, KXOX, St.

Louis, to serve on the radio committee,

NAB . . . James Quello, program

manager, WJR. Detroit, named presi-

dent of the Michigan Assn. of Broad-

casters . . . Lester Frankel, of Audits

& Surveys Co., Morton Vitriol, of

Hiram Walker, and John Maloney,
of Reader's Digest, elected directors of

the American Marketing Association.

FILM
MCA added four more stations in

three markets to its Paramount
Library sales list this week.

Stations buying parts of the package

include WFBM-TV and WTTV, In-

dianapolis; WTCN-TV, Minneapolis;

and KUTV, Salt Lake City.

The sales bring the total stations

sold list to 16.

Other sales:

• Carling Brewing (Lang, Fish-

er and Stashower) has renewed its

sponsorship of Walt Schwimmer's
Championship Bowling for the

fifth year. Buy is for 22 markets.

• The Whitehouse Company,
distributors of 21 Top Tunes (Victor

& Richards) has bought two Flamingo

series for more than 75 markets. The

series: Sailor of Fortune and Aggie.

• WTAE-TV, Pittsburgh, this week

bought 550 films in the MGM library.

Price: $1.5 million.

• Eleven stations were added to

Screen Gems' Burns & Allen line-up

this week, bringing the total market

tally to 67.

The new stations signed are WBBM-
TV, Chicago; WROC-TV, Roches-

ter; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
WNCT-TV, Greenville; WSAU-TV,
Wausau; KOOK-TV, Billings;

WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; WMCT-
TV, Memphis; WHC-TV, Pittsburgh;

WLWA-TV, Atlanta; and WDAU-
TV, Scranton.

1 1 1 111 1 1 niiiiiiiiii
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

because you'll get more of it if you

read SPONSOR'S new I2th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Fill

1 to 9 35 cents each

10 to 49 25 cents each

50 to 99 20 cents each

100 to 499 15 cents each

500 to 999 1214 cents each

1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me

Marketing - —
Radio

Television-Film

Unit price Total amount

Full copy f Fall Facts BASICS-$1

ComDanv

Address



• Another off-network series. ABC"

Film's People's Choice, added 10

markets.

Included: WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee;

\^'RCV-TV. Philadelphia: KPIX, San

Francisco: WFIE-TV', Fvansville:

WTVN-TV, Columbus: WPRO-TV,
Providence: KQX, Boise; WDSU-
TV, New Orleans: KNXT, Los An-

geles; and the Park Bank on WATE-
TV, Knoxville.

On videotaping: Hal Roach Stu-

dios an<l Guild Films have pacted

a SI million, long-range agree-

ment for the production and dis-

tribution of videotape properties.

Guild has etiuippL-d the Roa-h stu-

dios with videotaping facilities: Guild

will distribute the videotaped produc-

tions. First propert\ under the pact

will be Date With Judy.

CNP's new syndicated series, Flight,

has received the official endorsement

of three top agencies, the Defense De-

partment, the Air Force and the Air

Force Association.

Expansions: Two wholly-owned sub-

sidiaries for the licensing and distrubu-

tion of tv films abroad have been

formed bv CBS. The two: CBS Eu-

rope LTD., and CBS, Ltd Flam-

ingo Telefilms has opened a new office

in Atlanta, to handle sales on Citizen

Soldier.

In the foreign markets : Television

Interamerica in South America has

purchased 300 Warner films from AAP
for tv release in Cuba. Pictures are

scheduled on both Cuban tv networks

... Six CNP series were sold this week

in Canada through Freemantle Ltd. The

six: Life of Riley, in 11 markets;

Medic, in nine markets; It's a Great

Life, in eight; and Gumby, The Ad-

ventures of Hiram Holiday and Panic,

all to the CBC.

Strictlv personnel: Stan Smith,

v.p. of Official Films, has been named
head of the sales department. He re-

places Ray Junkin, who resigned . . .

Jerry Lee, to MCA-TV's western sales

staff . . . C. Herbert Masse, named
a((f)unt executive for upper New York
and New England at ABC Films . . .

Henry S. Newman, to Inter World
TV Films as sales rep . . . William
Fineshriber, foreign operations di-

rector of Screen Gems, off this week

on a three-month round-the-world sales

junket.

NETWORKS
The tv networks are keeping un-

der closed wraps what they'll be

spending for spotlight ads to com-
pete for the davtime audience this

fall.

Indications are that the battle on the

daytime front will be much more in-

tense, promotion-wise, than for the

night-time audience.

P.S. : However, if you are a day-

time client, you can get this informa-

tion from the network.

Maverick stood up well last week-

end against Jack Benny, Ed Sulli-

van and Steve Allen.

According to Trendex, in the 7:30-8

period Maverick had a rating of 22.2

compared with 19.0 for Benny.

In the 8-8:30 slot, Maverick had

23.1; Sullivan, 25.0 and Allen' 15.8.

Network tv sales: Florida Citrus

Commission, for $1.5 million on

CBS TV . . . Gerber Products Co.,

for a weekly segment of the Jimmy
Dean Show, ABC TV . . . Olin Math-
ieson, to share the spotlight with Ren-

ault Motors on Ed Murrow's Small

World, CBS TV . . . P&G brings the

total to 11 advertisers now signed to

sponsor more than three-fourths of

Mickey Mouse Club, ABC TV . . . Six

advertisers, for NBC TV's Huntley-

Brinkley News Report: Bristol-Myers;

Nestle; National Carbon; Kemper In-

surance; Bulova and Bell and Howell.

Renewals totaling $1.8 million for

the Jack Paar Show, placed with NBC
TV by Bristol-Myers and Polaroid.

Network radio sales: Forty-one ad-

vertisers are launching new campaigns

on NBC during the last four months

of 1958

—

amounting to more than

$5 million. Leading the list of pur-

chases in the food category, with an

order for more than $1 million, is

Mogen David Wine.

Some other clients: Morton Salt.

General Foods, Lewis-Howe, Warner

Lambert, Grove, Bristol-Myers, Buick.

CMC Trucks, Dodge, Pepsi-Cola. Read-

er's Digest, and Brown & Williamson.

Network affiliations: WREX-TV.
Rockford, to CBS TV . . . KLUB, Salt

Lake City, to ABC Radio.

Ad libs

are fine liu

It's a fact—quick quips, spo

b
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TIMEBUYERS

TAKE

NOTICE/

Look beyond the

BIG RATINGS
because

big ratings do not necessarily pro-

duce an audience with large pur-

chasing power.

YOUR BEST BUY IS A STATION
THAT CATERS PRIMARILY TO AN

Adult Audience
ABLE TO BUY YOUR PRODUCT!

WORL'S "950 Club" programming is

directed first and foremost to an Adult

Audience — with stress on music of the

past, as well as music of the present and

future!!!

Statistics show that adult

women spend 80% of the con-

sumer dollar and influence

up to 91% of the buying!

WORL S
AVERAGE: 889^6 ADULTS

(PULSE, DAYTIME HOURS)

THEREFORE YOUR BEST BUY
IS

Boston's "950 " CLUB Station

WORL

Strictly |iersoiinel: Charles God-
Min has been named a v. p. of Mutual

and placed in charge of all station ac-

tivities. He'd previously been assistant

to the president . . . Charles Kinsolv-
ing, Jr., manager of plans develop-

ment and Berry Rumple, manager
of rates and affiliations. NBC.

REPS
John Blair is circulating a qualita-

tive audience study it did in Dallas.

The purpose was to find out what
images listeners had of KLIF as com-

pared to other local stations.

How the image was arrived at: Ask-

ing the interviewed to select the type

of person most likely to listen to the

various stations.

The descriptive terms used: "mod-
ern," "lively," "interesting" and "dull."

Out of this came these factors: sta-

tion's believability, vitality and general

image.

Among the objectives of the project:

to show that the Blair Station's audi-

ence was not significantly teenage.

"An advertiser can control his ad-

vertising with Spot Tv because it

enables him to plan his advertis-

ing to the selling job to be done
in each local market."

So said George Castleman, v. p. and

new business development manager at

PGW, to advertisers and agency peo-

ple in Jacksonville, Atlanta and New
Orleans last week.

Purpose of Castleman's trip: to pre-

sent a slide presentation, dubbed A
Local Affair, telling ad and agency peo-

ple the basis of spot tv.

Moving to new quarters: For the

third time in eight years, H-R Reps
and H-R Tv, Inc. will be moving to

new and larger offices: at the Seagram

Building, 37.5 Park Avenue, New York.

Rep appointments: John E. Pear-

son Co., for WABJ, Adrian, Mich. . . .

The Boiling Co., in the midwest and

west coasts for WSUN-TV, Charleston,

S. C. .. . Venard, Rintoul & Mc-
Connel, for WKAB. Mobile . . . Eliz-

abeth M. Breckjorden, for WLEX-
TV, Lexington, Ky. ... J. A. Lucas
& Associates, Los Angeles, for KTIX,
Seattle, and KPER. Gilroy-Hollister,

Cal. . . . Richard O'Connell, for

WTVY, Dothan, Ala. and KLFY-TV,
Lafayette, La. William J. Reilly will

represent both stations in the Midwest

Serving More
Advertisers

<

than any other

Indiana*

TV STATION

it Except, of course. Indianapolis

KOSI
tEISMIIOI

In Denver, impact in programming
and commercial presentation assures

KOSI advertisers a "cosy lead" in

Denver sales.

Every day more and more families are

tuning to KOSI for music, news, and
features with universal appeal. Talk
to your Petry Man about the most
dynamic selling force in Denver-
radio station KOSI!

KOSI
5000 WaHs
Denver is

KOSI-iand!

Give a "whistle" for your Petry Mon

MId-AmerIca Broadcasting Co^
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. . CBS Radio Spot Sales, for

WBBM-FM. Chicago . . . The Boiling

Co., for WEW, St. Louis and WKYB,
Paducah, Ky.

On the personnel front: Gale

Blocki, Jr., co-founder of the dis-

solved Simmons Associates, joins the

BolHng Co. as sales manager of the

Chicago office . . . Martin Percival

and Bob Lewis, account executives in

the New York office, radio division,

Edward Petry & Co. . . . AUan Kla-

mer, to the New York sales staff. Jack

Masla & Co.

RADIO STATIONS
Radio has latched on to the hula-

hoop craze as a promotion device.

The Bartell Group will stage a

championship match at the Grand In-

ternational Hula-Hoop Olympics in Oc-

tober.

The nation-wide competition will

send champions from each section of

the country to San Francisco for a spin

at the national title.

Regional hula champs will be chosen

in contest sponsored by KOBQ, San

Diego; WOKY, Milwaukee; WDYE,
Birmingham; WILD, Boston; WAKE,
Atlanta and KYA, San Francisco.

Grand prize: the winner will go to

Hawaii—for hula lessons, naturally.

Lanny Ross, radio d.j. and vocalist,

becomes assistant to the general man-
ager at WCBS, New York, 1 October.

Along with his move into the man-
agement rank of broadcasting Ross will

continue with his radio show, heard

daily in a new time period, 11:30-

11:45 a.m.

The NAB is looking into the edi-

torializing trend.

It's conducting a survey on editorial-

izing by radio and tv stations. Pur-

pose: to determine how and why sta-

tions editorialize, or why they do not.

Station Sales: WINN, Louisville, to

Glenn A. Harmon (bringing his 16%
that he previously owned to 45%;
Oldham Clarke, French Eason (Chica
go radio sales manager for H-R Reps)

,

Charles Wheeler and Jessee Chambers,
for $266,500 plus relieve of indebted-
ness of $74,000.

An Arizona celebration: K-CUB,
Tucson, put on an all-day rock 'n' roll

session and a bear hunt last week, as
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it hecanie the newest nienibcr of the

Gordon Group.
Other stations in the group include:

ViSAI-AM & FM. Cincinnati; K-BUZ,
Phoenix; and KT\X-FM, Phoenix.

IdeaB at Mork:
• KFWB, Hollywood, has wrapped

up its campaign for getting out the

vote this November: Banners for auto

bumpers, campaign buttons, and on-

the-air promotions for the station's

choice—Howdy Hooty. Letters of con-

gratulations were sent to KFWB by

Edmund Brown and William Know-
land, the state's gubernatorial candi-

dates.

• WORD, Spartanburg, has
launched its promotion via a "910 Or-

bit" theme. Included, was a Walking

Man asking folks if they heard the '910

WORD' and models with placards stat-

ing "I have nothing on but the 910

WORD." Last week, the station aired

for the entire day from a local Sears

Roebuck parking lot, helping to boost

the sales of cars.

Thisa and Data: Bartell Family Ra-

dio station WILD, Boston, reports its

biggest upsurge of sales during Au-

Enjoy sweet sales success from the

Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th

in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

gust: 116 new accounts, more than

doubling the number of advertisers

the station had on the air the last week

of July . . . Football note: For the

first time, WPRO, Providence, will

air all the Brown University football

games, sponsored by the R. I. Hospital

Trust Co.

Station staffers: Harry W. Moore,
Jr., promoted to radio sales manager,

WTAR. Norfolk . . . Stan Edwards,
sales manager, WTRY, Troy . .

Thomas Moore, assistant to the sales

manager, WBAL, Baltimore . . . Verne
Nobles, publicity promotion manager,

WJBK, Detroit . . . Edloie Van
Camp, promoted to sales service man-
ager, KBIG, Catalina . . . Herm
Schneider, sales manager, WISN,
Milwaukee . . . Chris Stolfa, named
sales manager. KCMO-FM. Kansas

City.

Joseph K. Mikita, appointed to the

newly- created post of controller for the

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. . .

Lorence Press, named general man
ager of the Allied Record division,

A.merican Sound Corp. . . . Don Metz-

ger, special events director and ac-

count executive, K-ACE, Riverside,

Cal. . . . Archie Grinalds, sales man
ager, WDIA, Memphis . . . Warren
Stout, national sales manager, KFAL,
Fulton, Mo. . . . Joyce Tromblee,
new traffic manager at KSO, Des

Moines . . . James Murray, account

executive, WAMP, Pittsburgh . . .

Robert Boak, account executive,

WEZE, Boston . . . Howard Lenzer,

to the staff of WINE, Buffalo, as ac-

count executive.

TV STATIONS
The great iconoclast is getting a

stomach remedy.
Ben Hechl, star of his own show

via WABC-TV, New York, has signed

three clients for it: Pepto-Bismal;

Schifili Lace & Embroidery and the

Wine Advisory Board.

The show debuted last week, and

airs each weekday night.>
Directors, officers and managers of the

Transcontinental Television Corp.

held a series of meetings in New York

last week, devised as a "working ses-

sion" for the group.

Transcontinent owns and operates

WGR-AM-TV, Buffalo; WROC-TV,
Rochester; part ownership in WNEP-

TV, Wilkes-Barre-Scranton; and 50% '

owner of the Shenandoah Broadcast-

ing Corp. (WSVA-AM-TV, Harrison-

burg, Va.).

Marie Hulbert, home economist at

KOLN-TV, Lincoln, is in New York
this week, as the only representative in

our industry sitting on the judges

panel for Pillsbury's 10th Grand Na-

tional Bake-Off.

Ideas at work :

• To kick off its opening last week,

WTAE, Pittsburgh, had pretty girls

in the downtown area and all major
i

shopping centers hand out 15,000 small I

bags containing four lollipops, for the '

new Channel 4.

• James Gerity, Jr., president of

WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich., played

host last week to more than 50 agen-

cy, network, trade press and rep peo-

ple in a tour of the station's market.

The purpose of the promotion: to

show- the guests the wide area WNEM-
TV covers.

Re educational tv: A "first" is

claimed by WTVW, Evansville, as a

commercial station being used for in-

school educational tv on an area basis.
|

The station is telecasting six different '

courses in the regular curriculum of

schools in 10 counties in southern

Indiana.

Anniversary: To celebrate its first

year of telecasting, WFGA-TV, Jack-

sonville, sent lead pencils to advertis-

ers and agencies, with its call letters

stamped on them.

Strictly personnel: Russell Gohr-

ing, promoted to general manager and I

v.p. of WNEM-TV, Flint . . . Roy Ba-

cus, named station manager, WBAP-
TV, Ft. Worth ... Hal Biard, ex-

ecutive assistant for programing and I

production, KCOP, Hollywood . . .

William Decker, director of tv sales,

Stanley Brightwell, to the newly

created post of film coordinator and

Robert Lemon, named general ex-

ecutive, WNBQ, Chicago . . . Gerard

Roche, account executive, WNEP-TV,
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre . . . Jim Man-

ion, to the sales staff, WEHT-TV,
Evansville . . . James Fly, Jr., ac-

count executive for the NTA stations

. . . Alan Simms, audience promo-

tion supervisor and Bur Sienkiewicz,

press information supervisor, WCAU-
TV, Philadelphia.
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A iiother first in broadcast trade

I
publieatioo circulation analysis is

made available hj SPONSOR with its

audited breakdoivn of all subscribers

M hj job titles.^ Siisi out of ten of all

k
I SPONSOR subscribers are in agencjr

^1 and advertiser categories.

SPONSOR
The weekly magazine tv/radio advertisers use

^Station managers and others

interested in this breakdown of

SPONSOR subscribers are in-

vited to write SPONSOR-Job-
Titles, 40 East 49 Street, New
York 17.
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SPONSOR ASKS
[Cont'd from page 55 I

responsibilities . . . first, to its affiliates

and the audiences they serve; second,

to its advertisers in securing for them

a profitable sale of their products in

volume through the use of the regional

network's facilities. The regional

network that deserves a place in

today's radio should be geared to

reach deep into the population it

covers and actually "corner" potential

buyers for the products of advertisers

who use the network with commercial

schedules of reasonable weight.

Let us take the Inter-Mountain Radio

Network, put it under the glass and

see how it stacks up. IMN, is com-

posed of 45 radio stations with signals

that blanket a population of 4,238.900

people residing in the States of Mon-

tana. Idaho. Wyoming. Utah and

Colorado. In addition to being avail-

able at all times to counsel its affili-

ates in their programing, promotion,

merchandising and the many other

functions by which a station strength-

ens and enhances itself, IMN feeds

national and regional news, sports and

special events, plus other program-

ing of vital interest to every family

in the individual local conununities

served by its affiliates. The network is.

in effect, their ear to the outside world.

On the commercial side, IMN de-

rives advertising dollars for its affili-

ates from accounts they would never

reach and sell if compelled to pursue

them on an individual station basis.

Then, too, the affiliate is fed program-

ing of outstanding adjacency value

for local selling. In short, IMN, the

regional network, is a source of

strength to its affiliates, not a dead

weight at the top using its station

lineup as a crutch.

In selling consumer products, many

major manufacturers now think in

terms of marketing patterns. Hereto-

fore, the regional man had little to

sav about the media selected, or the

area the advertising was to cover. Not

so today.

District supervisors responsible for

sales in the Inter-Mountain area today

are IMN"s biggest boosters. They know

that only through this network can

thev reach Montana. Idaho. Wyoming,

and Colorado. They are becoming

aw are of the findings of ARF I March

19581 which tell them that, of the 216

counties in these five states reached in

all the television stations in the area

combined, 96 counties, or 44.4%, haM-

less than .50' ( total household penetra-

tion.

They know, and are not satisfied

with the fact, that regional products

are achieving brand leadership by ex-

ploiting the deep consumer reach of the

Inter-Mountain Network while the na-

tionally distributed products they han-

dle are penalized by "penetration"

assumed to be available through big

signal stations carrying their schedules,

but is not there. These men, whose

livelihood and success depend on the

public acceptance and sale of their

products know the value of the market-

by-market merchandising available in

this vast area only through the Inter-

Mountain Network and its affiliated

stations. They know the value of the

Inter-Mountain Concall which makes

it possible for them to speak in person

to retailers located in individual com-

munity markets throughout this vast

five state area as they sit relaxed in

the conference room of the IMN outlet

in their community.

Yes, they know the power of Inter-

Mountain. Today, these people are also

seeing to it that their home offices knou

and act accordingly. Result . . . Inter-

Mountain sales January through Au-

gust, 1958. up 58%.
In appraising the position thi*

regional network deserves in todax's

radio and its value to advertisers usiiii;

radio, it should be noted that in Den-

ver, the flagship market of the entiiv

territorv, IMN has an affiliate runninu

close to the leader, in Salt Lake Cit\.

the No. 2 market, the IMN station

is far and away No. 1. IMN owns

and operates five other stations in im-

portant markets in the area. Each is

rated first in audience delivered in its

community. In 28 of the other markets

delivered to the advertiser by Inter-

Mountain Network the IMN affiliate is

the only local radio voice in the com-

munity. Obviously, they dominate the

listening in their respective areas.

That, as a regional network, IMN

offers listeners the broadcast bill-of-

fare thev want, is documented by their

tune-in. The brand leaders it has built

speaks well for its service to adver-

tisers. The Inter-Mountain Network

deserves a high place among regional

networks in today's radio, and an ear-

marked budget by manufacturers ad-

vertising products distributed in tlii-

area. ^
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IIME-BUYERS
GOTTA
BE
TOUGH!"

"eiiment's got no place in figuring the

GT time-buy, buddy. When it comes to

:tig the most for a cHent's dollar, give me
b- the straight, most recent facts, I mean,

ik the way I figure KFWB in the Los

gi?s market is what I'm talking about.

lo Radio on KFWB's Channel 98 is the

id)f new, exciting radio that has pulled

lei rs right in close.

ol hard facts tell the story: as of July,

K)i r shows KFWB as the NUMBER ONE
' tid in the market . . . with a solid 95.5%
in n share-of-audience. Nielsen is UP
1' ... and Pulse is UP 37.1% ... all since

11^ ry.

. uddy, here's one time-buyer who's quit

.
i ; stations strictly by ear ... or by 'tradi-

1 The smart time-buyer will always buy
V|J . . . first in Los Angeles. It's the thing

\t^

write for your copy of
tfiUed brochure: "TIME-
G FOR FUN AND PRO-
oaded with lots of handy
hich make it easy to buy

aior adio.

ARB
I Con/rf/rom page 38 j

of every random sample either refuse

lo bother or give up midway through;

but a 60% careful return on a proba-

[

bility sample of more than 300 fami-

lies is still a good indication of how
things are going in the tv corner.

As for diarists giving up halfway

through a week, such things happen.

The most memorable such happening

a diary faithfully kept up for five

days. The pages for the last two days

were blank except for a scribbled mes-

: "Sorry I couldn't find time for

the past two days but my husband just

got back from overseas—first time in

two years."

• Arbitron. Probably no tv rating

yardstick has captured the imagination

of advertiser and broadcaster more than

has this electronic device. Connected

via telephone lines from tv homes to

the central unit in ARB's office, it re-

cords every 90 seconds how many
homes are tuned to each station in a

market. The Arbitron room at ARB's

Park Avenue office in New York re-

sembles a gale-stricken radio repair

shop; the room next door that features

only the Arbitron board (where final

computations are translated into little

lights that indicate ratings) is far more

quiet and orderly. But the heart of the

service remains the big automaton

which, if 50 homes suddenly tune out

a program half way through, records

it a minute-and-a-half later; only pro-

ducers with strong nerves should watch

it. The New York operation is still

only a partial sample; 300 is the de-

I

sired one, but telephone lines now ac-

commodate only slightly more than 200.

1 Each morning, after Arbitron has

I

been checked and its findings changed

j

into ratings, ARB multilith presses im-

mediately turn out complete reports for

the day and night before. Arbitron

does not measure audience composition

although at first it had been equipped

with a gadget that was a sort of elec-

tronic Peeping Tom and showed the

vague figures in a living room before

a set.

!
• Telephone coincidentaL For

special studies and fast reports, ARB
added a telephone coincidental depart-

ment about two years ago. In about

300 markets on a day or two notice,

ARB can survey a special situation via

phone and report within a day. ITiis

department is doing well; billings now
amount to about $150,000 a year. ^ /

NOW!
WABT-
Birmingham

WAPI-TV

Channel 13
^Call letters that have

meant the best in radio

for the past 35 years now

mean the finest in tele-

vision too.

A Complete WAPI
Broadcasting Service

WAPI
Radio 1070 KG

50,000 Watts*

WAPI-TV
TV Channel 13

316,000 Watts

WAPI-FM
FM 99.5 MC
72,000 Watts

* 5,000 Nights

Effective Soon

Represented Nationally by

HENRY I. CHRISTAL

Represented Nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and

PARSONS, INC.

II
. PURCEIL. Pies, and Gen. Mgr. • MILTON H. KLEIN, Sales Mgi.

Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.



QUAD-CITIES
ROCK ISLAND

now the nation's

47 th

RETAIL SALES are above

the national average. Rock
Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred
cities" by Sales Management
magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

expect above-average sales if

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

CBS

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Central Ohio)

WHTN
TV
CHANNEl 13

Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

I

I

I

WHBF-TV
CBS for EASTERN IOWA
and WESTERN ILLINOIS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY KNODEL, INC.

I

SOAP'S BIG THREE
(Cont'd from page 35)

' lion in daytime net tv in this year's

first quarter, has stepped that up, is

expected to spend closer to $9 million

1
in this year's last quarter.

P&G's programing policy is similar

to its major competitors': 1) buy
nighttime net tv shows on the basis of

past success, and 2) in daytime net tv

hold down the number of stations until

you see where the show is going, then

expand if it works out.

Colgate's net tv policy apparently is

still undergoing change after the com-
pany's disappointment with the Col-

gate Comedy Hour. Shortly after the

show went off the air, Colgate (strong-

ly influenced, say admen, by Bates)

swung heavily into spot tv. Now Col-

gate is reportedly heading for a 50-50

spread between net and spot tv.

Colgate's programing policy has

been described by one network execu-

tive as "buying pretty much what Mr.
Little wants." Colgate spreads its

brands over almost all its shows, both

daytime and night, and groups them
wherever desirable.

Lever also had a reorganization

which, in late 1956, brought in Sam
Thurm (from Y&R) to become media
manager. Thurm, whose background
is in radio/tv, reflected Lever's desire

to move more heavily into air media.

Lever's daytime net tv strategy is

interesting as a prime example of

maximum dispersion. In an average

week on NBC alone this fall, Lever will

buy seven quarter-hours, sprinkled

throughout the morning and through-

out the week with no regular pattern.

And the buys vary from week to week,

from day to day and from show to

show. In nighttime. Lever is strong

in net tv show ownership, (although as

some agencymen believe. Lever kept

too many shows when they were be-

yond their peak), may swing more to

a better balance between net and spot.

Lever apparently is interested in

ABC TV's new daytime charter plan,

will give it a try. This sort of think-

ing, say some admen, is what some-

times gives Lever an edge over P&G
which is too "hidebound" to experi-

ment with the untried and unproven.

In radio, the Big Three have very

definite patterns. In general, the soap

makers make spot radio buys for one

of three reasons:

1) To supplement tv in areas where

tv penetration is not strong enough.

For example, Lever's Breeze is using
spot in 15 smaller markets because the

company felt its tv coverage there was
weak.

2) To meet competitive situations.

Whether it's a test market campaign
or an effort to buy out all available

time to freeze out a competitor's new
product (an old soap industry trick),

spot radio is used extensively and ef-

fectively. For new product introduc-

tion campaigns, soap makers buy sat-

uration spot radio, primarily 30's and
60's, and in many cases make spot

radio the primary medium until the

product is established. Spot radio is

an ideal medium for market-by-market

introductions (the more popular mar-

keting strategy in the soap industry),

and several campaigns currently are

underway.

3) For special promotions, coupon

deals, etc. Spot radio's flexibility

means an opportunity to saturate one

area, then move on to another.

One advantage spot radio has over

net radio for the soap companies is

obvious from the age breakdown of

daytime net radio shows in any Niel-

sen report (and a point station reps

sell hard) : the majority of housewives

listening to net shows are in the higher

age groups. The soap companies, aim-

ing for the young housewife, find they

often reach her better via local spot.

Again, the strategy of the soap com-

panies in spot radio is apparent from

a look at RAB's report of time seg-

ments bought in this year's second

quarter. P&G, sticking with its pref-

erence for minutes, bought only 60's

—

and only about 4,500 of them. Lever,

on the other hand, bought more than

16,000 minutes—but also bought a sub-

stantial number of lO's, 20's and 30's.

Colgate's spot radio buy for the sec-

ond quarter was about 11,500 minutes

and some 20's—but no lO's or 30's.

In net radio—once a major medium
for soap companies—tv hit hardest

where it hurt most: prime evening:

hours. I

Even in network radio (considering!

the comparatively small buys theyj

make today), the strategy of the Big!

Three varies. Lever will jump in with

100 minutes of participating sponsor-

ship for a two-week period, then jump

out altogether. P&G will buy 30's and

60's of participating time on a 13-week

cycle. Colgate does much the same.

but also sticks with its old favorite-

(such as Bill Stem). ^
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Always Remember:

the BIG GAME

In Radio

Is the

ADULT

AUDIENCE .

.

If you want to bag the
folks who can buy in

the rich Rochester ter-

ritory, keep your sales

message on the track of

the ADULT audience,
the folks who tune to

station WHEC!

*PULSE REPORT-Rochester Metropolitan Area

Audience Composition Data — March, 1958

r^-^ ^ <» "\\

OF UIHEC

USTEnERS ARE

RDUITS

BASIC CBS

AM-TV
ROCHESTER
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HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

Top ir

PERSONAUTy

? Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Hal James, vice president and radio/tv

(liirctdi- of programing of DCSS, has re-

cent 1\ l)eeii appointed national sales direc-

tor of Independent Television Corp., it was

announced by Walt Kingsley, president of

the company. In announcing the appoint-

ment, Kingsley said, "We feel that Hal

James' experience at the agency and spon-

sor level will enable ITC to do a better job

of translating its program plans to agencies and advertisers who use

network television." James has also been affiliated with Compton

Advertising. J. Walter Thompson, Needham, Louis & Brorby. He
has been responsible for radio and television planning of such na-

tional advertisers as Bristol-Myers, Cities Service. Celanese Corp.,

McKesson & Bobbins and Bayuk cigars. He lives in Westport. Conn.

19
John Harkrader lias been made manager

of WDBJ-TV in Boanoke, Virginia. The

new position was created when the radio

and tv divisions were separated. According

to Ray P. Jordan, vice president of broad-

casting for the Times-World Corp., the

separation of activities was made neces-

sary by the "rapid growth of the service

area, and the consequent growth of the

Times-World's broadcast facilities." Harkrader brings to his new

position a long association with radio and television. Among his

previous positions with WDBJ: promotion director, national sales

manager, commercial manager and assistant manager of radio/tv.

He resides in Roanoke, and is a graduate of Boanoke College.

Frank E. Koehler will take over as man-

ager of WDBJ, Roanoke, in conjunction

with the split of radio and tv facilities.

Koehler, whose broadcasting experience

dates back to 1934, is a graduate of

Tasculum College, and of the even more

famous NBC Page Boy School. He also

worked briefly for NBC as guest relations

supervisor before starting a sales career

which has included positions at WRTD (now WRNL) Richmond,

and WSIS and WROV, Roanoke. He joined the staflF of WDBJ in

1955 as sales manager. In his new post he'll be one of an increasing

number of top station executives, who are devoting full time to radio.

He is a past president of the Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, and

on the board of directors of the Roanoke Sales Executives Club.
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU NEED TWO GUNS
in Indiana!

Here, where hunting's the hobby, sharpshooting adver-

tisers bag two traditional test markets—Fort Wayne and
South Bend - Elkhart— with one combination buy which

saves 10%. They thus draw a bead on 340,000 TV homes—
a bigger target than T.A.'s 43rd market!* Over 1,688,000

total population—more people than Arizona, Colorado or

Nebraska! Effective Buying Income, nearly $3 Billion—

and it's yours with just one buy!

I your H""R man now! ^UftitStm^



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Do you know your representative?

These are the days when station managers are congregating

in the big advertising centers to talk over new spot business

with agencies and representatives. And surely changes in the

complexion of the business—even since last year—must seem

tremendous, for example:

• Whereas spot once was a fairly casual buy, the speed of

today's marketing has made that avenue so important that at

Y&R, for instance, as many as 15 specialists will get in-

volved in a single spot campaign,

• By that very token, the role of the representative is

taking on a much wider scope. Today he's the glue, if you

please, that binds together the whole complex rigamarole of

sponsor agency requirements with station capabilities, rates,

services, etc. In a relatively few years his function has

changed from mere ticket-seller on the spot railroad to traffic

manager, expediter, and consultant.

It's a curious fact, though, that while this inevitable evolu-

tion has taken place, the representatives nevertheless consider

it important right now to devise a new code and polish up

their image in general. Even if the effort superficially seems

like an unnecessary gilding SPONSOR heartily endorses it

for these reasons:

1) Too many stations still don't realize the potential of

spot. In fact, the bigger agencies and sponsors actually may

be ahead of the stations in their spot thinking. The repre-

sentatives know this.

2) Similarly, some stations apparently still fail to compre-

hend the multiple services that their representatives makes

available.

By all indications, this is going to be an enormous year for

the spot medium. And we hope that as station managers get

to Chicago, New York, Detroit, etc., they will thoroughly

acquaint themselves with the new agency thinking.

In short, get to know your national representative better.

It may mean an agreeable, surprising payoff for both of you.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A realistic analysis

of radio values, both by networks and indivi-

dual stations, followed by rates that are in

proper perspective tvith such a sound appraisal.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Tender trap: John Burns, a contest-

ant on ABC TV's Who Do You Trust?

was trapped in the isolation booth '.

when the door jammed. It took the I

studio carpenters to release him. Prov-

ing that even if contestants shouldn't

be fixed, booth doors should.

Jingle revisited: From WTCN, Min-

neapolis-St. Paul, we learn that one of

radio's oldest singing commercials is ;

coming back on the air for Gluek

Brewing Co.
—"Be like the bottle; say,

Gluek-Gluek-Gluek." Or, Hic-hic-hic.

Spare: Rusty, the cairn terrier on the

WBBM-TV, Chicago, program, Susan's

Shoiv has a stand-in. During each per-

formance, Rusty's double waits patient-

ly off camera. Well, that's life for an

understudy.

Bird-watcher: A Madison Avenue

adgal has a phobia about pigeons,

will in fact cross a street to avoid

walking close to one. The other day,

she alighted from a Fifth Avenue bus

in front of St. Patrick's Cathedral, only

to find her way to the curb blocked by

a whole flock of the birds. She spun

about, and unmindful of the traffic,

fairly flew across the Avenue to the

Radio City side. As the made the curb,

a policeman was waiting, summons
book in hand. "There's a jay-walking

law, Miss," said the policeman, "so

that's going to cost you two dollars."

"It's worth it," our adgal replied, "be-

cause the pigeons over there wouldn't

let me on the sidewalk." The police-

man blinked, flipped shut his book and^

walked away. Our adgal distinctly

heard him say, "Holy cow, the neurol

ics one meets in this town!"

Music-news: Dallas Townsend, CBS;

Radio newscaster, checked U.S. copy-l

right office and discovered these new I

song titles: "Take Me to The Moon,i

Mr. Calhoun," "Spaceship Lullaby,"

"Sputnik Love," "Beep-Beep, Beep-

Beep," "Let Me Be Your Satellite,"

and "Santa and The Satellite."

Report: In Las Vegas, tv show Silent

Service is reportedly beating Twenty-

One in the ratings. On tv maybe, but

not in the casinos.

Odd Facts Dept.: WFBM, Indian

apolis, in a recent contest, proved it

took .5,228y2 hot dogs to reach from'

the studio to a hi fi shop four blocks

away. Okay, and that would take how

much mustard?
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WSAZ-TV
. . . the winner in every race!

vx«%VCV\tuv\il\\ii\i^. .tvUiUlU I k . . I ill ill.

• CHARLESTON ARB Share of Audience

^ HUNTINGTON ARB Share of Audience

y AREA ARB Share of Audience

• NCS * 3 total counties

^ NCS # 3 daily circulation

v^ NCS # 3 weekly circulation

y ARE-TOP 1 0-ln HUNTINGTON

• ARB-TOP 10-ln CHARLESTON

^ ARB METRO. PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

^ ARB METRO. PARKERSBURG, W. VA.

v^ ARB Coincidental Nighttime NEWS
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HUNTl/SCTON-CHARLESTON, W VA.

AilUiaied wiih Radio Stations
WSAZ. Hunlmglon 6 WKAZ Charlesron

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM GARTEN, V.P. & Commercial Manager

The details are more exciting than the America's Cup Race . . . Call your "KATZ" Man!



JUST ARRIVED!

GET IT FIRST AND GET IT RIGHT
TIME-CLOCKED NEWS, SPORTS, TRAFFIC REPORTS

RADIO LOS ANGELES __^ »»«— ^u u^aaak ^aaa|ir| M Jm •570- FIRST ON YOUR DIAL

Kl Al •NEARLY EVERYBODY IN SOUTHERN

|%linV CALIFORNIA LISTENS TO KLAC

One of America's Great hdependent Radio Stations
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spon'SOr (spon'ser)

[L., fr. spondere, sponsum,n
to engage oneself, promise. 1 1. A person, business firm or other organization

that finances a TV program in return for advertisement of a product. 2. An adver-

tiser who wishes to reach the GET AGE audience. See ABC Television, et seq.

3. Commonly, one who strives to place his commercial message in the best

competitive position with regard to program, time slot and cost. - Syn. Any
of the following list of ABC-TV's advertisers:

AMANA REFRIGERATION, INC. AMERICAN CHICLE CO. AMER-
ICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP. (WHITEHALL LABORATORIES, INC.)
AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO. (PINSPOTTERS, INC.)
BEECH-NUT LIFE SAVERS, INC. BRISTOL-MYERS CO. BROWN &
WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP. CAMPBELL SOUP CO. CARTER
PRODUCTS, INC. CHRYLSER CORP. (DODGE DIV., PLYMOUTH DIV.)
CORN PRODUCTS CO. (BEST FOODS DIV.) THE CRACKER JACK CO.
THE DRACKETT CO. EASTCO, INC. EASTMAN KODAK CO. FIRE-
STONE TIRE & RUBBER CO. • GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. GENERAL
FOODS CORP. GENERAL MILLS, INC. GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
(AC SPARK PLUG, CHEVROLET, OLDSMOBILE DIVISIONS) THE
GILLETTE CO. (TONI CO.) GOLD SEAL CO. THE B. F. GOODRICH
CO. (FOOTWEAR AND FLOORING DIVISIONS) HARTZ MOUNTAIN
PRODUCTS HILLS BROS. COFFEE, INC. JOHNSON & JOHNSON
KAISER INDUSTRIES CORP. KELLOGG CO. P. LORILLARD CO.
LUDEN'S, INC. MANHATTAN SHIRT CO. MARS, INC. MATTEL,
INC. THE MENNEN CO. MILES LABORATORIES, INC. MILLER
BREWING CO. MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO. NATIONAL BIS-
CUIT CO. THE NESTLE CO., INC. PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. THE
QUAKER OATS CO. RALSTON-PURINA CO. REYNOLDS METALS
CO. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. HAROLD F. RITCHIE, INC.
SEVEN-UP CO. SHULTON, INC. SMITH BROS. SWEETS CO. OF
AMERICA, INC. SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. UNION
CARBIDE CORP. (NATIONAL CARBON CO.) VICK CHEMICAL CO.
THE WELCH GRAPE JUICE CO., INC. WILLIAMSON-DICKIE MFG. CO.

1^ i!pon^ta-ne^i-ty (spon^tane^Tti) n.

1. The quality of acting from an inner energy; always implies the power of
choice. 2. Specifically, that which characterizes the way advertisers move to

ABC TELEVISION

RADIO PEPS

UP ITS NEWS

LEADERSHIP

The local radio station

is becoming the nation's

No. 1 reporter on local

news. 'Copters, mobile

units, speedboats build

ratings, audience loyal-

ty and prestige, and
attract big buyers

Page 29

Radio/tv boost

North Agency to

top in three years
I

Page 32
|

Trendex

moves into

50 new markets
Third of a

SPONSOR series

Page 36

How tv whipped

the sales potato

for French's

Page 38



Territorial Governor of Alaska, Mike Stepovich, on the

left, shown here accepting a film of Iowa's Governor Love-

less welcoming Alaska to the Union. Presenting the film

is Dick Compton, KVTV newsman, who
record personally, this history-making (

becoming the 49th state for KVTV view,

WHEN THE BIG NEWS WAS ALASKA
A KVTV NEWSMAN WAS THERE

Dick Compton's trip to Alaska is typical

of the traveling KVTV newsmen do to

record and film news as it happens. A
team covered the "Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy" conference in Geneva,

Switzerland. Daily films were rushed back

for use on KVTV. Channel 9 viewers saw

last minute films of the Lebanon crisis.

KVTV was in Beirut when the news was

made. Another team will cover South

American news next February.

Why this on-the-spot coverage of news?

KVTV believes it has a responsibility to

the people it serves. A duty to keep them

intelligently informed on domestic and

world affairs. This is best done by send-

ing men to report and interpret the news

as it happens, when it happens.

What does all this mean to you? People

in the Sioux City area have come to de-

pend on KVTV as the station with the

important things first. That's why KVTV
is the most watched station in Sioux City

—why KVTV is your best buy in Sioux

City.

Bob Billman, left, and Charles Powell,

along with Dick Compton, pictured above, com-

prise the KVTV news team. These arc the men

who bring to KVTV viewers the latest reports and

tilms of the local, national and world news
wherever it is happening.

flWIV
CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CBS . ABC

.^B^
PEOPLES

BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio

WRFD, Worthington, Ohio

WTTM, Trenton, New Jersey

WMMN. Fairmont, V^est Virginia

WNAX, Yankton, South Dakota

KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa

Awmmmk

Wni^ivjji- _jmiTmX M
trV¥\""'i \ ^

1,^m L.j.irA 1
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Serving

more

Advertisers

/ORK. CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES. ISCO. BOSTOr
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Radio news gears itself to jet age

29 Today, the radio station lias taken over the newspaper's job of reporting

loial news. Here's what this significant trend means to media field

North agency builds fast with radio/tv

32 Clhicago agency, starti

Sll million. Marketir

only three years ago, is already billing ov(

research both play big role in its operatio

The big stereo broadcast boom is here

35 Lawrence Welk on ABC TV/AM and George Gobel on NBC TV/AM
kick off first regular network programing in stereo sound. Here's outlook

Trendex to add city reports

36 ^<'^^ service will cover .50 markets on a regularly reporting for first

time a market-by-market brand share index for 20 product categories
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ST. LOOIE, LOOIE
AT THE

SEMINAR

SALES PROMOTION * AUDIENCE

PROMOTION * MERCHANDISING *

PUBLICITY* PUBLIC RELATIONS*

COMPETITIVE MEDIA PROMOTION

'TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING

These are the top subjects to be studied in

depth at third annual BPA Seminar, Chase

Hotel, St. Louis, November 16 through 19.

Mosi of the top broadcast promotion brains

in the industry will be bustin' v

stations big and small, in big i..a,rx^Lo ^..^

small towns, radio and TV.

If you've got a stake in broadcast promotion,

you'll want to meet us at the Chase.

Full and partial registrations are available

190 North State Street, Chicago,

tion on individual sessions.

CLIP OUT AND MAIL



Better take to the air in Los Angeles... where KMPC, and

)nly KMPC, puts its advertisers' messages into as much as

J7% of all metropolitan radio homes in a single day...where

KMPC is ahead, too, in the number of listeners reached in

jach radio home. / KMPC's clear edge over the competition

)wes nothing to teenage razzle dazzle. Instead, KMPC gives

isteners such solid fare as the area's fastest, most versatile

lews service (3 mobile units and 24-hour monitoring of over-

seas radio stations), such sports features as the games of the

Sources: Pulse. July-Ausrust 195H; Pulse Cumulat e 1958; Pulse Audi>

'^-

mighty Los Angeles Rams and Dodgers. / The advertis<'vhi

wants thorough coverage of the sprawling Los Angek '

ket will make 50,000 watt KMPC his first choice. Give >

AM Radio Sales, a call and we'll show you exactly why i

KMPC
GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS, LOS ANELKSI

ition Supplement, Sum ike. Hooper. August 195«.

ikmai



h s ahead ? In San Francisco the answer is as plain as can

SFO leads every other station-morning, afternoon and

t'!ng...both weekdays and weekends. Besides, KSFO
a< es more people per quarter hour in each listening home,

facts beyond the decimal points are impressive, too.

) gives its listeners action, not the synthetic excitement

mmicks and give-aways but the sure impact of such

tictions as live coverage of the games of pro-football's

and baseball's Giants, weather reports from the sta-

own airplanes, traffic information from dozens of estab-

lished check points on the gi'ound. / There's more to the story

But it all adds up to this : in the big Bay Area more and more

people are paying attention to KSFO. If you sell something

they should hear about, call us or AM Radio Sales.

GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS, SAN FRANCISCO

^^^^ust. ie Audience Compo; ition Supplement.



'JAXIE"

ROLLS OUT THE

RED CARPET

TO WELCOME

Kellogg

TO WFGA-TV's

GROWING FAMILY OF

PRESTIGE ADVERTISERS

NBC—ABC
1- Represented Nationally by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S
COLORFm. STATION

^ NEWSMAKER^ of the week

Last week, 250 key executives of one of the nation''s leading

advertising agencies—Benton & Bowles—gathered for a spe-

cial two-day '"''Account Management Conference'''' at i\. I'.'s

Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, heard of sweeping changes being made
in the advertising business '"''because our industry is as dy-

namic in terms of change as the guided missile industry.^^

The newsmaker: Robert E. Lusk. president of Benton &

Bowles, who called the unusual ( for the agency business ) manage-

ment session because as he said, "we must take stock of where

we've been, where we are, and where we're going."

Obvious to all industry observers is that fact that B&B seems to

be heading upward at a healthy rate. Lusk announced last week that

the agency's billings will top $100 million in 1958, an increase of

$8-9 million over last year.

Even more significant in terms of change, is the emergence of tv

as the dominant factor in the agency's operation. Today more than

65% of B&B's billing is in air

media, with tv getting by far the

biggest chunk.

"It's a fact we kept stressing

over and over again to all of peo-

ple," said Lusk in a special spon-

sor interview. "Tv, and marketing

with tv, are the two biggest factors

in our operations, and we have to

plan all our activities around

them."

Sensitivity to changing condi-

tions in the agency business has

marked B&B planning during the

past decade. With billings up 350'

first to institute an "all-media" buying setup, and the first to change

its creative department from print and broadcasting specialists to

a copy group team operation for all media.

B&B also stresses air media programing facilities (a special film

on this was shown at the management conference) and the agency

is responsible for more tv programing for both P&G and General

Foods than any other agency serving these giant clients.

Among important bits of news announced by Lusk to B&B execu-

tives last week was the purchase by the agency of a controlling in-

terest in the London firm of Lamb and Robinson, a British agency

with approximately $6 million in billings, including the account of

P&G's English subsidiary, Thomas Headley and Co. The new firm

will be known as Lamb and Robinson-Benton & Bowles.

Main purpose of last week's conference, however, was to "show

our people how to do a better job in servicing accounts." And, says

Lusk, the most important things in the whole operation are know-

how about marketing, and know-how about air media. W

SPONSOR • 4 OCTOBER 1958

Robert E. Lusk

since 1948 the agency was the



NEED
INSUR-

ANCE?

In the nation's insurance capital, cagey advertisers insure results with WHCT, solid-as-

a-rock leader among Greater Hartford's television stations. WHCT has . .

.

. . . largest share of audience, average sign-on to sign-off, throughout the broadcast week;

. . . greatest number of quarter-hour wins,sign-on to sign-off, throughoutthe broadcast week;

. . . highest-rated late evening news and weather show in the Hartford-New Britain market;

...audience leadership in premium Class AA time... with more quarter-hour wins than

all three competing stations in the market combined! source: latest hartford arb (4.week study)

Throughout prosperous Hartford-New Britain, where average yearly family income tops

the $8,000 mark (fourth highest in the United States), your best sales insurance is...

CBS OWNED • CHANNEL 18 BS TELEVISION SPOT SAL]
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Timebuyers
at work

Doris Could, chief timebuyer, Product Services, Inc., New York,

feels strongly about station representatives who don't send written

confirmations to buyers before air time. Doris says, "Representatives

lag behind with these important confirmations just when the margin

of error is most likely to rise—when staffs are taxed with an increased

volume of business due to heavy

seasonal buying. The myriad trans-

actions during fall and spring in-

tensify the need to carefully check

every detail of the written con-

firmations. Only then can mistakes

be spotted in time for correction.

One of our clients. Continental

Floor Wax, for example, times its

current saturation campaign to ~l!3^^W I

coincide with consumer demand

for fall supplies. Every commercial

aired reacts upon the client's sales

curve. A commercial missed due to a slip at any level is (

Doris points out that written confirmations clearly identify the guilty

party in the case of error. "No buyer or representative can plead

innocent in the face of facts—and the buyer who crawls out on a

limb for a rep too often had better get hep to the law of survival."

Barbara Singer, Victor & Richards, Inc., New York, feels that "tele-

vision, contrary to popular belief in the trade, is one of the best

mediums for mail order accounts. ( The agency handles direct order

accounts, not 'per inquiry.') Although it is generally believed that

it's necessary to utilize newspaper and magazine advertising featur-

ing coupons for a high percent-

age of return with mail order

accounts, we at Victor & Richards

have discovered that the tremen-

dous visual impact of television

equals print advertising's advant-

age." In mail order advertising,

Barbara points out, it is necessary

to presell the consumer on the

product. So television's ability to

demonstrate the merchandise and

at the same time convey belie\

ability, produces a proportionateh

high iev|)(.ti-e. In addition. Barbara notes, television advertising i^

flexible, creates prestige, and offers high product identification.

"Since we can measure results in mail order almost immediately

after exposure," Barbara says, "we know the value of television

better than most agencies and i ertisers working in the inedium.
'

4 OCTOBKR lOi!



shake hands with the West
How? With intelligent CBS network programming,
colorful locally-originated shows, award-winning

news and public service broadcasts.

The stakes (and steaks) are big in more-than-a-

million Kansas City.

Ask anyone who's met the West on KCMO-Radio.

Kansas City, Missouri

Evans, Commer

KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency
SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.—Blair-TV
TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUC-
CESSFUL FARMING Magazines.
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\ MR. HAMMERHARDER

tii

"Hit the line hard!" says Mr. Hammerharder— and he does! Day after day
and night after night his Spot TV announcements drive through the middle of

the big markets and bowl over his opposition in the smaller ones.

Then, his whole budget takes a rest between halves.

Mr. Hammerharder's advertising scores heavily, because Spot Television enables

him to apply it with great power— and no waste.

Your PGW Colonel would like to send you "A Local Affair", a booklet that will

show you how powerful Spot Television is on the local scene where your sales

are made — or lost. Just write to PGW Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N. Y. C,

^^^^ /%
^//cy

r

-<^ r^ -^ '^.^y-^m^m^m mm
.#
*

1
MIDWEST EAST

^WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC
WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 NBC

WEST WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC-ABC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC ~Ss

KBOI-TV Boise 2 CBS WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC
3KBTV Denver 9 ABC KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC WJIM-TV Lansing 6 CBS

KGMB-TV Honolulu 9 CBS WISC-TV Madison, Wis. 3 CBS WPIX New York 11 IND 3

1
KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul 4 CBS KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 CBS

KTLA Los Angeles 5 IND
WMBD-TV Peoria 31 CBS WROC-TV Rochester 5 NBC

KRON-TV San Francisco 4 NBC
KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma 7 CBS

SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST
KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS WCSC-TV Charleston, S . C. 5 CBS
KRIS-TV Corpus Christ! 6 NBC WIS-TV Columbia, S C. 10 NBC

c-
WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 NBC WSVA-TV Harrisonburg Va. 3 ALL i
KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WFGA-TV Jacksonville 12 NBC

WTVJ Miami 4 CBS f
WDBJ-TV Roanoke 7 CBS ,»

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, mc.

Spot Television
Pioneer Sfafion Representatives Since 1 932

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT

#

ATLANTA • DALLAS

**^^,

"•4 ^

FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO <^
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by Joe Csida

Advertisers on KTBS,
Shreveport, have

dominant audience, as

shown by both Nielsen

and ARB* ratings,

plus award winning

promotion.

Naturally,

tkey gel

more for tlieir

advertising

doJlar
Ask the PETRY man
for details on this

dominant station in the

billion dollar three-state

market where your

advertising dollar goes

further.

8
^^K

NBC SHREVEPORT,
ABC LOUISIANA
E. Newton Wray Prcs. & Gen. Mgr.

*May 1958 ARB Metro. Shrcvcnmt Survey

^ »ponsor

I backstage

£'
A new show, a tarnished idol

The years play rough with us. Too often they

corrode the shoes of those we place on pedestals

and reveal the clay content of the feet. And too

often what was in the idol's mind is eventually

exposed as something less inspired than we first

believed. In my youth, there wasn't one of i

trying to learn our way with a word who didn't

read Ben Hecht, and about him with awe. A
week or so ago on WABC-TV, here in New York, Hecht made his tv

debut, and sat there barefooted, just ordinary clay.

True enough the clay is still camouflaged in long strings of color-

ful, picturesque, often sharp and witty phrases. But the thinking

underlying the phrases; the knowledge, the philosophies are shallow

and irresponsible. Hecht opens each show reading an essay, freshly

written by him, on the evening's theme, with side excursions into

any other area which strikes his fancy. On opening night, on the

theme of television commercials, he inserted his opinion on Presi-

dent Eisenhower's announcement that we would help the Chinese

Nationalists defend Quemoy and Matsu, and would resist an armed

aggression against Formosa.

"The China the President says we'll fight for doesn't exist," said

pundit Hecht. "Chiang is a Faubus and Taiwan a Little Rock."

Talented but uninformed

The talented Hecht is certainly entitled to his opinion, but it is

shamefully shallow and almost childishly irresponsible for him to

oversimplify as serious and complex a situation as we face in the

Far East, by coy analogy. Most thinking and experienced observers

maintain that the Red Chinese, Soviet-supported, assault on the off-

shore isles at this point is merely an initial probing to see how far

we will permit them to go in taking over the whole of East Asia by

force, before we step in.

But, as I said, Hecht merely inserted his commentary on Formosa

in passing along the way to a bitter, though weary, denunciation of

tv commercials. Here again he demonstrated that he would rather

say something he considers shocking, than something he knows to

be true.

"Television commercials and the atom bomb," he read, "are the

two things most disliked by the people of America today."

He expressed fatigued amazement over the fact that sponsors con-

tinue to present commercials on television. He proceeded to gnaw

the hand that feeds him (he is sponsored by Schiffli Fabrics) clear

up to the elbow, and then invited his guest, our erstwhile columning

mate, and BBDO radio/Tv Vice President (author of "The Hot Half

Hour," a novel about a quiz show) Bob Foreman to make rebuttal.

Bob did fine, in so far as the boorish Hecht would permit.

"While you have a charm coinpletely your own," he said to Hecht.

"the manner in which the copy is read on the audio portion of these

commercials is a little different from your reading."

Hecht delivered each piece of commercial copy in the infinitely

4 OCTOBER 19.5<'>



((getting more
out of television

In three all-important areas
^

J.
Walter Thompson Company is finding new ways

to increase the value of TV as a marketing tool

1. The message

In a matter of seconds— so7/>eth//es as feiv as ten— the

view er must recognize a special quality in a product

that is iieii's to him ... a quahty that will better fill some

need in his life. What is the news? And how can one

be sure it is presented most effectively?

In its unique T\^ Workshop, the J. Walter Thompson
Company tests ways of presenting a product under

actual telecast conditions— htioYt spending time and

money on a finished commercial.

The most eflFective demonstration of the

special quality of one household product

was selected for the finished commercial,

only after 25 such experiments.

Thus, theTVWorkshop offers a new method of extend-

ing the boundaries of creative imagination, then pro-

vides the visual evidence needed for the soundest choices.

2. The program

What type of program will attract the audience the

message is designed to reach? Will the background pro-

vided by such a program be appropriate?

_ Should it be a Western? A situation comedy? \ariety?

Drama? Why are some programs in each of these

categories more efficient than others? Why do some
fail— others succeed? Do some of them have "survival

qualities" which will assure them of continuing success?

Every type of program has "survival qualities," to

greater or lesser degree. J. ^^ alter Thompson Company
is continuing to find new means of appraising and cre-

ating such "survival qualities"— to help make television

an increasingh' reliable marketing tool.

3. Time period

Convincing message. Outstanding program. But . .

.

they can be fully productive only

in the right kind of time period.

Selecting the right kind of time period is an art calling

for special knowledge as well as special skills in analys-

ing competition and in predicting the viewing patterns

of particular shows.

J. Walter Thompson Company has recently issued a

confidential study of television which illustrates this

special knowledge. It covers television from virtually

every angle. Program types and trends, viewing habits,

audience characteristics, network rate structures and
procedures, and rating services are among the basic

topics covered.

This study has been called "searching... objective...

authoritative."

If you would like to explore with us the most effec-

tive use of TX as an integrated part of your marketing
program, wt would be happy to discuss it with you.

There are J. Walter Thompson Company offices in:

New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Hollywood, \^ ashington, D. C, Miami.
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lei You Can't Name
he Nation's No- 1 Port

B in Total -^^^^^pCc

Export-Import Tonnage

It has grown
more than 100% since 195i!

The answer* is Tidewater, Va. In other

words, Norfolk and Newport News . . .

side by side on the great harbor of

Hampton Roads.

If you were surprised by Tidewater's

rank as a port, you may be surprised

also by its rank as a market.

Two reasons why this is likely: 1) Rapid

growth—nearly 60,000 population gain in

1957 alone! 2) Its true size is obscured by

the Government list of metro county

areas which separates Norfolk and New-
port News, though they are less than

four miles apart at nearest points, aill

inseparable for all radio and televisid

marketing purposes.

Combine them and you find a met:|>

county area of over ^4 million people, toj-

ping all in the southeast except Atlan

.

and Miami.

Tidewater, Va., is what Virginians cd

it. TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell |:

. . . and the best way to sell it. For WTAl-

TV is the greatest marketing force i

this great and growing market!

'Source: FT Report 985, U.S. Depl. of Commerce, Bureau of Cengi
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jChannel 3 • Norfolk
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I'eatest Marketing Force

i'|;in|'irginia's Greatest Market

Sponsor backstage continued .

tired manner in which he does the whole half hour. To this viewer

it is the most honest phase of the show. There is little doubt that

Hecht is indeed a tired old man.

Bob also pointed out that a cold reading of the audio portion of

the commercial, without the accompanying video hardly gives an

accurate picture of the over-all intent or possible appeal or lack of

same of the plug. However, Bob did not have very much oppor-

tunity to answer the questions posed by Hecht. Each time he uttered

his first, few soft-spoken, thoughtfully considered words Hecht mum-

bled an interruption. If Bob wins no other award this year, he

surely should walk away with the medal for "most polite, most

patient guest of the year." He treated Hecht with the respect a

brilliant craftsman with words, however shallow and weary today,

deserves.

And on the following evening Hecht proved himself far more a

gentleman and a human being than he seemed to be on his first show.

He opened his second stanza by making apologies to Bob for having

cut in on him so continually, attributed his crudeness to "opening

night devils," and promised to be more courteous to guests hence-

forth.

About which, a little more in a moment—but while Godfrey and

Henry Morgan, and Alfred Hitchcock and even, on occasion, a Jack

Paar are able to sell their sponsor's merchandise by poking fun at

the product or its maker, it simply doesn't come off with Hecht.

Perhaps it's a matter of pro, as opposed to amateur. The God-

freys and Paars are old pros—and even a Hitchcock has guided

performers through enough shoals to cut a true path himself—and,

as a tv personality, Hecht, of course, is a rank amateur.

With Bob Foreman he was too inconsiderate, and got almost

nothing from his guest simply because of his constant interruptions,

and on the following evening, after making the aforementioned apol-

ogy, he blew the show for a total failure to hold the reins at all. His

guest was Emil Zola Berman, the attorney who defended the tough

Marine officer who marched those kids into death by drowning in

a swamp.

First anticipation, then let-down

Hecht opened show No. 2 by reading his essay on lawyers. Again

it was full of observations as lacking in depth as they were color-

fully stated. Among other definitions he called lawyers, "immoral

moralists."

Berman waited until Hecht completed his reading, and then took

over. He treated Hecht like a witness, whom he (Berman) had on

the stand under cross-examination. He began comment after com-

ment with phrases like "do you mean to sit there and . .
." and he

read these in a most derisive and contempt-filled manner. On one

occasion when Hecht did manage to get back into the conversation.

Berman said: "I see that you consider to pursue the error of your

uninformed ways . .
."

Naturally Zola had a vast advantage over Hecht. He knew his

subject (law) intimately and in tremendous depth, and Hecht obvi-

ously didn't.

I tuned in the first Hecht shows, hoping, almost expecting one of

the best new personality-interview shows in tv, one I hoped would

quickly go network. But, as I remarked a few hundred words back,

the years play rough. ^
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Bartell Family Radio is

an exciting package, en-
thusiastically accepted by
the American consumer
market. The product has
wide appeal, containing a
tempting basic ingredient:
Family Fun. This consists
in part of copyright featur-

ettes, companionable music,
imaginative news reporting
— all presented with warm,
friendly professionalism.
No "formula radio" here! —
but programing continu-
ously researched toward
maximum response, best
results.

Each advertising message
carries the prestige of more
than a decade of radio
leadership; reaches more
buyers at louver cost.

BARTELL IT . . . and SELL IT!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 1 5 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
4 OCTOBER 1958 Tv network advertisers this fall are spending over $4.5 million per week for

c««yri«ht I9M regularlv scheduled nighttime programing alone.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. » ^ ,,,,,, 7., ,. ,. ..

Here are some rules of thumb for deterrammg the relation ot tv program costs to

tv time costs:

NIGHTTIME NETWORK TV: If you call the time cost 100, the show cost wiU be

70% of that figure.

DAYTIME NETWORK TV: The cost per quarter-hour of programing is about 55%
of the time figure.

TV SPOT: National first-run syndication programing averages out to 35% of the

time cost; programing for all types of spot averages out to 17% of the time cost.

Source: McCann-Erickson and SPONSOR.

Watch for Revlon to penetrate the proprietary drug field as part of its diversifi-

cation plan. The expansion will be via the purchase route.

Another direction that Revlon's diversification will likely take is modern foods—per-

haps a low cholesterol margarine.

Madison Avenue agencies this week were hopping with station managers.

Rep staffs, already loaded with a mass of requests for tv availabilities, found the

squiring around of the visitors somewhat tough.

(The wholesale invasion also touched off rumors that some of the visitors were in town

to shop around for new reps.)

A major tv spot buyer has joined the ranks of film barterers : Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, on behalf of General Mills, is offering the Lone Ranger in return for time.

The deal: Each film will allow for 414 minutes of commercial time. The station gives

General Mills two minutes of this and is free to sell the remaining 2^4 minutes.

DFS stipulates 52 films a year and guarantees all handling charges.

It's a good bet that the next big turn in media operations among agencies heavily

loaded with tv and radio will be this: A switch from all-media buying to the old sys-

tem of air media specialists functioning in their own orbits.

Here's why:

• The specialist in air media has little in common with print; in fact, he must divorce

himself from that kind of perspective entirely.

• The air media expert is now required to have a mastery not only over the com-

plexities of tv and radio but over programing as well. Keeping up with the rapid

changes in these fields is a fulltime job in itself.

• A top air media specialist is the person who really engineers the pre-sell; if he wears

too many hats at one time he can't do his main job full justice.

What management men anticipate as the next step is along this line : At the top there'll

be a chairman of all-media planning on an account ; but supervision of the buying

will be cut right down the middle—with tv-radio in their own bailiwick and the rest of

the media in another.

What could stem from this revamping of functions: A surge for control over pro-

graming by the tv media authority. (It's already loomed up in a couple of the top rank-

ing tv agencies.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

.

.

It looks like the keynote of the Kellogg spot tv campaign this fall will be station

merchandising—and lots of it.

Leo Burnett this week was recruiting roadmen whose twin task will be 1 ) to estab-

lish good Kellogg relations with stations carrying its film strips, and 2) make sure that

Kellogg is getting ample merchandising mileage out of the shows.

A sizable spot radio campaign that popped up in New York was Kelvlnator

Ranges (Geyer) ; 60-70 markets are on the list.

Another caller for daytime minute availabilities: Jell-O (Y&R).

The vista for new national spot tv business continues bright.

Here are late developments in various spot centers

:

Chalk up Minneapolis as a promising source of national spot, especially tv. A
number of companies that haven't used tv before are hopping into test markets this fall, with

plans of expanding nation-wide.

Among the latest of these:

Butter Kernel Corn (Bruce Brewer), daytime I.D. saturations in five markets for a

minimum of eight weeks.

Anderson Window Wall (Campbell-Mithun), looking at weather, news, and syndica-

tion for a run of 39 weeks as a test in Pittsburgh. Suggests a case of moving right into Pitts-

burgh Plate Glass' own backyard.

Gold Seal Glass Wax (Campbell-Mithun) starts a sturdy Christmas campaign mid-

November with daytime spots in about 80 markets.

Northwest Airlines (Campbell-Mithun) is mulling a chainbreak schedule, without a

test, in all markets from which the airline draws business.

Likely reasons for the Minneapolis spot upsurge: (1) Reps have been concentrating
on the city's agencies with presentations, and (2) more stations appear willing to give

merchandising cooperation, thus providing reps with a new twist in their pitches.

Chicago's contribution to new national spot tv business the past week included

Helene Curtis' Spray Net (McCann-Erickson) and Lever's All (NLB).
Many of the Curtis day and night spots later will be used for Tempo in 10 markets.

All's buy—daytime minutes and 20-seconds—is in 50 markets for eight weeks.

Carling Brewing is trying out something new for itself in spot radio.

It's scheduling 5-minute segments of Candid Mike at the rate of 13 to 30 playings

a week in these four New England markets: Worcester, Mass., Waterbury, Conn., Augus-

ta, Me., and Berlin, N. H.

It had been using minutes and 20-second spots. Agency: Harold Cabot, of Boston.

Here's something that research people think could spread across the country. Ex-

isting independent radio stations being knocked out of first place in the ratings as

more stations drop network ties and enter the independent ranks as newcomers.

Observers say they see this as a logical mathematical sequence; for the incoming inde-

pendents will tend to split away audiences—not from network affiliates—but from the

other independent stations.

An interesting angle connected with this development: As more stations go independent

in a market and intensify the competition within that classification, the total amount of

listening increases.

In other words, the invader usually couples a hard-hitting promotion campaign to

his entry, and the result of this and counter-campaigns is to stimulate listener interest.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Industry people making the circuit of the current NAB regional meetings re-

port that triple-spotting is the top subject of corridor discussion.

All of which ties in with Leo Burnett's findings—just compiled—from the survey it

conducted on triple-spotting policy among 479 stations.

The agency heard from 420 stations as follows

:

• In network option areas, 411 stations have spotting policies that are compatible with

Burnett policy.

• In station time areas, 43.1% reported they triple-spot in places where the agency

preferred they wouldn't.

• On the matter of network program cut-backs, 168 stations said they never snip off

anything, while 171 admitted they cut out promotion for shows they don't carry and substi-

tute their own promotion spots. Only 54, or 17.5%, reported they cut out the promos for

shows they don't carry and substitute commercials.

In making the findings available to stations, Burnett noted: "In the past we have un-

doubtedly contributed to the (multiple spotting) problem by vigorous demands for

high-rated spots. But the problem has assumed such magnitude that we see real evidence

of the deterioration of the medium, and some advertisers are beginning to move away

from spot television. We are sure you will agree that it's to our mutual advantage to clean

house."

The young housewife continues to be the dominant daytime tv viewer by age

group.

Here's a breakdown of homes using daytime tv Monday through Friday (10 a.m. to

5 p.m.) as reported by Nielsen for March-April 1958:

AGE % VIEWING ANY PART OF WEEK AVG. WEEKLY VIEWING

16-34 87.2% 12 hrs., 27 mins.

35-49 80.0 10 hrs., 29 mins.

50 & over 77.6 10 hrs., 4 mins.

The above represents quite an increase over the like period in 1957. At that time

the tally for the 16-34 group was 11 hours; for the 35-49 group, 9 hours and 12 minutes; and

for the 50-plus segment, 9 hours and 17 minutes.

Another substantial increase is expected to result from the upcoming competi-

tion among the three networks on the daytime programing front.

Compared to a year ago, filmed network tv shows hold a slightly bigger numeri-

cal edge over sponsored live programing in prime time this fall.

The comparison in terms of numbers and percentages:

1958 1957

TYPE NO. PCT. NO. PCT.

Film 65 61.3% 72 59.5%

Live 41 38.7 49 40.5

TOTAL 106 100.0 121 100.0

Source: October-November 1958 and 1957 COMPARAGRAPHS in sponsor.

ABC TV is only four quarter-hours short of the 70 quarter-hours the network

has made available for its daytime charter plan.

Also indicative of the boom in daytime tv (see 23 August sponsor) : ABC TV to date

has 80 daytime quarter-hours sold, exclusive of Mickey House. All these segments

are on a 26-week-firm basis.

Network tv this season is not without an appreciable quota of newscomers.

They include Clairol, Williamson & Dickie, Manhattan Shirt, Renault, and Olin

Mathieson.

Coming over from spot are Hills Bros, and Brylcreem.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

McCann-Eriokson this week strongly implied that the American Newspapers

Publishers Association was engaging in a destructive kind of selling after the associ-

ation had tried to fire up dealers against Buick's campaign (which favors tv).

Elsewhere ANPA was accused of destroying the effectiveness of advertising as a

whole by planting doubts with dealers about the wisdom of the factory's basic promotional

strategy.

Apparently ANPA's bureau triggered the attack without knowing that— even though in

Buick's introductory phase tv was the No. 1 medium— newsprint would, on the year, get as

much money as it did from the 1958 model.

TvB meanwhile had commissioned an outside study on what viewers thought

about the initial Bob Hope show for Buick and their opinion of the 1959 model.

The findings: Of those who had seen the model in other medias, 62% had no opinion

and 18% said they liked it. But those who saw the car on the Hope special, 16%
offered no opinion, whereas 53% said they liked it very much.

The three tv networks came through this August with joint gross time billings of

$41,509,492—6.8% better than the same month in 1957.

The breakdown, as compiled by LNA-BAR for TvB: ABC TV, $6,923,731, up 12%;

CBS TV, $19,383,736, up 6.3%; and NBC TV, $15,202,021, up 5.0%. The tally for Janu-

ary-August: $365,699,450, or 11.4% over 1957.

The consistent pulling-power of news as a radio commodity is exemplified by this

common factor to be found in the March-through-August Pulse reports for the New York met-

ropolitan area:

At least five news shows turned up in the top 10 programs.

(See page 29 for roundup on how radio stations are streamlining their news opera-

tions.)

Being realistic merchants, syndicators have arrived at a show formula which they

think gives their wares a big step toward success from the start.

The formula—if you haven't become aware of it by now:

1) The plot must revolve around a good action-adventure theme.

2) The setting must be somewhere in the great outdoors (on the western plains, un-

der or on top of the sea or harbor, or on a battlefield).

3) The hero must represent the dynamic, resourceful type— the sort of figure

that any American boy admires or would like to emulate.

(For the latest on syndicator developments see FILM-SCOPE, page 55.)

Note this week's No. 1 conversational theme on Madison Avenue: The tv industry will

only be kidding itself if it fails to give sober reflection to the mounting number of

ethical plights surrounding it.

• Luncheon table philosophers have these news developments and trade matters in mind:

• The quiz uproar.

• Washington's probe of channel allocations, climaxed the past week by indictments.

• An ad agency with an enormous stake in tv urging the networks to put their gelling on

a strict rate-card basis before the very roots of the medium are weakened. (The networks

addressed said they were in wholehearted agreement with the agency.)

• The continuing pressure by certain agencies and advertisers to kill triple-spotting and

the practice of network program cut-backs on the local level.

Observed an official of a top-rank agency in tv: "If there's anything the medium is in

dire need of right now, it's a quality of leadership and statesmanship that will allay the

uneasiness of both the advertiser and the viewing public."

For other now* coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 57; SPONSOR

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68; and Film-Scope, page 55.
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Iron Ore .

ONE OF MINNESOTA'S GIANT INDUSTRIES!

An annual payroll of $102,000,000 goes

to 18,000 workers . . . and they ALL LIVE

and SPEND in KDAL— KDAL-TV land i

O^^yJ^ S^AjCryT^
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in the

RMih'Oufhm m9

s
TOP RATINGS: First in every ARB survey, sign-on to

started operations— an unequalled rating record

Durham area. Yours to use for spots or features.

ign-of=F, since it

n the Raleigh-

WRAL-TV/^
^SUPERLATIVE EQUIPMENT: First Videotape recorder in North Carolina...

$100,000 4-camera Mobile Unit . . . tv/o of the South's largest studios v^ith

seven cameras, rear screen projector, three 70-circuit lighting boards.

WRAL-TVXCAPITAL CITY LOCATION: Everybody looks to the capital for news and

about government, economic, agricultural, even sports activities,

and Channel 5 gives it to them, visually, verbally, effectively.

WRAL-TV/^^ POPULAR PROGRAMMING: The best of NBC, from TODAY to JACK PAAR
...choices from ABC ... exclusive local programs that attract ond hold

loyal audiences.

These four

—

and more

—

will help

you raise your sales average in

this big and booming markel . . .

from Greensboro to the coast,

from Virginia to the South Carolina

line. Get all the data, now, about

Carolina's Colorful

Capital Station

FULL POWER CHANNEL 5

WRAL-TV
Fred Fletcher, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

REPRESENTED BY H-R, Inc.

I M 49th ar^

I^H Madisok

Streamlined rate cards

You're at it again in your fight for

things that will improve the broadcast

industry. This time I am impressed

by the article on "Streamlined Rate

Card," outlining the suggestion of

Dick O'Connell.

Having come from the newspaper

field where, by and large, their rates are

simple compared with those in broad-

casting, I am convinced that our busi-

ness would benefit from rate simplifica-

tion. I recognize some problems in

connection with O'Connell's suggestion,

but am convinced that the gains would

far outweigh the efforts that would be

necessary to meet the problems of such

a rate card concept.

If the reaction from the station oper-

ators is anywhere near as favorable as

that you reported from timebuyers,

perhaps you can take credit for initiat-

ing another step ahead for our great

industry. Keep up your good work.

R. M. Brown
Gen. mgr.,

KPOJ, Portland Oregon

I cannot speak too strongly in favor of

the one-rate card plan, discounted only

for total unit use within a seven-day

period. It has eliminated many prob-

lem and has allowed us to operate on

a realistic basis as far as billings are

concerned.

Attached you will find a copy of our

current rate card which was effective

February 1, 19.58. It was published

about November of 1957.

In our previous rate card (Number

2) we experimented for the first time

with one rate for both national and

local advertisers, but we still followed

the old idea of discounts between one

and two-hundred and fifty times. Be-

ginning with Rate Card #3, we dis-

carded the yearly discount plan and

adopted the discount for unit use

within a seven-day period.

I have long felt that the differential

between national and local advertising

was not only unfair but uneconomic.

Generally speaking, local advertising

calls for more man-power and selling

(Please turn to page 24)
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at work for you this fail and winter

I Married Joan"

5:00 PM
Monday through Friday

•k, this popu-
jocked wit

family appeal. (3:30 PM i

the quitting time for the a

age Detroit hourly-rated

dustrial worker.)

"The Life of Riley"

ig and original program-
ming schedules this new, high

quality strip in prime time.

"The Life of Riley"— hot ofF

its long and successful NBC
run— is the ideal family kick-

off for an evening's television

Again this season, WWJ-TV

in Detroit offers high quahty

local programming you can

depend on for genuine viewer

interest, for depth-impact that

creates sales. These are shows

that people really look for-

ward to, really sit down to

watch, really follow with en-

thusiasm. Check the list—then

call your PGW Colonel.

Northward to Flint and beyond,
southward to Toledo and beyond,
Detroit's WWJ-TV covers one
of America's largest and wealth-
iest centers of population.

AMFM STATION WWJ

Mfoled by The D«lfo.l N«wj

Repreientotives: Peters, GrifTin, Woodward, Inc.
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WSBT-TV
PRIMARY COVERAGE-
752,580 TV VIEWERS IN

PROSPEROUS MICHIANA*

Here's How
WSBT-TV DELIVERS

the South Bend-Elkhart

TV Audience

TOP RATED 50 TV PROGRAMS IN

SOUTH BEND-ELKHART MARKET

WSBT-TV CARRIES . . .

• The Top 7 programs

• 8 of the top 10 progran

• 17 of the top 25 progrc

• 30 of the top 50 progrc

ARB Ratings—Ju } 17-23

No other station or combination of stations comes

close to WSBT-TV in the number of top-rated shows

carried. Further proof of this overwhelming viewer

preference is the fact that WSBT-TVs 10 P.M. news

broadcast is one of the highest-rated local or national

newscasts in the Nation! . . . You're paying for audi-

ence—get it with WSBT-TV. Ask your Roymer man for

details or write to this station.

* 15 counties in Northern Indiana and

Southern Michigan. UHF set count, 209,050

—3.6 persons per family.

TV SOUTH
BEND,
IND.

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

49TH^&'[MADISON
{Cont'd from pa^e 22 I

and servicing expense than does an I

agency placed national schedule with I

guaranteed credit and well producedW
copy or transcriptions. It was primar«fil

ily for this reason that we went to T
the one-rate card plan. The result has I

been most gratifying and a number I

of stations are now doing the same |

thing in this market.

Robert R. Feagin I

Pres. WPDQ,
Jacksonville, Fla.

In the September 6th issue I noted I

with interest the article on Dick O'Con- I

nell's so-called "Streamlined" rate card. I

I noted also the great percentage of I

favorable comment by agency time-
\

buyers. I am wondering if the enthu- I

siasm shown was because the job of I

selling and buying would become so I

simple, or because such a rate card I

would benefit the advertiser. I seriously I

doubt the latter.

In elimination frequency discounts I

Mr. O'Connell is striking a low blow I

at the 13-, 26-, etc., week advertiser. I

This alone could drive an advertiser I

into other media. By instituting a flat I

rate for all time segments Mr. O'Con-
[

nell would probably bring about rate I

increases. I agree that rate cards are I

becoming too cumbersome—they ought I

to be simplified . . . but please let's not I

over-simplify rate cards and let's not I

forget who pays the bills.

Mort Yanow,

Radio/tv dir.,

Feigenbaum & Wermen
Philadelphia, Pa.

Negro markets issue

Congratulations on your excellent re-

port on the important Negro market.

Please send 2.5 reprints immediately

and quote prices on larger quantities.

Leonard Walk,

Gen. mgr., WAMO,
Pittsburgh

Pet milk promotion

1 read with great interest your articlr

on the Pet Milk Promotion.

The only thing that was lacking was'

the name of the winner. He was Jack

Cecil and he received a $.500 check

from H. A. Beasley.

John E. North

V.p. & gen. mgr..

WDXI-TV,
Jackson. Tenn.
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MGM's
IVATJ ON ^ ' W Xt t V - T V ^

••"
"':!t!,:.::: ""-. ,„

tocusr

September
5, 1^58

ipilarious subjects never before

.tiWn on TV... tie -up your market

deire the sellout! '

^- fiichard A n.

i^iiO Broadvay
^«>^ York, Nev York

•^ust thought VD i^

"=« month prtor ^ t.
''°° *•"• '»

-liable. '^''^-" -ealzy ^^hes that vo"lat your OAm had „„

/Bi .
™ ""K GANGS

a|St regaj^dsy?

4 20.6 18.4
^ S:^oS'''-««lng

TAKE A TIP

FROM LEO...

AND CALL
MGM-TV
TODAY!
Write... wire or phone...

Richard A. Harper,

General Sales Mgr.

1540 Broadway,
New York 36, New York

JUdson 2-2000

A Service Of

Loew's Incorporated^



REFLEXACTION
Six months ago, Channel 4 in St. Louis became a CBS Owned statio

it's first! In fact, KMOX-TV has the largest share of the St. Louis television audience according to

all three audience measurement services... Nielsen, Pulse, and ARB.

Nielsen, for example, shows that KMOX-TV is ahead of competing stations for all three periods

of the broadcast day—morning, afternoon and night!

For KMOX-TV, leadership was inevitable. Because CBS ownership, in St. Louis as elsewhere,

means a full schedule of top-rated programs from the CBS Television Network, the very best

local live programming and the finest feature films from Hollywood's major studios.

It follows that month-in, month-out more and more advertisers are finding Mid-America's

most sales-productive medium is KMOX-TV. You will too...naturally.

• Represented by CBS Television Spot Sale;
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ing of 312,830 fai

weekly during daytime, this microphone creates

the 24th largest radio market in the nation. Its

total weekly audience is larger by 711% than

its strongest Charlotte radio competitor.



^SPONSOR

Radio peps up

its news

leadership

WOR, N. Y., reporter took this photo of recent Jersey Central train disaster from a

boat chartered by the station. WOR's detailed, on-the-spot coverage consistently beat

wire service reports. It's a good example of how radio seeks news superiority

^ Object is to build ratings, prestige, audience loyalty

via stepped-up showmanship; oil companies big buyers

^ Planes, helicopters, speedboats help local stations get

faster, more spectacular coverage; tv set to follow suit

Vvh(1 hen a Jersey Central commuter
train plunged off a bridge at Bayonne,
N. J., last month and carried 48 pas-

sengers to their deaths. New York ra-

dio station WOR and its news staff

sprang into action. Within minutes.

WOR carried a report of the tragedy,

and soon after was broadcasting

the-spot accounts of the rescue opera-

tions from both a tugboat and an air

plane. For more than 12 hours, WOR
reports ran well ahead of the wire serv-

ices and the local newspapers.

The unusual aspect of this type of

rapid radio news coverage today is

that it isn't unusual at all. In only two

years, the local radio station has un-

dergone a revolution in local news cov-

erage, and now is competing for—and

often winning—the reporting role once

dominated by newspapers.

While this basic trend is not new,

it's apparent that it will greatly accel-

erate in the next year, for two major

reasons:

1) The local radio station that pro-

vides the fastest coverage of local news

is finding that it not only boosts its

over-all ratings but also gives it added

stature and prestige in its community.

2) Advertisers and agencies, look-

ing for local radio shows with both

high ratings and community accept-

ance, are becoming more aware that

the top station in many markets is the

station with the most aggressive news

organization.

3 ) Moreover, it looks as if television

similarly will be moving into the local

news coverage area more extensively

as soon as technical problems are

eliminated. KTLA, Los Angeles, for

one, already has launched a "flying Iv

station"—a helicopter rig that gets to

the spot fast. The growth of videotajie

should be a big help to tv endeavors.

A program specialist for one of the

major radio station rep firms made

this significant point to SPONSOR:

"In many markets, radio stations

have the same records, the same type

of personalities, and much the same

general programing. The area where

one station can stand out above its
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Mobile news patrols: Many aggn

equipped with beeper phones for on-th

cars which permit fast coverage of an\

iitions toda> hj\c iiiuljile units

. W^AI, Cincinn'ti, has five such

lou-. water main break to robbery

Helicopters: Some stations, such as WPEN, Philadelphia, use helicopers to catc

news fast and give on-the-scene reports. When the "copters aren't in use on

stories, stations frequently employ them in relaying traffic reports and special <

Showcases: Stations proud of their news coverage (like Pittsburgh's KQV) display

news gathering and reporting facilities to the public. KQV's News Central head-

(|uart<Ts are on the ground floor of the downtown Charmber of Commerce building

competitors—and boost its average

ratings at the same time—is in ag-

gressive, on-the-spot coverage of news."

Wells Barnett. programing strategist

for John Blair, notes that this develop-

ment came naturally enough. "Tele-

\ ision removed radio's major function

the big talent production. Radio had

lo replace it with a service function.

iMid that big function today is local

pcws. This is obvious from the fact

ihat there are virtually no newspaper

extras today, because people have

already gotten the hot local news from

radio first."

The transition to fast local news cov-

erage was made almost overnight by

many stations. From the old days of

'"rip and read"—ripping a wire serv-

ice report off the machine and reading

it on the air—stations moved quickly

in two areas:

• Localizing the news. Stations

snapped up the old journalistic trick of

slanting the news in terms of its sig-

nificance to their particular commu-

nity. For example, a new farm bill

being debated in Congress is handled

by most local stations today not in

terms of its meaning to the nation but

rather in terms of its effect on the

farmers nearby.

• Initiative in coverage. Stations

which once read the news from local

newspaper columns now find that

newspaper editors rely on their radios

for the first news reports. Whether it's

a water main break, a robbery or a

strike, the local radio station has to

get it on the air first.

To acquire the speed and mobility

necessary for this type of coverage,

radio stations have demonstrated

startling ingenuity. In addition to the

usual remote cars or trucks and be:oer

phones, stations are now devising

countless means for getting on-the-spot

coverage. These include:

1

)

Helicopters and airplanes. ' n

covering the Jersey Central train

wreck, for instance, WOR's flying re-

porter Bob Garrity kept his plane over

the scene for several hours. Helicop-

ters, either purchased or chartered, re-

port on disasters, traffic tie-ups, and

similar news of local interest.

2) Strinp^ers. Stations have latched

on to a standard journalistic short cut

to get local coverage—the parttime,

freelance observer ( or stringer I . KEX,

Portland, Ore., is one of the most ac-

tive stations using stringers, claims

that more than 1.000 of them cover lo-

( al news over a wide ar^a for KEX.

• 4 OCTOBER 19.58



3) Two-way radio. Many stations

have worked out deals with local cab

companies to get the first word on ac-

cidents or other news events. KFSD in

San Diego, for one, has use of the 1;>

cal Yellow Cab transmitter, gets re-

ports from more than 200 cab drivers

when something newsworthy breaks.

Local news coverage varies widely,

from an international event with local

repercussions to a fire. Here are just

a few recent examples of outstanding

news reporting by radio stations:

During the recent Mideast crisis,

Cleveland radio station WERE can-

celed its regular broadcasting schedule

and reported the U. N. hearings di-

rectly from New York. During the

official translations, WERE switched to

Washington where three Cleveland-area

Congressmen were interviewed, along

with Ohio Senator John Bricker.

But for WERE this was just the

start. To give even broader coverage.

WERE called BBC in London and

aired interviews with two members of

BBC's foreign news department. Then

WERE called Paris and Moscow, and

got interviews from those two capitals.

Promotion - minded WERE didn't

stop there. In addition to its regular

broadcasting, WERE also sent its mo-

bile units around Cleveland broadcast-

ing the coverage over loudspeakers,

with typed news reports pinned to bul-

letin boards on the sides of the mobile

trucks. And it had pretty girls carry-

ing portable radios tuned to the WERE
reports. Cost to WERE for the two-

day coverage, including canceled com-

mercial time: $3,200.

On a strictly local basis, a good ex-

ample of alert coverage is provided by

WSB in Atlanta, Ga. When a report

came in on WSB's police radio recent-

ly that Rich's Department Store was

afire, the station's No. 1 Radio Car was

on the scene in five minutes and on the

air with coverage. Radio Car No. 2

broadcast firefighting reports from the

other end of the block, and for nearly

six hours WSB got every detail until

the five-alarm fire was under control.

And since the fire occurred late at

night, WSB taped all of the on-the-

scene reports and edited them for use

the next morning on WSB's regular

newscasts.

Radio stations also have found that

local news often can be combined with

public service for an effective one-two

punch. Last year, when Pittsburgh was
threatened with a transit strike, KDKA

{Please turn to page 50)
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Mobile studios: Completely equipped mobile studios piovi

WXYZ, for example, uses this trailer (dubbed the "Wandering Wigloo") from which

a nuirninji music and news show is broadcast, also service and promotional events

Stringers: Freelance r

on the out-of-the-way s

Portland, Ore., here re(

mployed by many radio stations to have a man

IS possible. Pat Wilkens, news editor of KEX,

itness story from one of KEX's 1,000 observers

Airplane

San Antd

Small airplanes providi

, reaches the scene in i

dio equipment to

another way to get to news sites fa

5 Cessna 172, also has three mobile
i

head start on any important

KONO.
nd cars

break



North Agency's

radio/tv emphasis

boosts it to top

within three years

r".

^ With Toni for a starter,

newcomer now is billing

$111^ million; marketing and

research techniques play big

role in its basic operations

Iwlost advertising agencies go

through their infancy on a diet of ink

—i.e., their first major experience usu-

ally is in the print media.

But when North Advertising, Inc..

marks its third birthday in Chicago in

a few weeks, it will be emerging from

an entirely different kind of inception

—one that is intimately tied in with the

air media. (Perhaps two-thirds of its

billings are in radio/tv).

To appreciate what this air-born

start means, consider these king-size

facts:

• Air business is big business.

North was in the resi)e(table brackets
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NORTH'S STREAMLINED GROUP SYSTEM
Group I Group II Group III

Creative
Croup Head

it
Account

Management..
Account Directors

Group Head

t
Account Directors

Group Head

t
Account Directors

r Group Heads and Account Directors use service departments as needed.

Marketing

Services

Director

Media Dept.

Media Research

Market Research

Creative Research

Radio & Tv

Business

Merchandising

Department

Financial &
Administrative Services

Accounting Department

Personnel & Administration

^
Creative New York Beverly Hills

Services Office Office

Director Director Director

Art Production Production

Copy Traffic Traffic

Production

—

Print

Production

—

Broadcast

Traffic Print

Traffic

Broadcast

Account

Director

right off, billing around $10,000,000 in

its initial year (much of it from Toni )

.

• Air business is fast-paced. To
cope with the speed and expenditures

of its clients. North has to use ultra-

streamHned internal operations (see

chart). Basically, the agency consists

of two manageable categories—market-

ing and creative. There are no little

offbeat islands of power, no leftovers

from an outmoded past.

• Air business requires quick think-

ing. North's executive roster is char-

acterized by Chicago advertising cir-

cles as "bright brainpower." Market-
ing techniques rank high in the human
tool kit, plus the associated strategies

—testing, motivational research, etc.

-North was started in December.
1955, by Don P. Nathanson (ex-Toni)
and Cyrus H. Nathan (ex-Biow). Na-
thanson, the president, sums up North's
direction thus:

Sure, the modern agency is expect-

ed to contribute persuasive copy ideas,

but far more is demanded than that.

Its marketing stratagems should be

novel and knowing. Its research tech-

niques should be bold and precedent-

shattering. Its media selections should

be daring and productive. Its contri-

bution to the development of new
products should be original and fact-

founded."

As one of its agency core services,

North's marketing division includes

the media department, media research,

market research, creative research, ra-

dio and tv business, and the merchan-

dising department.

Explaining how his division oper-

ates, Lester A. Delano, vice president

in charge of marketing services, says:

"As everybody knows, a media plan

has to be based on a wide range of fac-

tors—everything from what your mar-

keting target is to the image you wish

to create. The big operational prob-

lem is how do you feed all this infor-

mation into the media planning proc-

ess, and at the same time make it a

creative job, rather than just a rigid

formal procedure?

"We've found that the best way to

do this is to integrate a number of de-

partments into one group. Our market
research department gives us our tar-

get in terms of the usual demographic
factors. Our creative research depart-

ment tells us the nature of the people

we want to shoot for. Our media re-

search section relates all this to indi-

vidual media characteristics.

"Of course, this is all happening at

once. And the real necessity is in

having the kind of organizational

structure that lets it happen all at

once; that allows for feedback of

hunches and ideas among the various

departments, and which allows the

various specialists to get in on all fac-

ets of a problem, rather than just con-
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finiii themseKes to a relatively

Norths collective thinkiiij; can l)e<l

l)e illustrateci 1)\ these recent tactics:

When the Toni Company bought

You Bet Your Life in January of 1957.

one of the obvious problems was to

jjet sponsor identification for Toni

brands on this show after its \ears of

asscK-iation v\ith DeSoto. This was

helped along by using all three Marx

Brothers in a series of integrated com-

mercials for the show's major brand.

After only four shows under Toni

sponsorship, its identification regis-

tered 8th among 52 shared programs

surve\ed by Trendex.

When the stamp plan promotions hit

Chicago food chains, North's client.

Jewel Foods, decided not to join the

tide but continue its emphasis on qual-

ity and service. So North prepared a

series of documentary-type I.D.'s. fea-

turing consumer testimonials and spe-

cial price-leader sales. The price-

leaders were run in a vertical satura-

tion plan on Thursdays on two Chicago

tv stations. In one instance Jewel sold

out its heavily stocked pork price-

leader before the weekend—and had to

run ads apologizing to its customers.

The total strategy presumably paid off,

too. because Jewel's sales actually im-

proved during the stamp warfare. ( The

commercials were shot on location in

Jewel super-marts and rushed on the

I|||l||||;i!ll1i||l!<||1llll|||l!lll|il||li;il!l{lhlll|l||||iilhil!!:!llllllll1l1l1lllillli1lllilllli

NORTH'S CLIENT & BILLINGS SCORE

1955 ( 1 month)

WON: Toni Home Permanent

TIp-Toni Home Permanent

Tonette Home Permanent

Silver Curl Home Permanen

Spin & SofStyle Curlers

Deep Magic Facial Lotion

(All Toni Co.)

WON: Englander Co.

Prom Home Pern

Lanvin Parfums

BILLINGS: $10,000,000

1SS7

WON: Jewel Food Stores

World-Wide Automobiles

Schieffli Lace & Embroidery Institute

Thorexln Cough Medicine (Gillette)

Adorn Hair Spray (Toni)

Hush Cream Deodorant (Toni)

Twirl Home Permanent (Toni)

LOST: Prom Home Permanent

BILLINGS: $1 1,000,000

WON: Pilsener Brewing
(
POC Beer)

Pfaelier Bros, (meat packers)

Self End-Paper Permanent (Toi

LOST: Lanvin Parfums

World-Wide Automobiles

BILLINGS: $1 1,500,000

Coll.Tlive prolilem-tacklers are Don P. Nathanson, president, and vice presi-

dent- Wall.-i Heymann, .Jr., Oorjie H. (Inienwald, and Mrs. Alice Westbrook

air for impact in record time I.

Entering the hair spray market after

two dominant leaders already had been

established ( Revlon and Helene Cur-

tis ) was w hat the Toni Co. Adorn w as

up against last August. By offering

consumers a new^ hair styling, not just

setting, through demonstration com-

mercials. Adorn worked to the top

within less than a year. Each com-

mercial demonstrates two hair-styling

tricks, offers viewers a "how-to" book-

let.

"Tension—the 20th century malady"

was the approach used by North for its

client. The Englander Co. (bedding I.

The commercials illustrated, in fantasy

style, tension and its relief, backing

this up with solid product reason-why

demonstration.

Tonette is Toni's children's home
permanent. To attract attention and

to illustrate the process advantages of

Tonette in an entertaining manner.

North created a Tonette child charac-

ter (animated by UPA ) . This little

moppet talks plain facts to mothers in

the film commercial series, won the

1956 Chicago Federated Advertising

Club award.

Personality-salesman shows are fa-

vorites at North. Currently it has on

its roster: Arthur Godfreys Talent

Scouts, Art Linkletter's People Are

Funny and House Party shows. In the

past. North has used Jack Bailey's

Queen for a Day, Garry Moore, Ten-

nessee Ernie Ford, and Jack Paar.

North believes this experience is im-

portant to any advertiser who has a

product susceptible to salesman-demon-

strator delivery.

Among other types of tv shows.

North is producing agency for Groucho

Marx's You Bet Your Life, Masquerade

Party, and is using Verdict is Yours,

Treasure Chest, and Tic Tac Dough.

Among the radio shows North has

used are Nora Drake, Helen Trent, Our

Miss Brooks, One Man's Family, Road

of Life, Young Dr. Malone, Young

Widder Brown, Right to Happiness,

Frank Sinatra, and Robert Q. Lewis.

As for new- product development and

introduction George H. Gruenwald,

vice president and creative group head,

says:

"We work with our clients on prod-

uct development from the determina-

tion of the need. We like to take the

initiative in surveying the market po-

tential, consumer receptiveness, possi-

lile voids in the range of products al-

\ Please turn to page 52)
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FM Transmitter AM Transmitter

First regular commercial network -terco

is Lawrence Welk"s Wednesday night -h..vv.

now carried weekly on ABC TV plu- Radio.

Stereo technique (right) used i>- -imple:

there's no extra equipment needed - ju<t

two microphone systems, two tran>-mitt<T-

and ordinary home sets: tv (sound i- fm

)

and am radio, adjusted 5' to 10' apart.

When advertiser links the two network-.

"third dimension" of stereo is a honu-

FM Receiver
r-\- _-_—/-
1

'—7—

'

V
I

1_ LISTENER AT HOME _J

AM Receiver

Stereo cues two-way air media buys
^ Plymouth orders first regular network stereo for Welk,

bringing the new sound to 85% of U. S. tv/radio homes

^ Local stereo shows—television/radio, radio/radio—are

spurred by hi-fi manufacturers buying music programing

Stereo has suddenly come out of the

hi-fi showroom to become a staggering

growth factor in air media buying.

After six years of local broadcasts

appealing mostly to hi-fi manufactur-

ers, stores and certain "class" products

—all at once stereo broadcasting has

become a network business with boom-
ing implications for 1) network am
radio, 2) local fm radio, and 3) local

tv/radio time sales.

The first advertiser to put a regu-

larly scheduled network stereo show
on'fhe air is Plymouth, which added
the full ABC Radio network lineup to

the Wednesday night Lawrence Welk
show on ABC TV starting 1 October.

The next network stereo advertiser will

be RCA Victor, which will promote its

own stereo equipment and color tele-

vision lines on the George Gobel show

of 21 October on NBC TV and Radio.

Both Welk and Gobel ivill bring

stereo broadcast to around 85% of all

television/radio households in the na-

tion—without networks or audiences

spending a penny for extra equipment.

Unlike am-fm stereo, which requires

a separate fm radio system in the home,

tv/am stereo needs only ordinary tele-

vision and radio sets. The networks,

which already transmit tv and am, have

to do just this to get stereo: simulcast

a show and set up the microphones

specially for "two ear" perspective.

Among prime network prospects for

stereo, ABC is campaigning all present

advertisers of music shows on ABC

TV, including Firestone. Oldsmobile.

Chevrolet, Dodge and others.

Local stereo business is far from

new. Los Angeles has 22 fm outlets

and New York has 16. The New York

Times' WQXR began commercial stereo

service on am-fm six years ago. Last

spring, WNTA put its weekly 90-

minute jazz show into tv-am-fm stereo,

and Westinghouse radio division just

bought into the show, joining Parlia-

ment cigarettes and others.

While am-fm stereo coidd interest

the 13 million fm families across the

country, the big upsurge in business

is seen in tv-am stereo—both network

and local. Any live television program

can be made stereo with a buy of ra-

dio (am) coverage to go along with it.

In addition to the value of radio on its

own, stereo is delivering the kind of

enthusiasm and excitement that some

ad execs thought impossible to find.

Significantly, hi-fi has boomed thir-

teen-fold in eight years to become a

quarter-billion dollar industry with a

$10 million ad budget that will be

upped 10% more next year, with stereo

the main promotion theme. ^
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Co-founders: (Itor)

exec, vice pres., confer

Hooperites, shared sam

ard Hynes, Trendex pres., and Bob Rogers,

)n new Trendex expansion. Both are former

I office there, still do in their research firm

Numbers salesmen : Eug

plains recent moves c

chaos.'" New Trende:

ector of sales

pany have been on road away from "ratings

ce offers more qualitative data for advertisers

BEHIND THE RATING SYSTEMS—PART III

Trendex moving into 50 new markets

^ Research firm move offers advertisers new qualitative

coverage on brand preferences for 20 product categories

^ Latest Trendex service designed to provide greater

perspective, more qualitative data on media effectiveness

What Trendex surveys: Television viewing,

nationni and local on a regularly reported

basis. Radio, local and net. on a "to-order"

Kinds of reports: Tv Program PopuJarity

Report based on 20 markets, each with three

thi stations; issued monthly on loth of each

month; covers sets in use, rating, audience

composition and sponsor identification. Tele-

vi.sion Advertisers' Report (not a ratings

report), every two months; covers qualitative

data such as audience composition, program

selectivity index, sponsor identification and a

general average table of preference for show

types. Tv City Reports to commence next

month, a brand new service (see text) of-

fered in two sections—one giving ratings,

composition, sets-in-use, etc. and the other

a brand share index covering 20 individual

product categories.

Times measured : Daily 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.,

EST; Sundays 12 noon to 11 p.m.

Techniques: Telephone coincidental based

on approximate samples of from 1,000 to

2,000 tv homes {depending on length of pro-

grams) in each of the 20 cities.

Extras .

market

Special (

mdies both

'ght reports; special

radio and tv; QRI
arch, tv commercial

, print

media studies.

fi^t Trendex they'll tell you that every

step they've taken in the past year is

along "the road out of the ratings

woods." The step they took this week

goes far toward bearing out their

claim. The new Trendex City Tv Re-

ports for 50 markets now under way

with the first issue slated for early

November is a giant stride in the di-

rection of qualitative research for ad-

vertisers, agencies, and tv stations.

The City Reports will be produced in

two sections; here is what each will

• Section I: This report will cover

the usual "numbers" data—sets-in-use,

ratings, audience composition for each

market.

• Section II: This section will con-

tain, for each market, a brand share

index for 20 individual product cate-

gories. For example, it will now be

possible for a cereal advertiser to check

the relative position of his brand

against competitive brands in each of

the Trendex markets; it will furnish

a continuing check on both his mar-

THE RATINGS SERIES

This series which began last week

is scheduled in following issues:

The Pulse 20 Sept.

ARB 27 Sept.

Trendex (this week) 4 Oct.

11 Oct.

C E. Hooper 18 Oct.

A. C. Nielsen 25 Oct.
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keling strategy and media. For the tv

stations, the brand share index will

no doubt become an effective sales tool

since they now can point out to an

advertiser a specific situation where his

brand is a weak seller and may need

support.

The reports are being sold as a pair

or separately. For stations, the per

market cost of both Section I and Sec-

tion II as a package is $1,000. The

cost for either Section I or II separate-

ly is $700. For agencies and adver-

tisers, naturally a different price pre-

vails since they will be buying all or,

most of the markets as a package.

The 50 new markets into which

Trendex is moving to furnish city re-

ports are by no means the 20 markets

which they now cover on a national

net basis. For the locals, they begin

with metro market No. 31 (after Niel-

sen's 30th) ; next year they will prob-

ably be adding the top 30 markets for

a total of 80.

Each product category in the brand

index will have a sampling of about

1,000 interviews per market. Reports

will be published by Trendex within 20

days after field work. Within each

market, each product category will be

covered about twice a year.

The whole idea for this new cover-

age was triggered by the biggest indi-

vidual survey that Trendex ever con-

ducted for an individual subscriber.

This was a study for a principal agency

for one of the major tv advertising

clients during the past spring. It en-

compassed a 250,000 home survey to

determine the activities of housewives,

husbands and children whether viewing

tv or not. The study, unlike most
Trendex surveys, was stratified by such

categories as age groups.

Response from the agency and client

was enthusiastic; the study excited the

whole industry. As long as Trendex
was on the phone anyway asking some
family what they were watching, there

was nothing to prevent questions touch-

ing on such pertinent data as brand
preferences and other qualitative in-

formation.

The brand index, which could offer

all advertisers an indication of media
effectiveness, was a natural outcome.
(Some individual surveys ordered by
a client have been known to consume
20 or more minutes; actually the

housewife who has been told this is a

national tv survey can become quite

vocative, particularly if she jumps to

the conclusion that here is the way to

better tv-viewing fare).

Trendex, after the initial burst of ex-

citement, worked closely with top agen-

cies and clients in developing the new

brand index service. A month ago,

the whole idea was presented at a meet-

ing in New York's Biltmore Hotel to

some of the key station reps. The re-

sponse on the part of the sellers of

time matched the enthusiasm of the

buyers.

Introduction of the 50-market city

reports is by no means the extent of

Trendex plans for 1959. By some time

next year, they expect to add the top

30 markets to the city reports. As for

the national Tv Program Popularity

Reports. February may see the present

20-city list enlarged to 25 or 30.

The beginning of Trendex goes back

to July 1951 when C. E. Hooper Co.

sold out its network report services to

A. C. Nielsen Co., causing a pair of

young Hooper executives to decide that

their future lay in starting their own
reports for tv. At Hooper, the pair

shared the same office; today at Tren-

dex Fifth Avenue headquarters, they

still do—Edward G. Hynes, Jr., as

president, and Robert B. Rogers, as

executive vice president.

Using the technique established by

{Please turn to page 51)

THE TELEPHONE COINCIDENTAL

1. Trendex is about to survey one of its 20 markets which are regularly re-

ported in its tv program popularity report.

2. Interviewers in that market (there are 3,000 such interviewers across the

country) are alerted and advised of which hours are to be covered.

3. Interviewers set up their random sample. Trendex interviewers are person-

ally trained in the phone survey by Trendex. They are frequently briefed, con-

stantly checked. They are for the most part housewives with husbands who don't

object to their evenings being spent at the telephone and families small enough
not to demand their attention; many, in fact, are shut-ins or cripples. Trendex
chooses them for their sense of responsibility, trains them in phone courtesy.

The way an interviewer selects a sample is to quarter the local telephone direc-

tory. She then makes up a list starting with the first four names in each quarter;

then she picks the next four names, and so on. In this way the same respondent

is not called again until the entire local phone directory has been gone through.

The interviewers are still checked by a process known as "nickeling" which
derives its name from the old radio heyday when a phone call cost a nickel. A
Trendex supervisor calls the interviewer, content when he gets a busy signal

which indicates she is on the job. When he does reach her, he asks who were the

last three homes she called, then checks them out to make sure they were called.

4. Interviewer asks each person, "Was anyone in your home looking at tv just

now?" "What program, please?" "What is advertised?" "What station, please?"

5. Reports to these questions are sent to Trendex home office.
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Sft'nos al)(>\<' are taken from one of llie filmed commercials for French's Instant Mashed Pot

packed and smooth-flowing." they show how easily product is made, plus acceptance hy 'critical' c 1 haby. Package I.D. is strong

French's terrific tv saies success
^ French's Instant Potato, a product needing both

introduction and demonstration, began tv last year

^ hi one year, network and spot tv have buih an

overall sales gain of 250%, and increased distribution

^^ne of the outstanding grocery suc-

cesses of this or any other year, is a

product that has had only one year's

advertising support—French's Instant

Mashed Potato, produced by R. T.

French Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Name a criterion for grocery

cess, and FIP has achieved

distribution in major grocery chains;

an average sales increase,

t: 100'

i

major

markets of better than 400% ; admis-

sion to the chain store "magic circle"

—products selling a case or more a

week per store.

There is, in an examination of the

product's marketing strategy, a striking

lesson for every grocery advertiser. It's

simply this: a well-planned tv cam-

j>aign, backed with the heavy artillery

of frequent exposure, will produce

saies.

Assuredly, this desirable result must

be premised on a quality product. In

this case the product met quality stan-

dards easily. The marketing hurdle

was one of introducing not only a new

brand but a relatively new product, and

the problem was one of both introduc-

tion and education, and the ad medium

had to meet both needs.

So last fall, FIP took to network tv

on a regular scheduled basis, with a

52-week contract. The results are sum-

marized in a letter sent out in August

to CBS TV affiliates throughout the

country. Signed by French's account

executive at J. Walter Thompson, the

letter begins:

"Do you get many letters from happy

network advertisers? Well, this group

probably isn't as vocal as they might

be, but one of them—our product

—

French's Instant Mashed Potato — is

genuinely pleased with the selling job

)ou have done since our sponsorship

began last October.

"In areas where CBS network day-

time tv was the only advertising medi-

um used, our sales have increased to

244'^'^ of last fall's pre-promotional

level. The combination of a quality

product and network tv has been an

outstanding success."

In addition to last year's network ac-

tivity. FIP also ran a spot campaign

in the top 17 markets for 13 weeks.

The combined effort of the year-long

net campaign plus the 13-week spot

push effected the FIP success story.

The product was introduced shortly

after the war, in 1946. Shelf life and

packaging were major problems at that

time and product had limited distribu-

tion.

In 19.54 a nitrogen process was de-

veloped which answered both objec-

tions; improving quality and extend-

ing shelf life. R. T. French then began

gathering distribution, without any

advertising support, relying simply on

its own salesmen.

The first promotional efforts began

some time later, with tests in a few

major markets, using various combina-
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M
tions of media. The intent of these

was twofold: to find out how far

sales for this new product could be

pushed and what medium or combina-

tion of media was most effective.

While all of these were efficacious.

the most significant test occurred in

Philadelphia where tv alone was used.

The sales result came as a surprise to

the entire firm: a 370% increase in

sales! Normally a staggering increase

of this scope is often followed by a tre-

mendous drop when promotional pres-

sure is eased. Such was not the case;

sales levelled off at a 2.50% gain, and

stayed there.

This Philadelphia test ran for 1.3

weeks, with a schedule of daytime an-

nouncements. Being the most conclu-

tive, this test became the basis for the

national program, and was used to

make sales estimates and budgets for

other markets throughout the country.

Last year's major buy was the CBS-

TV network for four programs: House-

party, Verdict is Yours, Edge of Night

and Love of Life. These shows are

carried on as many as 96 stations of

the network, are all quarter hour, and

run five days a week, Monday through

Friday. French has alternate-week

sponsorship for a segment of each.

The net result is major sponsorship of

two quarter hours a week, with cross-

plugs on two more.

French, like most grocery manufac-

turers, is reticent about revealing its

advertising expenditure figures. By
SPONSOR estimate, the total would be

in the neighborhood of $2 million an-

Introducing

Corporation; Idalio C

nually for the year, with the network

portion running, perhaps, $1.3 million,

with the tv spots accounting for the

rest. Virtually no other advertising

was used. This coming year, with a

planned increase in supplementary

spots, the total will undoubtedly be

somewhat higher.

When the heavy national advertising

expenditure began, sales results soon

indicated that Philadelphia was not an

isolated case. Other markets too,

showed phenomenal sales gains in the

first six months; e.g. Cleveland, 620% ;

Pittsburgh, 570'/c ; Boston, 450% ; St.

Louis. 430% and San Francisco,

200 y^

.

New York was even more spectacu-

lar. Before the national campaign be-

gan the product was in a relatively

weak position in the New York market.

To stimulate acceptance the company

added a full-price refund offer in that

market only. The result of the network

advertising, plus spots, plus the offer,

combined to push sales up 670% in

six months! New York is now one of

the company's better markets.

What accounts for this fantastic

growth pattern? Sound, consistent ad-

vertising, certainly. Another factor,

suggests W. R. Knott, president of At-

lantis Sales Corp., the R. T. French

sales arm, "is a basic acceptance of an

instant product that does not resemble

the wartime substitute reflected in pow-

dered eggs, if you will. The coopera-

tion of the grocery trades in displaying

the product and promoting it as a real

{Please turn to page 52)

, W. R. Knott, president, Atlantis Sales

Cockcroft. French Co. president
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Guesswho?
^ Because it's edited for bright,

knowledgeable executives who
don't have to have everything

spelled out for them, SPONSOR
frequently abbreviates well-known

names. It's crisper, quicker to

write BBDO than you know what.

Recently, however, a friend of ours

from outside the ad business picked up

a copy of SPONSOR which contained no

less than 40 of these truncated pa-

tronymns, and shook his head sadly.

"It's more confusing than Greek,

Arabic, or those old New Deal agen-

cies," he told us, rebukingly. We con-

tend, though, that for insiders it"s as

simple as ABC (tv or radio), and to

test our theory we've put together this

First SPONSOR Quiz (SQ-1). How many
of these can you identify:

1. AB-PT
2. ARB
3. ARF
4. B&B
5. BOA
6. CNP
7. DF&S
8. DCS&S
9. EWRR

10. FCC
11. F&S&R
12. GB&B
13. H-R
14. ITC
15. JWT

16. K&E
17. L&N
18. LNA-BAR
19. MBS
20. MCA
21. NCS-3
22. RIB
23. P&G
24. RAB
25. SRA
26. SSCB
27. TPA
28. TvB
29. W&L
30. Y&R

There are two or three sleepers in

this list, and all of them, of course

have been lifted out of context, and
they are therefore a little harder to

identify.

However, we believe that anybody
who is really hip or hep about air me-
dia advertising (which includes all

SPONSOR readers, naturally) should be

able to translate at least 27 out of 30

quicker than you can say FC&B. W&G,
and ANA.

The answers? No, we're not going

to waste space printing them. H you
have any difficulty with SQ-1. give us

a ring at MU 8-2772. or drop us a line

at 40 E. 49, N. Y. 17. ^



#^
He: Recognize that tune?

She: Sure, it's the Iced Tea Song.

He: It's great.

She: So's Iced Tea

—

Why don't you have iced tea more often,

Doesnt that thought strike you just right?

Why don't you have iced tea more often,

Why don't you have iced tea tonight?

Charles Dering, Richard Wold of Leo Burnett, were re-

sponsible for National Tea Council campaign, and "Iced

Tea Song,"' go over musical arrangements before recording

Tea spots win Is^i

^ Leo Burnett's Tea Council campaign gets top award

in poll of 2,000 air media experts on 225 candidates

^ Tetley Tea commercials by Ogilvy take second honors;

better production, more know-how characterizes entries

#% study of the 10 top prize winners

ill the current Spot Radio Commercial

Survey, recently completed under the

sponsorship of John Blair & Co., re-

veals important and significant trends

in the creation, production and use of

radio spots by leading national and re-

gional advertisers.

With more than 2,000 advertising

and broadcasting executives participat-

ing in the voting, and more than 225

campaigns nominated, first place was

won l)v the National Tea Council's

"Iced Tea Song" commercials prepared

by Leo Burnett, while another tea ac-

count, Tetley's, was runner-up with its

tea-taster series originating at Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather.

Third place went to Winston (Esty),

fourth to Pepsi-Cola (Kenyon & Eck-

hardtl, fifth to Budweiser (D'Arcy)

and sixth to Slug-a-Bug ( Wesley Asso-

ciates, Inc.). Four other campaigns

won regional honors: Pepperidge
Farms (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather),

Busch Bavarian Beer (Gardner),

Hamm's Beer (CampbeU-Mithun) and

Butter-Nut Coffee (Buchanan Thomas j.

Late last week SPONSOR reviewed the

tapes of these prize winning announce-

ments and noted the following signifi-

cant trends and developments in spot

radio techniques:

• More careful comprehensive pro-

duction of commercials for spot radio.

National Tea Council, for instance, uses

a full orchestra in its one-minute an-

nouncements. Other prize winners em-

ploy star names and carefully planned

production angles.

• More generous budgets. It's esti-

mated that spot radio leaders are

spending $10-15,000 per series for ra-

dio commercial production.

• Less clogging and packing of ma-

terial into the one-minute form. Al-

most without exception, prize winners'

commercials seem relaxed, easy. There's
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A TYPICAL TETLEY TEA TASTER COMMERCIAL

(JINGLE)

(TELEPHONE RING. ECHO CHAMBER SOUND EFFECT OF
OPERATOR'S VOICE)

Hello, this is the overseas operator. I have a call for

Mr. Albert Dimes, the Tetley Tea Taster. Is he there?

(ENGLISH ACCENT) This is Dimes, hello . . . Edwards?

. . . did you get the tea?

(ECHO CHAMBER EFFECT) Yes, Mr. Dimes, but those

tiny tea leaves are hard to find. I've tramped through

hundreds of plantations, from Dembula to Bogatwani,

and . . .

I know, Edwards, but those tiny tea leaves are the secret

behind Tetley's richer flavor.

Yes. sir, but . . .

George De Coo, copywriter at Ogilvy, Ben-

son & Mather, is given full credit by Tetley

for developing the Mr. Dimes series. The

Tetley jingle, "Tender Little Tea Leaves" is

used fore and aft the Dimes dramatization

OPERATOR:

MR. DIMES:

EDWARDS:

MR. DIMES:

EDWARDS:

MR. DIMES:

EDWARDS:

MR. DIMES:

EDWARDS:

MR. DIMES:

They can only be used in tea bags.

But . . .

That's why we say Tetley Tea is especially made for

tea bags.

Yes, sir.

Edwards, pay the bandits what they want, but get the tea.

(SOUND OF TELEPHONE CLICKING OFF AND BEING RE-

PLACED ON CRADLE)
(JINGLE TAG)

l\id places in radio vote

no jamming of hard sell copy, name
mentions, jingles, and slogans into an

overpacked 60 seconds. Contest win-

ners get extra commercial impact by

providing listeners with "breathing

space."

• Keynote is friendliness. Conspicu-

ously absent from top 10 circles are

the old fashioned "punch"-type com-
mercials with gravel-voice announcers

socking the sell to helpless listeners.

Modern spots feature warm, friendly

personal feelings.

• Those with know-how use radio

well. Unmistakable impression to be
derived from listening to these prize-

winning commercials is that those

agencies and advertisers who really un-

I

derstand the medium use radio super-

latively well.

Obviously the tea industry is radio-

wise as its two awards testify. Both
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the National Tea Council and Tetley

build their entire programs around

spot radio campaigns.

Equally significant is the fact that

Anheuser-Busch placed two winners in

the top 10 through two different agen-

cies. ( Budweiser through D'Arcy,

Busch Bavarian through Gardner).

Reynolds Tobacco, an award winner

with Camel in two previous surveys

conducted by Blair, came through this

time with its Winston campaign, to

prove its own (and Esty's) radio pro-

ficiency. And it's notewoithy that

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather garnered

two of the top 10 spots with its cam-

paigns for Tetley and Pepperidge

Farms.

Other highlight of the competition:

the industry votes were correlated with

consumer preferences through a spe-

cial Pulse study w-hich showed that ad-

vertising and marketing men's ballot-

ing followed almost exactly those of

typical radio listeners.

On the Pacific Coast, which has

probably more good radio commercials

than any other section of the country,

sectional voting showed a strong pref-

erence for the Beechnut Coffee series

with its provocative "What have they

got in Omaha?" theme.

For Pepsi-Cola, Budweiser, and Win-

ston, their prize-winning radio com-

mercials are integral parts of massive

all-media campaigns. Pepsi uses radio

to plug its new "Be sociable"' song,

Budweiser to promote its "Where
there's life, there's Bud," and Reynolds

as keystone of a strong 52-week satura-

tion policy. Reynolds' products are ro-

tated during the year, with one brand

at a titne getting the entire weight of

its powerhouse program. ^



RADIOACTIVE WEATHER - BOOM ON THE
COAST, BUT A BACKFIRE IN MANHATTAN

Since almost the beginning of radio,

listener* have turned to "The Weather-

man" to determine whether to polish

up the family jalopy or go on that

picnic. Television has popularized the

"weather girl.'" but on the audio side,

at least, the radio weatherman survives.

How this radio weather man serves

his station and his community and

what pitfalls await him in the pursuit

of his daily bit. are demonstrated by

two simultaneous stories, one from the

West Coast, one from the East.

In New York City, last week, the

Weather Bureau found its emergenc\

warning service worked only too well.

An imaginarv forecast of a blizzard

along with 10" temperatures was for-

mulated and sent out to see how

quicklv such a message, could be han-

dled bv the local radio stations.

The bulletin was supposed to be

heard only on a closed circuit hook-up.

but at WRCA. someone pushed the

wrong button.

At 2:46 p.m. on 25 September, a

WKC A announcer cut into the Affairs

of Dr. Gentry program to tell of a

frigid blast of air moving in from

Canada bringing heavy winds and a

dangerous drop in temperature that

was likely to produce ''one of the worst

blizzards in years."'

Despite the pleasant September day

with actual temperatures in the high

70"s. W RCA was deluged with phone

a> Hiil.hin-.i

calls from persons who hadnt given

thought to such things as fuel oil or

anti-freeze.

Out on the West Coast, meanwhile.

Seattle had been sweltering in a

drought and heat wave that had lasted

for nearly a month and a half.

At station KOL. two disk jockeys

—

Ra\ Hutchinson and Art Simpson

—

decided to do something about it. They

recorded on tape some genuine Navajo

Indian rain chant prayers complete

with tom-toms, and began airing them

at half-hour intervals. They even went

so far as to procure their own tom-

toms and beat out improvisations on

the original chants.

One morning in last August, the rain

suddenly began to fall: in the name of

KOL. the d.j.'s immediately took

tongue-in-cheek credit for the miracle.

The listeners were duly impressed.

Just about the time everything looked

nice and wet and Seattle was ready to

concede that KOL was something just

short of necromancy, came the Labor

Dav weekend.

Forgotten was the hot. dry summer.

Hundreds of calls came into the station

asking the amateur rainmakers to cut

it out—at least for Labor Day.

KOL suddenly found itself between

wet and dry. The two d.j.'s that started

the whole thing thought quickly, played

the tapes backwards. Result: A fair

week-end with no rain until late Mon-

dav night. ^

and \rt Sinip<^on of KOL. Seattle,

in 40 years with an Indian rain

Radio ii

^ Appeals to Mexican, Indi-

an, Canadian and Negro groups

give volume lift to Karl Shoes

^ With 300 outlets in 14

states, the chain has "gone

hack to radio" for hig sales

It's not unusual for a shoe retailer

to use radio to reach customers. But

Karl's Shoe Stores, Los Angeles, uses

radio to reach markets within markets.

"The value of radio for reaching spe-

cific audiences," explains Emil Reis-

man, account supervisor at Ross/Reis-

man, Los Angeles, "is that it's a per-

sonal medium, well-suited to creating

a conscious image of friendliness and

willingness to serve."

Harry Karl, owner of the chain

which has 300 outlets in 14 western

states, echoes the belief this way:

"We've probably never been able to

get so close to the people we want to

impress with the image of Karl's, as

with spot radio aimed at ethnic, racial

and sociological groups, as well as the

general market."

Karl's uses a variety of custom spot

buys to reach the various markets. For

instance there are heav) schedules di-

rected toward Mexicans during the

summer fruit-picking season in Cali-

fornia's San Joaquin Valley. For three

Canadian holidays— Dominion Day,

the Queen's Birthday and Boxing Day

—schedules in the Northwest are

beamed tow ard Canadians crossing the

border for the holidays. Through spot.

Karl's also reaches the large Negro

market in Los Angeles. Mexican-Amer-

ican population centers, the Indians of

the Southwest, as well as other socio-

logical groups.

"True volume selling," says ad man-

ager Harry Samenow, "can only be

done with real value to the consumer

if we go to specific consumer groups

with their budgets and tastes in mind."

Karl's does use some tv and is, in

fact, a charter sponsor on the KCOP
George fessel Show in Los Angeles.

Radio is an excellent medium for sell-

ing a sale or other promotional event."

agencyman Reisman explains, "but its

uses for selling specific pieces of mer-
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^ininority markets" boost shoe sales

Discussing Karls Sh

standing, Emil
~

chandise are limited—unless they are

widely known by common names, such

as saddle oxfords, gym shoes, nylon

hose or skimmer flats, for instance.

A unique pattern or design, that's not

widely known, calls for graphic demon-

stration," he adds.

But while tv's appeal is general, and

it has a value for demonstration, it's

in radio "that Karl's gets down to spe-

cific audiences." Radio is used in 37

markets, with its budget percentage

varying with the local situation.

"A 250-watter in the Southwest may
cover three towns," Reisman notes, "in

which case it becomes our basic ad

medium for the retailer. Preference of

store managers for radio grows as you
move toward the Rocky Mountain
states," he notes. Idaho, Montana and
Utah, including Salt Lake City, are

100% radio. Both 30's and 60's are

used.

Here is how the campaign is broken
down by national groups:
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Mexican Nationals and Mexican
immigrants: One of the two Mexican

Independence Days, on 15 September,

falls midway in the chain's back-to-

school promotion. Copy in Spanish

calls attention to both events.

A total of 14 stations are used, in

New Mexico, Arizona, Southern Cali-

fornia and some in Mexico. Addition-

ally an English-speaking d.j. in Los

Angeles is used, because younger Mexi-

can-Americans consider English their

primary tongue in metropolitan areas.

For the most part, the times selected

for the spots were between 7 a.m. and

5:30 p.m.

Canadian Nationals: Stations in

Montana, Idaho and Washington are

used during the three to four days pre-

ceding Canadian holidays.

Indians: The Indians in the South-

west are reached through broadcasts in

Zuni, Hopi and Navajo over KGAK,
Gallup, N. M., the "Indian Capitol."

Negroes: Karl's directs 15% of its

advertising in Los Angeles toward the

Negro, the same percentage used for

the Latin American population. "We
use time more readily than space to

reach the Negro in the L. A. market,"

Reisman says.

"As with other ethnic and racial

groups." he explains, "we want to let

the Negro know specifically that Karl's

wants his business. We do this with

advertising directed specifically at him.

Karl's has been advertising its bene-

fits—quality, low price, convenient

locations—via radio for many years.

Use has tended to decline during this

decade, however, in favor of news-

papers. It wasn't until about 18 months

ago that the chain came back to radio

with a splash, to seek out the minority

markets aggressively.

Sales results since then have been

steady. "No doubt about it," says

Harry Karl, "we're happy to be back

in radio, and it looks like this time

we're in it for good." ^



As admen seek new ways to merchy>nHise their products. SPONSOR ASKS;

Can off-beat animated

commercials really sell a miisi

^ ith the increased use of more
highly stylized eommereials, three

experts discuss whether the off-

beat really sells a mass market.

Arthur Bellaire, "''' president in charge

ol ir & radio copy. RBDO. V. Y.

If they can't, quite a few advertisers

are throwing money down the well.

The answer is "Yes."

If I interpret the term "mass prod-

ucts'' accurately, these are probably

the products that need it most because

certain categories have sales points that

are so similar. How is one's tv cam-

paign to stand out from another's?

By purposely looking different is one

solution.

"Off-beat" is a pretty loose word,

too. More often than not, it involves

humor. Most people like to laugh.

Humor can sell them as long as it's

relevant.

It's easy to answer, "Off-beat ani-

mated commercials can sell mass prod-

ucts if the commercials are skillfully

conceived and properly executed." And
it's true. But don't underestimate the

\alue of hiph frequency. Some of the

off-beat commercials now on the air

are pretty horrible. Yet the public has

seen them so much they've come to

accept them. And certain ones, so the

stories go, are really moving products.

I would list the advantages of the

off-beat approach as follows:

1. It allows more area in which to

look different.

2. It's generally pleasant and easy

to watch.

3. It's usually simple—and here lies

its greatest value. The basic theme line

can be repeated and repeated.

4. It sticks in the mind.

5. It appeals to all ages.

6. It wears well, probably improves

with repetition, so the advertiser can

get plenty of mileage from his produ"-

tion investment.

Disadvantages:

1. The viewer may hesitate to take

it seriously.

2. It limits the scope of the sales

slory.

?>. It often softens the competitive

lone of the commercial.

4. It usually represents a greater

initial production cost.

5. If not carefully handled, it may
lower the public's regard for the com-

pany.

There is still room for more good

off-beat animated commercials than we

are now seeing. It may not always he

obvious to the advertiser when to fol-

low this course. But it is obvious to

him when he should not.

Ed Graham, president, Goulding-Ellioll-

Graham Productions, Inc., New York

They

certainly

I have only worked on two television

campaigns which have gone on the air

so far—one for Piels Beer, througli

Young & Rubicam, which started in

19.5.5; and a second for the Ward
Baking Co. (Tip-Top ), through J. Wal-

ter Thompson, which started in 1957.

Both of these campaigns have re-

sulted in definite sales increases, and

both are for mass products. Some-

times a friend will tell me that they

have heard a rumor that "Harry and

Bert don't sell beer." If the rumor is

true, then Steve Schmidt, Piel's adver-

tising manager, is the greatest philan-

thropist in the history of Brooklyn.

Obviously Harry and Bert do sell beci.

They have helped Piels set sales

records each of the last three years.

Piels and Tip-Top have also increased

their shares of their respective markets.

But these are the only two animated

campaigns I can vouch for. However,

this fall G-E-G has produced thret

new animated campaigns which arr

either just about to go on tv officialiv

or be tested locally. One campaign i^

for a West Coast product called Ander

sens Soup, handled by Bryan Houston

Another is a second Bryan Houston ac

count, Nescafe. The third is a J. M
Mathes account for Economics Labo

ratory (New Liquid Soilax.)

But—about that word "sophisti

cated." Both Piels and Tip-Top consist

ently score at the top of the Americar

Research Bureau poll on "best-liked"

commercials. And for this reason the\

are regarded as suspect by some agen

cies which lean toward the "irritation"

school of sell.

Goulding-Elliott-Graham really be

lieves in its ability to sell through ani

mation. When we make a presentatior

to an agency, we offer to produce com

mercials for their client at cost, if h(

will run them in any two test market;

of his own choice. If he tells us the

lest is a success, only then do we sub

mit a second bill. We've been taken uj

on this. And we're still in business

Is the agency which submitted to it;

client "They said it couldn't be done!'

collecting their 15% now? Or woulc

they too, be willing to wait until tht

results are in?

Wm. Templeton, '/'• & radio-lv direc

lor. Bryan Houston. Inc., .Xeiv York

Any type of commercial can sell ;

mass product. But all other factor-

being equal, there is much to be sai;

for off-beat animation ... or for thai

matter, off-beat anything.
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"larket ?

The important thing is to be differ-

ent for the product's sake. If you can

get across your sales message, and at

the same time do it in a highly original

manner that is compatible with the

product, you're way ahead of the game.

And adding humor? If it's the type

that doesn't detract from your selling

story, but rather enhances the warm

feeling the customer will have for your

product, so much the better.

But to get back to the specific ques-

tion, "Can an off-beat animated com-

mercial really sell a mass product?"'

the answer is, with the qualifications

stated above, an emphatic yes! We at

Bryan Houston, Inc. have always

worked on that assumption, and an

excellent case in point is our recent

and continuing campaign for Mnypo
cereal. Here was a mass product that

needed a double-edged selling plan.

We had to sell the parents and at

the same time sell the youngsters. It

sounds simple enough, but on close

examination, it's difficult in any com-
mercial to make an effective sales im-

pression on a child and at the same
time completely captivate an aduh.

In a typical Maypo commercial, the

scene is set at the breakfast table and
the small son, Marky, who is the star

attraction, is subjected to typical

cajolery from his father to give up
his object of attention (an oversized

cowboy hat) and eat his breakfast

cereal. The father tastes the cereal

("Look, Daddy eats it") and Marky,
after seeing his father's delighted reac-

tion, tries it too, shouting, "I want my
Maypo" at the end of the commercial.

From the viewpoint of the youngsters

watching this commercial, they easily

identified themselves with Marky . . .

not-eating scenes are common to chil-

dren. The simple but realistic situa-

tion, with an actual four-year-old

child's voice for Marky, imparted
hurnor around a human situation re-

lated to the product.

Result: Sales in some areas were up
as high as 700% after a season's run
of this and several other similar com-
mercials in the Maypo series. ^
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WSYR-TV Weekly Circulation

Tops Competition by

39,170 Homes
The 1958 Nielsen study shows WSYR-TV deliveriiiR a vastly

greater coverage area . . . more counties where circulation

exceeds 50'< . . . more circulation nighttime and daytime;

• •.67,350 More Homes
¥®li ^:: it

(28,180 Homes) of WSYE-TV
When vou huv WS^'R-TX'. vn) al<o cet the audience of its

satellitestati.-n.WSYI -1\
, I ':v,ir,,.

JnJfin„llx..>,.ilu,.,'.^ r June ARB report for Syra.

cuw ,/ive< irSYR II-
-

'

/ /. .' ^. . A/v audience; 63.Q7c from
n'.on'toOPM Mon ! ,;.:••/ 0'

, trom /'..U. to W P.M. Mon.-Fri.;

71. S':. from suin^on to P.M. Sumiays.

Gel :hr Full Siory /rem HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS

WSJR^* TV
Chamiel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW

Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.



NOW

AVAILABLE!
Brochure Containing

COMPLETE DETAILS OF
WVET'S EXCLUSIVE,

PHENOMENALLY
SUCCESSFUL TOP VALUE
STAMP PROMOTION

PROGRAM
For Information

Contact: BILL SCHUBERT

WVETRADIO
ONLY Station In The Nation

That Gives TOP VALUE Stamps!

17 CLINTON AVE. SO.

ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

RAITIMORE

BIS

BUFFALO

^EYENNE
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COLUM
CHRISTI • CLEVELAND

DAYTONA BEACH • DES
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BUS (Ohio CORPU.
DALLAS • DAYTON
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NSAS CITY
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MONROE •

I^HAF
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NEW YORK • OMAH\' ORLANDO • OTTUM
WA • PEORIA • PElVSBURG • PHILADEL

PHIA • PHOENIX • P\SBURGH • PORTS

MOUTH • PORTLANfCji.) • PRESQUE ISLE

PROVIDENCE • PUEbW* QUINCY • RAPID

CITY . ROANOKE • ST. JCiSEPi- • ST. LOUIS

ST. PETERSBURG • SALT|'\| CITY • SAN

ANTONIO • SCHENECTAli I SCRANTON
SIOUX FALLS • SPRINGFIl|\|lo.) • TAMPA
TEXARKANA • TWIN FALlI ll/ALLEY CITY

WASHINGTON, DC. • wlillALM BEACH
WHEELING • WICHITA • WiLKES-BARRE

WILMJNGTON ^'

81% of dllU.S. TV Homes
are now covered by
this new approach to

SPOT television

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

1^ SPOT BUYS -

TV BUYS
Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc., New York, is preparing a campai^
for its Vaseline brand products. The schedule starts late this montl

for five weeks. Minutes during late night segments are sought

especially news, sports and feature films, to reach a male audience

Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Tom Hollingshead

the agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New- York, is planning a campaign for top market

for its Handy Andy detergent. The schedule starts in early November

runs for 52 weeks. Daytime minutes and chainbreaks and nighttiirx

chainbreaks are being placed; frequency depends upon the market

Bernie Rasmussen; the agency is Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc., N. Y

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Division, Hoboken, N. J.

is kicking off a campaign for its Instant Maxwell House Coffee

The campaign starts this month; minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'

during nighttime slots are being scheduled. Frequency varies fron

market to market. The buyer is Grace Porterfield; the agency

Benton & Boules. Inc.. New York.

The Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc., Cranbury, N. J., is going int<

major markets to push its Coldene cold medicine. The 12-week sched

ules start this month. Daytime minutes and chainbreaks and night

time I.D.'s are being used; frequency depends upon the market. Thi

buyer is Frank Martin; the agency is Cunningham & Walsh. Inc.

New York.

RADIO BUYS
Clamur Products, inc., Syracuse, N. Y ., is going into top market

for its Easy Glamur products. The campaign kicks off this month

runs for six weeks. Minutes during daytime slots are being placed

frequency varies from market to market. The buyers are Tom Flana

gan and Don Green; the agency is Grey Advertising, New York.

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is planning a campaigi

for major markets throughout the country. The schedules start ii

mid-October, run for six weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s during daytimi

segments are being placed; frequency depends upon the market. Th<

buyer is Jack Canning; the agency is Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell i

Bayles, Inc., New York.

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of America, New York, is enterinj

major markets to promote to use of silverware. The 10-week cam

paign starts this month. Minutes and I.D.'s during daytime slot

are being scheduled, with frequencies varying. Commercial's pitch

aimed at newlyweds and teenage women, is that it's modern to u»

silverware for all occasions, not just for company. The buyer ii

Bernie Rasmussen: the agency is Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc., N. Y

The Wheatena Corp., Rahway, N. J., is kicking off a campaign i

top markets for its Wheatena. The schedules start this month for K

weeks. Minutes during daytime slots are being aired; frequenc}

varies from market to market. The buyer is Steve Semons; the agenc;

is Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.
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Hew York

Chicago

Detroit

Now— SPONSOR brings you the first pocket

sized 5-city TV/Radio Directory. Easy to use.

Easy to take with you when you're traveling.

Every important name and address in air

media is listed in it. By categories you

will find networks and groups, represen-

tatives, agencies, advertisers, commercial

film producers, tv film program sources,

miscellaneous film services, music and

radio services, research, surveys, and

promotion companies, trade associations,

hotels, admen's eating directory, airlines

and railroads, news services and trade

magazines.

It's the most comprehensive little book

of its kind in the field. We'll be happy

to send you your personal copy on re-

quest with our compliments. Additional

copies are 25c each.

^eitsoHA

SPONSOR
THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS USE

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49ih • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO— 612 N. Michigan • SUperior 7-9863

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset • HOllywood 4-8089

BIRMINGHAM— Town House • FAirfax 4-6529

P.S. Dont forget to call on us

next time you're in town.



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SI'ONSOK: I'altcn E.ImI Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Patten Edsel Co. never advertised

on tv until Julv. 1958. when William Patten, pres., purchased

20 nighttime spots on WRGP-TV, Chattanooga, Tenn. The

announcements were devoted half to his repair service and

half to sell new cars. The auto company employed two dif-

ferent spots on repairs; a film emphasized "all make" serv-

ice, and the other a live announcer with rear screen projec-

tion of the shop. The auto sales spots stressed the quality of

the cars by displaying three models with a live announcer.

Immediate results were obtained. Following the announce-

ments numerous phone inquiries were received regarding

service, plus jobs from customers who had actually left their

tv sets to come in for repairs. On Friday and Saturday of the

same week. Patten Edsel's service department was swamped

with customers. Traffic was so heavy that the shop had two

crews working and still could not handle all the business.

WRGP-TV, Chatta

BANK
SPONSOR: First National Bank of Elkharl AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Elkhart, Ind. recently concluded

its centennial, which was celebrated from 13 September

through 20 September. The First National Bank of Elkhart

purchased a centennial package of half-hour shows on

WSJV-TV, South Bend-Elkhart to advertise "old-fashioned

bargain days." The plan called for the merchants of Elkhart

to display their goods on tables in front of the stores and sell

direct from the stands. First National Bank used one live

commercial within American Bandstand the day preceding

the Centennial to advertise 140 souvenir saving banks on

a first-come, first-serve basis, one per customer. On the

opening day of the centennial a crowd had gathered waiting

for the bank's doors to open. Just 12 minutes after the

doors were opened the entire 140 banks were sold. "We

could have sold 1,000 if they had been available,"

Jack Donis, asst. v.p. "We plan another promotion shortly."

PackagecAnnouncements W.'fJV-TV, South Bend-Elkhart

SUPERMARKET
SI'ONSOR: Eavey-s Supermarket AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Eavey Supermarket of Fort Wayne,

Indiana, has made tv the backbone of its advertising since

it opened in August, 1956. At present, the store spends froiTi

60 to 65/f of its advertising dollar in tv. Presently, the

store sponsors Neivs and Weather on WKJG-TV, Fort

Wayne, and two other stations. Eavey first ventured into

tv on the eve of his opening day in Fort Wayne, when he

and tv star Denise Lor took viewers on a tour of the building,

via an hour-long remote telecast. Since then, the "Eavey

Girl," has posed in a picture under the facade of the store

become a regular visitor to Fort Wayne homes. Eavey uses

three girls dressed as the store's clerks; they enact sales-

ladies on seven of the supermarket's nine weekly shows.

Eavey claims his store accounts for 20 to 25
"^/r of the

Fort Wayne food volume. "People don't read the fine print

in the newspaper, but on tv, you have a captive audience

that sees and hears every word," said Bert Maher, manager

of Eavey's. "'Money spent comes back many times over."

WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne Progra

TRAILERS
SPONSOR: Eastern Trailer Sales AGENCY: Dire

Capsule case history: When Eastern Trailer Sales of Nor-

folk, Va. decided to try television advertising it expected

only moderate results. The trailer company purchased three

five-minute segments of WAVY-TV's 10:35 P.M. Weathei

Monday through Friday immediately preceding the Early

Late Show. The cost to Eastern for the four-week campaigi

was $1,807. A sample trailer was displayed during eacli

announcement. At the outset of the campaign Eastern had

50 mobile homes in its warehouse. When the campaign con

eluded Eastern was completely sold out. "We sold 19 trailers

without having to pitch people that came in. They merel)

demanded, '1 want the trailer advertised on WAVY-TV,'

said Dewitt Hobbs, general manager of Eastern. Ninety c

the 50 units sold for $66,000. The other 31 went for approxi

mately $2,000 apiece. This campaign had an advertising

cost of only 2.89? of the gross. The company was force<

to cancel all further advertising until it could replenish its

stock. As soon as this is done tlie\ plan to renew

WAVY-TV, Norfolk Prograr
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10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

at an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

GENERAL
MERCHANDISE SALES

$212,878,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

--10,000 WATTS

WHLI

Represented by Gill-Per

RADIO NEWS
[Cont'd from page 31 I

turned its staff to covering every de-

tail, including:

• Direct line reports from the may-

or's office where negotiations were

going on, from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. until

the strike started.

• Regular reports on the progress

of efforts to settle the strike.

• Frequent coverage of local traffic

conditions, with emergency bulletins

on available transportation, plus pleas

for drivers to form car pools and to

offer courtesy rides.

• A direct line report from the

union meeting when members finally

voted to accept a new proposal from

the mayor.

It's no secret, of course, that radio

news is a big pepper-upper of ratings;

there are many examples where news

pulls the audience better than any

other type of radio programing. For

one. W'OWO in Fort Wayne, Ind., has

an 8 a.m. news show with a Pulse

rating of 11.6—the top show in the

Fort Wayne market in any category.

And in Cleveland, KYW's Sohio News
is the top-rated multi-weekly show.

But more significant is what the

change to aggressive news coverage

does for a station's over-all standing

in its market. In Albany, N. Y., for

example, WPTR was a weak seventh in

that seven-station market about a year

ago. Then the station put on four

mobile units equipped with two-way

radios, and had them patrol the streets

of the tri-city Albany-Troy-Schenectady

area. News coverage was stepped up

considerably, with on-the-spot reports.

WPTR believes that its emphasis on

news is one of the major reasons for

its fast ratings jump in only a year.

Even a slight change in news pres-

entation can boost ratings. Stephen

Machcinski, executive v. p. of Adam
Young, reports that it suggested some
changes in news delivery I among other

programing changes ) to one of its sta-

tions, KTHT in Houston. The new
"sound" of the news, says Machcinski.

was partially responsible for KTHT's
Hooper climbing from about F>' i to

roughly 20'/^ in Houston. "Local news

coverage on a big scale," adds Mach-

cinski, "is one of the key ways to stand

out over your competitors."

Ratings, of course, help sell the news

to sponsors, too, though they aren't the

only reason. The majority of local

news advertisers are oil companies

(among them: Esso, Texaco. Shell

Gulf, Sohio, Standard Oil of Indiana

Phillips 66, Oklahoma Oil), but th.

airlines and finance companies an

also beginning to buy local radio news

One of the oldest advertisers on loca

radio news shows is Esso, which foi

more than 20 years has sponsored thi

Esso New Reporter. Esso has sepa

rate news shows on 32 stations in 1<

eastern states, most of them 10-minuti

shows, with some fives and some l.Vs

Esso lets the station handle the gather

ing and organizing of the news, trie

to use those stations which are th'

most active in news reporting in thei

respective markets.

William N. Farlie, manager of Esso'

advertising and sales promotion opera

tions, says that sponsorship of new

shows has earned Esso a reputation fo

public service. A GMAC advertising

executive reports that this desire fo

local prestige is one reason for GMA(
sponsorship of traffic reports on 18

stations on summer weekends.

Among other advertisers who spor

sor local radio news shows are N;;

tional Biscuit Co., Metropolitan Lif

Insurance Co., Pels & Co., TWA. li

ternational Nickel Co., Schlitz Brewin

Co., Household Finance Co., Delta Ai

Lines, and Mueller's Macaroni.

The importance which the broadcaslj

ing industry attaches to news is undei

scored by the publication this fall o

an Operation Guide I Broadcasting th

News I by the Freedom of Informatio

Committee of the NAB. The guide i

being introduced during current NAll

fall conferences by Henry Fletchei

president and general manager o

KSEI. Pocatello, Idaho, a committe

LINCOLN INCOME LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY BUYS

"MACKENZIE'S RAIDERS"

On Scptciiiber "iTth we erred in

the ]\Iaekenzie's Raiders ad that

appeared in this magazine. In re-

porting the Mackenzie's spon-

sors, a name other than that of

the sponsor, Lincoln Income Life,

appeared for the Oklahoma City

and Louisville markets. This was

an error which we hasten to cor-

rect.

ZIV Television Programs. Inc.
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member, who said at the Sun Valley

Conference that "the Guide states that

the broadcasters' highest duty is to in-

form the public, points out that a

station's stature cannot be higher than

the heights it attains in serving the

needs of the public for information."

A related aspect of local news re-

porting by radio stations is editorializ-

ing. According to a recent RAB sur-

vey, more than 25% of radio stations

today do some form of editorializing.

Significantly, almost two-thirds of

these started editorializing only in the

last year or so.

In some cases, radio stations tie edi-

torials to news shows; in others they

are kept separate. In almost every

case, though, the aim is the same as

the emphasis on aggressive local news

coverage: to build community accept-

ance and boost ratings. ^

TRENDEX
(Cont'd from page 37)

Hooper—the telephone coincidental

—

Hynes and Rogers, in October 1950.

got out their first Trendex; the follow-

ing October, the first Program Popu-

larity Report (then for 10 cities). At

that time the office staff comprised

Hynes. Rogers, and Mary Smith, an-

other ex-Hooperite and now Trendex

vice president in charge of field staff.

Today, the administrative staff divided

between New York and the Westport,

Conn., office (opened February 1957)

numbers about 21. Across the country

Trendex has 3,000 personally-trained

phone interviewers who place 60 calls

an hour.

The tv networks were naturally

among earliest Trendex subscribers

( all three were signed up within two

days after announcement of 10-city re-

ports). The first agency client was

Ruthrauff & Ryan, first advertiser cli-

ent (for a special survey) was Tide-

water Oil. This year, clients (includ-

ing stations) run into hundreds, while

among agencies and clients. 50 sub-

scribe to the Program Popularity re-

ports and 25 to the Advertisers' Re-

ports.

In 1955, Trendex went from 10-city

reports to 15, and last February added

another five to bring the total covered

up to 20. In its steady march toward

the qualitative, Trendex has picked up

a subsidiary. Qualitative Research.

Inc. iQRl) which specializes in com-

mercials effectiveness measurements,

market and consumer studies. t^

WAPI
Birmingham

soon to be

50,000 watts
"^

more than ever

The Voice of Alabama

*5,000 Nights

Represented nationally by

Henry I. Christal

WHAT'S
JOE

DOING
WITH A
FIFTH?

Joe Floyd boasts coverage
in four states for his
beloved KEL-0-LAND tv
hookup. Okay. But
Nielsen shows a fifth
state as well. (NCS #3
Composite) What gives?
Is Mr. Floyd being
modest, or doesn't he
know his own strength?

Miss M. Hunkifer

I

KEL-0-LAND
CBS • ABC • NBC

tea's Great 4-Sta
Minnesota, low,

KELO-TV
Sioux Falls: ""' h<u

KDLO-TV
AlH'i-.leeu Huron-Watertown

KPLO-TV
Pierre VaU'iitine-Chamberlain

General Offices: Sioux Falls. S.D.

JOE FLOYD, President

Evans Xoi-il. Gen. Mar.. Larry Bei
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OTHIS

SHAMPOO IS SUDSY!"
W(iX-T\-_,.,n,mK.rdal.s..t results

because \\ GX-T\' prograiiuning
keeps folks watching. For proof,
let our specialists fill you in on
some WOX-T\' case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Centrol Ohio)

WHTN
TV

A COWLES OPERATION

NORTH AGENCY
{Cont'd from pape 34 I

ready available, product character-

i>li(>. packaging, pricing, etc., all inte-

II rated with a total creative concept

that establishes a selling personality."

North puts a lot of emphasis on

psychological motivation methods in

the field of creative research. Dr. Saul

Ben-Zeev, head of research, has de-

vised a series of practical applications

of techniques such as these:

• Group interviewing for pre- and

post-testing tv commercials. North has

found that although group interview-

ing provides the advantage of spon-

taneous response, its major difficulty is

in the area of sampling and the effect

of dominant respondents. To compen-

sate for this. North has evolved a

method by which it tries to pre-estab-

lish the biases of any given group.

• A system for screening creative

ideas and approaches, allowing North

to deal comprehensively and economi-

cally with as many as 20 alternate

proposed campaigns for a given prod-

uct simultaneously. The campaigns

are compared with each other on 1

1

the basis of three kinds of quantitative

measures (general appeal, commitment

to the product through the campaign,

and selected scale ratings), and 2) on

the basis of qualitative information

such as recall, playback, attitude, and

implications. This material is then

dovetailed so that it leads to definite

conclusions about each theme.

• Methods for getting opinions of

retail operations also have been evolved

by North. Each aspect of the operation

and each department of the store is

studied. This includes not only con-

sumers' views, but also employee opin-

ions of the customers, management,

their specific roles on the job, and

their relations to each other, to the

customers, and to their management.

"We're interested in consumer goods

accounts," comments Walter Heymann,

Jr., vice president and director of mer-

chandising and sales development,

"Not only established successes, but

new products and products which have

)et to reach their potential. Here's

how we size ourselves up:

"Being a young agency, we're small

enough to offer the active attention of

our principals.

"But on the strength of our past rec-

ord, we have stature and big buying

power, offering experience to clients in

the highly competitive network and

spot tv field." ^

FRENCH'S SUCCESS
{Cont'd from pa^e 39)

family food was also a major factor.'"

To stimulate this basic acceptance,

the company's agency, JWT, devised

an excellent series of commercials,

characterized in sponsor's (16 Au-
gust) Commercial Commentary as

"complete, convincing, close-packed

with a smooth-flowing sales pitch. And
the beauty of it is— it looks so easy."

The same copy platform, and com-

mercial approach will be retained this

coming year via the network and ex-

panded spot tv routes. In addition, a

promotion will be added beginning

today (4 October) and running

through 1 November. It features a

stainless steel spoon and fork serving

set, from Sweden, with a $5 retail

value, that will be offered for $1.50

and a boxtop. Peak tv saturation days

for the promotion will be 23 and 24

October.

To encourage maximum participa-

tion in the promotion, JWT is provid-

ing all of the stations being used with

merchandising aids, including a prod-

uct fact sheet, a fact sheet on the

premium, art work for use in promo-

tional material, sample commercial

scripts, suggested lead-ins for live

commercials and formats for use with

film clips in live commercials.

The company's success with its new

product has been dramatic. It now has

better than 80% total distribution, in-

cluding 100/Y distribution in all major

food chains. Out of four major com-

petitors, it has a market share of about

75%. And it expects its sales for 1958

to be more than double their 1957 level.

Sales of the Instant Potato have pro-

vided another bonus for the company.

Heretofore its salesmen have handled

principally mustard. Though French

enjoys a healthy share of the mustard

market, consumption is, as with any

condiment, somewhat limited. The in-

troduction, and success of this new

product, has given French salesmen

their first high turnover item.

All of which is proof of tv's ability

to introduce and sell a new grocery

product, not only at retail, but to the

grocery trade as well. Both indepen-

dent grocer and chain official reaction

is "way up over last year," agency

officials note.

Notoriously, grocers like proof.

What better proof could there be than

a substantial cash register gain? ^
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FARM BOY TAKES BUGGY -RIDE!

Today's definition of that word "Buggy"

is a sporty Convertible. Our farmers, here

in the Land of Milk and Money, are iden-

tified chiefly by their fat billfolds.

Here's a rich market of small cities and

thousands of big dairy farms ... 42%

rural and 58% urban , . . where 1,350,000

folks spend $1,750,000,000 in retail sales

. . . more than 400,000 families enjoying

Channel 2-CBS Television.

^^....:^..^8^^VDN R. EVAhl«|K. MGR. REK WEED TELEVISION

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANDJipNEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
4 OCTOBER 1958 Look for MGM-TV to be the next big film company to move into syndication.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. Its parent company, Loew's, has finally set aside enough money for the company to set

up a syndicated sales arm.

Next year's production budget for the company is in the neighborhood of $750,000. The

ten shows to be produced will include at least one series for syndication, another on video-

tape.

This season will mark the heaviest year yet for syndication in Chicago.

The total number of half-hour evening shows on all four channels is a hefty 74. Here's

the line-up on each of the four stations:

WBKB (ABC) : 7 half hours

WNBQ (NBC): 16

WBBM-TV (CBS) : 3

WGN-TV (Ind): 48 (includes all five Kellogg strips).

More than ever this fall, it's the syndicators with the packed merchandising

kits that are doing most of the selling.

Leading agencies in New York and Chicago say they've gotten accustomed to being

pitched on a series of merchandising possibilities and tend to look with lesser interest at a show

that lacks merchandising values.

Block buying of film shows by major tv stations should be taking hold in the

not-too-distant future.

Several of the larger stations, with an eye toward the day when features are less abun-

dant, are investigating this type of bulk buying. (More than 100 of the smaller, independent

stations throughout the country are already buying through a single purchasing agent.)

Ziv plans to go on with the production of Target, which stars Adolphe Menjou,

after the initial 26 episodes.

This was made plain this week by Ziv, following the cancellation of the series in a total

of 62 markets. In most markets the cancellation won't take effect until the series has played

the full year.

The cancelling advertisers: (1) Olympia Brewing, which has bought Gross-Krasne's Glen-

cannon in 47 markets and (2) Drewry's Beer, which starts anew with ITC-TPA's New York

Confidential in 17 midwestern markets.

New gimmicks and more ballyhoo are marking this year's premiers of first-run

syndicated shows. For instance:

• D-X Sunray Oil has allotted $10,000 to launch New York Confidential in 55 markets.

Biggest kickoff was in Tulsa, and featured two live vaudeville shows and a press luncheon for

500. Similar premiers will be held in 37 different cities.

• San Francisco's Nash dealers and KPIX used the Army's Presidio to introduce Mack-

enzie's Raiders. Dignitaries and press toured the enormous installation viewing Civil War

tableaux and an actual re-creation of a Civil War battle scene.

• Schlitz kicked off Citizen Soldier in Chicago with another large military affair at Fifth

Army headquarters. Top Army brass from more than 20 states attended.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research \

^ MARKETING WEEK
4 OCTOBER 1958 A&P's INTA network buy is a major indication that the big chains are setting J

around to recognizing the importance of "institutional" advertising.

The contract, inked last Friday (26 September), provides for participations in bothi
nighttime and daytime shows. A&P ads will be represented in This Is Alice and Man I
Without a Gun at night and Tv Hour of Stars before dark. While there will be local cut-ins!

(price advertising still remains the heart of chain promotion), a substantial number ofI

commercials will be devoted to selling the chain itself. None of the money for the net-1

work purchase, it is reported, is from co-op funds, even though the big chains never use up I

their co-op allowances.

Prime objective of chain stores today is to convince the shopper to do all her I

buying in one store. The stores create traffic by promoting feature buys, such as meat, thenl

aim to keep the shopper there by hitting the economy angle.

Look for increased promotion next year pushing that second tv set in the home,

A straw in the wind was the presentation to EIA executives of a successful campaign^

by the Northern California Electrical Bureau built around the slogan, "Tv's morel
fun when there's another one." EIA put off until December, however, a proposed tv

promotion campaign put together by an ad hoc group of ad managers from tv set manu-

facturers.

Current figure for multiple set homes is certainly in excess of 10%. The last

j)ublished figure based on a field survey was in NCS No. 2, which reported multiple set homes

(in the spring of 1956) were more than I'/c of all tv homes.

Most second sets are portables and heavy sales of portables did not get underway until

after NCS No. 2. Total portables in use probably number now about 5 million. Ris-

ing color set sales are also a factor in the growth of second sets. Total color set

homes are now in the neighborhood of 400,000.

Offsetting this, however, is the rising amount of scrappage. Frank Mansfield, director

of marketing research for Sylvania, estimates in Television Factbook that about 3 million

tv sets were scrapped in 1957.

Here's a new advertising word to mull over.

The word is axiological.

It was introduced at a recent Blue Cross-Blue Shield conference to describe the new ad

approach of the Michigan group.

As explained by Louis Graff, director of public relations and advertising for the Michi-

gan Blue Cross-Blue Shield, the approach is one which places emphasis on human val-

ues that exist in fact—not interpretation.

"We are still very much interested in why people want to feel secure, but we base our

advertising and our public relations on the obvious fact that people want security," Graff said.

The advertising, which stresses benefits rather than unpleasant stories about sick-

ness and accidents, revolves around the theme, "It's wonderful to feel cared for."

Bulk of the Michigan campaign alternates between radio and newspapers, also

includes some tv, direct mail and outdoor. Sixty Michigan stations are used by the

group.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
4 OCTOBER 1958

^ leading communications attorney this week offered to bet that the FCC in its

Copyright i»58 present form will not survive the next session of Congress. He had no takers.
SPONSOR puBLicAT

^^^^ though the Harris Legislative Oversight subcommittee hasn't been thinking in

terms of abolishing the FCC, the Senate Commerce Committee, which has been merely ob-

serving the Harris goings-on, had several such suggestions for overhauling the FCC under

active consideration this year.

It is considered certain that in light of these revelations something drastic will be done

—

probably something stronger than adoption of a code of ethics that Harris frequently men-

tions :

• One commissioner (Richard A. Mack) took large sums of money from an individual

interested in several cases before the FCC, even though his vote may have not been swayed.

• A chairman (George C. McConnaughey ) claims he received a bribe offer which he

didn't report.

• Improper off-the-record approaches to commissioners by contestants for tv channels was

the practice and not the exception. (All of which, particularly, has been the key theme run-

ning through the probe of Miami's channel 10.)

One suggestion made for cleaning up the situation: One agency be empowered to

decide contested cases and another, to handle the rulemaking.

The rule making agency would permit the contacts with industry necessary to gain facts

on technical matters up for decision. The agency handling contest cases would consist of

people on the level of judges, isolated from contacts.

Still another suggestion: Cut the FCC down to three members.

Meanwhile the tribulations for Mack and McConnaughey kept mounting.

The week's pot-boiling within the Harris committee hearings and outside included:

• The indictment of Mack and his long-time associate Thurman A. Whiteside by the grand

jury investigating the Miami channel 10 case. The indictment boiled down to charges of

bribery and accepting bribes.

• An official for one of the applicants for Pittsburgh's channel 4 reported he had heard

that McConnaughey had asked $50,000 from his company and $20,000 a year for 10 years

from a competing applicant. The official's story was found hard to swallow by a Harris in-

vestigator because he couldn't name the company man approached.

• McConnaughey 's testimony that the same applicant had offered business for the ex-FCC

chairman's law firm was taken more seriously. This was denied, but the record remained

that, in McConnaughey's own words, he had not reported a bribe attempt and that the com-

pany offering the bribe was now a partner in the tv stations which were at issue.

All of which dwarfed the original charges in this case, revolving around McConnaughey's

forming a law partnership with counsel representing one of the applicants while the case was

still alive and McConnaughey was still FCC chairman.

The FCC told the Appeals Court on Monday that it doesn't have enough evi-

dence to begin hearings on Boston channel 5.

It noted that while the Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee had

probed deeply into Miami's channel 10, attention given to Boston's channel 5 had been

"cursory."

The Harris group did issue hints about pressures on commissioners and other alleged

misdeeds in connection to the award to the Boston Herald-Traveler, but it never backed up

any of the hints with facts. The FCC told the Court it had directed its staff to investigate

prior to holding hearings.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admeu

SPONSOR HEARS
L.

4 OCTOBER 1958 It's either a season's commitment at list price or nothing; that's the string on
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. the Pcrrv Como show that RCA's willing to yield because of other network buys.

The program's cost per half hour (time and talent) : $151,000.

Videotape is getting a big play from political candidates in the current election

campaigns, local tv stations report.

Pre-taping their speeches the same day gives the contenders an opportunity to hit the

personal appearance route while the speech is being telecast.

One of the rating services soon will suggest to its competitors that they all get together

on a code of fair selling practices.

The keystone of the proposal: Put the sales emphasis on the superior features of the

service and refrain from besmudging competitors.

If perfume distributors appear to be putting comparatively less cash on the

barrel-head for advertising each successive year, it's because trading-out the product for

media has become an ingrained practice of the business.

It's a surefire article for distribution to buyers at Christmas time.

CBS TV has run into some questions from agencies over the formula it's using for

opening-night spotlight ads this season.

The gist of the complaints: CBS TV has limited the space to 600-liners, whereas

NBC TV is running 'em as high as 1,000 lines.

A New York agency which lost an old-time cleanser account recently has been wir-

ing stations to remit commissions on business placed by the new agency.

What's puzzling to stations: The correspondent's disregard of the fact that stations

never handle commission money; it's deducted before payment.

Tang (General Foods' orange powder) has turned out to be not only a sleeper

but a threat to the frozen orange-juice industry.

Kids have taken to it with enthusiasm akin to the hula hoop. However, there's no sign

yet of Florida Citrus or Sunkist recognition of the newcomer in their copy platforms.

Both stories have been officially denied, but reports persist that top level people at

Cities Service and Underwood still haven't dropped the idea of switching their ad

accounts.

Esty, the present Underwood incumbent (budget around $1.5 million) checked, and the

version it got was that the client merely was assigning its corporate public relations to

Gray & Rogers (a chore worth around $40,000).

Cities Service ($3.5 million) has been at Ellington since September, 1947.

Another rumor verified this week: The Pabst switch of its $6 million account

from Norman, Craig & Kummel to K&E, which handles the Pabst-owned Blatz brand.
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Results of a recent "test run" by the Citizens & Southern

Banks of Atlanta are revealing. A scenic booklet was

offered listeners of 7 Atlanta radio stations.

WSB Radio accounted for 43.5% of the total 7-station

response. This was 21/2 times the return of the second

station. WSB scored more requests per commercial minute

—6 times as many as the second station. WSB's cost-per-

request was the most economical—68% less than that on

the second station.

Here again is proof that it pays advertisers to go first

class in Atlanta. Certainly your advertising belongs on

WSB Radio.

How 7 Atlanta Radio

Stations produced requests for I

booklets in one-week

test conducted by C & S Banks I

A B C D WSB F G

Total number requests 110 283 93 245 967 402 119

Number commercial min. used 16 42 20 20 11 30 24

Requests per commercial min^ 6.9 6.7 4.6 12.2 87.9 13.4 4.9

Cost per request 1.15 ,441.08 .65 .14 .45210

WSB radii
50,000-watt WSB is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and

Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., one-time
big spot customer, is returning to

air media.

In a campaign breaking this week

in key markets Stokley's PictSweet

Frozen Foods and Finest Frozen Foods

will use both saturation tv and radio.

Lennen & Newell, Stokley's new
agency, is handling the account out of

its San Francisco office.

More about campaigns:
• After years of association with

Burns and Allen, Carnation has

switched to daytime tv for its Instant

Nonfat Dry Milk, via CBS TV's Art

Linkletler's Housepartv. The Verdict Is

Yours and As The World Turns. Ra-

dio support includes the Linkletter

show- and spots on the Keystone Net-

work. Both begin at the end of this

month.

• Reynolds Metals Co. will spear-

head a drive for increased use of alu-

minum in residential and other types

of construction throughout October,

November and December, via ABC
TV's Walt Disney Presents and All Star

Golf. Reynolds will also take part in

ABC TV's Operation Daybreak sched-

ule.

• Koret of California will use tv

as its key advertising media for its

spring line of fashions. It will open

with tv schedules in 11 key markets,

including New York. San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Chicago, San Diego and

Denver, with prospects of more mar-

kets introduced as the season pro-

gresses. Agency: Wyman Advertising.

• Bay Area Rambler Dealers

begin an intensive campaign, giving

the lion's share of the ad budget to tv,

via Ziv's MacKenzie's Raiders on

KPIX and a full schedule of tv spots.

Agency: Beaumont & Hohman, San

Francisco.

• Mars, .Inc., starts this week with

its two network, four program tv line-

up which nearly doubles last year's

campaign. The shows: Circus Boy and

Ruff and Ready, both on NBC TV and

Adventure Time and American Band-

stand, both on ABC TV.

Personnel news : Kenneth White is

the new product manager in the Toilet

Articles division of Colgate.

AGENCIES
Gumbinner this week started scout-

ing around for availabilities for a

™.?;c-&

Auctioneer's

four-day tour

ington, N. C.

Reed; T. H.

sales supvsr.,

Roberson, Jr..

l.lalt, a.e., H
trude Scanl:

seated, M Ici

Re.-d; Eil.-..

Kinhn

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

hant is heard liy N. Y. agency and network people on

f eastern North Carolina as guests of WITN, Wash-

Standing (1 to r) : Jack Hardingham, v.p., Headley-

Patterson, v.p., and Wm. Bass, a.e., WITN; A. Boswell,

Wilson tobacco market; G. E. Broome, sis mgr., W. R.

pres., W. E. Barnes, v.p., all from WITN; Ken Gold-

•adley-Reed; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson, NBC; Ger-

n, BBDO; Sallie Melvin, NBC; Nat Stone, SSC&B;
r) Auctioneer Tom Burton; Carleton Hence, Headley-

(;r((r. Ted Bates; Lucien Chimenc. JWT; and Ed
I lialo. The group also toured nearby duPont plant.

To promote traffic safely: The Shell Traffic-cast, a new KYA, San I

Francisco service, airs road conditions during rush hours. Here, Bar- I

tell Group executives visit service station: (1 to r) Morton Wagner, I

executive v.p.; Gerald A. Bartell, president and Lee Bartell, mgn. dir.
j

Hooping it up: Hula-Hoopers of all sizes turned out for contest in- I

spired by Chuck Boyles, WKV, Oklahoma City d.j. Altogether 276 I

kids started—4 hours, 45 minutes later, 11 of them were still spinning I
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pre-Christinas spot campaign for

Bourjois perfume.

The campaign will run between 1

and 20 December.

Bryan Houston, Inc. has come out

with a 450-page, 1958 edition of

the Major Coverage Study of Me-
dia and Markets.

It provides market information and

circulation for radio, tv, newspapers,

Sunday supplements and magazines in

700 cities located in 458 U. S. counties.

The information for each county in-

cludes a list of cities of over 2.5,000

population, and a list of the tv and

radio stations which reach that county

with the percent coverage of each from

the latest Nielsen Coverage Study.

Data in the 458 counties are shown

for 1,368 radio stations and 393 tv

stations.

The 1958 Workshop of the Chi-

cago Federated Advertising Cluh
via eight six-week sessions will

open during week of 13 October.

A condensed, streamlined program
of seminars include subjects of mar-

keting, merchandising, tv and radio.

Emerson Foote, senior v. p. and di-

rector of McCann-Erickson, will be the

keynote speaker at the kickoif meeting

in the Sheraton Hotel.

Agency mergers: Buchanan & Co.

into Lennen & Newell, bringing

L&N's billing to $83 million. John
Hertz, Jr., formerly president of Bu-

chanan becomes senior v. p. in charge

of the Buchanan division of L&N . . .

Guild, Bascom & Bonhgli will open

an office in Chicago with the purchase

of Richard D. Crisp & Associates,

a marketing consulting firm. Crisp will

be director of marketing for the agen-

cy, in charge of the Chicago office.

GB&B's billings are at $12 million.

Agency appointments: Bayuk Ci-

gars' John Ruskin and Flor de Melba
Irands, to Noble-Dury & Associates,

Memphis. N-D will also handle adver-

tising throughout the South for Bay-

uk's complete line, including Phillies,

Wci)ster and Tom Moore brands . . .

Sta-W bite, Inc.'s Italo-American food

products, to Ray Barron, Inc., Bos-

ton . . . Guaranty Trust Co. of New-

York, to Compton Advertising, for

its institutional and service advertising

programs.

New agencies: In St. Louis, Savan
and Hammerman Advertising,

Inc., handling accounts in the fashion,

food, industrial and financial fields . . .

In Dallas, Preis, Byland & Preis,

Inc., for the food and household fields.

They became v.p.'s: Charles F.

Adams appointed executive v. p. of

MacManus, John & Adams . . . John
E. Martin, copy chief of the Minne-

apolis office of BBDO. elected a v. p.

. . . John C. W. Daly, v.p. at the Los

Angeles office of The Caples Co. . . .

Robert Raidt, to Monroe F. Dreher

as v.p. in charge of merchandising and
member of the plans board.

Bottled ^^vectIle^s lills llic dii at Cypress (;aril('ns

by this huge replica perfume bottle spraying a con-

tinuous stream of Revlon's Aquamarine Spray Mist.

The fountain is maintained by W-GTO as a mer-

chandising promotion. Aquamaids Peggv Glasscock

ih and Suzanne Townsend dip hankn - m |i< iIiihk

Congraliilations were in order for How-
aid W. Mds.hmeier (1) from E. D. Taddei

(I). R. \^. Clipp. v.p. of the radio/tv di-

vrsinn T,un.:l, I'ul.li, ,ti,.n^ Tnc . l„„ks on

Nc» .ilhl

WRE\-T\, R,M ktoni, III, and CBS TV-

is approved by (1 to r) Louis E. Caster,

pres., and Joe Baisch, gen. mgr., Great-

ei Rockfoid Tv, Inc.. Ed Bunker, CBS

«( a kind dicssed in vaiious coMumes walked the streets of PiII-Ihii_I, i,. ,,ii

.
n<n ,1 ul \\ I \|.:. the new Channel 4. Theme: "Big TV Conies t.. Piltshuigir

V'» i^ Mi a»«s

1 uctoui::k 1958
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More on personnel moves: John
Calley, to Ted Bates & Co. as director

of new program development in the

tv/radio department . . . Harvey Co-
mita, to Kenyon & Eckhardt. Los An-

geles, as research manager . . . Don
Osten, promoted to media group su-

pervisor and William Lahrmann,
Jr., to chief space buyer at Gardner

. . . Don Wallace, to the Chicago of-

fice of Clinton E. Frank. Inc., as tv

and copy supervisor . . . Connie Bar-
ber, to the radio 'tv department of

Hicks & Greist.

ASSOCIATIONS
On the eve of the NLRB hearing
in New York, AFTRA and SAG
continued the fight for jurisdic-

tion of taped commercials.
Claimed AFTRA:
The Guild is firmly opposed to mer-

ger in any form or to joint negotiation

and joint administration of contracts

in the field of video tape commercials.

AFTRA feels that some form of mer-

ger, either total or partial, is inevitable.

Countered SAG:
AFTRA is seeking to gain control

of actors in tv motion pictures, and

because of this, the Guild cannot do

business with them. SAG states, with

confidence, that the NLRB will find

that acting work done in motion pic-

tures—whether by mechanics of film,

tape, or any other device—should re-

main under the autonomous control of

motion picture actors.

RAB is sending a brochure to

member stations dubbed "Win
The Election With Radio Adver-

tising."

The subject: How political candi-

dates can better their chances of win-

ning the election through radio adver-

tising.

The RAB promotion piece points out

that radio is the most effective and

economical way to reach voters.

An update of the Broadcaster's cal-

endar for the week:

9-10 Oct.: Central 4A'8 regional an-

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 to 9 35 cents each

10 to 49 25 cents each

50 to 99 20 cents each

100 to 499 15 cents each

500 to 999 12^ cents each

1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N.

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me
Quantity
desired

Section

Marketing _

Radio

Television-Film —
Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Name Company_

Address
,

Unit price Total anutunt

u 1 III I nntjjiifiii
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts
78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

nual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.

9-10 Oct.: North Carolina Assn. of

Broadcasters, Sedgefield Inn, Greens-

boro.

10-11 Oct. : Alabama Assn. of Broad-
casters, Stafford Hotel. Tuscaloosa.

10-11 Oct.: Mutual Advertising
Agency Network fourth -quarterly

business meeting -workshop, Bismark

Hotel, Chicago.

10-12 Oct., AWRT Heart of America

Conference. Kansas City, Mo.

Strictly personnel: Harry Ward,
formerly with NBC in Chicago, ap-

pointed assistant director of Tv Code

affairs for the NAB . . . John Shee-

han replaces Halsey Barrett as direc-

tor of national sales at TvB.

NETWORKS
Gulf and Texaco were shopping
among the tv networks this week
for packages.

Gulf has under option a monthly 1-

hour show, Man of the Hour, on CBS
TV: program cost: around $150,000.

Gulf was on last season with Life of

Riley, while Texaco limited itself net-

work-wise to a special.

Tang, the General Foods orange

juice powder that's had a quick

sales take-off, has moved into al-

ternate sponsorship of the Bob
Cummings show (NBC TV).
The buy is for the 4th quarter.

Business: CBS Radio's contracts

this week included Delco Batteries

(Campbell-Ewald) and Mentho-

latum (JWT).
Delco renewed Loivell Thomas with

the News and Mentholatum bought five

v/eekly 5-minute units of CBS Radio's

daytime dramatic series for 13 weeks.

Personnel: Publisher David W.

Hearst and MBS executive v.p. Blair

A. Walliser have been named directors

of the Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem. This raises the number of board

members to 11.

FILM
Michael M. (Mickey) Sillerman

has resigned from ITC-TPA fol-

lowing formal acquisition of TPA
this week.

The executive vice-president of TPA
terminated his contract with the merged

company even though it had over a

\ear to run.

Sillerman's plans are still indefinite.
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COFFEE SMELLS GOOD!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W(iN-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

1^ Bi^P'^J

s No. 1 Network, NBC, and Buffalo's

No. 1 station, WGR-TV, have joined forces to
offer advertisers and viewers the best in TV
in the nation's 14th market.

• Top NBC-TV Network Programmine
... A huge, untapped audience will nov/ see,
for the first time, Dinah Shore, Perry Como,
Bob Hope, Milton Berle, and many others.
Also available are NBC color, NBC specials,
NBC public service . . . because NBC is now
VHF in Buffalo.

Contact Peters. Griffin and Woodward for

availabilities on WGR-TV—now NBC!

"WGR-TV
NBC CHANNEL 2

BUFFALO
SYMBOL OF SERVICE

^ TRANSCONTINENT STATION

Sales

:

Twenty new sales, including two

regionals, bring the total market
tally for CBS Film's Colonel Flack

to 80.

The two regionals are: (1) Old
Heidelberg Beer, 9 northwestern

markets, and (2) Pacific Gas &
Electric, 7 California markets. The

four single market sales include one to

Colgate-Palmolive Company, and one

to Standard Oil of California.

In all 80% of Colonel Flack's sales

have been directed to advertisers.

Six new sales this week marked
CBS News Film's fifth anniversary.

New subscribers include WWL-TV,
New Orleans; WEHT-TV, Evansville;

KCRA-TV, Sacramento; WLOS-TV,
Asheville; KPIX-TV, San Francisco;

and YVKA-TV, Caracas.

There are now a total of 110 stations

and networks in the U. S. and 20 for-

eign countries subscribing to the series.

Renew Series: Four Star Films is

readying a new western series for Jan-

uary production. Title will be Lawgun
• MCA-TV made its 7th sale on

the Paramount package this week.

KMOX-TV, St. Louis, bought the en-

tire package.

• Heileman's Brewery has renewed

Ziv's Sea Hunt in five markets.

The markets: Chicago, Wausau, La
Cross, Madison, and Green Bay.

• American Tobacco (SSC&B)
has bought alternate weeks of CNP's
Flight and Official's Decoy on WPIX,
New York. Buy is for Pall Mall.

Block programing: WP,IX, New
York's heaviest syndicated film

programer, has instituted a Block-

night programing plan of its

shows.

The plan calls for the scheduUng

each night of programs of similar

types and appeal, designed to attract

and hold a given audience for an en-

tire evening. For instance:

• Monday night is adventure night,

will feature Flight, CBS Film's Whirly-

birds. Navy Log, NTA's Man Without

a Gun, etc.

• Tuesday will be turned over to

series on sports.

• Wednesday, mystery night, will

highlight police action series, such as

Decoy and Ziv's Highway Patrol.

Other nights will be devoted to

comedy night, drama night, movie

night and family night.

f

It's Simply

a Matter of Dollars

!

If you added together all the money

spent last year by all the people in

Cincinnati, New Orleans, and Charlotte,

N. C, you would just about reach the

whopping total of $2.5 billion spent by

people covered by WOWO, the 37th

Radio Market.

If you're buying top radio markets,

you must include . .

.

\Ai^W.A/f^\ 50.000 WATT.SMVVJMVXJ 37th U.S. Radio Market*

FORT WAYNE, INO. Represented by PGW

OqO westinghouse broadcasting company, inc.

•Broadcasting, December 16, 1957
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Call off the

Hidden

Persuaders!

Archie S. Grlnaldv Jr£
It didiVt take the Hidden Per-

suaders and Motivation Research

boys to discover: THE MEMPHIS
MARKET IS DIFFERENT! The

fact is, Negroes, who make up over

40% of the Memphis market area,

are a big buying force in this area!

And before it buys, the Memphis
Negro market listens—to WDIA

!

There are 1,237,686 Negroes in

WDIA's listening pattern. Almost

one-tenth of the nation's total Ne-

gro population! This big buying

audience earned $616,291,100 last

year. And spent 80% of this over-

whelming total on consumer goods!

WDIA's year-round national ad-

vertisers include: LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTES . . . BLUE PLATE
FOODS . . . BRISTOL-MYERS
COMPANY . . . KROGER STORES
. . . LEVER BROTHERS.

IT'S A LOYAL MARKET! 1

Memphis Negroes listen most to

WDIA! In the March-April 1958
Nielsen Station Index, Sunday-
Saturday, WDIA totaled an over-
whelming 52% more rating points
than the next-rated station ! Here's
how they ranked:

Station Total Rating
Points

WDIA 528.2

Sta. B 337.1

Sta. C 284.1

Sta. D 278.8

Sta. E 137.4

Sta. F 101.3

Sta. G 74.1

We'd like to show you how WDIA
can be a high-powered selling force

for you— in this great and growing
market. Why not write us today for

farts and figures?

WDIA is represented nationally

by John E. Pearson Company

ECMONT SONDERUNG, President

BERT FERGUSON. Exec. Vice-President

WH1I ] u.<»IWgiliiWWW jtii 'J. <HH.Ji«a<*U'g> lWW i

To date, 51 new national adver-

tisers have bought time under the

new concept, representing more
than $2 million in sales.

Moved: The sydicated TV spot di-

vision of Fred Niles Productions has

moved from its Hollywood location.

Division will now be located in the

company's Chicago headquarters.

Meeting: Film Producers Asso. will

hold its fall showcase meeting in New
York next week.

Conference will highlight screenings

of outstanding films for industrv. edu-

cation, tv and government.

Strictly personnel: Philip Frank,

to MGM-TV as New York account ex-

ecutive in its commercial and indus-

trial film division . . . George G.

Gallantz, corporation lawyer for Par-

amount's tv interests, has resigned to

set up his own practice.

Screen Gems has added three new

sales reps. They are : Charles Mason,
to the southern division; Ralph Mit-

chell and Robert Kraus, both to the

Central Division.

REPS
Top echelon changes at Blair-Tv:

Harry Smart, Chicago sales man-

ager, promoted to v.p. and Chicago

Hianager; John W. Davis, a v. p.,

named as sales development manager

for the Chicago area.

In San Francisco, Edward Smith,

general manager of KOVR-TV, Sacra-

mento-Stockton, named manager of

the West coast office.

Other personnel changes: John
Hai^igan, named midwestern sales

manager of Broadcast Time Sales . . .

Bob Oilman, to the New York sales

staff of H-R Tv, Inc. . . . Paul Mur-
ray, account executive at the New York

staff of McGavren-Quinn . . . Joseph
Dowling, named assistant promotion

manager of CBS Tv Spot Sales.

RESEARCH
Trendex has decided to move into

the local rating field on a continu-

ing basis, via local tv rating re-

ports.

These Trendex City Reports will be

divided into two sections:

1) report on the amount and dis-

tribution of the tv audience, station by

station and program by program.

^o THIS

CLEANER'S A WHIZ!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on
some WGN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

VALUABLE
New TV Survey Free

A new 16-page report-

result of a survey of 529

TV station film direc-

tors — tells how stations

use public relations films

from industry . . . how
much free time they give

them . . . time lengths

they insist on . . . why
they reject many films

. . . verbatim comments

on how to make your

next film better. Foryour

free copy write Modern
Talking Picture Service,

Mktg. Dept. 3 E.

54thSt.,N.Y.22,N.Y.

4 OCTOBER 1958
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2) report dealing exclusively with

"Brand Share of the Market" In-

dexes covering 20 brand categories.

Trendex, continuing with its tele-

phone technique, will produce reports

in 50 cities for 1958, and will add

more next year.

Network tv continues to attract

more viewers, according to TvB's

January-August report.

The first eight months, 1958, show

a 9% increase in average evening pro-

gram audiences and a 13% jump in

average daytime audience.

Furthermore, average weekday day-

time programs reached 389,000 more

homes per broadcast than in 1957;

and the average increase for evening

programs was 689,000 homes.

Here's how the trend of network

tv program audiences for January-

August of each year looks:

AVER. EVE. SHOW RATING HOMES
(no. PROGRAMS) (psb) (add 000)

1955 (134) 20.8% 5,755

1956(131) 21.5 6,790

1957 (122) 22.1 8.093

1958 ( 124) 21.8 8,782

*Nielsen Total Audience basis.

I DONT WANT
JUST A JOB!

... I want a "position" as a

Promotion Executive.

Heavy Radio-TV experience

ranging from Local to Nation-

al Sales Development, Adver-

tising, Promotion, Merchan-

dising and Exploitation in Net-

work Radio, Local & Network

TV, Film Syndication and Ad
Agency business.

Currently in NYC, but willing

to make move for long range

opportunity.

Excellent references.

- for details contact

Box 21

SPONSOR

Thisa and Data : The Pulse, Inc. is

holding its 17th annual luncheon at

the Plaza, New York, on 20 October,

with guest speaker, Bob Hope . . .

A. C. Nielsen moved to new and larg-

er quarters at 575 Lexington Ave.,

New York.

Strictly personnel: Wallace Kam-
ens has joined the Center for Research

in Marketing. New York, as v. p. . . .

Richard M. Doub, appointed associ-

ate director of research, A. C. Niel-

sen . . . Ed Walzer, named director

of communications for the National

Consumer Panel division of Market'

Research Corp. of America.

RADIO STATIONS
Eighty-two out of every 100 spot

radio commercials aired today are

one minute in length.

So reports RAB after a survey

to determine the popularity of

various length commercials among
spot radio advertisers.

RAB's basis: time purchases made
by more than 1100 brand advertisers

during the second quarter, 1958.

The findings:

• 82.3% of the announcements

bought by spot radio clients were 60-

secoiul.

• 6.2' y were 10-second.

• 5.6'y were less than 10-seconds.

• 3.3% were 20-second.

• 2.6% were 30-second.

Top executives of the Balaban stations

met, last weekend, for a management

conference, to hear panel discussions

by:

Robert Eastman, president, Robert

E. Eastman & Co.; J. Liener Temerlin,

v. p., Glenn Advertising, Dallas; and

Noel Digby, of Gardner, St. Louis.

Station purchase: Allan W. Roberts,

executive v. p. of the Southern Division

for Tarlow Associates, announces that

the organization has assumed control

of WWOK, Charlotte, N. C.

Covering the news: The Triangle

Stations have sent veteran news re-

porter John Raleigh, of WEIL, Phila-

delphia, to Eormosa to begin direct

on-the-scene reports for the group.

( Eor more on Radio covering the

news, see page 29.) . . . KXOX, St.

Louis, is continuing with its "radio-

torial" policy—this week, an appeal

4 OCTOBER 1958
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It's Simply

a Matter of Sales;!

Retail sales In metropolitan Fort

Wayne totaled $281,916,000 in 1957.

Retail sales in the area blanketed by

WOWO, the 37th Radio Market, totaled

over $2.5 billion, nine times as much!

If you're buying top radio markets, you

must include . .

.

WOWO^
®@©l

I

50,000 WATTS
' 37th U.S. Radio Market*

FORT WAYNE, IND. Represented by PGW

'WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

•Broadcasting, December 16, 1957



AND

HERE'S WHYK

NEWS
THAT'S IMMEDIATE
AND ACCURATE!

MUSIC
THAT YOUR CUSTOMERS

WANT TO HEAR!

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

THAT'S DEPENDABLE!

tion that has more audience than foi

other Des Moines radio stations combine,
according to both Pulse and Hooper. Bu
the st=.tion that gives you the MOST -

THE NEW KIOA.

to the Board of Education about the and George BarenBregge, WPTZ-
need for a new municipal stadium. TV, Plattsburgh, N. Y.

DES MOINES
. P and GEN MGR

et the Low Cost Per Thousond Facts From

WEED RADIO CORP.

Ideas at work:
• WTOP, Washington, embarked

on a safety campaign for bicycle

riders. Announcements on bicycle safe-

t\—some to the tune of "Daisy," are

aired regularly.

• WBAL, Baltimore is mailing a

promotional series of "from zoo to

you" animal pieces. The first: A giraff,

called a 'rubber neckus-Newzus'—

a

long necked news getter scampering all

over the world for news stories.

• D.j.'s at WCPO, Cincinnati, have

launched a contest glorifying the work-

ing gals. The three office girls submit-

ting the best letters on why they need

a day off will get just that—plus a day

on the town and an appearance on tv.

The station will hire replacements for

the girls on their day-off.

Anniversaries: WIRE, Indianapolis,

awarded an NBC plaque to celebrate

its 25th year of affiliation with the net-

work . . . WKST, New Castle, Pa. will

mark its 20th year of broadcasting this

month . . . KXOX, St. Louis, also cele-

lirating its 20th anniversary this week.

Kudos: WNAR, Norristown, Pa., pre-

sented with the annual "Common-
wealth of Pa. Highway Safety Award'

by Gov. Leader . . . Orville Rennie,

promotion manager, KOA, Denver,

named coordinator of radio/tv network

program opportunities for the 1959

Colorado "Rush To The Rockies'

Centennial.

Personnel and programing
changes: WMBR, Jacksonville, re-

cently purchased by WWDC, Washing-

ton, has initiated a stepped-up radio

operation coupling CBS programing

with increased local news coverage,

local programing and public service

broadcasts.

Sidney L. Beighley, Jr. has been

named v. p. and general manager of the

station.

They were promoted: Rollins

Broadcasting Corp. have appointed

these general managers v.p.s of their

respective stations:

Hal Walton, WNJR, Newark;

Robert Lyons, KATZ, St. Louis; Ar-

nold Johnson, WGEE, Indianapolis;

Paul von Hagel, WRAP, Norfolk;

Charles Stone, WAMS, Wilmington;

Charles Maillet, WJWL, Georgetown

People on the move: Maurie Web-
ster, named general manager, KCBS,

San Francisco . . . Jerry Glaser, gen-

eral manager, WENO, Madison, Tenn.

. . . Hugh K. Boice, Jr., currently a

v.]). and director, has been appointed

general manager of KWK Radio, Inc.,

St. Louis. He will also continue as v.p.

and general manager of WEMP, Mil-

. Lee Ehrlich, commercial

WTRY, Troy . . . David

assistant manager, WDIA.
. . . Richard Klaus, be-

:)irram director. WGBS. Mi-

waukee .

manager.

Mattis,

Memphis
comes |ji

TV STATIONS
There are more tv sets in Ameri-

can homes today than there are

telephones or bathtubs.

So reports the 27th semi-annual edi-

tion of Tv Fact book published by Tv

Digest.

The figures:

• 42.4 million U. S. homes or 84%
of the total have one or more tv sets.

(About 39 million homes have tele-

phones; 4L5 million have bathtubs, i

Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*

A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

KPQ WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

4 ocjoiiF.R 195!



TBEOLDnESTUVESmiN...

SI

•' EL RaNCHO VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nev.—DUdley 2-1300

INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

ACRES DEDICATED TO YOUR MODERN COMFORT

BUT STRESSING WESTERN ATMOSPHERE.

...the world famou» OPERA HOUSE HEATRE
RESTAURANT present nightly the greate t names

lavish productions

cent of the exuberan t Frontier Days.

Phone Direct for Reservations

New York San Francisco Los Angeles

LOngacre 3-6149 YUkon 2-7105 BRadshaw 2-3366

Beverly Hills Chicago Miami Beach

BRadshaw 2-3366 MOhawk 4-0111 JEfferson 8-0591

• 58.5 million tv receivers in all

have been sold in this country in the

12-year life span of the tv industry.

• 47.5 million of these sets are still

in use, including multiple sets in homes

and sets in public places.

A. James Ebel, general manager and

Lester C. Rau, general sales manager

of KOLN-TV, Lincoln, played host to

357 agency and advertiser executives

at a presentation luncheon in New
York.

The presentation: slide and sound

film outlining the Lincolnland market

in terms of NCS#3 data.

New tv station: The transmitter is

now completed for KTVE, serving

South Arkansas, North Louisiana and

West Mississippi. Air date: 1 Novem-

ber. Station purchase: KVSO-TV,
Ardmore, Okla., by Bill Hoover, presi-

dent and general manager of KTEN-
TV, Ada, for $160,000.

Ideas at work:
• WSB-TV, Atlanta, is celebrating

its 10th year of telecasting with a mam-
moth parade previewing the fall sea-

son and featuring special attractions

ranging from visiting celebrities to

Huskie dogs from the 49th State.

• Now that school has started, both

radio and tv stations are promoting

bicycle safety (See Ideas—Radio Sta-

tions.). Each week, WJBK-TV, De-

troit, will award a bike to the outstand-

ing safety patrol boy or girl, deter-

mined by the Board of Education and

the traffic safety division of the Detroit

police department.

Kudos: The Jefferson Standard

Broadcasting Co. (WBT, WBTV,
Charlotte and WBTW, Florence) re-

ceived three awards from the Ameri-

can Red Cross, for participation in the

"Blood Bank Credit Plan" and promo-

tional efforts in behalf of the Red

Cross Blood Program.

Station staffers: James Riehdale,

Jr., appointed v.p. and general man-

ager, KGUL-TV, Houston . . . Mark
Wodlinger joins Community Telecast-

ing Corp., applicant for Channel 8 in

ihe Quincy City Area, as executive v.p.

and general manager . . . Howard
Maschmeier, named assistant general

manager of Triangle's WNHC-TV,
Hartford-New Haven . . . Lawrence
Carino, general sales manager, WWL-
TV, New Orleans. ^

Programmed
all day long

to an adult

buying audience

WISH
Indianapolis

Representee/ hy Boiling

A CORINTHIAN STATION
KOTVTuKi . kCUl TV Houston
WANE & WANh-TV hurt Wayne
WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

I

I LIKE THIS GUM!"
WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago
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MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

s fo fhe Suncoast

WSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS

do THIS BEER

REALLY TASTES LIKE BEER!"

\\'C;\-TV commercials get results

because VVGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on
some WGN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

Tv and radio

^^EWSMAKERS

Ernie Tannen has been appointed man-

aging director of Kluge radio stations.

Under his direction will be WGAY, Wash-

ington, D. C, WEEP, Pittsburgh; WKDA,
Nashville; WINE, Buffalo; KNOX, Ft.

Worth-Dallas; and WSRS, Cleveland

(pending FCC approval). While he was at

WILY (now WEEP), Tannen proposed

that the station's format, which had been

aimed primarily at the Negro market, be changed to include the gen-

eral community. This was a radio first. Never before had a Negro

market station been converted to general market programing. The

unorthodox move was heralded in a feature story in Time magazine,

and the new WEEP soon became one of the top three stations in

Pittsburgh. Tannen's broadcast career began with WGAY, Silver

Spring. Md. when he joined them on opening day, 7 Dec, 1946.

r^^

Reid C. Chapman has been named vice

president and general manager of WANE,
WANE-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind. For the past

three years Chapman has been general

manager of WANE radio. Formerly he was

associated with WISH and WISH-TV, In-

dianapolis where he held positions as an-

nouncer, disk jockey, salesman, program

director and promotion director. Prior to

joining WISH he was with WAOV, Vincennes and WHOT, South

Bend. Chapman in his new post at the WANE stations, succeeds

R. Morris Pierce who has been called to direct the Navy's new two

million watt radio installation at Culler, Me. The installation ha?

been called "the world's most powerful radio station" and should be

capable of being received by U. S. Navy ships anywhere in the world.

i

r

^^c^;:-^ Harry Smart recently was promoted to vice

mf^KUP president and Chicago manager of Blair

TV. Smart won wide recognition last spring

for leading the coordinated effort by sta-

tion representatives which convinced the

Kellogg Co. to put its 7 million tv budget

on a spot basis. Before joining Blair, he

was associated with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sani-

pie where he worked in broadcast analysis,

media and merchandising. His association with Blair TV dates back

to May 1949 when the Blair office was the first exclusive television

representative in Chicago. During World War II, Smart served with

the Army Ground Forces and Infantry in both the European and Pa-

cific theaters of operation. He attended the University of Rochester.

N. Y. and was graduated in .•(•(.noinics and business administration.

• 4 ocTOBt:R 195o



YOUR

FALL -WINTER

SPOT BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S new 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 TO 9
10 TO 49
50 TO 99
100 TO 499
500 TO 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

121^ cents each

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed .._ Bill me
Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount
Marketing

Radio

Television-Film

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Company

Address



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Tv's irresponsible critics

The usually reliable New York Times provided the indus-

try with another example of regrettably cheap tv criticism

in an editorial on 23 September.

Said the Times: "Few thoughtful persons will deny that

television has sunk into a malodorous quagmire . . Good pro-

grams, that might have intellectual appeal, are being

swamped by commercials . . Good masters of ceremonies get

on the soap box for patent medicines. Any program, no matter

how valuable, can be interrupted without warning for ad-

vertisements that most self-respecting publications would

reject out of hand."

Ordinarily we admire the Times very much. But we cannot

help pointing out that these are not the comments of a fair,

factual, intelligent or honorable man. They are hysterical,

exaggerated, unreasonable and irresponsible.

It is simply not true that tv programs of intellectual appeal

are "swamped with commercials." Many of tv's most intelli-

gent shows, such as Camera Three and the Open Mind are

wholly unsponsored. And the commercial handling on such

literate offerings as Omnibus, Hallmark Hall of Fame, Meet

the Press, and DuPont's Show of the Month, cannot seriously

be questioned by any reasonable observer.

Nor is it true that tv, as a whole, accepts advertising that

"most self-respecting publications would reject out of hand."

We challenge the Times to name five newspapers or magazines

of significant circulation whose standards are higher than

those set by leading tv networks and stations.

Finally, who are those good m.c.s who "step on the soap-

box for patent medicines?" Is the Times weeping in its beer

for Hal March, Jack Barry, Bud Collyer? And if so, why?

There is much in tv that deserves honest criticism and

correction. But we in the industry have a right to insist that

our critics stand and deliver like men—not exaggerate and

befuddle the issues like frantic and frightened old women.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A courageous indus-

try. One that will listen to honest criticism, take

it to heart, and act on it when it is justified. But

also an industry that will strike back hard

ivhen it is unfairly and unreasonably attacked.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
High fashion: A Madison Avenue
wag has advanced the following as a

reason for the move of H-R Repre-

sentatives to the new Seagram Build-

ing: "They like the charcoal-gray

windows."

Snakey: A blacksnake climbed a pole

in a Maryland suburb of Washington,

D. C, and blew out the premiere of a

stereo show at WGMS. Proving that,

in broadcasting, a snake on a pole is

worse than one in the grass.

Pathetique: A rep's lament, over-

heard in New York's Gaston Restau-

rant: "When billings are up, you've

got a great station; when billings are

down, you've got a lousy rep."

Spotting: At recent CBS TV presen-

tation at Toots Shor's, 49 gal report-

ers (one from each state of the Union I

were on hand as guests. During the

proceedings, word leaked out that 48

of them were married, whereupon a

Newark newspaperman rushed over to

the girls' table, demanded to know

which one wasn't hitched. "That's

easy," replied Mrs. Iowa, "the one in

the plunging neckline."

His/Hers: An adgal who was on the

recent WITN, Washington, N. C, jun-

ket that included a yacht cruise reports

she was baffled on her first trip to the

head to find all towels marked "Mis-

tress." She was about to ask host Bill

Roberson why there were no towels I

for "Master," when she learned the'

name of the yacht was "The Mistress."

Herbiverous: Eileen Greer, Ted Bate?

timebuyer who buys for Colgate,

raises herbs on her Manhattan apart-

ment terrace and snips some for om-

elette first thing every morning. First

thing after brushing her teeth with Col-

gate, we trust.

Headline: From A^. Y. Times—
WRONG TAPE USED
ON WCBS SERIES

Another first for videotape!

Impassive: From a release for ABC
TV Roller Derby—"Because of his

hard play, Gene has broken just about

every bone in his body, including two

arms, a wrist, three toes, one leg, one|

shoulder rib, a collarbone and a nose,

and has also suffered a brain concus-

sion. Over a 10-year period. Gene held

the impressive record of being passed^

for less points than any other skater in

Roller Derby history." Yeah, but you

ought to see the other guy who tried

to pass him!
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IF IT IS BIG
AND IMPORTANT^
IT'S ON WHAS'TV

50,000 youngsters,

57,000 adults have

attended T-BAR-V,

Louisville's ONLY

kid show with

LIVE, DAILY AUDIENCES

50,000 youngsters, escorted by 57,000

adults is a lot of participation. T-BAR-V

skillfully interweaves educational, health

and safety subjects with songs, cartoons

and games to the benefit of the small fry

and sheer delight of parents. Indication

of the show's drawing power is that ticket

requests are received five months in

advance.

Like other WHAS-TV produced pro-

grams, T-BAR-V's demonstrated concern

for the community has gained the respect

and confidence of huge, loyal audiences

and long-term clients. It's IMPORTANT
that constructive entertainment be pre-

sented for children. And when BIG and

IMPORTANT programs are produced

in Louisville, they're found on WHAS-TV.

Your Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .

with the ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER!

WHAS-TV

Tidie.

Foremost In Service

Best In Entertainment

WHAS-TV CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE

316,000 WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
Victor A. Sholis, Director

Represented Nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

II



KFMB-TV
SENDS
MORE

PEOPLE
VAY FROM

HOME
(TO BUY)

THAN
ANYTHING

SAN DIEGO,

America's newest

boomtown, ranked

FIFTH nationally

in building

construction for the

first four months

of 1958, according to

figures released

by Dun & Bradstreet.

(And, for a brief

period of glory,

San Diego actually

ranked fourth

nationally for the first

two months of the

year.) Only New York,

Los Angeles,

Chicago and Houston

topped the bustling

San Diego market.

San Diego is

building more and

more homes for more

and more people

with more and more

money to spend.

Furthermore,

all these people own

more and more

television sets and

see more and more of

your messages

on KFMB-TV. (29 of

the top 30 television

shows seen in

San Diego are seen

on KFMB-TV.)

NEWS FLASH!

SAN DIEGO RANKS 5tb

IN THE NATION

IN NEW CONSTRUCTION!

KFMB0TV
^msmmmmsAN diegc
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

merent in APPRSACH
A/Drt -.

Everything we do at W-I-T-II

is measured by one basic yard-

stick:

"What's good for Baltimore is

good for WITH,''
That's a nice, cozy statement. A real

"heart-throbber." A lot of stations can

make it in their own behalf. Many of them

do make it. So, when you hear it, consider

the source. What—and who— is behind it?

When W-I-T-H was founded in 1941, it

became the first independent Baltimore

radio station. It has remained independent

to this day. Now doesn't it make good com-

mon sense that a station, completely inde-

pendent throughout its 17-year career, has

had many more opportunities to serve the

interests of its community? W-I-T-H has

had hundreds of such opportunities—has

made many of them, in fact—and has

served them well.

Result? A special bond between Baltimore

and W-I-T-H that you have to experience

on the spot to appreciate fully—but that

you can obtain to your product's advan-

tage by advertising on W-I-T-H. It's a

mighty bonus!

pm Tinsley

j
President

pons Representatives: Select Station Rspresentatives in New Yorl(, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Browne Co. in

Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast

]. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

^1HOW N.W. AVER

I

REPLANSFOR

! THE AIR AGE

With W, of hillings
I

now in radio/lv Aver is
{

reorganizing media and

creative btaff- around

new marketing con-

cepts. Special sPONSOi!

report on America"-

oldest agency.

Page 35

Videodex opens

score of new

rating markets

Page 40

Tips on how to

improve your

radio commercials

Page 42

How radio/tv are

I
upping safes for

I

department store;

Page 45

I
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Ladies and

inordinately proud .

to present one of the brightest names in all the incandescent

world of showbusiness: a man whose nimble tongue and wit

have entertained three generations; a man proclaimed by one

of our nation's Presidents as "Toastmaster General of the

United States". . . probably the most sought-after Master of

Ceremonies in the world today ... Mister George Jesse!

!

This month on KCOP, Mr. Jessel brings to Southern Califon

television a program that permits his doing the thing he da

best: talk. Talk of his 50 years as an international entertaiijr.

Talk with his famous guests . . . Burns, Benny, Cantor, et 1.

And talk, in retrospect, of the people and events-political a|l

theatrical -that few men know so well as George Jessel.
I

George Jessel's Show • Tuesdays & Thursdays • 8: 30 to 10 pm | kcopJ

1000 N. Cahucnga, Hollywood 38 • Represented nationally by Edward Retry & Co., Inc.
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Vigorous vet-eran: the N. W. Ayer story

35 MDNxiii's special report on America's oldest advertising agency and why
il> .organizing air media uork after doubling billings since 1953

Videodex: score of new markets in last quarter

40 Hecade-old t\ audience measurement firm in process of expanding services

for c'ienis; at drawing-hoard stage, idea for instant electronic ratings

How to improve radio commercials

42 Music, humor and better production delivering new radio sell for adver-

tisers, agencies and producers with new techni(iues. Here's how to do it

Phillips buys radar weathercasts

4.4. Phillips Petroleum, through Lambert & Feasley, commences tri-station

radio sponsorship of tracing erratic weather of Florida's east coast

Air media: department store lifeline

45 Department stores, fighting increasing competition, can profitably con-
sider more use of air media. Here are some suggestions and examples

Economical electronic research

47 Voting machines—new gimmick for obtaining quick, inexpensive station

research figures. WOWs showmanship provides clues for radio industry

SPONSOR—the first half of 1958

51 The personalities, features, case histories -all of the air media news
in the year"-^ first half, broken down by category for easy reading

SPONSOR ASKS: What audience promotion devices
have you found most effective?

GO ^i''' stations continually trying new audience promotions, station men
and a promotion specialist discuss their most effective methods
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HEIGHT ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN

DOES NOT ALWAYS MEAN

MORE COVERAGE!

Unduplicated NBC-TV COVERAGE

4 Unduplicated CBS-TV COVERAGE

51% MORE UNDUPLICATED

COVERAGE WITH WOC-TV (NBC)
WOC-TVS 48 COUNTY MARKET — POPULATION* . 1,727,100

Homes*

TV Homes* ....

Farm Homes**

531,200

. 398,800

97,101

TV Farm Homes**

EfiFective Buying Income*

Retail Sales*

54,912

. $2,852,363,000

$2,076,120,000

The Quint-Cities Station—Davenport and Betten-
dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois. woe TV

Col. B. J. Palnjcr.

President
Ernest C. Sanders.

Res. Mgr.
Mark Wodlinjjer.

Res. Sales Manajjcr
PETERS. GRIFFIN.
WOODVX'ARD. INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NAIIONAL
REPKESENTAllVE

WOC-TV • Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio-Des Moines
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As much as the events of the day, a <f

tisers' products and services are m
the markets of America. Personal >

vision by representatives of the

working, hard-selhng merchandisin

partments of Storer stations, woi

with 13 food chains ( approximate!}

supermarkets) and 4 drug chains (ap

imately 220 drug outlets), present

important news at the point of purc,^.

Stoi^ei^ torwxx crieis
It is the vital function of the meri

dising town crier to take advantaj

the impact of a Storer broadcast

convert response into sales.

The Storer Broadcasting Company Ijs a

special MERCHANDISING DIVIS!)N

created to serve advertisers on all Sirer

stations. For full details, write the |BW

York National Sales Office of S<|-er

Broadcasting.

^Mi



1>

I

go to TXiaacfeet..

I ^^ Storer Broaxica^stixig Comcrpecnyr

>VJ>V >VJBK

New York 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRankUn 2-6498



If

You Want

KING SIZED
Coverage

In King Sized

PORTLAND OREGON

Market

USE
KING SIZED

SPORTS

and Always

Get

KING SIZED

Results for

Advertisers

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Two dttys hence (13 Oct.) the U . S. will get its third major

daytime network when ABC TV begins its Operation Day-

break. That event folloics by about two yettrs the network''s

big break-through into nighttime tv when it turned the

old tivo-way battle into a three-way affair. iSoic ABC TV
hopes to repeat., and to win its spurs as a full neticork.

The newsmaker: Oliver lOiliel Ti-eyz, gregarious presi-

dent of AR(" T\. who. in his few short months as top man. has

moved liis network into jjosition to become fully competitive with

\BC TV and ABC TV.

When Operation Daybreak begins. ABC TV will ha\e 30 hours

i)f versatile morning and afternoon programing weekly, representing

|intential billings of more than $10 million. For a happy starter,

ill' web boasts that it is 95'/ sold out to such advertisers as Gen-

tial Foods. Lever, Armour. Toni, Nescafe, American Home Prod-

ucts and Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing.

Treyz sees even more ahead

than the current 30-hour schedule

for the network in its daytime pro-

graming, perhaps even this year.

"We've got the stations behind us.

so we can give sponsors what they

want."

That, Treyz goes on. is proved

by the response in time clearances.

Says he: "More than 80% of the

total tv audience will be properly

covered from the very outset."

Trevz is confident that the day-
•

J ,
. . , 1 , ,.

'

Oliver iOllie) Treyz
tune schedule is just what the net-

work needs to make it a top competitor, because "We expect

have a halo effect in bolstering our ratings in the evening, too."

Actually, groundwork for Operation Daybreak was laid about thri

years ago at a meeting of ABC TV's Affiliates Advisory Committee!

When the V:V"ighttime rate finally was agreed upon, and program-

ing arranged, the network sent out feelers to the agencies. Response,

beginning with several Y&R orders, came almost immediately.

Trevz. a native of New York State ( he was born 40 years ago in a

small town in the Catskill Mountains I , attended high school in Cam-

den, N. ¥., went on to Hamilton College. He began in broadcasting

immediately after graduation as man-about-the-schedule at WNBF,

Binghamton, N. Y. He moved to BBDO in program development

until World War II.

After the war, Treyz went to SSC&B, ABC Radio. TvB las presi-

dent I and finally to ABC TV where he became president last Febru-

ary. He is married to the former Janet Campbell, lives with his wife

and two sons in Scarsdale. N. Y. He is a member of RTFS. Sales

Executives Club and the Newcomen Society. #
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
MVARM appoints CASTMAN

FIRST IN SCRANTON-^VILKES-BARRE
Hooper: Aug.— Sept. 1958

morning: 7 A.M. to 12 Nn.— 43.3%
afternoon: 12 Nn. to 6 P.M.— 42.1%

robert e. eastman & co..
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ BIdg-Room 1043
San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760

^



Peters, Gmife®
NEW YORK CHICAGO
250 Park Avenue Prudential Plaza

Yukon 6-7900 Franklin 2-6373

DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
Penobscot BIdg. 1750 N. Vine St.

Woodward 1-4255 Hollywood 9-1688

ATLANTA DALLAS FT. WORTH SAN FRANCISCO
Glenn BIdg. 406 W. Seventh St. Russ Building

Murray 8-5667 Riverside 7-2398 Edison 6-3349 Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
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GKH & InOKU

kot'sik/ SPOT RADIO GUIDE

Accurate answers to questions about cost and coverage potentials with

national SPOT RADIO are at your fingertips with the PGW Spot Radio

Guide. Leading advertisers and agencies agree that it is an infallible

yardstick for "on-the-spot" planning of national advertising campaigns.

Here in ONE compact volume are answers about costs and coverage

of 50 to 168 markets. And increased sales keep rolling in from

national Spot Radio Campaigns.

Call PGW for a copy of the Spot Radio Guide

and for helpful market information.

THE CALL LETTERS
OF THE

SALES GETTERS

West

KBOI-Boise 5,000
KGMB-KHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX-Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
woe- Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000

WDSM-Duluth-Superior . . 5,000
WDAY-Fargo 5,000
WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000
WISC-Madison, Wis. . . . 1,000

WMBD-Peoria 5,000

:F00DWAMI), imc.

(J I Southwest

East

WBZ+WBZA- Boston and

,'K

Springfield 51,000 ^
WGR-Buffalo .... 5,000 ^
KYW-Cleveland . . . 50,000 ^1
WWJ- Detroit .... 5,000
WJIM-Lansing .... 250 M
KDKA-Pittsburgh . . . 50,000 ^M

KFDM-Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christi . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRH- Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50.000

Southeast

WCSC-Charleston, S. C.

WIST-Charlotte ....
WIS-Columbia, S. C. . .

WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va.

WPTF-Raleigh-Durham .

WDBJ-Roanoke ....

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

50,000
5,000



by John E. McMillin

f:¥ERT

A.K^

OF
EVERY DAY*

/here is a

mmKAh
€OffiMER€!AL

on Radio & Television

building sales

in every ?najor market
for all kinds of products

( * Currcjit Broadcast Schedules

average over 22,580 per week)

PHIL DAVI/
MUSICAL ENTEPPPISES

MUrray Hill 8-3950

59 East 54 Street New York 22

^ Commercial

I commentary
A Pocketful of Peeves

This past week Tve been talking to N. W.
Ayer people in Philadelphia and New York (see

page 35) and I just haven't had time to put

together one of those weighty, ponderous "think

pieces" which ought properly to fill this space.

Instead, today's column is a kind of hodge-

podge; a grab bag of pet gripes and peeves about

certain tv commercials, which I've been nursing

secretly for some weeks now.

Let's begin with my nomination for the Worst Commercials of

1958—the booming and reverberant "They Said It Couldn't be

Done" jobs for L&M cigarettes.

Why do I dislike them so? Well it's not for the usual consumer

reasons. I'm not mad because they're "boring," "repetitious" or

"unbelievable" (though I think they are) or because L&M's audio

man is riding the gain with a leaden hand, and trying to blast me out

of my living room. What does irritate me is the fact that these

commercials reflect such a phony, self-conscious approach to the

whole business of advertising and selling.

Listening to Jack Lescoulie's thunder, I can just imagine what took

place. The agency was obviously under pressure. And, reacting as

hard-pressed and frantic agencies always do, it fell into the typical

adman's trap—of getting mad at the public.

In other words, we must wake "them" up. We must irritate and

annoy "them," get "their" attention, make "them" listen.

Anytime you find yourself approaching your advertising job in

these terms—look out. The worst thing that can happen to an

adman is to begin thinking of the public as 14-year-old dumb-bells,

as "theys" to be manipulated.

It's dangerous because inevitably your own contemptuous and

superior attitude shows through in your work. It betrays itself in a

hundred ways. And it destroys all chance of believable communica-

tion with the people you are trying to sell.

This, I think, is what happens in the case of L&M. And this is

the reason why the "They Said It Couldn't Be Done" campaign gets

my vote as 19.58's dreariest and worst.

Embarrassed animals and flat-headed humans

My second big gripe concerns a whole class of commercials, rather

than a single campaign, and illustrates, I believe, the difficulties of

trying to marry advertising and show business.

I'm speaking here of two kinds of cartoon commercials which

seem to be enjoying a noisome popularity these days.

The first is the "embarrassed animal" type of animation. You've

seen them often. Gillette, for instance, has used them occasionally

as have dozens of other advertisers.

These commercials are built around grotesquely drawn rabbits,

parrots, chickens, foxes, and birds of various types who all have one '

singularly distressing personality characteristic: they mugg and

screech on camera like embarrassed and pimply adolescents.

{Please turn to pa^e 13)
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Interview;

ects WLW TV - Radio Static

"WLW TV- Radio Stations offer

advertisers that golden glow of

success in time well-spent."

Network Atfiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS . Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit.

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division Of VAkSCO

11 OCTOBER 1958



Athnller-dillerhomWJRT

'7 give up, chief. What do Flint,

Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City

have in common?"

^rrPA

"WJRT, of course,

Ponsonhy!''

Saturation TV coverage of rich mid- the air in October, WJRT's the only tele-

Michigan. At last you've got it, through vision station that will reach and sell FHnt,

Flint's WJRT—and from the inside, com- Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City, with a

plete with ABC primary affiliation. On Grade "A" or better signal.

WJRT
I ^^ FLINTCHANNEL

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

New York • Chicago • Detroit • BoKtnn • San Francifico • Atlanta

SPONSOR • 11 OCTOBER 1958



I Commercial commentary continm

Don't misunderstand me, though. I'm not criticizing all cartoon

commercials, or even all with animals. Those in which the Disney

touch, or at least the Disney influence is apparent, can have great

charm and interest and amusement values.

What does gripe my soul is the type of announcement (Jif's rab-

bit is a good example) in which the animal is obviously suffering

from a deep-rooted inferiority complex, and, to compensate, is croak-

ing and mugging and hamming it up like a third-rate comedian

on a benefit night.

I think that the cartoon factories, in producing these commercials,

have sold agencies and advertisers a dreadful bill of goods. And I

think they have also betrayed their Hollywood-bred lack of sympathy

and understanding for the entire advertising business.

Equally objectionable to me are the "flat-headed" human cartoons,

of which there are many varieties. Have you noticed the astonishing

tendency in many modern animated commercials to portray either

the seller (the manufacturer) or the buyer (Mr. Public) as a chin-

less, or browless, or brainless human being?

I'm not one to cry "subversion" at the drop of a spot announce-

ment. Or to see deep, dark plots and malignant "influences" at work

in the ad business. But I do think that a professional agitator could

make out a pretty good case from the evidence on his tv screen.

It would look to him like an organized and evil conspiracy (on

the part of many cartoonists and animators) to deride and discredit

the American Manufacturer, the American Consumer, in fact the

whole American Way of Life.

I don't believe, of course, that this has been happening. But I do

know that many artists (and cartoonists in particular) are rebellious

spirits who take a small boy's delight in poking fun at what they

imagine is the stuffiness of business men, and the boobery of the

bourgeoisie. And I do think that many agencies and advertisers

(who are still pretty green at tv selling) have allowed these two-bit

iconoclasts a shockingly free rein.

Choirs of angels

Finally, I'd like to sound off a little on a stuffy and pompous trend

I've detected in many tv commercials during the past year.

This is the "Choirs of Angels" technique employed by Kaiser

(A-LUM-in-um) and other advertisers, the kind of commercial which

employs a massed chorus of heavenly and ethereal-type voices to

emphasize a salespoint.

There are dozens of delightful musical commercials on tv (Wins-

ton's and Ballantine beer's to name a couple). But when the boys

feel it necessary to inflate a one-minute spot with all the production

values of a Bach chorale, it makes me snicker.

There is, to my mind, something essentially solemn, self-righteous,

a-sexual, and humorless about many large singing groups (the aver-

age college glee club for instance) and when you add these ingredi-

ents to what should be the friendly personal job of tv selling, you're

apt to end up with a mishmash.

Technically perhaps they're very fine. But every time I hear those

soaring voices, singing as if they were looking "through magic case-

ments on fairy lands forlorn" or dreaming of those whom "they had

loved long since and lost awhile" I can't help wondering what the

hell it has to do with advertising.

Here again, though, I believe it's just a case of some ambitious

show business figure having sold an agency and advertiser an expen-

sive bill of goods. When are we going to see the end of all this? ^ .

SPONSOR • 11 OCTOBER 1958

Problem Solved by

an Ad Manager

Tom figured he'd never make
any real dough.

Everybody complained so

much about ad costs he dared

not ask for a raise.

Blair TV Associates said he

could get real mileage in un-

duplicated markets such as

WCTV.

He tried it. Sales up, costs

down, everybody happy.

He got the raise, and winters

in Miami like everybody else!

WCTV
Tallahassee

ThomasviUe

for North Fla. and South Ga.

John H. Phippi



PENNSYLVANIA'S

MIGHTY
MILLION':

MARKH
BASIC BUY

• LUZERNE
• LACKAWANNA
• LYCOMING
• COLUMBIA
• SCHUYLKILL
• MONROE
• PIKE

• NORTHUMBERLAND
• WAYNE
• WYOMING
• SULLIVAN
• SUSQUEHANNA
• BRADFORD
• UNION
• LEHIGH
• SNYDER
• MONTOUR
• CARBON
• CLINTON



VILKES-BARRE SCRANTON HAZLETON WILLIAMSPORT

BlOOen THAN A BILLION POLLAH MARKET
he third highest set count in the state .... reaching your customers in 19 of the

ate's Northeastern and Central Counties. To reach the same audience it would take

8 newspapers, 36 radio stations, hundreds of billboards, and too much direct mail

>r any advertiser's budget.

ScwA BcAt bg tke Migktg
There's more to WBRE-TV's sales-producing story . .

' GET ALLvLL THE FACTS BEFORE YOU BUY! ^^^^^^ ^^^^k

ILKES-BARRE, PENNA. J^KM^^^^
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soaring
SALES

Results tell the tale. W(;AL-T\' produces more busi-

ness for every advertising dollar you spend, yet actually

costs you less. This pioneer station is first with viewers

in Lanca.ster, Harri.sburg, York, as well as in numerous

othercities: (Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambers-

burg, Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. And, W(;AL-T\"s

multi-city coverage costs you less by far than

single-city coverage. Put an up-swing in your

selling. Put your advertising on CHANNEL 8!

• 1,040,465 households • 942,661 TV households

• 3,691,785 people • $3^4 billion annual retail sales

• $6% billion annual income

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA,

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angelej
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SPONaOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
Prognoslicators on Madison Avenue say it's a surefire bet that the air media

will be in a rousing sellers' market for the first six months of 1958.

Planners in the giant agencies see national advertisers pouring it in loads, especially in

tv, beginning the first of the year.

In connection with such prospects, the biggest boost that tv as a medium has had in some

time is the report coming out of Detroit of the impact that the single Bob Hope

show has had on the sale of the 1958 Buick.

The display of the new Buick line on that show brought a flow of orders that amazed

the dealers.

So you can expect Buick to feed the tv kitty in even larger measure than it al-

ready had planned.

(Note: McCann-Erickson, custodian of the Buick account, last week moved to assuage

the wrath of the ANPA over the auto maker's budgetary enthusiasm for tv by agreeing to

entertain the newspaper association's latest presentation on automotives.

)

Look for Pillsbury to follow the Lestoil pattern in introducing a new product.

The test—with heaps of daytime minutes in tv—will take place in L.A.

The project is so important that Burnett's media manager, Tom Wright, has been

delegated to the West Coast for the buying.

It's pretty early to spot the actual trend, but it would seem from scattered figures that

the amount of nighttime tv sets-in-use in October is running ahead of last year.

As an example, here are some comparisons for the first week of October as disclosed by

Trendex

:

FIRST OCT. WEDNESDAY SETS-IN-USE 7:30-11 P.M.

1958 54.0

1957 53.2

FIRST OCT. THURSDAY SETS-IN-USE 7:30-11 P.M.

1958 50.5

1957 45.1

Two trends have made themselves clear in the buying of spot tv this fall both

in New York and Chicago:

1) Less demand for marginal time— 3specially late at night— with an increasing

preference for daytime minutes and high-rated prime-time adjacencies (quite fre-

quently regardless of the cost-per-thousand)

.

2) Acceptance of the concept that by buying the 25-30 top markets it's possible

to reach repeatedly 70-75% of all the effective purchasing power in the country.

This may account for spot tv's amazing dominance as the prime medium in metropolitan

markets this fall—a significance that's causing bitter consternation among newspapers.

Leo Burnett, for instance, has made no bones about the fact that Bauer & Black's

current flier in saturation (20 one-minutes and 20 I.D.'s weekly on a rotating basis) is

linked to the limited-concentration philosophy.

It figures that with 18 top markets B&B will be able to reach 60% of all potential sales,

whereas if it bought network it would have to go into 112 markets and sacrifice

the benefits of saturation.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

Ted Bergmann, president of the Parkson agency, which handles the Pharmaceuti-

cals account, hailed tv last week before the National Association of Retail Druggists as

even more effective in some ways than in-person selling.

What makes tv better is "the carefully c^^ated commercial, professionally communi-

cated with a minimum of distraction and a maximum of attraction."

Among Bergmann's other points in his talk:

• Tv has become the main arena for marketing battles in almost all product fields.

• Drug and toiletries manufacturers are spending 63% of their ad money in tv.

• Pharmaceuticals, Inc., itself has been spending 90% of its ad budget in tv.

• Pharmaceutical's outlay for tv in 1957 exceeded the company's total sales for 1953,

just four years earlier.

• Tv achieved for Devarex, a new Pharmaceuticals product, in a few weeks what drug

experts say it would have taken 10 years in the pre-tv era.

• Tv has proved its ability to change our way of life, raise our standards of living, and

support our economic structure.

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., after a period of experiment, has decided to make spot

a keystone in its advertising future.

It has found that the technique of filling in certain markets with 13-week spot sched-

ules

—

especially radio—can be quite a profitable operation.

The company, as a result of drugstore audits, following the use of spot schedules, also

learned there's nothing so effective as spot for feeling the way around with a new

product.

Sano (U. S. Tobacco) soon will start testing tv in eight top markets. Eventually

over 100 markets will be scheduled on a flight basis. The agency: C. J. LaRoche.

Objective: 150 rating points per week.

A number of radio stations this week faced the problem of going on record as

willing to accept business from auto dealer groups at local rates.

What set up the problem was a letter from K&E asking whether (1) Lincoln-Mercury

dealers were eligible for the local rate, and (2) the stations would pay the agency com-

missions on schedules placed in that price.

K&E explained to SPONSOR-SCOPE that the query involved only two out of the 23 dis-

trict dealer groups serviced by the agency. One was in the Southwest and the other in

the Pittsburgh area.

Seems that the chairmen of the two groups had learned that Ford dealers via JWT
were getting the local rate.

Tv stations may find that they have been worrying unnecessarily about losing

business as a result of the bandwagon rush this season among national advertisers to min-

ute spots.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week checked Madison Avenue agencies on the possible conse-

quences of the acute shortage of minutes, and this is what media buyers say:

If we can't buy minutes, we'll recommend to our clients that they buy 20-8ec-

ond announcements; the overwhelming chances are they'll go along with us.

Note: Because of the preference for minutes over 20-second spots, some stations in the

Midwest are talking about making the rate for minutes higher than for 20-second

announcements. Generally speaking, the rate is the same.

TvB plans to open an ofiice in Chicago after the first of the year to service the

Midwest area.

That makes three offices all told, the others being in New York and Los Angeles.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Tiinebuyers are getting considerably fewer chances for wheeling and dealing

on tlie buying line this season.

In other words, stations are disposed to stick more rigidly to the ratecard. Here

are some of the reasons why:

• The larger and more farsighted reps have been hitting hard at the theme that a

pliable ratecard can only lead to a deterioration of the buyer's faith in the station's

reliability.

• Ratecards contain a greater variety of packages—allowing buyers to fit at list prices a

package to the client's needs.

• The big spot spenders have been openly frowning on the free-and-easy, cut-

rate policies on the part of stations—something usually discovered only after orders have

been placed.

• A flexible ratecard makes it easier for the station to approximate a sell-out status

and thus not get panicky. In actuality, the ideal ratecard allows for three categories: (1)

premium rates, (2j general rates, and (3) economy rates (such as covering schedules

that can be pre-empted)

.

Y&R this week circidated among its own brass a memo purporting to show that

it still is the No. 1 tv agency in terms of gross network time billings.

Citing PIB as the source, the memo listed these as the top network tv agencies for the

first six months of 1958:

RANK AGENCY GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS

1 Young & Rubicam $26,173,718

2 J. Walter Thompson 24,941,733

3 Ted Bates 23,060,452

4 Benton & Bowles 18,053,440

5 BBDO 17,864,413

G Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample 14,739,682

7 Leo Burnett 14,464,297

McCann-Erickson 13,872,209

9 William Esty 7,761,351

1 Compton 7,574,430

P.S.: JWT anticipates it will bill $115 million in tv this year, covering network

time and programing and spot plus commercials.

The tv networks seem to be regaining more and more sales control over their

sponsored programing: 73% of the shows in prime time this season either are produced

by the networks themselves or in association with freelance producers.

Here's a breakdown of nighttime commercial programs in terms of network-produced

shows, shows produced and sold in association with the network, and shows brought in

directly by advertising agencies:

NETWORK-

NETWORK PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION

ABC TV 4 18

CBS TV J4 6

NBC TV 6 18

TOTAL 24 42

Source of classification: The individual networks.

N. W. Ayer's market planning analysts think that the trend toward decentral-

ized media buying sometimes can turn out sour for the advertiser's long-range objectives.

Reason: The tendency of district sales manager is to reach for short-term eflfects

and go in heavily for promotion gimmicks; this may fail to fit in with the over-all job of

product and services which the company has marked out for itself.

(See page 35 for an inside story of how N. W. Ayer is girding for the air media

and marketing age.)

DELIVERED

RY AGENCIES TOTAL

7 29

19 39

12 36

38 104
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE coMhnued

ABC TV got to the post first this week in the anniiul early-fall race for ratings

with a comparison for the first five days of October.

Key point in the communique: ABC TV showed a gain of 40% over a year ago, whereas

(he other two networks, according to Trendex, were off a bit.

In terms of average ratings for the stretch between 7:30 and 10:30 pm., the score

stood at:

NETWORK 1958 1957 % CHANGE

ABC TV 27.2 19.4 +40%
CBS TV 34.6 35.8 — 3

NBC TV 31.1 .3.5.7 -13

Network tv hasnH lost its lure for the sponsor with his own show: Relatively

there are as many single-sponsor programs on the tv networks in prime time this fall as a

year ago. Thus:

Of 112 commercials programs last fall in nighttime periods, 58 were sponsored bv single

advertisers; this year the figure is 56 single-sponsored shows out of a total of 104.

True, the trend toward alternate and participating sponsorship continues up-

ward. Moreover, the great majority of sponsors who have their own shows also hold invest-

ments in alternate and participating programs.

Lever Bros, this week returned to CBS Radio as a buyer of 22 daytime units a week

(about $15,000 gross) in behalf of Good Luck Margarine (Ogilvy).

NBC Radio's business of the week included Ford Trucks (JWT) and America

Tyrex (an association of nylon cord makers for tires) via McCann-Erickson.

International replays of NBC TV network programs will entitle AFTRA mem-
bers to additional payments via an agreement reached this week.

Programs included in the pact are the Perry Como Show, Dinah Shore Show, the

Steve Allen Show, and the CM 50th Anniversary special.

R. J. Reynolds and Carnation Milk are the latest converts to diversification into

the drug field (which investing experts rate as close to chemicals and electronics among

growth industries)

.

Carnation says that it decided to swing into pharmaceuticals as a result of some mar-

ket testing it had done with a powdered milk base.

Reynolds' decision to buy Warner-Hudnut may, in part, have been actuated by a de-

sire to move its big capital resources into a second industry and thus have a hedge

against any future uncertainties.

Station operators who may be wondering why local business is running behind

the upsurge in national spot can ponder this reason marketing men gave SPONSOR

-

SCOPE this week:

• Retailers continue to act on advertising in terms of what they sold yesterday

as compared to a month or a year ago, whereas the national advertiser usually antici-

pates sales three months to a year ahead.

• Because of this the local retailer is a poor barometer of the outlook.

Marketing specialists also point out that the retailer's preoccupation with these compari-

sons obscures his thinking of advertising in terms of investment j^omotion.

For other nowM c«»v«r«i8« in cHis l««u«» see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

S|)ot Buys, page 64; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 78; Washington Week, page 75; SPONSOR

Hears, page 76; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 90; and Film-Scope, page 73.
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For- two in love, particularly a client

and an agency who are in love with sales,

there's a television station in Houston,

Texas to light their way until

eternity . . . KPRC-TV, the starlit station

that lights the way, forever.

FACTS ABOUT KPRC-TV DIAMONDS Choose

any one of the four basic gems in television's gamut,

I.D., Chainbreak, Minute, or Program, you'll get clarity,

brilliance and value on KPRC-TV. A trusted station

representative is your best adviser.

KPRC-TV, HOUSTOrV, IS FOREVER
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J_J is an Egghead

On an intellectual plane.

The programs he likes

Are in a serious vein.

Of course, not all serious-minded

people are eggheads. Most of them are

simply looking for good, thought-pro-

voking radio entertainment.

For more than 36 years KHJ has pro-

grammed with these "near-eggheads"

in mind (as well as all the other types

which make up the Los Angeles popu-

lation) because we believe they com-

prise a much larger audience segment

than most stations nowadays seem to

realize.

Without becoming stuffy, KHJ's
FOREGROUND SOUND offers them the

kind of stimulating radio fare that will

hold their attention throughout the

program (including the commercial)

.

To completely penetrate any market,

you must first penetrate the individual

minds within it.

Never underestimate the variety of

tastes that make up the Greater Los

Angeles area. Here is a medium pro-

grammed to satisfy them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANOELE8
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 2fl. California

Represented nationally by
H-R Representatives, Inc.

Timebuyers
at work

Ray Sidor, Al Paul Lefton Co., New York, feels that when buying

schedules for a product with limited or selective appeal, it is often

wise to test stations for your specific audience. "In many cases,"

Ray says, "the buyer has no valid information about the character

of a station's audience other than what may be inferred from the

station's programing. This can be

misleading." Ray reports that Al

Paul Lefton over the past few

)ears has tested stations for a

gourmet-type food by offering a

free recipe book demonstrating

the product's uses, and the results

show the need for testing each

market rather than making a gen-

eral study. "In some markets, fm

stations featuring good music out-

drew the most popular am stations

b\ a wide margin," Ray says. "In

other markets, am stations were our best buy, based on both total

returns and cost-per-return. Our best efforts of the last few years

have given us a good idea of which stations reach our particular

audience. But since stations are constantly changing programing

policies, we will continue to test rather than rely on past experience."

Evelyn R. Vanderploeg, director of radio/tv media, Arthur Meyer-

hoff & Co., Chicago, comments that "everyone agrees the biggest

time-consumer and headache-provoker for both salesmen and buyers

is the voluminous paper work involved. Because of this, the upcom-

ing personnel of both agencies and rep firms have little time to

really learn the business. From thisKhas arisen the 'buy the numbers'

theory." Evelyn notes that the

HHP^* ^^3SSt^^ bigger companies have already in-

^^^m^-'
^^^^^^Kk stituted automation of a sort in

l|B^ .- oMi ^" effort to ease the burden. In

W' , ' " VS 10 year's time, she says, it will

El ^t^ probably be old hat to have all-en-

|^';IP -^_;> Jp compassing automative-processed

W^ y^\ availabilities presented on identi-

cal forms by all the station repre-

'
sentatives, both quantitative and

~
qualitative data. "Then the buy-

er," Evelyn thinks, "will be known as an analyst, injecting into the

final decisions the intangibles of station acceptance, credibility and

integrity, together with sponsor's needs and specifications. By that

time, too, rate cards will probably be standardized and accounting

procedures handled by a central billing system by the representatives.'
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"What do vou think of when I say 'Iowa'?"

The questioner, a beardless non-Freudian with hair crewed,

and a vest, looked down expectantly.

Scene: 8ub-hasement of the Sherry-Netherlands. A depfTi inter-

view progresses. Shall we keep evesdropping? Let's. Wc didn't buy

this two-color page to have you stop now.

The respondent's answer ca-ve throiuih a canape. (Courtesy

of WMT-TV. We don't fool around. This is called- free sampling.)

Rich prairie state, 56,280 square miles ; nicknamed Hawkeye
State ; flower, the wild rose ; motto, Our liberties we prize and
our rio'hts we will maintain; admitted to the Union in 1846.

734.600 tv homes. SS.r; satiinition.-'

"Please be a little less specific," cautioned tlie interviewer. "You'll

make this look too easy."

"Sorry, old shoe. It just Ixizzed off the lip. Try me on another."
"Eastern Iowa!"

"WMT-TV."
"Tsk tsk. Try and hold it down . . . Eastern Iowa!"

"Punctured clouds, towering antenna, good living. CBS eye,

oats rolling, smoke stacking ..."

"Splendid. Now we're not getting some place. Keep obfuscating."

"398.600 tv homes in WMT-TV coverage area."
'

' No no NO ! Vague it up.
'

'

"400,000 homes .^"

"Better."

"More than half the tv homes in Iowa?"
"Splendid. Now who did you say you were?"

"I sell time for certain stations the Katz Agency represents."

Note the remarkable response to preselected

I({Vii''M^iWi."'A'^''!lVi''Mfl'-to conceptualization of the impact achieved

by previous i)romotional efforts, this is revealing. The technique,

which appears to be simple, is. To minimize work-association colora-

tion (and risk of unfavorable response) audience is chosen by con-

trolled random method. Much calculation, summarization and haggling

over details is eliminated by the number of respondents (one). The
value of dividing by unity cannot be exaggerated. Standard deviation

becomes a thing of the past; dichotomous conflict is almost never en-

countered if care is exercised in selecting only non-schizoid re-

spondents.

Our boy goofed in one area, though. He neglected to punch out fact

that Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, and Dubuque, three of Iowa's six largest

metropolitan areas, give Channel 2 (us) tne nod too.
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WPEI
THE FIRST STATICM;

IN PHILADELPHIi
TO OWN AND
OPERATE A
HELICOPTER

^Jl'f-.J-''.V'



WPEN
STRENGTHENS
ITS SERVICE
TO THE
PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY

Ready for daily, on-the-spot traffic reports and special

events coverage, the WPEN helicopter is at the disposal

of Philadelphia police for emergency purposes. Police

Commissioner Thomas J. Gibbons here accepts use of

the WPEN Helicopter from station officials.

Here's how the City of Philadelphia benefits from the WPEN Helicopter

WPEN's Helicopter is serving social, religious, civic,

fraternal and school groups all over Philadelphia at

special events and outdoor activities. During its first

month, WPEN's Helicopter entertained some 65,000
Philadelphia families at community functions,

The 'copter is being used freely for on-the-scene report-

ing and as an aid to the Fire Department for multiple

alarm fires.

^ W*^
Represented nationally by gill-perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
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It takesJust
BIGone one..

HIT A "GRAND-SLAM
HOMER with your

every television

schedule in

the BILLION-
DOLLAR-
PLUS Mid-Gulf

Area. Shows or

spots, WKRG-TV is

your best Mid-Gulf buy. Three

recent surveys show
WKRG-TV is 'way out in

front in all departments. Now
the new Nielsen (it3)

increases WKRG-TV's lead . .

.

by the day and by the ^,

week . . . day or night. Here
^^,^^^

are the circulation figures: "

STATION Weekly Daytime Weekly Nighttime TOTAL BONUS

WKRG-TV
Station "A"
Station "B"

157,730
130,390
84,610

176,950
146,500
104,050

57,790
146,020

Daily Daytime Daily Nighttime TOTAL BONUS

WKRG-TV
Station "A"
Station "B"

109,600
93,060
48,670

139,860
113,230
61,220

43,170
139,570

For availabilities, call your Avery-Knodel man,

r C. P. Persons, Jr., V-P & Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV

WKRG-TV
BILE, ALABAMA ^^
s. Avery-Knodel \SjS^

MO
Rep

49th a

Madisiii

Negro issue quote

am in the process right now of read

ing your special appeal in the Negn
Radio in your 1958 Fall Facts Basics

I would like to have permission ti

reprint and quote from this, as I thinl

it is very excellent.

Norwood J. Patterson

executive director

KSAN, San Francisco

Inquiries from low budget advertisers

Thank you ver\ much for the excellen

article on "MAOLA" in your Septeni

her 13th issue.

In the short interim since the itei

ran, we have had quite a few lettei

of inquiry from advertisers with buii

gets in a similar area, indicating tha

the article has been of interest to man
advertisers on this level.

Phil Davis

Phil Davis Musical Ent., Im

New York

Private brands

The August 30 issue of SPONSOR cai

ried an excellent article entitled "Pri

vate Brand Wars Spur Spot."

We would like very much to obtai

thirty (30) reprints of this artich

SPONSOR Magazine continues to Ix

lo our way of thinking, one of th

finest trade magazines in the busine?

and we look forward to receiving it.

John M. Forney

Robert Luckie & Co., In(

Birmingham

Tribute to Syd Roslow

I sliduld like lo take this opportunil

of congratulating SPONSOR on its ver

excellent feature article in the Septeni

her 20th issue on "The Pulse, Inc.

and more particularly, of the wondei

ful analysis of what makes Syd Ros

low tick.

As someone said years ago, "An or

ganization is only the lengthened shad

ow of the man who runs it," ani^

nothing is truer than this statemen

as to Syd.

Surely Syd and his charming wife

(Please turn to page 32)
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"Wliat is the Most Sensational
Development in the Nation's
Economic Picture since
January, 1958 ?

Fill in this coupon for a copy of Keystone's

up-to-date analysis of this all important Market showing

the actual number of farms in the Nielsen Coverage

area of each of these 817 Keystone affiliates.

The Phenomenal Rise in the Farm
Market Income. The highest since 1953.

Here are the facts:

1957—Net Farm Income 11.5 Billion Dollars. The first

quarter 1958 the net farm income has risen to the
rate of 13 Billion Dollars per Annum. The second
quarter 1958 has risen to 13.8 Billion Dollars
per Annum. The Gross income for the first quarter
of 1958 was at the annual rate of 36.5 Billion

Dollars, and for the second quarter 38.3 Billion.

This compares with the realized g^oss
income of 11 Billion Dollars in 1940.

The Farm Market Division of the Keystone Broadcasting

System, Inc. dominates the Nation's Farm Markets, serving

86% or 4,113,753 farms on the local level. 817 of Keystone's

1,041 affiliates broadcast one or more farm programs daily,

especially directed to the local farmer's interests.

Keystone Broadcasting System, Inc. A. A.

Ill West Washington St., Chicago 2, III.

Please send me copy of up-to-date Farm Market Analysis.

Name

City_
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ENTERS SOUTHEASTERN TV...

IWTVJ BUYS VirLOS-TV
WTVJ-Miami, for 10 years decisively first in • A giant market of 62 counties in 6 states with

South Florida, proudly announces the purchase 425,360 TV homes.

ofWLOS-TV,Asheville-GreenviUe5partanburg. • TREMENDOUS COVERAGE PROVIDED BY
THE SOUTH'S HIGHEST TOWER, 6089 FEET

tp

ABOVE SEA LEVEL.
The same skilled, aggressive, and experienced

management developed at WTVJ will now add
• The only unduplicated network coverage of

new dmiensions of greatness to a station akeady Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg . . . making
offering formidable advantages: WLOS-TV the market's only single-station buy.

(Data from NCS #3)

Ask our station representatives for the exciting story

of the new WLOS-TV and its vast market today!

IMfLOS-TV
UNDUPLICATED ABC FOR

ASHEVILLE • GREENVILLE • SPARTANBURG

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.
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49TH & MADISON
{Cont'd from jxige 28)

lima, should be an inspiration and i

wonderful example of the opportuni-

ties that still exist in this country of

ours for those who have sincerity and
a fixed purpose.

Again, congratulations on an excel-

lent piece of work and a \ery fine

analysis of a very fine gentleman.

C. Fredric Rahell. mgr. <Ur.

KITT, San Diego

Hats off

My hat s off to the anoin mous author

of ".
. . Nobody Gets The Business" in

the August 16th issue of sponsor.

It should be required reading for

everyone who buys or sells radio.

Charles A. Sprague. aen. n

WMAX Radio

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fall Facts omission

Congratulations on a fine job done

the Fall Facts Issue. However,

glaring omission was made on our

of represented stations. WMTW-TV.
the Mt. Washington station covering

the large Tri State Area of Maine.

New Hampshire and Vermont is inad-

vertently missing.

Howard S. Shepard

research manager

Harrington, Righter, & Parsons. Inc.

New York
• SPONSOR apologizes for the inadverl
omission, is glad to put il into the rtrorcl t

Ihi- HR&P tisl includes Station WMTVS -TV.

Better selling

The treatment of our "Sales Basics"

SPONSOR was superb. From the exten-

sive reaction I have received, there is

no question regarding the impact of

SPONSOR. Your circulation is reader-

ship.

I know that your exposure of these

sales ideas are a contribution to the

broadcasting industry in encouraging

better selling.

Robert E. Eastman

Robert E. Eastman & Co.. Inc.

New York

When you order reprints of the Bob

Eastman story which starts on Page 36

of SPONSOR for September 13. will

you kindly include 20 for WWJ and

WWJ-TV?
This is one of the best articles on the

subject I have seen in my 30 years of

selling.

Edwin K. Wheeler, gen. m
WW], WWJ-TV, Detroit
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^V Your Salesman for More Than 700,000^ CALLS ON SIGHT IN THE SOUTHEAST'S

BIGGEST,RKH MARKET

i

TELEVISIOH
MflNSTON-SALEM

I'lit \()ur salesman where he can make the most

calls at less cost. Buy WSJS-television's 713,062

TV sets in 75 Piedmont Counties in

North CaroHna and Virginia.

^ Winston-Salem J

iJIH for S Greensboro

^ High Point

Call Headley-Rced
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What tv and

radio have done

to N. W. Ayer Warner Shelley, pres. of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia

I hey were ripping up the innards of the 14-story N, W. Ayer

leadquarters building in Philadelphia last week.

Outwardly all was the same. The solemn grey structure of

ndiana limestone, considered the last word in "art moderne"

v^hen it opened in 1929, still frowned down on Washington

square and Independence Hall like a ponderously patient grand-

ather. The massive bronze entrance doors still bespoke elo-

[uently the solid success of those who, according to Ayer's own

notto, "Keep everlastingly at it."

But inside, energetic chaos prevailed. The lofty lobby (guar-

nteed to impress the last, most lucrative tycoon) was littered

ath tarpaulins and platforms and men carrying lumber. To the

eft, the famed Ayer Gallery was stripped of its distinguished

aintings and piled with scaifolding and pipes. Upstairs, on

le second floor, the Ayer Auditorium, scene of dozens of major

leetings and client presentations, was being cut up and con-

erted to a small tv theatre, a projection room, a cutting room,

nd film bureau offices amid a clatter of hammers and a squeak

f wrenches.

Higher up, two full floors of copywriters (print, tv and radio,

ow unified in a single department) were settling into newly-

nished quarters as air conditioning technicians fiddled with re-

alcitrant conduits. On the media floor, Ayer's corps of space-

uyers-and timebuyers were negotiating with representatives in

pecially-designed new offices while painters and plasters put

nishing touches on walls and woodwork.

Even the cathedral hush of the thickly carpeted 12th (top brass

nly) floor was broken as carpenters and electricians ripped open
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE

N.W. AYER STORY

Since 1953, America's oldest agency

has more than doubled in billings. Now
near $150 million mark with sharp

increase in air media, Ayer's 1958

totals will show 40% in radio and tv

Page 36

In 1957 Ayer handled tv campaigns for

34 clients and radio campaigns for 29.

This year's score is 46 in tv and 60 in

radio. So far, in 1958 Ayer has prepared

more than 116,000 ft. of tv commercials

Page 37

To handle new air-age problems Ayer

has completely realigned its media,

copy, art, and radio-tv departments

with all its time buying and creative

work co-ordinated with marketing

Page 39



Aver president Shelley discusses an account problem with Robert F. Km
i.f (iiief executive* of N. \^'. Aver clients, an exhibit which covers

n charge of Philadelpliia headqii;

in tiie service department Hoi

ickground photos ai

r"s headquarters huildin

the walls of the executive conference

room to install new projection and

viewing equipment for slides, tapes,

films, even 35 mm.
Only in the printing department I for

years Ayer has maintained complete

t\ pesetting and printing facilities on

its own premises) did the orderly pace

of work proceed in the old, old way.

Only in the printing department could

>ou catch a glimpse of "advertising-

as-it-used-to-be."

Elsewhere, however, the 90-year-old

(in April 1959) firm of N. W. Ayer &

Son, Inc., was undergoing profound

and significant changes. And behind

the outward, visible signs lay some
solid and impressive facts:

• Since 1953, this grizzled veteran

of a hundred advertising wars has

more than doubled its billing. Ayer

does not publish (and never has) its

own billing figures. But Ayer execu-

tives nodded pleasantly when sponsor

mentioned SlOO million, and you can

be sure the total is well above that

figure.

• During the same period, the

Philadelphia agency—long famous for

its handling of print advertising—has

sharply increased its use of air media.

This year, approximatel) 40% of its

total business will be in tv and radio.

• More Ayer accounts are using

broadcast advertising. In 1957, Ayer

handled tv campaigns for 34 clients,

and radio for 29. This year the figures

have jumped to 46 for tv. and 60 for

radio.

• The preparation of air media

commercials has become a major part

of the agency's creative work. During

the first seven months of 1958. for in-

stance, Ayer produced 116,000 feet of

tv commercials on film.

• Most significant of all, Ayer man-

agement, with nearly a century of suc-

cessful operating experience to draw

on, is again replanning and reorgan-

izing the agency's activities for the

new "Third Great Age" of air media

advertising which seems to lie ahead.

To get a special insight into this

planning, and for detailed knowledge

of the personality, structure, and strat-

f'gv of the modern N. W. A\er. Sl'()^-

SOR last week held a five-hour, unit

terrupted conference with Warne

Shelley, Ayer president, James M. Wa
lace, executive v.p., and other to)

ranking Ayer executives. It was, ac

cording to Ayer officials, the lno^

thorough and comprehensive meetin

ever held with a trade publication, an

was supplemented by memoranda, a(

ditional talks with Ayer departmei

heads, and a study of Ayer"s doci

inents I among them the official histor

by Ralph M. Hower of the Harvar

Business School.)

Out of this, a fascinating picture ha

emerged—not merely the picture i

how America's oldest agency is girdin

itself for tomorrow; but a coniplel

panoramic portrait (past, present, an

future) of the swirling changes an

evolutions of the entire advertisin

agency business.

I. The 1958 Ayer Personality

N. W. A>er, of course, has seen

all. It was preparing and placing ai

vertising before tv and radio an

l,hoto-lithogra|)h\ and motivation.
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N. W. AVER'S 1958 AND 1910 TELEPHONE ADVERTISING

The Telephone as an Employe

1958: Above is frame from one of N. W. Ayer's 1958 tv commercials

for American Telephone and Telegraph Co. which was carried on

Bell Science shows, developed by Ayer after more than a year of

fig and consultation with famous scientists and producers

1910: A print ad, at right, prepared for a member company of

e Bell System. Ayer with an unbroken tradition, covering nearly

years of advertising agency work, can point to some clients, such

Steinway Pianos, for whom it has worked continuously for more

than 50 years. Since 1869, N. W. Ayer & Son has handled nearly

every type of advertising account, except liquor which it still refuses

inaged modern business house, c

Each employe, each tool, each machine, must contribute in proper

proportion to the success and the profits of the enterprise as a whole.

The progressive manager has more than a TELEPHONE-he has a

TELEPHONE SYSTEM and a definite TELEPHONE POLICY.

He realizes that the salary of an office boy or cleric will pay for a

private branch exchange and that the salary and expenses of one traveling

talesman will more than equal the cost of the most liberal use of local and

long distance service.

He puts the telephone on his pay roll and makes it his most effective

ind profitable employe.

y ttttphont talk with lh€ live man at headqaarfn

Iks ai4 (tker liltraaUta re«ardlig servia, call Ibe DistrictMaufcr

The Central District and Printing

^f Telegrapti Company^ BELL SYSTEM

research were even dreamed of. It

antedates the airplane, the automobile,

the telephone, the typewriter, and most

of its clients, companies, and products.

It was doing business (and very well,

too, thank you) before the 15% com-

mission, the five-day-week, and the

Christmas office party had become

standard advertising operating prac-

tices. Forty-four years ago it was

plugging Camels "a delightful cigar-

ette—only 10c for 20"; 51 years ago

it was advertising Cadillac's "speed

range 4 to 30 miles—price S850" ; 70

years ago it was promoting "Good
Sense Corsets"; and 80 years ago its

dazzling headline "A skin of beauty is

a joy forever" keynoted a campaign
for Dr. Gouraud's Oriental Cream or

Magical Beautifier. Ayer has been

around.

But what cannot fail to impress any
knowledgable advertising man who
visits 'Philadelphia these days is the

realization that, as the business has
changed, so too has the personality, the

"corporate image" of N. W. Ayer and
Son, Inc.
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Warner Shelley, 56-year old Ayer

president, is a lean, suntanned, affable

man whose talk is larded with practical

down-to-earth observations about his

clients' sales and marketing problems.

He's a far cry from the austere, remote,

Main Line, Rittenhouse Square, art-

loving Quaker-oriented figure which

provincial Madison Ave. over the years

imagined as the "Ayer personality."

"Hell." said Shelley, discussing the

De Beer's account, "before we took

over, those Africans were up to their

hips in diamonds."

James M. Wallace, Ayer's executive

vice president and chairman of its all-

important Creative Committee (de-

scribed later), is a brisk, keen-eyed

marketing strategist who obviously

views every advertising problem in

terms of its marketing implications.

He grinned when sponsor reminded

him about Ayer's reputation for fancy

art and pretty pictures in print adver-

tising. "If you mean those photo-

graphs for Steinway and the French

line series and the modern paintings

in the De Beers campaign, we'll admit

em and we're proud of them. They've

worked.

"But before you begin typing N. W.
Ayer as an art or literary agency you

might consider these facts. During

the past five years, we've intensified

our work in the retail field. We've

deliberately sought accounts in the

food and drug business that would

give us this retail background. Right

now we're handling People's Drug, and

Penn Foods, and we've been hiring

more copywriters with retail experience

than ever before in Ayer history."

II. Ayer's Attitude Toward the

Air Media

This shift in emphasis, from pure

advertising to broader, more practical

marketing considerations, is of course

typical of much high-level agency

thinking today. But in Ayer's case it

is backed by years of solid experience

and a thorough awareness of the evolv-

ing nature of the agency business.

Here's what Shelley says of Ayer's

1958 attitude toward tv and radio:

"We look on broadcasting as a tool of



Early this year, Aycr combined its writers and artists for ail media in a single cre-

ative staff. All phases of a client's campaign are handled by the creative men assigned

to it. Here Art Director Kubly develops a tv story board for Corning Ware. A four-

color magazine ad for Corning, which Kuiily also handled, shows up in background

James M. Wallace (left) Ayer's

executive vice president, talks

over sales strategy for Hills Bros.

Coffee, with Hans L. Carstensen,

vice president in charge of Ayer's

Plans Department. Wallace heads

up Ayer's "Creative Committee"

which passes on all plans, pro-

posals and client recommenda-

tions. Wallace has been asso-

ciated with the firm since 1926

Among Ayer's most important tv activities are its tv weather shows for the Atlantic

Refining Company which run on a year-round, five times a week basis in 35 eastern

cities. Here, tv announcers who handle the Atlantic Weathercasts gather at one of

the Atlantic Company's refining plants for an indoctrination and briefing session

iTiarketing, useful in helping to make
money for our clients.

"We regard it as an advertising

medium, rather than as a form of en-

tertainment.

"We never forget that the advertiser

is not in the entertainment business but

is in his oivn business, trying to make

a fair profit by selling his goods and

services."

For the full implications of these

statements, and to realize how much of

a change Shelley's attitude represents,

it's necessar\ to go back a little int(

A\er history. N. W. Ayer, like tli.

entire advertising agency business, has

been through two distinct phases or

"ages" of air media advertising, and

A\er is now embarking vigorously on

a third.

The first of these phases (the divi-

sion is sponsor's, not Ayer's) might b<

called the "Radio Program Concentra

tion" phase and lasted froin the earl-

1920's up through World War II. Th,

second, the "Tv Program Concentra

tion" phase extended from roughh

1945 through 1957. And the third,

the "Marketing with Air Media'" age.

is the present and future for whicli

Aver is now energetically organizing;

HI. Ayer's Radio Background

Few advertising youngsters know it

but Aver at one time held a command

ing position in the radio field. Ayei

in fact, claims to have arranged tli'

first sponsored program ever handle^

by an agency (for Shur-on Optica

over KDKA, Pittsburgh, in 1922) a

well as the first continuous sponsoiei

network broadcast (the Eveready Houi

for National Carbon in Februarx

1924)

.

By the late 1920"s and early 1930"^

the Aver radio department was prob

ably the top operation in the agenc\

business. Its spot radio timebuyer'

were considered among the country

best and it could claim such leadini

shows as Bob Hope, Jack Benny, En'

Crime Club and Great Jury Trial

among its productions.

In those days, agencies went ii

heavily for the complete writing am

direction of radio programs. The ol'

Ayer offices at 500 Fifth Avenue ii

New York had a "whole floor-full i'

producers and scriptwriters," sa\

Shelley. Ayer's radio operations wer

under the supervision of two men whi

later made their marks in network pro

duction—the late Doug Coulter, am
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Harry Onimerle now v. p. for program-

ing at CBS TV.

But this period of "Radio Program

Concentration" and heavy involve-

ment in actual show business opera-

tions was a passing phase for Ayer, as

it was for many agencies. By the time

World War II came along, Ayer had

pulled back, was largely out of pro-

graming and had relatively little radio

business.

IV. The "Tv Concentration"

Period

With Ayer, as with most other agen-

cies, the second air media phase

—

that of "Tv Program Concentration"

—

was a repetition of the old radio ex-

perience compressed into a much
shorter period of time.

Back in 1940, Ayer arranged the

first sponsored telecasts— the Penn

football games for Philco and Atlantic

Refining over experimental station

W3XE (now WRCV-TV).
Following a wartime interruption in

tv experiments, Ayer came back strong

into the tv field and claims the first

live tv "whodunit" (Barney Blake,

Police Reporter) in 1948; the first

film show ever specially built for a

sponsor, Your Show Time, in 1949, and

the first big and highly successful day-

time tv program, the Sealtest Big Top
in 1951.

Ayer also arranged one of the most
outstanding tv spectaculars of all time.

Light's Diamond Jubilee, produced by

David 0. Selznick in 1954, and car-

ried over all four of the then existing

networks to an estimated 70,000,000

viewers.

But gradually, as tv evolved, the

writing, direction, and production of

tv programs passed largely out of agen-

cy hands. Even more important, agen-

cies, like Ayer, began to realize that

their main concern was, or should be,

with selling their clients' goods and
not with dabbling in the entertainment

business. Both developments hastened

the end of the "Tv Program Concen-
tration" phase and opened up the new
era of "Marketing with Air media"
in which Ayer is now involved.

V. How Ayer Organized For
Marketing

The most dramatic evidence of the

change in Ayer's approach to radio
and tv has come in recent months. In

January, Ayer moved its timebuyers
from New York to Philadelphia, and

(Please turn to page 66)
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AYER'S 70 BROADCAST CLIENTS
AND WHAT THEY USE: 1958

American Telephone and Telegraph Company —
American Telephone and Telegraph Company-Long Lines

Armour and Co -

Armour—Independent Dealers

Armour—San Francisco -

Armour—Southeast
Atlantic City Plymouth Dealers Association

Atlantic Refining Co. --
B. C. Remedy Co. - —
Bell System -. - —
Bell Telephone of Canada -

Berks City Plymouth Dealers Association

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co. -

Blue BeU Co .-

John H. Breck Inc.

Butcher Polish Co.

Cannon Mills, Inc.

Carrier Corp. ..

Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Baltimore X
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Virginia X
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Washington X
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of West Virginia.... X
Chestnut Farms Dairies

Chrysler—Mopar X
Chrysler Corp.—Personnel
Corning Glass Works X
Dallas Plymouth Dealers Association X
Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. X
Jacob E. Decker & Sons
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co X
Eastern Maine Plymouth Dealers Association

First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust Co. X
Erie City Plymouth Dealers Association

G. E. Telechron ... X
Gordon Baking Co. X
Greater Cleveland Plymouth Dealers

Greater Detroit Plymouth Dealers

P. H. Hanes Knitting Co. .-.- X
Hamilton Watch Co.

Hills Bros. Coffee In(

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Insurance Co. of North America .

Jefferson City Plymouth Dealers Association .

Howard D. Johnson
Johnson & Johnson
Kansas City Plymouth Dealers Assn.

Knouse Foods - .

Michigan Bell Telephone Co
Philip Morris Co., Inc.

Revelation Tobacco
Northeastern Plymouth Dealers Assn.

National Dairy—Sealtest

Northern California Plymouth Dealers

Ohio Oil Co
Philadelphia Bulletin

Plymouth Division of Chrysler

Polk Miller Products Corp
Portland Plymouth Dealers Assn.

Sheffield Farms, In<

San Francisco Plymouth Dealers Assn.

Sealtest Supplee -.

St. Louis Plymouth Dealers Assn.

Tasty Baking Co.

Toledo Plymouth Dealers Assn.

Twin Cities Plymouth Dealers

United Air Lines

Western Maryland Dairy

Stephen F. Whitman Co
Worcester Plymouth Dealers Assn. —
Yardley & Co



BEHIND THE RATING SYSTEMS—PART IV

Videodex reports 141 cities, a<

t strategy: Allan J;

an.l niHho.ls conM.lta

naging director of Videodex, confers with New

. I.. Bedford. Jay was one of Videodex founders in 1948

^ Cities covered by Videodex local ratings reports

now total 141; feature film titles are also included

^ Among future expansion plans of research firm is

one for instantaneous tv ratings with radar equipment

Technique: Diary method (See box,

41 ) . In special assignments, telephone dk
is used.

Extras: Such supplementary material al$i

I'.s offered: Regional net tabulations; arudf'

sis of frequency that homes view a program

duplication, cume ratings, audience turn

over; audience flow; spot audience

ures; station coverage by market; clasdfi

cation of tv homes by family chiiracteristici

and viewing patterns, research on produc

and brand purchases of tv set and noi

What Videodex Kurveys: Television view-

ing, national and local, on a regularly re-

ported basis. Also station penetration of

markets and counties on regularly reported

basis.

Kinds of reports: Network Tv Reports, is-

sued monthly, include net ratings, multi-city

ratings, program schedules; Network Tv Re-

jinrts, quarterly, include sets-in-use b\ time

zones, audience composition by time zones.

Individual City Reports, monthly, separate

reports for each 29 markets. City Reports,

quarterly, comprise station index for 29 mar-

kets, separate reports for each, separate mar-

ket ratings in about 112 markets, counly-hy-

county station penetration.

Times reported: Seven days each month

arc surveyed; ratings reported by '/» hours.

I n the competitive business of furnii

ing ratings and audience data to thi

broadcast industry, no research firn

stands still; new information must bi

ploughed up, new markets added ti

keep pace with the growth of air me
dia. Videodex, Inc. of New York Cit

and Chicago, is no exception,

Within the past three months, Video

dex has added about 20 new market

to its local ratings reports lists, bring

ing the total of cities now reporte*

monthly and quarterly to 141 (quartei

U 112. monthly 29).

It has extended its data this year t

include in these reports the titles c

feature films shown, affording adverti

ers a guide to what fare is being teli

cast and which types attract the largi

audience.

As for future plans, Videodex is rot

ducting exploratory discussions wil

several electronics groups on reportii

the television audience instantaneous

by using radar principles. Such an a

proach would, according to Allan
'

Jay, managing director of Videodr

eliminate the high fixed cost of lea?t

telephone circuits and enable thou

ands of homes to be sampled. The fir

may be able to release more partic

lars on this phase of its television mea

urement in the not too distant futui

From its beginning in 1948 when

began in Chicago and reported tv vie

ing only for that market (it added

more markets in a matter of month-

Videodex aimed its service priman

at the tv sponsor. Its preoccupati'

with the sponsor has continued, and 1

day about two-thirds of its dollar \<

ume comes from advertisers the

selves.

J
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aiore of new markets in last quarter

This preoccupation which prompts

\ ideodex to dig for information that

will continue to attract the advertiser

as a primary client is based on an ac-

quired economic dependence on the ad-

vertiser. To Videodex, he represents

maximum stability as well as a broader

base (there are more advertisers than

advertising agencies, more agencies

than tv stations)

.

So today, with more than 250 sub-

scribers to its services, the percentage

of categories breaks down as follows:

60% advertisers; 47^ stations; 36%
ad agencies, trade associations, film

producers, networks, etc.

How does Videodex rate this pre-

ponderance of advertising clients? The

answer probably lies in the variety of

detailed information it offers in addi-

tion to ratings. For the network ad-

vertisers or national sponsors of syndi-

cated film, there are summaries for

each market by shows and by competi-

tion; for the spot advertisers, these

summaries serve as guides for buying

adjacencies for announcements. Cost

efficiency analyses for client advertisers

show cost-per- 1,000, and where an ad-

vertiser has the type of product that is

purchased almost exclusively by one

sex or another (such as lipstick or

shaving cream), he may get his cost-

per-1,000 translated through audience

composition into the cost of potential

customers reached.

Also available to the advertiser are

ratings analyses, data on cumulative

audience ratings (different hoiii(~

reached), averaged ratings. audiciKc

reaction to commercials (whether t!u-\

regard them as "interestinii." "neutral"

VIDEODEX DIARY TECHNIQUE

THE RATINGS SERIES

This series which began last month
is scheduled in following issues:

The Pulse 20 Sept.

-ARB 27 Sep!.

Trendex 4 Oct.

Videodex (this week) .... 11 Oct.

C. E. Hooper 18 Oct.

A, C. Nielsen 1 Nov.

in;: a diary are explained i

4. k.T,,,.].. il„. ,1k,

\l r,ul ..\ »r,k.

CONO DAY

[iJ

—-
*»1 0|pi-*«n •«

TtaM

"*"'*• —
1

1
!

I

1 i J \ 11
»«- U

/it' )r-it> io'^Mx-n'A'u^ ? / C I y •<

• - ^.'60 Kzz/jjOfJff^ n / i > >
-^1-.. V / / v5

nr "irritatinL:" I . opinions of programs
I "rMcllriii." "iiood," "fair"), cover-

.VJ.V u\,il;i|i. etc. From a Videodex

Spot '\\ .Summaries and Cost Efficien-

c\ Analysis, for example, an advertiser

can tell at a glance which announce-

ments are reaching the wrong audience

or costing a disproportionate price for

a given time slot. On special assign-

ment. Videodex also produces research

data on consumer product and brand

purchases.

Among the first advertiser clients to

Videodex in the days it began measur-

ing the Chicago tv audience a decade

ago were television manufacturers such

as Admiral, RCA and Zenith. Their

reason for subscribing was simple: all

of them were using the new medium to

advertise their lines of tv receivers.

They were anxious to know how their

show s were doing ( RCA, for example,

with its Kukia, Fran and Ollie) and to

know where the tv sets were. Videodex

pointed out to them that no one was in

a better position to find out where the

sets were than the manufacturers them-

selves inasmuch as their dealers had

placed them. Thus was formed a sort of

alliance between the manufacturers and

Videodex which included manufactur-

ers' sales records information being

passed on to the research firm. (This

information of where sets are sold is

still the basis for Videodex selection of

samples: it also gives them the advan-

tage of knowing who are new set own-

t Please turn to page 70'
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Full sca\e productk n ol radio spots compares favorably with treatnu'nt of "pop" rt cordings. Producer-conductor Phil Davis (above) leads

large group in taping jingle series. Production costs and rights for well-nlade jingles s art at |2,000 for local use, running higher for regionals

How to produce a top radio spot

^ SPONSOR surveys advertisers, agencies, jingle pro-

ducers and conies up with cost guides, production hints

^ New radio commercials may cost more, but they're

planned, produced and scheduled more effectively now

oUowing up last week's story on

Spot Radio Commercial Survey Win-

ners (see SPONSOR, 4 October) is this

week's practical guide to radio com-

mercial production. Ad men wanted to

know how to go about making a set of

commercials.

Apart from general trends, they

were curious about the specifics of

what's actually being done with radio

commercials today.

In response to these basic queries on

costs and techniques, sponsor inter-

viewed advertisers, agencies, networks,

reps, stations and the jingle producers.

Of all responses, here were the most

practical hints on "How to produce a

modern radio commercial":

• The natural sell: a combination

of the best in hard sell and soft sell,

today's natural approach is "medium
boiled." Raymond Scott, whose Jingle

Workshop has made spots for Ameri-

can Tobacco and RCA Victor, told

SPONSOR this: "The ideal commercial is

a tune that evades your guard, becomes

a part of you, and keeps on orbiting

until the sales message is triggered."

• Local spots "integrated" for mu-

sic-and-news: The best spots fit into,

don't disrupt, local music programing.

Frank Woodruff of Peters, Griffin,

Woodward points out: "The good

commercial deserves and gets special

production attention. It becomes a

focus of interest with the right music

leading in and coming out."

• Network humor: NBC Radio's

"Stardust" concept is leading a trend

back to comedy programing and hu-

mor—correctly used—in commercials.

Some of these salesmen are Bob Hope

for Buick, Bob & Ray for Lucky

Strike, Ed "Archie" Gardner of Duf-

fy's Tavern for Pabst and George Go-

bel for Peak anti-freeze. George A.

Graham, Director of Sales Planning,

estimates that one-third of commercials

in "Monitor" are delivered by these

and other NBC stars.

• Radio commercial budgets. For

its upcoming '59 campaign, Schlitz is

spending about $10,000 for music ex-

periments and submissions alone. Nat-

urally, a 13 week non-music commer-

cial can still be made for a few hun-

dred dollars locally, up to one thousand

dollars for national use. For a guide

to top production of commercials with

music, see sponsor estimates on the

next page, taken from actual invoices

to representative clients.

• Big name talent is now back in

radio commercials. After several

years' absence, stars again regard

commercials as legitimate area of

showbusiness. Schlitz will use Peggy
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Lee, Billy Eckstein and Nelson Riddle.

Recently, Margaret Whiting made spots

for Esse and the Cordettes recorded

for S&H stamps. Although some ob-

servers say the commercial tunesmiths

can't be topped at writing jingles, some

songwriters have written excellent

commercials, such as Richard Adler's

series for Newport cigarettes.

• Full scale production is under-

taken by many sponsors. Gillette used

•Sb.OOO worth of orchestra in its open-

ings and Chesterfield used 24 voices in

its recent "Sound off" campaign.

• Over-production is being avoided,

on the other hand. Viceroy's current

jingle uses one voice without instru-

ments. Insiders say that over-produc-

tion of submitted samples is dangerous.

They ask for one voice and one piano

or just say: "Play it on the piano for

me with one finger." Reasoning is that

client may be influenced by the pro-

duction rather than the inherent tune

and lyrics, suffering disappointment

later.

• Promotion jingles for stations and

networks hypoing call letters, news,

weather, programs and other audience

attractions are now excellent. One mu-

sic industry executive called these pro-

motions "the best music commercials

being produced today, bar none." In

line with this impressive new trend,

NBC is about to schedule a series of

Count Basie spots to promote their

affiliates. The theme will be "all day

entertainment."

• Regional commercials are now re-

garded as the full equals of network

spots. In RAB's annual awards and in

the recent John Blair list of 10 best

commercials regional commercials

walked away with as much glory as

network entrants.

• Submittals: $150 to $500. Al-

though the business of producing com-

( Please turn to page 70)

TYPICAL COSTS OF WELL-PRODUCED JINGLES

Here's a budget guide to buying jingles today. The three lists be ow, taken from actual invoices, include:

creating, performing and recording jingle. For simplicity, prices are for "wild" spots used outside programs.

The samples are: one spot used locally in one to ten markets; two spots used regionally in 11 to 60

markets; and one spot used nationally in unlimited markets. The cities of New York, Chicago and Los

Angeles are excluded from local and regional broadcast rights, but are included in national rights. In cases

where material is rented rather than purchased these fees would be ower.

(If spots are used within local or network programs, there are additional fees for singers, actors and

announcers. In the current AFTRA Transcription Code, these ran ge from $60 to $640 per spot and per

performer depending on whether use is local. regional or national. These performers a e also entitled to

AFTRA talent repayments for each additional 13 iveeks of use.)

There are no additional fees for musicians

One local Two regional One national

PRODUCTION COSTS:
spot spots spot

1. Talent

Vocalists $ 60.00 $ 504.00 $ 320.40

Announcers 84.60

2. Musicians

(A. F. of M. transcription scale,

including leader) 270.00 1,120.50 765.00

3. Incidentals

Payroll tax, bookkeeping 41.46 162.45 108.54

Instrument cartage fee 6.00 10.00 10.00

Special instruments rental 20.00 24.00 24.00

AFTRA Pension & Welfare Fund 7.23 25.20 16.02

A. F. of M. Trust Fund 100.00 100.00 100.00

4, Arrangements of vocal parts

and orchestra accompaniment 50.00 250.00 350.00

5. Recording* 169.00 294.11 175.00

BROADCAST RIGHTS:
Outright purchase of original music

and material 1,500.00 2,500.00 3,500.00

TOTALS: $2,308.29 $4,990.26 $5,530.03

'Plus mastering ($30-40 per side), pressing ($1-2 50 eadi). packing and shipping



Vk'«-aili«'rni«'n : Inspecting the radar weather-tracking statii

railin i\ iif l,aiiil)('rt & Feasley, agency for sponsor of vvea

I (1 to r) : Arnold Diciz, manager Sound Radio, Inc.; John Bates, vice president

sts Phillips Petroleum Co., Robert E. Mitchell, vice president WINZ, Miami

Phillips buys radar weathercasts

^ Will storms hit Hialeah track before the fifth race?

Now radio plus radar comes up with immediate answers

^ Phillips Petroleum begins using three east coast

Florida stations to keep public informed half-hourly

In national spot radio across the

country, Phillips Petroleum hews to the

public service approach—weathercasts

and newscasts. This week, Phillips

went a step further

—

radar weather-

casts for a section of the country

where weather is the prime commodity.

The stretch from Palm Beach south

to Miami, a major strip of playland

subject to the vagaries of tropic weath-

er, is now being tracked weatherwise

by a radar installation set up at a cost

in excess of §100,000 atop the Golden

Gate Hotel between Miami and Ft.

Lauderdale.

Beginning this month, weather re-

ports will be broadcast twice each hour

over three participating radio stations:

WWIL Ft. Lauderdale; WINZ, Mi-

ami, and WEAT, Palm Beach with

Phillips (through its agency, Lambert

& Feasley, Inc.) as major sponsor.

So immediate and accurate are the

radar reports that the Miami fisher-

man will know exactly when he has a

clear sail to Bimini, the Ft. Lauder-

dale or Palm Beach golfer will know
when and on which tee rain is due to

fall.

The plan was developed a little over

a month ago when Arnold Dietz, di-

rector of Sound Radio, Inc., presented

the idea to WWIL.
The station, in turn, took the con-

cept to the advertiser in that area

which it considered among the most

progressive—Phillips Petroleum. Phil-

lips has an added stake in the area

with its lavish Pier 66 Restaurant and

Marina at Ft. Lauderdale.

The local jobber and division mana-

ger for Phillips thought so much of the

plan they immediately contacted the

home office. Reaction was prompt. To
a Ft. Lauderdale meeting came Larry

Dellasega of Phillips' ad department

in Bartlesville, Okla.; John Bates, vice

president and director of tv and radio

for Lambert & Feasley; Manager Tom
Gilniore and Bill Logan from Phillips'

Tampa division, and John Dunscombe

and Darrel Smith, partners and owners

of Everglades Oil, jobbers for Phillips

in the Ft. Lauderdale area.

Result was a 52-week buy on the

three stations which is being heavily

promoted by outlets and clients; chief

promotion — on-air plugs, newspaper

ads and broadcast schedule cards dis-

tributed in hotel rooms in the area and

at Phillips service stations. ^
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Air media:

department store

lifeline
Rehearsing Barker Bros, videotaped coniniercial (1 to r» are: Ken

Pelton. Barker's ad director; John J. Mahoney, exec. v.p. and merchai

ing manager: Rod Mays, pres.. Mays & Co., and announcer Steve Me

^ Here's how L.A. stores use

radio, tv for several functions

^ Increasing competition can

be challenged, retailers learn

i#epartment stores, in a general way,

have been in roughening economic wa-

ter during the past few years. A com-

bination of things—new population-

shopping patterns, new forms of retail-

ing—have conspired to obsolete the

traditional department store customer

franchises.

In short, people are buying more

than ever, but department stores' sales

volume is not keeping pace. And with

overhead rising faster than sales and/or

profits, the "big" stores now face the

need for stronger selling than ever.

Clearly, a re-examination of media,

with an eye toward strengthening ad-

vertising impact, presents a fertile area

for exploration by department stores.

And any re-examination can move in

one direction only—from newspapers,

traditional medium for department

stores, to air media.

While the use of radio and/or tv is

not unknown to department stores, a

successful campaign, waged on either,

still warrants some "success story" at-

tention and is all too often regarded as

atypical.

There are signs that this traditional

department store reluctance for air me-

dia is beginning to crack. The rela-

tively few of these retailers that have

tried air media, have usually done it

on a test basis: local newspapers on

strike, a special promotion, blandish-

ments from local salesmen.

Department stores spend an esti-

mated $400 million annually for their

advertising. As might be expected, a

Sears' Roebuek & Co. pM-ent^ public ser\ ic inforniation.siththrt e daih tra ffic repoi

helicopler. Shoun (1 to n K. H. H.uln, .L.\. „oup \U.. : \1 llulil. nl. k\H( : R. H.

L.A. Group sales proniolion ainl iiicn Im l.llM. , ^1 . 1),.,, ). hn~on. a,, .nnl ,x,, Ihr Ma

•-:-"3-

iniioyjiii

sum of this consequence has attracted

additional pressure to try air media

from TvB and RAB.
For those department stores that

have used air media successfully, the

techniques have been specific. Yet

there is no one definitive way to use

air; one strategy answers the need for

one store, a different one for another.

There is, though, one basic fact that

comes through: air media will provide

strong selling support whether used for

a "one-shot," a store opening, a spe-

cial sale, or over a long period, to

build an image for an overall sales

gain.

Ideally, any department store could

score the best sales gains by employ-

ing every medium available—radio, tv,

newspapers, outdoor, etc. But even

$400 million is not enough to touch all

of those with any degree of dominance.

So the need arises for selectivity.

Though the best combination of ad-

vertising for a department store is air

plus print, if it's impossible to achieve

much prominence with both, then gen-

erally, air media alone will do more.

The really important thing is to use

enough advertising, no matter where it

runs.

Should department stores use radio

over tv, or vice-versa? No, both offer

unique advantages. Consider radio, for

instance.

• Broad coverage—97% of all

homes have at least one radio in use.

• Better suburban coverage.

• Instant accessibility — messages

can be changed in minutes.

• Complete flexibility— concentrat-

ed messages on various days; selection

of audience types via programing.

• "News" value—an aura of urgen-

cy and action.

Tv, of course, shares some of these



characteristics. But it has a unique

characteristic, related this way by

TvB: "In the final analysis, as history

will probably record, it was the re-

tailer who inspired the invention of tv.

For. it was he who centuries ago

proved that face-to-face demonstration

is the best way to sell."

As in characteristics, both radio and

tv share successful techniques. Both

are most eflfective with dominance, if

not saturation. Both provide quick ac-

tion, so are best when they are matched

with normal heavy selling days, or

keyed closely with special promotions.

On the other hand there are differ-

ences. Radio works best with familiar

items, where a mention can create a

mental picture. Conversely, one of tv's

strengths is its ability to take a new

l)roduct and, with demonstration, ac-

quaint a considerable majority of the

store's customers with it instantly.

To demonstrate how department

stores can and do use air media effec-

tively, SPONSOR recently conducted a

study of many of the major stores in

Los Angeles. This city was picked be-

cause its department stores, as a whole,

use air media to a greater degree than

most other cities. It is important to

remember that all of these stores are

located in the same area—metropoli-
tan Los Angeles—and so are compet-

ing for the same customers, in the

larger sense. Yet each sells in a differ-

ent way, by tailoring its use of air

media to correspond, and so carves a

niche for itself that sets it apart.

Barker Bros. A few months back

"the world's largest home furnishing

store" shot 23 one-minute commercials

on videotape. These tapes are still

running, two a day, on KTTV. Each

i5 preceded by a one-minute live pitch,

delivered by announcer Steve Martin

who also appears in the taped portions.

"The taped segments were never in-

tended to stand as completed commer-

cials," explains Mays & Co. president.

Rod Mays. "They are designed to sell

an abstract concept of the store in

terms of size, price policy, quality and

selection—factors not discernable in

newspaper advertising."

The tapes, which cost less than $100

each, cover all nine floors of the store.

Some concentrate on individual sec-

tions, others on entire floors. No items

are singled out. The one-minute lead-

in covers specifics—a sale or discourse

on something like price or quality.

Barker's has been a long-time user

of saturation radio, is currently using

an average of 50 per week on six in-

dependent stations. They are mostly

60's with some 20's and 30's. It began

using tv in 1949, has been on since.

Besides the current two-a-day sched-

ule on KTTV, it adds a package of

about 10 20's on KRCA for its six pro-

motions a year. A corollary package

of 150 spots on radio is also added for

the promotions.

J. C. Penney Co. "We have to use

radio to keep 44 branch managers

happy," explains John T. Lucas, west

coast ad director for the chain, who

Hinshaw's, a relative newcomer to the L.A. department store scene, turned to tv to get quick

recognition and acceptance. Current vehicle is show called Hinshaw's Holiday, combining ad-

places co-op advertising for all of the

stores. Five years ago, when Lucas

added radio, "the agitation among the

managers to drop it was really rife,"

he recalls. Yet this fall the same man-

agers voted unanimously to add a sec-

ond radio station rather than a third

daily.

The change of mind came through

testing—radio against newspapers. A
radio-only promotion on nylon hose, a

regular "special" with the chain, upped

business 25% on the item over-all, and

one store, previously having trouble

moving the item, noted a 70% in-

crease. "These results are remark-

able," Lucas points out, "in that the

item had been stocked for six months

and advertised right along in news-

papers."

Normal Pennev scheduling calls for

60's (40%), 20's (30%) and 7's

(30%). The chain has tested the 7's

on single items, found heavy response

by concentrating on price appeal. The
chain puts 60% of its spots between

10 a.m. and 12 noon, 20% between 2

and 5 p.m., the balance from 6 to 9

p.m.

May Co. No stranger to radio, this

company has backed up its six-store-

wide sales with as many as 14 stations.

But recently, explains Walter T. Pow-

ers, advertising and promotion direc-

tor, "we wanted to create a prestige

image to back up our other advertis-

ing. Fm seemed, right for the idea we
wanted to convey: a relaxed invitation

to shop at the May Co."

Experimenting with spots showed

that fm was best used, not for single

items, but for over-all soft sell. Once

that was learned the store went ahead

in the grand manner: full sponsorship

of a new all-night, 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.,

every-night musical show called Music

in the Night. "What we are doing,"

Powers says, "is creating rather than

inheriting an audience."

Hinshaw's Department Stores. A
relative new-comer to the area, this

company was seeking quick recogni-

tion. "We chose another late-comer,

tv, to put us on the map," says presi-

dent Ezra B. Hinshaw. Knowing that

women do most of the department store

buying, Hinshaw turned to Nielsen

studies, found that there is a higher

percentage of adult women viewers for

travel-adventure shows than for any

other type. He began by using half-

hour shows, is still using them. To tie-in

(Please turn to page 89)
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Machine tactics

get out

tlie WOW
listener vote

^ In a state which doesn't

have electric balloting, Ne-
braska station approaches its

audience on basis of novelty

I he big headache inherent in any

station's audience research is that:

• It's costly and takes a lot of time;

• But when all's said and done, the

fancy figures soon fade into dull mem-
ory or get out of date.

Currently WOW, Omaha, is distrib-

uting what it hopes is a novel solution

to some of these drawbacks. True, the

sampling methods in WOW's study

won't win a Census Bureau prize (nor

does the station make any bones about

that). What it has evolved, however,

is an attention-getting piece of research

showmanship which contains some
worthwhile clues for both agencies and

the station's own programers. And
what makes the whole thing more than

just a gag is that WOW's catch-'em-on-

the-run technique eventually produced

a sample that has a pretty respectable

resemblance to the measured audience

of the area.

Here's what WOW did:

At the suggestion of sales manager
W. 0. (Bill) Wiseman, it got three

Shoup voting machines—the kind com-

monly seen at election time (and on

exhibit in the American pavillion at

the Brussel's Fair). These were set up
at the Nebraska State Fair in Lincoln

for eight days, then were spotted for a

week at various locations in Omaha.
One important point about the electric

gadgets was their novelty; most of the

voters had never seen one before, since

Gov. Victor E. Anderson and Bill Dunn, WOW radio prom. mgr. exhibit type of ballot used at

Lincoln, Nebr. State Fair to get audience reactions to radio program types. Also polled Omaha

Nebraska doesn't use them.

Fifteen questions dealing with quali-

tative matters appeared on the ballots.

In all, some 4,000 listeners (74%
adult and 26% teenage) expressed

their opinions, breaking down thus in

comparison with the annual Pulse of

the area:

Farms

Towns under 8,000

City

WOW Pulse

41% 23%
21 27*

38 50

As for the findings themselves, here

are some of the highlights:

In the music category, popular fare

was at the top in both city and coun-

try. But there was much less agree-

ment on other musical types, as the ac-

companying table shows. By age

groups, too, marked differences turned

up. For instance, in the ballots cast

at the State Fair, 48% of the teenagers

voted for rock 'n' roll; but among
male adults, 40% voted for current

pop hits and 42% for military bands;
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ai.d 10', of thr uomeii favoml

waltzes.

As might be expected, news caine in

for some heavy I)allotinji. with the 15-

minute segment rated most popular

(see tabulation). Moreover, there

seemed to be little geographical differ-

ence in frequency of listening: the aver-

age was 2.4 newscasts per day in Oma-

ha and 2. < outside. Heres another

facet of the situation:

Listen twice daily 29%
Listen thrice 23

Listen five times 21

Listen once 16

Listen four times 11

When voters at the State Fair were

HOW WOW VOTERS RANKED
MUSICAL PREFERENCES

Longtime pop hits

Total

Vote

Ist

Votes at

Fair

2nd

City

Vote

1st

Current pop hits 2nd 1st 2nd
Rmk 'n' Roll 3rd 3rd 7th

Old familiar songs 4th 4th 3rd

Classical 5th 8th 4th

W estern-countr\ 6th 5th 8th

Waltzes 7th 7th 5th

Hvmns 8th 6th 9th

Military bands 9th 9th 10th

Swing-jazz 10th 10th 6th

^^1
NEWS PREFERENCES

BY LENGTH AND TYPE

BY LENGTH

All At Fair City

43% 36% 50ff

10 minutes 27 27 26

r> minutes 25 29 21

Over 13 minutes 6 8 3

BY TYPE^
1

Weather 51% 43% i

P Sports 18 24 p

1
Livestock market 16 11

News analysis 14 19

1
Grain market 4 3

L
•Include! only tpeclflc programs of '""""" '""""""

1
HHI^IHHHI hhhhhhk

asked "Whichever helps you most in

your day-to-day farm operation?" the

answers came out thus:

Television edged radio 32'/c to 30' ^

.

( For whatever you want to read into

it, WOW researchers will remind )ou

that about 40% of the tv vote was by

teenagers.)

Farm magazines trailed with 13%,
farm newspapers, 12 /i , and general

newspapers 11%.
(Note: In a recent study of farmers'

communications activities conducted

by the University of Wisconsin on a

financial grant from WBAY-TV, Green

Bay. it was found that farmers devoted
~':2'

'f of their mass-media time to tv

and 34% to radio; see sponsor, 29
March 1958, page 38).

Indeed, radio's unshakable physical

,i:rip on farmers is evident from
WOW's findings on out-of-home sets.

Some 33% of the voting farmers said

they had sets in their barns; 13% had
them in milksheds; 40% in trucks;

and 13% on tractors.

Like all modern researchers, WOW's
crew salted the ballots with some
"warmup" and "encouragement" ques-

tions to get the voters into the spirit of

the thing.

For whatever their sociological-

political merit, here they are:

For President, of the U. S.—sales

manager Wiseman describes the results

thus

:

'Nixon got the nod with 36%
of the total vote, and Kennedy and

Stevenson rank second and third. Actu-

ally. 54% of all votes cast were for

Democrats in normally Republican

Nebraska. The ladies voted heavily

for Nixon and Stevenson and the Ken-

nedy vote was top-heavy by men."

Lefialized bingo—Won 3 to 2. The
for" vote was split about evenly be-

tween men, women, and teenagers.

I fiingo, incidentally, is a hot matter in

Nebraska and will be voted on next

month.

)

Stale sales tax—There wasn't much
support for this one. The voters, 6 to

4. apparently wanted to uphold Ne-

braska's longtime claim as "the state

with no sales tax and no bonded in-

debtedness."'

Salesman-researcher Wiseman cur-

rently is expounding his survey to

Omaha agency people at a series of

luncheons.

Meanwhile he says he will send it to

other agencies and advertisers who are

interested. ^
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KF>VB's News Department

is on the air 66 times every day with

Icheduied news, sports, weather reports.

I Other important news "when it happens" i
Every item is re-written in colorful

COLOR RADIO style by the most competent

/s crew in Los Angeles radio

News on COLOR RADIO is instant...

it's electronic... it's an important part

of KF^VB's rocketing ratings

in the Los Angeles market

Buy KF^VB News. ..first in Los Angeles

^f^Kfw^B
ted nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.



POSTCARDS...

WQ got

pogtcards

from ligfcnerg

to Regional

/fi^/f/tf Tulsa

all WQ said was **drop us a card"

and WQ got 87,312postcards I

AC/eA/TG 5-0,000 l^ATrS
TC/LSA. OA'LA^/OMA
0.5 Mi^/M COA^rOU/^ 740 k'.C.

IVIO.

ARK.

During our one week "Big Surprise"

promotion July 1 through July 7,

these KRMG personalities offered table

model radios to lucky listeners. Despite

the modest prizes, they received 87,-

312 postcards . . . proof of Regional

KRMG's big coverage, audience re-

sponsiveness and superior salesman-

ship. These personalities can generate

sales for you, too. Frank Lane, General

Manager, or your nearest John Blair

Representative can tell you how.

KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency

SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency

PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency

OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co. -Blair-TV

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations

1

Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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^ SPONSOR INDEX
Issued every 6 ;

JANUARY THROUGH JULY 1958 1ST HALF VOLUME 12

Twice each year sponsor publishes this six-month index

of articles. This new index covering the first six months of

1958 is presented with additions designed to make for easier

reference. You'll find new major headings and sub-headings

with cross-references, particularly to agency-advertiser

stories and to case histories divided now by product cate-

gory. These are the major headings in alphabetical order.

Advertisers, Advertising agencies, Broadcast indus-

try. Commercials, Film, Foreign, Marketing, Mer-
chandising-promotion-publicity, Product case histo-

ries. Radio, Ratings, Representatives, Research-sur-
veys, Special issues-sections. Television.

p. 32

1 Mar. p. 42

5 Apr. p. 43

12 Apr. p. 29

3 May p. 36

24 May p. 35

11 Jan. ,:

25 Jan.
|

1 Feb.
I

ADVERTISERS
General

What clients switch for 11 Jan.

How Colgate picked D'Arcy for Halo , 11 Jan.

Tv clients: commercials come first 8 Feb.

The coming battle for sponsor identification 22 Feb.

3 clients, 3 markets, 1 tv show (Shirley Temple).. . 1 Mar.

Sponsor Asks: Should national advertisers use local

buying techniques? _

Baseball's sponsors for 1958

Tv's man of the hour—the consultant

Bright outlook for soft goods: bright future for air

Rate your I.Q. on advertisers ..

Personalities

Newsmaker of week: Frank Btll, pres., Pharma-Craft
Newsmaker of the week: Howard M. Parker, presi-

dent, S. C. Johnson & Son
Newsmaker of the week: Franklin Bruck, v.p.,

Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Newsmaker of the week: William Skilling, adv.

prom, mgr., women's wear, du Pont . 29 .Mar. p

Newsmaker of week: Charles Mortimer, pres., GF 19 Apr. p,

Newsmaker of the week: Gwilym A. Price, board
chairman, Westinghouse Electric Corp. 10 May p

Newsmaker of the week: Nelson Gross, ad director.

Max Factor 7 June p
Newsmaker of the week: Tom Christensen, Marl-

boro brand manager, Philip Morris 14 June p.

Newsmaker of week : W. E. Schoon, ad mgr., Pontiac 28 J

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
General

All eyes on McCann _ 4 Jan. p. 29
How Colgate picked D'Arcy for Halo 11 Jan. p. 32
The rise of air media at McCann _... 11 Jan. p. 36

Jack Cunningham's challenge to Madison Ave. 18 Jan. p. 39
Sponsor Asks: Is competitive bidding on story-

boards sound practice? 22 Feb. p. 48
Agency mergers: How they affect air activity . 22 Mar. p. 27
Could agency cost-cutting boomerang? 19 Apr. p. 33
How Compton billings increased 450% in 12 years 26 Apr. p. 36
Here's what admen would like to see discussed at 26 Apr. p. 25

the (NAB) convention Conv. Special

Sponsor Challenge: Rate your advertising I.Q. on
advertising agencies 10 May p. 34

\ psychoanalyst puts Madison Ave. on the couch 17 May p. 36
They "work like hell on the sell!" 31 May p. 29
The agency's role in tv show publicity 14 June p. 35
A new look at the old tv vs. print controversy 21 June p. 41

Timebuying

How agencies train radio timebuyers 8 Feb. p. 34

luckiest timebuyer" 8 Feb. p.

g surveys 22 Mar. p.

Personalities

Newsmaker of week: D. B. Crane, med. v.p., B&B
Newsmaker of week: Marion Harper, pres., Mc-E ... :

Newsmaker of week: Brown Bolte, pres., SSC&B ..

Newsmaker of week: Leo Burnett, Leo Burnett Co.

Newsmaker of week: Frank Silvernail, retired buyer :

Newsmaker of week: J. G. Cominos, v.p., NL&B...

Newsmaker of week: Dr. L. 0. Brown, v.p., DFS .

Newsmaker of week: Lee M. Rich, v.p., B&B
Newsmaker of the week: Julia Brown, associate

media director on I'&G. Compton '.

BROADCAST INDUSTRY
General

The rise of air media at McCann
Barrow pot begins to boil

SPONSOR index, July-December 1957

Tv stations are "opportunistic"

Sponsor Asks: Are air media jobs getting scarce?

Sponsor Asks: When does sex make 'em squirm?
Sponsor Asks: Should national advertisers use local

buying techniques?

What's ahead in summer selling?

Will new air strategy jack up auto sales?

Sponsor Asks: How can stations use trade ads?

Will air budgets withstand the slump?
Air media dominate the farm .'

Battle of music: ASCAP v. BMI
Sponsor Asks: How can you retain sponsor identity

in Westerns?

The trial of Linwood Threedle (re FCC)
Tv tape: new vistas and problems —
Is Videotape practical now?
Sponsor Asks: Should stations be ranked by total

tv coverage or by metropolitan area?

"Let's Sell Optimism" . . . how tv/radio stations

are doing it .

How can air media help overcome recession think-

ing?

RAB president Kevin Sweeney's answer to how air

media can help overcome recession thinking _

Here's what admen would like to see discussed at

the convention

Spot radio tackles the local rates

Radio/tv "challenged" at annual NAB convention

Network plus spot equals big rating

Sponsor Asks: What did you get out of the NAB
convention? _

What will NTA's Ely Landau do next?

So you want to buy a radio station? .

) Apr.

I May
I May
I May

11 Jan. p. 36

25 Jan. p. 29

25 Jan. p. 47

8 Feb. p. 33

8 Feb. p. 42

15 Feb. p. 52

1 Mar. p. 42

8 Mar. p. 39

15 Mar. p. 31

22 Mar. p. 42

29 Mar. p. 29

29 Mar. p. 38

5 Apr. p. 42

5 Apr. p. 44

19 Apr. p. 36

26 Apr. p. 31

26 Apr. p. 33

26 Apr. p. 52

26 Apr. p. 3

Conv. Special

26 Apr. p. 16

Conv. Special

26 Apr. p. 18

Conv. Special

26 Apr. p. 25

Conv. Special

3 May p. 31

3 May p. 39

10 May p. 32

17 May p. 50

31 May p. 31

31 May p. 40
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Sponsor Asks: How can stations lielp in anti-reces-

sion campaigns?

Personalities

Newsmaker of the week: John M. Outler, retiring

general mgr., WSB, Atlanta

Newsmaker of week: John C. Doerfer, FCC dim.

Newsmaker of week: Oren Harris, House rep.. Ark.

Newsmaker of week: J. C. Riddell, exec, v.p., ABC
Newsmaker of week: L. G. Cowan, pres., CBS TV
Newsmaker of the week: Howard S. Meighan, presi-

dent. Videotape Productions

Newsmaker of week: E. J. DeCray, v.p., ABC radio

Newsmaker of week: John C. Doerfer, FCC chm. .

Merchant of diversity: Screen Gems' Ralph Cohn

Tv/Radio Case Histories

How Miles Calif, measures air media
Why Stahl-Meyer banks on air media
Progresso's 26-year love affair with air media

June p. 54

8 Feb.

15 Feb.

15 Mar.

22 Mar.

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

5 Apr.

12 Apr.

3 May
14 June

P-

P-

P-

P-

5 Apr.

10 May
P-

P-

COSTS
Will

Radio nil- Jnun. ,..^,-,.,^,. up

How new >\(. (I'liiiaii lirii)>ts cost of roniniercials

Could agency cost-cutting boomerang?
Net tv: new incentives for clients

Spot tv's rocky road to simpler rates

Sponsor Asks: How to keep live tv costs down?
Spot tv and newspapers

COMMERCIALS
Sponsor Asks: Should commercials be keyed to the

time of day?

Saturation radio's newest problem
Would you risk this tv commercial live? .

Tv clients: commercials come first

Sponsor Asks: Is competitive bidding on story-

boards sound practice? .

What's wrong with tv"s auto commercials?

How new SAG contract boosts cost of commercials
Tv's cliff-hanger commercials .

New life for net radio commercials

Sponsor Asks: How valuable is a star's name in a

tv commercial?

"Minute" shows sell Nescafe

How agencies rate tv commercial film producers ...

Radio advertising as d.j.'s see it

They "work like hell on the sell!"

Sponsor Asks: What are the advantages of original

scores in tv commercials?

Commercial Commentary: McMillin blasts tv's

"doctors"

What's new in film television commercials?

From radio/tv jingle to popular song

Commercial Commentary: cigarettes on tv

A new way to measure tv commercial effectiveness

1 Mar. p. 29

1 Mar. p. 35

8 Mar. p. 38

29 Mar. p. 37

19 Apr. p. 33

3 May p. 33

10 May p. 27

10 May p. 52

31 May p. 36

25 Jan. p. 32

1 Feb. p. 34

8 Feb. p. 27

22 Feb. p. 48

29 Mar. p. 36

29 Mar. p. 37

5 Apr. p. 33

19 Apr. p. 39

19 Apr. p. 46

17 May p. 38

24 May p. 36

24 May p. 38

31 May p. 29

31 May p. 44

14 June p. 34

14 June p. 38

14 June p. 39

21 June p. 20

28 June p. 42

FILM
Film '58: A precision marketing tool 1 Feb. p. 41

What the Paramount film library means to tv 22 Feb. p. 37

Animation at $15 a foot? 1 Mar. p. 35

What's new in syndication for fall? 15 Mar. p. 38
Tv tape: new vistas and problems 26 Apr. p. 31

Is Videotape practical now? . 26 Apr. p. 33

What you should know about tv film 3 May p. 40

FOREIGN
Admen: How you can use international television .... 24 May p. 34
World-wide television growth 5 Apr. p. 38

MARKETING
Film '58: A precision marketing tool

Sociology instead of Westerns

Agency marketing men affect media decisions

The product protection headache -.. _ 5 Apr. p. 31
Is the farmer still a hayseed? 12 .Apr. p. 40
What price marketing? 3 May p. 29
Bright outlook for soft goods: bright future for air 3 May p. 36
All about women: The influential sex and radio . 17 May p. 42
Color tv: No problem for packaging 7 June p. 40

MERCHANDISING, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY
Is merchandising really worth it? 25 Jan. p. 40

Sponsor Asks: How to merchandise supermarket? 1 Feb. p. 48

Sponsor Asks: Which are more successful—cash

prizes or merchandise? _ 8 Mar. p. 52
Are you making the most of merchandising? 15 Mar. p. 34
Sponsor Asks: How effective are p.r. films on tv? 15 Mar. p. 60
Sponsor Asks: How can stations use trade ads? 22 Mar. p. 42
Conoco's merchandising whirligig 12 Apr. p. 36
Packaging: Tv's best salesman yet! 10 May p. 32
Radio advertising as d.j.'s see it 24 May p. 38
"Wonderful good"' pitch by WLBR-TV 31 May p. 33
Tv show promotion—bank style _... 7 June p. 38
The agency's role in tv show publicity 14 June p. 35
WJlM-TV's 16.000 pitch to CBS . 28 June p. 37

PRODUCT CASE HISTORIES
Automotive

Will new air strategy jack up auto sales?

What's wrong with tv's auto commercials? .

Plymouth bets on radio to spur sales

Why foreign cars are trying air media

Beer and Ale

Tv's cliff-hanger commercials (Drewry's)

From radio/tv jingle to popular song (Duquesne)

Candy and Confections

Radio kills a sales slump (Beech-Nut)

Drugs and Cosmetics

How Colgate picked D'Arcy for Halo

Why use tv when you sell door-to-door? (.\von) ....

How Miles Calif, measures air media

A small premium—but big sales (Pfizer)

Packaging: tv's best salesman yet!

How spot radio keeps the cows contented (Glenn)

Financial

Programing prestige at spot costs

Seaboard buys spot to sell money _ _

Tv show promotion—bank style

Food and Beverages

Piggy-back marketing, radio launch new product ...

Radio sells beans in Boston (Monmouth)
Is merchandising really worth it? (Libby)

The secret of selling with kids' tv (Cocoa Marsh)

Flav-R Straws in the wind again?

How a submarine sells the housewife (Bond Bread)

Create a market—sell a schedule (Cocoa Marsh)

Tv's new star salesman: Emily Tipp (Ward Baking)

Oona O'Tuna drops anchor in spot tv

Packaging: Tv's best salesman yet!

Why Stahl-Meyer banks on air media

"-Minute" shows sell Nescafe

U. S. Steel's new campaign: Sell canned soft drinks

How Welch's tomato juice "double sells" on tv

Progresso's 26-year love affair with air media

How spot tv's unified effort paid off (Kellogg) . ..

New Era scouts for potato chip sales via spot radio

Gas and Oil

Sell gasoline via kids' sho

rchandising whirligig .

Retailing

1 Feb. p. 41

8 Feb. p. .36

5 Apr. p. 29

Tv: one reta

Tv spot sell

Ra.lio packs

15 Mar. p. 31

29 Mar. p. 36

19 Apr. p. 40

17 May p. 39

11 Jan. p. 32

22 Feb. p. 34

5 Apr. p. 34

26 Apr. p. 41

10 May p. 32

7 June p. 38

4 Jan. p. 33

21 May p. 37

7 June p. 38

4 Jan. p. 34

11 Jan. p. 33

25 Jan. p. 40

8 Feb. p. 30

8 Mar. p. 37

29 Mar. p. 40

12 Apr. p. 39

26 Apr. p. 39

3 May p. 34

10 May p. 32

10 May p. 37

17 May p. 38

24 May p. 40

24 May p. 41

21 June p. 38

28 June p. 31

28 June p. 40

22 Mar. p. 38

12 Apr. p. 36

5 Apr.

26 Apr.

10 May
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In this area of tree-lined streets, where Saturday's child

sports blue jeans, alert advertisers cover two major markets
— Fort Wayne and South Bend -Elkhart— with one com-

bination buy which saves 10%. The coverage they get is

inside coverage—locally loyal—vocally and visually supe-

rior. Take a tight close-up on this scene: 340,000 TV homes
put it ahead of the 43rd market.* 1,688,000 people make it

bigger than all Colorado or Nebraska. Nearly $3 Billion

E.B.I.— and it's yours with just one buy!

call your H^R man now!
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WMgIa is now the third most popular radio statiott«

h. of twenty-two radio stations in the New York

Metropolitan Area (Nielsen, July-Aug., 1958).

"lis, and on any basis of measurable sales results, too,

^, WMGM produces action at the lowest cost of

I
any radio station in the New York Metropolitan Area.

NOW AVAIUBLE: NEW MERCHANDISINfl PUN. DETAILS ON REQUEST. |.

o.ooowit^'l^lTISlTI
RADIO^^NEW YORK CITY

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Radio Station In Ne>

k Avenue Phone MUrray Hill 8-1000
ry Co.
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ARB and Nielsen agree! St
in the T^Mirin Cities

PARAMOUNT
WARNER BROS.
MGM
UNITED ARTISTS

now10?V12<'m°
7 NIGHTS WEEKLY

WTCN-TY

ASK BOB FRAN5EN WTCN-TV NATIONAL SALES MANAGER OR YOUR KATZ MAN FOR

SALES INFORMATION, RATING DETAILS, AND THE FEW REMAINING AVAILABILITIES.

WrCNTV
MINNEAPOLIS
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Soaps and Cleansers

Lestoil's fabulous four years in tv

How Bu-Tay recaptured its sales

Bab-0 introduces animated salesman

Tobacco Products

The "arty" sell—and to men at that! (cigars) .

Miscellaneous Products

(AMF)

15 Feb. p. 37

7 June p. 34

21 June p. 42

i Jan. p. 36

25 JaiCustomers first—ratings s

Chain saws? Sell 'em with radio (McCulloch) ..... 29 Mar.
j

Bell & Howell: "Buy when others are selling" ..... 19 Apr.
;

Bright outlook for soft goods: bright future for air 3 May
]

Trewax grows with proven formula: spot radio — 17 May
]

Johnson Motors takes plunge in network tv 31 May
]

Tuck Tape challenges a competitive giant with tv 14 June
;

PROGRAMING
Programing prestige at spot costs

Sponsor Asks: Is N.Y.'s tv talent pool drying up?. ..

Next fall's tv: Comedy or Western? ..

Is there a cloud over satire on tv?

Tv specials: Identification plus

Lessons for admen from d.j. college .

Sponsors boom public service programing

Sponsor Asks: Which are more successful—cash

prizes or merchandise?

Sponsor Asks: How effective are p.r. films on tv?

Radio programing: An attack, a defense

Sponsor Asks: What's ahead for live net tv shows?

Do jackpots attract crackpots?

Behind the tv "games"

How fall tv lineups shape up
Radio's newest programing—the flexible formula

The soap operas are back

Sponsor Asks: How strong will tv giveaways be?. .

'T watched your tv show last night and I think . .

."

Violence in kids' shows: NAFBRAT target 9 years

Why packager David Susskind won't keep quiet

After "adult" Westerns—what? ..

Why they hitch the pitch to stars

, What makes an advertiser buy radio?
' Chicago radio listeners up in arms

RADIO

4 Jan. P- 33

25 Jan. P- 42

15 Feb. P- 31

15 Feb. p. 36

22 Feb. P- 30

8 Mar. P- 32

8 Mar. p. 34

8 Mar. p. 52

15 Mar. P- 60

22 Mar. P- 34

29 Mar. P- 44

5 Apr. p. 41

12 Apr. P. 31

12 Apr. P- 34

12 Apr. p. 38

19 Apr. P- 38

3 May P- 42

17 May p. 34

17 May P- 35

24 May P- 33

31 May p. 34

7 June P- 29

8 June P- 36

21 June P. 40

s for admen from d.j. college

Radio programing: An attack, a defense

Auto radio goes into high gear
' Fm radio: Hot trend in 1958

Auto radio: Mass market on the move
Radio's newest programing—the flexible formula
Sponsor Asks: How big will radio be in 1958? ......

A look at tomorrow's radio

Radio 1958: Light sell .

How can air media help overcome recession think-

ing?

t of summer's radio campaigns
W hy foreign cars are trying air media
They're taking a new look at radio

Sponsor Asks: What is the future of stereophonic
broadcasting? _

Case Histories

Piggy-back marketing, radio launch new product ...

Radio sells beans in Boston (Monmouth)
Radio kills a sales slump (Beech-Nut)
Chain saws? Sell 'em with radio

Plymomh bets on radio to spur sales

A small premium—but big sales (Pfizer)

j

Radio packs Jamaica's retail stores

Trewax grows with proven formula: Spot radio ....

Seaboard buys spot to sell money
How Bu-Tay recaptured its sales

18 Jan. p. 33

8 Mar. p. 32

22 Mar. p. 34

22 Mar. p. 36

29 Mar. p. 78

5 Apr. p. 36

12 Apr. p. 38

12 Apr. p. 50

19 Apr. p. 40

26 Apr. p. 35

26 Apr. p. 16

Conv. Special

17 May p. 33

17 May p. 39

21 June p. 31

21 Jul 52

4 Jan. p. 34

11 Jan. p. 33

15 Mar. p. 36

29 Mar. p. 41

19 Apr. p. 40

26 Apr. p. 41

10 May p. 31

17 May p. 40

31 May p. 37

7 June p. 34
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How spot radio keeps the cows contented

New Era scouts for potato chip sales via spot radio

Network
Where does net radio go from here?

Those new radio clients

New life for net radio commercials

Net radio's comeback trail

Web radio's warm weather clients

Ask Culligan: Is NBC back on top?

Radio at the "sound" barrier: Challenge to both

timebuyers and the programers

Radio Basics

1957 radio set sales biggest since tv era

Network radio business up after dip

Web radio advance continues

Web radio's warm weather clients

Radio set sales dip, but circulation is up
Network radio sales in June down 3%

7 June p.

28 June p.

15 Feb.
1

1 Mar.
]

19 Apr.
]

19 Apr.
]

26 Apr.
]

7 June
]

5 Jul

Radio Results

Service station, shoes and apparel, music store

Housing, air conditioners, shelves, jewelers

Car dealer, appliances, hose and trash cans, or-

phan's Christmas —
Drug, car dealer, moving service, jewelry store —
Hardware, tires, accessories, laundry

Men's clothing, appliances and tv, restaurant and
food, spices, specials

Cars, bank, restaurant, massage equipment

Spot

Saturation radio's newest problem

How will spot radio beat 1957?

How the reps boosted first quarter spot radio sales

Sponsor challenges: Test your ad I.Q.: spot radio...

Spot radio tackles the local rates

Spot radio—progress after dark

What buyers ask sellers about spot radio

RATINGS
Customers first—ratings second

"The answer to the ratings muddle"
"Let's have ratings we can depend on" 22 Feb.

P&G reads the ratings 29 Mar.

1 Feb. p. 37

1 Mar. P- 45

26 Apr. P- 43

24 May P- 4b

21 June P- 43

11 Jan. P- 46

8 Feb. P- 48

8 Mar. P- 62

5 Apr. P- 56

3 May P. 46

31 May p. 56

28 June P- 52

25 Jan. P- 32

22 Feb. P- 32

19 Apr. P. 35

26 Apr. P- 38

3 May P- 31

10 May P- 29

7 June p. 32

25 Jan. P- 34

1 Feb. P- 30

REPRESENTATIVES
rates down, coverage up (PGW) -..

reps boosted first quarter spot radio sales

Radic

How th,

Will Blair be the first rep to hit $100,000,000? .

Spot tv's rocky road to simpler rates .

Where are today's hot spot markets? .

What buyers ask sellers about spot radio ..

8 Mar.

19 Apr.

26 Apr.

10 May
24 May
7 Jul

"Indies" attract big adult audiences 7- June

Tv reps urge new spot rates . 14 June

Sponsor Asks: Is triple spotting necessarily bad? 14 June

Rate your I.Q. on reps 21 June

RESEARCH AND SURVEYS
Did tv cost-per-1,000 bust the roof? 11 Jan. p.

How much tv does a spot dollar buy? . 18 Jan. p.

Radio rates down, coverage up 8 Mar. p.

Spot tv's million-dollar brands 15 Mar. p.

The timebuyer: Two revealing surveys 22 Mar. p.

Air media dominate the farm 29 Mar. p.

Sponsor Asks,: Should stations be ranked by total

tv coverage or by metropolitan area? 26 Apr. p.

Upward viewing trend continues: ARB 3 May p.

Network plus spot equals big rating 10 May p.

All about women: The influential sex and radio 17 May p.

Where are today's hot spot markets? 24 May p.

April ARB tv sets-in-use above same month in '57 31 May p.

"Indies" attract big adult audiences 7 June p.

Needed: More details on tv audiences 14 June p.

NCS No. 3: the wheels start turning 21 June p.

Radio at the "sound" barrier: Challenge to both

timebuyers and the programers 28 June p.



ARB May viewing figures: some declines from "ST 28 June p. 42

A new way to measure tv commercial effectiveness 28 June p. 40

SPECIAL ISSUES, SECTIONS
Tv Results . - - 4 Jan. p. 41

Film "58: Annual report 1 Feb. p. 41

Summer selling J 8 Mar. p. 39

NAB convention special - 26 Apr. p. 48

TELEVISION
General

Jack Cunningham's challenge to Madison Ave 18 Jan. p. 39

How much tv does a spot dollar buy? 18 Jan. p. 42

Sponsor Asks: Is tv becoming boring? 18 Jan. p. 54

Tv gets set to sell 25 Jan. p. 38

Is there a cloud over satire on tv? 15 Feb. p. 36

How to fight fee tv 15 Feb. p. 40

Tv specials: Identification plus _ 22 Feb. p. 30

Sponsor Asks: Is competitive bidding on story-

boards sound practice? 22 Feb. p. 48

Will tv give 12-month rate protection? 1 Mar. p. 29

3 clients, 3 markets, 1 tv show 1 Mar. p. 32

Triple-spotting showdown - 8 Mar. p. 29

Sponsor Asks: How effective are p.r. films on tv? 15 Mar. p. 60

World-wide television growth 5 Apr. p. 38

Tv's man of the hour—the consultant -.. 12 Apr. p. 29

Tv tape: New vistas and problems 26 Apr. p. 31

Is Videotape practical now? 26 Apr. p. 33

How can air media help overcome recession think- 26 Apr. p. 16

ing? - - - Conv. Special

Sponsor Asks: Can you keep live tv costs down? 10 Mar. p. 52

How they woo cagey clients into tv 17 May p. 31

Why foreign cars are trying air media 17 May p. 39

Educational tv: A perennial problem 17 May p. 43

Sponsor Asks: How adult can tv get about sex? .... 24 May p. 48

Color tv: No problem for packaging 7 June p. 40

A new look at the old tv vs. print controversy _ 21 June p. 41

Will tv gain by brighter outlook for hard goods? 28 June p. 33

Tv revenue: How high will it climb? 28 June p. 36

Case Histories

The "arty" sell—and to men at that! (cigars) 18 Jan. p. 36

The secret of selling with kids' tv (Cocoa Marsh) 8 Feb. p. 30

Lestoil's fabulous four years in tv 15 Feb. p. 37

Why use tv when you sell door-to-door? (Avon) 22 Feb. p. 34

Sell gasoline via kids' shows? (Union Oil) 22 Mar. p. 38

How a submarine sells the housewife (Bond Bread) 29 Mar. p. 40

Tv: One retailer's best friend 5 Apr. p. 40

Create a market—sell a schedule (Cocoa Marsh) 12 Apr. p. 39

Bell & Howell: "Buy when others are selling" 19 Apr. p. 44

Tv spot sells via mail order 26 Apr. p. 34

Tv's new star salesman: Emily Tipp 26 Apr. p. 39

Oona O'Tuna drops anchor in spot tv 3 May p. 34

"Minute" shows sell Nescafe _ 17 May p. 38

U. S. Steel's new campaign: sell canned soft drinks 24 May p. 40

How Welch's tomato juice "double sells" on tv 24 May p. 41

Johnson Motors takes plunge in network tv 31 May p. 40

Tv show promotion—bank style 7 June p. 38

Tuck Tape challenges a competitive giant with tv 14 June p. 43

Bab-0 introduces animated salesman ._ 21 June p. 42

Network
Network tv must re-tool! 1 Feb. p. 27

Next fall's tv: Comedy or Western? . 15 Feb. p. 31

Sponsor Asks: What's ahead for live net tv? 29 Mar. p. 44

The product protection headache -- 5 Apr. p. 31

Network tv races the DST clock—and wins 12 Apr. p. 32

How fall tv lineups shape up „ 12 Apr. p. 34

The soap operas are back 19 Apr. p. 38

Net tv: New incentives for clients 3 May p. 33

Net tv faces new threat : Justice Dept. 7 June p. 30

How net tv shows line up for fall 21 June p. 33

Why admen don't want television networks curbed 28 June p. 38

Spot
Spot tv's million-dollar brands 15 Mar. p. 49

Minute chain break: Coming on tv? 29 Mar. p. 31,

Spot tv's rocky road to simpler rates 10 May p. 27 i

Spot tv—the good new summertime 10 May p. 35

Triple spotting: Grade-A mess 14 June p. 29!

An advertiser speaks out against triple spotting 14 June p. 30
:

An agency man speaks out against triple-spotting ... 14 June p. 30

Tv reps urge new spot rates 14 June p. 32

Sponsor Asks: Is triple spotting necessarily bad?.... 14 June p. 48

How spot tv's unified effort paid off 28 June p. 31

Tv Basics and Comparagraph
This year the axe drops fast _ 18 Jan. p. 45;

Tv set growth continues at healthy pace 15 Feb. p. 43

Daytime tv viewing is on the rise 15 Mar. p. 39

i

Network tv's spring housecleaning 12 Apr. p. 41
{

Web tv viewers: They're not fickle _: 10 May p. 391

Daytime tv viewing up, Nielsen shows 7 June p. 41;

Tv Results
Annual roundup, 1957 4 Jan. p. 41

1

Shoes, milk and milk products, cosmetics, tables 25 Jan. p. 55

1

Bank, toys, processed foods, laundry and cleaners 22 Feb. p. 52

Automobiles, soft drinks, supermarkets, paint 22 Mar. p. 51

Movie, sport goods, auto supplies 19 Apr. p. 58

Restaurant, flour, furniture, public relations 17 May p. 56

Milk products, mattresses, power mowers, appliances 14 June p. 52

THESE USEFUL SALES REPRINTS AVAILABLE FROM SPONSOR
Send this order blank to Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, or phone

MUrray Hill 8-2772 in New York. All editorial reprints will be shipped promptly.

BOOKS AND BOOKLETS

Timebuyers of the U. S., 1958 @ $2
Timebuying Basics, 1955 @ $2
Buyers' Guide, 1957 @ $1

All-Media Evaluation Study, 1954, @ $4
Tv Dictionary/Handbook, 1955 @ $1

1957 issues (52 weekly plus all special)

Issues of previous years

Quantity Price

1958 Marketing Basics

1958 Radio Basics

1958 Tv and Film Basics

1 to 9

10 to 49
50 to 99

100 to 499
500 to 999

1000 or more

BOUND VOLUMES

@ $22.50 Bi

@ $15.00

1 for $4
2 for $7

35<i

25<
20<
15<
12'/2^

100

I -I

_PAYMENT ENCL0SED_ _(ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE)
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NOW WORKING TOGETHER
• • • to bring you the exciting story of the

new force in Southeastern TV

WLOS-TV
Asheville - Greenville - Spartanburg

proudly announces the appointment

of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. as

its national representative. To a sta-

tion already possessing formidable

advantages, now add yet another: rep-

resentation by one of the nation's out-

standing station representatives.

"Effective September 24, 1958

PETERS, GRIFFIN,

WOODWARD, INC.

is honored to represent WLOS-TV.Work-

ing with WLOS-TV's aggressive new man-

agement, we are now ready to tell you the

remarkable facts about WLOS-TV's vast

coverage... its 425,360 TV homes in 62

counties of 6 states... its unduplicated

ABC network coverage.Watch WLOS-TV,

the new force in Southeastern TV!

WLOS-TV
Asheville • Greenville • Spartanburg
Southeastern Representatives: James S.Ayers Co.
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As stations intensify promotion efforts, SPONSOR ASKS;

What audience promotion devices

liave you found mm
\^'ith !«tatiun8 continually trying

nv\> audience promotions, station

men and a promotion specialist

discuss their most eflfective meth-

ods.

Jack Roth, manager. K0\0 Radio. San

^
The most effective audience promotion

devices are those that please the most

people.

KONO, in the past several years, has

used innumerable different participa-

tion games and contests that apparent-

ly have had a very strong reaction on

the San Antonio radio audience. We
are currently in the enjoyable position

of celebrating our 15th rise in the

Hooper share of audience in the last

16 months. I believe that our substan-

tial and sound increases in audience is

based on the fact that not only is our

sound good and our audience promo-

tion effective, but all promotions we
have used have been four square. They
are quite obviously legitimate and the

public has recognized that fact.

It would be easy to quote figures

and facts on what happens when a sta-

tion does not use this policy of straight-

forward contests and audience partici-

pations, but of necessity and good

taste, I will not go into that facet. Just

as sound business principles should be

the order for your day to day business,

this same approach must be applied to

all promotions that involve the public.

Barnum's old line was just partially

correct in that there may be a sucker

born every minute, but you don't fool

the same customer twice in a row.

It is very difficult to outline specific

instances of successful promotions

when we use a continuing number that

are different and are at variance with

each other. The most recent game that

we used is known as the KONO Box

Contest and it works in the following

manner:

The first person who calls from the

DIamond-2 exchange is the winner,

after the call has been verified. Upon
verification of the call, the winner is

talked to by the deejay on the air and

is given the opportunity to win $8.60

( our frequency) . or a try in the KONO
Mystery Box. We placed in this box

everything from an automobile, auto-

matic washer, KONO pencils for the

entire family, or 860 quarters. It is

surprising to note that 95% of the win-

ners chose the box rather than take

the $8.60 in cash . . . even though a

great number of the prizes were of

lesser value than the $8.60.

Every station operator should bear

in mind that there is no substitute for

imaginative and progressive manage-

ment which entails running your oper-

ation in such a manner that it will at-

tract large numbers of listeners. This

is the purpose of KONO—to attract the

largest audience the greatest amount

of time in a 24 hour period.

Our programing is delicately bal-

anced in the Music Department, along

with a team of 11 Newsmen that have

the two highest AP Awards this year

for continuous coverage in a major

metropolitan market and Special

Events Coverage—awarded by AP in

Texas. These are the important facets

of the operation that go together to

make up a truly outstanding radio

station.

Hal Blake, Andlee Associates, Inc., New
York, promotion .specialists

Contests that

sell a

J
'

specific idea

As |)roniolion specialists, we have been

called in to make recommendations

covering a multitude of situations.

Naturally, certain audience promotion

devices are more effective in solving

specific problems for certain stations.

But one audience promotion technique

has proved most effective for meeting

the greatest variety of problems. Con-

tests, specifically contests awarding

merchandise prizes, have undoubtedly

proved effective for most situations.

The most common error made by

stations in this area is that they create

contests for the sake of having a con-

test, or because of a vague belief that

it would hypo their ratings. These

promotions accomplish little or noth-

ing toward a contest's true goal: the

long range, steady build-up of audi-

ence. Contests must be built on a

solid foundation of sales. In other

words, the contest must sell! This is

the only real goal a contest can have.

Otherwise, it will be a waste of time

and money.

When planning your contest, deter-

mine what is most salable about your

station from the audience viewpoint,

and then put your best foot forward.

What are you strong points? Is it that

witty morning man, or possibly the

evening show with the great potential.

Or perhaps you changed call letters or

improved your news coverage. Once

you have determined what you want

to sell the public, you fashion youri

contest accordingly.

Don't make the mistake of letting a

cute idea for a contest becloud the

objective. If you let this happen, the'

contest deteriorates to a contest for its'

own sake. This can't happen if youj

first define the purpose of the prorao-|

tion and then create the contest. If it's!

to sell a new personality, make sure the'

personality is woven into the contest.

Be sure the contest is interesting, and,

at the same time entertaining, and

make sure the prizes are right. Nu-

merous contests have flopped because

the prizes lacked audience appeal.

The one most important rule of con-'

test planning—and this is a rule a sta-

tion should never break—is never give'
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iFfective?

away money. Money just isn't inter-

esting when in the hand of others. In

spite of the fact that network quizzes

attracted interest by giving away vasi

sums of money, people find it difficult

to identify themselves with cash win

ners. The average listener just cannot

believe he can win money. But mer
chandise is a prize of a different color,

for he has an intimacy with merchan-

dise that he does not have with money.

In addition, the current quiz show

scandals have raised suspicion on cash

give-aways, and people tend to doubt

the legitimacy of money prizes. But

merchandise does not share this onus.

In fact, to go further, for the same

reasons, a number of small prizes are

a bigger draw than one large prize.

In closing, I'd like to make these

points: keep the contest simple, keep it

brief, keep in uncomplicated, and make
it easy to enter. And remember, it's a

sales tool, not a circus.

Eugene S. Thomas, vice pres. & general

manager, KETV , Omaha, Neb.

A contest

that motivates

viewers

KETV's "Quote to Click" contest is one

of the most effective audience promo-
tion devices used by KETV. The con-

test took the Omaha area by storm,

and nearly everyone, including adver-

tising media men, played the game.

The station marked its first anni-

versary during September. The con-

test helped promote the anniversary as

"Sevensational September" on Channel

7, the month when another "wonderful

year of programs begin."

Entries piled up to 2500 pieces in

one day. The contest asked viewers to

determine well-known quotations by
adding letters to blanks presented on a

{Please turn to page 86)

WCSH-TV 6
]\BC Affiliate Portland, Maine

EVER SINCE WE
WERE THE EARLY BIRD
Over the long 5-year haul, since we were first on the air, the

"Program Dominance" of 6 has been an established fact — es-

tablished by every single survey taken in our service area. This

marked viewer preference, most recently confirmed by NCS #3,
provides a billion dollar plus market with 286,600 TV Homes.

Remember what they say about early birds and check current

avails, with your Weed man.

A RIIVES STATION

A matching schedule on ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%
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RADIO BASICS/OCT,/„

Facts & figures about radio today

1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index

1958 1957

48.9 «B
radio H
homes ^^1

1

SSSS-^ 48.1

1
50.8

I
50.0

U.S. homes
Source: A. C. Niels

year, homes figures L

n estimate. 1 July each

Radio station index

End of September 1958

Stations CPs not New station
on air on air requests

New station*

bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1
3290

1
101 1 449

1 561 1 98 1 39

End of September 1957

1 109

1 30

Am
Fm

1
3070 1 142 1 350

1 519 1 36 1 38 1 "I
Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial stations. -December each year.

Radio set index

Public
places

1957

95,400,000 90,000,000

37,200,000 35,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000

142,600,000 135,000,000

Radio set sales index

Type Aug. 1958 Aug. 1957

8 Months
1958

8 Months
1957

Home

Auto

658,247

242,915

710,553

301,971

4,111,080

1,893,813

4.947,006

3.392,926

Total

sales, auto

901,162

Igures are factory

1,012,524

ssn. (formerly RE

6,004,893

TMA). Home flge

8.339,932

2. TOP SHOWS IN SPOT RADIO"^

ATLANTA
Network Local

Wrid Nws Rndp (M-Snl

8 a.m. NBC 8.9 Local Nws (M-Sn) WSB
Ma Perkins (M-F) 4.7 7:45a.m. 8.6

Helen Trent (M-F) 4.5 Merry Co Round (M-Sn) 8.1

Nora Drake (M-F) 4..5 Morn. Melodies ( M-Sn) 8.4

Arthur Godfrey (M-Fi

Helen Trent (M-F)

Ma Perkins (M-F)

BALTIMORE
Loral

.5.7 Baseball (Sat) 3:30 p.m.

WBAL 1.3.5

4.4 Baseball (Sun) 5:30 p.m.

WBAL 9.8

BIRMINGHAM
Network Local

WrId Nws Rndp (M-Sn) Baseball (M-F) 8 p.m.

7 a.m. CBS 6.3 WBRC 7.0

Ma Perkins (M-F) 4.7 Morning Watch ( M-Sat) 6.0

Arthur Godfrey (M-F) 4.6 Good Morning ( M-Sat) 5.8

BOSTON

Network Local

WrId Nws Rndp (M-Sat) Baseball (Sun) 3:30 p.m.

8 a.m. CBS 5.7 WHDH 6.6

Arthur Godfrey (M-F) 5.0 Baseball (Sat) 3:30 p.m.

WHDH 6.5

4.4 Dialing For Dollars (M-F) 7.6 Young Dr. Malone (M-F) 4.6 Carl DeSuze (M-Sat)
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wherever they be

IN N. Y. C. and VICINITY

first in the Negro Community

Great things are happening in the Negro community
of Greater New York. Its growth, for one thing, has

been enormous—41 /^ in the past 7 years alone. The
income level has risen substantially. And with this

rise has come the possibility to satisfy the natural

urge to buy better things, to achieve a better way
of life.

Breaking away from traditional neighborhoods, the

new Negro community of Greater New York is a vital

economic force of 427,054 able-to-buy families in the

17-county New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut

area.

With IIV2 hours a day of Negro community progr

ming, WOV is the only New York station that reac

this market in its entirety.

And WOV is reaching more of it on every sur

made. Ask us for the new brochure, "Maximum Sc

in the Negro Market of New York." You'll find it

of the solid, factual material you need before you t

WOVNEW YORK



Topeka has
1 TV Station

V^IBW-TVisit

That's Why
NOBODY FROM NOWHERE

Can Saturate

TOPEKA
like

>A^IB>A/-TV
SATURATES TOPEKA

I

ALL DAY-ANY DAY
Here's why survey-proved WIBWTV is

your best buy for complete coverage

of the entire Topeka Farm marlcet.

. WIBW-TV commands the viewing audi-

ence. Note current survey figures:

Share of Audience Monday-Sunday

7:45-12 N. 12N .-6 p.m 6 p.m.-12Mid.

57.0% 50.3% 51.1%

• In the 447 r

WIBW-TV ranked
3ted

FIRST.

uo ter-hours . . .

> In the top

on averoge
WIBW-TV
37.69%.

5 Once-a-Week
program roting

shoves («/ith

of 44.13). . .

e rating of

. WIBW-TV serves

counties in the he
totol gross in

$719,277,000.00.

38 r

ort of

1958 is

ral

<an
for

end urban
as . . . where
1957 was

. WIBW-TV s atura es 218,190 TV homes.

Survey Figures Prove
WIBW-TV's Value
N ot e ven the comb ined efforts of 3 d,s-

nsas City TV begin to

fr
th Rich Topeko Farm AAarke

Share of Audience

Monday-Sunday

7:45 12N 6 pm.
12N 6p.m . 12Mid

WIBW-TV, TOPEKA 57.0% 50.3% 51.1%

Sto. A, Konsas City 10.7 10.0 9.7

Sto. B, Kansas City 6.1 10.4 9.6

Sto. C, Konsoj City 13.4 14.7 15.3

WIBW-TV CBS-ABC
Channel 13 Topeka, Kansas

REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., Foods Division, New York, is preparing a cam-

paign for major markets for its Lucky Whip. The five week sched-

ules start mid to late October, depending upon the market. Daytime

minutes and nighttime minutes and chainbreaks are being pur-

chased. Frequencies vary from market to market. The buyer is

Walter Kashen; the agency is Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc., N. Y.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is planning a campaign in top

markets for its Dromedary Dates. The schedules being lined up

kick off the second week in November for six weeks. Minute an-

nouncements, both daytime and nighttime segments, are being used.

Frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is Bob Gruskay;

the agency is Ted Bates & Co., Inc., New York.

Pharmaco, Inc., Kenilworth, N. J., is going into about 60 markets

throughout the country for its Medigum cough remedy. There are

no definite start and completion dates ; schedules are being purchased

on a market-by-market basis, based upon reports from the advertis-

er's field men on the percentage of cold-incidence in each area.

Roughly, the campaign runs from late October through March.

Minutes and 20's are bemg slotted, with frequencies varying from

market to market. The buyer is Jean Simpson; the agency is Doherty,

Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc., New York.

The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N. Y., is kicking off a cam-

paign in various markets for its Decaf coffee. The four week sched-

ules start the last week in October. Minutes and 20's are being used;

frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Dorothy Medanic;

the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
General Foods Corp., Jell-O Division, White Plains, N. Y., is pre-

paring a campaign for selected markets for its Jell-O Gelatin. The

schedules start in mid-October, run alternate weeks for 12 weeks.

Thirty-second announcements are being slotted; frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Bob Fountain; the agency is Young

& Rubicam Inc., New York.

Block Drug Co., Inc., Jersey City, N. J., is purchasing announce-

ments in major markets for its Omega Oil. The 13-week schedules

start in mid-October. Minutes during daytime segments are being

placed; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Al Ses-

sions; the agency is Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising, New York.

The Best Foods, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign for its

Helbnann's Mayonnaise. The short-termer starts 22 October. Min-

utes during daytime periods are sought; frequency depends upon

the market. The buyer is Bob Decker; the agency is Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample, Inc.. New York.
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THE WORLD'S MOST FABULOUS CLOWN...

156 CARTOONS IN MAGNrFICENT ANIMATION
BRAND-NEW-FULL COLOR-ESPECIALLY MADE FOR TELEVISION

Now—Jayark brings to TV the most successful personality ever conceived. BOZO is pre-sold to countless

millions of children and adults. BOZO's universal appeal and sales impact have never been equalled.

BOZO 5 cMnnm sTmnm.
156 CARTOONS • EACH 6 MINUTES • FULL COLOR or B/W • MAGNIFICENT ANIMATION • PACKED with ACTION • LOADED with LAUGHS

BOZO and his friends will keep your viewers in suspense
and in stitches. They travel to the moon . . . They climb
Mt. Everest . . . They even "run" Macy's and Gimbels.
Each thrilling cartoon is jam-packed with action and jaw-
crocking laughter . . . JVo CJiff-Hangers/

AVAILABLE WITH ANIMATED COMMERCIAL

LEAD-INS STARRING BOZO HIMSELF

Backed by huge merchandising and promotion. BOZO
merchandise items now carried in stores, coast to coast.
More than 6 million BOZO Capitol Albums already sold!
BOZO is a guarantee of absolute top-rated cartoon leader-
ship in your market. Fresh, new and pre-sold, BOZO is

sure to deliver the lowest cost-per-thousand audience . . .

sure to deliver unparalleled impact in advertising results!

ACT NOW WHILE BOZO IS STILL AVAILABLE

IS JAYARK FILMS CORPORATION
15 EAST 48th ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2636

STATIONS . . . BOZO IS A NATURAL FOR HIGHER RATINGS . . . GREATER RESULTS FOR SPOT BUYERS



N. W. AVER
{Cont'd from page 39)

consolidated both time and spacehuy-

ing into a single department, headed

by Leslie D. Farnath.

In May. radio and tv copywriters

and tv artists were shifted to the Phila-

delphia headquarters, and all print and

air media copy and art were integrated

under the over-all direction of vice

president John PuUen.

Behind these moves, and explaining

them, lie the organization and market-

ing philosophies of the modern N. W.

Ayer. Its management and operation-

al techniques differ significantly from

those of many other large agencies.

and the structure of its organization is

peculiarly its own.

Core of the agency's work is Ayer's

Plans Department. Staffed by 35 ex-

perienced business executives from

many fields (sales managers, product

managers, brand managers, etc.), its

job is to apply business thinking to

client problems and develop the basic

strategv on which Ayer's advertising

will be based.

In dealing with a new account, the

Plans Department institutes and super-

vises three types of research—into the

clients own business, the competitive

market situation, and the consumer

field. From these studies it creates the

over-all business plan which Ayer will

follow, and thereafter works continu-

ously on the plan to develop, refine,

and re-design it as business conditions

change. Members of the Plans De-

partment, at Ayer, are neither "ac-

count executives" nor even "market-

ing n:en'' in the usual sense of the

word, but high level business strate-

gists, assigned to specific accounts.

VI. Ayer's Media Philosophy

Once the outlines of the general busi-

ness plan have been settled, Ayers
media department is given full respon-

sibility for developing the media plans

and schedules to implement it.

The reason why Ayer has consoli-

dated all time and spacebuying into a

single department is to apply over-all

media planning to the specific needs,

problems, budgets, and policies of a

particular account. Shelley says "We
fit the medium to the client, not the

client to the medium." At Ayer media

selection deals with the total picture

—

where people are, what they are like,

and how to reach them in the most

effective and economical way. All types

of media— tv. radio, newspapers, maga-

zines, etc.—are studied as a whole in

terms of the total impressions they can

make on a potential bujer. And as

l*'helley emphasizes, "every one of our

clients has a different problem."

All media buying, including radio

and tv spot and network timebuying

is handled by Ayer's media department

in Philadelphia.

VII. How Ayer Organizes Copy
and Art

ExactK the same type of thinking

explains Ayer's new centralization of

all writing and art direction for all

media—tv. radio, publications, out-

door, direct mail, and promotion—in

the Philadelphia headquarters.

Writers and artists at Ayer develop

a basic copy story and thereafter work

on all phases of the campaign, rather

than merely on bits and pieces. In this

way, Ayer finds, there is a valuable

cross-fertilization of talents and ideas,

and a complete co-ordination of the

basic copy story.

Shelley thinks that "print copy and

art people are benefitting from new

ideas contributed by our tv and radio

staff. And our commercials are get-

ting the advantage of new ideas from

writers and art directors who formerly

specialized in print."

Vm. The Role of Ayer's Service

Representatives

Another significant point to remem-

ber: at Ayer there are no "account

men" or "account executives." In-

stead, those assigned to the day-to-day

management of accounts are known as

"service representatives." They are

based both in Ayer's Philadelphia

headquarters and in various Ayer

branch offices; and while they are im-

portant cogs in the agency machinery,

and operate on a "counciling level"

with Ayer clients, they do not hold the

whip-hand position of dominance

which account men enjoy at most

agencies.

Such Ayer departments as plans,

media, copy, and radio/tv have clearly

defined authorities and responsibilities,

and members of these departments

meet frequently with executives of the

clients' organizations.

In the area of management super-

vision, Ayer holds three distinct types

of reviews. First, those conducted by

the various department heads for their

own operations. Second, the work of

Ayer's "creative connnittee," headed

by Wallace. And third, the "opera-

tional review board" which periodical-

ly reviews the entire status of each ac-

count ( including the work of the serv-

ice representatives).

The "creative committee" passes on

all plans, proposals, and recommenda-

tions, and is generally responsible for

maintaining the quality of the agency's

advertising and marketing product.

IX. .4yer'8 Radio Television

Department

Meanwhile, back in New York.

Ayer's radio c'epartment of 60 people

(excluding secretaries and stenos) has

been reorganized and replanned along

modern lines under the leadership of

James Hanna, v.p. in charge, and Tom
McDermott, v.p. for planning.

In general, Ayer's new radio/tv op-

eration has two main responsibilities

—

program supervision, and the direct

physical production of broadcast com-

mercials.

On the program side, the depart-

ment works on program research, plan-

ning, purchasing, contracts and super-

vision, and maintains a close liaison

with the media department in Phila-

delphia.

On the commercial side, the depart-

ment produces all live, film, and tape

tv commercials, all live and record

radio announcements, and also oper-

ates the Ayer Film Bureau, which han-

dles the production of business films

for client companies. It, too, has a

close liaison with Philadelphia, and

there is a constant shuttling back and

forth of radio/tv, copy, art, and plans

people between the two offices.

X. Ayer's 1958 Operation

Since 1953, Ayer has added such

substantial accounts as People's Drug,

Ohio Oil, Armour's food products

I many different divisions), Hamilton

Watch, Mo-Par (Chrysler parts). Can-

non sheets, Dupont paints, photo and

other products, Lee's carpets, Michigan

Bell, John H. Breck, General Ice Cream,

Corning Glass Consumer Products,

and new assignments from Johnson &

Johnson.

Its billing increase (twice the 1953

figures) has come 50% from new ac-

counts and 50% from increased appro-

priations on old accounts, according

to Shelley's estimates.

Of its total account list, Ayer will

{Please turn to page 68)
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100%

This year, of all 17 years since 1941, we have enjoyed our greatest business.

Recession-wary executives must have said to themselves, "This is no time

to monkey around!" So they investigated -bought Pulse -and use the

mine of qualitative Pulse information profitably.

Pulse alone delivers the 100% whole sample. Unlike mail-diary, meter, or

telephone methods that miss millions -the educationally handicapped mil-

lions unable to cooperate in paper work ; the indifferent

millions who refuse the chore of record keeping; the

millions who lack phones — P?<^se alone uses direct, face-

to-face intervieiving right in the home.

Information from 3,000 trained interview specialists

reaches you in ample time for important decisions. For
/ nlse rings aoorboila your Network TV investment, for your indiyidual mar-

itttervieivs families ket-by-market implementation, let us show you how

III tlieir homes Pulse may be able to help you during 1959. A personal

interview will be appreciated. Please write — or phone

Judson 6-3316.

730 FIFTH AVENUE

Largest Scientific Sampling

''Only U. S. Census talks with mor^e families"

NEW YORK 19, N.Y,

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON
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N. W. AYER
[Cont'd from page 66)

have 60 clients in radio and 45 in tv

during 1958, a sharp rise over last

>ear. Here are a few of the highlights

of Ayer's highly diversified air media

operation:

Atlantic Refining, for which Ayer

has been doing air media advertising

for more than 23 years, had 700 major

league baseball games over seven re-

gional networks, involving more than

110 radio and tv stations during the

past season. Another Atlantic activity

—tv weathercasting—operates local 5-

niinute tv programs, five-days-a-week,

in 35 eastern cities.

Specials and spectaculars: Nine of

the 21 tv specials offered by NBC this

October will be sponsored by Ayer

clients. The agency has always been

strong in this phase of tv, with such

features as the Shirley Temple Story-

book, and the Bell science series, and

believes implicitly in the value of the

tv special as an advertising and mar-

keting tool.

Hamilton Watch: For Hamilton's

electric watches, Ayer in early 1958

recommended an experiment in early-

morning spot radio in approximately

30 markets. Programs featured local

personalities: results have been so

good, in terms of station promotion

and dealer interest and sales, that the

campaign has been extended this fall.

Illinois Bell Telephone, one of Ayer's

biggest regional clients, each year

sponsors the Illinois State High School

Association basketball championships

over a regional tv network. The tour-

nament involves 14 hours of air time in

two days (only the Republican and

Democratic national conventions ex-

ceed it in total time) and the produc-

tion of 84 minutes of commercials.

Ayer provides 150 different pieces of

copy for use live or on film, plus many
special announcements.

Stephen F. Whitman & Son, candy

account, acquired by Ayer in 1955,

traditionally has used print advertis-

ing. Ayer switched to spot tv, got a

10% sales increase. But when spot

tv costs began to rise, Ayer tested spot

radio and a significant part of Whit-

man's 1958 budget is in that medium.

Sealtest— Breck— Hills Brothers :

For these three clients Ayer put to-

Soon to be

50,000
watts*

more than ever

The Voice of

Alabama

*5,000 Nights

Represented nationally by

Henry I. Christal

gether a national network tv series

I Shirley Temple) with two of them
using the program as regional adver-

tisers. This meant fitting the network

to the marketing needs of each and

setting up a maze of film chainbreaks,

cut-ins, and opening and closing bill-

boards to cover all possible sponsor

combinations. Each of Ayer's three

clients reports impressive sales results.

Corning Glass is testing a new prod-

uct (Corning Ware) this fall, and
Ayer is running test-market operations

in four major markets—Boston, Provi-

dence, Hartford, Springfield. In each,

a different combination of tv spot,

full-color pages in Sunday supple-

ments, and black-and-white newspaper

ads will be used. Results will guide

Ayer and Corning in selecting the

media to open up other markets.

Videotape and color: Ayer's radio/

tv department is maintaining a series of

experiments with color tv production,

especially in connection with the pres-

entation of products and packages.

Ayer was one of the first agencies

using videotape. Recently it produced

18 commercials on tape in a two-day

period, a job which normally would

have taken up to nine weeks on film,

according to Ayer executives.

XI. Summary of Impressions

N. W. Ayer is, beyond question, the

least well-known (along Madison Ave-

nue) of all the major agencies. Its

Philadelphia location, its traditional

aloofness (it has never joined the4A's)

and its historic past, have tended to

surround it with an aura of conserva-

tism, even stuffiness.

But a more realistic estimate of the

modern N. W. Ayer perhaps can best

be summed up by this anecdote:

Above Warner Shelley's desk hangs

a picture of Pine Valley, one of the

toughest and most terrifying golf

courses in entire world. Located 18

miles east of Philadelphia, in the sand

and scrub pines of southern New Jer-

sev, it has murderous traps, horrify-

ing bunkers, and brambled stretches of

rough that have crumpled some of golf-

dom's most distinguished players.

Shelley not only belongs to Pine

Valley; he lives in a house on the

course. He says, "I've played every

inch of it. It doesn't scare me any

more."

N. W. Ayer seems to have played

the entire course, too. Nothing about

the advertising business seems to scare

it very much. ^
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Exciting Radio for

Cleveland Barons Grawn-Dps

HOCKEY ALL AGES

WGAR
PAINESVILLE

LORAIN CLEVELAND

AKRON

WOOSTER CANTON

[

NEW PHILADELPHIA riira^^i^
STEUBENVILLE

We offer you a large share of

the Northeastern Ohio buying audience

You reach Northeastern Ohio's real

buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your

commercials with radio for grown-

ups ... of all ages.

For instance, this coming winter,

WGAR will present exciting profes-

sional hockey featuring the popular

Cleveland Barons. Each action-packed

play will be reported by Ohio's most

colorful sportscaster, Bill McColgan,

for the Barons' thousands of

radio fans.

WGAR maintains this policy in all

its programming . . . good music . . .

variety shows . . . sports . . . accurate

news coverage . . . drama—featuring

performers from top CBS talent.

So reach your real buying audience

through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAR
CLEVELAND OHIO*

The Peoples Broadcasting Corporafion

WRFD-Worthington, O. • V/HM-Trenton, N. J.

WMMN- Fairmont, W. Va. • WNAX-Yankton, S. D.

KVTV-Sioux City, la.

^Represented by the Henry I. Christal Company
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RADIO SPOTS
{Cont'd from pa^e 43)

inercials is still in its infanry and some

sharp traders offer samples gratis, it's

now accepted practice for client to pay

between SI 50 and S500 for ideas and

other experiments involving music.

These costs are generally deducted

from the eventual fee when material is

purchased. Most agencies order sev-

eral samples to make it possible for the

client to choose the best.

• Parodies of recent musical hits

are the basis of campaigns by De Soto

and Rheingold — jingle writers point

out that listeners may recall the orig-

inal Ivrics and not the sales message.

• Repetition of tunes over and over

until they're established is essential.

One critic pointed to Mercury's lack of

success because of 100 different jingles

in a few years. None was kept on

long enough to make the headway it

needed.

• Mood of commercial is all-impor-

tant. Phil Davis, a leading producer

of commercials, says that each product

has the right musical approach for its

sales strategy: "Beer should be care-

free, milk should feel outdoor, insur-

ance should convey security and auto

dealers must express immediacv." ^

YOU
CANt

"'^;r WEAU-TV
THE

IN WISCONSIN

• Programming the BEST of all three

networks, ABC, NBC and CBS.
• A single station market in the heart

of Wisconsin . . . covering twice the

population and twice the area with

our new 1,000 foot tower with maxi-
mum power.

• Serving the giant land of Ya million

people and two million cows.

WEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

See your Hollingbery man— i i Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley

VIDEODEX
(Conld from page 41

1

ers and which families have been view-

ing for years. (See box on page 41.)

Early advertising agency clients in-

cluded such Chicago agencies as Sher-

man & Marquette; J. Walter Thomp-
son; Foote, Cone & Belding; Roche,

Williams & Cleary. In 1951, Videodex

opened its New York office which is

now largely devoted to sales and serv-

ice, while the Chicago office can now
be regarded as the production center

(all diaries are sent there, most com-

puting and tabulating is done there).

An interesting sidelight on the

Videodex use of the diary technique is

its policy of never using the first diary

of a new panelist as part of its report

Reason: the first diary is apt to be

atypical. Too often homes reporting for

the first time have included some such

comment as, "Stayed home all week,

tried to watch every show."

After the freeze on allocations came

off tv, Videodex saw a need for uhf

reports as well as more definition of

counties in secondary markets. It wa»

I then they began the tv coverage data

series which now takes in some 80 odd

I

markets with uhf channels and about

I 12,5 cities reported on basis of station

I

penetration of their counties. The
' counties all do $1 million or more in

I

sales annually and include (1) second-

ary counties where tv broadcasts orig-

I inate and (2) non-originating tv coun-

ties. The uhf markets are reported

I monthly, secondary and non-originat-

I

ing counties two times a year.

I

In addition to its diary technique,

' measurement method used consistently

from the beginning, Videodex also uses

telephone for special overnight assign-

ments in some 292 markets.

Allan Jay, the managing director,

was one of the founders of Videodex.

He is a graduate of U. of Chicago's

graduate school of business adminis-

tration in marketing and market re-

^earch. served as a field researcher for

The Chicago Tribune and Armour &

Co. before setting up Videodex. He

heads the New York office to which he

connnutes from the suburbs where he

lives with his wife and four children.

The Chicago office is headed by Bea-

trice Biedron, office manager, who

oversees the diary processing and sta-

tistical work. She came to Videodex

six years ago from Pilot Surveys Co.

She is a marketing graduate of North-

western U. ^

»
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Our road-rallying friends are more surprised to see the wrangler than vice-versa.

They seldom see horses these days, except those owned by rodeo riders and a

few working cowhands. The West has changed.

We sterners' Secret Revealed
We may be gunned down for this, but it's

time you knew. Few people around here

ride horses anymore. Horses are too slow.

Distances are too great.

For example, many salesmen for Ama-
rillo's 370 wholesale firms drive 200-300

miles a day to make regular calls on close-

to-home customers. High school football

fans willingly motor 120 miles to see Fri-

day night games. To attend a party 60 miles

from home isn't unusual.

The vastness of the Plains puts every-

body on wheels. We have more cars. We
drive more. While national sales of things

automotive average $768 per family,

KGNC-TV viewers buy $1085 worth.

Lest you think all this means it's a long

way between waterholes, note well. More
than a half-million people live in our serv-

ice area. Amarillo is their trade center, of

course. But they also buy in 271 other

cities, towns, villages and wide-places-in-

roads. And KGNC-TV covers them all.

For a generous sample of change from
the New West, add to your list

KGNC-TV
NBC Television Amarillo, Texas

Channel 4

Full power coverage in 4 states

Represented by the Katz Agency
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What do these pictures have in common?
ART DIRECTION

THIS ART DIRECTOR...

who brings excitement to this

dynamic musical and power

to this realistic commercial . .

.

a spectacle's extravagance, an
industry's energy, presented

with the same vitality by this

STANLEY FLEISCHER

sical direction gives

depth to this drama and rich

highlights to this award-win-

ning commercial ... a psycho-

logical study, a stylized auto-

mobile display, each set to its

own perfect theme.

RAY HEINDORF

ANIMATION

who provide these cosmopoli-

tan characters with a very

ated ( istenci

notorious rabbit, a world-re-

nowned sportscaster, created

with universal humor and
selling power by these Arvima-

tion Directors.

THIS SPECIAL EFFECTS EXPERT..

\\ ho brings the sea's sweeping

background to this great epic,

magic to this award-winning

commercial . . . nature and a

flying TV set from this man's

world of illusions.

All these films were produced

... for the same audience,and people everywhere respond to quality

...by the same men, experts in every phase of film production

. . . with the same vast technical facihties that established Warner

Bros, leadership in motion pictures and television, including

WB's exclusive Ultra-Violet Backgiound Matte Process

. . . and introducing WB's complete East Coast editing and optical

facilities.

You can trust these creative experts to give your commercials the

quality and impact of the best feature films . . . and at competitive

prices!

IN NEW YORK,
CALL OR WRITE
Joseph D. Lamneck
Warner Bros. Televisic

666 5th Avenue
Circle 6-1000

IN LOS ANGELES,
CALL OR WRITE
David H. DePatie

Warner Bros. Tlflevision

4000 Warner Blvd.

Hollywood 9-1251
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

^ FILM-SCOPE
II OCTOBER 1958

Copyright l»58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Swift & Co. (via McCann-Erickson) is considering syndication to overcome

some local product competition.

First assault will be on the New England market, where strong regional packaged meat

products cater to strong local tastes.

Station operators have found that the surest way to hold an audience during

an intermission on the programing schedule is with cartoons.

Experience has disclosed that the public relations shorts are too much of a gamble.

A pricing rule-of-thumb for syndicated series has finally emerged in the New
York market.

_^

\d WCBS-TV, aIt stacks up like this: For the two major network stations, VWNBC-TV i

first-run series will cost (for program) $3500. The two independent stations which are heavy

syndication users, WABD and WPIX, will pay around $1500.

But, as in other markets, flexibility in pricing is still rampant.

Now that the bulk of buying for fall is over, two distinct selling trends have

become noticeable. They are:

(1) Package buys by regional advertisers (of a single series) are taking a sharp upswing.

(2) While regional advertisers buying syndication have definitely increased, the increase

has been among sponsor-types already heavily involved in syndication. (For example, such

major new buyers in the brewer category as Budweiser and Pabst, gasolines as Sunoco, Amo-

co and food marketers as Kellogg and Pillsbury.)

It looks now like MCA-TV won't have another new syndication property avail-

able for release this year.

MCA has been holding back on its Secret Agent 7, and the probability is that the show

is headed for a network sale.

Instead, the syndication arm of MCA is concentrating its selling in two areas: the Para-

mount library and second-year series.

An interesting note: Now that Rosemary Clooney Show has been dropped from NBC
TV, MCA is putting its syndicated Clooney show back on the active selling list. Show (a first-

run syndicated product) had been withdrawn during the network series.

Flashes from the film field: Screen Gems is setting up a special syndication production

arm, charged with creating a minimum of three syndicated properties yearly. First series will

be Stakeout, based on the Florida Sheriffs Bureau . . . S&W Fine Foods has bought Burns

& Allen re-runs in eight key western markets . . . Westinghouse will pitch its Christmas cam-

paign via NTA's Shirley Temple Film Festival, of which it has one-third sponsorship.

(For more film developments see FILM WRAP-UP, page 82.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
1 1 OCTOBER 1958

Operations research was the real news of ARF's 4th annual conference.

sponsor'^ubucaitiom* ino
^^^^ speakers were either expert practitioners in the field or spoke at some length on

work done through OR techniques. Seldom have admen been treated to such a display of tech-

nical language.

The spotlight on OR was no accident and the emphasis on OR was rife with

significance for advertising. Here as some reasons why:

• The OR boys feel OR holds the key to measuring advertising effectiveness,

probably the most important question facing advertising research today. Arthur D. Little's

John F. Magee stated flatly that "10 years from now, scientific prediction of advertis-

ing results will he commonplace." Du Font's ad director Fred Wardenburg ended his

catalogue of advertising research techniques by calling OR the "pot of gold." He declared that,

in this area more than in any other du Pont was attempting to investigate the relationships be-

tween advertising and sales.

• There was not one ad agency name among those speaking on OR. One speaker,

Russell Ackoff, director of the Operations Research Group at Cleveland's Case Institute, ac-

cused agencies of resisting "good" scientific research because of the fear that it will show too

much advertising is being done. In warning that management will brook no delay in uncover-

ing scientific measures of ad strategy, Ackoflf implicitly raised the question of whether

management and marketing consultants will intrench themselves with company
management to the detriment of the ad agencies.

• If the agencies are going to embrace OR—and they no doubt will—they'd better hurry.

The pace of ad research is speeding up because of those amazing electronic com-

puters. Ad Research Manager Charles K. Ramond of du Pont noted that "only in the past

few years—since the development of high speed computers—has it been possible to perform

the necessary analyses (relating advertising to sales via OR) within a reasonable amount of

time."

• While the technical aspects of the OR material delivered at the ARE confer-

ence went over the heads of most of the listeners, ARF executives undoubtdly felt

that the values of exposing the audience to OR made it worthwhile. OR is not a

widelv-known science, though it has been used for nearly two decades.

OR was developed, first by the British, then by Americans, during World War II, when

teams of scientists were put together to work out problems in such areas as U-boat hunts,

radar and logistics. Following the war, its techniques were applied to business and

industry.

No one has yet come up with a satisfactory definition of OR. However, the fol-

lowing characteristics are usually present: (1) The problem to be solved is a broad one, such

as correlating the numerous factors that lead to a sale. (2) OR is imdertaken for top man-

agement decision-making. (3) Scientists from a number of fields work together in getting

the answers. f4) Statistical analyses and probability theory are employed. (5) The hypotheses

or result are expressed in the form of a mathematical "model."

Can advertising in Negro media adversely affect sales of the product to whites

under certain conditions?

Not at all. Negro appeal broadcasters maintain, taking issue with a statement in MAR-

KETING WEEK (see 23 August issue).

Negro radio would never have grown to its current dimensions if such a prob-

lem existed, the broadcasters said.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
II OCTOBER 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

The Harris subcommittee hearings have now come home to roost.

The FCC has now embarked on an investigation which will take in every instance of

alleged improper conduct in the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee's

records.

Miami channel 10 and Boston channel 5 have been remanded to the FCC by the Appeals

Court for consideration of these charges. The FCC, itself, took the initiative in two other

cases, it was revealed last week.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) has never revealed exactly how many cases are in the sub-

committee files. At one stage, he said at least 25 TV licenses should be voided because of

improper approaches to FCC commissioners.

Information was put in the records of the Harris hearings covering enough contested tv

channels, however, to shake the national tv picture even if the Commission deals only with the

publicized cases.

The FCC announced publicly that it plans to probe the Orlando, Fla., chan-

nel 9 award to Mid-Horida TV.

On the same day, it revealed it had sent a letter to Biscayne Television, saying it would

hold up approval of the sale of that company's am and fm radio stations pending a probe of

how Biscayne won Miami channel 7.

FCC sources say that there will be no stopping point, that all questionable cases will be

probed, that the probes will be thorough.

This is viewed as an effort to get the Commission oflf the Harris subcommittee hot spot.

The Miami channel 10 hearings, now apparently concluded, take on a new and

deeper significance : Without question it will be precedent-setting.

K the final decision is to cancel the license of Public Service Television, National Airlines

subsidiary, other licenses will certainly be knocked down like ten-pins.

The FCC, meanwhile, notified the Appeals Court that it must investigate the Boston chan-

nel 5 case before beginning hearings. In this case, Harris never revealed what he had on the

successful applicant, the Herald Traveler, if he has anything on them. So the FCC has no

ammunition.

The FCC has issued a new summary of its interpretations of section 315 of the Communi-

cations Act: The so-called "equal time" political section.

Just in time to guide broadcasters during the current political wars.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee

and chief congressional crusader against pay-tv, has already revealed he will try

to push legislation to outlaw it.

He has said he will start hearings in January or before.

Now he is on the warpath against even the closed-circuit variety. He issued a statement

to the effect that he had been in the forefront pushing legislation to exempt sports from the

antitrust laws. His feeling was most apparently that sports enterprises Mere knifing him
in the back by flirting with pay-tv.

Harris said that the upcoming hearings on the overall subject will now deal quite impor-

tantly with the closed-circuit plans of several baseball and football teams, phone companies,

plus Skiatron. He announced he had sent letters to nearly a dozen companies asking for dope

on these plans.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
OCTOBER 1958 Martin Revson, co-founder of and departee from Revlon, is said to be mulling a

fi-ack at the agency field.

His forte in the Revlon operation was merchandising.

You'll find that showmen in the business are pretty well agreed that the tv series

which will turn out to be classics of American comedy—a la Charlie Chaplin's one and

two-reelers—are

:

I Love Lucy, the Honeymooners, and Burns and Allen.

The interest shown in reviving the venerable True or False may be the signal

for a return to the era when quizzes depended on innate excitement, not on the vol-

ume of pelf.

True or False (owned and m.c.'d by Dr. Harry Hagen) left radio in 1943 after seven

years of sponsorship by J. B. Williams. It's top budget then: $1,400.

Probably the most important niche that Raymond R. Morgan, Sr., who died last

week, carved out for himself was as a pioneering super-salesman of spot radio.

The first mammoth cross-countrv spot operation was his sale (along with the late Scott

Howe Bowen) of the Chandu the Magician series to Beech-Nut.

Live programs have reached their lowest ebb yet on the tv network affiliated

stations in Chicago.

Old standbvs. such as news and weather at 10 p.m.. are being bumped off to make way

for movies or network originations.

This practically labels Chicago as a ghost town for talent opportunities.

General Foods is reported to be on the verge of reapportioning $6 million of

its advertising budget.

Which of the GF agencies will lose it and who will get it—it could be a newcomer to

the GF stable—is yet to be determined. The speculation includes the names of Ted

Bates (which holds a chunk of Standard Brands) and William Esty.

Add the whilom DuMont network to the list of notable training grounds for

business executives in tv and the advertising field.

The roster of "graduates" includes:

NAME

Les Arries, Jr.

Chick Avery

Halsev Barrett

Ted Bergmann

Art Elliott

Humboldt Greig

Dick Hamburger

Norman Knight

CURRENT POSITION

WHDH-TV. Boston

NBC TV sales

TvB sales director

Parkson president

CBS TV Spot Sales

C. J. LaRoche

ZivTv

Yankee Network

NAME

Bill Koblenzer

Frank Martin

Charles McGannon

Werner Michele

Peter Triollo

Bill Vernon

Chris Witting

Larry Wynn

CURRENT POSITION

NTA
Blair Tv

Westinghouse

Reach. McClinton

DFS media

Blair Tv

Westinghouse

Fm Concert Network
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Sindlinger reports that interest in

the new 1959 autoniohiles is now
21% greater than for the 1958
models.

The research firm estimates that 52.2

ii'.illion people are now talking about

the Detroit cars every day.

During the week following the an-

nouncement of the new Buick, 24.4

million people were talking about it

per day, whereas for the comparable

week for September 1957, talk about

the new Edsel averaged 19.4 million

per dav.

Viek Chemieal Co. is continuing

to expand and diversify into all

major segments of the drug and

related fields.

Latest acquisition: The Lavoris Co.,

56-year old manufacturer of mouth-

wash, in Minneapolis.

This brings the Vick total of divi-

sions and subsidiaries to 12.

Prospective merger: R. J. Rey-

nolds and Warner-Lambeit Phar-

maceuticals Co. have received an

okay by the board of directors of the

respective companies to continue nego-

tiations looking to a merger of the two

companies.

The set-up: Reynolds would be the

acquiring company, but W-L would

keep its identity and essentially be op-

erated by its own management.

Campaigns:
• Muriel Cigars, a division of

Consolidated Cigar Corp. will intro-

duce its new miniature corona Coro-

nella, via a saturation spot tv schedule

in New York, to run for 13 weeks.

Agency : Lennen & Newell.

• Dodge has its advertising plans

set for its 1959 models. Radio: spots

on about 200 stations in 131 markets

and network radio on about 400 sta-

tions in some 275 markets. Tv: Law-

rence Welk's Saturday night show, via

ABC TV.

• Eat-A-Treat, Inc. of Cincinnati,

is expanding into additional markets

in Mich., Ind., 111., Ohio, Wise, Okla.,

and Texas, following successful market

testing in Western Mich. Tv spot cam-

paigns are being formulated for 23 sta-

tions by the recently formed Bruce M.

Radder Advertising Agency of Grand

Rapids, Mich.

• C & H Sugar will utilize a heavy

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

IJon"t -liuoi! ( liii. k ( niiners, alias The /?i^ema«, demonstrates how

to pel a colli lart -i^tK.I, for his tv series via ABC TV. Signing at gun-

point is W. P. Hays, ad mgr. for Ralston division of Ralston Purina

Co., the show's sponsors. Standing, Oscar Norling of Gardner Adv.

CBS affiliates' gen. mgrs. greet Louis G. Cowan, CBS TV pres.. in

Wise. (1 to r) : Frank Shake-peare, WXIX. Milwaukee; Haydn Evans,

WBAY-TV, Green Bay; Ralph OConnor, WISC-TV, Madison; Cowan;

Howard Dahl, WKBT, La Crosse; Dick Dudley, WSAU-TV, Wausau

WAPI Day is proclaimed by Mayor James Morgan of Birmingham (1).

He is showing proclamation to Charles F. Grisham, v.p. and gen. mgr.

WAPI, WAPI-TV, WAPI-FM. Reason for proclamation: The station,

serving Alabama for 36 years, now plans to increase its daytime power



tv schedule this fall to introduce its

new package on the West Coast and

in the Mideast. The campaign calls for

new tv id's on 88 stations. Agency:

Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner.

• Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical

Discovery, a stomach tonic, starts its

six-month drive this week, via print

and one-minute ET spots on 60 radio

stations throughout the country. Agen-

cy: Emil Mogul.

Strictly personnel : Management pro-

motions at Vick Chemical Co. include:

Lunsford Richardson, Jr., assumes

responsibility for Central Personnel

Services; J. G. Morrison becomes

v.p., Vick Products division, in charge

of Lavoris (see lead item) ; William

Jefifery, named v.p., Vick Products

division, for Acquisition and Canadian

operations . . . Daniel E. Charnas,

appointed media director of P. Loril-

lard . . . Robert J. Gillen, Jr., named
station relations manager, coordinator

of advertising and merchandising at

Hazel Bishop, Inc.

AGENCIES
U. S. Broadcast Checking Corp. is

introducing a system of "Monitor-

ing by Automation" for tv.

The method:

An electronic, multi-tv channel, pho-

to sound system that produces accurate

compact video-audio reports in story

board form, dubbed a Tv Tear Sheet.

Its developers feel the system spells

the end of triple-spotting, and provides

a foolproof and workable clip system

for the tv industry.

Pretesting tv commercials along
with newspaper and magazine ad-

vertisements is really a form of

advertising insurance.

So stated Dr. Perham C. Nahl. asso-

ciate director of research at NL&B,
Chicago, before the Fourth Annual

Conference of the ARF in New York.

Dr. Nahl suggested these six steps

for efficient pretesting:

1) Define the problem clearly before

starting

2) Reach agreement on what to mea-

sure

3) Design the test to be as simple as

the problem permits

4) Use small samples intelligently

5) Test as early as possible, and

6j Communicate clearly to all con-

cerned.

Campbell-Ewald, Detroit will use

trade magazines this month to invite

media people on a come-one, come-all

basis for open house at the agency dur-

ing the week of 20-24 October.

Purpose: To acquaint media with

the true scope of modern advertising

company's responsibilities.

"We are occasionaly startled," said

C-E president T. B. Adams, "by the

unfamiliarity of some media people

with the job of an agency outside the

narrow sector in which they, them-

selves, operate."

Agency mergers: Peck Advertis-

ing, in New York and W. B. Doner
Co., Detroit, bringing the combined

Vampire on the prowl: Fearful lady is one

of three "vampires" assigned by WABC-TV,
N. Y. to t,.ui th.- Miet-ts promoting Zathci-

le\, the M(.n4ii night host of Shock Theater

k mermaid Ue Laine Helms,

.atalina and queen of Fish &

"-.afood Week in So. Calif., points out

her home to Hu Roberts, a.e., Lee &
A>.sociates. Los Angeles agency doing

promotion for So. Calif. Fisheries Assn.

"For burkling down these 15 years—

•

and for creating copy whose originality

and selling power have won applauds

from client^, co-workers and competitors

alike,"" Myron Mahler (1) v.p. and cre-

ative dir. of Emil Mogul, receives solid

gold belt buckle from Emil Mogul, pres.



Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, lUINOIS

SALES IN WESTERN MONTANA

TIMEBUYERS:

YOUR JOB IS

TOO TOUGH!
IF YOU'RE NOT USING

KMSO ch 13
TO SELL WESTERN MONTANA

• 42,000 TV HOMES

• ONE DOLLAR PER 1000

• 80% UN DUPLICATED

CALL OR WRITE

NAT. REP. GILL-PERNA

KMSO — MISSOULA, MONTANA

iiiiliiius to $20 million. The oilirers of

Doner ^ Peck. Inc. include:

Harry Peck, chairman; Sidney Gar-

field, president and chief executive offi-

cer: Sanford Hirschberg, executive

\.p. : W. B. Doner, treasurer; and Mar-

vin Frank, secretary.

Another merger: Tlie Lee Donnel-
ley Co. of Cleveland is being acquired

by Clark & Robertz. along with an-

other Cleveland agency

—

John B.

Hickox, Inc.

Agency account changes: General

Baking, to Compton from BBDO
where it had been for almost 30 years.

Budget: about $.500,000 . . . Pabst

Brewing, to K&E, from NC&K. Bud-

get : about $7 million . . . Association

of Dodge Dealers in New York
and New Jersey, to Grant. Budget:

•STSO.OOO . . . Fizzies (Warner-Lam-
bert) to Lambert & Feasley from L&N
. . . DuBarry and Sportsman Toi-

letries to Lambert & Feasley from

NC&K . . . The Forstmann Woolen
Co. division of J. P. Stevens & Co. to

BBDO.

Agency personnel: Merlin E. Car-

lock, vice-chairman of the board of

Calkins & Holden has resigned from

that agency. Walter B. Geoghegan,
a v. p. at C&H, promoted to senior v.p.

;

William Chalmers, v.p., to execu-

tive v.p.; A. Dudley Coan, account

supervisor, to v.p., and Warren Re-

bell, director of media and research,

to v.p.

More on personnel moves: Ros-

well Metzger, chairman of the execu-

tive committee of EWR&R. named ac-

tive head of the agency's Central Divi-

sion . . . Frank Lapick, former v.p.

with F&S&R, joins Carr Liggett Adver-

tising, Cleveland, as v.p. . . . Leonard
Hyde, to the Detroit office of Leo Bur-

nett, as media manager . . . Herbert

Gandel, assumes additional duties as

radio/tv buyer at Kudner . . .

NETWORKS
The Kitchen of Sara Lee, never be-

fore on network tv, will be rub-

bing elbows with royalty for a sin-

gle night.

It's sponsoring the Imperial Ball,

starring the Prince and Princess Ranier

of Monacco, at the Waldorf Astoria,

N. Y., 14 December.

Cunningham & Walsh made the buy.

Buckskin, which did so well this

summer as a replacement for Er-

nie Ford has been bought on NBC
TV (Friday, 7:30-8 p.m.) by Pills-

bury.

It will be a mixture of new episodes

and repeats. Burnett is the agency.

Other tv network sales: Brown &
Williamson, to Join Miles Labs on

ABC TV's Wednesday Night Fights

. . . The Mennen Co. has moved from

the Fights to CBS TV for an hour of

alternate weeks of Pursuit . . . Ameri-

can Tobacco Co., for How To Marry
A Millionaire, via the NTA Film Net-

work . . . Carter Products brings the

total to 11 advertisers for ABC TV's
American Bandstand . . . Brown and

Williamson, American Chicle, and
Whitehall, for one-minute each, every

week on ABC TV's 77 Sunset Strip.

Radio network sales: Studebaker-

Packard, for its new Lark car and its

1959 line, is in for 109 participations

in Mutual's news and news-in-depth

programs for the two-week period start-

ing 8 November . . . Sales on ABC for

September: Chrysler, Studebaker-Pack-

ard. Plymouth, Cadence Records, Little

Craft and U. S. Pharmacal Co.

Thisa and Data: CBS Radio affili-

ates convene with the network in New
York 29-30 October. Speakers for the

network will include Frank Stanton,

Arthur Hull Hayes and Sig Mickelson

. . . NBC has agreed to assume tem-

porarily, direct production responsi-

bilitv of all Barrv & Enright programs

currently on NBC TV . . . Philco is

telling the story of its armed forces re-

search and development activities dur-

ing commercials on its sponsored Mu-
tual football games.

On the personnel front: G. E.

Hurst named Pacific Coast network

sales manager for CBS Radio . . .

Richard Ricker, to the post of ac-

count executive with the NBC Central

Division Tv network sales staff . . .

Sandy Cummings, named director of

network program department for the

ABC TV western division.

FILM
American Oil ("o. (Amoco) is ne-

gotiating for CBS Films' "Border
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Effective radio advertising
sells goods, services, ideas. Bar-
tell Family Radio has always
believed that the big audience
isn't enough — that maximum
buyership requires all age
groups in its composition.

>,..„ rA.\\
'/''\

Eleven years of family pro-

graming has produced the ideal

buying audience... men, women,
youngsters. All are important,
all included in the intriguing
featurettes, copyright games for

family fun, and complete local

news w^ith names and addresses.

This is the good-taste pro-
graming w^hich builds station

loyalty, lasting friendships.

That's why products which
depend upon volume sales de-

pend upon Bartell Family Radio.

Bartell it —and sell it.

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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AMERICA ALWAYS OUTPERFORMS ITS PROMISES
We grow so fast our goals are exceeded soon after they are set!

7 BIG REASONS FOR CONFIDENCE IN AMERICA'S FUTURE

1. More People — Four million babies yearly. U. S. popula-

tion has doubled in last 50 years ! And our prosperity curve

has always followed our population curve.

2. More Jobs—Though employment in some areas has fallen

oil. there are 15 million more jobs than in 1939— and there

will be 22 million more in 1975 than today.

3. More Income— Family income after taxes is at an all-time

liij.'h of 85:500- is expected to pass $7000 by 1975.

4. More Production -U.S. production doubles every 20
\ears. We will require millions more people to make, sell and
distribute our products.

5. More Savings- Individual savings are at highest level

c\eT-$340 billion-a record amount available for spending.

6. More Research— ;^70 billion spent each year will pay off

in more jobs, better living, whole new industries.

7. More Needs— In the next few years we will need more

than $500 billion worth of schools, highways, homes, dura-

ble equipment. Meeting these needs will create new oppor-

tunities for c\eryoiic.

0Add them up and you have the makings of an-

other big upswing. Wise planners, builders and
buyers will act now to get ready for it.

FREE! Snul f..r tills new 24-page Illustrated

booklet, "Your Great Future in a Growing
America." Every American should know these

facts. Drop a post card today to: THE ADVER-

TISING Council, Box 10, Midtown Station,

New York 18, N. Y.
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Patrol" in 59 markets for an

April 1959 start.

In its first syndication interest Amo-

co's line-up would include New York,

Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Bal-

timore, Atlanta, Houston, Cleveland,

New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Providence

and other markets valued at $1,500,-

000 in time and programs.

Joseph Katz is the agency.

Properties transfered

:

• The Gale Storm Show—Oh, Su-

sanna! was purchased by ITC-TPA
from Hal Roach for $2 million. Now
on CBS TV, deal involves potential re-

runs of 111 extant half-hours and 38

to be produced.

• Flamingo Telefilm Sales acquires

distribution of The Big Story from Of-

ficial Films. Owner-producer is Pyra-

mid Productions.

ITC-TPA president Walter Kings-

ley this week revealed his new
sales table of organization.

The set-up:

Hal James, national sales director:

William Dubois, general manager of

syndicated sales; Hardie Frieberg,

assistant general sales manager; Walt
Plant, eastern division manager; Art

Spirit, central division manager and

Chicago manager; William Andrews,
western division manager; Russ Clan-

cy, New York City manager, and Kurt
Blumberg, sales administration man-

ager.

Also joining ITC-TPA is Alvin E.

linger, formerly Ziv vice president in

charge of the Chicago office. Manny
Reiner, foreign sales chief for TPA,
continues in that post for the new com-
bined force.

Sales: S & W Foods expands its syn-

dication coverage with buy of "Burns
and Allen" in San Francisco on

KTVU-TV, Los Angeles on KNXT-
TV, Fresno on KMJ-TV, Phoenix on

KOOL-TV, Tucson on KOLD-TV, Salt

Lake City on KSL-TV, Portland on

KPTV-TV and Seattle on KING-TV.
Present buys, also through Honig-

Cooper, Harrington & Miner, are High-

way Patrol in Spokane on KHQ-TV
and Sacramento on KBET-TV and
f abulous Featii -es in San Francisco on
KPIX.

Economee division of Ziv reports

a 27% sales increase over last year in

August and September due to Men of

Annapolis and West Point re-runs.

WPIX, New York, reports $500,000

business in one week with new "Block-

night" programing concept. (See SPON-

SOR, 4 October.) AAP reports sale of

Warner Bros, library to WAGA-TV,
Atlanta and other features purchased

by 14 stations.

Promotion: CNP's Flight previewed

at the Air Force Association Conven-

tion in Dallas, Texas . . . Ziv stars

Adolphe Menjou, Richard Carlson,

Broderick Crawford and Lloyd Bridges

are doing Community Fund trailers.

Strictly Personnel : Edwin J. Smith
has been named director of interna-

tional operations for ABC Films . . .

Jerome M. Wechsler joins the sales

staff of AAP . . . Transfilm, Inc. has

appointed Robert Bergmann v.p. in

charge of TV division and Thomas

Whitesell v.p. in charge of motion

picture production . . . Pathe Labora-

tories, Inc. elected O. W. Murray as

president and David Melamed as ex-

ecutive vice president.

RADIO STATIONS
Timebuyers are relaxing their

protective time minimums for ra-

dio commercials on competitive

products.

This trend, reported by RAB president

Kevin B. Sweeney, highlighted the last

of the Bureau's Regional Management
Conferences, this one for a group of

Northeastern area radio station station

executives.

Quoting from a nationwide survey

of some 200 timebuyers conducted by

RAB during July, Sweeney noted:

• Some 52.7% of agencies request

only a 15-minute interval between com-

peting commercials compared to 43%
of agencies in 1957.

'

1 1 1.1 n niiiiiif I

YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts
78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

r 1 to 9 35 cents each

10 to 49 25 cents each

50 to 99 20 cents each

100 to 499 15 cents each

500 to 999 121/4 cents each

1,000 or more 10 cents each
Prices include postage

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the foUowing reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me

Section
^de°?rid

^'"' P"*^^ ^*""' amount

Marketing

Radio

Television-Film

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Name Company

Address ^^
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/TTTTI
JACKSON

LITTLE ROCK

SHREVEPORT

a I D KA \ K] rz i-i &. K^ 'JIRMINGHAM

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Centrol Ohio)

WHTN
TV

A COWLES OPERATION

• While 47% of these insisted on a

half-hour separation between an-

nouncements one year ago, only 31.6%
expect that courtesy today.

• About 11.8% want a 2()-ininute

break.

Expanding: The Fm station of

WHAM in Rochester joins the upstate

New York stations comprising the

WQXR Network this week, bringing

the Network's total to 12 stations, in

addition to WQXR-FM in New York,

the origination point for these broad-

casts.

Station sales: WSKI, Montpelier,

Vt., to Daniel Ruggles III, for $105,-

000 .. . KWIP,"^ Merced, Cal., to a

group headed by Maxwell Hurst, for

$141,500. Broker for both transac-

tions: Allen Kander & Co., Washing-

ton . . . Consolidated Amusement
Co., Ltd., Honolulu (KGMB-AM-TV),
to Hialand Development Corp. of Ok-

lahoma City.

New operating corp. : Connie Gay,

president and chairman of the board

of Town and Country Network and re-

cent purchaser of KITE, San Antonio,

announces that the Texas station will

be operated under a new corporation:

Connie B. Gay, Inc.

Ideas at work:

• WPTR, Albany, teamed up with

The Greater Albany Chamber of Com-
merce to boost the Chamber's one-day

membership drive. Chief features of

the tie-in: the Chamber's use of the

station's studios as drive headquarters;

use of the station's four two-way ra-

dio news cars; and a public salute on

air by the station's d.j.'s to each new
recruit.

• WXYZ, Detroit, has innovated a

new feature—a salute to each new au-

tomobile on the day of its public show-

ing. Tom Waber, station newscaster,

reports directly from a dealer's show-

room on 16 local newscasts through-

out the day, plus on-the-spot inter-

views with the auto co.'s district man-

ager.

• KSTP, St. Paul-Minneapolis, end-

ed its "Weekend In Reno" contest this

week. The contest, which pulled in

more than 23,000 entries, was a pro-

motion in connection with Swift and

Co., to fill in the last line of a catchy

limerick. Winner: Mrs. Edwin John-

son.

• Notes on stereophonic: KFMQ,
Radio and KOLN-TV, Lincoln, will

jointly produce a series of four stereo-

phonic broadcasts on both stations, to

liegin this week.

Anniversary: Reeves Sound Stu-

dios celebrates, this week, the 25th

year of its founding by Hazard E.

Reeves, president.

Kudos: Murray Cox, farm editor

on WFAA. Dallas, presented with the

distinguished service award by the Vo-

cational Agricultural Teachers of Tex-

as .. . Governor George M. Leader

presented WNAR, Norristown, Pa.,

with the annual "Commonwealth of

Pa. Highway Safety Award."

Station staffers: Maurie Webster,
named general manager of KCBS, San
Francisco . . . Claude Young, ap-

pointed assistant general manager of

WEBB, Baltimore . . . Louis Shapiro,

to the post of station manager, WSTV,
Steubenville . . .

TV STATIONS
Breaking the department store

barrier : KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh's

method of gaining confidence from the

May Stern Co., purchaser of the Bold

Action program (see MARKETING
WEEK, 20 September sponsor) was

to hold a cocktail party for the furni-

ture store executives, sealing a tv cam-

era from view. Minutes later the go-

ings on, recorded on tape, were played

back for all to witness.

The Bold Action package was

then unveiled with the entire plan for

the 13-week campaign. Each guest

was also presented with sales promo-

tion kits advising him on all market

data and days and times of the May
Stern spots.

Another first : Peoples Drug Stores

this week became the first local adver-

tiser to use color tv spot commercials

on WRC-TV, Washington. Agency:

Wm. D. Murdock Advertising.

WDSU-TV-AM steps up editorial-

izing: Due to favorable public reac-

tion two weeks after its initial editorial,

the New Orleans station will air edi-
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HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

torials three times daily on radio,

twice daily on tv.

Ideas at work:
• KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo., cele-

brated their fifth anniversary by spon-

soring a free water show and a "Night

on the Town" promotion, billing both

as birthday gifts to their viewers.

More than 10,000 people showed up

at one of the local lakes for the water

show and contest awarding outdoor

motor boats and water skis.

• James Garner returned to his

home town this week, and Oklahoma
City rolled out its red carpet for the

occasion. The ABC TV outlet in the

city, KOCO-TV, handled the promo-

tion, which was climaxed by Gov. Ray-

mond Gary proclaiming "James Gar-

ner Day" for tv's Maverick.

Thisa and data: WFMB-TV, In-

dianapolis, held a "Color on the

March" tint-tv demonstration at the

station's studios last week, attended by

more than 100 local and regional agen-

cy and advertiser personnel . . . More
about color: Marshall Field & Co.

will present a children's color tv show
via WGN-TV, Chicago, to be seen in

the early evening. It will be a story-

book presentation of classics and con-

temporary books for youngsters.

Personnel notes: KNAC-TV, Ft.

Smith, Ark., which recently absorbed

KFSA-TV, has its expanded staff head-

ed by Walter M. Windsor, named
v.p. and general manager ; Rex Hayes,
commercial manager; Pat Porta, pro-

gram director; Robert McCay, pro-

duction manager and Charles Put-

nam, promotion manager.

Other personnel moves: C. P.

Dwyer, named assistant general man-

ger of WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio . . .

Clifford Frohnhoefer, controller and

assistant treasurer of Tidewater Tele-

radio, Inc. (WAVY-AM-TV, Norfolk)

. . . William Dix, Jr., assistant gen-

eral manager, WGR-TV, Buffalo.

Personnel for the new sales staff

of WCBS-TV, New York: Robert

Baal, Alfred Di Giovanni, Robert

Innes, Tom Judge, Edward Kenefick,

John McCrory, James Osborne and

Stan Schloeder. Also Walter Stein, to

the post of research and sales promo-

tion director and William Morris, sales

promotion manager. ^

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to vou.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

In San Francisco, audi entes respond to

KOBVs musical forrau a beamed to San
am New York to

San Francisco, advertise s know that KOBY

c'll show you
give you the big rea-

1 San Francisco!

10,000 watts
San Francisco

Sit in with your PETRY Man
In Denver it's KOSI-

in Green\'ille, Miss.-WGVM
Mid-America Broadcasting Co.
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a giant's voice

heard throughout the

Rocky Mountain West, is

the welcome voice of

KOA-Radio! It's the giant

50,000-watt voice that has

dominated the rich Western

Market since 1924.

a giant audience

totaling over 4 million

people in rural and urban

areas in 302 counties of

12 Western states is reached,

entertained, informed—and

sold-by KOA-Radio.

gigantic results

are effected by KOA's

skillful programming of top

NBC programs and

popular local shoves ... by

KOA's staff of talented

personalities... KOA's 50,000

watts of clear

selling power!

lel

Call on the giant selling force

in the West- KOA-Radio

-

to do a gigantic

selling job for you!

noiionally by

HENRY I.

CHRISTAL CO., inc.

SPONSOR ASKS
[Conid from page CI)

clialkboard. The last letter of each quo-

tation was given as the first clue. As
the contest progressed through the day,

additional clues were given by having
the announcer pull a letter of the alpha-

bet from a bowl and indicate if the

letter appears in the quotation and
where it appears.

Winners were determined by earli-

est postmark. Neatness of entries was
used as a tie breaker. Sixteen quota-

tions such as . . . "In God We Trust,"

"Age Before Beauty," "Right As Rain,"

were used during the month-long con-

test.

The contest was conceived by the

KETV promotion department. Shortly

after a new clue was given on one

night at 11 p.m., more than 200 cars

at one time jammed the main down-

town post office in Omaha. The tie-up

was caused by contestants rushing to

have their cards and letters postmarked

in time.

A similar situation existed in Oma-
ha's neighboring. Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Those on the scene in Omaha report-

ed cars parking four blocks from the

post office waiting to get to the outside

mail boxes. Cars at one time were

double-parked on three sides of Oma-
ha's post office square. Some claimed

it surpassed the busiest Christmas rush.

Post office employees were excluded

from entering the "Quote to Click"

contest after it came to the attention of

station officials that some mail em-

ployees were using their proximity to

cancelling machines to the disadvan-

tage of other entrants.

Downtown stores reported a "run"

on scenic postcards. One store opera-

tor said, "I first thought there was a

convention of out of towners until I

saw people jotting down quotations."

"Quote to Click" has proven how
television station KETV can motivate

its viewers.

James W. Evans, promolion manancr,

WSO(.-TV, (.luirlotle, N. C.

\
^^ that are uell

1

' ''
advertised

motional activities, especially in a mar-
ket as highly competitive as Charlotte.

There is benefit to be obtained from
newspapers, radio, gimmicks, bill-

boards, bus cards, and razzle-dazzle.

And during the eighteen months
WSOC-TV has been telecasting, the

promotion has contained all of these

features, each playing an important

role in the growth and development of

the station, and the stimulation of

audience.

We have promulgated the Channel 9
gospel via leaflets, toy megaphones in-

scribed with a promotional message

( thousands of each of these two items

were absorbed by the public at the

1957 Southern States Fair), 15-foot

balloons flown over the area, contests

piomoting the sale and orientation of

antennas (a 1958 Southern States Fair

venture), and the propulsion of a "40-

and-8" rail engine through the streets

of Charlotte heralding the arrival of a

new show.

Comment and response to these pro-

motions indicated that each enjoyed

success.

As a television man, however, I

would be foolish not to be primarily

devoted to and concerned with the

UTA
1 am a firm bciicxer in diversified pro-

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO
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from CBS-TV
Spot Sales will

be only too happy
to discuss ivith yo
the last wo rd on
KOIN-TV's stylish

coverage a nd
ratings.

force of my own medium in the pro-

motion of audience.

The reasons are obvious.

Television is readily available and

controllable. In the Carolina market

it reaches 3,146,100 persons. It can

communicate a specific message to a

specific audience. It is both aural and

visual. It is America's No. 1 adver-

tising medium.

And audience promotion does re-

quire advertising.

Our most successful television pro-

motion has been achieved through a

plan of intense saturation in plugging

a select few of our lagging shows in

every available spot.

The intensity of such a campaign

may often irritate.

But virtually ever\ prospective view-

er is reached sometime during the day

and, if there is sales power in the pro-

motional message, the result is bound

to be a higher rating for the program

being promoted.

The following examples can be cited

supporting this plan.

After a series of high saturation

campaigns in behalf of WSOC-TV's
6:30 p.m. local news show, the rating

grew as much as 18.5 points in a few

months.

Another local program, a week-day

morning children's show, received the

saturation treatment and the result was

the capture of the majority of audience

and an unusually high rating during

mid-summer when the kids are nor-

mally outside playing.

Every type of promotion is designed

with a specific purpose. And WSOC-
TV will continue to depend on radio,

newspapers, gimmicks, et al., each serv-

ing its own purpose in the promotion

of audience.

But when the smoke of the final rat-

ing battle settles, the station that stands

tallest will be the one with the more ef-

fective on-the-air television promotion.

Chuck Olson, promotion manager.

WREX-TV. Rockjord. III.

Promotion

with

showmanship

Our most effective promotional de-

vices spring from spontaneous oppor-

BUT WDAK .

.

Long-, lean, sliort, fat, old,

young, round, hciit, straight,

male, female, all barely

listen to anything but

WDAK, because WDAK is

the most powerful station in

the Heart of the South,

broadcasting 24 hours a day,

with 5,000 Watts, at 540 KC, with

the most entertaining,

intriguing, format ever

heard, anywhere—and it

SELLS!

iK rovers MORE thnn tlie OTHER FOT^R!

/r-
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' -^j 5,000 Watts at '540 KC
-^ ^ V/2 Million Listuiii-,

D -- 730 squiu link-,

,A. NBC

3 Columbus, Ga

Headley-Reed — -James S. Ayers



Brochure Containing

COMPLETE DETAILS OF
WVETS EXCLUSIVE,

PHENOMENALLY
SUCCESSFUL TOP VALUE
STAMP PROMOTION

PROGRAM
For Information

Contact: BILL SCHUBERT

WVET
RADIO
ONLY Station In The Nation

That Gives TOP VALUE Stamps!

17 CLINTON AVE. SO.

ROCHESTER A, N. Y.

BONUS COVERAGE
OF THE WEST TEXAS-NEW MEXICO MARKET*

KROD-TVs
Bonus

Coverage
(12 Counties)

COVERAGE
W^EEKLY

COVERAGE

OverSlalion -B-

(5 Counties)
26.9% 19.3%

OverSlotion •(
(2 Counliesl

121.3% 58.6%

mber— KROD-TV i

;, ARB, May 1958.

KROD-Tir
CBS Television Network

®Chonnel A • El Pojo, Texot —
RfPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ^B^

THE BRANHAM COMPANY liiBj
Dorro«e D. Roderick P.... Sjj/

lunities which involve participation by

rotating segments of leading organiza-

tions in the family of cities served by

WREX-TV coupled with backbone

showmanship activities by station per-

sonnel.

While showmanship is the corner-

stone, the key to successful promotion

is advance planning and relentless exe-

cution.

The majority of WREX-TV's top

working brass form a showmanship
family guided by a seasoned veteran

I

of show biz, Joe M. Baisch, general

manager of WREX-TV. Knowledge
born of this group's wide experience

has enabled consistent day in day out

top notch audience promotional de-

velopment. Theatrical "know-how"
has been streamlined and shaped into

television form.

Advertisers with commercial pro-

grams as well as civic groups in-

terested in public service programs re-

ceive essentially the same campaign
launching treatment on Channel 12. A
typical campaign will consist of:

1. On-The-Air

a. film and slide spots

b. personality endorsement plugs

c. personality announcement

plugs

d. inclusion in special program
run-downs

2. "Sneak Prevue" at WREX-TV's
television center for dealers, dis-

tributors, and, in the case of a

public service series, the working

committee and as many as 100

field workers, who, in turn, sup-

port our tv efforts with:

a. personal phone calls to friends,

employees, or members of or-

ganizations interested in their

project

b. distribution of window cards

c. speaker's bureau to hit the

grass roots level of school,

church or other groups

d. postcard mail campaign

e. posting of prominent commu-
nity or company bulletin

boards.

3. Radio Announcements

4. Newspaper Campaign

a. paid ads

b. feature materials and scene

art

c. in-season campaigns with spe-

cial sections in area news-

papers

.5. Sound Truck

6. Participation in parades and

civic activities

QUAD-CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE

now the nation's

47 th

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

RETAIL SALES are above

the national average. Rock
Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred
cities" by Sales Management
magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

expect above-average sales if

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

WHBF-TV
CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

MUSIC
BRIGHT-TUNEFUL

^iBiti'fSSSiii^a

ScrantonTPenmsylvania

11 ocTOHKK iyr)8



7. Exhibits at fairs, parks and play-

grounds

8. Street ballyhoo

The above blue-print is executed with

enthusiastic teamwork . . . finding sup-

port of the entire staff at WREX-TV.
Channel 13, all constantly eager to as-

sist in audience promotion. Partici-

pation by on-camera personalities at

all local and area events, whether it be

emceeing a WREX-TV sponsored stage

show or riding in an open convertible

in a parade in freezing weather, or by

pin-pointing special programs on their

shows ... all adding up to "participa-

tion teamwork," the most essential in-

gredient of audience promotion.

Add to the above the use of out-

standing public relations and we have

enumerated a complete set of effective

working tools that build enduring au-

dience promotion. Station tours, pre-

miere screenings, ID salutes to WREX-
TV family of cities around-the-clock,

sound-on-film interviews of area cities'

civic, educational, religious and indus-

trial leaders all crystallize the person-

alized WREX-TV image of a great tv

station in the hearts and minds of its

singularly most valuable communitv
asset ... its viewers. ^

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO

AIR MEDIA
[Cont'd from page 46)

with the current boom in outdoor liv-

ing, he recently began sponsoring

Hinshaw's Holiday, a show devoted to

outdoor family living. Except for di-

rect mail, tv gets the entire budget.

Bullock's. "Every department store

needs an institutional campaign over

and above its other advertising," says

Ervin Grant, a.e. at FC&B, Los An-
geles, for Bullock's. The store uses

radio heavily to sell goods, usually

around a promotion, as well as for spe-

cial needs such as convincing house-

wives it was easy to get downtown
during a bus strike.

The image idea is carried over into

media selection. For special promo-
tions, such as the August Clearance
Sale, an intense two-week radio satura-

tion, made up of 20's and 30's is used.

The selection of stations is based on
the desired appeal: "to women inter-

ested in a sale of quality merchandise."
Grant explains.

But there is another aspect. "Radio
is a good recruiter," Grant observes,

"so Bullock's uses it very successfully

to solicit additional help for Christmas
and Easter. In these spots, as well as

others, we keynote a quality image.
By constantly maintaining this image
we benefit all other advertising, as well

as cashing-in on seasonal help."

J. J. Newberry Co. Los Angeles
has a substantial Latin American pop-
ulation within the city. And New-
berry has a downtown store. The two
are brought together successfully via a

15-minute soap opera in Spanish (pro-

duced in Mexico) every weeknight of

the year. Special promotions invari-

ably prove its value.

Sears' Roebuck & Co. As its well-

known catalog will testify. Sears is a

store with almost limitless merchan-
dise. The problem: advertising the

contents of a several-hundred page
catalog.

After many years of using radio for

special promotions only. Sears this fall

embarked on regular sponsorship of

Airwatch, traffic reports from a heli-

copter. There are three spots a day

—

8:05 and 8:35 a.m., and 5:20 p.m.

"Besides the good-will generated by
our service," notes Don Johnson,

Mayers Co. a.e., "we use a different

item or related group of items with

each spot. Result: shortly L.A. motor-

ists will be familiar with the variety

and quality of Sears merchandise." ^

STATEMENT REQUIRED
_„ 1912, AS AMENDEa> BT THE

ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933. AND JULY 2. 1946

jlished weekly a

oneck. N. T. : Elaine C.
r. ; Ben Strouse. Bslti-
trouse. Baltimore, Md.

:

1, Ohio; Henry J. Kauf-
Paceli Bloom. New York,
i>le. New York. N. Y.

;

OaUf.; Henry

lineton, D. C. : Norman Reed. Wash
•

E) Lebmvitz. McLean, Va.
1, Ohio; Jerome S«ks, Wash

, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Judge M. S. Kron-
• on, r : .

:' r :.
~ -

Dayton, Ohio; Jerome r ' '~
: Catherine E. Koste.
m B. Wolf, —
Washington, ]

y holders o r holding 1

r otherwise, to paid subscribers during the

required from daily,

Bernard Piatt
Vire President,

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 15th day
of September, 1958,
SEAL: Laura Oken

The Piedmont

Industrial
Crescent

Vast-New^
Urban Complex...

as defined by:

The Ford Foundation
dominated by:

iufnrii|-tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

Repieienled by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons. Inc.

lew York • Chicogo • San Francisco • Atlanta • Boston.
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in uoeHl coiupany when
you join smart tinic-l>uyerswho

select W(iX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGX's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to vou.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Signs of

Woi

NO BLUE SKY

BUYING EITHER

Check and buy

WSOC-TY
Charlotte, N. C.

H R Rtps Nationally

F-J Reps Atlanta

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

£John C. Garrison, associated with Official

Films, Inc., since 1954 as sales representa-

tive and more recently as central division

manager has been named National Syndi-

cation Director of Guild Films, Inc. Gar-

rison has been actively interested in all

phases of the radio and television business

for twenty-five years, except for a four-

year stint in the army during World War
II. Beginning as a jack-of-all-jobs with KWKH. Shreveport, Garrison

joined KMOX, St. Louis after the war. In 1947 he moved on to

KSD-TV, St. Louis, where he worked at everything from programing

and production to commercial packaging. Making the announce-

ment, John J. Cole, Guild president said that Guild Films was fortu-

nate to have a man of Garrison's background associated with them.

James C. Richdale, Jr., has been named

vice president and general manager of

KGUL-TV. Houston. Richdale had been

acting general manager of the station since

August 1958 and has been vice president

and gen. mgr. of KOTV, Tulsa, another

Corinthian outlet since November 1956.

He broke into the broadcasting business

with the Yankee network in Boston and

was associated for a time with the Edward Petry Company in New

York. He moved to Tulsa and WOTV as commercial manager in

November 1954. Announcement of this appointment to the Houston

post was made by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of Gulf Television

Corp. KGUL-TV is affiliated with CBS and a member of the Corin-

thian group which includes WISH and WISH-TV, Indianapolis.

JSt/B/I^BM George C. Stevens has been promoted to

^^^^^^wr^
vice president in charge of sales for Trans-

it
B continent Television Corp., it was an-

f V*^ ^WW| nounced last week by David C. Moore,

," I president of the broadcasting firm. Prior

J^^^ to joining Transcontinent in 1957 as

^^^^^^^^^ general sales manager, Stevens had been

^^K^mjjL ^^^^k associated with NBC for twelve years. At

NBC, he held positions as business mana-

ger and account executive for WRCA (formerly WNBCl, New York,

as well as the post of sales director. Under his management at

Transcontinent will be the various stations included in the Trans-

continent Corp. These are: WROC-TV, Rochester; WGR radio and

tv, Buffalo: WNEP-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Scranton; and WSVA radio

and tv, Harrisonburg. Stevens is married and has six children.

SPONSOR • 11 OCTOBER 1958
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Looks

easy,

but...

i takes plenty of know-how
No matter how simple it looks, keeping atop a bongo board is no cinch. And keeping a

radio station at the top-spot in a major market is a hundred times more difficult. The many

complex elements which give radio its tremendous selling power are mostly local in nature.

To blend these elements into an overall program structure that can hold commanding

leadership in audience and in sales-influence, calls for great creative skill on the part of

station management. Yes, Local Radio Programming is a difficult, exacting job — but in

most areas at least one station operator has mastered it. In a substantial number of the

top 100 markets, that station is represented by

THIS NEW BOOK is helping advertisers

intensify sales results from Spot Radio,

through clearer understanding of the

complex program elements that give cer-

tain stations their tremendous selling

power. Price $1 postpaid. Order from

John Blair & Company, 415 Madison Ave.,

Nev^ York 17, N. Y.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Exclusive National Representative for:

NewYork WABC
Chicago WLS
Los Angeles KFWB
Philadelphia WFIL
Detroit WXYZ
Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington

Baltimore

Dallas-Ft. Worth...

.WWDC

.WFBR
KLIF-

KFJZ
Minneapolis-St.Paul...WDGY

Houston KILT
Seattie-Tacoma KING
Providence- Fall River-

New Bedford WPRO
Cincinnati WCPO

Miami WQAM
Kansas City WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Portland, Ore KGW
Denver KTLN
Norfolk-Portsmouth-

Newport News WGH
Louisville WAKY
Indianapolis WIBC
Columbus WBNS

San Antonio KAKI

Tampa-St. Petersburg WFLA
Albany-Schenectady-Troy.. WTRY
Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY
Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX
Nashville WSM
Knoxville WNOX

Wheeling-Steubenville WWVA
Tulsa KRMG
Fresno KFRE
Wichita KFH
Shreveport KEEL
Orlando WBDO
Binghamton WNBF
Boise KIDO
Bismarck KFYR
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Marketing and the air media
Radio and Iv station owners will do well to ponder the

implications of the comprehensive N. W. Ayer story which is

carried in this issue of sponsor.

What is clearly apparent in this study of America's oldest

advertising agency is the changing character of the advertising

business, and the new conception of air media as the "tools

of marketing."

Not so many years ago, when television was just coming in,

it was regarded as an exciting, even breathtaking novelty by

many agencies and advertisers, and innumerable sales of tv

time and programs were made on the basis of tv's newness

—

and not much else.

Radio too, in the old days, enjoyed its period of a popular-

ity based largely on the novelty appeal, and radio incomes

w^ere often inflated by the appropriations of advertisers who
wanted to make a splash, but were relatively indifferent to

sales results.

All this, however, has changed. Modern agencies and

modern advertisers are approaching both radio and tv with

completely practical eyes—and well they might, for the air

media frequently can make or break them. Consequentlv

the new emphasis on over-all marketing also has placed new-

responsibilities on the shoulders of those who operate radio

and tv properties.

The need for marketing savvy
In recent months sponsor has talked with a number of

high-placed agency media men who have each emphasized

the need for more thorough awareness, on the part of station

owners and station salesmen, of the marketing needs and

problems of particular advertising accounts.

"Don't just tell us how good your station is," says a

media director of one of the top five agencies. "Tell us how
your station, in your territory, can sell the particular product

we are marketing."

It is a challenge, and an opportunity, for every wide-

awake station man.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: liusiness-Uke meth-

ods in an Increasingly business-like industry.

Examine your rate cards, your rates, and your

operating practices, and streamline them, if

necessary, for new age of air-media marketing.

10-SECO%D SPOTS
Recall: A California housewife told

us of her four-year-old daughter who,

on a recent trip to the supermarket,

insisted they buy tv-advertised brands

Rin Tin Tin Cereal, Annie Oakley

Bread and cigarettes with the "Flop-

Top box."

Nomme de sweet: WOR-TV. New
^ ork, advertiser Barton Candy Corp.

has just changed the name of its best-

seller candy Tv Munch to MilHon Dol-

lar Movie Munch to tie-in with its

sponsored MilHon Dollar Movie. After

eating, be sure to brush your teeth

to remove the feature film.

Meow: With National Cat Week set

for 2 to 8 November, we were hit with

the story of the ad agency whose execu-

tive personnel were riddled with ulcers.

Finally a physician suggested to the

agency president that he get a cat and
make it a sort of mascot inasmuch as

it would set a good example of relaxa-

tion; watching it relax would make the

admen do the same thing. A cat was

brought in and everything went swim-

mingly for about three months. The
admen's ulcers seemed to clear up.

Then one day the cat was suddenly

rushed to the veterinarian who report-

ed, "Your cat got ulcers."

Honors: Steverino, Greyhound Bus

Co.'s greyhound {Steve Allen Show,

NBC TV) has been named America's

Canine Symbol for World Day for

Animals on 4 October. We're sort of

proud he made it over print media's

WolfSchmidt Vodka wolfhound.

Fat free: Blair-TV's Martin Katz, mas-

ter of dreaming up improbable memos
on impossible subjects, has just come
up with some thoughts on the airlines.

"Running counter to best medical

dicta," says Katz, "the airlines con-

tinue to place a penalty on leanness

and, instead, reward fat." He bases

the observation on Bob Hemm, Blair

salesman, who, on a recent trip from

the coast had to pay overweight on

standard rep equipment (dictaphone,

Nikon camera, Diner's Club card and

attache case) despite the fact that he

is a lightweight. Yet behind him at the

check-out counter was a behemoth

twice Bob's weight (carrying only 12

chocolate doughnuts and a fifth of

Chivas Regal) who went scot free.

Switch: So the Martian landed in

Paris and cried, "Take me to Bardot.

Your leader I can see later."—by Phil

Stone, CHUM, Toronto. I



If You Buy Any Other Television

Station in the Dallas-Fort Worth

Market....

WE BOTH LOSEMONEY

iv^
For these reasons

KRLD-TV covers more total homes and more television

homes than any other station in Texas or the Southwest

. . . and with an intensity of circulation both daytime and

nighttime, weekly and daily, unapproached by any other

Dallas-Fort Worth TV channel.

NCS No. 3, SPRING, 1958

COMPARATIVE CIRCULATION |

DALLAS-FORT WORTH
TELEVISION STATIONS

Daytime

Daily

TV Homes

Nighttime

Daily

TV Homes

KRLD-TV . . 299,050 368,920

Station B . . . . 260,530 353,160

Station C . . . . 255,290 338,780

Station D . . . . 147,490 175,360

KRLD-TV, Ctiannel 4, telecasting with maxi-
mum power from atop Texas' tallest tower, is the

television service of The Dallas Times Herald,
owners and operators of KRLD Radio, the only
50,000 watt full-time radio station in Dallas-

Fort Worth. The Branham Company, national

representatives.

JOHN W.RUNYON CLYDE W. REMBERT
Chairman o/ the Board President

KRLD-TV

o<-^
,v^-

.0*
AV^ O^'^^

vo*

\ î^^-

vl-

Tower

1,685 Feet

Above Average
Terrain

CHANNEL 4
ICBS TV FOR DALLAS - FORT V^ORTH



. . . number one in America's 37tli TV maricet, reports Nielsen ^3

Now confirmed and certified by the Nielsen Coverage Survey #3, is the clear-cut domination

WSTV-TV Channel 9 of the prime Steubenville-Wheelirig television market

:

• over 200,000 more TV homes covered than its nearest competitor • lowest cost-per-thoicsand, by ft

• highest TV set coverage in all total Nielsen survey categories: monthly, weekly, daily, daytime and evening

For advertisers, WSTV-TV delivers deepest penetration into the 39 densely populated counties comprising

,

the rich Upper Ohio Valley where retail sales hit $3,159,860,000. And only WSTV-TV offers FREE
"Shopper-Topper" merchandising service

—"promotion in motion" designed to move food store products in

America's Steel and Coal Center. For more details, ask for our new "Shopper-Topper" brochure.

A Member of the Friendly Group Stations:

KODE-TV, WBOY-TV, WSTV-TV

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

^a STV-TV
CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLEWHEELH

"Bast Buy by Any Known Source."
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IMER'S DAUGHTER DOES

INING CHORES! . . .

lings are different today in our land

v\
: and Honey. Farm living is tops, finan-

i)ind otherwise. Here's a rich market . . .

?oural and 58% urban . . . more than

),ipO homes enjoying Channel 2 television.

lYlCHORES YOU WANT DONE?

MARINETTE { ) /

STEVENS PT. / / '
.

I s c o r-j s I i-^ / §

- y MANITOWOC

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANDW
WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY

HOW A RADIO

SPOT BUY IS

MADE AT Y&R
An inside story of what

happens, who is in-

volved, and what steps

are taken when Y&R
plans, buys and sched-

ules a typical spot cam-

paign. Step-by-step

plan for the new radio

planning for the White

Owl Cigar account.

Page 35

Self-service age

puts premium on

radio/tv displays

Page 40

Hooper service

is riding the

big radio boom

Page 42

Live-local talent

gives pep to

tv commercials

Page 48



tne newest tilings in siglat

and. so-uinci are oonTiing from

. . . home of WDAF-TV and Radio, Kansas City's first and
largest broadcasting center. If you know the Heartland, you know
that all eyes and ears turn here because Signal Hill stands for

stability, something people can depend on . . . whether for

information or entertainment.

Under National Theatres direction, this character is being

conscientiously strengthened each day, with important

policy improvements.

Important to whom?

First, important to the million-plus people who watch and listen

. . . and buy your products . . . people who insist on the finest

possible programming in return for their time. That's what they're

going to get on Channel IV and on 610 . . . from us and from NBC.

Important, also, to you who must sell this big midland market.

The kind of improvements we're talking about will make
that selling job easier than it has ever been in Kansas City.

National Theatres pledges both of you new strength in

programming . . . new appeal in personalities . . . new power in

promotion and merchandising . . . new depth in market

information . . . new vigor in sales follow-through.

These are the improvements we want to tell you more about. You'll

be getting the specific details from us and our good station

representatives . . .

In Television: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

In Radio: Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
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WJIMTV
Strategically located to exclusively serve

LANSING... FLINT...JACKSON

Basic

Represenred by the •.G.Mf. Colonel
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How a radio spot gets on the air

35 IliJ* unusual picture story shows the various steps a radio commercial

undergoes at Y&R from its inception until the time it goes on the air

Schaefer sells beer with time spots

38 After nine-year Brooklyn Dodger sponsorship, Schaefer Brewing turned

to heavy spot campaign this year on radio and tv with strong results

What radio can do

39 Dramatic proof of pulling power of radio is recent puhlic service pro-

motion at Boston's WBZ which pulled 35,000 out of 75,000 population

Plan displays for "lonely shopper"

40 Ralph Head suggests ways to change habit-buying with use of radio/tv

displays—now more important than ever in self-service age of buying

Hooper: more markets, more service

42 The grandaddy of all existent rating services is profiled in this issue

complete wtih latest developments and future plans which are ambitious

Radio's hot medium for frozen foods

45 For the past decade, most of Roman Products' ad budget has been going

into spot radio. Annual sales have gone from $10,000 to several million

KLM shoots for real Dutch flavor

46 Royal Dutch Airlines produces its commercials in Holland for its first

tv flight. EWR&R finds Dutch production is a real television treat

Punch 'em up on election night

47 Unique, home-made gimmick for speedy reporting of election returns

employs old-fashioned cash registers in the studios of KDAL-TV, Duluth

Local live talent peps up tv selling

48 Thompson, Ayer and many other large and medium sized agencies are

using a wide variety of local live personalities in television commercials

SPONSOR ASKS: Which commercial is more effective

—personality-delivered or e.t.?

52 Agency and station executives consider the timeless puzzler, "How does

an e.t. compare to a personality-delivered commercial in effectiveness?"

FEATURES
B3 Film-Scope

26 49th and Madison

S4 Marketing Week

68 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

68 Picture Wrap-Up

56 Radio Results

20 Sponsor Backstage

66 Sponsor Hears

13 Sponsor-Scope
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30 Spot Buys

82 Ten-Second Spots
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'When it's

advertised on KMA,

I have to put it

in most of

our stores!''

This is a typical Hy-Klas super market.

Hy-Klas is the largest independent

chain in the midwest area.

says Lee Pemberton, Sr., Head
Buyer for Beaty Grocery Company,
St. Joseph, Missouri, Operators

of 355 HY-KLAS food markets. 226 of

them are in the four-state area

served by KMA.

Mr. Pemberton's experience is typical of buyers in

KMAland. KMA listeners in 4 states buy what is advertised

on their favorite radio station. And business is good in the

farm-rich area covered by KMA. The latest Federal Reserve

Bank figures show that farm income in this area is higher

today than at any time since 1954.

Pulse proves KMA has the audience... and sales results

prove that it's a loyal audience with money to spend.

Enough said?

Join the 218 spot users who get sales action on KMA.

THE HEART BEAT OF THE CORN COUNTRY k A SHENANDOAH, IOWA
5000 WATTS, 960 KC ABC

18 OCTOBER 1958



OCT. 1948: 900,000 VIEWERS!

Milton Berle is back. His prem ii|

show on Wednesday, October

viewed by the greatest audienc

any new program this seasoi

was larger than the combined a

ences of the competing show if

the other two networks.

Berle's return gave dramatic f

to the truly amazing growth of

vision in one decade. Ten years

he starred in the young medii|

most popular show, yet his audi

last week was 51 times greater\

Before the largest audience ev(|

watch him, Mr. Television retui

to the medium he helped createn

to the network which, with !i

introduced television to the An

can people—The Network of S

NBC
TELEVISIOlf
NETWORK

SOURCE: NBC Research Deparlnient Esli

. . still



:CT. 1958: 46,000,000 VIEWERS!

VLr. Television!



EVERYBODY IS LOOKING
FOR ONE MINUTE
AVAILABILITIES THESE
DAYS . . . AND HERE
ARE TOP BUYS IN

JACKSONVILLE'S $11/2

BILLION MARKET
Better take a seeoiid look at the

highly competitive Jacksonville

television market. It's no longer
a One-Station market and if you
want to reach deep into the rich

North Florida-South Georgia tele-

vision area, then choose from this

list of prime one minute availabili-

ties on WFGA-TV.

V^ Dave Garroway's "Today" from
7:00 to 9:00 AM

i 10:00ir "All Star Theatn
to 10:30 AM

if "Hour of Stars" with host John
Conte from 1:00 to 2:00 PM

-k "Popeye Playhouse" from 5:00
to 6:00 PM with Skipper Al

if "Theatre 12" with feature films

on Soturday and Sunday nights

For further information concerning
ayailabilrties—call Ralph Nimmons
in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or

contact your nearest P.G.W. repre-

sentative.

NBC—ABC
Represented Nationally by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

NEWSMAKER
of the iveek

This week, the advertising industry got some black and white

statistics on color television. The first formal report on

"ColorTown, U.S.A.^^—a panel of 4,000 tv set owners—teas

released by BBDO and ISBC, who jointly financed the study.

The survey shows how color tv set owners compare to black

and white set owners as to income, education, buying habits.

The newsmaker: Ben Gedalecia, v.p. and research director

of BBDO, who released the study jointly with Hugh H. Seville, v.p.

and head of planning and research for NBC.

ColorTown, according to Gedalecia, is a typical medium-sized com-

munity. Some 4,000 families will be surveyed from time to time to

determine the growth and impact of color tv. This first formal report

on ColorTown compares 328 color tv set owners with their less

fortunate neighbors. The actual field work was done by Advertest

Research, Inc., of New Brunswick, N. J.

Not unexpectedly, color tv set owners show up well ahead of black

and white tv set owners by a wide

margin. In terms of income, 65%
of color set owners have incomes

over $7,500, while only 17% of

the 4,000-member panel have in-

comes this high. And 80% ol

color set owners also own their

own homes.

Color set owners also lead the

average citizen in terms of educa-

tion; almost four out of 10 color

owners have graduated or attended

college. What's more, the man

with a color tv set is generally a

man of personal influence; the BBDO-NBC survey shows that he

entertains more, is entertained more, and belongs to more social

clubs.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the ColorTown survey is

that color tv set owners are more adventurous: more than half of

them say they like to try new products as soon as they hit the market;

62% of black and white set owners, on the other hand, say they

prefer to wait until others have tried new products before they buy.

Finally, color tv set owners are clearly enthusiastic about their

tinted screens. About 90% claim they like color tv "very much."

Future reports on ColorTown, says Gedalecia, will chart for clients

of BBDO and NBC the change in character of the color tv market

as it grows, will also show how much impact color adds to programs

and commercials. Gedalecia, a research veteran of some 16 years,

was chief of overseas research for the Office of War Information

during World War II, later joined American Broadcasting Co. as

head of both radio and tv research. In 1950 he moved to the U. S.

State Department as chief of evaluation of the Department's informa-

tion operations, and in 1953 joined BBDO as research director. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
WHBQ appoints EASTMAN

robert e. eastman & co..
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago. Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bldg-Room 1043
San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760



MISSOURI'S

THIRD TV

MARKET
^^^^^^r^"^D
^^ CHANUTE

.«.. ^M
^INDEPENDENCE CARTHAGE ^
1 PITTSBURGH

KOOE-TV
MT, VERNON 1

JOPLIN 1
NEOSHO M

L^" BENTONVIOE^^^^H

p^... 1 ROGERS H^^^^H
\FA¥ETTEViaE^^^^^H

KJ|^""\ ^H
167,769 TV HOMES^
KODE-T\' in the Joplin market covers

a 4-state area with 167,769 TV
homes, 669,800 population and
$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

KODE-TV in the Joplin market is

28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor.

•Television Mag. Set Count—June
'58

CREATED BY

KOut-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

WSTV. WSTVTV. Steubenville; WBOY, WBOYTV, Clarksburg;

KOOE, KOOE-TV. ioplin; WPAR, Parkersburg; WRIT. Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe, La.; ColmesWerrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago >>

Timebuyers
at work

Jon Ross, partner of Ross-Reisman Co., Los Angeles, buys with a

"definite suspicion of the rep who does his selling via a rating book.

Even when stressing ratings, the rating seller will invariably use the

phrase, 'if you believe in them,' indicating his own disbelief, and of

course, dismisses them entirely when the station's rating has slipped.

If stations really believed in rat-

ings, Ross feels, the top-rated sta-

tions wouldn't have to vie with the

others in merchandising." Ross

discounts ratings almost com-

pletely. His timebuying is based

on what he knows stations have

done for his or similar products

and intuition. "A recent single-

station, one-day promotion for one

of our accounts brought over a

thousand people to a merchandis-

ing event, although to believe the

surveys the station couldn't muster that many listeners in a week!

Another test of a station is in its acceptance in the community by

those who do listen to it. In particular, I look for listener loyalty

to a station and its products. I'll take the cost-per-1,000 purchasers,

not the cost-per-l.OOO listeners of a station. This is what counts."

Doug Humm, Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc., New York, feels that

ratings are a far cry from the answer to station evaluation. "Even

rating services admit that they are a 'sample operation'." Doug says,

"and therefore. I feel, shouldn't be used too matter-of-factly. As an

example, if a buyer asks his research department to give him a stand-

ard table of deviations for a par-

ticular report, he would discoverDthat small differences between

ratings are virtually meaningless.

Take, for example, a sample size

of 300—a 10 rating could have a

I
2 to 1 probability ranging from

\ 6.4 to 13.5." Doug says that if

Ik vou take into consideration the

^^^JpT*' ^^^ number of times a decision is

^gMJl^^^B ^. ^^^ made on a tenth of a rating point,

^^^^^^H jhT ^^^M you can see that buying on pure
^^^^^^" ^* ^^^^ numbers becomes ridiculous.

"Consequently, the other factors must be given serious consideration

—What is the station's position in the community? Will the station

sell the client's product or just deliver copy? How will the commer-

cial be integrated into the program? Is its audience loyal? These are

but a few facts that must be laid out and evaluated when you buy.'"
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TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG
. . . market on the move.'

The nation's biggest retailers are expanding in the

MARKET ON THE MOVE-TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
— offering impressive selections of merchandise to satisfy

the needs of a skyrocketing population. Smart merchan-

dising methods coupled with the most modern store

facilities helped spark the amazing business growth in

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG—NOW IN TOP 30 MAR-
KETS—30th in retail sales, 27th in automotive sales,

29th in drug sales.

Keeping pace with this growth is the station on the move
—WTVT—first in total share of audience* with 30 of

- the top 50 programs*. WTVT with highest-rated CBS
and local shows, blankets and penetrates the MARKET
ON THE MOVE—TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG.

*Latest ARB

Station on the move • • •

WTVT
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

^g) Channel 13

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV WKY-RADIO WSFA-TV
Oklahoma City Oklahoma City Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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For LOCAL Sponsorship— Never Before Such GUESr

The Rosemary!
with the ^^O0Hi-Lo's N

Tennessee Ernie w^ Jane

LJi Dorothy Malone Jost

, ...^^... ^ ..^^ , Carol",. 5

^^ Gene Nelson Charles

Guy Mitchell Hildegard*'

many more guest star ''greats'j!

PREDICTION: a Rosie Future for All Sponsors of These 39 Star-Bright Half He rs

on Film . . . All Made Expressly for Local Advertisers.



grARS GALORE in One Wonderful Film Series!

Clooneys0Show
Son Riddlef^ nd his or^^^stra

{Bj.

'f^% Leigh Tony Curtis

lerrer
>

^
4^'

Julie London ^^^

Cesar RomeroChanning

Curn '^yf Dorothy Kirsten ^j=

(^aboi Boris Karloff

^*> Buster Keaton and

Write, Wire, Phonemca tv
FILM SYNDICATION

Americans No. i Distributor of TV Film Programs

598 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N. Y. • Plaza 9-7500

and principal cities everywhere



results
Products sell on
Bartell Family Radio
because programing
is pointed toward
results. Audiences are
kept alert and respon-
sive by the wonderful
games for family fun
— a built-in results
producer! No passive
listening here. But a
constant panorama of

excitement, compan-
ionship, intelligence—
packaged with show-,
manship, scholarship
salesmanship.

Biggest audiences,
richest audience com-
position are by-prod-
ucts of researched
radio.

Bartell Family Radio
is your must-buy for

BUYERSHIP, for sales

results.

Bartell It. ..and Sell It!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold NatK.nally l)y ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
18 OCTOBER 1958 Media directors on Madison Avenue said this week that they already are feeling the

copyright 1958
effccls of the Current boom in spot tv:

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. »

Stations in some of the bigger markets apparently are getting lax about allowing suf-

ficient time between competing products.

National spot radio should start pick up appreciably and remain good until at

least the end of the year.

Media buyers say that the elections have somewhat complicated their schedules;

but indications are that when the Christmas push starts after 4 November the leavings in

major tv markets will be so slim that radio will get some spill-over in addition to nor-

mal business.

Discount talk that Burnett will switch the Tea Council tv campaign from one

station to another if the accumulative points don't turn out satisfactorily.

John Holland, Tea Council buyer at Burnett, this week told SPONSOR-SCOPE that "any

change in spot schedules is always dictated by how the schedule meets the advertiser's ob-

jectives," as well as the availability of other spots in the market.

The C. J. LaRoche agency this week challenged ABC TV's policy of barring

affiliates from taking products on the co-op section of American Bandstand that are

competitive with products in the network-sold portion of the same afternoon show.

ABC's position is that the protection promised in the network half-hour extends

to the entire hour of Bandstand. One of the clients so protected is Luden's.

LaRoche charged that, because of the network "arbitrary" stand, ABC affiliates in 15

markets may shy away from spot schedules on Bandstand being placed for NECCO
by the agency. WMTW, Mt. Washington, already has cancelled the NECCO schedule.

The challenge was in the form of wires of protest to members of ABC TV's station ad-

visory committee. (NBC, incidentally, has a similar protection policy.)

The drug field has taken up much of the slack this season in network tv result-

ing from Detroit cutbacks.

These figures are a clue to the drug's ever-increasing importance: Last year at this time

drugs accounted for 27 nighttime commercial minutes a week on the three networks.

This fall the count is 41 commercial minutes.

In terms of the number of programs sponsored, last fall it was 12; this season it's 17.

The burgeoning participation of the drug field also applies to network daytime and

spot.

A cold remedy manufacturer this week was negotiating with NBC for his debut

in tv the first of the year as a result of some encounters at the recent convention of

the National Association of Retail Druggists.

As his agency tells the stor) : Whenever he mentioned his 1959 ad campaign to a drug-

gist, the question popped at him was, "but where's television?"

The money for tv is being shifted from print.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE coruim^d

Chicago re|»8 pin bright hopes on the heavy pitching they've been doing at Gen-

eral Mills' honir offioe.

They're looking to the Minneapolis giant and its three agencies to reappraise its stake

in spot tv (the agencies are BBDO, DFS, and Knox-Reeves).

The account this season is heavier than ever in daytime tv.

Women's service magazines have another competitive headache heading tVieir

way from daytime tv:

NBC TV is building up its quota of daytime colorcasting with the idea of luring

business from the fabric, carpet, and fashion fields.

It will be the first major continuing attempt of daytime tv to attract advertisers who
make color a requisite for their women-oriented ads.

The music and news format is beginning to take roots among farm stations.

Two factors that seem to be fostering the trend

:

1) Rural audiences, many farm stations have found, like the same kind of entertain-

ment as urban listeners where the age bracket is comparable.

2) Farm stations geared to the music and news format show up better in urban area

ratings.

(For details, see SPONSOR'S Farm issue, 25 October.)

The electric shaver field still has trouble making a recovery from the sales slump

that hit it during the recent recession.

The outlook for this vear—unless the Christmas business is phenomenal—is about a

30% drop in units sold from the record 6,200,000 in 1957.

Competitive circles in the shaver trade estimate that of all the brands Norelco scored

the biggest increase in market share this year (somewhere between SS^O^I.
The approximate shares of market in 1957 were: Remington, 35.7%; Schick, 22.3%;

Norelco, 17.3%; Sunbeam, 11.6%; and Ronson, 5.7%.

Judging from conversations in the corridors of recent NAB regional meetings, the

problems agitating radio station managers are headed by these four:

1) The competition for spot business created by the networks.

2) Looseness on the part of competive stations in a market in granting national and

regional accounts local rates.

3) Double-billing on advertising involving co-op money (newspapers still are doing it

enough to keep the system alive)

.

4) Rate-cutting via the device of improvising packages at a moment's notice.

Noted one station operator:

"These rate-cutters remind me of the merchant who boasted, 'I may lose money on each

sale, but 1 make it up in volume'."

Compared to 1957, the battle for No. 1 position in shares of audience among ra-

dio network affiliated vs. independent stations in the top 25 markets is practically at

a standstill.

Adam Young's new market-by-market analysis, based on the latest Pulse reports—from

6 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday—shows that the situation hasn't changed much

from a year ago.

Here's a year-to-year tally for the first-placers:

CATEGORY 1952 1956 1957 1958

Network Affiliates 25 12» 4 5

Independent station 10* 21 20

•Network stations were tied with independents for first place in three markets.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE coruinu^.

Though network Iv nighttime programs still are going through their shake-

down period, agency showmen this week discerned certain chies in the early fall ratings.

Broadly speaking, the trends by program types seem to be shaping up thus:

WESTERNS: Group-wise, their ability to deliver a sturdy cost-per-thousand shows no

signs of diminishing. In fact, the holdovers appear stronger than ever, and all but a cou-

ple of the newcomers started at a gallop.

SITUATION COMEDIES: Those with established personalities seem solid; the new
contingent, though, looks somewhat wobbly.

ADVENTURE SHOWS : Only one or two of the new entries shows promise.

STAND-UP COMEDIES: A little too early to tell how they'll hold up.

The tv networks were exceptionally active this past week playing musical chairs

in their station lineups

;

• CBS TV upset the UHF balance in the Connecticut Valley by taking on WTIC-TV,
Hartford, as an affiliate and shuttering its own ultra-high WHCT. This leaves NBC TV's

WNBC as the lone network UHFer in the state. CBS simultaneously raised the basic rate

from $700 to $1,750 (protection is extended to current CBS contracts, however).

• NBC TV tied in with the forthcoming channel 10 in Jackson City to round out its

service in Michigan. (Call letters for the newcomer aren't set yet.)

CBS TV may call it quits with those early morning audience participation

shows—Play Your Hunch and For Love or Money—and resort to personality strips.

It's been a struggle with the two incumbents—programing, rating, and sales-wise.

For the first time the drug-toiletries contingent has a larger representation than

the soap and household cleanser group in daytime network tv.

There are 10 clients in the drug-toiletries category as compared to eight from the soap-

cleanser field. (Foods account for 22 advertisers.)

All told, daytime newcomers this season include Kodak, Pharmaceuticals, Ronson,

Glamorene, U. S. Steel, Heinz, Sunshine Biscuits, Frigidaire, and National Biscuit.

The Readers Digest has retained a research firm to find out whether viewers do
other things while the commercial is on.

The study, to be made by M. H. Wallach, also will prove the degree of concentra-

tion obtained by various types of programs.

Wallach meanwhile is doing qualitative research on program viewing for Revlon, Ford,

and Chrysler, seeking to document via personal coincidental interviews (1) the composi-

tion of the family audience, (2) members of the family not watching, (3) program and

sponsor identification, and (4) use or ownership of the product being advertised.

Agency marketers suggest that tv network presidents put this at the top of their

planning pads: Setting up a project to find out how network advertising can be localized

in terms of merchandising and other sales devices.

What these marketing experts are driving at is this:

• The networks have a lesson to learn from their experience of the past eight months when
a sellers' market became a buyers' market. Their rigidity hurt them.

• Tv network use is much more flexible than it was a year ago, but it isn't flexible

enough. It still doesn't entirely satisfy the advertiser's need for getting the most out of his

dollar in localized situations.

• Now that the networks are moving into a sellers' market, they could insure themselves

against the next business downturn by hiring some experts to blueprint ways to best serve

the client's localized marketing needs.

(For implications of this theme, see national vs. private brands struggle article, 30

August SPONSOR.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE comtiMued...

The makers of nylon cord for auto tires, as a group, have turned to network
radio (C^BS) for an institutional job on tire manufacturers, dealers, and consumers.

The campaign, which starts first of the year, calls for four news units a day plus six

Impacts. Agency: McCann-Erickson.

The tv-radio session at the ANA's coming annual meet in Hot Springs, Va., 9-12

November will stress one old theme and a new one.

The recurrent one: "The responsibility of advertisers in meeting mounting tv costs."

I -over's radio-tv director Howard Eaton has been assigned to talk about it.

The newer subject: The future importance of magnetic tape in tv. Revlon's George
Abrams will be the discussion leader.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan has sprouted something ofifbeat in news packages,

which this week was being appraised by Madison Avenue as at least challenging.

The basic concept: An institutional advertiser would place at NBC's disposal a kitty of

$200-250,000 which the network would draw from to go all-out in airing a news-

break of transcendental stature. The title of the "specials" (whose choice would be left

entirely to the network's news editors) : The Unpredictables.

Chicago agencies are sharpening up a weapon against Madison Avenue compe-
tition: Expanded service.

Media departments of the larger agencies now are manned with a multiplicity of spe-

cialists.

For instance, some media directors have media supervisors for each account or sev-

eral accounts, with a media analyst out of research also available.

Merchandising services likewise are being stepped up and given a lot of attention-

calling in dealings with present and prospective clients.

Acting on an idea from BBDO, ABC Radio is developing a business-type pro-

gram which would have, for instance, a specialized appeal for purchasing agents.

The advertising prospects would be firms that concentrate a big portion of their ad-

vertising money in trade journals.

Contained in the format: General business and individual industry trends, analytical bits

about the stock market, what top corporate management is doing and thinking, how the listener

can get ahead in business, etc.

The program would be scheduled at a time convenient to executives' driving from
office to home.

Take it from knowledgeable admen, tv still has an important educational job to do
at the agency plans board level:

The medium ought to explain why retailers prefer tv over newspapers when it

comes to merchandising.

It could be pointed out to the plans board that over the course of a 26-week campaign

the merchandising tieups engineered by a newspaper rarely come to more than two; however,

during a spot campaign the average station constantly keeps working away at re-

tailers (particularly the chains) not only for inclusion of the product but special displays

besides.

As one agencyman puts it:

If you're not helped in getting your products into a local chain, 40% of your ad dol-

lars are wasted.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 30; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 68; Washington Week, page 65; sponsor

Hears, page 66; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 80; and Film-Scope, page 63.
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First monthly averages

from ARBITRON:

lively IHII

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

rated
New York's

No.l
Independent

and No. 3 among all seven
stations in the nation's

largest market!

Network A 38.4

Network B 25.8

Network C 10.8

Independent D 8.6

Independent E 6.5

Independent F 4.7

ARBITRON. September 1958: Average Quarter-Hour Shares - Signon to Sign-off, Entire WecK.
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DIRECT FROM

I

\\
ECONOMEE'S NEW STAR-SPANGLED RATING WINNER

WEST POINT
//

SCORING FIRST RATINGS like THESE:

BOSTON
BUFFALO
MINNEAPOLIS
CHARLESTON

43.5 PITTSBURGH 52.5
27.7 OMAHA 42.0
32.3 SYRACUSE 33.8
28.2 PROVIDENCE 37.5

SOURCE: ARB AND PULSE

ACTION! GALLANTRY! EXCITEMENT! Individually

or together, these two series with proved audience
appeal pack a selling wallop that will top your com-
petition, hefp increase your sales fast!

\

\

2 POWER-PACKED PRESTIGE SHOV\S



RATING PROVED! ZIV PRODUCED!

ITH UNLIMITED RATING-OPPORTUNITIES!

ALL THE IMPACT OF A 21 GUN SALUTE

Annapolis
QrnRiNr; FIR<>T RATINfi?; I IKF THFRF-SCORING FIRST "RATINGS LIKE THESE:

BOISE 28.6 NEW ORLEANS 49.5
CHARLESTON 33.0 PEORIA 32.5
BUFFALO 26.0 DAYTON 28.4
JACKSONVILLE 31.0 BATON ROUGE 29.1

SOURCE: ARB AND PULSE

TIMELY! VITAL! Win community praise for out-

standing public service. Both series available for

full or alternate sponsorship or as spot carriers to

fit your sales and programming needs.



by Joe Csida

PENETRDT

in

26
COUNTY
Ckflwiet

WRBL-TV

COLUMBUS./ GEORGIA

TRADE AREA

WRBL-TV 25% or better

weekly penetration in all 26

counties.*

Station B 25% or better

weekly penetration in only 9

of 26 counties

Local Newsp. 25% or better

weekly penetration in but 5

of 26 counties

* Plus an additional 12 counties for a

25% weekly penetration of 38 Counties

SOURCE: HAGSTROM TRADE AREA SURVEY

Channel

WRBL-TV

CALL

The HOLLINGBERY CO.

Sponsor
backstage

End of an era

I wish to sing a sad song over the passing of r~^

the oldest live dramatic show on tv, Kraft

Theatre. On Wednesday, 1 October, at the con-

clusion of a colorcast show called "Presumption

of Innocence," via NBC TV, 9 to 10 p.m. EDT,

the Cain's Warehouse wagon figuratively pulled

up to the cheese company's doors, and televi-

sion's first regular dramatic series became history.

Actors and writers no doubt share my mourning. Since 7 May,

1947 when the curtain lifted on the first production, "Double Door,"

4341 thespians picked up Kraft paychecks, and 3000 of these played

two or more Kraft presentations. 2282 of them were ladies, and the

other 2059 males. The 650 scripts purchased for production by

Kraft were a small percentage of the plays the readers plowed through

to weed out the favored 650. I'm told they read 20,045 plays in

their eleven year, five month run. Just to round out production

figures on the historic Kraft vehicle: 5556 sets were designed and

used on the show, both as Kraft Theatre and Kraft Mystery Theatre,

lo which form it segued on 11 June, 1958.

The Kraft drama series holds a number of notable "firsts" in tv

history. It was the first full-hour dramatic show to be televised in

color. It was the first regular weekly dramatic series to go on a full

color schedule. It was the first show telecast over the coaxial cable

to the midwest. And it was the first television program transmitted

via video magnetic tape.

Rebirth of Matinee Theatre

A distinguished dramatic contemporary of Kraft's, Matinee

Theatre, of course, succumbed some months before the Kraft legiter.

It is heartening, and possibly even significant that in its present film

form. Matinee Theatre seems to be coming to new, revived power.

The NBC film division has been peddling the Matinee films, and an

early report is that not only has it been sold to WWJ-TV, Detroit,

but that the Michigan station has already sold it out to eight national

advertisers, including Chase & Sanborn. P&G, Schick and Helene

Curtis for the full twenty-six-week run.

There is other heartening current news for the actors and writers.

John Schallert's Writers Guild of America West report on residual

payments for 1958, and the new American Federation of Television

and Radio Actors' deal with NBC TV on repayments for foreign

showings of American-originated programs should help dry whatever

tears the dramatists and performers may be shedding over the demise

of such shows as Kraft and Matinee.

In the first nine months of this year, Schallert reports, WGAW
collected about $817,000 in repayments for writers from television.

In all of 1957 the writers' union only collected $343,000 in repay-

ments for tv showings. There's no question, as Schallert points out,

that writers will be collecting additional fees from video showings of

their film plays and stories, at the rate of about a million dollars a

\ear, beginning this vear. and continuing for many a year to come.
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M w

This is the kind of hold our station has on people

How do we know that such a bond exists?

How does an advertiser assay it?

Well, the basis lies in the growth of mu-
tual respect throughout the years. We see

it in our mail counts—in our virtually level,

far-superior ratings—in mail and word-of-
mouth commenting gratefully on our com-
mercial and public service programming,
free of triple spots— in the stature of our
veteran personnel in the community.

It warms the cold statistics which our

advertisers must evaluate—our 747,640 TV
homes in 41 counties of 3 states, with their

$3,361,973,000 of annual retail purchases.

Because a great portion of these figures ap-

ply especially to those who communicate
with our advertisers through us.

George P. HoUingbery has other figures

you can evaluate at a glance, too — our
very realistic rate card.

whio-tv
CBS

channelU dayton,

ohio

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People



PUT YOUR MONEY
WHERE THE
BUYING IS!

1
Bert Ferguson T™

Exec. Vice-President,

WDIA w\
Ask ..ur advertisers '-Why

\\1)1 \y and Nuu"ll disc-over:

\\|)1 \ >I,IJ> THE MEMPHIS
M;(,li() M \RKET AS NO OTHER
MEDH M CAM And here are some

facts vou need to know about this

big buying market:

WDIA, only 50.000 watt station

in this area

—

America's only 50,000

watt Negro station—reaches 1.237,-

686 Negroes! Ahnost 10% of the

nation's total Negro population —
with total earnings last year of

$616,294,100!

Negroes make up over 40% of the

Memphis market area! What's more,

this high volume market spends an

average of 80% of its overwhelm-

ing income on consumer goods!

FIRST IN LISTENERSHIP |

And before hev buv, Memphis
Negroes listen—to WDIA! In the

March-April 1958 Nielsen Station

Index, Sunda y through Saturday,
WDIA totaled up s n overwhelming
52% more rating points than the

next-ranking station:

Station Total Rating
Points

WDIA 528.2
Sla. B 337.1
Sta. C 284.1
Sta. D 278.8
Sla. E 137.4
Sta. F 101.3
Sta. G 74.1

WDIA'S year-round national ad-

vertisers include: THE BORDEN
COMPANY . . . PROCTER & GAM-
BLE .. . TEXACO . . . GENERAL
FOODS . . . R. J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO COMPANY.

Through WDIA, you can chan-

nel your sales message directly to

this big buying audience. Write us

today for facts and figures . . .

success stories in your field!

WDIA is represented nationally

by John E. Pearson Company

filtlSAI.DS. JR.,

I Sponsor backstage continued .

If \()u doubt it. just look at the sales success such organizations

as MCA-TV with film packages like the Paramount library, which

MCA-TV has been peddling for a little more than six months. They

guaranteed Paramount $50,000,000 for the library, which contains

something over 700 films, and reports are that they have already
|

grossed some $35,000,000 in leasing the films
(
generally the com-

;

plete library I to stations. And they haven't even exhausted all of

the top markets.

Actors, in the meantime, aren't doing badly either. NBC TV is

writing out checks totalling about $800,000 right now to AFTRA
members for retroactive payments for foreign showings (on either

kinescope or videotape) of some NBC TV shows which have been

sold for showing in other parts of the world.

AFTRA and the network just concluded a deal, whereby NBC
agrees to pay a maximum of 45% in re-payment for performances in

shows sold for telecasting via kinescope or videotape to any foreign

countries. The contract is an interesting one. It divides the world

into six regions I including the U. S. ) and fees are set according to

the current development of television in each of the regions.

More shows going overseas

There is little doubt that with the increasing usage of videotape,

more and more LI. S.-originated shows will be sold to England,

Canada and, as time goes on, more and more foreign countries.

Stars may be the only performers who will not benefit specifically

from this new agreement, since it provides that if a performer is

paid enough over AFTRA scale, and he wishes to waive his rights

to repayment for foreign usage, he may do so.

The NBC TV-AFTRA agreement runs retroactive to June of 1957

and through September of 1960. CBS TV and ABC TV have not

yet signed a similar agreement but there isn't any serious question

that they will.

Repayment for foreign usage or for television showings of proper-

ties originally created for theatre exhibition are certainly in the

province of actor-writer unions. But on occasion segments of these

unions really get carried away with themselves.

I'm talking, of course, about the unprecedented, and, in my

opinion, ridiculous effort of the Chicago local of AFTRA, to attempt

to force network o&o stations to continue certain live Chicago

originations rather than replace them with network programs.

Certainly the efforts of the local to preserve the jobs of its mem-

bers is admirable, but their approach in this case was stupid. They

wrote a formal complaint to the Federal Communications Commis-

sion and both the House and Senate Interstate Commerce Com-

missions. Their claim is that the elimination of such Chicago-based'j

shows as Irv Kupcinet, Johnny Harrington, Jerry Dunphy oOj^^

WBBM-TV; and Norm Barry, Dorsey Connors, Clifton Utley andf^

"Bingo at Home" on WNBQ is against the public interest.

I've got some good friends in Chicago television circles, and some^j

of them are being effected by the further curtailment of local activity,"

but the AFTRA local approach of screaming to Government agencies

is one of the most ill-advised moves I've seen a union make since I

some of James Petrillo's earliest didoes began to help drive the nail
|

into the coffin of the band business.

Certain Congressmen and Senators give the industry enough un- I

necessary headaches without aid from those of us who make our
|

living in the business.
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ST

IN DETROIT

More Detroiters Listen to WWJ

!

Nielsen shows WWJ has more Detroit-area audience (Wayne,

Oakland, Macomb counties— 1,076,500 radio homes) than any
other station all day long:

First— 6:00 AM to 9:00 AM

First— 9:00 AM to Noon

First—Noon to 3:00 PM

First— 3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

More Detroiters Listen to WWJ News!
Nielsen shows WWJ-origi noted newscasts have more Detroit-

area listeners than those of any other station.

• Reach Detroit's believing, buying listeners best with WWJ—the

station that's basic throughout the entire Detroit Metropolitan

Area for adult listeners, for women listeners, for news listeners,

for total audience.

Ask Nielsen!*

m M mW M M M AM and FMWWJ RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

*Nielsen Station Index, tl r\ • ki
July-August 1 958 Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Represeniafives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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/\n4U^^
A NEW CONCEifF

ELEP TROMP E

T' R T L S N
an association of television stations geared for the first time to provii

national spot advertiser with confidence and assurance of accuracy in

local live personalities.

These personalities are known, respected and believed by the local .

ence*. They speak the local language, have a strong responsive follclir

are accepted in the homes—and are daily proving their sales effectivpe

for the /oca/ advertiser'

The national advertiser knows these values*— has wanted to use the ffec

tiveness of these local performers— but until now hasn't had the confii"^^

That confidence can now be a certainty with the TelePrompTer Livi

Network, which currently consists of:

II

,NEW ORLEANS La

'fj.-jr:M

131 Television stations

... in 85 U.S. and 9 Canadian markets

. . . covering 81 % of all U.S. TV homes

All equipped with

the same all new Mod V TelePrompTer
\

the same special TelePrompTer typewriter and paper \

the same network-quality TelePrompTer service.

The TPTLSN is easy to use, economical and provides the national sp

vertiser with more flexibility and local impact than he has ever I

For a complete presentation including details of the two surveys, adv«!5

and their agencies are invited to get in touch with TelePrompter Corpcid-'r

today.
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IN NATIONAL SPOT TELEVISION

Albuquerque, N. M. Corpus
KOATTV KRIS-TV

Atlanta, Georgia " "

WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
•WLW-A

Baltimore, Md.
WJZ-TV

Bangor, Maine

Birmingham, Ala.

•WBRC-TV
Bismarck, N. D.

'KBMB-TV
Boston, Mass.
•WBZ-TV
•WNAC-TV
WHDH-TV

Bristol, Va.

•WCYB-TV
Buffalo, N. Y.

WGR-TV
WBEN-TV

Cedar Rapids, Iowa
WMT-TV

Chattanooga, Tenn.

WFAA-TV
KRLD-TV

Dayton, Ohio
•WLW-D

Daytona Beach, Fla.

WESH-TV
Des Moines, Iowa
WHO-TV
KRNT-TV

Elkhart, Ind.

WSVJ-TV
El Paso, Tex.
KELPTV
KTSMTV

Erie, Pa.

WICU-TV
Flint, Mich.
WJRT

Fort Myers
K-TV

Fort Wayne, Ind.

WANE-TV
WKJG-TV

Fresno, Calif.

KMJ-TV
Grand Junction, Col.

KREX-TV
Green Bay, Wis.

Chico, Calif.

KHSL-TV
Cincinnati, 0.

Colorado Springs
*KKTV

Columbus, Ga.
•WRBL-TV

Columbus, Ohio
WBNS-TV
WLW-C

Harlingen, Texas

* WTIC-TV
* WHCT-TV
WNBC-TV

Houston, Texas
KPRC-TV
KTRK-TV

Huntington, W. V;

Jacksonville, Fla.

•WJXT
WFGA-TV

Johnstown, Pa.
•WJAC-TV

Kansas City, Mo.
KCMO-TV
WDAF-TV

Knoxville, Tenn.
WATE-TV
•WBIR-TV

Lansing, Mich.
WJIM-TV

KNXT
KTLA
KCOP

Memphis, Tenn.
WMCT
WREC-TV

Miami, Florida

WCKT
WTVJ
•WPST

Minot, N. D.

•KXMC-TV
Monroe, La.

KNOETV
Nashville, Tenn.
WSM-TV
WLAC-TV

New Orleans, La.

WNEW-TV
WOR-TV
WPIX

Omaha, Nebraska
WOW-TV
KMTV

Orlando, Fla.

WDBO-TV

Peoria, III.

•WMBD-TV
Petersburg, Va.

WXEX-TV
Philadelphia, Pa.

WCAU-TV
Phoenix, Ariz.

•KVAR

KDKA-TV
WIIC-TV
•WTAE-TV

•WAVY-TV
Presque Isle, Me.
WAGM -TV

Providence, R. I.

"WJAR-TV
Provo, Utah

KLOR-TV
Pueblo, Colo.

KCSJ-TV
Quincy, III.

•WGEM-TV
Rapid City, S. 0.

•KOTA-TV
Roanoke, Va.

WDBJ-TV
WSLS-TV

St. Louis, Mo.

WSUN-TV
Salt Lake City, Utah Ottawa

X Falls, S.O.
•KELO-TV

Springfield, Mo.
*KYTV

Tampa, Florida

WFLA-TV .

Texarkana, Texas
KCMC-TV

Twin Falls, Idaho
KLIX-TV

Valley City, N. D.

•KXJB-TV
Washington, D.C.

*WTOP-TV
W. Palm Beach, Fla.

•WEAT-TV
Wheeling, W. Va.
WTRF-TV

Wichita, Kansas
*KTVH

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

CHCT-TV
Halifax

CBHT
Hamilton
CHCH-TV

Montreal
CBFT

KUTV
San Antonio, Tex.

WOAI-TV
•KONO-TV
KENS-TV

Schenectady, N. Y.

•WRGB-TV
Scranton, Pa.

WNEP-TV

CBOT
Quebec City

CFCM-TV
Toronto

CBLT

A/so have TelePro 6000 rear screen projector

There are 15 additional stations with the TelePro 6000 rear screen projector

For added production values ask about the

TelePrompTer-TelePro Live Spot Package
The unparalleled brilliance of the new TelePro 6000 rear screen projector, its perfect

definition and 85-slides-per-minute changer, has added new and exciting opportunities for

local station production.

The combination of TelePrompTer equipment for letter-perfect performance and the TelePro

6000 projector for production, permit for the first time creative national spot live commercials

that can be identical in multiple markets or custom-designed for local or regional purposes.

TlE!LIElpIFl(Q)MIpIIklfl~——

—

li CORPORATION —

-

311 WEST 43rd ST., New York 36, N. Y., JUdson 2-3800

PHILADELPHIA • WASHINGTON, D. C. • TORONTO • LONDONCHICAGO

SPONSOR • 18 OCTOBER 1958



Soon to be

; 50,ooo
1

watts*

more than ever

^1 1 :;
The Voice of

fei '

\ Alabama

, *5,000 Nighttime

* Representee/ nationally by

Henry i. Christal

fhe Eofbone's

connected to

the Headbone...
Multiply the ears on a couple million heads and

brother you've got an AUDIENCE ... the

kind of audience that every Timebuyer wants

his sales message to reach.

In NORTHEAST PENNSYLVANIA
there's just one \

that commands such
listenership—

INSYLVANIA
5 voice g §£0^

The Travel and Publicity Dept. of Ontario, selected for

their spot radio campaign the top 36 radio stations in the

Northeast and North Central United States to do the job.

The average cost per inquiry for the 36 stations was $1.32—

1(7/ As cost per inquiry 67c—ONE-HALF. A typical example

of the kind of job WILK does for its advertisers.

WILKES-BARRE, PA. Call Avery-Knodel for details.

The only A.B.N. Affiliate in Northeastern Pennsylvania

49th ark

iVIadisok

Regional networks
,

Sincere thanks for the space devoted in

SPONSOR (Sept. 27 issue) to the subject

of regional networks in today's radio.

We enjoyed the privilege of presenting

the Yankee Network position and found

Mr. O'Connell's and Mr. Torney's

comments highly interesting and in-

formative.

SPONSOR is to be commended for the

editorial attention it focuses on such

subjects of basic appeal and applica-

tion. The selection of the topic

"Regional Radio' was timely in view

of radio's longevity and present active

role among today's media.

We were, however, taken aback when

your typesetting of our contribution

inadvertently mislaid three whole dec-

ades of our operation! The Yankee

Network came into being on October

12, 1928 (twenty-eight, not fifty-eight).

Interestingly, the additional date of

January 4, 1923 is memorable for the

fact that five years before Yankee's

founding, the curtain was raised on

the first network-type broadcast in the

history of radio—when WNAC in

Boston, later and still Yankee's Flag

Station, hooked up with the old WEAF
in New York.

To our friends who mentioned the

misprint . . . thanks for reading our

words so carefully; and to our friends

at SPONSOR . . . thanks for recognizing

the 1958 look in Yankee Network

radio!

Proctor Jones

Yankee Network

Boston, Mass.

Typographical error

Upon checking part two of the Septem-

ber 20th edition, which is the Seventh

Annual Negro Market Supplement, if

you look at page 17 you will find a

list of percentage of Negro homes

using daytime radio by hours. On this

page you list twenty cities and the

times they are on the air.

Somehow, you completely neglected

the most important segment of the day

in the largest market in the country

—

Now York City. The hours you neg-

i Please turn to page 28)

18 OCTOBKR 19.S8



^t^^r?/ minute is a

selling minute on WFBM

• First all day*. . . "most listened to" because WFBM
sounds good to Hoosiers! More entertainers, many different

voices, plus a variety of music, give a daily lift to listeners.

12-nian news staffand 3 mobile units handle fast-breaking

local, farm and weather stories with on-the-spot priority . .

.

/
world-wide events get exclusive coverage by WFBM-TIME
Washington News Bureau.

This variety assures an even larger cumulative audience. It's

what you want for saturation spot campaigns!

Check WFBM first—where every minute is a selling minute/

*C. E. Hooper, Inc. ( 7 a. m. - 6 p. m. ) June, 1958

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

to sell the most Hoosiers

I sure your product

is cooking in the hottest pot!
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FOR SALE ... TO THE DISCERMNC TIME
BUYER KJEO-TV serving the billion dollar rich

Fresno and San Joaquin Valley now oflfers you
choice program time segments and excellent 10,
20 and 60 second spots that not only give you low
cost per thousand but will give your clients IN-

CREASES IN SALES! Call your H-R man NOW
for the HOTTEST avails.

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR's COVERAGE
EQUALS THAT OF

NEXT TWO STATIONS*
The amazing coverage superiority of WS\'R is

illustrated by these facts:

• It reaches SO^'o rnore homes than the No. 2

station in Syracuse.

• Its weekly circulation is as great as that of

stations 2 and 3 combined !

That's probably because WSYR attracts the adult,

able-to-buy audience by high quality programming
in all major areas of entertainment and public

NBC in Central New York

WSY R Rtprtitnted

vo»;o«;/k by

HENRY I. CHRISTAl CO.

5 KW SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 570 KC

49th & MADISON
[Cont'd from page 26)

lected to calculate are from 6:00 to

10:00 A.M. The morning hours have

always been the best in radio listening.

I cannot understand how this hap-

pened, and thought 1 ought to call it

to your attention.

Harry Novik, gen mgr.

WLIB, New York
• New York 6:0O to 10:00 a.m. listening fig.
ures were omitted from the Negro Marketing
Supplement through a printing error. The hourly
sets in use fisures (calculated from Pulse) are

Undeserving honor

While we were very flattered to have
H-R included in the list of "Guess
Who?" "truncated patronymns," H-R
is uniquely undeserving of this honor.

This reason is, of all the organiza-

tions listed in SQ-1, H-R is not an
abbreviation. It's the whole, official

name of our rep firm—that's all there

is, there ain't no more. Having said

my little piece, guess I'll truncate this

note right here.

Donald G. Softness

Director of Promotion

H-R Representatives Inc.

Netv York

Butter-nut coffee

In your October 4th article titled "Tea
spots win 1st, 2nd places in radio

vote," we were particularly proud of

the paragraph . . .

"On the Pacific Coast, which has

probably more good radio commer-
cials than any other section of the

country, sectional voting showed a

strong preference for the Butter-nut

Coffee series with its provocative

'What have they got in Omaha?'
theme."

We asked the Blair people about

this award because those Butter-Nut

commercials played only in Southern

California. Whereas, the Pacific Coast

Blair panel extends all the way from

Seattle to San Diego, panelists in San

Francisco, Portland or Seattle never

have had a chance to hear the com-

mercials unless they'd happened to go

to Los Angeles. The Blair people told

us that the vote from Los Angeles and

San Diego was so overwhelming that

it oflfset lack of votes from Northern

California, Oregon and Washington.

So thanks again for your coverage

of the Butter-Nut commercials.

Charles Harding II

Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Co.

Omaha

18 OCTOBER ]9.')!



it's

the
fasliion
to buy

More and more every day,

time buyers are being charmed

by KJugeHadio It's more than just

a matter of style—it's simply that each

Klugeluulw station has a special

flair for producing more results

per dollar in its own market. It's

fashionable to be smart. And you.

smart buy across the nation is

a Kluge^Radio Station:

WEEP
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvai

WKDA

^- of Scotch ^5
tweecJ to wear with sleek tights by

Vera Maxwell. Interlining of non-w<

crease resistant PELLON.



the
Hot

Half
Hour

UWTL
"It's clairvoyant. It's

revealing. It's even

sexy. Go to your nearest

bookstore and tell 'em

Groucho sent you."

— GROUCHO MARX
S5.95 at your bookstore

CRITERION BOOKS, INC.

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Centrol Ohro)

WHTN
TV

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., While Plains, !\. Y., is going into major mar-

kets throughout the country to advertise its new product, Tang, an

orange concentrate. The campaign is just starting to build now and

should be in full swing by mid-November. Minute announcements

during both daytime and nighttime slots are being purchased.

Length of schedules and frequencies vary from market to market.

The buyer is Polly Langport; the agency is Young & Rubicam, Inc.,

New York.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., Hoboken, N. J., is initiating a campaign in

70 Northern markets for its tea. The schedules start this month, run

for six to seven weeks. Minutes and 20's during nighttime segments

are being aired; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is
_,

Tom Comerford ; the agency is Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York. I

Bourjois, Inc., New York, is lining up schedules in various markets

for the Christmas push for its Evening in Paris Perfume. The short-

term campaign starts 1 November. Minute announcements during

early and late night segments are being purchased; frequency varies

from market to market. The buyer is Anita Wasserman; the agency

is Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising, New York.

RADIO BUYS
Hamilfon Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., is initiating its fall (

paign for its watches. The schedules start 20 October for eight weeki

Minutes during daytime slots are being lined up. Frequency dependf

upon the market. The buyer is Don Heller; the agency is N. ^

Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia.

Chap Stick Co., Division of Morton Mfg. Corp., is planning a cal

paign in top markets to promote its Fleet's Chap Stick and Chap-Anw

The 13-week schedule starts 23 October. Minute announcements

during daytime slots are being scheduled; frequency varies from

market to market. The buyer is Anita Wasserman; the agency is

Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising, New York.

Lehn & Fink Products Corp., New York, is preparing a campaign

for its Lysol disinfectant. The schedules start this month, run for

four weeks. Minute announcements during daytime periods are being

bought; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Jay

Schoenfield; the agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc., New York, is scheduling announce-

ments in major markets for its Pertussin. The schedules start mid

to late October, depending upon the market, run for eight weeks.

Minutes during daytime periods are being used, with frequencies

varying. The buyer is Judy Bender; the agency is McCann-Erickson,

Inc., New York.

18 OCTOBER l^^f?
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-soi-"*

Noble King Arthur, his lovely Guinevere ... the romantl

Sir Lancelot and heroic knights of the fable

Round Table! Here are personalities that are belove

legends . . . known from the great classic that thd

whole world grows up on . . . and never outgrows. Now^

recreated in a splendid TV tapestry ofi

chivalry and courageous exploits . . 1
THE ADVENTURES OF S/R LANCELOT is I

series that is PRESOLD to every
{

member of the family becausjj

of its vivid emotiona

appeal. Here is
j

potent prestig

selling spot fo

any product!'

30 films available.

ie A6\/^tdfel^sii5 Uncelot
SYNDICATK

see that The Adventures of Sir Lancelot gets

. Baltimore

Baton Rouge

Buffalo

rieston, S. C.

Cincinnat

Colorado Springs

Denver

Detroil

hicago 45.8%
cinnati 50.3%

Minneapolis-St.Pau

Philadelphi;

Rocheste

Springfield,

Syra(

" B period.

City Audience

Erie 76.1%
isno 58.3%
Dhis 42.1%
kee 67.0%
^aul 37.2%
)hia 52.0%
ster 64.1%
3ity 73.3%
ane 59.2%
Mo. 74.6%
use 67.4%

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. ^SSESf^
25 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • PLaza 7-0100 F



''The CBS Television Networii

commands 6% larger average

nighttime audiences than last yev;

27% larger than the second netwck

29% larger than the third\ .

.

reaches the largest audiences

5 out of 7 nights a week\ .

.

broadcasts 6 of the top 10

nighttime programs, .

.

delivered 7 of the 10



You can draw any number of conclusions from the earliest reports

on the new season, and each of them would make a delightful

success story about the CBS Television Network.

You could say the audiences for the Network's programs are larger

this year because the total television audience has grown.

You could say the reports are the result of sound program planning

coupled with an unprecedented drive to make the audience aware

of the Network's program schedule.

You could say the Network is merely reaping the rewards of a

long-established reputation for creative program leadership and

that the audience tunes first to its programs out of sheer habit.

You could also say it is far too early in an intensely competitive

season to spot a decisive trend in network leadership.

Or you can call it all a happy accident.

It must be very reassuring to CBS Television Network advertisers,

however, that it is an accident that happens with such frequency.

*Trend«x. Oct. 1-7 **Trendex. Sept. 6-Oct. 7

(Multi-City Arbitron in treneral agrees

with Trendex. but credits the CBS Television

Network with bigger audiences, bigger leads

over other networks, and 7 of the top 10)



for 312,830 Carolina families wJ

listen weekly during daytime to am

of America's all-time great stations.



^SPONSOR
1 8 OCTOBER 1958

^ &R media buyer Ti

^ Precision and minute attention to detail mark today's

spot buys: campaigns are custom-built, custom-tailored

^ SPONSOR herewith tells the step-by-step story of

Y&R's new White Owl cigar saturation spot radio drive

I his week, as station managers in

'Iroves were visiting agencies to sell

tlie gospel of spot, and as agencymen
for their part busily were cranking out

i^atnpaigns, a Young & Rubicam execu-

ii\e cogently remarked:

"Spot is a misleading word. It

makes you think of something small,

something simple. But, oh brother!

Spot today is the custom-built medium.

You engineer a spot campaign like a

fine car — carefully, by hand. It's

precision work for precision results.

I wonder how many fellows in the

business really understand that?"

As the Y&R executive was saying

this, his own agency was putting the

finishing touches on a campaign of ra-

dio spots for White Owl cigars. The

job involves about 75 stations in 25

markets—and is very welcome to radio

because it marks the return of General

Cigar to spot.

Yet—attesting to the truth of the

quote above—the planning and launch-

ing of this typical campaign involved a

small army of agency people, long

hours of conferences both within the

agency and with the client, decisions

and counter-decisions, a goodly batch

of creative work, and finally the me-

chanics of ordering and confirming.

To show the scope of this job,

SPONSOR herewith retraces the White

Owl campaign step by step. Hundreds

of times over the coming months, the

18 OCTOBKR 1958



j-aiiie ihiiij;— witli iiiinor variations

—

will occur whenever a sponsor decides

to go hunting for business with the

rifle-like precision of spot. This is the

White Owl experience:

The campaign had its actual begin-

ning about mid-August, when General

Cigar and Y&R planned a special pro-

motion for White Owl: a special six-

pack selling for the price of the usual

five-pack. General Cigar, which last

year spent more than $1,223,000 in

measurable media on both White Owl

and Robert Burns cigars, wanted espe-

cially strong impact among men for

the promotion.

At Y&R, four men sat down to plan

media recommendations to General

Cigar. They were account supervisor

Hadley P. Atlass; contact man Bill

Whittemore; merchandising man Os-

car Lubow ; and media buyer Tom
Viscardi. After considerable discus-

sion, Y&R's White Owl account team

recommended an unusual media plan.

The plan was to combine newspaper

ads, running on Tuesday and Friday,

with heavy spot radio on Tuesday and

Friday. The radio end of the cam-

paign would involve one-minute and

20-second spots, running early morn-

ing and late afternoon, to catch the

biggest male radio audience. On the

basis of the budget allotment, Y&R
recommended saturation campaigns in

the 25 markets General Cigar wanted

B"

HOW A SPOT CAMPAIGN IS TAILOR-MADE: THE RECEN

1

Genesis of White Owl spot campaign spaiked

by Y&R acct. group including Hadley P. Atlas,

acct. supervisor; contact man Bill Whittemore;

merchandising man Oscar Lubow: and media

buyer Tom Viscardi. They weijili (li(ni'- n

quirements, then 1) draw up ^utiLi -i. d li-i •<\

tnarkets, 2) then they choose ttniiiiM ni.ih,

Clienl gets the campaign proposals for his

consideration. After studying them, he makes

whatever revisions necessary and returns the

approved package to contact man Whittemore

Spot, along with other

actively into the pictur

forwards the approved me

to media buyer Viscardi. These t

the strategy, and the campaign is

tactics. Here media buyer Viscardi. witl

assistant buyer Al Ward, check sights

William E. (Pete) Matthews, media relation

Personal talk by rep salesman fills in

barebones of availabilities list which he

delivers to Jones. Good liaison of this type

is vital to smoothness of spot operations 8
Digest of availabilities, market

by market, is put into folders by

Jones and his assistant so media

buyer Viscardi can study them 9
Key step in buying process conm

when Viscardi and Ward go ov.

possibilities, pick the 75 stations

2.S markets to carry White Owl spo



most to reach for its new promotion.

Within a week, the approval came

back—with some changes—from Gen-

eral Cigar. While the commercial it-

self was being written, the Y&R media

team went into action.

First, contact man Bill Whittemore

(Y&R prefers the title "contact man"
to the traditional "account executive")

took the list of markets to Tom Vis-

cardi, media buyer on White Owl (as

well as Peils beer) . Together they dis-

cussed the media and merchandising

strategy; Viscardi then started the job

of lining up the stations.

The next step in the process involved

Y&R's unique spot radio/tv media co-

ordination unit. The unit, devised by

Y&R two years ago, serves several pur-

poses:

1) Ray Jones, coordinator of spot

broadcast media, and his assistant,

Eleanor Fetzer, serve all Y&R media

buyers by checking reps for availabili-

ties. This relieves Y&R's "all-media"

buyers from routine phone calls to

reps, and gives them more time to

spend studying availabilities.

2) Jones and Fetzer also serve in

another way. If a rep with a "hot"

availability calls, the spot coordination

unit knows which media buyer is in

the position to use it effectively.

3) Finally, for Y&R clients with

{Please turn to page 54)

^TEP-BY-STEP GROWTH OF WHITE OWL'S DRIVE

5
Start of buying process itself is made when

Viscardi turns over market list to Raymond E.

Jones, the coordinator of spot breadcast media.

Key point of Jones' assignment is to get the facts

i

^
.

)-. " -^^^^p ^

Hj^Hj^HHHP^ :>
^^^W^

10
Ordering the lucky stations is Ward's task. It's all

done by phone—Ward's call to the reps; and the

reps' relay of the word to their stations. Confirma-

tions will be mailed to Y&R same day by stations

6
Inquiries to station reps on availabilities begin.

Jones, aided by assistant Eleanor Fetzer, phone

rep offices to save time; reps, in turn, have to

respond quickly so information won"t go stale

OaiERAl CIQAR
white cwl
ijco radio spot RBCOHDED
speclil offer
RCPO: 2O10

11

COItlERCIAL ifeO-12tt

SANTOS ORTEQAt (BREATHLESS PANTINO) Tou got aiQr left?

CCN BRIOOS: Tcv mean the special Vlhite Owl flTS packT

" ORTBQAt That's the one. The a<j aajrs 1 pay ragular ft-

Commercial shown here—numbering about 165 words—is the

only thing the audience will ever hear about the complicated

spot process. White Owl's object is to advertise a special six-

pack during male listening peaks via saturation tactics with spots



Schaefer's score: 98% of tv audienccjii

^ After nine years of Dodger baseball sponsorship,

Schaefer strategy this year switched to time-check spots

^ Saturation campaign in television and radio built new

slogan plus healthy sales record for New York brewery

WW hen, towards the end of this

month, the subject of Standard Time

becomes newsworthy, the thought

"Schaefer beer" will cross several mil-

lion minds on the East Coast.

Interestingly enough, this massive

product plug, though possibly sublim-

inal, will accrue to Schaefer Brewing

Co., Brooklyn, at no cost. The total

impact stands as a tribute to a smart

campaign that was created from

scratch, but went on, in a few months,

to become a part of the language.

The association between Schaefer

and the time stems from a clever word

play that forms the backbone of

the brewery's current campaign. The

hinge on the current commercials—the

time; the slogan
—"The correct time is

— o'clock. Eastern Daylight Schaefer

Time."

If ever the term "saturation" fitted a

campaign, the mantle fits here. A spe-

cial study by the ARB in mid-May of

the Schaefer schedule, showed that on

tv alone, the campaign was getting into

98.5% of all tv homes in the metro-

politan area on an average of 4-plus

times a week! At that time few other

advertisers, in any product category,

were getting similar saturation.

And as if this weren't dramatic

enough, a concurrent saturation spot

campaign is running on radio, at the

rate of about 200 spots a week, con-

centrated primarily on weekends, when
the tv audience trends down, radio,

particularly out-of-door, trends up.

Schaefer is traditionally a heavy air

media user. It has been, furthermore,

strongly identified with baseball, spe-

cifically the erstwhile Brooklyn Dodg-

ers. For some nine consecutive years,

including the 1957 season, the brewer

sponsored the Dodger games on both

radio and tv.

Last year, for instance, the brewer

bought a 23-station radio network, ex-

tending through New York, Massachu-

setts, Connecticut and Pennsylvania to

carry the games. At the same time an

imposing 103 games were carried on tv.

The tv schedule was deemed sufficient,

but the radio activity was boosted with

the addition of extra spots, particularly

during no-game days, and out-of-door

periods, a peak radio listener time.

This comfortable, steady, efficient

routine was abruptly changed last fall

when Walter O'Malley, Dodger presi-

dent, announced that the team had a

new home—Los Angeles. Schaefer,

with distribution in 14 states along the

Eastern seaboard, was, of course, no

longer interested in sponsorship.

A planning meeting between brew-

ery officials and account personnel at

BBDO, devised a new ad program for

195B. Essentially it boiled down to

more investment in air media, using tv

spots in the metropolitan New York
market and syndicated film shows else-

where, and radio spots over-all.

The basic theme, it was decided,

would be time signals together with a

jingle with the words: "Right about

here wouldn't you like a beer; and your

kind of beer is Schaefer?" Addition-

ally the phrases "Your kind of beer,"

and "Real beer" are used in the jingles

and spots.

The spots began early this year.

Both 60's and lO's were (and are)

used on radio. In the 60's there is a

time break, with some copy, and the

entire jingle. The lO's, not being long

enough to permit all of this, use the

music from the jingle under the an-

nouncer doing the time break. On tv

60's, 20's and ID's were set, using the

live time announcement, the jingle and

animated, humorous cartoons, in the

60's, less in the shorter spots.

In April the company decided to

heavy-up the promotion for two rea-

sons: it had a striking new package

design, and summer is, traditionally,

the peak period of beer consumption.

It was recalled that the months of Day-

light Saving Time coincided almost ex-

actly with heavy beer drinking months,

and the idea for the slogan "Eastern

Daylight Schaefer Time" was born.

Both were added to the campaign

which was expanded considerably for

the summer.

The current schedule goes like this:

in metropolitan New York 40 spots a

week are used on three stations—
WRCA-TV. WCBS-TV and WABC-TV.
These are run, where possible, in prime !

( ks, Schaefer uses 20's, ID's and minutes. This sequence, fn

I >irikes the door opens and a flock of cuckoos fly out. Cl(

lull
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jnes a week
time, to catch the maximum number
of tv viewers. Radio, on the other

hand, is selected to complement tv by

using non-prime tv time, particularly

early evenings and weekends when,

during the summer, the out-of-home

audience is highest. In the metro N. Y.

market about 200 spots a week, both

60's and lO's are run on 9 stations.

Outside of New York the same ra-

dio spots are used on upwards of 115

stations throughout the 14-state mar-

keting area, whereas the tv activity is

primarily syndicated shows. In four

markets the show currently is Flight;

in three others it's Silent Service, while

one carries the Don Ameche Show of

the Week.

New York has the spot schedule, as

opposed to syndicated programing, ex-

plains John Nemesh, Jr., Schaefer ad

manager, because of the clearance

problems. In New York prime hours

are blocked, mostly, by network shows.

"After considering the matter at

some length," Nemesh recalls, "we de-

cided to use spots in the New York
area because the large number of chan-

nels (seven) and the vastness of the

market make spots about the only rea-

sonable way to reach the broadest seg-

ment possible of the over-all market."

Schaefer puts about half its total ad

budget into air media, the balance

mostly into outdoor and newspapers.

Of the air media portion, about two-

thirds goes for tv, the rest into radio.

Tv is used year-round in all areas,

though on a reduced basis; with the

end of Daylight Schaefer Time, for in-

stance, the New York spots will be cut

from 40 to 30 weekly. Radio is used

in most markets year-round.

Both Nemesh and John Johns, BBDO
account executive, believe in heavy

merchandising. Distributors and their

salesmen are pre-sold with previews of

shows in their markets, together with

figures on audience and frequency, and
an introduction to promotional mate-

rial to be used in outlets selling beer.

Stations also participate in this.

"If we use merchandising properly,"

Nemesh explains, "we get our sales-

men enthused about the advertising

and this helps them in their selling.

Too often, salesmen forget about things

they are not directly concerned with.

(Please turn to page 78)
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This is what 52 announcements (worth $1,200 at comni
in Brockton, Mass., sponsored by Station WBZ, Bostoi

es) did for a charity party

the crowd numbered over 35,000

^ Four-day saturation cam-
paign mostly in non-prime
time via a single station, draw
almost half a city's population

In a four-day campaign, what kind

of saturation will bring out over

35,000 people through the use of a

single radio station? How many min-

utes? At what times of day?

The crowd scene above is a dramatic

finale to just such a campaign. In the

picture is part of the turnout to a char-

ity block party held on Legion Park-

way in Brockton, Mass., on the night

of 26 Sept. (The total population of

Brockton is about 75,000.)

The party was the public service

product of a single radio station

—

WBZ, the Westinghouse Broadcasting

outlet in Boston. It aired its first an-

nouncement during a station break at

6:30 a.m. on Tuesday, 23 Sept., just

four days before the big event.

Here was the WBZ formula, which

called for the equivalent of $1,200 of

commercial time:

Between 6:30 a.m. on Tuesday and

8:30 p.m. on the night of the party, a

total of 52 announcements was aired

(34 minutes and 18 station breaks).

Of especial significance to adver-

tisers and timebuyers is the fact that

of the 52 announcements only a half

dozen were slotted in so-called "prime

time" (7 to 9 a.m., 4 to 6 p.m.).

Equally significant is the fact that

23 announcements (or nearly half)

were broadcast in nighttime between

7 and 10:20 p.m. WBZ, like all mem-
bers of the WBZ station group, tries to

pack nighttime with power through its

Program PM.
The day-by-day scheduling of the

promotional announcements breaks

down as follows:

Tuesday: Morning, two announce-
ments; afternoon, three; night, seven.

Total 12.

Wednesday: Morning, two; after-

noon, four; night, four. Total 10.

Thursday: Morning, five; afternoon,

six; night, eight. Total 19.

Friday (final day) : Morning, four;

afternoon, three; night, four. Total 11.

Beneficiary of the WBZ Good Neigh-

bor Block Party was the Old Colony
Association for Mental Health, pres-

ently engaged in a $100,000 fund-rais-

ing drive for the construction and
maintenance of a child guidance clinic

and mental health center in Brockton
to serve southeast Massachusetts. It

was selected in a WBZ listener write-in

contest naming favorite charities which
drew more than 2,000 letters.

Brockton police chief Joseph Wright
says the affair was the biggest town
turnout in 20 years. The story of the

WBZ Good Neighbor Block Party is

one of public service, but the implica-

tions for advertisers using radio ad-

vertising are self evident. ^



sight. A familiar scene at many grocery, drug, department and other stores

Absence of salesman means that shopper has no one to talk to or influence

Displays are important to sell these "lonely shoppers" on new products or

utried brands. Keep your displays simple, uncluttered, easy to understand

Self servi
I

^ With salesmen disappear-

ing from many retail fields,

the value of point of sale mer-
chandising is greater than ever

before in history. Brands sup-

ported by strong point of pur-

chase radio/tv displays have
reported sales up 50-100%

I he importance of brand activation :

and dominance at the point-of-pur-

chase has been growing in proportion i

to the rapid expansion of self-servic«

retailing and merchandising.

That tv and radio people are increas-*;

ingly aware of the importance of acti-

vation and dominance for advertisers'
'

brands at the point-of-purchase is re-

flected in two reports made by the mer-'

chandising and promotion group ing

BBDO's Marketing Department.

In 1957, all tv and radio stations in i

the top 150 markets (ranked accord-

ing to total retail sales) were contacted

in order to secure details of merchan-

dising plans which guarantee display

at the point-of-purchase for an adver-

tiser's brand. 189 stations indicated

they had a display plan of one kind or

another which was used.

This check was repeated in 1958.

The number had risen from 189 to 223

stations with various point-of-purchase

display plans for advertisers' brands,

an 18% increase in one year's time.

The number of stations offering dis-

play and promotion plans will prob-

ably increase as we move out of the

period which some termed a recession

earlier in the year. Others will polish

and perfect present plans.

This discussion will be confined to

possible sales stimulation functions

which might be utilized by tv/radio

advertisers with displays.

Only selling tool in many fields
'

First, perhaps, it should be recog-

nized that advertising in its various

forms is today the only consumer sell-

ing tool available in many retail fields.

More than eight out of ten of the dol-

lars spent in grocery outlets are now

said to be spent in self-service stores.

Almost every new drug store is a self-

18 OCTOBER 1958



its premium on radio/tv displays

service store. More and more variety,

hardware, and auto accessory stores

are arranged for self-service as are

more and more departments in depart-

ment stores.

As self-service, or self-selection, has

spread from the grocery field to other

lines of retailing, personal selling at

retail has become less and less impor-

tant. Conversely, advertising in its

several forms has become more impor-

tant—consumer advertising in national

and local media to do the pre-selling

Job and packaging and point-of-pur-

chase activity to close the sale when

consumers are finally exposed to a

product and its competitors at a time

and place a purchase can be made.

Consumer advertising can be more

important than ever before in perform-

ing the pre-selling job, in establishing

an awareness for a brand, in putting a

brand uppermost in the minds of con-

sumers, and on the tip of their tongues

when they think of a specific product

category. But, having a brand on the

tips of consumers tongues in self-

service outlets where there isn't any-

one to ask for the product isn't much
help in selling the product.

Brand awareness and brand accept-

ance need to be on the tips of the fin-

gers of today's self-service shoppers in

order to make them reach for a certain

brand rather than for a competitive

brand. Consumer advertising can do a

great deal to create finger tip brand

awareness and acceptance. But, when
several brands in a category have

equal, or almost equal, quality, similar

prices and finger tip brand awareness,

the activated brand with greatest domi-

nance at the point-of-purchase fre-

quently wins consumer selection.

Almost all stations offer some sort of

merchandising assistance, from jumbo
postcards to the trade on up and down.

While any extra-curricular activity on

the part of stations is welcomed by

most advertisers, merchandising pluses

which help a brand dominate at the

point-of-purchase and help convert fin-

ger tip brand awareness into sales is

most sought after.

Two types of sales stimulation

From the advertiser's point-of-view,

there are two approaches to this area

of sales stimulation,

1. to take advantage of any point-

of-purchase merchandising ac-

tivities available from the vari-

ous stations on a schedule and,

2. to plan point-of-purchase activity

through an advertiser's own sales

or merchandising organization to

take advantage of the pluses in

scheduled tv/radio advertising in

order to secure brand dominance

at the point-of-purchase.

Examples of point-of-purchase mer-

chandising offered by some stations

are well known and range from the

"Chain Lightning" type where time is

bartered for displays to the "Feature

Merchandising" type which utilizes a

crew, usually women, to detail stores,

police stocks and secure point-of-pur-

chase, dominance for advertised brands

through better shelf position or front-

age point-of-purchase display material,

shelf extenders and the like.

Many stations have reported out-

standing success for brands utilizing a

station's point-of-purchase assistance.

A West Coast station sets up dis-

plays in a supermarket and then runs

a half hour audience participation

show near the store during the week.

One chain in which this program has

been run estimates that after every

broadcast in one of its stores some

75% of the audience from the parking

lot comes in to take advantage of spe-

cially priced items offered on the pro-

gram. A syrup manufacturer reports

selling 80,000 jars a month before pro-

moting it on its program. Volume has

since said to have risen to 250,000 jars

a month.

Another West Coast station-spon-

sored display program influenced one

chain to order a six months supply of

margarine to support the promotion.

This stock was reported sold out with-

in ten days after the displays were

installed. An evaporated milk on the

same program is said to have sold 200

cases in a few weeks, more than three

months volume of all brands of evap-

Personalizing helps. Display material

that features names and faces of well-

known radio/tv personalities has prov-

en its plus values in in-store selling

orated milk carried in the store.

On the East Coast, a food broker ad-

vises that a radio station's displays in-

creased sales of a cereal item by more
than 50%. A chain operator reports

an 85% increase in the sale of a cof-

fee receiving the station's display as-

sistance. In another chain a beer ob-

tained a 100% increase in sales for a

period of one week during which radio

station displays were furnished.

A dog food obtained an 85% in-

crease in product movement over pre-

vious weekly sales with the use of radio

station display material in another area

and a sugar obtained a sales increase

for an eight inonth period exceeding

100% in many of its outlets.

The important thing is to get point-

of-purchase dominance for brands well

and properly pre-sold through good

consumer advertising. And it might

well be pointed out that this brand and

product dominance is also important

for brands and products in lines where

[Please turn to page 79)
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BEHIND THE RATING SYSTEMS—PART V

Hooper riding tlie big radio boom
^ Oldest rating service is expanding in all directions as

advertiser interest in the medium of spot radio increases

^ In past three years has doubled the cities it reports;

is adding market research and other qualitative data

What Hooper Surveys: The radio audience

in 175 cities (10 more are to be added: see

story).

Kinds of reports: Radio Audience Index

published monthly for 60 markets: shoivs

sets-in-use, share oi audience and ratings.

Radio Hooperatings, a continuing measure-

ment of audiences, published quarterly for

above 60 markets and at varying intervals

lor about 115, contains sets-in-use. share,

ratings, program titles.

Technique: Duplex coincidental by tele-

phone. Only exception are car studies where

personal coincidental is used.

Extras: Car Radio, surveyed on order of

clients: includes sets-in-use, share, ratings,

audience composition in cars. Business Es-

tablishment Radio Listening, also produced

on order; covers tune-in at such places as

barber shops, dentist offices, grocery stores,

cleaning establishments, beauty parlors. New

extra services to be added {see story) are:

market research, radio audience studies of

composition by age groups, listener impres-

here probably exists no better

proof of radio's vigor today than the

vitality of the rating service firm that

has been measuring its audiences since

]934_C. E. Hooper, Inc., of New York

City and Norvvalk, Conn.

At no time—not even in that period

of the 40's often referred to as '"ra-

dio's hey-day"—was the Hooperating

reported for as many markets as it is

right now. At that time they never

broke through a list of more than about

80 cities ; during the past year Hooper

has reported on 175.

Effective this month, 10 more cities

are being added to reports. By this

time next year, according to Frank G.

Stisser, 30-year-old president of the re-

search firm, they should be reporting

on 200 markets.

Here are some other indications of

work: W. Bruce McEwen (1), executive v.p., and Frank G. Stisser, president, study current radio reports in the New York office

\' they head—C. E. Hooper, Inc. Stisser, former insurance salesman, came to Hooper to sell group policy, stayed to become president

w4\



Hooper expansion which in turn reflect

the avid interest of advertisers in the

medium of radio:

• In Norwalk, a new Hooper re-

search center is due for completion in

December at a cost of about $150,000.

• In New York, the firm is about to

double its office space.

• A. W. Harding, 22 years with

General Mills where he was director of

nesearch, has just joined Hooper as

vice president and its director of re-

:?earch. Harding, who also is vice presi-

,dent of the American Marketing Asso-

.ciation, will be heading up a new

Hooper service in market research.

• For the first time, in a major way.

Hooper is about to explore the qualita-

itive side of radio ratings with audi-

(fuce composition breakdowns by age

i^^egments as well as reports on listen-

•ers' reactions to individual stations and

iheir programing.

• Increasing coincidental measure-

snents of the out-of-home radio audi-

4ence through car and business estab-

Jishment surveys.

What significance do these develop-

jnents hold for the radio advertiser, his

agency and the broadcaster? The an-

swer lies in details of the new services.

For example, a timebuyer may now

3ook forward to a twice-a-year Hooper

report on audience composition, not

.(inly by "men, women, teenager, chil-

•dren" breakdown but by sexes within

lO-year age groups. Thus, if an audi-

lence to a certain program shows up

Jo be predominantly within the 60 to

70 age group, it is a safe bet that this

is the wrong spot for the advertiser of

Ibaby foods. Surveys for this new serv-

ice have been going on in many mar-

kets since April; once the base is estab-

lished, all of the reports will be pub-

ilished semi-annually.

"Station image" has become, in the

industry, a source of increasing inter-

est to media people who tend to won-

THE RATINGS SERIES

This series which began last month
is scheduled in following issues:

The Pulse 20 Sept.

ARB 27 Sept.

Trendex 4 Oct.

Videodex 11 Oct.

C.E. Hooper (this week) 18 Oct.

A. C. Nielsen 1 Nov.

HERE'S HOW THE HOOPER
TECHNIQUE WORKS

The technique employed by C. E. Hooper, Inc. k called a tele-

phone duplex coincidental — "coincidentar' because the intervietv

takes place while the listener is listening and "duplex" because

after the listener has identified the show he is now hearing, he

is then asked to recall what he may have heard up to 15 minutes

before. The sample is a random one, selected by Hooper mathe-

matically from the phone directory. About 40,000 interviewers place

about 60 calls an hour, send reports to Norwalk headquarters at

the end of every day's survey.

Nothing is left to chance; interviewers are constantly checked

on by Hooper city supervisors, district supervisors, and three field

heads from Norwalk who travel 400 cities constantly keeping in

touch with interviewers there. At Norwalk production center, the

ivork of each interviewer is processed separately with IBM equip-

ment. This interviewer's work is then checked against that of each

of the others in her city for discrepancies that might point to

faulty work. Interviewers must list exactly what respondents tell

them even if they know replies are wrong. The staff at Norwalk

checks dial readings against call letters and programs.

der what lies behind the decimal point

in a station rating. Now the Hooper

firm intends to delve into listener ideas

of a station's profile and the reasons

behind their critiques. From such

qualitative reports media buyers will

have a guide to what stations consti-

tute the ideal showcases for their com-

mercials. Broadcasters can use the

same information to maintain or alter,

through programing, the public images

their stations have created.

The new market research program

upon which the ratings company has

embarked will offer to advertisers and

ad agencies such varied services as

product testing, brand preferences and

brand awareness, field surveys, distri-

bution studies—indeed almost every-

thing in market reports can be bought

from this branch of Hooper.

"We've done market research proj-

ects sporadically for about five years,"

explains Frank Stisser, "but in the last

two years it has become increasingly

important. Now we are doing it as a

full service."

Behind the move is a staff of some

40,000 well-trained Hooper interview

ers across the nation who represent a

$1 million investment over the past

score of years. It has been established

that they have been able to hold re-

spondents on the other end of a tele-

phone wire for as long as three-quar-

ters of an hour in conducting depth

surveys. "We intend to use these ex-

perts at their maximum capacity from

now on," Stisser says. With a market-

ing veteran like Al Harding directing

their efforts, the Hooper organization

expects to parlay the market research

arm into a major operation.

Within the past year, Hooper has

conducted car radio coincidental sur-

veys in about 15 cities. With the

awareness of the tremendous out-of-

home radio audience, the significance

of such studies is self evident. The car

surveys are done on special order from
cHents; they are one form of Hooper

survey in which the telephone is not

used. Car radio reports are entirely

the product of personal coincidental.

The first Hooper car survey Avas con-

ducted in San Francisco in 1952.
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C. E. Hooper, colorful and con-

troversial figure in broadcasting

for tuo decades, died in Decem-

ber 1954 when fie fell into the

uhirling prop of an air boat

while duck hunting on Great Salt

Lake, Utah.

It was Hooper who developed

the telephone coincidental meth-

od of measuring radio back in

the early '30's. His Hooper Rat-

ings became the symbol of success or failure for radio shows and

top stars were often paid on the basis of their "Hoopers." Said

Don Parsons, of Super Market Institute, about Hooper, "He
wrote his name large in advertising and research history . .

."

Interviewers for car radio surveys

are usually male college students or

off-duty policemen. They conduct their

interviews at traffic-light intersections

along main arteries leading into and

out of the downtown business districts

of cities. When a car is halted by the

light, the interviewer steps up and
asks, "Is your car radio turned on

right now?" "Have you a car radio

in working order?" (If answer to first

question was "No"). "To what sta-

tion are you listening?" and (if neces-

sary) "What is the reading on your
dial and what is the program that you
are hearing?"

For a car survey, the sample for

each reported hour Monday through

Friday usually is about 500 radio-

equipped autos. The information with-

in a car report includes, by hourly

time segments, the sets-in-use, rating

and share-of-audience for each station.

It also includes the audience composi-

tion of each car. Because the car sur-

veys require on-the-spot interviewers

rather than phone interviewers, they

are generally the most expensive of

Hooper surveys.

To further measure the out-of-home

radio audience, Hooper produces a

market-by-market audience index on

radio listening in business establish-

ments. This is a telephone coincidental

survey, differs only from a regular

Hooperating report for in-home listen-

ing in that its sample is selected from

the Yellow Pages of the telephone di-

rectory instead of from the white pages.

It covers listening in barber shops,

beauty parlors, cleaning establishments,

dentist offices, drug stores, florists,

groceries, liquor stores and service sta-

tions. Such reports have been turned

out by the firm for about three years.

An interesting sidelight is the fact they

consistently show a tremendously high

degree of radio listening in dry clean-

ing establishments.

C. E. Hooper, Inc. is now headed by

President Frank Stisser and Executive

Vice President W. Bruce McEwen.
Stisser, a 1950 Amherst graduate, en-

tered the insurance business, stayed

with it for about six months at which
time he called on the Hooper organ-

ization to sell a group policy and
stayed on as an employee. In 1955,

he became vice president in charge of

radio. Then last year, at age 29, he

was made president.

Bruce McEwen came to Hooper in

1949 from a Beverly Hills, Calif., stock

brokerage house. During World War
II, McEwen was a captain in the Army
Air Corps, logged some 3,000 flying

hours and has since lost all interest in

planes, preferring now to travel by
train when possible.

In the Norwalk office, there are two

personnel who go back almost to the

beginnings of the Hooper firm. They
are Vice President Fred Kenkel, in

charge of radio, and Dorothy Behrens

who supervises the Norwalk office. It

is at Norwalk that tabulating and com-

l)utations are done; the New York
headquarters is principally a sales of-

fice. About 50 persons work at Nor-

walk, about 15 in the New York office.

This is about four times the size of

the staff that served Hooper in its early

years. Today, across the nation are

some 4,000 trained interviewers who,

during surveys, make about 60 phone

calls an hour. In the early years of

the organization (as late as 1940, in

fact), there were about 200 interview-

ers. The annual business volume has

likewise increased—by about 700%.
The firm was begun in 1934 by C. E.

Hooper and Lloyd Clark who left Dan-

iel Starch Co. to set up Clark-Hooper,

Inc. for measuring radio and maga-

zines. By 1938, Hooper was on his

own to measure radio exclusively as

C. E. Hooper, Inc. Among the earliest

Hooper clients Avere General Mills,

Gardner, B&B, N. W. Ayer, BBDO,
Borden Co., Colgate, CBS, Compton,

Esty, Lever Bros., Mc-E, Erwin Wasey,

NBC, Maxon, Campbell Soup, Lord &
Thomas, U.S. Tobacco, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Plymouth. They totaled about

30 in all.

At present, Hooper has a subscriber

list of 54 national advertisers and

agencies, about 50 local agencies, and

about 436 radio stations.

The first Hooper Ratings were

monthly national reports. In 1942,

these nationals were published twice a

month. The individual city reports

were first produced in 1940 for about

16 markets. By the mid-forties, the

Hooper Rating had become such a

force in radio that a number of top

name stars had contracts which called

for them to be paid off according to

their "Hoopers."

In 1946, the Cooperative Analysis

of Broadcasting (CAB), better known
as the "Crosley ratings" which had

been started in 1930 gave up the ghost

and Hooper inherited its subscribers.

Two years later. Hooper went into tv

ratings; in 1955, the city tv service

was sold to American Research Bureau.

Meanwhile, Hooper himself had

formed the conviction that radio, in a

tv era, was bound to become largely

a local medium. So in a $615,000 deal

with A. C. Nielsen Co. in 1950, Hooper

sold off all his network ratings.

According to the Nielsen contract.

Hooper personally was not to go back

to nationals for 10 years, the company
for five. Whether the firm ever will

return to measuring network is a ques-

tion. Meanwhile it continues to ex-

pand within local radio. ^
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Roman Prodiuts Co,

freezers. To holster ra

foods lia\(' recently re-designed packages for better

lent Joe Settineri, left, briefs personalities si

in store display

on sales goals

Radio is liot for frozen ravioli
^ Roman, with radio, has buiU from $11,000 sales in

1947 to million dollar leader among specialty packers

^ 52-week schedules push perishable pizzas and ravioli

with 66 spots weekly in New York, same number outside

If you're looking to sell frozen

foods, radio is a hot medium," says

Joe Settineri, president of Roman
Products Corp., Hackensack, N. J.,

packer of such frozen Italian specialties

as ravioli and pizza.

Roman, as any other frozen food

packer, is beset with a variety of mar-

keting problems:

Item: In every retail food store,

whether small independent, or large

chain, the onslaught of new products

creates a real scarcity in shelf space.

Frozen food packers feel the pinch

even worse, because freezer space is

both expensive and space consuming.

There are, in short, dozens of items

clamoring for every foot of display

freezer space.

Item: Thanks to the greed of a few

early pioneers in the frozen food in-

dustry, who rushed into production

with low quality foods to take advan-

tage of initial demand, the industry as

a whole got a black eve in consumer

acceptance. Re-selling a quality food

image to a "once-burned" consumer is

not easy.

Item: quick turnover is of prime im-

portance, for two reasons. First of

course is the demand for display

freezer space. And second, the retailer

with a stock of frozen food has, every

day, to spend money for refrigeration

to hold it. Every day it's unsold, his

profit shrinks.

m:j^^

Any frozen food packer, then, must

look to his advertising for three serv-

ices; to sell a quality image, to stimu-

late repeat buying, and to pre-sell re-

tailers. Roman, drawing on 10 years

experience, is putting 90% of its ad

budget this year into radio. The
balance is divided between newspapers

and trade publications.

Roman's distribution is scattered,

again a characteristic of the business,

where the need for sub-zero storage

limits blanket distribution, instead

tends to concentrate it in major cen-

ters. Roman's major market is metro-

politan New York, but it reaches out

to Philadelphia, Washington, Pitts-

burgh, St. Louis, Baltimore, Boston

and Miami.

The spot pattern follows distribution

and reflects the strength of the mar-

kets. In the metropolitan New York

market, the current schedule calls for

a hefty 66 spots a week. These are

carried on New York's WNEW,
WMGM and WABC; WVNJ. Newark;

WPAT, Paterson; WFAS, White

Plains, covering Westchester county;

WHLI, Hempstead, covering Long'

Island, and WOV, New York, for

Italian language.

Outside New York, an equal num-

ber. 66 spots a week, are used. These

(Please turn to page 58)
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[{.•(...•: |.i. hiniiKiiN -to.yhoards prepared l.y EWR&R are checked by, (1), Hans Fischer,

adNcrtising diicctor of KLM, and John Kea\ey, v.p. and acct. supervisor at EWR&R agency

During: Or. In, .u.c.n -lHM,tin-. Mip.i mm ,1 1,N Roll., Hiint.-i. ^Mt.d l|». N.p. in charge of 1v

and ladio for the agency, included a full mock-up of KLM airliner hu.lt in Holland studio

After: final product of new variation on time signal leaves upper right hand corner of tv

screen blank for superimposition of local time. KLM made seven commercials in six days

KLM shoou

^ EWR&R produces seven
film eoinmercials in Holland
for Royal Dutch Airline's

first spot television flight

^HOts of wings spanning the Atlantic

and several variations on a television

producer's prayer have netted a Dutch

television treat for KLM airlines and

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff and Ryan,

Inc. its ad agency in New York.

The specific dimensions of this tv

treat: seven film commercials which

will launch the international airline's

first spiral into spot television. EWR&R
executives, working with KLM ad di-

rector Hans C. A. Fischer, set what

seemed an impossible tv goal last

spring for its tv department, headed by

Vice President Rollo Hunter. As John

Keavey, vice president and supervisor

on KLM, outlined it, he wanted:

• A holiday "feel" which was real-

istic for KLM's tv spot debut with on-

location shooting, and high identifica-

tion for the client's letters, KLM;
• Integration of three large themes

into seven small commercials: Desti-

nation Europe, World Wide Routes

and KLM Service;

• Flexibility in terins of open-end

shooting and mixing and matching of

film segments to accomplish different

ad purposes in varying lengths of com-

mercial time;

• All this and—what EWR&R peo-

ple construed as an impossible heaven

to achieve—an inexpensive and afford-

able cost.

It didn't take too much rumination

for Messrs. Fischer, Keavey and Hunt-

er to figure out that an apropos ar-

rangement for a Dutch airline might

be use of a Dutch film company inas-

much as on-location shots in Europe

and the Netherlands were integral parts

of preliminary storyboards.

Via flurries of trans-Atlantic mail

they took competitive bids from local

film companies which, though inexper-

ienced in television per se, had decades

of professional work behind them in

the filming of industrials and movie

films. The selection was a 37-year-old

company with the stumbling-block

name of N. V. Filmfabriek Profilti,

with studios located in the Hague and

Hilversum. Producer of the series was
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r real Dutch flavor

Peter Buis, the studio's creative chief.

With a favorable exchange rate for

American dollars in terms of Dutch

guilders, the client decided to hew to

his usually-costly storyboard line. This

called for such complexities as shoot-

ing in sundry European locations, at

the Trevi fountain in Rome, in Paris

and at Buckingham Palace in London.

Shots in these exotic locales were de-

signed as "after" sequences of a Euro-

pean trip. The "during"—or in-flight

—and the "before"—at a ticket office

—were filmed on specially constructed

sets in the Dutch studio, where tech-

nicians built two mock-ups.

The first, an exact replica of the in-

terior of one of KLM's DCTCs, was

fitted with airliner furniture— seats,

berths, windows and even carpeting.

A chef was dispatched from KLM
headquarters at the Schiphol airport

nearby to supervise buffet and dinner

arrangements featured in the film.

The second mock-up— an airline

ticket office complete with front win-

dow and sidewalk—was highlighted in

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan's in-

teresting variation on a television time

signal. This film of a couple standing

outside a KLM ticket office is designed

to run silently with voice over by the

local announcer. The shot is so framed

that the upper right hand corner is

dark. When the man in the film looks

at his wristwatch, the live announcer

cuts in locally to say "It's eight o'clock

in New York." By balop the actual

time is superimposed over the dark

corner of the film.

The entire picture is then flipped

optically and by match dissolve the

viewer sees the same couple in exactly

the same pose except the new scene is

in front of an actual foreign setting.

No process backgrounds here! At this

point the local live announcer comes
back and continues with "By this time

tomorrow, you could be sightseeing in

Europe." A dissolve moves into an in-

flight shot of the airliner over the KLM
logo and the local announcer concludes

the time signal with "Fly KLM Royal

Dutch Airlines."

The other six commercials in the

series of seven filmed in Holland are

three sixties and three twenties, all

i'

open-ended to allow for a local slide

and live announcer cut-in to give the
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local KLM ticket office address and/or

telephone number if the client chooses.

These commercials all feature a full

complement of actors and an elaborate

musical background.

Tv-radio v.p. Rollo Hunter, who
traveled to Europe to supervise film-

ing of the series, directed on location

and in the studio for the six shooting

days which were required to complete

the assignment. The film studio had
made advance appointments with local

actors and actresses for his casting.

One problem which he had elimi-

nated weeks before: by planning only

voice-over commercials, he had no

English-speaking or accent problem to

cope with. He did, however, select

what he terms "American" types. One
of his "stars" turned out to be Adrian
Marx, a KLM executive who made his

first thespian appearance as a tourist.

Incidental music is heard throughout

the entire sequence of each commercial

but it has been toned down and modi-

fied so it is entirely supportive to the

picture and word themes. The music

is original, composed by one of the

Netherlands leading musicians, Rudolf

Karsemeyer, who conducted a 16-piece

orchestra for the KLM series.

JoTin Keavey, KLM's account super-

visor, commends the quality of the

Dutch productions as well as— of

course!—an $11,000 price. This fee,

for the unbelieving record, covers all

project costs: seven commercials, loca-

tion and set shooting, technicians,

musicians, actors, original music,

props, processing, animation, editing,

opticals, duty charges—even agency

commission and contingency sum.

Major contributing factors to smooth

production despite the 5,000-mile span

is that although KLM was working at

home base, EWR&R had done a thor-

ough job in advance planning.

P. M. Maas Geesteranus, deputy gen-

eral advertising manager of KLM,
headquarters in Europe but is equally

familiar with the American scene and

its advertising agency techniques.

Keavey and Hunter, similarly, have

traveled to the London office of

EWR&R.
These add up to KLM television

flights which will be high, wide and

handsome on viewers' screens this

viewing season. ^

PUNCH 'EM UP ON
ELECTION NIGHT
^ Ingenious gimmick for tv

reporting of election returns

employs fast cash register for

speedy Minnesota vote count

They're using the old cash register

for election night reporting out at

KDAL-TV. Duluth, and heaven help

the defeated candidate if the operator

punches the wrong key.

Unique, home-made method devel-

oped by KDAL-TV technician for

faster voting flashes, is simplicity in

the extreme. Returns are rushed from
newsroom to operator who tots them
up on his machine with all the dazzling

eclat of a short order cook at an all-

night dog wagon. On the opposite side

of the screen, the camera focuses on
hand-lettered name of candidate, picks

up figures from the register window.

The cash register technique replaces

an old, slower method by which nu-

merals were hand-posted on felt menu
boards, and the information was
supered on the lower third of the

screen. Enthusiasts at KDAL-TV say

at least 20 minutes is saved from the

time when returns are phoned in from
election headquarters.

Some SPONSOR questions: what about

the poor operator? Does he have to

sit there and get banged in the chest

by a catapulting cash drawer 300 times

a night? And doesn't he sometimes

get sore, frustrated, or just plain itchy-

fingered, and punch up a "NO SALE"
return for Joseph P. Zzilch? ^



How agencies pep up tv sellilJ
DO BEE DONT BEE

Cocoa Marsh goes local with a whole stablefuU of such provei

tv personalities as Claude Kirschner, WOR-TV (left), Nancy Rogerf

WJZ-TV (above). Jolly Starr, WFK-TV (lower left) and Unci
Hugo WSN-TV (lower right). Hicks and Geist agency keeps c

sales checks on individual local performers and reports that shad

sales increases can be traced to use of local live kid show talenl

^ Thompson, Ayer, many other agencies using live-local

combinations with film commercials for extra sales punch

^ Popularity of local live talent on many news, sports,

cooking, kid programs, pays off despite handling problems

l^espite the accuracy, guaranteed

performance, and comparative han-

dling ease of film tv commercials,

many large and small agencies serving

national accounts are turning to local

live talent these days.

A recent sponsor check of such

agencies as J. Waller Thompson, Ayer,

and Y&R revealed far more local live

announcement activity than is general-

ly realized in the trade, and a wider

variety of uses for local pitchmen and

personalities than in previous years.

At JWT, for example, Norman Var-

ney heads a "local live" tv section of

five men and three girls who are con-

cerned solely with the planning pro-

duction and supervision of live com-

mercials in spot markets. Varney's

group is currently producing local an-

nouncements for Ford, Shell, North-

east Airlines, Pan American, and

French, and expects to take on addi-

tional assignments for other Thomp-

son accounts, as proof of the extra

sales power of local personalities I

comes more heavily documented. Vai

ney himself is an enthusiast for loci

live selling.

Similar sections are operating

Ayer, McCann, Y&R and other agenJ
cies, and the expansion toward liv<

local seems to be moving in two dir

tions—by type of programs, and i

types of accounts.

Oil companies have always bee

particularly strong for local live .

nouncers (see last week's SPONSOR i

an account of N. W. Ayer's weathd

casting operation for Atlantic RefiDl

ing) but there is a stepped up interes

in the auto, food, transportation i

children 's-product fields also.

At Hicks and Griest, for example!

the Cocoa Marsh operation is almoi
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:h popular local personalities

solely a local-live operation, with local

personalities pre-selected by careful

market checks, and their individual

sales performance recorded and com-

pared. Ed Ricchiuto of H&G reports

that local personalities can have a far

more profound effect on sales to kids,

than even the programs themselves.

And the agency bases both its station

and market selections on the personali-

ties available in a particular area.

In general, agencies are employing

local announcers on news, sports, in-

lti\ie\v. weather, cooking, and kid

shows (see box for Norman, Craig &

kummel survey of local live talent)

and commercials cover a wide range of

techniques from all-live to live-and-

filni. live-and-slides, etc. on the pro-

gram side, many local shows are, of

course, a combination of live and film,

with a local personality serving as

"host"" for a cartoon, comedy, news, or

feature presentation. These hosts, or

\ICs have provided exceptionally

-tmng salesmen, say agency observers.

From the agency viewpoint, there

are obviously many objections to the

live-local production of commercials.

Not only is there the added cost of

preparation, traveling and supervision,

but agencies in general fear that many

stations cannot be trusted to do a

thorough and accurate preparation job.

I

Balancing off these reservations are

not only proven sales performances at

the local level, but also certain new

technical developments which may eas-

ily increase the use of local live per-

formers in the near future.

One of these of course is videotape

which will allow stations to record na-

tional commercials with local person-

' alities. and make them available for

checking and editing. Another is the

increasing use of TelePrompTer, Tele-

Pro, and other mechanical and electri-

cal devices which aid in insuring ac-

curacy. At present, 13.5 tv stations

have TelePrompTer equipment.

\gency men interviewed by SPONSOR

are almost unanimously agreed that

popular local personalities can be, for

certain products, far more effective

I

than film. They say, "there are some

j

big ifs and problems. But if you can

\
lick these, you do get stronger selling

with the local live personalities." ^
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LIVE TALENT AVAILABLE ON LOCAL TV

Norman, Craig & Kummel recently surveyed all U. S. tv stations

on their live programing. A healthy 63% of stations answered,

and these are the results:

QUESTION: What proportion of your air time is devoted to local

live programing?

6-15% of schedules...

15-25%) of schedules...

25-35%) of schedules...

...61% of stations

...24%o of stations

... 5% of stations

QUESTION: What proportion of commercials on these shows are

live?

74% of commerc

53% of commerd

74% of commerc:

54% of commerc

ials on kitchen shows

lals on news and sports shows

ials on interview and panel shows

Is on film programs with live hosts

QUESTION: How many live "personalities" do you have?

ANSWER: 95% of stations said "three or more"

62% of stations said "five or more"

QUESTION: Which sells better—fllnr live commercials?

ANSWER: 88%) of stations answering feel local personalities do a

better selling job for advertisers than film.
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A moment in history and...

YOUARE THERi
great events become great television as YOU ARE THERE takes viewers

Bhind the scenes to re-create history's most drama-charged pages.

"The final hours of Joan of Arc; the Boston Tea Party; the first flight

of the Wright Brothers; Lou Gehrig's farewell to baseball; the death

^Uf Dillinger... you are there as these and 34 more ''headline stories"

fare re-created in present tense, as half-hour television news specials.

Combining the sweep of history with the excitement of on-the-spot

television coverage, and narrated by CBS Newsman Walter Cronkite,

lyou ARE THERE, a Peabody Award-winner, is distinguished, different

ntertainment for all audiences, aU markets.

. . the best film programs for all stations" ^mS^ iI»IVI3 ^^
Offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston,

San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta. Canada: S. W. Cald}^ell, Ltd.



As advertisers seek more believability, SPONSOR ASKS;

What is the effectiveness of

personality-delivercp

With more einpliai^b placed on be-

lievability in coniniercials, ad and
station men discuss the merits of

live personality vs. e.t. messages.

Myron A. Mahler, vice pres. & creative

dir. lor air media, Emil Mogul Co., Inc.

sponsor's either-or query points up a

valuable lesson which may not have

been intended. It's that you can't be

dogmatic about advertising creation.

Advertising is a dynamic, ever-chang-

ing means of communication which is

antithetical to fixed positions, which

defies hard-and-fast rules.

In thinking about the answer to the

question posed, I couldn't help but see

in it complete vindication of this

agency's no-pat-formula credo of ad-

vertising creation.

It's obvious from these observations

that no categorical, yes-or-no reply will

be made by me. Personalities vs. e.t.'s?

It all depends. What's the sales target?

What are you trying to accomplish?

Who would be the personalities, if you

choose this method? What's the media

strategy — spots, programs, participa-

tions? What's the size of the budget?

What's the audience composition you're

shooting for? What's the product or

service ?

These and similar questions have to

be answered before you select the crea-

tive technique. And are these two your

only alternatives for a radio campaign?
Are they mutually exclusive?

The answer to the latter query is

that they're not. We've used person-

alities wher conditions and goals war-

ranted them. We've used e.t.'s. And
we've used a combination of the two.

There's no doubt that a good case

can be made for the use of personali-

ties in delivering commercials—pro-

vided, again, that their use best serves

your objectives. Program personalities

are alive, warm, human. They have

local followings. They add to credibil-

ity and confidence in the product. They
place your message in the mood of the

program, enhancing receptivity.

On the other hand, you can often

do with e.t.'s things that would be im-

possible delivered live. You can de-

velop, with e.t's, new ways of attracting

attention and delivering your message.

You can create interesting sound effects,

catchy jingles, novel dialogue-mono-

logue combinations.

An interesting example of how the

nature of the product and the market-

ing objectives determine the commer-
cial technique is in our current national

spot campaign for Rayco Manufactur-

ing Company. Here we're employing

both e.t.'s and live copy. E.t. was
chosen for Rayco's new line of auto

mufflers so that we could take full ad-

vantage of sound effects to emphasize

the product's selling points. Live copy,

for delivery by personalities and an-

nouncers, was selected for the long-

established Rayco auto seat covers.

Both methods, thus, are used in the

same campaign, with e.t. alternating

often with live copy on the same pro-

gram or on different days of that

program.

On the other hand, we decided upon

e.t.'s for National Shoes, Inc. (broad-

cast up to 942 times a week on 50

stations) to enable us to put on excit-

ing, different commercials in the form

of one-minute "musical revues"—each

containing four different musical

themes, with spoken bridges connecting

the themes.

Finally, we've had several occasions

when the best technique, we felt, was

a combination of e.t. and live com-

mercial, delivered either by a person-

ality or an announcer.

An example of such a combination

is our recently-created commercial for

Ronzoni macaroni and spaghetti prod-

ucts. This consisted of an Italian-

language lesson on e.t. being taught

to a live announcer. This innovation

proved quite effective.

Personalities? E.t.'s? Both?
As I said, it all depends!

Harry Mooradian, gen. sales mgr.,

KGBT, Harlingen, Texas

The

commercial

should fit

the program

The very fact that we have this partic-

ular topic of discussion, proves that

radio is flexible. We have found that

a healthy combination of personality-

delivered commercials with transcribed

announcements or a combination of

both gives greater flexibility than any

other media in our market. Only radio

is as flexible. In its sister broadcast

area of television, very little personal-

ity-delivered commercials are used with ,

the possible exception of women's
shows, cooking and/or children's pro-

grams.

Certainly no other media can give

the warmth and human touch of a

commercial delivered by a station per-

sonality. As far as transcriptions are

concerned, it is to be said that they are

a steady, continuous diet which moti-

vates the listener.

Obviously, the repetition of the same

e.t. or series of e.t.'s built around the

same copy angle has a marked advant-

age over a personality type announce-

ment, in which the personality might

vary somewhat and stray from the

true intent of the message.

On the other hand, personality com-

mercials can fit the mood of a partic-

ular segment of programing. They can
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wmmercials versus e.t/s?

also be related to day-to-day local mar-

ket situations, such as the weather and

Idcal news events. This extra human
touch on the part of an accepted local

personality can give the advertiser a

plus that he cannot possibly obtain by

the use of his transcriptions alone.

In the Rio Grande Valley of Texas,

where we have a large segment of

Spanish speaking population, we have

found that the on-the-air personality

commercials have particularly strong

effects. The Spanish speaking people

literally idolize our Spanish disc jock-

eys. Indeed, they are stars in their

own right on the air, and are accepted

as leading citizens of this community.

Because of this obvious advantage,

which has been built into our person-

alities through the years, a simple word
01 sentence by our disc jockeys on be-

lialf of a product often leads to over-

whelming success far and above that

normally expected.

Obviously for these reasons we
highly recommend and frequently use

our Spanish language disc jockeys

whenever we can persuade the national

or local advertiser to do so. The beau-

tiful and outstanding fact about all of

this is another reason why radio in

our market is very much on the up-

swing. Radio will sell at any time of

the day or night, in the manner best

suited for any situation.

Lyell Bremser, vice pres. & gen. mgr.,

KFAB, Omaha, Nebraska

There's no

substitute

for the

real thing

2rM
To me the difference in the effective-

ness of commercials delivered by per-

sonalities as against e.t. commercials
often times depends on the products

being sold. Certain products can be

sold by a personality better than any

tape. And certain products demand a

commercial by a station personality.

There is no case that I know of,

however, where a better job cannot be

done by a personality than by a tape

recording. If there is to be any guts

in radio the guts have got to come
from personalities that are believable.

These in turn, supplemented by a

proper programing concept on the part

of the station, create a character for

the station in the minds of the listeners

which is believable and which makes
them feel they can depend on the sta-

tion and what the station represents.

A station that can, over a period of

time, pin-point numerous direct sales

results from its listeners must auto-

matically be the kind of a station the

listener believes in. And these direct

sales results are for the most part de-

livered by the station's own personali-

ties which over a period of time have

won the confidence of its audience.

And the station that has these per-

sonalities—the station whose believa-

bility has become an accepted fact to

its audience and whose personalities

have reached the status of tried and

trusted friends provides a bonus for

the e.t. commercials just by being pre-

sented within the framework of the

personality's program. When an e.t.

commercial is presented on a well

known personality's program, it gains

the added value of having been indi-

rectly recommended by the personality.

The "you are there" feeling that an

individual personality can give to the

product's believability is hard to dupli-

cate via the recorded commercial. The
personal inflections and references by a

station's personality to a product com-

mercial is an intrinsic part of the over-

all acceptability of such a commercial

by the audience.

To coin a cliche—but a cliche which

gives a short and sweet answer to the

question I can just say "There is still

no substitute for the real thing." ^

In Denver, impact in programming
and commercial presentation assures

KOSI advertisers a "cosy lead" in

Denver sales.

Every day more and more families are

tuning to KOSI for music, news, and
features with universal appeal. Talk
to your Petry Man about the most
dynamic selling force in Denver-
radio station KOSI!

KOSI
5000 Watts
Denver is

KOSI-Iand!

Give a "whistle" for your Petry Man

MId-AmerIca Broadcasting Co.

Brochure Containing

COMPLETE DETAILS OF
WVET'S EXCLUSIVE,

PHENOMENALLY
SUCCESSFUL TOP VALUE
STAMP PROMOTION

PROGRAM
For Information

Contact: BILL SCHUBERT

WVET
RADIO
ONLY Station In The Nation

That Gives TOP VALUE Stamps!

17 CLINTON AVE. SO.

ROCHESTER A, N. Y.
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SPOT RADIO CAMPAIGN
^Cont'd from pa^e 37)

multiple products where other agencies

niav be involved, Jones and Fetzer

know where certain clients may be

working on a 260-time rate, and take

that into consideration when collect-

ing and compiling list of availabilities.

In the case of the White Owl com-

mercial. Jones and Fetzer began call-

ing reps representing stations in every

market requested by the client. As the

avails came in, they were compiled into

folders, one for each market. Within

a week's time, the sheath of folders had

grown into a stack. Each contained

the following information:

• The complete list of stations in

the specific market.

• The approximate budget for the

market.

• The starting and ending date of

the campaign.

• Details on the desired audience,

with additional marketing data.

• Complete list of all availabilities,

with details of all package plans.

Jones, who has headed up the spot

broadcast coordination unit since its

inception, points out that while his di-

vision functions as a fact-gathering

1 1 ii 1 1 Miiniiini
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 to 9

10 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 499

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

500 to 999 12^ cents each

1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me .„

Quantity
desiredSection Vnit price Total amount

Marketing —
Radio —
Television-Film —
Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Name Company_

service which eliminates duplication of

effort, it does not mean that Y&R's
media buyers are not available to reps.

Any rep can ask to see any media
buyer any time he wishes, and can in-

form the buyer personally of new pack-

age plans, a change in market cover-

age, or on other facts which the rep

thinks the media buyer should know.

Finally, when the folder for each

market is complete, Jones turns them
over to Viscardi—usually in batches of

five or 10 so as not to overload the

media buyer. In addition, Jones passes

on any pertinent information and sug-

gestions—i.e., a station in a given mar-

ket has moved from sixth to second,

or the client is working on the 260-time

rate on a station in another market.

One rule that Jones insists on is that

the list of availabilities be complete, so

that every media buyer has all the nec-

essary information to make his deci-

sions. The reason, Jones explains, is

that many buyers prefer to take the

lists of availabilities home and study

them away from the distractions of the

office; thus there is added reason for

seeing that the availabilities are com-

plete, since the media buyer working

at home has no way to get the data.

Now, armed with stacks of folders,

White Owl buyer Tom Viscardi begins

to make his decisions. He is helped by

Al Ward, assistant media buyer for

White Owl (every media buyer at Y&R
has an assistant buyer). Over a period

of a week, Viscardi studies, evaluates,

chooses the best station, and the best

slots for the White Owl spot.

As Viscardi makes his decisions.

Ward begins the long process of phon-

ing the reps with the order. Occasion-

ally the actual ordering is done by the

spot radio/tv coordination unit—usu-

ally when the list of selected stations

is quite long.

For example, in Boston, Viscardi de-

cided to buy time for White Owl on a

total of nine stations: WBZ, WCOP,
WEEI, WEZE, WHDH, WILD, WM-
EX, WNAC, and WORE. To order

the time. Ward called the station's reps.

They, in turn, called their stations,

placed the orders, and the same day a

confirmation form was on its way back.

At this writing, the buying is still

going on, and the White Owl campaign

is beginning to gain momentum. By
the end of this month, millions of men

in at least 25 major markets will know

of White Owl's big promotion—thanks

to the efficiency of Y&R, the busy reps,

and the impact of spot radio. ^
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From Caesars Head Mountain, S.C

WFBC-TV..
AMONG THE

WFBC-TV
2,783,

$3,163,844."

$2,337,504.

"lies 523,830

New Orleans, La.

Population 1,285,800

Incomes $1,582,024,000.

Retail Sales $1,1 34,440,000.

Birmingham, Ala.

I Population 2,219,100

I Incomes $2,681,335,000.

Retail Sales $1,766,249,000.

A GIANT
SOUTH'S GREAT

MARKETS

The^Giant of Southern Skies

<CAESARS
hlEAD\^ . Atlanta, Ga.

Population 2,275,900

Incomes $3,419,821,000.

Retail Sales $2,466,048,000.

focksonyiile, Flo.

Population 1,053,800

Incomes $1,436,034,000.

Retail Sales $1,229,777,000.

Miami, Fla.

Population 1,305,100

Incomes $2,441,693,000.

Retail Sales $2,243,761 ,000.

DOMINANT IN GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG & ASHEVILLE

Here's the new WFBC-TV market . . . with an increase of 48% in coverage area. Figures shown for Population,

Incomes and Retail Sales for WFBC-TV are within its 100 UV/M contour (average radius approximately 100 miles).

All other markets are measured within a 100-mile radius. WFBC-TV now dominates 3 metropolitan areas, Green-

ville and Spartanburg, S. C, and Asheville, N. C, and is truly "The Giant of Southern Skies.

"

Ask For Facts About The New WFBC-TV MARKET. Call or write the station or WEED for

additional information about WFBC-TV's great 4-state market in the Southeast.

TENNESSEE

KNOXVILLE

CAESARS HEAD^ .Spartanburg

100 UV\ ( , •GREENVILLE

- Contour \ \- anderson /
\ XGREENWOO^

GEORGIA\.^\__,,.XtOLUMBiA
AUGUSTA*\ SOUTH

\ CAROLINA

Channel 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWORK
Population, Incomes and Sales

Data from SALES MANAGE-
MENT, 1958. WFBC-TVs T. V.

.Homes from Nielsen No. 3.
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

^ j RADIO RESULTS

SUPERMARKET
SPONSOR: Big Y -Market AGENCY: Direct

Capsule ease history: The Big Y Market, a supermarket

in Eugene. Ore., has become one of the leading stores in the

community since it began sponsorship of The Big Wheel

From The Big Y program on KORE, Monday through Fri-

day. 3 to 3:30 p.m., and on Saturdays, 9:30 to 10 a.m. The

show is a direct remote from the supermarket with several

gimmick features. A large wheel with 24 numbers is mount-

ed on the wall beside KORE's remote console. Twice dur-

ing the program, a question is asked about the price of some

special value in the store. The winner is the first person to

call in with the answer and the wheel is spun to determine

^^hat the person wins, ranging from potato chips to more

expensive market merchandise. In addition, there is a jack-

pot and other contest gimmicks which build in value from

day to day. The Big Y management attributes its growth

to this program, which brings in a large number of buying

spectators every day from its own community and others.

KORE, Eugene, Ore. Program

GARDEN EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR: Forluna Hardware AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Fortuna Hardware, Fortuna, Calif.,

decided to try a special promotion to hypo sales, an outdoor

lawn and garden party to demonstrate power mowers and

garden tillers made by the Homko and Lawn Boy companies.

The advertisers felt that the promotion could be best han-

dled by KINS in Eureka. A saturation schedule of 40 an-

nouncements during the week prior to the party was pur-

chased. All announcements were two-voice with fanfares,

parade-type musical introductions. On the day of the event,

KINS broadcast from the park 11 to 11:30 a.m., describing

the demonstrations, interviewing representatives from For-

tuna Hardware and the mower companies, guests, and broad-

casting the band music by the eight county school bands

which had been assembled. "The results of KINS advertis-

ing were an attendance of 1,000 and a sale of 20 power

mowers and two tillers," said Jim Loudon of Fortuna Hard-

ware, "making it one of our most successful promotions."

KINS, Eureka, Calif. Announcements and program

BANKING
SPONSOR: Talman F.deral Saving & Loan Assn. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In 1957, Talman Federal Savings

and Loan Assn. of Chicago began its sponsorship of WFMT's

Early Morning Program, 6:30 to 9 a.m., Monday to Friday.

WFMT, an fm station, devotes its schedule entirely to cul-

tural entertainment, and the morning broadcast is a "wake-

up"' program of classical music, plus news, weather and time

reports and a listing of the day's cultural events. Talman's

v.p. and ad mgr., Jonathan Pugh, felt that the station's pro-

graming attracted an audience which "was more than ordi-

narily productive and which saved more." Talman used

only three minutes of commercial announcements per hour,

quiet-spoken 'capsule essays' which described the operations

of the association. Results: the number and size of new sav-

ings accounts traceable to the program accounted for a

considerable share of Talman's growth in the last year,

now ninth largest in Chicago. Talman has now renewed for

three years, one of the longest term contracts in radio.

^ F\IT, Chicago Program

TRANSPORTATION
SPONSOR: Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA) AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Every year WGAR promotes the

Canadian National Exhibition and on the opening day does

a remote broadcast from the exhibition in Toronto, giving

listeners a description of the parade. TCA bought a few

spots each year to tie-in with the promotion, but wondered

as to its effectiveness. This year, they decided a good way

to determine its value would be to send a special flight to

Toronto and to have Tom Armstrong plug it on his WGAR
morning show, 5:30 to 9 a.m. Since the cost of the one-day

round-trip ticket and the seats to the grandstand show

totaled $40.95, TCA doubted that there would be much re-

sjjonse. On 31 July, Armstrong made one announcement

and within a few hours TCA asked that no future announce-

ments be made—they had completely sold out the 30-seat

night. Ramsay McGregor of TCA in Cleveland said: "We

have a new respect for radio and especially WGAR. This fast

sell-out of a luxury trip proved the pulling power of radio."

WGAR, Cleveland Announcements
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Q:
when you first turn on the radio,

what station do you tune to?

WWDC, said 17.9% of Washingtonians to whom
PULSE popped the question. Our closest com-

petition was almost two percentage points away.

This is only one of many facets of WWDC
leadership in the Washington, D. C, metropoli-

tan area, brought out in a special qualitative

survey conducted by PULSE. For the full

report, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for

a copy of "Personality Profile of a Radio Sta-

tion." It's well worth the reading.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

There's lots of exciting news in Jacksonville, Fla., too—
where WWDC-owned Radio Station WMBR is changing

listening habits overnight. CBS Spot Sales has the story.

Washington
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more
view!

Nielsen #3 reports more

growth in Rochester, N.Y.

ONLY WROC-TV can guarantee maxi-

circulation throughout the 13-

county Rochester, N.Y. area...

MARKET COVERAGE
Homes reached monthly — 26.5%
MORE than other Rochester station.

led once a week—20.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

DAYTIME CIRCULATION
Homes reached once a week—24.7%
MORE than other Rochester station.

ached daily average

—

38.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

NIGHTTIME CIRCULATION
; reached once a week

—

20.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

Homes reached daily average—28.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

WROC-TV
gls,™,, A TRANSCONTINEN

FROZEN RAVIOLI

( Cont'd from page 4.5

1

use the same copy that is used in New
York, explains Leo Greenland, "be-

cause we're always telling the same

quality-convenience story which has

basic appeal to housewives every-

where." Greenland, now president of

Smith, Greenland, N. Y., has handled

the Roman account for seven years.

Where possible, morning time from

7:30 to 11:30 is preferred, and the

majority of spots run during that seg-

ment. Some afternoon time is being

used, though, and even late-night spots

have been effective when selectively

used, the company reports.

Radio is a .52-week proposition with

Roman. Campaigns are run on 13-

week bases. There are three strong

campaigns during the year, and what

Greenland terms a "holding action"

during the summer.

The current campaign for ravioli is

comprised of eight transcribed 60's.

They are parodies of elements of vari-

ous radio and tv shows. Opening with

music, there next follows an an-

nouncer-m.c. asking, "What is your

vocation?" All of the interviewees

are Roman "employees."

The spots are run in rotation. Each

"employee", in talking about his job,

spends considerable time emphasizing

the importance of his job, thereby pro-

viding a lengthv discussion of various

niaimfacturing quality controls that

would otherwise be considered too ob-

scure for mention. In addition to these

specific quality "check points," general

benefits, such as economy and ease of

preparation, are made in each of the

eight spots.

Backed by intensive radio of this

nature. Roman sales have shown a

more than satisfying growth over the

past 10 years. The company was be-

gun by Joe Settineri and his brother,

Cy (now secretary-treasurer) in 1947.

Sales gross that first year was about

.$10,000. Although the company will

not release actual sales figures cur-

rently, Settineri admits to a gross "in

the iTiiddle seven figures."

Roman ranks as a staunch supporter

of radio, by virtue of consistent use

throughout the past decade. "We
have found that radio has the ability

to get to housewives consistently and

at low cost," Greenland explains.

For about seven years, the Roman
campaigns were done live, using estab-

lished station personalities. The cur-

rent series of humorous e.t.'s deliver

a plus, since the same personalities

often "kid" the spots before and after.

A strong merchandising effort backs

up each of the three major campaigns

each year. For the current effort, for

instance, each Roman salesman re-

ceived a sales kit containing the com-

plete advertising story, pictures of the

personalities on whose shows the spots

would run, and coverage maps, show-

ing station coverage for each section

of the city. These coverage maps are

an absolute answer, Greenland says, to

a retailer who wonders if radio reaches

his customers.

In addition every major buyer,

chain or independent, gets a letter

from each station, telling him what

market it reaches, its over-all coverage,

and a synopsis of its sales story, in

terms of audience and buying power.

"One of the interesting things we've

learned about using radio," Greenland

notes, "is that on a long-term basis,

the effectiveness increases tremendous-

ly after a period of several cycles."

There's no reason to suppose that

Roman will not continue to take ad-

vantage of increasing effectiveness. ^

IT'S A FACT

FIRST IN RATINGS
SERVING NO. CALIFORNIA

FROM CHICO

FULL POWER-fULL COVERAGE

A NIELSEN SURVEY MARKET
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Henrietta sees Red
and puts a $1,000,000film library to work!

Timebuyer Henrietta Hickenlooper picks WJAR-TV because WJAR-TV has
a corner on quality feature films in the Providence market— the cream of the
crop from 20th Century Fox, Warner Brothers, Selznick, MGM, RKO, Colum-
bia, United Artists

!

In the PROVIDENCE MARKET

WJAR-TV
is cock-of-the-walk

in news coverage!

CHANNEL 10 • PROVIDENCE, R.I • NBC-ABC • REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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We're
weighing
in

in TOLEDO
ABC Television's adding still more weight in

Ohio! Now we're in Toledo—which means
we have seven* live affiliates in the

Buckeye State alone. Sunday, October

26, is the day we'll be officially open-

ing WSPD, Channel 13. With the

addition of Toledo, ABC-TV adver-

tisers will be reaching another

330,300 homes ... in a booming
market with an effective buying in-

come of over one billion dollars. It

raises ABC Television's total line-up

of major affiliates to a spanking 86.

And gives the network 85.2% coverage

of the U. S.-94.9% if you count delayed

broadcasts. Let ABC-TV throw its

weight behind your product!

Akron, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, Toledo, Youngstown.



You get them at the

GETAGE on abc-tv
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9 OUT OF 10

POST '48

IN MOVIELAND GROUP'S ALL STAR LINE-UI
Post' 48... that's the key to the high ratings A.A.P.'s Movieland Group is scoring in market alter

market. You get 81 top pictures, all sure hits, from such major studios as RKO, 20th Century-Fo.x,

UA, Universal, Korda and others. Featured are such big league stars as Ginger Rogers, Lilli

Palmer, Bette Davis, Paulette Goddard, Re.\ Harrison, Joseph Gotten, Orson Welles. This popu-

lar, saleable package of great new pictures is first run in many areas. Put them to work for you.

a:a.p



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
18 OCTOBER 1958
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The business upturn may be inspiring bolder investments by advertisers in

buying the whole show instead of just alternate week.

This year, new shows like CBS Films' Colonel Flack are bought by single, full sponsors

in 80% of all markets. Compare this to last season, when alternate sponsorship and even sta-

tion sales on new properties were rampant.

Videotape's 30% savings in production costs is appealing to stations who need
good but economical programing to carry spots.

Divorce Court, originated by KTTV, is distributed by Guild Films' Syndi-Tape division

and has already been picked up in New York, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle, Providence and

other cities.

A regional campaign delivers much more impact when it's solidly tied into

local promotion. For example:

Hood Dairies of New England, after trying personal appearances of stars of 26 Men last

year, will use a local contest developed by Kenyon and Eckhardt.

This winter, families in five key cities will win vacations in Phoenix, Arizona— produc-

tion center of the show and winter camp of the Boston Red Sox. Winners will appear in film

clips to be shown in their home area.

This week admen were wondering whether Amoco's proposed buy of a syndi-

cated show to replace a network program would touch off a chain reaction.

Amoco, which formerly sponsored Person to Person, is probably switching to CBS Films'

"U. S. Border Patrol" in 59 cities, after some use of syndication in spot markets and the

Frank Leahy show in New England.

Amoco's agency is Joseph Katz. Coincidentally, The Katz Agency, station representa-

tives, have been pitching the values of syndication over network for some months in an elab-

orate presentation.

The ratings career of two recent syndicated shows suggests that the re-run cy-

cle can be the most profitable part of a 52-week contract.

Here are Gray Ghost ratings which point to repeat ratings which were higher than

premiere ratings, even though the repeats were during the summer:

PREMIERE RATINGS

15.5

14.4

6.0

CITY REPEAT RATINGS

Buffalo 19.5

Washington 17.7

Chicago 9.6

But note that re-run ratings can be even higher when the 13-week repeat cycle falls in

the winter, as shown by this comparison for Silent Service.

CITY REPEAT RATINGS PREMIERE RATINGS

Boston 25.5 10.1

Chicago 23.0 15.3

Cleveland 26.9 17.1
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
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Westinghouse's slam-bang "Fiesta of Values," kicked off by its first Lucille

Ball-Desi Arnaz show, starts, ironically, with a shortage of year-end models.

The shortage, according to Chris J. Witting, Westinghouse v.p. and general manager of

the Consumer Products Group, is a combination of two factors:

• Cautious scheduling on production.

• An upswing in consumer buying.

Witting expects the upswing to continue, an expectation based on talks to a few thousand

retailers by 100 Westinghouse executives who visited them week before last.

He said retailers were looking forward to their best quarter in two years and
some even spoke of their best c[uarter ever.

While there was strong retail support behind "Fiesta of Values," it is understood that

a substantial proportion of the display pieces were hung up only because some Westing-

house men themselves pitched in and did the job.

Reynolds Metals has started promoting its heavy ABC TV schedule to the trade.

Salesmen are currently visiting store buyers with a visual gimmick to make sure

the chains (1) are aware of the video ad support behind Reynolds Wrap and (2) keep the

firm in mind when scheduling in-store promotions.

The gimmick is a simulated tv set with 14 presentation cards which the sales-

man displays in the set as he unfolds his story. A toy covered wagon, which caps the presen-

tation and promotes Walt Disney Presents, is left with the buyer to take home to the

kids. (In addition to the Disney show, Reynolds is sponsoring All Star Golf on Saturdays

and has bought into Operation Daybreak.)

Having its own salesmen, Reynolds is in a particularly good position to make
hay with trade promotions of this sort. Alcoa and Kaiser distribute aluminum wrap

through brokers. With a large volume in alumium wrap (its market share is about 60%),
Reynolds can take advantage of the economies inherent in a company sales force.

Here's a fact to watch out for in analyzing tv audience composition figures.

While it's often been pointed out that there are usually more women than men watching

tv at night, it's seldom pointed out that there are more women than men in the first

place.

The number of women over 18 last year (civilian population as of 1 July) came to 57.2

million, while men in the same age bracket totaled 51.9 million.

(Nature's mysterious balancing mechanism continues to operate, however. The

number of males per 100 females, as of the same date, was 104 for persons under 15 and 102

for persons between 15 and 24.)

A lot can be done with audience composition figures to make them more usa-

ble for marketing purposes, says SSCB's Dick Dunne.

Dunne recently completed a job in which Nielsen audience comp figures were converted

into the actual number of men, women, teen-agers and children (4 through 11)

reached on both radio and tv.

Calculations involved setting up a population base for each of the four audience seg-

ments. This permits the client to get a quick idea of the percent of each audience segment

reached.

Detailed tabulations were made of tunin ? by hours during the day and half hours

at night.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^, WASHINGTON WEEK
The FCC wa§ scheduled to close the record on the Miami channel 10 case this

week.

The precedent-setting case was to move thereafter to the brief-filing and oral argument

stages. Special hearing examiner Horace Stern has already promised a final decision by Christ-

mas.

Meanwhile, former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack, indicated for alleged bribe-tak-

ing in connection with his vote in the case, was given a delay until 7 November for arraign-

ment. He was reported "physically and emotionally ill."

The FCC rehearing of the Miami channel 10 case at the direction of the Appeals Court

continues to assume greater and greater importance as a precedent-setter.

The Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, which can liowever

change direction with lightning speed, now seems content to allow the FCC to carry the bell

on probes of tv cases.

Granting that the subcommittee and the FCC both continue along present paths, the

Miami channel 10 rehearing will set a pattern for rehandling of all contested cases about which

serious allegations were dug up by the Harris group.

H the final decision should be to permit the original Miami channel 10 grant to National

Airlines subsidiary Public Service Television go without challenge, it is hardly likely there

would be license cancellations in other cases. I f the final decision is for cancellation, it is hard

to see how other licenses can fail to go under via the same route.

For confirmed gamblers, incidentally, the odds are prohibitively high that Public Service

will lose its license for alleged improper approaches to then-Commissioner Mack.

Judge Stern is considered a sure bet to outlaw both Public Service and losing applicant

Col. A. Frank Katzentine from the battle for the channel, and possibly even North Dade

Video, another losing applicant in the original contest.

Observers doubt that the FCC will find itself able to overrule Stern, even if the

commissioners wish to do so.

They point out that a good deal of effort was expended to get a special hearing examiner

of the stature of Stern, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief justice. They add that, with

such effort already on the record, the FCC would hesitate to overrule.

The Federal Trade Commission has issued a nine-point guide to its staff as the

opening gun in its new war against advertising of ersatz bargain prices.

Its own report FTC says: "Battle lines were drawn today by the Federal Trade Commis-

sion in its war on trickery in price advertising."

This FTC language reflects the gravity with which the Commission regards its new cru-

sade. The FTC also says it has enlisted the aid of civic organizations, the Better Business

Bureaus and the Advertising Federation of America.

The guide says sellers must not represent or imply they are offering a reduced price, un-

less the reduction applies to the specific article, rather than "similar or comparable merchan-

dise. And savings must be from "usual and customary" retail prices in the trade area.

Other parts of the guide merely amplify, with admonitions about such things as two-for-

one sales, "factory" or "wholesale" prices, pre- ticketing with fictitious prices.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
18 OCTOBER 1958 Radio stations, especially in the Southwest, are in love with idenlifiralion and other

Copyright 1958 promotional jingles. But writers are a stumbling block.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. 1 J O D

A good point of inquiry for interested candidates is Dallas.

ABC TV has set a new high for promotion spending on a single show.

It's committed for $400,000 worth of newsprint and other ballyhoo on Disney Presents

during tlie 1958-59 season.

NBC TV apparently is overlooking an old vaudeville precept: Make sure to bal-

ance your bill with the right assortment of men and women.

There isn't a woman starred in the entire schedule on Wednesday nights. In

fact, ABC TV that night has a monopoly of them—Donna Reed, Patti Page, and Harriet

Nelson.

Tv's ability to impel women to order by phone or mail has caused the quality

foundation and bra business to have some qualms about the medium.

The problem: Women have a tendency to order foundation garments two sizes

too small and bras two sizes too big. The result is a ratio of returns that cuts too deeply

into the over-all profits of the retailer. He'd rather have them come in for a fitting.

The big item of speculation across Chicago luncheon tables this week involves

pioneer station and network executive, H. Les'ie Atlass.

The theme: He will retire from CBS in a year; and—^as one who'd never be content

with retirement, forced or otherwise—he's among those who have been bidding for

some of the surplus NBC space in the Merchandise Mart.

Here's a tip for the newer generation of station people who come to New York

to make the rounds of the agencies:

Timebuyers like meeting new faces; but because of the pressure of time and work they'd

prefer only 1) calls concerning specific campaigns in the making, and 2) a recital of

facts about the station and market of help to prospective campaigns.

Look for some middle-management changes in one of the major drug compa-

nies in tv.

Sales have been slipping (particularly with a headache remedy). Resultantly the ad-

vertising and sales departments are hotly engaged in the old game of pointing figures at

each other.

Making the situation doubly acute: The margin of profits is getting narrower for

the company as a whole.

Here's a nostalgic sidelight on Texaco's sponsorship of the Friars' Club series

of six specials on CBS TV starting in November:

The program cost of each of these specials is $150,000. Compare this with what I. J.
\

Fox (furrier) paid for the sponsorship of a Friars' Club series 20 years ago over WMCA,
N. Y., and the Intercity Network: $500.
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The refreshing sound of KBIG isn't intended to "send" Junior.

But it does provide freedom from frenzy for "squares". .
.the mature people

who can buy your product. Melodic popular music of today and

yesterday, plus award-winning news, captures a 91% adult audience

(Pulse, Inc.) in 234 Southern California market areas. And a campaign

on KBIG averages 11% less cost than on stations with comparable reach.

It's the most profitable radio coverage you can buy

!

The Refreshing Sound of Radio... 740kc/10,000 watts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.

6540 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California • Hollywood 3-3205

National Representatives : WEED & COMPANY



ADVERTISERS

IVxiU'o miirns t«) network tv in

Moveniber as sponsor of a series

of specials—Friars* Club, or The
Man of the Hour, on CBS TV.
The cominitinent is for two of these

monthly specials this year, four during

the first part of 1959 and a couple

more toward the end of 1959. or a

total of eiirhl.

Program i)rice for each special:

S150.()0() gross. Texaco will also spon-

sor the Cotton Bowl ($275,000 com-

plete) on the same network and is con-

sidering additional network participa-

tion.

(;\\\ is the anencv.
^'

Tlie FTC ordered Lisgett & Mvers

to cease claims that Chesterfield

has no adverse effect on the nose,

throat, or accessory organs.

L&M was also ordered to stop con-

tentions that its cigarettes soothe or

relax the nerves, or are less irritating

than other cigarettes.

('ampaigns

:

• John H. Dulany & Son's fall

promotion will combine a consumer

sweepstakes contest with product cou-

poning, featuring a grand prize of a

\ ear's supply of frozen foods in 53 Du-

lany markets. The campaign: spot tv

in 14 major markets, with 60, 20 and

lO-second ID's plus spot radio and

print. Agency: EWR&R.
• Transogram starts its 13-week

pre-Christmas tv spot promotion for

three of its new toy products—Action

WRAP-UP

Hinkette Hockey, Quik Quiz and Paint-

li) Number Mosaic Art Pictures. The
campaign: One-minute filmed commer-

cials in 90 major markets with total

spots for a single station ranging up

to 162 for a six-week period. Agency:

Wexton Co.

• Broadcast Canned Meats have

revamped its radio and tv commercials

for its Chili. The new spots, in a

stepped-up advertising campaign, will

feature Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

Edwin Ebel, General Foods ad-

vertising v.p. has added a corpo-

rate media specialist to his staff.

The specialist: Arch Knowlton who
used to be w ith American Homes Prod-

ucts in Chicago.

Strictly personnel: Edward A.

Ochs, general sales manager for Hazel

Bishop, promoted to v.p. . . . Robert
C. Olney, upped to general sales man-

ager of National Advertising Company,

a wholly-owned subsidiary of Minne-

sota Mining & Manufacturing Co.

NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

OR. ^

&US1

J
^

O marks the spot on Ranger Peak, the pro-

posed site of KTSM-TV, El Paso antenna.

Access to it will he liy aerial alpine tramway

Going up, the new 1526 foot tower for WIS-

TV, Columhia, S. C. Furnian Anderson, Jr.

(1), its designer, from Kline Iron and Steel

and WIS-TV v.p. C. Batson, discuss plans

Off to the 49th Stale: Dick Morrison, general sales manager of KBOX, Dallas, hids Eddie

Gale adieu, as the KBOX announcer starts his trip to Juneau, Alaska. Purpose: to invite

Juneau dignitaries to attend Alaska Day of the Texas State Fair, which opened 16 October



AGENCIES

Robert W. Daily, v.p. of McCann-
Erickson, newly arrived in Chicago

from the Cleveland office, spoke

at the opening meeting of the

AWRT chapter there, on the ad-

^ertising future of Chicago.

Dailey forsees Chicago as the most

important city in the world, and pos-

-ilily within the next 10 years, parti-

( ularly as it affects the world of ad-

Mitising, and he gives these reasons:

1 I Chicago is the most advanta-

-rous distribution center in the U. S.

2 I The city is a major market place

S ) It has grass roots marketing

iiuidance.

4 ) Chicago people are a thermom-

eter of how other people throughout

the nation feel.

o I Chicago agencies have more than

doubled their billing in the past four

\ears.

Bryan Houston, chairman of the

board of Bryan Houston, Inc., was also

in Chicago last week, addressing the

4 A's Management Session at the 4 A's

21st Annual Central Region meeting.

Said Houston: "Your public rela-

tions, over any worth-while period

of time, is a function of what you
do.

"Start your public relations by doing

something worth talking about. Do
something that is not just a response

to a client request. Do something that

has nothing to do with meeting a dead-

line; something that will broaden your

own usefulness to some or all of your

clients."

Agency appointments: McCann-
Erickson's Cleveland office, for the

Baker Laboratories, Inc., Cleveland

and the Lawson Milk Co., Akron, with

plans being formulated for a tv cam-

paign initially only on Cleveland tv sta-

tions . . . Compton Advertising for

the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York,

institutional and service advertising

only . . . EWR&R, for Devoe &

Raynolds Co. formerly with JWT. Bill-

ings for the paint concern: $400,000

. . . Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,

for the Defense Products Group of

Westinghouse Electric Corp . . . Bozell

& Jacobs, Chicago, for the Turtle

Wax-Plastone Co., Chicago.

Anniversary: EWR&R is starting its

second year with a high note of opti-

mism: "Billings are at the same level

they were at the time of the merger,

with the acquisition of 13 new ac-

counts since mid-spring.

"New business prospects are antici-

pated to swell billings to nearly $80
million by the end of 1959."

They were named v.p.'s: Frede-

rick J. Wachter, formerly v.p. and

general manager of the Chicago office

of EWR&R, named executive v.p. and

general manager of New York and

Eastern Division of EWR&R. He is

succeeded in Chicago by Roswell

Metzger . . . Julian P. Brodie,

named v.p. at Lawrence C. Gumbinner

Subtle tioplij is pri'sented to Starr

Yelland, announcer on KLZ. Denver,

hy the staff, dubbed "The Man Most

Likrly To . .
.- \elland had been

complainin}; about never receiving

an award in 18 \ears of announcing

Preenii>l«'d by the Series: Disap-

pointed fans of Linn Sheldon, of

( leveland KYW-TV's liarnaln, Pop.

eye and Friends visit him on tlie set

to complain about the Woild Series

striking out liis show this season

Extra! Extra! Kdvmond Welpoit, NBC \.p. and gen. mgr.

of WRCV-AM-TV. r'iiila.. paitieipales in "Old Newsboys
Day" promotion for liandieapped diildien, and sells edi-

tion of Inquirer to Aiyce Thompson, empjovee of Sun Oil
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HAR-RiS

This is another in our series about successful people in advertising. Peters, Griffin. Woodward. Inc. Spot Television
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MR. TELLDAILY
. . . who says that the public is like a small boy. "Unless I keep telling them and

telling them and telling them, they go out and do nothing—for me!"

So day-in and day-out his high frequency Spot Television "Plans" are telling and

telling, and selling and selling with sight, sound and demonstration—at very

low costs per sales call.

Let us send you a copy of "SPOT TELEVISION COST YARDSTICKS" which will

show you what it costs to use spot television's "Plans" regionally, seasonally

or market-by-market.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N.Y.C.

5 #

^^' i m m sm m

MIDWEST
WHO-TV Des Molnes 13 NBC
WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC

WEST WDSM-TV Duluth-Superlor 6 NBC-ABC

KBOI-TV Boise

KBTV Denver

KGMB-TV Honolulu

KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

KTLA Los Angeles

2 CBS

9 ABC

9 CBS

5 IND

WDAY-TV Fargo

KMBC-TV Kansas City

WISC-TV Madison, Wis.

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul

WMBD-TV Peoria

6

9

3

4

31

NBC-ABC

ABC
CBS

CBS

CBS

KRON-TV

KIROTV
San Francisco

Seattle-Tacoma

4 NBC

7 CBS
SOUTHWEST
KFDM-TV Beaumont

KRIS-TV Corpus Christi

WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas

KENS-TV San Antonio

6

6

5

5

CBS

NBC
NBC
CBS

EAST
WBZ-TV

WGR-TV
KYW-TV

WWJ-TV

WJIM-TV

WPIX
KDKA-TV

WROC-TV

Boston 4 NBC
Buffalo 2 NBC
Cleveland 3 NBC
Detroit 4 NBC
Lansing 6 CBS
New York U IND

Pittsburgh 2 CBS

Rochester 5 NBC

1
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.

WFGA-TV Jacksonville

WTVJ Miami

WDBJ-TV Roanoke

%.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Spot Television

INC.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1 932

FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO <^

C"- - ^^ ^- £^ ^
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. . . Everaril \^ . ]Mea<l«>, appointed

\
.J),

for tv and radio commercial de-

velopment. Ofiilvy. Benson & Mather

. . . Harry M. Jobson, to v.p. at

Harris & Co.. Miami . . . Rudy
Etchen, to the Pittsburgh office of

KW R&R as v.p. in charge of new busi-

ness development.

Other personnel shifts: Florence

Small, tradepaper agency editor for

the |)ast 12 years, has set up her own
public relations and advertising coun-

selling firm—Penthouse Television As-

sociates—at 595 Madison Avenue . . .

Joseph Kelnberger, Jr., assistant ac-

count executive in the drug division.

Ellington & Co . . . Frank Sharpe,

manager of the tv traffic department.

James Young, tv producer, and Syl-

vester Cleary, account executive, at

Keach. McClinton & Co . . . Payne
Williams, creative writer-producer on

the tv radio stafif of Comstock & Co.,

BufTaio.

NETWORKS
UHF got another jolt last week:
CBS TV gave the Hartford, Conn,
afhliation to WTIC-TV and an-

nounce<l it would shut down its

own uhfer, WH(>T, in that market.

CBS took on WHCT at a price of

$()50.000 in 1956. NBC TV remains in

the uhf field with WNBC, Hartford.

Because of the CBS switch, the pos-

sibilities are that NBC will press for

affiliations with WNHC-TV, the Tri-

angle station that feeds the Connecticut

Valley and is now affiliated with ABC
TV. (See Sponsorscope page for com-

The top 10 Trendex rating for

the week of 1-7 October, 1958 are:

1. Gunsmoke (CBS TV) 35.0

2. Danny Thomas (CBS TV) 29.3

3. Desilu Playhouse (CBS TV) 29.0

4. Perry Como (NBC TVl 28.8

5. Ann Southern ( CBS TV ) 28.6

6. Bing Crosby (ABC TV) 26.2

7. Wagon Train ( NBC TV I 26.1

8. Wyatt Earp (ABC TV) 25.9

9. Have Gun Will Travel (CBS
TV I 25.8

10. Ed Sullivan (CBS TVl 25.7

Tv network sales: P&G (Compton)

has signed to join Sylvania (JWT) on

ABC TV's The Real McCoys, begin-

ning 1 January . . . R. J. Reynolds

(Esty) will be added to the list of

sponsors on NBC TV's Wagon Train

and Northwest Passage, for the fourth

quarter of 19.58.

Daytime tv sales : ABC TV's "Ope-
ration Daybreak" has a total of 18

advertisers with the most recent sign-

ing of Campbell Soup (See COM-
PARAGRAPH, 27 September, spon-

sor I . . . Armour & Co. for a 52-week

order with NBC TV amounting to $2
million on Concentration, It Could Be

You, Today Is Ours, and Dough-Re-

Mi .. . National Biscuit Co. (K & E)

becomes a participating sponsor on

ABC TV's new Uncle Al Show, de-

buting today ( 18 October) from 11

a.m. to 12 noon.

Network radio sales: Allstate Insur-

ance for 52-weeks of Edward R. Mur-

roiv and the News on 25 stations of the

CBS Radio Pacific Network,

Ideas at work: Alex Reese, executive

director of WFAA-TV, ABC TV af-

filiate in Dallas has come up with one

that will give Texans a chance to see

1 M I If
£iUjAA UtFneono

£sU3udA %A/L Jl^OA^tt pAOgyUMMA - KMJ TV s full time

farm editor has all the facilities of the Agricultural Department

of the McClatchy Broadcasting Company at his disposal. He also works

with McClatchy newspaper farm editors. This, coordinated

with on-the-spot film coverage, results in farm programming

without peer in Fresno.

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McClatchy Broadcasting Company • The Katz Agency, National Representative
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iheir ABC TV shows in New York.

Dubbed "Tv Special Showplane,"

the group will be flown to New York

for a five-day stint, which will include

live appearance on some shows.

NBC TV began one of its biggest

audience promotion contests last week,

with $25,000 in cash and twelve RCA
color tv sets to be awarded to station

iiromotion-publicity managers and sta-

tion managers offering the twelve best

liical campaigns promoting NBC TV's

i'a\time program line-up. Contest ends

: November.

Network affiliations: NBC, with the

Channel 10 Tv Corp. of Michigan,

Inc., which airs 1 January . . . WIRE,
Indianapolis, marked a quarter-century

artiliation with NBC Radio last week.

Robert SarnofI, chairman and Joe Cul-

ligan, executive v.p. in charge of NBC
Radio joined in the ceremonies by pre-

senting WIRE with an anniversary

|ilar|ue.

The innovation of "triple expo-
tiire"—as a cumulative rating

gimmick—is now being tried out

in seven-station New York.
NTA Film Network is spending an

e?ti mated $5,000 a week for time

on stations competing with flagship

\^ NTA-TV for local bolstering of these

shows: How to Marry a Millionaire

iPaU Mall through SSC&B), This is

Alice, Man Without a Gun and TV
Hour of Stars (participations in all

three include A&P through Paris &
Peart and Vick through BBDO and

Morse.)

Rationale is this: WNTA-TV is a

relatively weak spot in the network's

line-up and extra exposures on both
WPIX and WOR-TV on different

da\ s of the week could triple ratings.

Involved is 6.5 program hours and 13

hours of additional scheduling.

Double exposure has proved success-

ful in New York where one of the out-

lets was a network flagship. It's now up
to ratings as to whether three exposures

on the independents can be parlayed

into another winning combination.

New programing: Screen Gems,
which set up a new production staff

under Tom Gries, director of syndi-

cated program production, and Wal-
lace MacDonald, director of develop-

ment, will produce Stakeout, based on

records of the Florida Sheriffs Bureau.

Two other series will be produced for

syndication release in 1959.

Sales: ABC Films reports Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation renewal for

a second year of Wyatt Earp by Camp-
bell Soup and Christie, Brown Bisquit

. . . also fifteen additional domestic

renewals of 26 Men including Amoco
on KNOE-TV, Monroe, La., and sta-

tions WLWT. Cincinnati; WSFA-TV,
Montgomery; WFBC-TV. Greenville;

KPFM-TV. Spokane; WKJG-TV, Ft.

Wayne; KEYT, Santa Barbara; KFRE-
TV, Fresno; WEAR-TV. Pensacola:

KVAL-TV, Eugene; KGW-TV, Port-

land. Ore.; KOMO-TV, Seattle:

WLWD-TV, Dayton; WLWI, Indian-

apolis, and KFVS-TV, Cape Girardeau

. . . Screen Gems reports sales of

Rescue 8 have reached 108 markets.

Sponsors include Dallas Morning
News on its own WFAA-TV:
Farmer's Union in four North

Dakota Markets: Bismark, Minot.

Dickinson and Valley City; Val
Decker Packing Co. on WLW-D.
Dayton; Prince Macaroni, sold
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til rough \VN AC-TV. Boston: Winn
Dixie Food Stores on WAVE-TV,
Louisville. Ky.; Schiff Shoe Com-
pany in Evansville. Ind.. and Procino-

Kossi Macaroni Company plus West

Knd Brewing, alternate sponsors on

W RGB-TV, Schenectady . . . Barry

Grafman and Associates have sold

Laurel and Hardy comedies to WOW-
T\ . Omaha, and KRNT, Des Moines

. . . MCA-TV. Ltd. added sales of its

Paramount features to WJW-TV, Cleve-

land, and WITI-TV, Milwaukee.

Program Promotions: Ken Tobey

and Craig Hill, stars of Whirlyhirds,

made a helicopter appearance in Bir-

mingham. Ala. for Blue Plate Foods.

The WBRC-TV special event also in-

cluded Duncan Renaldo of Cisco Kid

. . . NTA Film Network stars kicked

off a series of public appearances: Lori

Xelson. Merry Anders and Barbara

Eden of How to Marry a Millionaire in

the midwest; next stops are New York,

New England and the West Coast. Next

on the 18 city tours are Patty Ann
Gerity of This is Alice, John Conte of

TV Hour of Stars and probably Rex

Reason of Man Without A Gun . . .

1 . A.P.. Inc. will release merchandising

SWEEI

TE^i
Enjoy sweet sales success from the

Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th

in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

items on Crusader Rabbit to stations in

he next 30 days.

Strictly personnel: Robert Seidel-

man, named syndication sales director

of Screen Gems, will fill the post

vacated by Jerry Hyams, elected a vice

president last July. Seidelman will

supervise six area sales managers and

a field force of 35 salesman . . . Reub

Kaufman, president of Jayark Films,

appointed Milton Westerman vice

president in charge of the mid-western

territory. Backing the new distribution

company through a production alliance

is Larry Harmon Productions, which

named William Hebert executive vice

president. . . . Irwin S. Lamm joins

ABC Films as graphic research special-

ist . . . Wynn Lowenthal is director

of publicity and promotion for Tele-

star Films . . . M. Peter Keane, tech-

nical director of Screen Gems, ap-

pointed a member of the board on

managers of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers

(SMPTE), New York Division.

TV STATIONS

WABC-TV, New York reports a

record 49% profit increase for the

third quarter, 1958, compared to

the same period, 1957.

This increase, added with the first

two quarters, 1958, brings the ABC
TV flagship station a profit of 53 7f

over the first nine months of 1957.

The 13 radio and tv stations

owned by NBC in eight major
cities will combine their resources

and facilities for six weeks or

more, starting this week.

Purpose: to focus public attention

on America's need for more trained

scientists.

The project will be dubbed "Science

Calling."

Re videotape: WGN-TV, the video-

tape pioneer in Chicago tv operations,

is now getting out a videotape rate

card for the benefit of agencies wish-

ing to use the ampex facilities for pro-

ducing commercials and for experi-

menting with this relatively new tv

production device.

However, a top spokesman for WGN
assures sponsor that this can in no
way be interpreted as their com-

peting with film studios for the

commercial business.

WIBW-TV, Topeka joined with three

Kansas City tv stations, plus stations

in St. Joseph and Sedalia to telecast

the inauguration of the University of

Kansas City's new chancellor, Dr.

Richard M. Drake.

Reason for this unusual telecast:

University officials felt that they could

reach a much larger audience via tv

than with the normal type of inaugural

ceremonies.

Sports news : With the baseball season

over this year, WLW-TV has already

made plans to continue telecasting Cin-

cinnati Redlegs games for the next

three years . . . WOR-TV, New York

is going into high school sports with

a series of eight Saturday football

games. The first participating sponsor

to sign for the high school grid con-

tests: Masters Department Stores.

Thisa and Data:

• WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, begins

construction next week on a new build-

ing to house its radio and tv studios.

The construction, estimated to take 10

months, will cost about $1.5 million.

• The Wilkins Jewelry Co. has

signed for the two-hour feature film

via WTAE, Pittsburgh. The station

claims this buv as "the longest time

period in a prime evening slot on a

regular basis on any Pittsburgh tv

station."

• WITN, Washington, N. C,
treated buying and media executives of

New York agencies to a three and one-

half day junket which included a tour

of the station's entire coverage area, a

look-see at the major economic pluses

of the market and an off-beat tour of

the most primitive section of the famed

Outer Banks.

The promotion touches includ-

ed: private station wagons with cars

emblazoned in WITN colors and logos;

a yacht cruise lasting for two days; a

tour of DuPont's Dacron plants; and

a host of parties, country club dances

and dinners.

Northern guests made the final con-

cession of their defeat to Southern hos-

pitality on this account: Host Bill

Roberson, WITN president, gave

nary a speech.

On the personnel front: Charlie

Powers, retail sales manager of
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BUT... You Can Buy

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS
Number Quarter H ours

with Higher Ratings

WKZO-TV Station B Ties

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. fo 5:00 p.m. 99 89 2

5:00 p.m. to midnight 92 47 1

SATURDAY
8-30 a m. to midnight 38 23 1

SUNDAY
9 00 a m to midnight 43 1^

1 TOTALS 272 176

it _ i

N'OTE: The survey mea=u
Grand Rapids and Kalamaz
ARB's opinion this samole
Kent Count V. and 67% of th

30 and their surrour
n.-ludes 77% of th

e populniion of Kal
e populatio
imazoo Cou

n of

Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids

At A Great Bargain!

With WKZO-TV \ou can buy more territory and reach

more people in Greater Western Michigan than are

available from any other television station— 600,000

T\' homes in one of America's top-20 markets!

WKZO-T\^ telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts

from a 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS
Tele\isinn Outlet for Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids.

Ask A\ery-Knodel

!

*William H. Seward bought Alaska from Russia in 1867 for $7,200,000.

Opponents of the purchase called it "Seward's Folly".

y^KZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knode/, /nc. Exclusive National Representatives
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KD.W. Los Angeles, to Kl LA. Hono-

lulu, as v.p in charge of sales . . . R. J.

McEIroy, president of Black Hawk
Broadcasting Co., assumes the position

of general manager of KWWL-T\,
Waterloo . . . Gordon Grant, to the

sales staff of the radio tv department

of Triangle Publications . . . Jack

Reber. formerly of NBC Spot Sales

has joined the Cascade Broadcasting

Co. as executive coordinator . . . R. S.

Nielsen and John Henry to executive

sales posts at K-DUB Stations. Lub-

bock.

More on the move: Joe Hudgens,

named program director of KRNT-TV.

Des Moines . . . Charles Bell, general

sales manager. WSPA-TV, Spartan-

berg . . . H. DuWayne Hanson, ac-

count executive at WKOW-TV. Madi-

son. Wise. . . . Patrieia Bradley, ad-

vertising-merchandising manager of

WOWL-AM-TV, Florence, Ala. . . .

Dave McConnaughey, account ex-

ecutive at WB\S-TV, Columbus, Ohio

. . . Frank Ridolphi, promoted to ad-

ministrative assistant at WSFA-TV.
Montgomerv. Ala.

RADIO STATIONS

RAB'S Kevin Sweeney tossed a

hunch of soallions at Madison Ave-

nue last week during a visit to

Kansas City.

Said Sweeney:

The "really imaginative and effec-

tive radio commercials" are being cul-

tivated in cities far from Manhattan.

In fact, the "springs of creative talent

bubbling along Park and Madison Ave-

nues" produce a "creative yield acre

that's much lower than that of at least

20 other cities."

WCRB, Boston, gave a press demon-

stration of stereo as a preview of what

the station will offer at the 1958 New
England High Fidelity Show, to be

held this week at Boston's Hotel

Touraine.

WCRB airs an average 20 hours per

week of stereophonic broadcasting.

Sports: With the Hockey season on

its way, KIRO, Seattle has signed

with the Seattle Totems Hockey Club

to air the entire schedule of 64 games

during the 19.58-59 season.

Station sale: KFGO, Fargo, owned

by Northern States Broadcasting Co.,

to North Dakota Broadcasting Co.,

subject to FCC approval.

Ideas at work:
• Latest stunt of KFWB, Los An-

geles: New contest for time buyers to

make them aware of the station's rating

increase, called "Rocketing Ratings."

The contest, open to all media person-

nel, consists of three mailings. First, a

])rochure dubbed "Time Buying for

Fun and Profit," then a follow-up teas-

er postcard and a "Rocketing Ratings"

kit.

• KXOX, St. Louis is promoting

its newest d.j. who actually "started

with a shoe string," Jack Elliot, by

mailing shoe-string tags, ballyhooing

Elliot's debut to every ad agency in the

area. Also to more than 100 retail

record stores, to be distributed to pur-

chasers. In addition, a scantily attired

model handed out some 6000 of these

tags at high traffic points.

IN PITTSBURGH..

talre TAE
and see
Nothing like a spot of "^AE to perk up your

Pittsburgh schedule. Exclusives like the MGM film

package, on-location Telecom news coverage.

Pittsburgh's most elaborate production set-up,

make TAE-time so stimulating!

WTAE is new; so pick up the prime spots

while they're hot. Take TAE and see.

Bui first see your Katz man.

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
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• WBBC, Flint, Mich, went all out

to promote the South Flint Plaza Mer-

chants Association's 'International Ba-

zaar,' which included, among many

prizes, a grand award of a trip to the

World's Fair in Brussels. WBBC
staged such publicity props as helicop-

ter rides, barn dances, beauty contests,

and a fashion show.

• WOV, New York, is staging a

"Wovbug Rhymes With Lovebug"

contest for agency personnel. The

"Wovbug" is a cartoon figure that has

become the station's symbol, and ap-

pears on all its advertising and promo-

tion. Object: Whoever has the most

Wovbugs by 12 February (contest's

end), gets, as first prize, a trip to

Rome.
• WIBG, Philadelphia, invited lis-

teners to write and tell why they would

like to be the first person launched

into outer space, with a promised

award for the 99 best answers of an

M-11 Corporal Toy Missile Kit. The

station has received, to date, 600

replies.

Thisa and Data: KDKA, Pittsburgh,

is holding a new system of Monday
nights "Record Clinics"—two-hour ses-

sions which give record distributors an

opportunity to play their latest releases

for all KDKA d.j.'s. The clinics will

also provide grounds for exchange of

ideas, opinions, and an up-to-date talk

on what the listeners are requesting,

and what the customers are buying.

Kudos: Gov. Fostor Furcolo, of Mass.,

j

presented a special public service

award to William Putnam, president

i
of WWLP. Springfield; WRLP, Green-

field and Brattleboro. Vt.. for outstand-

I

ing work in the civil defense field.

manager of KVAN, Portland, Ore. He

will announce his future plans by 1

Nov. . . . Jerome McCauley, named

assistant sales director of WMGM,
New York.

Other personnel moves: Don
Brice, appointed director of news and

public affairs programing at KIRO,

Seattle . . . Dale Taylor, station man-

ager of WENY, Elmira . . . Gordon
Mason, named sales manager for

KNX and the CBS Radio Pacific Net-

work . . . Charles Parker, production

manager for WDRC, Hartford, has

also become promotion manager . . .

Wallace Brazeal, sales manager for

KPEN-FM, Atherton, Cal Charles

Boland, sales representative and Nor-

ris Kalar, account executive for

KBOX, Dallas.

Staff promotions and additions for

the Gordon Stations: Don McCar-

ty, to program director of WSAI, Cin-

cinnati; Frank Kalil, program direc-

tor, KBUZ, Phoenix; Gene Ackerley,

general manager, KCUB, Tucson; Don
Venturino, program director, KCUB
and Bill Dixon, to sales manager of

KBUZ.

I Station staffers: Charles Dickoff,

named station relations director of the

W alker Group of radio stations in

\^ isc, Mich.. 111., and Iowa . . . Ken-
,

nelh Foellinger, business manager
' and assistant secretary of WFBM-AM-
;

TV, Indianapolis . . . Carl Bailey,

j

special events director. KBIG. Cata-

Hna . . . Gordon Mason, named sales

manager for KNX and the CBS Radio

Pacific Network, Los Angeles . . . Clif-

ford Eustice, named director of prod-

uct services of the Crosley Stations. He
comes from the food brokerage busi-

ness . . . Robert Bowden, to the sales

staff of WKID, Urbana-Champaign . . .

Larry H. Lau has resigned as general
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In his talk. Young cited the U. S.

radio networks as "selling time at

a fraction of the cost that the sta-

tion sells it. These low rates obvious-

ly have a tendency to depress rates and

divert money to networks.

"Do not permit anyone to depress

your rate or rate structure," Young

urged. "If we are successful in devel-

oping programs with more and more

listeners, our radio time becomes in-

deed, a very precious thing."

Promotions:
• CHCT-TV, Calgary, as just com-

pleted 182 hours of continual telecast-

ing, becoming the first Canadian tv

station to program 24 hours a day for

an entire week. Purpose: Canadian Tv

Week 1958 promotion.

• Okanagan Radio (CJIB, Ver-

non; CKOV, Kelown; and CKOK,
Penticton, all B.C.) has issued a pam-

phlet to advertisers and agencies re

B.C.'s "Big Busy SlOO million Mar-

ket." It includes data on population,

retail outlets, building permits, plus a

number of success stories by advertis-

ers using the stations.

Appointment: Stephen s-Towndrow,

named as Toronto reps for CJMS,
Montreal.

CBC TV, Toronto has streamlined

its network operations with con-

solidating its network staff this

week.

The changes:

Peter McDonald, formerly head of

network tv programing, named direc-

tor of the network, in charge of mat-

ters related to the planning, content

and distribution of CBC's English-lan-

guage tv programs.

Gunnar Rugheimer, former direc-

tor of sales, becomes assistant director

of the tv network, concerned with over-

all direction of network programing

and sales.

John Malloy becomes supervisor of

tv network sales and Ian Ritchie joins

the network staff in Toronto to work

v.'ith affiliated stations.

In a speech dubbed "Time Is A Very

Precious Thing," Canadian broad-

casters were warned by Adam
Young against allowing their time

to be sold at a fraction of its value.

The occasion was a meeting of the

Central Canada Broadcasters Associa-

tion at Ste. Marguerite, Quebec.

ASSOCIATIONS

The Four A's East Central Region

meeting in Toledo, 5 November,
will stress the quest for new ave-

nues where in media and agencies

can prompt greater creativity, and

advance advertising standards.

Another theme that will be stressed:

the importance of mutual effort be-

tween media and ad agencies.

Tv's "positive sell" and "research-

oriented sales tools'" are putting

tv out in front in the current me-

dia jockeying for sales position.

So reported TvB's president Nor-

man E. Cash, as he pointed to the

present season's record sales position

due to the tv sales team's "keeping fast

pace with the dynamic impact of our

medium."

Cash referred to the TvB filmed re-

port E-Motion, which is being shown

cross-country.

The film is based on TvB's study of

the four major mass media and empha-

sizes the thoroughness with which the



tv sales force is preparing for the

future.

An update of the Broadcaster's
calendar meetings:
20-21 Oct.: NAB Fall Conference,
Somerset Hotel. Boston.

27-28 Oct.: NAB Fall Conference,
Statler Hotel. "« ashington, D. C.

29-30 Oct.: Convention of CBS-Ra-
dio facilities. Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
16-19 Nov.: BPA Convention, Chase
Hotel. St. Louis.

The Texas Association of Broad
casters chose these oflicers at Ft.

Worth this week:

President, Al Johnson, KENS-AM
TV. San Antonio; v. p., Joe Leonard.
Jr., KGAF, Gainesville; secretary-

treasurer. George Tarter, KCBD-AM
TV, Luhhock; new directors: Gene
Hendrix, KVLF, Alpine; Leo Hack-
ney, KGVL, Greenville; and Marshal
Farmby, KPAN, Hereford.

More personal news: Omar Elder,

Jr., secretary and assistant general

counsel. ABC, named chairman of the

Copyright Committee, NAB . . . John
Chase, farm director, WHFB, Benton

Harbor-St. Joseph, named chairman of

the Civil Defense Committee of the Na-

tional Association of TV and Radio
Farm Directors . . . Guy Cunning-
ham, to the National Sales division;

Keith Culverhouse, named director

of sales promotion; and Murray
Gross, director of sales development,

at the TvB.

REPRESENTATIVES

Adam young, Inc., which has
been ri<ling hard with radio the
past two or three years, is rein-

forcing its bid for the tv field.

Tv, as happens with other rep or-

ganizations, will function as an inte-

grated unit, with Jim O'Grady heading

up that activity.

Tom O'Dea of H-R Representa-
tives, Inc., spoke to the Alabama
Broadcasters Association in Tus-
caloosa last week.

Subject: How Will Radio Rate After

19.5a.

O'Dea's contentions: "Last year

.S260 million was spent in radio. So
far this year, there's been a 2'4 in-

crease over 1957. It should be more

—

"You and I are not selling radio
positively, nor are we programing
or managing positively . . . Radio
can sell anything. It all depends on
what you say and how you say it."

Radio will rate after '58, O'Dea con-

cluded, if "you can get out from be-

hind that desk and start pitching with

the concrete effectiveness and power of

positive persuasion."

The recent meeting of the Radio and
Tv Representatives Association of At-

lanta elected these officers:

President, Richard Hughes, Ed-

ward Petry & Co.; v.p., Greg Mur-
phy, Katz ; secretary-treasurer, George
Crumbley, Headley-Reed.

In addition to the above, the board

of directors will include: Charles Dil-

cher, John Blair & Co. ; Ed Brandt,
Paul H. Raymer Co.; Dick Hunter,
George P. Hollingbery; and Bart Is-

bell, PGW.
Membership in the Association in-

cludes 17 rep companies serving the

Southeast with offices in Atlanta.

Expanding: Forjoe & Co. has

moved its San Francisco office to

larger quarters. Now located at 681

Market Street.

Rep appointments: PGW for

WLOS-TM-TV, Asheville, N. C. . . .

The Branham Co., for KZTV, Cor-

pus Christie . . . McGavren-Quinn
for KOKE, Austin . . . Devney, Inc.,

for WMIC, Monroe, Mich, nationally

and Don Hutton, president of Adver-

tising Sales Associates, for WMIC in

Michigan . . . Stars National, Inc.,

for KGFJ, Los Angeles as N. Y. and

Chicago reps . . . Robert E. East-

man, for WARM, Scranton-Wilkes-

Barre . . . Breen & Ward, New York,

for the Key Chain Stations (WKCB,
Berlin and WBNC, Conway, New
Hampshire)

.

John E. Pearson, named to represent

the new statewide group of radio sta-

tions formed in North Carolina.

This Carolina Radio Group in-

cludes: WTIK, Durham; WFNC, Fay-

etteville; WKIK, Raleigh; WCEC,
Rocky Mount; WRRF, Washington;

WGNI, Wilmington; WBBB, Burling-

ton; WSOC, Charlotte; WGBG,
Greensboro; WIRC, Hickory; WSAT,
Salisbury; WTOB, Winston-Salem. ^

SCHAEFERS
{Continued from page 39)

Not having planned the advertising,

they might forget to mention or stress

it and this could cost us an important

advantage among retailers."

About a quarter of the beer con-

sumed goes through taverns and bars.

While merchandising is carried on
there, Nemesh believes a more potent

sales opportunity is to be found in the

other three-quarters of the purchases

via retail stores, where conscious brand
selection is usually a larger factor.

"Our emphasis is not to get people to

drink more beer," he adds, "but to get

more people to drink beer."

While Schaefer uses a variety of

media, "the best one is still the sun,"

Nemesh notes. "Nothing boosts sales

like a hot, muggy day," he explains.

But air media plays an important part,

he admits, by having a brand prefer-

ence ready for that hot day, partly be-

cause they provide regular continuity.

Radio has proved itself in another

way. For the past three summers the

company has offered a "Picnic Land"
map free on request. Made up in nine

regional editions, these show outdoor

recreation areas for each marketing

area. Radio has always been the basic

medium for promoting these; the firstj

year 2 million were distributed, thisj

year more than 3 million requests cam(

in from AM.

Schaefer's new campaign has beei

extremely effective. "While there's n<

thing new about using time signals oi

radio," Nemesh admits, "our heavy]

frequency has given us a 'carry-ovei

factor. As a result any time-ch<

tends to remind listeners of Schaefer]

whether or not we sponsor it."

On tv it's a different story, sincei

time checks have been relatively scarcej

there for some years. "We have^

achieved two ends by our time checkl

campaign on tv," Nemesh notes. "Firstj

we've attracted considerable attention

by the unusual device, and have gotten

appropriate comment. Again, by using

the same technique as on radio, we be-j

lieve we get a cross-media tie

wouldn't be likely to get in a more]

traditional kind of campaign."

The departure of the Dodgers froml

Brooklyn was a dark day in the for-

tunes of New York baseball enthusi-

asts. But the fortunes of Schaefer,

thanks to a creative new air campaign,

have never been rosier.
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SELF SERVICE
I Cont'd from page 41

)

retail stores are not as yet self-service

or self-service only to a degree. This

leads to the second of the two ap-

proaches to sales stimulation.

Plan displays for lonely people

The one big plus frequently inher-

ent in television and radio advertising

is—a personality.

Point-of-purchase display material

in retail outlets utilizing names of fa-

mous television and radio personalities

has been used with success by a num-

ber of alert advertisers. Nor is the

formula limited to nationally known
names. Frequently, local personalities

are as well or better known and liked

in their own areas.

The point is, if a name (or names)

is known, liked and respected, why not

use this power to gain brand domi-

nance at the point-of-purchase?

Many shoppers today are lonely peo-

ple. They wander around, find no one

to talk with, and are forced to make
buying decisions on their own. And
many people are reluctant to make de-

cisions, hence habit buying of previ-

ously satisfactory brands.

Personalities on display material in

name and/or image at point-of-pur-

chase can be extremely helpful in in-

troducing new products to these lonely

shoppers who resist making decisions

as well as for selling established prod-

ucts to new users.

Respect, Webster says, is "to hold in

esteem or honor." Esteem and honor

is what many tv/radio personalities

have established among their viewers

and listeners. The effectiveness of tv/

radio advertising in making actual

sales as well as performing the pre-

selling job can be stimulated by bring-

ing tv/radio personalities into the pic-

ture at the point-of-purchase to help

complete the selling cycle.

A friendly tv/radio personality

whom shoppers feel they know can well

replace, to a degree, a non-friendly or

non-existent retail sales person. A dis-

play piece at the point-of-purchase,

however small, which shows a respect-

ed tv or radio personality can well be
the spark of reassurance to lonely

shoppers that they are making the right

decision if they buy the brand recom-

mended by the same personaUty.

Not only is display material show-
ing tv/radio personalities effective in

selHng consumers, but frequently ad-

vertisers' sales people find such mate-

rial easier to place than "straight sell"

type material. In the final analysis, re-

tail operators are also consumers. Not

only are they conscious of consumer

advertising, but they are also conscious

of tv or radio personalities and react

to their charms as do other consumers.

In other words, when a popular, well-

liked and respected personality is used

on tv and/or radio, nationally or lo-

cally, the possibility of utilizing him

in display material at point-of-purchase

to extend the pre-sell of consumer

advertising to the actual sell in retail

stores should be investigated.

Keep displays simple

One supermarket operator has point-

ed out that many stations and/or agen-

cies make display material too busy,

try to make it say too much.

This chap compared point-of-pur-

chase display material to highway

markers. Because highway markers

sometimes whiz by at 50 to 60 miles

an hour they can't say much, he says,

so they say "curve," "slow down," and

so on.

In-store display material he points

out, should talk as fast to confused

lonely shoppers who may be confront-

ed with thousands of items during 15

or 20 minutes of self-service shopping.

Following this suggestion, therefore,

it might be well to consider simple dis-

play pieces that merely show a picture

of a personality with short copy such

as "Try Blanko," "Buy Banko." Or,

words from consumer advertising

might be incorporated on point-of-pur-

chase pieces. For example, if con-

sumer copy says of a detergent,

"Blanko washes whiter," that might be

the copy for a display piece showing

the tv or radio personailty. Or, if con-

sumer advertising is saying, "Blanko

cigarettes filter best," point-of-purchase

copy, along with a picture of a person-

ality, could say "Blanko filters best."

By using tv or radio personalities

in this manner, the endorsement of a

third person is established at the point-

of-purchase where many shoppers are

strictly on their own and open for sug-

gestions and assurance. But keep the

copy short, make point-of-purchase ma-

terial talk fast. The same philosophy

applies to point-of-purchase material

supplied by stations themselves. Fre-

quently, station supplied material is

little more than a commercial for the

station—call letters are blown up, the

personality if shown at all, is blown

down, and seldom is the product even
mentioned.

Certainly, worthwhile station point-

of-purchase merchandising activities

should be utilized. It is suggested,

however, that point-of-purchase display

material should perhaps be supplied by
the advertisers in order to assure effec-

tive material.

What do you buy—advertising or

merchandising?

The question is frequently asked
whether or not a station's merchandis-
ing program influences, or should in-

fluence, a purchase.

One of the reasons media merchan-
dising is in the Marketing Department
rather than the Media Department at

BBDO is to minimize any such influ-

ence. All media on a given schedule is

purchased for its value as a vehicle of
consumer advertising. Once schedules
are set, then, when a client desires,

media merchandising works with the
various media on the schedule to deter-

mine just what merchandising services
are available that may be helpful in
making a client's advertising invest-

ment work harder, gain greater sales.

This formula has worked very ef-

fectively during the three years media
merchandising has been a function of

the Marketing Department. In a num-
ber of cases, various stations have been
extremely helpful in licking sales prob-
lems even though the station did not
have a formal merchandising plan
available. This sometimes results from
a careful explanation to the rep of a
local problem. Sometimes it is the

result of an advertiser's local sales

people working with local station peo-
ple in the solution of a problem. In
any event, when tv or radio is on a

schedule and sales problems exist, most
stations can be helpful once the prob-
lems and objectives are outlined and
specific requests for co-operation made.

In summar)^ our experience shows
that more and more tv and radio sta-

tions are recognizing the value of car-

rying the impact of consumer adver-

tising into the retail store at the point-

of-purchase in order to activate and
gain dominance for advertisers brands.

Tv and radio personalities can be
used effectively on point-of-purchase

display pieces to convert the pre-sell

into the actual sale.

Tv and radio stations can be help-

ful in solving local sales problems
when the problem and the objectives

are outlined in detail and specific co-

operation requested. ^
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)u9t like thf pird pipn
Oiiri bis fife . . .

people
REACT
to the

voice and vision

of NBC in

South Bend - Elkhart

call Retry today!

1 CHANNEL 16

BERNIE BARTH & TOM HAMILTON
WNDU-TV

STRAIGHT SHOOTIN'

Yfs, straight shootin' with ISEW
HIGH POWER right into 365,-

000 television homes in the

heart <»f Mid-America's agri-

cultural and industrial markets,
WKKX-TV has increased its

power to 229,000 watts E.R.P.
xideo and 114,000 watts E.R.P.
audio. Motv, the sales power of
>\ UKX-TV spans market por-
lioii* of over .^0 counties in

Southern Wisconsin, Northern
Illinois and Eastern Iowa.

Represented by H-R Inc.

ABC — CBS

-13-

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Charles A. Wilson has been named man-

jjPi^P^^ ager of advertising and sales promotion of

f J WGN, Inc., Chicago. He has been as-

^ .^4*. 0^m§ sociated with WGN since November 1948

- W when he left Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

^^^^"^^M^^ to join the WGN sales promotion staff.

^^^H^^^^^^^ He became WGN's sales promotion super-

^^^V ^S^^^^H visor in 1950. In addition to his new duties
^^^^^

as manager of advertising and sales, he

will be a member of WGN's management group. Wilson is a grad-

uate of the University of Illinois where he majored in advertising

and selling. He served with the Navy for three years, commanding

a sub chaser in the South Pacific. He lives in Northbrook.

David P. Crane has joined Ogiivy, Benson

& Mather, Inc. as a vice president and ac-

count supervisor. Formerly Crane was as-

sociated with Benton & Bowles where he

has been president in charge of media at

the agency since 1953. In addition, he

handled the S. C. Johnson account as

a.e. and was a member of the agency

plans board. Prior to joining Benton &

Bowles in 1945 after a stint in the army, Crane was with BBDO in

Minneapolis as account executive for the A. E. Hormel and General

Mills accounts. His career in the advertising field began in 1936 with

a job at Hormel as assistant to the advertising manager. He became

HormePs adv. mgr. in 1938. He is a graduate of Carlelon College.

Sterling "Red" Quinlan, a vice president

of the American Broadcasting Co. and gen-

eral manager of WBKB, Chicago, is the

author of a just-published novel, The Mer-

^er. His book details with the inside story

of the ABC-Paramount theater deal which

made Quiiilan"s station part of the Amer?-

i( an Broadcasting Co. Quinlan, known i

'^^Chicago circles, as a hard-hitting and hard-

ing sal(s manager, started with WBKB as a $35 a week stage

liaiul and has built the station to a top money-making operation

for ABC (second only to New York). The Merger is his first pub-

lished book, though he turned out eight full-length novels before

liiiltiiig his literary ambition into mothballs in favor of a tv career.
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YOUR

FALL -WINTER

SPOT BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S new 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 TO 9
10 TO 49
50 TO 99
100 TO 499
500 TO 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

12^4 cents each

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed Bill me
Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount
Marketing

Radio ._

Television-Film

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Company .

Address _



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Spot: The Custom-made Medium
This week's ease study on how Young & Rubicam buys spot

(page 35) emphasizes a point about spot radio/tv that cannot

be repeated too often. Spot today is the most carefully

planned and custom-made weapon in the entire arsenal of

the national advertiser. Its popularity—and its values—both

depend on this fact.

Other media may seem, to the uninitiated, more glamorous

and compelling. Magazines, newspaper supplements, network

tv, and network radio can capture the imagination with the

broad sweep and scope of their coverage and the appeal of

their editorial and programing material.

But when it comes down to the short, sharp strokes of

practical, pin-pointed selling in today's new marketing era,

there's nothing like broadcast spot for doing an efficient,

economical, and thoroughly impactful job.

Simplify Spot Buying and Selling

Nevertheless, spot's very virtues do create certain problems

for the advertiser and agency who want to use it with the

greate>t effectiveness. Because spot offers clients almost un-

limited opportunities for flexibility and selectivity, spot

campaigns take time and expert, detailed planning.

In a large agency, as the Young & Rubicam story shows,

it can easily require the services of 10 to 15 specialists to

handle the creation and detail of an effective spot campaign.

If spot is to continue growing—and SPONSOR believes that

both radio and tv spot have greater opportunities than any

other branch of advertising—then everyone concerned with

spot buying and selling must look for ways to simplify and

streamline the operation.

This means constant pressure, particularly by station

operators, to eliminate all needless paper work, to prune away

from ratecards all outmoded and unnecessary provisions, and

to see to it that spot information is presented in the most

practical and useable manner. Understanding the agency-

sponsor process, of course, is Step No. 1, which our case

study spells out in detail.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Recognition by the

industry that radio and tv spot offer national

and regional advertiser opportunity for inten-

sive, pin-point coverage and proven sales power

ivhich he cannot get in any other medium.^

lO-SECONO SPOTS
Public service: Twice every morning,

Miami radio station WQAM programs
The Dozer's Club during which the

endings of late tv movies shown the

night before are recapped for those

who fell asleep.

Came: During the World Series,

Gordon Hayes, for CBS Radio Spot

Sales, held open house on the terrace

of Manhattan's St. Moritz Hotel so

that admen could drop by and watch

the games—telecast by NBC.

Land boom: Sebastian Highlands, a

new Florida development is due to be-

come an air media adman's colony.

Max Friedman, a.e. at H-R Reps, has

sold lots to : Reggie Scheubel. Maurer.

Scheubel & Fleisher; Vera Brennan.
j

SSC&B; Bill Smith and Sally Revnolds.

L&N; Ruth Jones, JWT; Bert Mul-

ligan, Compton; Phil Zoppi, WPOP:
Bill Currie, WRAL; Bert Libin,

WMAL; George Morris, WSIX-TV:1
Jack Soell, WISN-TV; station rep Dick

O'Connell; Frank Headley, Dwight

Reed, Frank Pellegrin, Paul Weeks.

Avery Gibson, Al Brintrup, Bob Man-
deville, all of H-R Reps. They've set up

a Sebastian Highlands Home Owners

Improvement and Protection Assoc.,,

slogan of which is: "When the tidel

is in, your lot is out."

Help: From N. Y. Times classified—

•

ARE YOU INTERESTING?
Have you developed a theory, phi-

losophy or technique? Are you an[

authority on any specific subject?

Have you an unusual occupation oi)

story to tell? If so, and you woukj

like to appear on network televisior,

shows, write Y6817 Times.

Yes, we've developed a theory, bui

we're not sure the D.A. would like it\

Dig, dig, dig: The recent Canada Dr}!

"Shovelthon Sweepstakes" held in Nevi

York proved one thing—the longel

you dig, the more tired you get. /|

Massachusetts woman spaded $17,40(|

silver dollars in five minutes. An Ai

Force man shoveled $8,300 in oni

minute; a Missouri man dug $12,50*

in two minutes; a Pittsburgh woraai

shoveled $3,900 in one minute. Wonde

how many silver dollars they couh

spade up in a 10-second spot?

Ghoulish: WABC-TV, N.Y.C., whil

promoting its new Shock movies ho5

by handing out 15.000 "I Like Zachei

ley" buttons, received a request froii

a local politico for a supply of the bui

tons. A dark horse in the coming elec

lions?



J^HE

k THESE BLUE CHIPS USE MUTUAL

II TELEPHONE
^^ us WATCH CO.

n OL-MYERS CO.
B FERIN

\t ER PROD., INC.

^I SLER CORP.
^C COLA, INC.

31 ATE-
P MOLIVE CO.
C DATE Toothpaste
CiTiATE Men's Line
B, K Toothpaste

X-,iX,INC.

EI RAL ELECTRIC
EI| RAL FOODS
C UMET • -JELLO

Eti RAL MOTORS
H TiAC • GMC Trucks

*

HEINZ FOODS
LEVER BROS.

LIPTON TEA
P. LORILLARD CO.

L.P. GAS COUNCIL

NATIONAL DAIRY
Kraft Foods

PEPSI-COLA

PETER PAUL, INC.

PHILCO CORP

QUAKER STATE OIL

STERLING DRUG CO.

Mutual is the choice because

Mutual gets the choice listening

audience— f/ie buyers in the fam-

ily. Why? Because Mutual is the

one network whose stations offer

community-integrated program-

ming—programming of local

interest for local audiences —
while delivering national news,

special events and sports features

that only top network program-

ming can provide. For big results,

at the lowest cost-per-thousand

of any major medium, pick the

big network—Mutual.

BR,OA.DCi\.STING
SYSTEM

^ SueceiS Story.

e smart buy-
(^^ ers, too. Example': 3 years ago, 3

^ employees and a $12,000 budget.

^ Today, 100 employees and a

^rk business that has increased a

^ hundred-fold. Still on Mutual

f^ exclusively . . . and still growing.

Top Coverage
Verified clearance is assured by

Mutual's own contract with affil-

which gives MBS advertis-

' ers up to 365* stations out of

400 per News program.

ielsen, June '

I 1440 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18. N.Y.

IlnXAL BROA\DCAST][MG SYSTIEM, ItMC. tribune tower. Chicago, ill.

1313 N. VINE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL.

, II, 1958
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KBET-TV

SCOREBOARD

Leading Station in California's Third Largest Market

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 439,220

[l^^ll

KBET-TV CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO <A® CALIFORNIA

BASIC Tjr CBS OUTUT

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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20 c a copy • $3 a year

I ^ PONSOR

.'(itixiity of .self-discil)lined

<»ials wlio consider the

iiiicropliotw a co)}stanl

gnrd the old ways as not

M^ily the best ways. . .

ativity which in each

sse 4 markets turns

listeners to the Storz

n than to any other.

icu to WHB. See Blair

WDGY, Minricapolis-St. Paul . . is liiM ..n H.

First on Pulse, loo . . . and first 17,". ol 'JK) (l;i\ii

watts plus 50,000 watt personalities. lalk to B
Jack Ihayer.

WHB, Kansas City ... is first all wa\s. I'm.

Trendex, Hooper; .\rea Nielsen, 9()-coimt\ Vii-a

women who listen to top 4 K. C. radio station.s

or General Manager George W. .Vrmstrong.

WTIX, New Orleans . . is first metro and area. BULLETIN: New 52-

County Area Pulse shows WTIX way out front every 14 hour—morning,
afternoon, evening. That's what 5,000 watts and 690 kc. have done! Other
firsts: Hooper, Pulse: 360 of 360 daytime 14 hours; 499 of 504 overall i/i

hours. Talk to .\dam Young ... or \VUK General Manager Fred
Berthelson.

WQAM, Miami ... is first! Proof: Hooper (40.5%) ... and first in

264 of 264 quarter hours; Pulse ... 432 of 432 quarter hours; South &
Central Florida .\rea Pidse . . . also Trendex. Next time you're in Miami,
hear for yourself the sounds that make it so. See Blair . . . or General
Manager Jack Sandler.

„ ^T>=VT-iorsj^
DAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

Ot 8TORZ, PRESIDENT* HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

WHY YOU CAN'T

BUY 1-MINUTE

TV SPOTS

In many of the top 40

markets, one-minute tv

spots—daytime or night

—are just about sold

out. Here's what caused

the big rush to minute

segments, and win it

may mean a 20% liike

in spot television costs

Page 31

How Bosco sells

by combining tv

with premiums

Page 34

The chemical in-

dustry moves in

on television

Page 38

SPONSOR'S 7t!:

annual farm radio

and tv section

Page 41



^-J STUDY
^ WTVJ's

TOTAL*

COVERAGE

i

When buying South

Florida's 372,200 TV
homes and $2} 2 billion

retail sales, study WTVJ's
lotal coverage. For only

WTVJ delivers unduplicated

network coverage throughout

the entire South Florida

market. Network program-

ming of all other Miami stations

is duplicated in Palm Beach.

That's why WTVJ alone provides ^. *
''

total coverage. And NCS #3
shows this startling fact: Among all Florida stations,

WTVJ is first in monthly and weekly coverage, and

first in daytime and nighttime circulation, weekly

and daily! Ask your PGW colonel for the compelling

WTVJ story today!

Data from Television Magazine, Sept., 1958, and

Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power, 1958

VlfTVJ MIAMI
® CHANNEL 4-

^ Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Dictionary defines TOTAL as "whole, amount, complete, entire."



DETROIT
WATTS

(^$ Storer Televisiort

National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, Piaia 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Franklm 2-6498
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^ SPONSOR
^^^^ THE WCCKLV MAGAZINE TV/rADIO ADVERTISERS USE ARTMENT

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

News Editor

Why you can't buy one-minut'e tv spots

3X J" many top tv markets, minute tv spots are just about sold out. Here's

the story behind this surge to minutes, and why it will force tv prices up

Bosco premiums sell with tv

34 "l^ ''"" {ilitter off premiums? .Not according to Bosco which recently

drew over 2.iO,000 returns on a self-liquidating record using only tv

Nunn Outlines Standard Oil's Radio/tv use

35 Wesley I. Nunn, advertising manager, Standard Oil Company (Indiana),

explains media philosophy, and why his company uses both radio and tv

SPONSOR to report its 2nd big tv sales test

36 Parti-Day Toppings, through Darcy agency will provide week-by-week

sales figures in six-month Wisconsin test, using daytime tv only

Radio sells gallons of gallons

37 Detroit paint dealer breaks with tradition. By using saturation radio

to emphasize a cheerful store atmosphere, he sells a million gallons

The chemicals in television

38 On one side of the chemical coin are the P&G's and Colgate's, but on

the other is a group of tv sponsors often promoting

Farm radio and tv 1958

41 Key developments in advertising and programing on farm radio and tv

are covered in sponsor's 7th annual section. Also included are a run-

down on farm market and three pages of audience and market research

42 Farm stations and advertisers

44 The farm market

45 Farm audience and market basics

SPONSOR ASKS: How's color tv doing in your market?

66 -^^ more stations program local colorcast to promote set sales, three

active stations report how color is progressing in their respective markets

W. F. liksch

FEATURES

lO I ial Cor

69 Film-Scope

24 19lh and Madison

70 Marketing Week

76 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

76 Picture Wrap-Up

72 Sponsor Hears

17 Sponsor-Scope

88 Sponsor Speaks

74 Spot Buys

64 Telepulse

88 Ten-Second Spots

22 Timebuyers at Work

86 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

71 Washington Week

Associate Editor
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Midwest Editor (Chicago)
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Film Editor
Heyward Ehrllch
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Jack Lindrup
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Midwest Manager
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^
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A SURE THING!

WHO-TV delivers solid coverage of 46 counties

in strategic Central Iowa— a $2 billion market!

This is the heart of America's leading

agricultural market— vi'here the average

farm income is over $11,300 or 78^r above

the national average! Yet, it is also a rapidly

expanding industrial market. For example,

Des Moines, the shopping center for all of

Central Iowa, has more than 400 diversified

industries with a payroll of $100 million, an

average family income of $6000, and retail

sales of $343 million!

There are 392,700 TV families in this rich

46-county area—and you need only WHO-TV
to cover them all!

The newest Metropolitan Des Moines

ARB Survey (Feb. 8-March 7, 1958)

:

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

NUMBER REPORTED PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
1 Week 4 Week 1 Week 4 Week

WHO-TV 256 232 54% 49%
STATION K 162 186 34% 39%
STATION W 47 51 10% 11%
TIES 8 4 2% 1%

Talk to PGW for more about a sure thin

in Iowa—WHO-TV!

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

V^HO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
>VHO-TV
IS FIRST

IS FIRST
!^>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST

I AVHO-TV
IS FIRST

yC>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
AVHO-TV

RST
O-TV

IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
\VHO-TV
IS FIRST
AVHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST

/ ^VHO-TV
/ IS FIRST

/ >VHO-TV /

IS FIRST /

^VHO-TV
IS FIRST /

WHO-TV 1

IS FIRST
WHO-TV^
IS FIRSTg

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives

SPONSOR • 25 OCTOBER 1958



LATE TRENDEX RETURNS--OCT . 8-14, '58--SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, NBC'S NIGHTTIME

AUDIENCE &% GREATER THAN THE SECOND NETWORK; 35^ GREATER THAN THE THIRD NETWORK.

sf

'''ill

^0



• ON NBC: 4 OF THE TOP 5 SHOWS; A PLURALITY OF THE TOP 10, OF THE TOP 15, OF

THE TOP 25. • TOTAL VIEWING UP. PEOPLE WATCHING MORE TV ON MORE SETS THAN EVER.

WITH FALL PROGRAM SCHEDULES IN FULL SWING, MORE OF THEM NOW WATCHING NBC.

li

"The President
cannot be disturbed!**

On November 9, 1916, Charles Evans Hughes retired believ-

ing he was President-elect of the United States. While he slept,

late returns re-elected Woodrow Wilson. But early the next

morning, a reporter seeking Mr. Hughes was told "the Presi-

dent" could not be disturbed.

"Well," responded the reporter, "when he wakes up, tell

him he is no longer President."

In the first week of October 1958, on the basis of early

Trendex returns in television's annual Fall audience "elec-

tion," victory claims were being run up every flagpole on Madi-

son Avenue. They stemmed from Trendex returns on little

more than half of the season's new network schedules, and

some of the claims would have done a precinct captain proud.

(You can prove almost anything if you take 37/52nds or 47/65ths

of a whole.)

Now the latest Trendex reports are in, covering nighttime

television for the week of October 8-14. This is the first week

in which all three networks reached virtually full program

strength. It gives the first inkling that the tremendous audience

switch which carried NBC into Number One competitive posi-

tion last season is accelerating this season. By almost any cri-

terion, taking the schedule as a whole, NBC commands audi-

ence supremacy.

Of course, this election will keep right on going all sea-

son, and it's far too soon for anyone to hoist a final victory

flag. But it's not too soon for us to join Trendex in spotting a

landslide victory for all television, and to congratulate our

competitors for helping to win it. Thanks to the fresh excite-

ment generated by the new Fall schedules on all networks, more

Americans are spending more time watching more television

than befor( NBC
TELEVISION NETWORK



If

You Want

KING SIZED
Coverage

In King Sized

PORTLAND OREGON

Market

USE

;iNG SIZED

SPORTS

and Always

Get

KING SIZED

Results for

Advertisers

NEWSMAKER
of the week

With the appointment of Edmund C Bunker as CBS TV v.p.

and general manager on network sales, CBS has taken

another step toward solving this organization problem: how

to loosen the top executive in the sales department for more

administrative concentration, plus service to key clients.

The ne^VSmsker: Joining Thomas H. Dawson as a sales

executive on the v.p. level—both functioning under Bill Hylan, sales

administrative v.p.—is Ed Bunker.

Significance of the move: As CBS TV has developed toward its

present status of a $200-million business, the problem of top manage-

ment has become one of broadening the layer of sales executive

authority so that the No. 1 man in the department (Hylan) can

devote more time to these two functions:

1) Administration of the department in its broad ramifications.

2) Making outside sales calls and doing some elbow-rubbing with

the uppermost echelons of client organizations—like presidents and

board chairman—who pass on the huge investments that tv entail.

In other words, CBS TV Sales within itself has not only moved

away from the complexion of a one-man band but assumed stature

of a decision-making unit. Here's how that unit officially lines up.

Bunker will report to Dawson, v.p. in charge of network sales.

At the top, department chief William H. Hylan carries the title of

v.p. of sales administration, a secondary effect of Bunker's stripe is

this: CBS TV Sales will now have a force "in depth" of three men

at the very top.

There are other advantages in the Hylan-Dawson-Bunker combina-

tion. With a wider layer of top executives familiar with key negotia-

tions, CBS TV Sales can be more mobile and more flexible to deal

with present-day complexities of network selling. Also, the growth

of network investments—where $1 million clients are no longer

unusual—dictates that there be organizational sales strength "in

depth" to handle any kind of sales situations.

Affiliate relations v.p. in the past year. Bunker joined the network

as account executive in 1949. He subsequently managed KNXT,

Hollywood, for two years and WXIX, Milwaukee, from 1954 to 1957.

Previously he had been an account executive at ABC following

three years (1945-48) as an executive of Avery-Knodel, radio station

representatives. Before World War II service in the U. S. Navy air

arm, he was regional sales manager for WIS, Columbia, program

director and salesman at WCSC, Charleston, and an announcer and

copywriter at WTOC, Savannah. He started his broadcasting career

in 1934 while still an undergraduate at Charleston College.

In addition to working his way up from the ranks to reach top

broadcasting echelons, Bunker, who was born in 1915 in Balboa,

Panama Canal Zone, attended the law school of the University of
.

South Carolina. He is married to the former Miss Katherine Gooding

of Columbia, S. C. They have two daughters. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
WING appoints EASTMAN

For all the facts regarding the exciting

new WING, talk to Dale Moudy, Gen.

Mgr., or your Bob Eastman man.

robert e. eastman & co..
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK: CHICAGO:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

PLaza 9-7760

333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bidg-Room 1043

San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760



The history of

'ALASKA

in the1890's-

the lawless days of the
y
^«i^-

[londike Gold Rush!

(fs^y-



Three years on the CBS Television Network-

Now available for the first time

to local and regional sponsors!

ERGEANT
PRESTON
"""YUMON

Nine years of consecutive sponsorship on

radio and television by The Quaker Oats Co.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue -New York 22, N. Y. IP—^—i™"—

PLaza 5-2100 I |TC
I TPA



by John E. McMillin

PENETRRT.

in

26
COUNTY
Ckamet

WRBL-TV

COLUMBUS./ GEORGIA

TRADE AREA

WRBL-TV 25% or better

weekly penetration in all 26

counties.*

Station B 25% or better

weekly penetration in only 9

of 26 counties

Local Newsp. 25% or better

weekly penetration in but 5

of 26 counties

* Plus an additional 12 counties for a

25% weekly penetration of 38 Counties

SOURCE: HAGSTROM TRADE AREA SURVEY

Channel

WRBL-TV

Commercial
commentary

The only media completely

ing and dominating

Ich, progressive trade

CALL

The HOLLINGBERY CO.

Brooklyn

A little nostalgia for a change
Last Saturday, during the timeouts of the

NCAA football Game of the Week over NBC TV,

I caught glimpses of Red Barber doing a relaxed

professional job for Gulf's No-Nox, and it took

me back over the years to another game, an-

other gasoline, in fact, a very different Red.

The time was 1939: The place: New York's

Pennsylvania Hotel. The occasion: the intro-

duction to General Mills, Socony, and P&G of their new

Dodger announcer.

That was the first year of big league baseball radio broadcasts in

New York City (they were carried over WOR and WABC, now

WCBS) and I think the credit for opening up the market belonged

to Larry MacPhail. MacPhail had come sweeping out of the West,

like Young Lockinvar and he insisted that the Dodgers get radio

coverage. He brought with him his ace Cincinnati sportscaster, a

trigger-taut, sandy-haired young man who obviously viewed the

National Pastime with the passionate fei-vor of an infant Savanarola.

To demonstrate his art for us New York hicks. Red "recreated"

the last few innings of Johnny Vandermeer's second successive no-

hitter and he did it with such nerve-wracking, dramatic intensity

that he left us awed. At least, we felt certain that Wheaties' Break-

fast of Champions, Mobilgas Power, and Ivory Purity were being

placed in capable, if somewhat nervous hands. And they were, as

we found that summer.

A kid announcer for Crisco

In setting up our broadcast plans that year, only one position had

to be filled, the post of second man, or commercial announcer for the

Yankee-Giant games (Arch MacDonald had the top spot) and I've

always felt that General Mills threw it to P&G as a kind of bone.

General Mills was the big wheeler and dealer in sports, even more

dominant than Gillette is now, and had arranged all the details of

the New York package (as I remember it, the 154-game rights for

the Yankee-Giants were $100,000, and the Dodgers $60,000).

Most of the rest of us knew little about baseball broadcasts, ex-

cept the staggering audience figures we'd read in Hooper and CAB,

and I remember feeling green and self-conscious in our meetings

with General Mills. Anyhow, I know I was pretty flattered when my

(and P&G's) recommendation for the Yankee-Giant second man was

accepted. I described him as a kid announcer who had done good

work for us in handling Crisco and Ivory commercials on P&G day-

time serials.

His name? Mel Allen. That's how he began in professional sports.

Mel's baseball job that year did give us some headaches, however.

He was always arriving late for the rehearsals of a new nighttime

show we were testing out on a limited network.

This program was the brain child of another P&G announcer, who

was selling Ivory Soap for us on Life Can Be Beautiful (we called it

LCBB or Elsie Beebe in the office) and Your Gospel Singer.

I doubt if many people today would recognize him by this de-
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KKTV Again 1st

in Omaha!
September, 1958, Metropolitan Omaha ARB*
Proves KETV Consistently Delivers the Largest

Audience in the Most Quarter Hours When All

Three Omaha Stations Compete!

KETV 126

Station B 9472

Station C 9072

Now Four Consecutive ARB's Confirm KJjJTVs

Leadership in the Rich Omaha Market!

Contact your lllll man for full minutes in

KETV's Movie Masterpiece and Famous Feature

. . . Omaha's highest rated movies.

*September, 1958, Metropolitan Omaha ARB is a secret week report not initiated by KETV.

Ben H. Cowdery, President IA
Eugene S. Thomas, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. ^^^

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION

^^g '^ ™™
nil

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

jL^ C1.9^^o^^>^sy>^>JiQy £
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\m Commercial commentary continued

.

10,000

POWERFUL

WAHS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

at an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COSr.PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

RETAIL STORE SALES

$2,358,018

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

H 0,000 WATTS

WHLII
HEMPSTEAD
lONO ISLAND. N Y

Represented by Glll-Perna

scriptioii but 20 \ears ajio he was. in my opinion, the greatest an-

nouncer in radio, and I say this with all due respect to such stalwarts

as Danny Seymour, Don Wilson, and Harry Von Zell.

He was so good in fact that P&G demanded that we bring him to

Cincinnati for a year-end salesmeeting, where he staged a humorous

"announcing contest" that panicked P&G's top brass and district

managers.

Coming back on the train that night, we had a long and fateful

talk in the club car. I was impressed by his performance and told

him so. I also told him that he ought to have his own program, that

it probably should follow a quiz-game-comedy pattern, and I urged

him to come up with an idea.

He was back to see me within 10 days. His show was written,

auditioned and sold (to P&G) within a few weeks. It achieved a 20

rating in less than six months after the first broadcast.

The program (Mel Allen as its first announcer) was Truth or

Consequences. And—this is your life, Ralph Edwards.

What particular people prefer

In addition to Red and Mel and Ralph, there are other old P&G
announcers who are still going strong and doing well, after 20 years

and 20 billion words of commercial copy.

Ed Herlihy, a veteran 99 44 100 per-center, is now pleasantly per-

suading me to stuff myself with more of that Kraft Velveeta, Kraft

Cracker Barrel, and Kraft Old English than I (or Ed himself, for

that matter) should ever attempt, in view of our weight problems.

Nelson Case is still selling Ivory, plus other high-rated products.

I saw Nelson the other night doing Parliament's "No filter feed

back" bit, and inevitably it reminded me of our old days together

with Dorothy Thompson and Pall Mall.

Few people, I suspect, remember that when Pall Mall was reintro-

duced to the American public in the late 30's, it had no bright red

package, no extra length to "travel the smoke." It was not even

called, in today's lingo. "Pell Mell." The official pronunciation then

was "Pawl Mawl" and our theme "Particular People prefer (Pawl

Mawll" was treated semi-humorously. We rang all the changes on the

letter P—"prompt postmen prefer Pall Mall, pretty Penelopes prefer

Pall Mall, prudent psychiatrists prefer Pall Mall, etc." Our com-

mercials sounded like modern jingles without music and. if I do say

so, were pretty cute.

Pall Mall's first radio show was built around Dorothy Thompson,

the distinguished columnist and commentator who was then married

to Sinclair Lewis. Lewis, despite his lofty literary fame, was the

homeliest and funniest man I ever met. And he and Nelson Case

conspired to give me my Most Embarassing Moment in radio.

I was an earnest, serious-minded young agency man in those days

and, before one of our shows, I strode solemnly into the control

room, punched down the talk-back button, and said in my sternest,

most executive voice, "All right. Nelson, let's run through the com-

mercials."

What I didn't know was that on that particular evening, a Nobel-

prize-winning novelist had rewritten the Pall Mall announcement.

Case, with a perfectly straight face, read off the copy which Lewis

had handed him

—

"Pimply prostitutes prefer Pall Mall. Prurient pimps prefer Pall

Mall. Pustulent Pansies prefer Pall Mall. . .
."

It never got on the air, of course. But do you wonder that agency

men develoj) ulcers? ^
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Your Salesman^^TlpiniiTri^ Biggest Rich Market

WHERE RETAIL SALES TOTAL $3,078,943,000

TELEVISIOH
MflNSTON-SALEM

Put your salesman in a market where sales are

popping at the retail level to the tune of more than

3 billion dollars ... the 75- county WSJS market.

^ Winston-Salem

for j Greensboro

^ High Point

Call Headley-Reed
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iiBwoovei'cige

reaching

68% of Georgia population—2,868,000 people

(2/3 of a million increase)

—in 117 Counties

(a 43 County increase)

70% of Georgia income—$3,733,849,000

70% of Georgia retail sales—$2,681,646,000

delivering the greatest possible advertising

returns—anywhere anytinne!

The revolutionary new WLW-A Tower of Stars

has changed the entire television picture in

Atlanta, in Georgia, in the whole South. It's

the first "traveling wave" transmitting Tower

of its kind east of the Mississippi and the

second in the whole Country!

With this tremendous new power Tower,

WLW-A will now reach over Georgia with all

the star ABC programs for the greatest enter-

tainment lineup, widest coverage, and sharpest

TV picture ever!

So get your products on WLW-A . . . NOW!

Call the WLW TV Representative in your city.

You'll be glad you did!

wlw-a
channel 11 Atlanta

one of the 6 famous WLW stations

Sales OMices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland

Sales Representatives: INBC Spot Sales-Detroit • Tracy Moore & Associates—

Los Angeles, San Francisco . Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc.—Atlanta.

Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of-"*'***



lb

Every fall, football rivalry is foremost in

its appeal to American sports enthusiasts.

Equally outstanding in its field is

WGAL-TV's unique multi-city coverage

which costs you less by far than

single-city coverage. Pioneer Channel 8

station WGAL-TV is first with viewers

in Lancaster, Hanisburg, York,

as well as in numerous other cities

including: Reading, Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, ^g

Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin. jr0^

$6 2/3 billion aunuol income

$3 311^ billion retail sales

9U2,661 TV sets

WGAL-TV
CHANNEL 8-Lancaster, Pa,

NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francis
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
25 OCTOBER 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Colgate's household products media department was accused by reps this week

of trying to use its buying weight to pressure tv stations into adopting an annual dol-

lar volume discount over and above the lowest rates for package plans.

What touched off the resentment, say the reps, was the impression they got from Street

& Finney that stations refusing to accept the volume idea automatically would be

crossed off the eligibility for the forthcoming campaign on Genie (a Lestoil com-

petitor).

Four weeks ago the same Colgate department stirred reps into protesting against a

reputed plan for buying only on the basis of rating points.

The spot plans for Genie: Start the campaigning on the West Coast and grad-

ually work eastward into Lestoil and Texize markets.

Background note on station discounts: Some tv stations allow for such a special annual

discount atop the package rate; but it's not the usual thing.

ASCAP's new contract with radio, effective 1 January, will likely run for five

years. Negotiations with broadcasters are about to start.

The performing rights society plans to ask for the rates now prevailing: 21/4% on

station business and 2%% on net network billings.

ASCAP's income ($28 million for 1958) comes about 75% from air media.

Don't expect the major distillers to take a hasty advantage of the breach made

by several radio stations in the long-standing taboo against hard liquor.

A check by SPONSOR-SCOPE among the big distillers this week indicates that they're

still holding fast to their credo that public opinion is not prepared to accept hard

liquor advertising in the home via radio or tv.

Defying NAB policy, WCRB, Waltham, Mass., already has a hard liquor account

(Nuyens Vodka) ; and WOMT, Manitowoc, Wise, has put itself on ratecard record as

soliciting that class of advertising.

Other stations—a couple located in Texas—are taking liquor store business.

NAB's Harold Fellows last week heaped scorn on those who stray from the

fold, but did not indicate what action the association proposes to take.

A few months back quite a few crystal-bailers were hanging crepe on tv ]irospects for

the fall.

Contrary to their gloom, here's a summary of how business stacks up for the

medium as a whole as compared to a year ago:

NETWORKS: Gross billings should run about 15% ahead, due in part to lineup

expansions and ABC TV's advent as a third daytime competitor. Collectively, the three

networks are slightly ahead on sponsored hours sold. With ABC TV it's 24 hours per

week, compared to 19 last October; NBC TV, 48 hours vs. 471/2 hours; and with CBS TV.
53I/2 hours vs. 58 hours. Prime time comparison: ABC, up 3 hours; NBC, down 1 hour;

CBS, down 2 hours.

NATIONAL SPOT: The biggest October for new business in history, and what

looks like a record last quarter. This estimate is based on a check made by SPONSOR-SCOPE
among a cross-section of station reps.

Commentary: What apparently confounded the soothsayers was the unprecedented

lateness in network buying plus the terrific strength of daytime.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued...

The top news development of the week on Madison Avenue was Sigmund

Larmon^s yielding of the Y&R presidency to George H. Gribbin, senior v.p. in charge

of copy.

Former Larmon associates are puzzled by the significance of this move, since his reten-

tion of the chairmanship and status as chief executive officer doesn't indicate how

much power and authority he will be giving up.

Other circles see the move as a preliminary step toward his retirement. Larmon, rated

as one of the shrewest administrators and businessmen in the field, is 68 years old.

Another noteworthy angle: It's the first time in 23 years that a creative man has

filled the presidency (the previous one was Raymond Rubicam himself)

.

Brown & Williamson has become a contender in the triple-spotting contro-

versy by demanding that stations run only I.D.'s after the B&W 20-second commer-

cials.

Though Bates, which promulgated the ultimatum at the client's request, won't know for

sure until the end of October, there are indications it will find a number of stations tak-

ing a stiffened position along these lines:

1) When the B&W orders were confirmed, this stipulation was not included; hence it is

not incumbent on the station to do other than honor the original order.

2) If the station has to abide by the restriction, B&W may not always get the

choicest spots—especially in what has become a very tight market (see page 31).

The A&P chain may go down in the books as the shortest-lived tv network ad-

vertiser: It was on the NTA network only two weeks.

The contract had been for 52 weeks, but with stiff conditions on market and time clear-

ances.

Paris & Peart said A&P's plans for tv now were up in the air.

Major ad agencies find themselves stymied by a lack of information about

tv set ownership and viewing habits among Negroes.

For instance: Esty would like data for regions where this racial group is prominent

so that it can determine whether commercials should be particularly angled; JWT meantime

wants Negro audience breakdowns for clients who are figuring on this angle in their 1959

planning.

Another agency on the alert for this type of market information is Y&R.

Some tv station managers in the Southwest think that Lever might be more dip-

lomatic in coordinating its local exploitation of Stripe toothpaste with its timebuying.

The nub of their complaint : After stations have exposed a Stripe clown several times

on their broadcasts for free, they're chagrined at learning that a schedule for the product

was placed on a competitive station.

They see it as a lack of communication between the local Lever people and the home

office's sales manager or media department.

Credit this trend to the growing decentralization of media strateg}' influence: More and

more stations are becoming instrumental in organizing manufacturers' represen-

tatives into their own regional groups.

The objective: So that such distributors can exercise more control over the ad

allocations in their territories.

Several recent cases where station managers nudged such groups into existence are

Fargo, N. D., and Omaha. In one of these towns the manager is serving as a tem-

porary secretary-treasurer.

This development recalls what has become a bitter plaint among agencies: Local drug

and grocery chains are stepping up their demand for control over local media

money via co-op (in part because such money has become a routine source of profits). It is

no secret in the grocery business that a chain rarely uses up its reservoir of co-op contributions.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continue . .

The tv networks continually get feelers about the acceptance of certain cancel-

lation clauses, but NBC TV sales put this one, posed last week, in a class by itself:

Would the network agree to let the client cancel on two weeks' notice if the first

Trendex didn't show a stipulated rating?

Texaco (via Cunningham & Walsh) will do three one-hour specials next year

instead of taking on the sponsorship of CBS TV's Man of the Hour (Friars' Club).

Other Texaco air media plans: A flight into spot radio this winter; the Cotton Bowl

game (CBS TV) ; and the Metropolitan Opera Saturday broadcasts (CBS Radio).

J. Walter Thompson was shopping among the tv networks this week for siz-

able pieces of available time, with starting dates after the first of the year.

One of the clients involved is headquartered in Chicago; the other is in New York.

Both are in the grocery line. The addition of these billings would put JWT in the vicinity

of the $120-million-bracket in tv.

Elgin Watch is putting up about $600,000 for pre-Christmas participations in

six network shows starting 25 November.

J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, which made the buys, estimates they will add up to about

250 million viewer impressions. The shows are Perry Como, Wagon Train, Playhouse

90, Cheyenne, Sugarfoot, and Perry Mason.

Marketing note: 75-80% of Elgin's wares are sold during the holiday gift season.

Pat Weaver's Mad Show apparently has proved too revolutionary a concept

for the business at this time. So ABC TV hai given up trying to sell the series.

The program would have limited announcements to 20 seconds. Weaver declined

to make 'em minutes on the grounds that they wouldn't fit in with the show.

Incidentally, whenever Weaver appeared at an agency to participate in a pitch, he got a

turnout of as many as 40 people, indicating he still has a huge reservoir of goodwill

going for him in the agency field.

How much does an advertiser improve his cost efficiency by increasing his

lineup of stations on a tv network?

A clue to the answer might be detected in this case involving the sponsors of the Red
Skelton show:

LINEUP TIME & TALENT COST % ALL TV HOMES INCREASED RATING**

95 Stations $ 98,000 92%
155 stations 108,000* 96% 18%
* Difference in cost is 10.2%. **Per average minute.

Note: The point made here is that while you can cover approximately the same number

of sets with fewer stations if there's enough overlap, you are assured of a much bigger

audience and a better cost efficiency by expanding the station list. You'll have more

"home town" stations.

Symptoms of the times: The anodynes—like headache remedies and cigarettes

—are riding higher than ever in sales, profits, and advertising.

Two examples of this popped up dramatically during the past week:

1) Anacin was the No. 1 brand in tv network billings for August with a gross

of close to $700,000. It's the first time that type of product has held top position since LNA-
BAR started breaking billings down by brands.

2) P. Lorillard for the quarter ending 30 September showed an increase of

52% in sales and 112% in net income as compared to the like period of 1957. The fig-

ures for the first nine months: sales, up 85%; net income, up 333%.
Marketing note: Aside from the fact that consumption itself keeps going up, zooming

profits for the cigarette industry can be attributed to such factors as (1) stabilized prices,

and (2) less and cheaper tobacco can be used in filter brands.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

Hadacol turned up on Madison Avenue again this week via the efforts of a barter-

specializing agency to get the product into tv by the tradeout route.

Incidentally, more and more stations are shying away from barter deals because

they're glutted with such products.

The latter also face stiff competition from regional advertisers who ofifer stations

hard cash—hut with the request that the station dispose of the syndicated show^s al-

ternate week to spot announcement buyers. Most of these film properties are solid raters.

Cases in point are DX Sunray and N. Y. Confidential, Conoco and Whirlybirds,

Budweiser and U. S. Marshal, Nabisco and Sky King. The one proviso they make is

that they get a cross-plug in the minor week.

The importance of tv often is responsible for the slow rate with which the na-

tional manufacturer proceeds nowadays in making the final decision on a new
promotion.

Before the manufacturer can pass on the various elements of his program, he must
first settle on his key tv show. Until this spearhead is thoroughly honed up, everything

must wait—including other media and the co-op budget.

The effect on deep, verticle planning: It has to be started about twice as early as

before tv's emergence as the promotional backbone.

NBC Radio widened its share of time sponsored during a typical week this month.

The tally as measured by NBC Corporate Planning:

Network Total Sponsored Hours Share

NBC 36 hrs., 34 mins. 45.0%

CBS 25 hrs., 21 mins. 31.2%

ABC 14 hrs., 5 mins. 17.4%

MBS 5 hrs., 20 mins. 6.4%

Total 81 hrs., 20 mins. 100.0%

Even though the competition was limited to occasional games from St. Louis and Phila-

delphia, viewing of the N. Y. Yankee games was oflP 16%.
Nevertheless Ballentine, which co-sponsors the games with Camel, still considers the

games an exceptionally good buy in terms of the number of beer drinkers delivered

per dollar.

The ratings summary for this season as compared to other years:

Time of Telecast

Week-end day games

Week-day day games

Average night games

Home night games

Seasonal rating

History may yet repeat itself in Chicago: The city's fm stations are planning

a unified sales and general promotion with the idea of building Chicago into the fm

capital of the country.

The kick-off meeting to discuss ways and means is this week, with agencies asked to

participate.

Meantime fm keeps rolling along in Chicago, particularly as a "class" medium, as

attested by these latest buys: 1) Northwest Orient (Campbell-Mithun), using a schedule

on WBBM-FM, on the theory that "fm listeners are businessmen who fly." and 2) Carson

Pirie Scott, a department store always strong in print and weak in air. turning to fm for a

pre-Christmas sales push as well as aid for recruiting part-time helj).

For other newm coverase In this lssuo» see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 74; News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 76; Washington Week, page 71 ; sponsor

Hears, page 72: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page <%; and Film-Scope, page 69.
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Jl follows Fads.

\bu can see at a glance.

The newer they are,

The deeper his trance.

If you're selling Hula Hoops or Pro-

peller Beanies, KHJ Radio, Los
Angeles, isn't for you. You want a sta-

tion which programs for Fad Fol-

lowers. To keep them interested one

has continually to invent some new
novelty. In broadcasting, the unfor-

tunate result is a constant change in

format.

While the programs have changed,

KHJ Radio's objective has remained

the same for more than 36 years: to

produce results for our advertisers by
appealing to stable, mature, buying

adults. KHJ's "Foreground Sound"
delivers audiences which extend the

same loyal attention to both program

and commercial.

Never underestimate the variety of

tastes that make up America's 2nd
market. Here is a medium pro-

grammed to satisfy them all (except

Fad Followers )

.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
131.1 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28. California

Represented nationally by
HF{ Representatives, Inc.

Timebuyers
at work

Helene Sellery, media supervisor, Stromberger, LaVene & Mc-
Kenzie, Los Angeles, feels that while everyone talks about the lack J

of creativity in buying and selling, no one does anything about it.

"Bu) er creativity takes place first in the planning and presentation
|

of media strategy, based on a thorough knowledge of each account. |

Without adequate knowledge a

buyer cannot be creative and, in

turn, if the buyer doesn't keep the

reps informed on market factors

and media requirements, the reps

cannot function creatively. Only

when the reps know the problems

involved can they provide perti-

nent market data. "Helene feels

that the reps could help the buyers

become more creative by giving

each buyer an objective evaluation

of his buys, good or bad." Since

reps deal with all types of buyers and account-. tlu\ aif fie(|uently

the only ones in a position to evaluate. Unfortunate!), what could

be constructive criticism becomes just the opposite when it is dis-

cussed in other circles and not with the buyer." Helene thinks

that this kind of mutual effort would produce more creativity.

Eugene J. Crealish, Bryan Houston, Inc., New York, all media- i

buyer, says that frequency alone is not the answer to spot advertising.
;

"The product itself and the over-all marketing plan are the main
|

determinants of frequency of exposure in spot tv advertising. High
!

frequency in itself does not necessarily spell out sales success, but
j

low frequency can and often does.
|

There is a relation between turn-

over of a product on the retailers
:

shelves and the rate of frequency

necessary to do a good selling job.

An item with a fairly rapid rate of
I

turnover must be advertised again

and again in order to catch the

customer just before he buys or

when he's deciding on a choice of

products. On the other hand, a

^ product with a low turnover rate

can be advertised successfully over

a long period of time without the waste of high frequency." Gene

feels that the all-media buying system, used at Bryan Houston, gives

each buyer more latitude in matching media strategy to the client's

marketing plan, encourages greater familiarity with product and

marketing and develops the most efficient buying approach.
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MERCHANDISING

MUSCLE
makes us your strong right arm

in tile ricii Riciimond area

I

IN-STORE FOOD DISPLAYS Q COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS

I

IN-STORE DRUG DISPLAYS Q MAILINGS TO RETAILERS

I

IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS, Q PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,

SAMPLING, COUPONING WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS

I

STORE WINDOW DISPLAYS Q REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS

I

BARGAIN BAR PROMOTIONS Q PROMOTIONAL SPOTS

NEWSPAPER ADS

iVXEX-TV
Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Browne Co. in

Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast
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Announcing . . . ANOTHER
FOR K-NUZ and HOUSTON

-"BIG MIKE,A
JR.!"

^^
1

St

Custom designed to serve as a PUBLIC SERVICE UNIT, "BIG
MIKE, JR." is the newest addition to the K-NUZ family of

"BIG MIKE" mobile units . . . Houston's largest and best

equipped news fleet! "Big Mike, Jr."—a small, compact
Vespa vehicle — boasts a Hi-Fi PA system, a turntable, 3

microphone inputs, and receiver. Available for civic affairs

free of charge . . . and commercial promotions at a mini-

mum cost!

FIRST IN PUBLIC SERVICE—FIRST in POPULARITY with

the ADULT HOUSTON AUDIENCE—K-NUZ DELIVERS
THE LARGEST PURCHASING POWER OR ADULT SPEND-
ABLE INCOME AUDIENCE IN THE HOUSTON MARKET!

* Special Pulse Survey (Apr.-May, 1958)

Nielsen (June, 1958)

STILL THE LOV^EST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY

k4nuz
/ Houston's^ 24-Hour ^

^ Music ahdT.News^ '

National Reps.:

Forjoe Cr Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanfa

In Houston:

Coll Dave Morris

JA 3-2581

49th ard

Madisoi
Set count correction

Re national tv set count in 13 Septem-

ber SPONSOR, Erie County, Pennsyl-

vania is listed for only 32.890 tv

households with total homes of 69,800

and 92 percnt tv households. Quick

arithmetic shows correct figure should

he 64,210 tv households in Erie Coun-

ty. Pennsylvania . . . "the nation's

Number One Test Market."

Knowing your commendable pen-

chant for accuracy, always, I felt you'd

111 interested in this correction.

Paul Whittingham

business development dir.,

WICU-TV, Erie

International readership

1. In December. 1957, the Hongkong
Government planted me an exclusive

commercial radio broadcasting license.

2. I note with interest in your Au-

gust 9th issue, that Muzak is entering

into the radio programing business,

and shall be grateful if you will be

kind enough to give me the name and

address of Mr. Edward Hochhauser,

Jr.. so that we can get in touch with

him direct, or forward the copy of this

lelter to him on our behalf.

Ceorge Ho
managing director,

Goddard & Co., Ltd.

He ngkong

E\en though there may be some un-

rest in other parts of this area, Iran

has taken a long slep forward in the

inauguration of commercial television.

We started on the air last night with

His Majesty, The Shah, and will be

going strong from now on.

I have been here about a } ear get-

ting the station ready. This has been

a most fascinating (ixperlence learning

the customs of the people, some of the

language, and the procedure of getting

things done.

The idea of commercial sponsorship

is so new that even the "Advertising

Agencies'" out here are just 1 eginning

tr grasp it. However, working out a

commercial scale, as well as programs,

oj.erations, and even helping to build

the building has given me a deep un-

{ Please turn to page 27)
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

AT A 10%

YOU NEED TWO GUNS
in Indiana!

lit) A M
Here, where hunting's the hobby, sharpshooting adver-

tisers bag two traditional test markets—Fort Wayne and

South Bend - Elkhart — with one combination buy which

saves 10%. They thus draw a bead on 340,000 TV homes—
a bigger target than T.A.'s 43rd market!* Over 1,688,000

total population—more people than Arizona, Colorado or

Nebraska! Effective Buying Income, nearly $3 BiUion—
and it's yours with just one buy!



Always Remember:

the BIG GAME

In Radio

Is the

ADULT

AUDIENCE .

.

If you want to bag the
folks who can buy in

the rich Rochester ter-

ritory, keep your sales

message on the track of

the ADULT audience,
the folks who tune to
station WHEC!

*PULSE REPORT-Rochester Metropolitan Area
Audience Composition Data - March, 1958

OF UIHEE

IISTEHERS RRE

HOUITS

BASIC CBS WfHSKM
AM-TV ^B
ROCHESTER f^i£^^

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES . SAN FRANCISCO *
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TIMEBUYERS

TAKE

notice/

Look beyond the

BIG RATINGS
because

big ratings do not necessarily pro-

duce an audience with large pur-

chasing power.

rOUR BEST 8Ur \% A STATION
THAT CATERS PRIMARILY TO AN

Adult Audience
ABLE TO BUY YOUR PRODUCT!

WORL'S "950 Club" programming is

directed first and foremost to an Adult

Audience — with stress on music of the

past, as well as music of the present and

future!!!

Statistics show that adult

women spend 80% of the con-

sumer dollar and influence

up to 91% of the buying!

WORL'S
AVERAGE: 88% ADULTS

(PUISE, DAYTIME HOURS)

THEREFORE YOUR BEST BUY
IS

Boston's "950 " CLUB Station

WORL

49th & MADISON
[Cont'd from page 241

derstanding of these people and how to

work with them.

The pro-Americanism in Iran is one

of the pleasures of this job. This

country is economically stable. The

American businessman will learn more

and more about the opportunities for

investment in Iran.

A. Vance Hallack

station manager

Television of Iran

Tehran

We are now trying to get the following

information for our reference. Please

let us know the page and the date of

issue these reports are included:

1. Reports on the radio campaign

made by such public utilities as elec-

tric supply company, gas supply com-

pany, water supply company and tele-

phone service company. Detailed re-

ports such as success stories are pre-

ferred.

2. Statistical analysis showing status

of sponsorship of public utilities.

Copies since 1956 are preserved

here.

Hisashi Kawakatsu

JOKR & JOKR-TV
Radio Tokyo, Inc.

Dove printed out

In the September 27th issue of your

magazine, you had a highly interesting

article entitled, "Soaps Washing Out

Print For More Air."

Included in this article was a section

devoted to "What Soap's Big Three

Mean To The Top Ad Agencies."

This listing of the soap brands of

Lever Brothers, Procter & Gamble and

Colgate by the agencies that handle

them excluded Lever's Dove Toilet Bar.

one of OBM's most valued accounts.

This is rather startling, in view of the

fact that the introduction of Dove dur-

ing the past two years has been one

of the really great successes in the

business.

And with all due respect to "the top

advertising agencies" on your list. I

think we can make a fairly good case

for OBM on that score.

James J. McKaffrey,

senior vice president

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc.

• SPONSOR apologizes for the whoHy uninten-
tional amission, agrees that OBM is a top agency.

>rful COLOR RADIO style

on COLOR RADIO is instant

.
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it s electronic . . . it's an important

of KFWB's rocketing ra....^-

in the Los Angeles market

Buy KFWB News . . . first in Los Angeles

98¥ IW B
DBERT M. PURCELl, Pres. and Gen. Mgr. • MltTON H. KIEIN, i



Talk aboi
r

Source: Trendex, October 1958 vs. October 1957; all
sponsored evening programs (excluding news and religious
programming) for the prime evening hours - 7:30-10:30 P M
Important: these figures are from the latest (and onlj) official
Trendex reports available to the television industry ... and
not from a special study prepared for any specific network



COMPARATIVE RATINGS*
All Sponsored Evening Programs, 7:30 - 10:30 P.M.

+35% -11% +8%

12.7 19.21

1957 1958 1957 1958 1957 1958

ABC NBC CBS
Look at the bar graph (above) . It represents

the Trendex ratings for the first week of the

new TV season. The bar graph for share-of-

audience tells just about the same story:

ABC up from 23.4 to 31.7 — an increase of

35%, as compared to an increase of only 6%
for CBS and a drop of 13% for NBC.

No matter how you break it down,
ABC-TV's early-season gains have been re-

sounding. The season, of course, has just

started. But even at this stage, it is reward-

ing to witness the mounting competitive

strength of

ABC TELEVISION



ophone creates the nation's 24th

audience exceeds by 711% that of Charlotte's

second station. WBT wins every Pulse time

segment but one in th6 25 counties surrounding

Charlotte.
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Why you can't buy minute tv spots

^ In many of the top 20 mar-

kets, minute spots are sold out

^ Here' s why, and how it may

boost some tv prices by 20%

/% new sign is going up in station

after station in the country's top tele-

vision markets: "tv minute spots:

SRO."

Never in the short, happy history of

television has spot seen such a boom-

ing season. And—as the chart at the

right shows—never has the supply of

minutes been smaller and the demand

greater. In many of the top tv markets,

particularly in the top 20, advertisers

are standing in line for a schedule of

minutes.

A SPONSOR survey of advertisers,

agencies, reps and stations in Chicago

and New York has turned up these

facts

:

• Many a rep is on the verge of

ulcers trying to cope with mounting

requests for minute availabilities. Says

one Chicago agency media head : "I've

seen some rugged buying seasons, but

I've never seen buyers press the panic

button as they are this year."

• The squeeze for minutes is spill-

ing over into 20-second spots, which

also are rapidly becoming unavailable

in many markets. More than a few

timebuyers admit they are forced to

"settle" for 20's, even when they insist

that only a minute can convey their

commercial message adequately.

The big question, of course, is why.

Why the sudden rush for minutes by
so many advertisers? Question No. 2,

of course, is: How will the situation

resolve itself?

Apparently there is no one single

reason for the minute spot spree. Ac-

THE DEARTH IN THE TOP 20 MARKETS

The tabulation beloiv shows the general availabilities picture for minute tv

spots in the top 20 tv markets, compiled from reports by reps and stations in

these markets. In each case, the description refers to availabilities in the ma-

jority of stations in the market, not necessarily to eveiy station in the market.

RANK TV MARKET DAYTIME NIGHTTIME

1 New York Very tight on almost

all stations

Virtually unavailable

on most stations

2 Los Angeles Tight to very tight Some stations sold out

3 Chicago Very tight Almost unavailable

4 Philadelphia Extremely tight Virtually unavailable

5 Detroit Some availabilities Some availabilities

6 Boston Extremely tight Very tight

7 San Francisco Tight Extremely tight

8 Pittsburgh Available to very tight Some sellouts

9 St. Louis Tight Reasonably tight

10 Almost sold out Extremely tight

11 Cleveland Generally tight Generally available

12 Baltimore Reasonably tight Reasonably available

13 Minn.-St. Paul Some sellouts Tight

14 Dallas-Ft. Worth Very tight Quite tight

15 Buffalo Virtually sold out Virtually sold out

16 Seattle-Tacoma Tight Generally available

17 Kansas City Very tight Quite tight

18 Houston Generally available Getting tight fast

19 Cincinnati Tight Readily available

20 Milwaukee Tight Getting tighter
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THE MINUTE VS.

THE 20 SEC: PRICE

^Ince telciisian's earliest days, the price of a

minute spot always has been about the same as the

price of 20 seconds. Despite the fact that adver-

tiser preference, which was once overwhelmingly

for the 20, is now overtihelmingly for the minute,

the pricing situation has remained pretty much

as it was before the swing to the 20.

To show the price relationship between a minute

c:nd a 20. sponsor has chosen 15 stations at random

in 15 markets around the U.S. In each case, the

price represents the one-time rate for Class A time,

excluding any package plans or discounts, except

where they are indicated.

\jo/ \joy

CITY STATION MIN. 20 SEC.

Boston WNAC-TV $380 $340

Cl.icago WGN-TV S450 :450

WBNS-TV $150 $150

Dallas WFAA-TV $220 $180

Denver KLZ-TV $200 $200

Los Angeles KHJ-TV $400 $350

Miami* WTVJ $165 $165

Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV $250 $250

New Orleans WWL-TV $150 $150

New York WABC-TV $800 $800

Salt Lake City KTVT $140 $140

San Francisco KPIX $550 $550

Seattle KING-TV $200 $200

St. Louis KSD-TV S200 $200

Washington, D. C. WMAL-TV $240 $240

I

cording to time buyers and reps, these

are at least six underlying causes.

First, this fall has brought a stream

of new spot tv advertisers—in fact, the

stream has swelled into a flood. TvB

points out that many advertisers, seek-

ing to avoid long-term commitments in

(.iher media, are pouring their dollars

into spot tv. And as Lloyd Griffin of

Peters, Griffin, Woodward puts it.

'Spot tv has never seen so many adver-

tisers with so many products and

brands. The demand is far greater

than ever before.
'

Second, more advertisers have con-

\inced themselves that it takes a full

60 seconds to get enough copy points

acrcjss for a sales message to register

properly. As the timebuyer for one

( igarette account told SPONSOR, "When
\()u"re trying to persuade the viewer

that your brand is better, you need at

least a minute to say anything signifi-

cant." And since the price of a minute

tv spot is identical to a 20-second spot

<m the vast majority of tv stations, it

seems uneconomical to most advertis-

ers to pay the same price for one-third

the time.

Third, advertisers have gradually

become accustomed to minute commer-

cial segments, especially since net-

works have begun selling minute par-

ticipations on daytime network shows.

The same one-minute spot, used as a

participation commercial in the morn-

ing, can be dropped into a nighttime

slot with no trouble. Moreover Art

Elliott, eastern v. p. of CBS Spot Sales,

points out that many advertisers worry

that a 20-second spot can easily get lost

in the shuffle when it gets mixed in

with heavy minute participants in day-

time.

Fourth, the big boom in daytime

network television, along with ABC
TV's emergence as a major daytime

force, has reduced the number of day-

time spot carriers. ( Actually, say many

reps, this ultimately will increase the

availability of minutes since many sta-

tions will be on the air for longer

hours. But for the moment, the growth

of daytime net tv is proving a major

force in the reduction of minute

availabilities. I

One rep estimates that a total of

1 10-minute positions were absorbed by

ABC's daytime programing alone. Says

he: "The ABC stations have programed

this fall strictly for the network, from

sign-on time until Bandstand. This has

meant a total of Sl-y hours of daytime

programing for the network, or a total

of 140 minute availabilities gone for

local spots."

Fifth, many reps maintain that

NTA's four syndicated shows, sold as

block programs on the NTA network,

are absorbing time formerly used by

one-mintue participators.

Sixth, and last, political campaigns

this fall are eating up many of the min-

ute availabilities on local stations, and

will continue to do so right up to elec-

tion time.

This scarcity of minutes has caused 1

no little consternation among reps and
,

stations. Here are just a few of the

sidelight developments:

• In many cases, reps are putting

strong pressure on agencies and adver- .

tisers for their intentions to renew.

CBS Spot Sales' Elliot says that his

salesmen insist on at least two-week

notice of intention to renew, and in

many cases are asking for information

on plans a month in advance. The rea-

son: Many of CBS Spot Sales contracts

are contingent upon non-renewal by

25 OCTOBER 1958



THE MINUTE VS.

THE 20 SEC: EFFECTIVENESS

J^rice-wise, the minute tv spot is identical to the

20-second spot on just about every tv station. But

what about the relative effectiveness on the viewer?

Some recent research by Schtverin Research

Corp. provides an interesting clue. After studying

some 9,000 commercials, Schwerin notes that though

60's and 20's vary in performance, some 20's prove

as effective as 60's.

To illustrate how relative effectiveness varies,

here are results of a Schwerin study of two cam-

paigns for the same drug products. A total of 20

drug commercials were tested; the effectiveness in-

dices are based on 100 equaling the average prefer-

ence for all commercials:

Campaign A
Campaign B

Minute 20 Sec.

161 71

132 35

O®
Campaign A was based on an animated jingle

approach, and the average 20-second commercial

proved roughly 45% as effective as the minute com-

mercial. Campaign B, basically live-action, had

a much greater drop-off, the 20-second commercials

as a group having only about 25% the effective-

ness of the 60's.

As far as remembrance is concerned, Schwerin

has recapitulated data from about 80 commercials,

matching 20's against minutes for the same brands,

and has reached these over-all conclusions:

1 I There was only about a 2% difference in re-

call of the brand name shortly after vieiving.

2 I There was about 12^/2% lower recall of some

sales points from the 20'?.

3 I There was about a 25% loss in total sales

points remembered.

current advertisers, and CBS wants to

know as soon as possible when the min-

utes are going to open up.

• The shortage of minutes has cre-

ated a whole new sales strategy on

many stations. The station sells a

schedule of unspecified minutes to an

advertiser who buys on speculation, at

a lower-than-rate-card price. Then if

a certain adjacency included in that

"spec" schedule suddenly gets "hot"-

—

let's say the show before it suddenly

jumps in ratings—the advertiser must

pay rate card price to keep the spot,

or lose it to another advertiser who
puts in a full ratecard bid first.

• Agencies, in many cases, are re-

adjusting media recommendations to

fit availabilities. One timebuyer re-

ported that after weeks of effort to sell

a client on a schedule of minute tv

spots, the a.e. had to go back and do

a whole new selling job on 20's—be-

cause that's all the buyer could get in

the desired markets.

• Some advertisers—consistent users

of minute tv spots—are experimenting

with ways to get the same effect with

different time segments, such as ID's,

20's, and even 30's. Some are making

20-second liftouts from their minute

filmed commercials and placing them

where 20's are available.

Advertisers and agencies are most

concerned, of course, with what will

happen as a result of the minute fam-

ine. And the most likely possibility is

the one that advertisers would least

prefer to see: For there is virtually no

doubt that by the first of the year, the

price of minute tv spots is headed for

a sizable increase by the more confi-

dent stations.

One Chicago media executive re-

ports that several stations already have

notified him of their intention to boost

the price of minutes. Tom McFadden,

v.p. of NBC Spot Sales, agrees that

there is every likelihood of an increase,

and that when and if it comes, it will

probably average 20%. Most reps sur-

veyed by SPONSOR admit that the price

of minutes is headed upward, and some

claim that the hike may amount to as

much as 30% .

What will happen if the cost of min-

ute tv spots climbs? Most timebuyers

say it will have a definite effect on cli-

ents' spending patterns in spot tv. A
timebuyer from one of the top 10 air

media agencies told SPONSOR that

"Theres no question about it: if the

price of minutes goes up, the use of

minutes will go down."

One thing is certain. If rates for

minute spots are increased, providing

a real differential between minutes and

20's, many advertisers now buying

minutes because they're as cheap as

20's will switch to the shorter commer-

cial segment.

One mitigating possibility is that

minute availabilities will open up about

the end of this year. The reason: many
of the current minute buys are short-

term and may not be renewed. How-
ever many reps deny this; NBC Spot

Sales' McFadden, for one, says he ex-

pects his o&o stations to be sold out at

least through next spring with "no let-

up anticipated."

Another possibility—albeit a remote

one—is that the minute shortage will

kick off a new wave of triple-spotting,

Some timebuyers claim that many of

the stations began "playing it straight"

when the triple-spotting furor arose,

running just a 20 and a 10 between

programs and adding to the shortage

{Please turn to page 84)
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How to stir up 250,0CX)s

^ Bosco's switch in tv strategy ads teen-agers to its

regular kid audience and ups sales for "milk amplifier" !

^ Seven-weeks premium offer on Dick Clark show drew

record response; test proved teen-age buying market i

Bosco Salesman: t^

the '"milk amplifier" i

can Bandstand sliow,

hol.l ki.l .•.m.im.ers

d.j. Dick Clark sells

n hi- \BC TV Ameri-

Product uses Clark to

vlicn lliey reach teens

#%sk any agency promotion director.

The premium business is getting

rougher and tougher.

Yet this past summer, Bosco ran a

lahel-pull premium on tv that has

netted over a quarter of a million re-

turns so far, with orders still coming.

Rosco is a chocolate flavored syrup

that's termed a "milk amplifier," since

it contains iron and vitamin D. It not

imlv adds flavor to milk, it adds nutri-

tion as well. It's manufactured by

Corn Products Co., New York.

The response is, without abusing the

word, fantastic. It's fitting that the

whole deal revolves around a kind of

fantastic tv show, Dick Clark's Amer-

ican Bandstand on 90 stations of ABC
TV. Thanks to a recent deluge of

publicity, everyone knows that the

show, which emanates from WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia, is a low-budget daytimer

(an evening stanza was recently added)

which is, basically, a d.j. show trans-

ferred to tv. It beams to teen-agers

and young adults on a carrier wave of

rock-and-roll music. Ratings and re-

quests indicate it has a large audience

and a devoted one. But that's what the

label-pull premium set out to verify.

In its field. Bosco is a clear leader

in sales volume. For the past few years

its advertising has been almost exclus-

ively on tv shows. This year the com-

M'ssful premium: Alljiim of "All Time Hits" from Dick Clark's dayti

) H : ^anitn S. Baker. Donahue & C(,c, and Russell Smith, assistant ad

e show measured teer

lanager. Corn Produ(

ge response to new strategy aimed at them.

i Co., New York, work on Bosco account



»en-agers
pany and its agency, Donahue & Coe,

New York, discussed broadening the

base of consumers. It seemed a shame,

they reasoned, to make consumers out

of kids up to teen-age then suddenly

>top advertising to them.

So Bosco approached Dick Clark and

discussed the potential of his audience.

Clark was enthusiastic, and a schedule

began the first of last March.

Still, the company and agency had

never tackled the teen-age market spe-

cifically for Bosco before and didn't

know what the reaction would be, and

anyway there was no way of knowing

how much of the sales volume was ac-

counted for by the new audience.

The label-pull premium was evolved

by the agency and client. It was a

natural for the show—a collection

called "All Time Hits" from the Clark

show, on a 45 rpm EP record.* The

jacket features a full color shot of

Clark with his name in large letters.

The deal was self-liquidating and

was offered for one label from a Bosco

jar and 50^. The offer ran only on the

Clark show, for the seven weeks from

mid-June to 1 August, and for the last

two weeks in September. By early this

month, more than 250,000 orders had

been received, with more coming every

day.

The purpose of the premium deal,

notes Samm S. Baker of the executive

staff at D&C, was twofold: to create

specific buying action by requiring a

label, and to test Clark's pull for this

kind of product.

"We knew before we started," Baker

recalls, "that there was a big obstacle

working against it. The summer
months are, traditionally, the poorest

possible time to get premium re-

sponse."

"Despite this handicap," he adds,

"the promotion was extremely success-

ful. It proves that if a premium is good

enough, and the show has pulling

power, it will generate action no mat-

ter when it's run."

Bosco appears on the Clark show

*Think you know the popular music busi-

ness? How many of the top six hits (or

artists) of the past year do you know? Here
they are: "Searchin," The Coasters; "Over
the Mountain," Johnny and Joe; "School
Day," Chuck Berry; "At the Hop," Danny
and the Juniors; "La Dee Dah," Billy and
Lillie; and "C. C. Rider," Chuck Willis.

(Please turn to page 85)
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Wesley I. ISunn, advertising

manager, Standard Oil Com-

pany (Indiana) spoke last

week at a meeting of the Na-

tional Association of Broad-

casters in Chicago. Nunn,

who has been a prominent

figure in advertising circles

for many years, described his

company's attitude toward

the air media. SPONSOR
herewith reprints some nota-

ble quotes from his speech.

NUNN SHOWS RADIO/TV USE

I here's no single medium that

supplies everything we want. We—and

most other advertisers—must pick and

choose to deliver the impact we need

to the customers we want to reach.

"Media selection has never been

easy, and since television reared its

antennae over the horizon, it has be-

come considerably more difficult.

"We believe television is highly im-

portant in the present market and in

markets of the future. We are backing

up that belief by our actions, notably

in the states of Indiana, Illinois, Wis-

consin and Michigan.

"In these four states Standard has

M'eather, news and sports programs in

16 markets and regular spot schedules

or half hour films in 11 more. In addi-

tion we share sponsorship of CBS Pro

Football games on both the Chicago

Bears and Green Bay Packers networks.

We have the All-Star Football game on

an even wider schedule, and Big Ten
Basketball in some 32 television mar-

kets. We sponsor the Chicago Bears

Football Show in Chicago and pro-

fessional hockey on a network of

Michigan stations.

"Now let's look at radio (and there's

a well-mixed metaphor) . Radio, as a

medium is still in transition. Television

influenced it profoundly, not to destroy

but to change. One of the major dis-

cernible effects has been to make radio

a stronger local advertising influence

than it had been before. As a matter

of fact, even with my company's ex-

tensive use of television, we now spon-

sor radio in as many markets as we did

before television entered the scene.

We now have regular strip program-

ing in seven markets and maintain

spot schedules in 10 more,

"Our efficient radio programs pro-

duce a responsive audience at a low

cost-per- 1,000. Of course, radio's abili-

ty to do just that is one of its fore-

most salable virtues. Another is its

flexibility with respect to time periods

and seasonable product requirements.

"Something else we like about radio

—you can build them into automobiles,

which lets a company like mine beam
its message to the motorist while he's

motoring.

Standard's expenditures in the

broadcast media make up the largest

single item in our budget—more than

70% of our total.

"Naturally we pay attention to that

most important figure—cost-per-1,000

per commercial minute. Through con-

slant review and careful attention,

we have been able to keep our average

television program cost-per-1,000 per

commercial minute below $3.00, and

the average radio cost below $1.

"Even a severe critic could not call

these figures expensive. ^



The big test

Beginning 1 !\orember. sponsor presents

the weekly diary of a new product making

its debut in a completely strange area with

a single weapon—daytime television spots

dad

II

SPONSOR backs another tv challenge

^ Parti-Day, Inc. and D'Arcy agency to cooperate in

week-by-week account of Wisconsin test experiences

^ Trial will be for six months, using 10 spots weekly;

results will be checked against other markets plans

Ueginning with next week's issue.

Si'ONSOR will carry exclusively the full,

blow-by-blow account of a unique tv

sales test for a new grocery product in

a single Wisconsin market, with com-

|>lete results, as they happen.

The product is Parti-Day Topping,

manufactured by The Liquid Carbonic

Corporation and distributed by Parti-

Day, Inc. Parti-Day, which is sold in

aerosol dispensers, and requires no re-

refrigeration, comes in four flavors

—

marshmallow, fudge, butterscotch and

chocolate, and is used on cakes, ice

cream, and other deserts.

Parti-Day was introduced earlier this

)ear in Chicago, Boston, and Mil-

waukee, with newspaper, tv/radio, and

outdoor schedules. The agency han-

dling is D'Arcy 's Chicago oflfice with

Robert J. Curry, account executive and

James Wilson, account supervisor.

Beginning 15 October, Parti-Day

moved into Green Bay Wisconsin, a

market area with 395,330 tv homes,

according to NCS-3. and a new test

pattern was set up using 1 ) daytime

tv only, 2 I a single station, WBAY-TV
in a three-station city, and 3 I locally

produced tv commercials.

Through the cooperation of Parti-

Day, D'Arcy, Haydn Evans, manager

of WBAY-TV, and Otto L. Kuehn Co.,

food brokers handling Parti-Day in

the Green Bay area, full and compar-

ative results of the test will be made
available to sponsor readers.

Three years ago, SPONSOR made

trade publication history with the first,

blow-by-blow report of a tv sales test

lor a grocery product, B&M beans. The

forth-coming Parti-Day test should

jirove even more interesting and valu-

able to advertisers and agencies in the

food field.

sponsor's first article, appearing

in our 1 November issue, will show

complete details of Parti-Day distribu-

tion and sales at the start of the test.

Thereafter you'll be kept up to date

with weekly Parti-Day bulletins.

Sales figures alone, of course, aren't

the only object of the test (everybody

knows that daytime tv sells merchan-

dise I . It's the total experience of

Parti-Day that will make an invaluable

case study: What did the competition

do to retaliate? How did the public

react to the commercials?

sponsor will tell the full story. ^

PARTI-DAY TEST
FACTS AT A GLANCE
PRODUCTS: Parti-Day Toppings

for cakes, desserts.

MARKET: 80 mile zone around

Green Bay, Wise.

MEDIA: daytime tv only.

PAST ADVERTISING: none in

Green Bay area.

BUDGET: $9,980.

DURATION: 26 weeks.

SCHEDULE: 10 daytime minutes

per week.

YARDSTICK: Sales vs. areas

using different media plans.
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Radio gives paint saies briglit hue
^ Victor Paint Co., Detroit retail chain, puts 80%
of budget into radio to show break with tradition

^ Saturation spots on a year-round basis dramatize

bargains, stimulate family interest in paint shopping

I o most people, painting is an un-

appetizing job. Moreover, the image

of paint stores isn't very glamorous,

nor does dealer advertising (usually in

newspapers) look stimulating. The

whole rigmarole has an "old-line" air,

with one dullness piled on another.

That's why Victor Paint Co. of De-

troit has taken to saturation radio on

a continuous basis. Its president Har-

old Victor broadly figures it this way

:

Radio is regarded by consumers as

among the smart, modern media ; hence

the mere alignment of his stores with

radio brightens their image right off.

Moreover, he can get at the all-im-

portant family audiences cheaply and

with showmanship.

Using this theory, he has opened

six paint stores and sold over a mil-

lion gallons of paint since the 29-year-

old paint and wallpaper firm cracked

the retail market 18 months ago.

To launch his main store last year,

Victor bought a saturation radio cam-

paign which continued into Thanks-

giving ("selling paint into a time when
people just don't buy it"). In plan-

ning the opening of five new outlets

around Detroit this spring, he worked

out a campaign with his agency, Stone

& Simons, that again was built around

a saturation drive on WXYZ.
A teaser opening (supported by "a

few bus cards") led off. Ten-second

spots linked the name Victor to paint

by use of the dot-dot-dot-dash (V for

Victory) theme, with the words "Vic-

tor is Coming." Three weeks of this

were followed by another three weeks

of spots saying that it was five Victor

Paint Stores that were coming. In the

last week, a little selling entered in,

pointing up the l^? sale that would
mark the openings.

^Remembering his success with
WXYZ's mobile unit in unveiling the

main store, Victor called it into service

again. During the last two weeks of

ihe teaser, remote commercials from
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the original outlet set the mood for

the main campaign.

Remote commercials seven days a

week backed up the multiple store

openings, together with a few I.D.'s

and some newspaper space. The re-

mote commercials (between 3 and

6:15 p.m. weekdays, earlier on week-

ends) consisted of 10 tens and two 60s

per day. In all 121 radio spots were

used a week: 90 were 10s, 21 were 60s.

The same radio schedule still applies.

Heaviest concentration of spots be-

tween 3 and 7 p.m. is to reach the

housewife and later the homebound
husband, then the family together.

Since one of the outlets is in the

center of the large Polish population,

foreign language station WJLB was

picked as the most effective way to

reach this group.

The 1^ sale, intended as a quick

gambit, proved so successful it has

been running ever since. The volume

of sales not only exceeded anything

previously racked up, but demand for

it was so apparent that, after a brief

1^ wallpaper sale, Victor took to the

air himself in a 60-second transcribed

spot to announce its return. "If we
hadn't done this," says account execu-

tive Rudy Simons, "it would have been

reflected in sales and ill will."

In August, the sale of the one mil-

lionth retail gallon of paint since the

opening of the main store got a big

play for its gimmick value. A running

radio account by newscaster Dick Os-

good announced the arrival of the pur-

chasers by helicopter to the main store,

where a WXYZ d.j. interviewed them

and Victor presented prizes.

For most of August and September

commercials got down to concentrating

on individual products, with equal em-

phasis on interior and exterior paint.

As seasonal paint declines set in, vari-

ous tacks were taken. Some Septem-

ber commercials were turned over to

a Detroit builder using Victor paint

and wallpaper. Late in September,

Victor exploited a cash bond backing

up his money-back guarantee.

About 80% of the Victor Paint bud-

get goes into radio. "It's our basic

buy." Victor told sponsor, "with other

media used in supplemental ways:

I.D.'s on three occasions, a tv partici-

pation for 10 weeks, a little news-

paper."

In all, it may turn out to be the

single largest, continuous radio pro-

motion in retail paint selling history.

Victor's thumbnail description of what

radio has brought him: Excitement

Stunts, such as flying purchasers of millionth

gallon to store for interview by WXYZ d.j.

Paul Winter, give campaign excitement value

Bargains, discussed here by Rudy Simons

(left) of Stone & Simons agency, Harold Vic-

tor, and WXYZ's Ed McKenzie, are key theme



a lady isn't ^ dressed
Ml
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The Chemicalslflock to televisiolv

^ Fibers, agricultural aud

industrial chemicals are being

introduced to the tv audience

to get brand names established

ELach year, the U.S. chemical indus-

try spends an estimated $500 million

on research and development that gen-

erates some 400 new products. Not

all of these products, of course, fall

into the category of consumer items,

but all of them are, in one way or

another, consumed by the public.

To tell the public about this vast

array of products, the chemical indus-

try is turning more and more to the

air media; a look at this season's net-

work tv lineup is ample evidence.

Naturally the soaps and the phar-

maceuticals (and these are the prod-

ucts of chemical companies) lead the

pack across the tv board; their aim is

specifically consumer. But the signifi-

cant fact and an augur of things to

come is the increasing use of tv by

the chemical giants whose consumer

items are often only a small part of

their volume or by those who simply

supply raw product to frabricators

of brand name items.

This latter group fsee chart on op-

posite page for some of these com-

panies and their use of tv) represents

an area of air media advertising that

is due to spread like mill-pond ripples

in the years to come. They are not

necessarily producers of specialty

chemicals. Of those that actualh man-

ufacture specialty items, those items

usually represent a minimum of the

whole output. In still other cases, these

tv clients are the producers of raw

product which other fabricators turn

into consumer items.

This then is the group of chemical

producers who are turning to air media

for three reasons:

(1) To create a corporate image,

showing the public how their lives are

affected by items of which they are

often quite unaware.

(2) To establish brand names.

1 3) To sell the customer's customer;

that is to say, plug the end product

even if the raw goods client doesn't

himself manufacture the finished item.

The investment of this group in the

HOW THE MAJOR CHEMICALS USE TvTtf'

Network

tv shows

sponsored

Estimated

net tv costs

(time & talent)

Products

featured in

tv commercials

Currently in

spot tv

Allen NBC TV

I NBC TV

Paar NBC TV

of The Month

CBS TV

n' Polyester fibei

n' Acrylic fiber

Nylon

NATIONAL CARBON

NBC News NBC TV

Cheyenne ABC TV

Prestone anti-freez

Eveready batterle

MONSA«>



Auto chemicab: National Carbon division of Union Carbide (Esty)

uses tv heavily to promote brand names Prestone and Eveready

Finished fibers: Tv commercial actors "Dacron," "Orion," and

Nylon point up Du Pont (BBDO) strategy of advertising end product

irt of a big brand-name parade
1958-59 network tv season totals be-

tween $15 and $20 million in time and

talent. In some cases, spot tv, spot

and net radio are also being used. In

farm radio and tv, on a spot basis,

some chemical companies are promot-

ing agricultural chemicals—herbicides,

insecticides, fertilizers, feeds. At the

moment, however, spot is not the big

gainer from the building interest of

chemical companies in air media. Of

those shown on the chart as using spot

tv, none are spending more than $1

million annually in the spot medium.

Spot is usually being bought by spe-

cific markets by the chemicals or na-

tionally as support for net tv cam-

paigns. What lies ahead for all air

media, however, is the hope that it will

profit greatly through the tremendous

t-
foMOTE RECOGNITION AND DEMAND

S1\N CHEMICAL CLIN MATHIESON

)o-ty, Clifford,

W & Shenfleld

Si van CBS TV

i« Harriet

ABC TV

S.>pen Golf

irnent NBC TV

Small World CBS TV

on to film and Commercials policy
acetate, ace- still being determined;

le fibers, plas- will probably touch on

trusion conn- entire disversifled line

ounds including paper prod-

ucts, industrial and

CHEMSTRAND

Doyle Dane Bernbach

Perry Como NBC TV

DOW CHEMICAL

MacManus, John &

Adams

Treasure Hunt NBC TV

Concentration NBC TV

Tic Tac Dough NBC TV

County Fair NBC TV

Jl

growth of the chemical industry which

currently is running ahead of gross

national product by about 7%, making
it the fastest growing industry in the

land.

As for the chemicals in tv, there is

perhaps no better example of the trend

than the E. I. Du Pont de Nemours &

Co., through agency BBDO a tv veter-

an (Du Pont Cavalcade Theater, for

example), which, on 28 October will

present the second of its Show of the

Month specials on CBS TV

—

Count of

Monte Cristo (first of the series was

much-lauded Harvey). Before the 58-

59 season has ended it will have spon-

sored about 10 more such shows on

CBS TV. On NBC TV, Du Pont is a

sponsor of The Steve Allen Show, and

a participating advertiser on Today

and The Jack Paar Show; 49 partici-

pations through the end of the year

on the former. 21 on the latter.

What ad strategy lies behind this

heavy use of tv by Du Pont? A big

part of the answer lies in the Du Pont

Textile Fibers Department. Late this

summer, the department decided to

launch what it terms "the largest pro-

motional effort undertaken in the tex-

tile industry" with both tv and radio

destined to play a major role. The
campaign was developed to meet mer-

chandising considerations resulting

from the broad distribution and great

variety of consumer products now
being made with Du Pont "Dacron"

Polyester Fiber, "Orion" Acrylic Fiber,

and Nylon. The aim is to provide

consumer response to promotional ac-



tivities h\ all levels of the textile in-

dustry for products containing these

fibers. In addition to net tv, the com-

pany plans to support the campaign

with spot tv in key markets and with

spot radio on a national saturation

basis.

The fibers branch of the chemical

industry actually is playing a big part

in the entry of chemicals in air media,

for it is becoming quite a competitive

arena.

No other type of tv advertising so

well points up the growing preoccupa-

tion of raw goods manufacturers ad-

vertising to promote their fabricator-

customers' product line. Create the

demand at the retail store counter

among the ultimate purchasers, is the

strategy, and the manufacturers of the

finished fabrics will be coming back

for more raw goods.

The Chemstrand Corp. (one of

whose tv commercials won the first

prize for all U.S.-produced film com-

mercials at the Vienna Film Festival

last month), has bought into the NBC
TV Perry Como Show to promote its

Acrilan and Nylon fibers. Doyle Dane

Bernbach is its agency.

Still another chemical firm produc-

ing fibers is Eastman Chemical Co.,

who. through Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield, is using all three tv nets

to push its acetate textile fibers to the

ultimate consumer.

The copywriting strategy behind

these tv commercials for fibers, though

often diverse in approach, is still

trained on one target: selling the brand

name of the raw goods to the con-

sumer of the finished product.

A recent Du Pont "back to school"

commercial (see picture page 39) was

a two-minute demonstration of the

beauty, durability and laundering

qualities of clothing fabricated with

Dacron, Orion or Nylon. It closed on

the note that, "You'll get more for your

money when you insist on fabrics with

a high percentage of Du Font's better

living fibers."

The Chemstrand commercial (see

picture page 38) is a one-minute musi-

cal with soft-sell lyrics ("Though she

wears bracelets to here/ Mink up to

her ear/ A lady isn't dressed unless

her legs are too.") The entire prize-

winning confection has a dual message

for the ladies—Be sure to wear stock-

ings, and be sure they're made from

Chemstrand Nylon yarn.

How far can tv go as a medium for

the chemical fibers advertisers? Pretty

far, when you consider the youth of

the synthetic fiber industry and how

NOTES ON A ROBUST TV CLIENT

In the last 13 years, the chemical industry has spent more than

$1.5 billion on investments in new plants and equipment.

According to Chemical Week magazine, the trend in general pro-

motion advertising for large industrial chemical companies is

definitely toward higher investments. Air media due to gain.

The chemical industry spends an estimated S500 million a year on

research and development, comes up with some 400 new products.

In fact, the chemicals spend about 259f of the total basic research

outlays of all industries. In a five year period, one company

spent $60 million, came up with 173 products. What this means

to the tv radio advertising industry is self-evident: The more

new products introduced, the more advertising effort needed.

Impartially, last spring's economic setback affected the chemical

industry along with all others, but it bounced back fast, is now

producing at about 7% above the gross national product level.

What's more, it promises to grow faster than most other indus-

tries; sales for 19.58 are expected to reach the $25 billion mark.

far it must go to surpass natural wool

and cotton. In 1935 (rayon was just

catching on then), the U. S. civilian

per capita consumption of man-made
fibers was only 2.1 pounds a year

against 19.2 pounds for natural cotton

and 3.2 for natural wool. By 1956, the

consumption of man-made fiber had

risen to 9.2 pounds against 3.2 for

natural wool and 23.8 for natural cot-

ton. Acrylic fibers now account for

about 70 million women's sweaters

alone, are also used in men's and

women's suits, blankets, man-made
furs, carpets, rugs. Polyester fiber has

gained wide acceptance in about four

\ears, goes into "wash-and-wear" suit-

ings and dresses, blends well with cot-

ton. Hosiery by now is just about ex-

clusively of Nylon. Auto tires are con-

suming such fibers also.

As more raw goods producers of

such fibers strive to make their brand

names popular with the buying public,

and as the industry grows, air media

should stand to gain considerably.

Chemical companies are by nature

diverse in production; almost every-

thing they touch results in still another

by-product which is marketable some-

where. Whether such results of diver-

sification are sold directly or indirect-

ly to the consumer, the companies are

becoming more aware of the impor-

tance of establishing the brand names.

Thus a large part of their tv invest-

ments are earmarked for this purpose

and their commercials may promote a

whole string of products. Olin Math-

ieson, a newcomer to net tv via CBS
TV's Small World, is a case in point.

They are still in the process of plan-

ning and producing film commercials

to tell, as a spokesman put it, the

story of "the fascinating world of Olin

Mathieson." The commercials may
|

well promote such a variety of produce
j

as: agricultural chemicals, cellophane,
j

Winchester arms and ammo. Frost- I

Craft containers. Western Brass.
j

In the same way, Eastman does not I

stop with the advertising of its cam-

eras and film; it uses tv to promote

such products of its chemical company

as acetate fibers, plastic moulding and

extrusion compounds. Indeed, the out-

look for tv advertising where it is

touched by the efforts of the rapidly-

growing chemical industry will be one

of constant revelation of the wonders

of science to the viewer as well as im-

planting of a string of brand new

trade names on his conscious. ^
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FARM
RADIO AND TV
FARM STATIONS One question stir-

ring the business is whether the farmer ivill go

for a top 40 music format page 42

FARM MARKET The farmer's income

has finally turned upward as prices rise after

a long post-Korean decline page 44

FARM BASICS Key facts and figures

on farm radio/tv audience and the farm mar-

ket are shown beginning on page 4«
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FARM STATIONS

There are changes going on down ci

^ It"* as potent as ever but clients are buying it differ-

ently and there are more stations from which to choose

^ One (juestion now being asked is whether a top 40

format that is modified for the rural taste will go over

High pop mii.sic is being programed sucre-sfully to farmers, old favorites still have strong

ample: ^BC Radio's "National Farm and Home Hour," sponsored by Allis-Chalmers.

r>- Seaman of Bert S. Gittings agency (1), discusses show with m.c. Everett Mitchell

m arm broadcasting has come a long

way in recent years.

Its approach is more professional,

its selling is sharper, its practitioners

are better trained. And, it's growing.

True, advertisers have consistently

warned farm broadcasters they are

hurting themselves by not getting more
facts about the farm broadcast audi-

ence. And some clients are concerned

about the effect on the amount of farm

programing by the battle for urban

audiences among farm area stations.

But farm broadcasting remains a

potent force. The stature of the farm

director, the basic building block of

farm programing, has been enhanced

by experience and the standards set

up by the National Association of Tv
and Radio Farm Directors. The grow-

ing complexity of farming is parallelled

by an increasing flow of agricultural

school graduates, county agents and

the like into farm broadcasting.

The fact is that advertisers are

standing in line to buy the better farm

stations today. PGW's George Adkis-

son reported that one client has beeia

trying unsuccessfully to buy a sched-

ule on a certain farm station for more

than two \ears. Four competitive ac-

counts have effectively blocked the ad-

vertiser from making a purchase.

It is also a fact that the time buying

difficulty faced by air-hungry farm
product manufacturers poses the ques-

tion: Isn't radio (and, to a lesser ex-

tent, tv) missing a good bet by not

meeting the demand?

This year another question has been

insistently popping up and begging for

an answer: Can a farm station success-

fully entertain the farmer and his wife

with a "top 40" format modified to

meet rural tastes?

Despite the continued success of

country music, the call for a more up-

to-date musical approach sounds logi-

cal. There is no question but that the

farm family has developed more "ur-

banized" tastes in recent years. The
automobile, the university education,

the network program (first radio, then

tv), the rising level of living, the mech-

anization of farming have all con-

tributed to fuzzing the line between

city and farm habits.

The industry can't come to any

agreement on the subject of top 40

for the farmer and there probably

isn't any single answer for all sections

of the country. But a few farm area

stations have modernized their musical

approach with some success. More
about that later.

Change has affected the farm adver-

tiser, too. There was a time, recalls

John Dow of the Dow Co., Omaha, an

agency specializing in farm accounts,

when the typical advertiser bought

15-minute radio programs, maybe three

times a week, for 52 weeks.

"Today," said Dow, "he's probably

using spots instead of programs and

on an in-and-out basis instead of 52

weeks on radio. Probably, also, he's

buying a package instead of fixed-posi-

tion spots and he's experimenting with

midmorning, and even evening times,

instead of confining everything to early

morning and noon. Chances are, too,

that he's buying several smaller sta-

tions to augment his big-station cover-

age."

The increase in small station buy-

ing is due primarily to the fact that

there are more of them. The number
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e farm radio

of am radio stations in the U. S. has

nearly quadrupled since World War II.

And probably the bulk of them have

set themselves up in business in those

smaller-size towns which are so closely

identified with a farm economy. Since

a Patti Page record sounds the same

no matter what size station plays it,

these "coffee pots" usually make a go

of it, getting their audience, naturally,

from the big city outlets whose signals

blanket large areas.

While there is a common belief that

some big-city farm stations are now

having trouble because of competition

in the hinterland, more knowledgeable

farm advertisers point out that dips

in the urban audiences of these stations

are the fly in the ointment. So far as

farm audience research can discover

(and, admittedly, there's not enough

of it) the farm powerhouses still have

a strong grip on the farmer. With their

crack farm staffs, the big stations pro-

vide a potent service to advertisers.

Many of the smaller stations, says

Dow, have been unable to capitalize

fully on their local emphasis because

of lack of facilities and know-how re-

quired to sell regional advertisers

directly.

"The usual tactic," he said, "is for

the small town station to work through

the local dealer, which generally results

in a cooperative (theoretically) sched-

ule at local rates and some antago-

nism on the part of the advertising

agency."

Don't get the idea that small town

farm radio is not getting national and

regional business. It is. For example.

Keystone Broadcasting System, the

small town sales network for some

1040-odd stations numbers Armour

(hog feed), Ralston-Purina (poultry

feed) and the Chilean Nitrate Educa-

tion Bureau (nitrate fertilizer) among
its clients.

KBS lists 817 affiliates as carrying

some kind of farm programing. Using

NCS No. 2 and the 1954 Census of

Agriculture, KBS reports that it covers

86%- of U. S. farms—a figure which,

KBS maintains, entitles it to the claim

that it "dominates" the farmer.

Farm programing trend: The farm

{Please turn to page 53)
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SMALL FARM STATIONS ARE
POPPING UP ALL OVER U. S.

state

ALABAMA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
IDAHO ....

ILLINOIS

INDIANA
IOWA ....

KANSAS ..

KENTUCK Y

LOUISIANA
MAINE ....

MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI

MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH C4ROIINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYIVAM\
RHODE ]sl \>D
SOUTH < AR01IN4
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS ..

UTAH ..

VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

No. of

farms

% Covered
by KBS

176,956 99%

9,321 84

145,075 96

123,074 79

40,749 85

12,753 10

6.297

57.543 99

165,524 98

38,735 94

175,543 71

153,593 69

192,933 75

120,167 87

193,487 96

111,127 94

23,368 18

32,500 59

17,361 48

138,922 68

165,225 92

215,915 98

201,614 96

33,052 94

100,846 84

2,857 79

10,411 27

22,686 10

21,070 79

105,714 38

267,906 97

61,939 81

1 77,074 71

118,979 95

54,442 88

128,876 76

2,004

124,203 98

62.500 97

203,149 98

292,584 94

22,825 79

15,981 19

136,416 92

65,175 80

68,583 91

153.558 98

TOTAL U. S 4,782,004 86%

Keystone Broadcasting System now includes 817 radio stations with farm

shows. Data above cover this list, is based on 1954 farm census, NCS No. 2



FARM MARKBT

The farm

is reaping

a big crop ^
of doilars

^ Cash receipts are rimnizig about 10% above 1957.

Net income from farming is about 20% over last year

^ Implications for farm advertising are healthy but sta-

tions should not look for across-the-board budget jumps

No doubt about it, the farmer is

reaping his best crop of dollars since

the Korean boom.

For the first eight months of 1958

his cash receipts were running about

10% above the 1957 level (see chart

at bottom). His realized net income

from farming for the first three quar-

ters of the year is estimated at $13

billion (at the annual rateK nearly

20% above last year.

The implications for farm advertis-

ing are heahhy ones, of course, though

broadcasters should not look for any

across-the-board increases in ad bud-

gets of farm product manufacturers

tomorrow.

Just as farm advertising held steady

when farm prices were in a decline so

will this steadiness continue during the

current farm boom. The farmer needs

his seed, fertilizer, equipment, chemi-

cals and fuel no matter how prices

flip-flop. In other words, his costs of

production are not as volatile as the

prices he gets for his crops and live-

stock.

There are other reasons why ad bud-

gets operate, to some extent, indepen-

dently of farm economic conditions.

Farmers are increasingly mechanizing

their production and using more fer-

tilizers, chemicals, fuels and insecti-

cides as the pressure (and ability) to

get more volume per acre increases.

It is this growth in market potentials

that primarily determines the ad bud-

gets of many firms.

As a matter of fact, when times are

tough the farmer tries even harder to

produce more efficiently.

In some instances (Dow Chemical is

one example), the farm product manu-

facturing division of a company may
not be an independent unit and so the

size of the farm budget tends to re-

flect more general economic conditions.

The existence of farm prosperity at

a time when many urban areas were

suffering the pangs of recession was a

real switch—but a welcome one. The
farm boom has done a lot to minimize

the damage of the hard goods reces-

sion and, to some extent, was affected

by this decline. For families which

cut down on buying big ticket items

turned to perishables and soft goods in

many cases.

The combination of farm prosperity

and urban recession even tilted up-

ward in 1958 the farm population,

which has been declining at a fast rate.

This, however, is temporary as long-

term forces (mechanization, etc.) will

continue to push down the number of

farm residents.

The decline in the farm population

has been particularly rapid since

World War II. In the four decades

before the war, the percent of farm

population declined as the urban pop-

ulation grew, but the actual number
of farm residents remained at a level

a little above 30 million. After the

war, the combination of even faster

urban growth and an absolute decline

in farm people put the farm population

share of total population into a steep

drop.

During the 30"s, about one out of

every four U.S. residents lived on a

farm. This year the figure is one out

of eight.

The squeeze on the farm population

is resulting in an ever more prosperous

farmer. The southern Negro, for ex- '.

ample, left his farm at a relatively
j

faster rate than the white farmer. Be-
|

tween 1950 and 1956 while the number
of white households on farms declined
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')..T%, the number of Negro farm

households went down 13.8%.

To the farm advertiser this means

I hat while the number of his customers

is declining, each customer commands
considerably more buying power.

On the average, the farm family is

not as well off as the urban family, but

it is increasing its well-being at a

faster rate than the urban family. Farm
spending per family on consumer

aoods is about half that of urban fami-

lies: before World War II, it was

ahout a third (see page .51). The
farmer's level of living index, a U.S.

Department of Agriculture measure,

showed in 1956 a 45% rise over 11

years earlier.

In comparing farm with urban in-

comes, it must be kept in mind that,

farmers consume some of their own

crops and livestock, though this is de-

creasing. This fact does not always

show up in comparative figures. In

addition, the fanner has a large invest-

n)ent in land, buildings and equipment.

For every dollar in assets, he owes a

dime, an equity which would (or

should) make the average urban family

drool.

Meanwhile, with the farm price level

climbing, the value of farm assets is

also cHmbing. By the end of 19.58,

farm land is expected to be worth

$5 billion more than at the end of

last year. Farm livestock has increased

$3 billion in value over a year ago,

despite the fact the number of cattle

last January was lower than at any

time since 1952. Finally farm machin-

ery has gone up $368 million in value

and liquid assets (cash and savings

bonds) are up $100 million. Even last

January, the farmer was worth, in all,

.$10 billion more than the previous

January.

The farm family's income is being

given a lift by members working out-

side of agriculture. The amount of

this outside work is surprisingly high.

For example, of the total male farm

resident labor force only about half is

employed in farming. The comparable

figure for females is about a third.

While farm wives are less inclined

to take jobs than urban wives, the

(Please turn to page 62)

THE BOOM IN FARM INCOME . .

.

Net farm income (from farming) in billions of dollars

Cash receipts

Non-money income

and gov't payments

Realized gross income ^

Production expenses

Realized net income

Net change in inventory

Total net income

Year

1957

11.6

1957 1958

CONTINUED THROUGH THE SUMMER
Cash receipts (from farming) in billions of dollars

Monthly
cash receipts

Cumulative
cash receipts

Percent

1957

1957 1938 1957 1958 month cumulative

July

August

. ... $2.5

^ 2.7

$2.7

2.9

$14.9

17.6

$16.6

19.5

9.2%

6.9

11.3%

10.6



FARM RADIO AUDIENCE BASICS

FARM HOMES

ARE USUALLY WELL

SATURATED

WITH RADIOS

f

Illlllllilllll'IIIIIUIIIIII

Radio ownership in 1owa

=
Urban Village Farm

Families with one or more radios 97.6% 96.8% 98.3%

Families with two or more adios 48.8 38.0 38.7

Families with three or more radios 18.5 11.2 11.4 J

Families with four or more radios 6.6 3.2 2.8 i

Families with portable rad OS 60.0 53.0 55.9 =

Families with battery porta bles 23.0 13.6 13.5 ^

Families with auto radios 68.4 63.6 71.8 1

1 SOVKCE: Wlun loAa Radio Ai

'"'elig'apmoa 'giolmwit'irr'a.iri'.'

w figures chws nat

Multi-set figures i. 'fi'r"ff<,ur'tori™,Ul I

"""' """' Illllll illllllilllllllllllll lllllllllll iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

g
Percent of farm r. sident!^ who "usually" 1isten to radio ca ch honrb period 1

5 a.m. 24 Noon 59 6 p.r 42 m
6

7

63

73

51

1 p.m.

2

3

27 7

17 8

17 9

31 r
18 I
10 s

9 31 4 16 10 8 m
10 27 5 24 11 3 S
II 36

ia, .Spring 19r>8

iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiui

Mid.

Illllll Illllllilllllllllllll llllllllll

1 1
1

Ohio, m

1

III J
SOURCE: WLW. Clncimi
Kentucky, Indiana and W

EARLY MORNING

IS PEAK

LISTENING TIME

ON FARM

FARMERS LIKE

WEATHER

SHOWS BEST

r Type of farm ser

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

^
Type of show

WEATHER

Percent of respondents
who mentioned each type

54%

FARM NEWS 44

MARKETS 40

FARM INTERVIEWS 17

g NO PREFERENCE 8

1
Kentucky.' Indi'ana and Wesl Vi.g'nia,' .s,

rily Ohio.

lllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllK

FARMERS HAVE

STATION

r

1

URBAN ADULTS

VILLAGE ADULTS

FARM ADULTS

farm news

i
ng favorite stations for: §

market reports 1

1
33.9

77.7

PREFERENCES

FOR FARM

SERVICE SHOWS

22.7

43.3

81.5
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tmmmi
Only WCCO Radio delivers.. MORE LISTENERS in the rural Northwest than all

other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined! t

MORE MARKET . . . 231,900 farm families throughout 114 basic area

counties of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and South Dakota who enjoy

a gross annual income of $1.7 billion.

MORE ACCEPTANCE through the helping hand of vital farm, weather,

and market information provided by Maynard Speece and Jim Hill on 50

programs every week. Only Twin Cities station with a complete farm service

department. Call or write for full facts.

othing sells like acceptance . .

.

ViCCO
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. P A U L
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

t Nielsen Station Index, July-Aug., 1958 / Station Total, 6:00 AM-Midnight, 7-day week.

Radio



FARM TV AUDIENCE BASICS

Tv growth by county size I

A £_ JL ^ '

Total radio homes (millions) 18.0 13.3 9.5 7.8

Percent tv, 1958 94 91 82 71

1 Percent tv, 1956 88 79 59

1 StlURCE: A. C. Nielsen, spring vM-h y.ar. MosI V..>-

g figures are In percent of radio Homes.
. .arms ar. heated

FARM TV

SATURATION IS

CATCHING UP

WITH URBAN

FEW FARMERS

HAVE MORE

THAN ONE TV

SET (AS YET)

r
1

lllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll

Percent of lo^*a homes with

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

tv

Own one or more tv sets

Urban
homes

93.7% 87.8%

Farm
homes

89.4%

Own two or more tv sets 8.4 3.0 1.8 I

Own three or Tiore tv sets 0.8 3.0 1.8 r

Own a color t V set 0.8 0.4 0.4

1
SOfltCK; Whan .ma Kadic. Am ic-nce S<ud.v, lO.JS

Percent

lllllllllllllllllllllllllll

of Iowa housewives using tv set on weekdays sometime

Daytime Morning

during: |

Atternoon -

Urban 80% 63% 75% 1

Village 78 60 74 1

Farm 80 58 76 ^

SO'-np « !...„ l™. „.. ,. _ ^ ,„

MOST FARM

HOUSEWIVES USE

DAYTIME TV

Levels of attention to tv picture by Iowa housewives during w eekday daytime g

Watch all Listen and occa-
ot picture sionally see picture

Listen only,

cant sec picture

Urban 31% 19% 50% i

Village 25 20 55

1 Farm 2« 20 52

e
m SOURCE: Wh.t Io«a audience survey, 19:.:. Figures refer 1., i.orcenl of lolal vl

g various level. ,rf atlenllon. Horizontal lines add to lilO^i.

«ing time devoted lo

i

IOWA FARM

HOUSEWIVES

HAVE HALF AN

EYE ON TV

DURING DAY
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Bigger than Ever!
NEVER BEFORE A GREATER CONCEN-
TRATION OF FARM BUYING-POWER!

More than 215,000 Farm People

attended this 1958 two-day event

453 private planes (more than one-third of the "Flying

Farmers" in mid-America) and 65,000 cars brought enthu-

siastic WLS listeners from throughout the five-state heart of

America, to see and learn about the latest and best in farm

methods and equipment.

When 215,000 of America's most prosperous and progres-

sive farmers turn out for the WLS-Prairie Farmer Farm Prog-

ress Show, you begin to realize the tremendous pulling power

ofWLS. Most farm families in mid-America depend on WLS for

entertainment, up-to-the-minute news, markets, weather re-

ports, and information on products of interest to them. If you
have such a product, call WLS or your John Blair man today.

ity crowds both da;

vilitor'sviel°ng'exhib%

which they ore interested.

M
ĈHICAGO 7

Ihe Mosf Powerful Radio Voice in Agriculture

1230 Washington Boulevard • Telephone MOnroe 6-9700 ^
"^^ °"" ^°' P'°"^'-

890 KILOCYCLES • 50.000 WATTS • FULLTIME • REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

itors and another



FARM MARKET BASICS

THE URBAN

RECESSION

HAS UPPED

THE FARM

POPULATION

SLIGHTLY

THIS YEAR

Total U. S. and farm population by years

Total I'opiilatiun

(000)

Farm population

Year Number (000) '^i of total

1958 173,435 20.«27 12.0"^

1957 170,510 20.:i96 12.0

1956 167,498 22,257 13.3

1954 161,761 21.890 13.5

1952 156,421 24,283 15.5

1950 151,132 25,058 16.6

1947 143,480 27.124 18.9

1945 139,583 25,295 18.1

1940 131,820 30,547 23.2

1910 91,885 32,077 34.9

SOXmCE: U.S.

ion living o n farms by ex, 1950 and 1958

M de Female

Employment status 1958 1950 1958 1950 i

Farm residents 14 years and over (000) 7,381 9,070 6.888 8,391 M

Farm resident labor force (000) 6,008 7,787 1,903 1,924 1

Percent labor force employed 95.3 98.0 94.2 96.2 3

Percent employed primarily in agriculture 62.9 73.6 36.9 46.4

Percent in non-agricultural jobs 32.5 24.3 57.2 49.6

4.6 2.0 5.8 3.8

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii lllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll

1

MORE FARM

RESIDENTS ARE

HOLDING DOWN

OFF-FARM JOBS

How farm operator families spend their money

GAP BETWEEN

FARM AND URBAN

SPENDING

IS NARROWING

Total

Food & beverages

100.0%

30.7

Farm spending as percent of urbar

1%.S 1941

ClolhiiiK 17.3
36

66

45 ii 1Transportation 13.6

Medical Care 8.7
77

' 1i: Recreation, reading

1 education 5.9 50 23

i Other 2.9 40

I^ SOURCE: U.S. DfD.itme.U of .Agriculture ly^flli.nd co „„„, of flgi.res ,s from !9,-.S I
i

year for detilliKl fl»ure$ on f rm spending.

,„ ,„„ , , J
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''When ifs

advertised on KMA,

/ have to put it

in most of

our stores!"

This is a typical Hy-Klas super market.

Hy-Klas is the largest independent

chain in the midwest area.

says Lee Pemberton, Sr., Head
Buyer for Beaty Grocery Company,
St. Joseph, Missouri, Operators

of 355 HY-KLAS food markets. 226 of

them are in the four-state a

served by KMA.

THE HEART BEAT OF THE CORN COUNTRY

Mr. Pemberton's experience is typical of buyers in

KMAland. KMA listeners in 4 states buy what is advertised

on their favorite radio station. And business is good in the

farm-rich area covered by KMA. The latest Federal Reserve

Bank figures show that farm income in this area is higher

today than at any time since 1954.

Pulse proves KMA has the audience... and sales results

prove that it's a loyal audience with money to spend.

Enough said?

Join the 218 spot users who get sales action on KMA.

1 A SHENANDOAH, IOWA
5000 WATTS, 960 KC ABC

KKMXTXV) °--'
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadA)

"BEELINE-o'o

Outstanding farm programming .„

one reason the Beeline delivers the
largest audience in the nation's rich-
est and most diversified farm area.
Each of the five Beeline stations has
its own farm editor working closely
with McClatchy newspaper editors
to give listeners the most complete
coverage in the inland valley. Re-
sult: top-rated farm programs in
each area.

Taken as a group, these moun-
tain-ringed radio stations deliver
more radio homes than any com-
bination of competitive stations
at by far the lowest cost-per-thou-
sand. (Nielsen & SR&D)

^ KBEEo

KFBK O SACRAMENTO

Ai \
MODESTO

KMJ O FRESNO.

Hi

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

KERNo

SPONSOR • 2.5 OCTOBKR 19.58



FARM STATIONS
{Cont'd from page 43)

programing done by smaller stations

may more than make up for what is

apparently a decline in the amount of

farm programing on some stations. The

reasons for this decline are varied and

they are not all bad. In some cases,

farm programing has been tightened

up to give it more impact. For ex-

ample, a survey by WLW, Cincinnati,

this year showed farm interviews

ranked lowest in popularity among the

various types of farm shows. Even be-

fore this, some stations, sensing the

same feeling about interviews, reported

dropping them in favor of market,

news and weather material of more

direct concern to the farmer's pocket-

book. Certainly the talkathons that

characterized farm station programing

years back have gone by the board.

Another factor was cited by KXO.

El Centre, Calif. Riley Gibson, general

manager of the station reports that

"the upswing in farm income is result-

ing in increased farm advertising over

I KXO, although by no means all of it

is placed within established farm pro-

\

graming. Advertisers are beginning to

I realize that farmers are people, not a

j
peculiar group different in dress, food

;
likes, social habits or any of numerous

I
other accepted modes of modern living,

, including radio listening."

This new awareness and the result-

ing spread of farm ad dollars into

radio shows other than strictly farm

features, said Gibson, "seems to be

causing some farm stations to review

so-called farm programing." One of

these stations was KXO itself, which

dropped its 23-year-old noontime

Grower's Journal, a half hour show,

and incorporated it into a new Farm

Hour in the early morning.

Still another factor in causing the

cutting down in the amount of farm

programing is the fast suburban growth

in some areas. The subdivision of rich

farmland in and around Los Angeles,

for example, has had its effect.

One farm director, Wally Erickson

of KFRE, Fresno, a CBS affiliate, said,

"Certainly, some of the stations have

been down-grading their farm pro-

grams, and evidence points to an accel-

eration of this movement with the

advent of the music-and-news trend.

1 don't think many stations have dis-

pensed with their farm departments,

hut in quite a number of cases the farm

liroadcast time has been cut back and

perhaps moved to an earlier time in

the morning. My information is that

this type of thing is more pronounced

in metropolitan areas, where farm

broadcasting has been losing some

strength in recent years, anyway. In

an area like Fresno, the heart of a

still-growing agricultural area, my
management tells me that it has no

plans to de-emphasize farm broadcast-

ing."

KRFE has 11/2 hours of program-

ing daily, with morning, noon and

early evening segments sold out to

10 sponsors.

Some advertisers are not too happy

about the farm programing develop-

ments noted above. Spencer Chemi-

cal's advertising director, M. H.

Straight, noted also the "tendency of

certain farm stations located in urban

centers to minimize their farm pro-

gram content and schedule an increas-

ing number of broadcasts to the urban

market. This disturbs us, and if it is

a trend, we hope it doesn't continue."

Lest the impression get around that

farm radio programing in general is

declining, listen to Fred Phillips of the

Bert S. Gittins agency radio and tv

department. The Milwaukee Agency

numbers AUis Chalmers and Swift

among its farm radio and tv users.

"Farm radio is healthy," Phillips

said. "More and more companies are

looking to radio to reach the farmer.

Many stations are increasing the hours

of farm programing to take care of

this demand."

Another comment along this line

comes from Hercules Powder Co.,

whose toxaphene is an ingredient used

in insecticides. Agricultural Adver-

tising Manager Edward H. Ginn stated:

"The inclination by some stations to

add informative farm programs to

their schedules is important to us as

potential advertisers because we believe

farmers will make a strong effort to

follow these programs." Ginn added,

however, that he doubted whether

enough stations were doing this to

constitute a trend.

Music-and-news: While farm service

programing is the key element in farm

radio, increasing attention is being

paid to urban-type music-and-news for-

m.ats. Occasionally, this attention, as

pointed out previously, is caused by

metropolitan farm stations seeking to

boost their urban area ratings. Except

for a once-in-a-while area survey, the

Hoopers and Pulses do not get out into

farm areas and, while Nielsen measures

total station listening, the NSI market

list is limited. Furthermore, for a big-

city station the urban audience has to

be its most important concern.

However, this is not the only reason

for the interest in popular music. There

have been a number of admen and

broadcasters who felt that a popular

music format combined with farm

service programing would also go over

with the farmer—and particularly his

wife, who controls the dial between

meal times.

One of those subscribing to this

theory was John Dow, quoted previ-

ously, who pointed out in an inter-

view published in sponsor's farm sec-

tion three years ago (31 October 1955)

that farmers often were diaHng one

station for farm service features and

another for music.

The article impressed two men who

had just taken over management of a

station and were thinking along the

same lines. They were Egmont Sonder-

ling and Alan Henry, president and

vice president, respectively, of the

newly-acquired KXEL, Waterloo. la.,

a 50,000-watter I clear channel) at

1540 on the dial in a metropolitan corn

belt market of about 125,000.

At the beginning of 1956, bolstered

by an experienced farm director

(Ralph Vogel of WHO), KXEL in-

stituted a tighly controlled music for-

mat. After some trial and error, the

following formula emerged: 75-85

records a week, divided into three

types— (1) top 40, (2) about 20

records culled from what could be

called hits of yesteryear and (3)

another 20 tunes or so from the new

crop of recordings which look promis-

ing and fall into the group, ranking

between 41 and 100 in popularity.

As in many music-and-news opera-

tions, the top 40 has a distinctly local

slant. The rankings of recordings are

taken from four record stores in the

area plus Billboard and Cash Box.

Henry said that, roughly speaking,

65% of the emphasis is on the local

record stores. Control of the disk

jockey is lifted only to allow him to

pick one record on his own, something

like a Lucky Strike "extra." However,

the record must be from an album.

As for rock 'n' roll, if it shows up in

the popularity ranking, it's played.

However, no r&r is allowed in the

morning and jocks aren't permitted to

play two rocks in a row. "Naturally,"

said Henry, "the music must be more
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HARDROCK'
GUNTER'says:

22 Years

of FARM BROADCASTING

GOOD MORNING SHOW
6-6:30 AM M-F

Tri- State

FARM & HOME HOUR
72:75-72:30 PM M-F

Tri -State

FARM FAMILY FORUM
72:30-7 PM Sundays

With FULL COOPERATION Of
West Virginia and Ohio Extension
Worker

West Virg

Recreation

nia Food Marketing Service
Specialists

West Virg

Wild Lite

nia Farm Bureau
Conservationist

Ohi* and W. Va. Vo-Ag Instructors
West Virg nia University Extension Ser
Ohio Stat Universit/ Extension Servic

la State Farm Service
County Fa rm Agents of Ohio. W.Va and |
U. S Dep rtment of Agriculture ^1

tnru

WWVA
WHEELING, W.VA.

-Member N.R.F.D.A

tempered and watched closely so as not

to offend the farmer, whose average

age is slightly higher than the average

age of his city dwelling counterpart."

( Ed. note: Census Bureau figures show

a seven-year difference.)

While KXEL sounds a great deal

like a metro indie (broadcast aids and

singing jingles are liberally used), the

personalities are more homey and there

is a greater play of standards and big

name personalities.

Other elements in the KXEL fonnula

include (1) contests involving forced

listening; (2) heavy emphasis on news,

colorful news approaches and remote

broadcasts with four mobile units, one

for the farm department; (3) using

d.j.'s to promote the station off the

air via bookings at grange halls, county

fairs, teen-age hops (one d.j. has a

band, another a show troupe)

.

Henry won't say the KXEL format

is the final word in appealing to the

farm family but he reports national

business up from $35,000 in 1955 to

$200,000 in 1957, a substantial list of

blue chip farm advertisers (there were

no farm clients in 1955) and Pulse

figures showing the station second in

a 24-county area and first in its own
market.

A more conservative approach to the

farm music problem has been taken by

the Farm and Home Radio group,

which covers the farmer through three

small markets—KMMJ, Grand Rapids,

Neb. ; KXXX, Colby, Kan. and KFNF,
Shenandoah, la.

As the result of three surveys, taken

separately in the three states in which

the group has stations, a list of the

1,500 best-liked tunes were culled from

questionnaires. There was less than a

7% differential in the three surveys,

according to Bill Martin, executive v. p.

of the group.

These 1,500 tunes represent the bulk

as well as the heart of the stations'

music programing. Martin describes

them as old-line standards. Stardust

would be a good example. The surveys

found that there were heavy prefer-

ences for the first 1,000, moderate

preferences for the next 500. After

that, said Martin, "the bottom drops

out."

In spite of the fact that the musical

list is a relatively long one, d.j.'s are

completely controlled when it comes to

laying out the musical schedule. Top
sellers are dropped in every so often

but are not generally permitted back

to back.

Though the idea of top 40 program-

ing for the farmer has intrigued the

broadcast business, there is still a sub-

stantial group which feels the farmer

must be catered to musically in a spe-

cial way.

A particularly dim view of top 40 is

taken by Bob Cooper, general manager

of WSM, Nashville, whose Grand Ole

Opry show has been a byword for farm

music for years. Says Cooper:

"There seems to be no doubt that

the farmers have a very special taste

in music. It revolves around the ex-

pansion of a simple melody and has

no counterpart in the type of music

usually found in the top 40. The simple

fact that the type of music known as

Country and Western has developed

into a $50 million a year business

mainly through the support of the farm

people should give ample evidence of

the type of music they enjoy and want

on their broadcasts."

Further evidence of the solid appeal

inherent in a conservative approach is

offered by the National Farm and
Home Hour, which is observing its

30th year on NBC Radio and starting

its 14th year as an advertising vehicle

for Allis-Chalmers.

Jerry Seaman, radio and tv direc-

tor of the Gittins agency, which handles
the show for A-C, says about the

show's format: "Music by the Home-
|

steaders orchestra is an important part
of every show. Most of the music con-
sists of the old favorites, often with

I

new arrangements, but occasionally the
orchestra will use one of the newer

i

standard tunes."
'

Some admen theorize, though they
I

admit they can't prove it, that country
music will tend to be more popular
among the older generation while pop-
ular hits of the day will usually go
over with young farm adults. If true,
the implications are clear: in time!
country music will wither away for
lack of an audience.

Advertisers: Farm radio and tv are
as flexible a pair of media as you'll)

find, and the\ are used far about asl

many reasons as there are marketing!
problems. Here are some examples o1
current users:

i

Hercules Poivder: This chemical com-'

pany makes an ingredient—toxaphent
—which other manufacturers incorpo
rate into their insecticides. Therefore:
the prime object of Hercules in using

farm radio and tv is to impress the'

(Please turn to page 58) g
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IKCMO-Radio gets farm news first too

Our coverage of farm news starts where news begins—on the farms

and with farmers.

And it ranges over the whole farm scene— from feedlots, stockyards, and

experimental stations all the way to the State Houses and Washington, D. C.

The men who follow the facts are men who know what makes Midwest

.

farm news. They're career journalists—professionals all. Born, reared, educated

right here in the American heartland.
BASIC CBS

RADIO

810 kc.

50,000 watts

And behind them are the far-reaching news lines of CBS and KCMO'S

world-wide services. From the neighboring farm to agriculture's farthest frontier,

you're in the know on KCMO-Radio.

ansas City MO-radio
WHEN
KPHO
wow
KRMG

WHEN-TV
KPHOTV
WOWTV

nally by Kat2 agenc

HOMES and GARDENS a I SUCCESSFUL
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his week in New York w^^ith ARBITRO
^B introduces a new era in television research . . . instantaneou
ctronic audience measurement around the clock, every day of th
ir. ARBITRON daily reports are now being issued on a regula
l-sample basis in New York and will be shortly available in Lo
igeles, Chicago, and a multi-city network. For other areas requirin
[nplete research coverage of all programs instantaneously ever
hute of every day, it represents the ultimate measurement tool
^BITRON is a complete departure from other techniques . . . i

mendous breakthrough that reflects where research—television anc
erwise—may be taking industry tomorrow. ARB introduces it today

PERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC. WashingtiorrNew York»Chicago»Los Angeles



Topeka has
1 TV Station

\A/IBV\/-TVisit

That's Why
NOBODY FROM NOWHERE

Can Saturate
TOPEKA

like

WIBW-TV
SATURATES TOPEKA

ALL DAY-ANY DAY
Here's why survey-proved WIBW-TV is

your best buy for complete coverage

of the entire Topeka Form market.

VIBW-T'
. Note

s the \

figure:

Share of Audience Monday-Sunday
7:45-12 N. 12N.-6p.m. 6p.m.-12Mid.

57.0% 50.3% 51.1%
. In the 447 rated quorler-hours . . .

WIBW-TV ranked FIRST.

• In the top 15 Once-a-Week shows (with
e progrom rating of 44.13) .

WIBW-TV hod
37.69%.

. WIBW-TV serves 38

of

Survey Figures Prove
WIBW-TV's Value

the combined effort;

City TV stations car

7:45 12N 6 p.m.
12N 6p.m. 12Mid.

WIBW-TV, TOPEKA 57.0% 50.3% 51.1%

WIBW-TV CBS-ABC
Channel 13 Topeka, Kansas

REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.

{Cont'd from page 54)

toxaphene name on consumers so thev

will ask for brands which include it.

"We believe," says Edwin H. Ginn,

agricultural advertising manager, "that

farm radio and tv have stimulated the

consumer demand for our product and
helped develop acceptance of modern
insect control methods."

Hercules wants a wide audience.

Ginn explains: "The use of agricultural

insecticides is growing steadily and the

job of advertising is largely one of

educating non-users to the advantages

of insect control rather than reselling

present customers."

Toxaphene advertising gets a heavy

play in cotton areas since it is effective

against boll weevil. The agency. Fuller

& Smith & Ross, uses about half a

dozen key stations the year round.

During the season, April through

August, the station list may go as

high as 20. Bernard G. Rasmussen,

manager of broadcast media for Her-

cules, reports also that four or five

tv stations are also used.

Spencer Chemical: This is another firm

which sells to manufacturers but uses

air media to build brand consciousness

among consumers. The company mar-

kets ammonium nitrate—and begin-

ning next year—urea fertilizers in a

25-state area.

Ad director M. H. Straight said

Spencer has found radio of "consider-

able benefit" and will use radio again

this coming spring. Plans call for a

lineup of 24 stations. Spencer reported

a disappointing sales picture last spring

but, with an increased ad budget, is

looking forward to an "excellent" year

in 1958-59.

Allis-Chalmers: A sponsored network

radio hour is a rare bird these days

but A-C has been faithfully advertising

over the National Farm and Home
Hour (which recently celebrated its

30th anniversary) since 1945.

The show, produced by the Bert S.

Gittins agency, offers a number of

benefits to the client. It promotes the

A-C line of farm equipment—tractors,

harvesters and tillage implements. In

recent months commercials have also

featured the company's line of con-

struction machinery and utility trac-

tors.

While most of the commercial time

is devoted to selling these products, ads

occasionally call attention to the spon-

sor's corporate advertising campaign

in a number of national magazines.

This campaign often gets into some of

the company's non-farm activities,

such as atomic energy or electric power
equipment.

The show also provides A-C with <

value that's hard to measure but is

nonetheless important. It has permitted

Allis-Chalmers, because of the pro-

gram's tie in with the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, to work very

closely with all types of influential farm

officials and groups, from the Secre-

tary of Agriculture and national farm

organizations down to township offi-

cials and local farm groups.

Standard Oil of California: In fan

radio for 12 years, the California con-

cern recently increased its use of the

medium. Alan Dortmund, Standard's

farm advertising specialist, calls farm

radio "one of the best means of reach-

ing the farmer on a daily basis at a

time when he is thinking about petro-

leum products."

Standard's preferred time is early

morning, before the farmer services

and refuels his farming equipment for

the day. "Once he heads for the fields,"

Dortmund said, "we feel we've lost;

him."

Standard produces more than 100

petroleum products for farm use. In

addition to such major items as gaso-

line, diesel fuel, lubricating oil and

greases, ad time is devoted to such

special items as Chevron Cotton Picker

oil and seasonal products like heating

oil.

The petroleum company watches its

marketing dollar carefully, concen-

trates on its primary farm markets.

However, it does not cut corners. Pro-

grams are bought rather than an-

nouncements and Standard does not

jump in and out of the medium.

Standard sponsors Henry Schacht's

Farmer's Digest, KNBC, San Francisco,

a half-hour, Monday through Friday:

Wally Erickson's Standard Farm /?e-.

porter, KFRE, Fresno, a quarter-hour

Mondav through Friday and Jim

Todd's Standard Farm Highlights, KFI,

Los Angeles, a quarter-hour, Mondajt

through Saturday.

Consistency is a key to Standard's

approach, notes BBDO account execufl

tive Jerry Parrick. He said the clienfl

seeks to establish a feeling of long-terni

friendship and a source of authoritaj

tive information.

Swift: The Gittins agency handlel

three farm divisions of Swift and all

three use air media. Swift's Agricul

tural Chemical division is the heavies

user, employing about 25 radio sta
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SPONSOR-PERSUADER

51080

ake the weight off your back and add it to your presen-

ition. Carry your own Geloso Stenotape Recorder

hen you make the rounds. Stenotape Recorder

eighs less than your flopover; takes up

p more desk space than a telephone. Op-

f j'ates right in the carrying case. Steno-

APE Recorder is ready to roll before

' |ie client has finished admiring your in-

genuity. This "conversation piece"

,
jTENOTAPE Recorder delivers a qual-

' ly of reproduction you'd expect only in ^ <ft

far heavier, far more costly tape recorders. It has two

speeds, simple push-button controls, plays up to two hours

per reel. Absolutely free of backlash, flutter, torn tape.

Uses standard tape. Total cost, including

conference microphone, spare reel,

starter tape, and cordovan finish carrying

case: just $179.95 complete. Foot-pedal

and Finger-tip dictation/transcription

controls available. Write Today for de-

tails. American Geloso, Dept, SP, 312

Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y

EVERYBODY LISTENS when you make it easy for them (AND YOURSELF) WITH STENOTAPE BY GELOSO



lions. Products inrlude five plant foods

and Swifts Gold Bear pesticides. A
few programs are sponsored for plant

foods on a year-round basis but most

of the emphasis is on five-minute shows

in the spring.

The division also uses tv in a variety

of forms: minutes. 20 seconds, five

minute programs and early evening

weather shows.

The Hatchery Division uses about

20 radio stations, mostly in the Mid-

west. One-minute spots, five times a

week, plug Ski-Hi and Sex-Sal-Link

layers. Swift's feed division buys spots

on seven am outlets, primarily large

regional stations.

Jerry Seaman, Gittins' radio-tv di-

rector, said concerning the commer-

cial approach: "All three Swift divi-

sions use a recorded bagpipe music

and jingle ahead of their commercials

to get attention and provide a memory
bridge between the various divisions.

This theme ties in closely with print

media, which features a Scotch plaid

border on the bottom of each ad. Plant

food and feed bags have a plaid design,

and the baby chick boxes carry the

plaid as well."

136,000

439,000gpeople.. .nearly 2Q000

d iversi

farms and hundreds of

fied Z^^i^^S industries. . -

year 'round payroljl^^pstab/lifcy

and a hea|thyM\growbh

^748, 540,000 annmal^ncowe and

^466^404^00 in ^feretai I sales

KPa RADIO COVERAGrE

Gruaran-bees Results 2 to I

We'll guarantee 2 to 1 results over any other North Central Washing-
ton advertising medium, and we challenge any to disprove us. When
you buy Inland Washington, there's no need to experiment. Buy one

that GUARANTEES RESULTS, buy KPQ Wenotchee . . . selected network

programs interspersed with local shows for which the people express

pref(

Dow Chemical: A summary of Dow's

view of farm radio and tv comes from

W. F. Richards of the firm's advertis-

ing department: "Farm radio and/or

tv has done a sales job for us in spe-

cialized cases. We sponsored the Red
Foley Show nationally with what we

consider good results. We have carried

spot radio in various parts of the

country as a plus to our basic space

advertising. We feel that it allows us

flexibility in our timing, which is im-

portant in an agricultural market. We
have purchased tv on a spot basis in

selected markets. We have not con-

sidered it effective nationally. How
ever, in markets which have a heav)

rural audience, it can be used effec

lively."

Walnut Grove: This Atlantic, la., firm

handled by The Dow Co., is one of th(

largest livestock feed manufacturers ir

the cornbelt. This year the firm wil

use six to eight semi-saturation spo|

schedules, each one week long, on som<

30 radio stations. About four or fivti

of these outlets can be considerec

regional, the others are small town

stations.

The client also (1) buvs sports oi

WHO and WHO-TV. Des M..ii.e?

WOW-TV, Omaha, and \^ MT-TV

Cedar Rapids, (2) uses consistent spo

radio schedules in certain new terri

tories, usually over regional station:^

The emphasis on sports and sjtots i

a switch for the client, who. a fe\

years ago, was using only farm con

mentary. Since the change, howtnei

sales have more than doubled; lli

client now has three plants and

fourth under construction, while i

1956 it had only one plant.

Plymouth Cordage: This maker c

binder twine for harvesters spreads

low budget over 185 stations, most r

them small. Involving a heavy wor

load for the agency (the stations ai

usually handled by reps on a per-orde

basis). Fuller & Smith & Ross uses tlj

stations to tie in with dealers.

Current air strategy is hit the farm<

with a four week campaign in Ma

Farm tv: Farm advertisers have

healthy respect for tv as a mediui

ll is still, however, secondary to rad

so far as farm advertising is concerne

The major reason cited is that the'

are not enough good farm sho\!

around. With the increase in farm '

ownership, clients are looking for i

improvement.

There is no expectation, howeve

25 ocTOBKK 19;



b
MEET THE NEMSi

(

^ FARM DIRECTOR,

* Bruce Davies

Bruce Davies, our new Farm Director,

comes to KFAB from Chicago where he was

Farm News Editor for Station WLS. Prior to

that, he was well known in the Chicago area

through his daily livestock market reports

from the Chicago Stock Yards.

In addition to his daily radio broadcasts,

Bruce wrote and narrated a special television

market film known as the "Chicago Market

^

A

A B

Report," that was aired weekly on 42 TV
stations in the Midwest. At the same time,-

he originated and aired a marketcast daily

from the Stock Yards expressly for the Iowa

Tall Com Network.

The large segment of KFAB's audience,

vitally interested in agriculture and livestock,

makes Bruce's pertinent, informative farm

commentary a daily listening habit.

BASIC NBC 50,000 WATTS
AHMia.ed with COLOR TELEVISION CENTER (KXMXTXV)

Represented by EDWARD PETRV & CO., INC.
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>

Everything's GREEN
in the

Nation's 7th Farm County*

including a big new

crop of MONEY!

Be sure to get

YOUR SHARE

Year around agriculture

1957 value ot Farm Production:

$150,296,000.00*

allible on request

KXO
For farm programing

Greater audience than next 2 Valley

Stations combined!

KXO is Imperial Valley's Greatest

Single Advertising Medium,

because no one else reaches

Imperial Valley like KXO.

In 1957 KXO seta n

record of national busini

UP 46%
without a rate increas(

For reiponse--dh\e radio

Put your money

where our mouth is.

•SALES MANAGEMENT

REP: Paul H. Raymer Co.

of any tremendous leap forward on the

part of farm tv. Explaining why is

Fred Phillips of the Gittins agency

:

"While tv often is considered as an

extension of radio, it is doubtful if

farm tv will develop in quite the same
way as farin radio. Most farm radio

prograins started on a public service

basis. The population was heavily rural

(as late as 1939 almost one-fourth of

our population actually lived on

farms)

.

"The picture is different with tv.

Very few farm tv programs start with-

out a sponsor, or without hopes of

landing one before the budget runs

out. And today less than one out of

every eight people live on farms.

"To make it even more difficult for

farm tv to succeed, ratings have be-

come an important measure of a sta-

tion's success. Since ratings are based

largely on urban viewing, any program
designed especially for farmers is going

to suffer by the preponderance of

sampling among people who have no

l>articular interest in the show.

"Despite all these obstacles, and de-

spite its high cost, some day tv will be

widely used by farm advertisers. Sev-

eral stations already are doing an

outstanding job prograining to farmers

—and making it pay. And there are a

lot of farm advertisers who would use

more tv if there were more such sta-

tions."

The future: In building up its farm

programing, one problem tv (as well

a? radio) will have to solve is whether

to broaden its appeal.

This is an issue because of the

decline in the farm population and,

hence, farm broadcasting's potential

audience.

Some broadcasters feel the problem

will solve itself. This group contends

that the population decline is being off-

set by (1) the fact that the farmer's

consumer income is growing at a faster

rate than the non-farm family and (2)

the fact that the average farmer's busi-

ness buying power is growing as the

size and complexity of the average

farm increases.

Others feel that farm broadcasting

should try to bring urbanites and sub-

urbanites within its ken. KFRE's Wally

Erickson thinks "the station farm di-

rector should be aware of the changing

trends in agriculture and pattern his

appeal accordingly. We do that by

interpreting agriculture to city people,

by farm-city relations type activities

and by including the city audience in

with tips on home gardening, horticul-

ture and floriculture." Erickson also

includes under this heading reportinf

about businesses related to farming anil

farm politics.

While a number of broadcasters will

go along with Erickson, one warning

is often given. As expressed by Orville

Rennie, Sr., promotion manager of

KOA, Denver, it is this:

"If we are to appeal to any audience

but the farmer or rancher such as the

suburbanite—it seems to me we should

do so with shows designed and timed

for that particular audience and nol

dilute our farm service with non-

agricultural material."

And, it might be added, with the

individual farmer increasing his

\cstment, he has become too valuable

to provide anything but the best farm

service. And this farm broadcasting

is determined to provide

FARM MARKET
[Cont'd from }xige 45)

number who do is still one out of four.

Of course, in a country as large and

complex as the U. S., farm conditions

are not identical. Yet, all of the six

major regions showed increases in cash

receipts from farming. The West North

Central states (more cominonly called

the Midwest) and South Central State?

did particularly well. The increase in

the latter amounted to slightlv lesf

than 20%.
The farmer is still not as well ofl

as he was at the peak of the Korear

boom—when realized net income iron

farming averaged $2,739 per farm. Af

a matter of fact, the 1957 net incomt

figure of $2,232 per farm was a lovj

point for the 50's.
|

The important thing, however, ii

that, over the long-term, the farmer ij

going ahead, not backward. It ha'

been said many times before but i

cannot be stressed too often that "agri

business" has replaced agriculture-

not so much in terms of corporal

farming but in the growing size, con

plexity and mechanization of th

family-operated farm.

The farmer is buying out his neigl

bor's land. He has three times as mani

trucks and tractors as in 1940. He i

using chemicals in farming at a rapidly

growing rate. He needs an accountan

to go over his books. When you start t

worry about taxes, you've arrived. #

SPONSOR • 25 OCTOBER 1!^



^^^2lh-.
TREMENDOUS^^ ot CONFIDENCE

RadioWOW o'"*"*'
FOR

3,000 families voted at the Nebraska

State Fair— It was a clean sweep for

Radio WOW!

X

X

s

Most Popular Newscaster

Ray Clark and Merrill Workhoven. These
two WOW stars polled 59% of total vote
. . . rani -2!

Most Popular Disc Jockey

Joe Martin of Breakfast Bandstand, of

course! WOW disc jockeys got 40.6% of

the total vote.

Favorite Farm Service Broadcaster

Mai Hansen and Arnold Peterson by a
country mile!

For Radio — 32% of adults said Radio
helps most in day-to-day farm operation— away ahead of television, newspapers,
farm magazines and newspapers.

For WOW— If only one of all leading
stations listed could stay on-the-air, 36%
would choose WOW! This proves believ-

ability . . . and listener loyalty!

H#tfmi^^

A summary of the complete vote .is

now available for Agencies and Clients.

Write Bill Wiseman, Sales Manager,
Regional Radio WOW, Omaha, Nebr.

REGIONAL RADIOWOW OmoA^
CBS

AFFILIATE

tkaNK p. FOGARTY, Vice President a

FRED EBENER, Sales M(

BLAIR-TV Representat

WOW and WOW-TV, OMAHA • KPHO and KPHO-TV, PHOENIX
WHEN and WHEN-TV, SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV, KANSAS CITY

KRMG, TULSA, OKLAHOMA
Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

iiNSOR • 25 OCTOBER 1958



TELEPULSE

1
RATINGS: TOP SPG1

Past-

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period: 2-9 September, 1958

Average

7STATI0N
MARKETS M^ARKET MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION

Rank
nmr N.Y. L.A. S. Fran. Seattle Chicago Detrelt Mllw. Mnpls. Phila. Wash. Atlanta Bait

1 1
Highway Patrol (A) 17.3

14.8 12.4

r:no„m 7:3n,,m

15.9
krontv
B :30pra

22.9
komo-tv
7:00pm

15.9 18.2 5.5 17.7 12.5 12.9
«gn-tv wjbk-tT wlsn-tv kstp-tv »Tcv-tv »-toi>-tv

8:00pm 9:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

24.5 11.8

7:30pm 7:00|.„

2 3 Silent Service (A) 17.0
4.9 7.7 13.5

7:n0pm

25.7 15.9 17.9 8.9 12.2 11.5

9:30pm 9:00pm 9:00pm fi :30pm 7:00pm

13.5 13.3

7:00pm 10:30pm

2 Whirlybirds (A) 16.6
3.2 12.4
wpix khj-tv

7:30pm 7:30pm

2.5

7:30pm

24.0 18.2 12.2
utmj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv
9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

22.9 19.3
wsb-tv wjz-tT

7:00pm 8:30pBI

4 Honeymooners (C) 16.9
8.6 12.2

7:00pm 6:30pm

16.2 19.5
klng-tv

6:30pm

14.2 14.5 14.5 9.5

9:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

19.5

7:00pm

6 Mike Hammer (M) 16.2
16.8 9.4

in:3apm 10:30pm

12.5

7 :00pm

15.4
klng-tv

10:00pm

12.5 14.5 11.2

9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

3 Sea Hunt (A) 15.2
10.2

9:30pm

16.5

7:00pm

23.7
klng-tv

7:30pm

16.9 19.9 6.4 11.9 3.9 11.5

8:30pm 7:00pm 10:15pm 9:00pm 8:30pm 10:30pm

13.5 12.8

10:30pm 10:30|)B

1

5 Death Valley Days (W) 14.6
7.6 14.4

-:Onpm 7:00pm

8.2

7 :30pm

16.2
komo-lv
8:00pm

9.5 17.9 11.5 16.5

SI :30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

9.2 8.8
wlw-a wbal-h
6:30pm 7:00piD

7 Sheriff of Cochise (M) 14.1
3.7 13.8

7:00pm 7:30pm

14.5

7:00pra

17.4

9:00pm

18.2 11.2 7.2 7.2 13.5

7:00pra 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

17.5 8.8W
7":00pm 9TopM_

State Trooper (A) 13.8
11.2 4.4 8.5

8:30pm

19.5 9.2 25.5 21.9 11.2 6.5
wnbq cklH-tv wtmJ-tT kstp-tv «Tcv-tv umal-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm

10.i

wbal-t

10:305

10 8 Cray Chost (A) 13.7
2.9 6.2

7:30pnf r :00pm

11.9

6:30pm

16.5
king-tv

6:00pm

11.5 11.5

9:00pm 7:00pm

9.5 7.8
waga-tv «jz-ti

7:00pm 10:00p

1!

10 9 Twenty-Six Men (W) 13.7
2.9 7.9

wahc-tv krca-tv

10:3npm 7:00pm

11.5 13.9

7 :3npm

6.2 14.9 6.9 12.5
wcn-tv wxyz-tv wtcn-tv umal-tv
8:nftpm 6:30pm 9:00pm 6:30pm 6:30pm |

'1

Rank
rwk Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets £ .

Star and the Story (D) 13.7
2.2

8:00pm

7.9

8:30pm

2 Dial 999 (M) 13.4
11.9
kron-tv

7:30pm

12.9 9.5

7:00pm

10.5
wsb-tv

7:00pm

3 Decoy (M) 12.9
14.5

9:30pm

12.5
klng-tv

10:00pm

8.5 5.5
«t<-n-tv wtop-tv

9:00pm 7:00pm

5.2

I0:30pm

3 Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D) 11.8
2.2 8.4

in::iOpm 9:30pm

16.4 9.5
«wi-tv «iti-tv

10:30pm 9:30pm

4.2

2:3(Jp

4 Casey Jones (A) 11.2
6.9
kttv

7:30pm

6.5
kpix-tv

6:00pm

6.2

7:00pm

16.2 5.5

7"oOpm 7:00pm

17.

wjl-

Official Detective (M) 11.1
4.1

10:30pm

9.2 6.5 5.9 9.9

8 :30pm 8:00pm 6:30pm

Kit Carson (W)
MCA

10.9
8.4

kabctv
8:30pm

13.5

r, :00pm

7.2

3:00pm

7.5 !».

wlw-a vth

Badge 714 (M) 10.8
9.2
kttv

7:00pm

6.5

7:00pm

14.4 3.5 10.5 11.5

11:00pm 9:0Opm 10:30pm

8.1
Hi

6 Captain David Grief (A) 10.7
6.2

7 :00pm

6.:

10 2 Union Pacific (W) 10.2
6.7

7:00pm ri
ti

my«t«
type §yinboU: (A) adTonlure; (C) comedy; (D) drama; (I)

iry; (Hu) musical: (8) ipcrt: (SF) Science Fiction; (W)
S. % hr.. V, hr. A hr. lenrrth. telecast In fo«r or more
nweUhted average of Individual market ratings listed ab

|S3y; (K) kids; (M
DS listed are tyn
average rating 1

?^
Xat^^Jhl

in this market 2-9 Sept. While network sho«s a

her )n the markets In which they are shown, this Is tnie

TchTn.' MlefOTs to I'^Vonth's" oh'arl'"l?'blMk"^how
"

re fairly lU

1



ILM SHOWS

;ta ION MA RKETS 2-STATION MA RKETS

«. Calumbus New Or. St. Louis Birm. Dayton Providence

.5 18.7 24.9 17.2 27.8 18.3

'':"|.ni lO^OOpm 9 :30pm 9:0Opm 10:30pra

5 11.5 21.5 27.8 34.3 17.3

^zz 9:30pm 10:00pm 9:00pm 7:00pm

12.2 22.9 18.2 28.8

7!i»pm io'iopm 10:00pm 8:00pm

.2 19.5 29.5 11.5 8.8 19.8

0^'n> 7:00pra 9:00pm 6:00pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

13.5 16.2 18.7 31.5

9:30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

21.0 26.5 15.2 18.8

wbtistv
8:00pm 9:30pm

ktrt

8:30pm 10-^

.5 30.2 18.8 24.5

z (i :30pm 6:00pra

wjar-tv

7:00pm

.5 10.2 15.5 24.8

pm 10:30pra 9:30pm 10:OOpm

.2

17.5 15.5 14.5 22.3 24.3
wbns-tv

7:30pm 10:0Opm
ksd-tv

9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

13.5

10:30pm

19.5

10:30pm

32.8

9:30pra

26.8

7™00pm

12.8

7 :00pm

34.3

8:30pm

14.5 21.3

10:00pm
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Program duplication

means

V *

"* /mm.
Radiating Effectively from the

RALEIGH - DURHAM AREA
In the most densely populated section of its coverage, WRAL-TV has

unduplicated NBC programming.

Exclusive program features also keep viewers throughout the area tuned

to WRAL-TV, Channel 5.

Such programming is one of the important reasons why WRAL-TV has

the top rating record in the thriving Raleigh-Durham market.

Another important asset is the Capital city location, center of attention

for all Tarheels.

All this makes a powerful setting for your selling messages.

Are you on?

V MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

WRAL-TV
Serving the area from

Greensboro to the coast, from

Virginia to the South

CAROLINA'S Colorful CAPITAL STATION

^FULL POWER CHANNEL 5

NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

Fred Fletcher,

Vice Pres.8. Gen. Mg..

Raleigh, North Carolina

REPRESENTED BY

H-R, INC.



With local tv colorcasting increasing, SPONSOR ASKS;

How's color doing in your market?

As more stations program local

colorcasts to promote set sales,

three active stations report how
color progresses in their markets.

Fred Fletcher, tice pres. & gen. mgr.,

Raleigh, N. C.

ô
4

Exposure

Believing that color is the next ad-

vanced step in television development

and acceptance, WRAL-TV, Raleigh,

North Carolina, went on the air fully

equipped to transmit network color

programs and local color film and

slides.

Following are some of the methods

used to promote the sale of color sets

and the viewing of color programs.

Each month, Channel 5 mails a

schedule of color shows to a list of

set owners and set dealers in the cover-

age area who have requested this in-

formation. Dealers receive extra copies

to be distributed in their showrooms.

During the World Series colorcasts,

Channel five held "color parties" to

which were invited business leaders of

the community. The station served a

buffet luncheon at each of these "color

parties."

The NBC opera colorcasts were

heavily promoted on the air as well

as thru the mail school superintendents,

organized opera companies, music

clubs and little theatre groups were

notified of each opera. Announcements
on the air invited viewers to send for

synopses were written and mailed by

the station.

For NBC's March of Medicine

series, the station notified service tech-

nicians and dealers, suggesting that

color sets be placed in hospitals and

other central locations. Several com-

plied and favorable comment was re-

ceived, particularly from physicians.

A color print of the motion picture

Romeo and Juliet was secured from the

film distributor and was sponsored on

Channel five by the English Depart-

ment of North Carolina State College.

The station notified schools and little

theatre groups by mail, and advised

dealers of color sets to invite school

classes to view this special color film

in their showrooms, as it was featured

at an early hour on Sunday afternoon.

Heavy on the air promotion using color

slides rendered by the station's art de-

partment was accompanied by the

newspaper advertising of the color

version of Romeo and Juliet.

In the monthly Channel 5 Telenews

Letter which is mailed to viewers, tele-

vision dealers and sponsors, mention

is made of all outstanding color pro-

grams forthcoming on the station.

Channel 5 continually advised color

dealers on methods to promote sales of

color sets, such as opening showrooms

at night and on weekends for the

public, displaying window signs, and

mentioning color in their newspaper

advertising.

A color set is available to the public

in Channel 5's own lobby. All network

color shows are promoted on the air,

with color slides and with newspaper

and magazine ads.

A clinic of service technicians from

a nearby city was held at our studios

and transmitter. WRAL-TV's engineers

explained the testing technique to

maintain good color transmission and

participated in a discussion which was

beneficial to both station engineers and

service technicians.

It is our feeling that color stations

should be able to work out a plan

with color set distributors to accom-

modate large groups, groups larger

than would be convenient in a show-

room. Exposure is one answer. Let's

let the public in on this delight.

Owen Saddler, exec, vice pres. & gen.
^

nigr., KM TV, Omaha, Neb.

Special

promotions

help

The color future in our market is of a'

brilliant hue. We feel the color future

that General Sarnoff has predicted is

much closer to fulfillment than many

people realize. At KMTV, we have been

vigorous advocates of color program-

ing since the inception of color broad-

casting.

To give you an idea of how success-

ful our color promotion has been, the

city of Omaha, which was ranked 49th

in color tv set sales in 1957, rose to

seventh in the country in set sales in

1958. This was the result of intensive

promotion of color by KMTV, RCA
and the local color set dealers in

Omaha. Our market, which incidental-
j

ly is growing steadily, will probably be

among the top areas of the country

for color programing in the very near

future and we plan a series of local

color specials that will highlight the

advantages of color tv to black and

white set owners. We carried the
;

World Series in color and the reaction

of the people of Omaha was extremely

gratifying. We plan to cover many

special events in color in the near fu-

ture when remote equipment is avail-

able. We have done such color specials;

as a series of operations performed in

conjunction with the local hospital and

sanctioned by the Omaha medical as-

sociations and the tremendously color-

1

ful and thrilling pageantry of our own

Ak-Sar-Ben ceremonies in the city.

Our garden programs, children's car-

toon shows and even some of our news

programs are done in color and the

people in our \ iewing audience are as

1
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The Piedmont

Industrial
Crescent

Vast-New
Urban Complex...

as defined by:

The Ford Foundation
dominated by:

uifmy-tv
RO. N.

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc

New York . Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanto • I

GREENSBORO. N. C.

1^5 I'M GOING

TO TRY THAT CANDY!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

color consciou!

dress.

i a girl with a new

William B. McCrath, vice pres. & mgr.

director, WHDH, Boston

Boston was one of the first markets

to feel the brunt of the advertising

campaigns conducted, first by Motor-

ola, and later by RCA. Despite the

impact of these well organized cam-

paigns, the sale of color tv receivers

has been slow. Best estimates of the

industry are that there are between

12,000 and 15,000 color sets in thi

area, saturated 91% with black and

white receivers.

This low saturation of color sets cur-

rently, comes despite the excellent color

coverage from one network and the

exclusive colorcasting of all the locally

produced studio shows by Channel 5.

Thus far, good color sets sales ha'

been limited to only a few dealers

this area and those dealers that have

had success with color set sales have

made a major merchandising effort.

It seems to use in broadcasting that

the one important requirement is a

simplified color set, simplified

necessarily internally, but simplified

substantially in tuning. At present

even the easier-to-tune-in sets are far

more complicated than straight black

and white and the correct tuning of

many color sets becomes somewhat of

a problem for the average set owner

Until the time comes when color sets

are as simple to maintain as black-and-

white, we feel it will be difficult to con-

vince the average purchaser that color

is for him.

Although retail prices of color have

not been a determining factor, many
feel that the forthcoming price reduc-

tion by one of the larger manufacturers

may have a stimulating effect.

Nevertheless, as a color tv broad

caster, we feel that color's future in

the New England market is good. We
are convinced that just as soon as the

easy-to-tune and maintain color sets

are available, color set sales will move
up rapidly in this area.

^Anniversary

WMAR-TV
Channel -2

BALTIMORE

Celebrating Eleven Years Of

Service to the vast Baltimore

area, WMAR-TV, the Sun-

papers' television station ac-

knowledges with gratitude the

cooperation of those who have

made possible our public serv-

ices, the patronage of sponsors,

and the loyalty of viewers—all

factors which have made
WMAR-TV, like the parent

Sunpapers, a modem tradition

in the Free State of Maryland.

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by TH[ KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York, Detroit, St. loulj. Son FranciKO.
Chicago, Atlanto. DoMot, los Angelet
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THAT'S

SOME RUG CLEANER!"
\VG\-T\' commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our s{)ecialists fill you in on

some WGX-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Puf "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

In San Francisco, audiences respond to

kOliVs musical formula beamed to San

Iraiicisco families. From New York to

San Francisco, advertisers know that KOBY
motivates the marketl
If your favorite tune is "Happy Days .s

1 San Franclscol

KOBY
10,000 watts
San Francisco

Sit in with your PETRY Man
In Denver it's KOST-

in Greenville, Miss.-W'iVM

MId-AmerIca Broadcasting Co.

B05C0
( Cont'd from page 35)

three times a week. Two of these are

major participations, with 15 minute

segments that include two minute com-

mercials plus an opening and closing

billboard. The third is a minor partici-

pation, a single one minute spot.

Both the commercials and the pre-

niiuni were carefully engineered to fit

into the show's format. The agency

had manv sessions with Clark before

the sponsorship began, to get the flavor

and feel of the show. They learned

that some contemporary expressions,

like "jazzy" and "hep," were unaccept-

able to Clark's audience, while others,

like "It's the most" were just fine. Copy

was accordingly created and given to

Clark to modify as he saw fit. "It was

so close to his style," Baker reports,

"that he used it almost straight."

Similar precautions went into pick-

ing the premium. "We were looking,"

says Russell Smith, assistant ad man-

ager working for Bosco, "for a creative

premium that grew from the show^

itself. We figured the record was a

natural because kids like records, and

they never have enough of them."

Clark agreed, when asked, and took

charge of selecting the tunes and

artists. "We were a little 'shook up' at

Clark's lineup," Baker remembers,

"and our first impulse was to ask about

some Sinatra or Goodman selections.

Obviously, he knows his audience

better than we do."

No small measure of credit for the

promotion belongs to Clark himself,

believes Joseph R. Joyce, v.p. in charge

of the agency's grocery products divi-

sion. "Not only did he pick the tunes

but he made it a personal sales story,"

he says. During the premium period

Clark, in discussing the offer, repeated

MK h ihiiigs as "/ picked these songs

rspccinlly for you!" He also stressed

that it would cost up to $6 to buy the

hits individually. He achieved product

tie-ins in the commercials.

For example, Clark would point out

that Bosco is economical because it is

concentrated and costs less per serving,

he would then emphasize that, as an

extra economy, "You can now get the

valuable record for only 50«* with the

Bosco label."

Neither the record nor the jacket

carried any commercial or mention of

Bosco. There was a substantial volume

of requests from record retailers for

copies of the disc, but Bosco held firm

and none went out without the label

and half-dollar.

Bosco puts about 100% of its meas-

ured-media ad budget into tv. With the

current Dick Clark exception, it goes-

on more than 100 local, live kids shows.

The major portion of the Bosco ad

budget goes into these shows. The

company does not disclose its appropri-

ation, but trade sources estimate it at

about $2 million annually.

Though the Dick Clark label-pull test

got no merchandising effort or point-

of-purchase tie-in, it had a surprisingly

strong effect on retailers, Joyce reports.

Salesmen were given the record to

carry with them (and leave if the

buyer had a teen-age youngster), and

this alone was enough to generate con-

siderable excitement and recognition

among store executives.

What about Bosco's future ad plans?

Says Smith, "We will continue with

heavy tv programing with major em-

phasis on the young kids."

The Bosco promotion challenges

Mitch Miller's recent contention (SPON-

SOR, 22 March 58) that "the pre-shave

crowd makes up 0% (the country's)

buying power, once you eliminate

pony-tail ribbons, popsicles and peanut

brittle." ^

Brochure Containing

COMPLETE DETAILS OF
WVET'S EXCLUSIVE,

PHENOMENALLY
SUCCESSFUL TOP VALUE
STAMP PROMOTION

PROGRAM
For Information

Contact: BILL SCHUBERT

WVETRADIO
ONLY Station In The Nation

That Gives TOP VALUE Stamps!

17 CLINTON AVE. SO.

ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
25 OCTOBER 1958 ^ (^gg Films-Rheingold co-production pact on Rendezvous is adding up to a

Cwyrioht 1958
tvt xr i

SPtNsoR PUBLICATIONS INC. rccoi'd $8,000 pcF wcck in New York.

In its three-market spread, Rheingold's total $10,000 weekly tab for New York, New

Haven-Hartford and Binghamton, is understood to include the following:

• One play, no re-runs.

• Production of openings and commercials.

• Editorial supervision of scripts.

The price, however, does not include time costs which, if added in, could bring the three-

market budget to near the $1 million mark.

If Rheingold may have seemed anxious to get the show, CBS Films was no less anxious

to have landed this client. CBS Films is understood to have vetoed a 40-plus-city insurance

regional in order to finalize with Rheingold.

Is the special sales staff for re-run properties now on the way out?

Of several distributors that set up special sales units recently to handle just re-runs and

off-network shows, both CBS Films and ABC Films have quietly given up the idea.

They've integrated their sales organizations again into a single staff.

Here's a tip on how to handle a new syndicated show.

It's sometimes a bad idea to schedule re- runs more than 13 weeks the first year.

A food-beer alternate sponsorship tried to save their first runs in a key market and then

pulled out when the ratings fell. Shortly afterwards the station evicted the show from its

choice time period.

Stations this season have shied away from entering into partnership arrange-

ments with producers.

Because of the abundance of new programs and an adequate stock of off-network shows

for stripping, stations feel there's no need for bolstering new program ventures with financing.

The longer a syndicated show has been on the air with new production >he bet-

ter are its chances for sustained or higher level of ratings.

Note, for example, how a show like Highway Patrol—now in its fourth year of produc-

tion—has scored higher season ARB averages in subsequent years:

City 1957-8 Average* 1955-6 Average* Increase

Philadelphia 21.0 9.1 131%

San Francisco 20.5 18.3 12%

Boston 20.7 17.9 16%

Washington, D. C. 20.5 10.5 95%

Baltimore 22.0 12.1 82%

Dallas-Ft. Worth 18.5 16.2 14%

Buffalo 29.5 16.7 77%

Providence 26.5 21.0 26%

Cincinnati 33.2 26.7 24%

*November to July ARB averagi
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
25 OCTOBER 1958

copyrioht 1958 Snowflake bv tv stations.

U. S. Steel has greater hopes this year of generating local tie-ins to Operation

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

While the firm won't say so, trade talk has it that Steel has been less than sat*

isfieil with local level action on Snowflake by video outlets (though it's apparently

happy with the way radio stations have been tieing in).

One reason Steel expects more local efforts this year is because of the work done by

the Brown & Bigelow Agencies, a subsidiary of the big calendar firm. Brown & Bige-

low specializes in distributor contacts for manufacturers, is now pushing Snowflake to re-

tailers and wholesalers for the second year.

Last year the agency hit nine cities. This year it covered 24. Usual pattern is for

the Brown & Bigelow man to hold two meetings in each market. One meeting is for banks,

utilities and distributors. The other is for local media.

One result of the 1958 B & B junket was a number of requests by tv stations for mate-

rial to sell local accounts on Snowflake. Consequently, for the first time kits have been

sent to video outlets. A total of 75 have been made up.

The Petry Company has come up with a unique service for buyers of farm

radio and tv.

It is currently up to its neck in a huge statistical project which will enable clients to

get a quick picture of important farm factors—number of hogs, cattle, chickens, calves,

etc.—in each station coverage area.

The data is being developed from Census Bureau of Information.

When completed, the project will enable an advertiser to (1) concentrate his ad-

vertising in the areas with greatest sales potential and (2) compute such figures as the

amount of livestock covered per dollar invested in advertising.

Figures will probably not be released until after the first of the year because of the

large amount of clerical work involved.

(For a round-up of farm radio and tv trends, see SPONSOR'S 7th annual section

on the subject, starting on page 41.)

WW^RL has put out No. 1 in a series of monographs on the Negro and Span-

ish-Puerto Rican markets in New York City and environs.

The first monograph points out (1) there has been a 41% increase in Negro popu-

lation in New York 1950 to 1957, (2) the Negro birth rate in the city is 67% higher than

that for whites, (3) nearly half the Negro population in the city is under 24 (the median

age is 5 years less than for whites).

Key food store trends charted by Nielsen's 24th annual report on retail food sales

include

:

• National food sales are up 8.9% for the first half of 1958 over 1957.

• Chain store sales (4 or more stores) went up 9.1% in 1957 over 1956, compared with

a 6.7% increase for independents. Increases for the first half of 1958 were 9.1% and 8.3%,

respectively.

• Chains own 6% of the nation's 370,000 food stores, but do 44% of the business.

• Almost two-thirds of the total food store business is done by 9% of the stores (chain

and independent stores for the volume of $300,000 or over).

• Selling areas of new supers are increasing. Ditto for parking areas.

• Food store share of health and beauty aid as sales have gone up from 51%
to 53% from 1956 to 1957.

I
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
25 OCTOBER 1958

The effects of the Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight probe keeps

copyright 1958 Oil Spreading like the proverbial ripple. Except that week by week the reverbera-

8MNS0R PUBLICATIONS INC.
^j^^^ becomc cvcr more ominous.

To start off with some background

:

The FCC is in the process of considering the revoking of two tv station licenses because

the Appeals Court asked such consideration. It has moved on its own hook to take exactly

the same kind of looks at two other tv licenses. The first losing applicant has moved for FCC

reconsideration of its own case because of allegedly unethical practices by the winning ap-

plicant.

This week, the U. S. supreme court suddenly got into the act, and the field was vastly

widened in one sudden stroke.

The Supreme Court invalidated two FCC deintermixture actions because of Har-

ris subcommittee revelations. So, while all tv licenses won in competition with other ap-

plicants were already in some jeopardy, as matters now stand the FCC actions on channel

allocations are also open to legal question.

The ruling came in a very complicated set of appeals from FCC decisions shifting VHF

channel 8 from Peoria, 111., to Rock Island-Davenport-Moline, and VHF channel 2 from Spring-

field, 111., to St. Louis.

WMAY-TV, which had Avon channel 2 in Springfield in competition v/ith Sangamon

Valley TV, was accused before the Harris subcommittee of conspiring with Signal Hill Tele-

casting to have the channel switched to St. Louis. Big names, like that of the national chair-

man of the Republican party and a leading Illinois state Republican politico now jailed for

embezzlement, were cited as part of the conspiracy.

In the other case, WIRL had won channel 8 in Peoria. In its appeal, it charged that Sen.

Robert Kerr (D., Okla.), as a stockholder of a Peoria UHF, had used his "influence" to have

channel 8 switched away from Peoria.

The Supreme Court, advised of the charges and countercharges by Solicitor General J.

Lee Rankin, vacated the Court of Appeals decision upholding deintermixture in the two

cases. Significantly, in view of the fact that the FCC is taking the initiative lately in reopen-

ing questionable cases, Rankin spoke both for the Justice Department and the FCC.

The Appeals Court was directed to consider once again whether the FCC deintermixture

orders shouldn't be voided in the light of the testimony before the Harris subcommittee.

Just as the Miami channel 10 revelations have led into reconsideration of other contested

cases, so the current Supreme Court decision may lead to new looks at deintermixture cases

involving many important markets.

Max Factor's tv commercials have been challenged by the FTC.

The Commission charges the company with falsely claiming that its "Natural Wave"

spray will make naturally straight hair naturally curly. No radio or printed ads are involved

in the complaint—just the tv commercials.

The FCC has asked Storer Broadcasting to submit more information on its

bid for FCC approval of its purchase of WITI-TV, Whitefish, Wis. (Milwaukee).

The FCC action is viewed as a precursor of a get-tough attitude about alleged "traffick-

ing in licenses." It also probably means that multiple owners are generally going to have to

take closer FCC scrutiny of their affairs.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
25 OCTOBER 1958 Watch for this sneak-preview innovation by a major ad agency during the coming

months:

It will use its various tv shows to test personalities and formats that could become
full-fledged material for the 1959-60 season.

Colgate's Stuart Sherman has this for his top assignment these days: Carrying for-

ward the company's extensive diversification and expansion plans.

His nominal spot on the organizational chart is marketing.

Mark Woods, first ABC president and one of the original NBC executives, still keeps

a finger in the business: He's a station broker in Florida.

His latest deal is the sale of WSPB, Sarasota, for $335,000 to J. M. Davis.

One Madison Avenue agency valiantly is trying to keep a proposed network tv rec-

ommendation from getting into the prints—for a very emphatic reason.

Three times the board chairman of an account has exploded: "Why do you come to

me for approval after I've read all about it?"

Veteran admen complain that writers of radio commercials are trying to "out-cute"

the other fellow instead of keeping their eye on the image the advertiser wants to project.

Another critique: Some of the writers are thinking more in terms of winning awards

than selling the product.

The No. 1 question raised by advertisers with tv network salesman should make

spot people happy.

The query: "Why don't you change your contractual pattern to fit in with our

seasonal sales pattern? It's too rigid now."

An agencv in the S50-$60-million brackets makes it a policy of "underreporting" its

billing by some $10 million.

Reason: So that the curious won't find out what its big bread-and-butter account

actually is spending for advertising.

Like many an organization before it, CBS is finding out that in-the-flesh execu-

tives can't be meshed easily with the professional managementman's rulebook.

Hence the company is moving cautiously in adopting some of the recommenda-

tions made bv a management pro now on its payroll

—

Byron Cherry. He used to be with GE.

The tv networks' efforts to stabilize their rate structure has met with much
resentment among newer afliliates. They contend that stabilization penalizes a newcomer

in a growing area.

One of them finds itself in the paradoxical position of having a spot rate that is 25%
greater than the network rate.
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I
nothing else like it

*. in Greater New York

NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
WVNJ originated the programming concept of

Great Albums of Music. It is the only radio station

in the metropolitan area that plays just

Great Albums of Music from sign on to sign off

every single day of the year.

NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:

The very nature of the music makes the audience
preponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too.

In one of the wealthiest counties of America
(Essex—with its million plus population) WVNJ is

first in 27 out of 34 rated periods from
7 AM till midnight. It is tied for first in three more.
According to Pulse it has more listeners here than

any station in New Jersey and New York as well.

NOTHING APPROACHES ITS VALUE:

WVNJ delivers its adult, able-to-buy, greater

New York audience for less cost per thousand
homes than any other station in the market.
By every reasoning it's your very best buy.
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ ^POT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, is starting its fall schedule

in 50-60 markets for its Jergen's lotion. Schedules run for 13 weeks.

Minutes. 20"s and I.D.'s during both daytime and nighttime segments

are being used. Frequencies vary from market to market. The buyer

is Gary Pranzo; the agency is Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.

General Foods Corp., Jell-0 Division, White Plains, N. Y., is enter-

ing various markets throughout the country for its Calumet Baking

Powder. This is the product's initial entry into spot. Schedules are

set for 13 weeks. Minutes and 20's are being slotted, with frequencies

varying. The buyer is Arthur Jones; the agency is Young & Rubicam,

Inc.. New York.

Family Products Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,

Inc.. Morris Plains. N. J., is lining up schedules for is Verisan. The

schedules start late this month for a 13-week run. Minutes during

both daytime and late night segments are being placed. Frequencies

depend upon the market. The buyer is Conant Sawyer; the agency is

Compton Advertising. Inc.. New York.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announce-

ments in selected markets for its Crisco. Schedules are short-term;

minutes during both daytime and nighttime slots are being used. The

buyer is Bill McGivney; the agency is Compton Advertising, Inc.,

New York.

RADIO BUYS
The Borden Co., Inc., New York, is entering top markets for its

Borden's Instant Coffee. The campaign is for seven weeks. Minutes

during daytime periods are being slotted; frequencies vary from mar-

ket to market. The buyer is Bob Widholm; the agency is Doherty,

Clifford. Steers & Shenfield. New York.

5 Day Laboratories, New York, is kicking off a campaign in major

markets for its 5-day Deodorant. The schedule runs for four weeks.

Chainbreaks during daytime periods are being used. Frequency de-

pends upon the market. The buyer is Ken Allen; the agency is Grey

Advertising, New York.

Royal McBee Corporation, Portchester, N. Y., is planning a cam-

[)aign for its Royal typewriters. The four-week schedules start the

first week in November. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime

periods are being placed. Frequency varies from market to market.

The buyer is Lorraine Ruggiero; the agency is Young & Rubicam,

Inc., New York.

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is going into its areas of dis-

tribution with a campaign for its Esso gasolines and oils. Areas:

N. J., Del., Md., Pa., D. C, La., N. Y., Conn., Me., Mass., N. H.,

R. I., Vt. and Tenn. The campaign runs for six weeks. Minutes and

I.D.'s during weekend traffic hours are being scheduled. Frequencies

depend upon the market. The buyer is Sy Goldis; the agency is

McCann-Erickson. Inc.. New York.

BOSS or NQ
we've got t<i

make him saj

it right!"

No doubt about it—when t

boss, or any other non-prof^

sional, wants to make a pub

appearance on TV, it's bestj

have him do it on film!

When it's on film, you'rei

control. Flubs are just scisson

out. Mistakes won't get throu

because you see the show beh

you show it. You're in control, t

of time and station . . . shov

any time, anywhere you can

a clearance.

Use black-and-white—or cc

. . . there's an Eastman Film

if$''
''*'"

F^or dofiplete information '

.Mqjion Picture Filr

EASTMAN KODAK COMPy
Rochester 4, N.Y.

loi\ Coi

342 Madison Ave

W. J. German, Inc.



Be sure to shoot in COLOR

.

You'll be glad you did.



ADVERTISERS

Just rack this one up to a sheer
t'o-incidence:

The new 5-niinute Wilson strips

I K&Et. already in production in Lon-

don, and the proposed Brown Shoe
(Burnett) 5-minute radio strip, have
the same title— Take Five— though

their formats are nothing alike.

The Brown show, which is not in

production yet, will be a popular song

tvpe event beamed at teenagers.

The highlights of a survey hy the
Irving C. Krewson Corp., a resi-

dent buying service, on depart-
ment and specialty store advertis-

ing:

• Radio scored a relatively high

17.3% of the advertising budget of

retailers with sales volume less than

.^200.000.

• Department stores with volume of

S200,000 to $500,000 a )ear spent

3.08% of this for advertising.

• Department stores with volume of

S2 million to $5 million spent 3.94%.
• Specialty stores spent more for

advertising than department stores

—

those in the $200,000 to $500,000 sales

category spent 3.28%, and those with

sales less than $200,000 spent 2.88%.

Specialty stores with sales of $1 million

to $2 million spent 4.03% for advertis-

The National Association of To-
bacco Distributors is sending out

notices to the tobacco industry urging

them and their respective advertising

I WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

If the mountain won't come to Mohamet, well then . . . KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb., re-

cently packed up its market data and sent representatives to New York to hold a tv presenta-

tion for some 400 advertiser and media agency people. Object: show Lincolnland to timebuy-

ers. Some attending included (1 to r) Lester C. Rau, sales manager, KOLN-TV; Millie Fulton,

McCann-Erickson; A. James Ebel, v.p. and gen. mgr., KOLN-TV; Roy Terzi, Dancer-Fitzgerald-

.Sample; Lew Avery, pres., Avery-Knodel, Inc.; and Kay Shanahan, Moray, Humm and Warwick

agencies to "refrain from all claims
implying that smoking a competi-
tive brand has harmful effect on
the human system."

The NATD asks that they "reorient

their advertising copy to its basic fun-

damental, namely, that people use to-

bacco products because they enjoy the

taste, aroma, tranquility and compan-
ionship."

Testing campaign: Pharmco, Inc.,

through Ellington Agency, began a

spot tv campaign this week to test a

new cold treatment—Control 24 Cold
Tablets. Eight markets are being used,

with radio and print supporting the tv

spots.

Despite the drying up of live pro-

graming among the tv networks'
local bastions, there's a resurgence
of confidence about Chicago as an

Itig Mike, Jr., the custom-built, mobile

public-address unit of KNUZ, Houstor

about to be taken out for a trial run by
j

Dave Morris, KNUZ gen. mgr. who devised

it. Unit is mounted atop an Italian Vespa.

Standing by, Ed Martin, KNUZ engineer



advertising center among the Chica-

go younger executives in agencies, rep

organizations and stations.

The observation is from SPONSORs's

Michigan Avenue bushbeater this week.

Sounding like a later-day Carl Sand-

burg, the correspondent comments:

"These people have confidence

in themselves, and in no way are

aiming to compete with New York
or L.A. on an imitation basis, but

purely on a Chicago-for-itself-and-

what-can-we-do-here basis.

"They're not moaning about what

Chicago once had and was taken away,

nor are they trading on the old Chi-

cago school—such as Blackett-Sample-

Mummert of Lord & Thomas.

"The stock and trade of these cur-

rent enthusiasts seems to be gaining

momentum from the growing feeling

of strength rising out of the mid-

western and out of the city itself—

a

feeling that should be felt soon in

rising advertising dollars."

The comparison of costs for

reaching 1,000 adult noters which
McCann-Erickson furnished Buick

dealers and brought an explosion

from the ANPA:
1) Five-minute radio participation

plan, $1.09 per thousand.

2) Hour tv show, $4.28 per
thousand.

3) Four-color magazine ad,
$5.11 per thousand.

4) 1,000 line newspaper ad,

$10.00 per thousand.

The Institute for Motivational Re-

search has issued a booklet purport-

ing to show that people can now be
typed according to their purchase

behavior.

But, the thesis quickly notes, wheth-

er or not they buy depends on the all-

important "tension differential" be-

tween what people have and what they

want.

The eight guideposts in consumer

typology, according to Motivations,

are: I) product loyalties, 2) the moral

conflict, 3) sensory gratification, 4)

social display, 5 ) interpersonal rela-

tions, 6) the sex role, 7) self-supported

vs. socially-supported purchases, and

8 ) the time factor.

Agency appointments: Cresta Blan-

ca and Roma Wines, with billings at

about $1.5 million, to Norman Craig

& Kummel . . . Allied Van Lines, Inc.,

from McCann-Erickson to Campbell-
Mithun, billing approximately SI mil-

lion . . . Signet Corp. of Evanston. 111.,

to Shaflfer, Lazarus & LaShay, Inc.,

Chicago . . . California Frozen Juice

Corp. to Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,

Chicago . . . Hollytex Carpet Mills to

Enyart & Rose Advertising, Los

Angeles . . . Hires Bottling Co. to Cole

Fischer Rogow, Inc., Beverly Hills,

with billings estimated at $400,000 . . .

"Junket " Brand Food Products to

SSC&B.

Agency personnel news: Bruce L.

Anniversary celebration by WSB-TV, Atlanta, for its 10th year,

attracts "Bufialo Bob" Smith (1) and Spencer "Andy" Williams, plus

some 220,000 people who came to watch WSB-TV's anniversary parade

P
1
h >£^i zmA. '^>A

Affiliation agreement is signed by NBC with the Channel 10 Tv
Corp. of Michigan, Inc., which airs 1 Jan. Here (1 to r) John Pom-
eroy, pres.-gen. mgr., Channel 10; Harry Bannister, v.p. in charge of

station relations. NBC and Edward Wilson, v.p. Channel 10 Tv Corp.

The go, go, go girl of KSO, Des Moines, Dons Keith, gets her bus-

tle adjusted by N. L. "Larry" Bentson (1) , president of KSO and Joe

Floyd (r), KSO vice president, while Tony Moe, the station's vice

president and general manager beams. Miss Keith served as KSO's

hostess at the annual KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, WLOL, Minneapolis,

and KSO World Series party, held at the Warwick Hotel, New York



Problem Solved by an

Account Executive

Hal needed help. He was on

his fifth ulcer trying to boost

Florida sales.

"Help/' he cried. "\^Vre com-

ing, ' said Media.

"Blair TV Associates said

WCTV offers a great undupli-

cated buy in a market that

buys like crazy!"

It worked so well he can af-

ford to beat the ad manager

at golf.

WCTV
Tallahassee

Thomasville

for North Fla. and South Ca.

Broadcasting Stations

Altmen. of the Los y\ngeles office and

John L. Baldwin, of Chicago have

been elected v.p.'s at Kenyon & Eck-

hardt . . . Betty Meiggs Williams,

named v. p. at Lennen & Newell.

ASSOCIATIONS

With campaigning nearing its cli-

max, Tammany Hall's Carmine De
Sapio struck a spark of contro-

versy at the Newsmaker luncheon

of the RTES in New York last

week.

Reason: De Sapio proposed abol-

ishing the paid political broad-

casts which places a candidate "on the

same level as a commercial product,

temptingly offered for sale to the

public."

De Sapio proposed:

"The communications industry initi-

ate a program to provide free radio

and tv time for the delivery of

purely partisan campaign materi-

al by candidates for principal offices.

"The two major parties each should

be allocated a specific amount of time

covering one-month prior to election

day. The smaller parties should receive

time in proportion to their voting

strength in the most recent election."

The proposal was cooly received in

the industry.

NAB's Harold Fellows told the Ra-

dio-TV News Directors Association

that as many stations as possible

should offer a full news service to the

public.

In a luncheon addressing the

RTNDA, Fellows added that: if a sta-

tion is going to editorialize, it should

do so only after developing a full re-

porting service "for knowledge begets

the right to express opinion."

RAB is planning a round-robin

conference for its National Radio

Advertising Clinic 18-19 Nov.

This is how RAB will arrange this

Madison Avenue "musical-chairs":

A dozen or so small groups of media

buyers and station people will have the

usual roundtable discussion. After 40

minutes, at a given signal, everyone in

each group save the moderator will

change tables.

This rotation technique will give ev-

erybody a chance to pick each other's

brains.

.' Housto

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

QUAD-CITIES

now the nation's

47 th

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

RETAIL SALES are above

the national average. Rock

Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred
cities" by Sales Management

magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

expect above-average sales if

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW I

WHBF-TV
CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES
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Expanding operations were a

main theme of film happenings

last week.

For example: ITC, which appears

to be dropping the TPA portion of its

official label, promoted five account

executives to district managers.

They are Ralph Baron, Lee Cannon,

Casper Chouinard, Hugh Simpson and

Alton Whitehouse.

• Screen Gems will intensify its

advertising and publicity efforts with

Pierre Marquis, now Director of Ad-

vertising and Sales Planning, and

Gene Plotnick, promoted to Publicity

Director. In the international field,

Screen Gems is also expanding through

consolidation with Columbia, Ltd. of

London.

Production development of the

week included:

• United Artists TV entered the

field of television production with five

shows scheduled for shooting. They

are The Vikings; Hudson Bay with

Barry Nelson; the Dennis O'Keefe

show; Trouhleshooters, with Keenan

Wynn and Bob Mathias and Interna-

tional Airport, with Lee Bowman.
• Gross-Krasne-Sillerman's first

show under the new GKS combine will

be Fate, a dramatic anthology. The

Glencannon show, in final stages of

production, has already been signed by

Olympia Brewing for 45 West Coast

markets. Flying Doctor, with Richard

Denning, went before the British cam-

eras last week.

Sales: CNP's Flight reported sold in

93 markets. Spot market sponsors in-

clude Ballantine, Schlitz, General Elec-

tric and Kroger Stores . . . WJBK-TV,
Detroit, purchased the MCA-Para-
mount package for $2,000,000 . . .

Stroh Brewing Company will sponsor

Maekenzies Raiders on WOOD-TV,
Grand Rapids.

Correction: Con Edison is not par-

ticipating, as reported by the station

in the 21 September issue, in WNTA's
Movie Night.

Hal Roach has purchased Passport to

Danger, Code 3 and Racket Squad
from ABC Films for $500,000—and is

now forming a new distribution arm.

Promotion: Screen Gems' Huckle-

berry Hound has been licensed to Whit-

man Publications, Dell Comics, Little

Golden Books, Milton Bradley and

other toy, game and clothing makers.

. . . Frisch Restaurants, Cincinnati

sponsor of Men of Annapolis, helping

in Navy Week promotions.

Strictly personnel : Official Films has

appointed Sherlee Barish a special

sales representative and Barney
Mackall as sales manager in western

states . . . Telestar Films has opened

two new offices with Charles E.

Trainor in Atlanta and W. Murray
Edwards, Jr. in Memphis . . . Har-

vey Victor named New England sales

representative for Jayark Films.

Add Comet Distributing Corpora-
tion of Hollywood, New York and

Dallas to the list of TV film producers

and distributors.

Film services : Alex Leslie is national

coordinator of sales for Bonded TV
Film Service . . . Coastal Film Services,

Inc. of New York has opened a new
optical effects service . . . Rapid Film

Technique, Inc. has established a sub-

sidiary. Rapid Film Shippers, Inc . . .

Van Praag Productions has produced

a 15-minute film of President Eisen-

hower for tv use. Agency is Marshalk

& Pratt.

NETWORKS

Within the next two weeks 40 sta-

tions will be linked together as a

new network, dubbed the Travel
Network, Jnc.

The plan is to use tape programs to

link the U.S. markets credited with

three-fourths of all non-military travel

— naming Let's Travel and Going

Places as the initial releases.

Lester Edwards, radio station

owner, elected president, outlines

the network's purpose as:

Using radio and tv as promotion
media for the tourism trade. Net-

work programing, on tape, should en-

hance this growth by giving stations in

all of the key travel markets the kind

of public service commentary that pro-

duced more than $1 million worth of

bookings on tours sponsored by a

handful of stations.

Here are TvB's estimated expendi-

tures of the top 15 network com-

NOW
THERE'S A DETERGENT!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

I

We Ditch Diggers^

WHIRLYBIRDS

TARGET

FOLLOW THAT MAN

DL4L 999

UNION PACIFIC

DECOY

IF YOU HAD A MILLION

Check and buy

WSOC-TY
Charlotte, N. C.

H-R Reps Nationally

F-J Reps Atlanta

25 OCTOBER 1958



Now, you say when

And how often too! For once programs and commercials are recorded on Videotape*, scheduling is wide

open. Playbacks can be telecast immediately— hours later — or anytime you decide. At least 100 repeats

can be made from any one recording. Copies can be made. And tapes recorded on a VR-1000 Videotape

Recorder can be played back on any other VR-1000, anywhere.

Never before have sponsors been able to schedule commercials to reach selected audiences so easily.

Never have stations had so many "live" availabilities to offer.

Get the complete story on the many things Videotape Recording can do for you. Write today.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE OUALITY . IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK . PRACTICAL EOrriNG • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

350 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities

- ^'Mt^ltS^I
,

V
,

• ^"f} ^

UJ.-
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pany advertisers, based on LNA-
BAR gross time costs, for August,

1958:
Rank Advertiser Estimate

1. P&G $4,176,016

2. Colgate 2,077,594

3. Lever - 1,773,249

4. General Foods _ - 1,549,607

5. American Home Prods. 1,488,223

6. R. J. Reynolds _____ 1,470,761

7. Gillette _ _ __ 1,347,326

8. General Motors 1,225,195

9. Bristol-Myers 1,171,089

10. General Mills 1,060,565

11. Ford 1,032,610

12. American Tobacco ____ 921,639

13. Sterling Drug 798,074

14. Pharmaceuticals 789,863

15. P. Lorillard 756,795

Network business: Pharmaceuti-

cals (Parkson Advertising) has re-

placed the ousted Tiventy-One (NBC
TV) with Concentration, NBC TV's

daytime program . . . Texaco (C&W),

for the 19th consecutive year, will

sponsor the 1958-59 season of Metro-

politan Opera broadcasts via CBS Ra-

dio, to begin 29 November.

Network affiliations: Mutual

Broadcasting, for five more stations,

bringing the network's total to 453.

The stations: WHSM, Hayward. Wis.;

WJMC, Rice Lake, Wis. ; WGNS, Mur-

freesboro, Tenn.; KFRM, Concordia,

Kan.; and KMAP, Bakersfield, Cal.

. . . NBC for the King Broadcasting

Co.'s radio and tv stations—KGW-AM-
TV. Portland and KING-AM-TV, Seat-

tle .. . KOMO-TV in Seattle to ABC.

Thisa and data: The New Yorker,

in the 18 October issue, gently spoofs

NBC Radio's Memory Vision concept.

On the personnel front: Carl S.

Ward succeeds Ed Bunker as v.p. and

director of affiliate relations, CBS TV
(see NEWSMAKER OF THE WEEK,
page 6) . . . S. William Aronson,
promoted to administrative assistant to

Edward J. DeGray, ABC v.p. in charge

of the radio network.

REPRESENTATIVES

fuba's ban on outside reps doing
business on the island has caused
much comment and wondering
what it's all about.

The law makes it illegal for reps to

sell media via "flying visits" and re-

quires Americans to qualify for solici-

tation by becoming certified members

of the "College of Advertising Profes-

sionals."

Rep appointments: McGavren-
Quinn, for WNTA AM & FM, New
York . . . Forjoe & Co., for KPOK,
Phoenix.

Thisa and data : Peggy Stone, presi-

dent of Radio T.V. Representatives,

Inc., left yesterday (24 October) for

Europe to study the possibilities of her

company becoming International sta-

tion reps, serving foreign stations

throughout the world . . . Blair-Tv is

mailing little booklets which give a

motion picture effect by flipping the

pages, to stations, and advertisers

claiming tv I.D.'s move merchandise,

with "Sight, Sound and Motion."

Personnel moves: John Thomp-
son, elected a v.p. of PGW . . . How-
ell Malham and Lewis Draper, Jr.,

to the Chicago staff of John Blair &

Co. . . . Robert Galen, director of re-

search and sales development at Mc-

Gavren-Quinn . . . Paul Campbell, to

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell as ac-

count executive . . . David Sandeberg
has resigned as v.p. and Pacific Coast

manager of Avery-Knodel. He is con-

templating Pacific Coast representation

of a number of stations . . . James
Alspaugh, elected v.p. of H-R Reps

and H-R Tv, Inc William Pipher.

named midwestern manager for radio

and John Ashenhurst, upped to as-

sistant to the executive v.p., at Ed
ward Petry & Co.

Bill Maillefort, Petry radio v.p., is in

Norwalk General Hospital, Norwalk.

Conn., for a series of tests.

RADIO STATIONS

WBC president Donald H. McGan
non told the Boston Conference

on Distribution that the American
economy is based on mass selling

rather than mass production.

"Our nation sold its way out of the

recession," McGannon cited. As a result,

the present outlook is that tv and radio

will take a larger percentage of the na-

tion's future total advertising expendi-

tures.

"Any major store that is not

One taping worth

ten rehearsals

Mr. Robert Reed, Program Manager

WOAI-TV, San Antonio

"Weathergirl Twila' was a novice

in television. We Videotaped* her

rehearsals and let her watch her-

self in action. She learned camera
technique amazingly fast, thanks
to Videotape."

ampex
CORPORAT ION

850 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

*TM Ampex Corporo
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JACKSON

LITTLE ROCK

SHREVEPORT

THIS

TOOTHPASTE TASTES GOOD!"

WGX-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Pot "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

using tv and radio advertising to-

day is 10 years behind the times."

McGannon described video tape as

a great boon to the advertisers. Video

tape, he said, "can do many things that

film can do, but with greater speed

and economy, and with quality equal

to live tv."

RAB will sponsor the first na-

tionwide radio set count in four
years, conducted under the supervi-

sion of Advertising Research Founda-

tion, Inc.

The survey will start next month by

the U.S. Census Bureau among the to-

tal of 36,500 households in 330 sam-

pling areas.

What the RAB-ARF project will

provide:

1) Households with household ra-

dio sets.

2) Households with automobiles

and auto radio sets.

3) Location of household radio

sets.

A recurring theme running
through keynote convention
speeches this week was an attack

on music programing.

Case in point: James Bormann,
of WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and

former president of Radio-Tv News
Directors Association knocked the

"juke box broadcasters" at the

RTNDA convention in Chicago.

"Two kinds of radio have emerged,"

cited Bormann, "the one, solid and re-

sponsible type of broadcasting—the

other, an 'all shook up' kind of radio

that places their reliance on one kind

of music. Many of these stations have

chickened out of their responsibility

to provide news coverage for their

listeners."

The d.j. newscasters, continued Bor-

mann, "proceed to ding-up what they

think will pass for a newscast with

sound effects, 10-second nagging edi-

torials, screaming promos and a starva-

tion diet of the news."

Another case in point: Gene
Plumstead, national program direc-

tor of the Plough Stations warned

that if some trends in music program-

ing continue, it may well be radio's

downfall.

"It is astounding to me," spoke

Plumstead, "that there are many sta-

tions which are programing music up

to 9^^/( of their schedule but who are

still leaving matters of their music pro-

graming in the hands of vagrant d.j.'s.

"The responsibility of management

for music programing, or, for that mat-

ter, any kind of programing, cannot be

evaded or delegated."

Station purchases: KEBE, Jackson-

ville, by Ray Wells and Dudley Waller,

formerly of KVMA, Magnolia, Ark.,

for $75,000 via Hamilton, Stubblefield,

Twining & Associates . . . WIRY,
Plattsburg, by the newly formed

WIRY, Inc., headed by Charles B.

Britt, Jr., his wife and Donald L. Pel-

key . . . WSPB, Sarasota, Fla., by the

Community Broadcasting Corp., own-

ers of WALL, Middletown, N. Y., for

$335,000 via Don Boomhower, local

Realtor, with Mark Woods, former

president of ABC, as broker.

Ideas at work:
• Disc jockeys are now going under

water : Bob Bailey, of KMAC, San An-

tonio will try to set an underwater en-

durance record this Aveek, in the KMAC
"Underwater Marathon" when he'll

submerge into a 5.500 gallon tank of

water.

•KXOX, St. Louis is backing a

'Prep Football Player of the Week'

competition, inviting listeners to send

in their choice of Missouri and Illinois

players. At the end of the football sea-

son, a player of the year will be se-

lected among those highschool grid

players.

• Bill Diehl, d.j. on WDGY, Min-

neapolis-St. Paul, has introduced pub-

lic service into his new music show.

"You hear your favorite hits for just

two bits" says Diehl, as he plays rec-

ords listeners request, if they send

along coin for some outstanding cause.

Station staffers: Hugh Boice, cur-

rently v.p. and director of KWK, Inc.,

St. Louis, named general manager of

the station . . . Edward Pearle,

named public relations director at

WBZ & WBZA. Boston.

TV STATIONS

The tv industry in Chicago will

join forces for an all-out ©bserv-

ance of National Tv Week, 16-22

November.
Theme for the 1958 observance, pro-

posed by NAB: "Nothing Brings It

Home Like Television."
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The Chicago chapter of the Academy

of Tv Arts and Sciences, with the en-

dorsement of the Broadcast Advertis-

ing Club of Chicago, will spearhead

the campaign, via Chicago's five tv

outlets: WBBM-TV. WNBQ. WBKB,
WGN-TV and WTTW.

This joint effort will be the first

unified NTW campaign ever conducted

in Chicago.

Ideas at work:
• KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh sent 450

admen, their wives and secretaries

down the river. The occasion: A party

held on two consecutive evenings

aboard a three-deck house boat, de-

corated in the theme of an old Mis-

sissippi River boat. As a tie-in, mint

juleps were served, and the men wore

string ties and mustaches, while strol-

ling musicians provided the atmos-

phere.

• WTVD, Raleigh-Durham, mailed

to ad men and timebuyers boxes of

Magic Lens tissues for eye glasses,

along with the note, "Are you getting

a clear view of the Raleigh-Durham

market?"

and stations to push smaller time seg-

ments. Lloyd Griffin of PGW reports

that at least one advertiser is readying

a major campaign of 30's as an ex-

periment, and that his success would

undoubtedly spur others into trying

the same time segments.

One point which almost every rep

makes is this: while minute slots are

virtually sold out in many markets, it

does not mean the shrewd, patient

timebuyer cannot buy a good schedule

of minutes for an eager client. Here

are a few of the pointers reps offer.

• Watch expiration dates of other

TV SPOTS
{Cont'd from page 33)

of minutes. As the demand for minutes

increases, some cynics predict that sta-

tions will be tempted to return to their

old triple-spotting practices.

Still another doubtful possibility is

that product protection may be re-

duced. As one rep put it, "If the net-

works can put two cigarette-sponsored

shows back to back, why shouldn't sta-

tions reduce their product protection

guarantees?" However most reps don't

anticipate this, and most agencymen

say they would not take kindly to such

a move, even if it did increase the

availability of minutes.

One result of the surge of minute

buying in tv may be a spilling over

into spot radio; some advertisers, con-

vinced they must have 60 seconds of

commercial time to get their selling

message across, may decide to take ra-

dio time in those markets where tv is

unavailable. This will only be true, as

one rep explains, where an advertiser

does not need the demonstration ad-

vantage that tv offers.

Finally, there is every evidence that

the sold out sign on minutes will kick

off a big sales effort on the part of reps

campaigns closely, especially those of

seasonal advertisers.

• See the rep as often as possible,

to keep up with last-minute develop-

ments—and try to be in a position to

negotiate whenever possible.

• On new product campaigns, start

working early with the rep. He may
know of anticipated openings that may
be worth delaying the campaign for a

few weeks or a few days.

• Remember that a good show in

fringe time often pulls a bigger and

more loyal audience than a mediocre

show in prime time. ^

1 1 ii I iijiiiiiiir
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

1 to 9 35 cents each

10 to 49 25 cents each

50 to 99 20 cents each

100 to 499 15 cents each

500 to 999 1214 cents each

^ 1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage

i

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., N(

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me ._.

York 17, N. Y.

Unit price Total anutunt

Marketing —
Radio - -

Television-Film

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Name ^ ^

Company_
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BUT FOR EVERY THNEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

l)ook in the field.

3P0N30R
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Cenlrol Ohio)

WHTN
TV

A COWLES OPERATION

©SI! THIS

IS SOME SMOKE!"
WGX-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps follcs watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in ycur Chicago sales with

W(§N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Michael M. Sillerman, formerly execu-

tive v.p. of TPA, has joined the Gross-

Krasne organization as president, with the

G-K set-up now to be known as Gross-

Krasne-Sillerman, tv film producers and

distributors. Sillerman brings to the new

company an impressive background in the

broadcasting and advertising fields, which

includes stints with Alvin Austin Associ-

ates, Fairchild Publications, I. Miller Shoes and vice president of

the Biow Advertising Agency. From 1932-35, Sillerman was

owner-producer and president of Hamilton Radio Productions. In

1935, he became station relations manager and sales director for

Sesac. Five years later, Sillerman founded and became president of

the Keystone Broadcasting Network, and then went to Ziv Tv pro-

grams as senior sales executive. He left Ziv in 1953 to become execu-

tive v.p. of TPA. a post he resigned when ITC acquired it.

Morton J. Wagner, executive v.p. of Bar-

tell Family Radio, has been named general

manager of KYA, San Francisco. He will

retain supervision of radio stations WAKE.
Atlanta: WILD, Boston; and W^ DE.

Birmingham, in addition to managing

KYA. Wagner, 33 years old, is a veteran of

16 years in broadcasting, and has been a

Bartell Group executive since 1952. "We're

delighted finally to be able to put into effect our original plan of

having Wagner supervise KYA," said Gerald A. Bartell, president.

"We had hoped to have him in San Francisco 1 May when we took

control of the station, but the rapid growth of our Eastern division

under his direction made it necessary for him to remain on the eastern

seaboard until now." Wagner is a graduate of the U. of Wisconsin.

Fred A. Niles purchased last week the

facilities and equipment formerly owned

by Kling Film Enterprises. The new organ-

ization will be known from now on as Fred

Niles Productions, Inc. Niles was executive

vice president and one of the owners of the

Kling film operation from 1947 to 1955.

In December of 1955, Niles formed his

own company, with four people and capital

investment of $5,000. Today Fred Niles Productions, Inc., includ-

ing its division in Hollywood, claims to be "the second largest film

producer in the Chicago area, in terms of dollar volume, producing

about 70% of all television commercials shot in Chicago." The

new company is located at 1058 W. Washington Street, Chicago.
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FARM FAMILY TAKES "HEY"-RIDE»

Farm living has changed a lot out here in the Land of Milk and Money. In fact, the only

way we know a farmer from a city-feller is that the farmer pays cash for his new car!

Yes, here's a unique market of small cities and big dairy farms . . . 42% rural and 58%

urban . . . more than 400,000 families enjoying Channel 2-CBS Television.

M
THE LAND OF MILK AND XONEY
WBAY, CHANNEL 2, GREEN BAY
HAYDN R. EVANS, GEN. MGR. REP. WEED TELEVISION



SPONSOR
^ SPEAKS

Is radio adequately measured?

Next week, sponsom publishes one of the most important

and challenging articles we have carried in a long time.

Its subject: radio listening in the United States. Its pro-

vocative (luestion: does anyone really know the full extent of

radio's 1958 coverage?

Many industry figures believe that actual radio listening

may be 25% to 100% higher than the statistics used by agen-

cies and advertisers in planning radio campaigns.

They point to the fact that most American homes today are

equipped with two, three, four or more radio sets, that radio

listening has become "personal" and individualized, and

therefore cannot be measured by ordinary research tech-

niques. They cite the vast amount of auto, and other out-of-

home radio listening which, they say, has never been prop-

erly, and completely assayed.

Next week, sponsor surveys just what is known, and what

is not known about this fascinating, and all-important sub-

ject. For many readers, particularly on the agency and

advertiser levels, the facts should be extremely revealing,

and perhaps even surprising.

In a recent speech before a National Association of Broad-

casters meeting in Milwaukee, Wesley I. Nunn, advertising

manager of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana, said this:

"Radio, as a medium, is still in transition. Television has

influenced it profoundly—not to destroy, but change. One of

the major discernible effects of television has been to make

radio a stronger local advertising influence than before."

(See page 35)

Behind this increasing radio influence lie some dramatic

listening facts, which sponsor's article will make clear. For

agency time buyers, media directors, and account executives,

as well as for the advertising managers who are drawing up

campaign plans, the information will have a continuing and

useful importance.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More light and more

truth about the older branch of broadcasting.

Tv's power cannot be questioned. But too few

people have the full facts about radio's resurg-

ence, and too few realize its growing impact.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sinkers: The Donut Institute reveals

that 1957 sales of donuts amounted to

8390.820.915, up 373% since 1940.

We'd explain part of the rise by more

coffee breaks in the ad agencies.

Woverry: WOV, New York, begins a

contest for agency personnel which

offers, among other prizes, a trip to

Rome, a Caribbean cruise, The con-

test is named "Wovbugs," which the

station explains "are the people who
are mad about WOV." Wov makes the

timebuyer go round.

Horseplay: A recent five-day promo-

tion during which WEEP, Pittsburgh,

gave records to the girls with the

largest pony-tails brought in 1,800

strands of hair snipped from hair-dos.

Reminds us of the story of the pony-

tail timebuyer; she bought only one-

horse towns.

It figures: During the World Series

broadcasts, Mel Allen did a Paper

Mate commercial offering a 79^ pen.

The offer, Allen said, was "limited."

Limited, we assume, to people with 79^.

Post-Series: Watching the extra-inning

Series game that ended at 5:19 p.m.

EDT, Hank Warren and George Adams
of WBTV, Charlotte, N. C, asked sta-

tion manager Charles Crutchfield how
they should enter the time-and-half

overtime for 19 minutes on their time

cards. Crutchfield answered with a

memo to the entire staff: "All overtime

reports as a result of the Series should

be mailed to Larry Walker (manager

of rival Charlotte station WSOC-TV,
which telecast Series). And I have

asked George and Hank to write us

occasionally and let us know how they

like their new jobs."

P.P.S. (Post-Post Series): A New
York adman in Toronto over the World

Series weekend for the CBC show

Breakthrough, went slightly crazy Sun-

day afternoon trying to find out the

score. Checked "hams" all the way

from Toronto to Florida, finally made
contact with one in Nova Scotia who

came up with the score.

Ladies auxiliary: The wives of two

Madison Avenue admen met for the

first time since last summer. Said one,

"I hate to gossip, but the last time I

saw your husband he was playing on

the beach with a blonde." Said the

other, "At his age what else would he

plav with—a pail and shovel?"
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>A^JBK
Gets to Detroit's big mobile audience

with vital traffic bulletins!

o-r^-^siiH*

Combining public service with direct selling to a

highly receptive market, the dramatic "Traffic-Copter"

is another reason why WJBK is Michigan's most result-

producing independent radio station. During Detroit's

peak automobile movement the "Traffic-Copter" spots

accidents and congestion, checks traffic flow, and relays

the information immediately to a vast automobile

audience. It covers all the main arteries and advises

of best routes. It performs a genuine service. WJBK
presents your message to an appreciative and responsive

audience out-of-home and in home! . . . Storer Radio

sells with the impact of integrity.

Efinloi3.s ontlie local soeiW

THE MODERN SOUND OF RADIO (N

DETROIT

"T^ J
WJBK WIBG WWVA WAGA WOBS WSPD
Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami Toledo



•!i^;:kta

takes plenty of know-how ^^o^^
Here's perfect coordination between man and mount. Makes the roping job seem simple,

although it takes plenty of Know-How. And in any major market, it's the perfect coor-

dination of many complex program elements that keeps a big percentage of radio sets

virtually roped-and-tied by habit to one leading station. Local Radio Programming,

the vibrant force behind Spot Radio's spectacular growth, demands great creative skill

on the part of station-management — skill in developing an overall program structure

that consistently builds maximum audience for the stations — and sales for its advertisers.

It is a difficult exacting job, but in most areas at least one station operator has mastered

it. In a substantial number of the top 100 markets, that station is represented by

THIS NEW BOOK is helping adve .._
intensify sales results from Spot RH.

through clearer understanding of hf

complex program elements that giviw-

tain stations their tremendous smi

power. Price $1 postpaid. Order w
John Blair & Company, 415 Madison e,

New YorK 17, N. Y.

JOHN BLAIR & COM PAN/
Exclusive National Representative for:

New York WABC
Chicago WLS
Los Angeles KFWB
Philadelphia WFIL
Detroit WXYZ
Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington WWDC
Baltimore WFBR
Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-

KFJZ
Minneapolis-St. Paul.. WDGY
Houston KILT
Seatfle-Tacoma KING
Providence-Fall River-

New Bedford WPRO
Cincinnati WCPO

Miami WQAM
Kansas City WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Portland, Ore KGW
Denver KTLN
Norfolk-Portsmouth-

Newport News WGH
Louisville WAKY
Indianapolis WIBC
Columbus WBNS

San Antonio KAKI

Tampa-St. Petersburg WFLA
AlbanySchenectady-Troy.. WTRY
Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY
Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX
Nashville WSM
Knoxville WNOX

Wheeling-Steubenville W* .

Tulsa KFI6

Fresno KfE

Wichita KF

Shreveport KEL

Orlando W^lO

Binghamton WMF

Boise Kl)

Bismarck KFR



PONSOR
rHE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

any time is listening time . .

.

and radio goes everywh^^l\yfi\i
,pe k.^ , theWhen the USS Nautilus cruises a

latest news antl entertainment from home via atomie-r

And Radio keeps everyone at home company, too-delivering news,

entertainment, and your selling message to millions of

day. Advertiser after advertiser has proved that Spot Radio satu|

rates markets i)rolitably, economically and quickly.

gets the

dRADio.|y|Qy 3 ^958

tDW
Radio Division

THE PARTI-DAY

TEST BEGINS

IN WISCONSIN

Unique 26-week market

study, which SPONSOR

will report exclusively,

^tart.s with new grocery

product facing distri-

bution problems a.s

daytime tv spot sched- I

ule gets under way

Page 29

Portrait of a

non-Ivy League

Timebuyer

Page 32

RADIO: is it being

"short-changed" by

the ad business?

Page 34

New instant tv

rating service

for Nielsen

Page 37

The Original Station Rcprcsmtatirc

lew York • Chicago • Atlanta • Boston • Dallas • Detroit • Los Angeles • 5an Francisco • St. Louis



"Casey" Clark and the WNAX Lazy Ranch Boys, Bob Cibson, the Everly Brothers and Evelyn Harlene make
with the music.

Thousands came from all over Big Aggie Lan

Hundreds of others had to be turned away

The return of the WNAX Missouri Valley Barn Dance

was a rip-roaring success!

The old-fasliioncd Saturday night entertainment habit in Bi<; \'j.ii\r

Land just luid to come back. Too many people remembered the

good times they had at the WNAX Missouri Valley Barn Dance.

Lixe country music returned to these happy people last September

1.3. And what a success!

Nearly 5,000 people from all over Big Aggie Land got seats for the

Barn Dance. Hundreds more had to be turned away. They came to

^ee and hear their favorite daytime radio entertainers in person—
"Casey" Clark and the W.NAX Lazy Ranch Boys with Evelyn Har-

\riu-. plus the nationally famous Everly Brothers, "Smiley" Burnett

and Bob Gibson.

llimdreds of thousand^ of people in Big A-jiie Land hear "Casey"

and the gang e\ir\ ila\ >,\,i \\'\ \\"0. \nil now these popular

entertainers are -••In- ii. m. . i lii. ii Im- in |mi-,.ii. They'll travel

the length and liuailili ni I'.il: \i:^m I aiul h. Iiiiiii: the Missouri

Valley Barn Dan. r l,, a ,litl. ivnl h.un r^,,^ >aluniay night.

This is one of tlie ways \Vi\AX-,S70 earns and iiolds one of the most

loyal audiences in the country. The i<ind of listening loyalty that

pays off for advertisers. See your Katz man.

AWNAX-570CBSRADI0
hJ programing for adultsof all ages

L



86%* of CBS
Commercial

Time

is ordered on

INDIANA

Channel

V\/THI-TV

CBS • ABC

Boiling Co., New York • Chicago • Dallas • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Boston
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Managing Editor

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The Parti-Day tv test begins

29 Unique "in-dcplir" market study for new grocery product opens in

Wisconsin, m-onsok to iiive l)low-i)y-blow report of 26-week tv test

What makes a timebuyer tick

32 Villain or hero—the timebuyer is many things to many people depending

on axes to grind. Here's McC-E's Sal Agovino: tough, fair, creative

Is radio being shortchanged?

34 si'O-NSOR survey indicates that radio is undermeasured, undersold and

underrated. Here's what caused tiie problem and what can correct it

Nielsen announces instant ratings

37 Market research firm joins ARB in offering fast audience measurement.

Nielsen Station Index t ;xpanded to another 14 markets by spring

Why Butter-Nut couldn't afford to be serious

40 Forty-percent sales increase in So. California was result of novel radio

approach when this company marketed an instant coffee three years late

Available: 18 nighttime shows

41 .\t presstime, network tv has 18 evening shows on the market, either for

complete or partial sponsorship. Latest listings of television basics

SPONSOR ASKS: How is Negro radio faring in your

market?

55 With changes in Negro population, type of employment and purchasing

power, three stations report the state of Negro radio in the South
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yoia want KOWH radio
... 9 years at or near tlie top — consistently

!

Most recent Pulse: 6.2 all day average. Why? Per-
sonalities that get through to people. Sounds that
intrigue people. Excitement that holds people. Adam

Young can amplify. See him ... or talk to KOWH
General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH Omaha Represented by Adam Young In

1 NOVEMBER 1958



PROOF O F 2|T2{j^y^#-l^Kj^3 From Very Latest Nielsen

WCCO Radij

listeners thaii

Minneapolis
stations. .|

THAT'S
jj^^J^r A^ielsen Station Index for July-August 195S Also Shows:

iVI I f * During the Day . . .

WCCO Radio has more listeners than all other Twin Cities

stations combined! A 50.4",, share of audience with 51,900 families for the

average daytime quarter-hour.

(Slation total, 6 AM — 6 PM, Mon.-Fri.)

* Among Adults . . .

WCC O Radio is the solid leader with a 56.9°^ share of the

adult audience. Nearly one-third more than all other stations combined!
(Station total, 6 AM — Midnight, Mon.-Fri.)

* In tlie Metro Area . . .

WCCO Radio shows its overwhelming dominance with

391 quarter-hour wins. Four times more than all other stations combined!

(Metro area, 6 AM — Midnight, 7-day week)

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958



has more
the next five

St. Paul
combined!'

^Nothing sells like acceptance .

,

wcco
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

t Nielsen Station Index, July-Aug., 1958 / Station Total, 6:00 AM-Midnight, 7-day week.

Radio

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958



36%
MORE!

daily or weekly--

by day or nighf--

KCEN-TV has

36% more viewers

Re: homes reached by KCEN-TV

NCS No. 3 reveals:

NIGHT—Weekly NCS circ. 99.060
KCEN-TV advantage—36.26%
NIGHT—daily NCS c'rrc. 78.280
KCEN-TV advantage—36.30%

DAY—weekly NCS circ. 89.080
KCEN-TV advantage—37.49%

DAY—daily NCS circ. 62.550
KCEN-TV advantage—42.93%

SAM ANTONIO

To plant your brand

deep in the heart of Texas

cultivate the booming

Temple-Waco market^

best
sold

by KCEN-TV
INTERCONNECTED

; 17 S. Third SI. Ph. Prospect
3 Office: 506 Professional
Plaza 60332. TWX: Eddy,

BI.AIR TELE /ISION ASSOCIATES

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week, in Princeton, IS. J., RCA demonstrated an AM-only

stereophonic system to broadcast station executives. The new

system, which uses a single AM transmitter within the regu-

lar AM broadcast band, can be received on a single AM radio

set equipped with dual speakers. Until now, there has been

no stereo system that operates entirely in the AM range.

The newsmaker: Dr. James Hillier, vice president, RCA
Laboratories, whose announcement heightened the mounting interest

among broadcasters, advertisers and agencies in stereo, broadcast

techniques.

According to Hillier, the new AM-only system has definite advan-

tages over other stereo methods. Until now, stereo broadcasting has

used either FM only (multiplex) or an AM-FM combination of two

radio, or one radio and one tv transmitters. RCA's new system uses

a single AM transmitter, and is picked up by a single AM receiving

set, equipped with a dual speaker system. Hillier points out that

present combinations of AM and

FM receivers are "usually un-

matched and difficult to tune to the

proper relationship for full stereo

effect."

For the listener, the RCA AM-
only system means stereophonic

sound with only one receiver and

one tuning adjustment, "as simple

in operation as tuning present AM
sets." For the broadcaster, it means

the ability to transmit live record-

ed stereophonic programs within

present operating AM frequencies.

Hillier believes that one of the most important uses for the new

AM-only system will be in the field of automobile radios "for which

FM systems are not practical." (Despite the RCA announcement,

SPONSOR has learned that Philco and Motorola are planning to intro-

duce FM auto receivers in the near future).

Among other significant points, the new RCA system is adapted to

present broadcasting techniques, and can be introduced without

causing obsolescence of present conventional receivers. Executives

who saw the demonstration at the David Sarnoff Research Center at

Princeton, also heard a regular AM-non-stereophonic broadcast from

WRCA, New York, on the same receiver.

In describing how the RCA system works, Hillier pointe:! out that

a standard AM frequency is made up of a carrier wave and two sym-

metrical sidebands of slightly higher and lower frequencies on either

side of the carrier. In the stereo system, each of the stereo channels

is carried by one of the side bands. The stereophonic AM receiver

picks up these sidebands, separates them and feeds them to two

speakers to reproduce the stereo effect picked up at the studio. ^

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

WEEP applauds EASTMAN

robert e. eastman & co..
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New Yorl< 22, N.Y.
PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ BIdg-Room 1043

San Francisco. Cal.

YUkon 2-9760

BUY THE STATION THAT HAS MADE THE BIGGEST NEWS IN PITTSBURGH



BOUGHT
BY STATIONS

AND ADVERTISERS

WHO WANT. .

.

SMASH
RE-RUN

RATINGS
AND RESULTS!

Now, Economee offers these two timely,

vital shows with proven audience appeal

to win community praise for outstanding

public service, to help you beat competi-

tion, build sales fast!

THRILLING TALES OF

ACTION! GALLANTRY! EXCITEMENT!

"WEST
POINT"

SCORING RE-RUN RATINGS LIKE THE5

BOSTON DAYTON BATON ROU(

33.2 33.0 34.1

PinSBURGH ! BUFFALO ALTOONA
|

44.2
I
28.8 26.



NtMITED RATING OPPORTUNITIES. NEW! FROM .

ALL THE IMPACT

OF A 21-GUN SALUTE!

MEN OF

poll

##

innaooiis

llTH SENSATIONAL RE-RUN RATINGS:

iniE-TACOMA
I

BOISE

j4.5 22.9 28.4
CiUMBIA,S,C. LAS VEGAS SALT LAKE CITY

J9.1 26.5 34.7

Here are a few of the stations

coast-to-coast who are

RUSHING TO SIGN!

LOS ANGELES

KABC-TV

NEW YORK CITY

WABC-TV

DETROIT

CKLW-TV

BUFFALO

W6R-TV

RATING PROVED! ZIV PRODUCED!

TV.

PHILADELPHIA

WRCV-TV
SEATTLE

KTNT-TV

Both series are available for full

or alternate sponsorship or as spot

carriers to fit your sales and pro-

gramming needs. Act now to get de-

tails on profit-making opportunities

in your market!



They bu; as a family . .

.

because they were sold as a family, .

.

by their local Meredith station!

KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency

SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency

PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency

OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co. and Blair-TY

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With M\H lloflies and liardlMIN and Successful Farming Magazines
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Timebuyers
at work

June Kirkpatrick, Honig, Cooper, Harrington & Miner, Los

Angeles, is a strong advocate for spot radio, believing that "for the

advertiser with a limited budget a number of well-placed radio spots

frequently comprise a far better buy than a few tv spots for the same

amount of money. Spot radio achieves greater results for such an

advertiser since he gets better satu-

ration, which is so important." On
station merchandising, June doesn't

believe in buying either radio or tv

time to secure a good merchandis-

ing program. It is only a "plus,"

she says, and no matter how de-

sirable the plan, it should be con-

sidered only as such. "Getting a

good schedule should always come

first in buying time." As to fm,

June feels that these stations will

have to come up with many more

facts, especially set counts and ratings, before they will receive a

larger share of the ad budget. "Agencies must sell their clients on

fact, not figment, because we can't afford to gamble with the adver-

tisers' money. A buyer must apply judgment and imagination to

ratings and cost-per-1.000, of course, but he cannot buy blindly."

Howard Webb, media director, Ralph Allum Co., New York, points

out that while print salesmen continue to complain that the way tv

and print audiences are measured and compared is inaccurate and

detrimental to print, they do nothing to correct it. "Recently, one

of the top men of a large metropolitan paper explained that they have

a sure-fire formula for solving this

problem—one that after being con-

ducted would definitely show that

/ ^ media is more productive. To

prove their point, however, they

I • ^ want an advertiser to cooperate in

I their experiments. If they are so

% '

sure of their findings, why don't

^L they go ahead on their own?" One

of their primary objections to

broadcast measurement, Ralph

says, is that rating figures do not

prove the viewer has seen the com-

iiim 1^1 .111(1 il he lias, to what extent. They argue that the com-

nieuial !>- moie heard than seen and that the viewer does not see

what the pioduct can do and why. "They may be right," Howard
sa)s. "But until they can show us facts, we will continue comparing

print and tv as we are now. In short, they should put up, or shut up."

\

/

Now the smart buy in Los Angelej

is even easier to make.

HOOPER FOR AUGUST

-

SEPTEMBER SHOWS KFW.
WITH MORE TOTAL
AUDIENCE THAN ALL FOL
NETWORK STATIONS
COMBINED!

Be smart. Don't buy by ear

or by "tradition".

Buy KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles

It's the thing to do

!

Ckcumc^
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6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager

MILTON H. KLEIN, Sales Manager

Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.



by Joe Csida

HdAmiiimA^h!^

Adults love him!
Kids worship him!

"BREAKFASTIME
WITH SOUPY

"

A happy morning show with an

established audience ready to move

from noon to morning with their

favorite comic. The new time will

mean more adults will be around, too

. . . making Soupy a better buy than

ever! When you buy Soupy you buy

the comic who became the top-rated

daytime show in Detroit-outrated

network competition from the other two!

7:30-8:30 A.M. MONDAY thru

FRIDAY star-ting OCT. 13

For Availabiliiies contact

WXYZ-TV
DrROIT

^CHANNE^I

€1/

Sponsor
backstage

Ad Alley: In or out of focus?

For some guys there is just not enough work

involved in running a television station and heing

a television network vice president. Or in car-

rying the titles of executive vice president, chair-

man of the plans board and creative head of al

media at Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. So

Sterling Quintan and Robert L. Foreman eacli

turned out a novel. Quintan, who, as you may
know, is an American Broadcasting Co. v. p. and runs the Chicago

station for the network, wrote a story called "The Merger," obviously

all about the take-over of the station by the network. And our old

columning mate, Foreman did an opus called "The Hot Half Hour."

which you could conceivably believe is the story of The $64,000

Question.

I enjoyed both books immensely. Red Quintan and Bob Foreman

are good story tellers, and obviously know their subject matter and

their people inside out. It is questionable that Ernest Hemingway

or Somerset Maugham will learn very much about delineating char-

acters in depth or dimension from our confreres, but to anyone en-

gaged in the advertising and/or television business this shortcoming

in the two novels couldn't be less important. If you've toiled in these

vineyards more than a year or two, as I have, you'll know every one

of the characters in each of the two books. Or somebody just like

them. And you fill in your own character details.

Something left out of the picture

It is a sheer pleasure, for one thing, to read stories about the

agency and television businesses in which the lead personages do not

spend the bulk of their time leaping from one Simmons mattress

to the next, like oversexed mountain goats. In Quintan's tale the

love story is a simple and honest one between the hero, who is pro-

gram director of the station, and his lovely, understanding wife.

The great truth common to both books to me is a simple and slight-

ly frightening one. It is that in the television and/or advertising

business (possibly to a far greater degree than most other American

industries) any job of the level of program director and up, or ac-

count executive and up, is a back-breaker, and quite conceivably a

home-wrecker. I think both Quintan's and Foreman's portrayals of

what goes on—in the one instance, with the so-called merger of two

broadcasting companies, and in the other, with the birth and grad-

ual decline of a top 10 television program—are entirely authentic.

Both of Quintan's heroes work themselves very close to the edges of

their respective graves, and while Foreman's boy is of hardier stuff,

he surely blows his every chance for personal happiness because of
j

the intensive pressure under which he toils each day. And Foreman,

too, has the network president, who has survived three heart attacks,

sitting through a meeting with the Partners who run the dress house

which sponsors the Quiz Show—a meeting calculated to give sturdier

men a stroke.
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MM
•\>,\x^ Centered in a prosperous

Oil and Timber be

You're in like Flynn on Channel

Represented by: Weed Television Corp.
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Oregon and
/ashington counties

Is KOIN-TV.
She buys nicely

...and frequently...

and mostly what you
suggest to her

on KOIN-TV.
The sporty

entlennen from CBS-TV
Spot Sales know her

secrets and will speak
freely. Just try them.

(And while you're

at it, ask them ^^T^^
about NCS No. 3. / /

Wow!) i/

I Sponsor backstage

I do not know whether Foreman and Quinlan believe the people

they write about to be exceptionally hard-working, hard-pressed,

sometimes hard-headed, often hard-hearted, as people in the tv,

radio (showbusiness in general) and/or advertising fields go. My
own experience over 25 years is that they aren't exceptional at all.

I see them, and have seen them by the scores, nay the hundreds, week

in, week out, scratching, scrambling, fighting and biting sometimes

to climb a little higher, often only to survive. I saw the best of them

I ever knew, John G. Wilson, Joe to his friends, then executive vice

president of the Radio Corporation of America, on his death bed,

into which he had hurtled himself because he wanted to make RCA
the biggest, best, richest, swingin'est company in the history of

American business. He gave a damn lot toward that end. including,

finally, his life.

That is the simple, and as I say. sometimes frightening truth about

both Bob Foreman's and Red Quinlan's books. It depressed me a

little for some reason I don't quite understand that neither Foreman

nor Quinlan seem to be aware of this. Or if they are they didn't feel

it merited a place in the summing up. While both the stories, as I

said, are authentic and realistic the endings of each ring with all the

truth of a half-dollar cut out of aluminum wrap.

Foreman comes up with a completely phony speech from the

head of the agency to his tv department head, who has just lost the

SI 0.000,000 account.

".
. . We became all gimmick and finagle . . . the very same things

those first great admen fought against are exactly the same things

that tear down the business now. The sharp deal. The planted He.

The playing of one party against another. The fast talk. The loose

language. . .
."

The good ones get used up fast

This by way of the boss' explanation of why and how they loSt

"The House of Karess" account, a firm run by a couple of people

only a little less horrible than some who run firms who sponsor big

money quiz shows right now. By never telling a lie. by using no

angles whatsoever, implies the agency head, his dashing tv chieftain

will find the true path to success in the agency business. I hope I

am correct in believing that Bob Foreman doesn't really believe this,

because I would hate to see it become necessary for BBD&O to come

up with a new executive vice president, chairman of the plans board

and creative head.

Quinlan doesn't quite have the nerve to include his "message" in

his story. He uses the gimmick of a post-story dedication in which

he says: "... here is my point . . . these are the people I am writing

about (people in the television and advertising businessK A restless,

rootless tribe, they remain God's children all. They cast such lovely

images. I think the book makes clear how I feel about them. They

are good men. Men to be respected. Men of great pride and talent,

who contribute so very much to our society. May God give us more

men like the men in this book."

The good ones, yes, please, God. Because they sure get used up

mighty fast. But all? Come on. Red. You know that along with

the good ones we have our full share of the incompetent politicians,

and the phonies and the thieves and the bad ones. Who needs

them? Except in a novel. ^
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SLEEPER
Of course you know about "Divorce

Hearing," the unrehearsed new show

that's causing all the talk. It's authentic,

startling, presenting every-day people

at the crisis of their lives, exposing the

raw facts of their love and hate.

Dr. Paul Popenoe is in charge and

appears on each show. In 1930, he

founded and now directs the American
Institute of Family Relations. Dr.

Popenoe is the author of eleven books

on marriage and social biology. His

regular feature in The Ladies' Home
Journal, "Can This Marriage Be
Saved?", is nationally known.

Not a re-enactment, "Divorce Hear-

ing" is the real thing—tragic, comic,

emotion-packed, and fascinating! Fas-

cinating? Listen to the reviewers:

From The New York Times: "Di-

vorce Hearing' . . . has a fascination

about it. . . The participants were

forceful personalities whose acounts

have a tragicomic flavor. .
."

From BIB Newsletter, "Facts, Figures

and Film": "Interstate has a sleeper

in its 'Divorce Hearing' . . . the psy-

chologist-star Dr. Paul Popenoe will

be a national figure with plenty of de-

mands for his time before the first

series runs its 52 weeks. . . When series

opened in New York (WNEW-TV, old

WABD) the station was swamped with

telephone calls asking 'Is he (Dr.

Popenoe) in New York?' ... a hot

subject. .
."

From The New York Herald Trib-

une: "... a fascinating program . . .

frank, unrehearsed . . . candid . . . The

second couple made Ralph and Alice

Kramden seem like Romeo and Juliet,

and in spite of the seriousness of their

situation turned out to be pathetically

funny. 'He thinks he's Red Skelton,'

the woman complained bitterly. He
darned near was."

Electrify your programming! Get

"Divorce Hearing" from INTER-
STATE TELEVISION— and get it
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Large audiences reduce per unit cost when
the rate card is right.*

Top talent is harder come by, but it brings

more salesmanship to that audience.**

Maximum buyership is produced by keeping

a family audience listening.'

%
K-

^

^

^

•5f These are the costly extras that make the

difference in product exposure — in product

* .
*' sales.****

' * %
*It is right on Bartell Family Radio.

. -^^ »

**No finer talent in America than on Bartell

Family Radio.

* ^^t^ ***Bartell audiences are kept alert, responsive

.t 5K by the wonderful games for family fun — a

% • built-in result producer.

^
****Products which depend upon volume sales

depend upon Bartell Family Radio.

REACH MORE PEOPLE
AT LOWER COST ON

BARTELL FAMILY RADIO
*

*
*

*
*

^

BHRTEll
nmiLV

ST TO COAS'.

! AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
I NOVEMBER 1958 DeSoto (BBDO, Detroit) this week put its 1959 model into the air with a four-

copyriaht 1958 week campaign in spot radio.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS. INC.

r cj i

The buying is limited to 20 markets, all of them selected by DeSoto dealers.

Schedules will be split into two flights: 12-21 November and 3-12 December.

The company apparently still is undecided as to what to do in tv.

Signs that Christmas business soon will be here:

• General Electric, through Y&R, is entering the gift market sweepstakes with its line

of vacuum cleaners.

It's buying about 20 radio spots a week for three weeks starting 24 November,

• Advertisers interested in cashing in on some of the money youngsters get for

Christmas may take a cue from what Highland Sales, of Minneapolis, is doing.

Highland, which makes Shaper-Plastic Games, is scheduling (via Mullen & Associ-

ates) a spot tv campaign which will start immediately after Christmas and run through

30 January as a test in three markets.

Highland's theory: The kids—fortified with new spending power—^will buy the things

they hoped to find under the Christmas tree but didn't.

What wiU obviously bring distressing news to national-rate defenders is the out-

come of a K&E query among radio stations on whether they will allow Lincoln-Mer-

cury dealer groups a local rate.

K&E, though still in the process this week of tabulating the questionnaires, feels that the

majority of stations replied that the local rate would be O.K.

Reps have argued consistently with their stations that 1) all auto advertising should

come under the national rate, and 2) that deviations from this policy would make it difii-

cult to preserve the national rate in the auto field as a whole.

Fels (via Aitkin-Kynett) has stirred up something of a storm among radio sta-

tions by insisting they accept riders which guarantee various types of protection against

competitive products.

The riders, which several leading reps have told the agency are unacceptable, re-

quire these separations:

1) A minimum of two minutes on either side of any kind of commercial, in-

cluding I.D.'s and station promos. (Fels contends that promos should come under the head-

ing of commercials.)

2) A minimum of 30 minutes from any advertiser in the household soap

field, including bleaches.

3) An hour from any competitor using the same announcer or personality

to deliver the commercial live.

Fels, now in 60 markets, has been doing a lot of monitoring in recent months, and the

position it's taking on the riders is: conform or face cancelation.

The agency says it's working on a similar rider for tv. About two-thirds of its

radio schedules are for 52 weeks; the remaining third, for 39 weeks.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE c6ntinued

Radio sales managers for major rep firms still are hopeful that business will

pour in during November and December in such profusion that 1958 will wind up with

a flourish.

They expect a good bit of this new business to come from firms unloading some of

their profits, or tax money.

These sales executives attribute the relatively slow pace of spot radio the past several

months to such factors as:

1) The buying this season is running 5 to 8 weeks behind last year's pattern.

2) Heightened competition from the radio networks—an old story.

3) The shift of what might have been spot radio money to daytime tv, both spot and

network.

4) The trend of tv rates, especially for packages, toward matching the rising costs

of radio.

5) The air media being cyclical business, tv spot appears to have replaced radio for the

nonce as the hot, or high-riding advertising choice.

Timebuyers now will be faced with an additional classification of spot radio

time: AA.
WIND, Chicago, has so dubbed the peak auto traflSc periods. They are from 6:30

to 9 a.m., and from 5 to 6:35 p.m.

International Shoe, St. Louis, is pooling the spot tv money for three of its di-

visions into a single kitty with this idea in mind:

It will be able to get 30-40% more tv advertising than would be possible by
placing separate schedules for each of the divisions (Roberts, Johnson & Rand; Peters;

and Friedman-Shelby).

With the combined purchasing power it will get "planned" buys

—

small tv spectaculars

in 130 markets. Krupnick & Associates will mastermind the campaign.

P.S.: There will also be buys by local dealers out of co-op money.

In the opinion of some influential Madison Avenue media directors, the upping
of rates on minute announcements could in the long run prove disadvantageous to

tv stations.

They question the logic of increasing the price just because at the moment, as they

view it, there's a greater demand for minutes than for 20 seconds and I.D.'s.

Says the media director of one of the most active sources of tv spot: "We're willing to

buy minutes in marginal time and take a lower rating. If stations require more for minutes,

we'll turn back to 20-8econds and benefit from the higher rating obtainable in

chainbreaks. One set of values washes out the other."

Here's what prompted the comment:

Indications from reps that stations are contemplating a higher rate for min-

utes, traditionally priced the same as 20-second spots.

(For background on this article, see page 31, 25 October sponsor.)

If you're looking for evidence on how saturation radio can create a knowledge

of and influence toward an advertiser, the results of a recent study of CIT Credit Cor-

poration's campaign on NBC Radio's Monitor will come in handy.

The survey examined three areas of advertising influence: (1) awareness and knowl-

edge about CIT and its services; (2) opinions about the company; and (3) preference for

CIT's auto-financing plan.

Analysis of the queries' results—following a campaign of 70 announcements per weekend

over four weekends in March-June—boiled down to this:

REACTION PRE-CAMPAIGN POST-CAMPAIGN GAIN

Spontaneously named CIT 12% 28% 133%
Identified CIT slogan 7% 22% 214%
Would consider using auto finance co. 19% 25% 79%
Specifically CIT 19% 23%, 21%
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Acceptance of hard liquor advertising by a few radio stations already has started

to stir up what you'd expect: Grumblings by church and temperance groups.

The break from an industry-imposed taboo shows signs of building into a sizzling con-

troversy on a multitude of fronts—religious, public opinion, the distilling business, sta-

tions, and even the advertising field.

Right now three sectors—the big distillers, the NAB, and possibly the FCC—admit they've

got a hot potato that they'd like to get rid of as quickly as possible.

As an example of the sort of thing the trio has consistently tried to avert: The National

Association of Evangelicals, claiming to represent some 40 Protestant denominations and

10 million Protestants, this week asked the FCC to hold hearings on all license renewals

of stations that accept distilled beverage advertising.

Noted Howard Jones, of the Distilled Spirits Institute, in commenting on the situation

to SPONSOR-SCOPE : "Our members are as adamant as ever against the use of radio

and tv by sellers of distilled beverages."

An incipiently haunting question meantime is: Would air-media acceptance of liq-

uor draw frowns from the beer sponsors?

(See 8 November sponsor for full-dress exploration of liquor question.)

The toiletries market appears to be staging a comeback: John Breck is expand-

ing its tv commitments with a series of Shirley Temple re-runs on ABC TV. The new

money will run around $925,000 in time and show cost.

Involved are 13 re-runs to be telecast on a hookup of 40 top markets, Monday 7:30-

8:30 p.m. every third week.

The Edison Electric Institute is turning to daytime network tv to parry the

thrusts that the gas producers have been making via Playhouse 90.

The Institute's appropriation for the campaign in '59: $800,000.

In shopping among the networks for accommodations. Fuller & Smith & Ross, the

agency on the account, is taking this precaution: It wants to avoid proximity to any ap-

pliance advertising. The Institute—comprised of electric utilitv companies—doesn't want

to give the impression it's favoring any one appliance maker.

Alcoa is sweetening the air media pot with another $3.5 million, making a total

commitment of $6 million for network tv.

Of the additional $3.5 million appropriation, $500,000 will go to network radio with

the turn of the year.

At the same time. Alcoa will debut a supernatural series. One Step Beyond, in the

Tuesday 10-10:30 p.m. slot on ABC TV. It's continuing with the alternate sponsorship

of its anthology series on NBC TV Monday nights.

Alcoa's added budget raises the current annual rate of tv expenditure by heavy
industries to $51.5 million. (See 27 September SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

What may make an interesting point of comparison a month or two hence—
when ABC TV's daytime programing will have been amply exposed—are these standings of

NAA (national average audience) homes shown in Nielsen's second September, 1958

report:

PROGRAM TOTAL NAA HOMES
As the World Turns 3.613,000

The Secret Storm 3,542,000

Search for Tomorrow 3,350,000

Guiding Light 3,306,000

Edge of Night 3,185,000

Price Is Right 3,148,000

Brighter Day 3,132.000

Verdict Is Yours 3,109,000

The Big Payoff 2,958,000

Concentration 2,929,000

RANK NETWORK

1. CBS TV
2. CBS TV
3. CBS TV
4. CBS TV
5. CBS TV
6. NBC TV
7. CBS TV
8. CBS TV
9. CBS TV

10. NBC TV
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

.

RCA this week took a consent decree from the Justice Department in the long-

standing anti-trust suits over alleged monopoly of radio-tv equipment patents.

Among the things RCA has agreed to do: (1) make its color tv patents available

royalty.free, (2) refrain from acquiring tv-radio patents from outside its own organiza-

tion, and (3) cease the practice of selling its licenses on a package basis.

ABC TV may go almost completely western Sunday nights—thereby taking a

page from the old "grind" film theatres that programed three westerns in a row.

In the case of ABC, there would be four consecutive westerns: Maverick, Lawman,
Coll 45, and Tombstone—from 7:30 to 10 p.m. EST,

Don't be surprised if NBC, in order to cash in on a lot of year-end money, tries

to make available weekly minute buys a la CBS TV's Perry Mason and Pursuit.

Much of the year-end disbursements will come from drug companies already heavily

involved in tv. Another anticipated source are the cigarettes.

Look to 1959 as the year when the term "media-oriented" will loom more im-

portantly than ever in the competition for new business among ad agencies.

The implications of the term: A willingness to go all-out on newly-conceived me-
dia concepts and techniques, after proper documentation of the facts. Also, an alertness

to newer ways of using established tools, such as spot tv and spot radio.

Generally recognized as shining lights among media-oriented agencies are Bates, Ben-
ton & Bowles, Compton, Burnett, Y&R, F&S&R, and DFS.

Likely to have quite an impact on advertising is the new mode of competitive

thinking that's rapidly being adopted throughout the manufacturing world.

In the past, the manufacturer pegged his sales objective in terms of what he did the

previous year. For instance, he'd move his goal up or down, say 10%.
Now the manufacturer thinks primarily in terms of the "task." In other words,

the goal becomes the share of the market, and his important yardstick is the cost of

achieving this share.

Largely responsible for this switch in planning is the fact that the manufacturer has

less and less influence on what his competitors are doing—one reason being the dy-

namic trend toward diversification. Who would have guessed a few years ago, for instance,

that R. J. Reynolds would suddenly move into the drug-toiletries field via Warner-Lambert?

You can get an insight into how the advertising appropriation picture shapes

up across the country by checking the availability of expert agency help.

A look-around this week by SPONSOR-SCOPE's correspondents indicates this area-by-

area situation:

NEW YORK : Generally a marked pick-up in employment ; there are actual short-

ages in some facets of the business (like the air media), but an oversupply for the older

services.

CHICAGO : Job-getting is still intensely competitive, with agencies taking a longer

and more critical look at prospects. Some agencies say they're waiting to see what happens

on 4 November, thereby suggesting the belief that election results will influence their

clients' 1959 budgets. Percentage-wise, there are fewer radio-tv people on the mar-

ket than in any other phase of the business.

SMALLER MIDWEST CITIES : Considerably less job-seeking than in metropolitan

area, possibly because agencies exercise greater control over their clients' budgets.

WEST COAST; Employment seems to have firmed up strongly in the past few

months.

For oth*r news coverage In this Issue* see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 59; SPONSOR

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 57.
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a good
quarter

is always
in season.

and we've had three great ones! WRCA-TV has stacked up quarterly records one

after the other this year. The third quarter was the sweetest! WRCA-TV's share of audience was up

a juicy 17% over last year . . . sales up a mighty 26%. It has been the biggest third quarter and the

biggest first nine months in the station's history! Whatever your product, don't miss the record-

breaking harvest of the last quarter ... on the NBC leadership station in America's richest market.

;.i957WRCA-TV*4 NBC IN NEW YORK SOLD BYNBCSPO". SALESSOURCE: NSI, JULYSEPT.. 1958 VS. 1
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Three years on the CBS Television Network-

Now available for the first time

to local and regional sponsors! I

SERGEANT
'^PRESID'^

""•YUKDl
Nine years of consecutive sponsorship on

radio and television by The Quaker Oats Co.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.
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7
No question about results when you buy KJEO-TV.

KJEO-TV eonsistently serves Fresno and the fabu-

lous San Joaquhi Valley better for less. Call your

H-R man for complete details. We GUARANTEE
you'll save your energy, get more for your money
on KJEO-TV. ACT TODAY!

3^9th anil

Vladisor

SQ-l

To squelch my complete frustration.

DO—by all means—include the an-

swers to SQ-l! Plus future SQ's! You
suggested 27 out of 30 as a reasonable

translation ... 22 is my limit. I mi<iht

say that SQ-l is slowly driving me
mad.

Willy B. Dobson

CKCK Radio

Regina, Sask., Canada

I'm stumped on No. 5 I BOA I and Iin

unsure about No. 18 I LNA-BAR I . The

latter I presume is Broadcast Adver-

tisers Reports, and I suspect the first

three letters refer to some other ser\-

ice that organization has.

But I decided not to even look up

No. 5 and will count on \ou to let me
know that you didn't just make a mis-

take, and it should have been BOAC!
Now what 1 really want to know is:

Do MMM. GF. CP, and LOF continue

using BMR to evaluate MBS or has

\S1 supplanted?

And h..u is y.ur ESP tuning Nov.

Don L. Kearne\

Director of Sales

Corinthian Broadcasting Co.

Neiv York

ight. BOA r

a SPONSOR editorial

I have just seen the "Sponsor Speaks"

of the October 4th issue, and I want to

thank you so much for vour kind com-

ment about THE OPEN MIND.
I feel quite honored by your men-

tion and by my association with CAM-
ERA THREE and the other programs

you list. You possibly have been fol-

lowing my OPEN MIND series on the

impact of TV on American Life. At

any rate, I am enclosing transcripts of

these programs. I think you'll find that

much of ulial a|)|>eared in "Sponsor

VKMBKK 1938



In Denver, impact in programming
and commercial presentation assures

KOSI advertisers a "cosy lead" in

Denver sales.

Every day more and more families are

tuning to KOSI for music, news, and
features with universal appeal. Talk
to your Petry Man about the most
dvnamic selling force in Denver-
radio station KOSI!

KOSI
5000 Watts
Denver is

KOSI-land!

Give a "whistle" for your Petry Man

Mid -America Broadcasting Co.

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good compuny when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive U) vou.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Speaks" came out directly or indirect-

ly in this series.

Despite my academic background

and my educational television orienta-

tion, I think that the Times editorial

was for the birds!

Richard D. Heffner

director of programs

Metro. Educational Tv. Assn.

.^eiv York

The Merger

Thank you for the very nice pix and

paragraph on the launching of my nov-

el in your current issue.

This was most kind of you and I

know it will undoubtedly help the sale

of the book. Incidentally, you will be

surprised and happy to hear that "The

Merger" went into its third printing

on publication day! This is most un-

usual for a first novel; even a second

printing on or before publication date

is unusual.

The book received great notices in

Chicago and now I am keeping my
fingers crossed to see what the notices

are in the daily press in other cities

around the nation.

Red Quinlan

vice-president, ABC
Chicago

BBDO marketing operation

Please send a reprint of "Marketing in

the Modern Agency" from SPONSOR, 20

September 1958, pages 38 and 39. I

am tremendously impressed by the out-

line; it is the best I have found includ-

ing the many offered in textbooks.

Edith N. Gould

Batz-Hodgson-Neuwoehner

St. Louis

I am currently engaged in two gradu-

ate research projects in the Department

of Telecommunications, University of

Southern California, and would ap-

preciate your help.

Would you please send me reprints

or lists of articles you have published

1. Animated Television Commercials

2. Automation

I am interested in all phases of both

of these subjects, therefore all per-

tinent articles will be of help.

Joseph J. Sands

Los Angeles

• SPONSOR i* glad to supply information to

Open Sesame
To Sales

In Memphis!

Bert Ferguson

WDIA

The door is wide open for bigger

sales and profits for you in Mem-
phis! We've wrapped up 40% of

the market— the Negroes in the

Memphis market area!

First station in the area to pro-

gram exclusively to Negroes . . .

Memphis' only 50,000 watt station

. . . America's only 50,000 watt

Negro station . . . WDIA reaches

1.237,686 Negroes! Almost 10% of

America's total Negro population!

This big buying audience earned

$616,294,100 last year! And they

spent—on the average—80% of this

income on consumer goods!

FIRST IN LISTENERSHIP

And hefor - ih< V liiiv. Memphis
N»gro.> !i> !,.„ K. WDIA! In the
Mar.h-Apr 1 19.- « Ni.U.ii Station
Iiiilfx. Sill <la> hiousli Saturday.
WDIA lota oil III an «>veiv*helniine

52% more rating points than the
next-ranking station:

Total Rating
Station Points

WDIA 528.2
Sta. B 3.37.1

Sta. C 284.1
Sta. D 278.8
Sta. E 137.4
Sla. F 101.3
Sta. G 74.1

WDIA's national advertisers in-

clude: FORD MOTOR CO. . . .

GENERAL FOODS . . . GROVE
LABORATORIES . . . KELLOGG
COMPANY . . . KROGER STORES
. . . PURE OIL . . . LEVER BROS.

We've got the market—and the

medium! Why not drop us a line?

We'd like to show you how WDIA
can open the door to high volume

sales and profits for you ... in

the sales responsive Memphis Negro
market

!

WDIA Is Represented Nationally

By John E. Pearson Company

EGMONT SONDERLING, President

ARCHIE S. GRINALDS, JR.,

Sales Manager

-I'ONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958
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We love them both! And m wonder! Stk

contenders for New York's Governorship elected TELESTUDIOS^tc

produce their television appeals with quality, with speed, with j/i«|

flexibility and low cost typical only of VIDEOTAPE. In return k^^

this bi-partisan vote of confidence, the TELESTUDIOS' organizatM^

went into high gear and workedfor both parties with equalferm



iESTUDIOS' top management tooKpersonal charge ofeach session,

hhat live look you get with tape at TELESTUDIOS. So ifyou re pro-

ving commercials, pilots or programs . . . ifyou want the kind of
mg care your productions rate— then get on the bandwagon—
don VIDEOTAPE, call on NTA'S TELESTUDIOS, INC.
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The Parti-Day tv test is on its way

^ Unique "in-depth" study of a new product's mar-

keting experiences opens in Green Bay, Wisconsi?i area

j

^ SPONSOR exclusively will report role of daytime tv

i in food item's debut ; test is scheduled for six months

^ GREEN BAY, WIS.

I his is the start of a case history

such as you've never seen before—

a

living diary of a new product in a new
market with a relatively new medium
(daytime tv spots) to back it up.

PRODUCT: Parti-Day Topping, a

new 4'9(? topping for desserts, etc.

AGENCY: D'Arcy.

TEST AREA: Green Bay, Wis., and
fiO miles around it.

STATION: WBAY-TV.

BUDGET: $9,980 for live daytime

tv spots.

Week by week, for 26 weeks, SPON-

SOR will give you exclusively an "in-

depth" insight into the experiences of

this new product as it struggles to get a

firm foothold solely with the promo-

tional aid of daytime tv. That tv will

sell the merchandise is pretty much a

foregone conclusion. But why tv can

do that—why tv so specifically is a

THE TEAM
1 ) Haytln Evans, general manager,

WBAY-TV, Green Bay; 2) Marvin

Bower, of Otto L. Kiiehn Co., focJ

brokers; 3) Robert Parker, market-

ing director, WBAY-TV; 4) Robert

J. Curry, D'Arcy advertising agency

;

5) Russ Widoe, WBAY-TV an-

nouncer-m.c; 6) Richard H. Part-

ridge, sales v.p. for Parti-Day, Inc.

1 NOVEMBER 1958



GREEN BAY AREA, as shcnvn in NCS-3 coverage map for station WBAY-TV, in-

cludes 11 wholesale {irocery distributor points and 395.330 tv homes out of 474,700 total homes

"new product medium"—and why its

very speed and impact raise considera-

tions that haven't existed before—these

c-re the heart of the continuing storv

which SPONSOR will relate.

Richard H. Partridge, Parti-Day v.p.

for sales, and James B. Wilson, ac-

count supervisor at D'Arcy, neatly sum
up what they—and you—can get out

of the experience. This is how they

put it:

"We expect Parti-Day to do well in

the (jreen Bay territory. It's a good
ice cream area, and a good hot choco-

late area, with a high dollar volume
in grocery products.

"Even more important to us. how-

ever, is the test itself. If daytime tv in

Green Bay does as well as we expect.

uell have definite answers on what we
should do in other markets. We look

to the test to provide us with a real

marketinff barometer."

I. Background of the Test

H<-hind Parti-Day's (;reen Bay ex-

|)erinient. and sponsor's full-scale cov-

erage of the test, is some important

advertising background.

Three years ago, in the spring of

V)rtrt. SPONSOR pioneered in providing

(omplete. blow-by-blow accounts of tv

tests. specificalK involving BiiM Reans.

sponsor's on-the-spot stories gave the

advertising industry its first conclusive,

fully-docuinented evidence of tv's pow-

ei to promote a slow-selling grocery

item. B&M sales rose more than 1009f

during a 26-week period, and sponsor

provided complete, accurate details on

how. why, where and in what types

of outlets.

Today tv's sales power is no longer

in question. Everyone knows that the

medium can sell the goods. However,

marketing experts in agency and cli-

ent organizations are now asking many
pointed, in-depth questions about tv

usage:

• Can tv alone do a satisfactory job

in introducing a grocery product? Or
is a combination of tv and another me-

diuin more efficient?

• What is the relative power of dav

vs. night tv spot?

• How much does tv help in build-

ing distribution?

• How can tv aid in defining a

|)roduct's sales potential?

• What can tv do to help establish

a product's true market? ( Is it among
women, children, teens? )

• How efficient are local live tv

"personalities" in selling a new prod-

uct? How do they compare with filmed

coimnercials?

• What are the best copy themes to

be used in a tv campaign?
• What are the best product "uses"

to be promoted on tv?

• How can an advertiser, an agency,

a food broker, and a broadcasting or-

ganization work together most efficient-

ly in promoting a grocery item?

The answers to these, and many
other questions of great interest to ad.

vertisers and agencies, will be reported

by SPONSOR as they develop in Green

Bay.

Full details of the Parti-Day op-

eration will be explained with no

tempt to hide problems, headaches,

competitive activity, or negative con-

sumer or retail reactions, if they occur.

II. Parti-Day Faces a Tough Job

No one at Parti-Day or D'Arcy ex-

]iects the test to be a sales breeze or a

walk-away. Parti-Day faces tough

competition and stern distribution and

consumer problems.

Here in Green Bay, as the test be-

gins, Parti-Day is being carried

approximately S'/< of the 1,500 retail

outlets in the territory. Though it was

introduced to the trade last spring,

and has been in the hands of brokers

and some wholesalers since April,

»

PARTI - DAY S;.F

Parti-Day was introduced!
of only 3,145 cases. Duri|

City

MANITOWOC

OSHKOSH

APPLETON ^

CILLETT

GREEN BAY

MENOMINEE .. I

'

FOND DU LAC '
i

STEVENS POINT

WAUSAU

NORWAY

SHEBOYGAN

TOTALS



wholesale case shipments amounted to

only 3,145 cases for the entire six-

month period from 15 April to 15 Oc-

tober in the Green Bay territory I see

below )

.

Moreover, Parti-Day is a new type

of grocery product, or at least an old

product sold in a new form and pack-

aging. Used as a topping for ice

cream, cakes, and other desserts, and

for flavoring milk and making hot

chocolate, Parti-Day is packaged in an

aerosol container, and comes in four

flavors—chocolate, fudge, butterscotch.

and marshmallow. It faces competi-

tion here in Green Bay from Hershey,

Smucker's, Topps, Floz and 12 other

toppings, though none are marketed in

exactly the same way ( Hershey, for

instance, sells only chocolate flavors;

and Floz, also a chocolate topping, is

the only topping sold in aerosol dis-

pensers).

III. Parti-Day Business Background

Behind Parti-Day, however, stand

more than 70 years of experience in

the topping business. Parti-Day is

manufactured by The Liquid Carbonic

Corp., long-time supplier of carbon-

ated beverages, syrups, and toppings to

the drug store and soda fountain trade.

Liquid Carbonic, in fact, developed

its topping line in order to strengthen

its position in soda fountains. (At one

time it also sold complete fountain

equipment as well as syrups and bev-

erages. I

In recent years, however, the rise in

home freezer units has sharply cut into

drug store and soda fountain sales of

ice cream, and this prompted Liquid

Carbonic to research new, direct-to-

the-consumer products. Parti-Day, af-

ter many months of testing, was intro-

duced to the trade last April.

Packaged in a 12-oz. aerosol dis-

penser, Parti-Day has certain unique

consumer advantages. It needs no re-

frigeration. (Many toppings which

come in jars or cans must be kept in

the refrigerator and frequently cake or

harden; it's estimated that they have

a 20% wastage. I

In addition, Parti-Day is easy to use

—just tip the can and press the spout.

There is no spooning, no pouring, no

messy drip or ring. And Parti-Day

stays fresh indefinitely.

Despite these strong sales points,

however, Parti-Day does need demon-

stration. Unlike shaving creams, tooth-

pastes, and other products sold in

aerosol dispensers. Parti-Day does not

foam and froth out of the tip of the

container. The can inust be shaken,

then inverted to let the syrupy liquid

run out. Unless this is done, pressure

on the tip merely allows the gas to

escape, and renc'ers the container use-

less.

For these reasons, both Parti-Day

and D'Arcy executives feel that educa-

tion and demonstration must be part

of all introductory Parti-Day advertis-

ing. Hence the importance of visual

media, especially tv.

IV. Introducing the Marketing

Distribution for Parti-Day toppings

is handled by Parti-Day Inc., a sub-

sidiary of Liquid Carbonic, headed by

Peter G. HoUiday, president, with

Richard H. Partridge, v. p. for sales.

At D'Arcy, the account is handled

by Robert J. Curry, Jr.. account execu-

tive, with James B. Wilson, account

supervisor. D'Arcy designed the Parti-

Day container and has worked out all

details of Parti-Day's introductory and

test market advertising.

So far, introductory campaigns for

Parti-Day have been run in Boston,

Milwaukee, Chicago, Phoenix, Louis-

ville, and a few smaller markets. In

[Please turn to pa^e 75)

f
fHE GREEN BAY AREA BEFORE TV ADVERTISING GOT STARTED

< d< trade early in April. Between 15 April and 15 Oct., sales to wholesalers showed total case shipment figures
1 itli period there was no advertising, or consumer couponing, or sampling of Parti-Day in the Green Bay territory

6- ,"^5
May
16-31

)une
1-15 iT/o l-W

)uly

16-31 iTs
August
16-31

Sept.
1-15

Sept.

16-30
Oct.
1-15 Total

55 .30 30 30 145
(l 180 65 170 100 160 220 155 315 1,365
" 75 30 30 45 15 195

100 100

30 60

45 45 60 60 50 75 15 350

50 75 90 50 35 30 330

200 400 600

iO 55 330 240 155 200 160 405 375 430 715 3,145



Portrait ol:
^ \ illaiu or hero—a buyer

is many things to many people

^ Here's a profile of one— i

fair and tough and creative!

#%s a small boy, Salvatore J. "Sal"

Agovino helped his grandfather deliver

bread on a bakery route through the

family's neighborhood of South Brook-

lyn near New York's Coney Island.

Today, at age 28, Sal is back in the

baking business again—this time, how-

ever, on a national scale. His job:

timebuyer at McCann-Erickson for the

National Biscuit Co. Account: sweet

goods, and two brands of bread. He
still lives near Coney Island in a seven-

room apartment which he shares with

his cousins and their family of five

children (including two sets of twins;

Sal is godfather of one set) . This resi-

dence, however, is due to change after

11 April, the wedding date set when

Sal became engaged this month to a

girl from the Bronx, Yolanda Di Pinto,

who works for the Lovable Brassiere

Co. as a stenographer and model. "A
model only for lady buyers now we're

engaged," Sal adds.

Sal's average day begins about 6:30

a.m. when the kids jump into his sack

and keep jumping until he gets up and

pours them some milk. At 8, he is

aboard the BMT subway or, if he is

seeing his finance that night, driving

his car to Manhattan. At about 9:05

he swings into the Mc-E building on

Lexington Avenue, an adman ready for

work but resembling somewhat more

in build and manner a promising wel-

terweight on his way to Stillman's

Gym.
Indeed there are those in air media

advertising, especially on the seller's

side, who are apt to use ring terminol-

ogy to describe Sal's timebuying. "He's

tough but fair," says one rep. "Sal

knows what he wants in a market,"

says another, "and keeps hammering,

until he gets it." To others along

Madison Avenue, the latter compliment

Fivi- Years in air nicilia has taught Sal Agovino
j

much: The lUDre y(iu ask a rep, the more you get
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lyg-time buyer: Mc-E's Sal Agovino

becomes a clear-cut case of Latino diiro

("Latin stubbornness").

Reaction of opinion to Sal Agovino

is an interesting thing, since a time-

buyer is all things to all people. To the

station he buys, he may be a genius;

to the station he doesn't, he may be a

dope. To a Sal Agovino, it couldn't

matter less—one way or the other.

"I've never known a more probing

buyer," one rep says. "He calls the

shots, and we try to comply. He's got

to make a 'hero buy' in every market."

Up and down Madison Avenue, it

would be hard to find a buyer with a

greater feel for the "other side of the

fence" than Sal Agovino. He will not

hesitate to throw the whole burden of

a buy on the seller, knowing that at

that point the seller is honor-bound to

come up with the greatest. An example

is Sky King, half-hour kid show for

Nabisco, which Sal now has running in

110 markets.

"I shudder to think of the ratings

this guy is picking up with Sky King

and the cost-per-l,000's he's averaging

in his markets," one station man said.

The client certainly isn't divulging

these averages. But indicative of the

success of Nabisco's target of small fry

with this tv show is the fact that in the

sHghtly more than two years of Sal's

buying the markets have expanded

from 70 to 110. In addition to Sky

King, Sal is buying both radio and tv

for two National Biscuit regional

breads— "Home Town" and "Mill-

brook" in 17 bakery market areas.

For Mc-E's media department Sal

Agovino has just turned out a first

draft of a standard procedure for

broadcast buying which will be used

in conjunction with the training of

future buyers.

Reflected in it are many of Sal's

own philosophies. "The buyer who best

understands the seller is the one who
does the greatest service for his client."

In making a buy, Sal asks himself

(1) What's your product? (2) What
are you trying to do? (3) How much
money should you spend?

Luncheons are usually with client

representatives, reps or station man-

agers. With Sal, if a luncheon goes

beyond an hour-and-a-half, it's got to

be justified by concrete results. With

a fiance taking up most of his eve-

nings, he likes to quit promptly at 5.

The basic honesty of a Sal Agovino

may be to some naive, to most, refresh-

ing. It may stem, in part, from the

fact that, as one adman put it, "Here's

a most un-Ivy League guy who never

had a dream of becoming an advertis-

ing guy." A look at the years between

the Coney Island bakery route and Na-

bisco bears this out. Sal was a pre-

med student at University of Pennsyl-

vania, decided to cut out at the sight

of his first cadaver, wound up with a

B.A. in arts and sciences instead. After

two-and-a-half years with the Marines,

he found himself back in New York

looking for a job. He answered a Times

"bright young man" advertisement

which never mentioned "advertising."

It turned out to be a $55-per-week job

at Wm. Esty Co., and Sal grabbed it.

For about a year he did only estimat-

ing, then bought for Ballantine under

Frank Mahon. Then Esty's Jim Clin-

ton (Colgate and Reynolds) moved to

Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, and Sal

helped take over on those accounts un-

til he got a call from D-F-S. They
offered Sal the timebuying job on Fal-

slaff beer. September 1956 saw Sal

move into Mc-E on Nabisco. He hadn't

intended to get into advertising, but

now that he's in it, he's going to play

it hard by his own rules.

His rules are clearly defined in the

first draft buying procedure he has

written. Here are a few suggestions

from it: (1) The buyer, by bringing

pressure on the salesmen, will often dis-

cover availabilities that even the repre-

sentatives did not know existed. (2j If

buyer feels that the times available do

not represent a good buy, a second re-

quest for availabilities should be made.

(3) Giving as much information to the

reps as possible is important. ^
All in a day: Ddrothy Kiipppr. Sal"* estimator, checks out a proposed never closed to them because he feels a rep can do much to service

buy with him. Sal phim, ^ rrcr|,tinii ,|, ^k to bring in a rep; his door is his client. Impromptu chat with boss, broadcast supervisor Ted Kelly
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RADIO: is

madio the medium which only 20

\ears ago had advertisers and agency-

men enchanted with its performance

and potential—today is struggling

against an overwhelming handicap: in

its fight for the advertiser's dollar, ra-

dio is being grossly and unfairly short-

changed.

In an age when research controls

how and where advertising's $11 bil-

lion are spent annually, it is ironic that

research—once radio's best friend—is

now the thorn in radio's side. But all

the evidence points to the conclusion

that radio is vastly undermeasured

—

and as a result, undersold and under-

valued.

There is no better proof of radio's

role as the total circulation medium

than the 142,600,000 working radio

sets in existence today—one for every

American over the age of 12. Yet.

strangely enough, it is precisely this

vast number of sets—where they're

dispersed and how they're listened to

—

that is the cause of radio getting less

than its due.

One agency media director, a veter-

an of radio's golden days, explains the

problem this way:

"Only a few years ago, when the

average family gathered around the

radio in the living room, measuring

radio was no problem; the whole fam-

ily was listening to the same thing. But

when tv came along, radio relinquished

the living room. It spread itself rapid-

ly throughout the house, and into the

garage, the barn, the automobile, even

the tractor.

'"After that, radio became harder

and harder to measure. Listening to

radio became such a personal thing

that no research technique could be

found to measure accurately how many
members of the family were listening,

to what stations and for how long. It

was radio's sheer strength of numbers

that led directly to its lack of adequate

measurement."

ittl^

^ SPONSOR survey of reps, agencies and advertisers

indicates widespread belief that radio is undermeasured

^ As a result, radio is too often undersold as well

as undervalued, lacks the major stature it deserves

A SPONSOR survey of reps, agencies

and advertisers in New York and Chi-

cago indicates widespread agreement

that radio is sadly undermeasured. One
rep charged that rating services mea-

suring radio today use "'Dark Age"

techniques. Another rep—Frank
Boehm, research director of Adam
Young. Inc.—insists that "Of the three

measurement services now surveying

radio audiences, onl) one approaches

some full measure of the medium and

that is Pulse. Pulse alone provides a

measurement of out-of-home listening

by individual station. . . . Nielsen has

apparently turned their backs on radio

completely. They continue to use out-

dated material to provide up-to-date

total audience data in their local sur-

veys. They have not yet determined a

means of reporting out-of-home listen-

ing on a per-station basis, but go so far

as to suggest that an average percent

bonus figure be applied to all stations.

In at least one market I understand

they actually add the percent, but are

careful to put warnings in the foot-

notes as to the possible misuse of the

data.

"What radio needs." continues

Boehm. "is less footnotes and more ac-

curate reporting of radio audiences in

total homes, men, women, teens and

children delivered by trading areas.

Only then will the timebuyer feel that

the data is accurate and easily appli-

cable to today's buying pattern."

Reps are not the only ones who de-

cry radio's lack of adequate measure-

ment. The head timebuyer of a major

air media agency admitted to SPONSOR

that no other medium offers as inaccu-

rate a yardstick. "If we could show an

advertiser exactly how much he really

gets when he buys radio," said this

timebuyer, "we would have far less

trouble getting a bigger budget for

radio."

The three rating services measuring

radio today—Pulse, Nielsen and Hoop-

er—ali claim publicly that their radio

surveys are accurate. But some will

admit privately that they could be

much more accurate but for two

problems.

The first is that no one has yet found

a way to measure radio listening by

individual rather than by family or

household. The average home today

has three radios, and all three can be

on at the same time listening to differ-

ent stations. Too, almost 51/2 million

of the more than 15 million radio sets

sold last year went into automobiles

where accurate measurement of listen-

ing is extremely difficult.

But the second and more important

reason is money. The executive of one

radio rating service confided to SPON-

SOR that "We'd find a way to measure

radio listening accurately if the money
was there to finance it. The trouble is

that the money today is being spent

for promotion rather than research."

A spokesman for Schwerin Research

Corp. backs up the argument that not

enough money is being spent for radio

research. He explains that less than

2'/f of Schwerin's tests of commercials

from 19.56 through 1958 have been

concerned with radio. The major rea-

son: it costs just as much to run a

proper study in radio as it does in tv.

However, there is hope that radio's

full dimensions—at least in one respect

—will soon be made clearer for agen-

cies and advertisers. Only last week,

RAB announced plans for a major sur-

vey of radio sets I to be conducted later

this month by ARF). The survey, the

first study of its kind since NCS #2 in

spring of 1956, will determine the

number of radio homes, and the loca-

tion of sets both in the home and in

automobiles.

If radio is being undermeasured, it

is certainly also being undersold. Try-

ing to compete against the impact ofj

television, armed with inadequate re-

search, radio's salesmen are using ar-'
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I

ihort-changed ad medium?

This is how radio is checlced . but often undercheclced

1 Pulse uses personal interview-aided recall,

provides homes delivered, audience composi-

tion by station, and out-of-home

2. Nielsen uses Audimeter and Audilog-Recordi-

meter, provides homes delivered and cumula-

tive audience on both national and local level

3, Hooper uses telephone coincidental, shoivs

homes delivered, share of audience, and auto

listening

1.

2.

3.

4.

No completely accurate national out-of-home

audience figures

No reliable research on audience listening

habits available

No reliable research available on audience,

loyalty to radio
^

No reliable research on radio's impact or sales
I

effectiveness '•.

No measure of dollar investment by advertis-

ers in network radio

4. RAB publishes figures on spot radio use by

type of buy

5.

This is how radio is sold . . but often undersold

1. On low cost-per-1,000

2. On flexibility

1. Radio becomes, in the mind of the buyer, the

"bargain basement"

3. On saturation

4. On package prices

2. Radio is often bought to help solve special

problems, rather than as basic part of ad

campaign

5, On stations competitive strength based on

ratings, market coverage, personality

3. Radio competes with itself for advertiser dol-

lar more than ivith other media

This is how radio is rated . . but often underrated

1 . Many admen have ''grown up'" in the post-war

tv area, dont realize radio's potential

1 Radio is a far bigger medium than it was in

the pre-tv era

2. Some advertisers and agencies regard radio as

a secondary medium
2. No medium can match radio's density, nor

top it for total circulation

3. Radio is often bought in markets only when

tv coverage is inadequate or unavailable

3. For many products, radio should be the pri-

mary medium
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FIVE VITAL FACTS ABOUT RADIO'S
GROWTH AS AN AD MEDIUM

Radio may be short changed in many 7vays, but it suffers

most because of one thing: many advertisers and agencies

don't recognize radio as a real growth medium. The truth is,

radio is far bigger and more powerful in many respects

than its pre-tv days.

Here, for example, are only five areas in which radio has

srown and will continue to grow:

1. Radio set sales'*

1949

10,522,000

2. Radio homes

41,400,000

15,217,000

1958

49,225,000

3. Sets in use''

In many major markets, sets in use today are as high- ' higher

—during certain time periods than in 1948. These figures show the

percentage of radio homes listening to radio during the morning

hours in 194S and in 1958:

1958

15.7%
15.4%
17.5%
12.3%
15.6%

1948

New York 17.1%

Philadelphia 14.2%

Boston 16.5%

Cleveland 14.4%

Dallas 16.0%
•SOURCE: C. E. 1

4. TV's effect on radio listening hours^

Despite the hours which television viewing consumes, radio set

use has actually climbed in tv homes since 1953:

1953

].69 hours per day

1958

1.80 hours per day

•.SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen

5. Advertiser expenditures in radio

Since 1949, advertiser expenditures in spot radio alone has in-

creased by more than 70%

:

1949* I957t

$108,314,507 $183,987,000
•SOURCE: FCC
tSOURCE: SUA estimate

guments which tend to sell the medium j

short. The prime example is cost-per-

1,000.

Radio has a clear lead over its com-

petitors in economy; a Leo Burnett

study of some years back shows radio

with a cost-per-1,000 impressions of

$.97 for a 1-minute commercial on a

1/4-hour daytime program. This com-

pares very favorably with a 1-minute

commercial on a 14-hour daytime tv

program of $1.21 and ranges all the

way up to $10.31 for 1000 impressions

via a one-page black and white news-

paper ad.

Yet, the important question is wheth-

er radio should be sold on the basis of

economy; more than one timebuyer

admits that radio is considered the

"bargain-basement" medium, primari-

ly because it is sold in terms of low

cost rather than on its sales perform-

ance and efficiency.

George E. Blechta, v.p. of A. C. Niel-
j

sen Co., points out that buying solely
;

on a basis of cost-per-1,000 is not nec-

essarily smart. "A low cost-per-1,000

schedule may be concentrating too
,

many of its messages among a small

group of homes to be efficient in a real

sense." Any real cost-efficiency yard-

stick, Blechta adds, must be based on

how many different homes are being

reached with effective frequency and

how much does this cost?

Another area in which radio under-

sells itself is that it competes with itself

for the advertiser's dollar, rather than

with other media. Frank Stisser, presi-

dent of C. E. Hooper, notes that "The

objective of radio should be to sell it-

self up instead of down. In many ma-

jor markets," Stisser continues, "the

daily newspaper bills more in a month

than all the local radio stations com-

bined in a > ear. Yet one station fights

another instead of joining together to

fight the newspaper."

This competitive attitude of radio

sometimes has a reverse effect, Stisser

adds. "Today a great many reps and

stations tape their competitors' pro-

graming, and bring the tapes into New

York. They play the tapes for time-

buyers, and then ask, 'Do you want

your product sold with that kind of

programing?' The emphasis is not on

'How good we are' but rather on 'how

bad they are.' Ironically," Stisser con-

tinues, "sometimes the timebuyer hears

the competitor's tape so often he be-

comes more familiar with the competi-

{Continued on page 74)
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i BBHIND THE RATING SYSTEMS—PART VI

Big Nielsen news: instant tv ratings

^ Giant firm will have instantaneous video audience

system in commercial operation in New York by this winter

^ In related expansion move, Nielsen aims for 75 NSI

markets by April, with full quota of 100 by next fall

What ISielsen surveys: Tv and radio net-

work audiences; tv and radio local audiences

in 32 cities currently, 75 by April 1959 ; sta-

tion circulation data for entire U.S.; auto

radio listening.

Kinds of reports: Four kinds of reports

cover network tv (NTI) : (1) a bi-weekly

report, (2) a bi-monthly (complete) report,

(3) a multi-network report covering 23 com-

petitive markets, (4) national audience com-

position reports every few months. The net-

work radio reports (NRI) are bi-weekly,

measure per-broadcast audiences and cumu-

lative audiences for each sponsored segment;

a special auto report on network radio is also

issued. NSI reports for tv and radio show

metro ratings and full station audiences,

include cume figures, audience composition.

Radio NSI includes auto listening.

Technique: Audimeter for network tv and

radio plus matched diary sample for tv audi-

ence composition. Recordimeter plus diary

(Audilog) for local tv and radio audience

data and national and local auto radio lis-

tening.

Extras: Special analyses of tv and radio

audience data. Detailed presentations to

NTI and NRI clients.

Nielsen is going iato the instant tv

ratings business.

The giant marketing organization,

long a user and proponent of electronic

audience measurement in broadcasting,

will have its new instantaneous audi-

ence system in commercial operation

in New York by winter. No other

markets were specified but Chicago

and Los Angeles may be added shortly

afterwards.

Announcement of the move by the

Nielsen firm caps 12 years of develop-

mental work on various types of in-

stantaneous audience methods and fol-

lows a year and a half of pilot opera-

tions in Chicago. It also follows—and

not accidentally, either— the recent

launching of Arbitron, ARB's instant

ratings setup, on a full-scale basis in

New York City. The Arbitron system

was first announced last year.



HOW NIELSEN METERS AND DIARY MEASURE AIR AUDIENCES

1. Aiulimrtt-r 2. Aiulilo^: 3. Recordimeter 4-. Aulo RerordimettT ! I

Nielsen Tv Index: ALuliiuetei is

used to measure network program

audiences. Devic:; records min

uts-by minute tuning in 1,050

homes, also shows channel tuned

in. Because Audimeter does not

show how many people are watch-

ing set, Nielsen also uses matched

sample with diary in which respon-

dent enters audience composition.

Diary (Audilog) permits break-

down of audience into four groups

Nielsen Radio Index: Here. too.

Audimeter is used to measure net-

work audiences. One Audimeter

can record tuning on four radio

and /or tv sets and, occasionally,

two Audimeters are installed in

home. Sample consists of 1,200

households. National auto radio

figures are gathered by Audilog in

auto plus auto Recordimeter in a

fractional part of the sample as a

check against entries in Audilog

Nielsen Station Index: All four

methods above are used. Basic

methods are the Audilog plus the

Recordimeter (which does not

show station tuned but measures

amount of tuning) to check diary

entries. Audimeters are used when
NTI-NRI homes are in NSI area.

Radio NSI uses Audilog in auto

plus auto Recordimeter as a check

ao;ainst entries in Audilog. Auto

data doesn't show station tuned

Details on NIA's market coverage

and the way it will measure network

programing were lacking. But it is

fairly safe to assume that, like Arbi-

tron. MA will operate at least in New
Yorx. Chicago and Los Angeles.

As for instant network ratings, it is

understood that one of the probhms

Nielsen executives are wrestling with

before oflering them to the industry

was whether to (1 1 measure markets

with full network competition to get a

"popularity" index or (2) pick a

"cross-section" market group wlii'h

would be more indicative of total I .S.

listening for each show.

The new service will not replace

NSI. but is designed a-, a supplemen-

t:uy operation to provide fast ratings.

It will be "fully integrated," the an-

nouncement said, with present NSI and

Nil services.

Nielsen's entry into instantaneous

audience measurement comes during a

] ear of feverish activity. Expansion

of the Nielsen Station Index is going

forward rapidly. The NSI market list.

now 32. will be enlarged by another

43 by early spring 1959. During this

month alone, six markets will be add-

ed. By next fall, NSI will be operating

in 100 markets, making it fully com-

petitive on the local tv ratings scene.

Nielsen's third coverage study. NCS
NS. 3, was undertaken in the spring

and is now in the hands of subscribers,

the speediest delivery of data since

NCS started (though the lack of radio

station n:ea3urement he'.pe 1 accelerate

things a bit I

.

THE RATINGS SERIES

This article completes- a series on

tlie rating se rviees. Oth«•rs were:

The Pulse ... 20 Sept.

27 Sept.

4 Oct,

11 Oct.

ARB

Videodex

C. E. Hooper
\

18 Oct.

A notable departure in the sale of

NCS data was the recent decision to

offer agencies and stations circulatio'i

figures by ino'ividual markets. Previ-

ously, agencies had to buy complete

state reports. The state reports will

still be necessary, however, if the agen-

cy wants Eudience breakdowns by

counties.

The expansion of NSI markets and

the move into instantaneous ratings

arc related strategic moves in a Niel-

sen effort to achieve No. 1 status in

the local tv ratings field. One factor

here is the pricing structure ARB set

up to sell its local tv service and Arbi-

Iron as a package. Though a number

of developments (technical and other-

wise) determined the launching date

of Nielsen's instantaneous ratings and

the speed of NSI growth, the competi-

tive element is undoubtedly an impor-

tant one.

Big and complex: The A. C. Niel-

sen Co. (commonU referred to as

ACNCO in intra-company memos I
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awes most people who came in contact

with it—and that includes many of its

own employees. Without doubt the

company can unreel an impressive list

of facts about itself.

In the year ending 31 August 19.58,

Nielsen sales totaled $24 million, of

which 22% was accounted for by its

broadcast division. This may be small

potatoes compared to, say, General

Motors but the Nielsen Co. is—by far

—the world's largest marketing re-

search organization.

It has 3,500 full-time emplo)ee3

working in 17 offices in 11 countries.

They gather five billion facts per year

and perform 50 billion statistical op-

erations on 20,000 automatic machines.

(The Nielsen Tv Index alone uses

1,300 machines.)

Nielsen sank a total of $12 million

into its meter-based services and has

only recently begun to get it back.

Food and Drug Index profits carried

the radio-tv operations for years. Th?
firm is reported to have done very well,

however, with NCS No. 3.

From his present peak of accom-

plishment, Arthur C. Nielsen, Sr.,

founder and board chairman of

ACNCO. can look back on a decade of

difficulties and financial losses before

the 35-year-old firm got off the ground.
It was in 1933 that the method now
used to measure the flow of hundreds
of brands through retail outlets was
finally developed. The hefty roster of

clients now using the food, drug and
other indexes are a testimony to its

accuracy since manufacturers can. over

1 NOVEMBER 1958

the long-term, validate a considerable

part of the published fi^ur :s by com-

paring them with their own sales data.

Nielsen's venture into broadcast au-

dience measure dates from 1936. when

a number of clients called his attention

to an interesting invention at M.I.T.

The invention was the forerunner of

the present-day Audirreter, the device

which automatically records minute-

by-minute tuning on home tv and radio

sets. It took another six years befare

the meter method was commercially

practical. It was applied to network

:r.d:o in 1912 and network 1v in 1950.

The Nielsen Station Index, which

!i assures local mar! et aud ences, was

pi t into operation four years after the

Nielsen Tv Index was launched. It

u: :s a simplified m_t:>r to measure

:'.m;)unt of tuning (but not the actual

ctatioii tuned I as a control against

possible inaecuracis in the Nielsen

Aud. log. a diary m_t!iod.

The accent on electronic devices in

the Nielsen operation ( the firm has

one of the largest IBM installations in

the world I is partly due to the fact

l.iat Nielsen himself had an electrical

c!igineering background. And it is

probably no aceident that Henry Rah-

ni 1. general manager of the broadcast

c ivision, is also an eigineer. Rahricl

was graduated from M.I.T.. where h?

also majored in business administra-

tion. No stranger to the ad business,

Rahmel worked for a time at that Chi-

cago soap opera factory, Blackett-Sam-

ple-Hummert. He has been general

manager two vears. and is a vice presi-

dent of ACNCO.
Rahmel has three departments un-

der him: field and engineering, sales

and service and report production. The
first is handled by Bob Freeman, the

last by Bill Swigart. The fraternity is

more familiar with John Churchill and

Chat Shaw, who head up and share the

sales and service chores. Churchill's

responsibility is NSI and NCS; Shaw

{Please turn to page 76)

1943 '44 '45 4b '47 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 'bk '57 '58
FISCAL YEARS ENDING AUGUST 31 Cest)

Income from Nielsen meter-based radio-tv services in U.S. (excluding NCSi has grown 10

times in 15 yeafs. In insert photo: Henry Rahmel, gen. nigr., Nielsen broadcast division



Butter-Nut thrives on offbeat humor
^ One-minute "musical comedy" radio spots for Omaha

roaster sell million jars of coffee in four weeks

^ Humorous treatments bring 40% increase for regular

grind, big gains for new instant Butter-Nut on Coast

Wh' hat prompts a sponsor to use off-

beat commercials? How does he pick

an offbeat theme? And once he's used

it. does he repeat in a similar vein or

does he discard it as a short-lived

novelty?

If you ask Butter-Nut Coffee of

Omaha those questions, they'll tell you

emphatically that the offbeat commer-

cial can be a howling success if:

1) There is some sane purpose in

devising it, and

2 I You develop an audience expect-

ancy for this type of approach.

Right now, Butter-Nut is pushing its

relatively new instant brand in Soulli

ern California via spot radio salui;i

lion on four Los Angeles stations. Tin

one-minute commercials are "musical

comedies" with lots of spoofing. They

even spoofingly alibi Butter-Nut's be-

lated entry into the instant-coffee fiild

with a flip "Five years isn't exacth ;ni

instant, but that's how long it tonk

... to make Instant Butter-Nut Coffee."

Butter-Nut feels sure there's success

down this avenue, because it's traveled

the route profitably several times be-

fore.

It all began when Butter-Nut intro-

duced its instant coffee in the Midwest.

"We had to appeal to the imagina-

tion," says Charles Harding II, ac-

count executive at Buchanan-Thomas,

Omaha, "in order to make people care

that our Instant was around." Butter-

Wealhercasts, tv backbone, stress humor and

commercial integration. In Omaha, KMTV's

P.Hi'lie gives product tie-in with B-Nee Bird

Nut knew it would take some doing,

even with 60% consumer preference

for their Regular grind in the Nebraska

market, 287^ in Minnesota and 20%
in Milwaukee.

Stan Freberg's 60-second "musical

coinedies" spoofing Butter-Nut's late

entry into the Instant field were placed

on 50 radio stations in the Midwest.

Twenty-five tv stations used weather-

casts and film spots with a magician

making a comparative solubility dem-

onstation.

The promotion began 27 January

1958. By March, Food Topics and

Food Field Reporter noted that in

every area of Butter-Nut distribution

that these magazines surveyed, over

one million jars of Instant Butter-Nut

were sold in the first four weeks. In

fact, excessive demand created an allo-

cation problem, according to Donald

R. Keough, Butter-Nut ad director. But

it was estimated that by fall of '58, the

Instant could be introduced in South-

ern California. First, however, some-
\

thing had to be done about the Regular,
j

Butter-Nut, in spite of high consum-
\

er acceptance in the Midwest, had tried

for five years to dent the Southern

California market. But it could not bet-

ter the 4% consumer preference it

achieved six months after its introduc-

tion there in 1953.

The new plan: apply the same hu-

(Please turn to page 74)
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TV BASICS/NOV,/"

Available: 18 nighttime tv shows

^ Network tv, at presstime, had 18 evening shows on

the market, either for complete or partial sponsorship

^ New business by Mennen, for Pursuit (CBS) ; Brown

& Williamson, Fights (ABC) ; Pillsbury, Buckskin (NBC)

Witith the fall network season well

underway, 18 nighttime shows, at

presstime remained in whole or in part

available to advertisers.

ABC TV and NBC TV tie with seven

sustaining shows each. CBS TV fol-

lows with four.

Among the availabilities are three

westerns, three dramas, two music

shows, an adventure hour, some 15-

niinute newscasts, a panel show and a

situation comedy.

Here's the picture, by networks

:

• ABC TV's Sunday line-up is bare

for Encounter (against Hitchkock and
Dinah Shore. ) Monday night also has

its holes, beginning with its newscast

available across the board I from 7:15-

7:30) followed by an hour that is yet

to be scheduled, and closing with the

sustaining This Is Music which is

pitted against NBC TV's Arthur Mur-
ray Party and CBS TV's Desilu Play-

house. Also available, Confession and

Stars of Jazz.

• CBS TV is seeking a co-sponsor

for Nestle on the Gale Storm Show,

and still has 15 minutes available on

Playhouse 90. Also available, Keep
Talking.

• NBC TV's hour-long Cimarron

City (against Have Gun Will Travel

and Gunsmoke on CBS TV and Law-

rence Welk and Sammy Kaye on ABC
TV J remains unsold. Other available

v/esterns include Jefferson Drum and

an alternate half-hour for Wagon
Train. RCA is minus a co-sponsor for

the Further Adventures of Ellery

Queen.

Some of the new clients this month
include: Mennen, for CBS TV's Pur-

suit (Mennen dropped Wednesday
Night Fights on ABC TV, replaced

Brown & Williamson) ; Pharmaceuti-

cals, replacing the ousted Twenty-One

with Concentration and sharing Arthur

Murray with Lorillard, both shows on

NBC TV: and Whitehall and Beech-

Nut on Colt. 45 via ABC TV. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 25 October

Daytime Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

83.0 ABCt
97.0 CBSt
95.0 NBC

25.9

26.0

25.0

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

39.7 ABCt
46.3 CBSt
56.6 CBS

18.3

23.2

26.8

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Half-hour comedy-var.

$52,600 5

Half-hour music-var.

$36,500 4

Half-hour drama

$41,400 5

Half-hour adventure

$34,333 9

Situation comedy

$40,066 15

Hour music-variety

$111,875 4

Half-hour western

$39,450 14

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958



2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIE

Alcoa-Goodyear Theater:

Dr-F

39,000 Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear. Y&R Zane Gray: W-F 45.000 S. C. Johnson, NC&B; General Fo
B&B

108,000 Greyhound. Grey; DuPont. BBDO; Peter Gunn: My-F 38,000 Bristol-Myers, DCS&S
*^tevc Allen Show: V-L Polaroid, DDB; U. S Time, Peck;

Noreico, LaRoche; Zenith. FC&B Gunsmoke: W-F 40,000 L&M. DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in

Ainbo.l) Can Play: Q-L 21,000 R. j. Reynolds, Esty
Y&R

Armstrong Circle Theatre: 48,000 Armstrong Cork. BBDO
Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F 38,000 Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Dr-L (altwks) Hitchcock Presents: My-F 39,000 Bristol-Myers. Y&R

Bachelor Father: Sc-F 42,000 1 Love Lucy: Sc-F 25,000 Pillsbury, Burnett, Clairol. FC&B
Alt Jack Benny: C-F 65.000 Amcr Tobacco, BBDO

I've Got a Secret: Q-L 27,000 R. J. Reynolds. Esty

Behind Closed Doors: A-F 38,000 L&M, Mc-E; Whitehall, Bates

Bold Journey: A-F 9,500 Ralston Purina, G6B Jubilee U.S.A.: Mu-L 12,500 Williamson-Dickie, Evans & Ass
Hill Bros., Ayer

Brains and Brawn: Q-L 45.000 L&M, Mc-E Lassie: A-F 37.000 Campbell Soup. BBDO

Milton Berle: C-L 50,000 Kraft, )WT Law Man: W-F 41,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty

I'al Boone: MuV-L 45,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F 36.000 Miles Lab, Wade; Ralston. Cardnc

(.,or::c Burns Show: Sc-F 40.000 Colgate, Bates Line-Up: My-F 34,000 P&C, Y&R

l;nrk~kin: W-F 24,000 Pillsbury, Burnett

M Squad: My-F 31,000 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt Bui

Mc-E
The Califomians: W-F 37,500 Singer Sewing. Y&R; Lipton, Y&R

Steve Canyon: A-F 44,000 L&M, Mc-E Man With A Camera: A-F 26,000 General Electric, BBDO

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 45,000 Gillette, Maxon Perry Mason: My-F 25,700
(20 min.)

Van Heusen. Grey; Mutual of Om
Bozell & Jacobs; Colgate, Ba

Cheyenne: W-F 78,000 Harold Ritchie, Atherton & C; John-
son & Johnson, Y&R

Bat Masterson: W-F 38,000

Sterling. DFS

Kraft. Sealtesf; JWT

Dick Clark: Mu-L 14.500 Beech-Nut Lifesavers, Y&R

Maverick: W-F 70,000 Kaiser Companies, Y&R; Drack

Colt .45: W-F 13,800 Whitehall. Bates; Beech-Nut, Y&R (1 hour)

*Perry Como: V-L
120,000
(1 hour)

Kimberly-Clark. FCB; Noxzema, SS

C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
beam, Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy.

Meet the Press: I-L 7,500 Pan American Airways, JWT

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul
Millionaire: Dr-F 37.000 Colgate, Bates

Conct-ntration: Q-L 26.000 Pharmaceuticals. Parkson Garry Moore: V-L 59,000

1/2 hour

Revlon, LaRoche; Kellogg, Burn
Pittsburgh Plate, Maxon

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36,000 R. |. Reynolds, Esty
Arthur Murray: V-L 30.000 P. Lorillard, L&N; Pharmaceutic

Parkson

Manhattan Shirts, PeckJohn Daly—News 6,000 Whitehall, Bates; Lorillard, L&N Music from Manhattan: Mu-L 17.000

December Bride: Sc-F 32.000 General Foods, B&B
Naked City: My-F 37,000 Brown & Wmson, Quaker Oats, V

Derringer: W-F 38,000 S. C. Johnson. NL&B Name that Tune: Q-L 23.000 Amer. Home. Bates; Kellogg, But

Desilu Playhouse: Dr-F 82,000
(Average)

Westinghouse, Mc-E Northwest Passage: A-F 48,000 RCA, K&E; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Walt Disney Presents: M-F 57.000
(1/2 hr.)

Hill Bros., Ayer; Kellogg, Burnett;

Reynolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

Ozzie & Harriet: Sc-F 48,000 Kodak, JWT; Quaker Oafs

Dragnet: My-F 35,000 L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B Patti Page: Mu-V-L 40,000 Oldsmobile, Brother

Wyatt Earp: W-F 38,000 Gen Mills. DFS; P&G, Compton People Are Funny: M-F 24,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F 9.500tt Whitehall, Bates; Ford, JWT; Benson Person to Person: LL 38,000 P. Lorillard, L&N

Father Knows Best: Sc-F 38.000

& Hedges, DDB; Carter, Bates;

Amer. Home, Bates Playhouse: Dr-F 38,000 Schlitz, JWT; Lux, JWT

Fight Beat 3.000
Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bros, JWT Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 45.000

'A hr.

Amer Gas, L&N; Kimberly-Cl
FC&B; Allstate, Burnett; F

Eddie Fisher: V-L 98,000
Bristol-Myers, DCS&S JWT; NafI Carbon. Mathes

Plymouth Show (Lawrence 24.000 Plymouth, Grant
Ford Show: CV-L 38.000

'

Welk) : Mu-L

Further Adventures of ,,"•500
.

Ford, JWT
RCA, K&E; alt open The Real McCoys: Sc-F 36.000 Sylvania. JWT

Ellery Queen: My-F (Vi hour)

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F 51,000
Gen Elect, BBDO

Donna Reed Show: Sc-F 53,000t
Campbell Soup, BBDO; Shulton, V

ley

Jackie Gleason: C-L 58.000 Pharmaceuticals. Parkson; Lever Restless Gun: W-F 37.JO0 Sterling, DFS, alt P&G, Compton

•George Gobel: CV-L 98,000 RCA & Whirlpool, K&E Rifleman: N-F 36,000
Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Garc

P&G
Mennen, Grey

Arthur Godfrey: V-L 31.000 Toni. North; Pharmaceuticals, Park-
Pursuit: Dr-F 45,000

types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure, (Au) Audier

(C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (I)r) Drama. (F) Film, (i;- -• (M) Misc., (Mvi) Music, (My) Mystery,
n'Comedy (Sp) Sports, (V) Varietj-, (W W.

Listing continues on page 44 ^
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FARM GALS EYE NEW PASTURE
But they've been warned, by their Mothef^,*

to stay off Madison Avenue! ^-^-i^^

Seriously, this picture is merely to show that

our farm families of today, here in the Land

of Milk and Money, look and act just like

their City Cousins . . . except tKe for^^^
of course, has more money. J|

Eye our market: 42% rural and 58% url

. . . more than 1,350,000 folks spendini

$1,750,000,000 in retail sales yearly .

over 400,000 families enjoying Chart

2-CBS Television. s

Makes a pretty picture, doesn't it f

i>?

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANOiipNEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Small World

0. Mathleson

Meet The Press

Twentieth
Century

Pradenlltl

Outlook
lUlt Edwards

No net service

suat D Edwards
Benson & Hedges

News

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Mark Saber
Sterling Drug

No net service No net service
News

(repeat feed) -»
You Asked for It

D Edwards News
Sklppy Peinut

BdlUr ABC News
iUlt

ABC News Edwards
Benson & Hedges

Maverick

Dr.ckett

Bachelor Father

Jack Benny
Am Tbb

Northwest Passag<

B. J. Reynolds
TBA

Name That Tune
Amer Home
alt Kellogg

Tic Tac Dough
P&G

Cheyenne

Johnson & Johnson

7^:30-8 -30)

Stars in Action

Show of Month

(7:30-9; 10/28)

''^Sra*
"*.

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercury
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
(8-9)

Greyhound
DuPont
Polaroid

TBA
The Texan

Brown & Wmsn
Restless Cun
Sterling Drug

alt

P&O

Sugarfoot
l.ltwk. 7:30-8:30)

Am Chid*.
Luden-s

Keep Talking

Eddie Fisher

(alt ^^s 8-9) La*«B
'ceorge Cobel ,»
RCA andl VVhlrlpao ^^^M

Law Man
n J. Raynoldi Ed Sullivan Steve Allen Bold Journey

Ral.t«;-Purtna

Father Knows Best
Lever alt Scott

Wells Fargo

alt Buick

Wyatt Earp
Oen Mills

To Tell the Trutb
Carter alt

Marlboro
Fisher alt Cobel

OMi.

Colt .45
WTilWhall alt

Bpech-Nut

C. E. Theatre
Oen Bleetrle

Dinah Shore
Chivy Show

(9-10)

Cherrolet

Voice of Firestone
Firestone

Danny Thomas
OenFMndt

Peter Cunn
Brlstol-Myera

Shirley Temple
Natl Dairy, Hll

Bros., Breck

The Rifleman
Miles Lab. P&G
Ralston Purina

Arthur Godfrey
Tonl alt

George Burns

Hall of Fame

Don*

Encounter
(9:30-10:30)

sust

Hitchcock
Theatre

nnstol-Myeri

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show Anybody Can Play

B. J. Reynolds

Ann Southern
Alcoa-Coodyear

Theater
AlcM alt

Ooodywr

Naked City

Quaker Oats

Red Skelton
Pet Milk

"""K^r-^^
Oldsi

Encounter $64,000
Question
Rerlon alt

P. Lorlllard

Loretta Young
P&Q

This Is Music
Desilu Playhouse

(10-11)

Arthur Murray
Party

alt Pharmaceutical

Confession

Election Returns
(10-concl. ; 11/4)

Carry^Moore

(10-11)

The Californians
Sinter alt

Upton

Br.

No neV,«s)ryict

Whafs My Line
Kello«f

alt H CurtlB

No net service

John Daly News

Lorlllard'

All Star Jazz
Show

(10-11; 11/10)

'°'"5H"'
Carry Moore

Pittsburgh Plate

Election Return! H
(9-concl.: 11/4) ^m

A-S-R altNo net service No net service

NOTE: I- preofdli means starting date fm- new

Index continued... SpoHsorecl Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m,

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Mark Saher: A-F

Rin Tin Tin: A-F

Rough Riders: "W-F

36.000

47.0001

Sterling Drug, DFS

Nabisco. K&E

P. Lorlllard, L&N

77 Sunset Strip: My-F (l^rr,
Amer Chicle, Bates; Carter, Bates;

Whitehall, Bates; Ritchie, Atherton
& Co.

Dinah Shore: V-L 150.000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F
42.000 Schick, BGrB; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

$64,000 Question: Q-L 36.000 P. Lorlllard, L&N; Rcvlon, Warwick
& L

•Red Skelton: C-F 52,000 Pet Milk. Gardner; alt S. C. Johnson.

NL&B

Small World: D-F

Ann Southern: Sc-F

28,000

40,000

Renault Motors, NL&B; Olln Mathle-
son, D'Arcy

Gen Foods, B&B

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Sugarfoot: W-F

39.500

78,000

Nestle. B. Houston; alt open

Amer Chicle, Bates; Luden's, Mathes

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS ANO A^
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79,500

(1 hour)

Mercury. K&E; alt KodikWT

Sunday News Special: N-L 9.500 Whitehall. Bates; alt (W

1

ucts. Bates !

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F 43.800 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B;I« 1*

The Price is Right: Q-L 21,500 Lever. JWT; Speidel. Ssd

The Texan: W-F 37,000 Brown & Wmson, Bates

The Thin Man: My-F 40.000 Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

This Is Your Life: D-L 52.000 P&G, B&B

Danny Thomas: Sc-F 47.500 General Foods, B&B

*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L 23,500 P&G

To Tell The Truth: Q-L 22,000 Carter, Bates; Marlboro H

Trackdown: A-F 33,500 Amer Tobacco, BBDO;''
Mobil Oil, Compton

Twentieth Century: D-F 45,000 Prudential, Reach-McCli '
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tG R A P 25 OCT. -21 NOV

liNESDAY
:i NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
CBS

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Your Hit Parade

Dick Clark Shew
Beech-Nut

Perry Mason
(7:39-8:30)

Van Heusen
Colgate

Shirley Temple's
Storybook

\afl Dairy, HIU
Bros.. Breck

-30-8:30; 11/12)

Ed Wynn Show Perry Come
(»-t)

KlmbwItr-CU
BOA ft Whirl!

The Real McCoys HIII Bros.

Reynolds Metal

Wanted Dead

Bm. & Wmson

Chevy Showroom

lehind Closed

L&M alt

WTiltehall

Phil Silvers
R. J. Reynoldi

Schick

Gale Storm
Nestle alt sust

Victor Borge Show

Bat Masterson
p. Lorlllard

77 Sunset Strip
Have Gun, Will

Travel
Whltehill
alt Lerer

3t Hr this Is Your Life rou Bet Your Life

77 Sunset Strip

I Carbon, Ford

Music From
Manhattan

Manhattan Shirt

John Daly Ne'

Lorlllard'

Show of Month

(9:30-11; 11/13)

)ohn Daly News

fe. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Mce of Firestone: Mu-L

>gon Train: W-F

\ke WaUace: I-L

';anted-Dead or Alive: W-l

(jdnesday Fights: Sp-L

iwrence Welk: Mu-L

bat's My Line: Q-L

1 Wynn: Sc-F

u Asked For It: M-F

1u Bet Your Life: Q-L

retta Young: Dr-F

15.000

39,000

45,000'"

17,500

32,000

46,000

24,000

51,750

42,500

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

U.S. Steel, BBDO

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Ford, JWT; National Biscuit, Mc-E

Philip Morris, Ayer

Brown & Wmson, Bates

Brown & Wmson, Bates; Miles, Wade

Dodge, Grant

Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-

L&M; Bulova, Mc-E

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

Lever, JWT; Toni, North

P&G, B&B

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L

Zorro: A-F

42,500

37,000

SPONSORS J •4D AGENCIES

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up. JWT

Specials and Spectacularst

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

All Star Jazz Show: Mu-L $200,000 Timex, Peck—11/10

Victor Borge Show: V-L 290,000 Pontlac, MacM, J & A—11/29

DuPont Show of the Month:
Dr-L

275,000 DuPont, BBDO— 10/28, 11/13

* Hallmark Hall of Fame:
Dr-L

275,000 Hallmark, F.C&B—11/20

Bob Hope Show: C-L 320,000 Buick, McC-E-11/21

Shirley Temple's Storybook:
Dr-F

170,000 Nat'l Dairy, Ayer; Hill Bros., Ayer;

J. H. Breck, Ayer—10/27, 11/12

I NOTE: figures cover talent, production, rlehts, etc., but not time. Cost figure!



Thi$ it another in our series about euccessful people in advertising. Peters. Griffin, Woodward. Inc. Spot Television
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IR. SPREADTHINLY

, , . whose national advertising was spread so thinly that it frequently disap-

peared where the people got deep. And so did his sales.

When he tried Spot Television, however, he learned that big potential is a step-

ping stone to bigger sales, and that was what he wanted.

Let us send you a copy of "A LOCAL AFFAIR" which will show you how power-

ful Spot Television is on the local scene, where your sales are made—or lost.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N.Y.C.

^^ mm mm m

WEST
KBOI-TV Boise

KBTV Denver

KGMB-TV Honolulu

KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

KTLA Los Angeles

KRON-TV San Francisco

KIROTV Seattle-Tacoma

m mm m m m^mmmm
EAST #

MIDWEST WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC
WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 NBC
WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC
WDSM-TV Duluth-Superlor NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC

2 CBS WDAY-TV Fargo NBC-ABC WJIM-TV Lansing 6 CBS

9 ABC KMBC-TV Kansas City ABC WPIX New York 11 IND

9 CBS WISC-TV Madison, Wis. CBS KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 CBS
WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul CBS WROC-TV Rochester 5 NBC

5 IND
WMBD-TV Peoria 31 CBS

4 NBC SOUTHEAST
7 CBS

SOUTHWEST WLOS-TV Asheville, Green-
KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS ville, Spartanburg 13 ABC
KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC WCSC-TV Charleston, S C. 5 CBS
WBAP-TV Fort Wortti-Dallas 5 NBC WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. 10 NBC
KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WSVA-TV

WFGA-TV

WTVJ

WDBJ-TV

Harrisonburg

Jacksonville

Miami

Roanoke

Va. 3 ALL

12 NBC
4 CBS

7 CBS

=Peters,Griffi]?
Spot Televi

INC.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since J 922
^

CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • DALLAS • FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO i

,

.

***»»^*' *""•-
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DAYTIME C O P A i

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
feet

For Love or Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi
u.t

Look Up Or Liv* Play Your Hunch

Treasure Hunt
Ponds

alt Lever

P&Q alt

Play Your Hunch
Treasure Hunt

il. Culver alt Dow

Frlgidalre alt sust

The U.N. in

Action
Day In Court
Minn. Mining

Arthur Godfrey
SUndard Brands

Standard Brands

Price Is Right
Urer Bro.

Sterling

Day In Court
Reeeh-Nut. Life
•Savers. Gillette

Arthur Godfrey
Pharmaceuticals

Llbby alt RoMSon

Price Is Right
Uvcr alt Sunshine

Stand Brand.

D;

Bishop Pike Camera Three
ntt

>eter Lind Hayes
Gillette Co.

Top Dollar
Oolcite

Concentration
Armour alt Lever

Peter Lind Hayes
Amana Befrlg.

Top Dollar
Frigldalre all sust Pete

U.

College News >eter Lind Hayes
Gen Foods

Love of Life
lUit

Amer. Home Prod
alt sust

Tic Tac Dough
Ponds alt

Dow

P&G

Peter Lind Hayes

Armour & Co.

General Foods

Love of Lite
Quaker alt Llbby Tic Tac Dough

Stand Brand.

P&G

Pete

Amer^^^Home

Johns Hopkins
File 7

Face the Nation Mother's Day

lohnson & Johnson

Search tor

Tomorrow
PAG

It Could Be You

Ponds alt P&O

Mother's Day
Beech -Nut

Lever
Seeman Bros.

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be Yo.

Al. Culver alt susi U

ust Guiding Light
P&O

Guiding Light

Open Hearing
Football Preview

Carter

Liberace

'

Gen Foods
'

No net service
Close-Up

co-op

Liberace
Armour & Co.

Minn. Mining

No net service Close-Up

News (1:25-1:30) News
(1:25-1:30) sust

Pro Football
Catholic Hour

Eternal Light

TEA
As the World

Turns
P&O

Sterling alt

Carnation

Howard Miller
co-op

TBA
As the World

Turns
P&G Howard Miller

Sterling alt

Miles

Mr. Wizard
Chance For
Romance
Gen Foods
Amer Home

immy Dean Show
Truth or

Consequences

Chance For

Bristol-Myers

jimmy Dean Show
Llbby alt sust

Miles

Truth or

Consequences

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands
*U Lnar

Standard Brand.
Van Oamn

Haggis Baggis
.u.t

Art Linkletter
Swift

alt Tom
Kellogg

Haggis Bagg.s

Al. Culver

alt sustMenthol alt sust

Beat The Clock
Gen Foods

'%l'^"
Today Is Ours Beat The Clock

Beech-Nut
Cheesbrough-Ponds

Big Payoff
Today Is Ours
P&G alt Nabi^ci

Be

Sterling sust

Roller Derby
•ust

Who Do You
Trust?

General Foods

Verdict Is Yours
Stuid Bmdt
BrlitoI-KIrer.

=rom These Root: Who Do You
Trust?

Johnson & Johnson

Verdict Is Yours
Gen Mills From These Root

P&G

American
Bandstand
Euteo.
Lever

Brighter^ Day Queen^for^a Da,

alt lu.t

P&G

American
Bandstand
Welsh

Lever. Vick

Brighter Day
P&G Oueen for a Day

Standard Brands

P&G
Roller Derby Secret Storm

Gen Mill.
Secret Storm

Amer Home Prod

Bowling Stars
American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
County Fair

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G

SlerlinB alt Miles

County Fair

Dovv alt .u-t

Network News

Paul Winchell
Uariz Mtn. Prod.

General Mill.

Great Ca.me of
Politics

Omnibus
tr.G alt uks)

Aluminium Ltd.

American
Bandstand

American
Bandstand

Lone P.anger
Ow Mllli

Cracker .lack

Iriginal Amateur IBC Kaleidoscope
Mickey Mouse

Club
Sweets.

Bristol-Jlyers

Walt Disney's
Adventure Time

P&G. Mars Jl.

H'OW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (44, 45)

includes regularly scheduled programing 25 Oct. to

21 Nov., inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled propro- »

I



G R A P 25 OCT. -21 NOV

INESDAY
li

NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

\

Dough Re Mi For Love or

Money
Dough Re Mi For Love or

Money
Dough Re Mi

Oaptain Kangaroo Howdy Dood' '

BakUig'
jMentholatum Armour

unch
Treasure Hunt
Heinz alt Brlllo

Com Prod
alt p*a

Play Your Hunch

S^ alt sust

Treasure Hunt
Pillsbury alt

Frlgldalre

P&G

Play Your Hunch
Swift alt sust

Lever alt Gerber

Gen Foods
alt Ponds

Sterling

Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods alt

Colgate

Ruff & Reddi !

Gen Foods
alt Mars

rey Price Is Right
Frlgldalre

Sterling

Sandura alt

Pillsbury

Day In Court
Arthur Godfrey

sust alt

Stand Brands

Price Is Right
Al. Culver

«U Lever Brot

liles alt Menthol

Day In Court
Bristol-Myers

Arthur Godfrey
^ver alt Com Prod

Stand Brands

Gen Mills

Uncle Al Show
(11-12)

National Biscuit

Heckle & leckle Furv
Borden

h
Heinz alt Miles

abisco alt Armour

>eter Lind Hayes
Nestle

Chesebrough-Ponds

Top Dollar
tulgate

Concentration
lllsbury alt Lever

Heinz alt sust

Peter Lind Hayes
Minn. Mining Top Dollar

Colgate

Concentration

Uncle Al Show Robin Hood
Circus Boy I

Mar. alt

•rod

Tic T.1C Dough
Heinz

alt Pillsbury

P&G

>eter Lind Hayes
Amer Home
Gen Foods

Love of Life
Scott

Amer Home

Tic Tac Dough
Al. Culver
alt Heinz

P&G

Peter Lind Hayes

Beech-Nut

Love of Life
AtlantU

Tic Tac Dough
Gen Mills alt

P&G

True Story

8t«Ufig Drug '

sr

Whitehall alt

Com Prod
alt Brillo

Mother's Day

Reynolds Metals

Tomorrow
P&G

t Could Be You
liles alt Pillsbury

Mother's Day

Nestle
'

Bristol-Myers

Tomorrow
P&G

Stand Brands

P&G
alt Com Prod

Detective Diar
StM-Ilnc Drof

Guiding Light
P&G

Guiding Light
P&G

Wuit

Close-Up
Liberace

Gen Foods

No net service
Close-Up

Liberace

Gen Foods

No net service
Close-Up No net servic*

News
(1:25-1:30) tuat

News
(1:25-1:30) luit)

Ibby

Howard Miller TBA

As the World
Turns
P&G

Howard Miller
Turns
P&G Howard Miller

Pro-Football
No net servict

Swift

alt Sterling
PUl.bury

r Truth or

Consequences

Chance For

Fohnson & .Tohnson

limmy Dean Show
Lever alt

Van Camp

alt Lever

Truth or

Alberto Culver

Chance For

Romance
Gen Foods

Jimmy Dean Show
Kodak alt sust

Gerber

Truth or

Consequences No net servict

ler
Haggis Baggis

Biillo alt sust

Art Linkletter
Kellogg Haggis^Baggis

Art Linkletter

Staley

Haggis Baggis

'

1

Todavl^Our,

Heinz alt

Sterling

Beat The Clock
Gen Poods Big Payoff

lUft

Today Is Ours
P&G alt Armour

Beat The Clock
Gen Poods

Seeman Bros.

Big Payoff
Today Is Ours

P&G
Sterling alt sust

NCAA Football
Games

Bayuk Cigars

r rom These Roots
P&G alt lust

Frlgldalre alt

Who Do You
Trust?

Amana Befrig.

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt Scott

Libby

From These Root Who Do You
Trust?

Gen Foods

Verdict Is Yours
Gen Mills alt

Atlantis

Gen MllU
alt Lever

From These Root (U .ponsorshlp)

L
Queen tor a Day
Com Prod alt

Pillsbury

P&G

American
Bandstand

tt'elch Grape Juice

Brighter Day Queen for a Day
Al. Culver

alt Miles

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mllli

5th Ave. Candy

Brighter Day Queen for a Day
Whitehall alt

Corn Prod.

P&G
Secret Storm Secret Storm

Amer Home Prod

alt Gen Mills

i

County Fair
Frlgldalre

alt Gen Mills

American
Bandstand

5th Ave. Candy

Edge of Night

Pillsbury

County Fair
Nabisco alt American

Bandstand

Edge of Night

't:^"
^'"*^»lt^'*'"°

Sterling
Sandura alt Lever Lever alt sust

1

Tales of the
Texas Rangers

Sweets Co.

American
Bandstand

All-Star Golf
Miller Brew

Reynolds Metal

Walt Disney's
Adventure Time

Mars, Miles

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mill.

All-Star Golf Lone Ranger

Gen Mills

1

ti

I

grams not

a.m., Mond
News Speck

Whitehall)
;

participating

a.m., Monda

listed are:

ly-Friday, pa

il, CBS, Sun

Today, NBC
; Netvs CBS

y-Friday.

Tonight, NBC

rticipating sp
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7:00-9:00 a
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:, 11:15 p.

onsorship
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m.-l:00
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a
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programs. A

ther with sho

42.

cipating spon

fluctuate,
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Iphabetical in

w costs, spon
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are
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Oysters Remind You:
. that Tidewater, Va., topsail metro county areas in the

southeast except Atlanta and Miami.

... and that TIDtll/ U/ilm is a better way to
spell it . . . and the best way to sell it. For

WTAR-TV is the greatest marketing force in

this great and growing market.

WTAR-TV

TIDEWATER, VA. is what Virginians
call the Norfolk-Newport News market.
Listing by the Government as separate
metro county areas obscures true size.
Actually, this is one continuous urban
area . . . larger than Louisville in popula-
tion, and richer than Richmond plus
Roanoke plus Lynchburg in retail sales!

CHANNEL 3 • NORFOLK
Greatest Marketing Force in Virginia's Greatest Market

lent and General Manager-Campbell Arnoux . Vice President for Sales-Robert M. Lambe • V

Represented by Edward Retry & Company, Inc.

President for Operatior

1 NOVEMBER 1958



National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

24-hour service to the Suncoasi

ViSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Southcisfcrn: )AMES S. AYERS

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in k'xhI company wlicn

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGX's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, lUINOIS

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, is initiating a campaign in scat-

tered markets to promote its Coco Puffs. The schedules start this

month for five weeks. Minutes during daytime slots are being

scheduled. Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Roy

Terzi; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

Saiada-Shirriff-Horsey, Salada Div., Boston, is preparing a cam-

paign for major markets for its Salada Tea. The schedules start this

month, run for eight weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s during both day-

time and nighttime segments are being used; frequency varies from

market to market. The buyer is Fred Spruytenburg; the agency is

Sullivan. Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles, New York.

J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, is going into top markets for its

Folger's Coffee. The campaign runs for six weeks; day and night-

time chainbreaks and nighttime I.D.'s are being scheduled. Fre-

quencies vary from market to market. The buyer is Al Randall; the

agency is Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is entering various markets

with Ivory Liquid detergent. The schedules start this month, run

through the P&G contract year. Day and night minutes and night

chainbreaks are being slotted; frequency varies from market to

market. The buyer is Chez Craster; the agency is Compton Adver-

tising, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
General Cigar Co., New York, is placing announcements in top

markets throughout the country for its White Owl Cigars. The cam-

paign starts this month, runs for six weeks. Minutes and chain-

breaks during daytime segments are being scheduled; frequency de-

pends upon the market. The buyer is Tom Viscardi; the agency is

Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York, is entering various markets

to promote its Vaseline hair tonic. The campaign runs for six weeks;

minutes during daytime and nighttime periods are being aired. Fre-

quencies vary from market to market. The buyer is Enid Cohen:

the agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Ward Baking Co., New York, is starting schedules in various mar-

kets for its Tip-Top breads and cakes. The four-week campaign

starts this month. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime slots

are being slotted. Frequency depends upon the market. Thebu\ei?

are Arthur Karlan and Mario Kircher; the agency is J. Waller

Thompson Co., New York.
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f
IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevada)

"BEELINEf-»'°

This group of mountain-ringed radio

stations, purchased as a unit, dehvers

more radio homes than any combina-

tion of competitive stations ... at by

far the lowest cost-per-thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)
Beeline stations lead in program-

ming, too. In news programs, for ex-

ample, Beeline stations lead in their

individual markets with locally pro-

duced shows. Beeline radio news

editors coordinate closely with Mc-

Clatchy newspapers to bring listeners

complete up-to-the-minute coverage.

/UicClotoCof )
K0H4> RENO

KFBK O SACRAMENTO

l^fiOOidCOLStAJM KBEE o MODESTO

KWIJO FRESNO.

Co^Ki|baAt>i|

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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As the Negro market changes, SPONSOR ASKS;

How is Negro radio faring in yof

\^ itii changes in Negro popula-

tion, employment an<l purchasing

power, three stations report the

status of Negro radio in the South.

Dick Miller, pn-.i<l<-'>t. KM.W. St. Louis

First of all I would like to make it clear

that ill such progressive, high-income

areas as St. Louis, the term "Negro

market" is becoming more and more

of a misnomer every year. Years ago

the Negro people may have had cus-

Iniiis. ideas, attitudes which were apart

National

advertisers are

learning what

it can do

and perhaps more provincial then that

of the white people but this is scarcely

true any longer. Today, more and

more Negroes are able to secure skilled.

highly paid jobs. They are less segre-

gated. They mix with white people in

their jobs and in public places. And
they are exposed every day to cosmo-

politan national culture and beliefs via

radio, television and motion pictures.

The Negro market is expanding in

two directions. Negro population and

households are growing at a faster rate

than the rest of the nation. So is per

capita income. The rise in Negro well-

being is truly astounding. Per capita

income has tripled since lu-forc llic war.

And this is true particular Is in Si.

Louis. Our market is liighlv uiiioni/cd.

Wages are high, and Negro workers

are paid on par. As a result, the stand-

ard of living is extremely high.

KXLW's programing reflects the

sophistication, educational level and

social advancement of the St. Louis

Negro people. Wild, raucous rock and

roll is not a staple of our programing

diet. Instead, we favor such artists a^

Sarah Vaughn, Billy Eckstein and

entertainers of any race who |)erform

in this tradition.

Mut bexond ans doubt. Negro radio

in St. Louis is by far and awa\ the

best means to reach the high buying

power Negro consumer. The Negro,

sophisticated as he has become, can

still be reached by media, especially

radio, which caters to his tastes and

interests. And KXLW does just this.

KXLW constantly has public service

projects specifically aimed at benefit-

ting the Negro community. It makes

constant effort to give St. Louis Ne-

groes the kind of high class entertain-

ment they want. And we have three

highly-knowledgeable Negro d.j.s who

not only know how to sell their own

personalities, but their clients' products

with ability and understanding.

One of the features of old-time Ne-

gro radio we never want to drop is

that, traditionally. Negro d.j.s main-

tain closer rapport with their listeners.

Our people look upon them as personal

friends. Through public appearances

stories, record hops and the like they

have won affection and loyalty. Their

listeners buy everything they se'l.

And, astute national advertisers are

learning this more and more each year.

Gene Tibbett, exec, vice pres. & .«p/i.

mgr., WRMA, Montgomery

Negro radio in Montgomery, and

more specifically WRMA, is very good.

Our business and our ratings are up.

This, of course, didn't just happen. It

has been a constant process of educat-

ing the public on this type of opera-

tion. The listeners and the national ad-

ized the intense loyalty of this audi-

ence in buying sponsors' products. Our

local business is up over last year, par-

ticularly due to the fact that we have

educated Montgomery advertisers on

how to use Negro radio.

We have gradually elevated the ap-

peal of WRMA to a mass audience

medium. In addition to segments of

religious music, rhythm and blues and

pop, we carry programs especially de-

signed for the housewife. We have

kiddie programs and fairy tales. For

the first time in the history of the state,

we are carrying the complete play-by-

play football schedule of Alabama

State College, both home and away.

(This is a Montgomery Negro Col-

lege.) This entire series is sponsored

by one of the market's leading furni-

ture stores, and the response has been

terrific.

WRMA is promoted extensively via

taxi signs, theatre announcements,

newspaper stories, and perhaps above

all, the personal appearances of our

deejays through the coverage area. In

addition WRMA sponsors a softball

team that bears its name, plus a box-

ing team and a basketball five.

In short, Negro radio is fari*ig very

well in Montgomery. Eusiness is up,

ratings are up for WRMA, mainly

because we are not content to sit back

and rely on gimmicks and the novelty

of the station, but on good, solid pro-

vertisers ( who generally buy tv rat-

ings) caught on early. The local ad-

vertisers took longer.

Our national business has jumped,

not only because national advertisers

were aware of the large audience

WRMA delivers, but because they real-

Stan Raymond,
.4tl

Froi

WAOK,

what I hear, radio is faring

well; and Negro radio, as far as

WAOK is concerned, is doing extreme-

ly well. Negro radio in general is do-

ing very well, too.

There are good and numerous rea- i

sons for this. Negroes have more men-

1

ey to spend than ever before. Their in-

tense desires for the material things .

they have always longed for are now

becoming a reality with this added pur-

chasing power. Many, many clients

I including blue-chip national advertis-

ers! have realized this and have in-
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Iiarket?

eluded coverage to reach this vast Ne-

gro market in their regular advertising

budget. Locally, many retail outlets

have actually said that they cannot do

without advertising on Negro stations.

More than 85% of our first year's ad-

vertisers are still with us with in-

creased schedules.

I Bound to have

III i^ht future

Main national advertisers seem to

feel that tlie\ are reaching Negroes

effectiveK through general purpose me-

dia. Admittedly such advertisers do

reach some Negroes, particularly

among the minority of Negroes in the

middle and upper strata. But such cir-

( ulation is of minor importance in the

\egro market as a whole. National

advertisers must remember that Negro

radio is a mass medium unto itself. It

is selective only in the sense that it

pinpoints a large and identifiable mar-

ket segment. The mass market adver-

tiser who overlooks Negro radio is

missing some very obvious potential.

To put it bluntly, he is missing a very

important marketing boat.

Business on WAOK is faring very

well because we take an active interest

ill our listeners. The Negro has a justi-

fied faith in the people on the station

and a loyalty not found in other media.

Many national accounts have recog-

nized this in recent years, and with

e\ery passing day another account

finds its way to Negro radio.

The future is bright; brighter than

ever for Negro program stations, for

more and more agencies and clients

themselves realize they must reach the

whole market of a metropolitan city.

They have come to undertsand that

the product that is advertised to the

Negro has a definite advantage in the

increasing competition for sales and
supermarket shelf space. ^

SEPTEMBER, 1958, PULSE SAYS:

KLZ-RADIO

HAS AS MANY

FIRST-RATED PERIODS

AS ALL OTHER

DENVER STATIONS

COMBINED!

AU WEEK LONG!

tmA KLZ dmmamlup

CALL YOUR KATZ MAN OR LEE FONDREN, DENVER

RADIO
DENVER'S

PERSONALITY

STATION KLZ
CBS for the Rocky Mountain Area

560 Kc
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i was Boot Hill for Paladin

and Marshal Matt Dillon

the night of September 27

\\

•^i
?,-UW a' Ai.g'i

It takes pretty rugged programming
to drop those two fellahs in their tracks,

but that's exactly what WOOD-TV did on

the night of September 27, 1958. WOOD-
TV scheduled MGM's "Boom Town". Gable,

with able suppoi-t of Tracy and Colbert,

upstaged the punslingers but good.

WOOD-TV has glommed onto the Para-

mount, Warner Bros, and the Lion's share

of the MGM package. And to celebrate, we
ran a humdinger of a film festival on

September 27— "Boom Town", "Road To
Morocco" and "To Have And Have Not"

from 9 P.M. until everyone just plumb

dropped in their tracks.

Coincidental checking* from 9:00 to 10:30

P.M. awarded "Boom Town" 487f of the

audience— a higher share than any other

station in the area

—

including the one

carrying the usually top-audience oaters.

Features from Warner Bros., MGM and

Paramount are scheduled on a daily basis

for wood-TV's channel 8 Theatre (10:4.5

P.M. Monday thru Friday; 11:15 P.M.

Saturday and Sunday) and on Channel 8

Matinee (1:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday).

Put your spot minutes in Western Micl

igan on the only station that has the tc

features— the only station that delive

top audience on its movies 52 weeks i

the year.

Katz will sell you a schedule right no

that will satisfy you— call them.

WOOD-TV is first— morning, noon, nigh

Monday through Sunday— May '58 AF
Grand Rapids

WOOD-AM is first— morning, noon, nigh

Monday through Sunday— April '58 Pul:

Grand Rapids

Conducted by Western Union in Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Lansing. 9:00 to 10:30 P.

Result— WOOD-TV, 48% share, WKZO-TV, 41% share, WJIM-TV, 11% share.

WOOD AM
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC.



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
I NOVEMBER 1958

Cwyrlght IMS

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INa

A spree of v.p. elections and top level hirings and promotions among gyndi-

cators are pointing up the industry's biggest boom in years.

The formation of ITC, in addition to waving former TPA and ITC men ahead, also

resulted in raids on competitors and stations for experienced men. (For story of Arrow Pro-

ductions, see FILM WRAP-UP, page 68.)

Screen Gems has a new syndication sales v.p., two new programing posts and has upped

its advertising and publicity chiefs.

Smaller syndicators—movie companies like UA and MGM and independents such as Gross-

Krasne-Sillerman—are flurrying with the most aggressive and optimistic activity in years.

There'll undoubtedly be a second wave of appointments and promotions in coming

weeks as the open desks are refilled.

There's quite a difference in the tax implications of the sales to stations of the

MGM and Paramount product.

MGM sold its negatives to stations, which can amortize payments over several years, giv-

ing MGM a capital gains position on taxes.

MCA rented the features to stations and with its $50 million obligation to Paramount,

will, it is estimated, have to gross $70 million just to break even over bank costs, prints, sell-

ing and servicing. Then MCA will probably have to pay as high as 50% of what it makes

to the government.

Look for literary names to come in next as hosts of dramatic series, instead

of the actors that now do the job.

Several famous literary figures are already being courted by a producer preparing a

package of "prize" stories.

The ratings success of Conoco's re-runs of Whirlybirds resulted in an unusual

third year renewal pact calling for production of only 13 new episodes.

In its 58 markets, the regional oil sponsor found that re-runs scored an over-all average of

24.8—which was actually 11% ahead of 22.2 earned by first runs a few months before.

Here are the average ratings of Whirlybirds first runs and re-runs in Conoco's 17 mar-

kets among the top thirty cities:

Average ARB Rating Average ARB Rating

City Re-run First Run City Re-run First Run

Atlanta 15.5 22.7 Miami 23.0 24.6

Boston 26.1 18.4 Milwaukee 33.9 21.6

Buffalo 26.8 18.2 New Orleans 25.0 26.6

Cleveland 8.2 10.8 Philadelphia 13.9 11.8

Chicago 10.0 10.1 Pittsburgh 31.2 27.6

Dallas-Ft. Worth 11.5 9.8 San Francisco 17.3 15.0

Denver 32.9 29.9 Seattle 22.3 23.0

Detroit 9.1 8.2 Washington 7.1 5.3

Los Angeles 13.6 11.3

(For other film developments see FILM WRAP-UP, page 68.)
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Key trends and developments
|

in marketing and research

•PONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

MARKETING WEEK
NOVEMBER 1958

How many radio sets are there in public places? Nobody really knows.

c.»yri|iit UM One effort to find out will be made by RAB shortly. The promotion group will
(OR PUBLiCATIONft INC _

•'

. .

make a test study in one market to get some general ideas on set circulation in public

places. The study will also test ways and means of getting such information economically and

with maximum accuracy.

Most common figure currently used for public place sets is 10 million. This

figure has been in use unchanged for years. It was originally an educated guess and

is certainly outdated now.

There is no continuing measurement of listening to radio in public places but the

Hooper people do occasional studies.

Telephone coincidental surveys taken last spring in Dallas and Philadelphia shows the

following:

• Of the sample of stores taken from the yellow pages, 64% had radios in the Dallas

market and 78% had radios in Philadelphia.

• Daytime sets-in-use (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) average 38.5% in Dallas, 44.1% in Phila-

delphia, i

^ I
The next great marketing advance will be marked by the contributions of crea-

tive mathematics.

So predicts Edwin T. Gibson, board chairman of Market Research Corp. of America.

Gibson spoke 28 October before the National-American Wholesale Grocers Assn. executive

conference in Williamsburg, Va.

The MRCA head made the traditional disclaimer that formulas will not usurp manage-

ment functions. But he also made clear that he was talking of more than mere ex-

tension of current applications for statistics or computers.

"Mathematics," Gibson said, "can be profitably applied in almost every stage of operations.

In the logistics of warehousing, for example; in competitive pricing; in finding the opti-

mum level of promotional expenditures, based on competitive activity; and in de-

termining how to allocate marketing efforts most profitably among a company's various lines

and divisions."

MRCA's Gibson gave the wholesale grocers the first glimpse of results from tlis

massive National Household Menu Study, which his firm conducted in cooperation with

General Foods, General Mills, Pillsbury and Campbell.

Here are some of the findings:

• About 28% of housewives spend less than half an hour preparing evening meals, 35%
spend between half an hour and an hour and 37% spend more than an hour.

• Nearly 90% of U.S. families serve snacks during a two-week period.

• The average housewife exhausts about 45% of her menu repertory in a week, about

60% in two weeks.

• The 300 servings made during a two-wesk period represent about 60 different dishes.

"And probably fewer than 10 of these dishes may account for more than half of

the 300 servings."

Are advertisers overlooking love? A Schwerin study covering a representative group of

3.50 commercials showed only 6% with clear-cut romantic situations.

The study also showed that commercials with romantic situations scored better than

average in Schwerin's effectiveness measure.
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IVhat's happening in U, S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
I NOVEMBER 1958

Copyright IS58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

The broadcasting industry can hardly escape past next year without deep

changes in its operating methods. The changes, in all likelihood, will be dictated

by the FCC.

A case now in the Supreme Court could conceivably remove some of the pressure against

the industry. This is the Justice Department suit against RCA-NBC involving the Cleveland-

Philadelphia station sale-trade with Westinghouse.

Main point involved in this case is whether FCC approval insulates a broadcaster from

Justice Department suits. The FCC and Justice contended that Justice and not FCC is the ex-

pert agency on antitrust matters. NBC-RCA argued that the sale-trade had been approved by

the FCC and therefore could not be challenged by Justice. The Philadelphia court ruled in

favor of that position.

Justice appealed to the Supreme Court, and the ruling may do much to clarify the situ-

ation. If the Supreme Court upholds the lower court, then Justice will be reduced to an
advisory body to the FCC in such cases.

This is of tremendous importance in the overall picture. The FCC is currently consider-

ing the sweeping Barrow Report recommendations covering a long list of TV practices. Jus-

tice has conducted extensive probes on the same matters and is only waiting FCC disposition

before deciding whether to sue on antitrust grounds.

If the Supreme Court decision gives the FCC full sway in the field, many of the Justice

guns would be spiked. In addition, the FCC's own decisions need not be influenced by

over-the-shoulder looks at what Justice might do later on the same matters. If the decision goes

the other way, the dikes are gone and run for the hills.

Justice is ready to move on such diverse matters as network option time, must-buy, alleged

talent monopolies, and even considers moves against network production of programs. Affilia-

tion and program distribution practices would eventually come under the microscope. All of

this if Justice gets the green light from the Supreme Court.

The possibility that the Supreme Court may take the Justice Department wholly or par-

tially out of the picture may not be relied upon to cure all headaches.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court slaps a second tv case back at the FCC, for

reconsideration in light of allegations before the Harris House Commerce Legis-

lative Oversight subcommittee. This time, the Orlando, Fla., channel 9 case.

The FCC had already announced it was reconsidering on this one.

This makes four such cases returned to the FCC by courts. It adds up to the fact that the

FCC will be reconsidering a great number of its deintermixture actions, as well as awards of

some of the most valuable tv channels. This will not make for stability in the industry.

In still another area, upheaval will be felt: That is, programing.

Some time ago, the FCC held up renewal of licenses of Atlanta independent radio sta-

tions. It designated for hearing renewal for a Newport News, Va., radio station.

The commissioners haven't made up their minds as to their powers to interfere in the

field of programing, or whether they really want to do it. But there are heavy pressures on

them to take action.

One Commissioner told SPONSOR that it would be unnecessary to cancel licenses. The

FCC need merely entertain new applications, and thereafter weigh the promises of the new

applicants against the actual performance of the old.
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A round-up of trade uJJcs,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
NOVEMBER 1958

Madison Avenue showmen feel sure that the quiz will remain a staple item in tv,

copyright i»ss despite the uproar over some of the big giveaways.

But they see this change: Less emphasis on the loot and more on formats which in-

vigorate the fun of rivalry.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

One reason Whitehall has such exceptional flexibility in moving in and out of tv

is the fact that its ad budget is pegged to a monthly sales figure.

Hence its ability to take advantage of buying opportunities—such as this week's move for

partial sponsorship of election returns and two-thirds of Colt 45 alternate weeks
on ABC TV.

CBS TV is having a tough time clearing stations for the weekly participation

that Texaco would like on the Doug Edwards show.

The reason is obvious: Many of the affiliates have news shows preceding Edwards
which are sponsored by gasolines—Esso, for instance— on a year-in-and-year-out basis,

and they guard these blue-chips like gold.

Veteran agency publicists note a marked change this season in newspaper tv

reviews across the country.

Timidity about what the advertiser might think has been abandoned, and net-

work programs are roasted with all the relish of a guy who no longer has to keep one

eye cocked on the business office.

ABC TV is girding itself to go after a bigger share of the $50 million that's

being spent for sports in network tv.

First step in this direction:

Hiring a sports consultant (Ed Shurick) to snag events that have escaped ABC TV's

competitors.

Second step: Landing the rights to the Blue Grass and Aluminum Bowl games.

NBC TV's bitter flareup at ABC TV over the competitive use of Trendex's

October ratings recalled to trade veterans a time and clime when the networks went after

each other in a mood more satiric than vitriolic.

A classic example:

The ad CBS ran back in the '30s kidding NBC about mixing its ^'red and blue

shirttails"—a reference to NBC's switch of some of its billings on the Blue to the Red

Network so that the latter's monthly totals would come out slightly ahead of CBS.

The buying shenanigans of a media executive for one of the soap giants is be-

ginning to rile the reps.

For instance, this week he inquired about Alaskan markets with this warning: "We're

not going to take them at card rate.''

When the rep winced, the media man retorted: "If I can cook up a deal, you can't

blame me for doing it."

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958
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Kellogg's :^
covers the

"

Pacific

Northwest

Kellogg's knows kidults-and where to

reach them. All of Kellogg's national spot

programs are being seen exclusively

on the Crown Stations in the Pacific

Northwest. It's good business to look to

the Crown Stations. Most Pacific

Northwest viewers do.

THE CR©WN STATIONS of the Pacific Northwest
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SI'ONXIi;: MmuiN \nut AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: .\lurra\ \ out. a local auto dealer in

Salinas. California had not been using television for quite

some time. In 1957 the firm, in business for over 30 years,

switched its grant to English Fords and Studebakers and its

budget to television. The car dealer purchased full sponsor-

ship of two sports programs on KSBW-TV, Salinas-Monterey,

Calif., immediately following Wednesday Night Fights on

ABC T\" and Friday night fights on NBC TV. In the follow-

ing 12 months Vout registered a 2T i gain in business,

despite a supposed general recession. With 95% of his

advertising budget devoted to television, Vout decided he

could not afford both sports programs he was sponsoring.

He cut his tv budget to accommodate just one sports pro-

gram and spread his budget among other media. One month

later Vout returned to KSBW-TV, unhappy with the results.

\^ ith renewed sponsorship of both programs, he said: "I

didn"t fully appreciate the impact of tv until I used other

media again. Then I realized it was the kev to mv success."

KSBW-TV. Salinas-Monterey Progiams

JEWELRY
SPONSOR: Zale's Jewelers AGENCY: Direct

Capsule ease history: Zale's Jewelers of Norfolk, Va., were

not widely recognized in the Tidewater area, although the,

are one of America's largest jewelers offering quality mer-

chandise at low prices. In early fall of this year they bought

a schedule of tv announcements to advertise their diamond

watches and diamonds. This is the only advertising Zale's

used. The filmed announcements were alternated each week.

After six one-minute messages, Zale's informed WAVY-TV

that they had sold $2,885 worth of watches. Since this was

the only advertising done in behalf of watches, it was easy

to trace the source of the sale directly to WAVY-TV. The

jewelers have had similar increases in jewel sales from other

spots on WAVY-TV. "This success is proof to us that reg-

ular advertising on your station is the way to bring our

wonderful values to the public," said Bruce Fink of Zale's.

"Your station will be our first consideration in any future

ad campaign |)lanned by Zale's Jewelers," he continued.

WAVY-TV, Norfolk Announcements

BUILDING SUPPLIES & LUMBER
SPONSOR: Flanders Lumber & Buildin;; AGENCY: Direct

Supply, Inc.

Capsule case history: Television has brought prosperity to

Flanders Lumber & Building Supply. Inc., Essex Junction,

Vt. Using a single late-night announcement, Tuesdays,

11:00 p.m., on WCAX-TV, Burlington, Flanders registered

the best January to May in the company's history, 25%

more than its best year. The company began its first tele-

vision campaign in May, 1957. The commercial used was

a live presentation by a local announcer that emphasized a

complete line of building service, including everything from

building plans to a single piece of lumber. By the end of

the summer, the once-weekly announcement was producing

such good results that Flanders placed 80% of its weekly ad

budget in television. Response to the increased schedule

changed the economics of the entire operation: in a year, the

company has added five hundred and forty square feet of

storage space for retail products and is now constructing

2.600 additional square feet. "It was WCAX-TV," said

W. D. Flanders, pres., "that made this success possible."

WCAX-TV, Burlington, \t. Announcements

DAIRY PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Gustafson's Dairy AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Gustafson's Dairy of Green Cove

Springs, Fla., milk producers and distributors, made their

first tv buy on WJXT-TV, Jacksonville, in February, 1952,

as a sponsor of a local live hunting-fishing program. Broth-

ers Ed and Noel Gustafson wanted to see if tv could build

their business at a faster pace. Switching all their advertis-

ing to tv, they studied the results carefully: over a six-year

period, steadily increasing their tv advertising as they went

along, the brothers increased their territory from five to 20

counties. Despite heavy competition from other distribu-

tors, sales growth exceeded many times the population

growth of Jacksonville, Orlando and surrounding counties.

Thoroughly convinced of the power of tv, they now sponsor ,

on alternate weeks the syndicated films State Trooper on

WJXT-TV and 26 Men on WDBO-TV in Orlando, plus a

hunting-fishing show. Ed Gustafson says: "We don't want

to be without television. It's responsible for our success."

WJXT-TV, Jacksonville Programs

I
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working

partners

I

FRANK HEADLEY, F

DWIGHT REED, Vice

FRANK PELLEGRIN,

PAULWEEKS, Vice P

On the surface many representative organizations appear the same.

It is when you go deep down within the structure of a firm that you find the

special power that enables an organization to consistantly come up with extra sales.

Here this plus selling factor consists of the group of Working Partners who

started H-R, and who are still charting the course of this firm, and a carefully selected

crew of sales-seasoned veterans who know how to navigate the channels

in which purchases of time are being made. It is this extra depth

of presentation experience and background that gives us X\ie power to

emerge with extra orders for our stations even when the going is rough.

1^
"We always send a man to do a man^s job*^

TtlEViSiON NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA

CHICAGO DALLAS HOUSTON

HOLLYWOOD DETROIT NEW ORLEANS
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ADVERTISERS

Shulton is spending more money
than ever for a pre-Christnias pro-

motion on air media.

\ ia spot radio, a heavy campaign
has been scheduled for 80 stations in

48 markets throughout the country.

Network-wise, its Old Spice will be
featured on Arthur Godfrey's weekday
morning show (CBS I.

Via network tv. Shuhon's schedule

includes these ABC TV shows: Donna
Reed, Peter Lind Hayes—Mary Healy,
and Dick Clark's American Bandstand.

Agency: Wesley Associates.

Campaigns

:

• Eureka \^'illiams Corp., of

Bloomington, 111., has switched from
door-to-door demonstrations of its

vacuum cleaners to 80-second and two-

minute tv spots. They will be shown
on a test market basis in Grand Rapids
and Kansas City. Agency: Earle Lud-
gin & Co., Chicago.

• Carnation Evaporated Milk's

"Can't Fail—5-minute Fudge"' will be

backed by a full promotion, including

tv spots on the Art Linkletter Show
(CBS TV) and syndicated shows in

special markets. Radio support in-

cludes the Linkletter show (CBS), Car-

nation Milk Time, on the Keystone net-

work, and regional programs.

• Alliance Manufacturing Co. of

Ohio plans a heavy tv saturation cam-

paign for four of its products via two

NBC TV shows

—

Tonight and Today.

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

, U,n1 payment on $.i million: wli.-n the three star- of n, \% NT\ Flm Network serio.

To Marry a Millionaire, hit Detroit on their nation-wide promotion tour, most natural recep-

tion was, of course, money. Aiding girls in their quest for coin are J. E. Campeau, president

CKLW-AM and TV and Art Gloster, public relations director. The girls, out for first million,

are Lori Nelson, Merry Anders and Barbara Eden. Series is produced by 20th Century Fox

The campaign will last through Christ

mas. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam

pie.

• The Dumas Milner Corp., for

its line of Pine-Sol, Perma Starch,

White Wave and Mystic Foam prod-

ucts has appropriated $1 million foi

tv campaign via the NTA network.

Dumas Milner will sponsor three an(

one-half hours of programing a week

on 115 NTA stations. Agency: Gordon

Best, Chicago.

or

\

Strictly personnel : Harold F. Dris-

coll has been appointed advertising

manager of Zenith Radio Corp. He
was formerly with Bell & Howell in

Chicago . . . George P. Butler,

named general sales administrator of

the Pabst Brewing Co. . . . Charles

Owen, Jr., to the sales promotion de-

partment and Robert Swanson, to

the advertising department of the Ohio

Oil Company.

Broadcasiinj; i^ bullish in Kai

cialK for KTVH a^<t. gen. mgr. Dale Larsen.

Each years he bu)s a bull at Wichita J

Livestock Auction. 1958 price: $34.50/cwt.

Rivals unite for United Fund. WCSHTV
and WGAN-TV join forces in Portland. Me.

to get local United Fund campaign under way

to a "spectacular'" start in Congress Square

i
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AGENCIES

The latest Schweriii study shows

that tv commercials don't take

sufficient advantage of the roman-
tic approach.

The research firm studied some 350

lepresentative commercials which
.howed:

• Almost three-fourths of them con-

tained no well-defined personal or so-

cial relationships.

• Only 6% of the entire group fea-

tured a clear-cut romantic situation.

• Commercials with romantic

situations stood well above aver-

age, whereas those using other types

of personal or social relationships fell

below average (with the average effec-

tiveness set at 100)

.

Merger: Long, SkoU & Shireman,
a new corporation in Milwaukee, with

Impact Advertising Agency. Offi-

cers: R. R. Long (formerly head of

Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap's radio/tv

and film department), president; Rich-

ard Shireman, executive v.p. and Mer-

celine Skoll, secretary-treasurer.

Agency appointments: Benrus

Watch Co., to Grey Advertising . . .

Brown & Williamson's du Maurier

cigarettes, from EWR&R to Ted Bates

. . . Chun-Wong, Inc., frozen foods, to

Compton, Los Angeles . . . W. F.

Schrafft & Sons Corp., candies and

chocolates, to Richard K. Manoflf,

Inc. . . . McGough Bakeries, makers of

Holsum Bread, to Robert Luckie &
Co., Birmingham . . . Terry Foods,

Inc., frozen meat products, to Olian

and Bronner, Inc., Chicago . . . Pfis-

ter Associated Growers, of Aurora, 111.,

to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodg-
son, Inc., Chicago . . . The Cadie

Chemical Co. to Wunderman, Ricot-

ta & Kline, Inc.

Thisa and Data: Clark M. Agnew,
president of the agency in his name.

and Neil O'Brien, of JWT have col-

laborated to dispell the distorted image

movies and popular novels give to tv

advertising in their soon to be pub-

lished book Tv Advertising (McGraw-
Hill).

Kudos: The International Advertis-

ing Film Festival in Venice has pre-

sented Gardner Advertising with

awards for two of its tv commercials—

-

Purina Dog Chow and Duncan Hines

Blueberry Pancake Mix.

Gardner, in St. Louis, has realigned

its tv-radio department, bringing these

changes: Beatrice Adams, v.p. and

tv-radio creative director, assigned to

special broadcast projects, including

experimental work on all accounts;

Dean Pennington, v.p., becomes di-

rector of tv-radio commercial depart-

ment; Ralph Pasek, assistant direc-

tor and commercial production man-
ager; John Gunter, to program di-

rector and business manager, tv-radio

department.

\^ hat well dressed newsman will wear . . . WSM-TV in Nashville, Miami Beach Strato-Sound is the promotional theme of WKAT,
Tenn. has found an attractive and utilitarian uniform for its newsmen: and demonstrating the point at the Food-0-Rama show is June

blue blazer wilh gold butt„n^ and ra^v-t..-nuii, . ..(Tlrial -lali,.n mMvm Gordon as Miss Strato-Sound. In addition, WKAT scheduled six

hours of remote broadcasts daily direct from the food show

-—..I uBiieve

Their first commercial: When station WJRT went on the air for the

first time on 12 October, the honor of presenting the first commercial

went to Yankee Stores as sponsor and Earl Baldwin as announcer. The
live commercial was aired both before and after Detroit Lions game
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More personnel news: Kicliard \^ •

Tully, v.p. and general nianajier of

Foote. Cone & Belding's Chicago ofiice,

named to the newly created post of

chairman of the national operations

committee, headquartered in New York

. . . INornian Gladney. to Calkins &
Holden as director of tv-radio and

member of the plans board . . . Fran-

cis L. Bria. v.p. and general manager

of the Carl Lawson Advertising Co."s

new Arizona office . . . Lucian R.

Bloom, to Ted Bates as assistant me-

dia supervisor . . . Sheila Sabath,

media director, Irving J. Rosenbloom

ii. Associates, Chicago . . . Frank
Chizzini, with NBC for 24 years, joins

TPI Ratings, Inc. (M. A. Wallach,

president) in charge of sales . . . Earl

Collings and John Wilson, to group

copy supervisors at Tatham-Laird, Chi-

cago . . . Mira Berman, p.r. director

at Levenson Bureau of Advertising . . .

Les Miller, to the staff of Broggi Ad-

vertising Agency . . . Marie Kachin-

ski, media director at Silton Brothers.

Callaway, Inc., Boston . . . Lois Sief-

fert, assistant to radio-tv director,

Feigenbaum & Werman Advertising,

Philadelphia.

-COVERED
NEBRASKA

NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN!

0ifte yj>e/^ IfleUiMtA

Let's face it. To do a TV job in Nebraska,

you start with an Omaha station. After

tliat, the only logical choice is KOLN-TV.

XCS No. 3 shows that Lincoln-Land is

a wliopping liig area. V.von if you throtv

out everything except those counties where

K()L\TV is the DOMINANT station,

KOLN-TV gives you almost as much buy-

ing potver as all of Nebraska west of the

area—5592 million as against $624 million!

So, Nebraska's "other big market" is

Lincoln-Land! Ask Avery-Knodcl for the

facts on KOLN-TV — the Official CBS
Outlet for South Central Nebraska and

Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV

Robert L. Garrison, a v.p. at Mac- '

Manus, John & Adams, elected to the

board of directors . . . Austin U'Al-

ton, to the account service staiT <if

McCann-Erickson, Chicago . . . Rob-

ert Bruno and John Curran. tinu-

buyers at Reach, McClinton . . . (Gor-

don Swartzfager, named as j)ulilic

relations account executive in the

Philadelphia office of EWR&R . . .

Robert Conroy, account executive
|

for the Plymouth division. Grant .

Harry AUeva, radio/tv production I

editor at William Warren, Jackson & I

Delaney Advertising, New York .

Barry Loughrane, account executive I

at the Rockmore Co., New York.

ASSOCIATIONS

Following closely on the heels of

McCann-Eriekson's Buick research

report, TvB sent members, this

week, a new sales pitch for going

after more automobile ad dollars

in tv.

It's a factual graph, in the form of

a "calculating wheel," dubbed "TvB

Power Steering Wheel," designed to

convince dealers and manufacturers

why tv is basic to their purposes

through research founded questions

and answers.

This wheel gives the answers for three

groups—dealers, car shoppers, and the

general public—about the advertising

impact and effectiveness of tv.

Here's an example Q. and A.:

Q. Which advertising made you

most interested in buying a new car?

A. Tv, 64% ; Magazines, 6% ; and

Newspapers, 20%.

Expanding: Seven new stations

joined the Broadcasters' Promotion

Association during September. They

include: WSB & WSB-TV, Atlanta;

WAVY & WAVY-TV, Portsmouth, Va,;

KIDO, Boise; WTAQ, La Grange, I

WIBC, Indianapolis; North Dakota

Broadcasting Co.; and WXEX-TV,
Richmond, Va.

This brings BPA's total membership

to 250.

Add to broadcaster's meet calendarf

Arizona Broadcasters Association^

Friday, 21 November, at the Pioneef

Hotel, Tucson.

They were elected :

Officers of the Columbus Radio-

Tv Executives Club: president,
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music is the universal

language of mankind.

GOOD MUSIC IS GOOD BUSINESS
In the Los Angeles market, KFAC delivers one of

the largest audiences, and one of the least dupli-

cated. KFAC advertisers discovered long ago*

that worth-while music produces worth-while

audiences at the lowest cost per thousand of any
Los Angeles radio station.

Twenty-four hours a day KFAC's distinctive and

*42 advertisers are in their second to eighteenth continuous

year of successful selling on KFAC.

varied musical format carries a full commercial

schedule to AM and FM homes simultaneously,

at one low cost.

To learn more about the selling ability of the two

KFACs in the rich Southern California /

market, ask your Boiling

Company man t

Wg J /-The Music Stations'
^^^^ €-/ AM and FM

24 HOURS DAILY . FROM PRUDENTIAL SQUARE . N G E L E S
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John Metzger, of Byer and Buwinan

Advertising: l^t v.p.. Dr. Richard
Mall, Peoples Broadcasting Corp.; 2nd
v.p., Harry Mohr, WTVN-TV; secre-

tary and 3rd v.p., Betty Dixon,
U BNS-TV: and treasurer, Jerry Kaye
Kretchmar, Don M. Casto Shopping

Center Promotion Agencv.

Officers of the Four A's Western
region: chairman, Norton W.
Mogge, of Atherton Mogge Privett,

Inc., Los Angeles; vice-chairman, John
Hoefer, Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown,

San Francisco; secretary-treasurer,

Robert Temple, of Raymond R. Mor-
gan Co.. Hollywood.

Officers of the Minnesota Broad-
casters Association: president, Jack
Thayer, of WDGY. Minneapolis-St.

Paul; 1st v.p.. Bob DeHaven, KYSM,
Mankato; 2nd v.p., Jim Hambacker,
KBUN, Brainerd; secretary-treasurer,

Sherm Headley, WCCO-TV, Minne-

apolis-St. Paul.

The new place of ITC among the
top four syndicators became clear

this week with the formation of

SWEET

Enjoy sweet sales success from the
Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

Arrow Productions to handle re-

runs only.

Alvin E. linger is administrative

manager and Stanley Levey is sales

manager. Area representatives are

Larry Stewart in southeast. Perry Wal-

ders in east, Coleman Scott in mid-

west, Spence Fennell in southwest and
Lon Boutin in the Pacific zone.

Although AAP passed into the control

of I A's United Artists Associated
arm through a $30 million stock pur-

chase, it's not regarded likely that any

administrative changes will occur at

once. The transfer involves 800 War-
ner Brothers pictures, three cartoon

packages and some 1,400 other film

shorts.

Expansion moves: NTA has opened

an office in Brussels at 262 Rue Royale,

headed by Leo Lax . . . Bernard
Schubert has been elected president

of Telestar Films . . . Entertainment

Plus, Inc. of Chicago enters the pro-

duction field with Jerry Tales, a series

of 65 minute programs.

Sales: CBS Films' Colonel Flack sold

to Pacific Gas and Electric Company
in San Francisco and six other Cali-

fornia markets . . . Ziv's Sea Hunt has

been renewed in 63 markets. Pacts in-

clude Standard Oil of California, Bris-

lol-Myers, Sun Oil, O'Keefe Brewing,

Carling Brewing, Des Moines Savings

and Loan Assn. and People's Gas of

Johnstown . . . NTA's Dream Package

has been sold to 23 additional stations,

including KMSP-TV, Minneapolis;

WBAL-TV, Baltimore; WISN-TV,
Milwaukee; WTOL-TV, Toledo;
KOLN-TV, Lincoln; WISC-TV, Madi-

son; WBMD-TV, Peoria; WHYN-TV,
Springfield; WWTV, Cadillac; KGUL-
TV, Galveston; WKZO-TV, Kalama-

zoo, and KCRA-TV, Sacramento.

Network and international busi-

ness: ABC Films and Joseph Schenck

Enterprises closed with Aluminum
Company of America to program Al-

coa Theatre over ABC TV starting

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 19) . . .

Official Films' Invisible Man will debut

4 November on CBS TV . . . Fremantle

International, Inc. reports September a

record all time sales month with con-

tracts for Hopalong Cassidy in Euro-

pean countries. You Are There and

Terrytoons in Italy, Abbott and Cos-

tello in Japan, Have Gun, Will Travel

in Latin America and other series in

Australia.

Programing not^s: MCA-TV's Mike
Hammer show to%o into second vear

production and tbe Rosemary Cloouey

series on the way back into syndica-

tion.

Strictly personnel: ITC has appoint-

ed John W. Kiermaier as assistant

to president Walter Kingsley . . . NTA
Pictures named Robert L. Friedman
as mid-Atlantic division manager.

NTA's Telestudios, Inc. affiliate ap-

pointed Robert D. B. Carlisle and

Isabel Redman to the production

staff. NTA foreign sales representative

Samuel Gang leaves 1 November for

tour of Japan, Australia and the Philip-

pines . . . Ralph M. Cohn, president

of Screen Gems, will serve on the U. S.

television delegation to the Soviet

Union . . . Jerry Franken to Gross-

Krasne-Sillerman as publicity director.

Film Services: Francis Lee joins

Animatic Productions, Inc., which has

absorbed Mr. Lee's former organiza-

tion . . . Elliot Schick joins the Chi-

cago branch of Filmack Studios as di-

rector of television and industrial films

. . . Coronet Instructional Films has

appointed the Public Relations Board

as council.

NETWORKS
TvB reports the trend on network
tv program viewers continues up-

wards for the first nine months of

1958.

Here's the January-September pic-

ture, based on Nielsen total audience

figures:

AVERAGE RATING HOMES
EVENING (psb) REACHED

PROGR.\M (ADD 000)

1955 (133) 20.6% 5747

1956(131) 21.2 6757

1957(121) 21.9 8077

1958 (123) 21.6 8730 (+8%)
AVERAGE WEEKDAY
DAYTIME PROGRAM

1955 (46) 7.9% 2184

1956 (49) 8.3 2650

1957 (53) 8.1 2920

1958 (58) 8.3 3292 (+13%)

NBC's chairman Robert Sarnoff,

told the network's tv affiliates that the

future of tv depends on how well "we

jointly withstand" the constant stresses
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^PHILADELPHIA SCENE

lyet known fm^ rl

throughout the nation /'

'!.H«-*««J*^'

ICti TBGRAD
COMING UP TO 50,000 WATTS

Philadelphia . . . 1779: Benjamin Franklin founded the

nation's FIRST designated University—the University

of Pennsylvania!

Philadelphia... 1958: WIBG-RADIO 99 is FIRST in total

rated time periods, Monday through Saturday, and
LOWEST in cost per thousand, too—according to Pro-

fessor PULSE (July-August, 1958)!

. . . Add to this leadership the believability provided

by responsible Storer Radio management and you have a

selling effectiveness that can't be matched in this market.

Call Joe Conway or your nearby KATZ man for the profit-making facts.

Pi _

^WIBG
'(/)

^ RADIO z

C^i StorerKaxiio
WIBG WWVA WAGA WGBS WSPD WJW WJBK

Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami
^
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from diverjient interests that pull a

network and its affiliates in opposite

directions.

Sarnoff spoke before more than 300
tv affiliate executives and press at the

Plaza Hotel in \ew York for NBC
TVs 12th annual affiliate meeting.

Time, Inc., has bought the rights to

the title. Listen, from CBS for the pur-

pose of putting out a radio guide.

Listen was once used by CBS Radio
as a promotion organ.

Moving to a hotel: The Mutual
Broadcasting System moves its offices

this week to the Sheraton Park Hotel,

in New York to "facilitate its expand-

ed news broadcasting activities."

Network affiliations: WABl. Bangor.

Me., to CBS Radio . . . KGW & KGW-
TV, Portland. Ore., to NBC.

Network sales: A-S-R Products
iK&E) and Bayuk Cigars (Feigen-

baum & Wermen), to co-sponsor NBC
TV's Election Ni^hf Special (4 Novem-
ber) . . . Daytime sales at NBC TV
amounting to $2.3 million marks a

complete sell-out for its weekday 10:30
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. block. New clients

In the le adership jspotlight

g
Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

include: P&G. Lever Bros, and White-

hall Labs.

Sports notes: ABC TV's All Star

Golf, with Miller Brewing Co. and
Reynolds Metals signed for 26 weeks,

currently seen in more than 129 mar-
kets . . . NBC TV begins its Saturday

afternoon college basketball Game of

the Week show 13 December, to run
for 14 weeks.

Financial report: RCA sales for

the third quarter, 1958—$292,199,000
—compared to $288,677,000 for the

third quarter, 1957. RCA earnings
for the July-September quarter this

year amounted to $6,254,000 compared
to $8,009,000 for the same period last

RADIO STATIONS

The Tim Elliott stations in Provi-

dence (WICE) and Akron (WC-
UE) have taken the latest bold

step in editorializing by endors-

ing candidates in the current po-

litical campagn.
In Providence it named as favorites

six Democrats and three Republicans.

After coming out for the re-election of

Senator John 0. Pastore, the station

got a statement from his opponent,

Bayard Ewing, to this effect:

WICE was exercising a public re-

sponsibility in the field of politics and

as such it had every right to make a

choice. He was sorry it picked Pastore

but he hoped the next time he ran the

nod would be in his favor.

A radio-station — WWDC, Wash-
ington—last week crusaded against

gyp tv set repairers.

In a series of editorials the station

unleashed documented cases showing

how these frauds are perpetuated and

urging that repairmen do something

about policing their tribe.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan, will be

the star speaker from the broadcasting

industry at the Country and Western

disk jockey festival in Nashville 21-22

November.

WSM is sponsoring the event.

Twenty-two stations have signed con-

tracts for Stranger Than Fiction, a

new G. A. Ruben production.

It's a syndicated radio series of

I documented adventure stories, starring

Frank Edwards and based on his book '

Strangest of All.

Joseph M. McMahon, Jr., director

of advertising for Schlitz and Wil-
liam Ehart, in the same capacity for

National Airlines are among the speak-

ers listed for RAB's National Radio
Advertising Clinic, 18-19 November.

Their subject: How breweries and
airlines are using radio.

The veteran ad executives will speak

to some 700 marketing, sales, advertis-

ing and media specialists expected to

attend the RAB-sponsored event at the

Waldorf-Astoria, in New York.

Back to live radio: The kick-off re-

sults of WNAX, Yankton's live pro-

graming experiment has led to a com-

pletely sold out format. Its Saturday

night show

—

Barn Dance—attracted a

crowd of 5,000, and sponsors Armour
& Co. and Oelwein Chemical Co.

Unusual, says WINS, New York,
for radio today: Martinson's Coffee,

through Al Paul Lefton, is in for full

sponsorship of the station's half-hour

Voice In The Night program.

Station sale: KWRC, Pendleton,

Ore., to Fred W. Stevens, an auto

dealer in Medford, for $37,500. (Bro-

kered by Allen Kander & Co.)

Ideas at work:

• KDKA, Pittsburgh, is going in

for a brick throwing contest. The sta-

tion mailed to advertisers and agency

people a "Cordic & Co. Living Room
Practice Brick" to be used for improv-

ing the arm. KDKA is also seeking

"Miss Brick Thrower—1959" to be

chosen 8 Nov.

• K-ACE, Riverside, Cal., is pub-

lishing a regular monthly magazine to

be sent to the homes in its coverage

area. The magazine, dubbed K-ACE
Impact, contains editorial features, ad-

vertising of all its air accounts and a

$1,000 give-away quiz contest.

• Twelve heads are better than one:

WAQE, Baltimore, will have its staff

decide on how the station should be

run. The staff will gather once-a-month

to plan the activities and operation^ nl

the station, with each member luninij

an equal vote on all suggestions.

• The winner, Dietrich: WCKR.
Miami, has its d.j.'s conducting a

"Battle of the Voices" contest, as a tie-

in while promoting NBC's Monitori

They asked listeners to decide whicht

gal adds the most sizzle to Monitor-
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Marlene Dietrich or Miss Monitor.

Outcome: Miami prefers Marlene, two

to one.

They received awards: The news

department at WJR, Detroit, for

"Outstanding Radio News Operation"

from the Radio-Tv News Directors As-

sociation . . . Heather Woodward, pub-

lic service director of WQAM, Mi-

ami, for "Outstanding Woman in Ra-

dio and Tv" from the Dade Business

and Professional Women's Club.

How they celebrated their anniver-

saries: KNOE, Monroe, parachuted

some 2,000 paper plate flying saucers,

all redeemable for prizes, for its 14th

vear celebration . . . WEEP, Pitts-

burgh, started its second year by

awarding a layette to the first baby

liorn on the station's birthday, and

holding a party for all those born on

tiiat date last year.

Changes: The re-alignment and en-

larging of three departments at Bar-

telFs KYA, San Francisco; Ronald
Kahn, named director of sales; Wil-

liam Jones, program director; Mark
Adams, director of news; Robert An-

derson, director of merchandising,

|)romotion and publicity.

More on station staffers: Carl E.

Lee upped to executive v.p. and gen-

eral manager of Fetzer Broadcasting

Co. . . . Harry Olson, v.p. in charge

of public relations at WDRC, Hartford

. . Raymond Mercier, manager,

W FOR, Portland, Me Frank Rey-

nolds, promotion and advertising di-

rector for KFSD, Inc., San Diego . . .

Bob Bingham, news and special

f\ents director, WYDE, Birmingham

. . . Bob Flournoy, radio news direc-

tor. WKY, Oklahoma City ... Joe
Mayer, program manager, WCUE, Ak-

ron . . . Perry Steckbeck, director of

>peeial events, WOWO, Ft. Wayne.

REPRESENTATIVES

You all must be dynamic to match
the changes in broadcasting going
on around you, warned Adam
^oung at a conference of the
VWRT in Erie last week.
tor the women programers and

personalities in radio, Young noted

:

"The important thing to do is to

discuss with management the place-

ment of your show so that it is on the

air at a time of the day when adjacent

programs are compatible to yours.

"Never— if possible— go from a

straight d.j. program into a household

show or fashion program, and then

back into another music program. Re-

search shows that over an extended

period of time, talk programs next to

talk programs builds an audience that

likes to be talked to."

Station Representatives Associa-

tion has completed plans for se-

lecting the "Silver Nail" timebuy-
er of the year.

The award was created bv SRA in

honor of Frank Silvernail. who retired

from BBDO in April of this year.

How the winner will be chosen:

Sales personnel from member firms

will select the timebuyer by SRA mem-
ber, via ballots shortly after the be-

ginning of 1959. The winner will be

announced in April.

C3dcoL IN/etA/S

1^4^12? 1968

Obt/iOM^l^ "lCs good neu/e cxfoeraqe tliaJ-kas kept- CWT

lAKJrks bo\^ 6i(ks ofi^ nuarcrp^ujYie ibr auJisXaj^uJJM^

public ser\Hce and iw/l^ past lOt^esurshas made more
tkaJi/4852 appearayueslot-cwic and p^vJlanJtkropic

groups. CovCSmjiAsetr\A£eto^(xnwyi^

aperaXiJi\q phibsopkjofWBNSl^aijoanJ Ck^ixm^.

asfe JoW B'Lair
WBNS Radio
CBS Ia^columbus.ohio
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There'll alsi. 1 e "Gold Medal"" auard

to an adman with at least 15 years

experience for "outstanding service"

to the radio-tv advertising business.

Rep appointments: KHOW. fornier-

iv kVOD. Detroit, back to PGW . . .

kSAN, San Francisco, to Ted McCoy,

as its exclusive rep in Los Angeles.

Strictly personnel: Edward R.

Eadeh, appointed director of sales de-

velopment, promotion and research for

the George P. Hollingbery Co. . . .

Marvin Roslin, named research as-

sistant to Frank Boehm. v.p.—research

and promotion at Adam Young, Inc.

TV STATIONS

P&G's Jif will be using a heavy

schedule of spot tv in various

markets.

The saturation includes nighttime

20's and minutes in about 85 markets,

with the number of spots varying in

each.

Note: Jif's spot tv history has fol-

lowed almost parallel the pattern big

spot radio advertisers are now using;

an in-and-out schedule, but when they

do go in, they go in with pretty heavy

saturation.

Agency: Leo Burnett.

Sports note: Bob Ingham's Sports-

vieus, on KSD-TV, St. Louis, has been

renewed for another 52 weeks by

Standard Oil Co., marking the pro-

gram's seventh consecutive year with

the same sponsor . . . Top Pro Golf,

on WOR-TV, New York, to Travis

Fabrics, Inc., for half-sponsorship.

Ideas at work:

• KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.,

promoted its fall schedule via a "Fall

Line-up" half-hour show. Ten girls in

bathing suits appeared one by one and

were questioned by a "detective" as to

time, date, and theme of the show each

of them depicted.

• Omaha is in the midst of a baby

boom, reports KETV after receiving

hundreds of nominations for its "8:55

Baby" contest. Last week, KETV
signed on at 8:55 a.m. for the first

time, and to promote the event, they of-

fered a six-months' supply of baby

needs to the baby born nearest the new

sign-on time.

• Tv viewers to the rescue: A plea

b\ WRCA-TV connnentator Leon

Pearson, for New Yorkers to help the

plight of the Transit Authority employ-

ee who had to make good the loss of

money stolen from her booth while she

was helping an elderly woman at the

turnstile, led to letters, and donations

adding to the amount she needed

—

S188 while the rest went to charity.

• KPIX, San Francisco, promot-

ed its Fabulous Features movies by

choosing a "Miss Fabulous Features."

Dressed in a costume, she walked about

the downtown area, delivering gifts of

the sponsors' products to Bay Area

columnists.

Thisa and data: KDKA-TV, Pitts-

burgh, threw a party for the Ford Deal-

ers of Alleghany County to celebrate

its sixth straight year of sponsoring

KDKA-TV's Ford News . . . WINTA-
TV, New York, will sign on one hour

earlier beginning this week . . .

WMBR-TV, Jacksonville, has changed

its call letters to WJXT.

Kudos: KOTV, Tulsa, recipient of

a special service award from the U.S.

Air Force . . . WFGA-TV, Jackson-

ville, cited by the Radio-Tv News Di-

rectors Association for "Outstanding

News Operation." ^

ll
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 to 9

10 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 499

500 to 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

121/^ cents each

1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage
-.--__----- ___-.-.-.^

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me —
Section ^JSed ^'*" **"** ^**"'' *'"**'"'"

Marketing - ...:.T..Lz.L

Radio

Television-Film .- —
Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Name Company
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Metropolitan Atlanta

Leadership in

Television Audience Ratings

3-MONTH AVERAGE

July, August, September—ARB

Total of 1351 qfr-hrs mcosured (all 3

stations on the air). Ties counted a%

"firsts" for each stoHon invo!>'»'<

Here's hew

WSB-TV deminates

television in Atlanta
When you weigh the three Atlanta television outlets

preparatory to placing a schedule remember this: Your
choice of stations can make a sizeable difference in the

sales your advertising produces.

One station in Atlanta, WSB-TV, is viewed by the

most people 52.8% of the time. A viewer, and buyer,

preference greater than that of the other two stations

combined! Chart shown here is a 3-month average. It

reflects viewing habits which hold steady month after

month in Atlanta.

Superior local programming, news service which dev-

astates competition and a deep public interest respon-

sibility have built this massive preference for WSB-TV.
Certainly your advertising belongs on WSB-TV.

1^SB"TV is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Edward Petry & Company
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BUTTER-NUT
{Cont'd from page 40 I

inorous spoof to Butler-Nut's Southern

California copy slant which played on

the nostalgia of transplanted Midwest-

erners. Instead of seriously reminding

them about the Midwest and Butter-

Nut. as heretofore, another series of

Freberg "musical comedies" would kid

the same subjects.

Only trouble: Freberg's "Omaha!—
with the Original Cast'* turned out to

be six minutes, 28 seconds long. In

spite of its length. KMPC agreed to

run it 15 minutes after the Dodger

games on Sunday. Three one-minute

commercials, lifted from the long ver-

sion, ran through the summer—40 a

week on KMPC. 40 on KFWB.
Nostalgia by indirection paid off.

W itliin a month, practically anyone in

Los Angeles could tell you that the one

thing they had in Omaha was coffee.

The man on the street is apt to ask

any Omahan: "What have they got

back there besides Butter-Nut Coffee?'

Just as meaningful to the company

as its 40'/f sales rise in Southern Cali-

fornia is a sign in a Los Angeles res-

taurant: "Steaks from Omaha—home
of Butter-Nut Coffee."

This explains why Butter-Nut is

rushing introduction of its Instant in

Southern California. A spot saturation

for the Instant has begun on KNX.
KMr>C. KFWB and KHJ. The an-

nouiueinenls are the Freberg "musical

comedies" used in the Midwest, and

Butter-Nut confidently expects a repeat

of the Midwest success pattern.

The Midwest, in turn, began seeing

the new tv commercials for Butter-Nut

last week. Also prepared by Freberg,

they are evidence that Butter-Nut has

no intention of getting serious.

Just as "Omaha" spoofed "original

cast'" radio recordings, the first tv com-

mercial has a go at "subliminal" adver-

tising. An animated character an-

nounces that he will deliver a sublimi-

nal commercial without, of course,

mentioning the product—unaware that

behind him fireworks are exploding

the product name and elephants are

parading it.

Weathercasts remain the backbone

of Butter-Nut's tv advertising. The com-

pany purchased its first weather pro-

gram on KMTV, Omaha, in 1950. Its

success set the pattern for other buys:

10-10:05 p.m. on key Midwest market

tv stations, a humorous personality, in-

tegration of the commercial. ^^

RADIO
(Cont'd from page 30)

tion in the market, and sometimes his

buying reacts accordingly."

There is also evidence that, even

with the research they have, radio

salesmen are not selling radio's

strength. Westinghouse Radio's sales

v.p. A. W. Dannenbaum and national

radio sales manager Perry B. Bascom

admit that there is "some validity in

the position that radio is not as fully

measured as it might be." Yet both add

that the sellers and buyers of radio are

not making maximum use of all the

facts the national research organiza-

tions give them.

"For example." Dannebaum and

Bascom told sponsor, "radio has not

been sufficiently aggressive in using

statistical proof to convince advertisers

and their agencies that nighttime radio

offers audience composition compara-

ble with the much-sought-after traffic

hours, at equal or better cost-per-1,000.

Though research has supplied the facts,

the industry as a whole hasn't created

the emotional climate to make night-

time radio 'stylish.' Hard-selling efforts

in this area would be fruitful for ra-

dio, and in turn for advertisers reach-

ing this mature, buying audience."

Finally, radio is undersold because,

in some cases, the rate card is still little

more than a piece of paper. Competi-

tive pressure which forced rates down

to rock bottom also wiped out much of

radio's deserved prestige.

Obviously, the natural outgrowth of

radio's being both undermeasured and

undersold is that—in the minds of

agencymen and advertisers—the me-

dium became undervalued. As Niel-

sen's Blechta once said, "To be a pri-

mary medium, radio must be sold as

one." And radio today is sold—and

bought—all too often as a secondary

and supplementary medium.

Jim English, associated media direc-

tor of Y&R. insists that no Y&R media

buyer would "short-change" radio on

the basis of its inadequate measure-

ment. Yet, English adds, "It's true that

in many cases radio is considered sec-

ondary and supplementary, although

some advertisers do use it as a primary

medium." Y&R, incidentally, is cur-

rently conducting a re-evaluation study

of radio to determine 1) the effect of

"over-commercialization" in prime ra-

dio time, and 2) the effect of Top 40

programing on the product image.

What can persuade more advertisers

that radio should be a primary me-

dium for certain products, that radio is

actually bigger than in its pre-tv days,

that radio is the only real "total circu-

lation" medium?
Two possible solutions were pro-

posed by many of the reps, agencies

and advertisers polled by sponsor. The

first is a whole new approach to radio

research, based—for example—on the

social impact of radio. Once advertis-

ers and agencies understand the real

total impact of radio on its audience

and on society, say many men in the

field, they will begin to see it in its

real light.

Finally, radio itself must re-examine

its attitudes and practices, and decide

whether it wants to sell from strength

or from weakness. One rep expressed

it this way:

"When some agencyman or adver-

tiser with guts gets up and tells sta-

tions, 'If you're going to be a total cir-

culation medium, sell total circulation;

get your minds out of the bargain-

basement," then radio may snap out

of it. It will wake up some morning

and find that it's no longer being short-

changed." ^

PARTI-DAY TV TEST
{Cont'd from page 31

)

general, the campaign pattern has been

to (1) open with announcement adver-

tising in newspapers, using fairly sub-

stantial space (1,200 and 1,000 lines

in two colors, plus one or two 200 line

ads) and (2) then follow after a two-

week interval with a five-a-week sched-

ule of tv spots.

All Parti-Day spots (except those

now tested in the Green Bay area) are

on film, and most are of 20-second

length, though minutes have been used

occasionally in some markets. The

schedules include both day and night.

V. Structure of the Test

The whole structure of the Green

Bay test contrasts sharply with the test

patterns used by Parti-Day in other

markets. Comparisons with those mar-

kets should therefore show up signifi-

cant information. In the Green Bay

area:

1. No newspaper advertising is be-

ing scheduled.

2. Only daytime tv spots are being

used.

3. All spots are being delivered live

by a local station "personality."

4. All spots are a full minute.
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T. Ten spots per week are being

scheduled.

6. Complete and intensive co-ordi-

nation of advertiser, agency,

broker, wholesaler, and station

activities is under way.

Parti-Day distribution in the state of

Wisconsin is handled by Otto L. Kuehn

Co. of Milwaukee, one of the largest

food brokers in the Midwest. Marvin

W. Bower, merchandising director at

Kuehn is directing the wholesale and

retail team which is pushing Parti-Day

in the Green Bay area, working close-

ly with executives of WBAY-TV.
Haydn Evans, general manager, and

Robert Parker, WBAY-TV's n^arketing

director have been conducting prelim-

inary retail studies of the topping mar-

ket in the Green Bay area, and will co-

operate with D'Arcv in special con-

sumer research as the campaign pro-

gresses.

This week Parker briefed the six

Kuehn detail men who will be promot-

ing Parti-Day at a special dinner meet-

ing. Each was given full details of the

station's schedule and plans for use in

their retail and wholesale calls. Each

is providing the station with daily in-

formation on sales progress.

Parti-Day's daytime tv schedule on

WBAY-TV calls for spots on three

children's programs (Cheerup Time—
7-8 a.m.; Popeye Theatre—5-6 p.m.;

and Cartoon Time—Sat. ll:30-noon),

one home and farm program (Noon
Show—12-1 p.m.), and one woman's
service program {What's New Today
—1:30-2 p.m.).

All announcements in the Green Bay
test will be delivered live by Russ
(Widoe, an established local personality,

who will vary his sales talks and com-
mercial treatments as the campaign
progresses. For his opening week an-

nouncements, Widoe used a straight

demonstration technique, showing (and

eating) Parti-Day topping on a dish

of ice cream. As colder weather sets

in (Green Bay currently is enjoying

mild Indian Summer weather) a con-

siderable push will be made on hot

chocolate with Parti-Day chocolate and
marshniallow as ingredients.

VI. Facts and Figures

Parti-Day wholesales at $4.75 a case

' 12 units) and sells at retail for 49^
per can. This is somewhat higher than

I
most competitive toppings, which run
*from 25<? to 35(# per unit (in Green
Bay). But the Parti-Day dispenser
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does undeniably look like a much larg-

er package.

Budget for the Green Bay test is

$9,980 for the 26-week period.

Since the Green Bay marketing area,

as estimated by NCS-3, contains just

slightly less than 1% of the total tv

homes in the U. S. (395,330 out of 42.-

000,000), Parti-Day's Green Bay ex-

penditure is roughly equivalent to a

million dollar national campaign.

Wholesale distribution in the Green

Bay area is handled by 14 wholesalers,

located in 10 cities, and by A&P and

National Tea (see box, page 30, 31).

First check on retail availability shows

that though Parti-Day is now carried

in a relatively small number of outlets

(approximately 75 out of 1,000) : it is

making some headway in getting into

chains and large supermarkets which

do 80*^^ of the volume in this area.

VII. "Unfolding" Test Operation

For SPONSOR readers, especially food

advertisers and agencies handling

quick-consumption accounts, the un-

usual and important feature of the

Green Bay experiment is that it is an

"unfolding" test operation. Not one.

but a whole series of distribution, mar-

keting, and advertising problems will

be reported as they develop, sponsor

will provide on-the-spot coverage of

each phase of the test.

According to present plans at Parti-

Day and D'Arcy, an exceptionally

close check will be kept on wholesale

and retail movements in Milwaukee,

and in Toledo, for careful comparison

with the Green Bay results. Milwaukee

will be studied because it represents

another Wisconsin area, and Toledo

because it is of comparable size to the

Green Bay market.

Finally, sponsor will report many
"local color" sidelights on the Green

Bay operation, not usually available in

formal marketing studies. These will

include retail and consumer reactions,

store demonstrations and displays

"companion product " experiments such

as tie-ins with ice-cream, dairy, and

bakery products, as well as verbatim

comments and interviews with house-

wives, grocers and children.

All in all, sponsor's comprehensive

26-week should form the most complete,

concurrent record ever made of a mar-

keting test. Right now the big ques-

tion, of course, is—how will Parti-Day

do in Green Bay? ^

WSYR-TV Weekly Circulation

Tops Competition by

39,170 Homes
The 1958 Nielsen study sliows WSYR-TV delivering a vastly

greater coverage area . . . more counties where circulation

exceeds 50' f ... more circulation nighttime and daytime.

• ••67,350 More Homes When
You Add the Bonus Circulation

(28,180 Homes) of WSYE-TV

And finatlv. if r»Un,/s fascinate you: the June ARB report for Syra-

cuse gives'IVSYR-tf 52.9^c of total ueekly audience; 63.97c from
noon 10 6 P.M. Mon.-Fri.; 5i'Y)^c from 6 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon.-Fri.;
71.87c from sicjn-on to P.M. Sundays.

Get ihf Full Siory from HARRINGTON, RIGHTER k PARSONS

WSYR*TV
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW

Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.



NIELSEN
[Cont'd from page 39)

oversees the NTI and XRI activities.

Churchill was a well-known figure in

the hroadcast research business before

he came to \ielsen. He worked for

CBS for 12 years, eventually becoming

research director. He had the same

title on the ill-fated Broadcast Mea-

surement Bureau, which turned out two

station circulations studies during the

late 40's. and was present at its burial.

Churchill began work for Nielsen in

1952. the date of NCS No. 1. Shaw is

a long-time Nielsen employee, having

originally worked on the Food and

Drug Index.

The quintet above effectively run the

broadcast division. Nielsen, Sr., has

been spending much of his recent time

with overseas subsidiaries, including

the British setup, which, up to now, is

the only foreign operation served by

Nielsen meter-based methods. Arthur

C. Nielsen, Jr.. who took over the

presidency from his father a few years

ago, has been concentrating his atten-

tion on the Nielsen Coupon Clearing

House, and general administrative and

policy problems.

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGX's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO

The iiietliod: The heart of the Niel-

sen measurement system is the meter.

Advantages of the Audimeter were out-

lined by Nielsen, Sr., in his testimony

before the Senate Commerce Commit-

tee hearings on tv ratings last June.

The advantages given are (1) ac-

curacv is checkable since there is a

film record of tuning, (2) the record

can be inspected and rejected if defec-

tive, ( 3 1 there is a record of every

minute, 24 hours a day, (4) it can

cover all tv receivers in the home, (5)

there is no reliance on human memory,

(6) it facilitates representative sam-

pling—rural as well as urban and non-

phone as well as phone homes. (7) it

permits a fixed sample, which provides

cumulative audience and trend data.

The Audimeter measures a national

probability sample of 1,200 radio

homes, of which 1,050 are also tv

homes. The use of the same sample

for radio and tv permits all kinds of

useful information to be broken out,

such as what percent of those who
listen to an advertiser's network tv

show are reached by his network radio

show. A continuous minute-by-minute

record of set tuning, including the sta-

tion tuned, is provided by the Audi-

meter.

For NSI, Nielsen uses a simplified

meter ( Recordimeter) combined with

a diary (Audilog) in each home. The

Recordimeter measures the amount of

tune-in but not the station. The latter

information is recorded in the Audilog

by those in the sample home. The

Audilog is also used by a national sam-

ple matched to the Audimeter sample

for tv network audience composition.

Finally, to measure auto listening

both locally and nationally, car Audi-

logs are employed for the full sample

plus car Recordimeters in a portion of

the sample as a verification of the

diary entries.

Reports : A bewildering variety of re-

ports are provided by Nielsen in its

syndicated audience services.

NTI: The national tv reports (Niel-

sen Tv Index) come in four basic

forms. The bi-weekly reports (com-

monly called the "pocket piece") come

out 24 times a year. They provide

percent and number of homes reached

for network shows, average minute and

total audience, percent of tv homes

covered, audience shares.

The Complete Report, a summary of

the bi-weekly reports with additional

material added, is published every two

months. It shows the client minute-

by-minute audiences, program viewing

by regions of the U.S., by county size,

by age of housewife, by size of family,

cost per-1,000, cume audiences.

The Multi-Network Audience report

(MNA) covers network programing in

23 cities where all webs have affiliates.

This comes out monthly.

The National Audience Composition

reports ( NAC) come out every fe'V

months, break down viewing four

ways: men over 18, women over 18,

teenagers 12 to 17 inclusive, children

between 4 and 11 inclusive.

NRI: The national radio reports

(Nielsen Radio Index) measure net-

work audiences for each show and also

provide for each network sponsor

cumulative audiences for each segment

bought over one and four weeks. In

addition to bi-weekly reports 24 times

a year, Nielsen provides Auto-Plus net-

work figures, which measures auto

listening as a percent of in-home

listening.

Nielsen Station Index: For tv, there

are monthly reports and a complete

report every eight weeks. The month-

lies show metro area ratings plus total

homes reached by each station. The

complete report provides per-broadcast

and four-week cumulative audiences

for metro areas and for stations' com-

plete audience, and audience compo-

sition.

For radio, there are bi-monthly re-

ports and a per-broadcast ratings sup-

plement every eight weeks. The sup-

plement offers metro ratings and total

audiences. The bi-monthly reports give

weekly and four-week cumulative audi-

ences in the metro area and for the

stations' full audience. Also provided

are audience composition and auto ra-

dio audience figures. Like the network

figures, the auto audience data does

not include any program breakdown

but just total autos using radio in the

time period measured. Cumulative

audience figures are also shown for

each station by three-hour blocks in

the metro area and for the stations'

full audience.

Nielsen Coverage Service: The third

circulation study this past spring cov-

ered tv but not radio, unlike NCS Nos.

1 and 2. The reports shows daily,

weekly and monthly audiences for sta-

tions by county. In addition to special

reports for the networks, there are spe-

cial reports for buyers and sellers. ^
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IF IT IS BIG
AND IMPORTANT^
IT'S ON WHAS-TV

KENTUCKIANA'S

MOST HONORED STATION!

As a member of society, WHAS-TV pulls

out all the stops. Viewers have learned to

expect the BIG effort from WHAS-TV.

Twelve national awards have been won

by "Operation Cancer," "Inside Our

Schools," "Crusade for Children" and the

"Good Living-Maternity Series." A

WHAS-TV cervical cancer series won

McCall's top 1957 Award.

Special series on the state legislature,

Your Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .

with the ADDED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER!

highway safety, atomic attack and local

air power; weekly programs such as

"According to the Law," "Let's Look It

Over," "Lure of the Library" and "What's

Your Question?"; documentaries on can-

cer, slum clearance, heart, blood and

obesity . . . have convinced Louisville area

viewers that if it is BIG and IMPOR-

TANT, it's on WHAS-TV!

WHAS-TV

Foremost In Service

Best In Entertainment

WHAS-TV CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE

316,000 WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
Victor A. Sholis, Director
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGX's poHcy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

li/GN-RADIO

Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

eJ. Clen Taylor, former vice-president of

RKO Teleradio Pictures, has been elected

president and principal executive officer

of Tidewater Teleradio. Inc. I \'i'AVY,

\^ AVY-TV, Portsmouth, Va.l. His varied

background in the communications field in-

^^^ ^^^^ eludes a long association with the General

^^^^k ^ ^^H Tire and Rubber Co., vice-president and di-^^^ ^ iM rector of RKO Teleradio Pictures, vice-

president of the Mutual Broadcasting System, and, since last Novem-
ber, executive consultant at Tidewater Teleradio. As president,

Taylor succeeds Hunter C. Phelan, who becomes chairman of the

board. Carl J. Burkland continues as executive vice-president of

the corporation. Taylor was also elected to serve on the board of

directors and on the executive committee of Tidewater Teleradio. Inc.

Fred Klein will head the new Chicago of-

fice of Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc. For the

past two and one-half years, he has been

vice-president and account supervisor at

Earle Ludgin & Co. Previously, for eight

years, Klein was advertising and brand

supervisor of new product development at

the Toni Co. From 1944-48, he was in the

radio department of Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, as timebuyer, and prior to that, he was with both NBC and

ABC in the sales promotion departments. DDB is opening its Chi

cago office because, according to Maxwell Dane, v. p. and gen. nigr.,

the city represents " a fertile field. There may be accounts in the

Midwest interested in the types of advertising we've done throughout

the country. '^ DDB Chicago hqs. is at 20 N. Wacker Drive.

he

•ut i

^

^^

Frank Stewart, veteran Texas broadcast-

er, has been appointed manager of KPRC,

Houston. He began his career in broad-

casting in 1934, in El Paso. Then later he

joined a San Antonio station. In 1944,

Stewart went to Houston to join X^'ilhelm,

Laughlin and Wilson Agency, where he

was responsible for its broadcast activi-

ties. In 1947, he left WL&\^' to start his

own advertising agency, and in 195.5 Stewart returned to broadcast-

ing as co-owner and manager of KTXN, Austin, Tex. He later be-

came associated with KEPO, El Paso, in the same capacities. "With

the appointment of Stewart, a man of broad experience in all aspects

of radio, particularly programing," said Jack Harris, v. p. and gen-

eral manager of KPRC & KPRC-TV, "we expect to enlarge and

emphasize our radio activities particularly programing."' Jack

M:Grpw continues as manager of KPRC-TV.
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THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF
"RABBIT EARS" IN TEXAS

—one you associate with iiasenpfeffer, the other to ring cash

registers. And in WFAA-TV LAND what a merry tune those

registers ring with some 638,360 TV homes in Channel-

s's coverage area, based on NCS f3. As for those green-

bacl<s, you'li find the nation's 12th MARKET in terms of

retail sales within a 30-mile radius of WFAA-TV's big stick/

Call Your PETRYMAN For The Complete Story

WFAA
TVBASIC ABC STATION

CHANNEL 8, DALLAS
A Television service of the Dallas Morning News, Edward Petry and Co., Nationa! Representativi

SPONSOR • 1 NOVEMBER 1958



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Why taboos exist on the air

There is nothing in governmental licensing or regulatory

machinery that prohibits the advertising of hard liquor on the

air. Nor is there anything that prohibits the advertising of a

numl)er of medicinals, personal items, "men in white" who

simulate MD's, and many other products and practices that

are acceptable by other media but are taboo on the air.

That such taboos exist is self regulation in action—regu-

lation by the broadcast industry itself in the form of the NAB
Radio Standards of Practice, directed by v.p. John Meagher,

and the NAB TV Code, directed by Edward H. Bronson.

Recently we had occasion to watch self-regulation at work.

Friendly, tough-fibered, Harold E. Fellows, president of NAB
since 1951, had caught wind of feelers by two radio stations

to broadcast hard liquor commercials. He promptly lashed

out with a release which said, "In this free nation the radio

and tv broadcasters have voluntarily elected not to accept

hard liquor advertising. Broadcasters decided long ago that

the public interest is best served by not broadcasting hard

liquor commercials. As far as I know there are no hard liquor

commercials on the air at this time and it would be regrettable

if there ever were."

The broadcasting advertising industry has learned that it

can count on Hal Fellows and his associates to vigorously

resist products and practices not in tune with the prestige of

the air media.

Advertisers thus gain another big plus via their tv and radio

advertising— the appreciation of millions of viewers and

listeners for the safeguards that an alert broadcast advertis-

ing industry guarantees.

Admittedly, the temptation to stray from the paths of pres-

tige and self-discipline are great—both on the part of a few

stations (who find it hard to resist such easy money) and on

the part of a few distillers (who see an answer to their

competitive problems in the potency of the air media).

For our part, we suggest it isn't worth the hangover.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A prestige image for

the radio industry. Radio is being short-

changed in many quarters (see page 34). Con-

tinued pressure is needed to build for radio

the quality image to which the facts entitle it.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
British cousins: Sometimes it seems

ll;e English surpass us in interesting

firm names. Here are just a few of the

accounts handled by the London ad '

agency of Charles F. Highain Ltd.: I

Home of Rest for Horses.

British Basic Slag.

Lion Stamping Company.
Safety Automatic Fire Escapes.

Order of The Road.

,i
More English: Further proof of

W" British ingenuity in nomenclature is

the Girling Ltd. of Birmingham: they

specialize in "chassis engineering."

Apficals: A New York City optome-

trist catering to tv actors has the

phone number PL 7-2020. Hou's tliat

for vision?

Whoa: Hear about the cowboy in the

tv Western whose horse suddenly

stopped? Injun trouble.

30-second spot: Joe Dougherty, sales

manager of Baltimore's \^'JZ-T\", sent

live chickens to the Madison Avenue

agencies as a promotion stunt. The

following letter was received b\ lark

Mohler of Blair TV, reps for W.IZ-T\ :

WEISS AND GELLER. INC.

October 8. 19.58

Dear Mr. Jack Mohler:

I should like to advise you it is now
past 5 p.m. and the ASPCA has not

yet arrived, and the reason they have

not as yet arrived is that they have

been kept busy picking up live chickens

all the way up and down Madison Ave.

That . . . bird has made herself or is

it himself completely at home and is

running all over the place and if our

office boy hadn't been too embarrassed

about carrying it across the street, you

and all your personnel would be stuck

with the problem of what to do with it.

Do you know there is a charge for

picking up these little items?

Next time send money.

Very sincerely,

Frances Rosen

P.S. What's the name of that station in

Baltimore again?

Headline: From A'. Y. Times—
TV LENS CAN WITHSTAND
HEAT OF 2.000 DEGREES

It's a little late; uould have been great

when the heat was on quiz shows.

Definition: Overheard on Madison

Ave. bus: "He's a sadist; he always

looks at the sad side of things."
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liS-^^

ERO-TV

ANNEL 10

4>^ IS THE ONLY

WAY TO REACH

ILLIO^
PROSPEROUS

PEOPLE IN

AMERICA'S UNIQUEl

_ ri¥t

^ COUNTY

CITY,

CALIFORNIA'S

SUPER- MARKET,

IN THE

SAN JOAQUIN

VALLEY.

KERO-TV

BAKERSFIELD

I* NBC

is television for the

entire rich

San Joaquin Valley

REPRESENTED BY

EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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The Man in the KPRC-TV Shirt
A DVERTISING MEN are beginning

^ *-to realize that it is ridiculous to

spend time, talent, and money on hand-

tailored advertising campaigns and then

spoil the effect by placing this custom

advertising on ordinary television sta-

tions. Hence the growing popularity of

KPRC-TV in Houston, Texas, which is

in a class by itself.

KPRC-TV advertising wears infinitely

longer—a matter of many months. It

makes your products and service more

attractive and more distinguished because

of the subtle methods of presentation.

The whole manner is more generous, and

therefore, more comfortable. Short pauses

are just a little longer and stay in your

mind. Even the station-identifications

have an ante-bellum elegance about them.

Above all, KPRC-TV makes up its

daily telecasts from remarkable sponsors,

collected from the four corners of the

nation. You will get a great deal of sati:

faction out of being in the company (

other advertisers of such impeccable tasti

KPRC-TV is run by a small compan

of dedicated television men in tli;

City of Houston, Texas. They have bee

at it, man and boy, since 1949. You',

find all the pertinent data in SRDIi

or write to Jack McGrew, Station Mai

ager, or Edward Petry & Co., Nation.

Representatives.

.L
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salesman. job as m.c. air salesman. traordinary. man. believable.
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THIS IS TELEVISION IN DES MOINES
Iowa's lively center of business activity

ON CAMERA! That's the way this "know-how, go-now" station keeps pace with all that's going on now in

Des Moines. "Now" television . . . "this minute" television . . . spontaneous . . . vital . . . television that domi-

nates this big-money, free-spending market.

THE ENTHUSIASM FOR KRNT-TY's "MAN ALIVE!" PROGRAMMING creates enthusiasm for adver-

tised products . . . generates buying excitement that shows up on the cash register. Buy the station survey-

proven most people watch most . . . the station far more people depend on for accurate news . . . the station

with the most believable personalities, according to Central Surveys, Inc.

THE DES MOINES
TELEVISION MARKET:
KRNT-TV effectively covers 41 of the

richest counties In Iowa with 324,000

homes, 88.4% of them with one or

more TV sets. Retail sales $1,229,-

064,000. Facts compiled from Televi-

sion Magazine Market Data, 1958,

and Survey of Buying Power, 1958.

YOUR CAMPAIGN IS LIVE . . . LIVELIER . . . LIVELIEST . . . sure of

success when you place It on KRNT-TV, CBS-affiliated to give viewers an
~\ eyeful ... so ably represented by Katz. Complete program listings every

month in SRDS.

You've Got A Live One When You Buy

KRNT*TV
8 NOVEMBER 1958
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LARGEST
OF ANY STATION IN IOWA

According to Nielsen

TV Leads in ALL CateS

Reached Monthly, Nu^er

Weekly and Dailyj^ayi

Weekly and Daily

AUDIENCE
OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

overage Service, WOC-

)ries: Number of Homes

Reached Weekly . .

.

time Circulation;

ighttime Circulation.

WOC-TV CO! ERAGE DATA ~

Population

Retail Sales

Effective buying Income

1,727,100

531,200
$2,076,120,000

$2,832,363,000

1958 Survey of Buying Power
(Sales Management)
398,800
Neilsen Coverage Service No. 2

WOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cities Station

—Davenport and Betten-
dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois. woe TV

Col. B. J. Palmer,
President

Ernest C. Sanders,
Res. Mgr.

Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Manager

PETERS. GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE



Peters, GMFEii^J
R l«

NEW YORK CHICAGO
250 Park Avenue Prudential Plaza

Yukon 6-7900 Franklin 2-6373

DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
Penobscot BIdg. 1750 N. Vine St.

Woodward 1-4255 Hollywood 9-1688

ATLANTA DALLAS FT. WORTH SAN FRANCISCO
Glenn BIdg. 335 Merchandise Mart 406 W. Seventh St. Russ Building

Murray 8-5667 Riverside 7-2398 Edison 6-3349 Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932



SALES TEMPERATURE FAST

.m SPOT RADIO ^
There's no need to wait until an advertising campaign has been

completed before judging its sales success. SPOT RADIO alone,

gives advertisers the opportunity to get started in a market quickly,

and to judge sales progress while the campaign is running.

PGW Colonels are always ready to assist with individual market

information, and then follow through with local progress reports

that help judge copy effectiveness, coverage patterns, and audiences

reached-information that permits strategy adjustments before a

campaign has "run its full course."

THE CALL LETTERS
OF THE

SALES GETTERS

West

KBOI- Boise 5,000
KGMB-KHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX-Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
woe-Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000
WDSM-Duluth-Superior . . 5,000

WDAY-Fargo 5,000

WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000
WISC-Madison, Wis. . . . 1,000
WMBD-Peoria 5,000

'Bm^RB, IMC.

I I Southwest

KFDM-Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christ! . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRH-Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50,000

East

WBZ+WBZA- Boston and
Springfield £

WGR-Buffalo .

KYW-Cleveland
WWJ- Detroit .

WJIM-Lansing .

KDKA-Pittsburgh

Southeast

WCSC-Charleston, S. C.

WIST-Charlotte ....
WIS-Columbia, S. C. . .

WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va.

WPTF-Raleigh-Durham .

WDBJ-Roanoke ....

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

50,000
5,000
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

\
Another major agency hfts a new president. Following ttvo

weeks after George Gribbih's move up at Y&R, Robert R,

ISewell has been appointed president of Cunningham &
Walsh. Like Gribbin, ISewelPs background is creative, but

in recent years he luts been active in new business areas.

The newsmaker: Robert R. Newell heads a group of three

executives who, with John P. Cunningham, will henceforth be con-

trolling the destinies of Cunningham ^ Walsh. His election as presi-

dent was announced by Cunningham 3 November along with the

appointment of William M. Mulvey as executive vice president and

Carl R. Giegerich as chairman of the executive committee. Cunning-

ham will continue as chairman of the board.

Newell inoves into the presidency after the agency's strong recovery

from the loss of Liggett & Myers in 1956, a recovery in which

Newell, as officer-in-charge of new business operations, has played

no small part. Important account acquisitions during the past

few years include American Ma-

chine & Foundry, Pharmacraft,

Andrew Jergens and the broadcast

])art of the Texas Co. business I the

agency already had the print and

24-sheet billings ) . Newell will con-

tinue to play an active role in

drumming up new business.

While not closely identified with

broadcast operations, air media

problems had been occupying an

increasing share of Newell's time

during this three-year tenure as

executive vice president. "During

the past three years," he said, "w

radio/tv personnel. I'd say we now have about 150% more people

than we did in 1954. In a sense we've over-expanded, but this was

deliberate as we did this with the future in mind." C&W now puts

about 50% of its billings into air media. In 1957, the share

amounted to 35%.
Newell has this to say about radio. "As a buy for our clients,

radio is still the most economical purchase we can recommend."

As for tv: "Very much the most potent selling medium yet created."

Newell has been with Cunningham & Walsh and its predecessor,

the Newell-Emmett Co. (the latter Newell is Clarence, an uncle),

since 1932. He started as a copy and idea man on the Chesterfield

account, became a copy supervisor within a short time and in 1940

was made copy chief. When C&W was formed in 1950, he was made

a senior vice president, member of the executive committee and

board of directors, director of creative production and chairman of

the ()i)erations committee. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATIONS of theWEEK

fCXOi&fCTOfC appoint EASTMAN

KXOL
SOOO WATTS ON 1360

FORT WORTH, TEXAS KTOK
5000 WATTS ON 1000

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Two more stations shake hands with Eastman.

In the Southwest we do things Big!

In this case, two at a time.

*KXOL effective Dec. 1

'•^...X

\
'/ v

robert e. eastman & co., u
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO :

527 Madison Avenue 333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ BIdg

New York 22, N.Y. Chicago, Illinois San Francisco, Cal.

PLaza 9-7760 Financial 6-7640 YUkon 2-9760





Each year as television's audience continued to

grow, the prudent ones among us cautioned

against a hasty acceptance of its heady statistics.

Each year, they said you would have to wait for it

to settle down . . . until the audience got used to hav-

ing a moving, talking picture in their living rooms.

And each year the audience grew larger.

Surely, now in the eleventh year of network tele-

vision it seems reasonable to agree that television is

no longer a novelty—that the audience and the adver-

tiser have had time to evaluate it.

It is clear to even the most conservative eye that

television today is more attractive to the American

family than ever before.

IN 1958 the average television family is watching

more than ever— an average of four hours and

59 minutes a day. Tonight at 9, for example, three

families out of every five will be ivatching television.

Today there is at least one television set in 43,900,-

000 homes— 867o of the nation's total. And 6,000

neiv television homes are being added every day.

Advertisers today are reaching the largest audi-

ences in history at a lower cost per thousand custom-

ers than any printed medium can provide.

However you evaluate television today— as a

. medium of entertainment and information—

or as an advertising vehicle— it clearly retains its

compelling ability to hold the interest of its audience.

And it always will.

For television moves in the main stream of

American life. And the continuing novelty in the

images it brings to the viewer reflects the ever chang-

ing world of his experience.

Because it reaches more people— at the same in-

stant—than any form of mass communication

ever devised, American business invests more of its

national advertising appropriation in television than

in any other advertising medium.

Because it is attracting the largest nationwide audi-

ences in all television, (as shown in the 79 consecutive

Nielsen Reports issued since July 1955), the CBS

Television Network continues to be the largest single

advertising medium in the world.

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK®

worn
off...



•JAXIK" sftrs..

•SPOTS ARK
TOFS FOK
TILMZE"

Texize, another fine prestige ad-

vertiser, chooses WFGA-TV to

carry its advertising message to

the booming North Florida-South

Georgia market. For a solid year,

Texize has been one of the '"Jaxie

Station's" heaviest spot adver-

tisers, using daily saturation to

sell its fine all-purpose cleaner in

this rich SIV^ billion market.

"Jaxie" is proud to have Texize

and the Henderson Advertising

Agency of Greenville, S. C. on its

growing list of prestige adver-

tisers.

Basic NBC and

selected ABC programming

Represented nationally by

Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL STATION

by John E. McMillin

Cominercial

commentary

The Eggheads and Us
1 have just been reading a new book, "Creati\e

Tliinking" (Reinhold Publishing . . . 161 pages

. . . S4.75) by Charles S. Whiting of Market

Planning Corp.. an affiliate of McCann-Erickson.

\lcCann, of course, more than any othei

agency has captivated the business world with

its weighty "Scientific Management" approach

to advertising, and I wanted to see how one of

Marion Harper's boys would tackle the cosmic, if somewhat elusive,

subject of creativity.

Mr. Whiting is a Harvard graduate. Personally, I doubt if any

but a Harvard man would presume to deal authoritatively with

cieative thinking in 161 pages, but Whiting has a master's degree

from the famed School of Business Administration, so obviously

he is eminently qualified.

His introduction is a model of puritanical New England sternness.

He says, "By examining current thinking about creativity in a

commonsense, objective manner, completely devoid of the j)o])u-

laii/ed "self-help" or "how to" approach, it is hoped that this bonk

can fill a vital need—that of providing management with sound

a(l\ ice and counsel on the subject of creative training."

That's spoken, if I do say so, like a little man. And Mr. \^ biting

discusses, in the same, no-nonsense prose style, such abstruse matters

as brainstorming, the Osborn check-list, the Gordon technique, at-

tribute listing, involvement-detachment, the creative training pro-

grams at General Motors, U. S. Steel, and M.I.T., and the McCann-

Erickson Marketing Communications Workshop.

He also cites a number of impressive-sounding professors. My
favorite is Dr. Fritz Zwicky of the California Institute of Technology,

who. says Whiting, "has developed an analytical problem-solving

tc( bni(jue which he calls morphology, or morphological analysis."

I'm not sure (even after careful rereading) that I know what

nioiphology is. But I do know that Dr. Zwicky has missed his calling.

W ith his talent he ought to be working in an ad agency, dreaming

up names for toothpaste ingredients. He could make a hell of a pile

of dough.

No touch of the poet

Despite such dazzling authorities, however, I was disappointed in

Mr. Whiting's book. Mr. Whiting, I fear, lacks a touch of the poet

I a |)()et, according to my favorite definition, is a man who can "dis-

till truth from facts") and Mr. Whiting's work, for all its self-praised

commonsense manner, lacks the very creativity it describes.

The result is pretty dull reading.

Beyond that, "Creative Thinking" saddened me for another reason.

In it I found documented evidence of the snowballing tendency

among modern executives to glorify and sanctify the academic mind-

Back in the dark ages, when I was a young man fresh out of New
Haven, we regarded most college professors with the contempt which.

many of them deserve. I think we were healthier because of it.

{Please turn to page 13)
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First time for Independents—World-wide news and feature coverage comparable to finest

network news service. A fresh program source—a new idea—at realistic cost—to help you

sell more and make more money.

Top Overseas and national stories with full Washington coverage.

• schedule is flexible for late-breaking news • daily, short-wave or telephone reports by

correspondents in world capitals and trouble spots • excerpts from Presidential, Pentagon

and Cabinet news conferences • verbatim highlights of Congressional hearings

• important exclusives • actual voices of news makers.

For full details contact: RADIO PRESS headquarters,

18 East 50th Street, New York 22, New York-PLaza 3-3822

Correspondents in London, Paris, Rome, Toi<yo and major news capitals.

George Hamilton Combs, President • Stewart Barthelmess, Vice Pres. and General Mgr.

NOW...

TODAY'S

NEWS W
TODAY!

*£^.

^

l^xclusive for your market. ..by expert newsmen and well-known newscasters.

I

i lil*i\\ ^"H



Another thnller-diller from WJRT

# HfMltf WfM 4W- «ff 4Hf-W Htt ttff ttfr*
mmmMitmm-mmm

"Hold it, chief,

the latest figure is . .

.

/ know, Ponsonhij, I know

. ,.1,969,200r

Now for the first time: WJRT brings you

a single-station TV wrap-up of the mid-

Michigan market— 1,969,200 consumers

strong. Complete facilities and services, too,

including ABC primary aflEiliation and strong

local live and film programming. Look into

the new efficient way to sell the big mid-

Michigan market, with grade "A" coverage

of Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City.

Represented hy

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

New York • Chicago •

Boston • San Francisco

Detroit

Atlanta

WJRT
CHANNEL I ^^TFLINT
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I Commercial commentary continued

Today, however, when a scientific-maiiagement-type executive gets

into a jam, he apparently puts in a call for the Audio-Visual-Socio-

Psycho-Econ Center at Southwest Siwash U., and sets up a research

project. Then he settles back, serenely confident that some of the

"best brains in the country" are working on his problem.

This I doubt. I know that ever since Sputnik I it has been con-

sidered unpatriotic to sneer at eggheads. But at the risk of giving

comfort to the Soviet by criticizing our academic doubledomes, I'd

like to offer some warnings about their involvements in advertising.

I am speaking here not of the pure scientists, chemists, physicists,

mathematicians or the professors of the humanities, but about those

practitioners of the "social sciences," the psychologists, sociologists,

and economists, with whom advertising is in much more direct

rnntact. My advice to any creative advertising man is—stay away

hum them.

White mice in dark cellars

It is probably an exaggeration to say that the average college psy-

chologist is a "brooding, humorless individual who spends his time

goosing white mice in dark cellars with hot electric needles." But

there is enough truth in the characterization to make a point.

Most of the social scientists I've ever met in advertising were men

of myopic vision, cultural sterility, irrational prejudices (especially

about the ad business) and downright intellectual dishonesty.

I wouldn't call them either impractical or absent-minded. Many
of them are very fast with a buck. But 1 do say they are often dread-

fully limited and terribly insecure. And they cover up their insecur-

ity by thinking and writing a kind of confused, verbose academic

jargon that is as silly as it is polysyllabic.

Anyone who has ever read many Ph.D. theses knows how many
crimes are committed in the groves of Academe under the name of

scholarship. These collegiate tomes are all too frequently mere

mountains of insignificant data, piled on quicksands of inadequate

philosophy.

I see no reason why advertising, of all businesses, should stand in

awe of the social scientists. I don't think they have much to offer us.

At the risk of sounding like a typical Yale mucker (Mr. Whiting

is a typical Harvard gentleman) I suggest that the problem of crea-

tivity cannot be understood by an examination of the current pro-

grams at A.C. Sparkplug or Hotpoint Electric, or by a review of the

latest thinking at the University of Buffalo.

If you want real knowledge of creativeness you must begin much
further back, and an affectionate acquaintance with such men as

Homer, Plato, Dante, Montaigne, Pascal, Bach, Beethoven, Rem-

brandt, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Hemingway, Picasso, and Casals, to

name a very few, will do much more for you, and prove much more

valuable, than any brainstorming session ever held at BBDO.
Finally, I offer it as my considered, if somewhat archaic opinion

that the best, most practical, most scientific textbook ever written

about creativeness is a very old one. It is called the Bible.

Any bigshot business executive who wants to be more than mere

sounding brass and a tinkling symbol to his employees, will do well

to re-read and ponder the familiar 13th chapter of First Corinthians.

_St. Paul is not always an easy writer to understand, or to follow.

But over the years, I have found him a much more reliable expert on

creativity, and on how to encourage it in one's self and in others,

than anything yet turned out at the Harvard Business School. Or,

for that matter, at McCann-Erickson. ^

KTBS-TV .... 369,300

Sta. B 321,400

Tolal TV Homes in Area

KTBS-TV .... 249,780

Sta. B 221.420

Monthly Covcrai;c

KTBS-TV .... 199,470

Sta. B 179,680

Weekly Coverage

KTBS-TV .... 193,970

Sta. B 175,150

Weekly Daytime Circulation

KTBS-TV .... 169.320

Sta. B 154,500

Daily Daytime Circulation

KTBS-TV .... 121.010

Sta. B 113,900

Weekly Ni^u'httime Circulation

KTBS-TV .... 192,080

Sta. B 173.240

Daily Nii^httime Circulation

KTBS-TV . . . . 150,130

Sta. B 140.850

Specify KTBS-TV with dominant
Nielsen and dominant ARB...the
best buy in Shreveport! See your
Petry man.
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Sk new

WLOS-TV offers the only unduplicated net¥fk

coverage of the Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg marw.

And WLOS-TV delivers tremendous coverage from the Soui's

highest antenna— 6,098 feet above sea level atop Mt. Pis|ih

Now, with WTVJ's purchase of WLOS-TV, ou

get the same skilled, aggressive, and experier€(l

management that has kept WTVJ first in South Floridafor

10 years. Watch WLOS-TV — a new f-ce

in Southeastern V



ioutlieastern TV...

a major market commanding
national attention

425,360 TV homes

'I

j

in 62 counties of six

'ifl

states are delivered

' I by just one station

»'-WLOS-

' This immense

mai'ket deserves

your attention as

a top buy on any

TV schedule!

(Data from NCS #3)

IMTLOS-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

Asheville • Greenville • Spartanburg

WLOS AM-FM
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodiuard, Inc.

Suutheastern Representatives: James S. Ayers Co.



on selling

WGAL-TV makes your advertising dollar reach farther

at less cost. Its lower cost is due to the fact that

WGAL-TV's multi-c\ty coverage costs less than single-

city coverage. Reach more for your advertising dollar

—on pioneer station WGAL-TV. Reach Lancaster,

Harrisburg, York, as well as numerous other cities:

Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc., on CHANNEL 8!

• 1,040,465 households • 942,661 TV households

• 3,691,785 people • $3% billion annual retail sales

• $6% billion annual income

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA,

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

10
: The MEEKER Company, In
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
8 NOVEMBER 1958

C*»yrloht I95S

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Encouraging news for the air media came out of Detroit this week.

The new models are selling quite well; so agencies with auto accounts are beginning to

feel that the outlook is promising enough to permit spurts of spot buying during the

early months of 1959.

These flights, it is expected, will continue until the automotives know for sure where

they're headed on the sales graph.

Meantime, the reps aren't sitting idly by. For instance, Petry and CBS Spot Sales

have routined themselves for a series of presentations to both the auto companies and their

agencies.

International Latex, which fathered the barter idea, is now making some cash

deals with stations—but only for fixed positions.

The proposition: 69% of the end rate, with the other 31% going for commissions.

A major handicap barter is that advertisers aren't guaranteed simultaneous campaign

starting dates.

Rep salesmen are keeping their fingers crossed over the flock of shortflight

schedules that are running out soon.

When business took a decided nip-up last month, a big portion of the orders was for

only six and eight weeks.

If most of these schedules are renewed, spot tv could start off" the new year with

a banner first quarter.

Reports from radio stations along the lower Atlantic seaboard indicate there's been

quite a surge of orders from supermarkets and department stores (apparently the

money is coming largely from newspaper budgets).

This flow is tending to balance out the slowdown in national spot radio lately. All of

which happily suggests that local acceptance of the medium can be depended upon

almost invariably to fill holes on the national front.

Another noteworthy development in the same area: National and regional beers are

buying nighttime radio schedules in saturation lots.

Now Colgate, like Brown & Williamson, is demanding its 20-8econd tv com-

mercials be followed by nothing bigger than a lO-second spot.

The news of how Colgate feels about its neighbors came to stations this week in a let-

ter from Ted Bates.

The immediate reaction of some stations in key markets was that this demand was car-

rying things a little too far. Also, that if the condition spread stations would be forced

—as a result of truncated revenues—to raise rates.

As these stations point out, the price of a 10-second spot is appreciably less than a 20-

second spot, and the continued limitation on the number of 20-second spots that can

be back-to-backed will only lead to higher costs for the advertiser.

Commented one station operator: "They've won the battle against triple-spotting. If they

keep pushing us elsewhere, we'll wind up either being forced to reduce the level of local

programing or turning to the networks for more compensation. We're sure that na-

tional advertisers don't want either to happen."
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SPONSOR-SCOPE, continued

CBS Radio's reduction of its network program load and drastic revamping of

its affiliate relations produced widely different points of view in agency and rep quar-

ters this week.

Madison Avenue agency reaction ranged from a it-won't-diminish-confidence-in-

network-radio to this sort of comment: "We've got enough of a problem to keep our clients

within the network radio orbit without having to contend with another retreat by one of

the industry's leaders."

SPONSOR-SCOPE found one set of reps applauding the fact that there'll be a lot of

network-furnished programing (especially news) available for spot, while another set com-
plained that CBS Radio is now free to sell its time in any segment it elects.

In the midst of the debate on the long-range impact of the CBS move, BBDO announced

that its client, GE's lamp division, is showing its complete confidence in network radio

by renewing its contract for Arthur Godfrey for another 26 weeks.

(See details of revised CBS Radio programing plan see WRAP-UP, page 00.)

Agency observers of the current negotiations between AFTRA and the radio/tv

networks think it will be a miracle if the two groups manage to resolve their differ-

ences by the deadline date, 15 November.

Meantime AFTRA is going through the formality of getting a strike vote this week in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

For advertisers, the key angle in the union's demands is a 10% rate increase across

the board and abolition of the multiple-discount structure for strip shows.

Among the demands that have raised firm objections from the networks: (1) addi-

tional payment to performers for each repeat use of a videotaped program or commercial;

(2) refusal of program service to stations declared "unfair" by AFTRA. Network legal

advisors feel the second point raises a secondary-boycott problem.

Midwest agencies are getting steamed up over the effect that the dual radio

rate structure is having on their relations wth clients.

The situation has created these embarrassments for them: (1) clients tauntingly say

they can buy more cheaply by themselves, and (2) competitors are wooing their ac-

counts with the lure of promising to deliver better rates than the accounts are now getting.

Another factor is the economic loss: Some agencies, rather than lose the account, close

their eyes to the client's placement of business through his o^<m local offices or through

brokers and retailers.

Here's what these agencies say they'd like to see: A sharper definition of who is

eligible for the local rate (such as the Storz group put into effect this summer).

(For background on this controversy, see 16 August sponsor, page 27.)

Sla:ions apparently feel it's worthwhile to pay the tab for rep salesmen who
visit their markets to get the latest facts and figures: More and more stations are okay-

ing it.

Reps haven't been able to finance this type of visiting on the scale they'd like to; hence

the decision of stations to take on the obligation.

Conversely, the reps welcome visiting station firemen in the big spot centers for

the same reason (see picture story, page 40)

.

Chicago ad agencies with hard liquor accounts say they wouldn't block a move

into radio, but warn that the medium is faced with these stumbling blocks:

1) In some states liquor ads must pass the state liquor commission; the rules

often are so rigid that the copy can say only what appears on the label of the bottle.

2) A state just across the border might protest that copy coming from a neigh-

boring station is counter to that state's rules on liquor advertising.

(See page 37 for a full-dress appraisal of the hard liquor question in radio.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

If your tv network show isn't doing so -well and you're toying with the idea of

changing its position, some comparisons plotted out by NBC TV this week might be a

handy thing to study first.

An analysis of the 21 nighttime programs which this October were in time slots

different than the year before shows that seven improved their ratings while 14 took

a dip.

The standout gainers were Father Know Best (from 18.1 to 23.3) ; Price Is Right (from

17.9 to 23.5) ; and Disneyland (from 14.0 to 22.9).

The conspicuous losers: Godfrey (off from 24.1 to 15.3) ; Twenty-One (25.7 to 12.1) ;

and December Bride (23.5 to 15.9).

One observation that might be drawn from the downward group : Most are "tired prop-

erties" (they've been on a long time). Apparently a change in time position alone isn't

enough to create a revival.

Merely as an indication of how nighttime tv network programing is faring, here's a

batch of early fall averages for a couple advertiser categories.

SOAPS: Lever, 26.5; P&G, 25.9; Colgate, 21.2.

CIGARETTES: R. J. Reynolds, 25.7; American T.,bacco, 23; Brown & Williamson,

22.6; Liggett & Myers. 20.5; Lorillard. 18.5.

NBC TV still is trying to devise some way of testing program ideas in some
isolated market.

Agency showmen, though, seem skeptical about the effort. To them it's financially im-

possible: They can't imagine a freelance producer putting up a substantial share

of the money for a trial run of, say, 7 to 13 weeks. And a shorter test, they feel,

wouldn't prove much.

The tv networks can expect to hear shortly from an agency on a couple of top-

ranking accounts about the prospects of allowing a summer hiatus.

What this probably will lead to is a second, alternative proposal—for a special 52-week

discount.

The networks will, it can be expected, counter the hiatus gambit with this argument:

How else can clients amortize their program costs other than through summer re-runs?

Now that the tv networks have started selling nighttime minutes, it's interesting

to take a statistical look-back at the granddaddy of the network minute-participation mer-

chants—the Today Show.

In the six years Today has been on the air, it has had 307 different advertisers and
grossed $33 million in time and talent.

As NBC TV now views it, the minute participation may be new to nighttime, but it's

ncA^ertheless pretty much of a tradition with that network.

Station sales managers see the time coming when national advertisers with day-

time interests will be less disposed to favor a network personality over a locally-

developed personality.

The change in attitude is expected to result from:

(1) The retirement of the sparse few veteran personality salesmen left on network

daytime.

(2) The difficulty the networks have found in grooming personality salesmen to

take their place.

Here's the way station sales managers look at it: If a local personality salesmen (not

necessarily a d.j.) is exposed to the listening audience long enough, he'll ultimately

catch on and have all the acceptance of the name network personality salesmen. That is,

providing national advertisers come through with enough business to help pave the way.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE comHmued . .

It now (levelups that 60% of Buick's budget on the 1959 models will go for tv.

The entire expenditure will be $8-10 million, and the shift to tv amounts to about a

25% increase over what the ratio had l^een the previous year.

Thus Buick is sticking by its guns on tv, although the newspapers have been raising a

fuss over the matter.

Nielsen's latest assignment from NBC Radio is to investigate how impressions
accumulate with various types of network spreads.

Tlie theory that the network hopes to have confirmed is that mounting commercial
impressions can be obtained for little added cost in frequency.

One of the top air media agencies on Madison Avenue this week hauled its

radio commercial writers over the coals on several counts.

Among the list of sins were:

1) A tendency to emulate the audio side of tv commercials.

2) Ignorance of the people that the client is trying to sell.

3) Disregard of the seasonal or time-of-day factor in fitting the copy.

4) Trying to be cute instead of clothing the product image in a garb that's readily

recognized.

Jack Cunningham, C&W chairman, did a little backtracking about his expec-

tations in tv during a talk before the San Francisco Ad Club.

His big admission of wrong horoscoping concerns westerns. A year ago he said they

had run their course of top popularity and that anybody who bought them "ought to turn

in his grey flannel suit and go to the eternal showers." Now he is recanting.

Another revision: The supposed Index of Boredom can't be such a bugaboo when
the time spent viewing this season is bigger than ever.

(See NEWSMAKER OF THE WEEK for profile of C&W's new president, Robert

Newell.)

Lestoil's Jacob Barowsky, now one of tv's torch-carriers extraordinary, ex-

pounded his own theories of how tv spot should be bought before the Cleveland Ad
Club.

In mushrooming Lestoil's tv spending to an annual rate of $9 million, he's scorned the

ideas of others that the best values come from prime time (which, naturally, produces

the highest ratings).

Instead, says Barowsky: "It's far preferable to reach smaller audiences with many
impressions which could inject the message of Lestoil into the viewer's mind so that—even

though the Lestoil message was not remembered—yet when the bottle was seen on the

shelves the viewer instinctively reached for it."

Look for many national manufacturers to keep putting a local stress on their

promotion-advertising through the first half of 1959.

Generally speaking, they won't get around to taking inventory on where they stand in

relation to competition from local and private brands until April; then it will take another

month or two to make whatever changes are expedient.

In the meantime there are no signs of a letup in the tendency (particularly among

national producers of grocery products) to concentrate their advertising powers along

regional and local lines.

Specifically in terms of air media, the continuation of this policy favors spot.

For other news coverage In tt*»u issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

S])ot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page 63; SPONSOR

Hears, page 64; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scope, page 6L
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ZIVS NEW HIT SHOW STARRING
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PERII their partner!

DANGER... their cargo!

Every week a half-hour

racing with EXCITEMENT,
sizzling with SUSPENSE!
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49th and
Madison

monsor's articles on the Farm Market

t »! 1. 28, 19581 certainly negate the

iilar belief that as;riculture is going

nhill.

• hf farm market is unquestionably

iliiig upward and there will be few

I- nf American business which will

ijic the farmer's great demand for

hdleiials and services. Advertising

itilia reaching this powerful market

will, (if course, be a factor in influenc-

iii;; the direction of the farmer's dollar.

Lei us remember, too, that increased

mechanization of farms is giving the

farmer more leisure hours for greater

exposure to all advertising media.

Albert Boyars

public relations director

Transfilm Incorporated

Neiv York

I read with a great deal of interest

\our farm section, in particular, of

course, the column and a half dexoted

to KXEL. You did a very fiiie job in

reporting the facts as they are, and we
are deeply grateful. Somehow I must
lui\e mislead you, for you state that

our national business grew from $35.-

0(10 to $200,000, and "that is actually

national and regional sales. The re-

gional sales, of course, being mainly
farm accounts. A very small mistake.

but I do want to set the records

straight.

Alan Henry

general manager, KXEL
Waterloo, loiva

Who's on first?

The RAB item on page 82 of your
October 25 issue overlooks NCS 2 in

making the claim. "RAB will sponsor
tlir first nationwide radio set count in

l"ur years."

Done in 1956 (slightly over two
vears ago) Nielsen coverage service 2
used a sample of 150,000 homes, and
produced information identical to that
ought by RAB in its current study.

Public Relations

Erwin Ephron
Public Relations.

A. C. Nielsen Co.
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TIP of WEEK

smart'°buyers

are SaU'
Hoiul li

on the

lime

111 is week
mul 33V:i and
1(1 \9%, both

lime hiiveis will he wise to check

these top-rated Hooper and Pulse

ciatJons of the Rahall group, from

England to Florida.

^AUE/^rOWN. PA. /
Again :/t 1 Hoopci Scplciuher, morn-

ing and atternoon. C heck the after-

noon show 4 to 6 p.m. with Dopey
Duncan live and George Stahl at

the organ.

ichcstcr. Concord,

iiiavkets. Vw the afternoon

ith Norm Bailcv 4:.'50 to 5:45

5000 watts, top Pulse station in the

St. Pete-Tampa markets. The only

full time independent in the fast

growiiiK St. Petersburg- tampa area.

p.m.

jB£C/(L£XW.m. /

I Hooper, morning, noon
Reach this rich market

IK M Sahlcy 3:30 to

•(.oiiig Home Shoi

I,.p Pulse HI i!k- lull Mdiitgomerv
rkct. \llcMi(...ii show 3

lo 5 p.m.
•

Juke Box Janihoree" with

P.ud(U Bro le.

•
sold nationally thru

WEED & CO.
1
oe Rahall. President

Ogg, c Dav.cv Cen. Manager

Single spotting

. . . much has been said and printed re-

cently regarding double and triple-

spotting on the part of radio stations.

Double-spotting seems to be quite ac-

ceptable on most stations, particularly

on the "break" positions of the hour.

Not so many stations triple-spot but

this practice, too, has becoine quite

prevalent, particularly in the most pop-

ular time periods. . .

WJR's policy of single-spotting has

been found quite refreshing on the

part of advertisers and we thought that,

in view of the timeliness of the sub-

ject, vou would find it of interest, too.

WJR.

Elmer 0. Wayne
vice pres. sales, WJR
Detroit

Chemical story

Thoroughly enjoyed reading the story

on chemical companies using tv this

season per the October 25th issue.

There are not many non-tv using

prospects left in this field, but enough

le apply this sponsor story to. There-

fore, I am writing for soine extra

copies to use in Sales Development.

Robert W. McFadyen

dir. sales development, NBC
New York

Commercial commentary

All of us at Ballantine are quite natur-

ally popping with pride, brought on by

sponsor's recent coluinn "A Pocketful

of Peeves." The fact that our musical

commercials are pleasant to the ears

of so keen a judge is high compliment.

We have circulated your coluinn

throughout our Advertising Depart-

inent and our Advertising Agency so

that those responsible for our commer-

cials will know that their efforts have

not been in vain.

Edwin B. Fisher

public relations rnanagci

P. Ballanline & Sons

Newark, N. J.

Smart advertisers take the

KOA-Radio route to the Rocky

Mountain West. No other me-

dium in this rich Western market

can compare with KOA for:

COVERAGE: KOA travels into 302

counties of 12 states ... covering

over 1,100,000 square miles and

populated by approximately 4'2

million people.

POWER: KOA's pov/erful 50,000

watt voice is heard throughout the

West . . . reaching listeners on boih

sides of the Continental Divide.

ACCEPTABILITY: KOA program

ming Is carefully planned for lis-

tener enjoyment. Since 1924, KOA-

Radio has been a respected friend

to Westerners. They have learned

to depend on popular KOA and

NBC personalities and programs for

truly informative and entertaining

radio listening.

SALES: The KOA-Radio route is the

West's best way to sell your product

to over 4 million potential customers.

Remember, it's results that count!

GET ON-
STAY ON*- KOA-RADIO!
It's the only station you need to

route your product directly to the

entire Western market.
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When people
-

' M
who have measured

radio returns in the New York

area talk shop ...

all you hear is VVUftfi^lTI
RADIO^^NEW YORK CITY

iweWes*
®***'®" '" *°'^" • ®®'000 watts

rli-1050 kc • 400P»rk*ytnu» • Phom MUi leprtsintcd Nationally by Georee P- Hollintbery Co.



One of the things

vJ learned as a Grad

Was how to select

The best to be had.

In Los Angeles, as anywhere else, a

reflection of maturity is the ability to

discriminate. That's one of the reasons

KHJ audiences are so selective.

When the mature turn to radio, they

turn to KHJ. In fact, for 36 years KHJ
has been the station for those who have

come of age; those who demand stimu-

lating, varied programming.

With variegated programs, KHJ
reaches and sells the specific audiences

you must reach to sell effectively in

burgeoning Greater Los Angeles.

So, never underestimate the variety of

tastes of the mature in America's 2nd

market. Here is a medium programmed

to satisfy them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
l.ll.i North Vine Street

Hollywood '28. California

Represented nationally 1)

HH l{e|)re!ientati>

Timebuyers
at work

Warren Osterwald, Alfred Auerbach Associates, Inc., New York,

feels that with the need for more hard sell at the local level stations

should increase merchandising benefits to the advertiser. "Merchan-

dising, when done properly, is probably the next best thing to air

time," Warren says. "Stations that have effective merchandising

plans offer advertisers the added

plus often needed for a final sale.

It is difficult for most national

sponsors to perform themselves

such services as securing shelf fac-

ings, pack-out merchandise, local

tie-in advertising, information on

competitive activity, and stock

counts before and after campaigns.

Also there is the problem of mak-

ing presentations to retailers and

wholesalers, getting outdoor sup-

port, editorial support and trade

alerts. Yet, all these services are an integral part of a cam|jciiu

should be available to sponsors." Warren feels that man\ -t

end their merchandising at the consumer level, when it i^ ll

tailer and wholesaler who are the backbone of manuf.K t

"The broadcast medium needs to become aggressive in its sel

Marie Coleman, Donahue & Coe. Inc.. New York, makes these sug

gestions for buying effective schedules in radio. "One," Marie >a\-

"develop schedules with good frequency. Repetition is essential in ;

successful campaign, so group your buys together as much as \>it>

sible. Two. whenever feasible, use long schedules. If a scheduli

is too fragmentary it has pra( ti

cally no impact. With toda\"s st

vere competition for the listener

attention you need that long hau

to make listener-impression. Three

make sure that you get adequat

rotation on participating program?

and that the commercials aren"

placed on top of each other. Foui

he realistic about your purchase

and your budget, and make suffj

cient room for rate increases. Fivtj

when possible, spread your budge

out so your schedule isn't entirely limited to prime time. In thi

way. you'll get much more mileage for your money. Six, stud\ eac

station and program carefully to find the audience you want: dnii

generalize about the audience because of time segments. The ii<;l

audience composition is one of the keys to a successful camiiaiiin.
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HAS TWICE AS
MANY ADVERTISERS
AS ANY OTHER RADIO
STATION IN BALTIMORE!

And the reasons are easy to see:

W-l-T-H gives you

lowest rates and

lowest cost per

thousand listeners

24 hours a day!

W-l-T-H gives you

complete coverage

where it counts

—

the compact, rich

Baltimore market!

W-l-T-H gives you

powerful merchan-

dising "pluses" to

push your product

at point of sale!

Buy W-I'T-H and you buy Baltimore best!

Nat.. Reps.: Select Sta^ Repres^^t^s ^5^-^,^;'^^^;^-^^^;^^^^''"^""
R. C. Embry, Vice Pres. McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast
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COLONEL FLACK has success written all overhim.

In just sixty days on the market, Flack syndicated

sales zoomed over the $1 million mark!

gone Flack-happy. Sponsors? Beers, oils, foods, utili-

ties and banks. Heidelberg Brewing in 10 markets.

Pacific Gas & Electric in 8 markets, Standard Oil

of Texas in 7 markets. Bell Bakeries in 6 markets,

Kroger in 5 markets. Midland Federal Savings &
Loan, Colgate-Palmolive, Budweiser, Blue Cross,

Progresso Foods. And many others.

Why the excitement? Colonel Flack has every-

thing. Comedy ("the only fresh comedy series in

syndication," Variety); famous stars (Alan Mowbray,

Frank Jenks); top-notch production (M-G-M's best);

pre-sold audiences (miUions of Flack readers in the

Saturday Evening Post); plaudits ("Good clean fun,"

John Crosby..."A hit!" The Billboard).

Colonel Flack-39 furiously funny half-hours of

him— is at your service. Contact . .

.

"...the bestfilmprograms for dl stations" CBo tILNLo^

Bakery

'SkDRAWS BUDWEISER
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It's a fact— if you are not using WWVA, you are missing

half of this 67-county tri-state market of more than 5H
million people, the Heart of Industrial America.

For complete coverage, the answer is the 50,000 Watt

Voice of WWVA in Wheeling, which dominates the area.

Large numbers of major chain and independent super-

markets credited to Pittsburgh distribution are in the area

reached by WWVA at point of sale and outside the effec-

tive service area of Pittsburgh media.

So dominant is WWVA that it is first in every time

period, from 6 AM to midnight, seven days a week, in the

entire 46-county area covered by the latest Pulse (Jan.

1958) as shown by the dotted lines on the map.

See your John Blair man today.

'6,000,000,000

PITTSBURGH
Tri-state Market

"Eaixioiajs on the local scene"

Only fulltime CBS Network Station in

PITTSBURGH TRI-STATE AREA

m ,ZHj__„,^_^_ -Ty^.^Ar
^Ol^V\.^

WWVA WJBK WIBG WJW WSPD WAGA
WheelinK Detroit Philadelphia Cleveland Toledo Atlanta
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Schick's tv formula

^ Benton & Bowles develops new media-copy strategy

for promoting "cactus" theme in major marketing areas

^ Integration treatments on Phil Silvers Show backed

up by full one-minute demonstrations on spot schedules

tSreaking this fall with a close to

>o million tv campaign to promote its

uni(|ue "cactus-shaving" theme, Schick

Hi Iwar Shave is impressing many vet-

t ran admen with its new "double-

impact" media and copy strategy.

Developed by Benton & Bowles for

the .pioneer electric shaver firm, the

Schick plan calls for complete coordi-

nation of network and spot tv advertis-

ing along both media and copy lines in

50 major marketing areas.

According to industry observers, the

Schick campaign provides an almost

classic example of how marketing, re-

search, creative and timebuying func-

tions can be organized and integrated

in an over-all advertising program.

Agencymen point out that the Schick

plan clearly illustrates the dominant

role that copy thinking plays in many
media decisions, and the importance

of full creative flexibility in tv usage.

For an inside, step-by-step story on

how the Schick plan was developed,

SPONSOR this week talked at length

with B&B and Schick executives. Here

is how the "double-impact"' strategy

evolved

:

1. The Cactus Theme. For more
than a year. B&B's motivational re-

search studies had been turning up

evidence that nearly every American
male considers his beard tough, his

skin tender.

"We found," says Phil Bottfeld,

Schick account executive, "that close-

ness of shave and comfort of skin are

the two things any man looks for when
he's thinking about buying an electric

razor."

The problem, as posed to B&B's copy

department, was simple, but tough.

How do you demonstrate dramatically

the ability of Schick's new Powershave
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to cope with both tough beards and

tender skins?

The answer came from Mike Barnett.

Powershave copy group head, who one

day last spring walked in w ith a rugged-

looking cactus which he proceeded to

shave before Bottfeld's astonished gaze.

The demonstration worked, and was

repeated before a group of equally

fascinated Schick executives in Lan-

caster. Pa. including Kenneth C. Gif-

ford. Schick president and board chair-

man who works closely with the agency

and advertising department.

Harnett's cactus clearly demonstrated

close shaves, but it remained for copy-

writer Paul Dreiske to come up with

the other half of Schick's "double

i'lipact" copy story. Originally the

cactus demonstration ended with the

.shaven ])lant being rubbed across a

man's face. When this was rejected as

''too gruesome," Dreiske suggested

using a kid's balloon to imply sensitive

skin. It made the point dramatically,

and gave Schick its copy line, "For

beards tough as cactus, skin tender as

a toy balloon."

2. Tv techniques. The next step

facing B&B creative men was to dis-

cover how best to shave a cactus on

camera. Before proceeding to produc-

tion of commercials they ran dozens

of tests in their own closed circuit stu-

dio, searched for the most photogenic

cactus types (see box page 35) checked

audience reactions on experimental se-

quences, discovered among other pro-

duction angles that needles in clusters

of five, spaced about an inch apart,

could be seen flying off during a shave,

whereas needles from a massive cluster

registered as a blur.

Out of this experimental work, B&B
drew many important conclusions:

among them, the fact that a satisfac-

tory demonstration of cactus and bal-

loon took at least 25 seconds, and that

a full-rounded sell for Powershave ( in-

cluding demonstration I needed a one-

minute spot. This meant, of course,

that 20s and I.D.s had to be entirely

forgotten in media planning.

3. Film commercials. First cac-

lus-and-balloon commercials for Schick

Powershave were made at MPO and

shown on Turning Point, the summer

re-run series that replaced Gisele Mc-

Kenzie on CBS TV.

With first viewer reactions showing

up favorably for the new campaign.

Schick and B&B turned to fall market-

ing and programing plans.

4. Electric shaver marketing.

According to Schick advertising man-

ager, Charles R. Whitmer Jr., there are

at least four major marketing consider-

ations which must be taken into ac-

count in planning an electric shaver

campaign.

First, despite a tremendous increase

in electric shaver sales, it is primarily

a big-city item. Second, 609^ of elec-

tric shavers are sold as gifts (the figure

was formerly SO'/f- ) so it is also a sea-

sonal item. Third, electric shaver sales

to women are building fast, and Schick

advertising must reach both male and

female audiences. Fourth, demonstra-

tion is a key to electric shaver selling,

and Schick advertising must demon-

strate.

Using these guides, B&B worked out

a double-impact media plan employing

strong network, and strong spot tv in

major markets beginning in late Sep-

tember, with a peaking emphasis for

Christmas business (40% of total*.

5. The Phil Silvers Show. "We

needed a show that would create an

atmosphere of maximum effectiveness

for our commercials," says B&B v.p.

and account supervisor George Simons,

in explaining Schick's buy of alternate

sponsorship (with Camels) of the Phil

Silvers Show. "It had to have plot or

program situations that would not make

the pause for the commercial incongru-

ous or irritating."

6. Integrated commercials. Com-

mercials on the Phil Silvers Show are

fully integrated into the body of the
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program. B&B"s copy department

works directly with Silvers' writers on

each show. Complete, filmed commer-

cials tied in with the story line and

characters are produced twice a month

on a tight four-week schedule from re-

ceipt of first rough cut to air date.

Schick's first integrated commercial

appeared on the 26 September show. A
test by Gallup & Robinson showed it

the second highest shaver commercial

ever checked by the firm.

7. Copy coordination for net

and spot. An important feature of

Schick copy planning is that network

and tv commercials are planned to

work together for a double-impact ef-

fect. Spot tv carries the burden of

demonstration and explanation of the

cactus theme. Network commercials are

used to build talk-producing situations,

and human interest for the cactus

II!
PICK YOUR CACTUS

B&B tv men find that long-ribbed

left
"

elike

a cactus" on camera than com-

moner round type shown at right.

Schick shaves both but uses elon-

gate'! -ari-f' f-r dem-ns^ra'ions

m IK t ind ^pot t\ commeiciaK

story. Balance of copy is carefulh

maintained in all major markets.

8. Schick spot schedules. Last

year Schick spent .$200,000 in a spot tv

campaign at Christmas time. This year

Schick spot activity covers the entire

4th quarter in .50 leading markets, a

sharp increase over 1957. Frequency

varies by market, and by the number
of one-minute availabilities in prime

time. Where fringe time must be used,

Schick strengthens its schedules.

9. Schick's use of tv. Schick was
the first inanufacturer of electric shav-

ers, to use tv. Last year Schick spent

$4 million for net and spot, approxi-

mately 65 ""^/f of its total advertising

budget. 1958 tv expenditures will hit

close to $5 million. "Tv is the back-

1 one of Schick's advertising program,"

says Giflord. "because it lends itself to

demonstrations so vital to sales." ^

Preliminary Testing ital tv commercial laboratory worked out bugs tus shaving techni(iU(



PROS AND CONS OF LIQUOR ADS ON RADIO/TV

THE PRO ARGUMENTS ARE: THE CON ARGUMENTS ARE:

The public is ready to accept iiquor

advertising on radio and television,

Mould make no outcry against it . . .

Strong sentiment against liquor and
BUT . . any liquor advertising still exists in

many areas of the United States

Radio and tv stations should be as

free as any other medium to accept BUT .

any advertising they think proper . . .

Radio and tv must remember the tre-

mendous impact which it has, and its

obligation to the family and the home

Stations accepting liquor advertising

have demonstrated discretion, good BUT

.

taste in programing, copy approval . .

.

There is no assurance that all the
stations carrying liquor commercials
would demonstrate the same good taste

Liquor is an accepted product, both
legally (in all but two states) as well BUT.
as morallv . . .

Any move to advertise liquor on radio-

tv will give temperance groups chance
to have all liquor advertising banned

Liquor advertising would open up a

new source of revenue for radio and BUT .

television stations . . .

By doing so they risk a ban on adver-

tising of all alcoholic beverages, in-

cluding loss of beer and wine revenue

Station owners should not be required

to adhere to ban on liquor advertising

if programing, audience suitable . . .

BUT.
The industry has always stood togeth-

er on the liquor issue. Any schism
now could damage the entire industry

What's behind the liquor controversy

^ After solid opposition to liquor advertising for years,

why are some stations thinking of running the risk now?

^ Two big reasons: increased station revenue, and the

feeling that distillers are getting eager to buy air time

In only a few weeks, the long-dormant

question of liquor advertising on air

media has erupted into a 100-proof

controversy. Here, in brief, are the

recent developments:

• Radio station WOMT, Manito-

woc, Wis., announced "all alcoholic

beverage advertising accepted" in its

new rate card (see cut, page 38 1.

• Radio station WCRB, Waltham.

Mass., disclosed that it has actuaiiv

been running liquor commercials.

• Some station owners began con-

sidering seriously the abandonment of

their self-imposed ban against accept-

ing liquor advertising.

• NAB president Harold Fellows,

fighting hard to maintain the ban.

used firm words to describe any station

owner who accepts liquor advertising.

As a result, WOMT quit NAB.
• The Distilled Spirits Institute re-

affirmed its self-imposed ban against

any member's use of radio or tv.

• Distillers, while interested in a

chance at air media, nevertheless ap- .

proached the question with caution |

and with reservations. i

• Temperance and church groups

welcomed the news as a propaganda

advantage in their unending effort to

have Congress ban all liquor ads.

By last week, the debate had boiled I

down to one question: will stations t

run the serious risks involved—the
'

major one being a possible law against

all liquor advertising and therefore

loss of beer and wine revenue—for a J

chance at the increased revenue which*

liquor advertising offers. An extensive *

SPONSOR survey of stations and reps in

both New York and Chicago has

turned up these findings: While many

stations are hesitant to take the risk,

others are at least leaning toward ac-

cqjting liquor.
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I. Stations' Attitude

At the recent NAB Regional Con-

ference in Washington. D. C. broad-

casters talked a good deal about the

matter. Aside from the revenue poten-

tial from liquor, there was strong sen-

timent that stations should be as free

a? newspapers on all counts. This

means not only the right to editorial-

ize, but the right to accept or reject,

on an individual basis, any advertisers

the station wishes.

However, more than a few station

operators pointed out the dangers in-

\(il\ed: possible public opposition, the

uieat risk of legislation, and the obli-

gation—because of air media's tre-

mendous impact—to guard with care

what products are advertised on radio

and tv.

Too. stations are aware of the com-

petitive problems which accepting liq-

uiir advertising would create. One
station owner put it this way: "Many
advertisers and agencies think that ra-

dio and tv don't advertise liquor be-

cause it would turn us into a nation of

liuozers overnight. It's okay for liquor

t" use print, because print doesn't have

ail media's impact. Once we start ad-

vertising liquor, we lose that psycho-

lexical advantage; we would become

"just another medium' like print."

At the same time, any movement to

luiiig the liquor industry either via

(H^tiller or store into the air media
( iiuld stir up a hornet's nest with print.

The magazines and newspapers certain-

l\ don't want to risk any legislation

licnning all liquor advertising.

On the other hand, both of the

radio stations directly involved in the

(untroversy have persuasive arguments

1 11 their side. The primary one is that

tlie public (except for the persistent

(lr\sl so far has not reacted negatively

to either the actual liquor commercials

I'l plans to run them.

Theodore Jones, president and gen-

rral manager of WCRB. claims his sta-

tion's Nuyens commercials have

Irought "no negative reaction of any

kind."' Tn fact, Jones says the head of

a local church group congratulated

V\ CRB on its rules for liquor adver-

tising: no commercials before 10 p.m.:

(opy must be approved by the station;

and sponsors must buy programs, not

spo_ts.

Jones feels that both his programing

(classical music) and his audience

(adult) are ideally suited for liquor

advertising; he concedes that for other

EDITORIAL
WHY TABOOS EXIST ON THE AIR

There is nothing in governmental licensing or

regulatory machinery that prohibits the advertising

of hard liquor on the air. Nor is there anything

that prohibits the advertising of a number of medi-

cinals, personal items, "men in white" who sim-

ulate M.D.'s, and many other products and practices

acceptable by other media but taboo on the air.

That such taboos exist is self regulation in action

—regulation by the broadcast industry itself in the

form of the NAB Radio Standards of Practice,

directed by v.p. John Meagher, and the NAB TV
Code, directed by Edward H. Bronson.

Recently we had occasion to watch self-regu-

lation at work. Friendly, tough-fibered, Harold E.

Fellows, president of NAB since 1951, had caught

wind of feelers by two radio stations to broadcast

hard liquor commercials. He promptly lashed out

with a release which said, "In this free nation the

radio and tv i)roadcasters have voluntarily elected

not to accept hard liquor advertising. Broadcasters

decided long ago that the public interest is best

served by not broadcasting hard liquor commer-
cials. As far as I know there are no hard liquor

commercials on the air at this time and it would
be regrettable if there ever were."

The broadcasting advertising industry has

learned that it can count on Hal Fellows and his

associates to vigorously resist products and prac-

tices not in tune with the prestige of the air media.

Advertisers thus gain another big plus via their

tv/radio advertising—appreciation of millions of

viewers and listeners for the safeguards that an

alert broadcast advertising industry guarantees.

Admittedly, the temptation to stray from the

paths of prestige and self-discipline are great

—

both on the part of a few stations (who find it hard
to resist such easy money) and on the part of a few
distillers (who see and answer to their competitive

problems in the potency of the air media).

For our part, we suggest it isn't worth the hang-

over. (Reprinted from sponsor. 7 November.)
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stations, with other programin<i aiui

itudiences. liquor could Iw eiitirch

uion<i.

He also emphasizes that he will not

resign from NAB or its Good Prac-

tices Code, and insists that NAB presi-

dent Fellows is doing "a great joh"

for the industry. But. he adds, 'Tel-

lows and I simply disagree on this one

point." Jones reports inquiries from

at least three other distillers besides

Nu\ens. two in Massachusetts and one

in Pennsylvania. He expects to take

on a second liquor sponsor, but cau-

tions that "We won't crowd the sched-

ule with too many liquor advertisers."

Francis Kadow. president of WOMT.
is much more emphatic than Jones.

Kadow. who quit NAB after a verbal

battle with Fellows, told sponsor that

when the Saturday Evening Post an-

nounced it was accepting liquor ad-

vertising, he saw no reason why his

radio station shouldn't do the same.

He claims that several radio stations

"in this area " are running local liquor

iwaMT
Wl<'^'-

ILL ILCOMUC lEVEUK
WERTBlt iiCCEPTEI.

Five words on WOMT's rate card started it

store advertising, and even one tele-

vision station—a iTietnber of NAB

—

was also advertising liquor.

The real question, Kadow insists, is

not one of morals or moderation but

solely one of good taste. "I've heard

radio stations broadcast a Sunday

church sermon, and follow it with a

2
NDWEEK
OF A

26 WEEK
TEST

PARTI-DAY RESULTS
300 stores now stocking, as

compared to 75, when tv sched-

ule started. Red Owl, biggest

chain in area now carrying, as

a result of tv pressure. First

wholesale sales figures to be

published in next SPONSOR issue.

S^ WESTERN UNION /~

TELEGRAM

—
Vs

(AB617

U GUA327 NL PD=GREEM B'^WIS 30»

ISPOr.'SOR MAGAZINE^

I

40 EAST 49 ST NYK=

9 OCT 30 PM 6

SINCE START OF DAY TV CAMPAIGN THIS AREA PART I -DAY
DISTRIBUTION HAS INCREASED FROM 5 TO 20 PERCENT OF

RETAIL STORES IN COVERAGE AREA AT END OF SECOND WEEK=

BOB PARKER MARKETING MGR WBAY TV=

Test in a nutshell: Product: Pnrti-Dav '

Wise; Media: daytime tv only; Uudirct;
Rpots weekly. Yardstick: sales.

spot for a local tavern. W'e"d never do

that on WOMT. We will handle liquor

commercials, when we get them, with

the same good taste we handle all our

coniinercials."

Kadow admits he was franklv sur-

prised at the lack of local objection

when he announced plans to carry liq-

uor commercials. "To date, we've re-

ceived a total of 60 letters—only three

of them from Wisconsin, and only one ,

from Manitow oc." Most of them were

from other stations, asking for infor-

mation about Kadow's plans and anti-

cipated problems.

Why haven't distillers jumped at the

chance to buy air time on WOMT?
Kadow thinks "They're not readv for

us." But he adds that before long,

liquor advertisers will be in radio and
even television "in a big way."

Ironically, both Jones and Kadow

—

along with inany other stations—point

to the Saturday Evening Post as evi-

dence that the public is ready to accept

liquor ads. This fall, aftere 230 dry

years, Saturday Evening Post an-

nounced it would accept liquor adver-

tising. While Curtis Publishing had
girded itself for a barrage of adverse

reaction, there was virtually none. The
Post received a handful of canceled

subscriptions, and little more.

Most of the rep firms surveyed by
SPONSOR are taking a "go slow" atti-

tude toward any stand on the liquor

question, but almost all admit private-

ly they believe widespread liquor ad-

vertising on radio—and maybe event-

ually television—is just a matter of

time.

One of the bigger rep finns held a

policy meeting only last week, and out

of it came two decisions: 1) It would

survey its stations to determine their

attitude, but 2) it would not take a

public stand on the issue. Privately,

though, the advice to any of its stations

who ask will be to go ahead and take

the liquor advertising.

11. Agencies' Reaction

While broadcasters continued to

fret over the question of whether or

not to take the fifth, both Madison and

Michigan Avenues were simpiv watch-

ing and waiting. Almost all the agen-

cymen surveyed by SPONSOR made
these two points: I) liquor advertising

on the air media is sure to come, and

2} don't quote me on the subject.

Account executives on the major

{Please turn to page 56)
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Jingle conning: L to r WRCA's Ed Herlihy. R. Heatl; i.\(:> \. B. Churchill, B. Schneider, buyer M.

Single jingle builds 10-year success

^ Carolina Rice proves that one, soft-selling radio

commercial can ring up $15 million in hard, cold cash

^ Now the company will adapt jingle, use new media

strategy to reach expanding retailer, consumer markets

I en years with a single piece of

copy has kept Carolina Rice in No. 1

position as a distributor of packaged

rice in New York.

The single piece of copy is a jingle,

recorded by Arthur Godfrey's Janette

Davis in a sexy southern drawl. At the

time it was recorded Carolina was try-

ing to retain the housewife's war-time

acceptance of long-grain rice, partic-

ularly Carolina.

To back up a print campaign, some-

thing more effective was needed than

the e.t. then in use. Donahue & Coe

designed a jingle that would appeal to

specific groups:

• The housewife, whom a print cam-

paign cannot reach consistently in the

morning and mid-afternoon.

_• The Negro population, to evoke

nostalgia with the jingle's southern

flavor.

• Spanish speaking population,

heavy rice consumers, to woo them

from their preference for rice in bulk.

• Kids, to get the added exposure

of a jingle they would pick up.

• Retailer, to give him a conversa-

tion hook.

Negro and general appeal stations

were used. The jingle's immediate suc-

cess led to a 15% increase in the radio

budget, which took its biggest jump
(to $75,000 per cycle) when other

packaged rices were introduced. By
1951, Carolina sales were over $21 mil-

lion dollars—$3 million up from 1948.

Print had all but disappeared in the

New York market.

Once the jingle was firmly estab-

lished, Carolina was able to sell its two-

pound packages in volume, and four

years ago consumer and wholesaler

demand enabled it to begin volume

selling of three-pound packages.

With distribution in Spanish grocery

stores established through general ap-

peal radio, Carolina turned two years

ago to using Spanish appeal stations,

running the jingle untranslated.

The company's senior v.p., James

Fergman, Jr., credits the radio success

with enabling Carolina to expand into

other markets. Distribution began in

Philadelphia four years ago, in New
England two years ago.

Feeling the jingle had reached the

"tiresome saturation point," in Berg-

man's words, agency and client decided

not to scrap it, but to vary it.

Two variations were worked out: a

musical version includes scraps of

classical (for the housewife). Dixie-

land ( for the Negro) , and cha-cha (for

Spanish). A talking variation consists

of copy points from the jingle spoken

by imitations of Stewart, Boyer, Grant.

Prime target this variation: the young

housewife who is more under the sway

of newer, competive brands. A Span-

ish version was also produced.

They form part of the winter spot

campaign which began 22 September;

60 spots per week on Negro appeal sta-

tions, 49 on general appeal, 32 on

Spanish-speaking stations.

But even with these variations, the

original jingle still gets equal play.

After boosting sales from $17 to $32

million in 10 years, nothing ap-

pears finer than Carolina's jingle for

selling rice. ^
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New York ti|f

I he intense young man on the plione

at the left is Bill Brazzil, v. p. in charge

of sales at Miami tv station WTVJ.
Last week, like scores of his colleagues

and competitors, he came to New York
to be sure he was getting his share of

this year's big spot tv pot.

A Visiting Fireman's life in Man-
hattan is a veritable endurance contest.

Armed with phone, a briefcase full of

statistics, some helpers from his rep-

resentative firm, a pleasant voice, and

a sturdy pair of legs, he performs his

mission of persuasion from dawn to

dark with barely a minute's respite.

Is it worth the effort?

Station men. representatives, time^

buyers, and clients emphatically say

1. Breakfast chore at 8:30 consists of 2. Morning quiz at PGW sales meet- 3. Rush to B&B with P&W assi-ia

discussing new promotional plan PGW has ing gives Bill chance to expound latest Fla. sales mgr. Chuck Kinney. Flash problem- u

^^orked out for its stations. Here PGWs pub- market data. \ fla-h call from Benton & not unu-ual. sav^ Bill. His personal pre^eii

li<it> aide. Boh Bloch (i),gets Bill's reactions Bowles abrupt!) take- Bill from skull m— ion help- settle ihem instantly, creates i:.m„Iu

7. Tahle hopping at R TE.S lunch is ex-

pediie.l by Bills host Bob Teter, PGW radio

v.p. Here Bob gui.les him to old friends Sy

Frolick and Jim Kelly of Fletcher D. Richard's

8. Welcome switch comes at 2 p.m.

Bill visits Ed Bunker, new CB.S network sales

v.p., who sells him on new promo. They remi-

nisce on Ed's days as affiliate relations v.p.

9. Meeting mediaman Han Cluuni

director at P. G. Lorillard, at 3 p.m. giv

Bill chance to add to his acquaintaiut

PCWs Otis Williams (in back) joins s.-ssi,
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tflie hectic day of a visiting fireman

yes. For as the growth of spot makes

knowledge of specific markets more

and more indispensable to advertisers,

the visits of station men to New York

are taking on increasing importance.

The reasoning is that the station

man is a personal source of informa-

tion and education to anyone con-

cerned with spot buys. So station

representatives are refining the art of

making the most out of these pilgrim-

ages to Madison Avenue.

Peters, Griffin & Woodward. Inc.

sees another value in a trip such as

Bill Brazzil's. PGW president H. Pres-

ton Peters puts it this way: "The

Firemen's pitch to an advertiser, in

the presence of his salesman, makes

the salesman more enthusiastic, more

knowledgeable about the station and

the market."

How many visiting firemen does

PGW accommodate each year? The
firm estimates that each one of the

firm's more than 60 stations sends a

man sometime during the year—most

more than once.

Brazzil makes four trips a year and

assigns another six to his sales man-
ager Ken Bagwell. Last week was Bill's

turn and with him came a new station

piesentation based on results of NCS
#3. The idea was to break it in on

Madison Avenue.

On Wednesday of last week sponsor

followed Bill through his grind. Prob-

lems were the order of his day. Merely

keeping on schedule was one. Finding

time to make phone calls, keeping in

touch with his station, delivering re-

quests for information on time: these

were constant worries. On top of that

was the problem of coping with his

new presentation—sometimes to people

he'd never met before.

That's why Bill gets plenty of sleep

while in New York. He arrives on Sun-

day to start Monday fresh; similarly,

he gets back to Miami in time to rest

the following weekend, nurse the cold

he invariably catches in Manhattan.

Wednesday, mid-spot of his trip was

hectic, full of the pleasant—and the

unexpected. ^

4. Putting out fire at B&B. Bill and

Chuck give answers to Post Cereals timebuyer

Dick Gershon (left). A 10:30 appointment at

McCann-Erickson, downtown, comes next

5. Pleasant interlude occurs ;

when Bill runs into v.p. Tom McAvi

ways take time out for friends," s£

as he and PGW's Ed Coughlin do j

6. Tiniebuyer's crisis h.om- at next

stop. Kenyon & Eckhardt's Lou Kennedy (1),

Brylcreem buyer, is interrupted. Bill and

PGW's Jack Wright have to sell in snatches

10. Home at last in PGW office. Bill

makes final checkup on sales presentation

with PGW president Pete Peters (center) and
exec. v.p. Woody Woodward. It's now 4:30

11. End of day: Bill views P&G sales

pitch with B&B media men. At 6 he relaxes

at Forum of 12 Caesars with PGW's George

Kupper (1) and Mr. and Mrs. George McCoy

V ;^
^mIf^^^T^mI
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Return of the prodigal adman: OBIVI'if''

^ After five years of "retirement," a colorful televi-

sion and radio man is back on an agency's payroll again

^ Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, in a continuing drive to

strengthen its air media department, hires its consultant

Ev Meade, in his office at OBM, looks back ^

advertising spiced with friendship of such figure

ith humor upon

as Pat Weaver

d long career in broadcast

nd George Washington Hill

^%fter five years of free-lancing,

Everard W. Meade is back on a regu-

lar payroll again. His new job: vice

president in charge of tv and radio

commercials development at Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, Inc.

For Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, the

acquisition of Ev Meade is part of an

emerging pattern in this agency long-

identified with print media—a strength-

ening of its air media creative cell.

For Meade the move is part of a

pattern too, the pattern of the unex-

pected. Or as lanky, roguish 47-year-

old Meade puts it, "Few of the things

I set out to do ever work out accord-

ing to plan, but then I'm always being

pleasantly surprised by the things that

happen which I never counted on." It

is a pretty accurate summing up. In

the early years of the Depression, he

left his native Virginia and came to

New York to become a book publisher

only to wind up as office boy in an ad

agency. He moved into radio and

emerged a television pioneer. Five

years ago, he "retired" to Virginia to

write and to teach; he left one anchor

in Madison Avenue—television con-

sulting—and it has drawn him back.

In June, Meade began working as a

consultant for OBM on tv and radio

commercials. The transition from con-

sultant to full-fledged employee came
about on 7 October. "I am somewhere

in orbit between Jud Irish and Hank
Booraeni," is the way Meade explains

his new role in the agency. Judson

K. Irish is senior vice president and

copy chief; Hendrik Booraem, Jr., is

vice president and broadcast director.

"One of the things that interests me
most about OBM," says Meade, "is

that most of the copywriters who turn

out those marvelous print ads are the

same ones who do an equally great

job on the tv and radio commercials."

The effectiveness of the OBM copy

approach is apparent. Through most

of its advertising campaigns runs a

strong thread of identity that ties the

product to something memorable or

even downright unforgettable. Exam-

ples of this are the man in the eye-

patch who has become synonymous

with Hathaway shirts, bearded and

British-speaking Commander White-

head on behalf of Schweppes tonics,

the rustic character created by Parker

Fennelly in Pepperidge Farm bread

commercials, the amusing Albert

Dimes who is a professional tea taster

in Tetley commercials. Still another

in the OBM gallery of memorable per-

sonalities is the exotically-accented

voice of the Helena Rubinstein tv com-

mercials which proclaims that here is

a world-famed beauty authority talk-

ing about her own products.

OBM commercials and ads collect
j

their share of awards. For the third

straight year, Pepperidge and Tetley

radio commercials have been named

among the best in the nationwide poll

conducted by John Blair Co. A
Schweppes tv commercial has gar-

nered an RTES award, a Diamond

Crystal Salt radio announcement re-

ceived one from RAB. On the print

side, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

ads received this year's Saturday Re-

view of Literature award for "the most

distinguished advertising in the public

interest."

There is almost an obsession with

creativity at OBM, and it starts with

David Ogilvy, the president, who is in

on every commercial or ad personally.
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Meade
Indeed no one is left out of the crea-

tive circle at OBM. Advertising is ad-

vertising, and there is no fine line

drawn between whether it is for broad-

cast or print. For example, Vice

President Bud Smith and his art de-

partment are brought into the creation

of a tv commercial just as much as

into a magazine advertisement. The

addition of Ev Meade to this circle

represents a still harder weld of copy,

art and broadcast ad production. It

also demonstrates the growing empha-

sis within the agency on air media, a

fact well-supported by its growth in

billings over the last few years and the

proportioning of its budgets into tv

and radio. OBM now bills in the

neighborhood of $19 million with, ac-

cording to sponsor's estimate, around
5()*( in the air media. The hiring of

Ev Meade should only improve this

picture.

No matter how many times fate

twists the road in Meade's life, one

tiling is certain: all roads lead back to

broadcast advertising. In 1933, fresh

out of the University of Virginia,

Meade struck out with wide-eyed opti-

mism for New York City to set afire

the book publishing world. "My idea

of the publishing business," he admits,

"was a sort of Eldorado where bright

young men like myself could clean up
a fortune by the simple means of keep-

ing some Thomas Wolfe type locked in

an attic turning out manuscripts."

The Manhattan publishers, however,
had not heard of Meade's coming so

there were no red carpets rolled out.

The best Meade could manage was the

job of office boy at Benton & Bowles.

"L ntil then," he says, "I hadn't known
there were such things as ad agencies."

He caught on fast, however, and
moved to the B&B publicity depart-

ment to write press releases under the

watchful eye of a tough, "Front Page"
l\pe journalist, the late Tom Rovere.
^t that time when the ad agencies were
in the saddle on radio show produc-
tion, one of B&B's "hot" properties

was comedian Fred Allen. Each week,
for B&B, the versatile Allen turned out
a c<)lumn of funnies for release to the

press. After awhile, however, Allen

tired of this publicity stint and decided
to drop the column.

Meade, already a worshipper of the

'< NOVEMBER 19.58

In the beginning: An OBM creative session plans a new Dove commercial for Lever Bros.

Rollin C. Smith, senior v.p. in charge of art, sketches on blackboard. Discussing his idea

(1 to r) : James R. Heekin, v.p. and account supervisor; David Ogilvy, OBM president; Ev
Meade, who came as a consuhant and stayed on as v.p. in charge of commercials development

great humorist, went to Rovere and
volunteered to continue Allen's col-

umn. Rebuffed on this initial propos-

al, he turned out half a dozen sample

columns and came back. Both Allen

and Rovere agreed they weren't bad,

and Meade got the job. So impressed,

in fact, was Allen that when he moved
to Y&R, he took Meade with him, and

such a baby-faced youngster was
Meade at the time that Allen custo-

marily addressed him as "Master

Meade."

The move to Y&R was the beginning

of a long, rewarding association be-

tween that agency and Meade. Al-

though it was interrupted from time

to time, he kept returning like a hom-
ing pigeon. After producing the Burns

and Allen Show for Y&R, he moved to

Ruthrauff & Ryan to produce for Lever

Bros, such radio shows as Milton Berle,

Al Jolson and Lanny Ross.

During this period Meade became

friends with another figure who was to

write his name large across the pages

of broadcast advertising history—Pat

Weaver. Pat was advertising manager
of American Tobacco Co., and in June

1940, he hired Meade on the Hit Pa-

rade Show.

"George Washington Hill hired

Pat," Meade says, "to step up the crea-

tive end of American Tobacco, and I

suspect Pat hired me because he was
lonesome." (Much later, Meade was to

help Pat set up NBC Radio's Monitor)

.

Probably no one on Madison Ave-

nue has ever attained such stature of a

controversial figure as was managed
by the late George Washington Hill. In

legend, he is still the all-time despot.

Perhaps it was Meade's innate sense

of humor that made their association a

great one from the start. "I can hon-

estly say I never had 10 minutes of

trouble with Hill," Meade recalls. "I

loved the guy." The feeling must have

Rehearsal: Hank Booraem (1), v.

for size with a blow-up of an Heler

in viewers' living rooms. In both

tiveness and strong identity; some

. and broadcast director, and Meade do some trying-out

Rubinstein ad to see how it should come out on tv sets

jmmercials and print ads, OBM always aims at distinc-

utable examples: Schweppes, Pepperidge and Tetley Tea



been mutual. Meade was made assist-

ant to Hill, and when, after World

War II service with the Navy in the

Pacific. Meade returned to American

Tobacco. Hill greeted him in his usual

dramatic fashion. He thrust a Lucky

Strike into Meade's mouth and said.

"Trv this." Meade, who hadnt smoked

at all during the war. coughed dis-

creetly after the first drag. "Now try

this." Hill said, taking away the Lucky

and replacing it with a British cigar-

ette. Meade coughed harder, proving

the point of Hill's histrionic demon-

stration of an idea: that England had

probably acquired a taste for Ameri-

can G.I.s cigarettes. Meade was as-

signed to go there and explore the pos-

sibility of marketing such a product

through an American Tobacco subsidi-

ary over there. He went. But in Sep-

tember of '46. Hill died, and the plan

was dropped.

Meade returned to Y&R. which, with

the coming of tv, became a stronghold

of pioneering creativity. Pat Weaver

now was there; so was Rod Erickson.

Those were the days of live produc-

tion and all its problems were, accord-

ing to Meade, "vast but interesting."

He recalls the time a Goodyear tire

destined for detonation by a dynamite

cap in a commercial demonstration ex-

ploded prematurely just before it was

slated to go on the air.

A Packard commercial that called

for a large number of stagehands pre-

sented a sticky problem since no mat-

ter where the cameras panned they

would somewhere pick up a surprised

Storyboard confab: JncUi

v.p. and copy rhirf iri^'lil

storyboard \\illi Mra.l.

1 H. Irish, senior

. iii<(usses a tv

h-lagehand. The gang at V&R finall\

licked it by dressing the hands in cov-

eralls with "Packard" across the back;

thus they were free to roam about the

set at will, so long as they didn't look

furtive.

Meade remained at Y&R on tv show

production until 1953, when he startled

his friends with the announcement that

he was retiring from Madison Avenue

to settle down in his native state of

Virginia and write television plays.

With his wife, Virginia, and their

daughter he returned to the "auld sod"

of Charlottesville, site of the University

of Virginia, where they bought an

acreage. His wife designed the home.

For Meade, she had a separate studio

built back among the pines. "My wife

writes too," Meade says, "but she can

do it standing up in a supermarket. I

needed complete silence." He proceed-

ed to turn out and sell scripts for such

tv shows as Studio One, The Web and

Justice; he also sold fiction to The La-

dies Home Journal and Collier s. He

regarded his success, however, as only

moderate. "It's one thing, as an agen-

cy tv producer, to tell a writer to patch

up his third act—but it's something

very different when you become the

writer and are faced with turning out

all three acts from scratch. Besides, I

found that most of my time was spent

waiting for the mailman."

Actually, Meade never quite made a

clean break from advertising. He con-

tinued to serve Y&R as a tv consultant

and it was at this time that he first be-

came absorbed in air media commer-

cials. In 1955, he joined the faculty

of the University of Virginia to teach

advertising in its school of business

two days a week. (He still continues

to teach and to live in Virginia, flying

down for three days each week and

then training back to New York). It

was at the university that Meade be-

came more and more aware of the

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather agency. "I

used to be surprised at how many of

their print ads were brought in by my

students to critique sessions." Now

that he has joined the agency, he feels

he is leading two lives—one in the

hustle-bustle of Manhattan, the other

in the quiet of a college town. "And

they're both equally satisfying," he

adds.

The free-lance writing has all but

ground to a halt, however; Mrs. Meade

has dispossessed him from his little

pine woods studio and rented it to an-

other professor at the university. ^

Syndicatoi|l«

^ Action - adventure formu-

las face "diversification" test

^ Ziv, CBS Films in contest

of old vs. new sales tactics

Wi.ith 1959 looming as syndication's

first $100 million year, an all-out pro-

graming battle for status and suprem-

acy is expected to take place between

the major producer-distributors. The

No. 1 and 2 syndicators, Ziv and CBS
Films, together account for almost one-

third of syndication's volume, a share

that's almost as large as the next five

or six companies combined.

There's this sharp difference of pro-

gram tactics between Ziv and CBS
Films in the area of first-run syndica-

tion: Ziv pioneered and perfected the

widely imitated action-adventure form-

ula, and is standing pat on know-how

that dates back to radio days. CBS
Films, on the other hand, is spearhead-

ing its attack with a diversification

formula that's largely designed to de-

velop new advertisers for the syndica-

tion fold.

Behind this fight arise these impor-

tant all-industry questions: What's

ahead for 1959 in syndication pro-

grarningy What's expected to be syn-

dication's role for national advertis-

Spearheading "diversification" approach for

syndication are shows like Silent Saber, an

authentic drama of the American Revohition

P



)|&w programing for '59

ers? How will the ad pie be cut among

network, syndication and spot? And

where will syndication try to pry loose

new types of sponsor money?

It's already clear there'll be two ma-

jor programing trends in 1959:

• Variations on the action-adven-

ture formula, hoping to click with fast.

contemporary, outdoor stories—plus a

gimmick or twist to identify the show

from the others.

• Probes into American history and

reviving comedy, drama, documentary

and other types.

Some of the new entries in the ac-

tion-adventure camp are Flight, Rescue

8, Stakeout, U. S. Border Patrol and

U. S. Marshall. They're striving to fol-

low in the footsteps of a host of proven

outdoor formulas, all in second year

production or beyond. Namely—on

land : Highway Patrol and State Troop-

er on the road and 26 Men on horse-

back; at sea: Silent Service and Sea

Hunt, one in a submarine, the other in

skin diving regalia; and in the air,

Whirlybirds, with benefit of helicopter.

There are many reasons for the suc-

cessful place of action-adventure shows

in syndication—the demand by region-

al beer, food, gasoline and cigarette

sponsors; their rating performance,

averaging in the 20-25 point range

and comparing well with network; and

their ability to attract a male as well as

a female audience.

First comedy produced for syndication in

years is CBS Films' Colonel Flack, selling

four out of five markets directly to sponsors

While it's impossible to draw accu-

rate party lines for each of the syndi-

cators, some action-adventure tenden-

cies are already evident. Ziv will prob-

ably bring out four or five new shows

—or extra years of production on cur-

rent shows. Screen Gems, with a brand

new programing department set up

specifically to create syndication prop-

erties, will have three shows in the

outdoor tradition. Rescue 8 is already

out. Stakeout will be available shortly

and a third show will be added next

year. ABC and CNP, while not yet

revealing 1959 programing plans,

probably would stay with action-adven-

ture for any show they decided to

bring out.

Leading the "diversification" camp
is CBS Films, with an impressive ros-

ter of plans for dramatic, historical

and documentary programs totally un-

like what's now generally for sale on

the syndication market. In addition

to the recently introduced Colonel

Flack, syndication's first comedy in

several seasons, and Rendezvous—

a

$40,000 a week dramatic collection

with stars Bert Lahr, Keenan Wynn.
Arthur Kennedy, Nancy Walker, and

David Wayne and writers John Her-

sey, Reginald Rose. Dylan Thomas.

John Cheever. Ludwig Bemelmans.
Stephen Vincent Benet. Shirley Jack-

son and Ray Bradbury—the following

are on CBS Films' drawing boards:

Silent Saber, tv's first Revolutionary

War drama. The Diplomat with Clare

Booth Luce. The Man Nobody Knows
with Lon Chaney, The Criminologist,

Sir Francis Drake, Dragon Flag and
Collector's Item.

There's a far-reaching sales philoso-

phy behind this diversification move.

CBS Films is out to get the money the

other syndicators seemed to have over-

looked. A year ago they lured Na-

tionwide into the first regional buy of

national scope by an insurance com-

pany ; recently, Amoco dropped its net-

work programing and became a syndi-

cation partisan with their 59-market

pact for U. S. Border Patrol.

A two-pronged special sales drive is

iHider way at CBS Films. The targets

are institutional advertisers and growth

industries who may never have used

television before in any form. One
uroup includes the insurance com-

Carrying ahead syndication'- iia-ir iiailiii"!!

of action-adventure shows arc Silml Sm i'

r

(above), 26 Men and other well estahli^h.nl

properties. Each adds new variations to the

Ziv-orijrinated formula of the fast, tangible

uftPH

panies, utilities and others; the other,

new companies on the national scene

including home building, supply and

maintenance outfits like Congoleum-

Nairn and Johns-Manville.

Although some syndicators antici-

pate the problems of selling shows.

CBS Films is acting from this different

point of view: that it's the large scale

advertiser not able to find the right

show who has the problem.

The biggest syndication news of re-

cent weeks—ITC's merger of TPA and

the Associated Television—is still more
of a financial expansion than a pro-

graming investment. Even the most

knowledgeable of trade insiders are

still puzzled about what kind of new-

programing, if any, ITC will offer.

So far, ITC's activities have been

largely in the area of acquiring net-

work properties, but the programing

weight of this new combine is expected

to be eventually felt in syndication.

The newly formed Gross-Krasne-

Sillerman company ( GKS I has started

on an ambitious production schedule

for syndication sale or possible network

slotting, with two drama entries. Fate,



WHAT YOU'LL SEE ON FILM |

Shows now on sale Typical regional clients

(and number of markets)

ABC Films

26 Men Hood Dairies (9)

^ CBS Films

1 Vihirlvbirds, Srd year Conoco (58)

i Colonel Flack Pacific Gas & Electric (9)

P U. S. Border Patrol Amoco (59)

1 Rendezvous Rheingold (3)

1 CNP (NBC)

Silent Service. 2nd year Schaeffer (4)

Flight Schlitz (20)

Union Pacific Lee Optical (15)

ITC (includes TPA) 1

D \ Sunray (40)

MCA-TV, Ltd.

State Trooper, 2nd vear Falstaff (66)

Mike Hammer, 2nd vear

NTA

U. S. Marshall Budweiser (75)

Screen Gems

Rescue 8 Alka-Seltzer (9)

1
Ziv

1 Highway Patrol, 4th year Ballantine (36)

1 Sea Hunt, 2nd year Standard Oil of Calif. (26)

1 Target Olympia (35)

m Dial 999 Pillsburv (30)

1 Mackenzie's Raiders Brown & Williamson (19)

i Bold Venture

1 UPCOMING SYNDICATION SHOWS ANNOUNCED |

1 CBS Films ITC i

1 Silent Saber Tom Swift 1
1 Diplomat, with Clare Booth Luce Four Just Men, drama 1
1 The Man Nobody Knows m
1 The Criminologist NTA 1
1 Sir Francis Drake, children's adv. 1
1 Dragon Flag, set in Hong Kong Manlovani, new music series ^
1 Collector's Item Third Man, based on feature film y
i William Tell V
m CKS (Cross-Krasne-Sillerman) Walter Winchell File (new) p

Fate, dramatic anthology
(ieorge Jessel show f]

y Clencannon, with Thomas
S Flying Doctor—Richard

Mitchell Screen Gems I
Denning =

I Trader Horn Stakeout, from Fla. Sheriff's Bur. J
i Sea Hawk

1 - -
One other program =

an anthology, and Clencannon, witli

Thomas Mitchell, plus three action-

adventure shows. Flying Doctor,

Trader Horn and Sea Hatvk.

NTA is considering a variety of new
program possibilities: Mantovani, new
production of Walter Winchell File and

William Tell, as a strong merchandis-

ing and licensing entry. Others might

be a George Jessel series and a show
based on The Third Man, but the lat-

ter is now amidst contractual obstacles

involving James Mason.

MCA, whose Mike Hammer series

will go into second year production,

does not have plans for other new en-

tries at the moment.

United Artists TV has five programs

scheduled for production that might

by-pass network and find their way
into syndication: The Vikings, Hudson

Bay, International Airport, Trouble-

shooters and the Dennis O'Keefe show.

MGM. too, may jump into syndication

next year.

Telestar will dig into radio for Coun-

terspy as a new syndication property.
^

A programing-sales move of major

import is Guild's organization of

Syndi-Tape. a sales staff handling only

tape programs. At first this unit will

focus on programs produced by local

stations, such as KTTC's I Los Angeles)

Divorce Court.

There are a half-dozen or more other

tape series, locally produced by sta-

tions, now being offered to agencies

and station buyers. At the moment,

tape seems to have its biggest potential

in programing as a spot carrier. There

are something on the order of 40-odd

tape machines now in operation in

some 25 markets.

Against the arguments of "Why
spend more than 13 weeks at once?"

of spot announcements, syndication

has been arguing for the validity of its

program identification and impact.

And against network, syndication finds

itself arguing its superior flexibility in

scheduling of commercials. In other

words, syndication salesmen use net-

work arguments against spot and spot

arguments against network. While this,

middle ground was confusing to agen-

cy men for a long time, the place of

syndication is now becoming clearer.

Its estimated volume of $90 million

this year, expected to reach $100 mil-

lion stature in 19.59, brings along with

it wider and wider use by agencies and

clients, and clarifies its growing role

among air media methods. ^
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Highlights on six rating services

^ SPONSOR series on the audience measurement firms

finds they are all in the throes of expanding data offered

^ Key trends include instant video ratings, increased

coverage of local markets and four-week rating reports

I he periodic hue and cry about the

uses and misuses of ratings has been

no barrier to the steady growth in the

volume of audience data being offered

(and consumed).

Not only the quantity but the qual-

ity of tv/radio information has been

increasing.

This is apparent from sponsor's

series on the half-dozen services which

regularly supply the buyer and seller

of air time with broadcast data and

allied information. (For dates of the

stories run, see page 76.)

Every one of the six services has ex-

panded recently or will be expanding

shortly in one area or another. The

most important developments are

these

:

• What will probably be the most

nerve-wrecking of all rating methods

—

instantaneous tv audience measurement

by wire—has finally arrived after years

of experimentation and development.

ARB's Arbitron is operating on a

seven-city basis for network popularity

ratings and in New York as well. A
local Arbitron service in Chicago will

be ready to roll by the end of Novem-

ber and Los Angeles will be added to

the roster by the first of the year.

Meanwhile, Nielsen has entered the

lists after a dozen years of electronic

testing, announcing an Instantaneous

Audimeter service for New York, prob-

ably by winter. A network service and

additional local reports is expected to

be announced early next year.

• The hassle about stations jazzing

up promotions and programing during

rating week is on the verge of becom-

ing history. Beginning this month,

ARB will supply four-week rating aver-

ages in additional tv markets. About

{Please turn to page 76 I

HERE AR

m Name of service

E NEW
Medium
measured

Tv

SERVICES OFFERED BY RATING FIRMS

Method used New developments

ARB Diary and

meters

Arbitron [instantaneous ratings) 1-city network

and New York local service now available; Chi-

cago, Los Angeles to be added soon. New 1- week,

4^-week reports eventually offered in 100 markets

Hooper Radio Phone and personal

coincidental

New markets to be added in next 12 months will

total 25. Market research is being expanded.

More qualitative research will be available, includ-

ing detailed age breakdowns, out-of-home data —

Nielsen Tvand
radio

Meters plus

controlled diary

Instantaneous audience service to be available

in New York this winter, network and other local

service later next year. Nielsen Station Index

expanding to 75 markets by spring, 100 next fall

Pulse Tv and
radio

Personal interview

(roster recall)

About 140 tv and radio markets will have 'l-week

reports by 1 January. Qualitative data on pro-

duct usage, consumer spending, etc., now in web

reports, will also be available in local reports

1 Trendex Tv Phone coincidental Neiv Tv City Reports will appear in 50 markets,

with expansion beginning this month. The new
reports will include brand share index figures

Videodex Tv Panel diary There have been 20 new markets added recently
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Nalional and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently completed

FREEDOM
FROM

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Eversharp Pen Co., I)i\. of I'arker Pen Co.. Arlington Heights, I

!- jioiii^ into top markets throughout the country to promote its pens

(luring the Christmas season. The campaign starts late this month.

Minutes and I.D.'s during nighttime slots are being purchased;
j

frequenfN \aries from market to market. The buyer is Al Hornell:

I lie ;i,i:rii(\ is Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.

General Foods Corps., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken, N. J., is

kicking off a campaign in scattered markets for its Instant Maxwell

House Coffee. The schedules start this month, run for six to eight

weeks, depending upon the market. Minutes and chainbreaks during

nighttime segments are being slotted. Frequencies vary with the

market. The buyer is Grace Porterfield; the agency is Benton &

Bowles. Inc.. New York.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is scheduling announcements

throughout the country for its Palmolive Shaving Cream. Minute

adjacenies to network football telecasts are being used; the schedules

run through the football season. The buyer is Eileen Greer: the

ageiuN is Ted Bates & Co., Inc.. New York.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is conducting holiday campaigns

in top markets to promote the use of its Dromedary dates in hom

baking. Starling this month, the schedules run for six weeks. Minutes

during both daytime and nighttime periods are being aired. Fre

quency depends upon the market. The buyer is Bob Gruskay; the

agency is Ted Bates & Co.. Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS

Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa., is lining up schedules across the

count r\ for a short-term campaign for its Scotkins paper napkins.

The schedules start 19 November; chainbreaks and I.D's during

da\time slots are being used. Frequency varies from market to market.

The l)u\er is Marie Barbato: the agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,

\eu York.

Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass., is planning a big Christmas

|)ush in top markets for its game line. The campaign starts in mid-

\()\ ember, runs for four weeks. Minutes during daytime segments

are being |)laced; frequencies depend upon the market. The buyer

is Doug Humm; the agency is Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Tv-Radio Division, Metuchen, N. J.

is planning a cam|)aign in top markets to promote its radios. The

schedules start the last week in November for four weeks. Chain-

breaks during both daytime and nighttime segments are being

purchased. Frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is

Tom Reilly ; the agency is Grey Advertising, New York.
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(jreat time at XeieSIUaiOSI The happy combmatwn picmrea

khw justfinished three Kellogg commercmls for "What's MyLirw?"in record time!

nd why not? Kellogg has the top selling talent and personality of Dennis James

left}.. . top agency creative control of Leo Burnett Company in the person of agency

roducer Chuck Strother (center). . . top production experience of TELESTUDIOS' head

an, George Gould (right). And, oh yes, one other thing-VIDEOTAPE-at the industry's

irgest independent studios. It's the same kind of great time and custom service on

>hich you can count when you produce your commercials . .
.pilots orprograms under

le personal supervision of TELESTUDIOS' top management. Great results, too, because

IDEOTAPE at TELESTUDIOS means low cost, high quality productions that come across

ithallthevividimpactoflivetelevisionitselflt's happening rightnowforkeyagencies

ich as Burnett, and their key clients such as Kellogg. Right w)w is a great time to

lake it happen foryou with VIDEOTAPE at NTA's TEIjESTUDIGS, ING.

u.
— -



MR. STATIOi
what does trade papc

First, circulation means people who make the buy-

ing decisions. These people include— at SPONSOR—

timebuyerSy account executives, ad managers, market-

ing men, media executives, agency principals, and pos-

sibly a dozen more job titles.

Only SPONSOR has its circulation audited by job

titles to give you at a glance the simple facts you need

about readership that counts most heavily in your

selection of trade paper promotion.

Sure, SPONSOR has more total advertiser -agency

readers than any other publication in its field—7,035^ to

be exact, or slightly more than 58 per cent of its total

distribution.

I'S: HI'A (Husincss Publications Audit) was established in 19:U expressly

for the purpose of auditing business papers or trade journals. BPA has 475

trade paper members, more by far than any other publication audit firm.

*June 1958 audit just released.



IIANAGER,
rculation mean to you?

i But numbers alone are not enough. You need a job

title analysis to get the full measure of trade paper

value. Thafs why SPONSOR has availed itself of a

BPA audit that identifies the reader you want to reach

by the exact title he holds at the agency that buys your

time as well as at the national advertiser level.

in a word, SPONSOR has the circulation (quantity

and quality—both) that guarantees your national ad-

vertising maximum exposure and, therefore, maximum

results. May we send you the complete BPA audited

job title analysis?

f SPONSOR
THE weekly; MAGAZINE TV /RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



RADIO BASICS/NOV,

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index

1958 1957

ir

Radio station index

End of September 1958

stations CPs not New station
on air on air requests

New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1
3290

1 101
1 449

1 561 1 98 1 39

End of September 1957

1

109

30

Am
Fm

1
3070

1 142
1 350

1 519 1 36 1 38 1

113

4

Source h year.

Radio set index

Set
location 1958 1957

Home
Auto

Public
places

Total

95,400,000 90,000,000

37,200,000 35,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000

142,600,000 135,000,000

[lAB. 1 July 1958, 1 July 1957.

ing order. -No ne^v Information.

Radio index

Type Aug. 1958 Aug. 1957

8 Months
1958

8 Months
1957

Home

Auto

658,247

242,915

710,553

301.971

4,111,080

1,893,813

4,947,006

3,392,926

Total

Source: Blec

901,162 1.012,524 6,004,893

ssn. (formerly RETMA). Home Ago

8.339.932

es .re ret.ll

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS
IN-HOME RADIO LISTENING DURING SUiVliVIER HOURS

6^15 6,069ecoo S fi77
5.334 5.334

A-&96
4.III 4.454

3.915

3,230 3.083 3,034

2,055 2.349

6 7 8 9 10 M 12

Il.roiigh .Siitiinhiy. Pii;

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
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NEW YORK

tS^ RUBI€AM,
Advertising

Building a television commercial takes the

talents of a lot of skilled people— writers,

artists, producers, casting directors, musicians,

recording experts, stylists and many others.

Omit one and he's sure to "be missed."

It takes a balanced effort—in which every part

of the whole creative job is carefully handled

by a full team of trained agency TV specialists

who know what they're doing at all times and

never stop trying to do better.

8 NOVEMBER 1958



With standards risioe, SPONSOR ASKS;

What is your agency doing to devellp

As aju'iioy competition increases

the nee<l for top personnel, three

ad men tell >\hat their agencies are

doing to develop new agency talent.

Richard Keegan, Hrvan Houaiim, in,..

i.i>. and Us chmn. of ^. Y. Council Com.

on Agency-College Guidance Conj.

"The American Association of Adver-

tising Agencies has long been con-

cerned with the growing personnel re-

quirements of its member agencies.

i.
We pay for

college ad

courses for

employees

^()t onl\ is the need for new blood evi-

dent among the 4A agencies but it is

becoming a greater problem in all

phases of marketing and advertising.

However, boiling the 4A figures down
to a meaningful statistic, it is estimated

that all the 4A agencies combined will

have to add about 2100 new specialized

people every year. That is a lot of

specialists and the trick of how to meet

this demand is one of the key ques-

tions of our business today.

The 4A's itself has directed its atten-

tion in the last several years towards

the college level. The committee on

personnel of the New York Council

under the very able guidance of Bill

Gray of Fletcher D. Richards has been

doing an outstanding job along this

line. .Several years ago the New York

Council recognized an embarrassing

fact that the advertising business was

not recruiting and obtaining the best

qualified young talent among the col-

lege seniors. In fact, most college sen-

iors knew a little more about the busi-

ness than the "hucksters." In addition,

college placement and guidance teach-

ers were just as much in the dark.

Great strides to alleviate this condition

have been made by Bill Gray's com-

mittee.

The Houston Agency has been

among those that has supported this

effort. This year we have taken an-

other step on our own initiative to help

further develop our own personnel.

The following quote is from a memo to

our staff which explains our personnel

aid development program:

"The Bryan Houston Agency is

paying the total tuition and fees of

any employee completing a course in

professional studies as they pertain

to the advertising-marketing field at

the college or professional course

level at any of the accredited col-

leges, schools or courses in the area

which operate night classes."

Other agencies have expressed inter-

est in this program and have asked

about the response we have had to

date. Since we began this program on

October 3rd, well over a dozen people

in the agency have enrolled for such

studies and therefore qualified for the

program. We have young people who
could not afford college, working to-

wards degrees in their particular field.

They are taking courses ranging from

advertising design at Pratt Institute to

v.orking on graduate degrees in mar-

keting at New York University. Some
secretaries in the marketing and ac-

count groups are taking lecture courses

at the Advertising Club of New York.

We have older people who are brush-

ing up on later courses in marketing

or tv. Mind you, these are profes-

sionals who are trying to extend their

knowledge. The response has been

amazing.

In this way we believe we are giv-

ing many of our young people a chance

to develop their talents further in addi-

tion to broadening the experience and

knowledge of the whole agency. We
feel that a broader knowledge of all

phases of marketing and advertising on

every level of the agency will help us

in strengthening our agency talents

and provide better service for our di-

C. Newton Odell, manager of training,

home office, McCann-Evickson, Inc., N. Y.

The Marketing Connnunicalions Work-

shop on the 30th Floor of our Home
Office at 4H.5 Lexington Avenue, New
York, is visible evidence of our com-

pany's real concern with the training

We offer

training

programs by

specialists

and development oi all its people. There,

in this training center new trainees, in

many cases recruited from the top^

ranks of college graduate schools, start

on the first phase of a development

program which includes company and

departmental orientation. The meet-

ing rooms of the workshop are, at the

present time also being used for a

series of seminars for account execu-

tives led by top people from virtually

every branch of the company's opera-

tions. At McCann-Erickson we recog-

nize the need of all employees to be

trainees throughout their working

lives.

Several company divisions are also

conducting intra-departmental training

courses in the interest of developing

talent within the department and

posing them to the newest professional

techniques in television production,

sales communication and sales devel-

opment, media procedures and

search techniques, among others.

The workshop where the company's

training offices are located is a center

too. for the training and development

of employees from overseas offices.

Participants in the last two months

have come from seven countries and

their training has been scheduled well

in advance by the training office work-

ing with the company's International

Division. The workshop affords not

only a place in which these groups can

study, but also provides an exhibit area

for the company's orgnization and

plaiming procedures.
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syw talent?

Training in its broadest sense is a

In -product of the company's program

of regularly scheduled meetings at-

tended by our specialists in every field

of communications. The conclusions

of these sessions are incorporated in

papers which serve as a basis for train-

ing and policy development. It is per-

haps significant that one of these proj-

ect study groups is working on the sub-

ject of manpower development. One

of the chief merits of the study group

>\stem is the opportunity it provides

lur the broadening and development of

(lur younger people.

In the interest of manpower develop-

ment virtually every McCann em-

ployee's performance is regularly re-

viewed and appraised and if training

and development is needed this is one

(if management's responsibilities.

The agency program for manage-

ment development includes Executive

Methods Seminars . . . intensive courses

in problem solving, communications

and creative thinking. These, general-

ly held "off-premises, " are conducted

hv Dr. Robert P. Holston, v.p. of the

Institute of Communications Research,

and affiliate of McCann-Erickson.

Thus, training is a very broad activ-

ity at McCann, with participation

among groups varying from the young

trainee classes to seasoned executives.

Cil Burton, vice president & general man-

ager. Guild, Basrom & Bonfigli, Inc., San

Francisco

Only recently have we been able to in-

dulge in the luxury of developing our

We try to hire

young men
who have

good potential

own new talent. To quite a degree,

GB&B's policy of handling a limited

number of sizable accounts was highly

(Please turn to page 76)

WCSH-TV 6
IVBC Affiliate Poc^iand, Maine

MORE POINTS
FOR YOUR BUCK

That's the result of combining the superior coverage and

"Program Dominance" of Northern New England's service-minded

SIX . . . two facts that have been repeatedly established by survey

after survey for five straight years and most recently by TV Age's

ARB analysis and NCS #3.

See your Weed TV man about how you can benefit from SIX's

viewer preference in its 13-county, billion-dollar plus service area.

A RIIVES STATION

A matching schedule on Ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%
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Problem Solved by

a District Manager

Dave's product uas good, but

No. Florida. So. Georgia sales

i^potty.

He was missing a big market,

and couldn't see why.

Joe Hosford said Atlanta i.i

212 miles away, and Jackson-

ville is 1.58. Use WCTV to fill

the gap.

Blair TV Associates saw the

agency. They bought; Dave

sold and sold . . .

WCTV
Tallahassee

Thomasville

for North Fla. and South Ga.

LIQUOR CONTROVERSY
( Continued jrom paiie 38 )

liquor accounts, however. sa\ lliat it

may still be too soon, that the pul)lic

may not be quite ready for liquor

commercials. Each insists his client

will not be the first to break the bar-

rier, but that if others do it, "We will,

loo." The radio/tv director of one

major air media agency insists that

liquor will not and should not use air

media: "The biggest thing the liquor

industrv can sell today is moderation,

and radio or television are not media

for selling anything moderately."

On the other hand, another radio/tv

director posed this question: "Beer

and wine are both intoxicants, and

both use air media. If a classical

music radio station with a selective

adult audience wants to run a liquor

commercial, why not let it?"

Another agencynian pointed out that

the ban on liquor commercials is ac-

tually rather silly. "You can watch

a 90-minute dramatic show showing

the star getting drunk, but you can't

follow the show with a 20-second spot

for a liquor brand. Where's the logic

in that?"

In Chicago, the attitude toward liq-

uor on air media was. strangely enough,

somewhat more liberal than in New
York. Agencymen on liquor accounts

in Chicago admit they would welcome

the chance to get their brands on radio

(and maybe television), and concede

that it would be a big boost to their

billings. But they are also aware that

a risk element is present. Said one

liquor a.e. : "Why chance killing the

goose that lays the golden egg? Liquor

accounts are doing well; why give the

opposition ammunition that may ulti-

mately kill liquor ads in all media?"

One agency executive on a liquor

account—C. W. Muench, v.p. of Henri,

Hurst & McDonald, a.e. on the Water-

fill & Frazier Distillery account—makes

two significant points. First, if liquor

ads appeared on radio and television,

"There would be no public reaction.

The public could hardly be conscious

of a change. Historically, advertising

research shows that people don't iden-

tify the advertising medium over the

message."

Second, "Use of television and radio

in behalf of distilled products will not

mean an increase in consumption, but

would be an opportunity to do a better

job in teaching people how to enjoy

the product rather than abuse it."

Although there is no rush by agen-

cies to look into the opportunities

which radio and tv offer to liquor,

there is considerable interest. At least

one agency has queried reps on their

stations' willingness to take liquor ad-

vertising.

III. Distillers' Reticence

Word that the air media's solid front

against liquor advertising may be de-

veloping a crack was received calmly

and coolly by the distillers. A Schen-

ley spokesman told sponsor that execu-

tives of his company are studying the

matter closely, and will consider the

possible effect on both the trade and

on the public before Schenley an-

nounces any official position. The

spokesman admitted, however, that

barring any sudden move by others in

the industry, there is very little likeli-

hood of any rush by Schenley into ra-

dio or television.

While Seagram executives also de-

clined to comment, it is also generally

believed that Seagram—if it ever ven-

tures into radio and tv—will do so

slowly and cautiously. Seagram ap-

parently will watch public reaction to

any other liquor ads on air media, and

govern itself accordingly.

One liquor industry authority, an

executive of one of the major distillers,

emphasized that there would be no

"jumping for joy" if radio and tv were

opened up to the liquor industry. First

of all, he explained, "Where would we

find the budgets that we'd need to run

an air media campaign of any size?

It lakes a lot of money to make any

impression in tv, for instance, and the

money would have to come from some-

where. Secondly, most advertising men
in the liquor industry don't know the

first thing about air media; they'd

have to start learning about it. But,"

he adds, "the liquor industry will be

in radio/tv ultimately; it's just a ques-

tion of time."

Lester S. Abelson, board chairman

and secretary of Barton Distilling Co.,

Chicago, agrees that "Broadcast would

he a wonderful medium for advertisers

of distilled spirits—one of the finest

ways we know to get the message

passed along to the public. But there

are too many problems involved in the

production of liquor ads to make it

worthwhile to take the risk of jeopard-

izing our entire advertising picture."

However, there are some strong dis-

( Please turn to page 74)
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SOLD
WCBS-TV

New York

RoLD
WVTOL-TV

Toledo

SOLD
WJBK-TV

Detroit

SOLD
KUTV

Salt Lake City

WBZ-TV
Boston

SOLD
WBAL-TV

Baltimore

KNXT
Los Angeles

SOLD
KIRO-TV

Seattle

SOLD
li/TCN-TV
Minneapolis

ISOLD
tUAM-TV
I Guam

Isold
WTTV
Indianapolis

SOLD
^MOX-TV

St. Louis

i SOLD
KPIX

an Francisco

SOLD
WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids

SOLD
KHQ-TV

Spokane

KETV
Omaha

SOLD
WTOP-TV
Washington, D. C.

WCAU-TV
Philadelphia

SOLD
KBET-TV
Sacramento

SOLD
WFBM-TV

Indfanapolis

WITI-TV
Milwaukee

SOLD
WJW-TV

Cleveland

'PR '48
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i
Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
j&

8 NOVEMBER 1958 Obstacles to the sale of full hour ofiP-network programs to stations have been

*^'T.=?*J!t?,„M. — cleared away with pacts for NBC's Matinee Theater.
SPONSOR PUBLICATION* INa ' ^

Although a total of 666 episodes were first presented in five afternoons a week on Matinee

Theater, the stations signing for re-runs will get only 26 hours produced on film, and

they'll be programing them once a week—probably not during the afternoon. (For details,

see FILM WRAP-UP, page 68).

The tight situation on full minutes in big markets (see 25 October SPONSOR,
page 31) may be creating something of a problem for the two or three regional

advertisers who bolted syndication in favor of short-term spot commitments earlier

this year.

Also, with some brightening of the nation's business picture, the defectors could well be

encouraged back into syndication late this year or in 1959.

The order just placed by Nabisco for thirteen more episodes of Sky King for

1959 calls attention to McCann-Erickson's own successful syndication operation

now going into its fourth year.

With a lineup of 108 stations Nabisco achieves more than 90% coverage of U.S. tv

homes. Another durable McCann-Erickson enterprise has been U. S. Borax's 80 stations with

Death Valley Days, accomplishing more than 85% coverage.

The programs deliver Nielsen national ratings of 22,4 and 22.9 respectively, as reported

in SPONSOR for 10 May.

With the release of the Bold Venture series, Ziv is claiming a new record-
ten series in production in one year—a high for both that company and the en-

tire tv film industry as well.

The ten shows include six syndicated entries (see page 46) plus these four network

sales: Bat Masterson on NBC, Tombstone Territory and Rough Riders on ABC—plus World

of Giants, tentatively set for CBS.

As might be expected, the majority of ABC stations are running syndicated

shows in the Monday-through-Friday 7-7:30 p.m. time period recently recaptured

from the network.

What's surprising, however, is how much national money has come into these strips,

with prestige advertisers putting many stations on SRO basis through sponsorships and par-

ticipations in these time periods.

In New York, for example, Wheatena bought Union Pacific, and this host of national

advertisers took all available participations : Nescafe, Procter & Gamble, Raleigh, Tea Coun-

cil, Muriel cigar, Peter Paul, Jif, Chesebrough-Pond's and Congoleum-Nairn.

A look at other ABC affiliates shows these sponsorships in the newly opened 7 p.m. time

slot:

Detroit: Burns and Allen by Rival, San Francisco Beat by Brown & Williamson, and

Decoy by Progresso.

I
New Haven: Millionaire by Ronzoni and Savarin, Mackenzie's Raiders by Carnation

and Brown & Williamson, and State Trooper by Schmidt.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
8 NOVEMBER I9S8

^^** "** secret that the post war revolution in wholesale distribution has made
ccpyright IM8 cousumer media shoulder heavier burdens.

Bf>aNSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

A dramatic example of what's happened is offered by General Manager Haydn R. Evans

uf WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis. The station is being used to introduce Bari-Day, a new des-

sert topping, in the area. (For details on sponsor's in-depth study of this marketing move, see

page 38 of this issue and page 29 in the 1 November issue.)

Pointed out Evans: "Before the second World War the average food wholesaler

in our area (and we'll be dealing with 16 of them) had twelve or more retail salesmen

who made regular calls on retail stores. Today not one of these wholesalers has even

one retail salesman. And this seems to be pretty much the case all over the country. Which

certainly points up the importance of advertising."

The wholesaler may not be as badly off as the decline in his Green Bay sales force indi-

cates, but there's no doubt he's a declining factor.

It's been estimated that while the wholesaler handled 53% of all retail sales in the

U. S. for World War II, he handles less than 40% now. The drop is even more severe

in the grocery field.

Not only that, this profit per dollar sales has gone down to boot. He's been seek-

ing his salvation in specialization in many cases. Wholesalers specializing in jewelry, frozen

foods, certain "dry goods," are not uncommon. And he's been cutting down his sales force to

remain competitive.

What is the wholesaler?

The supermarkets for one thing. As the supers grew, they became, in effect, whole-

salers themselves. The drive to cut distribution costs thus resulted in the supers buying di-

rectly from manufacturers and, in an increasing number of cases, via the manufacturers' sales

representatives, the foods broker.

The growth of the food broker is not only significant to wholesale distributions

but to media, too.

The food broker is primarily a local, or, at the most, a regional institution and this results

in strong sympathies with local media.

A trend to watch is the growth of broker advisory groups, which a number of

manufacturers have set up. These groups consist of a half dozen to a dozen brokers out of 75

to 80 who might handle a manufacturer's product nationally. They advise rather than decide

on advertising and media problems but the fact they are listened to makes them a force

media must reckon with.

A more striking trend of interest to media is the increase of a number of bro-

kers who offer merchandising services. A survey by the Trade Paper Food Topics, made

last year with the cooperation of the National Food Brokers Association, revealed that 71%
of NFBA members did retail merchandising, compared wtih 21% in 1947.

What's the ideal agency research man like?

Some differences of opinion on the subject came out at the marketing workshop of the

AMA's New York Chapter on 3 November. Format of the workshop: An outline of how

FC&B uses marketing research, followed by critical rebuttles from a panel.

FC&B's research manager Tom McKiernan prefers the partisan researcher who will

immerse himself in the client's problems. BBDO's research chief Ben Gendalecia called

for recognition of researchers as specialists with professional standing and a greater

degree of objectivity.
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Whafs happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
Lai^?»:;;

8 NOVEMBER 1958

C»pyrlght 1998

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

FCC commissioner Robert E. Lee's tee-off" about too-long and too-loud com-

mercials may be a precursor to a line of action by the commissioners as a body.

What Lee had to say on the subject before the eastern women's conference of the Adver-

tising Federation of America is something his colleagues prefer to talk about only off the

record.

Lee put his views strongly enough on the record but more significant were his interpola-

tions of the FCC's powers under the Communications Act, as interpreted by FCC counsel, and

that, to wit, was:

The FCC may be strictly forbidden powers of censorship over what goes out over the air.

but another section of the Act does give the FCC power to regulate and license "in the public

interest."

It is no secret that a majority of the commissioners is leaning toward the view that the

requirement for stations to operate in the public interest gives the FCC both the

power and the duty to scan some broadcasting practices—like programs and commer-

cials.

Lee told the adwomen that those who advertise—the sponsors—must be most concerned

about the conduct of the broadcasting industry.

He assailed station operators for selling time to bait-and-switch and other fraudulent ad-

vertisers and welcomed FTC-FCC liaison which, he said, had resulted in considerable improve-

ment.

Though he admitted there was a problem of pinning down a legal definition of what

is too much commercialization, Lee left no doubt that in his opinion the FCC would

eventually move against flagrant cases.

Again speaking only for himself, Lee told the adwomen that he still looks to

the 70 uhf channels to provide enough spectrum space for the unforeseen demand
for tv stations—the 12 vhf channels not being enough.

The lack of facilities will be more of a concern to advertisers than the FCC:

there won't be enough good time on competitive stations.

Participants in the FCC's rehearing of the Miami channel 10 case were given

an extension of time until Monday, 10 November to file their final arguments with

special hearing examiner Horace Stern. Oral arguments are scheduled before Stern on

17 November, but these could also be delayed.

Meanwhile, it is believed that Stern, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief justice,

will also hear the replay of the Boston channel 5 case. This one will probably start in mid-

.January, not too long after Stern hands down his decision on Miami channel 10.

Cases of FCC reconsideration of tv channel awards in the light of allegations of misdeeds

in connection with securing the grants are piling up. Some have been referred back to the

FCC by the courts. Some are being reconsidered on the FCC's own motion.

It is possible that Stern will hear one case after another, and will become the

FCC's specialist on these cases.

Another case virtually certain to merit new FCC consideration, Pittsburgh chan-

nel 4, comes back before the Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight sub-

committee on Wednesday 12 November.

Former FCC chairman George C. McConnaughey is slated to be a witness, apparently at

his own request. The subcommittee says it has subpoenaed no witnesses, but has left the way

clear for anybody mentioned in earlier testimony to come forward voluntarily.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

SPONSOR HEARS
8 NOVEMBER 1958

^^^ latest of the life insurance companies to become itchy for a tv show as the

cwyright IMS result of Prudential's success is Equitable Life.

(Equitable just switched its account to FCB from K&E.)

The bargain-hunting antics of a media executive for a major Park Avenue adver-

tiser are getting to be embarrassing to the account's agencies.

The agencies try to explain away his tactics to disturbed sellers thus: He's only bent

on making a good impression with the boss; he really means no harm.

The bigger agencies are finding it harder than ever to lure the specialist aces

in the field, because most of them are locked into their organization by benefit plans.

These include deferred compensation, fringes of various kinds, and stock arrangements

which spell out capital gains.

Radio stations in various sections of the country are burning at the efforts of

a major rep to lure their disk jockeys to his clients.

Cracked the manager of one of these aggrieved stations : "We don't mind if that rep tips

off one of his stations to one of our hot programs; but we do think he's going a step too

far when he turns employment agent and raids our d.j. staff."

Complaints about allegedly harmful side-effects from episodes in tv shows con-

tinue to be a steady headache.

Among NBC TV's latest petitioners was the Lead Institute, which objected to a scene in

a film showing two people sickened from lead poisoning after touching paint.

Corrected the Institute: Lead poisoning can come only from eating the metal.

If you dig back into the beginnings of CBS, you'll find these "firsts"

:

• New York flagship: WOR, managed by Al McCosker.

• President: Andy White, among the first name announcers.

• Advertiser: Emerson Drug.

• The date: 1928.

Add up the characteristics of today's rep salesman, and you'll likely come up with

this composite profile:

Average age: 35.

Origin: Local media, ad agencies or training programs for recent collegiates.

Type of operator: Realizes that his job demands an ever-increasing knowledge of

media information and service; finger-tip information on local conditions and programing;

resourcefulness and clarity in telling his story; lots of nervous and physical stamina in

order to keep several balls in the air at once; and the ability to avoid getting fouled up in

paperwork.

Pet peeves: (1) Being referred to as an order-taker; (2) a timebuyer who says he's

made up his mind; (3) stations that demand a reason for the cancelation.
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Hothins else like it

in Greater New York

NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
WVNJ originated the programming concept of Great
Albums of Music. It is the only radio station in the metro-
politan area that plays just Great Albums of Music from
sign on to sign off every single day of the year.

NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:

The very nature of the music makes the audience pre-

ponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too. In one of the

wealthiest counties of America (Essex—with its million

plus population) WVNJ is first in 27 out of 34 rated periods

from 7 AM till midnight. It is tied for first in three more.
According to Pulse it has more listeners here than any
station in New Jersey and New York as well.



ADVERTISERS

Scott Paper (Company Mill he satu-

rating the radio waves for the six

(lays preceding Thanksgiving Day.

in one of its higgest spot radio pro-

motions.

The campaign, for Siotkin;; napkin*,

uill air on 500 stations in the top 2o()

markets, via 10. 20 and 30-secon(l

spots.

Estimated cost of the campaign

:

S120.0(X).

Agencv: JWT.

Other campaigns:
• The Lionel Corp., electric train

ir.anufacturcrs. will utilize children's

t\ shows for its ijre-Christmas cani-

l-aign. One-minute live spots have heen

purchased in 46 major markets in the

I .S. and Canada.

• Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Co. has these pre-Christmas

plans: A one-hour ABC TV special.

Peter and The Wolf, scheduled 30 \o-

vemher; spot tv commercials, live and

film, heamed at daytime and nighttime

audiences in the top 100 markets, and

print. Campaign for its Scotch cello-

phane and gift tapes, and Sasheen rib-

lion and gift vvraps.

• The W. W. Kimball Co., piano

and electric organs manufacturers, has

departed from its usual line of adver-

tising with the contention that pianos

are more than furniture. Kimball is

out to prove the tone and performance

of its pieces, and for it. has houaht a

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

NBC TC Affiliales B(l. of Ueli-gates new and re-elected officers: Standing

(liairman (Optionals) Harold Essex, v.p., gen. nigr., W.SJS-TV, Winston-Salem; Harold See,

-.n. mgr., KRON-TV, -San Fran.; Lawrence Rogers, pres., gen. mgr., WSAZ-TV, Huntington,

\\. Va.: Joseph Bryant, pres., KCBD-TV, Lubbock; Richard Dunning, pres.. gen. mgr.. KHQ-
|\. Spokane; and Robert Ferguson, exec, v.p., WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. Seated ( 1 to i)

Kob.ri Kininer, pres., NBC; chairman Jack Harris, v.p., gen. mgr., KPRC-TV, Houston; Robert

SarnofT, chairman. NBC; vice-chairman (Basics! Edwin Wheeler, gen mgr.. WWJ-TV, Detroit;

and >ec.-tr<-as. Harold Sluart, pres.. KVOO-TV. Tulsa. The mceling was held in New York

\

daily, hour-long series of live program-
\\

ing via fin radio. The station: WKFM, \.

Chicago. The program: The Kimball
i

hour. Agency: Warren Wetherell &
'

Associates. !

• General MilPs Cocoa Puff cereal
jj

is set for its tv test campaign in 100 !'

scattered markets, via children's ])ro-

grams. Agency: D-F-S.

• Bourjois, Inc., for its Evening

In Paris perfumes begins its pre-Chiist-

mas campaign 1 December, via tv spots

in about 100 markets. Agency: Law-

rence Gumbinner.

Awarded

:

Revlon, Inc., voted two "Top Pro-

motions of the Year" awards by 5,000

food industry executives and merchants

in a poll sponsored by Topics Publish-

ing Co.

Strictly personnel : RCA Whirlpool's

appliance sales department has been

realigned, with these changes: Ray-

mond Muldoon, national advertising

h-s a big night on NTA's KTNT-TV,

S3att!e-Tacoma, say models (1 to r) Sylvia

Rosenb-.rg, Cinger .McDonagh and Pit Ru3;-

s-er, as ihey :o r the city, visit agencies and

-ponsors and appear on tv to promote c-liows

They turned back the hands of time at

Fort Point, Presidio, Calif, as tv columnists

and sponsor Bay Area Rambler dealers watch

KPI\. San Frandsco. piomote il« new Ziv



manager, will also head local advertis-

ing: J. A. Schulte becomes national

sales promotion manager; John Trux,

named assistant national advertising

manager . . . David Sheehan, ap-

pointed national used truck sales man-

ager for The White Motor Comapny.

Cleveland.

Rod Mays, president of the West-

ern States Advertising Agencies

Association, bid for closer coop-

eration, between agencies and
media via a new media relations

policy for the 90-nieniber group.

'^SAAA's policy for media:

1 • Establish and continue a perma-

nent Media Relations Committee—this

year called Activity:

2) Inaugurate an Annual Media Re-

lation Night;

3) Invite media to make industry

presentations at WSAAAs annual con-

ference; and

4) Encourage close relationship of

media with this Association in its var-

ious affairs.

Maxon, Inc., for its Gillette Safet\

Razor Co.. heads the list this week,

of the twelve new subscribers to

Pulse Inc.'s radio and tv reports.

Other subscribers include: Frank B.

Sawdon, Inc.. for Robert Hall Clothes.

Quality Bakers of America and Beck-

man. Koblitz. Inc.. Los Angeles.

School's open: SSC&B is starting

a series of seven classes for its em-

ployees on "The Religion of Selling."

The series will cover seven phases

of the agency operation, including

copy, art. the making of tv commer-

cials, mechanical production, media

planning and buying, consumer re-

search and account handling.

They've opened new offices: Wade
Advertising Agency, born in Chic-

aao as a one-man. two room agenc\

in 1909, formally dedicated the

agency's expansive new offices in 20

North Wacker Drive at a reception for

500 guests last week . . . Robert
Lawrence Productions, with offices

in New York and Toronto, has moved

into Chicago, with its new quarters to

be headed by Len Levy, formerly ex-

ecutive producer at Kling Film Pro-

ductions. Chicago.

I\ew partnership : Jon Ross and Emil

Reisman, of Ross/Reisman/Co., Los

Angeles, welcomed a third to their

group last week—Murray Naidich. the

agency's art director. The company

will now be dubbed Ross/Reisman/
Naidich, Inc.

New agency: Mulle, Breen &
Waldie, Inc., at 405 North Camden
Drive. Beverly Hills. Sherman G.

Mulle is the new president. Melvin

Waldie, secretary-treasurer and art di-

rector and Richard Breen. v. p. will act

as copy consultant.

Iir-t all-Nefiro par.ulo down Fl.

-.'..lators. Some 30,000 people ,

H.'U^tnn Negro Exposition and
\ppla.u^^ 1 IJK liili annual I'uKi , hn . luncheon, where Bob Hope

Pulse Man of The Year— 1958'. The head table included

(1 to r) Esther Williams, who accepted Hope's award; Dr. Sydney

Ro.low. Pulse pres.; Arthur Hull Hayes, pres., CBS Radio; John

West. ^.]^.. NBC Pacific Div.; Tom McAvity. v.p.. McCann-Erickson

Media Meek, held by Campbell-Ewald. drew 500 Midwest space

and time men. Carl Georgi (1) v.p. and media dir., C-E points out

route to (1 to r) Detroit station men Ed Wheeler, gen mgr., WWJ-
\M-T\ ; John Pival. v.p.. WXYZ-TV and Hal Neal, v.p., WXYZ Radio

ion "air lift": Dan licilu., pu.iii...tiuii .Jur, lui Un klMl'. 'lA

I'l Radio, San Diego prepares to leave 4 A"s convention in Palm
[I'Hgs with films of its activities for processing in San Diego^



Agency appointments: The House-

hold Products Division of Colgate, for

its new liquid detergent Genie, to

Street & Finney . . . Holly Sugar, to

Doyle Dane Bernbach's Los An-
geles oflice . . . De\ () & Ravnolds paints

to EWR&R ... J. P. Steven-s Forst-

mann Woolen Di\ ision to BBDO for

its men's fabric line . . . The Penzoil

Co., California, to Eisainan-Johns
. . . Turtle Wax-Plastone Co., Chicago,

to Bozell & Jacobs, Inc., Chicago.

On the personnel front: Robert
INewell, named president and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Cunningham &
Walsh: William Mulvey, former sen-

ior v.p., named executive v.p.; Carl
Giegerich, senior v.p., becomes chair-

m.an of C&W's executive committee
I For details, see NEWSMAKER OF
THE WEEK, page 6.) . . . E. B.
Ferree, copy supervisor and John W.
Murphy, commercial production

supervisor, named v.p.'s of K&E . . .

Charles D. Ewart, Richard N.
Xeedham, George W. Oliver, Ro-
bert F. Steinhoff and John F.

Whalley elected v.p.'s at Xeedham,
Louis and Brorby, Inc . . . Thomas
C. Dillon, a v.p. and director of

THE BIG "T" IN

WES"
MON

'ERN
ANA

KMSO-Ch. 13

Television

Tremendous coverage

Terriffic results

ASK CILL-PERNA

KMSO- MISSOULA

BBDO, becomes head of marketing,

research and media for the agency . . .

Personnel news from Chicago:
Louis Dean, named v.p. of D. P.

Brother . . . Howard Anson, v.p. in

charge of the art department, Leo Bur-

nett . . . Robert Hawkins, v.p and
account executive at the Western Ad-
vertising Agency . . . Frederick W.
Heckel, v.p. at N. W. Ayer . . . Don-
aid Wallace, to the creative staff and
John Kenner, account executive at

Clinton E. Frank . . . Cherie Lee, to

the creative staff of McCann-Erickson
. . . Walfred Johnson, account super-

visor and Earl Cole, staff writer at

Tatham-Laird . . . Alan Rosenberg,
to Sidney Clayton & Associates as ac-

count manager.

The food industry is retaining its

hold on first place among all types
of syndication sponsors, according

to a Ziv study of current business vol-

ume, which revealed these facts:

• The food, brewing and gaso-

line industries, the three biggest users

of syndication, together spend 61 cents

out of every syndication dollar.

• Foods—including dairies, bakeries

and supermarkets—are first with 267f

,

followed closely by breweries with

2o'(. The gas and oil companies are

in tliird place with 12%.
• The remaining 39'A of syndica-

tion investments are divided up in the

following order: home improvements,

including paints and appliances; banks,

savings and loan associations; auto

dealers: tobacco; utilities; drugs and

Pharmaceuticals; retail stores, and

MT\i(es—including laundries, jewelers

arifl cleaners.

The study was prepared for the

benefit of Ziv salesmen as a "profile"

for use on Bold Venture, a new adven-

ture series starring Dane Clark.

GKS—newest of the new film com-
panies — revealed its aggressive

sales plans last week with:

1 ) Appointment of Raymond W.
Wild as central division v.p. and nam-

ing of these new sales staff members:

Lynn Wood Hall in national spot, Len

Gruenberg and Lynn Phillips in na-

tional-regional sales, Lester Loeb in

suidication and Gil Maier in sales co-

2
1 Meeting of first national sales

clinic to outline tactics for African

Patrol, recently placed in syndication.

3) Creation of new post of assistant

to the president, with Jerry Franken
to assume sales, promotion and public

relations duties.

New programing: NTA will distrib-

ute a new Montovani musical series

with John Conte as host . . . Telestar to

start filming of Counterspy on 1 Janu-

Organization moves: Jack Wrath-

er's varied enterprises, which include

ITC. Muzak and other companies, has

appointed the Lou Smith Organization

to handle public relations with John C.

Sebastian named to head the New York'

office . . . PAT—Producer's Associa-i

tion of Television—has been formed as I
a financing, selling and distribution"

unit with Peter M. Piech as v.p. inj

charge.

Sales: Matinee Theatre re-runs, known:

as Cameo Theatre, handled by Victory
|

Program Sales unit of CNP. re-j

ports sold to W^RCA-TV, New York;

WNBQ-TV. Chicago; KCOP-TV. Los

Angeles; WRCV-TV, Philadelphia;

WHDH,TV, Boston; WWJ-TV. De-

troit; KRON-TV, San Francisco;

KTVT, St. Louis; KHTV, Portland;

WDAU-TV, Scran ton: KOMO-TV.
Seattle; KVAR-TV. Phoenix; KTSM-
TV. El Paso; KXLY-TV. Spokane;

WMBD-TV, Peoria, and KNTV. San

Jose. Purchases involve 26 hour-length

dramas . . . ABC Films' 26 Men re-l

newed bv A&P for WHC. Pittsburgh;

WSTV, SteubenviUe and WBOY-TV,
Clarksburg; other renewals last week

were WGN-TV, Chicago; KOSA-TV,
Odessa; WJXT, Jacksonville, and

KTHV, Little Rock . . . AAP reports

sale of its Christmas package, which

includes holiday feature films and

short subjects to KTSM-TV, El Paso;

KENS-TV, San Antonio; KCRA-TV.
Sacramento; KOLD-TV, Tucson:

KCIX-TV. Boise, and KRTV. Gr«at

Falls.

More sales: WNBQ-TV signed Heile-

man Brewing and L&M Filters as,

alternate sponsors of Sea Hunt . . .\

Walter Schwimmer reports sales of

Championship Bowling— now in its,

fifth series— to WGN-TV, Chicago:

WHIO-TV. Davton; WBNS-TV. Co

N-TV, Chicago;!

WBNS-TV. Co-
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A Good Strong Body Is Important...

BUT IT'S BRAINS THAT REALLY COUNT

MGM-TV

5ure, we have the best in

oroduction facihties . .

.

he sets, sound stages and

echnical equipment.

3ut . . . that's only the brawn.

t's the brains, the creativity,

he television know-how
hat really counts.

Vnd we have a newly-formed

ompletely separate unit of

xperienced commercial

isroduction specialists

t your service.

'hese men are attuned to

he problems of advertiser

nd agency alike and
' evote their time totally

]o the development and
.ifoduction of commercial

'nd industrial films.

''hey are ready and willing

13 give individual

'ttention to your project,

b work efficiently,

Jalistically, and to the

iest advantage within

'Our bu,dget. Why
ot give them a try?
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lu.nl.us: KOMO-TV. Seattle, and
WHEN-TV. Syracuse.

Keep your eye on GAC-TV: this

agency is now planning to produce

pilots on up to eight series for network

or syndication sale: The Many Loves

of Dobie Gillis, comedy; Mayday, avia-

tion series with MATS cooperation;

Dangereous Dan McGrew, western

:

MerriWs Marauders, World War II

action; Gideon's Night, mystery; 7im-

her Cruiser, adventure; Motel, situa-

tion comedy; and Man of Many Faces,

mystery-detective.

Kudos: to Father Knows Best for its

special citation from the Jewish Fam-
ily Service Association for "wholesome
and sympathetic portrayal of Ameri-

can parents."

Success story: American Thrift

Company ascribes 25% of all its busi-

ness to sponsorship of Tugboat Annie

on KETV, Omaha. In its first use of

tv, American Thrift links the show and

S60,000 in new business and has

dropped its newspaper ad budgets

—

previously its sole ad medium.

Strictly personnel: Jerome Siegel

to AAP sales staff . . . Philip Nico-
laides named an account executive for

Telestudios, Inc.

m Quality m
Negro

I radio dov\^n

1^ South

7TTT?J
JACKSON

LITTLE ROCK

j>rnza7^ro
SHREVEPORT

RIOMINiriUIAKjl 'BIRMINGHAM
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NETWORKS
('BS Radio''s •'•Program consolida-

tion plan," which goes into effect

I January, is basically a technique
for bartering time for program-
ing.

Under the plan the network allo-

Ci.ted to itself the following time

blocks: Week-days, 9:05 to 11:05 a.m..

12:30 to 2:30 p.m. and 6:45 p.m. to

8 p.m.; Sunday 5-8:00 p.m.

What the affiliates get : ill five

or six five-minute news periods a day
which they can sell on their own and

without compensation to the network:

1 2 1 65-second station-breaks on the

half-hour (eliminating the 15-minute

breaks), which gives the affiliates am-

ple leeway for minute commercials.

The network, in turn, is relieved of

paying anything to affiliates.

NBC Radio's CuUigan made this

comment: "We propose to reaffirm our

faith in network radio with new and

exciting projects. What CBS has done

should be seen as a miss-out on a con-

cept and not a symptom of any weak-

ness in radio."

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE page 17 for

commentary on this. I

The Chicago chapter of AFTRA
has filed a complaint against

NBC's Chicago o&o's, W NBQ and
WMAQ, to compel these stations to

|i\e up to their public interest and

( oinniunity service responsibilities."

AFTRA is opposing NBC's ac-

tion of dropping some local, live

sponsored programing in Chicago.

iNBC's reply: "The network alone

should be allowed to review its own
policies and activities. AFTRA's ob-

jection is part of a labor controversy,

and the programing changes have been

made in response to 'audience re-

sponse'."

AFTRA's rebuttal asked that the

FCC hold a hearing so that "the prom-

ise of this network can be compared to

its performance."

Network sales: Aluminum Co. of

America (F&S&R) for the Alcoa The-

ater, a new series to start early in 1959

via ABC TV . . . (;illette Safety

Razor, for the men's finals of the •

World's Invitational Match-Game
Bowling Championships. 12 Decemlier.

%ia NBC TV and Radio.

They were elected: CBS Ra<lio

Affiliates Association re-elected for

1958-59 its entire slate of officers:

chairman, Charles Caley, W.MBD,
Peoria; vice-chairman. John Hayes,
WTOP, Washington; directors-at-large,

Worth Kramer, WJR, Detroit. Lee
B. Wailes, Storer Broadcasting, Mi-

ABC TV's realignment of pro-
gram department executives: John
Green, manager of ABC TV program
department, named network executive

producer; Leonard Maskin, manager
of ABC TV production services, to ad-

ministrative manager of the program
department; John Kneeshaw, ap-

pointed business manager of produc-

tion services.

RADIO STATIONS
A recent meeting of the Storz Sta-

tions group in Chicago discussed

these business trends and expan-
ion plans for the coming year:

1) Plans for adding another major

market station as soon as possible.

2) All indications point to an all-time

record year for billings. The group

is now well ahead of last year's fig-

ures at a comparative time.

3) Plans for expanding the Mght
Beat Multi-Phone program, a three-

hour public service discussion pro-

gram where listeners air their

views on important subjects.

4 ) Arrangements finalized for the sec-

ond annual Pop Music Disk Jockey

convention and seminar to be held

in Miami Beach, 29-31 May, 1959.

The four days of meetings were direct-

ed by Todd Storz, president of the

chain.

Business is up: KSO, Des Moines,

racked up a 70% gain in gross billings

for the first three months of operation

under new ownership. Since 1 July,

the station has been operating under a

new programing format, stressing lo-

cal personalities, and under the aegis

of Joe Floyd, Larry Bentson and Tony

Moe.

Expanding: The Keystone Broad-

casting System added nine new af-
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NBC-VHF-TVand Radio sta

tions in eastern part of United

States, serving in excess of 100,-

000 television homes, has open-

ing for general manager. Please

send full details, qualifications

and the salary desired immediate-

ly to Box 43.

DOES YOUR OPERATION
SUFFER FROM
"TIRED NEWS?"
IT OFTEN CAUSES
RATING ANEMIA!

Rx—experienced news, special

events and program Doctor who
has delivered healthy babies for

network o&o tv station . . . four

years internship radio and tv . . .

single, ambitious . . . excellent

references. Will re-locate for

the right case. Complaisant pa-

tients need not reply. For details

—contact SPONSOR Box 66.

t'^SJ
America's No. 1 Network, NBC, and Buffalo's
No. 1 station, WGR-TV, have joined forces to
offer advertisers and viewers the best in TV
in the nation's 14th marl(et.

• Top NBC-TV Network Programming
... A huge, untapped audience will now see,
for the first time, Dinah Shore, Perry Como,
Bob Hope, Milton Berle, and many others.
Also available are NBC color, NBC specials,
NBC public service . . . because NBC is now
VHP in Buffalo.

Contact Peters. Griffin and Woodw:
availa lities on WGR-TV— N NBC!

"WGR-TV

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

filiates mis week, bringing the total to

1,047. The new members include:

KTCS, Ft. Smith; KAMI, Auburn,

Gal; KXO, El Centro; WGSR, Millen,

Ga.; WOWE, Allegan, Mich.; WONA,
Winona, Miss.; KDSX, Sherman, Tex.;

WWIS, Black River Falls, Wis.; and

WJMG, Rice Lake, Wisconsin.

Station purchases: KRES, St. Jo-

seph, Mo., to the Macray Radio and
Tv Co. for $135,000 . . . KSWA, Gra-

ham, Tex., to Burney Jones and Neil

Gilligan, Jr., for $75,000. I Both sales

brokered by Hamilton, Stubblefleld,

Twining & Assoc.)

Ideas at work:
• WCKY, Cincinnati, has caught

on to the "Lucky Dollars" promotion.

The stunt has station staffers circulat-

ing one dollars bills in all parts of its

coverage area, with a record of all

bills' serial numbers. Daily, once-an-

hour, a number is aired, and values of

from $5 to $500 are placed on the

"Lucky Dollars," which must be re-

deemed at the station within 24 hours.

• Another popular contest : WLOL,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, is awarding more
than $1000 in prizes to the weekly win-

ners of its "Mystery Sound" contest.

Its popularity is proven, claims WLOL.
by "the postcards coming in at a rate

of 3,500 to 4,000 a week."

• A tie-in sponsor contest is the

new feature on WGAR, Cleveland. The
station, and one of its sponsors, Ham-
ilton Watch, are offering an electric

wrist watch to the person who guesses

the day and the time that Jim Brown
(of the Cleveland Browns football

team) gains his 1000th yard.

• KFAB, Omaha, is again looking

for the "Eleven-Ten" baby of the year.

The station will award the equivalent

of a one-year University scholarship to

the first baby reported born 11 Novem-
ber at 11:10 a.m. or 11:10 p.m.

KFAB's frequency is 1110.

• A public service: When Miami
transit drivers pulled a surprise strike

last week, WQAM was on the air with

others means of transportation to w ork.

The station also urged "Friendship

Day" and adoption of the "Share A
Ride" plan for the thousands of strand-

ed riders.

Stereophonic note: Eight radio sta-

tions in Allegheny County joined to-

gether for a simultaneous live trans-

mission of stereophonic sound. The oc-

casion: A "Festival of Jazz" for the

United Fund charity drive.

Sports note: WIP, Philadelphia,

w ill air all the college basketball games

scheduled at the Palestra this season

... Red Coach Grills (via J. W. Spell-

man Agency) has purchased a half-

hour sports show, six days a week, on

WMET, Miami, to promote its restau-

rants in the area.

Thisa and Data : CBS has contracted

for the building of a new structure ex-

clusively for KMOX, St. Louis—mark-
ing the first time in 20 years that CBS
has had a building constructed to house

only radio facilities ... To celebrate

its first anniversary, Bartell's WYDE,
Birmingham, had models, accompanied

by station salesmen, deliver birthday

cakes to some 300 major clients in the

area.

Kudos: KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,

cited by the Radio-Tv News Directors

Association for outstanding newscast-

ing . . . WOOD, Grand Rapids, also

named by RTNDA . . . WSAC, Ft.

Knox, awarded by the National Board

of Directors for the English-Speaking

IMPACT!

BONUS COVERAGE
OF THE WEST TEXAS-NEW MEXICO MARKET*

KROD-TVs
Bonus

Coverage
(12 Counties)

NIGHTLY
COVERAGE

WEEKLY
COVERAGE

OverStation "B"

{5 Counties)
26.9% 19.3%

OverStation "C"

(2 Counties!
121.3% 5«.<%

or more stations, ARB, May 1958.

KROD-Tlf""
CBS Television Network

®ChQnnel 4 • El Pojo, Texot —
REPRESENTED NATIONAILY BY ^SK
THE BRANHAM COMPANY CQmJ
Dorrance D. Roderick. Pr»,. \gj/
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TOP TV PERSONALITIES
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Union of the U.S., for contributing to-

ward better understanding among Eng^

lish-speaking peoples.

Station staffers: Raymond Kohn, I

appointed general manager of WGMS,
\

Washington. D. C. . . . James Shoon-
over, to general manager, KTUL, Tul-

sa .. . Dale Clark, news director for

WAGA-AM-TV, Atlanta ... Bob
i

Jeambey, news director, KFOR, Lin-

coln . . . Donald Smith, named op-

erations manager; Tommy Harper
becomes production manager and
Charles Schon, to news editor at

WMBR, Jacksonville . . . Bill Cargo,
|

news director, KFWB, Hollywood.

adiating effectively from the

RALEIGH - DURHAM
AREA

Here you sec jusr six of the many good reasons why WRAL-TV has an
unequalled rating record in the Raleigh-Durham area.

The best of the NBC network shows are supported in stellar style by
popular WRAL-TV personalities and programs.

"Sports by Reeve" is one of Tarheel television's best-known features, with

the "Dean of Southern Sportscasters". (Remember, too, Raleigh is the

Sports Capital of the South, having the nationally known athletic teams of

three large universities within 30 miles.) "Stateline" brings the Capital area

news by Bill Armstrong to the urban and rural viewers. Weather shows and

sales-sizzling commercials are the specialty of Bob Knapp . . . puppeteer and

host of the popular Cap'n Five "Popeye" show is Herb Marks . . . pert and

pretty Jo Ann Federspiel conducts the "Romper Room School" . . . stepping

into the MC role in the variety show "Tempus Fugit" is veteran Fred

Fletcher . . . and so it goes, through a long line-up of capable folks who
make WRAL-TV tops for viewing—tops for buying!

Arc you on?

4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

WRAL-TV
CAROLINA'S Colorful CAPITAL STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

FULL POWER CHANNEL 5

NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

Edward Petry & Co. plans to hold
an informal seminar next Monday

j

(17 November) in conjunction with

the Broadcast Promotion Associa-
tion convention in St. Louis.

The seminar: A roundtable meet-

ing of its represented-station promo-
tion managers.

Bob Hutton, tv promotion man-
ager, will act as mediator, while these

Petry men will also participate: Bill

Oldham, St. Louis manager for radio;

Louis Smith, midwest tv sales man-
i

ager; and Fred Johnson, St. Louis tv

manager.

Mid-America Spot Sales, regional

radio reps in Kansas City has issued a

new type of rate book.

The booklet: Each member station

is listed on a separate page, along with

rates completely totaled for all time

breakdowns. Also included—a cover-

age map showing the location of all

stations, and a fact sheet with infor-

mation about them.

Rep appointments: WILZ, St. Peters-

burg, Fla., to Jack Masla & Co. . . .

WPAT. New York Metropolitan area,
j

to Weed Radio Corp.
j

Strictly personnel: James Ala-
j

paugh has been elected v.p. of H-R

Tv, Inc. and H-R Representatives, Inc. .

. . . Donald Palmer, named manager '

of the newly opened Los Angeles office

of The Meeker Co. . . . Melvin Whit-

mire, appointed manager of the At-

Inaat office of Weed Tv Corp. and

Weed Radio Corp. . . . Nicholas Ma-

donna, to the sales staff of NBC Spot

Sales.
I
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TV STATIONS

ABC TV officials made a special

report of the progress of its new
station, WTAE, Pittsburgh, to an

audience of leading business men, ad-

vertising and agency executives.

The report, dubbed "Business Builds

Business" was presented at WTAE's
r.ew studios.

Those at the ceremonies: Leonard

H. Goldenson, president, AB-PT; Oliver

Treyz, president, ABC TV; Donald

Covle. v.p. and general sales manager,

ABC TV, Leonard Kapner, executive

\.|i.. WTAE; Franklin Snyder, general

manager, WTAE; and Bert Briller, di-

rector of sales development, ABC TV.

Ideas at work:
• WPSD-TV, Paducah, Ky. recent-

Iv carried a 12-hour telethon for the

Crippled Children's Centers in Ken-

tucky, Illinois and Missouri, with the

venture sponsored jointly by the sta-

tion and the area's Lions Clubs. Re-

sult: $40,000 was collected.

• WAJVE-TV, Ft. Wayne, threw a

birthday party to celebrate the fifth

anniversary of General Electric tele-

casting on the CBS TV Network.

New call letters: KHAD-TV, Laredo,

Tex., becomes KGNS-TV. Reason : As
a tv outlet for both the U. S. and Mex-
ico border cities, the new call letters

stand for the station's policy
—"Good

Neighbor Station."

Financial report: Storer Broad-
casting Co. declared a quarterly divi-

dend of 45<? per share on its Common
Stock, maintaining the regular annual

dividend rate at $1.80 per share.

Kudos: Jim Bennett, news reporter

for KLZ-TV, Denver, cited with the

Distinguished Achievement Award at

the Chicago meeting of the Radio-Tv
News Directors Association.

Anniversaries: Mayor L. C. Miriani

lias declared a "WJBK-Television
Day" in honor of the Detroit station's

loth year . . . KNOE-TV, Monroe,
La., celebrating its fifth anniversary.

Strictly personnel : Edwin Pfeiffer,

named commercial manager for KOTV,
Tulsa . . . Richard Barron, assistant

to the general manager, WSJS-AM-TV,

Winston-Salem, N. C. . . . KSTP-TV,
Minneapolis' Bill Ingram, named
"Best Northwest Tv Newcaster" by
AFTRA . . . John Peterson, to the

staff of WFBM-TV, Indianapolis . . .

Dick Richards, news director of Tide-

water Teleradio ( WAVY-AM-TV, Nor-

folk) . . . Don Granquist, to the sales

staff and Dick Stuck, to the tv promo-
tion department, WCCO-TV, Minne-

apolis-St. Paul . . . James Morgan,
to the sales staff of WOOD-TV, Grand
Rapids . . . Bob Krieghoff, program
director and Rus Stone, sales man-
ager, WTOL-TV, Toledo . . . Bernard

Hirsch, account executive, WXIX,
Milwaukee.

More personnel notes : Ben Shrop-
shire, named manager of KLEW-TV,
Lewiston, Idaho . . . James Miller,

commercial co-ordinator, WTVN, Co-

lumbus, Ohio . . . Jack Reber, named
assistant general manager of the Cas-

cade Broadcasting Co. . . . Charles
Stewart, account executive at KMOX-
TV, St. Louis . . . Pete Lyman, of

Fred E. Baker & Associates, Seattle,

to KREM-AM-TV. Spokane, as sales

development manager. ^
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KNOK
IS THE ONLY

NEGRO STATION
IN

DALLAS and

FORT WORTH
SERVING MORE THAN

315,000
NEGROES

KNOK
STU HEPBURN, MCR.

REP—STARS NATIONAL
SOUTH—DORA-CLAYTON

LIQUOR CONTROVERSY
i Cont'd from page 50)

lifnters. Sheldon Levine. nierchanclis-

ing director of Federal Liquors, whose

Nuyens vodka brand is currently being

advertised over WCRB in Walthain.

is one. Says Levine:

"We have given the radio matter

serious consideration for approximate-

ly two years, and have made a thorough

study of its impact upon the public,

the liquor industry and the broadcast-

ing industry. Our study has definitel\

found that 25 years after repeal . . .

public opinion is ready and willing to

accept hard liquor advertising.

'Acceptance, however, must rel\ on

the 'good taste' presentation of the

program. But isn't this true for any

product? Our own public relations,

as well as the public relations of our

entire industry, has been taken into

account: the facts and figures of our

investigation indicate that this is the

proper time, and that we must stop

being ostriches with our heads buried

in the sands of time.
'

While the industry debates the ques-

tion, its major association—the Dis-

tilled Spirits Institute— continues to

stand firmly against the use of liquor

advertising on air media. Howard

Jones, DSI president, told SPONSOR that

he is confident his members will not

violate the DSI agreement. "If they

do," he commented, "we stand a good

chance of getting a law which would

hurt us all." It is known, however,

that at least one DSI member is in

favor of dropping its voluntary code,

including its radio/tv restrictions.

Yet. apparently the liquor industry is

casing a\\a\ from at least one "taboo"

—the l)an on women in liquor adver-

tising. Like the ban on air media, this

self-imposed regulation was setup by

DSI and now is on its way out—indi-

cating, perhaps, distillers' growing dis-

like of any ad restrictions.

If distillers change their minds and

switch to air media, one reason may be

that liquor is losing ground in the fight

for the consumer dollar. In 1951, of

total personal consumer expenditures

of S209.8 bilHon, $8.06 billion — or

3.8%—was spent on liquor. Last year,

while personal consumer expenditures

had reached $284.4 billion, liquor

spending was only $9.14 billion—or

3.2%. To reverse this trend, liquor

may decide to switch to air media for

its far greater impact on consumer

|)references and spending habits.

Moreover, warehouse stocks of bond!

ed spirits (particularly Schenlev's)'

have risen so steeply that Congress and

the President only two months age

bailed out the distillers by giving then

20 years of grace (instead of eight i tc

pay the S10.50-per-gal. tax.

IV. NAB's Determination

Should radio and television station;

ever accept liquor advertising, tht

hardest battles admittedly will be ir

Washington, where the drys make their

annual pilgrimage to try to zet al

liquor advertising ruled out bv legislaj

tion. And the organization fighting

hardest against liquor in air ineiiia is

the one that knows how strong the dry^

are: NAB.

Hal Fellows, NAB's stout-liearte^

president, says fighting for legislatiori

is hard enough; fighting to get exist-i

ing legislation repealed is even harder

If radio and television stations decidd

to accept liquor advertising. sa\> Fel-!

lows, it's almost a certainty that thf

drys would succeed in getting legis

hition to outlaw all liquor advertising

of all kinds in all media. To try tc

get that kind of legislation repealed

Fellows predicts, would be a monU'

mental job. How many Congressmen

Fellows asks, are going to stand up

and put themselves on record as being

for liquor advertising?

What about the stations that an

eager for hard liquor advertisers.' Fel

lows admits there are some, but insists

they aren't the old-time broadcasters

who have "a fundamental, idealistic ap

proach to the free enterprise broadcast

ing business." Most station owners

who want to take liquor advertising

Fellows adds, must be newcomers tc

broadcasting or those who have for^

gotten FCC's past comment on liquoi

advertising.

The FCC has, in the, past, (lues

tioned whether it has any right to be

come involved with the advertising ol

any product which is legally made, dis

tributed, sold, and consumed. But the

FCC did. in a press release dated 2

February. 1934 (when FCC was the

Federal Radio Commission), raise the

issue of whether liquor advertising on

radio serves the public interest. And it

warned that any station which accepts

liquor advertising "will be required ta

make a showing their continued opera-j

tion will serve the public interest, con-

venience and necessity." So at least one'

storm flag has flown in the past. ^>
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Your Salesman on Sight for 783,232 Households in

THE SOUTHEAST'S BIGGEST, RICH MARKET

TELEVISIOH
MflNSTON-SALEM
Put your salesman where impulses to buy get started

... in the 78.3,232 households of WSJS television's

hiiyinfi market, the 75 Piedmont Counties in

\orth Carolina and \'iruinia.

Winston-Salcm

Grecmhoro

High Point

Call IIcacUaj-Rced

jj[n for -j Greensboro
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SPONSOR ASKS
i Cont'd from pa^e 55)

incompatible with any trainee system.

Vi'eVe tried to develop quality instead

of quantity in our personnel. One item

which indicates we're succeeding is our

present payroll of 87 people against a

monthly billing of about $1,000,000.

But with the rapid growth of our

agency, we have seen the need of grow-

ing our own crop of talent instead of

buying it all in a fully-developed stage.

Four years ago, we started our first

mail-room training program. We try

to hire young men who we judge to

have good potential and have them run

our mail room for three to five months,

simultaneously giving them as much

background as time will allow in the

various agency functions. We make it

clear to them that their office-boy func-

tions are their prime concern and that

their first promotion will depend on

performance of that job, and not their

ability to convince the secretaries that

they're the brightest young future ad

geniuses in the business.

It's a bit early to judge the success

of this program, we feel. Eight young

men have graduated from phase one

and four of them are still with us. Of

the other four, one was called into the

service and one decided to take his

master's degree in advertising. Two
didn't make it.

At the same time we have had a sep-

arate program aimed at developing

promising young writers. On the gen-

eral theory that it's easier to teach ad-

vertising than writing, our copy de-

partment has been hiring young pro-

fessional writers for the last two or

three years—not professional ad men.

By professional writers we mean peo-

ple who are trained in the art of writ-

ing. They have had novels or stories

published, or they have written for

newspapers and magazines. When it

comes to writing, they're pros.

This brings to the agency, people of

imagination and originality—and, just

as important, people who have respect

for the sound and meaning and rhythm

of words. They give the agency fresh

blood, fresh ideas—fresh writing.

Our plan for their development has

consisted of teaching them to combine

this writing ability with the kind of

friendly selling we try to put in all our

material. We figure it's possible to

make an excellent ad man out of a

writer and so far this development pro-

gram has worked successfully. ^

^AJUX^ for everyone
^^*A AIR-CONDITIONED

"i^'wLjeneral
Oglethorp
HOTEL **' GOLF CLUB • COTTAGES^

>-l

One of the world's finest resorts offers every facility and
activity-swimming, tennis, boating and salt water fisliing

. . . 18-hole championship golf course at door . . . dancing
nightly in the beautiful Riverside Room . . . social director

-organized activities and entertainment.

Choice o/ American or European flan.

COMPLETE f ACUITIES FOR GROUPS AND CONVENTIONS

On Wllmingfon
Island near

historic

Wrife today for FREE illustrated Brochure c

SAVANNAH;;;
lOVD BUMPAS.

GEORGIA
see your Travel Agent

!CteH

RATINGS HIGHLIGHTS
i Cont'd from page 47)

100 new markets will have this servic

before 19.59 is out. Pulse will

four-week reports in 140 market

I radio and tv) by January. These ir

elude all markets but the top 22

radio and the top 26 in tv.

• Nielsen will be fully competith

on the tv scene by fall of 1959.

target for the Nielsen Station Index

100 markets, with 75 of these expecl

to be covered by April.

• Responding to the ever-mcreasm

demand for more particulars on tl

air audience, the rating services ha\

been adding "qualitative" data to the

reports. This includes details on aud

ence composition, characteristics

households reached and consumt

product information on broadcast aud

ences.

The ultimate coverage of instanlan

ous ratings, despite the entrancir

prospect of having figures while they'i

hot, is not expected to be as wid

spread as other methods. ARE is tal

ing about an additional 15 Arbitn

markets but no specific target dat

have been mentioned. Some Niels

people expect the Instantaneous Aui

meter to cover no more than half

dozen markets, network coverage e|

cepted.

The problem, as might be expect*

is cost. "You can't turn it off,"

Nielsen executive said, referring to

fact that instantaneous systems

to be in operation 24 hours a day,

days a year. Telephone lines have

be paid for as long as they're

nected. The question, therefore,

whether the moderate- and small-sizi
|

markets can afford to support su<

overhead.

Meanwhile, local tv measurement 1

established methods is growing fa

In addition to Nielsen, a big expansic

is underway at Trendex, with new ci

reports set to appear ultimately in

markets.

THE RATINGS SERIES

Stories on the syndicated rating

services were run in these issues:

The Pulse 20 Sept.

ARB 27 Sept.

Trendex 4 Oct.

Videodex llOcl.

C. E. Hooper 18 Oct.

A. C. Nielsen 1 Nov.

p4

1
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd
YOU NEED TWO TO RAKE UP

ranking markets.

*;
NOW in Indiana!

delivers both —

)|HI AT A 10%
^M SAVINGS!

( ,]^ •

K^%1^ J-Jm^
%. 1^

SIpk.
„»

«.^ ^%N^^^ ^.^-^ '^HBI

1^ 1^^^f-'^Oi '^Ht^

f^\i^M fem w. Pr^
In this area of tree-lined streets, where Saturday's child

sports blue jeans, alert advertisers cover tico major markets
— Fort Wayne and South Bend -Elkhart— with one com-
bination buy which saves 10%. The coverage they get is

inside coverage—locally loyal— vocally and visually supe-

rior. Take a tight close-up on this scene: 340,000 TV homes
put it ahead of the 43rd market.* 1,688,000 people make it

bigger than all Colorado or Nebraska. Nearly $3 Billion

E.B.I.— and it's yours with just one buy!

call your H^R man now!



wherever •>

they be
^

it*s

IN N. Y. C. and VICINITY

over two milhon

ItaHans agree /

^^^^^

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS!

^^^^^ Tad Jeffery has been elected vice-presi-l

j^Milj^ (lent of (he Bulova Watch Company, Inci

f '^m A native of Vancouver, B. C, he began his

! >mK career in advertising in 1937, with JWT|
*. J^^P Chicago. In 1941, Jeffery joined the Pep-

, '•^^^B sodent divison of Lever Bros, as assistant

^^jg^Hjl^^^ advertising manager. (At that time. Pep]

^^^H ^^^^^^H sodent was independently owned; it Wi

acquired by Lever in 1946. 1 When al

Lever operations were consolidated in New York in 1950, Jeffer)

moved to the Kraft Foods Co. in Chicago as product advertising

manager in charge of all cheese products. He was subsequently

named assistant advertising manager and then general advertising

manager. In October. 1957. Jeffery joined Bulova as director of

advertising, a position he will retain in addition to being named

a v.p. He is also a mem! er of Bulova's O;:erations Committee,

I

James F. O'Crady, Jr. has been promoted

to executive v.p. in charge of Young Tele-

vision Corp. He has been with Young since

1955, as account executive and assistant

sales manager in N. Y., as midwest sales

manager and v.p. in Chicago and most

recently, as N. Y. v.p. in charge of tv sales.

For two years prior to joining Young.

O'Grady was in the station relations de-

partment and manager of the network sales service department of the

Du Mont Tv Network. From 1944 to 1953, he was with ABC in the

guest relations, programing, business and radio and tv sales depart-

ments. O'Grady has a BA and LLB from St. Johns Universit) and

has done graduate work at New York Universit) Graduate School of

Business Administration and Practicing Law Institute. He practiced

law in N. Y. and before the U. S. Court of Military Appeals.

Edward T. Hunt has ];een appointed gen-

eral manager of KBOX. the new Balaban

outlet in Dallas. He comes to the Dallas

station from Minneapolis, where he was

sales manager of Storz-owned WDGY.

,^_^ -^.f—
Hunt entered radio as an account execu-'

>i^|j^ live at KOMA. Oklahoma City, in 1953.

1^ Y^ He moved to WDSU. New Orleans, in 1956.

and six months later he joined WDGY.
unt atieinled the University of South Carolina. John Box. Jr..]

eculi\e v.p. and managing director of the Balaban Stations an-'

:)uiued two other appointments to their management team last

rek: Richard Morrison, formerly sales manager of WNOE. New

rleans. will be general sales manager of KBOX; Bernard Strachota.

ed to general manager of WRIT. Milwaukee.,Pr
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PRODUCTS OF
I

..important in the home!
Syracuse China, made by cne of the many companies employing more than 500 people
in the Syracuse area, is designed to suit the individual tastes of families everywhere . . .

Just as WHEN-TV programming is planned to suit the tastes of families throughout the whole
of Central New York, making WHEN-TV one of the most viewed stations in the area.

To bring your product into homes in Syracuse and Central New York, place it on
WHEN-TV viev/. A call to the Katz Agency or WHEN-TV commercial manager, Fred Menzies,
will put it in the spotlight.

.^ant to sell
Syracuse

CBS in Central New York

A Meredith Television Station affiliated with

Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

/kpho kpho-tv/krmg/ when /wow wow-TVMO-TV /kI

City /
tv/krmg/ when /
/ Tulsa/ Syracuse/

8 NOVEMBER 1958



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Creative advertising and sterile statistics

One of the lllo^t ^iynilk•anl new trends we've spotted in the

advertising agency business is the increasing importance of

creative men in top level agency management.

The recent appointments of George Gribbin as president of

Y&R, and Robert Newell as president of Cunningham &

Walsh, are only two examples of a pronounced shift toward

copy-trained and creative-oriented executives in high agency

positions.

Actually the trend marks a return to the old classic concept

of an advertising man. Until recently the great majority of

advertising heads came up through copy and creative ranks.

Now, after a period in which account management and

marketing seemed to produce most of the top ranking agency

executives, the pendulum is swinging back, and we believe

it is a very significant change.

Whymere statistics are impotent
All branches of advertising, and particularly the broad-

cast media, have suffered in recent years because an over-

emphasis on, and overglorification of statistics.

Audience ratings, and costs-per-1,000, and coverage figures

all have a definite and practical place in advertising pro-

cedure. All are valuable, up to a point.

But what is too often forgotten is that such statistics in

themselves, are essentially sterile and impotent. They pro-

duce nothing, they create nothing. They are usually mere

checks, made after the fact, and they can never take the place

of the real blood of advertising which is, and always must be,

the creative idea, and the creative mind.

Today every advertising field stands in need of more cre-

ative work. More creativity is desperately needed, for in-

stance, in tv programing. More creativeness is needed in both

tv and radio commercials. And the radio industry still stands

in dire need of that "creative image" of itself, which alone

can bring it the stature it deserves.

We welcome the swing toward creative men in agency

management. We know it will help the air media.

h
^

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More im(i>rnntion,

and vision among leaders of the broadcast in-

dustry. Air media have a poiver and social sig-

nificance unequalled by any form of communi-

cation. They must have leadership and states-

manship, commensurate with their importance.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Cet-together: Sterling "Red" Quini

Inn, ABC v.p in charge of WBKB. Chi'

cago, has just written a novel, '"The

Merger." The following is from an;

ABC release listing schedule of Quini

lan's speaking engagements

"Friday, November 14—In Chicago]

speaking before the Spring Air Mat-]

tress Company on "Merger i

Mattress."

Definition: Walter Scott, NBC T\i

vice president, referred to the recessiorj

as "an economic coffee break."
i

We serve: To sponsor's Readers"

Service Department came an envelope

from Ampex Corp. addressed as fol-

Miss Adele M. Purcell

Renders Service

Kiddie-cars: In four weeks, 18 spots

on Atlanta's tv station WLW-A kiddie

show Skipper Ray by local auto dealei

Timmers Chevrolet resulted directly ii^

sale of 15 cars. Timmer offers th^

small fry free theater tickets for ^

phone call; $10 if the tot persuades his

family to buy a Chevrolet. Let's hopt

lite Rolls Royce dealers never use ti

this way or we'll all be broke.

Shanghaied: Aftermath of a WABC
1\ New York, promotion party foi

Tugboat Annie which took the shap(

of a tugboat cruise around Manhattai

uas, for one guest at least, more excit

in" than the party itself. This guest,
^

girl, fell asleep in a bunk sometime be

fore the party broke up at 8:30 p.ni

She awoke around 4 a.m. in a work

that was pitchirig and tossing. She wa:

also quite alone. The tug was now ou

on the open Atlantic, towing a string

of garbage scows to the final disposa

area. Her screams brought the crev

on the double, but there wasn't mud
they could do. She had to remain oi

board until the tug returned to port a

9:30 a.m., and the skipper loaned he

money for taxi fare home.

Reasons why: WIBG, Philadelphia

recently received 600 entries to ar

Outer Space Essay contest. Among th(

responses were these reasons for want

ing to go to the moon: (1) "To ge;

away from it all. (2) "My wife playi

the tuba. (3) "I'd like to know whai

space looks like. I 4 1 "I'm five fee! tall'

weigh only 87 pounds and that should

cut down the weight of the rocket."
,

VEMBKIl I95J

1^





...with top CBS-ABC-NTA network programs in America's 37th TV marl<?'

!|K":

7 PI,;

iTune
Have Gun Will T,

. Mride
Playhouse 90

Jack Benny rv,.(.,,t A Secret

md Sullivan Danny Thomas
Alfred Hitchcock Red Skelton

GE. Theatre To Tell the Truth
Phil Silvers Douglas Edwards
I'orson to Person Whafs My Line
IV-rry Mason $64,000 Question

Lux I'luyhuuMe
Wanted Dead or Alive
Robin Hood
Mighty Mouse
Garry Moore
Captain Kangaroo
For l/ove or Money

Play Your Munch
Arthur f'.ixlfrcy

Top Dollar
l,ov.. of I.ifo

WorMTu
•

I >,

K.I,;.
:

Se<rel Sli.rni

CBS Hockey
Pro Football

ABC
Cheyenne
SuKnrfirat

Walt Disney
Lawrence Wclk
HinTin Tin
American Manflslaml

Mickey Mouse Cluh
Wed Night Fights

Voire of FiresU)ne

Thel.iK.

Patti I'm

AllSlai

'af/e, NCS #5 confirms Channel 9 domination in the nch Upper Ohio Valley.

Mnmber of the Friendly Group Stations:

\ ODE -TV, WBOY-TV, WSTV-TV
5v /andarbllt Ave., N.Y. • 211 Smlthfleld St.. Pit

Re|jr«isented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

e@
"Best Buy by Any Known Soi



SOR
rHE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

tm

'""C'/v,,,

OF ALL NETWORK
RADIO SPONSORED
AIR-TIME IS ON

NBC!

WHY BIG INDUS-

TRY IS MOVING

INTO NET TV

Nine of the country's

leading industrial com-
panies now spend |34.6
million in network tv.

Reasons: To reach their

customers' customers,

sell their brand image

Page 31

Behind thescenes

of CBS Radio's

'consolidation'

Page 34

Are tv kid

shows in

for a change?

Page 37

^ overwhelmingly the #1 network by the most significant business yar6st\ck-tota/ measured
sored hours. Why? Because of NBC-pioneered programming and marketing patterns like:

News-on-the-Hour Imagery Transfer Concept
Monitor Engineered Circulation

Analysis Star Dust Memory Vision

Audience Extension and Frequency
Network- Local Campaigns

n the future-the/ea(yeAs/;/p radio network is the NBC RADIO NETWORK.

'Knock-knock'

radio spot saves

a major industry

Page 41



OH, BFtOTHER!

%

ar

003SrC3-R.^TULATI03SrS

TO US!
No matter how we try, we can't

achieve Cleo's detachment about our

mutual success.

Cleo goes with the People's Choice,

and in Kansas City that's Channel IV...

by Nielsen, and by a healthy margin.

From our perch on Signal Hill we're topping the

market six ways from Sunday, with a whopping

43.3 average.*

Incidentally, "The People's Choice" is one of our

heaviest winners. That's why we're stripping it at

4:00 p.m., five days a week. There's plenty more

where this one comes from . . . WDAF-TV, Channel

IV, that is... and Messrs. Harrington, Righter and

Parsons are the people to see.

*(See your latest K. C. Nielsen)

;1iIIV/M
^^^^^^^^^ BASIC

jSS^j'

A KTAXIOITAL. THHSATRHJS STATION



^%^

KTRH
IS THE /)?£/ STATION

FOR SHARP TIME BUYERS^
|10USTON, TEXAS • 50,000 WATTS • 740 KILOCYCLES

Jepresented Nationally by PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD Inn. *See ANY Area Survey



Famous on the local scene

"The First American Thanksgiving"

—a local celebration that became a

national institution because it is an idea

built on man's finest instincts.

Storer stations, important in their local

communities, are known nationally, too,

because they are built on the finest

traditions of broadcasting— integrity,

believability and, for the advertiser,

achievement of their sales goals.

\]J^^/
iStorer Broaxica^sting Compeoooy .

WAO

Nacipna^^Salc

WWVA
Wheeling

i Offices; 6{5 Madison

AOA WQB8 WSPD-TV WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-
ija ' Miami Toledo Cleveland Detroit '"'•

,^vc., New York 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chic.i'n J. H



et known throughout the nation



on radio—
A pro

^marketing man
recently urged ad

vertisers to recog-

nize the "twill

market" among
farm people. He

pointed out thai

the farm marktt

is a twin market

:

the c o n s u m f 1

market for per-

sonal - use proil-

ucts, and the in.

dustrial market

for machinery, feitili/ers. etc.

•7 lu

Wife

/ \

\( I 1 VI k

tanner's

on KMA

KMA-land is such a market. A big

69% of the people live on farms or in

sniall towns of 2,500 or less { 299,500

radio homes, 110,600 farm homes in

67 counties, NCS 2).

Over 33 years KMA has built a long

record of successful case histories for

top-ranking advertisers selling the in-

dustrial side of the twin farm market.

Ralston Purina. International Har-

vester, Massey-Ferguson, Myzon, Dan-

nen Mills and many others.

Now increased emphasis is

being placed on using KMA to sell

the other side of the twin market.

Endorsement of this technique

comes from the head buyer for

Beaty Grocery Company of St.

Joseph, Missouri, Mr. Lee Pem-
berton, Sr.

lie buys thousands of food and

drug items for 355 Hy-Klas food mar-

kets, 226 of them in the 4-state area

served by KMA.

He says: "When it's advertised on

KMA, I have to put it in most of our

stores."

Super markets which dot the area

prove that farm and city folks are the

same when it comes to buying cigar-

ettes, tooth paste and household clean-

ers. Except the folks in KMA's twin

market have an average income about

three times the U.S. farm average.

Petrv

Ask Hii

Knows Our Twin Market—

AMs(KHMMA) SHENANDOAH, IOWA

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last tveek, at the picturesque Homestead in Hot Springs, Va.,\

700 members of the Association of ^'ational Advertisersi

gathered for their 49th annual fall meeting. There they\

heard some heartening netvs that will also cheer air media:

a survey of AISA members shotvs that advertising expendi-

tures are sUtted for a '"''substantial increase'''' in 1959.

The newsmaker: Paul B. West, publicity-shy, 66-year-old

president of ANA, who revealed the results of the survey amidst the

Homestead's southern splendor. The survey shows, West said, that

"the pace-setters in many industries maintained or even increased

their expenditures in 1958. Most of those who did reduce their

appropriations, are now restoring those cuts for 1959."

From close analysis of the figures and trends revealed by the infor-

mation provided by this cross-section of leading companies. West

said that the following conclusions can be draw n

:

1) Top management is showing increasing recognition of the power

of advertising to cushion the effects

of a recession on sales and profits.

2) The experience of companies

which are the leaders in their fields

proves that sustaining a substantial

investment in well-planned adver-

tising in bad times as well as good

is the best insurance for securing

and maintaining the upward trend

of sales and profits on an expand-

ing scale,

3) There are now a sufficient

number of such companies who

have a marked influence in

countering a business downturn.

The ANA study was based on analyses of 331 questionnaires on

advertising and promotional expenditures in 1958 and plans for 1959.

It covered ANA members in 33 different industry classifications who

spend collectively over a billion dollars a year for advertising. Among

the 33 industry classifications, 10 groups show a strong upward

trend. These include soaps and detergents, clothing, confections,

cosmetics, drugs, food, industrial machinery, farm machinery, trans-

portation and home furnishings.

West, who joined ANA as executive director in 1932 after being

sales and advertising manager of Union Carbide Co. and account

executive of Murray Howe & Co., has long been a standout in adver-

tising. Besides his accomplishments with ANA, West is a founder

of both the Advertising Research Foundation and the Advertising

Council. A graduate of Williams College (Class of 1914) and a

lieutenant in World War I, West is also active in numerous advertis-

ing, social and civic organizations, relaxes with an occasional round

of golf and enjoys sailling.

SPONSOR • 15 NOVEMBER 1958



NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
W/I applauds EASTMAN

robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:
333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ BIdg
Chicago. Illinois San Francisco. Cai.
Financial 6-7640 YUkon 2-9760

527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

A BALABAN STATION ... IN TEMPO WITH THE TIMES



his is another in our series about successful veople iyi advertising. Peters. Griffin.rs. Griffin. Woodward. Inc. Spot Television
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R. MARKETKNOWER
A gentleman who attributes his success to his knowledge of what goes on in

every market. "I don't treat markets alike— because they're different" he says,

with more than a little logic. "I cut my advertising pattern to fit my sales cloth."

Mr. Marketknower obviously likes to coin a phrase as well as money, and he

uses Spot Television because it enables him to control his advertising in every

market.

To help you know and sell the markets we represent we've prepared a "SELLERS

HANDBOOK" for each one. They give you everything from A&P Stores to Water

Hardness, and we'd like to send you any or all of them listed below.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N.Y.C.

.gm, m»»i as 1

#

WEST
KBOI-TV Boise 2 CBS
KBTV Denver 9 ABC
KGMB-TV Honolulu 9 CBS

KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

KTLA Los Angeles 5 INO

KRON-TV San Francisco 4 NBC
KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma 7 CBS

Hjjqj=PETEiiS, GRIFFI
^^, Spot Televi

MIDWEST EAST
WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC
WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 NBC
WDSIVI-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC-ABC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC
WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC
KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC WJIM-TV Lansing 6 CBS
WISC-TV Madison, Wise. 3 CBS WPIX New Yorl< 11 IND
WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul 4 CBS KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 CBS
WMBD-TV Peoria 31 CBS WROC-TV Rochester 5 NBC

SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST
KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS WLOS-TV Asheville, Green-
KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC ville, Spartanburg 13 ABC
WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 NBC WCSC-TV Charleston, S .C. 5 CBS

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WIS-TV Columbia, S C. 10 NBC
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg Va. 3 ALL

WFGA-TV Jacl(sonville 12 NBC
WTVJ 4 CBS
WDBJ-TV Roanoke 7 CBS

Pioneer Stafion Representaiives Since 1 932

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

INC.

SAN FRANCISCO

15 NOVEMBER 1958



by Joe Csida

Sponsor
' backstage

The webs' last stand
In 1949 total radio time sales were running f^-

about $430,000,000. Of this about $120,000,000

was network sales. By 1956 total radio time

sales had climbed to close to a half billion dol-

lars, but network sales had dropped to about

$45,000,000. Radio, as a whole, in short, ha-

become increasingly healthy and strong, but wi li

radio has been battling a losing fight ever siiu(

1949, when the Association of National Advertisers and man) of its

key members, plus major agencies put the squeeze on the radio net-

works to slash evening and nighttime rates.

Each of the radio webs, in its own way, has tried to meet this

somewhat horrifying economic challenge. It is no secret to anyone

that the radio networks lost literally millions of dollars last year,

and the year before. CBS's new "barter" plan for affiliates is the

latest in the long line of network moves to come up with a solution to

the dilemma. As revealed at the CBS Radio Affiliates meetings last

week, the plan calls for CBS to cut back its programing service to *,t

affiliates from about 90 hours a week to roughly 50 hours weekly.

Affiliates will get about eight hours of newscasts per week to sell

locally or for spots. In exchange for these top quality national news-

casts the stations must carry, with no remuneration from the web at

all. two hours of morning show? including items like Arthur Godfrey^

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy. Honard Miller I from Chi.) andf

Art Linkletter. They must also carry without pay two afternoon net-l

work hours, mainly soaps. And they must take 75 minutes of evening«j, I

|)rograms without pay, including a Lowell Thomas and a Ed Murrow

show.

Economics or national welfare?

The affiliates accepted the CBS plan by almost nine to one (&

stations for, nine against with a few abstaining), but it remains toJ
be seen what the result will be. It's a safe guess, I think, that one!

\ ear from now—possibly even six months from now—the CBS Radioy^

network will not be quite the same as it is today. Whether the weM

will be seriously damaged, of course, will depend on how many-

an\—affiliates eventually disassociate themselves from the networl

and who these affiliates are. Obviously, if too many affiliates in r

jor markets how out. the web may have a problem which will leao5

to further changes.

It wasn't too long ago that Mutual instituted a "barter" approach
j

with its affiliates and of course this network has changed hands twicej

in recent years. It wasn't too long ago, either, that rumors had iM

that ABC Radio was about to throw in the sponge. NBC Radic

also had its full share of the rough days, and still does.

This is a situation loaded with paradoxes. First, as stated, the net

works are struggling for their economic lives at a time when radi<|

as a whole is hitting new highs, and when local stations, like WCHV,'*

Charlottesville, Va. bring $200,000 on the sales block. Secondly, there
j

has i)robal)ly never been a time in the history of our country when ^

the kind of instantaneous mass communications medium which is

SPONSOR • 15 ^ov^;MBER 1958



llCK CL'"""!lMAVERICKe'*'\T BOONE

ilWALTDi<:NF ^ PETER UNO HAYES

ItiiRYCOl iu^ilE AND HARRIET^O

IlLAWRENCE WEL^El lESTLESS GUN

UNNA REEDO'IACklnZIE'S RAIDERS

HE REAi M'^'^OY^^JINAH SHORf 1^
AHI P f HEYENNEESUGAR FUOl

EIBOB CUMMINGSAGEORGE BURNS

WMArJS'ONERANGERIIRIFLEMAN

[VERY WEEK IS RATING WEEK
..H WSPD-TV'S NEW STAR-STUDDED

OGRAMMING!Bfiir*RllllllRIIIMf^ I ^^^ ^^^ change in WSPD-TV's programming has alllwUlinilfI If I I ll VI Toledo talking— and looking! In addition to SPeeDfs

intallenged news and sports coverage superiority, now all the top stars in television and movie business

arneseen on Channel 13, topped by the best films from UNITED ARTISTS, SCREEN GUILD, MPTV,
^^RNER BROS., RKO and MGM studios! Throughout the day and evening— all through the week—

V^^D-TV has the big-audience appeal to 477,800

^r\s and almost two million people. Get in on the "Famoiis on the local scene
k\hange on SPeeDy and get big sales!

Represented nationally by the KATZ AGENCY

) Storer Telev].Bioi:i m
WSPD-TV Toledo WJW-TV Cleveland WJBK-TV IMr.„t WAGA-TV An.m,;, ^^'

TOLEDO



Topeka has
1 TV Station

WIBW-TVisit

That's Why
NOBODY FROM NOWHERE

Can Saturate

TOPEKA
like

>VIB>V-TV
SATURATES TOPEKA

ALL DAY-ANY DAY
Here's why survey-proved WIBW-TV is

your besf buy for complete coverage

of the entire Topeka Farm market.

. WIBW-TV commands the viewing audi-

nday

7:45-12N. 12 N .-6p.rT . 6p.m 12 Mi

57.0% 50.3% 5 .1%
. In the 447 r

WIBW-TV ranked FIRST

. In the top 15 Or ce-a-V\ eek show/s (wi
on average progrom ra ing of 4. .13).
WIBW-TV had an ov •rage ra ing c

37.69°o.

• WIBW-TV serves 38 rurol and
counties in the heort of (ansos

.

.«/he
ome for 1957 wc

$719,277,000.00. 958 i a bann
• WIBW-TV soturat es 218 190 TV h omes.

Survey Figures Prove
WIBW-TV's Value

• Not even the combined efforts of 3 dis-

tant Kansas City TV stations con begin to
dent the Rich Topeka Form Market, occord-

7:45 12N
12N 6p.m

WIBW-TV, TOPEKA 57.0% 50.3% 51.1%
Sta. A, Konsas City 10.7 10.0 9.7

Sta. B, Konsas City 6.1 10.4 9.6

Sto. C, Kan»aj City 13.4 14.7 15.3

WIBW-TV CBS-ABC
Channel 13 Topeka, Kansas

REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.

J

f . Sponsor backstage continw

represented only by network radio was so vitally needed for the pub-

lic security and welfare. It would be a blow to our nation, far trans-

cending business considerations if the radio networks were forced

to go out of business. That network radio should be having such a

desperate struggle to survive at this very time of the people's need

for it strikes me as horribly ironic.

I have not seen it said before, either, that it is amazing that the

men who run the networks—or at least ABC, CBS and NBC—don't

simply fold the radio chain side of their operations. It is common
knowledge that tv network profits are mighty fine, thank you, and

owned and operated station profits, both on the video and radio sides

are healthy, too. Why don't the network brass dump their radio webs,

and unburden themselves of this major, impoverishing headache?

I think it speaks handsomely for their awareness of the necessity

for running their businesses in the public interest, that they don't

give up the ghost on net radio. For only on patriotic grounds can

they possibly justify continuing to try to keep the radio networks

together. Certainly no cold-blooded, intelligent, analytical business

approach could justify their continuance.

I don't know a single network executive who sees any particular

hope for the future of web radio from a profits standpoint, either

—when you have him in the back room with his hair down. It would

be nice to think that this struggle will be viewed with admiration, and

that such admiration might be expressed in practical ways, by some

people in certain quarters important to the networks. Like the U.S.

Government, for instance. And like the major agencies and adver-

tisers. But. of course, life is real and life is earnest, and I do not

believe that a single Congressman, who has used broadcasting to get

himself a little hotter reputation, is going to let up on the webs.

More liberal attitude needed

CBS's astute vice president, Dick Salant expressed the hope to the

afiiliates last week, that this happy change in some Congressional

positions might occur. Regulatory powers, he said, may just possibly

be forced to adopt a more liberal attitude on such items as network

ownership and option time in order to assure radio's well-being. I'll

believe it when I see it.

And agencies and advertisers can hardly be expected, either, to buy

network radio to any greater degree than network radio proves

itself important and useful to them as advertising and merchandising

vehicles.

Nevertheless network radio has managed to survive thus far, and

I hope it will manage to survive for many more years to come. For

while local radio in hundreds upon hundreds of cases has done a

truly exceptional job of serving the people, and while the ever-in-

creasing public service awareness of local broadcasters may pick up

part of the slack of diminished network service, we would all suffer

in the final analysis if network radio ceased to exist. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do YOU always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, ISetc York 17, New York.

See "What CBS Radio consolidation means to admen," p. 34
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Exploding

the
**Bubble Gum

Myth'
I

"Color Radio" sells more than bubble gum. "Pulse Au-

dience Composition— Summer 1958" proves the point:

FOUR OUT OF EVERY FIVE KFWB LISTENERS ARE

ADULTS. In an average quarter-hour, KFWB pulls listen-

ers in 68,608 homes . . . racks up a total audience per

quarter-hour of 101,540.

KFWB, because of its overwhelming total audience,

delivers your sales messages to more men dollars, more

women dollars. ..and more teen-age dollars than all four

Los Angeles network stations COMBINED!*

Don't just sit there with

gum on your face.

Buy KFWB . . . first in Los Angeles

It's the thing to do!

•Hooper August-September 1958 KFWB :5.5% share

6419 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28/HOLLYWOOD 3-5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president and general nranager* MILTON H.KLEIN, sales mans
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.



ARROW PRODUCTION!
a new service of ITCj

r

Flexibility ! . . arrow is designed to fit your needs, whether you

require one series or a dozen; whether you want a series for a

kinWI single run or multi-run stripping needs. Created specifically for

N"W television, ARROW'S programs provide a tailor-made, streamlined

service for you.

Program Counselors to Serve You I . . Both field organization
i

and administrative heads are a team dedicated to work with you. i

Their broadcasting experience averages 12 years and 3 months

per man — on the buying and station programming side of the'

desk, as well as in sales.

Afore Poml^r Than Ever -Mystery Dramas Hollywood Antholii;ie



PROGRAMMING for PROFIT!

HAWKEYE
AND THE

LAST OF THE MOHICANS

COUNT

MONTE CRISTO

Me Afternoon Action Strip to Build Audience!

write, wire or pfione today.

ARROW
PRODUCTIONS
A Division of INDEPENDENT TELEVISION CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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—

=V==i2^lwilCDl'i

FnmiLV Usi^g^yglllKH
RHDIO ^liteKI ^^^^^p^fl

COAST TO COAST ^Knji^ngc^^Slii&sii
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

.S(,l(l Nationallv In ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretiUion

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
IS NOVEMBER 1958

C*pyrl|ht I9M

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

You'd be safe in picking this as today's No. 1 problem for major agencies in

network tv:

Where are they—or the networks^going to get shows good enough to take the place

of the growing contingent already suflFering from the rating stumbles?

The kev to the problem is just one word: dearth. It ranges over the whole spectrum of

program creativity—ideas, producers, personalities, writers, etc.

Some agency showmen—with tongue in cheek, of course—wisecrack that if anybody's

to blame for this situation it's ABC TV. Ever since that network has been flexing its

muscles as a competitor for viewer attention, a program has to be far above the norm to

survive the three-way horse race.

But a significant sidebar to the situation is this comment by the tv director of a top-

ranking agency:

"As low as some of this season's ratings are, the shows still are a better circu-

lation buy than print. Under the circumstances you try to better your position; but you

don't quit."

Fram, manufacturer of oil filters for cars

the early part of 19S9 via Marschalk & Pratt.

Its objective: the spring changeover. Radio v,

will be making its debut in radio

get about .'50% of the budget.

Madison Avenue timebuyers this week reported that

—

even with the election

out of the way—the market for spots in tv is tighter than ever.

Some of the buyers note, ironically, that the situation has put timebuying on a strictly

card-rate basis. Says one: "If you're interested in prime spots, the only way that an ad-

vertiser who is on a plan can be displaced is by offering to pay the maximum card-rate."

Madison Avenue pundits see the gubernatorial victory of Nelson Rockefeller in

New York as a significant lesson for the advertising business.

Aside from pointing up the tremendous power of tv. Rockefeller's success proved that

the personality or image factor counts a lot more than classic argument.

The same basic principle, these admen observe, can be applied to product and company

selling. People react more warmly to things that are earthily simplified by an illuminat-

ing personality.

Further proof of this dictum: The sales records achieved by such powerful air media

testimonial personalities as Godfrey, Linkletter, Moore, Fumess, McNeill, et al.

In line witli the Rockefeller item above, watch this:

Bristol-Myers' Don Frost will be rendering a testimonial in connection with

B-M's renewal for 1959 of the Trushay schedide on NBC Radio (via BBDO).

The campaign—costing around $450,000 per annum—might be described as the happy

result of mixing the right medium (radio) and glamour. The glamour contributor is

Madeleine Carroll, who has the twin function of doing the commercial and weaving a

personality image for the product.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Elgin Watch can be expected to spend more and more in spot tv on an annual

basis if its present pre-Christmas push turns out a winner.

As has happened to other watch people in the upper-price categor)', Elgin's share of the

market has been whittled down by the makers of cheaper timepieces.

Commercial commentary : Elgin is highly pleased with the reaction it's getting at

retail counters with the current commercial that features a baby and a dog—a com-

bination that's more obviously associated with a baby or dog food.

Also add Stripe toothpaste to the list of tv converts:

Lever seems decided to up its expenditures appreciably.

The brand, 90% of whose budget currently is non-tv, is beginning to catch fire in a

big way, showing signs of overtaking both Ipana and Pepsodent in share-of-market.

(Credited for jacking Stripe out of what at first looked like an uncertain destiny: the

copy platform which sells it both as a dentifrice and mouthwash.)

Sympathize with the station commercial manager whose present spot portfolio in-

cludes General Baking, Mrs. Filbert, and Maxwell House regular coffee.

All three accounts have just recently changed agencies, and the commercial man-

ager can't help expecting the successor agency to recommend something different in the

way of media usage.

General Baking goes from BBDO to Compton; Mrs. Filbert from SSCB to Y&R;
and Maxwell House vacuum pack from B&B to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.

Another illustration of how advertising weight affects the media seller in a merger:

Stations running campaigns from both R. J. Reynolds and Wamer-Hudnut are be-

ginning to calculate the maximum discounts now due them as a combination.

Background note: Reynolds' buy-out of W-H is believed in the trade to be a

hedge against any potential slumps or reverberations against the cigarette field (cancer, etc.).

The decision to diversify came after Reynolds— so the report goes— pondered that it had

$100 million in tobacco inventory.

Chicago rep salesmen say there's a growing comradeship between themselves

and agency account executives.

They think the kindred age factor—most rep salesmen and accountmen are in the 32-

35-year-old bracket—has a lot to do with it.

In any event, the reps on the tv side find themselves being consulted more and
more by account people in the initial planning stages.

The only rub to this burgeoning relationship is that some timebuyers don't relish

the implication of being bypassed.

Look for Schlitz (JWT, Chicago) to revamp its tv station lineup so that this

list will have a closer kinship to the company's tightened marketing structure.

Even though Schlitz is depending more and more on spot to maintain or widen its share-

of-market, the apparent trend is toward reducing the number of stations and concentrating

more money on those that are left.

As part of the Schlitz restyling of its spot commitments, there'll be more stations with

weekly multi-syndicated show schedules. Already in Chicago and Milwaukee it is spoil-

ing five half-hour shows a week.

Like advertisers in other fields, Schlitz is moving in the direction of firming up the

markets where its position or potential is strongest—as against spreading its promo-

tional resources over too wide an area.

Note: Schlitz's expansion of its tv spot budget will not affect its alternate week
Playhouse on CBS TV.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

NBC TV this week was still debating whether to adopt a policy of selling min-

ute announcements on its less-than-premium-rating programs. '.

Data which the network meanwhile has compiled tends to show that if minute participa-

tions were priced somewhere between $20-25,000, the sale of these various pieces would

add up to about what the network would gross from a single sponsor.

NBC TV's top brass (despite the fact that both CBS TV and ABC TV sell such seg-

ments) regards the concept as too revolutionary a departure from the economics of network

operation; also it could affect the status of the network vis-a-vis its aflBliates.

The plus margin of the joint billings for the three tv networks between 1957

and 1958 is narrowing down to 3.7%.

That was the percentage difference between the $42,451,143 gross garnered by the trio

this September with the tally for a year ago.

The breakdown of individual network sales for this September (as reported by LNA-

BAR via TvB) : ABC TV, $6,627,093, plus 16.2%; CBS TV,, $19,415,705, minus 2.6%; NBC
TV, $16,408,345, plus 7.3%.

Gross for the first nine months of 1958: $408,157,593, plus 10.6%.

Notice how many of the top-rank network tv advertisers have back-to-back

half-hour programs on nighttime schedules this season.

These include P&G (with two examples), Lever, American Tobacco, General

Foods, American Home, Kraft, S. C. Johnson and Brown & Williamson.

What's gained by this half-hour back-to-backing: (1) Savings in rates (adjacent half-

hours are eligible for the favorable hour rate) ; (2) the risk is reduced by having two differ-

ent shows instead of a one-hour show; (3) competitive products can be spread over two

shows instead of crowding them into a single-hour show; and (4) more different homes

can be reached with two separate programs.

Latest mail order house to latch onto air media for a pre-Christmas push is

Star Import, Inc., in Chicago, via the Fitzmorris agency.

The campaign—running from the current week to 9 December—covers 50 top radio mar-

kets and the buys comprise 15-minute newscasts and two-minute early a.m. announcements,

which are apparently becoming more and more acceptable to radio stations.

This is the week (17-22 November) wherein the tv industry via stations

throughout the country puts the spotlight on its achievements and goals.

It's the week in which tv tells of its growth as a social force, a means of entertainment,

culture and education and a great contributor to public services.

The theme for the week : Nothing brings it home like television.

The five-minute program still is by far the most popular segment among net-

work radio advertisers, according to a breakdown made for a typical week by NBC Radio.

During that typical week the total minutes sold by various segments were:

PROGRAMS NBC MINUTES CBS MINUTES ABC MINUTES

1 Hour 60

30 Minutes 150 300

25 Minutes 50

15 Minutes 165 390 75

10 Minutes 100

5 Minutes 845 290 220

TOTAL 1,210 780 655

As for participants, from two minutes down to 6 seconds, during that typical week, the

total ran: NBC Radio, 984 minutes; CBS Radio, 741; ABC Radio, 190.

The comparative percentages of the total time sold by all three networks that week;

NBC Radio, 48.1%; CBS Radio, 33.4%; and ABC Radio, 18.5%.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE conduuM . .

.

Spot tv grossed $113,184,000 for the third quarter of 1958, according to TvB's

projection of Rorabaugh-coUected data. This marked the biggest third quarter in history.

The estimated gross is based on billings for 317 tv stations and represents an increase

of 21.6% over the same 1957 period, were this third quarter's gross estimated on the

same stations base (277) as used in 1957 and 1956, the plus margin would be 19.5%.

TvB's estimated gross for spot the first nine months of 1958: $362,599,000.

Judging from corridor talk. ANA members attending this week's annual convention
in Hot Springs, Va., seemed most interested in such topics as private brands, the

flood of new products, inflation ahead, and rising tv costs.

National ad managers listened attentively to any suggestion on how to contend with the

mounting battle with local brands. (See 30 August sponsor, page 29.)

Biggest turnout was for the session on new products.

Cunningham & Walsh's latest report on its continuing Videotown study has a big

surprise—for radio.

Housewives, the report shows, have returned to morning listening in droves. The

average housewife in Videotown listened to her radio Monday through Fridav mornings a

total of 5 hours and 48 minutes this summer. That represents an increase of 109% over the

summer of 1957.

(For Videotown's tv findings, see WRAP-UP, page 64.)

At the time SPONSOR-SCOPE A\ent to press, the chances of an AFTRA strike were
hanging by a thread—with neither side the least hopeful of avoiding it.

Some progress had been made on compromising the smaller demands, but the negoti-

ators were tripping over these AFTRA demands: (1) discontinuation of network service

to an affiliate on AFTRA's unfair list; and (2) AFTRA's complete control over television

re-uses.

Meantime AFTRA members were put on notice to report to the union calls on any tele-

tape jobs—either programs or commercials

—

so that it can maintain a check on what steps

are being made by advertisers and networks in anticipation of a strike.

The fact that Howard S. Meighan has lined up his Videotape Productions with

the IBEW this week revived talk by New York independent commercial film producers that

his operation is allied in some way with CBS.
The core of the allegation: Videotape Productions is the only tv tape setup (out-

side of CBS) to sign a contract with the electrical union.

Some of the complications facing tape users in the New York area: (1) NABET,
which has command of technical operations at NBC TV and ABC TV, has let it be known that

it will not handle tape made by other unions; (2) the independent producers are committed to

the stagehands union and are this week considering a proposal to use WNEW TV's facilities

—to be known as Metrotape Center in contrast to Meighan's Videotape Center—on a job-

by-job basis.

There are no signs of an early solution to this complex clash of union authority.

The SRA is toying around with the idea of investing $50,000 in a teletape ma-

t-hine so that reps can show prospective clients playbacks of shows, etc., from their stations.

Tape studios in New York are charging $200 an hour to run off a tape, but where

the real drawback comes in is getting a sizeable audience together on any specified date.

For other news coverage In this leeue* see Newsmaker of the Week, page ^<:

Spot Buys, page .52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 61; sponsor

Hears, page 62; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76; and Film-Scope, page 59.
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Hardly seems like ten years since Blair-TV became

television's first exclusive national representative

,rhe cake says "Anniversary"— just ten years since Blair-TV

legan operations in November of 1948, as television's first

:'xclusive national representative.

;
In those ten significant years, television has outdistanced all

'ther forms of national advertising.

• The TV-homes total has leaped from 172,000 in early 1948

P more than 43,500,000.-

I Spot television, barely started with 9-million-dollar volume
n 1949, is headed toward a 400-million dollar year in 1958.

Yes, in ten significant years television has proved itself the

lost powerful selling force ever developed. In that development,

51air-TV has taken an active part.

,

From the outset Blair-TV followed principles thoroughly

proved by the experience of John Blair & Company in station

representation, including:

Development of a mature staff to concentrate on television

exclusively.

Constant selling-through to decision-levels both with agencies

and advertisers.

Limitation of our list to stations and markets we could sell

effectively.

The start of our next ten years provides a fitting occasion to

express our deep and sincere thanks to the stations listed

below—stations whose alert cooperation has enabled us to help

advertisers take full advantage of the almost-limitless selling

power inherent in Spot Television.

'TvB estimate- 10/15/58

BIAIR-IV
TELEVISION'S FIRST EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

W-TEN-
Albany-Schenecfady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona

WJZ-TV- Baltimore

WNBF-TV-Binghamton

WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV- Columbus

KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

WDSU-TV-New Orleans

WABC-TV- New York

WOW-TV- Omaha

WFIL-TV-Philadeiphia

WllC-Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisco

KINGTV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI-St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Creating more sales for your ad-

vertisers depends upon prizes of

real value, prompt and trouble-

free delivery and the services of

a specialist.

The S. Jay Reiner Company is a

nation-wide merchandising organ-
ization providing ideas, free prizes

and a completely coordinated
service for Radio and TV stations.

One such client, Station KTUL-TV
of Tulsa, Okla. writes:

"We had excellent success with
'Play Marko', due in no small part

to the excellence of the prizes. I

heartily recommend the S. Jay
Reiner Co., to anyone."

(J (J Company, Inc.

155 Mineola Blvd. Mineola.N.Y.

TELEPHONE: Pioneer 7-5300

• Eleven Years in Business •

2 Eleven Years of Dependability

!do THIS FLOOR

WAX REALLY SHINES!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on
some W(iN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W(iN-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

i imebuyers
at work

Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York, comments,

"\\ hat buyer wouldn't like to have a file with an analysis of cover-

ajie, personalities and programing of each station in every market?

The need for this information, precisely presented, takes on a new

im[)ortance with the broadening of programing differences. Recently

the National Association of Tele-

\ ision & Radio Farm Directors

look a giant step in this direction

and they are to be commended.

The association is the first major

segment of spot broadcasting to

compile this data. Sending out a

four-page outline, "Farm Market

Facts Sheet," they requested each

member station to provide, in

similar form, information on num-

ber of farms and agricultural

practices, a biography of its farm

department and director, a list of advertisers, and success story data,

for distribution to advertisers. Broadcasters everywhere should

watch the progress of this fact sheet with an eye towards eventually

putting out their own fact sheets to cover every phase of the industry.'

Hal Kirk, Mohr & Eicoff, Inc.. New York, notes that sudden change

has long been characteristic of mergers in the publication field.

"Under new management," Hal says, "magazines and newspapers

have been observed to switch emphasis from serious matters to sub-

jects as big as Jane Russell's publicity. Today, radio and tv stations,

no less than print, are subject to

diversification and acquisition.

After absorption, they frequently

change management and along

w ith it, there's a change in person-

ality. In the process of adjusting

his schedules to the change, the

buyer should probe and test-

avoid placing undue reliance on

any single factor such as power, aj-

filiation, surveys or .signal strength.

A change in management can

change a station overnight and

nversely, numerous stations built up

y, publicity and promotion, lose their

stature through a diminuation of such efforts. A station's personality

counts for a great deal, and it's a wise buyer who knows all about it.

make it a local favorite. Ci

through aggressive prograi
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Dept. of Amplification,

or a Statement About Understatement, or Shrinking Iowa, or Growing

Iowa, or So Big is Iowa, or Who Watered Those Figures?

r^ur attention has been called to the Sta-

^-^tistieal Abstract of the U. S., which states

unequivocally that the area of Iowa is 56,290

sqi;are miles.

We recently imputed to a fictitious charac-

ter under depth analysis the statement that

Iowa contained 56,280 square miles.

This set us off on an extensive half-hour

research project which, now that it's com-
pleted, makes us think we should have
ignored the whole thing, passing off the ten-

mile difference as typical of the way we
imderstate.

Our authority for the original statement
was Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary.

The American College Dictionary concurs.

So does the Tour Book of the AAA. The

Columbia Encyclopedia says 56,147. Web-
ster's New International (Second Edition)

says 56,147 including inland water. Turns
out that all of our figures include inland

water, variously quoted at 245 or 294 square
miles.

Well, that's the way it goes. Iowa—real,

honest-to-goodness down-to-earth-type Iowa
— consists of something like 35,564,853

acres*, 34,045,000 of which are in farms. The
authority for the first figure is the Iowa De-
velopment Commission; the second came
from the Statistical Abstract of the U. S.

(Bureau of the Census). Wliat's more to

the point: WMT-TV dominates three of

Iowa's six largest cities and covers well over
half of the tv families in Iowa.

WMT-TV

CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

Cedar Rapids-Waterloo

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Affiliated with WMT Radio, KWMT Fort Dodge.

!
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no s at KJEO-TV

ONLY SQUARE - SHOOTING TIME BUYERS
HAVE WE, TRY US! KJEO-TV serving the billion
dollar rich Fresno and San Joaquin Valley now
oflfers you choice program time segments and ex-
cellent 10, 20 and 60 second spots that not only
give you low cost per thousand but will give your
clients INCREASES IN SALES! Call your H-R man
NOW for the HOTTEST avails.

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR COVERS
*80% MORE RADIO HOMES

Than the No. 2 Station

This amazing margin of superiority makes
WSYR unquestionably the most effective and
economical buy for radio advertisers in a market
where buying power exceeds $2^ billion annu-
ally.

WSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience
by maintaining a high standard of quality per-
formance, by professional performers. In every
category of programming—news, music, sports,

drama, variety, farm programs and public ser-
vice events—WSYR is the leader in the Syra-
cuse area.

NBC in Central New York

5 KW SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 570 KC

49th aik

Madiscl

World series in Canada too

In your 10-second spots column of the
October 25th issue, you mention a
New York ad man being in Toronto
during the World Series.

I'd certainly hate to have our agencv
entrust any of our accounts with this

Madison Avenue representative! I

would suggest that on his next trip to

Toronto I if he's still employed ! I he rent

a hotel room instead of wandering the

streets at night. Yes, we do have tele-

vision in Canada ! ! And yes, the World
Series was telecast over 37 stations on
the CBC network on Sunday after-

noon !
! Toronto is one of the network

stations, and if our New York ad man
was at the CBC on Sunday, I'm sure

he might have found a set in opera-

tion !

In addition, Toronto has six radio

stations and three daily newspapers
any of which would have been pleased

to give our friend the score and it

sure sounds as if he doesn't know it.

I hope I haven't placed our adman's
job in jeopardy as he should have

some reason for justifying his ex- i

pense account on his trip to the CBC.
Incidentally, where was he?

|

J. Paul Moore
i

Media Director

Needham, Louis & Brorhy, Ltd

Toronto

French's success

We have read with understandable

pleasure the article entitled, "French's
\

Terrific TV Sales Success" appearing
|

in the October 4 issue of sponsor. '

Because of its highly readable nature ,

and the organization of its factual ma-

terial we would like permission to re-

print this article, with appropriate

credit to sponsor, for distribution to

our salesmen.

Thank you very much and our con-

gratulations on an excellent job.

D. E. Grossfield

Sales Department

R. T. French Co.

Rochester
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The need for additional copies of

Sponsor Magazine's Television and

Marketing Basics reprints which I

had, has been filled.

I should like to say that these two

pieces certainly perform a most im-

portant function in our industry.

W. B. Colvin

adv. and sales prom. mgr.

WBZ-TV, Boston

Alaskan agency

Effective with the receipt of this

letter, please enter my subscription for

the duration of one year to your maga-

zine SPONSOR. In view of the great dis-

tance and of the slowness of the over-

land mail system to Alaska—please

send each copy to me via AIRMAIL.
We are quite interested in advising

people in the other 48 states that there

is an Advertising Agency whose serv-

ice? are available for Alaska.

Thank you very much for filling the

above requirements—and for one of

the most informative "trade magazines'"

that I have had the pleasure of reading.

Barbara M. Harrison

Media analyst

Shelmerdine Agency

Anchorage, Alaska

• SPONSOR welcomes this new Madison Ave

Error noted

1 have just looked through your August

30th issue and note a palpable error in

the reference to hockey on page 19.

John Reed Kilpatrick

Chairman of the board

Madison Square Garden Corp.,

New York

5 S20O,00O for 20 h

he figure should have been
hr sross cost for rishts, ti

aiilities. The Garden's shi

.mes to around $200,000.

1 Kilpatrick is

roduction and

Negro issue

I would appreciate if you would send

( me two copies of your annual publica-

tion (issue) on the Negro Market
11958).

The issue last year was very inform-

ative, interesting, and enlightening.

A. Howard Freund

Div. mgr.,

Chattanooga Medicine Co.,

Hillside, N. J.

• SPONSOR'S 1958 Negro issue was published
20 September.

POWER
to penetrate!

CKLV«f-TV
325,000 WATTS

J. E. Campeau,

President

* This powerful RADIO voice sends

your message to a greater num-

ber of listeners . . . you get more

for your promotion dollar.

* This powerful TV signal is sent to

a greater number of viewers . . .

costs you less by exposing your

product to a bigger audience.

ADAM YOUNG, INC.,

National Rep.

GENERAL OFFICES
GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.
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IF ALL-THIS FALL

.TIME'CHANGE.s».
[ THIS INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT TWIN CITIES MARKET

HINNEAPOUS-ST. PAUL

afljfcejvayr
BIGGEST SHOWS OF ALL-THIS FALL

BIGGEST AUDIENCE INCREASE OF ALL-THIS FALL

BIGGEST BUSINESS INCREASE OF ALL-THIS FALL

LOWEST COST PER 1,000 OF ALL-THIS FALL

rir] WTCHTV
CHANNEL llil MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

SEE YOUR KATZ MAN RIGHT AWAY FOR REMAINING AVAILABILITIES
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Sf/y selling time with WBTWt\H

Accurately measure your advertising ^-

investment with results in Florence,

"the Milky Way Market
"

More than 121 National Advertisers are enjoying

satisfying sales results by using WBTW, the only

VHF Television Station in the entire 78-mile area.

Selective programming from all three networks

creates perfect adjacencies for your product. The

potential; One Million with One Billion !

BUY SELLING TIME WITH WBTW!
CBS Television Spot Sales.

Call

LUBTLU
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HOW U. S. STEEL CREATES A

NEW IMAGE VIA TELEVISION
^SPONSOR
IS NOVEMBER 1958

Why big industry

is moving into tv

^ Nine leading industrial companies are

spending about $34.6 million in network tv

^ The reasons : create product acceptance,

brand images, sell customers' customers

IHext Wednesday night, 19 November, U.S. Steel

plans to launch the first in a new series of television

commercials on the U.S. Steel Hour (see storyboard

excerpts at right). The strategy: to create a new image

for steel and products made with steel.

Advertising to reach your customers' customers is

nothing new, of course. Most of the major "indus-

trials"— those companies which specialize in intra-

industry goods— have long realized that the more

their customers sell, the more they, too, will benefit.

But the real change, and the trend that has devel-

oped only in the last two years, is the growing use

of network television by these "industrials." This

year alone, nine of these companies will spend a total

of $35.6 million in network tv (sponsor estimate, see

chart) ; one company, Alcoa, last month more than

doubled its net tv budget (from $3 million to $6.2

million) with the addition of a new ABC TV show

starting in January. Other companies have spent

^-^&

2 Product acceptaii

3 Brand image
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HOW ''INDUSTRIALS" GOBBLE UP NET TV TIME

Company 1953

Aluminiiiiii. Ltd None

Alcoa $811,929

AMF $446,856

kaiser Industries $688,049

Libby-Owens-Ford None

Pittsburgh Plate Glass None

Reynolds Metals $1,231,545

Sperry.Rand $492,543 v

U. S. Steel $242,720

* Kaiser Motors Corp. and Kaiser Aluminum & Chemic;

t Remington Rand Inc. ; no nfet tv for Sperry Corp.

Source: LXABAR (time costs only)

$223,438 $546,131 $574,365 $463,309 $356,067

$1,320,122 $1,746,930 $2,285,215 $2,070,723 $730,653

None None $67,082 $376,658 $265,767

None None"^' $994,841 $2,106,996 $1,807,932

None None None $872,040 $811,605

None None None $312,560 $384,175

$1,722,819 $1,805,609 $2,085,629 $2,324,721 $806,356

$l,042,779t $1,910,957 $3,139,404 $4,257,142 $1,516,470

$1,405,206 $1,800,440 $2,033,971 $2,514,090 $1,379,885

as much or more in this year's first

half as they did in all of 1957.

Why this flirtation with network tele-

vision? A survey of the "industrials"

turns up these three reasons:

1) Network tv has demonstrat-
ed conclusively that it can change
brand images overnight. Thus U.S.

Steel, when it wants to convince con-

sumers that steel "lightens your work,

brightens your leisure, widens your

world," uses network television to do
the job most swiftly and effectively.

2) The vast coverage of net-

work television— its ability to

reach out so broadly— is ideal

for establishing a brand name rap-

idly and widely. Libby-Owens-Ford,

for example, in about one year has

made L-O-F Safety- Plate glass a house-

hold name across the U.S.

3) Network tv, perhaps more
than any other medium, is adapt-
able to strong retail merchandis-
ing, promotion, and penetration.

vMmost all of the "industrials" get ex-

tra mileage from retail merchandising

of their tv shows and in some cases

—

as with U.S. Steel's "Operation Snow-

flake"—the primary objective is to

fclimulate dealer enthusiasm.

This swing by "industrials" to net-

work tv has had considerable effect,

not only in terms of consumer accept-

ance (of such items as aluminum,

stainless steel, safety glass, etc.), but

also on the advertising agencies in-

volved. Fuller & Smith & Ross, for

one, with two of its clients (Alcoa and

Libby-Owens-Ford) using network tv

to sell their customers' customers, has

thereby added about $6.5 million (by

SPONSOR estimate) to its billing, bring-

ing it up to about $46 million.

1. Steel Pioneer

U.S. Steel was one of the first of the

"industrials" to get into this type of

advertising. In the late 1940's, U.S.

Steel was approached by a food packer

who was having trouble moving one

brand off the shelves. U.S. Steel

launched a small campaign, sold the

food brand out, and began to wonder

whether it hadn't found a good thing.

The steel giant decided that since it

wasn't competing with other steel

makers in terms of price, quantity or

delivery, there was only one area left

in which it could compete: service.

And Steel concluded that the best and

most profitable service it could offer

Avas to help U.S. Steel customers sell '

their goods.

Thus "Operation Snowflake" was de-

veloped, and has grown (since its in-

ception in 1954) into one of the big-

gest retail promotions in any industry.

Aimed at encouraging consumers to i

give major household appliances as '

Christmas gifts (and also to stimulate

dealers to push appliances as Christmas '

gifts), "Operation Snowflake" has now
[

become the classic example of helping

your customers sell their goods.

But U.S. Steel didn't stop there. Last '

year, Steel hired researcher Alfred

Politz to survey consumers on what

they thought about 1) steel in general,

and 2) U.S. Steel in particular.

Politz discovered (among other

things) that consumers thought of

steel in terms of construction, indus-

trial uses, and automobiles. The "pro-

file" of the product was described in

terms of "strong, reliable, and good."

But consumers tended to take steel for

granted, and definitely did not think of

jteel in such positive terms as "light,

bright, and modern."

Thus, to capitalize on steel's existing

favorable image, and to modernize it,

U.S. Steel hired industrial designers
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WHAT ''INDUSTRIALS'' NOW ARE BUYING IN NET TV

Company

Aluiiiiniuni, Ltd JWT

Alcoa F&S&R

AMF C&W
Kaiser Industries Y&R

Libby-Owens-Ford F&S&R

Pittsburgh Plate Glass BBDO

Reynolds Metals Buchanan
Clinton E.

Frank

Sperry-Rand Y&R

U. S. Steel BBDO

* New 1/2 -hour s

** Ends Dec. 6.

t SPONSOR esti

Oniiiihu.s NBC TV $1,000,000

Alcoa Theater

*New Alcoa Show
NBC TV
ABC TV $6,200,000

Bowling Stars ABC TV $3,500,000

Maverick ABC TV $4,500,000

**Coll. football NBC TV $2,000,000

Garry Moore CBS TV $3,200,000

Disney Presents

All-Star Golf

Opn. Daybreak

ABC TV
ABC TV
ABC TV $7,500,000

Gunsmoke CBS TV $2,700,000

U. S. Steel Hour
Arthur Godfrey

CBS TV
CBS TV $5,000,000

No

No

No

No

No

Lippincott & Margulies to redesign

both the U.S. Steel logo and to design

a new emblem: the "Steelmark." Out

of it came the new series of U.S. Steel

commercials aiming to show how wide-

ly steel is used, and how steel "lightens

your work, brightens your leisure and

widens your world."

But again the question arises, why
use anything as big and expensive as

network television to promote a prod-

uct which doesn't carry your brand
name and an industry in which you
only have 30% of the total market?
U.S. Steel's general advertising man-
ager T. W. Norton explains it this way

:

"In a task of expanding markets
and enlarging acceptance and aware-

ness such as this, the position of the

materials producer's name is obviously
of secondary importance. The pri-

mary task is to create a preference for

products made with steel. Tv, with its

great potential for high impact, dem-
onstration and mass audience, is an
obvious choice for such a program. It

has the added value of being merchan-
disable to distributors and retailers

who are U.S. Steel's very important
allies in this effort to reach and sell

the consumer."

2. The Reynolds Metals Story

One of U.S. Steel's most active com-
petitors in the metals field—Reynolds

Metals — is another pioneer in this

same school of marketing theory. As
early as fall of 1951, Reynolds waded
into network tv with The Kate Smith
Hour, primarily to create acceptance

for aluminum and to build recognition

of the Reynolds brand name on its

consumer items.

The Kate Smith Hour was followed

by a series of Reynolds-sponsored net-

work tv shows, including Mr. Peepers.

Frontier, and Circus Boy. This fall,

after widely circulated rumors that it

wouldn't be in network tv, Reynolds

waited until the last minute and then

bought three shows: Disney Presents,

All-Star Golf, and ABC-TV's Operation

Daybreak. Reynolds' anticipated ex-

penditure of $7.5 million in network

tv (time and talent) puts it ahead of

other "industrials" using the medium.
Reynolds' development of its seal is

a good example of creating public con-

fidence. Thanks mainly to network

television, Reynolds succeeded in mak-
mg consumers aware of Reynolds

Wrap, the Reynolds seal, and the ad-

vantages of aluminum in packaging.

Thus when Reynolds began building

up its industrial packaging sales, the

company had little trouble convincing

other manufacturers that a Reynolds

seal on their packages would boost

sales. Reynolds tv coordinator A. C.

Kintner estimates that 2.5 billion alu-

. minum-wrapped packages will be sold

this year carrying the Reynolds seal.

Reynolds' marketing activity today

falls into four areas:

• Industrial products (aluminum
for lawn furniture, automobiles, etc.).

• Architectural building products.

• Consumer products (Reynold^

Wrap, Do-It-Yourself Aluminum).
• Packaging.

Reynolds' network television, direct-

ly or indirectly, helps sell aluminum in

all these areas.

This past spring, Reynolds launched
a three-month campaign to help some
25 aluminum awning manufacturers
boost their sales. The awnings were
featured in Reynolds' tv show, and
packages of Reynolds Wrap carried
panels plugging the advantages of
aluminum awnings. The manufac-
turers, aided by Reynolds, ran con-

{Please turn to page 48)
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What the CBS Radio 'consolidation'

^ Thev approve the promise of better clearances and

the more predictable program schedulino: by web affiliates

^ There was some dismay at the retrenchment and

concern about possible negative effects on network buyers

I he up-ajiain. down-again fortunes

of network radio are once more oc-

cupying the attention of admen.

Now that the dust of the CBS Radio

program "consolidation" has settled,

agency buvers are reviewing their

thoughts on the subject of where the

medium is headed.

Certain facets of the new CBS plan

were well received but many agency

men reacted to the retrenchment aspect

Avith dismay. The latter, including

buvers who are both in and out of net-

work radio currently, were particular-

ly unhappy about the fact that the cut-

back came from a network which had

long been the leader in the medium.

Some felt the negative aspects of the

new development would make it harder

to sell clients on web radio. (See

Sponsor Backstage, p. 10.)

While it is true the agencies have

not been supporting network radio

with generous investments of adver-

tising dollars, they are not in a shelve-

the-medium mood. To many, network

radio still offers unique values and

they want the medium available when

the time comes to take advantage of

these values.

The CBS move was a reminder, how-

ever, that some critical network radio

problems remain to be solved and there

was a widespread feeling that the pro-

graming service or "press association"

format (under which the radio net-

works would become program suppliers

and which CBS partially adopted I will

become even more strong entrenched.

Two elements of the new CBS plan

were welcomed by buyers. One was

the promise of improved clearances.

These, CBS indicated, would be as

close to 100% as could be reasonably

expected, considering the station's FCC-

given right to substitute local program-

ing it felt was in the public interest.

The other was the plan to assure

something close to "clock" time for

cross-country programing. The net-

work is determined to do away with

what it calls "butchered" schedules, a

jigsaw created by delayed broadcasts

as stations juggle programing hither

and yon to suit local advertising de-

mands.

The clock time plan does not mean

that all stations will carry all program-

ing on the same local time as New
York. To a great extent, CBS will try

to keep to similar schedules within

each time zone. The two-hour morn-

ing block, for example, will not be de-

laved for the Central zone but will be

THE NEW CBS RADIO PLAN

The CBS Radio Program Consolidation Plan

(PCP), as unveiled to affiliates by network presi-

dent Arthur Hull Hayes, (1), provides for a heavy

schedule of news programs on the hour seven days

a week as well as two 15-minute news shows, all

given to stations for their local sale without pay-

ment of co-op fee. Network option time will con-

sist of two hours on weekday mornings, two hours

on weekday afternoons, 1^/4 hours on weekday

evenings and three hours on Sunday (5-8 p.m.).

Tentative plans call for personality-variety

shows in the morning and will probably include

Arthur Godfrey and Art Linkletter. The after-

noon block will consist of serials. At night Lowell

Thomas and Edtvard R. Marrow will bracket pro-

graming not yet decided on. The new program

plan is scheduled to go into effect on 1 January.
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all about
HERE'S THE PROGRAM TIME FOR
NATIONAL SALE ON WEB RADIO

heard an hour earlier clock time. And

Arthur Godfrey, who broadcasts in the

morning, will continue to be heard in

the afternoon on the West Coast, a tra-

ditional period for him there. Gener-

ally, the newscasts will go straight

through across the country on a live

basis.

However, CBS has set up strict rules

for the rebroadcast of each program

block. In the East, for example, the

morning block is aired at 9:05 to

11:05. Stations will be permitted to

move the entire block one hour for-

ward or move the second hour one

hour forward. They cannot (1) broad-

cast the block outside the 9:05 to 12:05

period or (2) put the second hour

before the first hour or (3) program

less than one hour at a time. Once

adjustments are made, CBS aims to

see that they stick.

As another example, in the Central

time zone the afternoon two-hour block

will be aired at 12:30 to 2:30. Stations

with a farm show at noon will be per-

mitted to move the first half hour into

ihe 2:30 to 3 p.m. period.

Will stations adhere to these sched-

ules and will they provide the clear-

ances? They undoubtedly will since a

crucial feature of the new CBS plan

is a swap in which the stations receive

certain benefits in return for clearing

time on schedule for national adver-

tisers.

The stations will get, beginning 1

January, a fistful of five-minute news-

casts plus two 15-minute news strips

seven days a week. They also get 65-

second station breaks on the hour.

Total station-break time will not in-

crease since the current practice is a

half-minute break on the hour and

half hour. The minutes, of course,

are more valuable to stations. All

ie\ enue from the newscasts can be kept

by the stations in return for which the

network will keep all revenue which

comes in from time sold in its 30 hours

of option time, including other news-

casts. In instances of time sold by

the network outside of option time,

such as the Metropolitan Opera broad-

rasts sponsored by the Texas Co., sta-

lii)ns will receive compensation.

The advantages to national sponsors

of the CBS plan include: (1) The as-

Total weekly

hrs. network

is on the air

Total weekly hours

programed for

national purchase

Breakdown of

programing for

national purchase

25% variety

42:45 36:50
42% news

15% religion

18% other

About 50 About 30 plus

20% news

30% drama

50% other

118 About 18 plus

66% news

28% religion

6% sports

74:40 70

21% news

20% drama
49% variety

10% other

A BC

CBS

IBS

NBC

The above material is current, except for CBS, and is as reported by

the networks. CBS data covers new programing beginning 1 January

and is tentative. For ABC, the variety category covers five hours of

Breakfast Club; under "other" is included 1^4 hours of Notre Dame

football. For CBS, its 30 option hours do not include the Metropolitan

Opera or other special shows which may be sold to clients in future;

under "other" is included hours where programing is not set. For

MBS, the "18 plus" means special events or other special programing

can be sold to national clients. For NBC, "variety" includes Monitor,

Nightline, Bandstand, but not such shows within Monitor as National

Farm & Home Hour, Red Foley, Meet the Press, which are included

under "other." Figures on total air time for networks include religious

and public service shows not available for sponsorship and programing

which the stations can regularly sell to spot and local advertisers.

surance their commercials will reach

practically the entire country, one of

the key values of network radio. (2)

Knowledge of when their commercials

will be aired. This enables clients to

buy segments more intelligently and

offers them the opportunity of inform-

ing local dealers about specifics of the

campaign. And, as CBS Radio Presi-

dent Arthur Hull Hayes points out, the

limiting of option time to 30 hours

enables the network to concentrate on

its best program features.

The reasons behind the CBS cutback

were many, ranging from specific

problems faced by CBS to the general

problems faced by all radio networks.

Obviously, CBS has not been fighting

off demands for time. Hayes himself

admits the second and third quarters

were not good, though he ascribed the

dip to general economic conditions and

said the last quarter of this year will

top the corresponding quarter of 1957.

Like all the radio networks, CBS Radio

is in the red.

The basic problem with network ra-

dio today, according to Hayes, is that

the big radio campaigns tend to con-

centrate in 30 to 50 markets. Many-

clients don't want full coverage with

(Please turn to page 56)
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nnin? up trophit-

e*. LoLii^ Kuhn. T
old Miller, Chief Apparel ad mgr. Herb Goldsmith,

ight free ad* from retailers for X'elcro Sport Chief

Chief Apparel fires salvo

at ^^co-op'' ad campaigns

^ 26-market tv spot cam-

pai<ni7 previewed to buyers re-

sults in sell-out of new item

^ Tv commercials with deal-

er telops brings over 300,000

lines of free ads from retailers

^demonstration was Chief Apparel's

primary purpose in becoming the first

men's wear soft goods manufacturer

to conduct a coast-to-coast tv spot cam-

jjaign. What else they turned up about

the benefits of spot tv may have a rev-

olutionary effect on some controversial

aspects of soft goods advertising.

With a S250,000 budget for intro-

duction of an outerwear jacket with

a "zipperless zipper," Chief Apparel,

Inc. of New York and its agency;

Harold Miller Co., decided to try a

television spot campaign.

Because some prime time was de-

sired in the 26 markets where "Velcro,"

Chief's new "zipperless zipper" closure

was to be introduced, both 20- and

53-second spots were made, showing

how merely brushing the hand along

the front of the jacket causes it to

fasten. (Here's how "Velcro" works:

two nylon strips engage, one composed

of thousands of microscopic "hooks,"

the other of microscopic holes. When
the two strips touch each other, hooks

loop into holes, holding the jacket

closed). Ease of unfastening was also

shown in the spots, which concentrated

on the Sport Chief, men and boys

outer-wear jackets.

Appeal to kids was important, ex-

plains Ray Malagold, head of the

agency's tv department, who produced

the commercials. Cranking of old car,

beating signal drums at opening of

longer spot not only highlighted con-

trast of new and old but was kids'

attention-getter. A youngster demon-

strating closing the jacket was included

in spots of both 20 and 53 second

lengths.

Chief Apparel allocated $150,000 to

the spot campaign; $100,000 to pro-

duction of spots, brochures, point-of-

sale pieces, trade advertising and sales-

men's aids. To emphasize the advan-

tages of the spots, salesmen took the

spots themselves to buyers' offices. Here
they played them off a loop in a port-

able repeater-projector with screen at-

tached. Buyers were alerted to the tvi

plans through four-page ads in Daily

News Record and Mens Wear, just

before the salesmen left on their trips.

Actually seeing the spots to which

their own seven-second telop could be

added increased retailer interest to

such an extent that sales to stores

passed the million dollar mark within

the first two weeks. Furthermore, on

the strength of the tv spots demon-

strated by the salesmen, retailers not

only placed large (even double) orders

for the "Velcro" garments but went

on to order regular goods as well.

Salesmen were instructed not to ac-

cept an order if the store insisted on

the usual "cooperative advertising" in

newspapers, which saps so much of a

soft goods manufacturer's budget, ac-

cording to a.e. Harold Miller. "You
pay your share on the basis of a

straight rate," he points out, "and you

don't get a prominent name mention

which would make it worthwhile."

Some retailers accepted this stipula-

tion with reluctance. But they wanted

the jackets and saw the value of the

seven-second tag-ons, "for which they

were not assessed one dime," according

to Miller. Heavy traffic in stores the

day following the start of each cam-

paign (middle of September) resulted

in a phenomenon:

"Retailers began advertising the

garment in their own newspaper ads

without one penny from Chief Appar-

el," Miller reports. During the six

week's campaign, "Velcro" received

ever 300,000 lines of free newspaper

advertising from stores.

The importance of this break-through

for a low-budget advertiser may be

seen by contrasting Chief Apparel's

$12 million volume to McGregor's $55

million, and placement by each of 2%
of volume in media and merchandising.

Not only did Chief accomplish a

complete sell-out, with a near sell-out

at retail level before the start of the

main fall selling season, but in Miller's

words, "the strength of television com-

pletely eliminated the cancer of co-

operative newspaper advertising from

our campaign budget." ^
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Are tv kid shows in for a change?

^ Something has been lost in kid programing since the

start of television. Is it sponsor interest or station apathy ?

^ Whatever it is, the nearly 40 million tots who sway

family purchases are too good a group to be neglected

It's easy to wring an admission from

sponsors, admen, talent and broadcast-

ers that television for the small fry set

is undergoing a big change. But it's

not so easy to pinpoint exactly how or

exactly why.

The audience is there—substantial,

impressionable and fanatically loyal.

Success stories of products advertised

on kid shows are plentiful and impres-

sive. That children exert considerable

influence on family purchases of many
products has been established beyond

a doubt. Ratings are good; sponsor

identifications high. Yet somewhere

along the line there has been a waning

of interest on the part of some adver-

tisers, a relaxing of effort on the part

of some broadcasters.

"Children's tv is at the lowest ebb in

'•>ot that one, this one!" A
iirand selection. The bread he

iight in markets is the child who changes his mother's

i on his favorite tv show, and we bet he gets his way

f Super Market Meichandising

the last five years," says Eugene Gil-

bert, president of Gilbert Youth Sur-

vey. "Since 1956, kid shows have gone

down in time, effort and interest. The

pendulum, it seems, has swung away

from kid programing."

"There's a kid audience, but it has

been magnificently neglected of late,"

says tv/radio star Al Hodge who was

for years Captain Video. "Perhaps it

is all part of the pattern of tv's matur-

ing. In all areas of its programing,

tv has, in a sense, killed whatever pre-

ceded it."

Some advertisers, particularly the

cereals and sweet goods, have con-

sistently stuck with their "golden

goose" of kiddie shows. Others, with

shoes, clothing or toys, have drifted

away from the medium that did so

much for them back around the '50's.

Last year, for example, Ideal Toy Corp.

adopted the attitude that it was foolish

to spend the same money they might

invest in prime viewing hours to reach

at other times an audience of moppets

with no individual buying power. So

they sponsored feature fihns in adult

viewing hours and still sold several

million Shirley Temple dolls.

On the other side of the coin, there

have been the exciting successes of

such products as Cocoa Marsh, Flav-R-

Straws and countless other products

with kid appeal that have built their

success on the kid tv shows. Extreme

among such examples, on a local basis,

was the recent case where Timmers
Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta used 18

spots in a four week period on the

Skipper Ray Show for children on

WLW-A and sold 15 automobiles di-

rectly from this participation. They
offered the small fry tickets to the

movies if they brought their parents

into the showroom, a $10 bank account

if their parents purchased a car.

Whatever is happening, it is well to

take a look at the kid audience—at its

potentials and its influence.

• The audience: By 1960, there will

be about 19 million children between

the ages of three and seven years;

about 18 million between eight and 12.

This means that every year, a new
audience of about four million three-

year-olds appears on the tv scene. The
significant thing is, according to Gil-

bert Youth Research, that television is



fFSmallfry fare: (Above left)

Jayark Film's new Bozo The

Clown cartoons especially for

tv kid shows mark trend to-

ward replacing theatrical

films. (Above right) NBC
TV's hardy perennial Howdy

Doody Show is now in its 11th

Near on the air. (At left)

( aptain Kangaroo, of CBS

rV, is a steady favorite, and,

of course, Mickey Mouse

Club (right) on ABC TV
rates aces high with kids

the one niedium that doniinates this

under-12-year-old population. News-

papers, magazines, radio and even

comic books fall far short of this age

group's attention (radio does, how-

ever, become a more dominant medium
in the teens )

.

• Audience characteristics: Studies

by the Institute For Motivational Re-

search have uncovered some startling

things about the small fry influence on

family spending and brand selection.

The purchases in which they have a

big voice are: candy, vitamins, cough

drops, cereals, foods (most often in

the dessert area), toys, clothing (espe-

cially with the play aspect; U. S. Rub-

ber used tv in the early days for heavy

promotion of sneakers). However, the

Institute also uncovered the fact that

a child's pressure on the parents to

purchase any of these items depends in

great measure on the program and the

program's personality. The four in-

gredients of a successful small fry tv

show are: (1) informality, (2) spon-

taniety, (3) colorfulness, (4) folksi-

ness. As is apparent, all of these stem

principally from the personality: it is

he or she who is the truly "secret in-

gredient."

Such research has been borne out

in fact by many sponsors and agencies,

among them the agency of Hicks &

Greist, Inc., which uses kiddie shows

in tv spot judiciously and effectively

for as varied clients as Cocoa Marsh,

La Rosa Macaroni and Spaghetti, and

even Sandran Stainless Vinyl Floor

Coverings.

"With the right approach," says

Theodore J. I Ted ) Grunewald, vice

president in charge of radio and tv,

"kid shows can sell just about any-

thing."

The Hicks & Greist approach to kid

tv show advertising, however, leaves

nothing to chance. They worry little

about ratings or the subject matter of

cartoons and movies that fall within

the show's format, but they do worry

about the personality. In fact, the

agency constantly travels three special-

ists across the country to see that the

right kind of personalities are bought.

Once bought, cost-per-1,000 means less

than cost-per-inquiry. One thing that

they find is a surprising scarcity of

good kid properties on good stations.

Premiums, and gimmicks naturally

play a sizable role in making it im-

perative for a child to insist on a prod-

uct. "But you must remember," points

out Hicks & Greist timebuyer Vincent

J. Daraio, "that the parent is in on

the act all the way. It's Mom who's

dragged in to watch the show and it's

Mom who buys the package and Mum
who fills out the coupon—but the

adult's activity is always initiated by

the child, since it is the child who con-

trols the tv set at the hours of kid I

programing."

Even the hours of kid programing

are changing. In the early days of tv,

almost all such programing was in the

early evening. Now it has spread to

the mornings (especially Saturdays)

as stations go on the air earlier. "It

seems that Saturdays on tv are being

turned into movie days as Saturdays

were when we were kids," one adman

remarked. The Institute For Motiva-

tional Research has learned that pre-

school youngsters are best reached be-

tween 10:30 a.m. and 12 noon. It has

also shown that the old family resist-
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Most avid bloc of fans anyone could hope for

show. Time for Fun. Tv is the one medium that d(

kids. These moppets are studio guests of Johnny Jellybean on WABC-TV, New York,

ninates the child under 12, they love the ads, get a kick out of being pitched by personalities

ance to kid shows being scheduled over

meal hours has been broken down.

Another change that appears to be

ahead for kid shows is the type of car-

ttioii fare that make up the program
loimats. At present, according to Reub
Kaufman, formerly president of Guild

Fihiis and now head of a new cartoon

ilistributorship named Jayark Films

Corp. in New York, about 937o of the

l\ stations in the U. S. are program-
ing cartoons for the kids. They have
lieen a mainstay for years, the perfect

"Ijaby sitter" for parents, and with a

low cost-per-1,000. (The cartoons are

often sold as libraries, the average six-

minute short costing a station $800 to

'Jl.OOO per film in a market such as

New York, and then scaling down to

a price of $25 per film in a very small

market. Such packages usually are

^fild on a two-year contract which
means a station may run and re-run

them as often as they wish within that

I

period. Some advertisers prefer to buy

i(
their own package and spot it in the

i markets of their choice; Nabisco with
' its Sky King and Kellogg with its

Flainingo property Superman.

As one adman put it, a cartoon or

kid-appeal movie is a good property

for two reasons: (1) kids don't mind
watching movies over again, in fact,

get the same kick we used to get spend-

ing a whole day in a movie, and (2)

there is always a brand new audience

coming along every year not only to

the show but to tv. Nevertheless, the

cartoon appears headed for a change.

The reason: Whether the kids tire of

them or not, apparently the broadcast-

ers do. Practically all the cartoon

packages now in use came from the old

theatrical libraries and their contracts

are ending. Now Jayark and several

other firms have set out to produce

cartoons designed only for tv kid

shows. The Jayark show, already

slated for 50 markets, is Bozo The

Clown, a character which enjoyed suc-

cess in radio, records and store sales.

{Bozo records by Capitol sold close to

8 million; about 13 million dolls have

been sold across the country.) The

interesting departure of Bozo and other

cartoons now being made exclusively

for tiny tv viewers is that they will

play down violence, destruction and

mayhem without losing the excitement

factor. Morals will be built into the

stories, giving parents the opportunity

of using cartoons constructively in cor-

recting a tot's behavior. Whether this

will add greatly to the tot's enjoyment

is a moot point, but it may have a

salubrious effect on kid programs and

sponsors.

Because, strangely enough, part of

the decline of advertiser interest in kid

shows stems from the fact that they

are directed at a single audience—no

matter how much power that audience

wields. MRI's Dr. Ernest Dichter has

uncovered cases, for example where

the clamor raised by the small fry for

a tv-advertised product, has actually

irritated the parents despite the fact

they eventually weakened and bought

it for Junior. Such advertisers have

asked themselves, "Is the sale to the

kid costing us the friendship of the

parent?" When they decided such

might be the case, they moved from

the kid show into a later evening all-

family-appeal program. Or, as net-

works have pushed daytime program-

i Please turn to page 48)
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Jerome Feniger, radio tv v. p. at Cunningham &
Walsh is one of the few high placed agency men

with an insider's knowledge of station and station

reps problems. His first agency job, with Biow,

involved regular visits to more than 150 stations

on Bulova business. He sold time for three years

with CBS Radio Spot Sales in New York before

joining C&W in 1955 as media director on the

Liggett & Myers account. A strong supporter of

both radio and tv (C&W is one of the top 20 agency

users of air media) he is nevertheless an outspoken

critic of many industry practices. During the past

three years he has made more than 10 major

speeches before advertising, sales, and broadcasting

groups including national and regional NAB meet-

ings. SPONSOR reprints here significant excerpts

from these speeches, as important examples of an

"adman's advice to radio and television stations."

Run your stations better, says adman

F% lot of the music on radio today

is designed to build up boredom among

many of the 75% of people in the

country over 14 years of age."

So says Jerome Feniger, Cunning-

ham & Walsh's radio/tv vice-president

I see box above), in criticizing radio

constructively. Moreover, he advises:

"Anything that tends to increase the

boredom factor in radio is bad for ad-

vertisers, agencies, broadcasters, and

listeners alike.

I want to see more strong radio sta-

tions that can sell more of our client's

products in every market.

We all know that penetrating the

consumer's skull is, at best, a difficult

job. There are some radio stations

that make a tough job even tougher

by trying to make a killing every day.

I'm talking about the operator who
schedules six or seven commercials

every quarter hour. We recently found

one station that carried 11 commer-

cials in one morning quarter hour.

One of the great opportunities for

every one of you lies in the area of

creative and unusual programing. I

am constantly amazed in my trips

around the country to see the "me-too-

ism" that exists in station programing.

I feel there is a place in any pro-

gram schedule for imaginative, locally

produced live programing.

Let's look at news, weather, and

sports. I can't believe that a radio

station discharges its public obliga-

tion by running five-minute newscasts

around the clock. I am loathe to

agree that the major events in the

world, and the nation can be effective-

1/ represented to the intelligent audi-

ences you reach in this short space of

time.

1 am tremendously impressed by

what many of you are doing in local

news reporting. I firmly believe that

more local news coverage will result in

better ratings, and better ratings will

result in more business and more

|)rofit at the end of the year.

1 am amazed at the amount of hap-

hazardly conceived, poorly executed

promotional material that conies across

my desk every day. So little of it is

based on competent research. So much

of it is brag and boast.

At C&W we prepare an annual mar-

keting plan for each client. 1) we

analyze the market. 2) we determine

who our best prospects are. 3) we

decide on the best creative approach.

4) we carefully examine the media

available. 5) we tie all this together

with merchandising and promotion.

6) we review the plan carefully at

regular intervals. My suggestion is

that each of you go through these six

steps in setting up your promotional

plans.

Broadcasters generally could im-

prove their brand image on Madison

Avenue by doing more highly effective

research on the audiences their sta-

tions reach. This audience represents

your greatest asset. Know everything

you can about it. Schedule programs

that appeal to this audience. Test their

effectiveness. Then, put this informa-

tion together in the most effective form

for presentation to local regional and

national advertisers and their agencies.

Present it through the broadcasting

tradepress, through representative and

local salesmen, through personal calls

on key accounts." W
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This knock-knock

radio spot saved

a major industry

^ Concentrated radio use by union-management teams

puts plasterers back in business with "sound" appeal

^ "Knock en wall" commercials, tested in California,

bring 10% spurt in N. Y. ; tile, roof industries follow suit

If the sound of your product or serv-

ice is its best identification, radio may
be the best answer for you in terms of

imj)act and price.

That's why union-management teams

ill the plastering industry have become
radio clients. Plasterers and plastering

contractors needed action from home-

buyers to influence builders, architects,

and financing agencies. So they de-

cided that the sound of their product

—

as exemplified by a knock on the wall

—would be an arresting appeal for

action. Fairly quick results were their

goal, and here's why:

Until recently, dry-wall construction

had been making serious inroads on

the use of plaster in home and indus-

trial construction. Architects would not

hiclude plaster in their plans unless

specified by the builder. The builder,

in turn, could not get additional financ-

ing for the added cost of plaster.

The plastering industry has been

fighting back with a pattern that has

worked its way across the country.

Discussing strategy are (1 to r) Jas. Goodman, pres., So. Calif. Plastering Institute; Wm.
Richard Latta, Latta & Co.; J. M. Baker, National Bureau for Lathing & Plastering exec, dir.;

Lloyd Mashburn, Wire, Metal Lathers int'l. pres.; J. Carrol Duncan, Contracting Plasterers

pres.; E. J. Leonard, Operative Plasterers pres.; Edmond Venzie, National Bureau past pres.

bringing fresh results every day.

Fundamental is a slogan: "Knock (

the Wall."

The slogan was devised in 1954 by
Wm. Richard Latta, Latta & Co., Glen-

dale, for the Southern California Plas-

tering Institute. A radio sound effect

of knocking was accompanied by the

reminder, "Knock on the Wall to make
sure the walls of the home you buy
contain genuine lath and plaster."

This called for a definite action on
the part of homebuyers which builders

could not ignore. Radio was used for

the reality it would give the sound and
for its impact in reaching a homeward-
bound audience each day with a 5:45
p.m. 15-minute newscast.

Commercials were designed to fit the

objective mood of the news, usually

beginning with a statement of fact.

First commercial followed local news,

becoming another item of local con-

cern. Short, news-style sentences were
used to heighten the integration.

Builders soon noticed prospective

buyers were knocking on the walls of

new homes. It began to make good
sense to urge architects to include

plaster in original plans. FHA ap-

praisers were pressed for additional

financing for plaster. A similar radio

schedule was begun in San Diego as

budget appropriations were increased.

The spectacular rise of plaster in

Southern California from 38% to 94%
of all construction in two years was
detailed in sponsor, 8 December 1956.

Here, step-by-step, is the history of this

unique radio promotion, of how and

where it was applied and of the results



^

tliat it has achieved in other areas.

First to duplicate the Southern Cali-

fornia experiment was the Northwest

Plaster Bureau in Portland and Seattle.

In 1955, Portland's use of plaster had
fallen to less than 20% of available

construction in the area.

To get Portland homebuyers knock-

ing on walls, minute spots during

prime listening hours were used for a

year. Each spot carried the slogan

and detailed the acoustical, fireproof-

ing, insulating and miscellaneous quali-

ties of plaster. In 1956, the Northwest

Bureau switched strateg}'.

"To benefit builders directly," says

J. Gerald Fortis, account executive

at Dawson & Turner, Portland, "we
began a semi-saturation of 15-minute

program segments on weekends, when
l^eople are shopping for homes. Copy
advised prospective buyers of the loca-

tion and specifications of newly-built

homes in the Portland area using genu-

ine lath and plaster."

For added impact, supplementary

announcements were placed on two
other stations, which alternated week-

ends. Three jingles were devised for

lead-ins and tags to the program seg-

ments, then woven into the one-minute

announcements.

Builders started selling their homes
directly from the radio plugs. Natur-

ally, they began encouraging archi-

tects to include plaster in their original

plans. As a direct result, use of lath

and plaster in Portland has moved
from 18% to over 50% of new home
construction. Industrial building is

even higher. The promotion budget

I based on man hours worked) has

doubled twice. "All of this," Fortis

points out, "in a period of decline in

the building industry."

This summer the jingle was supple-

mented by comedy lead-ins to the

minute commercials. So well is "Knock

on the wall" known by now that the

phrase "knock on the ceiling" has been

introduced.

The Northwest Plaster Bureau also

obtained similar results in Seattle

through radio. The radio spot invest-

ment there was soon tripled to include

a minimum of three stations at a time.

In the winter of 1955, the Detroit

Bureau for Lathing & Plastering be-

came the next to try radio. Through

the Allman Co., they began a schedule

of minute spots in non-prime times

with appeal toward women and family

audiences. Next winter, when the bud-
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get increased, they supplemented with

a Saturday evening sports show, 6:30-

7:00 p.m.

Taped interviews with owners, build-

ers, contractors and plasterers at con-

struction sites were run on the show.

Two one-minute commercials stressed

product features. A "model home" tag

to the show plugged a different build-

ing development each week. Still in

effect, the program and supplementary

spots have had unusual results.

Russell McMillen, director of the

Detroit bureau, reports a $35,000,000

building project was changed from

dry wall to plaster in midstream, plas-

terers completing the top 10 stories of

a 22-story building that the dry-wall

organization had started.

In the spring of 1956, the Colorado

State Bureau for Lathing & Plastering

picked up the ball and ran with a

morning weather and an evening traffic

hour news show in Denver. One com-
mercial per program promoted the

services of architects, giving the A. I.A.

phone number for further information.

Taped interviews with builders allowed

them to promote their homes, gave
them an opportunity to tell their

reasons why they used lath and plaster.

Executive director Leo Schultz re-

ports immediate gains with architects

and builders. "Radio provided us with

recognition we could not otherwise

have obtained." The radio schedule

is still in effect.

Meanwhile, the Arizona Lath & Plas-

ter Institute began a 4:55 p.m. Monday
through Friday newscast in Phoenix,

which still continues. Nine major
Phoenix office buildings have been

I

completed using lath and plaster and

;
a tenth is being constructed. At Luke

:

Air Force Base, a housing project of

725 homes is to be erected; every

building will feature lath and plaster.

Latest to try radio is the Minnesota
Lathing & Plastering Bureau. Last Sep-

tember it began a schedule of minutes
at 7 and 8:30 a.m. Monday through
Friday at a cost of $22.50 per an-

nouncement. A 15-minute pre-game
program before University of Michigan
games costs $125 per game. It's too

soon to evaluate results, says secretary-

treasurer Ben F. Gardner. "However,"
lie adds, "favorable comments from
architects and builders indicates that

tills money is being well spent."

On 3 June 1958, the Plastering In-

stitute of Greater New York began a

schedule of five announcements a week
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in a music, news, sports format in

peak hours. Two hundred requests for

booklets, "What You Should Know
About Lath and Plastering," have been

received thus far. One builders' organi-

zation notes that of 800,000 visitors to

its model homes, live out of eight "gave

resounding thumps to the walls," as

the radio spots urge.

Plasterers' fireproofing of steel decks

in the new Union Carbide and Chase

Manhattan Bank buildings is another

important effect of the promotional

campaign, according to the Institute's

executive secretary John Turi. To in-

fluence such contracts, prime time spot

placements are intended to reach busi-

ness men as well as homebuyers.

Turi reports a 5% rise in employ-

ment, a 10% rise in plastering in six

m.onths in the New York area.

The radio promotion has also

opened up entirely new areas of con-

struction. One example taking place in

Southern California:

Bill Latta. who started all this knock-

ing on walls, had tests made to dis-

cover the strength of plaster applied

over brick. To create an atmosphere

for acceptance of this construction

after the tests proved successful, com-

mercials on the 5:45 p.m. traffic hour

news broadcast in Los Angeles em-

phasized the added safety factor of

plaster in school construction.

Significantly, this radio-oriented pro-

motion plan is spreading to other in-

dustries. The Ceramic Tile Institute

has just completed plans for a radio

promotion. The Roofing Contractors

Assn. of Southern California will use

radio as part of its campaign to intro-

duce a "certified roof inspection" plan

to uncover flaws in present roofs. Both

campaigns will be directed by Latta,

who maintains that radio is the first

thing he budgets for in "a campaign

in which success depends on the pro-

jection of a fundamental image or

concept.

In this case, it was an added plus

that the image was a sound. ^

PARTI -DAY SALES BEGIN CLIMB

First sales figures from Green

Bay, Wisconsin, on shipments to

wholesalers of Parti-Day top-

ping are running at double the

previous rate. Not reported in

these figures: 500-ca5e order

on 3 Nov. by Red Owl Chain.

-wh29A P£)«6REEMBAt BIS 6 53??*-lC« ^fWf^K.
SPOSSOft* 0U»>

CARE JOHN 3011 LLIN nrVf

IH GREEN BAT AREA FOR PERIOD OCT O TO NOV 1ST

IHUEDtATElt rOLUlllNtt START OF DAYTIVE T¥ PARTI-OAY

SALES TO ffHOUSAURS TOTAUD 560 CASES. THIS COUPARES

IITH A9 ERASE SALES OF 142 CASES FOR EAW ID DAT PERIOD

IN ft MONTHS PRECEDinG VI TEST*
ROBERT PARKER VARKETIN6 UANA6ER WBAY TV

Test in a nutshell: Product: Parti-Day Toppings. Test area: 80-mile zone near Green Bay,

Wis. Media: daytime tv. Schedule: 10 one-minute spots wkly. for 26 wks.; Budget: $9,980
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UNITED STATES BORDER PATROL

means action... lots of it!

First sale: Amoco in 59 markets.

This blue-chip advertiser chose

UNITED STATES BORDER PATROL

for its debut in syndication... in

practically every major market

east of the Mississippi.

Amoco knows Its business (and

how to increase it). CBS Films'

UNITED STATES BORDER PATROL,

produced with the cooperation

of the Department of Justice's

Immigration and Naturalization

Service, stars Richard Webb In

brand-new, real-life adventures

from the files of America's most

mobile law enforcement agency

...battling crime on land, on sea,

in the air- at home and abroad.

Want action? Order 39 first run

UNITED STATES BORDER PATROL

half-hours. Regional sale only.

CBS FILMS
) best film programs for all stations"

V York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit,

on, San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas,

. in Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.



With news formats on the upswing, SPONSOR ASKS;

What constitutes good ratii

Vi'itli the trend in radio toward

increased news coverage three sta-

tion men tell what they think con-

stitutes effective radio reporting.

Sydney Kavaleer, siation mgr., W'XTA,

\ew York

Good radio news runs the complete

gamut of all forms of information and

has several primary requisites essen-

tial to its proper reporting.

The newscast must be factual, con-

cise, objective, spontaneous, fresh, and

accurate. It must contain pertinent in-

kfl i
factual.

' u accurate

1 reporting fro

;1 every source

.1.1
formation for the community which

the station is privileged to serve. It

must be accumulated, and then digested

by a competent radio news editor, so

that redundancies and verbosity are

eliminated. Then it must be reported

objectively by a news reporter who the

public feels is authoritative and factual

and whose enunciation and general de-

livery add stature to the news. News
is fresh; it must sound fresh on the air.

The news sources are extremely im-

portant and must be supervised by an

experienced news editor. In addition

to the wire services, sources of local

news should be tapped and cultivated.

Educational and community organiza-

tions should be contacted frequently

so that items of vital local interest can

be disseminated quickly and accurately.

Police precincts, sociological, business

and manufacturing groups are impor-

tant sources of information which aid

in getting the pulse of the community.

Other essential elements of proper

news coverage are the roving reporter

and the beep phone. The radio newscast

must be frequent and be aired at

specific times. Listener habits will

thus be formed with same regularity

as going to the corner store for a

newspaper.

WXTA-AM and FM services the

large metropolitan area of New York

and New Jersey. In addition to our

five-minute news and weather casts,

which are programed at regular inter-

vals, and bulletins which are aired at

once, WNTA-AM and FM has em-

barked on a truly new and different

type of reporting called simply N.B.N.

—Nothing But News. This show has

been developed on the premise that

people are busy, especially immediately

after their waking hours. N.B.N, con-

sists of four consecutive one-half hour

complete "newspapers of the air" from

7 a.m. and 9 a.m., Monday through

Friday.

Two excellent newscasters carry the

programs and factually report interna-

tional, national and local news. Weather

and time are featured every one and

a half minutes. Excerpts from all the

by-line reporters of the New York

and New Jersey daily newspapers, and

reviews of new show openings and

motion picture previews are aired.

News is indicative of the character

of a station in a community. It is seri-

ous business which should be treated

with the respect it deserves.

Ned Sheridan, gen. mgr., WAVY, Nor-

folk, Va.

It is readily evident that a radio news

report must be something more than

merely a report of a recent event.

Presentation

that entertains

OS well as

informs

It is expected that, where possible,

the report will be of an interpretative

nature . . . that is to say the newsman

should explain, however briefly, where

and how this event fits in the scheme

of things past and future. Only thus

does the newsman fulfill the infor-

mation requirement.

Then, a radio news program must

entertain. Certainly one of the earliest

human desires was for information

delivered in an intriguing manner.

Even the old town crier was recognized

by a style.

Radio news must also be immediate,

concise, accurate and easily under-

stood. Today, many local radio sta-

tions are equipped with two-way radio

vehicles manned by experienced news-

men prepared to cover events as they

happen. This speed is very important

because the listener has come to expect

it from radio.

Finally, radio news must be easib

understood. Fortunately, the days of

the verbose and pompus news commen-

tators are over—today's newsman

doesn't desire to be known for his

vocabulary, but to be understood.

At WAVY, we believe that accept-

ance of radio news is greatly en-

hanced if the same personnel also

handle television news. To that end

the WAVY News Center is established

for both radio and television ... the

mobile news vehicles are so equipped

that both film and stills can be utilized

along with the radio on-the spot re-

port recorded for use on television.

For 20 years repeated studies have

clearly shown that more people be-

lieve more of what they hear than of

what they read . . . that they will first

turn on the radio for confirmation and

only later will check a newspaper or

other source. This reliance on radio

apparently holds true whether it is the

spreading of a war rumor or only a

siren heard on a small-town street.

Professional radio journalists to-

day recognize the relatively heavy bur-

den they carry . . . sometimes earned,

sometimes inherited by default. For

today, more than ever before, radio

has a voice which serves to mold the

community and bind the nation.

Radio news has now assumed a new

higher plateau in community service,

and with it, a new and powerful serv-

ice to advertisers.
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Tom Powell, news director, WGBl,

Scranton- Wilkes Barre

WGBI believes the basic ingredient of

jifod radio news programing is an

lulequate and well-balanced schedule of

nrus shows produced by a competent

news department.

We are on the air often with local

and network news programs and have

frequent spot summaries. But we have

also provided ample time in our news

Well-balanced

schedule.

competent

handling

programing for "in-depth" coverage.

We consider original reporting of

local affairs to be the greatest public

service any individual station can per-

lorni. And it is the most rewarding in

terms of increased prestige and stature

not only for the station but broadcast

journalism in general.

\ WGBI reporter regularly covers

the meetings of Scranton's council and
iither governmental agencies . . . im-

|)ortant trials and hearings. The Radio-

Television News Directors Assn. re-

rtntly recognized the station's equal

access gains in a statement by its presi-

I ftit Jack Krueger saluting the Scran-

ton council for permitting radio-tv

coverage of its sessions. WGBI is the

only radio station regularly covering
the meetings. The station's vigorous
hattle foi access to court proceedings
leceived national attention recently.

^\'e have sent reporters frequently to

Harrisburg, Washington, and elsewhere

to cover stories directly affecting our
coverage area. The activities of the

Pennsylvania legislature, the McClellan

Committee hearings dealing with

Scranton, and the Pennsylvania dele-

gation, to a national political conven-
tion are subjects which have been
given such on-the-spot treatment.

Reporting of our own staff is supple-

mented by daily reports from corre-

spondents in our coverage area. ^

KOBY Shows a Beautiful Figure

'^s.-.'«>
r

''W

^^ ^>^*

<t;*^'

- w m

r"^f

KOBY Listeners Add Up to 638,900

Unduplicated Homes Weekly!
The September Cumulative Pulse audience for

the San Francisco-Oakland 6-County Area shows

KOBY's family-style programming attracting

listeners in 72.5% of radio homes in this major

market. No double spotting assures you fullest

impact.

10% combination discount when you buy both

KOBY and KOSI.

KOBY 10,000 watts

San Francisco isKOBY-land!

See PElfCf FOR KOBY, Son Francisco

and KOSI, DenverWGVM
Greenville,
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QUAD-CITIES

now the nation's

47th

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

^ RETAIL SALES are above

1 the national average. Rock

Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred

^ cities" by Sales Management

I

magazine for the first 6

' months of 1958. You too, can

^ expect above-average sales if

,
you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

WHBF-TV
CBS for EASTERN IOWA
and WESTERN ILLINOIS

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

46 THIS SOFT

DRINK TASTES GOOD!"

WGN-TV commercials get results

becau-se WGN-TV programniing

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our speciali.sts fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Puf "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

BIG INDUSTRY
{Cont'd from page 33 I

sumer contests in their local super-

markets, with awnings as prizes.

3. Alcoa's Hard Sell

Alcoa also is a major network tv ad-

vertiser, primarily to accomplish four

things:

1 1 To build a company image.

21 To support Alcoa's customers.

3 1 To stimulate sales of aluminum

to manufacturers of appliances, auto-

mobiles, etc.

4 1 To build sales for Alcoa's con-

sumer items (Alcoa Wrap, Wearever

pots and pans).

Alcoa first ventured into network tv

in 1952, when it sponsored Ed Murrow
and See It Now. Alcoa switched to

the Alcoa Theater in 1955—not so

much to avoid the controversy which

Murrow sometimes kicked up, but more

to get a larger audience through a

broader-interest show. Another rea-

son for the switch is that prior to 1955,

most of the Alcoa tv commercials were

purely institutional in nature, and the

company wanted to get in more hard

sell. Alcoa decided that the See It Noiv

format simply didn't lend itself to hard-

sell commercials. Alcoa's new buy on

ABC TV, tentatively called Alcoa Pre-

sents, will be a half-hour show drama-

tizing supernatural incidents..

4. Kaiser's New Image

One company that has built a com-

plete new corporate image in a short

period of time via network television is

Kaiser Industries. With the sponsor-

ship of Maverick on ABC TV, Kaiser

Industries has succeeded in acquaint-

ing the public with its diversified oper-

ations, and also gives its customers a

helping hand—ranging from cement

companies and construction firms to

jeep dealers and aluminum fabricators.

In only two years. Kaiser's network

television expenditures have climbed

from under $1 million to an estimated

total of $4.5 million.

The last two years, in fact, have seen

spectacular budget increases for other

industrials. Libby-Owens-Ford, which

last year spent only $872,040 in net-

work television time, invested almost

that much in the first half of 1958.

And Pittsburgh Plate Glass, which

bought a total of $312,-560 of network

tv time all last year, had already spent

somewhat more than that in the first

half of this ) ear. ^

TV KID SHOWS
{Cont'd from page 39)

ing heavier, they moved backward int^

the housewive's afternoons. In eithe

event, such clients may have abdicate!

\ ery good spots.

For the fact remains that the ki(

show is a mighty sales tool. To th

child of five or six, advertising is

brand new experience. He is no

swayed by any fixed brand habits

Since he has little to worry him in th

sense that an adult worries, the tot'

mind is wide open to the suggestioi

of a good kid show personality, and h

will remember the product he wants

He may not read, but he will recogniz

the package design or label. And h

will not accept substitutes because th

brand he wants has been recommend

ed by a "very special friend."

One adman parent related the cas

of his own child who whooped am
hollered during most of a kiddie shov

but became suddenly silent and atten

tive when the host of the show cam

on to do the commercial. Since thi

too often is opposite of the adult reac

tion to tv, the adman asked why. "Th

movies are for all the kids," the soi

explained, "but when my friend come

on, I've got to listen to him." Wha
better audience could a sponsor hop

for?

The creation of this "image of ;

friendship" between the kid show sta

and the wee watcher at home generate

a tremendous sales spark. The chile

does not necessarily view his idol as ;

friend to all kids, but rather as hi

own personal friend. The child re

sponds with intense loyalty. "Sell thi

kids," an adman says, "and let then

sell their parents." How well it work

is demonstrated time and again.

Two years ago in March, the Nev

York City area suffered its worst bliz

zard in about eight years. On tha^

night, DuMont Broadcasting's Captain

Video, Al Hodge, was scheduled to ap

pear in person at the opening of a Mill

Maid Dairy Store in New Hyde Park

Storm-delayed, Hodge was very lat<

arriving home from the WABD-TV
studios. "Thank goodneses," he sai(

to his wife, "I won't have to go to Nev

Hyde Park in this weather. After all

nobody in their right minds would tun

up at an ice cream store in the middli

of a blizzard."

"I've got news for you," Mrs. Hodj;'

said. "The store has called four time^

[Please turn to page 741
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^% This is the Piedmont
Industrial Crescent
Vas Urban

(defined by the Ford Foundation)

dominated by w^fmy-tv

Just vyhat is this area . ... this Piedmont Industrial Crescent? Defined by
the Ford Foundation, it is a vast "area Laboratory," stretching across

North Carolina's fertHe industrial Piedmon^t. It is more, too. It^s a

bustling, urban complex engaged in unsurpassed growth patterns of manufacturing,

distribution and marketing. Strategically centered at the hub of this massive
urban market is WFMY-TV, the most powerful selling influence, by far.

¥:North Carolina's INTERURBIA
At the very axis of the CRESCENT lies INTERURBIA . . .

the largest metropolitan market in the two Catotina^
INTERURBIA plus the Piedmont CRESCENT where more th*an

two million people are sold by WFMY-TV.
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Capsule case histories of success^

local and regional radio campaig

RADIO RESULTS

FINANCE CO.
SPONSOR: Tusing Finance Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In only 19 years, Tusing Finance

has grown to the point where it is reportedly the largest

locally owned finance company in the Norfolk-Portsmouth

market. Tusing started using radio in 1940, and president

Joe Tusing credits the constant use of radio for the firm's

success. He now allots a healthy 45% of his ad budget to

radio. The radio campaign runs all year, but Tusing uses

particularly heavy schedules during income tax time. Strat-

egy: A friend in need during financial crises. Announce-

ments are placed primarily following newscasts at 7:30 and

5:30 p.m., and preceding late-evening newscasts. Tusing, by

delivering (via tape) his own one-minute announcements,

has become a top local personality. The firm currently uses

WAVY and another area station on an 18-20 announcements

weekly basis. "I strongly recommend WAVY to sell in

Portsmouth, Norfolk and surrounding communities," stated

Joe Tusing. "It has been a major factor in our success."

WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth

PIANOS AND ORGANS
SPONSOR: Smyth Piano Company AGENCY: Dii

Capsule case history: The Smyth Piano Company of 1

Moines, a medium sized retailer of pianos and electric .

gans, used various media for the past several years, I

enjoyed no notable success until it recently turned to rad

The company purchased a four-week schedule of half-mim

announcements at the rate of 20 per week on KSO, 1

Moines. The spots were fairly evenly distributed throughi

the broadcast day—most were in daytime, some in drivi

time, and several during the evening and on Sunday. 1

total cost was only $165 per week. The results were astout

ing to the Smyth Piano Company. Not long after the scln

ule got under way, Smyth was literally sold out. Their i

tire stock was purchased and Smyth had to call for iii<

instruments. It was by far the most sensational sales peri

in the history of the Smyth Piano Company. "For the fi

time, advertising has produced recognition of the coinpa

name," commented 0. B. Sinyth. "I'm sold on KSO."

TRAVEL BUREAU
SPONSOR: George Cowton Travel Bureau AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The George Cowton Travel Bureau,

Grand Island, Neb., has been using radio for the past year,

and the results have proved frankly amazing to George

Cowton, the firm's president. Although other media were

used, Cowton credits 90^^ of his sales leads to his schedule

on KMMJ, Grand Island. Cowton uses radio to bring before

the public the travel bureau's services in facilitating travel

all over the world—services with which midwestern audi-

ences are largely unfamiliar. In this sense, Cowton uses

radio as a missionary medium. The KMMJ campaign has

produced a number of interesting results in which people

living a considerable distance from the station have been

moved to instant action. For example, a listener in Norton,

Kansas, more than 100 miles away, was in Cowton's offices

the same day he heard the announcements and forthwith

purchased a round trip to Switzerland. "Radio is the most

effective advertising medium," stated George Cowton.

KMMJ, Grand hland, Neb. Announcements

PERFUMES
SPONSOR: Worth Parfums Corporation AGENCY: Diit

Capsule case history: The day after Jean Shepherd i

WOR, New York, delivered two commercials on behalf

Worth Parfums Corporation, importers of fine French \i

fumes, 400 people went to B. Altman and Company's \<

fume counter, and the stream of people kept on until a gra

total of 1,200 people were drawn to the department store

a direct result of Shepherd's two sales messages. Won

Parfums is not a large company and has a modest ad budg-

The firm turned to radio because of the necessity for a li

ited campaign to effectively sell a quality product.
'"^

desired an honest presentation in a manner that blende;!

with our product," explained Donald F. Landsman.
"^

did not want a 'spot,' a flash or a quick hard garble

words. Radio has been the answer to our very special!/'

problem." This experience on WOR has proved to Wo i

Parfums that a mass appeal radio station can sell a cl^

product. "The response was sensational," said Landsni.-

WOR. New York AnnounceiiK^

15 NOVEMBER 19^



Q;
what radio station do you first tune

to for news of the Washington area?

WWDC, replied 21.7% of the people polled by PULSE.
A clear-cut "firsf if ever there was one—with our closest

competitor 5.6 percentage points in the rear.

For full details on this and other important measurements of leader-

ship, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of "Personality

Profile of a Radio Station." Based on a special qualitative PULSE
survey, it gives you a true Washington, D.C., yardstick.

Washington

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

There's exciting news in Jacksonville, Fla., too—where WWDC-owned Radio

WMBR is changing listening habits overnight. CBS Spot Sales has the story.
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10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . .

.

Of an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
C05T-PER-TH0USAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAUSUFFOLK)

EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME

$4,138,212,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

- 10,000 WATTS

WHLII
MEM PST I A D
lONC ISLAND. N Y

Represented by Gill-Perna

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

IPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Kendall Co., Kendall Mills Div., Walpole, Mass., is going into

scattered markets to promote its cotton products. The campaign kicks

off the early part of December for five weeks. Chainbreaks during

nighttime segments are being scheduled; frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Elaine Akst; the agCTicy is H. B. Humphrey,

Alley & Richards. Inc.. Boston.

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., Hoboken, N. J., is going

into major markets for its regular Maxwell House coffee. The sched-

ules start this month; minutes during nighttime segments are being

used. Frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is Dick

Walken; the agencv is Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.

The Welch Crape Juice Co., Inc., Westfield, N. Y., is preparing

its next year's campaign for its juices. Roughly, the top 25 markets

are being used. The 39-week schedules start 1 December. Minutes

and 20's during both daytime and nighttime periods are being placed;

frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is Stan Newman:

the agency is Richard K. Manoff, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Radio-Victrola Div., New

York, is lining up schedules in scattered markets during the holiday

season to push its radios. The campaign starts in late November,

runs for three weeks. Minute announcements during daytime slot*

are being purchased, with the teenager in mind. Average frequency:

10-20 announcements per week per market. The buyer is Ed Kobza:

the agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.

Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Inc., Rochester, N. Y., is planning

some short-term flights in various markets for its candies; its distri-

bution is in New England, northern and northwestern states. Sched-

ules begin in late November; minutes during daytime periods are

being purchased. Frequencies vary from market to market. The

buyer is Dick Shepard; the agency is Charles Rumrill & Co., Inc.,,

Ro.'hester. N. Y.

Ford Motor Co., Mercury, Edsel & Lincoln Div., Dearborn, Micli..l

is going into major markets with an intensive campaign for itsj

Mercury cars. The big push starts this month for six weeks. Minutesj

during traffic slots are being used; frequency depends upon the

market. The buyers are Lou Kennedy and George Simko; the agency

is Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.

Alfred D. McKelvey Co., subsidiary of Vick Chemical Co., New

^Ork. is purchasing schedules in top markets to push its Seaforth

men's toiletries. The three-week campaign starts in late November)

and early December. Minutes during traffic slots are being lined

u[). with frequencies varying. The buyer is Ray McArdle; the

agency is Morse International. Inc.. New York.
|
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3
ME CBS
TEL
INI

SOUTHERN
, NEW ENGLAND

1

WTIC-TV HARTFORD 15, CONNECTICUT TEL. JAckson 5-0801

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
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MR. STATin
what does trade pap

First circulation means people who make the buy-

ing decisions. These people include—at SPONSOR—

timebuyers, account executives, ad managers, market-

ing men, media executives, agency principals, and pos-

sibly a dozen more job titles. They're your prospects.

Only SPONSOR has its circulation audited by job

titles to give you at a glance the simple facts you need

about readership that count most heavily in your

selection of trade paper promotion.

Sure, SPONSOR has more total advertiser -agency

readers than any other publication in its field—7,035"^ to

be exact, or slightly more than 58 per cent of its total

circulation. For SPONSOR is edited for buyers.

PS: BPA (Business Publications Audit) ivas estab-

lished in 193 1 expressly for the purpose of audit-

ing business papers or trade journals. BPA has 475
trade paper members, more by far than any other

publication audit firm. *]lune 1958 BPA audit just released.



MANAGER,
rculation mean to you?

But numbers alone are not enough. You need a job

title analysis to get the full measure of trade paper

value. That's why SPONSOR has availed itself of a

BPA audit that identifies the reader you want to reach

by the exact title he holds at the agency that buys your

time as well as at the national advertiser level.

In a word, SPONSOR has the circulation (quantity

and quality—both) that guarantees your national ad-

vertising maximum exposure and, therefore, maximum

results. May we send you the BPA audited job title an-

alysis? Youll quickly spot your top 1958 buy.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV /RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



CBS RADIO
{Cont'd from page 35)

radio because they already have it

with tv. he said. Hayes also felt that

web radio had suffered recently be-

cause it was "out of fashion." He is

confident, however, that the medium is

coming back into fashion.

Few agency men will agree they buy

media in fashion cycles but many will

agree with Hayes that network radio is

the cheapest way to buy a national au-

dience. They will also agree that tv

is a fly in the ointment what with the

pressures put on ad budgets by video

programing and the fact that dealers

are often nitranced by the sight-aiid-

sound medium.

Network billings figures make clear

that admen have certain major reser-

vations about network radio's efficien-

cy, however. Two top agency media
directors made this point:

Since radio listeners usually show
preferences for certain stations, a buy
on one network limits the accumula-

tion of different homes an advertiser

can reach (though its effectiveness in

hitting the homes it does reach with

economical frequency is not doubted.)

"When I buy radio today," said one

of these executives, "I have to buy a

half dozen stations in major markets

to reach a decent share of homes."

The networks counter with figures

that a number of advertisers hit be-

tween 20 and 25% of U.S. radio homes
with a one-network buy. These in-

clude Bristol-Myers, Brown & William-

son, Ford and Lorillard (for more de-

tailed figures, see Radio Basics, p. 41.

20 September 19581. Purchases on
more than one netv/ork can increi^s

this. MBS has had some success Vv'ith

a presentation of Nielsen figures show-
ing there is a minimum of overlap

between MBS audiences and those of

CBS and NBC.
Another problem is the conviction

that network radio caters to an older

audience—particularly in its daytime
dramas. The competitive atmosphere

being what it is, this very point was

made by ABC Radio when it revamped
its schedule last year with five hour-

long strips of live music and variety.

One astute agency man feels that the

older audience has been evident in the

network radio audience composition

figures because tv penetration grew

more slowly in homes with older peo-

ple. With video approaching the satu-

ration point, he said, a more balanced

audience for net radio is developing.

Judging by agency comments, some
of CBS' troubles stem from a lack of

flexibility, particularly in its emphasis

on standard-length shows and the

difficulty of buying scattered announce-

ments of different lengths.

At present the shortest periods for

sale on CBS are the 2y2-minute seg-

ments available only in the daytime

dramas. These, in effect, are 30-second

announcements. In addition, buyers

of 7V2-minute segments, which provide

something close to a minute and a 30-

second announcement, can swap an-

nouncement time with other clients,

though this is not easy to do.

CBS is aware of how some arencies

feel on the flexibility issue. Hayes'

answer is this: "We have the top au-

diences among all the radio networks.

To clutter up our schedules with more
announcements would drive people

away. We offer program buyers pro-

tected listening to their commercials."

To what extent the CBS move will

affect the other networks remains to

be seen. A wait-and-see attitude seems

to prevail. However, some concern

was expressed by the NBC Radio Affili-

ates Executive Committee. In a tele-

gram to NBC's chief, Robert Sarnoff,

George W. Harvey of WFLA, Tampa,

said on 5 November the CBS action of

"further depreciating network radio"

was in contrast to the "revitalizing

job NBC has done." Harvey asked for

a special meeting in New Orleans on

21 November and said, "We do not

want our position to be compromised

and would like an expression of faith

in network radio from NBC."
This expression of faith was pro-

\ ided by Sarnoff in an answering tele-

gram the next day. However, Sarnoff

said NBC has no other plans "than to

continue building on the progress of

the past" and, therefore, did not feel

there was any need for such a meeting.

The pat-on-lhe-back in Harvey's tele-

gram was a reference to NBC's dra-

matic comeback ur-der the leadership

of Matthew J. CuUigan. This come-

back has resulted in increased compen-

sation payments to stations and, ac-

cording to Culligan, a 25% increase in

billings over last year. NBC has been

plastering ads all over the trade press

in which it claims 48% of the spon-

sored hours on three networks (ex-

cluding MBS, for which figures were

not available). CBS won't buy these

figures on the ground that the different

ways in which the networks sell time

make such comparisons meaningless.

The question raised by NBC's un-

doubted increase in billings is whether

NBC has found a more or less perma-

nent answer to network radio's place

in the scheme of things. It appears to

admen too early to tell, though many
of them are impressed by NBC's mer-

chandising and promotion and its pro-

graming ideas. Most media buyers are

convinced that the program formula is

yet to be found.

Much of the discussion about net-

Vi^ork radio's future centers around the

question of how the medium can be

"complementary" or "compatible" to

local radio. ABC's live approach was

offered as such an answer but it failed

to catch fire and was, for ABC at least,

an expensive experiment.

The MBS formula of providing

music and news to stations for local

sale while keeping other newscasts for

national sale is probably the most radi-

cal approach in that it is closest to the

program service format which has been

talked about for years. Mutual ha;

been sold out on and off for some

months but the limited amount of time

for sale keeps the format from becoi

ing a real money maker for the web.

One of the virtues of the MBS method

is that small stations, which generall'

don't get free pressings from the record

companies, can "buy" popular music

economically.

Analyzing the networks' future

made more complex by the fact that

national policy is involved. Foi

number of reasons, including national

defense, the FCC wants to keep th(

radio networks alive.

A significant statement on this score

was made recently by Richard S. Sa-

lant, vice president of CBS, Inc. He

told a meeting of managers of CBS
o&o's that the regulatory powers in

Washington, "unable to separate th(

video and audio facets of broadcasting

lor regulatory purposes, may be forced

to adopt a liberal attitude toward net

work ownership and option time in

order to assure radio's well being."

The implication here apparently is that

the FCC may be convinced not to tam-

per wit'a the profitable option time!

regulation nor cut down the number oil

tv stations a network can own so that

I he webs will be willing to continue tc^

carry the wired chains at a loss.
,

The hope, is that the radio networks

will be able to stand on their own feet.

There are certainly enough admen

rooting for this eventuality. ^,
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Timloer.
ANOTHER OF MINNESO TA'S GIANT INDUS TRIES !

50,000 workers earn $134,000,000

annually. . . and they ALL LIVE and

SPEND in KDAL-KDAL-TV land!

I
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

^ FILM-SCOPE
15 NOVEMBER 1958 Amoco's entry into syndication last month seems to be breaking the ice for

cwyriiht IBM other regional oil advertisers.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS IML "

Last week the Humble Oil and Refining Company of Houston signed for Rendezvous

in 21 Texas and New Mexico markets. Price for the 52 consecutive week deal is $500,000 in

time and talent; the agency is McCann-Erickson. (For details, see FILM WRAP-UP, page 67.)

One of the more significant things about the Amoco and Humble Oil buys is that both

were brought into syndication by CBS Films.

Another Humble Oil venture into television— via tape-— is its regional covering of the

Southwest Conference football Game of the Week. Here's how KPRC-TV in Houston or-

ganizes tapecasts along a 29-station network:

Friday: station nearest game brings in four cameras.

Saturday: three hours of tape coverage are closed-circuited back to KPRC-TY. By

editing (work time: five hours) 30 or 35 minutes of video are selected.

Sunday: narration and crowd noises are dubbed in (work time: three hours) and then

commercials and an interview are added to complete the 45-minute air tape in time for 5:00

p.m. broadcast.

With child-oriented advertising money almost all in syndication, Trans Lux is

entering tv production with Felix the Cat cartoons in the hope of luring some juve-

nile spenders back into network.

But if the apathy of advertisers and networks towards children's show should continue,

the Felix show might find more welcome in syndication with national spot and local

sponsors.

Production plans are for 200 new cartoons of Sy^ minutes, capable of being blocked up

into four episode shows.

Videotape may be the strategy called for by motion picture interests in an end
run play around existing film producers and toward the paydirt of national and re-

gional sponsor money.

For example, Paramount-owned KTLA, Los Angeles, last week became the nation's first

outfit to set up a ready-to-go programing and sales staff for "Tape Delay Broadcast Network,"

which means tape syndication.

With veteran network musical producer Lee Cooley to develop new music and drama

shows and Ziv-trained Al Goustin as the nucleus of a national-regional sales staff, KTLA may
be a tape pioneer in these ways:

• Nurturing talent and shows locally for eventual national exposure.

• Reducing inherent networking and filming costs via tape economies.

• Offering an eventual possibility for major commitment of Paramount Pictures facilities

and investments—and it's no secret movie companies that regarded tv production as tabu over

the past decade would now like to change that stance if they can.

The most recent sign of how important feature films are to audience viewing

habits is the publication of a soft cover book by Bantam as a popular guide to

watching movies on tv.

This description and evaluation of some 5,000 movies on tv might also prove handy for

station, rep and agency men.

SPONSOR • 15 WOVEMBER 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

MARKETING WEEK
Food industry sales will exceed $75 billion this year and will reach $100 bil-

lion by 1965.

This prediction uas made by Paul S. Willis, president of the Grocery Manufacturers of

America, before more than 2,500 food executives at the GMA's golden anniversary conven*

tion in New York City's Waldorf Astoria last week.

Other high points of convention speeches:

• J. 0. Peckhani, executive vice president. A. C. Nielsen, reported food sales up 7% thus

far in 1958 while disposable income increased less than 1%. A major contributor to

the sales gains was the new or improved product, he said.

• Charles G. Mortimer, president of General Foods, said that while wage increases paid by

grocery manufacturers and distributors from 1952 to 1957 totaled $68 per family "basket,"

the industry absorbed $36 of this increase. Mortimer called for a drastic deduction in

"gimmick" Avars, the "free" offers, gift gadgets, etc.

BBDO reports its latest food staff presentation (No. 21) is apparently being

well received by the retail trade.

Executives from one large chain use the findings to convince branch managers to

install soft drink vending machines in their stores.

This kind of reception is important to BBDO since the prime purpose of these presenta-

tions, first started in 1941, is to give something baek to the retail trade in return for

past favors—cooperation in making retail studies, etc.

BBDO's food staff presentation was built around "The Confusion Factor in Gro-

cery Shopping."

The study, which used the 3.500 women in the agency's National Panel of Consumer Opin-

ion, was made because of the belief that bigger stores and more brands are contrib-

uting to confusion among shoppers. Here are some of the findings:

• A whopping 94% reported that at least on occasion they find in-store conditions which

make shopping confusing or difficult.

• Chief complaint : Aisles crowded by stock and stock clerks, narrow aisles, difficulty

in reading price markings, difficulty in finding new advertised items.

• An overwhelming 87% reported the} have a favorite grocery store and 83% said they

shop mainly at their favorite stores.

• A third of all respondents said the\ did their main shopping on Friday, \9'^
'< said Satur-

day. 13% said Thursday, 29% shop on no special da\

.

• Most shoppers (86%) travel to their store by private car.

• What women shoppers would like most : to get out of the store faster.

As a result of the growth of supermarkets in Canada, retail volume is being

concentrated in fewer stores, though this trend is not as marked as in the U.S.

An International Surveys study in the Dominion showed that about 25% of the 35,000

grocery stores do about 75% of the business. In the U. S., according to Nielsen, le»8

than 10% of the stores do about two-thirds of the business. (For more details on gro-

cery trends charted by Nielsen, see Marketing Week, 25 October, 1958.)

The IS survey showed supermarkets had increased their share of the grocery business from

34% in 1951 to 43'; in 1957.

Chain store penetration in Canada differs considerably by regions.

In Canada, chains do 58% of the grocery business in Ontario but only 22% in the

Maritime provinces. In the U. S., chains share a business range from a high of 56% in

the Middle Atlantic states to a low of 34% in the Southwest.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
m NOVEK>lBER 1958

Elections rarely portend significant changes in Congressional policies toward
c*pyri«ht 1958 broadcasting and advertising, but this election is certainly an outstanding exception

•PtNSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. B c J o r

to that particular rule.

With such stalwarts and activators in broadcast matters as Senators Bricker and Potter

victims of the Democratic sweep and the general gutting of House and Senate Commerce Com-

mittees, here are some of the things you can expect:

• Redoubled fervor by the Democrats for investigations, what with probes often mak-

ing juicy fodder for a White House campaign.

• A temporary setback in the battle for revival of uhf—a Bricker special interest—and the

securing of more vhf tv channels from the military (Potter's pet).

• The networks again, with Bricker gone—will be relieved from the necessity of answering

periodic charges of monopoly and the need for network regulation.

• A weakening of the chances for sports to get the power to act in concert to ban broad-

casting of their events. Rep. Keating—their strongest advocate—who was elected to the

Senate will be missing from the House Judiciary subcommittee which handles such anti-trust

issues.

• More strongly esconced than ever as chairman of the Senate Commerce committee, Sena-

tor Magnuson may be able to block Oren Harris' efforts against pay-tv. Magnuson has been

urging that it be given a trial.

• The Harris Legislative Oversight subcommittee finding no opposition from
within Democratic ranks to expand its probes in manifold directions.

• Rep. John Blatnik, chairman of the House Government Operations subcommittee, gaining

encouragement from among the influx of "liberal" Democrats for his crusade against false and

misleading advertising, particularly in tv.

In all, four of the G.O.P. members of the Senate Commerce Committee went down to de-

feat at the poUs.

In the corresponding House committee five of the six top-seniority Republicans retired or

were defeated, and seven of the 15 Republicans will not return.

As for Keating, it will be recalled he was a powerful irritant to Celler, House Judiciary

committee chairman, when it came to charges of violations of anti-trust laws in broadcasting,

particularly the networks.

Counsel for the FCC and Justice Department submitted almost identical briefs

to special FCC hearing examiner Horace Stern, both calling for disqualification of

the four applicants for Miami channel 10.

They recommended cancellation of the license of National Airlines subsidiary Public

Service Television for off-the-record approaches to Commissioners. Also that the applications

of WKAT and North Dade Video should be tossed out for similar reasons. Only L. B. Wilson

Inc., would remain, but presumably the field would be opened to new applicants.

Paul Porter, for Col. A. Frank Katzenline and WKAT, said in a brief that his client never

sought to influence the decision, but merely to stop ex-Commissioner Mack from being influ-

enced. His brief argued that National should be disqualified, but not WKAT.
Norman Jorgenson, for National, countered that no official of National was aware of any

of the improper activities, and in any event Katzentine did considerably more.

Porter said it might be well to adopt a rule in the future against oflf-the-record ap-

proaches to commissioners, but to make it retroactive "would be grossly unrealistic and
have sweeping consequences which would place the regulations of the communi-
cations industry in a situation even more perilous than it is today."

He added that such contacts were prevalent, and such a rule would mean probes of most

radio and tv licenses on the same basis. National, the brief stated, went much farther and

I

should be disqualified.

I
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
IB NOVEMBER 1958

"^''^ media director in one of the topflight air agencies is going to have the tv/radio

cmvritbt iMa department put under his jurisdiction as well.
•ONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

jy^^ ^^^^ ^^^^jj ^^j^^ pj^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^^ g^.^^ ^f jj^^ ^^^^

One of the monitoring services, in selling itself to agencies, is making a claim

that is causing considerable consternation.

The claim: As the result of monitoring records, a spot account recovered $2,400
in refunds for commercials not telecast or defectively aired. Monitoring cost: $300.

Apply a load of salt to those rumors that Prudential, because of its $60-mil-

lion loan, is lending encouragement to a change in ownership of the NBC networks.

(It's just some personal politicking by a single Prudential board member.)

Incidentally, Prudential also has a big lending stake in CBS, Inc.—some $50 million

—with more to come for some building plans under discussion.

Lestoil is said to feel a bit miffed at competitor Texize for jumping into the

St. Louis market first and tying up aU the choice available time.

Seems that Lestoil doesn't think this behavior cricket is in view of the fact that Texize

previously had visited Holyoke (Lestoil's home base) and got a lot of free advice.

Plans note: Lestoil is taking a hiatus on further buying—perhaps until after Christ-

mas—hoping that the availability situation will loosen.

CBS TV currently is cooking up counter measures to thwart NBC TV's efforts

to wean away some Colgate business.

NBC has its eye on the half-hour investment that Colgate has in Mighty Mouse on CBS.

It's offering a quarter-hour each of Circus Boy and Rough & Ready cartoons, both

at the half-hour rate.

Normally, you pay more for two quarter-hours than for a single half-hour (unless the

two quarters are back to back). CB and R&R don't follow one another.

The insistence by more and more jingle composers that they reserve the small,

or performance, rights for point-collecting in ASCAP is complicating things for

sponsors.

Advertisers prefer to buy complete control of the jingle and thereby avoid any

difficulties over station music clearances.

In contending for the right to own the jingle's copyright, writers cite the classic case of

See-the-U.S.A.-in-your-Chevrolet being sold outright for $250.

(ASCAP credits per-performance of a commercial jingle with one-tenth of a

point.)

The switch of the Maxwell House vacuum pack brand from B&B to Ogilvy,

B&M (where two former B&B executives—Esty Stowell and Dave Crane—were on hand

to receive the catch) recalls other famed shifts of manpower followed by account transfers.

The historic breakaways which actually brought about the formation of new agencies i

were from N. W. Ayer to Young & Rubicam; JWT to William Esty; Benton & Bowles to Ted

Bates; Pedlar & Ryan to Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; and Ruthrauff & Ryan to Sulli- '

van, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
\
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Sell MORE...

ill the power

and prestige ofXETV
CHANNEL 6 • ABC-TV

[n all the world, few areas can match the

'harm of San Diego, America's great

ntemational playground. And San Diego is

;triding ahead in commerce and industry -
;hown by almost any index to be the

astest-growing market in the U. S. Keeping
tep with this growth is the romance and
uccess of Station XETV- one of the most
ascinating chapters in the history of Television,

^or few markets have television facilities to

latch the thorough low-CPM efficiency

i/ith which XETV blankets and sells

|he booming San Diego market,
bur Blair man has the convincing facts,

'hey merit thoughtful attention.

^Y CITY TELEVISION, Julian M. Kaufman, Vice President and Get

1958
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ADVERTISERS

Revlon's Georjie Abraiiis* ^^en^ on
a forecasting plane re tv and radio

at the ANA meeting in Hot Springs,

Va., this Meek.

Included in his crystal-gazing:

• Advertisers will spend $1.5 billion

in tv in 1959, of which about $400
million will be for spot and $800 mil-

lion for network tv. Radio network

will do about S70 million and radio

spot. S300 million.

• The next big trend in tv program-
ing will be in the direction of crime

and mystery shows.

• Color tv can't help getting places.

• Tv will get more and more daring

on controversial and intimate matters.

Abrams also saw daytime tv making

further big strides and noted that ra-

dio was in dire need of new program-

ing concepts.

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE for more
ANA comments. I

Campaigns:
• Jack Ruppert Brewery (brew-

ers also of Knickerbocker Beer) will

launch a campaign this month to intro-

duce its new Jack Ruppert Ale. Theme
for this new ale: "Brewed specifically

for men only."' The New England mar-

ket will serve as testing ground, via

20-second tv spot commercials, on

prime Class A time, with a minimum
of 15 announcements weekly in eight

cities. Agency: Compton.

• The Lewyt Corp. will expose its

new electronic vacuum cleaner on local

tv, via one-minute spots. Tagged at

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Soulhern belles pretty up the dedication party thrown by WLW-A, Atlanta. Standing in

front of tower model are (1 to r) Jean Carter, Miss Maid of Cotton; Toni Edison. Mi>>-

Georgia Chick; Harry LeBrun, v.p. and general manager, WLW-A; Pepper Helms, Miss At-

lanta; R. E. Dunville, president, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.; Diane Austen, Miss Poultry

Princess; Ollie Treyz, president. ABC TV Network; and Jeanine Paris, former Miss Georgia

the end of each commercial will be

credit for the local dealer handling

the product.

Strictly personnel: At the Campbell

Sales Co., subsidiary of Campbell Soup—Russell Brewer named district

manager (heat processed products).

Sacramento; Robert Clinkenbeard,
division institutional supervisor, south-

west; and Gerald Thomas, named
assistant to the general sales manager

. . . Robert MacLachlan, appointed

product manager of Spry and Liquid

Spry at Lever Bros. . . . F. Scott Mat-
thews, product manager in the House-

hold Products division of Colgate . . .

Jack A. Swedish, named advertising

manager in charge of national media

for the Miller Brewing Co. . . . Philip

Pritchard, marketing manager, at

General Instrument Corp. . . . M. S.

Griffin, named staff director of adver-

tising for Thompson Products Divi-

sions of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge.

Inc., Cleveland.

Once a Knight, always a Knight: To pro-

mote his new morning show Knight-Time via

WSAI, Cincinnati, Herb Knight can be

aroimd town dressed as a medieval knight

• 15 NOVEMBER 1958
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AGENCIES

Cunningham & Walsh's latest video

count study on tv showed there's

been quite a gain in viewing this

year over 1957.

The highlights of these advances in-

clude:

• The total viewing time per person

fur five weekdays is now 15 hours,

48 minutes; for the whole week, 22
hours, 7 minutes. Seventeen of the

22 hours is in the evening.

• Only members of the family that

(iecreased their set attentions were chil-

dren—both moppets and teenagers

—

but this was very slight and easily made

up by adult viewing.

• There's little difference between

\\eekday and weekend viewing except

among housewives. Their weekend

\ieuing mornings is somewhat lower.

• The average person spends some-

what over three hours watching tv

every day of the week, indicating view-

ing survives changes in basic living

patterns. That is, people still find time

for tv regardless of whether at work

or leisure.

Merger: Emil Mogul Co., Inc. and
Lewin, Williams & Saylor, Inc.,

effective 1 January, 1959.

New Name: Mogul, Lewin, Wil-

liams & Saylor, Inc., with combined

billings for 1958 at $18 million.

New officers: A. W. Lewin, former-

ly chairman of the board at LW&S, be-

comes chairman of the new company;

Emil Mogul, president of Mogul, con-

tinues as president and chief officer;

and Sidney Matthew Weiss, president

of LW&S, now becomes executive v.p.

The merged agency will headquarter

at 625 Madison Avenue, New York.

Friendly again: Both Weiss and
Geller and The Bon Ami Co. have

composed their differences over the

agency's contract.

The case was taken to court this past

September, when Bon Ami switched its

account to Cole, Fischer & Rogow.
Spotnews: Bon Ami is buying a couple

radio (I.D.) flights in the top 15

markets.

Another court case settled: War-
wick & Legler and Schick have been

haggling over the idea of using cotton

to demonstrate a close shave. The idea

was developed by W&L while it had

Schick's account. When it was shifted

to B&B, the "cotton test" appeared on

tv. W&L filed suit, and the case has

been settled with Schick admitting that

W&L owns the idea.

New agency name: The Kamin Ad-

vertising Agency in Houston, is con-

tinuing with its expansion program.

Latest step is a change in name to

Kamin-Nahas-Blumberg, Inc.

The new line-up of officers includes:

Lester Kamin, president and chairman

of the Plans Board; Fred Nahas, v.p.

I

Free transportation was provided by

WCKT-TV, Miami, when the city was para,

lyzed recently by a bus strike. TV 7 used

team of Shetlands for stranded Miamians

Concentrating on light atop Boston's John

Hancock bldg., is Phil Christie, emcee of

PM on WBZ, WBZA. Listeners

experiment—and light went out

Storz Stations executives meet to discuss plans for the coming m-ji. Those attending

(standing, 1 to r) : Herbert Dolgoff, general counsel; Jack Sandler, general manager, WQAM,
Miami; Todd Storz, president, Storz Stations; Robert Tilton, national director of engineering.

Seated (1 to r) : Jack Sampson, sales manager, WHB, Kansas City; Bill Stewart, national di-

rector of programing; George Armstrong, executive v.p., general manager WHB; Fred Berthel-

son, v.p., gen. mgr. WTIX, New Orleans; and Jack Thayer, gen. mgr., WDGY, Minneapolis



in chai-e of salej^: ami B. L. Blum-

berg, v.jj. in charge of ageniy opera-

tions and administration.

Agency appointments: Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, for the General

Foods" \acuum packed coffee account

in the Maxwell House line, effective 1

January. 1959. Maxwell House was
with B&B . . . Doyle Dane Bernbach,
for the West End Brewing products, in-

cluding Utica Club Beer and Ale,

Matt's Premium Lager and Old English

Ale. Account was with Cohen & Ale-

shire . . . Weiss and Geller for the

Columbus Canning Co. of Columbus,

Mass.. The Battle Creek Dog Food Co.

and Woodard Foods of Florida, Inc.—
all dog food manufacturers . . . Pub-
licidad Badillo, Inc., New York, for

the California Rice Growers Associa-

tion of Sacramento—for its Spanish

brand Red Seal Rice to Spanish lan-

guage markets in Continental L . S. . . .

Blaine-Thonipson Co., New^ York,

for the Hess Brother Department Store

of Allentown. Pa.

Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago has

added Equitable Life Insurance Socie-

SWEET

r
Enjoy sweet sales success from the
Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

t) to its account roster. Other recent

awards to Chicago agencies: Bozell &
Jacobs, for Alaska Visitors Associa-

tion . . . Wesley Aves & Associates,

for Kawell-Walker Motors . . . Wil-

liam Hart Adler, for B. Heller and

Co. . . . Burlingame-Grossman, for

Roseland Engineering . . . Grimm &
Craigle, for Perma-Line Rubber Prod-

ucts . . . Engel Advertising, for Nepo
Manufacturing Co. . . . E. H. Brown
Advertising, for Brillon Iron Works
. . . Harry Schneiderman Co., for

the George Master Garment Co.

Awards: Grant Advertising's Mi-

ami office for nine awards at the an-

nual exhibit of the Art Directors Club

of Greater Miami.

Anniversary : Tucker Wayne & Co.

of Atlanta, celebrating its 20th year

this month. The agency opened its

\ew Orleans office last June.

Norman, Craig and Kuniniel con-

tinues its expansion program with the

naming of these four new account ex-

ecutives: Thomas F. Swan, Martin
Rokoach, Henry L. Hayden and

Donald H. Stone.

More on personnel : Arthur Bailey,

v.p. in charge of the Los Angeles office

of Foote, Cone & Belding, elected to

the Board of Directors and promoted

to a senior v.p. . . . W. M. Starkey, a

v.p. and account supervisor, appointed

manager of the Los Angeles office of

BBDO . . . Donald Jones, v.p. of

MacManus, John & Adams and head

of the agency's new business commit-

tee, named head of the Los Angeles

office . . . Gerald M. Goldberg,
named v.p. of Brandt Public Relations

and Promotion. New York . . . New-
ton Briggs, merchandising director of

Gardner Advertising.

Howard Davis, named head of the

information services program of N.W.

Aver . . . Shelley Hull, production

supervisor in the Hollywood office of

Ted Bates . . . Robert Twiddy, ac-

count executive. K&E . . . Lawrence
Higgins, art director, Emil Mogul . . .

Norman Widenhofer, to the Willis

S. Martin Co.. Ft. Wayne . . . Ernest

Hodges, account man on Ralston at

(/B&B. was named advertising man of

the year by the League of Advertising

Men and Women in New York.

Personnel news from (Jiicago:

John P. Devaney, elected v.p. at

BBDO . . . Con Tennant, named v.p.

in charge of tv film at Leo Burnett . . .

C. Lowell Helman joins JWT as as-

sistant media director . . . Calvin Mer-
rick, formerly of Grant and Leo Bur-

nett, in his own business as specialized

consultant . . . Richard Anderson,
associate media director at Y&R . . .

John Mahoney, account executive at

Gordon & Hempstead . . . Roberta
Low Friz, to the copy staff at Jones

Frankel Co. . . . Tom Melohn, ac-

count executive at Leo Burnett . . .

Pete Cavallo, radio-tv head for

D'Arcy. leaving agency to purchase

own radio station.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau's Tv
division has come up with an an-

alysis of daytime audiences to be

used for presentations until BBM's ma-

terial for November, 1958 is available.

Here's the estimated tv audience

reached on a 1 averag ; weekday—fall

1958:

TIME HOMES WOMEN ADULTS

(000) (000) (000)

12:00-12:30 309 297 442

12:30- 1:00 319 288 454

1:00- 1:30 373 339 487

1:30- 2:00 412 371 499

2:00- 2:30 447 358 550

2:30- 3:00 691 580 849

3:00- 3:30 876 736 1.130

3:30- 4:00 1,129 1.005 1.456

4:00- 4:30 1,203 854 1.468

4:30- 5:00 1,331 .513 985

5:00- 5:30 1..524 518 945

5:30- 6:00 1.6.56 563 1.061

Stereophonic sound extends across!

the border : CFCF launched the first
j

regularly scheduled stereophonic broad-!

cast in Montreal

—

Startime in Stereo.

i

using both its AM and FM facilities.

Ideas at work:
• Colgate will launch its Miss Super!

Suds contest next week, on CJMS.

Montreal. Miss Super Suds, a person-

ality conceived and developed by

CJMS, makes personal appearances in

the various super markets and chain

stores where Colgate's Super Suds i>

sold. Fifteen spots a day will promote'

it, and give clues on the first name

identity of the masked Miss- Super'

Suds.
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• The wives of the staff on CKNW,
Vancouver-New Westminster, B.C., re-

cently raised $12,000 for the Orphan's

Fund by holding an "Orphan's Ba-

zaar." The wives provided the work,

supported by several women's and

youth clubs, while the station provided

the publicity, and sent its mobile stu-

dio to the Bazaar to air from the scene.

Agency news: Philco Corp. of Can-

ada, Ltd. from Hutchins Advertising

Co. to F. H. Hayhurst Co., Ltd., ef

fective 1 January, 1959.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Ltd., Tor-

onto, has these personnel additions:

F. W. Booth, named production man-

ager; Carl Wilson, account executive.

David Roe, named manager of K&E's

Montreal office.

COMMERCIALS

Video Crafts, Inc. exhibited to the

tv trade a new form of stop mo-
tion puppetry produced in Japan.

Art Rankin, president, recently re-

turned from Japan, where he formed

t of the major puppet and animation

studios into the Japan Animation Pro-

ducers Association, designated to pro-

duce exclusively for Video Craft.

The video puppets, termed 'Stylized

Animation ... in Dimension' will have

their stor) boards and basic character

sketches done in New York and then

forwarded to their Tokyo office.

The policy of Lestoil on filmed

commercials, as related by its

president, J. L. Barowsky, to the

Cleveland Ad Club:

1

)

They must be factual.

2) No time should be wasted on an

entertainment type of film because

we are not in the entertainment

business.

3) At no time should any comparison

be made with another product or

products.

4) AH statements must be of a positive

nature.

5) Under no circumstances should our

films make exaggerated claims or

statements which Lestoil cannot

live up to.

6 1 Because we are entering our pro-

spective customer's living room, the

approach must be a soft one, and

one that will not antagonize our

listeners.

The International Advertising Film

Festival in Venice selected these

commercials as the "best in the

world":

Best tv commercial, live, action or

animated—31 to 60-seconds: Calo Cat

Food (for the Calo Pet Food Co.) now
on tv stations in selected California

markets. Agency: Foot, Cone &
Belding, San Francisco office.

Best tv commercial, from 61 to 150-

seconds: Chemstrand nylon. Agency:

Doyle Dane Bernbach.

In the event of an AFTRA strike,

the freeze of live talent could un-

lock the doors for a tidal wave of

film and tape programing.

Trade speculation on the subject is

rampant, producing suggestions like

these:

1 ) the networks might slot new-to-tv

feature films in afternoon time. 2)

shows to be replaced in January would

get the ax early and be replaced by

Leads in syndicated shows - with these

top shows: Highway Patrol, Death Valley Days,

Burns and Allen, People's Choice, Decoy, African Patrol,

Robin Hood and Buccaneers.

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • The Katz Agency, National Representative
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\st BUY

in South Carolina

channel

WiS-Tp
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

G. Richard Shafto, Exec. Vice President

Charles A Batsor), Managing Director

Represented nationally by-

-Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc

io THIS

COFFEE SMELLS GOOD!"

WGX-TV (Minn,, ,-,:,!- ^H n-MlllS

because ^\"'i^ M
;

.1 .j i i imning

keeps folk- ^
. ,^ | .1 pidof,

let our spei iali,-i,- hll ynu in on

some WGN-TV case histories and
discuss your sales problems.

Pot "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

filmed series, 3) new syndication offer-

ings might be rushed on network in

short-term deals, and 4) locally made

tape shows might get the nod for im-

mediate network scheduling.

The Screen Extras Guild is threat-

ening an AFL-CIO-backed boycott of

products sponsoring foreign-made

television films.

Another AFL-CIO venture is pro-

duction of a special (not for telecast I

episode of "Father Knows Best" on

freedom and tyranny.

' fA forward step in recognizing the

importance of the writer in tv film

production has been made by

Screen Gems which will cooperate

with the Writers Guild of America in

producing a dramatic series, with a

liii 10,000 annual award for best script

and a $2 million overall budget for

39 half-hour episodes.

Sales: Humble Oil and Refining Com-

pany's 21 market buy of CBS Films'

Rendezvous to start early in 1959 will

include these Texas cities: Abilene-

Sweetwater. Amarillo, Austin, Beau-

mont-Port Arthur, Bryan, Corpus

Christi, El Paso, Galveston-Houston,

Harlingen-Weslaco, Lubbock, Lufkin,

Midland-Odessa, San Angelo, San

Antonio, Temple-Waco, Texarkana,

Tyler, Wichita Falls and two New
Mexico markets—Albuquerque and

Roswell . . . MCA's Paramount fea-

tures sold to KPTV, Portland, Ore

Ziv's Bold Venture sold in 52 markets,

including a Maine-to Florida regional

by Ballantine in 22 cities with WCBS-
TV already cleared in New York;

Chicago and Wisconsin cities for Heile-

man Brewing Co.; Electric Coopera-

tives on WUSN-TV. Charleston; Mid-

way Furniture on WTAR-TV. Norfolk;

stations are WTVJ. Miami: KVII-TV,

Amarillo; KID-TV, Boise; KOLD-TV,

Tucson; KGHL-TV, Billings; WLOS-
TV, Asheville; WICV-TV, Erie;

KTSM-TV. El Paso; KOMO-TV. Seat-

tle: WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WSM-
TV. Nashville; WDSU-TV, New Or-

leans: KBAK-TV, Bakersfield, and

KVAR-TV, Phoenix ... The film li-

brary of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia,

passes the 2,000 mark with purchase of

Screen Gems "Sweet 65" package.

Stock transfer: National Theatres

will buy out the common stock hold-

ings of the three principal officers of

NTA— Ely Landau, Oliver Unger and

Harold Goldman, who will continue to

serve as top NTA executives.

Strictly personnel: Hal Hackett ol

Official Films touring Puerto Rico,

Hollywood and England to investigate

production sites for three new series

. . . John J. Mulvihill has joined

United Artists Television as general

sales executive . . . Alan Hartman
appointed a sales v.p. of Jayark Film>

. . . Walt Plant resigns from ITC to

form his own Hollywood production

office with intended new dramatic pro

duction to include Tundra . . . Wil-

liam Susman promoted to producei

for MPO Television Films . . . Paul

H. Robins appointed president oi

Permafilm. Inc. of New York . .

Mike Merrick opening his own pub

lie relations firm, Merrick Associate?

in New York.

Public service: Sea Power, a public

service Navy show, will be filmed bv

Sande & Greene Productions of Holly-

wood.

NETWORKS

NBC TV this week cited Nielsen.

Trendex and ARB in proof thai

it was ahead of the other two net-

works in ratings and shares of au-

dience in daytime viewing.

CBS TV stayed mute, but ABC coun

tered NBC TV's boasting about daytinn

by pointing out that it's narrowing thi

average ratings on the nighttime-front

The averages quoted from Trendex^

November ratings for all commercial-

between 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.:

ABC TV. 15.9; CBS TV, 18.3: NB(

TV, 17.0.

CBS Radio racked up more than

$325,000 worth of business la?!

week, helped along by a surge ol

Christmas and New Year special!*

Among the new clients are: Com

stock Foods, Plough, Inc., The Texa-

Co.. and Stanley Home Products. 1

Other network sales : Beech-Nut Lifel

Savers and Whitehall Labs, for ABO

TV's Colt .45 . . . The Savings an.

Loan Foundation, for one-half an*

R. J. Reynolds and Whitehall for onr

quarter each of NBC TV's telecast o

the 34th annual East-West Shrin<

Game on 27 December . . . Ideal To\
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, few weeks ago on network television, VIDEOTAPE and NTA'S TELESTUDIOS did it again. Top

tlent Louis Nye came on as only Louis Nye can .

.

. came on great for Noxzema Instant Shaving

lither. And that's the luay the creative doers at D. C. S. & S. planned it. They calledfor and got all the

ipact of a. live commercial to integrate ivith a live netivork program. Just as important, they knew

(.?>' had it days before the commercial ever went on the air. That's because they got it ivith VIDEOTAPE

Q TELESTUDIOS. Time saving, dollar saving, live quality — nothing less would do for Doherty,

i'fford. Steers and Shenfield, Inc. Nothing less can dofor you. That's why TELESTUDIOS' top manage-

wntpersonally supervises every VIDEOTAPE ''take". That's why so many keyproducers, such as Robert

^•the ofD. C. S.&S. look fondly toward tape at TELESTUDIOS for commercials, pilots and programs.

/,; a clear case of live at first sight ivith VIDEOTAPE at NTA'S TKLESTUDIOS INC.
.: York, N. v., l.Ongc

Live



OUR PUP

GOES FOR THAT DOG FOOD!"

VV(;X-TV coimiicrciiils get results

bfcausc WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discass your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

dorp, will again sponsor Macy s

Thanksjiiving Day Parade via NBC
TV . . . Waiter Winchell returns to his

Sunday night radio newscast via Mu-
tual, for Bon Ami Co. and Symphonic
Klectn.nics Corp.

NeM affiliate: KOMO. Seattle joins its

sister tv station as an ABC affiliate,

effective June. 19.59.

I'ersonnel news at the networks:
Arch Robb named manager, special

programs, at NBC TV . . . Vincent
Murray and John P. Fendley,

named account executives in ABC TV's

Central Division sales department.

RADIO STATIONS

At the scene: James Snyder, news
director KDKA, Pittsburgh scored

u major news beat this week, upon

his return from covering the corona-

tion of Pope John. XXIII.

Snyder, alighting from an airliner

at New York International Airport was

eye-witness to the crash of a Sea Board

Western cargo plane into a standing

Trans-Canada Viscount.

He immediately fed on-the-scene ac-

counts of the accident via beeper phone

to Westinghouse Co. stations, and also

gave the first wire service tip on the

story.

Richard Pack, v.p. of programing
for the Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing Co. gave his views on manage-
ment and music programing be-

fore the NAB fall conference in

Washington, D. C. last week.

Pack is convinced that station man-

agers "rarely, if ever, listen to popu-

lar music, and that most of their atti-

tudes about pop music are conditioned

by emotionalism, competitive bias and

general ignorance of current music

and recordings."

"Too many stations today are

doing without full-time program
managers," Pack noted, "and this

is a loss to the station and to the

industry.

"No matter how knowledgeable your

d.j.'s are, or your librarian, you need

a program manager to ride herd on

the overall sound, to develop new
techniques, and to maintain a mu-
sic policy which is not just the in-

dividual whim of anyone, whether

he's a d.j. or a salesman.
'

RAB releaseil two findings this

week:
They were:

1) New proof of radio's ability

reach adults, through a survey don
by Pulse. The report: An hour-ba

hour breakdown showing that rl
dia adult audience actually ton

that of tv for two-thirds of t^

broadcast day— and the averaf

adult radio audience during thi

period is nearly twice as high i

tv's.

2 ) A one-week study of gasoline pro(

ucts showed that radio is gettiii

more time with the user an
buyer of automotive produi

on the days they purchase then
than all other media combined.

Thisa and Data:

. . . Jack Sterling published a bool

this week of recollections from his Iffl

years of pre-dawn broadcasting. Titlea

Early In The Morning . . . Broadcast-!

ing gets perilous: WMCA, New York,!

has hired a special armed guard to pro-l

tect Barry Gray. His controversii^

show has brought a number of threat

against his life . . . Correction: G. AS
Ruben Production's syndicated ra-

dio series I as reported in this column's

1 November sponsor) is dubbed

Stranger Than Science . . . Radio on|

wheels: WHDH, Boston, put its mo-

bile radio studio into operation Iast|

week by inaugurating a .52-week sched-

ule of broadcasts from various loca-

tions in the station's area. As a tie-in

with A&P Stores, the programs will

air directly from shopping centers . . .

The ,1. Miller Salons, traditionally

print advertisers only, has bought a

radio program for the first time in the

shoe store's history. Ballet Theatre, via

WGMS, Washington. D. C.

Ideas at work:
• Now that elections are over.

KGW, Portland, Ore., has initiated a

"clean up the city" campaign. For'

every old election poster turned in, the

station gives a penny. The promotion

made such a hit, that the station claim*
j

its studios now look like a paper

factory. '

• Disk jockeys at WWOK, Char-

lotte, aired their opinion to the con-

troversy at Purdue University. It

seems a hullaballoo was raised over

the hula Adelaide Darling did at the

school's football game. Station d.j.'s.

however, selected their side, and named
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7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT 1
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH 1958 B

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY |

6 A.M. -12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.

6 P.M. -12 MIDNIGHT

WKZO Stafion "B" Station "C" B
32

29

30

22

22

20 ±1

BUT.. .You'll Make A Happy Landing

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek

With WKZO Radio!

The WKZO Radio crew will navigate sales for you in

Kalamazoo - Battle Creek every day and night, with

an audience 43% larger than that of the next station. The

WKZO morning flight (6 a.m.-noon) averages as many

passengers as the next two stations combinedl

Make your reservations now — with Avery-Knodel —
for a happy landing in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and

Greater Western Michigan.

*Manon "Pat" Baling did itfn

1958 — 6,979 miles!

1 Manila to Pendleton, Ore. on August 1,

15 NOVEMBER 1958

yfKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTIE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive Nationat Represenfatives



her the "Girl we'd most like to roll a

hoop with."'

• KVOS, Bellingham. Wash., sent

a letter to advertisers and agencies,

claiming themselves in a dither over

which audience surveys provide accu-

rate listenership information about the

station's market. It enclosed a form in

which ad people were to check Avhich

survey they felt was most reliable.

Winner: Pulse, Inc.

Station purchases: WEBC, Duluth.

Minn., to George Clinton, for $2.50,000;

WABR. Orlando. Fla.. to Contempo-

rary Broadcasting. Inc.. for $225,000

(both sales brokered bv Blackburn &

Co.) ... KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark.,

to the Phoenix Co., Inc. . . . Radio

Kentucky. Inc. (WKYW, Louisville)

to F. Eugene Sandford . . . KFMA,
Davenport. la., in-part to Howard
Dorsey. who becomes partner and gen-

eral manager.

Station staffers : Alfred Anscombe,
appointed executive v. p. and general

manager of WINE-AM-FM, Buffalo . . .

John McRae, executive v.p. of Inter-

continental Broadcasting Co. . . . Don
Kelly, program director, WDGY. Min-

SWEET

Enjoy sweet sales success from the

Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

neapolis-St. Paul . . . Alfred Lewis,

named acting director of operations as

well as business manager of WNBQ &

WMAQ, Chicago . . . John Murray,
Jr., assistant general manager, WWOK,
Charlotte, N. C. . . . Chris Lane, pro-

gram director of Public Radio Corp.

... J. Walter Carroll, senior ac-

count executive, KSAN, San Francisco

. . . Donald Stellges, program man-

ager. KEX-AM-FM, Portland, Ore

Charles Parker, program manager,

WDRC, Hartford.

REPRESENTATIVES
John Palmer Co., west coast reps,

became part of the John E. Pearson

Co. this month.

Palmer will be Pearson's West Coast

manager, headquartering in San Fran-

cisco. His entire station list and staff

is included in the merger.

Offices completed: This week, Ed-
ward Petry & Co. moved into its new
Dallas headquarters, at 211 N. Ervay

Street. Hugh 0. Kerwin is manager

of Petry Tv in Dallas, and David

Milam heads Radio.

News on the personnel front : John
Blair, head of Blair-Tv and Blair Tv

Associates, re-elected to the TvB Board

of Directors . . . John Brighani, to

the New York tv sales staff of Edward
Petry . . . Norman Flynn, to the staff

at Broadcast Time Sales . . . David
PoUnger, named general manager of

NTA Spot Sales . . . Harold Wetter-

sten, account executive in the Chicago

office of Blair-Tv.

TV STATIONS

Chicago's celebration of "National

Television Week" (16-22 Novem-
ber) will be spearheaded by Ki-

wanis Int'l, via a motorcade
through the downtown area this

Wednesday.
Purpose: To draw public attention

to the assistance and support tv renders

throughout the year to a wide variety

of charity, educational, and public

service campaigns and programs.

Unusual for local retailers was the

action taken by Mercury and Kodak

dealers in Binghamton, N. Y., when

WNBF-TV dropped the Ed Sullivan

Show. The dealers jointly bought a

page ad in the Binghamton Press as-

suring viewers they had nothing to do

with the drop-out and stating that the

show was scheduled for WINR-TV.

A sample of how a new tv station

is doing: KETV, Omaha, hit the

best sales record in its 13-month his-

tory, during this past October.

The sales figures for that month rep-

resent an increase of more than 43%
over March, 1958, the station's previ-

ous high month.

Under construction: New studios

and office building for WHDH-AM-
TV, Boston, will house five radio and

two tv studios . . . WKRC-TV, Cin-

cinnati, held ground-breaking cere-

monies last week, to begin building its

new edifices this week . . . WKYT,
Lexington, Ky., starts expansion of its

present tv facilities today (15 Novem-

ber).

Ideas at work:
• Pete Smythe initiated a jingle con-

test on his Western country store pro-

gram via KOA-TV, Denver. He's of-

fering a car litter basket by Rubber-

maid to the best anti-litter jingle sub-

mitted by viewers, as part of his year

'round campaign against litterbugs.

• WTRF-TV, Wheeling, worked

out a promotion with the Court Thea-

ter, located on one of the city's busiest

intersections. It also became a tie-iii

with NBC Daytime Tv promotion. The

gimmick: A scrambled message on the

marquee of the theater, which, when

unscrambled, read "win a prize . . .

send name and address to . . . etc."

Thisa and Data : Target date for the

return of WWOR, in Worcester, Mass.

to the air is 1 December. The uhf sta-

tion went off the air in 1955 . .

WISN-TV, Milwaukee, has a new sign

on time of 8:45 a.m.

Promotions at WNTA, New York:

Gerald Kaye, named president and

general manager of the AM, FM and

TV outlets . . . Sidney Kavaleer.

named radio station manager . . . Jo-

seph Morris, business manager oft

the radio and tv stations and legal

counsel for all NTA stations . . . Ray

Nelson, to general executive duties at

NTA . . . Paul O'Brien, sales man

ager for both radio and tv . . . Bar-

bara Wilkins, appointed director of

publicity and promotion for WNTA-

TV. ^i
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FARM BOY TAKES BUGGY -RIDE!

Today's definition of that word ''Bugg/'

is a sporty Convertible. Our farmers, here

in the Land of Milk and Money, are iden-

tified chiefly by their fat billfolds.

Here's a rich market of small cities and

thousands of big dairy farms ... 42%

rural and 58% urban . . . where 1,350,000

folks spend $1,750,000,000 in retail sales

. . . more than 400,000 families enjoying

Channel 2-CBS Television.

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANDtONEY

WBAY ch. 2

GREEN BAY
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TV KID SHOWS
[Cont'd from pa^e 48 I

lo find out where \ou are. I he place

i* jammed and kids with their parents

are lined up waiting in the street."

Hodge made it finally, despite a col-

lision with a truck on the way. and

the Dairy Maid management had not

been exaggerating. "Those kids had

actually dragged their parents out there

through the teeth of a blizzard.'"

Hodge took over as Captain Video

on the DuMont network in 1950 (the

role had been started in 1949 by Dick

Coogan, now star of The Californian)

.

The role of Captain Video came to an

end about a \ear ago. \et for some

months following the show leaving the

air, Hodge was still in heavy demand
for personal appearances and drew

large crowds.

At its peak, the show was responsi-

l<le for many advertising successes.

One example was in the Pittsburgh

market where it ran for some time sus-

taining. When it was picked up by

Post Cereals for sponsorship, sales in

the Pittsburgh market of Post products

advertised on the show rose 135% in

the span of six weeks.

The early days of tv. found sponsors

of certain products more than eager to

reach the kid markets; many of these

1 ll! 11 III Illllll
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE UP

if you read SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Reprints of popular BASICS charts sections:

1 to 9 35 cents each

16 pages on Marketing ^^ »» ^9 25 cents each

„ ,. 50 to 99 20 cents each
lo pages on nadio <

I

100 to 499 15 cents each
24 pages on Tv and Film 500 to 999 I21/2 cents each

^ 1,000 or more 10 cents each

Prices include postage

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints:

Check or cash enclosed Bill me .-

Marketing

Television-Film

Unit price Total amount

Full copy of Fall Fads BASICS—$1

INaxne Company_

advertisers had been aiming at liiem

for years in both radio and print. Some
of the successes in early tv, with far

less sets in use than today—are remark-

able. Back in 1949, Mason candy bars

ran a test on WNBT, New York, with

Howdy Doody. A "humming lariat'

was offered for two candy wrappers

and brought in nearly 10,000.

The year before, in Chicago, the

RCA 63E model record player was

mentioned five times in the space of

three weeks on Burr Tillstrom's Kukla,

Fran and Ollie Show. No other adver-

tising was given this machine. Within

that single month, Chicago stores sold

$25,000 worth of the players.

Such stories have been duplicated

time and again in the years since. A
recent one, for example, was Cocoa

Marsh which started with kiddie tv in

one market (New York City I about

two )ears ago, is now spending ap-

proximately $1.5 million on kid shows

in 40 markets.

One of the strongest testimonial

kid show sponsorship was reported by

a housewife with "no axe to grind" for

client or station. (What she had

say is graphically described in the
j

ture on page 37.) She was shopping

ill her local supermarket, noticed a

mother and child pause at the spaghetti-

macaroni shelf. Absently, the Mother

picked up two cans of spaghetti,

dropped them into her cart. The child

watched in amazeinent, tugged at his

Mother's coat sleeve and pointed to

a LaRosa brand display. (LaRosa is

now in about 8 markets with kid tv

shows.) "The rose, the rose," he pro-

tested. The Mother, without a word,

replaced the cans she had selected and

picked up two cans of LaRosa spa-

ghetti. The authoritarian parent is a

thing of the past; youth will be served.

Meanwhile, ratings on children tv

fare have been encouraging. Back in

1952, a New York Telepulse showed

kid shows averaging about 6.5. This

year, a Trendex Inc. Television Adver-

tisers Report showed a national aver-

age rating for this program type at

night to be more than 15 (situation

comedies get about 17, Western

dramas. 22). Sponsor identification of

kid shows was better than 44% (situa-

tion comedies, 39; Westerns, 27.4%).

The one area of kiddie shows upon

which most admen agree is that they

are taking a new direction—local. As

one put it, "Spot tv has stolen the lime-

light away from the nets with kid

programs."

I
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To insure a place every week...

and get reduced luncheon prices

REGISTER NOW for the 1958-59

series of RTES TIMEBUYING &

SELLING SEMINARS

Advance registration entitles you

to attend 17 sessions - from

November 18 -March 24. Cost:

just $10, insuring opportunity to

hear some of the biggest names

in the industry discuss subjects

like these:

An agency president looks at

Tv/ Radio; "Hypoed" Ratings;

All-Media Buying's Pros and Cons;

Local vs. National Rates; Video-

tape; Streamlined Rate Cards;

many more vital subjects.

Just fill out the coupon and mail

today to Claude Barrere,

RTES, Hotel Biltmore,

Madison Avenue,

New York, N.Y.

1958-59 Timebuying & Selling Seminars at $10 each.

NAME

ADDRESS

COMPANY

.Check enclosed
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DOWN
; VAii

LOOKED UP

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

sonnel, KPRS is effectively directing

the buying habits of its vast, faithful

audience. Your sales message wastes
neither time nor money in reaching

the heart of its "preferred" market.

Buying time on KPRS is like buying

the only radio station in a community
of 128,357 active prospects.

THIS GAS

GIVES MORE MILEAGE!"

WT;N'-TV commerciaLs get rcsulta

betause WGN-TV programming

kccp.s folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales wiih

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Jack Tarleton has joined Leo Burnett as

a vice president and member of the Plans

Board. He comes to Burnett from Eastman

Kodak, where he has been director of ad-

vertising art since 1956. Tarleton began his

career in advertising as art director at

Lennen & Mitchell I now Lennen & Newell).

He left the agency in 1931, with J. Sterling

Getchell, to form an agency in the latter's

name. He was then in his mid-20's. Following the dissolution of

J. Sterling Getchell, Inc. because of World War H, Tarleton became

head art director at William Est\ . From 1948 to 1950, he was with his

own firm of Day, Duke & Tarleton, Inc. In 1950, he moved to Cun-

ningham & Walsh, where be spent six years as bead art director on the

Liggett & Myers account. He left C&W to join Eastman Kodak Co.

Jk

C. B. "Pete" Clarke has been appointed

sales manager of WDGY. Minneapolis-St.

Paul. His experience with the station for

the past two years, as account executive in

the sales department, has given him bis

background for this position. Clarke is a

graduate of Bowdoin College, in Bruns-

wick, Maine, and has been a resident of

Minneapolis for nine years. He entered

Twin Cities radio in 1951 after three years of association with the

Scott Paper Co. In 1954, Clarke joined WICN, in Minneapolis- St.

Paul. He remained there for two and one-half years before coming

to WDGY in March of 1956. He will be in close contact with general

manager of the Twin Cities station. Jack Thayer. Clark, a native of

Beverly. Mass. is married and ihe father of five children.

Wayne Kearl has been named station

manager of KENS-TV, San Antonio. He

has been commercial manager at the San

\ntonio basic CBS affiliate since 1954. and

will now assume full responsibility for the

operation of the television station. A vet-

eran of 17 years in the broadcasting field.

Kearl served as station manager at KGMB-

TV in Honolulu. Prior to that, he was as-

sociated with several radio and television stations, including KNX,

Hollywood; KSL and KSL-TV, Salt Lake City and KOVO, Provo,

Utah. Regarding Kearl's appointment. Albert D. Johnson, general

manager of KENS and KENS-TV, said: "the move will enable me to

concentrate my personal attention on KENS, where a new program of

increased service to our listeners is being introduced.
'
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K

as basic as the alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Remember the Biblical story of

Moses in the bulrushes? The

Egyptian picture-sign for rush

is considered the forerunner of

our modern letter K.

PHOENICIAN
When the Phoenicians ruled

the Mediterranean trade-lanes

from their legendary cities of

Byblos, Tyre, and Carthage,

these an \ busi

adapted the Egyptian sign and

made it kaph (palm of the hand).

GREEK
Long before the majestic Par-

thenon crowned the Acropolis

in Athens, the Greeks took over

the mark from visiting mer-

chants and made it their letter

kappa.

ROMAN
Rome was not yet

when dwellers along the Tib'

took the Greek letter from the

Etruscans and gave it substan-

tially the form we use today.

Hisforical data by

Dr. Donald J. Lloyd,

Woyne Stale University

:ity

K,ey station for Michigan
sales and profits

Seventy per cent of Michigan's

population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying

power lives within WWJ's day-
time primary coverage area.

Keep your product moving by using Michi-
gan's fast-moving radio station. WWJ pleases

dealers and distributors with its exceptional sales-power

—

pleases listeners with its hi-fi sound and up-to-the-minute

service.

Keen personalities like V^V^J Melody
Paraders Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Dick French,

Bob Maxwell, and Jim DeLand— exclusive features like

the WWJ radio-vision studios at Northland and Eastland

shopping centers— are "naturals" for mid-winter cam-
paigns. Buy WWJ— it's the basic thing to do!

WWJ RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

Owned ond operofed by The Detroit News
NBC Affiliate

National Representalivet: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Why the air media must develop statesmen

Aiuliew Heiskell. pul)lisher of Life Magazine, speaking

before a recent meeting of the Audit Bureau of Circulation

in Chicago, offered some provocative, if gratuitous, remarks

ahout Life's chief competitors, the broadcast media.

According to Heiskell, the "diffusion of responsibility"

among networks, stations, advertisers, agencies and the FCC,

make it unlikely that radio and tv will be more than "trans-

mitters of entertainment" during the next 10 years.

Said Heiskell, "the print media must take the responsibil-

ity for supplying the leadership and enlightenment which

are necessary for our survival."

Life's publisher undoubtedly has an axe to grind. But,

despite his obvious self-interest, we believe that his com-

ments should be taken very seriously by members of the

broadcasting profession.

In the coming months and years, the air media are going

to face increasingly heavy attacks from magazines and news-

papers, who are fighting hard to retain their revenues.

Heiskell's speech represents, in fact, a kind of "party

line" which, we believe, the print men will adopt with grow-

ing severity, as the battle progresses.

We predict that their attacks will increasingly emphasize

the "lack of prestige" in radio and tv, and that they will

use every possible means to suggest that the broadcast media

have no real stature or respectability.

If their efforts were based merely on fear and jealousy

and sour grapes, then radio and tv would have little to fear.

But, unfortunately, there is more than a grain of truth in

what men like Heiskell are saying.

Despite their admitted power, the air media have not yet

developed enough far-seeing and responsible statesmen to

meet the industry's needs. This is a challenge which broad-

casting must face, and face squarely. Can we produce the

men capable of "leadership and enlightenment?"

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A recognition, by

everyone engaged in air media broadcasting

and advertising, that the good name of the in-

dustry is our most priceless possession. If we

lose it, we lose our rights, revenues, self-respect.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Cowpokery: The Screen Extras Guild

is about to crack down on producers

who hire cowboys as "unmounted
extras" at a lower pay scale than if

they were mounted, and then when the

script calls for it, putting them back

on horses at the higher rate. SEG's

premise: "The riding skills of our cow-

boy members must be properly com-

pensated for at all times—whether or

not they are actually in the saddle."

Reckon it doiit count to ride shotgun

on the stagecoach?

Star is born: "Make A Million," the

new Broadway hit starring Sam Le-

vene, features one gratifying (to us)

hand prop—a copy of sponsor on the

coffee table.

Newsworthy: KREM, Spokane, pays

a "dollar a holler" for news items. Re-

cently a lady called to report excitedly

that an explosion had just knocked the

tops off nearby trees and shattered her

windows. Asked if she'd reported it to

the sheriff, she exclaimed, "My God,

no! ' and hung up.

Late show: One teen-ager to another:

"I watch the craziest tv programs just

to keep from going to bed."

Impromptu: Without a word of warn-

ing. Madison Avenue's bus line has

been changing bus stops giving rise to

a new grumble: "The wayward Madi-

son Avenue bus."

Switch: From a WOR-TV notice of

program changes

—

SATURDAY. NOV. 15, 10:30 P. M.

DELETE: BLUE RIBBON BOWLING
INSERT: BIG LEAGUE BOWLING
And ivho lost that blue ribbon?

Follow-up: Two weeks ago, we re-

ported one reaction to the invasion of

Madison Avenue agencies by chickens

from WJZ-TV. Baltimore. Here's an-

other story on the subject. One rooster

arrived at an agency, was given water

to drink from a film can, but had to

settle for dog food since the agency

had no poultry feed account. The time-

buyer to whom the bird had been sent

found a co-worker whose father-in-law

has a farm in Connecticut, and after

two days in a Manhattan apartment,

the bird was taken there. However,

the black hens would have nothing to

do with the rooster (white), so the

father-in-law has now purchased four

white hens to keep it company.
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population

growth in

KBET-TV
coverage
area*...

POPULATION PRi

SACRAMENTO
and surrounding cities

percentage growth
1950 1956 1980 1950-1980

317,700 456,800 1,128,000 255%

STOCKTON-TRACY-LODI 200,000 232,900 550,000 164%

MODESTO-TURLOCK 127,200 144,300 375,000 195%

* Stanford Research Institutea KBET-TV dominates the

fastest growing area in the U.5,!

m MMM
KBET-TV CHANNEL 10

SACRAMENTO «|^ CALIFORNIA
BASIC f^ CBS OUTLET

#^

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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ANA WANTS MORE

CREATIVITY IN

1959 CAMPAIGNS

Advertisers with '59

budgets of $11/2 billion

meet at Hot Springs,

say greatest need is for

more creative use of

all media, and for bet-

ter commercial copy

Page 31

Noble-Dury puts

tv image first

makes product fit

Page 34

Are you making

full use of your

local ratings?

Page 36

Videotown loves

morning radio

says C&W report

Page 38
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RADIO

reaches more
OKLAHOMA HOMES

than any other

RADIO STATION
in OKLAHOMA*

•By any measurement

DIO 930
OKLAHOMA CITY

The WKY Television System, Inc., WKY-TV, Oklahoma Gly

WTVT, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.; WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala.

Represented by the Kati Agency
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it takes TALENT brother and
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PHILADELP

RADIO
I™

TALENT

WPEN programs believable, sell-

ing, local personalities 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week. Talent— that's
why more local and more national

advertisers buy WPEN than any
other Philadelphia radio station.*

Represented nationally by GIUU-PERNA
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles. San Francisco, Boston, Detroit

*BAR 1956—1957—1958
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This is America's

14th LARGEST radio market

WHO'S NCS No. 2 Daytime

Radio Area (10% or more
weekly circulation— 449,760
HOMES REACHED WEEKLY)

WHO alone gives you "Iowa Plus''!

Only thirteen areas in the U. S. give you a

bigger one-station market than WHO's
"Iowa Plus"!

And it's a GOOD market. Its farmers

own more than 25% of all the Grade A
agricultural land in America — average

$11,500 of income per year. Yet ?/oii-iiirm

income is TWO times larger than agri-

cultural income in Iowa!

WHO's coverage area contains 6 1 other

Iowa radio stations (and many outside the

State). Yet Iowa's radio listeners give WHO
a 22.6% share of all listening quarter-hours,

daytime (and 28.4%, nighttime) — ttiore

than given the next FOUR stations com-

bined, either day or night!

The cost of covering this great audience

with WHO Radio (one 1-minute spot. Class

A time) is $65. The same time on the next

four stations costs $84, or 30% more, for

less audience.

Let PGW tell you the whole story of WHO.

IlIH ^^° Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Companj

^k» which also owns and operates

• WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

a
m^ Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Represenlal/ves

for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
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in the

KING
SIZED
PORTLAND
OREGON
MARKET

NEWSMAKER
of the week

A sign of the growing prestige of air media advertisers inU

trade circles is AI\A''s election of Henry Schachte of LeverM

Brothers as board chmrm^n last week—the first representa-m

tive of a major and predominantly air advertiser to beM

elected to that important industry post in several years. }^

The newsmaker: Succeeding Ralph Winslow of the Kop-I

pers Company as chairman of the hoard of the Association of Na-i

lional Advertisers is Henry Schachte, advertising vice president of V

Lever Brothers Co.

Significance of the election is that Lever Brothers is among the!

top five national advertisers and with three-fourths or more of it-

budget into television, is among the uppermost echelon of air media

investors. It has been several seasons since the ANA chairman ha;

been a representative of air media advertisers, and the election of

Mr. Schachte this year at the 49th annual meeting follows closely on

Lever Brothers' new emphasis on

air media spending.

An account executive with Young

& Rubicam during that agency's

|)ioneering years in television,

Henry Schachte has been involved

in I^ever Brothers' marketing and

management decisions of the past

tliiee \ears. and has served as a di-

rector of the company since 1956.

Prior to joining Lever Brothers.

Mr. Schachte was senior vice presi-

dent of Bryan Houston for two

\ears from 19.53 to 1955.

After his assignment to the Bor-

den account as account executive for Young & Rubicam betweer

1945 and 1947, he became advertising director for the Borden Co

for six years, establishing that company as a major user of tv

Starting his advertising career with General Electric, Mr. Schacht

began as an industrial copywriter and advanced to eventually tak

charge of all GE public relations advertising.

The impressive service record of Mr. Schachte in both the adver

tising field and in community relations includes these achievement?

past chairman of the Advertising Research Foundation; trustee

Emerson College in Boston: director of the Advertising Council, am

vice chairman and member of the board of directors of the ANA

As advertising v. p. of Lever Brothers, Mr. Schachte has had ad

ininistrati\e responsibility for three divisions: advertising service?

marketing services and public relations.

For more than a decade the notable career of Henry Schachte ha

closely paralleled the growth of television. His influence is th

main factor in Lever's new tv role and, finallv, stature and recog

iiitioii for air media by the ANA.
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

CKLWfDetroit appoints CASTMAN

WHAT A MARKET! Detroit ,. . 5th in the nation

WHAT A FACILITY! 50,000 watts on 800kc

CKLW
WHAT SELLING PERSONALITIES! Toby David, Myrtle Labbitt,

Mary Morgan, Bud Davies,

Eddie Chase, Ron Knowles

WHAT RATINGS! Check the September-October PULSE

I
. ..AND WHAT LOW COST!

Listen to your East/man

I

for great bargains.

robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenu
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Avi

Cinicago. Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ BIdg

San Francisco. Cal.

YUkon 2-9760

i

CK IS THE BEST WAY TO SELL THE SURGING DETROIT MARKET

1



by John E. McMilUn

Commercial
commentary

Look Ma, I'm influencing millions

Well, anyhow. Nelson Rockefeller won in New
York State, and, the way they tell it along Madi-

-on \\riiue. Pat Weaver done it.

The Ixiys are saying that the eloquent, if some-

times incomprehensible ex-president of NBC
really deserves the credit for having snatched

the one red rose of Republican hope out of the

brambles of Democratic desire.

Pat, in case you haven't heard, was Nelson's tv mentor.

I gather that his handling of the "poor man's rich man" from

Pocantico Hills was so brilliant that he is now considered America's

No. 1 tv Svengali, and that down in Washington the old reliable

Rasputin of the White House, Mr. Robert ("Night Must Fall") Mont-

gomer)', is feeling prett) gloomy about it all.

So far though. I haven't heard much about Weaver's tv sales

techniques which produced that whopping 560,000 plurality in the

Empire State.

I did note during the campaign that Pat told Rock to sneak in a

plug for their mutual alma mater, Dartmouth. It happened at an

airport meeting with Eisenhower. "Aren't you cold without a hat or

topcoat?" asked the President. "Naw," said Nelson, "I had a real

rugged upbringing. I went to Dartmouth, you know."

A pretty solid commercial, if I do say so, and smoothly integrated

into the show. Authentic, too. Dartmouth men have been talking that

same brand of hairy-chested, he-man language for 188 years, ever

since old Eleazer Wheelock with a "Gradus ad Parnassus, a Bible

and a drum, and 500 gallons of New England rum," went into the

wilderness and founded the joint.

On Rock such talk sounds good.

Outside of this one obvious and free plug (and by the way, should

we allow double spotting in political broadcasts?) all I've been able

to gather about the Hidden Persuader methods used on Rockefeller

is pretty much hearsay. But I offer it for whatever it"s worth.

How to sell a candidate

According to a partner in a top 20 agency (the agency has four

names and his is one of them) Pat had two big problems with Rock.

The first was voice; the second, face.

Pat worried (says my informant) because the Rockefeller voice

was "too high." It didn't have the rich baritone resonance which, as

any adman knows, is needed for successful tv selling.

As a result, Weaver had to spend a lot of time training John D.'s

grandson (even before the nomination) in elementary voice control.

"Keep it low, Nelson," I can hear him saying, "Say it from youi

guts."

The second problem which Pat reportedly faced is one that startled

the hell out of me. 1 ni\er realized it but apparently if you're reall]

(Please turn to page 13)
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SUSPENSE

/^eSH NEW

A THRILLING NEW

I

TV's MOST

N«
V if^''^^

/ACTTOM-FUO.
NEW SERIES!

^;



ZIV'S NEW HIT SHOW STARRING

DANE CLARK
I

A HERO you'll always remember! mjk

JOAN MARSHAO
A HEROINE you'll never forget!

their partner!

their cargo!

i;^^^#^.

Every week a half-hour

RACING WITH EXCITEMEh

SIZZLING WITH SljPEN

"^/^^U^i^



)LORFUL CARIBBEAN!

''""I 9(plOSlVfe tooM in e»efy POft of call

Here's a dynamic new star team, destined to

become TV's greatest romantic pair! They're

together and terrific in a series filled with

IVlystery and Intrigue amid Tropical Splendor!

Yes, Ziv is first again with the NEW, the BOLD, the

EXCITING, truly, new dimensions in TV entertainment!



.to give YOU More VIEWERS

More SALES! More PROFITS

\.

k\

(^e/e^/^i^^

starring DANE CLARK OOAN MARSHALL



Commercial commentary continw

hep about modern marketing lore, you know that there is one "first

rule of salesmanship.'"

The first rule (now hear this) is, "never pick a salesman with an

angular face." And the Rockefeller face, the raw material with which

Weaver had to work, is as rocky and craggy as the name.

Well sir. they say it took all of Pat's experience and ingenuity

to work out the tv camera angles. Every shot had to be planned to

soften and ameliorate those flinty old Standard Oil outlines. And

when you realize that Rock was on tv practically every day from

July to election day (his campaign cost a reputed and traceable

84,000,0001 you can see what a Herculean job Pat had to tackle.

But, as we say in the ad business, it's the sales figures that count.

And Pat's pluck and persuasiveness really paid off at the polls.

I'd say he added another glorious chapter to the fast-growing saga

of advertising's involvement in politics.

We are the movers and shakers

Nevertheless. I think we admen ought to accept Weaver's achieve-

ment with a solemn sense of responsibility. And a little humility, too.

's pretty obvious to such men as Vance Packard, Martin Mayer,

and other students of advertising that, in modern times, we are the

"movers and shakers of the world forever it seems."

But we gotta be careful how we use our power.

Take that first rule of salesmanship about avoiding an angular

face. Using it, we're going to have to rule out men like Abraham

Lincoln, Andrew Jackson, and Woodrow Wilson in the future. No
salesmanship. No tv sex appeal.

It's an awesome thought, ain't it, Pat?

Beyond that, we ought to try to be humble about our mighty I but

hidden) persuasiveness. We ought to remember that we. in the ad-

vertising business, have our faults and weaknesses, too. just like

ordinary folks.

We also suffer from certain "occupational diseases," certain frail-

lies and errors which are peculiar to the ad business itself.

I think one of the worst of these is "look Ma, I'm influencing

millions" complex and let's not kid ourselves we all suffer from it

just the least little bit.

/e all tend to overestimate and over-dramatize and over-publicize

our own special and malevolent omnipotence.

Open up an adman's heart ( no fooling, we have them I and vou'll

find graved there the one word, "Wow!" You'll find an image of

surprised self-admiration, a sweet, shy, romantic, and exaggerated

dream of his own power and influence.

How do I know this? Well, when I was a 21-year-old copywriter

I had my first full-page ad in the Saturday Evening Post. I wrote it

for Keds, the Footwear of Champions, and I've never been so im-

pressed with anything in mv life.

I took that ad home, hung it up on the wall, and gloated over it

for days. And do you know what was running through my mind?
It was such typical adman's thoughts as these, "Just think, the

United States Rubber Co. was willing to spend $8,500 to put my
words in print. Just think, they had that much confidence in me.

I Just think, more than 3.000,000 people are moving to the measure
of my thoughts."

Jeeze. And then aiain. wow! ^
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TOP AWARD

WiHHiR
COMPREHENSIVE NEWS

and
STATE and LOCAL NEWS

among all North Carolina

AP BROADCASTERS

Jon Holiday
for his

Alemite News Desk
heard daily at 8:00 c

EM
Yes, Jon Holiday is another bis reason

for the quality audience WIST delivers

. . . and for the lop ratings WIST en-

joys all morninR long. Top notch talent

and programming attract the quality

audience . . . and hold it . . . all day

long! They can sell for you.

GET THE FACTS
~ from any office of

^yifV Peters. G BIFFIN.
'jPr^ Woodward. INC.

'I /\/V Exclusive National Representatives

UIIST
best radio
buy in charlotte ^

A BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH STATION



When all of the automobiles in Los Angeles are placed end to

end -it's the usual afternoon hustle from work to suburbia.

The fact that it moves smoothly, even swiftly, demonstrates

that it pays to drive with both ears firmly on KMPC... where

Johnny Grant's Freeway Club (2 to 6 pm), backstopped by

three mobile units, helps the homing motorist bypass any

traffic impasse. / Freeway Club is another of the common

sense services, combined with uncommon taste in music, that

gives KMPC a full S9% more audience than the ne3

favored station in Los Angeles. / So in free wheelin

choose the station that cai^tivates the captive audience

KMR
GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS,]



ancisco is getting too big for its bridges. Unwary motor-

ily become corks in Bayshore bottlenecks. But smarter

avoid the crush by keeping tuned to Bob Colvig's Com-

lub- afternoons, 4 to 7, on KSFO. It's a bright, brisk

Jw^ f music and traffic bulletins that keeps autoists from

' ii' wits and ways. / Commute Club is still another

!i.\ KSFO has half again as much audience as any

10 station in the San Francisco-Gakland market.

including, of course, far, far more listeners out of home. / You

can get j^our share of this bumper-to-bumper crop of attentive

commuters. Just turn right to

GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS, SAN FRANCISCO

3. July-August 1958.



nniAlti-city \y\xy±r\^ is
in fa,shion, too

Empire is the latest vogue. Buying

WGAL-TV's low-cost, multi-city coverage

is an established custom. This pioneer

station is first with viewers in Lancaster,

Harrisburg. York, and numerous other

cities including: Reading. Gettysburg.

Hanover. Lebanon. Chambersburg,

Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin.

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

CHANNEL 8 • Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

America's 10th TV Market • 942,661 TV households • $3y4 billion annual retail sales • $6% billion annual income

Lancaster . Harrisburg . York . Reading . Gettysburg . Hanover • Lebanon • Chambersburg . Waynesboro . Lewistown • Sunbury

Carlisle . Pottsville . Shamokin . Lewisburg . Hazleton . Mt. Carmel . Bloomsburg . Hagerstown . Frederick . Westminster
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
22 NOVEMBER 1958 ^*^' sheer numbers of people involved, the high point of the week's trade activities

ctmrriiM 1*58 Centered around visiting broadcasters in New York.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO. T-i i • ^K . x • 11 iIhree shows ni three tents were gonig all week.

TENT # 1 was occupied by ABC TV's primary affiliates ( over 80 ) . The network's

president, Ollie Treyz, stressed these themes: (1) ABC TV is the only network this season to

show a rise in the nighttime share of audience; (2) the network is moving up its un-

veiling of new shows by six months on the theory that its growth—coupled with that of the

general economy—make such a move justifiable; (3) the November Trendex shows ABC TV
No. 1 in 10 major markets during its 33 evening commercial time periods.

TENT #2 housed the RAB sales clinic. One of the featured speakers, B. J. Wiernik,

Mogen David Wine's sales-ad v.p., urged radio to police itself in keeping costs in line and

to avoid overspotting. He also suggested that radio sharpen itself as a sales tool for com-

parison with other media.

TENT #3 held TvB's annual meeting, in which the association reported the latest

story of the medium's growth and new patterns and ideas for selling tv.

The air media are starting to get a break among the suppliers for home
building.

Portland Cement (JWT. Chicago) will run a four-week tv test starting next week in

Memphis and Tampa, pointing out the advantages of cement over asphalt in building or im-

proving a home. The spots will be tied in with male-appeal programs.

This field has heretofore been a magazine stalwart.

(See also case history on plasterers' use of radio, LS November, page 41.)

Small wonder the magazines and newspapers are stepping up their fire against tv; The

influence of Iv is growing bigger than ever with dealers.

A Madison Avenue agency recently took a preference poll among dealers of a plastics

product, and the vote for tv was so overwhelming that the client may switch his entire

magazine budget to daytime tv.

Tv spot can't help but fatten from the crop of new consumer prochicts headed

for the market in 19.59. Favoring these newcomers are:

1) Better business generally.

2) Development of more refinements in marketing strategy.

3) Manufacturers know more about the variations of market-by-iiiarket use of advertising

and merchandising—especially how each of the air media can be brought into play

most effectively.

Ted Bates claimed this week that it has found the great majority of tv stations

amenable to Colgate's new policy on the positioning of spot segments.

Reported Bates: About 75% of the stations responded to Bates' recent letter on the matter.

Between 60'^r -70% said they were in accord with Colgate's request. Another 25% said they

were agreeable, providing it didn't interfere with various local circumstances. The rest, in ef-

fect, told the agency to mind its own business.

Colgate wants (1) no more than one 10-second spot alongside a Colgate 20-second an-

nouncement in a stationbreak ; (2) no more than a one-minute and one 10-second spot

in addition to a Colgate minute announcement consecutively in a participating program or

a feature picture.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

A lot of stations are keeping their fingers crossed over the outcome of Sinclair's

present mulling of advertising plans for 1959.

"Lots" may be putting it very mildly. Sinclair's radio campaign is running on 700
stations.

A check by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week with the agency on the account (Morey, Humm
& Warwick) l)rought this laconic answer: "We haven't got a new budget yet."

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., has moved into the same league with the soap-toiletries

giants—P&G and Lever—in number of nighttime shows sponsored on the tv networks.

Pharmaceuticals' current lineup is composed of Arthur Godfrey, Arthur Murray, Jackie

Gleason, Concentration, and Amateur Hour. Add to these the five daytime shows also on the

Pharmaceuticals' roster, and the account's billings are running at the rate of $400,000
a week—25% over a year ago.

That figure doesn't include expenditures on spot radio and tv.

Brand brewers—national and regional—have no alternative but to keep on
increasing their advertising budgets.

The competitive squeeze keeps mounting from two directions:

1) The difference between the price of the premium and the regular beers

is now narrowed to less than a cent at supermarket pack prices. So the regular beers

must rely on greater advertising weight.

2) In some areas the brands are being faced with increasing competition from
breweries that turn out "price" and unadvertised beers; these are sold to grocery

chains in carloads to retail at 79^ and 89^. The advertised pack retails for around $1.25

(regular brew) and $1.30 (premium brand).

There's a possibility that agency switchovers of mulli-million-dollar accounts

may slow down somewhat in the coming year.

The factors that could put on the brakes are:

1) A realization of the risk of falling behind your competitor during the hiatus.

It takes an agency a couple of years to integrate itself fully into complex marketing problems

and aims.

2) The agency has a vested interest in its client's business—a relationship almost

without parallel in big enterprise.

.3) Relations between the agency and client tend to firm up as the latter ex-

pands or diversifies, particularly if the agency has a full line of services.

Note the spurt of agency activity in the Midwest:

CHICAGO: Another sign of resurgence as an agency center is the fact that Doyle Dane
Bernbach makes the fourth agency in less than a month to set up a shop.

Others that recently put up Chicago shingles: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli; Hal Phil-

lips & Associates; and the Donald L. Arends agency.

MINNEAPOLIS shows signs of becoming a more active center for spot buying.

The apparent sparkplug is Knox-Reeves' new media director, Ralph Klapperich,

whose background includes food and beverage experience.

Klapperich is in the midst of reorganizing the media department with what appears to be

a greater emphasis on air media. An additional pointer in that direction is the fact that

many of the K-R account men have a lot of spot know-how.

Current spot activities in Minneapolis include: Knox-Reeves will be introducing a

new General Mills hot cereal under the Betty Crocker aegis via tv spot in 20 major mar-

kets with late-night minutes; Campbell-Mithun will be buying both spot tv and radio

for Top Value trading stamps and launch another Gold Seal campaign in early 1959;

Bruce B. Brewer starts in mid-January a 39-week run for Nutrena Dog Food.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

From the viewpoint of average audiences and cost-per-lOOO-homes-per- commercial-minute,

the tv specials seem to be doing alright so far this season.

Using Nielsen audience data and sponsor's own estimates for time-talent costs, SPON-

SOR-SCOPE developed these averages for the 15 specials telecast between mid-September

and mid October. Rating, 21.8; AA homes, 9,106,000; CP-M-H-P-C-M, $3.90.

Following is a roster of the 15 specials, ratings, homes, and gross costs:

SHOW RATING AA HOMES TIME-TALENT

Pied Piper (18 Sept.) 14.6 6,090,000 $340,000

Bob Hope (19 Sept.) 22.3 9,440,000 425,000

DuPont (22 Sept.) 32.2 13,703,000 460,000

Bing Crosby (1 Oct.) 21.4 8,657,000 325,000

Ball-Arnaz (6 Oct.) 30.1 12,267,000 450,000

Lowell Thomas (8 Oct.) 15.5 6,221.000 375,000

Swiss Family (12 Oct.) 19.1 8,004,000 340,000

Hall of Fame (13 Oct.) 24.1 10,092,000 395,000

Bob Hope (14 Oct.) 24.9 10,310,000 425,000

Ginger Rogers (15 Oct.) 18.2 7,613,000 385,000

Little Women (16 Oct.) 22.4 9,222,000 460,000

Fred Astaire (17 Oct.) 18.4 7,787,000 390,000

Jerry Lewis (18 Oct.) 24.4 10,092,000 385,000

Shirley Temple (12 Sept.) 17.1 7,178,000 340,000

Shirley Temple (5 Oct.) 23.2 9,918,000 340,000

As for regularly scheduled nighttime tv network programs, Benton & Bowles

estimates that during the first half of this year the average nighttime half-hour came

out with a cost-per-lOOO-homes-per-commercial-minute of $3.98.

The estimate was based on the assumption that the average cost of the half-hour in time

and talent was $87,500.

For an evening one-hour show—with a $168,400 gross as the average cost in time and

talent—the agency came out with a C-P-M-H-P-C-M of $3.19.

The daytime 15-minute average ($19,500 for time and talent) : $2.37.

Now it's the hair preparations that are getting a bigger volume of sales via gro-

cery chains than in drug stores.

About the only advertised category in the drug-toiletries fields not dominated by the su-

permarkets is the old-line proprietaries.

The area in which CBS Radio's elimination of station compensation has produced

an exceptional squeeze is among the network's o&o's.

The general effect has been two-fold for the o&o's:

1) Billings must rise 25% over and above the old network revenues if the station is

to make up for the loss of network income; (2) the station must augment its local sales

staff and look to CBS Spot Sales for surefire assistance.

(See 15 November SPONSOR, page 34, for significance of CBS Radio's "consolidation.")

CBS TV this week concocted what it hopes will be a demolisher of NBC TV's

early morning dominance: It's putting in a strip of I Love Lucy reruns at 11-11:30

and moving Arthur Godfrey back to the preceding half hour.

The asking price for Lucy is $4,500 per quarter hour. Treasure Hunt will compete Avith

Godfrey, while NBC's daytime top-dog. The Price Is Right, will have to contend with

Lucy. ABC's 11 a.m. candidate is Day in Court.

By starting its morning schedule a half-hour earlier, CBS apparently figures it

will get a better share of audience all along the line.

Price note: Lucy is pegged at $1,250 over the Godfrey quotation.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE c0Mtimued...

If you lliiiik of spot in terms of total usage or dimensions—forgetting for the

moment the mechanics of selling and billing—it's a vastly bigger medium than the stand-

ard figures show.

Knowledgeable media directors will tell you that a solid hunk of dollars in network
billings really is spot business—regardless of how the statisticians report it. Agency peo-

])le inwardly think of it as spot and slant their campaigns that way. The differences, of

course, are these:

1) Instead of dealing through several reps, they buy a minute segment from a single

source (the network).

2) The client may have planned to confine his spot campaign to 50-or-so top markets,

but can be had from a network in these top markets plus another 50 to 80 for about the same

price, or only slightly more. So the station list automatically is broader.

3) The billings from these minute buys wind up in the network column, instead of being

credited where they really belong-—in the spot division. If these network odd-lot sales

were treated as spot, the over-all figure for spot might be as much as 25% higher

than the one quoted by TvB.

There's some diflferencel depending on how you interpret the figures) in the audience

composition of adventure-mystery programs this fall as against a year ago.

NBC TV compared the breakdowns of seven adventure-mystery shows that were in both

this fall and last and found a substantial change among kid viewers, for one thing

—

Thus:

OCT. 1957 OCT. 1958

.79

1.05

.42

2.26

You'll find dissent along Madison Avenue against the "creativity" furrow that

speakers at the ANA meet in Hot Springs, Va., plowed last week.

Critics of the tendency to associate the word "creativity" exclusively with words and

pictures contend:

• It's not psychologically good for the advertising business, since it downgrades oth-

er functions that are just as important these da\s in launching a campaign f media plan-

ning, for example)

.

• An aura of stardom is cast around a function that could easily flop if it weren't

supported by a number of other services.

• The time has come to take the term out of the trade's vocabulary and replace it

with something fresher and more provocative.

(See page 31 for interpretative summary of the ANA Hot Springs meeting.)

The latest promotional flyer by NBC Radio's Joe Culligan is some research to

find out whether radio or tv has the most easily identified program signatures.

A pilot study on the subject, Culligan said this week, indicates that Monitor's bubbling

squeak is better known to both tv and radio listeners than the signatures of many
tv shows.

Now he's broadening the survey to determine (1) whether this is true nationally, and

(2) how the recognition factor rates for radio vs tv generally.

For other news coverase In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6:

Spot Buys, page 56: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64: Washington Week, page 61; sponsor

Hears, page 62: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 80: and Film-Scope, page 59.

Men .82

Women 1.02

Children .57

VIEWERS PER SHOW 2.41

Source of audience composition: ARB.
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announces the appointment of

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
as national representatives

effective December 11, 1958

rr
announces the appointment of

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES

as national representatives

effective December 11, 1958

CHANNEL 10 • NBC-TV

eady industrial and commercial growth, espe-

ally since 1950, have made Roanoke one of the
Jee great market-centers of Virginia—a market
ting and receiving individual consideration by
ajor advertisers.

nd the broadcast facilities ofWSLS and WSLS-TV
ovide the advertiser with the economical means
developing business in the Roanoke market at a
bstantial profit.

|/er since 1940 WSLS has been building friends in

le Shenandoah Valley. Programmed by an en-

:htened organization with the interests of its

?ion close at heart, WSLS enjoys a strong listener-

>^alty in the broad area covered by its 5,000-watt
[nal at the advantageous 610 frequency.

J Blue-chip Market

I

of the South East

As early as possible, the Shenandoah Life expanded
its broadcast services to include television. On the

air since '52, WSLS-TV holds a dominant position

in the greater Roanoke area. NBC afiiliation and
alert program policies have combined to make it a
tremendous buy for the advertiser.

With full power of 316,000 watts on Channel 10,

WSLS-TV has welded a 58-county area into the
greater Roanoke market of 548,200 homes, in which
WSLS-TV reaches 83,290 more homes than the
combined audience of two other stations in the area.

Yes, the greater Roanoke market merits special

consideration in your marketing plans. For data
essential to those plans, check with your nearest

Blair office.



MIKE HAMMERS-
DARREN M'GAVIN
now available. ..78 of television's highest-rated mystery thrillirs



he No. 1

lystery Series Nationally

ritlia17.1 Rating

ho likes Mike? Just about everybody!

jike the viewers. They've already pushed
IKE HAMMER right up to the top - highest-rated

all syndicated mystery shows. Take the local sponsors.

he minute MCA TV broke the big news on the

cond series, more than a score renewed for 1959

!

word to the wise — better get there fustest

th the fastest action show on TV

!

'

. in Signet editions alone! One title— "I, The Jury"

had the largest pre-publication print order in publishing

story (4,500,000).

Write, wire, phone your

MCA TV representative today.

mcatv
FILM SYNDICATION

598 Madison Avenue

New York 22, N. Y. (Plaza 9-7500)

and principal cities everywhere

atest available ARB ratings thru October, 1958



n. looking Heavenward

Studies the stars.

Does the sound he hears

Come from Venus or Mars?

It doesn't really matter from which

planet the celestial sound is emana-

ting. The important thing is that it

isn't coming from KHJ Radio, Los

Angeles.

There's nothing ethereal about KHJ's

FOREGROUND SOUND. It's strictly "down

to earthi' For more than 36 years

KHJ's realistic programming has been

beamed to the mature, buying adult,

looking for provocative radio enter-

tainment.

In news, commentary, sports, music,

drama or variety, KHJ attracts adults

who pay close attention to the program

and consequently to the commercials

within and around it.

It isn't blue sky when we say that KHJ
Radio is programmed to satisfy the

variety of tastes that make up Amer-

ica's second market.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, California

Hppresented nationally by
HH Representatives, Inc.

TImebuyers
at work

1
Dorothy Classer, Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co., New York, comments,

"To think when I started in this business they told me buying was

one long, free lunch at the RTES Forum! But I learned fast, sitting

in my Early Stock-Room office, reps and station people climbing over

discarded coverage maps to enter. "As a station manager places his

promotion book on a cigarette-

stained desk, he pushes aside the

pile of avails from a 97-station

campaign breaking tomorrow. And
as the manager and I feast our

eyes on Exhibit #1—a testimonial

by a local sewing machine store

that sold 10,000 machines because

of two spots on station GOOD

—

the phone rings. It's a rep with a

make-good for a spot preempted

by Iowa State Arbor Day. The

station is offering prime time

—

4:30 a.m., first spot after sign-on. Aflci all. everybody in Iowa gets

up early to feed the pigs. By now, the manager is on Exhibit #16:

GOOD is first in Pulse, Nielsen, and Smith—which gives out-of-home

listenership by polling one elevator operator and one cab driver. The

phone is sounding like a siren again; reps, reps, reps. Another day,

another holler. Oh, for a quiet afternoon doing cost-per-1,000."

Ben Peftick, Product Ser\'ices, Inc., New York, feels that "a buyer's

Hfe could be beautiful if he always got, not just the best buy avail-

able, but the best buy possible. We all know, however, that this

buyer's Utopia is difficult to realize. And since better schedules

always open up than the ones we've contracted for, a buyer can get

pretty unhappy about his pur-

chases. Consequently, we've taken

steps to correct the situation. When

, purchasing in such heavy satura-

tion as we do for Six Month Floor

Wax, for example, we cannot score

I \ tops on every spot bought; we

\ •• often have to settle for next-best.

^\ '^ But, when we do, we stipulate that

^tf^^HbJ^^iCll. ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^y ^^*^ ^^^ option of renegoti-

^^^^^V^ ' ^l^'^^^^Bj ating should a better spot open

^^^^^H ^^^^^H up." To cash in on this option,

Ben points out, a buyer must

watch carefully every shift in the buying picture. He feels it isn't

enough to continually contact reps. "Checking via trade press,

personal contact, hours spent Avatching tv, all help in the analysis

of the spot offerings. It's a headache, but in the end it pays off in

more advertising mileage for the client and increased product sales.
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fe':

'

ON
Thai'.s the capsule case history of WJBK Radio's Tom Clay

ind his recent watch ofter test on his "Jack the Bellboy

Show," Tom offered his nighttime audience five watches to

the first five listeners who r'orrectly timed down to the exact

second thenew recording of "How Time Flies." This offer was
made only once, and from that one announcement came
2.170 replies! This test is proof that Detroit is listening—
and responding— to WJBK Radio and that it is solid number
ONE across the board at night. It is also another illustra-

tion that Storer Radio sells with the impact of integrity.

Represented by the KATZ AGENCY, INC. ^^

Storer jRa^dlo C£/

CDNE T//S/7E/

"FanaoTjjs on the local scene

THE MODERN SOUND OF RADIO IN

DETROIT



FIRSfT

with
HI-FI

RAPID
All Ilav—Everyday
WMBD Radio Broadcasts over a

new 5000 watt HI-FIDELITY radio

transmitter, making WMBD
RADIO, "THE BEST SOUND IN
TOWN." A powerful, distortion

free signal for more than half mil-

lion people in the 16 coimty Peoria

trading area.

FIRST
IN MEASURED
QUARTER HOURS
W.MBD's continuing leadership in

the rich PEORIA market for more
than 31 vears is demonstrated by

the fact that they are FIRST in 41

out of 72 measured quarter hours,

more than all of the other Peoria

stations combined. Pulse 1958.

WMBD MARKET DATA
Popu<ation 531 ,900

Households 165.000

$725,261,750

$142 488 750

Drug Sales $ 17,826,250

Effective Buying Income

Income per Household

$991,150,000

$ 6,007

Exclusive

National Representatives

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

49th and
Madison

Liquor editorial

1 have just finished reading the edi-

torial in the 1 November issue of SPON-

SOR. As a matter of fact, I have gone

over it a few times in order to clearly

understand the situation from an ob-

jective point of view.

I readily admit that when self regu-

lation was first put into effect, the

times called for it in both the broad-

casting and liquor industries. How-

ever today, as in every field of en-

deavor, changes must take place. We
are all aware that changes do not take

place too readily. Most people are con-

tented because of fear to allow the situ-

ation of status quo to exist. A two-

year survey and study was made to de-

termine the continuance of this atti-

tude. As you are now aware, our facts

and figures clearly indicated that this

was the time for a change to take place.

Various elements led up to this affirin-

ative thinking: the Forand Bill, Satur-

day Evening Post, the Bourbon Insti-

tute ban on use of women in advertis-

ing and extreme interest on both the

part of major radio stations and net-

works and leading distillers.

I wish to give the industry personal

assurance that any present broadcast-

ing and any future broadcasting in-

volving our firm and its products will

be conducted on the "prestige" level

so desired by the industry. Our co-

operation is extended to the industry

at all times.

Sheldon Levine

merchandising director

Federal Liquors, Ltd.

Boston

.nlroverxial

n is still 9

Notes on nostalgia

Your recent column titled "A little nos-

talgia for a change" has just been

brought to my attention and while I do

not presume in any way to be an au-

thority on baseball or Red Barber, I

think you are in error regarding the

tnedium used in the first year of na-

tional coverage of big league baseball

games. And I come on this informa-

tion in a new book we have just pub-

lished called "IT FLOATS: The Story

of Procter & Gamble."

Page 235 indicates it was tv and not { ,

radio used in the summer of 1939 and

an NBC camera at that televised the

Dodgers and Cincinnati Reds, backed

up by Red Barber and Walter Ranier

extolling the products of P&G, Socony-

Vacuum and General Mills.

All of this, of course, gives me an

excuse to send vou, herewith, a copy

oi IT FLOATS by Alfred Lief.

Patricia H. Newell

publicity director

Rinehart & Co., Inc.

Neiv York
• Miss Newell is obviously a bright and capable

e radio broadcasting was

eague ballsame.

t New York CHy

I

Eggheads and Us

The article in sponsor's 8 November|

issue . . . The Eggheads and Us

should be read by every person whoj

has anything to do with this great ad-

vertising business. It is one of the

most comprehensive book reviews I

have ever read.

Your opinion relative to the most

practical and scientific text book ever

v.ritten about creativeness may be

somewhat archaic, but you are right.

Lawrence Webb
managing director

Station Representatives Assn.

New York

More on wayward adman

The New York adman who was unable 4^

to find out the World Series score f
while in Toronto (10-second spots, 25

October) obviously did not know th( •

Toronto or Canadian tv and radio mar i

ket. Every game of the Series was car .

ried "live" across Canada by CBC TV

and CBC radio in affiliation with NBC

as has been done for many years. To

ronto's Sunday "Blue Laws" may be

archaic but at least communications

remain open.
|

Auguste A. Boltej

Toronto, Onatrio-

Canada
1
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\BC Television, this fall, is the only network to increase

7

\s evening share of audience over last year. To our

ponsors, to our affiliated stations, and most particularly

V^'k^
all the families who tune us in, our thanks.

ABC TELEVISION
National Nielsen frst and second Ocfober Reports 1958 vs. 1957. Average share of
audience for sponsored programs, 7:30-10:30 P.M., NYT.
Trendex Reports for same program periods, November, 1958 vs. 1957.

L



...andjust asBIG as before!

The enormous audience response to MGM

features in their first runs is now being repeated in

the record breaking re-runs! These are the ratings

that are rocking the trade as Leo does it

again and again in city after city!



encore

i

in New York

encore!
in Atlanta

I SEARCH" re-run!

5 to 7 P. M., Sept. 6

encore

1

in Baltimore

encore!
in Miami

share of the audience share of the audience

with "WHITE CLIFFS OF

is/LG^njiWrr^



2nd ARBITRON Report, for October,

AGAIN ESTABLISHES

lively _________

JY
METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

NEW YORK'S

No.1
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
STATION

Average Share

of Audience

Per Quarter-Hour*'

^VIME^V-TV 10.8
Independent B 6.7

Independent C 6.1

Independent D 4.8

Based on TOTAL HOURS of viewing, sign-on to sign-off, entire week

-NOT ON SELECTED TIME PERIODS -NOT ON ISOLATED FEATURES!
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CREATIVITY!
Advertisers spending $1,500,000,000

demand more creative ad work in 1959
HOT SPRINGS, VIRGINIA

#% clear call to creativity sounded through the

autumn-clad uplands of this famed southern moun-

tain resort last week, as the Association of National

Advertisers gathered at the Homestead for its 49th

Annual Fall meeting.

Three hundred sixty-seven top executives, repre-

senting 210 blue chip companies whose total 1959

appropriations, according to a special estimate pre-

pared for SPONSOR by ANA, will exceed $1,500,000,-

000, met in a three day program of closed sessions,

to which only a handful of guest speakers, and mem-
bers of the press were invited.

Subject of this year's meeting, as announced by

ANA, was "creating more sales and profits through

creative marketing, creative research, creative adver-

tising." This theme was developed in more than 30

different presentations, films, speeches, dramatiza-

tions, and workshop sessions, ranging from a highly

popular demonstration of videotape by Howard S,

Meigham of Ampex, down to case history reporting

of unusually successful campaigns by James A. Stauff

of Parker Pen, A. M. Utt of Hotpoint, Frederick

Bowes of Pitney Bowes, and H. Joseph Hull of New
Holland Machine Co., who broke up the Wednesday

morning session with his modest announcement, "Some

of you sell glamour. Some of you sell charm. But some
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WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT CREATIVITY: IMP0RT/|I1

Alfred Politz, pies. Alfred Politz Research

Inc.: "Intellectual fallacies are making advertis-

ing creatively decadent. Even an average product

can dramatically increase sales. But we must help

creative people by removing the road blocks which

stand in the way of more effective advertisements.'"

Ed^^in W. Ebely v.p. advertising. General

Foods Corp.: ''The most important part of adver-

tising is the advertisements themselves. The pri-

mary qualification of an agency is the creative

skills of its people. We look to our agencies for

creative ads that stop, interest, and persuade.''

of usi have to sell manure spreaders/'

Through the sessions, SPONSOR noted

a health) awareness among high-level

rxi'cutives of both the power and the

problems of the broadcast media. A
speech by George J. Abrams, v.p. of

Revlon Inc. on "New Developments in

Broadcast Advertising attracted wide

conunent, as did the presentation on

f'olger Coffee's "Come home. Joe"

radio and tv

of Fol

unpai -n. b\ R.)!)ert F.

wel

Probably the nioi-

of the convention

morning presentati^

for the reading of a

occurred when

m was interrup

wire to A. \. Hal-

ted

verstadt of P&G, from Lewis Tittenton,

chairman of the 4A's Radio-Tv Com-
mittee, announcing the breakdown of

AFTRA negotiations.

Both research and marketing re-

ceived a considerable amount of atten-

tion, as in previous A\A meetings.

One report in particular by J. O. Peck-

ham executive v.p. of A. C. Nielsen,

containing detailed charts on the prog-

ress and position of private brands

was studied carefuly by these leading

advertisers of national liraii(l>.

But it would be less than honest re-

porting to say that either media, or re-

search or marketing or radio or tv, in

themselves were number one topics at

Hot Springs. The keynote for the en-

tire meeting was struck by E. W. Ebel,

v.p. of General Foods, who said, "Our
number one need is advertisements that

really get through to the consumer."

The most important single session,

judging by the comment it generated in

the corridors, and halls, and over high-

balls in the Homestead Club, was one

held on Tuesday morning, 11 Novem-
ber, chairmanned by Henry Schachte,

advertising v.p. Lever Bros., and new-

ly elected Chairman of the ANA.
At this meeting, Schachte and Ebel

teamed up with Alfred Politz, pres..

Alfred Politz Research, and Louis N.

Brockway, exec, v.p.. Young and Rubi-

cam, in a four-way presentation that

clearly defined the area in which ANA
members are most concerned. It is not

so much "creative marketing" or "cre-

ative media buying," or "creative re-

search" but the preparation, by copy

writers, art directors, and producers.

of television and radio commercials,

and print ads which show a higher

degree of creative skill.

Schachte, in opening the session,

emphasized the "creative responsibili-

ties" of the advertising manager,

v;hich, he said, involve know how to

get advertisements that "increase ad-

vertising's sales productiveness."

Politz, drawing on his long research

experience, asserted that many crea-

tive advertising men are "shackled by

intellectual fallacies" and that ways

must be found to "remove the road

blocks that stand in the way of pro-

ducing effective advertisements."

He emphasized that research has

clearly demonstrated that a simple

change in headline can often increase

the sales power of an advertisement as

much as CiOO'/t and called for a return

to sinqjle, clear, first principles. Fol-

lowing the meeting, Politz told spon-

sor he has found that much current

magazine advertising is becoming "cre-

atively decadent." He .said this deca-

dence had not yet extei.ded to tv, which

is still emphasizing such advertising

fundamentals as benefits, and demon-

strations of use and results. But he
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Q̂JOTES FROM FOUR SIGNIFICANT ANA SPEECHES

LouisN. Brockway, exec. v.p. \uung and George Abrams,
Rubicam: ''In advertising, detail breeds con-

fusion. Dont let research put hurdles in the way

ni advertising effectiveness. Demand originality.

Expect it. Respect it. If you dont get original

iveative advertising, then change your agency."

shocked when I see the lack of crcdliicncss in to-

day's radio programing. Radui s top .shows today

are exactly what I was buying (or bucking) 17

years ago. What a ivide open area for creative

program thinking in this vacuum tube world!

Manu'd that f\fii in the broadcast me-

dia, more creativity is needed.

One aspect of nearly every "case

history" presentation which was made

at ANA was the stress on copy-coordi-

nation between media. James A. R.

Stauff of Parker Pen, emphasized the

importance, in his company's sales suc-

cess of a single copy theme focused on

the T-Ball Jotter, and a co-ordinated

campaign of spot tv and newspaper

space. He laid great stress on the value

of the fully visualized copy approach.

Ebel presented the most-talked-about

single feature of the entire convention,

a brilliantly executed film on "What
Goes On In a Woman's Mind." pro-

duced for General Foods to dramatize

the confusions, distractions, and in-

tense bombardment by all forms of ad-

vertising to which the average modern
consumer is subjected.

Said Ebel, "It is no longer enough

for .an advertisement merely to bid

for attention. It must fight for atten-

tion. It must fight like a champion."
So what do we need most? We need

the creative skills that can build adver-

tisements that will stop, interest, and
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|)ersuade people.

"Marketing research, the determina-

tion of basic marketing planning and

media selection, the merchandising and

sales promotion pay off handsomely

only when the advertisements are good

enough to get through the great bar-

rier of distraction, and plant a message

in the consumer's brain.

"I can only emphasize, and re-em-

phasize how important it is for an

advertiser to employ people who can

create interesting, and persuasive ad-

vertisements."

Brockway of Y&R, picking up where

Ebel left off, spoke on "How to get

better ads from your agency." Empha-

sizing that "in our business we should

all be creative." he nevertheless con-

centrated attention on "copywriters,

commercial writers, art and layout

]3eople" and quoted at length a memo
submitted to liim by a member of the

i/^l('(ise linn to page 78)

List of members attending ANA conven-

tion, read like a Who's Who of American

Advertising. At right, page i of a 12-page

folder. Also attending: 200 ANA wives



Considering air media the focal point of any campaign, Noble-Dury strategy group, sparked by president Bill Graham, begins
' planning Sosions Co.'s peanut butter advertising. First move is to get an image and a jingle that will click in the air media

Noble-Dury builds solidly on air

^ Creating new images for

more air appeal is its forte

^ Cartoon figures, jingles

spark all its major campaigns

l^flany an agency s success is based

on the air media, but few actually go

to the extent of remodeling products

to fit radio/tv specifically.

In a real sense, though, that's what

Noble-Dury of Nashville and Memphis
is doing. Its formula, in a nutshell. i«

to It create a tv character to personif\

the product, 2) then successively appl\

this to packaging and all advertising

and promotional activities to get a

single image. The trick, of course, is

to find the character that lends itself

best to projection via the air media.

The first client to employ this for-

mula—Frosty Morn Meats, Inc., of

Clarksville, Tennessee—got a 100%
sales increase in the first six months.

When applied to other food products

the results were similarly favorable,

and it has since been used for drugs

and clothing. The agency is not ex-

clusively radio/tv, but this part of its

operation has played the key role in

bringing it up from a shop with one

account and $10,000 in billing to its

current list of accounts in 11 states

and $4,000,000 status.

Creation of a character who will best

convey the desired product image to

the people who form the largest poten-

tial market for the product is step

2(:hara<-I.T rnilmdvin- lli.. happy ima^'e

\ul,l,-l)rury has in mind for Sessions is

next created, to give product personality

Laliol together with packa^ic

(lesijined to carry out the peanut-n.

—

e, give entire campaign a single focus
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^(l. 1. This is the responsibility of Bill

(iiaham, president of the agency, and

hi- braintrust. When he has evolved

llie attributes he wishes this character

to have, the art department takes over

the task of translating them into visual

form. As a typical sample, the final

drawing for the Peanut Man, who ap-

pears in the Sessions Co. commercials,

is illustrated below.

Step No. 2 is to bring this character

to life on tv film, either via animation

or a combination of animation and

live action. In Graham's view, the

completed film is the birth of a sales-

man who is the most important factor

in all subsequent sales effort. Radio,

too, stems from tv in this operation

—

the voice of the character, along with

the tv sound track, become the basis

for all radio commercials.

Graham insists that his commercials

be enjoyable, pleasant to see and hear.

He aims for characters that bubble

with personality, for entertaining ac-

tion and for catchy jingles and tunes.

Bill Graham writes both the words

and music for his commercials and they

play a most important part in carrying

out the visual impact of the character.

They have caught on so well that sev-

eral have been made into records

—

either for giveaway or sale. Thousands
have been sent out free in response to

requests, and during one promotion

V. here a record was offered for 10<z?

apiece with each product sold, over

10.000 records and products were sold.

Dance bands have taken to playing

them. One local high school reenacted

the action in the tv film accompanied

by the music, and played it to an audi-

ence of 3,000 students. A 1.50-piece

marching band asked for, and received,

an arrangement of one jingle which

they have played during half time at a

dozen major team football games.

"Children are the world's best sales-

men," according to Graham, and since

he also holds that they "control the tv

set," he tries to make sure the commer-

cial make all possible appeal to chil-

dren (though by no means to the

exclusion of adults).

After this salesman—the product

image—has been born, he is put to

work as part of the package. Where
possible a new package or label incor-

porating his character is designed. I If

changes must be made more gradually,

he is often added to the old label ) . Ex-

tension of the character into every-

thing else then follows. This is an im-

portant part of the formula. The char-

acter must be used as the basis of all

other public contact—in newspaper

and magazine advertisements, outdoor

advertising, car cards, mailing pieces

to dealers (see illustration), decals on
delivery trucks, shelf-talkers, displays.

When all this has been worked out,

the agency presents everything at a

meeting of the company's sales force.

Confidence and enthusiasm are stirred

up by proofs of the effectiveness of this

technique for other products. Company
sales contests are built around the char-

acter and the approach which has been

employed. Consumer contests also be-

come part of the show.

Then, after a test period, each mar-

ket is entered with a 52-week commit-

ment of heavy schedules. About two-

thirds is spent on tv, with radio and
newspapers getting most of the rest.

As an example of how this works

out, take the case of the Sessions Co.,

makers of School Day and Goldcraft

peanut butter. Noble-Dury was given

an initial budget of .$25,000 to test the

effectiveness of the formula in one

market (see pictures of this campaign

below ) . The test was soon extended to

cover two markets—one where the

product was doing well the other

where the product was making a poor

showing. In the first market, sales

rose from $181,000 to $315,000 in

one year. In the second market, sales

rose from $102,000 to $385,000 in the

same period. So other appropriations

have followed steadily. The product

was 4th 5th, or 6th in its market when
the formula was put to work. Clarence

Weeks, Sessions' sales manager, says

today it is either No. 1 or No. 2 in 26
of its key markets.

In addition to winning increased ap-

propriations from established clients,

the formula has proved a most effec-

tive tool in getting new accounts. The
solicitation is usually made by present-

ing the history of the success of the

formula with other accounts, then ask-

ing for only a small appropriation to

test the value of the formula.

It was the use of this foot-in-the-

door-technique, as Graham calls it, that

brought the first drug account into the

agency. Chattanooga Medicine Co.,

gave the agency a new product (a chest

rub called Soltice) to test in only a
portion of two states. The test area was
soon expanded to four states, then still

further, and finally the agency had the

account. The tv character employed in

this commercial is a rather pathetic

little man with a cold. Instead of a

fortissimo claim at the end of a com-
mercial, the Soltice man just smiles

with relief, holds up the jar and says

in his squeaky voice, "I like it."

The formula worked again, both for

client and agency, and another Chat-

tanooga Medicine Co. product joined

(he agency list with the addition of

Cardui (an old well established tonic).

Noble-Dury does not claim that their

formula is applicable to every product.

{Please turn to pa^e 52)

MR. GROCER

! ^L Crucial punch is the tv commercial in
^" which the product is extolled via a lilt-

ing jingle. Little girl sings it here for kids'
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5 Tie-Ill hcneht'- fioni dialer madings to

airarmement-, ot iingles (right) for high

school bands Single theme makes this possible



Watch those net tv local ratings!

^ No matter how whopping the national rating of a net tv

show, it's local ratings that give the real city-hy-city story

^ The alert adman watches local ratings for soft spots

that need remedying and high spots that need exploiting

Bjetter than any words, the graph

l.elow demonstrates the man) extremes

of local ratings that go into producing

a national average. It is a partial pic-

ture of a leading network show

—

Gun-

smoke. For every high and low point

there is a reason, and these reasons are

the concern of every timebuyer. A
high rating may be credited to re-

gional taste, a low point to local com-

petition. The high rating must be ex-

ploited; the low rating must be built

up. Tv advertising is as simple as that.

A client is about to consummate an

ini|i()rtant network tv investment. A

look at the nationals may show a

healthy 31.8. But behind this happy

facade the range can run, as it did

with another hardy tv perennial any-

ivhere from a weak 6.6 to a respectable

42.8. The reason is obvious—all tele-

vision viewing is local; there is no

common audience denominator that

holds good nation-wide.

From this truth has developed a

basic analytical tool—the local rating.

It makes possible pinpoint analysis on

a market-by-market basis. Of course,

the local rating is nothing new. Agen-

cies have been using them for years in

buying spot campaigns. But local

ratings for net program purchase as

well as spot—for scalpel-sharp analvsis

of how the network figure breaks down
in specific markets has been somewhat

less prevalent among net sponsors.

People vary as do the markets they

comprise. So in judging a net buy,

local reports permit definitive city-by-

city comparison, spotlight strength or

weakness delivered in the localities in

which the sponsor is interested. A na-

tional audience may be watching the

same show, but probably is doing so at

different times and against different

competition. What is tough competition

in one market may be a cinch in

another.

Gunsmoke (see graph) has been a

top-notch ratings contender for several

seasons. In February, the ARB na-

tionals showed it with an impressive

48.9. But this 48.9 covered a range of

local tallies spreading from a chest-

inflating 64.2 in Charleston to a punv

GUNSMOKE (48.9 RATING) HAS LOCAL UPS AND DOWNS 1
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5.3 in York. York obviously needed

cliecking. Actually there was no cause

icir alarm. But there was room for

evaluation. York boasts one tv outlet

ci! its own; it also is reached by two

Harrisburg stations and one from

Lancaster. In this case, the Gunsmoke

sponsor wasn't buying York. His tiny

.'(.3 was the overflow from the Harris-

liurg buy where, incidentally, the show

had a whopping 51.7.

If the sponsor had no particular in-

terest in York and considered his cov-

erage there as merely a bonus, well and

good. If, however, he was counting on

the Harrisburg coverage to support his

dealer in York, he had some swift re-

aligning to do. The important point is

that only by having and studying the

locals could he know the situation.

A national rating alone doesn't pro-

\ ide the market-by-market information

necessary to get full value out of to-

day's multi-million tv investments. A
good case in point is the Lawrence

IT elk Show. Early this year, its ARB
national rating was 29.5.

Applying the stethoscope of locals,

however, brought forth a highly varied

and interesting variety of figures. In

two-station markets, ARB locals ran

the gamut from a 42.4 in Redding-Red

Bluff-Chico area to a 7.4 in Odessa-

Midland. In three-station markets, the

range ran from Asheville's 40.2 to a

15.6 in St. Louis. In four-or-more-sta-

tion markets, Denver ran a trifle higher

than national with a 32.2; Indianapolis

however stood at 19.3.

A logical question to this might be,

so what? Answer: so it could be the

difference between an architect's pen-

cil sketch and a finished blueprint. In

the Redding-Red Bluff-Chico area with

its 42.4, the sponsor knows he's got a

sizable audience, can use this knowl-

edge in checking product sales with his

district sales manager or local distrib-

utor. With the apparently low appeal

of the show in Odessa-Midland, he

might do well also to check on sales;

perhaps for his particular product line

the market doesn't deserve bolstering.

If it does need support, however,

means to boost show ratings can be

effected (See twin charts "Why do

ratings slump?" and "How to jack

them up." I . On the other hand, perhaps

a sales study in that market may show

product demand far outstripping pro-

gram popularity. If other media are

affecting this phenomenon in the mar-

ket, it may serve as a guide to the

client in handling some other problem

markets. With local rating figures in

front of him, the adman can relate the

realities of each individual area to his

own distribution and sales pattern.

There lies the real raison d'etre of

the local rating; regardless of how
strong a national may be, it hides both

strengths and weaknesses at the local

level. And it is at the local level that tv

is watched and goods are purchased.

A national rating telescopes viewer in-

formation, provides over-all reflection

of a show's popularity countr)fwide. It

can do no more because there is no

divisible standard for the U. S. tele-

vision audience. One can't take a na-

tional audience figure and divide by

49 to find how many viewers one has

in the average state. (For an example

of how regional entertainment tastes

differ, see chart at end of story.)

One example of this is Person to

{Please turn to page 44)

WHY DO RATINGSSLUMP? p HOW TO JACK THEM UP 1

Competition: In some markets, ^ Ask for help: Offer to work with

J stiff competition from local tv shows 1 the net and station to stimulate local

1 can send net show ratings down.
i

interest in the show. They'll work

Number of stations can affect rating
m

with you; no net wants a weak link

j^ Lead-ins: While the carry-over au-

^
Support the show : If show is weak" dience from a preceding show may, in a market, try cross-plugs with

^ in some markets, boost your show's
..c

other media—spot tv or radio. Work
^""^ audience, it can also depress them with local dealers and distributors

^^ Air times: Delayed telecasts may
n.

Aid from talent: If the market is

'j cause reshuffling of show into time sufficiently important to you, yet rat-

_J periods less desirable than at the ings have slumped, a personal ap-

^^ point of origin, hence a rating drop pearance there by the star may help

— Regional taste: The program ap- M Realign other schedules: If your

MU peal may vary considerably depend- M tv show is already supported nation-

•i ing on the section of the country. A if ally by other media, better shift

"buster" here may flop elsewhere
m

outlay to bolster weaker markets
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C&W's Videotown is in love again wif

^ Agency's 11th annual study shows housewives have

doubled their a.m. listening. Tv viewing is up, too

I he !i()use\\ife. bless her. is radio's

most faithful, most consistent, most
iirdent audience.

This year, it's even more so.

Witness the figures in Cunningham
& Walsh's 11th Videotown study, a sur-

vey of media and other habits which
the agency has been conducting an-

nually in New Brunswick, N. J.

If Videotown housewives are at all

representative, then the women of the

nation are now conducting a love

affair witii morning radio. Compared

with last \ear, morning listening in

the home has doubled during week-

day listening hours.

Videotown housewives have been
hugging radio more during the after-

noon, too. While they tend to cold-

shoulder it during the evening, the net

effect of this year's increased listening

during the day has upped their five-

day listening total to an average of

7.9 hours—a substantial jump over

the 1957 figure of 4.9 hours. (See

last year's story, "Videotown 10 years

RADIO AND TV IN VIDEOTOWN
Average Hours of Listening Monday Thru Friday*

All People Housewives

1958 1957 1958 1957

MORNING 1.45 1.25 5.80 2.78

AFTERNOON -- .50 .57 1.30 1.12

EVENING ^ .50 .89 .80 1.01

ALL DAY ... 2.45 2.71 7.90 4.91

i

Average Hours of Viewing Monday Thru Friday*

All People

1958 1957 1958 1957

MORNING 120

AFTERNOON 205

EVENING 12 55

ALL DAY 15.80

.85 1.05

1.25 16.05

11.45 2.90

13.55 20.00

.96

13.98

1.86

16.80

after." sponsor, 7 December 1957.

j

The a\id da\time listening has not

been enough, however, to prevent an
over-all decline in radio listening

among Videotown residents. A mild
drop in afternoon listening amonii
all listeners and a rather lurching de-

cline in evening radio tune-in brought
this result: a 1958 total of 2.45 hours
listening for the average person during
the five weekdays compared with a

level of 2.71 hours in 1957.

While the tv figures have been
eclipsed by the striking changes taking

place in Videotown's morning radio

habits, they are not undramatic. As a

matter of fact, some of the tv figures

led C&W's board chairman, John P.

Cunningham, to publicly concede he
had been wrong about westerns.

Last year, in a widely-publicized

speech, Cunningham criticized "creep-

ing mediocrity" in tv, warned about a

rising boredom factor in which the

viewer was tuning out his mind while
tuning in tv and stated that tv westerns
had run their course. Anybody who
bought them, Cunningham declared,

"ought to turn in his grey flannel suit

and go to the eternal showers."

The 1958 Videotown study showed
westerns to be first choice among men '

—"a walloping 76%," C&W's own I

press release said. Courageously eat-
|

ing his own words, Cunningham ad- I

mitted he was surprised.

The year's study also showed gains

in tv viewing. Gerald W. Tasker, v.p.
'

and research director at C&W said. >

"Our survey shows that viewing is

somewhat higher than the peak of

1955, the slight decreases of the past

two years having been wiped out. The '

total viewing time per person for the
'

five weekdays is now 15 hours, 48 min-

utes; for the whole week (including 1

weekends) the total is 22 hours, seven
|

minutes, or approximately 20% of
'

one's entire waking life. Seventeen of
j

these 22 hours are in the evening." !

C&W's Videotown study was con- I

ducted during May and June with a
'

probability sample of 1068 families,

about one family out of every 10 living

in New Brunswick. The town is about

30 miles from New York City, well
'

within its tv signal coverage.

New Brunswick is not a suburban
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iirning radio

iloi iiiitory but a self-contained market

(a\\\ researchers caution, however.

llial while Videotown's tune-in habits

iia\ he representative, they are repre-

-ciilalive of urban rather than rural

auiliences.

IVrsonal interviews was the tech-

nique used. Interviewers gathered in-

formation on family activities and me-

dia usage every hour or half hour. In-

formation about all members of the

ianiiK was included. Not included

was listening or viewing out of the

I lie meaning of the leap in morning

I II I in usage is still not entirely clear

111 CWV researchers. Tasker said it

nia\ be partially due to recession un-

t iii|)loyment. The agency found, for

instance, that 75% of housewives were

;1 home all morning, compared to 63%
in 1957. Next year's survey is ex-

peded to reveal whether the rise in

listening is temporary or not.

Other highlights of the report:

• \ decrease in viewing by chil-

dren and teenagers (about an hour a

week I was more than compensated by

substantial increases in adult viewing.

I • Weekend activities, measured for

'the first time, showed little difference

I when it came to viewing, except for

I

low viewing levels among housewives

,
on weekend mornings.

• There were slight declines in news-

|)aper and magazine reading and in at-

tendance at movies and sports events.

• Afternoon viewing hit a new high

in terms of the percent of people who
wateh during that time on weekda
The figures were: 12% watch on week-

ila\ mornings, 23% watch in the after-

noon, 79% at night and 84% some-

time during the day or evening. Morn-
ing and evening figures were up from
last year.

• Weekly viewing totals for the

average resident broke down as fol-

lows: two hours in the mornings, three

hours in the afternoon and 171^ hours
at night. The total of a little over 22
hours for the average person compared
to 27 hours for the average housewife.

' • Weekly listening totals for the

average Videotowner came to about
'two hours in the morning, 42 minutes
in the afternoon and 40 minutes in the

evening. ^
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HOW 17 REPRESENTATIVES IN ATLANTA

GET THE REAL ADVERTISING LOWDOWN

ATLANTA, GA.

I n many a media decision, the seller

sheepishly finds out—too late—that

he's being overlooked for unknown

reasons.

Now radio and tv representatives in

this area have banded together into a

formal organization to keep close track

of the advertising climate. They will

meet regularly with local advertisers,

agency account men. and timebuyers

for intensive, behind-the-scenes analy-

ses of individual accounts, their status,

and their prospects.

Known as the Broadcast Represen-

tatives Assn. of Atlanta, the group is

headed by Richard Hughes, of Edward

Petry & Co., president, with Richard

Hunter, George P. Hollingbery & Co.,

vice president, and George Crumbley,

Headley-Reed, secretary -treasurer.

The organization, numbers 17 active

member representatives. Its program

committee, headed by Keith Byerly of

Katz, has arranged a series of in-depth

discussion meetings with leading ad-

vertising executives.

Among those who have been guests

of the Association are: Lyman Hall,

advertising manager, H. W. Lay & Co.;

Paul "Pat" Patterson, a.e., Liller, Neal,

Battle & Lindsey; Jim Callier. ad man-

ager, American Bakeries; Lee Kelly,

a.e.. Tucker Wayne Advertising; Harry

Varner. ad manager. Armour & Co.

Fertilizer Div.; Howard Axelberg, a.e.,

LNB&L; Jack Burton, ad manager,

Colonial Stores; Clay Scofield, a.e.,

LNB&L; George Bounds, ad manager,

Delta Airlines; George Bailey, Burke

Dowling Adams Advertising; Bill

Stoudt. regional sales manager, Car-

ling's Beer; Lamar Swift, ad manager,

SSS; Bob McDonald, a.e., McCann-
Erickson; Liller, Neal, Battle & Lind-

sey "s media department and Miss Betty

Cowan, media director, Henderson Ad-

vertising, Greenville, S. C.

"Informal luncheon talks with these

guests," says retiring president, Charles

Dilcher of Blair, "have allowed the

Atlanta representatives to "go behind

the scenes of individual accounts, un-

derstand problems more fully, and be

prepared to offer more suggestions on

the uses of radio and tv." ^

In picture above: seated (I to r) Barney Ochs, Forjoe; Keith Byerly, Katz; Bill McRae, Clarke

Brown; Hal Parks, Adam Young; Greg Murphy, Katz, George Swearingen, CBS Radio Spot Sales;

Dick Hughes, Petry; Charlie Coleman, Avery-Knodel; George Bounds, Delta Airlines; George

Bailey, Burke Dowling Adams. Standing Charles Dilcher, Blair; R. H, Schuessler, Hollingbery;

Frank Rice, Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Jim Gossett, Avery-Knodel; Bob Baird, John E.

Pearson; John Hicks, Clarke Brown; Walter Moore, CBS TV Spot Sales; Art Savage, Katz; Joe

Sierer, Petry; George Crumbley, Headley-Reed; and H. H. Holtshouser o* CBS TV Spot Sales.



Volume pickup via tv licks BonomH

^ Expense of new candy wrapper is overcome by adding

more markets and eliminating seasonal sales factors

^ Spot tv (steady participations in kids shows) boosts

sales enough to prevent the necessity of price increases

^J iiless voii can make it up in vol-

ume, the usual problem with an ex-

pensive packaging improvement—par-

ticularly if it's invisible—is price in-

crease. The problem becomes even

more acute if your customers are kids

primaril) between four and 12.

But if you are expanding from eight

to 28 markets to get the needed volume,

advertising and marketing strategy

must be foolproof. Gold Medal Candy

Corp. reasoned that it had the right

combination of elements to expand

Bonomo's Turkish Taffy nationally this

fall while adding a foil lining to the

inside wrapper to insure longer shelf

life for the item.

Tico Bonomo, v. p. in charge of ad-

vertising, says two factors led to the

decision to make both moves:

1 ) The market among kids is grow-

ing numerically as the postwar baby

croj) blossoms into purchasers. More-

over, kids have more money to spend

than they used to.

2) Bonomo's 10 years of experience

with kids tv shows gave it the con-

fidence to rely on tv spot to fulfill the

gamble. (In fact, one of Gold Medal's

kids shows has been packaged for

s)ndication by NTA.)

The September-May ad budget for

Bonomo's Turkish Taffy was doubled

to a figure that SPONSOR estimates at

close to half a million. It was ear-

marked for kid shows in the 20 ex-

pansion markets (also for resuming—

and in some cases heavying up—par-

ticipations in the eight established

markets I.

Six regional warehouses were set up

I heretofore the only warehouse was at

the Brooklyn plant). Desired partici-

pations were set early in August. Then

Filmed spots, alternated with liv

Emil Mogul's Les Dunicr. radio/tv

I new-market participations, are worked on by (1 to r)

. a.e Hal Balk, Myron Mahler, v.p. air media creative dir.

a meeting was held in New York.

Nearly iOO food brokers, along with I

Bonomo's distributors, attended. They I

were given separate booklets for eadl I

market describing program to be used,
|

coverage area, promotion plans.

Bonomo's success with tv in eastenj

markets was emphasized at the met

ing and later by distributors, who use

the booklets to get new accounts, urge I

old accounts to stock up. (Bonomo's air I

ready had limited distribution in ah

a third of the markets included in t

expansion program.)

On the basis of past tv successes ai^

the logical assurance of more to com

distribution was accomplished in tini

for the 1 September kick-off.

Schedules in participating program

began with live and filined spots alter

nating. "Importance of the filmed I

spots," explains Emil Mogul Co.'s ac-l

count executive Hal Balk, "is to in-|

volve the kids in Bonomo's story,

them into the action and swim of iC

(In one cominercial, a boy actuj

hops from an audience viewing ,

western movie onto the screen ai^

offers Bonomo's as the best ransctt

money to save the day.)

Filmed spots are not used in I

eight established markets, where,

cording to Balk, "the kids already t

involved in Bonomo's." There, the i

fiuence of a live personality is better!

suited to maintaining and increasingj

sales, agency and client believe.

Four one-page trade ads announced'

how Bonomo's would use tv in its ex-

pansion. This was the only media

used outside kids tv. Here's how the

strategy paid off in less than two

months:

Netv markets. The California market

alone already matches the sales volume

of one of the eight established marked.

Limited distribution markets. Witii

full distribution and advertising, saU.-

are rising sharply, have already tripled

in a major midwest market.

Old markets. A three-year-old Ea^l

Coast market has shown a 22% sale-

gain over last year. Such increases ar.

rare for established products in thai

length of time, Bonomo feels. "Ten pt'i

cent is good,' he says.

Most dramatic payoff of the pack

aging change was noted in the Soutli

w^here buckling in hot months took it-
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iost problem
biggest loll of shelf life. One southern

market has seen a 400% sales increase.

Obviously, volume is offsetting the

cost of repackaging and expansion.

What it may all lead to is year-round

tv use of Bonomo's. Longer shelf life

and summer sales, which the results in

the South now point to, may end the

limited September-to-May advertising

cycle, Tico Bonomo hopes, if suitable

summer shows can be found.

Another packaging change which tv

made possible, says Bonomo, is the

family resemblance to the Turkish

Taffy wrapper which the other flavors

(chocolate, strawberry, and banana)

were given in September. Light sellers

before, these flavors already have be-

gun upward sales trends through ex-

posure in the live participations in es-

tablished markets.

One of these participations in New
York is The Magic Clown, the 10-year-

old show that Gold Medal originated

and now packages for NTA. Expanded

in September from one to six 15-min-

ute segments a week, it has such out-

side sponsors as Carnation, Ideal Toy,

and Flav-R-Straws. Gold Medal began

the show in 1950 because it had some

definite ideas of its own about reach-

ing kids effectively. The concepts have

been refined to cover all basis in

selling candy to kids. Here are the

principles (which agency and client

also look for in monitoring programs

across the country) :

Concentration. "Side remarks to the

crew are not only above youngsters'

heads," says Balk, "but they break that

line of concentration so important in

reaching the most fickle of audiences

—kids."

Kid involvement. Directly or in-

directly, the kids must be a part of

things. {The Magic Clown, incidental-

ly, is shot from the stage, so kids in

audience are almost always in view).

Enthusiasm. Excitement about the

product is-,a must.

Competition. A 15-minute clearance

from other candy commercials is stipu-

lated. Stressing the word "Turkish"

(Gold Medal owns the phrase "Turk-

ish-Taffy") eliminates confusion cre-

ated by competitive "taffys."

Emphasis on name. Re-emphasizing

of the name and its correct pronounci-

ation is the main purpose of a 10-sec-

ond animated tag to each live spot.

Parkag;inf: inipro\«'i

Tied Bonnm,,. \.p. in

keting factor in expansion strategy, considered by (1 to r)

Using, acct. exec. Hal Balk and sales manager Hy Becker

They are used in every market. Live

personalities in each market are moni-

tored to make sure they pronounce

"Bon" to rhyme with "con."

Copy points. "How to eat it" heads

the list, the proper way being to break

it into "bite-size pieces," which the

personality must do for demonstration

purposes. "Still only 5<j;" becomes a

bigger copy point than ever now, as

the tv success in new markets makes

it apparent that no price increase will

be forthcoming in the near future.

It's not by accident that Gold Medal

and its agency, Emil Mogul, licked this

cost problem. Strategy for Bonomo's

20-market expansion and the two pack-

agfing changes wasfounded on its past

success with tv.

So, by carefully mapping a campaign

built on that success, it's likewise no

accident that conclusive results have

been obtained in less than two months.

These quick results now enable the

company to make plans for possible

year-round marketing and advertising

which success of the packaging change

makes possible. ^
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1^-lluce patch interview of a head produce rlerk. Chuck HiHman. by \^ R0\ "* Barbara Felton illustrates one-third of the Kroger for

selling chain's personality via its employees. Interviews bring out the job, civic interests of Kroger people to humanize the huge grocery n

Kroger builds 3-way radio formula

^ Use of program segments to humanize chain, explain

concepts, sell merchandise adopted after St. Louis trial

^ Latest application in Roanoke utilizes station person-

alities fitted to private labels, nat'l brands they sell best

X^an a coinpan\ s personality cam-

paign move its products in the highly

competitive grocery field? Is there a

way of weaving item-and-price almost

unnoticeably into a strongly institu-

tional campaign?

Two years ago, the Kroger Co. had
tr) rebuild a goodwill image for its St.

Louis outlets to counteract the effects

of a strike situation the year before

which had sapped sales drastically.

Plugging competitive items and
prices wouldn't do it. Something more

was needed. So Kroger decided to

sell its people and its concepts to the

public. At the same time, it had to

move merchandise.

Radio was tried as the medium to

put this "image" campaign across.

Moreover, program segments—not just

spots—were the vehicles for:

1) Taped interviews with store per-

sonnel, backed by their pictures in

print ads—both breaking on the same
days of the week.

2) Kroger "concepts" (guarantees.

exclusive processes, etc. I were enlarged

upon, talked about on radio.

3) Items featured in print ads were

described by established personalities.

Within a year, the Kroger chain was

ill No. 1 position in St. Louis (where

the plan still is used on a continuous

52-week basis).

While radio has been employed suc-

cessfully in other markets by Kroger,

the formula usually has differed from

the St. Louis plan. For instance, a

Cleveland promotion reported in SPON-

SOR, 20 September, 1958, showed how
in-store displays tied a certain item to

the personality pushing it and the re-

sults of this visual transfer.

But the question Kroger wanted an-

swered was: could the St. Louis three-

way continuous formula be success-

fully adapted to other areas? A six-

month test in Roanoke, Va., is a good

clue to the answer.
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Kroger's nine stores in Roanoke give

u llie biggest share of the grocery mar-

ket there. So, according to Roanoke

Division ad and promotion manager

Charles W. Conner, "Radio would pro-

vide us an opportunity to experiment

with new ideas which are so vital to

the growth of a company like ours, yet

all too often prohibitive because of

the cost involved."

Kroger's radio in Roanoke was

planned for integration with other me-

dia already in use there: three syndi-

cated tv shows on WDBJ-TV and news-

paper advertising.

WROV was chosen for the test after

audition tapes by four of its person-

alities were approved by Kroger's Ro-

anoke Division v. p. Paxton Judge, not

only for acceptability of their styles,

but for the audiences they reached

:

Traffic hour. To reach people

going to work in industry as well as

business. Ken Tanner's Yawn Patrol is

alternated Monday, Wednesday, and

Fridays at 7:0.5 a.m., Tuesday and

Thursday at 8:15 a.m.

Housewife. Barbara Felton's Ro-
mans' World reaches the women while

preparing lunch or making out her

shopping list.

Evening traffic hour. While Jerry

Joynes' Club 1240 keeps the housewife

company, too, copy is pitched toward

people who have to pick something up

on the way home. For the working

woman, it might be supper; for men,

snacks or refreshments for company.

"Radio, ' Conner points out, "gives us

a strong chance to sell the men who are

not generally big readers of newspaper

advertising."

Nighttime audience. Jivin with

Jackson was intended primarily to

{Please turn to page 49)

Radio schedule is checked by ad

Charles Conner (r), store mgr. Vi
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PARTI-DAY JUMPS TO 80%
Here is dramatic evidence of

day tv's power to build distri-

bution of a new grocery prod-

uct. In less than four weeks

after start of test, Parti-Day

gained complete distribution

in stores doing 80% of volume

in the Green Bay, Wise, area.

WESTF-RN„.IMIQI
|P M«094 PO«FAX «IL»AWKEe IIS U 1033iHC«
JOHN MCVIILLIM, SPOHSOR UAGAZtHE'

40 EAST 49 ST BTK.^

CISTRIBUTIOll OF PARTI DAY I M GREEN BAT AWA HAS JOtlPEO
FRO-I LESS THAM 10-0/0 TO 1 00-0./ OF THE STORES DOIHG
iSO-O/O OF THE TOTAL VOLUME SIMCE START OF BATTIME TV

(sOiEOULE* EVERY UAJOft CH A I i AW) IMPORTANT SUPER lOf

CARRYIHG. ALL miT I A L SH IPVIEBTS TO RtTAILERS HOf

COMPLETE-

OTTO L KOCMM QB

I his telegram from Otto L. Kuehn
Co., Wisconsin Food brokers for Parti-

Day Toppings, heralds the successful

completion of the first or "distribution"

phase of the unique 26-week day tv

test, reported exclusively by sponsor.

Robert J. Curry, D'Arcy account ex-

ecutive on the Parti-Day account, this

week confirmed that Parti-Day distri-

bution in the Green Bay area is now
"virtually complete," and that from

here on the test will concentrate on a

study of consumer movement, product

potentials and other marketing prob-

lems. (All of which SPONSOR will re-

port.

Day tv is credited by Marvin Bower.

Kuehn merchandising manager with

providing impetus for speedy distribu-

tion spread. Kuehn salesmen carried a

special kit outlining Parti-Day's firm.

26-week commitment for a schedule of

10 daytime spots per week over WBAY-
TV Green Bay.

A complete breakdown of shipments

to wholesalers in the 11 wholesale

points in the 80-mile Green Bay area

during the first four weeks of the test

will be carried in next week's SPONSOR,

as well as an outline of the marketing,

research, and sales studies which Parti-

Day and D'Arcy are planning for the

balance of the 26-week period.

Robert Parker, marketing manager
at WBAY-TV reports store demonstra-

tions of Parti-Day in the Green Bay
area are on the upswing, and three

leading local dairies are arranging re-

tail demonstrations. This, merchandis-

ing phase of the test will also be re-

ported in next week's sponsor.

In short, what Parti-Day has achieved

via spot tv within barely a month is a
sufficient fill-up of the pipelines to

assure retail availability. ^

The Test in a Nutshell

PRODUCT: Parti-Day Toppings

TEST AREA: 80-mile area around
Green Bay. Wise.

MEDIA: Daytime tv only.

SCHEDULE: 10 one minute spots

weekly—26 weeks

BUDGET: $9,980.



TIP of WEEK

smart'°buyers
Going up ;iiui cia/\. man! Our stock

market ti[) this week is Minute Maid
(that's orange juice) selling around
16i/^ on the big board. And you
smart time buyers will be wise to

check these top-rated Hooper and
Pulse stations of the Rahall group,
from New England to Florida.

Again ^1 Hooper Se|)tember, morn-
ing and afternoon, (.heck the after-

' " '" 1. with Dopey
jrge Stahl

the organ.

and night. Reach this rich market
with Big Al .Sahley 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

on the "Going Home Show."

sold nationally thru

WEED & CO.
|oc Rahall. President

1 HOW REGIONAL TASTES AFFECT VIEWING i

1 Counlrv Music I.aureiice Hit 1

i;

NEW YORK

Jubilee Welk Parade i

... 11 1.4 18.1

CHICAGO 3.8 30.9 20.5 1

INDIANAPOLIS 7.3 20.0 21.6 1

LAS VEGAS 14.6 14.7 31.1 1

LITTLE ROCK 15.1 32.0 200 1

MEMPHIS 15.3 29.5 II.4 E

iiii

SOLKCfc: AUB. F.l. 1907. 1

< ...J

LOCAL RATINGS
\Conlinued from page 37 I

Person, which in April, carved out an

ARB national of 31.3. During the same

period, however, its local rating ex-

tremes went from a low of 7.9 in

Salinas-Monterey-Santa Cruz to a high

of 53.5 in Louisville. Another ex-

ample of the vagaries of programing

nationally to local tastes was the syn-

dicated show, Confidential File.

Confidential File began in Los An-

geles and built in short order to a

point where it outstripped many net-

work shows. Then it was introduced

to a number of other markets and

here were the ARB averages for Dec.

1955-Feb. 1956:

Market Rating

Los Angeles (origin) 19.0

Boston 16.3

New York City 5.8

Bahimore 8.8

Cleveland 7.9

Washington 5.6

The Boston rating, while good, is a

demonstration of the fact that even in

that two-station market the rating

couldn't overtake seven-station Los

Angeles.

Local figures are trouble shooters

inasmuch as they spotlight the weak-

nesses. On the other side of the coin,

they also illuminate the strong areas.

Often an analytical look at the figures

in relationship to time of broadcast,

the number of stations in the city and

similar information can isolate the rea-

son for variance, indicating how to

correct weakness and promote strength.

Obviously, whatever is done depends

on the ainount of control over program

content, placement, time slots, line-up

and other factors that may rest in the

hands of the sponsor who is paying

the freight.

Even assuming a situation in which

there is practically no control, there is

always a combination of actions that

can be taken to support a market that

has fallen below the national rating

average.

A sponsor, for example, is faced

with audience weakness in a market

which happens to be a network "must-

buy" list. Short of cancellation, it ma)

be said, he has absolutely no say over

any program element. But there are

still courses of action open. What are

some of them?

The client can work closely with the

network and the station to stimulate

local promotion of the show. He can

get cooperation since the network

doesn't want a weak link in its chain

and the station certainly doesn't want

to be one. He also can ask the network

talent for help if the weak-rated market

is of sufficient importance to his sales

strategy. Sometimes the personal ap-

pearance of the star of a show in a

community- can be a big hypo to show
:

ratings. A good example was the way

Ed Sullivan, when threatened by NBC's

Comedy Hour, went to the grassroots

and personally licked the problem, for

his show and for the Lincoln-Mercur)

dealers.

However schizo a tv show "s ratings i

may appear, they are no more so than
{

the pattern of product sales. A client's

'

sales potential varies from market to I

market just as does the size of his t\\

audiences, although not necessarily in

the same relationship. But by using

his local ratings to align audience

reached with sales potential, he does,

ha\e an opportunity to put audience
|

research to work as part of his over-

all market strategy. Proper use of the

local measurement is the essential link

between program effectiveness and,

merchandising effort. The reason is|

basic: television viewing is local and,

so are sales. ^
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KANSAS NETVV

KNKt-J^
WICHITA

V.th
AssocJotes

^ KAYS-TV

AN INTEREST

IN A PRODUCING

£OIU^
GRAND PRIZE
^^YOUD OWN $1,000 CASH or a royalty share^•'* ^»*"'

in a producing KANSAS OIL

^11 lAflEI I " WELL, which may yield winner^* WWBfcfc ^oj3l income of $10,000 or more.

THREE OTHER FABULOUS PRIZES
SECOND PRIZE: A whole Grade "A" PRIZE-WINNING
KANSAS BEEF processed and delivered to your desk, home
or locker. Total retail value $400.00.

THIRD PRIZE: 50 Bushels of KANSAS WHEAT, from this *

year's bumper crop. Value $100.00 cash.

FOURTH PRIZE: Shares in BEECH, BOEING and CESSNA
Aircraft, representing Kansas' great Aircraft Industry. Total

present market value $100.00.

RULES FOR ENTERING C
The contest is open to all Advertising Agency personnel,

18 years of age or over, living in the continental limits of

the United States except employees (and their immediate
families) of KAKE-TV, KTVC, and KAYS-TV, the KATZ
Agency, and the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation.

Read the facts about the three-station market which
now blankets 70^, of the TV homes in Kansas . . . then
name the Network and state the reason for the name in

fifty (50) words or less. Enter as many times as you wish,
each entry must be accompanied by a different 50-word
statement. Mail to NAME THE NETWORK, BOX 8500-A,
CHICAGO 77, ILLINOIS, and include your name, address
and the company for which you work.

Entries will be judged on originality, uniqueness, and
aptness of thought. All entries will be judged by The Reuben
H. Donnelley Corporation whose decision will be final. If

the winning name is duplicated, final judgment will be on
the basis of the originality, sincerity and aptness of thought
of the accompanying 50-word statement. Entries must be
the original work of the contestant and become the property
of KAKE-TV, and none will be returned. All entries must
be postmarked no later than midnight, December 12, 1958,
and received no later than midnight, December 19, 1958.
Your entrance in this contest constitutes full permission
without further compensation for the use of your entry
In any way KAKE-TV and its associates see fl

Winners will be announced on January 19,
1959. KAKE-TV and associated stations will "^^2^
furnish an estimate of the well's present ^"""^
and future earnings to assist winner in
choosing life-of-the-well income or
$1,000.00 in cash. Duplicate prizes "

will be awarded in case of ties. .

NETWORK FACTS:
KAKE-TV, Channel 10, Wichita, went on the air October

19, 1954, an ABC afilliate. Through superior facilities, per-
sonnel and production "know-how," a network ideally suited
to the market, and the finest feature films available to
television (MGM, Warner Bros.. RKO, Columbia, and Uni-
versal) KAKE-TV has become Wichita's leading television
station. In August of 1957 KAKE-TV was joined by associate
station KTVC, Channel 6, Ensign, Kansas, serving the south-
west area of the state.

September, 1958, KAKE-TV again expanded to Include
KAYS-TV, (Channel 7, Hays, Kansas, in northwest Kansas.
Now advertisers buying KAKE-TV, with associates KTVC
and KAYS-TV, in a single buy, with special discounts, can
reach 70'^t of the TV homes in Kansas. This single buy
covers an area served by 32 radio stations ... 36 daily
papers . . . and 171 weekly papers. The KAKE-TV, KTVC,
KAYS-TV combination reaches an area with 1,289,000 popu-
lation and over a billion and a half dollars in retail sales.
The KAKE-TV coverage area, up to this time and exclusive
of the KTVC and KAYS-TV areas, has been known as KAKE-
land with the KAKEman, a happy little Baker, as a symbol.

KANSAS FACTS:

Kansas is known as the "Sunflower" or "Jgyhawker"
state. The state song is "Home on the Range." Kansas
population is 2,155,000 (S.R.D.S., 1958). Total personal
income now approximately $3.4 billion annually.

MANUFACTURING: Kansas lists more than 3,250
nts turning out thousands of products ranging from

gla; fibers to bombers.

Kansas' greatest mineral

AGRICULTURE: Kans^ njoying their
in ill

agricultural production, wi
$1,369,052,000 in wheat re-

turns alone. (An increase
of $284,526,000 spendable
income over last year.)

.^ -

i
>

^ m^sSM
® ......,, 'presented by Katr Agency 1
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MR. STATIOV
what does trade papt

First, circulation means people who make the buy-

ing decisions. These people include— at SPONSOR—

timebuyers, account executives, ad managers, market-

ing men, media executives, agency principals, and pos-

sibly a dozen more job titles. They're your prospects.

Only SPONSOR has its circulation audited by job

titles to give you at a glance the simple facts you need

about readership that count most heavily in your

selection of trade paper promotion.

Sure, SPONSOR has more total advertiser -agency

readers than any other publication in its field—7,035* to

be exact, or slightly more than 58 per cent of its total

circulation. For SPONSOR is edited for buyers.

PS: BPA (Business Publications Audit) was estab-

lished in 1931 expressly for the purpose of audit-

ing business papers or trade journals. BPA has 475
trade paper members, more by far than any other

publication audit firm. *Ju,n' 19!i8 BPA audit jusi released.



lANAGER,
fculation mean to you?

But numbers alone are not enough. You need a job

title analysis to get the full measure of trade paper

lvalue. That's why SPONSOR has availed itself of a

BPA audit that identifies the reader you want to reach

by the exact title he holds at the agency that buys your

time as well as at the national advertiser level.

In a word, SPONSOR has the circulation (quantity

and quality—both) that guarantees your national ad-

vertising maximum exposure and, therefore, maximum

results. May we send you the BPA audited job title an-

alysis? You'll quickly spot your top 1958 buy.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV /RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



inm^-^
COMMUNITY BROADCASTING CO.—WTOL-TV

48

^ TELEVISION, INC.

. WTOL-AM . . .
WTOL-FM
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KROGER
'Cont'd from page 43)

earli the teenage market (many of

,vhi>iii would be getting married next

,ear i . Kroger feels teenagers control

aniily buying habits to a great ex-

enl. Conner says. Other targets of

he nighttime segment: Kroger em-

)lo\ees, adults, Negroes.

Each of these four 15-minutes daily

egnients was treated identically to

over the three-way objective:

1 I Kroger people are sold in the

ir?l (ommercial. Taped interviews

vith employees play up the back-

ground, community activities, and spe-

ific jobs of store personnel. Good
nterview subjects can be repeated for

i \inus continuity of interest.

2 I Kroger concepts are featured in

he -econd commercial. These include

vruger Label Products, Food Founda-

ion. Personal Word Guarantee, Save-

!-Wa\s. Tenderay Beef aging process.

^ I Specific merchandise is high-

iiihttd in the last commercial, shorter

liaii the others. Monday, Tuesday,

nd \\ ednesday two national brands

le |)aired in each of these commer-

ials. totaling eight products a day.

luiiMlay and Friday, four or five

leiiw on the weekend special are

uslit'd. These private label products

If part of a weekly "ad theme."

Tlif '"ad theme" ranges from prod-

i« t ( ategories to outright stunts. Items

nd prices are not made known until

hursday morning (though they some-

iiiies are revealed on the Wednesday
iiilil tv show). Nevertheless, the

rni' is set for the weekend sale in

lie "ijeople" and "concept" conimer-

ials (in the first three days of the

eek. If, say, the category is "Save
f' on Kroger Label Products," this

- tt UK lied on lightly until Wednesday,
lieii it becomes the principal topic.

hen on Thursday specific items and

rices are advertised.

These "ad themes" are carried over

' in store displays, also have the mid-

li
' nniinercial on the tv shows.

I uither integration measures: news-

apers emphasize item and price pri-

jiarily, while tv hits price, some con-

epts, and national brands.

The radio formula is varied only

hen a -test is conducted. Ad mana-
er Conner recalls that "during the

rst four months of this personality

Programing, there were many things

e wanted to find out. We conducted

;sts of which the station was unaware.
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To determine the ability of the per-

sonalities to sell for Kroger, we se-

lected particular items and assigned

these during test weeks to the different

people. We were careful that the items

were not promoted in any other way.

At the end of each week a survey of

movement was made. Our personali-

ties came through for us to an almost

unbelievable extent.
'

Examples: A two-week sale of non-

food items was worked out, to be pro-

moted exclusively on radio. "Not only

was the early week sale beyond expec-

tations," Conner says, "but our two-

week supply was completely depleted

after the first week."

"Another time," he recalls, "we gave

Jackson a particular assignment to sell

an unknown corned beef. We told him

to treat it anyway he wanted, to have

fun with it. He did and so did we.

Over a three-day period our usual sales

volume on the item doubled." Another

result: purchases of the item by men.

Jackson's off-beat delivery has been

highly effective for selling dog food.

Conner reports. Barbara Felton showed

a knack for interesting young house-

wives in new items. Results of such

tests aid in assignment of the week's

32 national brand spots.

The success with radio in St. Louis

made it relatively easy to interest na-

tional advertisers in the co-oping of

commercials in Roanoke. The plan

was transferred intact. The usual radio

balance during the week works out to

roughly 40'/( national brand emphasis.

60% private label. Tv is roughly SO-

SO, though sometimes a little more
emphasis is put on national brands

(also co-oped).

Kroger uses radio for weekend pro-

motions in 18 other towns in the

Roanoke Division of 47 stores cover-

ing Virginia, West Virginia, North

Carolina, and Tennessee. "Our key

people," says Conner, "merchandise

buyers, chief executives, zone mana-

gers have become more conscious of

radio's flexibility, vitality, economy.

The dimensions of radio's size mean
more now since they hear for them-

selves how often and how extensively

we can give our company story each

week and each day."

Moreover, says Conner, "Ideas are

intangibles, and they seem easier to

express when one person tells another.

Through our personalities, we can tell

the whole story—and the whole story

often makes the difference between

telling and selling.'' ^

More than just a

market! It's a big slice

of the US.A.

Joe Floyd's great 4-State iv beam carries your

sales message into South Dakota, Minnesota,

Iowa and Nebraska. Plus several counties in

North Dakota as well. You buy it all off of one

single-station rate card, at lowest CPM in the

KELO-TV Sioux Fails:

General Offices: Sioux Palls, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, President

E%ans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson,
'

REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis: Wayne Evans & Asso



With the need for more impact, SPONSOR ASKS:

Ho^v can the tv commercial

capture the inatteni
With viewer attention often
distracted during commercials,

agency men and a researcher dis-

cuss practical methods for sustain-

ing and building viewer interest.

Wm. M. La Cava, "'« Pres. in charge

of commercial television, Cunningham &
Walsh, Inc., New York

The tv viewer never had it so good!

Nowadays the commercials are enter-

taining.

The pitchman is going, and he is

taking with him the old glamourless

direct-sell technique. Nobody questions

the merit of repeatedly exposing tv

viewers to an excellent product using a

direct "pitch" method. Traditionally

this technique has experienced great

success.

However, by taking the very same
product story and staging it in an in-

teresting and entertaining fashion, we
catch our inattentive friend a lot fast-

er. The reason for this is that the tv

viewer has been exposed for the last 10
years or so, to such a volume of un-

attractive direct selling techniques, that

he has developed the capacity to "tune
out" mentally the salesman whose pres-

entation is not only straight, but dull.

You must create a presentation

which will gain and hold the viewer's

attention if you are to get him to know
and ultimately to buy the product. The
glamour treatment, the use of off-beat

animation characters, the employment
of unusual design methods, attention to

sound and music, all help to construct
a commercial which will create audi-
ence attention. Integration of the prod-
uct story with the program theme-
using the stars of the show to sell the

merchandise—is additionally responsi-

ble for sustaining viewer interest. Most

outstanding connnercials of recent vin-

tage have been presented with one or

a combination of these methods of

staging.

To wake the audience up and keep

them up, the tv connnercial must be

entertaining visually and verbally. It

should be handled with taste and sim-

plicity—simplicity being of paramount

importance. With only 20 seconds or

perhaps a minute to tell the storv, the

clearest form of continuity is obtained

when your effects are interwoven. This

keeps the majority of your audience

unconfused and alert.

It is improbable that the inattentive

viewer can ever be completely elimi-

nated—the program may lull him into

a condition of irretrievable numbness

—but the development of entertaining

commercials is the most effective weap-

on against the mental "tune out."

Donald H. McCollum, vice president,

Schwerin Research Corporation, New York

The Case of the Inattentive Viewer

reminds us not to underrate the audio.

For if the "viewer" is not watching, no

amount of pictorial ingenuity will at-

tract his notice; some quality in the

sound must do so.

Good audio

helps impress

the viewer

Shouting or in.sii^tence won't work,

though. What does help is having a

sound track that, so far as possible, ob-

serves the fundamentals of a good

radio commercial. This serves two

purposes: a) It can sufficiently stimu-

late the interest of some of those who

are inattentive so that they start look-

ing at the commercial, b) Even among
those who do not, it can make some

auditory selling impression.

These are some of the basics of suc-

cessful audio that Schwerin Research

has noted in its testing:

Ij It should create a picture of what

is happening or being described, ont

in which the listener can "see witli

his mind's eye."

2) Claritv is vital. Copy should not

be delivered too rapidly, and jingla

should not be overloaded.

3) Used only for the most vital n

terial, repetition is helpful, but on I

vision the ideas must be presented i

varied ways.

4) When it can be done with<

awkwardness, presenters and chai

ters should be identified or descriW

Care should also be taken to em
that the voices are distinguishable fi

each other.

Making a tv commercial that won!

be ideal for simulcasting is virtually

impossible; each medium has its o

forte. With better planning, however

the audio can do a lot to assist tin

video. We have long urged, as a fin;i

check, playing the video without th<

sound to see whether the visual stof

is clear and forceful. As a further stej

I suggest the reverse, to be sure tha

the audio can make an impression oi

the inattentive viewer.

Howard M. Wilson, I'ice president an\

copy director, Kenyan & Eckharit, Inc.,
I

New York

Stop worrying about capturing tlv

inattentive viewer!

It's this kind of worry that leads t

an anxiety neurosis in creative peopit

Out of this neurosis come commercial

that press too hard, that shout to

much, that crash symbols or try to ir;

tegrate slyly into a program or sugai

coat so much with entertainment thii

the poor viewer doesn't know what'

going on. As a result, he becomes mot

inattentive.

So begin by getting into the con)

mercial without too many prelinij

naries or apologies or entertainmeii

or waltzing away from what you hav

to say. If you have something to sa

people will listen. Honest. i

If you have a personal use produd

try to start off with a problem— til

kind of problem that most people ha\
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»ver?

ink they have. The product should

he offered as a solution.

\i)U have nothing to say, you can

il. Which is another way of say-

hat people are tired of tired sing-

Dinniercials. They are not tired of

) memorable ideas, made even

ler by music. ("You'll wonder

e the yellow went" )

.

\t. talk less and show more. Our
iienials are talking America to

Stop worrying

about the

inattentive

viewer

path as well as inattention. Television

|)ii tiires; let the pictures say more
•1(1 ihe words less. At K&E we've

mud out a two-minute commercial

hich has a total of two words "Pepsi,

lease!"

One way of talking less and showing

ore is to concentrate on one big basic

ea rather than several. A fist hits

urlfi than an open hand; one big

ill I i> better than five little ones.

\ii(l one final word on language, try

u>e people-talk rather than client-

Ik (11 account-man-talk or even copy-

riter-talk. Dialogue is the hardest

ing in the world to write well; it can

lean the difference between a great

limmercial and a lousy one.

Rut above everything else, you must
inimstrate on television. It seems to

tlir one best way to keep a viewer's

t'lilinii if you have a legitimate dem-
-[ij|ii)n. Opening a pack of cigar-

v making a car roll on a road, or

iiiii an announcer gaze fondly at a

I-- iif beer—those are not demon-
atiiin*. A good demonstration oc-

irs when the viewer is an eye-witness

a newsworthy benefit.

To sum up : Stop worrying about the

ittentive viewer. Concentrate on
lat you have to say that will be in

3 viewer's interest. He'll pay at-

ition. ^
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Another V for K-NUZ

7

DAY /Wo
a /of K-NUZ

WEEK
PROGRAMMING

Beamed at the

Buying ADULT
AUDIENCE . . .

SOLD by Proven

Air Personalities!

* Special Pulse Survey (Apr.-May, 1958)

Nielsen (June, 1958)

Week ends or weekdays, every day is a good day to merchandise your product on
K-NUZ. Now . . . Monday through Sunday

—

every day at the same time—radio's

top showmen entertain and sell the No. 1 growing K-NUZ audience!

K-NUZ has the No. 1 nighttime audience, tooj The entire staff of DJ's take over
an hour each throughout the night from 12 Midnight to 6 AM, keeping K-NUZ
Houston's most wide awake, most listened to—all night radio station.

STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY!

k4niiz

National Reps.:

Forjoe & Co.

—

New York

Los Angeles •

Philadelphia

» Chicago

San Francisco

• Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.

I

Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581



Capital City Location

means

more

viewer "^f

^tehtion

RALEIGH, N. C.

Thriving Tarheeiia looks to its State Capital for news
and views about government, economic, agricultural

and even sports activities.

WRAL-T\' gives them what they're looking for—
promptly, accurately, visually and verbally.

News reporting is just one part of the programming
that has gi\ en WRAL-TV the top rating record in the

Raleigl^-Durham area.

Two of the Sourh's newest and largest studios accom-

modate popular local sliows. What can't be staged in

the studios is picked up by a $100,000 4-camera mo-
bile unit. North Carolina's first Ampex Videotape re-

corder aids program ingenuity and flexibility.

In addition to lively local programming, NBC shows

run from TODAY to JACK PAAR— unduplicated

network programming in the most densely populated

section of the 'WRAL-T'V coverage area.

All this makes a powerful setting for your selling

messages.

Arc you on?

VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT

^RAL-TViii=
CAROLINA'S Colorful CAPITAL STATION

FULL POWER CHANNEL 5

NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

Fred Fletcher,

Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Raleigh, North Carolina

REPRESENTED BY

H-R, INC.

NOBLE-DURY
(Cont'd from page 35)

Decision to use the formula is never

made until the agency has thoroughly

studied the product, its problems and
distribution, talked with brokers, dis-

tributors, and consumers. In fact, the

final decision in a few cases has been

not to use the formula, and the agency

now has some excellent accounts which

are the exception to the rule.

If the decision to use the formula is

favorable, some degree of flexibility

is possible. Three things cannot be

changed, however, according to-

Graham. He calls these concept, de-

gree, and application:

1

)

Concept. By this is meant the use

of the tv character brand image.

2) Degree. Extension of the tv char-

acter into everything else done, and the •
use of 52 week commitments.

3) Application. Every function of

this advertising and promotional tool

should be fully exploited in full co-

operation with the company to get

distribution, contacts, and every form

of "free goods." An example of "free

goods" occurred during the use of the

"Frosty Morn For President'" com-

mercial. Here a town in the region

dedicated a day to Frosty Morn, the

townspeople wore fancv dress, parades

were held, prizes awarded, etc.

The three principals most responsible

for making Noble-Dury tick are: Albert

Noble, (ix-newspaper and radio man,
:

who founded the agency in 1945. He

has been chairman of the board since I

1956 concentrating on merchandising
[

and promotional activities, and liaison I

man between the company and distrib-

utors. His very wide acquaintance with
;

key food and drug people all over the
;

country is felt in kicking off a new

product favorably and solving distribu-

tion problems. W. S. I Bill Graham),
i

started in the wholesale grocery busi-

1

ness, became sales manager of a radio
|

station, then joined Noble-Dury as ac-

'

count man. He became president in
|

19.56.

Some of the accounts now at Noble-

Dury are:

Bayuk Cigars.

Columbus Canning; Jet Dog Food.

Diamond Crystal Salt Co.

Frosty Morn Meats; Meat Products.

Jamison Bedding.

Kelly Foods, Inc.; Canned foods.

My-t-Pure Flour Co.

Sessions Co.; Peanut Butter.

Standard Candy Co. W
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Interview; l^/^Lu^^^^fj^xr^^

Bryan Houston, Inc. Vice President and TV-Radio Director, William B. Templeton,

tells why he selects WLW TV-Radio Stations for NESCAFE Instant Coffee

"For instant results, we

select WLW TV and Radio

Stations time after time to

bring home the business

for NESCAFE."

"The Crosley Group always

measures up a cupful of mighty

flavorful returns for advertisers."

"From programs to

promotion, the WLW TV-Radio

Stations are brimming over

with just what the ad

men order!"

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did

!

I
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Peters, Gmffi VI

R t

NEW YORK CHICAGO
250 Park Avenue Prudential Plaza

Yukon 6-7900 Franklin 2-6373

DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
Penobscot BIdg. 1750 N. Vine St.

Woodward 1-4255 Hollywood 9-1688

ATLANTA DALLAS FT. WORTH SAN FRANCISCO
Glenn BIdg. 335 Merchandise Mart 406 W. Seventh St. Russ Building

Murray 8-5667 Riverside 7-2398 Edison 6-3349 Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932



He 4^ DIMENSION

jttltikHBn

It just isn't possible to be in a lot of different places at the same time but with the

help of the PGW Colonels you can get a better, over-all view of America's spot

radio markets (the world's fourth dimension of time)

.

Anchor your efforts with spot radio where they'll do you the most good . . . and reach

more people, more often, for less money. PGW is always ready with expert assist-

ance to help plan national spot radio campaigns.

West
KBOI-Boise 5,000
KNOW- Denver 5.000
KGMB-KHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX-Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
woe- Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000
WDSW-DuluthSuperior . . 5,000
WDAY- Fargo 5,000
WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000
WISC-IVIadison, Wise. . . . 1,000
WMBD-Peoria 5,000

WOD^WARB, IMC.

^K
WBZ + WBZA- Boston and

Springf eld 51,000
WGR--Buffalo . . . 5,000 ,

KYW- Cleveland
. 50,000

WWJ- Detroit . . 5,000
WJIM -Lansing . 250
KDKA -Pittsburgh . 50,000

Southeast

Southwest

KFDM-Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christi . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRK- Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50,000

WLOS-Asheville .... 5.000
WCSC-Charleston, S. C. 5,000
WIST-Charlotte .... 5,000
WIS-Columb;a, S. C. . . 5,000
WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va. 5,000
WPTF-Raleigh-Durham . 50,000
WDBJ-Roanoke .... 5,000



"JAXIE"

JACKSONVILLE
BLUSHES WITH
PRIDE . . .

a<;ai\!

Distinguished

Achievement

AWARD

K
T In

f^ Cooperatio

with
D
A

The Medill Schoo

WFGA-TV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL STATION

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

•POT BUYS

TV BUYS
The National Brands, Div. of Sterling Drug, Inc., New York, is

going into various markets where it does not have network support,

for its Bayer Aspirin. The schedules start this month; minutes during

nighttime slots are being used. Frequency depends upon the market

The buyer is Bob Lazetera; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

Inc.. New York.

Family Products Division, Div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical

Co.. Morris Plains, N. J., is kicking off a campaign in about 35 mar-

kets for its Sportsman men's toiletries. The four-week schedules start

this month. Commercials of various lengths are being placed, during

both daytime and nighttime segments. Frequency varies from market

to market. The buyer is Delores Carbone; the agency is Norman,

Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York.

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York, is entering top markets to

push its paper products. The schedules start this month for .52 weeks.

News and weather shows are being used primarily. The buyer is Inez

Aimee; the agency is Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York.

M & M Candies, Chicago, is initiating a campiagn in top markets

throughout the country for its M & M's candy coated chocolate. The

52-week schedules begin this month. Minutes during nighttime peri-

ods are being scheduled, with frequencies varying. The buyer is

Frank Thompson; the agency is Ted Bates, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh, is lining up schedules

throughout the country to promote its Alcoa Wrap. The campaign

starts 2 January for six weeks. Minutes during daytime segments a

being purchased; frequency varies from market to market. The buyer

is Bill Phillips; the agency is Ketchum, MacLeod. & Grove, Inc.,

Pittsburgh.

American Home Foods, Div. of American Home Products Corp.,

New York, is preparing a campaign in about 65 markets for its Pizza

Pie. The short-termer starts 22 December. Minutes during daytime

slots are being bought. Frequency ranges from 35 announcements IB

the top markets to 12 in the smaller ones. The buyers are Riu

Young and Adelaide Hatton; the agency is Young & Rubicam, In

New York.

Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., is planning a campaign in i

kt'ts throughout the country for its Ford cars. The schedules (

short term, begin 4 December. Minutes during daytime periods I

being lined up. Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer ib'l

Allan Sacks; the agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
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KlugeRadlc
programraed
in good taste

to hold the

right audience

Radio time buyers across the

nation have learned from experience
that the character of the

programming determines the

character of the listening audience.
And it goes without saying that

the character of the audience is the
key factor in the pulling power
of good radio commercials.

^eZldio Stations deliver your
advertising to the customers
in the best position to do the most
for your products.

> Evening dress in gold leaf patterned SILK UME
by Lee Claire. Jewelry by D'Vers.

WEEP
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

WKDA WINE



Mark
this

market
on your list!

CENTRAL and SOUTH ALABAMA
• ••one of

Alabama's "Big Three"

WSFA-TV's
35 Alabama counties*

Population 1,109,600

Retoil Soles $ 770,551,000

Food Store Soles 200,215,000

Drug Store Soles 22,215,000

Automotive Soles 173,331,000

Gasoline Service Stotion Soles 68,402,000

Effective Buying Income $1,146,641,000

WSFA-TV dominates with 63.1% average share of audience

in the second largest Alabama market ... an area no other

medium or media combination can deliver!

These ratings were proved in a recent television survey

conducted for 16 TV stations in 25 Central and South
Alabama counties! One big reason for this outstanding

coverage? WSFA-TV has the TOP 60 SHOWS in an area

of over one million population, with three-quarters of a

billion dollars in retail sales!

Mark Central and South Alabama on your list . . . and
buy it with WSFA-TV!

*Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6 counties consistently proving
regular reception. Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

Data from Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May, 1958

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC. • WKY-TV AND WKY OKLAHOMA CITY • WTVT TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

Represented by the Katz Agency
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
22 NOVEMBER 1958

C«pyrlaht IS58

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Ballantine's 22-market buy of Bold Venture reveals this unique syndication

buying strategy: Bold Venture plus Highway Patrol in the same cities for double

barrelled impact.

Ballantine's two-way investment puts it in the same class of mammoth brewery syndica-

tion buyers as Budweiser, with U. S. Marshall^ and Falstaff, with State Trooper.

But unlike these two other regional campaigns which extend horizontally into as many
markets as possible, Ballantine's campaign is out to get maximum vertical impact by means of

two different shows in a limited number of eastern cities.

Cigarettes—another heavy traffic tv user—are this season for the first time

making big investments in syndication.

Brown and Williamson with its 19-market buy of Mackenzie's Raiders is the first to break

with tradition and get into first-run regional syndication.

Up to now, cigarettes have been a big factor only in spot markets: Camels in many cities

with several shows, Marlboro with Mike Hammer in New York, and others.

The full-scale order of Schlitz for $10,000 worth of posters, cards and display

materials to promote Flight points up the fact that only two kinds of syndication

advertisers are major p-o-p users.

They are:

1) Sponsors with strong distributor relationships.

2) Retail advertisers at liberty to assign their own display space.

But other kinds of advertisers, lacking the franchises on display space for program mer-

chandising, generally still shy away from it—to create a $1 million-a-year headache for the film

companies.

The long-time healthy status of Los Angeles independents in local live produc-

tion is finally paying off with leadership in tape syndication over other production

centers.

At last count, there were sixteen Los Angeles-originated programs being offered to adver-

tisers and stations via tape syndication.

A tape show must pass through a crucial evolutionary phase—paying for itself with under

$3,000 a week in local ad money until syndication success is assured.

Only therefore a few program types such as these will probably have good chances of

survival

:

• One-set dramas on justice, law and human relations.

• Intimate music shows—minus extravaganza settings.

• Personalities that don't require fancy production backgrounds.

Here are some of the tape shows already making the agency and station rounds:

KTLA, L.A.

Detective show

Friday Dance Party

Guy Mitchell show

Jazz show

Municipal Court

Night Court

Police Station

Youth Court

KTTV, L.A.

Courtmartial

Divorce Court

John J. Anthony

Juke Box Jury

Juvenile Court

Town Hall Party

KCOP, L.A.

George Jessel Show-

People's Court
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FILM-SCOPE ^"""•""^^/...

An Aiiipex tape demonstration team in Toronto suddenly found themselves

pressed into emergency duty by the CBC and NBC.
In showing the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation how to pick up a news break, NBC re-

quested they come in to cover tiie Halifax miner's rescue in place of their own feed to New
York, which was in a technical snag.

COMMERCIALS According to data revealed by the Film Producers Association last

week, New York City remains a predominate force in the SlOO-million film commercials

industry.

A couple factors cited by the FPA in this regard:

1

)

About 85% of the nation^s film commercials are produced in New York,

with Hollywood accounting for about 10' < and the rest of the country, around 5%.

2) The increase of production on the New York end is reflected in the rise of NY'C per-

mits for location filming: 513 for the first 10 months of 1958 as compared to 296 for

the like period of 1957 and 165 in 1956.

Andre Sarrut, the "French Walt Disney," is entering the American commer-
cials field via an affiliation with Telefrance, a new subsidiary of Fred Niles Produc-

tions of Chicago.

The Continent's largest producer of animated commercials is Sarruts firm, La Comete,

which does two-thirds of its business in exports, mostly to England, Canada and Italy.

Like Disney, Sarrut has a roomful of trophies and awards for animation— but unlike

Disney, Sarrut is a major factor in his country's tv commercials business.

An economical story-board technique has been devised to test tv commercials

before production.

Instead of spending $8 to 12 thousand on a commercial and then testing it, a technique

developed by L. L. Louft Productions will make sound film story-board commercials for

around $150 each.

Cost of a set of experiments including both the commercials and audience tests

is estimated to be between $1,500 and $2,000.

Telestudios, which is merging as a leading independent producer of tape com-

mercials, stated this week that contrary to some printed reports there was no juris-

dictional question about the playing of non-NABET-made tape on the NBC TV or

ABC TV.

In fact, said Telestudios, its tapes—made by IBEW members

—

have been telecast on

all three networks the past several months.

Commercial frames: Sturm Studios, pioneers in color commercials and in "roloscope"

to combine animation with live-action photography, has taken larger quarters at 49 West 45th

Street, New York City . . . Transfilm Incorporated won a Golden Gate award at the San

Francisco International Film festival for production of Fnergelically Yours for the Standard

Oil Company (New Jersey), the only business-sponsored fihn to be honored there . . . Michael

V. Stehney is new executive tv producer of Wilding-TV in Chicago . . . Fred Niles spoke

before the Milwaukee Advertising Club . . . Robert Lawrence opened its Chicago office at

230 N. Michigan . . . Studying American commercial tv are Dr. H. Lommerzheim and Volker
|

von Collande of UFA-Berlin, guests in Chicago of William L. Klein of United Film and Re- i

cording Studios.
j

i

I
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What's happening in U. S. GovernmenJ.

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK

•PtNSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

22 NOVEMBER 1958
'^^^^ Miami channel 10 license moved one step closer to what appears to be al-

so rTubli cations INC
niost certain cancellation, and the Pittsburgh channel 4 license seemed to be head-

ing into similar jeopardy.

The week was dominated by past and present actions of the Harris House Commerce

Legislative Oversight subcommittee. The effects continue to shake the television structure.

Bordering on the sensational were the latest subcommittee hearings, on Pitts-

burgh channel 4.

This is the channel now held by a merger of two applicants, Television City and Hearst's

WCAE, Inc., with the merged company retaining the name of Television City.

The hearings opened with rumors to the effect that former FCC chairman George C.

McConnaughey had solicited a bribe of $50,000 from TV City and of $20,000 per year for

10 years in legal fees from WCAE.

The hearings closed in a direct switch, with TV City president Earl Reed virtually ac-

cused of spreading the rumors for his own purposes. The subcommittee asked the Jus-

tice Department to investigate whether Reed had committed criminal libel against

McConnaughey. It virtually demanded that the FCC reopen the case for possible license

cancellation.

All of the rumors about the $50,000 and most of the talk about the $200,000 was

traced back to Reed and TV City official Lee Eckles. Eckles said he heard about the $50,000

in a 1:30 a.m. phone call from Reed. Reed, on the other hand, claimed not to remember

where he had heard the rumors, except that they were widely circulated.

Eckles quoted Reed as saying he had gotten a phone call from an unidentified intermedi-

ary asking the $50,000 and giving Reed 24 hours to pay. Reed's testimony contained noth-

ing about such a phone call.

McConnaughey flatly denied any bribe solicitations. His administrative assistant at

the FCC and the man who went along with him to set up a law association with George Sut-

ton, Robert L'Heureux, denied having heard anything about it. Sutton denied knowing any-

thing about it.

L'Heureux said McConnaughey had told him Reed offered a bribe of $10,000 in law

business for the Ohio law firm of McConnaughey's son. McConnaughey said he liadn't con-

sidered it a bribe offer, since no mention was made of his vote, and that's why he hadn't

reported the offer.

This case is before the same grand jury which indicted Richard Mack and Thurman

Whiteside in the Miami channel 10 case, but no action has yet been taken on Pittsburgh chan-

nel 4. FCC reconsideration is held certain, whatever the grand jury might do.

Other developments of the week M'hich dealt with alleged wrongdoing in chan-

nel applications.

• Special hearing examiner Horace Stern heard final arguments on the cases of the four

applicants for Miami channel 10. The Justice Department and FCC general counsel had asked

PST, National Airline subsidiary, have its license cancelled, that Col. Katzentine's WKAT be

disqualified and that North Dade Video receive similar treatment.

• The Supreme Court refused to hear the St. Louis Amusement case against the

FCC. The bone of contention: CBS TV's purchase of St. Louis channel 4 and channel 11

allocation.

y
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
22 NOVEMBER 1958

copyriBhi i»58 roiiie-on t

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

A tv coniinercial firm some l.SOO miles from New York has added this business

e-on:

A round-trip plane fare for one person—whether used or not.

A Midwest station has come up with a new sampling twist to latch onto prospects.

The station advises a likely customer that his blurb has been selected as the "Commer-
cial of the Month" and that he is entitled to a daily announcement for a month at no

charge.

Nehi's advertising department has found a quick way to handle the frequent at-

tempts of bottlers to function as copy experts.

The standard form of acknowledgement: Thank you for your idea; we are submitting

it to our legal department.

That usually stops 'em cold.

Heres a measure of how agency overhead has gone up : Trainees in media depart-

ments are now in the $80-$85 bracket. Not so long ago, $50-$60 was a good starting stipend.

A check by SPONSOR shows that the range in the medium-and-big-sized agencies for as-

sistant timebuyers is $6,000-$7,500 and for head timebuyers, $12-$18,000.

The range for associate media directors: $13,000-$25,000.

Leonard Goldenson and Ollie Treyz have personally involved themselves in

ABC TV's drive to strengthen its clearance situation in two-station major markets.

It's not uncommon for them to come calling on the station's management with the

latest data on the network's progress (both in business and ratings) and offer to talk sympa-

thetically about compensation.

Among the particular points of interest are Rochester and Syracuse.

Take it from some Madison Avenue media directors: Tv may have arrived at the

status of No. 1 medium, but it's still got quite a selling job cut out for itself when

the next round of annual budget planning begins.

Here's how these executives see it: Some of the promotional theses about tv's successes

are beginning to get threadbare; so the industry could stand a new and fresh coat of glamour

paint—particularly as to how tv influences buying and consuming habits, and how big

a sales volume it can deliver for expenditure.

P&G*8 brass won't talk about it, but this behavior pattern appears to be more than

mere rumor

:

One thing that the Cincinnati giant is super-cautious about is to avoid damaging a me-

dium because of sheer P&G advertising weight.

Case #1: During the recession, it asked CBS TV whether its billings position

would be seriously impaired if P&G cut back. The network answered in the affirmative.

And the cut didn't go through.

Case #1: Back in the 30s, the Sunday supplements were asked a similar ques-

tion. They rhccrily said it would be alright, so P&G pulled out for a while.
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ADVERTISERS

Two ac-tive tv advertisers are em-

broiled in a patent suit.

Remington Rand Eleetrie Shav-

ers filed a three-count complaint

against Sunbeam Corp. in the U. S.

District Court of Illinois last week.

Reason: Remington alleges infringe-

ment of patent right to component

parts of its "Rollectric*' Shaver, featur-

ing three twin heads and rollers on the

market since July 1956.

The complaint charges that "Sun-

beam Rollmaster," introduced in the

fall of this year, has virtually identical

triple twin heads and rollers. In addi-

tion, its' nanje infringes Remington's

registered trade mark.

Foo<l and groeery products topped

the list of product classifications

in combined estimated expendi-

tures for the January-June 1958
period, according to TvB.

Here's the combined I network and

spot! expenditures of the top 10 tv

advertisers by classification, for the

first six months, 1958:

(add 000)

$118,806

64,574

46,215

46,191

43,463

32,856

24,176

19,234

17,126

1) Food & grocery

2) Cosmetics & toiletries

3) Drug

4) Tobacco

5) Household laundry

6) Automotive

7) Ale, beer, wine

8) Confections, soft drinks

9) Dental products

10) Household cleaners,

cleansers, polishes, waxes 15,035

I
WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Pirate pitcher: (.,\

„.,. .,f Conlir X: Co. v^akr-up show xi.i KDK \. Pittshuijih.

.i.HOO p<-oph-, climaxinji Cordic's "Hii( k T\uo\>. hv/' pioinotion

Here are the top 10 spot tv adver-

tisers by classification, for the same

period

:

1) Food & grocery

2 ) Cosmetics & toiletries

3

1

Ale. beer, wine

4) Drug products

5

1

Household laundr\

6) Tobacco

7) Confections, soft drinks

8) Gasoline, lubricants

9) Dental products

10) Consumer services

I add 000

1

S65.588

24.109

21.002

20.401

18.652

16,990

13.926

12,103

8,186

7,252

Source: LNA-BAR; N. C. Rorabaugh

Campaigns:
• Italian Swiss Colony's new

Capella Red Table Wine will be intro-

duced in key California markets via

more than 125 one-minute tv spots per

week. Theme: "Ring the chapel chimes

... a new wine is born!" Agency:

Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner.

San Francisco.

• P-I-P Stamps, Inc., is launch

The winner: Ralph Head (seated), v. p. ami

dir. of marketing at BBDO, gets free vacation

certificate from Al Stone, nat'l sales mgr.,

WCSC. Charleston. Watching, John Thomp

son ( 1) . v.p. and radio sales mgr.. PGW and

Rol.ert Teter, v.p. and dir. of radio at PGW

Into the air: When the International Chiefs

of Police held their convention in Miami.

WGBS put its helicopter into service. Here

managing director Bernard Neary H) and

Chief ui Police Ileadley (extreme rii:lili

aho , sho police Mia Iralln



ing a campaign in the St. Louis Metro-

politan area of trading stamps which

may be redeemable in life insurance,

called the Dollar Stamp Plan. Tv spots

plus a heavy radio saturation coverage

will be used, including the giving of

10.000 dollar stamps by d.j.'s over

KWK, St. Louis. Agency: Gardner.

• Aunt Penny's White Sauce, a

product of Sunnyvale Packing Co. of

California, will make its bow in Janu-

ary in the Phoenix and' Tucson area,

via tv and radio spots, supported by

print. Agency: Honig-Cooper, Har-

rington & Miner.

Strictly personnel: Patrick J. Fla-

herty, formerly at Grant Advertising.

appointed a brand publicity manager

in the public relations division of Lever

. Bros. . . . Jack House, named adver-

tising manager of Taylor-Reed Corp.

,
. . . Ralph Maulin, to director of

marketing at Derby Foods, Chicago

. . . Howard Fairman, promoted to

district sales manager of RCA Whirl-

pool appliances . . . Howard Clay-

poole, director of marketing for

Reddi-Wip, Inc., and Frank Ansel,

named general sales manager of the

company . . . Andrew E. Sirasky,

named sales service manager of Rem-

pel Manufacturing, Inc., Akron.

AGENCIES

Emil Mogul spoke about the "bad
apples" in the broadcasting indus-

try before the largest group of

timebuyers ever to enroll in the

RTES Seminars, at the Hotel Lex-

ington in New York last week.

Some of the "evils" he cited: 1)

"rate structure in spot radio and tv

—devised for national advertisers who
employ the medium for quickie cam-

paigns and advertise on an in-again-

out-again basis. 2 ) traffic time and
premium rates. We find ourselves

obliged to pay extra for premium pro-

grams because the time is sold out to

advertisers who buy 10 or 12 spots per

week for short-term campaigns and are

willing to pay premium prices for it.

3 ) "off-card rate deals."

Solution: "one price should exist

for every advertiser in each category.

Rates should hs based on frequency

use and continuous year-round use of

the medium."

Merger: between J. R. Pershall Co.

of Chicago and Reach, McClinton &
Co. The agency will now be dubbed

Reach, McClinton & Pershall.

Chief officers: J. R. Pershall becomes

president and Charles Dallas Reach,

chairman of the board.

Billings: With Pershall's 18 accounts

at $2 million, the total billings of the

merged agency is $20 million.

New headquarters: K&E opens its

office in the Meadows Building. N. Cen-

tral Expressway in Dallas this week.

In charge: Alfred C. Gary . . . Sam
Groden, Inc., to expanded quarters

at 10 E. 52nd Street. New York . . .

Minutemaii Johnny Bell, d.j. on KYW,
Cleveland, is about to promote city's Pedes-

Safety Month—instead blocks traffic

nd is hauled to jail for violating safety rules

i)dels Lucy Sims (1) and Corinne John

[lading the streets of Nashville in fire c

iding folks to watch debut

series Rescue 8 via WSM-TV



Hays Adverlising to 30 Elinwood Ave-

nue in Burlington. Vt. . . . New Agen-

cy: Frank Barth Advertising, at

34 W. 46th Street. New York.

Agency appointments: Heinekens

Holland Beer. Whithread's English

Pale Ale and Mackenson's English

Stout—all distributed by Van Munch-

ing & Co.. New York, to MacManus,
John & Adams, Inc. . . . Gifts By

Wire. Inc. to Grant Advertising's

Miami office . . . The Lane Co. of

Altavista, Va.. to Doyle Dane Bern-

bach . . . The Tasti-Cup Coffee Corp.

to Roy S. Durstine, Inc., New York

. . . The United States National Bank,

to Armstrong, Fenton & Vinson,

Inc., San Diego . . . Gingiss Bros..

Chicago, to Olian & Bronner, Inc.,

Chicago . . . The International School

of Photography, to Wunderman, Ri-

cotta & Kline, Inc. . . . F. H. Peavey

& Co., Minneapolis, to John W. For-

ney, Inc., Minneapolis, for Russell-

Miller Milling Co., a Peavey affiliate.

Peavey Elevators, Peavey Feed Mills

and Peavey Lumber Yards.

Advertising Council citation: to 17

agencies for their contribution to the

Quality
Negro

radio down
South J
JACKSON

LITTLE ROCK

SHREVEPORT

Rl RMI Mr: W A M 'BIRMINGHAM

national welfare. Among the agencies

awarded for public service campaigns:

J. Walter Thompson; Campbell-Ewald;

Foote, Cone & Belding; McCann-Erick-

son and Young & Rubicam.

The citations were made at the Coun-

cils annual Awards luncheon last week.

Also awarded: Ernest J. Hodges,
v.p. of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, Inc.,

San Francisco, named the "Outstand-

ing Young Advertising Man of the

Year 1958" by the Association of Ad-

vertising Men & Women, Inc.. of New
York.

Anniversary: Joseph P. Braun,
media director, v.p. and member of

the board of directors at Kenyon &

Eckhardt, Inc., honored at a luncheon

marking his 25th year with the agency.

They were made v.p.'s: Don Ten-
nant, v.p. in charge of tv film at Leo

Burnett . . . Edward F. Blatz, v.p. at

Compton . . . Deane Coords, v.p. of

K&E ... Lee Garfield, of Doner &

Peck . . . Herb Zeltner, v.p. and as-

sistant media director of Lennen &

Newell . . . William McLaughlin
and J. Richard Schmidt, v.p.'s of

Farson, Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati

. . . J. R. McCue, to senior executive

v.p.; Roy Sandberg, executive v.p.

and member of the board; Delmar
Gurley, to v.p.; and F. W. Pain,

general media director for the Racine

and Chicago offices of Western Adver-

tising Agency, Chicago.

Fred Nahas resigned as president of

KXYZ, in Houston, to become a part-

ner in the Kamin Advertising Agency.

of Houston. The company will now be

known as Kamin-Nahas-Blumberg,
Inc.

More on personnel news: W. B.

Wilbraham, director of merchandis-

ing for the Detroit office of Grant Ad-

vertising . . . Robert Anthony, mar-

keting director for Rossi and Co., De-

troit . . . Robert Meisner, director of

program information, U. S. Broadcast

Checking Corp. . . . Charles Holch-

kiss, radio/tv account executive at

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . Rich-

ard Lander, assistant account execu-

tive, EWR&R, Philadelphia . . . Her-

bert Hobler, formerly v.p. in charge

of sales at TelePrompter, in his own

business as an independent sales spe-

cialist and consultant.

Personnel, continued: Richar<
Fishel, to sales promotion director ii

the Philadelphia office of EWR&R . .

Robert Wright, Jr., named creativi

director at Hogan. Rose & Co., Knox
ville . . . Jack Gillies, account execu

tive at BBDO, Los Angeles . . . Jessr

Lehman, account executive in th(

Chicago office of C&W . . . Johr

Saunders and Robert Knapp, ac

count executives at Campbell-Ewah

. . . Julian Koenig, copy supervisoi

at Doyle Dane Bernbach ... Dr. Hal

bert Robinson, named research di

rector at Honig-Cooper, Harrington i

Miner, San Francisco.

ASSOCIATIONS

TvB concluded its fourth annual

meeting for members yesterdajl

(21 November) at the WaldoH
Astoria in New York.

Highlighting the affair:

The premier of its new three-part

film presentation Plus Over Normal

which deals with the $3.5 billion ad

vertising account that no one has. and

poses the question — Should retailers

turn gray flannel?

Principal speaker: Carroll M
Shanks, president of the Prudential

Insurance Co. of America.

National Tv Week, celebrated thi>

past week, featured appearances b)

NAB representatives on network and

local tv programs originating in New

York and Washington.

Among the main speakers, Harold

E. Fellows, president, told viewer^

that "tv has only one boss—the pub-

lic," and "neither the government nor,

critics, appointed or self appointed,

should dictate."

SAG will hold a meeting this Tuesday

(25 November) for its Southern Call

fornia membership to discuss:

1 I The recent developments in the

videotape situation and

21 Proposals that SAG merge with

AFTRA.

They received awards: Lee Bristol,

chairman of the board of Bristol-Myers

and Lewis Gruber, president of P.

Loriliard. honored for outstanding!

contribution to American advertisinj

\ Please turn to palie 69)
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TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG
. . . market on the move!

Aluminum rod coils into the air — guided and sped

through processes that draw out wire for important,

multiple nation-wide uses. General Cable Corporation is

one more example of progressive industry on the move
in the MARKET ON THE MOVE . . . TAMPA — ST.

PETERSBURG . . . contributing to the amazing business

growth that's put the Twin Cities of the South in THE
TOP 30 MARKETS—now 30th in retail sales, 4th na-

tionally in freight car unloadings, 27th in automotive sales.

j

And, keeping pace with this growth is the station on the

I
move—WTVT—first in total share of audience* with 30

of the top 50 programs*. WTVT, with highest-rated CBS
I

and local shows, blankets and penetrates the MARKET-
ON-THE-MOVE . . . TAMPA—ST. PETERSBURG.

stafion on the move...

WTVT
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

^m Channel 13

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV
I

WKY-RADIO WSFA-TV
Oklahoma City Oklahoma City Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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How many puffs in a station breali-

or when does sales resistance become resentment
'

Be sure to shoot in COLOR .

YouMI be glad you did

Here's another place where film comes into the pictur.

I *„»:— :. -.--w ^ith cor""'"-'-:''l< on fi/m-

«v... ..w...~ntbefc._,

Important, too -film gives you full control of tii

station . . . keeps you in the driver's seat all the w(

• ' ' ' 'lite — or color . . . there's on Eastma

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.



' W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

by the Advertising, Publishing and

Communications Divisions of the Fed-

eration of Jewish Philanthropies . . .

Wallace R. Watkins, copywriter at

Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, named
Copywriter of the Year by the Chicago

Copywriters Club at its second annual

Spotlight dinner last week.

A flurry of international activity

last week underlined the increas-

ing importance of out-of-country

income to the film companies:

• A Ziv study revealed that inter-

national sales for September and Oc-

tober of this year were 40.2% ahead

of comparable business last year.

• NTA closed with Revlon on How
to Marry a Millionaire for major Ca-

nadian markets.

• Spence Caldwell of Caldwell Ltd.

was in New York for confabs with Les

Harris of CBS Films and John Mc-

Millan of Associated Rediffusion of

London — Caldwell's being Canadian

reps for both these film companies.

Ziv's plunge into German-language
production marks the emergence of

that country as a major buyer of

American films. The two shows to be

dubbed are District Attorney and

Tombstone Territory. Meanwhile, Span-

ish dubbing will start on Bat Master-

son and on subsequent series of High-

way Patrol and Sea Hunt.

Saturation of Australian and Japa-

nese markets is also a new sales tar-

get. Ziv has 25 shows televised in

Australia and 14 in Japan : new deals are

for Bat Masterson, Mackenzie's Raid-

ers, Rough Riders, West Point, Men
of Annapolis, Favorite Story, Mr. Dis-

trict Attorney, I Led Three Lives, Cor-

liss Archer and Eddie Cantor Comedy
Theatre— all in Australia; and Bat

Masterson, Highway Patrol and Sea

Hunt in Japan . . . Manila in the Philip-

pines signed for West Point, Men of

Annapolis, Corliss Archer, Science Fic-

tion Theatre, Boston Blackie, The Un-

expected and others . . . Argentina pur-

chased eight programs; Lima, Peru,

three; and El Salvador, one.

More sales: MGM-TV's Passing Pa-

rade series signed by WDEF-TV, Chat-

tanooga; KPRC-TV, Houston; WBNS-

TV, Columbus, and in Nashville by

Hester Batteries. Also, Our Gang

comedies to KPRC-TV, Houston;

WDEF-TV, Chattanooga; and KFVS-
TV, Cape Girardeau.

New programs: Official Films will

distribute Counter Thrust, a new se-

ries to be made by Lynn-Romero Pro-

ductions.

Licensing: CNP-NBC Merchandising

reports retail sales of $11/; million on

The Price Is Right game, made by

Lowell Toy Co.

Promotions: KETV, Omaha, is us-

ing a six-foot scale model of the Snark

missile in the station lobby to call at-

tention to its Flight series . . . WHTN-
TV, Huntington, W. Va., reproduced

historic newspapers to premiere Mack-

enzie's Raiders, sponsored by Canada

Dry and Vietti Foods . . . NTA Filra

Network will hold a trade contest

among 63 station promotion managers

for Shirley Temple Film Festival, with

vacations, furs and appliances as prizes.

Strictly personnel: NTA last week

made appointments in three different

areas: in administration. Burton I.

Lippman was made company comp-

troller; in station sales, these four new
account executives were named

—

Law-
lence Gershman, John Fernandez,
Marshall Karp and Peter Yaman—
to handle NTA outlets WNTA-TV and

WNTA-AM & FM in New York plus

KMSP-TV in Minneapolis -St. Paul;

and finally, in its British operations,

William Gilbert was appointed as-

sistant to NTA-UK managing director

Vernon Burns . . . Telestar Films has

created posts for three v.p.'s, each

heading up a new division in that

firm's expanding sales force: John P.

Rohrs will be v.p. in charge of the

central division ; vice presidents for the

eastern and western division are ex-

pected to be elected shortly.

RADIO STATIONS

WPTR, Albany-Schenectady-Troy,

opened the doors of its new studio

to some 250 civic leaders, adver-

tisers and agency personnel an<l

press last week.
The occasion : ceremonies dedicating



the rem.Kk'k'd studios ami declaring its

l.uati.Mi as ••WITH H..ul.'\ard."

New plan for buying I'm time: de-

veloped h\ FM Unlimited, Chicago-

based fm representative, it gives agen-

cies a chance to bu) a package of a

few fm stations in the same market or

area with one order and with special

"network" discounts. FMU selects sta-

tions with various program formats to

reach a varied audience.

Not all radio is bought by num-
bers: The Good Music Stations

seem to be doing well by just sell-

ing class audience, a la the fm
stations.

The GM group now lists among its

advertisers DuPont. Time, Canada Dry,

TWA, Capitol Airlines. Mercury and

General Cigar.

On the "brick-throwing" front

:

KDKA, Pittsburgh, packed in a ca-

pacity crowd of 3.800 in the city's

Syria Mosque last week, climaxing its

latest promotion for its Rege Cordic

& Company morning show. High-

lighting the affair was the selection of

"Miss Brick Throw" and a three-hour

\ariet\ show, which included a zanv

ni()\ ie dubbed "Brick Throw and Man-
kind" written by and starring Cordic

and his Companv. I For further illus-

tration, see PlCTl RE WRAP-IP.)

Other ideas at work:

• KAKC, Tulsa, and the Pepsi-Cola

Bottling Co. of Tulsa combined forces

recently to stage a direct mail promo-

tion for both the station and the bot-

tling company. The mailing: empty

Pepsi cartons to retail outlets in the

area, telling of their saturation spot

campaign via KAKC. resulting in emp-

ty Pepsi cartons throughout Tulsa.

Company carried a 13-week campaign

on the station, dubbed a "Spotacular."

• Finding a needle in a hay-

stack: This was the gist of a contest

held to raise money for the United

Fund. Wilson's Furniture Co. of Phoe-

nix donated the money—and KPHO,
the air time. The contest: Two teams

from the Boy's Club of Phoenix scram-

bled through two huge stacks of hay to

find two regular sewing needles. At

stake: $100 to the United Fund in the

winning team's name; S15 for the win-

ning club's treasurv; $10 for the losing

team; and $2 for the bo) first finding

the needle. KPHO was on hand to

broadcast the activities.

• WHK, Cleveland, is launching a

Christmas campaign to help folks who
are having trouble buying gifts be-

cause of coming automobile payments.

The station, as a holiday gift, will pay

some listener's car payment due for one

month.

• On the screwball side: Mort
Crowle>. of KW^K, St. Louis, ended

his marathon broadcast per doctor's

orders after remaining on air for 51

hours. Listeners were asked to send in

estimates of how long he could survive

on air. Winner will receive more than

$500 worth of merchandise.

• WCKR, Miami, is sending out

Magic Race sheets to promote its daily

airing at the races. The "magic" sheet,

when lit with a cigarette, causes six

horses to start racing.

• Putting car thieves on the

spot: WHB, Kansas City, began air-

ing its new public service

—

Hot Car

Report. It features information on

stolen cars, and asks listeners to be on

the prowl for them.

(Please turn to page 73 I

IN PITTSBURGH...

taJke TAJE
and see
Nothing like a spot of TAE to perk up your

Pittsburgh schedule. Exclusives like the MGM film

package, on-location Telecom news coverage.

Pittsburgh's most elaborate production set-up,

%iake TAE-time so stimulating!

WTAE is new; so pick up the prime spots

while they're hot. Take TAE and see.

But first see your Katz man.

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
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"don't give me
a page'

says HERB MARTIN
Southern Maiiager of SPOHSOR

bniart trade advertising gives you a competitive edge

lor station or market, as surely as does smart selling

or smart programing.

If you don't believe this, don't "give me a page."

Save the dough. You'll need it when the competition

zeroes in.

If you do believe this, don't "give me a page. " (;i\'e me,

instead, your confidence and careful consideration. Let's work

together to analyze objectives and methods. Let's buy space

as carefully as you buy equipment or Him.

For most objectives, SPONSOR is basic. We cover, in addition

to timebuyers, the remainder of the team that buys

the time, and they're all important to you.

Ask me to prove it.

P.S. Did you know that sponsor has a nrw first the

first job title breakdovMi of circulation in the broadcast

field? We show exactly what our 12,000 subscribers

do. Did you see the brand new SRDS survey of trade

paper reading preferences? Ask 'em for it.

SPONSOIl
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS 15!



• WCUE, Akron, has launched an-

other campaign to help a needy family

this Thanksgiving. Titled "Dimes and

Dollars for Dave," the station is asking

for some $600 a family needs for medi-

cal bills.

• A plug for d.j.'s: Don MacKin-

non, of KJOA, Des Moines, decided to

take a city-wide d.j. popularity poll.

He asked listeners to phone in their

favorite man, and within five hours

the station was swamped with 2,796

calls.

• WTMT, Louisville, ran a safe-

cracking contest, complete with repeat-

ed clues to the combination, and $1,700

to the one who cracked it. The winner:

Earl Stark, and assistant manager of

the Lincoln Bank and Trust Co.

Station purchases: WKIX AM &

FM, Raleigh, N. C, by the WKIX
Broadcasting Co. . . . WRNB, New
Bern, N. C, to WiUiam W. Jefferay.

Thisa and Data: On the editorializ-

ing front: KCBS, San Francisco, aired

its first editorial during election week,

re a state proposition, marking it as

the first network station in the area to

editorialize . . . WINS, New York, sells

a half-hour of horror: to Martinson's

Coffee, for its Sunday midnight read-

ing of horror stories ... To promote

international understanding, KTUL,
Tulsa, sent an invitation, via a phone

call to the director of Moscow radio,

to a Russian family to spend the holi-

days in the U.S.A.

Kudos : WAVZ, New Haven, present-

ed with its fourth consecutive national

safety award from the New Haven Safe-

ty Council . . . KONO, San Antonio,

two awards for news coverage from the

Texas Associated Press Broadcasters

Association . . . William Kaland, na-

tional program manager of the West-

inghouse Broadcasting Co., cited by
the American Medical Women's Asso-

ciation for "distinguished service to

the medical profession and the Ameri-

can public."

Anniversaries: To celebrate its first

year, WYDE, Birmingham, delivered

hula hoops to advertisers saying

"round WYDE business is rolling" . . .

' WMIK, Middlesboro, Ky., is using the

I

theme of "Leadership" for observing

I
its 10th year . . . George Reynolds,
v.p. and technical director at WSM,
Nashville, celebrating his 30th year at
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the gal women listen to...

and talk to

•••in the

Twin Cities!

Mary Jo Tierney
"FOR WOMEN ONLY"

10 toll A. M. Daily

Lively Mary Jo Tierney keeps "ForWomen
Only" bubbling from phone calls to per-

suasive, conversational sales talks. When
she recommends a product, it's a friend

speaking—and women listen—and buy.

Available in minutes and quarter hour
segments.

new as tomorrow

MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL WTCN RADIO

Affiliole, Americ



It's this easy
to get programs and sponsors together, anytime

When television programs and commercials are recorded on Videotape*, they can be scheduled to run in

almost any combination and at any time. Stations can dovetail schedules for local, network and special

events quickly and easily. "Live" spots can be run at any availability. And both can be timed to reach

pre-selected audiences.

And with Videotape, stations can plan more "local live" programs. . . increase the number of "local live"

commercials. . . build up station income.

But this is just part of the story. Let us tell you how completely the Ampex VR-1000 Videotape Recorder is

changing the face of television. Write today.

CONVERTS TO COIOR ANYTIME • UVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

350 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
in Principal Cities

.-^yy ^i^v-jmsL
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the station with membership in the Na-

tional Life and Accident Insurance

Co.'s 30-year club.

Station staffers: William Z. Rozan,

appointed general manager of KXYZ,
Houston . . . Parke Blanton, to pro-

gram director. WBNS. Columbus, Ohio

. . . Paul Dawson, program manager,

WKJG. Ft. Wayne . . . Lincoln Hil-

bert, merchandising manager, WLW
& WLW-TV, Cincinnati . . . Steve

Marko, program director. WMET, Mi-

ami . . . Donald MacLachlan, gen-

eral manager of KIKK. Bakersfield . . .

Jim Randolph, program director,

KGFJ. Hollywood . . . Thomas Mag-

er, merchandising manager. WABC,
\ew York . . . Joan Heverin, sales-

promotion manager and Barton Fel-

lows, account executive, WMCA, New
York . . . William Valenteen, to the

sales staff at WNAR. Norristown . . .

Franklin Hobbs, named promotion

director of WISK. Minneapolis.

More on station staffer: Bill

Bengston, promoted to business man-

ager, KSO, Des Moines . . . Alan

Baer, named local sales manager,

WWOL, Buffalo . . . Christopher

Drake, to the sales staff at WILD,
Boston . . . Robert Paris, to the local

sales staff, WIBC, Indianapolis . . .

; Dick Paul, promotion director,

WBRE-AM-TV, Wilkes-Barre . . . Tom
' Hawkins, public relations director,

;

KGFJ, Hollywood . . . Sam Serota,

public service director, WPEN, Phila-

delphia . . . Bruce Parker, merchan-

dising director, KSON, San Diego . . .

Alan Herbert, to the staff of WHIO,
Davton.

REPRESENTATIVES

^ estinghouse Broadcasting Co.

will switch its national sales rep-

resentation for six of its radio sta-

tions to AM Radio Sales Corp., ef-

fective 1 July, 1959.
In announcing the choice of reps,

WBC's Don McGannon said:

"After four months of study, this de-

< i-ion has been made because AM Ra-

iliu Sales embodies so many of the de-

firaijle characteristics and capacities

that we feel are necessary in future rep-

resentation."

Officers of the rep firm include Ralph

Atlass, president, and Wilmot H. Losee,

general manager. The rep company is

partially owned by WBC.

CBS TV Spot Sales has set up its

own client relations department.

Reason, according to Bruce Bryant,

general manager: "to give clients addi-

tional service and to expose them to

the facts about spot tv."

Officers of the new department: La-

mont L. Thompson, director and

Sherman Adler, head of the Midwest

office of the client relations department.

Blair-Tv has been offering a Test Mar-

ket Plan to advertisers interested in

testing the effectiveness of their adver-

tising.

It's a market research service, con-

ducted by Pulse, consisting of .500 per-

sonal in-home interviews, before and

after the ad campaign.

Right now, the rep firm is circulat-

ing a brochure highlighting some of

these surveys conducted during the past

year.

Personnel changes at Avery-Knod-

el : Thomas White, named acting di-

rector of tv sales; Philip Waterman,
to the tv sales staff; Thomas Morris

to the sales promotion writing staff:

William McKee, to sales develop-

ment; and Robert Horwitz, to the

sales staff.

A-K was also appointed national reps

for WKBW-TV, Buffalo.

More personnel news: Willis In-

gersoll and Edward Forester, to the

New York tv sales staff of the Katz

Agency . . . Charles Trainor, named

manager of Adam Young's Atlanta of-

fice . . . Jim Alspaugh, transferred

to New York as v. p. in charge of radio

for H-R Reps, Inc. Also. Hal Chase,

promoted to manager of H-R's San

Francisco office and James Cravagan,

to the radio sales staff in San Fran-

TV STATIONS

Spot tv expenditures for the third

quarter, 1958, represents the high-

est third quarter in spot tv history,

according to the latest TvB-N. C.

Rorabaugh report.

The figure, $113,184,000 represents

a 21.6^^^ increase over the same period

last year.

The breakdown of the $113 million I

10,000 miles away

but I'm sold "live"

^€

Captain Fortune

KPIX Television (Westinghouse)

"We Videotaped* my programs
before I left for a 3 -week assign-

ment in Brussels. I went on look-

ing 'live' on an uninterrupted

schedule in San Francisco. My
clients were happy— and there

was no loss in station revenue."

CORPORATION
907 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
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tlie only
Buffa.10
Staition
tlia.t ca.11

paiss tlie

"Thmivaiy
Test''

COMING EAST to the New York State

Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO
loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST on the Thruway, you
pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear,

just past Syracuse.

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in

the $4 billion Western New York
market (plus big bonus audience in

Canada and on the Thruway) buy
WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes . . .

1,000,000 cars.

BUYWGR
c

BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

as to type of spots used and money

spent on each

:

SEGMENT BILLINGS %
Announcements* §84,363,000 74.5

Programs 18,161,000 16.1

ID'S 10,660,000 9.4

"Includes participations

Tv to be sold on tv: TvB has put out

an on-the-air industry promotion cam-

paign for its member stations via spe-

cially created animated 10- and 20-

second tv spots.

Under the overall theme of "People
' Are Sold on Tv" the spots started

during National Tv Week, and will be

continued on a year-round basis.

Agency for the campaign: The
Wexton Co.

Ideas at work:
• Name the network, win an oil

well: KAKE-TV, Wichita, is holding

a contest for agency personnel. Pur-

pose: to find a name for the three-sta-

tion Kansas network (which also in-

cludes KTVC. Dodge City, and KAYS-
TV, Hays). Prize: a share in a pro-

ducing oil lease, which could amount

to $10,000 or sell the lease at $.5,000.

Contest closes 12 December.

• When WCKT-TV, Miami, gets a

new sponsor, the station's promotion

department goes all out to give the cli-

ent an inside look at the men and the

methods behind the programs they buy.

Recent case in point: the red carpet

extended to the Miami Shell Oil Deal-

ers, sponsors of the 11:00 p.m. news.

Some 60 dealers got an inside view of

the station, the program plus a ])res-

entation of a poetic tribute.

• WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, be-

gins its fourth annual Toys For Tots

Telethon tonight (22 Nov.). The 14-

hour simulcast has as its goal 100,000

new and used toys to be distributed

during Christmas to underprivileged

children.

• The talent department of KRTK-
TV, Houston, staged an old-time stage

robbery in front of the station's studios

last week. The group, sidekicks of

Kitirik's Party, held up an authentic

stage coach and took the ''loot " which

turned out to contain a loaf of Rainbo

Bread
(
permanent sponsors of the

show). The entire fiasco was televised.

• WPIX, in New York, is distrib-

uting a presentation book dubbed "New
Image" — an independent tv station

promotion highlighting its fall line-up.

at a cost of about $20,000.

Programing notes : WCPO-TV, Cin-

cinati, began a new show in the line of

the "battle of the sexes"—only this

time, their purpose is to advise others.

Called Jim and Joan Advise, these sil-

houette figures answer viewers personal

problems, both from the masculine and

feminine point of view . . . WSAZ-TV,
Charleston-Huntington, joins the

editorializing contingent: The sta-

tion will now air its view via a regular

opinion feature on Sundays.

Station purchase: WHCT, the CBS

o&o in Hartford, to Edward Taddei for

$250,000 . . . Identification change:

WSTV-TV in Steubenville now to be

noted as Steubenville-Wheeling.

Thisa and Data: WCIA, Champaign,

111., has issued a booklet about ID's,

dubbed "What's The Idea." It pre-

sents several examples of good ID's

sticking to a single idea, and not cram-

ming in too many facts . . . Public

service: KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, pre-

sented, last week, its second national

public service documentary for the 1 .5.

Public Health Service. Topic: Smoke

and Air Pollution. A kine of the pro-

gram was also shown at the National

Conference on Air Pollution in Wash-

ington.

Personnel news: Howard W.

Maschmeier, promoted to general

manager of WNHC-TV, Hartford-New

Haven . . . Mrs. A. K. Redmond,

named general manager of WHP &

WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. . . . Rich-

ard Pryor, program manager for both

KTBC-TV and Radio; Dan Love, pro-

gram director for the tv station and

Jim Morriss, program director for

radio . . . Alex Bonner, local sales

manager of WHBQ-TV, Memphis.

More personnel news : George Car-

roll, named station manager of WNBF-

AM-FM-TV, Binghampton . . . Gor-

don Hellman, to director of sales de-

velopment of Transcontinent Tv Corp-

. . . George Lenfest, director of op-

erations for WRCV & WRCV-TV, Phil-

adelphia . . . Joe Patrick, to the sports

department at KMTV. Omaha . •
•

Lloyd GrafThas and Gordon Foun-

tain, to the staff of KTIV, Sioux City

. . . Barry Nemcoff, named tv news

editor at WCAU-TV. Philadelphia . .

Robert Beall, to the sales staff of

WTRF-TV, Wheeling. ^
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Problem Solved

by a Timebuyer

joes problem was spot cost-

per-thousand. Too high, said

the client.

Competitive markets made
saturation tough, ratings low.

Take a look, said Blair TV
Associates, at the WCTV
market. He looked and

pondered.

Joe found 110,580 homes,

largely unduplicated, (NCS
#.3)

. . and married the client's

laughter and lived wealthily

vcr after.

WCTV Tallahassee

Thomasville

for North Fla. and South Ga.

U'.ont'il jrom /w^e 33)

^ ilK c()p\ department.

.Among his suggestions for encour-

aging greater creativity were these:

simplify your copy policies, or plat-

forms. Don't overburden them with

detail. Watch the way you use re-

search. Don't let research put hurdles

in the way of advertising effectiveness.

'"Products would sell better if clients

and contact men would realize one sim-

ple fact. Winniiii; customer? is a ro-

mantic, not a logistic situation."

Brockway emphasized tliat one

"highly important client function"' is

to provide inspiration, and urged that

advertisers encourage creatixe people

"to be different, to throw off inhibi-

tions, and to leave the sacred cows un-

milked." He said "don't just ask for

creative work, insist on it. Demand
originality. Then respect it. When you
get a really fresh idea, love it, cherish

it. Treat it cautiously, tenderly, for

the delicate thing all new ideas start

out being. Beware of destroying orig-

inality."

Advertisers have a right to expect

original, creative advertising, said

Brockway, "That's most of what our

business has to sell. H you don't get

if—change agencies."

His speech, which was illustrated

with slides and film clips showing

Sanka. Birdseye, Bufferin, and John-

son & Johnson print ads and commer-
cials, produced more requests for

copies than any at the convention.

Similarly. Ebel at the completion of

the "creativity" session, was beseiged

by fellow advertisers who wanted to

borrow the General Foods film for

showing at their own meetings. Ebel's

first reaction was that it wasn't pos-

sible because of the number of releases

involved (the film reproduced commer-

cials, jingles, and tv spots by many

different advertisers for strictly "lim-

ited showing." I However. SPONSOR

knows for a fact that both Don Cady,

marketing v. p. of Nestle, and Don

Frost, advertising v. p. at Bristol Myers,

are still |il(illini; tn aet "What Goes On
in a WunianV \li„.l."

Veteran \\\ tncnibers, commenting

on the greatly heightened interest in

creativity at this year's meeting, point-

ed out that previous ANA conventions

have generally emphasized marketing,

research, merchandising, or the finan-

cial and business relationships between

advertisers, agencies and media.

;ed with refeiA,

blem.
I

1, "The kind of

Last year in Atlantic C"il\. for ex-

ample, the controversial Frey Report

on agency compensation was the most

talked of subject on the agenda. This

year, though the convention heard i

speech by J. D. Danforth, Chairman of

the 4As and exec. v.p. of BBDO ok
agency profits, and agency commisi
sions, even this was tinged with refe:^

ences to the creative problem.

According to Danforth,

'

people needed in our business ari

going to be harder and harder to fintji

There are few enough of them to begifi

with, and the competition for them \

growing greater every year, as theil

talents are more eagerly sought by in^

dustry, science, government service.*

Other, and perhaps even more sig-

nificant reasons for the spot-lighted a^

lention on creativeness advanced by

ANA speakers included the certainty of

continued and rising inflation (pre-

dicted by Dean Lawrence L. Lockley,

School of Commerce, University of

Southern California) and the need for

advertising to work harder in an in-

flationary period, and to break down
consumer lethargy, particularly about

durable goods.

Mentioned also, in informal talks

with SPONSOR by such men as Hari^

Schroeter, adv. director, National Bis-

cuit, and Frank Gorman, adv. director,

Nehi, were the high overall costs of tv

and the need for more creative efficien-

cy in the use of the medium, and more

penetrating copy approaches.

Melvin S. Hattwick, adv. director,

Continental Oil, even dealt with tfae

problem in reverse. Speaking

"How to Fail Successfully," he de-

tailed a Continental test campaipi

which flopped miserably, despite cat^

ful planning, media buying, merchan-

dising, research, and promotion.
"

reason: a wholly inadequate cora

theme. Hatwick's connnent, "But wel

we down hearted? You're damn rigM

we were."

In all fairness, it should be said thi

SPONSOR did meet some old i

search, media, and marketing mel

who maintained their traditional :

sentments against the seeming glori

cation of the "creative man,'

implied suggestion that they, in th^

own work were not "creative."

such critics ( none of whom were wffl

ing to be quoted I were in the minorJ

The keynote of ANA's 49th Fall Me«

ing was creativity. And it is creatiw

problems that are claiming the atten«

tion of Americas top advertisers. W^
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Always Remember:

the BIG GAME

In Radio

Is the

ADULT

AUDIENCE .

.

If you want to bag the
folks who can buy in

the rich Rochester ter-

ritory, keep your sales

message on the track of

the ADULT audience,

the folks who tune to

station WHEC!

*PULSE REPORT-Rochester Metropolitan Area

Audience Composition Data — March, 1958

OF UIHEC

USTERERS ARE

HDUITS

BASIC CBS |M^B
AM-TV \^M
ROCHESTER B^^

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.

MEW YORK . CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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in ratings

in coverage

in results

NATURAL
BUY

in Soutli Carolina

channel

wrs-T
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

G. Richard Shafto, Exec. Vice President

Charles A. Bafson, Managing Director

Represented nationally by-

-Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,ch,n.ell3

Tv and radio

'WSMAKERS

•4 -» ^1

Donald J. Trageser has been appointed

assistant general manager of KDKA AM &

I -M. Pittsburgh. He will also continue in

his present position as sales manager, a

|)ost he has held at the station since 1956.

f yV ""^^J" At 30 years of age, Trageser is already a

fl^^^|jB|F' "M veteran of 12 years' experience in radio.

^^^^ I^Bk^ Beginning while a student in high school,

he continued his work in the medium by

selling time and creating, writing and producing programs whiir

attending Duquesne University and the University of Pittsburgh. In

1952, he joined KDKA as account executive. During this time he was

recipient of several awards, including RAB's best salesman trophv

and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s leading salesman award.Trage

ser is a member of the Variety Club and the Pitts. Radio/Tv Club

William L. Armstrong has been named

assistant to the v. p. of the Balaban stations.

He has been with the Storz stations since

1954, originally as announcer at KOWH,
Omaha. Shortly thereafter, he was trans-

ferred to WTIX, New Orleans, to serve as

d.j.. later as promotion director, after

which he became program director of the

station. Armstrong was transferred again,

this time to WDGY. Minneapolis, where he was named account ex-|

ecutive. In 1957, he was promoted to program director of that Storz-

owned station, a position he has held until now. Prior to 1954. Arm-

strong had served as newscaster and writer at KLMS, Lincoln,

KWBE. Beatrice; KFGT, Fremont; and KCNI, Broken Bow—all

Nebraska. He will headquarter at Balaban's WIL, St. Louis.

Hal Davis has been elected to the post of

assistant to the president of Grey Advertis-

ing. He has been associated with the com-

pany since January 1957. Davis came to

Grey after serving with Kenyon & Eckhart

for 11 years as v. p. in charge of promotion.

Before joining Grey he took seven weeks'

leave to manage Benny Goodman on a state

department goodwill tour in the Far East.

He wasn't a stranger to the Far East, having produced 10 tv shows

in Siam, a network tv show in Japan, as well as radio shows in seven

other countries. Prior to his travels, Davis was in the publicity busi-

ness with Leslie Lieber, handling a shoe chain, Florida oranges.

Decca records and Benny Goodman. With the war, the office closed

and Davis sjient 40 months in the Navy. He now resides in Manhasset.,

SPONSOR • 22 i\OVKMBKR 1958
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C'mon downtown, in Kansas City
Exciting things are happening there.

Stores open at night. Free bus rides. Free

parking when you shop. Two for the price

of one at the movies.

It's all the work of the Kansas City Down-
town Commission. They're creating a com-
mercial renaissance for themselves along
Main, Grand and Walnut. Everyone, to bor-

row the slogan, is coming on downtown.

And when they do, KCAAO-TV can help make
sure they're in a buying frame of mind, so

far as you're concerned. For more people
watch KCMO-TV (according to ARB and
Nielsen) than any other station.

It's not so hard to understand why. KCMO-
TV means Kansas City, Missouri. And KCMO-
TV broadcasts at maximum power from the

world's tallest self-supported tower.

3nS3S C MO-TV
KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency

SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency

OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Joe Hartenbower, General Manager

Sid Tremble, Commercial Manager

Represented Nationally by Katz Agency.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with

BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and

SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines,
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

What the swing to creativity means

Last week, at the ANA meeting at Hot Springs (see page

31 ) SPONSOR saw unmistakable evidence of a change in think-

ing on the part of America's leading advertisers.

The talk at The Homestead, both in formal speeches, and

in corridor conversations, focused on the subject of creativ-

ity, and on the need for developing more of it in all branches

of advertising, especially tv and radio.

It is certainly possible to be "creative" in many kinds of

advertising works—media buying, merchandising, account

management, marketing planning, and radio/tv programing.

But the ANA members at Hot Springs were using the term

in a much more limited sense. They were referring specifi-

cally to the so-called "creative functions" of an agency—the

preparation of broadcast commercials, print advertisements.

The current swing to creativity means, primarily, a greatly

increased attention to the actual advertising messages that are

used in tv. radio, magazine and newspaper campaigns.

Making the broadcast media work harder

Many advertiser>. facing stern competition and rising me-

dia costs, are concluding that their greatest opportunity lies

in making each medium "work harder" through the use of

more appealing, more persuasive copy.

It is a known advertising fact that copy differences can

account for differences in sales power of as much as l,0009r.

Hence it is not surprising that there is a steadily mounting

pressure for more efficient copy approaches and treatments.

This pressure will make itself increasingly felt in both

branches of broadcasting. In radio, the need for new and

fresh treatments constitutes a major challenge to the medium.

In tv, only greatly increased commercial efficiency can offset

tv's high "over-all cost."

We suggest that all members of the broadcasting industry

pay particular attention to this significant "swing to crea-

tivity" now evident among advertising's top executives.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: // conslant search for

hetter, more efficient methods of radio/tv sell-

ing. The broadcast media are hundreds of years

younger than print. We have barely scratched

the surface of their sales potentialities.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Grounded: Ketchum, McLeod i

Grove's Ed Reynolds sent us this ad
j

from the "For Sale" columns of Media '.

Agency's Clients, a Los Angeles publi- '

cation. It began: "MUST SELL '57
;

Corvette. Wife pregnant, can't fit in
1

Beauty stop: Just before the five

o'clock rush the other evening in NBC-

owned WRCV-TV, Philadelphia, one
'

of the automatic elevators got stuck i

between floors. Building maintenance

man Harry Border tried in vain to

start it, finally called the car on the

elevator telephone. "Hello," said a
j

girl's voice. "Push the red button,"

Harry advised, "and that'll get you

started." "We're not ready yet," said

the girl. "You see we're a couple of

models here to do a tv commercial and

needed a dressing room."

New saws: Phelps Mfg. Co., creators

of point-of-purchase displays and mer-

chandising programs, is promoting a

Let's Have Better Mottoes Association.

From its collection:

"The last thing I want is money—also

the first."

"We are always prompt, no matter how

long it takes."

"What are you going to do wrong

today?"

"A friend in need is a pest. Get rid of

him."

Ad: From A^. Y. Times "Personals"

—

WANT YOUR OWN BUSINESS?

Have idea but not the money? Write

about self. Appear on TV show. 2287.

Times. And win a network?

Namesake: A d.j. on KYA, Bartell

station in San Francisco, ended an an-

nouncement of an audience promotion

called Family Feature with the word^

"So remember, if your name is read,

call KYA within five minutes and

you'll win a valuable prize." A moment

later, the phone rang. "You called

me?" asked a man's voice. "What do

you mean?" asked the puzzled d.j. The

voice replied, "Well, this is 'Red' Jack-

son and vou just said if your name is

•Red" to call KYA.'"

See fee: Pay tv has been with us for

years; it's called the "installinenl

plan."—Charles V. Mathis.

Adman asks: "Why do I blame fate

for what goes wrong at the agency, yfl

take credit for a hole in one?"

22 NOVKMBICR 195!i
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The only morning sound with more listeners

than DON MCNEILCS BREAKFAST CLUB-
network radio's number one morning show!
Wide-awake advertisers are discovering some eye-opening facts about morning radio — and ABC:

Nielsen shows that Don McNeill's Breakfast Club (9 to 10 A.M., Monday through Friday, all time

zones) is network radio's highest-rated morning show.*

The Breakfast Club's rating is 27% higher than the second-place show.

The Breakfast Club is currently delivering an audience of over 2 million listeners per average minute.

What's behind this success? A review in the October 29 issue of Variety was full of clues like

*'.
. . inspired broadcasting . . . wholesome show . . . old-fashioned in the warmest sense . . . Don

McNeill's personal sell on the soft pedal is, in fact, a human kindness."

Call it whatever you like, Don McNeill has won an army of loyal followers who have helped make

him radio's top selling force. And his Breakfast Club is a good example of how

the ABC Radio Network delivers prime audiences for its advertisers.

Why not find out how you can take advantage of ABC's flexibility, its proved

packages, its strategically located affiliates and its "live-wire" merchandising

— all of which are designed to meet your particular selling needs. Call us about

it today.

ABC RADIO NETWORK
'Source: Nielsen October I Report, 1958; all programs o n length. 7:00 A.M. -
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l£liXXJS£liSS Cl-feST?
It's probably the clean, exciting new sound from Signal Hill . . .

WDAF radio ... a perfect blend of melody to live by, minute-

short slices of life and thoughtful, penetrating news.

This combination does indeed bring a new sound to belabored

ears in our huge six-state territory. It's the kind of sound you'd

develop if you owned the station . . . not too high and mighty . . .

not devoted to any fad, whether it's gavotte or gutbucket . . . just

timely, informative and entertaining.

You ought to sample our new sound for your product. The Christal

Company men have tapes of any time segment you'd like to hear.

Write, wire or phone if you'd like an audition sample.

NATIONAL THEATRES STATION



86%* of CBS
Commercial

Time

is ordered on

INDIANA

*Bas/s: 1958

Fall Schedule

Channel

\NTH\'TM

CBS • ABC

Boiling Co., New York • Chicaso • Dallas • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Doston
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Your salesman on sight to more than 3 million people in

THE SOUTHEAST'S BIGGEST,RICH MARKET

TELEVISIOH
MflNSTON-SALEM
Put \our salesman where he can reach the largest

number of potential customers, the 3 million plus people

with over 4 billion dollars to spend who live

in the 75 county WSJS market.

^ Winston-Salem

Jim for I Greensboro

^ High Point

Call Headleij-Reed
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streaking into first run syndication witii

jet-lil<e force, QBS Films' breatiital<ingly

dramatic visual history of the air age..

.

AIRPOWER
documents for the first time the wonder

and the excitement of man's conquest

of the sky. . . in the most startling aerial

photography ever seen on home screens.

Shown on the CBS Television Network...

AIRPOWER
achieved a direct hit for The Prudential

Insurance Company of America, with an

audience share of 38.4, averaging first

in its time period throughout the season.

Two years in the making, epic in scope...

AIRPOWER
Is produced by famed CBS News, with

an original musical score by the Pulitzer

Prize-winning composer Norman Dello

Joio and narration by Walter Cronkite.

For 26 fast-moving half-hours, contact. .

.

CBSFILMS
® "... the best film programs for all stations

"

New York, Chicago, Los Angelet

San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta, i
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SUCCESSJTORY
PEPSI-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY

1,'s always nice to be able

'o offer a sincere compli-

n,ent to or, advertising

medium that has contrib-

uted so greatly to the suc-

cess of Pepsi-Cola in this

wonderful market area.

Ever since the inception of

our spot advertising cam-

paign on WMAR-TV, Sun-

papers' Television, our fine

Pepsi-Cola product has en-

yed a more vigorous cus-

tomer demand in the Mary-

land area.

Your staff has been very co-

operative at ail times and

we feel that this wonderful

cpirit of team-work has en-

hanced our present sales pro-

motion efforts on behalf of

Pepsi-Cola.

A. LAPIDES
President

WMAR-TV

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU (ARB)

The October, 1958, ARB shows V/MAR-TV lead-

ing with 35.8% shore of audience— six out of the

top ten programs in the Baltimore area are or>

NIELSEN: (SEPT. 7-OCT. 4, 1958)

Aqoin WMAR-TV i ioched more homes than any
jtion (aggregate total of Vt

idnight, Sunday througfi Sot-

of the fop ten programs are

Contact Your KATZ Rep. Now!

WMAR-TV

CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

p. LoriUard's top management group, originally sired by

Lewis Gruber when he moved into the presidency ttvo years

ago, is now taking over broader administrative responsibili-

ties. Heading this group is Harold F. Temple, who was vice

president in charge of sales and will be the new president.

The newsmaker: Harold F. Temple takes over the presi-

dency of a company heavy in air media. It participates in five net-

work tv shows and is a heavy user of spot tv, too. While Temple is

not an advertising man (he came up through sales and showed a

strong flair for administration) , he's been involved in every important

Lorillard marketing move in recent years.

His appointment as president, effective 1 January, was announced

along with a series of top echelon management promotions. Replac-

ing him as sales chief is Manuel Yellen, who is vice president and

director of advertising. Youngish Tom Tausig, assistant director of

advertising, moves into Yellen's

boots, but without the stripes.

Other promotions: George A. Hoff-

man, director of manufacturing,

has been made a vice president;

Morgan J. Cramer, director of ex-

port and government operations

will become a member of the board

on 1 December.

This team was hand-picked by

Gruber when he took over the reins

of Lorillard in 1956 and was by

his side while Kent fihers led the

firm to new heights in sales and

profits. Though replaced by Tem-

ple as president, Gruber has by no means been kicked upstairs. He

remains chief executive officer of the company in title and fact.

The promotions could well be described as a reward for a job well

done. Kent's rise has been nothing short of amazing. Trade sources

put sales for the first half of the year at 16 billion and it is estimated

the cigarette is now selling at the annual rate of about 40 billion.

The '57 figure was about 15 billion and the '56 figure 3.4 billion.

The Readers Digest article publicizing the low tar and nicotine

content of Kent did no harm and neither did tv, which accounts for

most of the ad budget. Of LoriUard's five network shows, two are

used for Kent. Spot tv expenditures have been rising. Third quarter

gross time spending for all brands has hit a peak of $2.3 million,

according to TvB figures.

Temple attains the presidency of Lorillard after a 30-year career

with the company covering every key sales post and a few others

beside, including director of brand development and director of ex-

port. He will be 56 on 6 January. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

WCOLfCohmbus appoints EASTMAN

WCOL
THE ONLY 24 HOUR STATION IN THE
CAPITAL CITY OF THE BUCKEYE STATE

I

J.

robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK: CHICAGO:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ BIdg

San Francisco. Cal.

YUkon 2-9760
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By
the dawn's

early light...

On January 27, 1958, in a grim postscript to Sputnik,

President Eisenhower said: "National security re-

quires that prompt action be taken to improve and

expand the teaching of science ..." Only one high

school student in four was studying physics, only one

in three taking chemistry. Since 1950, the number

of qualified high school science teachers had dropped

an alarming 53%.

On October 6, 1958, the National Broadcast-

ing Company, in partnership with leading American

educational and industrial organizations*, undertook

prompt action by launching the world's largest class.

The subject: Atomic Age Physics. Telecast five times

weekly from 6:30-7:00 a.m., NBC's Continental

Classroom exposed a priceless national asset— the

knowledge and teaching skill of eminent physicist

Harvey E. White—to teachers and students through-

out America. And strange things began to happen...

As dawn broke over America, television sets

flicked on in homes, in fraternity lounges, in high

school and college classrooms, in dormitories, in en-

gineering laboratories. In rapid sequence, 144 stations

cleared time for the course; 243 colleges and univer-

sities offered full academic credit; 27,000 students

mailed in 50 cents each for a syllabus; an estimated

270,000 Americans began sitting in with Dr. White

and his students on their home sets.

Dr. James R. Killian, Jr., White House scien-

tific advisor, considers Continental Classroom "truly

a bold educational experiment in the nation's interest."

How far can it go, in one two -semester stroke, to-

ward erasing the most perilous educational lag this

nation faces? No one is certain. But the only tele-

vision network ever to use its commercial facilities

to create a national classroom is certain that it isi

worth finding out.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Of COUEGES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION • BEU TELEPHONE

SYSTEM • THE FORD FOUNDATION • THE FUND FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF EDUCATION

GENERAL FOODS FUND • INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES • PITTSBURGH PLATE

GLASS FOUNDATION • STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA • UNITED STATES STEEL
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more later.

INVI

Your Mone>' Where The Payoff Is Best

!

KJEO-TV serving the billion dollar rich Fresno and

San Joaquin Valley now offers you choice program

time segments and excellent 10, 20 and 60 second

spots that not only give you low cost per thousand

but wUl give your clients INCREASES IN SALES!

Call your H-R man NOW for the HOTTEST avails.

49th ai

L^ladisol

"The Eggheads and Us"

Your "Commercial Commentary" en-

titled "The Eggheads and Us" (8 No-

vember) is a remarkable admission of

the emptiness and farce of the adver-

tising business. In this day and age,

anyone who is afraid of having his

work analyzed or attempted to be un-

derstood by a scientific mind; anybody

who v/ould have the stupidity of con-

cluding blindly that a social scientist

can not understand his field of en-

deavor ; anybody that even suggests re-

verting to the Bible—not for faith—
but to explain; anybody who does this

is just admitting his own deceit.

Leonard Cole

Param ount Baking Corp.

Roxbury, Mass.
^'

Farm programing

Radio KRNY read with great interest

the 25 October issue of SPONSOR

—

the

section concerned with farm radio,

and in particular the comments con-

cerning "nmsic and news stations" in

a rural market.

KRNY, at Kearney, Nebraska, situ-

ated in a rural market area has

achieved great success with a modified

music and news type of format.

Music-wise, we program around a

"top 40" list of the best sellers, of-

fering a liberal sprinkling of all other

types of music. However, the basic

format does call for, and include, regu-

lar use of selections on a "top 40" list.

Our farm director, Mr. Lloyd

Oliver, who has a two-hour "farm

show" from 5 a.m. to 7 a.m. each

weekday morning uses a great deal of

the "top 40" music, with his insertions

also of polkas, waltzes, hymns, etc.

Mr. Oliver's noontime Farm Show, i

of 45 minutes duration, uses the same

type of music format. Along with this

he has "streamlined" his "talk" for-

mat with a special emphasis placed on i

news, weather, and farm news along

with all market reports—long inter- 1

views or discussion type programing
,

is definitely "taboo". Editorial com-:

ments are encouraged by KRNY, and
j

form a special, outstanding part of all i

our farm shows.

(Please turn to page 12)

i
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NOW!

the new VHF giant

changes the TV
picture in Buffalo

A brand new image beams its full coverage to over 500,000 TV homes

in Western New York and over 475,000 TV homes in Southern On-
tario, starting November 30. This powerful signal, of WKBWTV, will

deliver the impact of the ABC network's great lineup of full entertain-

ment . . . exclusively ... to this primary signal area.

Add to this . . . outstanding new feature films, progressive local pro-

gramming and personalities, developed to penetrate every TV home in

the vast Niagara Frontier . . . and you have the planned format that will

put this giant image to work for you . . . selling brand image and
product preference throughout the 11 counties of this I4th largest

market. See your Avery-Knodel representative for the full story.

BUFFALO'S TOWERING
GIANT* 107 8 FOOT
TOWER 2811 FT. ABOVE
SEA LEVEL

OVER 500,000 T. V.

HOMES PLUS HUGE
475,000 TV HOME
MARKET BONUS IN
CANADA

NEW YORK ATL

Represented Nationally byAVERY-KNODEL
rNCORPORATED

ANTA DALLAS DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SEATTLE
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In this Billion $ Sales Empire WREX-TV

is the TOP KING SALESMAN!

TOPS IN COVERAGE

TOPS IN PROGRAMMING

TOPS IN RATINGS

ALL 28 of TOP 28 SHOWS
35 of TOP 38 SHOWS
42 of TOP 50 SHOWS

84% OF TOP 50 SHOWS
ON WREX-TV

' Based on 20 county survey con-
lucted July 19 thru July 25, 1958

The sales power of

WREX-TV's combined
coverage, spans market
portions of over 30
counties in southern

Wisconsin— northern

Illinois. Brings preferred

CBS-ABC netv)/ork pro-

grams, top syndicated
programs and MGM-TV's
Golden Treasury of Feature
Films to over 365,CK>0
television homes.

Grade Total

Consumer
Spendable

Total ^
Retail Television 1

Sales Sets |

A 176,731 $1,048,013,000 $ 744.271.000 154.699

B 157.607 $ 987.797,000 $ 699,092.000 141.334

C 78,761 $ 466,963.000 $ 324.932,000 69.900

Total 413.099 $2,502,773,000 $1,768,295,000 365.933

VIDEO-229,000 watts ERP
AUDIO -114,000 watts ERP

CBS-ABC NETWORK AFFILIATION

represented by

H-R TELEVISION, INC.

. M. BAISCH. GEN. MGR.

"W-I?,E!2C-T^V

49TH & MADISON
\ Cont'd from page 10 i

In July of 1958, Pulse, Inc., made a

survey in 28 counties of our 36 county

"primary" area—when the figures were

in, KRNY was head and shoulders

above 33 other radio stations in the

Midwest and we had completely

swamped nine other stations in our im-

mediate area.

Incidentally. KRNY would be glad

I

to correspond with others interested in

our "rural market operation" and glad

to furnish more details.

Jack Lewis

rngr., KRNY
Kearney Nebraska

Zaie's agency

We have noted the article on page 62

of your 1 November issue on Zaie's

Jewelers of Norfolk, Virginia.

This article was greatly appreciated.

However, we did wish to call to your

attention that an agency is involved.

We produce all film for Zaie's Jewelers

use as well as most of the copy used in

conjunction with these films. All sched-

ules are placed through the agency.

Aaron S. Pearlman, a.e..

Bloom Advtg.

Dallas

Directory's "little book"

1 would appreciate very much your

sending me a cop) of the little book

you offer in your magazine with the

name and address of air media.

With great interest I go through each

copy of SPONSOR not only to keep up

to date with what is going on in the

States in the way of radio and tv but

also as an inspirational media to work

for a better service to Argentine ad-

Walter Martinez

propaganda-prom ocion de veiUas

Buenos Aires

f little book- is SPONSOR'S radio/t

which lists agencies, advertisers, l

es, etc. in five major buying center

SPONSOR index

This I the SPONSOR index) is wonder-

ul. Thanks very much . . . every trade

magazine that has usable editorial

should have an index but many are

f

afraid or ashamed. Thank you

Robert C. Hallfs

CargUl, Wilson & Acree

Richmond

ROCKFORD SPONSOR'S index for I

IS published in the II Oi
> to be published

lal six months of 19.58.

SPONSOR • 29 NOVEMBER 1958
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IMMiSIS
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Adult entertainment by

Harry Babbitt, Marvin Millei

Masters of Melody...

authoritai e sports coverage

by Tom Harmon... plus

complete news summaries by

Frank Goss, Hugh McCoy,

David Vaile, Sunday Desk

and the Richfield Reporter

... all this and a lot more

on 26 of the west's

most powerful and

respected radio stations.

No wonder the way to cover

— and win— the west is with

this kind of 252,000 watt

ammunition. We have the

facts, figures and advertising

success stories to prove it.

Ask any of the hands

from the

Represented hy CBS Radio Spot Sales
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wll^M's aiidiilrice really listenS WM
the seco&d most popular station in all New York Badio-

|,
Sunday through Saturday, 6 a.m. until midnight.

Total Station Audience (Nielsen, Sept.-Oct., 1958).

Yes, and on any basis of measurable sales results, too,

WMGM produces action at the lowest cost of

any;radio station in the New York Metropolitan Area.

^#0W AVAIUBLE: NEW MERCHANDiSINQ PLAN. DETAILS ON REQUEST.

RADIO^^NEW YORK CITY
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SAN BERNARDINO

PALM SPRINGS

The Fastest Growing
Market in the World!

LAGUNA BEACH

1, • SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

Most people in San
Diego prefer KCBQ
to all other radio —
by a]l ratings.

Now KCBQ brings
Bartell Family Radio
to 3^2 million people
with its new 50,000
watts.

BRRTELl
rHiiiiLY 1

^I'^J
l%A^#«l/«V^

nnuiu n<cbQ
COAST TO COAST 'nmiiim

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO
Sold Nationally

FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

3,v ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpreteUion

in depth for busy readers

^ SPONSOR-SCOPE
29 NOVEMBER 1958

Ctpyrliht OSS

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

BBDO and other major air media agencies report that their 1959 spot radio

spending will be about on a par with 1958. But when you ask them why their buying

has slowed down so appreciably of late, you get an assortment of reasons. Among
them:

1) Radio stations were somewhat too ambitious in raising their rates while the mar-

ket was on the rise; some went overboard in pulling out prime spots to sweeten pack-

age buys.

2) During the recession many tv stations set up competing plans which often nar-

rowed the gap between spot tv and spot radio costs a great deal.

3) National advertisers found that some radio stations often would sell them at the

lower local rate if schedules were placed through distributors.

4) Too much emphasis sometimes has been placed on rock 'n' roU and similar

themes, with the result that some advertisers got a disquieting image of radio on the local

front.

Ways suggested for spot radio to recoup its national position:

• Take inventory of its competitive relation and develop better low-cost packages.

• Get some new excitement into the medium with programing ideas.

• Keep harping away at the latest success stories, local services advantage over tv, unique

flexibility, and superior level of immediacy and mobility.

Look for Lever to spread out in radio on a massive scale—^both network and
spot.

Besides the intrinsic value of the medium there's this inducement: With P&G and Col-

gate so solidly in tv. Lever will have the radio field pretty much to itself.

You can expect a lot more air media business from cigar manufacturers as a

result of Bayuk Cigar's heavy spending in tv.

Bayuk, whose prime seller is Phillies, is putting out an estimated $4-million a year for

network and local tv. In addition to sponsoring the year-round sports package on NBC TV,

it will underwrite regional baseball in at least five markets.

The sparkplug at Bayuk is E. A. Mishkin, its new president and chairman, whose aim is

not only to increase Phillies' share of the market but to convert cigarette smokers

to cigars. About 25% of the commercial's weight is on that switch.

Agency for the account: Feigenbaum & Wermen, Philadelphia.

When all the soul-searching—both statistical and motivational—about the suc-

cess of westerns is said and done, you can safely cling to this fact :

Westerns just about are the most stable form of tv entertainment in terms of au-

dience distribution. Moreover, that characteristic persists from season to season.

Here's the average composition for nine westerns that were on the networks both this

October and in October 1957:

NO. VIEWERS PER 100 TV HOMES

OCT. 1957 OCT. 1958

92 90

93 93

185 183

Men
Women
ADULTS
Children

TOTAL
82

267
79

262

Source: Compiled by NBC TV Research on the basis of Nielsen data.

I
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The trend among radio Btations specializing in certain types of music to organ-

ize themselves into selling grouyts continues.

Latest is the Album Music Stations, startiiifj off with seven or eight members of that

type. WVNJ, Newark, N. J., is the spearhead.

Chicago reps are keeping their fingers crossed in the direction of Marlboro and
the Leo Burnett agency.

They have an inkling that Marlboro will swing a lot of its tv weight toward spot

after the first of the year.

Another happy possibility: Knox-Reeves is believed to be readying a substantial

spot campaign in behalf of (General Mills.

The tendency among national spot advertisers to buy in shorter and shorter

flights is not expected to let up until there are surer signs that the business outlook is firm

for the long haul.

Meantime some agency planners are beginning to feel that the flight pattern has become

so ingrained in spot buying that the seller might as well reconcile himself to see-

ing it continue even in comparatively boom times.

For reps the possibility is nettling. Flights cost them jusl as much as long-run con-

tracts in service and paper work—often even more.

Timebuyers trapped by formula thinking in picking the radio hours when men
supposedly are reached best may find it rewarding to study some recent Pulse market-by-

market reports.

For instance, in Indianapolis, Memphis, and Rochester the male audience picks

up substantially between 6 and 8 p.m. In fact, on some stations men listeners dominate.

What makes reorientation of thinking a doubly worthwhile bet is that on many stations

the rates after 7 p.m. are cheaper.

The National Assn. of Insurance Agents finally has got itself set for a spot tv

campaign to counter competition from companies using the medium to sell insurance direct

or through "direct" local writers.

The plan, which will be handled by Doremus & Co., starting in January: a weekly

five-minute local program—preferably weather—in 257 markets. Schedules will be

based on a quota system determined by the amount contributed by the independent

agents in each market. The majority of contracts will be for 26 weeks.

Reps have been asked to query their stations whether they are agreeable to running,

as a public service, a film made by the NAIA—Your Next Door Neighbor—telHng about

the independent agent's relations to his community.

According to Doremus, the station reaction to this query so far has been quite encour-

aging.

Reminder: Don't underestimate St. Louis as an advertising town (and source of

air media revenue).

A SPONSOR-SCOPE reporter, while on a visit to St. Louis last week, came up with

these pertinent notes:

• St. Louis is the home base for 26 major national advertisers. Among the better-

known in the air media are Anheuser-Busch. Falstaff. Brown Shoe, International Shoe, Pet

Milk, Monsanto, Ralston Purina, Seven-up, Carling. and Banquet Canning.

• Spot on a national scale has reached such proportions that at least eight reps main-

lain offices in St. Louis.

• Among big-agency prospects for air media are D'Arcy, which places about $6 million a

year; and Gardner, which—now that it's acquired Busch Bavarian Beer—should account for

at least that amount in tv and radio billings.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

An event this week that network radio hails as a major turning point in its

fortune involves Todd Storz' Oklahoma City 50,000-watter, KOMA, and NBC Radio.

After WKY, NBC's long-time Oklahoma City affiliate, had notified the trade that it was

going independent. NBC let it be known that Storz, dynamic torch-bearer of independent op-

eration, had moved his latest acquisition, KOMA, into the breach.

NBC also disclosed that KOMA would carry at least 90% of NBC Radio's sponsored

schedule. (WKY, according to the network, had been clearing appreciably less.)

Repercussions from CBS Radio's programing cutback and no-station-compensation

policy have been wide and numerous during the past week.

Among the developments were these:

• CBS Radio made no bones about the fact that it was disturbed by what it termed

an unjustifiably bad press.

• WJR, Detroit, issued a two-page statement declaring that it could not continue as

a CBS affiliate because, among other things, it didn't like the so-called broker-agent rela-

tionship that the network had assumed.

• NBC's Robert Sarnoff put out a two-page letter to radio/tv editors expressing his

faith in the future of network radio and noting that NBC Radio's business this year would be

20% over 1957.

• CBS Radio lost part of the Wrigley business to NBC, and the Staley account

(Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy) to ABC Radio, and was trying to find places for the Chev-

rolet and United Motor strips on its abbreviated schedule. There was this good news for CBS

:

Stewart-Warner this week gave it an order for $1.5 million worth of business in 1959.

Incidentally, since CBS Radio revealed its new policy, NBC Radio has obtained 13

new pieces of business plus renewals from Brown & Williamson and Lewis Howe. The

new orders include: Pepsodent, American Razor, Elgin Watch, Life-Time, Waverly Fabrics,

Gillette sponsorship of two Bowl games, Raybestos Co., Airwick, Wrigley, and Marlboro.

Pulse has started exposing a presentation to agencies which offers a new quali-

tative service.

The idea is to show what percentage of the people reached by a program actually

use or buy that particular type of product.

For instance: What portion of the viewers of a particular rated cigarette-sponsored pro-

gram actually are smokers?

The death last week of the dynamic and skilled front-running president of

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Mix Dancer, is not expected to cause any great upheaval with-

in this leading air media agency.

Dancer, who suffered a heart attack while on a Carribean cruise, functioned mostly as

a field marshal and crack closing man (although he gave much of his personal attention

to the General Mills account)

.

For the past year or two. Dancer, who was 62, had talked about retiring shortly.

ABC TV has assured its affiliates that it will try to satisfy their plea for more
daytime minutes when it opens up several more hours in the near future.

The nub of the affiliates' plaint is two-fold: (1) ABC TV's daytime expansion has

cut the supply of minutes for spot to the bone, and (2) the way some of the major
brands straddle daytime schedules has made it increasingly tough for the stations

to fit in competitive products. Some say that Lever is so spread out over the ABC sched-

ule that stations are unable to take business from P&G.

(Adding to the affiliates' argument is the fact that CBS TV has cleared the way for its

people to sell minutes in two spots on tlie afternoon schedule.)

Meantime, as a result of the shortage of minutes, quite a number of stations are consult-

ing with their reps about a formula that would both raise the rate for minutes and
induce spot advertisers to turn more readily to daytime 20-8econd spots.

The plan most frequently mentioned: Raise the minute rate by about $10 and low-

er the 20-8econd rate in a similar ratio.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE coMU*u^

All important key to the outlook for national spot radio in 1959, say major
reps, is R. J. Reynolds, whose renewals are due in a few weeks.

Reynolds has been one of those 52-week mainstays. So what Reynolds does, the reps

figure, will have a considerable influence on the cigarette field as a whole for the com-

ing year in spot radio.

Little wonder the reps rap wood every time they think of the Esty agency.

Now that buying on the basis of accumulated points has become a frequent technique

in national spot Iv. it's important to know how the buyer arrives at a cost-per-lOOO-homes

reached.

Assuming for example, that the market is New York (1,600,000 tv homes), the accumu-

lated points are 60, and the price is $3,000; the arithmetical steps are these:

1) Divide the number of homes by 1,000 (in this example you would come out to

4.600).

2) Multiply that figure by the rating percentage (60% of 4,600 is 2,760).

3) Divide the cost by the figure obtained in step No. 2 ($3,000 divided by 2,760

is $1.09).

Note: "Accumulated points," of course, are jusl what the term says

—

the addition

of a bunch of ratings.

Tv specialists working closely with th-^ir agencies"' plans boards often have to

contend with a paradox that seems to be producing a deep-seated sense of frustration.

The frustration: Getting the plans board (usually dominated by print men) to see the

anachronism of first setting up the print platform and then working out the com-
mercials from that platform—even though the budget for the account is over-

whelmingly in tv.

Complain the tv-oriented experts: Arguing with City Hall is a much easier chore

than getting the members of a plans board to abandon the concept that a campaign must be

first thought out in terms of magazines and that this print-thinking should be translated into

the tv image and action.

Critics of this state of mind advocate that it would be smarter and more effective to do

the job the other way around—that is, start with tv and then fill in the print side.

Here's a twist that's becoming more and more common in the advertising carried by

manufacturers in drug and grocery trade papers.

Less space is devoted to vaunting the virtues of the product and more to relating what's

being done to boost the item in tv.

The Stations Representatives Association started hammering in earnest this

week on a mounting problem : how to get more of the advertising dollar into spot

radio, especially for the smaller markets.

The center of the searching: A meeting of the SRA's Radio Practices Committee.

The group's aim: Formulating a clear-cut, practical program for industry co-op-

eration.

Nielsen is querying subscribers to its tv rating service what preferences they have

about Nielsen's three plans for speeding up reports.

The plans that agencies and advertisers have been asked to weigh:

Plan 1 : An instantaneous audience mpasuremcnt—a la Arbitron—in eight cities.

Plan 2: Instantaneous audience measurement in 12 cities.

Plan 3: Considerable speeding up of the network multi-markets report.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page .io; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 66; Washington Week, page 63; SPONSOR

Hears, page 61; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78; and Film-Scoj)c, page 6L
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KOMO-TV Seattle WISN-TV Milwaukee
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KANSAS NETVVr

WICHITA

WIN >IN INTEREST

IN A PRODUCING

KTVC

v,»h
Associates

„d KAYS-IV

GRAND PRIZE
= of $10,000 or more.

THREE OTHER FABULOUS PRIZES
SECOND PRIZE: A whole Grade "A" PRIZE-WINNING
KANSAS BEEF processed and delivered to your desk, home
or locker. Total retail value $400.00.

THIRD PRIZE: 50 Bushels of KANSAS WHEAT, from this *

year's bumper crop. Value $100.00 cash,

FOURTH PRIZE: Shares in BEECH. BOEING and CESSNA
Aircraft, representing Kansas' great Aircraft Industry. Total

present market value $100.00.

RULES FOR ENTERING CONTEST:
The rontest is open to all Advertising Agency personnel,

18 years of age or over, living in the continental limits of

the United States except employees (and their immediate
families) of KAKE-TV, KTVC, and KAYS-TV, the KATZ
Agency, and the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation.

Read the facts about the three-station market which
now blankets 70'; of the TV homes in Kansas . . . then
name the Network and state the reason for the name in

fifty (50) words or less. Enter as many times as you wish,
each entry must be accompanied by a different 50-word
statement. Mail to NAME THE NETWORK. BOX 8500-A.
CHICAGO 77. ILLINOIS, and include your
and the company for which you work.

Entries will be judged on originality, uniqueness, and
s of thought. All entries will be judged by The Reuben

H. Donnelley Corporation whose decision will be final. If

the winning name is duplicated, final judgment will be on
the basis of the originality, sincerity and aptness of thought
of the accompanying 50-word statement. Entries must be
the original work of the contestant and become the property
of KAKE-TV, and none will be returned. All entries must
be postmarked no later than midnight, December 12, 1958,

and received no later than midnight, December 19, 1958.

Your entrance in this contest constitutes full permission
without further compensation for the use of your entry
in any way KAKE-TV and its associates see fit.

Winners will be announced on January 19,

1959. KAKE-TV and associated stations will

furnish an estimate of the well's present
and future earnings to assist winner in

choosing llfe-of-the-well Incomi
N"). 01)11. (Ill In cash. Duplicate prl:

will be awarded In case of ties.

NETWORK FACTS;
KAKE-TV, Channel 10, Wichita, went on the air October

19, 1954, an ABC affiliate. Through superior facilities, per-
sonnel and production "know-how," a network ideally suited
to the market, and the nnest feature films available to
television (MGM, Warner Bros., RKO, Columbia, and Uni-
versal) KAKE-TV has become Wichita's leading television
station. In August of 1957 KAKE-TV was joined by associate
station KTVC, Channel 6, Ensign, Kansas, serving the south-
west area of the state.

September, 1958, KAKE-TV again expanded to Include
KAYS-TV, C:^annel 7, Hays, Kansas, in northwest Kansas.
Now advertisers buying KAKE-TV, with associates KTVC
and KAYS-TV, in a single buy, with special discounts, can
reach 70''f of the TV homes in Kansas. This single buy
covers an area served by 32 radio stations ... 36 dally
papers . . . and 171 weekly papers. The KAKE-TV, KTVC,
KAYS-TV combination reaches an area with 1,289,000 popu-
lation and over a billion and a half dollars in retail sales.

The KAKE-TV coverage area, up to this time and exclusive
of the KTVC and KAYS-TV areas, has been known as KAKE-
land with the KAKEman, a happy little Baker, as a symbol.

KANSAS FACTS:

Kansas is known as the "Sunflower" or "Jayhawker"
state. The state song is "Home on the Range." Kansas
population is 2,155,000 (S.R.D.S., 1958). Total personal

pproximately $3.4 billion

MANUFACTURING: Kansas lists more than .3.250

plants turning out thousands of products ranging Kom
glass fibers to bombers.

PETROLEUM: Ranking nfth In the nation In produc-

tion of crude oil and sixth in natural gas. Petroleum Is

Kansas' greatest

AGRICULTURE: Kansas farmers are enjoying their

greatest year in over-all
agricultural production, with

$1,369,052,000 In wheat re-

turns alone. (An Increase

of $284,526,000 spendable
?r last year.)
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Timebuyers
cii work

Joyce Peters, Emil Mogul Co., New York, reports that her agency

has developed a highly effective test to measure the pulling power

of its radio commercials for National Stores, Inc., in addition to its

use of rating books. "This test is conducted annually over a three-day

period with the full cooperation of our station list. The local per-

sonality merely announces that lis-

teners sending in a post card with

their name, address, day and time

' of broadcast, are eligible to receive

a 15% discount at any National

store." When the returns are in.

Joyce says, the cards are checked,

irechecked and analyzed. The re-

sult is a plotted chart that serves

as a supplementary gauge of a sta-

tion's effectiveness—quantitatively

and qualitatively — in terms of

number of homes responding as

well as ultimate conversion of respondents into bu\ers. Employed

;in conjunction with the rating books, the test confirmed the agency's

|Station selections this year with but two exceptions. "In addition, we
ican spot a trend over a five-year period, or even longer, that guides us

in buying schedules for any client with similar marketing problems."

Stanton Hedrick, Hedrick & Johnson Co., Inc., New York, feels

that to reach the most consumers at lowest cost, it often pays—for

certain products—to "run the gamut' of good stations in a market.

"Granted," Stanton says, "a leading station usually reaches the bulk

audience in the course of time. But this can be done more quickly,

more effectively— and at lower

cost-per-1,000— with several sta-

tions. Careful buying will hold

costs in line. This strategy means

more work, of course, and break-

ing with habit—and it may take

more selling to the client in his

own market. But it pays divi-

dends!" Stanton thinks it's wise,

too. to take a fresh look at all sta-

tions every time a market is en-

^ tered, "with a different look for

different products." Presumably,

he says, most buyers do this—when there is time. "But 'lack of time'

IS often an excuse for sloppy buying. In any case, both client and

agency should organize to provide time for the buyer to get latest

facts and evaluate accurately. And the buyer will help himself by
alerting reps in advance, so their thinking will be ahead of his buying."
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EXPLODING

THE

"BUBBLE eUM
MYTH"

"Color Radio" sells more than
bubble gum. "Pulse Audience Com-
position- Slimmer 1958" proves the

point: FOUR OUT OF EVERY
FIVE KFWB LISTENERS ARE
ADULTS. In an average quarter-

hour, KFWB pulls listeners in

68, 608 homes . . . racks up a total audi-

ence per quarter-hour of 101,540.

Don't just sit there with

gum on your face.

• Buy KFWB . . . first in

^ Los Angeles. It's the

thing to do!

g ^ ^'^eriA to

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager

MIITON H. KLEIN, Sales Manager

Represented nationally by iOHN BLAIR t CO.



by Joe Csida

ALL THE 'TIXIN'S"
IN NEW ENGLAND

FOR THE PRICE OF

THE MAIN INGREDIENT

BOSTON
offers

1

.

Surveys

2. Dealer Contacts

3. Dealer Letters, Cards, etc.

4. Grocery Store Displays

5. Drug Store Displays

6. Participation in WORL'S
Housewives' Luncheons

7. Window Displays

8. Interviews

9. Editorials, 14 Newspapers

10. Ads in Leading New England

Magazines

PL
ADULT PROGRAMMING
ADULT AUDIENCE
ADULT AIR SALESMEN

ON

BOSTONS "950 CLUB" STATION

WORL

Sponsor
ijackstage

You can't win 'em all

One of the nicest things about doing a column

is the surprising reaction you get to some of

them. Totally unexpected. Two pieces back, for

example, you may recall I did a combination re-

view of Sterling "Red" Quinlan's book, "The

Merger." and Bob Foreman's novel "The Hot

Half Hour." I said, at some length, that I en-

joyed the books immensely, but that I felt both

ended on a note as true as hitting the high C on a $1.49 toy piano

Foreman I didn't hear from at all. Which is not the surprise.

Quinlan I did. Which is. Red not only wrote, but wrote that he

agreed with my criticism, which was to the effect that in a post-story

dedication he did a rave about television and advertising peoph

and all. the good and the bad, the competents and the phonies. Red

did it for a sound reason, however, as this portion of his letter says

'.
. . The thing I was trying most to do was to avoid any

accusation in our business that I was attempting to exploit

our industry, disparage it or indict it. There have been

books that have successfully done these things, but I did not

want to be locked in with certain past authors who have

written in this vein. .
."

The big ones can take it

Obviously. Red is one of the nice people he writes about. One o

the thinking, conscientious minority who feel they owe an obligatioi

to the industry of which they are a part. And who work at givinj

the industry itself prestige and stature. Too many don't.

At any rate, pick up Red's book, you'll like it.

Another surprising reaction came to last week's column, in whici

1 devoted all my space to a string of the kindest words at my com

mand, concerning the brave, vastly unappreciated struggle of thij

radio networks over the past several years. From CBS, with whosJ

new programing plan the piece dealt, I didn't hear at all. That waj

no surprise. From the NBC press department I got a phone call

My piece, said a publicist I'd never met. had upset Mr. CuUigai!

quite a bit, and could I come over and discus it with him?

It just happened I was doing something else at the time th«

young man called. (I'm just presuming he's young, on the basis oi

the way he handled this. I I explained same to the young man, aiUj

asked him to convey to Mr. Culligan the information that I was b;

no means a snob, and would see a radio network president abnos

any time on just a little notice. I hope I'll hear from Joe Culligan

whom I've never met either, but whose work as a super salesman i

(juite well known to me. If I had rapped the networks (which I havi

done on occasion) I would have more or less expected the call, but i

you recall the piece, I believe I made some of the most compliiup"

tary statements about them anyone ever perpetrated.

You do learn, however, after a stretch of columning that yi)»

can't win 'em all, and you quickly acquire the philosophy of bein,-

grateful for small favors. Not too long ago I did a short essay i»
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Fast, accurate news coverage is one
reason Beeline stations deliver a large

and responsive audience in the Billion-

Dollar Valley of the Bees. The five

Beeline stations have their own news
staffs for on-the-spot local news
stories. They work closely with Mc-
Clatchy newspapers and tie into avail-

able network news shows to add depth
to their coverage.

As a group purchase, these radio

stations deliver more radio homes
than any combination of competitive
stations ... at by far the lowest cost-

per-thousand. (Nielsen & SR&D)
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raym

National Representative



Buy the whole

TEXAS
MONEY BELT

and SELL it from

the CENTER

Channel 9 abc

MONAHANS, TEXAS

See

Everett McKinney, Inc.

Clyde Melville, Southwest

Ross Rucker, Pres.

Hillman Taylor, TV Manager

Ken Welch, Radio Manager

High income, rapid growth, make this

market to watch and to buy. You can sell i

from the center, with

KVKM *T^

MONAHANS, TEXAS

I Sponsor backstage

which I said I thought L'niveresal-Decca prexy Milton Rackmil ha^

waited a Httle too long to sell off his film library to tv. Rac

merely waited until he had concluded what he considered a nioj

spectacular deal with Screen Gems, and then sent me a clippin;

from the Herald Trib financial pages with details of the story.

stock shot of the signing of the contracts, together with a niildl

caustic personal note.

Right this minute this same dynamic double president has dea

considerably more harshly with one of our contemporaries. He ha

barred all reporters and writers from the weekly and daily Variet

from the Universal lot in Hollywood because they wrote a stor

saying he was dickering to sell the studios to MCA. There are som

around show business who believe Variety will survive.

Some guys about whom you write are big to the degree that eve

when they catch you with your careless typewriter showing the

do not chastise you for it, or even call it to your attention. Whe
Sylvester "Pat" Weaver parted with NBC, he took on. among otht

tasks, the responsibility for making the television plans for Kaise;

Aluminum. One of the first things he did was announce that he wa|

going to buy for them a Western series

—

Maverick, I think it wal

In a piece on Pat, I scoffed some, and indicated that it was Strang

that the man who did so much tall-talking about cultural prograni

ing, etc. would buy a Western first time on the other side of tb'

fence post-NBC. That Pat knew exactly what he was doing was sul

sequently evidenced by the fact that the show he bought and prad

tically all sagebrush sagas became the hottest rating-getters in thi

video business. And do to this day as the latest Nielsens testify. 1

I

Tv's new horizons
!

I never heard a word from Pat. Never a single "see, wise guy'

Pat is big enough to know what he is doing. And big enough t

proceed to do it, columnists and other scorners notwithstanding. Vt

did it, they tell me, pretty thoroughly again when he ran Governo

elect Nelson Rockefeller's television/radio campaign. When, as. an

if Governor Rock runs for the big bag of marbles in the 19(:

Nationals, it will be interesting to see how Pat handles the tv/radi

drive, for it is a virtual certainty that he will. It wouldn't surpris!

me one bit if we then saw what would amount to the very first politj

cal spectacular in television history. I

And while I'm pleased to see the Pat Weavers and the Robe

Montgomerys, et al charting the television courses of some of oij

most important candidates, I do think Jim Hagerty was not mini

mizing one bit when he made the doleful remark on last week

Small World show, that television is a devastating instrument, ar

warned that in time it could be responsible for the election to tl

office of the president an actor, rather than a politician. I hope

don't get an irate letter from an ambitious actor. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree tcith what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York.
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MAKES NEWS IN

INDIANAPOLIS BY

SPONSORING NEWS

SIGNS LARGEST SINGLE STATION BUY
IN RECENT HOOSIER RADIO HISTORY!
Through the Needham, Louis and Brorby, Inc. .

Agency, Chicago, the Oklahoma Oil Company ha:

sponsor all direct WXLW newsmobile reports broadcast live

throughout the day, representing what is believed to be the

largest single station buy in the radio history of India

Mr. Walter Kadi, Advertising Manager for the Oklahoi

Company states "We chose WXLW for several re(

soring the newsmobile reports gives Oklahoma Oil an oppor-

tunity to perform an important community service. Secondly,

WXLW's listener leadership in adult programming allows us

e people who buy— potential Oklahoma customers
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RUN YOUR own

TZHKEI

of all song

"Mary."
"Over

"Give My Regards

To Broadway."



PECTACULAR!

DOODLE

1 ffiMSffi f^m
OITED TO 2 SHOWIIGS ONLY
lat.n opportunity to do the kind of spectacular only

:wo,:s have been able to program! From December 1, 1958

Iul;5, 1959 "Yankee Doodle Dandy," smash hit musical is

ilal|; for two showings only! It's the film everybody wants

secigain. Schedule one showing in the winter and the

oncis a perfect patriotic tie-in during the July 4th period.

kL

S6i 5 MSKi!

«UIS«Bir SB'J6OT 91
WBBM-TV, Chicago; WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio; WJAR-TV,
Providence; WFBM-TV, Indianapolis; WSYR-TV, Syracuse; KNXT,
Los Angeles; KUTV, Salt Lake City; CKLW-TV, Detroit; WTEN,
Albany; KTNT-TV, Tacoma-Seattle; KBET-TV, Sacramento; KVAR,
Phoenix; KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn.; WWLP, Springfield, Mass.;

WHDH, Boston; WCNY-TV, Carthage, N. Y.; KCSJ-TV, Pueblo;

KTVU, San Francisco; and WABT, Birmingham.

For full details, write, wire, phone:

a.a.D.
United Artists Associated, I

345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323 NEW YORK
75 E.Wacker Dr., DEarborn 22030 CHICAGO

1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553 DALLAS
9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6 5886 B LOS ANGELES



^ wen
*'^^^^_^t.

III FOOD

ftUTOWOTlVE
DRUGS^.^ PRODUCTS

oo^

• MMM/ 765% ABOVE national average
in retail sales per capita!

• MIAMI 123% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE
in food sales per capita!

• MIAMI 152% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE
in drug sales per capita!

• MIAMI 248% ABOVE national average
in automotive sales per capita!

WTVJ covers this fantastic market as no other media can!

IMfTVJ

®
SeeNCS#3! See ARB! See your PGW colonel! CHANNEL 4

Cdafa from Safes Management's /November Represented by:

JO, 1958, "Marketing on the Move" Issue) Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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How

FORTUNE

Another season of second-rate pro-

graming has started TV on a self-

destructive cycle : program mediocrity

reduces audience, reduced audience

weakens the medium's economics,

weakened economics seems to bring

on more mediocrity.

tipped off Excerpt above is from "Tv-TI.e Light Tliat Failed. Before'" Dec. Fortune

the new anti-tv ^^party line"

^ast week, at the Waldorf Astoria in

New York, Lawrence H. Rogers II,

Board Chairman of TvB, was fighting

mad about an, as then, unpublished

magazine article.

Speaking before TvB's 4th Annual

Membershijj Meeting, he called it a

"pretentious statement ... a nifty piece

of Goebbels propaganda."

He was referring to a story in the

December issue of Fortune Magazine,

titled "Tv—The Light That Failed"

which was to appear on the newsstands

three days later.

Rumors of the story had been cir-

culating about New York all last week.

SPONSOR heard them at the TvB ses-

sions, at the ABC Affiliates Meeting,

and at the annual luncheon of the

Broadcast Pioneers.

WHY THE MAGAZINES FIGHT TV

For the first 10 months of 1958, magazine advertising is

running 9.5% behind 1957, while network and spot tv are

an estimated 7% ahead. (Source: Printer's Ink.) The

three leading Luce publications—Life, Time and Fortune

have suffered a combined 17% drop. Life, hardest hit by

tv competition, is off 513,969 lines, Time is off 194,309

lines and Fortune is off 220,242 lines from 1957 totals.

To track down these rumors, and

discover the extent of Fortune's attack

on the tv industry. SPONSOR managed
to secure advance galley proofs of the

closely guarded "Light That Failed"

story. Over the weekend, sponsor dis-

cussed the article with responsible in-

dustry executives. Here is a summary
of their opinions:

• "The Light That Failed." written

by Richard Austin Smith, is by far the

most prejudiced of the recent attacks

made on tv in the print media.

• It is packed with "partial facts" to

support a non-objective and utterly

l>iased anti-tv point of view.

• It is written in a kind of precious-

ly fruity prose style. It says for in-

stance that most 1958-1959 tv pro-

grams are "pathos from Boot Hill,

counterfeit cerebration from quiz

shows, barbarism from the police blot-

ter, inanities from outer space, monstri-

philia from Hollywood's celluloid ceni-

erataries."

• It would not be worth noticing or

worrying about—except for one, very

significant point:

• "The Light That Failed" does pre-
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sent, in clear, unmistakable detail, the

new. anti-tv "party line'" which hard

pressed publishers of print media will

pursue, with increasingly violence, as

they fight to maintain their badly

threatened advertising revenues in

1959.

That the print media, and particular-

h the general and women's magazines

are in trouble, cannot seriously be

doubted bv anvone who examines their

lineage figures for the past nine

months. ( See box on page 33.

1

That they will fight back hard

against their common enemy—televi-

sion—cannot be doubted by anyone

who has followed recent press attacks.

What the Fortune story does dis-

close is the arguments they will use.

the particular kinds of hatchets they

will try to sink in tv's skull.

According to responsible network.

station, and association officials who
have read "The Light That Failed"

these attacks will be of three kinds:

1 I attacks on tv's prestige, 2 I attacks

on tv's economics, 3 ) attacks on tv's

future.

Of these, the attacks on tv prestige

are most familiar. Charges that to-

day's tv programs are "pap," "medi-

ocre," "shoddy" have been made for

years. They resemble, in every detail,

HOW FORTUNE MAGAZINE ''STACKS THE FACTS" IN ORDEliT)

To those outside the industry, the article in the December issue of Fortune, "Tv—The Light That FaiU, i

Fortune has clearly "stacked the facts" in order to present an unfavorable tv picture. Many of Fortune's stafiMi

IFORTVISE SAYS: "The television 'audience'

is almost at the saturation point. A full 90% of

all Americans have access to television at

home. . . . Expert opinion within the medium holds

that this percentage will not rise very much, the

audience increasing only as the population grows.

Sindlinger & Co., recently concluded that the peak

percentage of homes having television sets should be

reached in the next twelve months."

BUT—Fortune carefully refrains from men,' :

Honing that total vieiving hours in Americans tv I

homes continue at a high level. A. C. Nielsen

Co. reported in its special annual survey of

tv viewing that in March 1958, 43 hours, 12
[

minutes per week were spent watching tv in i

the average home, compared to 41 hours, 24 i

minutes in 1957. As long as tv maintains its an-

dience hold, ''^set saturation^^ need not be feared.

2 FORTUNE SAYS: "Perhaps more serious, the

audience is getting choosier. The fact that a

growing sector of the audience is not disposed to

sit in stupefaction before shoddy programs, portends

nothing but greater strain on tv's economic system.

For rising program costs require bigger audiences

that can justify higher rates changed to the advertisers

—and tv is already having trouble holding its present

rate structure. Greater selectivity among viewers (in-

creases) the awesome pressure."

BUT—Fortune presents no documentation for I

its contention that the audience is ''''getting

choosier.^'' A year ago, John P. Cunningham,

pres. of Cunningham & Walsh, made a similar

statement about the groiving ''''boredom factor^"*

in tv Westerns. This year, tvhen the agency^s

Videotown research, showed westerns still first i

choice among male viewers—with a whopping i

76%—he publicly conceded he had been wrong.
\

Such '^^wishful mistakes'''' are common in tv.

3 FORTUNE SAYS: "Both General Motors di-

visions (Cadillac and Pontiac) appear to have

accepted the conclusion of their agency, Mac-

Manus, John & Adams, ".
. the greatest penalty of all

for the durable-goods manufacturer is television's

lack of selectivity. In television you must entertain

them all. . . That's well and good when you are sell-

ing a 30-cent product. But when you are attempting

to sell a product that costs from $3000 to $5000, you

must have selectivity."

BUT—Fortune neglects to point out that state-

ment at left was made by Ernest A. Jones, pres.

MacManus, John & Adams, nearly three years

ago. Since then he has changed his mind about

tv, (see page 10, SPONSOR 18 May 1957) and

has placed large portions of the Pontiac budget

in network tv programs, including many spec-

taculars. Also two other GM divisions, Buick

and Chevrolet, now are heavy in tv, consider it
\

a ^''major ad medium.''''

I



the assaults which print media have

traditionally made on all highly popu-

lar forms of public entertainment

—

notably the movies in the 1920s and

30s, and radio in the 1930s and 40s.

Coupled with these attacks on pro-

gram prestige, many tv executives be-

lieve, will come stepped up attacks on

the personal prestige of those in the tv

industry. Fortune, for instance, de-

lights in quoting ( out of context, and

with no chance for rebuttal I a remark

attributed to RCA Chairman David

Sarnoff to the effect that "we're in the

same position as a plumber laying

pipe. We're not responsible for what

goes through the pipe."

Even more intensive public ridicule

and castigation for industry personnel

can be expected from print, a network

V.p. told SPONSOR.

The second type of attack—on the

economics of the tv industry—is much
less well known, and well recognized.

It is developed in considerable detail

in the "Light That Failed Story."

Says Fortune, "Television's exotic

economics cannot be depended on to

improve the product (the program).

On the contrary, television economics

tend to establish and perpetuate medi-

ocrity. Moreover, a strong argument

{Please turn to page 77)

IME "DOOM AND GLOOM" PREDICTIONS ABOUT TV'S FUTURE

m model of factual research and reporting. But a point-by-point examination of its statements will show that

te. But, by omitting other pertinent data, it succeeds in giving a completely untruthful outlook on television.

4FORTUISE SAYS: "The latest figures on Hazel

Bishop . . reveal how the law of diminishing re-

turns can operate in the medium. The company's

1953 tv budget of $3,300,000 helped to bring in

$9,000,000 in sales and a tidy profit of nearly $2

million. From 1955 through 1957, however, tv budgets

ranging from $4,300,000 to $5,600,000 were accom-

panied by sales scaling downward from $11,460,000

to $10 million and annual losses of a million dollars

and upward."

BUT—Fortune omits entirely other significant

factors in the cosmetic business which deeply

affected the Hazel Bishop sales and profits pic-

ture. Rather than blame the law of '^''diminish-

ing returns'''' in tv. Fortune would have been

fairer if it had pointed out that ttvo other, high-

ly successful tv users, Revlon and Avon, had
come into the market and by imaginative tv

schedules, programing and commercials, had
built outstanding marketing successes.

5 FORTUNE SAYS : "Another season of second

rate programing has started the industry on a

self-destructive cycle; program mediocrity re-

duces audience, reduced audience weakens the medi-

Linrs economics, weakened economics seem to bring

on more mediocrity. . For the first time in history the

tv industry suffered a profit slump last year. . Sta-

tion profits may level off this year, though network

pickings will likely be even slimmer than in 1957. .

tv economics tend to perpetuate mediocrity."

BUT—Fortune neglects to mention how the

economics of advertising may be operating in

the magazine field. In the first nine months

of 1957, Life's income was $112,348,425.
For a similar period in 1958, the figures

were $98,452,871. Time Magazine showed
$36,874,566 in 1957 vs. $34,268,696 this

year. Fortune is down from $8,540,780 to

$7,489,136. Hotv will this affect magazine

quality in the future?

6FORTUISE SAYS: "What television has not

been able to accomplish internally will likely be

forced on it from outside. The curative force:

pay tv. Several companies are preparing to put it

on the market. Skiatron has scheduled operations in

Los Angeles and San Francisco for mid-April. Addi-

tional road blocks may upset his schedule. But the

state of "free" tv is sure to bring the alternative into

being . . . sooner rather than later."

BUT—Fortune carefully avoids bringing up the

one example of pay tv which most broadcasters

believe is most significant, the story of Bartles-

ville, Oklahoma. In Bartlesville, pay tv was

given a complete test lasting several months,

finally folded, when its subscribers (tv set own-

ers) refused to reneiv subscriptions. Despite

initial enthusiasm, they didn^t feel the differ-

ence ivas worth the extra cash.



2030 cases of Parti-Day in 1st montli

^ Sales to wholesalers in first four weeks of 26-week test of

day tv in Green Bay area, hit 65% of previous six-month total

^ "Operation Pipeline" completed, say D'Arcy and Parti-Day.

With distribution solved, test emphasis shifts to consumer

I f you want to know how much help

10 day tv spots per week can be in

building distribution for a new grocery

product—take a look at the sales fig-

ures shown on the opposite page.

Parti-Day Toppings, a new line of

desert toppings manufactured by Liq-

uid Carbonic Corp. had been in the

Green Bay, Wisconsin area since LS

April. Wholly unsupported by adver-

tising, promotion or merchandising,

they had built up sales at wholesale to

.3145 cases for the six-month period.

On 1.5 October, Parti-Day through^

D'Arcv's Chicago ofTice, l:egaii a 26-
'

week test of day tv spots over WBAY-

TV. Green Bay, (test budget .$9,980)

and, at the same time, opened up a

coordinated drive for retail distribu-

tion of Parti-Day through its Wiscon-

TH WEEK iSSSSBj
E^ OF A |BS SB
^B 26-WEEK iBr ^BV TEST iSHSjS

3
i ' ^^^x '^ HI
1^^ ^0:m IH

bBI

sin broker, Otto L. Kuehn Co. of Mil-

waukee.

Results, as this special report to

SPONSOR shows, were 2030 cases

shipped to wholesalers in the first

month of the test, or almost four times

the previous shipment rate.

Even more important, Parti-Day dis-

tribution in retail stores climbed fast.

On 15 October, less than 107^ of the

groceries, chains, and supermarkets in

an 80-mile circle around Green Bav

were carrying Parti-Day.

By 15 November, Parti-Day had

1007 distribution in the "double A",

"A" and "B" grocery outlets doing

807 of total grocery volume. The

distribution problem had been solved,

and "Operation Pipeline" the first

phase of the test had been completed,

according to D'Arcy and Parti-Day

executives.

In looking over Parti-Day's sales

record given on the following page, two
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I'iuls shuuld be borne in mind: 1)

Certain markets, notably Wausau and

Norway are on the outer fringes of

W BAY-TV's viewing area. 2) Not re-

ported in any of these figures are sales

to \ikP, which has many stores in this

territory, but buys through Milwaukee.

Later SPONSOR stories will give com-

parative results of Parti-Day move-

ments in Milwaukee and other cities.

But it is impossible at this time to

trace how much of A&P volume is

going into Green Bay.

One thing is certain. The combina-

tion of day tv and intensive broker

effort has broken Parti-Day's distribu-

tion log jam in Green Bay and from

here on sales results will depend on 1

1

advertising power, and 2 I product ac-

ceptance.

In the drive for distribution, Parti-

Day, D'Arcy, Kuehn, and WBAY-TV
worked closely together. A kick-off

dinner for six Kuehn salesmen was

held at Green Bay during the first week

of the campaign by Robert Parker,

marketing manager of WBAY-TV, and

each salesman was furnished with a

The Test in a Nutshell

PRODUCT: Parti-Day Toppings

TEST AREA: 80-mile area around

Green Bay. Wise.

MEDIA: Daytime tv only.

SCHEDULE: 10 one minute spots

weekly—26 weeks

BUDGET: $9,980.

kit, containing a copy of the commer-

cial schedule, with complete details on

day, time, names and types of audi-

ences reached by each program in

which Parti-Day's 10 weekly one-minute

spots were being run.

Reports to sponsor indicate that

Kuehn's men. in calls on wholesalers

and retailers, found strong arguments

in two facts: 1 ) the Parti-Day schedule

represented a firm 26-iveek commit-

ment, and 2 1 Parti-Day commercials

are done live by Russ Widoe, well

known Green Bay tv personality.

This powerful and growing appeal

of local station personalities has been

reported many times in sponsor, and

apparently was one of the most impor-

tant factors in securing retail accept-

ance of Parti-Day.

Kuehn salesmen report that store

managers seem to prefer live local an-

nounceinents to film commercials, and

are immediately interested in products

backed by strong local tv schedules.

Marvin Bower, merchandising man-

ager for Otto L. Kuehn, in comment-

ing to sponsor on the first months

wholesale shipments says, "All of these

sales were made on the strength of the

television schedule, as we have had no

special deals, introductory offers or the

like in order to build these sales."

In securing Parti-Day distribution,

Kuehn's men were also frequently able

to secure demonstrations and various

basket, pushcart and other displays.

sponsor continues exclusive 26-week

reporting of this unique tv test with a

report next week on research and mar-

keting plans by Robert J. Curry, and

James B. Wilson, account executive and

acc.unl su|.ervis.,r al ITXnv. ^

PARTI-DAY CASE SHIPMENTS IN GREEN BAY AREA
BEFORE TV SINCE START OF TV

City No. of Wholesalers Average 15-day Oct. 15-31 Nov. 1-15

Manitowoc 1 40

Oshkosh 1 12

Appleton 3 114 335 590

Gillett 1 16 160

Green Bay 2 8 100 560

Menominee 1 5 40

Fond du Lac 1
30

Stevens Point 1 30 35 35

Wausau 1

Norway 1 27

Sheboygan 1 50 30 75

Totals 14 262 580 1450
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STATION REVERSES ITSELF,

WON'T ACCEPT LIQUOR ADS

I he strong undercurrent of pressure

against hard liquor advertising on the

air has exploded underneath a radio

station.

WOMT, Manitowoc. Wis., has re-

versed its position on such advertising

and will no longer accept it. The sta-

tion's position was announced in its

newsletter. Station Breaks, just one

week after an article in sponsor on the

subject of hard liquor ads on the air.

( See the story "What's behind the

liquor controversy, 8 November 1958.

1

The SPONSOR article reproduced a

portion of the WOMT rate card show-

ing the words "All alcoholic beverage

advertising accepted."

WOMT president Francis M. Kadow
had quit the NAB in a huff after its

president Harold Fellows attacked sta-

tions who flouted the NAB code, which

prohibits hard liquor plugs.

In explaining his backtracking, Ka-

dow said the main reason was that,

though it was all right for print media

to carry liquor ads, "these mediums do

not have the absorption, persuasiveness

or the impact of radio." ^

BEFORE: ^frv in m-.

19.S8. (lispld\e(l pait of

It mil (I "What's behind the liquor controversy," 8 Novembei

(ard of WOMT, Manitowoc, Wis., relating to hard liquoi

iWttMT

AFTER : Below is sta

Francis Kadow state>

lU ILCOMUC lEVEUK
UVERTSMJCCEPTEI.

in WOMTs 11 Xove vsletter in which station

vill no longer accept

We have reversed our position on the acceptance and the

broadcast of "HARD LIQUOR" advertising on WOMT.

I can give you any one of sixty or more reasons for

the change of our position in this matter. However, the one re-occuring

argument advanced by interested parties who are not in radio broad-

casting industry but who were interested in what we proposed to do

and that was:-

"Such advertising as we proposed to carry is all right

in magazines and newspapers, as these mediums do not have the

the absorption, persuasiveness or the impact of radio"

Re-evaluating our medium, it maybe is for the best

interests of all '^"^ *^"
frPflt f (y^^^aafr'^^*^"'''^-'****-ihlf^"*'''^*'""

It's unfortiftiate that the five words of our rate card NTf

^5 were blown to the proportions ii\e\ were

fH.'VNClS M. KADOW

Pied PipM

^ "Follow-the-leader is a

big game with tiniebuyers

^ Proof? Host of fads from

prime time to rating floors

^%re timebuyers faddists? Not if

you ask timebuyers. Everybody elsel

is, of course, but not they. Naturally
(

they slip into some universal crazes!

like tail fins and hula hoops—but in-|

troduce fads into timebuying, never!\

Yet the truth is—they do. ;

Rating floors, cost-per-1,000, prime

time, secret buying formulae, none but

the 50,000-watters, traffic times, super-

saturation, and adjacencies to / Love

Lucy are all part of a rich heritage of

crazes in timebuying, many of which

are still popular.

Just let young Phipps at Goliath &

Bellwether Agency switch his frozen

sauerbraten account from a 7 p.m.

news show to a 6:45 p.in. educational

feature on the stringing of tennis rack-

,

ets and word spreads like radioactive

fall-out. If Phipps gives his coup somei

sort of fancy name such as "a psycho-

1

somatic shift-down," word will spread

even faster. From Wilshire Boulevard
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Timebuying; Fads for '59

lo Madison Avenue, media men will

shake their heads and say, "Well, well,

wonder what young Phipps at G&B
knows about that 6:45 time slot that

I ARB doesn't?" A new fad is born.

i
Before long, just about everyone is

"shifting down psychosomatically" and

a premium rate goes onto 6:45 p.m.

spots, especially if they're adjacent to

tennis racket-stringing shows.

Just as the garment trade press keeps

1 an eye on Jacques Fath to try to anti-

I

cipate whether women will be looking

Hke nose-cones or zeppelins next

spring, SPONSOR has noted what it feels

were important developments in time-

I

buying this year and on this basis

predicts the following fads for '59.

. Co8t-per-Miltown Fad. This craze

should sweep the agencies sometime

about July when timebuyers start try-

ing to set up fall spot tv campaigns

around adjacencies in net tv line-ups

that haven't been firmed yet. Cost-

per-Miltown will be a brand new yard-

stick in buying time; it will measure

the value of a station buy against the

stress on the buyer. If the cost of

tranquilizers consumed in the media

department exceeds the cost-per-1,000

of the buy, the station is automatically

dropped. Any cost-per-Miltown de-

cision can be easily justified to the

client since it will be called cost-per-M

for short, and he will assume the agen-

cy means cost-per-1,000.

Northbound bridge traffic hours

fad. By early spring, watch for a

rush away from 7 to 9 a.m. "driving

times" by radio clients in favor of a

stampede into the new "prime" hour

of 4 to 5 a.m. to be known, in all prob-

ability, as "Northbound bridge traffic

hours." Behind this predicted fad lies

an interesting story. One morning last

month at about 4:30, an agency field

man was returning from a rather large

evening in Newport, Ky., to his hotel

in Cincinnati, noticed that his car was

far from being the only one crossing

the bridge. "If," he reasoned, "there

are all these cars out at 4:30 a.m. on

this bridge and all traveling North to

Cincinnati, just think how many mil-

lions of cars must be traveling North

on bridges right now all over the

country.' " Agency research depart-

ment got count of North-South bridges

I excluding covered bridges and logs

over streams), and the projection

shows a tremendous auto radio bonus

at 4:30 a.m. Nielsen may have to

change its car radio to meet the trend.

Senile Eastern Fad. This will hit

buyers of net shows somewhere about

September. There will be a sharp swing

away from the "adult Western" and

there will be only one direction to go

—program-wise: tv shows all about

East-coast tycoons trying to save the

family corporation from a merger to

protect the interests of their daughters

at Vassar. This fad will probably

eclipse beanie hats.

Formulagrams. 1959 probably will

see a L'pate of timebuying formula

games that will make the Scrabble fad

seem tame in the puzzle-entertainment

field. At the moment, the formulagram

most apt to catch fire is one called

Mediacap which applies the technique

of handicapping horses to buying air

time. As explained by its inventor I a

race tout turned timebuyer who tum-

bled on the system while studying

NCS#3), the formula goes like this:

(1) Pick a market; any market. (2)

Pick a station and time period. (3)

Average ratings. (4) Add estimated

tab for last time station manager took

you to lunch. (5) Divide by frequency,

add watts. ^
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How RAB makes research easier fi

^ Radio Advertising Bureau goes all out in its effort

to sell radio's advantages to advertisers and agencies

^ To do it, it makes available $2.5 million worth of

research to media buyers, planners as well as members

Last ut't'k. the usual flood of tele-

I'hoiie calls came into the Park Avenue

lieadquarters of the Radio Advertisinjj;

Bureau in New York City. Among the

calls were these two from well-known

advertising agencies:

• A prominent timehuyer wanted

proof from RAB that radio advertisers

are increasing their frequency. His

ohject was to dissuade a client from

cutting hack his spot radio schedule.

• An account executive wanted

RAB's help in preparing a presentation

recommending radio to a client who
was planning a $1.5 million ad cam-

paign to launch a new product.

In both these cases—typical of hun-

dreds more over a year's time—RAB
came through with the requested mate-

rial. Which points up this significant

fact: While RAB's primary aim is to

help its members by increasing radio

advertising volume, RAB also has de-|i

veloped into a giant wellspring of in- 1
formation for anyone concerned with I
the buying of advertising media.

RAB's services to its members are I
widespread: they range from providing!

selling tools for radio station salesmen I
to the financing of industry research I
into radio's scope, depth and growth. [
But what many advertisers and agen-|

cies may not know is that RAB also I
has a vast stockpile of research on I
radio—a stockpile whose worth is esti-l

mated at more than $2.5 mil

which is available to advertisers and|
agencies who may want it. What's

more, RAB spends about 10-12% of itsl

annual budget of almost $1 million (or I
up to $120,000 a year) for new re-f

search on radio.

WHAT ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES ASK ABOUT RADIO

One of RAB's major functions is to act as an information service for advertisers, agencies, and sta- ||

tioiis seeking data on radio. Listed below are some of the questions most frequently asked of RAB

^'hat radio strategy is X company using now?
(Question is usually asked for several companies at

one time—rompeting with firm asking question

^'e've recommended a radio campaign for our di-

nt, but they are interested in net tv, print. Whal

an you give us to document our case for radio"!

How nian> people will I be able to reach with this

particular ra<li<> campaign. Ami do you have

figur<'s on similar campaigns run in the past?

4 Do you have tapes of the radio commercials used

by my competitors? Any examples of creative com-
mercials n<»t on the air in my part of the country

5 How much time do (housewives, teen-age girls,

working men, professional men, etc.) spend with

radio each week?

audience

s daily

, markets?

iiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiii;!iiiiii;i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiii]iiiiiii!;iiiiiiiiiii!'iiiiHi!

6 How many people can I reach (cumulative aud
figures), with an X number of announcements
for an X number of weeks, in X market, mar

7;

8:

9 How many radio stations are there in the United | I

States todav? How manv were there in such-and- |l
such a year? | |

WWhat case histories do you have on successful

radio advertising campaigns that have been run

bv mv type of business?

Jl

f Can we have information on RAB's awareness of

commercials tests? Where were they done? How
remembered commercials after first time?

ny radio sets were sold last year compared

to television sets? What do you estimate this year's

' figures will be and how will they compare?
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mebuyers
Here, for example, are only 10 of the

areas which this available research ma-

terial covers

:

1) Time spent with radio, by tvork-

ing men, housewives, teenagers—and

several other categories—is document-

ed by RAB in a series of nearly a

dozen radio listening habit studies.

2 1 How radio gives the advertiser

llie "last word" with shoppers is out-

lined in RAB's "Last Word" studies

lor drug stores and supermarkets. More
of these studies are in the works.

3 1 What's the cumulative audience

lor radio? RAB research answers the

(|uestion with a series of reports—e.g.,

"The Cumulative Audience of After-

noon D.J.'s."

4 1 Advertisers interested in the vast

out-oj-home radio audience can get the

full picture from RAB's "Radio Gives

\ ou The Right-of-Way in The Great

Outdoors." Research covers auto radio

listening and portable radio listening

at beaches, parks, etc.

5 ) Background on how radio is used

I'Y a wide variety of advertisers (case

histories, analyses, background) . These

range from brief "success stories" to

brochures and effectiveness research

(i..ne on the scene by RAB.
61 Interested in using a radio per-

sonality to sell your product? RAB has

available a study that measures the

"Purchasing Influence of Radio Per-

sonalities in Metropolitan Markets."

7) Radio's phenomenal strength in

Iv-saturated areas is outlined in an

RAB research piece titled "Radio in

Telurbia."

81 Measurement of who's advertis-

ing on radio—how much time they're

buying—has been undertaken by RAB
in its series of quarterly reports on
"Spot and Network Radio Clients."

9) How to reach the farm market?
RAB outlines the radio route in "Ra-
dio Sells Them Down on the Farm," a

full-scale research presentation offering

listening data and other vital informa-

tion on the farm market.

10) RAB "package" presentations—
research-packed presentations on vari-

ous types of businesses—give adver-

tisers a complete rundown of what ra-

dio can do to solve their particular

sales problems. These "packages" in-

clude as many as 14 brochures and
(Please turn to jmge 76)

STRATEGY OF RAB OPERATION IS

IN HANDS OF THESE FOUR MEN

Kevin Sweeney, pres. of RAB
since 1954 has ivatched the growth

of the organization to its present

size; a staff of 50, a budget that

will next year exceed $1 million.

Numbered among today's members

are all four radio networks, virtu-

ally all of the leading station

representatives and 900 stations.

John F. Hardesty, v.p. and gen.

mgr. directs the administration of

RAB and supervises its staff of

national and regional salesmen.

Hardesty began his radio career in

1939, joined RAB as dir. of pro-

motions in 1951. He left in 1954 to

become eastern sales mgr. for West-

inghouse, returned to RAB in 1956.

Miles David, dir. of promotion

heads RAB's 10-man promotion

department, directs RAB promo-

tion, research and publicity. His

department prepares data on radio,

writes promotion material and

presentations and handles RAB's

press relations. Previously, he was

the executive editor of sponsor.

Warren J. Boorom, RAB's dir.

of member service, supervises a

crew of four regional managers

who travel the country calling on

member stations, assisting them in

use of RAB material, participating

in RAB sales clinics and signing up

new stations. He joined RAB in

'54 as dir. of local promotion.
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How to cut redtape—by staying home

I he next time an avalanche of office

redtape makes you swear you'll go

home and stay there, take heart: It can

be done.

Gerald A. (Jerry) Bartell, president

of the Bartell Family Radio group of

independent radio stations, operates

his business from the $100,000 man-

sion on the outskirts of Madison. Wis.,

you see above. He has no other per-

manent office. In fact, his only on-the-

scenes helper is Ruth Wernick, his

ever-present Gal Friday.

No. 3938 Plymouth Circle, Jerry's

home and headquarters is an impres-

sive place. It was designed by Robert

Cashin, an admirer of Frank Lloyd

Wright, and is located about three

miles from the heart of the city, com-
plete with hi-fi record |)layer. a piano

and an organ.

Before you decide to set up a similar

j)aradise, however, ponder the pictures

on next page. Here's what they show;

1

)

To operate a business with such

splendid detachment, you must have

the will power to evolve—and willingly

abide by—an almost monastic routine.

Otherwise, you'll go to pot.

2) You must have the imagination

to capitalize on such a home's natural

ad\ania es—the atmosphere it affords

) ou to dream up ideas and kick them

around with visitors—yet never risk

the penalty of losing touch with reality.

3 1 True you won't be irritated by

elevators, stuffy offices, grouchy col-

leagues, parking, or commuting prob-

lems. But you do have to be prepared

to travel extensively, pay minute atten-

tion to memos, and spend long stretches

with the phone and dictating machine.

Bartell's stations include KYA. San

Francisco, KCBQ, San Diego, WOKY,
Milwaukee, WAKE, Atlanta, WYDE,
Birmingham, WILD. Boston. Apart

from his determination to escape from

irksome detail, the reason he is in

Madison can be found in his strong

academic interests and background.

Bartell is an alumnus of the University

of Wisconsin ( B.A. in economics, M.A.

in speech), and spent 10 years as pro-

duction manager of WHA, the Univer-

sity's educational radio station. He

calls himself a "scholar turned business

man using the tools of an educator to

develop a business organization."

What are the chief gains from this

detached control set-up? Bartell fig-

ures he profits greatly from the one-

way control of the flow of detail, with

corresponding opportunities for long-

term planning. The station managers

meantime get more autonomy in han-

dling their local problems.

Admittedly, though, it takes a spe-

cial sense of balance to keep this kind

of show going. ^
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8
Checkup on station correi-pondence Travel is important to keep up out-

involves reading carbons of all let- Q side contacts, a^oid mental ruts,

ters. memos, etc., issued by group ^ Bartell makes man> speaking touis

- _ Relaxation is geared to ac-

in ademic environment. Bartell's

^ Shakespearian role is typical
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Branden loves radio's

Sunday evening punch

^ Local, traffic news for returning weekend motorists

picks up nighttime audiences, in home-minded mood

Iwlost everyone knows about peak

traffic hours and why there's a scram-

ble for them. But six months ago a

regular user of these hours (a home-

builder I got to thinking about the 80.-

000 cars streaming across the Oakland

Bay Bridge during another peak—Sun-

day night. Why not capitalize on it?

For this peak contained mostly fam-

ily groups, returning from an outing

or weekend visit. In short, the very

market homebuilder A. L. Branden

was shooting at. About to open a

10.0(M)-unit project called "Tropicana

Village" he needed something new to

add to his da\time segments. Sunda\

night, he figured, might be the answer.

What's on the mind of Sunday

homeward - bound families, Branden

asked himself. Branden says, "First

of all, getting home, then conditions at

home, laundry in the hamper."

Branden felt these primary interests

could be programed to, down to the

last detail of commercial content. So,

coinciding with the opening of "Tropi-

cana Village," here is what this 38-

year-old homebuilder decided to offer

Sunday evening listeners during the

Daylight Saving Time period:

1 I Help getting home. He hired an

Oakland news service accredited to the

(alifornia Highwa\ Patrol and other

official agencies to monitor their re-

ports of traffic conditions over 58 re-

ceivers in the nine Bay area counties

(containing three and a half million

people I. Combining this with KSFO's
listener phone-in method for pinpoint-

ing traffic problems, he bought through-

( ut the 6-10 p.m. stretch to supplement

his weekday commuter schedule on

the same station.

2 I Conditions at home. Emphasis in

local—or home—news was intention-

all) heavy during the four hours.

3 1 Easy listening. Branden got a

"soft sell" jingle, used on E.T.'s with

semi-hardsell tags.

In all cases, Branden emphasizes, the

jingle had to fit into the station's

"sound." Humor was not used because,

lii Branden's view, "a homebuyer will

not purchase from a clown."

In keeping with the audience, the

"Branden Reporter" (Bob Colvig) re-

ported the drama of the highway: for

example, the little old lady who had a

cup of tea ready for a parachuting

\avy jet pilot who landed in her back-

ward shortly after she heard the report

lo motorists to be on the lookout for

fire and ambulance equipment.

In all, the "weekend commuter" was

offered somewhat the same service as

the weekday commuter gets on the CoU
lig Commute Club, in which Branden

participates between 4-7 p.m. The big

difference: listener phone-ins of traffic

tie-ups are used without the monitor-

ing service on Colvig's weekday show.

Here's how the Sunday experiment

worked out: Branden reports that from

13 July, when the San Jose develop-

ment opened, 1,045 homes—at a retail

value of $12 million—have been sold.

For a specific check, Branden turned

the Sunday evening show on a particu-

lar subdivision where sales had been

static. In two weeks, sales tripled ( from

six-to-eight to 24-30 homes a week).

"Thirty-four percent of our home-

buyers tell us they first heard of our

homes on radio," Brandon says. This

is why his $2,000 weekly advertising

and promotional budget is allocated

primarily to radio and radio tie-ins

after a $30,000 kick-off campaign for

each new home development.

What audience did the Sunday show

reach besides people in homes and

autos? One of the sources of "traffic

information was the Coast Guard. "So

you see," says Branden. "we even got

to vachters and boaters." W
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./.TV BASICS/NOV.-DEC

What net tv audiences are watching

^ Nielsen's second October report compared with last

year's shows Westerns are still the favorite with viewers

^ Quiz shows have dropped in popularity from a high

second place last year to a tied seventh position in 1958

W. network tv audience

1)\ now having had a good chance to

pick its favorites for the new season,

here's the latest word from Nielsen:

• Westerns are still banging away

in the No. 1 spot.

• Quiz shows have taken a dive in

|)(ipularity.

• General drama l30-minute) is

nut as popular as it was.

• Situation comedies are up in rela-

tive popularity so far this year.

These facts are taken from a com-

parison of Nielsen's second October

report with the corresponding report

for 1957. Here are details comparing

average audience ratings for both

years by program types:

Westerns ( 30-minutes ) show an

average this year of 25.2'/ ; last year.

25.97f. The 60-minute western cate-

gory, not broken down in the 1957

Nielsen report, is in No. 2 rank this

)ear. with a 23.9' V.

The rest of the show categories in

rank order follow:

Situation comedies, 2\.l'/c this year,

22.5 '/r in 1957.

Variety I 60-minute format 1 , 20.9%

for 19.58, 22.3'/; last year.

General drama { 30-minutes) , now at

20.3%; last year at 22.7%.

Suspense drama averages 20.2%
compared to 19.7 'y in 1957.

Quiz and audience participation

shows tied with general drama (60-

minutes) with 18.9'/—last year it was

25.1' i and 17.9'/ respectively.

Adventure shows, with 18.4% com-

pared to last year's 16.1'/r.

Ranking last in program categories

this year is variety (30-minutes), with

16.7"^/ compared to 18.0% for Octo-

ber. 1957 ^

AVERAGE RATINGS OF PROGRAIVI TYPES FOR NIGHT AND DAY

NiaMN AVERAGE

Df«m« Adv«tit»if« V«ri»tY

2 23

203

240

18 9

22

202

23 8

21 7

272

252 239
2 05

184

190

167

279

209

208

18 9
15.3

132

218

19.7

2 70

2Q8

i- 18 October. 1958

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

S.ri.l. Quii I Ott.«. P.o9.«.

ramiTTlf^

Network Sales Status Week Ending 22 Nov.

Daytime

%
Live

83J ABCti
97.1 CBSt I
95.2 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

25.5

26.3

28.6

Nighttime

%
Live

38.6 ABCh
46.3 CBSt I

55.6 NBC I

SPONSORED HOURS

24.1

25.2
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2. NIGHTTIME C O M P At

lion. Th'ey >

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC --

Small World

O. Malhioson'

Meet The Press

I-L." ' 7.500

Strange Case of
Cosmic Rays

Twentieth
Century

D-F 4.j,000

Chet Huntley
Reporting

D Edwards
Amer Home

N-L 9,5DOtt

No net service

News
Bulova all sust

N-L e.soott

D Edwards
Benson & Hedges
N-L 9.500tt

News

You Asked for It Lassie

Mark Saber
Sti-iliMK Drug

Hall of Fame
(7-8: 12/14)

Hallmark
Dr-L 275,000

No net service

D Edwards
Mnvv Home

No net service

M-F """'%i,ono
ABC News News

Bulova alt sust

ABC News D Edwards
Benson & Hedges

News

Maverick

Drackett

W F Vo.ooo

Bachelor Father

.S,-F 42.00(1

Jack Benny

C-F ' 6.5.000

Northwest
Passage

.A-f" 48.000

Polka-Co-Round Name That
Tune

Amer Home
Q-L 23.000

'Tic Tac Dough
I'&G

Q-L 23,.500

Harold Ritchie

Elgin

\V-F 78,000

Stars in Action

Dragnet

Bell & Ilmiell

(11/25 A: !. :n

My-F :i.-.

Maverick

Ed Sullivan

Mercury

V-L 79,.500

•Steve Allen

Greyhound

V-L 108.000

Polka-Co-Round
The Texan

Brown & Wmsn

Restless Cun
.sterling Drug

I'&G
W-F 37.500

Sugarfoot

7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Luden's
\V-F 78,000

Invisible Man

•Eddie Fisher

L&.\l

•George Cobel

Lav* Man
H J. Reynolds

Ed Sullivan

Steve Allen Bold Journey
Father Knows

Best
Lever alt Scott

Wells Fargo

W-P 43.800

Wyatt Earp

alt I'&G

To Tell the
Truth

Q-l' 22.000

Shirley Temple's
Storybook

Bros..' .r II

(8-9; 11 !•-

Ur-F 17

,1.,, r

Colt .45

C. E. Theatre
(ien Kle,_t,i,.

Wonderful Town

•Dinah Shore
Chevy Show Voice of

Firestone
Danny Thomas Peter Cunn

Brislol-.Myors

My-F 38.000

The Rifleman

'Ualston I'urlna

W-F 30,000

Arthur Godfrey

Gift of Magi
ShealTer Pen
(9-10; 12/9)

Dr-L 350,000

'"Sr"
r Sk»

Stars of Jazz

Hitchcock
Theatre

MyF '

:iu,OiMi

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

Anybody Can

(''Jf^vnohh

Ann Southern

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Dr-F'""' "39,000

Naked City

.My-F 37,000

•Red Skelton

alt .s. C. .Johnson

Bob Cummings
Reynol.l>

alt Gen 1-o.xls

5

Your Neighbor
The World

Keep Talking

(M. IS, 000

Loretta Young
l>&0

Dr-F 42.500

This Is Music

Desilu
Playhouse

I)i-F 82,000

Arthur Murray

1.. ^u.
Phainiaceutical

Confession

Garry Moore

Uevlon

'
('4hr.)

The ^

No net service
What's My Line

U L 32.000

No net service

John Daly News

No net service

Ball-Arnaz
Show

No net service

John Daly News
Garry Moore

'Ittsburgh I'latc

No net service

No net service

, ttCost is per
trams. Co.'st.s r

re Kros.s (inclu

segment. Prices
fer to average v

de 15% agenoy

do not include

commission). T

sustaining, part
ling talent and
ey do not inclu

cipating inc cials or time el

indicated as fo

) Documentary,

argos. This cliai

o«s: (A) Advoi
(I)r) Drama, (

SPONSOR

t covers period
turc. (Au) Au<
') Film, (I) In

• 29 NO

22 Nov. 19 De.

ience ParticipBt

tcrview. (J) Ju
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I G R A P 22 NOV. - 19 DEC.

BIESDAY
S NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

't^r
'' D Edwards

<L 9,500tt

News
Biistol-M.vers

--L ''6'!.500tt

D Edwards

N-L 9,500tt

News

No net service No net service No net service

" News ABC News D Edwards
News

Biislnl-AIyers

(repeat feed)

ABC News
D Edwards

News

ilci

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30) Leave It To

Beaver

;c-F 315,000

1 Love Lucy

Clairol

ic-F 2.-., 000

efferson Drum RIn Tin Tin Your Hit Parade

Mu-L 42,500

Buckskin
Pillsbury

Dick Clark
Show

Beech-Nut

Mu-L "^ 14,.500

Perry Mason

Gulf, Hamm
My-F 25,700

(20min.)

People Are
Funny

Au-f'
'

24.000

Wagon Train
K ,1, Reynolds
>.ii^us Mr hrs)

Zorro
\C Spark, ~-Vfl

A-P 37,000
Bride

General Foods

ic-F 32,000

Id Wynn Show
Walt Disney

Presents

M-F ' ' 57,000

{'A hr.)

Trackdown

A-F '

33, .500

further Advent,
)f Ellery Queen

:various Vi hrsl

My-F 27, .500

CA hr|)

Jubilee, U.S.A.

Hill Bros.

Lowell Thomas
High Adventure

Gen Motors

(7:30-8:30; 12/6)

D-F 223.000

*PerryComo

RCA & \^^li^lpoo'I

V-L 120,000

1 ice Is Right
.,, Speid_el

The Real
McCoys Derringer

(\--F ' 38,000

Concentration

1-L 20,000

Walt Disney
Hill Bros.

Kellogg
Reynolds Metal

Jackie Cleason
Lever

Pharmaceuticals

C-L 58,000

Ellery Queen
Bell & Howell

112/,5 & 12/19)

(12/5 '& "l2/19)

Jubilee, U.S.A.

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Brn. & Wmson

Cliemstrand

Polaroid

Amer Dairy

MlUon Berle

-L 50.000

i. 210,000

Pat Boone
Chevy

Showroom

V-L 43,000

Zane Cray
S. C. .lohnson

General Foods
5V-F 45,000

Behind Closed
Doors
L&M alt

W-hitehall

Man With A
Camera

General Elec.

A-F 26,000

Phil Silvers

Sc-F " 42,000

M Squad
Amer. Tobac.

Bulova

Hy-F 31.000

Lawrence Welk
Dodge

Mu-L 17,500

Gale Storm

.4-P 39,.500

Steve Canyon

A-F 44,000

Dean Martin
U.S. Time

(9-10; 11/22)

Mu-L 210,000

Got,

21.0

Bat Masterson

n'-F 38.000

Rough Riders

WF 47,000t

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

Kimberb'-Clark
)r-L&F 45.000

('72 hr.)

Ford Show
F.ird

77 Sunset Strip
(9:30-10:301

Amer. Chicle

My-F 72,000

Playhouse
Luxt alt

Sohlitz

The Thin Man
Colgate

Hy-F 40,000
Lawrence Welk

Have Cun, Will
Travel

alt Lever
W-F 38,000

Cimarron City
(9:30-10:30)

W-P 30,000

This Is Your
Life

P&G
Traffic Court

Playhouse 90

AlLstale

Elgin alt sust

You Bet Your
Life

j-L '51,750

77 Sunset Strip

Whitehall

Harold Uilchie

The Line Up

My-F 34,000

Cavalcade of

Sports

!p-L 45,000

Music From
Manhattan

Mu-L 17.000

Cunsmoke

Speny-Rand
W-F 40.000

Pillsbury (11/9)

(12/6)

No net service
lohn Daly News

Whitehall,

N-L 6,000

Ihow of Month

!9:30-ll: 12/18)

)r-L 275,000

No net service

John Daly News

N-L 6,000

Person to

Person

alt Revlon

I-L 38,000

Brains & Brawn

Q-L " 45,000

Fight Beat

Sp-L '3,000No net service No net service

i

'• u, Music, (Mv) Mvstevv (X) News. (Q) Quiz. (S) Serial. (So) L preceding date means last date on air. S. following date means starting date for

^P) Sports, (V) Variety, (\V) Western. tXo charge for repeats. new show or sponsor in time slot.
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To a child, one minute is as fascinating as the next. To a timebuyer, minutes are

not child's-play. Judging each one by the company it keeps, he demands program

surroundings that will show his client's commercials off to best advantage.

Enter VICTORY PROGRAM SALES-in the niche of time! And with the very

properties today's timebuyers are seeking: 22 sales-proven series to meet your every

programming need, around the clock. These off-the-network offerings, for example:

MEDIC: No one else in 1958 will offer a program that approaches MEDIC's

prestige, production quality and dramatic content.

THE ADVENTURES OF HIRAM HOLLIDAY, starring Wally Cox: Recently

bought by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for network showing, now

available for local sponsorship in the U. S.

PANIC: New VPS release, already going big in the leading markets, including

New York, Chicago, Detroit, Seattle.

CAMEO THEATRE (26 full-hour "Matinee Theatre" productions): Completely

sold out on WWJ-TV, Detroit, within eight days . . . before the show had even

hit the air, and to national advertisers!

Telecasters, there's not a minute to lose—not when it can be filled with VPS

shows that hold such appeal for timebuyers who have turned clock-wise! Gen-

tlemen, VICTORY is at hand!

VICTORY PROGRAM SALES
A Division of California National Productions, Inc.

Canadian Representative: Fremantle of Canada, Ltd,

ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAMEO THEATRE • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND DES
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT • FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL • HOPALONG CASSIDY
INNER SANCTUM • IT'S A GREAT LIFE • MEDIC • PANIC • PARAGON PLAYHOUSE • STEVE DONOVAN,
WESTERN MARSHAL • THE ADVENTURES OF HIRAM HOLLIDAY • THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE

THE LILLI PALMER SHOW • THE VISITOR • VICTORY AT SEA • WATCH THE WORLD



DAYTIME C O P A I

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY It
ABC CBS NBC IK.

Lamp Unto My For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi
•Ult

.ook Up & Live lay Your Hunch

Treasure Hunt
Ponds

alt Lever

P&G *lt

Xlentholatum

May Your Hunch
Treasure Hunt

AL Culver lit Do*

FriEidaire alt

The U.N. in

Action
Day In Court Arthur Godfrey

Standard Brandi

Standard Brands

Price Is Right

alt Ponds

Sterling

alt Whitehall

Day In Court
l!e.-(h-Nut Life

Arthur Godfrey

Lihby alt Ronson

Price Is Right

stand Brindi

Bishop Pike Camera Tliree 'eter Lind Hayes
Gillette Co.

Top Dollar Concentration
Phann. alt Lever

.\iaiour alt Culver

>eter Lind Hayes
Amana Refrlg.

Top Dollar
Colgate

Concentration
FriEidaire alt

College News
Conference

'eter Lind Hayes
Gen Foods

alt Lever

Love of Life
Tic Tac Dough

Ponds alt

Dow

P&G

'eter Lind Hayes

Armour &'
Co.

General Foods

Love of Life
Quaker alt Llbby

Amer Home
Tic Tac DouBh
Stand Brindi

PAG&m.r. H«n. Prod

lohns Hopkins
File 7

•ace the Nation Mother's Day

lohnson & .Tohnson

Search tor

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Menthol

Ponds alt P&G

Mother's Day
Beech-Nut alt

Seeman Bros.

Search for

P&G

It Could Be Yei

Pharmaceulicala

alt P&O
Guiding Light Guiding Light

Open Hearing
Football Preview

Liberace

'

Gen Foods
'

No net service
Close-Up

Liberace
Armour & Co.

Minn. Mining

No net service Ctose^-Up

'4ews (1:25-1:30) News
(1:25-1:30) tu«t

Pro Football
f

co-sponsorship
rentiers of Faith

TEA
As the World

Turns
P&G

Carnation

Howard Miller
TBA

As the World

P&G Howard Miller

Miles

Mr. Wizard
Chance For

Gen Foods
immy Dean Show

Truth or
Consequences

Chance For
Romance

Chesebrough-Ponds
Bristol-Myers

jimmy Dean Show
Libby alt sust Truth or

Consequences

NBA—Pro
Basketball

'

(1/41

Art Linklctter

lit Vnti

Standard Brands
Van C.mp

Haggis Baggis
Art Linklettcr

Swift

alt Tom

Haggis Baggis

sust
Afenthol alt sust Kellogg

Beat The Clock
Gen Foods

^'L-.r"
Today Is Ours

sust

Beat The Clock
Beech-Nut

Checsbrough-Ponds

Big Payoff
fuat

Today Is Gun
P&G alt N.bli«»

sterling

alt sust

sust

Roller Derby

CM Seal Co.

Who Do You
Trust?

Itristr.l-Myeis

Verdict Is Yours
Stuid Bnndi

Brlitol-My»rt

^rom These Roots
P&G

Who Do You
Trust?

Johnson & Johnson

Verdict Is Yours

all Carnation

Swift

From These Rotf
P&G

American
B,^„d Brighter Day Queen for a Da)

Ponds
tit .ust

P&G

American
Bandstand
Welsh

Brighter Day
P&G Queen for a Day

Standard Brandi
Roller Derby Secret Storm

Gen jrill.

alt Quaker

Secret Storm

Bowling Stars
American
Bandstand

Edge<.fr.ight
County Fair

alt Lever

American
Bandstand

Edge^of^Night

Sterling alt Miles

County Fair

Network News
Lerer

Pharmaoeutlrals

Paul Winchell
llarlz, Gt-n Mills

"Peter and Wolf
Mln.u-M.ta .MlnlnK

Came of Politics

'Conquest
Omnibus

.Uuminium Ltd.

American
Bandstand

co-op
Bandstand

Lone Ranger
a«o HIIU

Cracker .lark

Smith Brof.

Amateur Hour
I'harmaccuticals

'N. Y.

Philharmonic
-Incln (5-0; 11/30)

IBC Kaleidoscope
Mickey Mouse

Bristol-Myen

Walt Disney's

P&G, Mars

> Wolf. $200,000; , .$22.^>.000; .V. y. Phllhii

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (46, 47)
j

includes regularly scheduled programing 22 Nov. to
I

19 Dec, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

i

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-



1 GRAPH 22 NOV. - 19 DEC.

D4ESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

1 Dough Re Mi

,11/26-12/10)

For Love or
Money

Douch Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi
Captain Kangaroo

Schwlmi

Howdy Deody
OontlnenUI

Mentholatum Baklac

N

Armour

h
Treasure Hunt
Heinz alt Brlllo

Oom Prod
.It PAG

Thanksgiving
Day Parade
Chrysler

lay Your Hunch
sust

Plllsbury alt

mgldaire

P&G

Play Your Hunch
Swift alt sust

Lever alt sust

Gen Mills

Sterling*

Mighty Mouse

'"oolMte

Ruff & Mdy
Gen Foods
alt Mara

figldalre

Sterling

I'illsbury

Day In Court
Amer Home Pharmaceuticals

Stand Brands

Al. Culver
alt Lever Brot

Miles alt Menthol

Day In Court
Bristol-Myers

Amer Home

Arthur Godfrey
U.S. steel alt sust

Gen Mills alt

Price Is Right
Lever alt Com Prod

Stand Brands

Gen Mills

Uncle Al Show Heckle & Jeckle
Swift alt sust

Fury
Borden

alt Gen Foods

„
Concentration
il-inz alt Miles

>eter Lind Hayes
Nestle

Chesebrough-Ponds

Top Dollar j

Colgite

Concentration
'lllsbury alt Lever

Heinz alt

Whitehall

Peter Lind Hayes
Minn. Mining Top Dollar

Colgate
Dow ait sust

Lever

Uncle Al Show Robin Hood "^r
'

Tac Dough

i'illsbury

'eter Lind Hayes
Amer Home
Gen Foods

Love of Life
Tic Tac Dough

AI. CMlver
alt Heinz

PAG

Peter Lind Hayes
Gen Foods
Beech -Nut

Love of Life

Lever alt sust

Tic Tac Dough
Gen Mills alt

P&G

True Stary
auit

Stertlng Dnif

lU-hail alt

n.reuticals

Om Prod
Mt Brlllo

Mother's Day Tomorrow
It Could Be You
Hiles alt rillsbury

Mother's Day
Gen Mills alt

Nestle

Bristol-Myers

Tomorrow
P&G

Stand Brands
alt Ponds

P&G
alt Com Prod

Detective Diary
Staling Dmi

Guiding Light
P&Q

Guiding Light
P&O

suat

Close-Up
Liberace

Reynolds Metals
Day Football
(12-2: U/27) Close-Up

No net service
Close-Up No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) lust

News
(1:J5-1:30) suit)

1

Howard Miller TBA

As the World
Turns
P&G

Howard Miller TBA
Turns
P&G Howard Miller

Pro-Football
co-sponsorshlp No net Mrvic«|

Plllsbury
Swift

alt Sterling
L

Truth or

onsequences
sust

Chance For
Romance

rohnson & Johnson
Nestle

immy Dean Show

Brn & Wmsn

Consequences Chance For
Romance
Gen Foods

Jimmy Dean Show

Gerber

Truth or

sust

No net s«rvic«i

Art Linkletter
Kellegg

Haggis Baggis Art Linkletter
Lever Bros

Swift alt

Staley

Haggis^Bagg^s

sust|b.;:u..
Wheaties Sport;

S alt sust General Mills

Today Is Ours
P&G

,/ (1.12/17)
! Sterling

Beat The Clock
Big Payoff

Today Is Ours

sust alt Heinz

Beat The Clock

Seeman Bros. '%S'
Today Is Ours

NCAA Football
Games

Bayuk Cigars

Ti These Roots

ui.laire alt

Who Do You
Trust?

Amana Refrlg.

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt Scott

alt Scott

From These Root
P&G

Who Do You
Trust?

Gen Foods
Beech-Xut

Gen Mills alt

Gen Mills

alt Lever

From These Root
P&G

alt sust

various times

various dates

een tor a Day

I'illsbury

P&O
Bandstand

5th Ave Candy
Mennen Shulton

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Day

alt Miles
Bandstand
Don. Mini

5th Ave. Candy

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Da,
Wliitehall alt

Corn Prod.

P&G
Secret Storm Secret Storm

alt Gen Mills

Irlgldalre
American
Bandstand Edge of Night

P&G
Plllsbury

County Fair

sust
American
Bandstand

Eastco

P&G
County Fair

Sterling

ait Gold SealAmer Home

Sterlingsterling
Sandura alt Lever Lever alt sust

-

Tales of the
Texas Rangers

Goki Seal

American
Bandstand

co-op

All-star Golf
Miller Brew

Reynolds Metal

Walt Disney's
Adventure Time

M.CKey^Mou«

Gen Mill!

All-star Coif Lone Ranger
Nestle alt

Gen Mills

!

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday,

participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00

a.m., Monday-Friday. All times are Eastern Standard.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs has been discontinued. Show costs

and descriptions are included in the charts on pages 46

and 47.
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Pleasure up../^

^^Pleasure upyour smoking ivith Hit Parade.''''

That's the theme of one of the most important

advertising campaigns in the nation: Hit

Parade's campaign on radio. Hit Parade, a

national advertiser, selected these Philadelphia

radio stations to reach and register with nearly

everybody in Delaware Valley, U.S.A. As

The American Tobacco Company said, "Radio

offers speed, penetration, saturation, continuity,

personal selling, personal merchandising, ex-

citement, enthusiasm, and coordination; no

combination of other media can reach so many
people at a comparable cost-per-thousand." So

whether you need all five stations or one (we

know one)—use Philadelphia radio, and "pleas-

ure up" your selling.

^-^^^.

i^J Storer !Radio
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Rcsen-Novak AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Rosen-Novak, Omaha car dealer,

has been a charter advertiser on KETV, also of Omaha,

since the station signed on the air over a year ago. Rosen

has had such outstanding results that he has twice renewed

for 13-week periods. The company has been co-sponsor of

KETV's highly successful Movie Masterpiece i first-run fea-

ture films), Thursdays beginning at 9:35 p.m. The com-

pany uses one of the massive KETV studios to produce its

live commercials, with Rosen or one of his sales force, his

wife and a KETV announcer delivering the announcement.

These commercials have been so successful, Rosen has de-

veloped a sizable personal following. A different car is dis-

played for each message and the results are phenomenal.

'"It is rare for a car to remain in our showrooms for more

ihati 24 hours after its appearance on KETV," states Ed

Rosen. |)art owner. "Our television advertising is doing

exceptionally well and volume is continuing at a high level."

KETV. Omaha Program

AUTO & CLOTHING
SPONSOR.S: Van-Trow Cadillac and Olds (

and Silverstein's Fashions

Capsule case history: Van-Trow Cadillac and Olds Co., a

steady advertiser on KNOE-TV, and Silverstein's Fashions

sponsored a 30-minute spectacular following the Bing Crosby

special in November on KNOE-TV, Monroe, La., to show-

case the new 1959 Cadillac and latest women's fashions.

Replicas of every Cadillac made from the first year to the

present were displayed along with the women's fashions for

the corresponding year. The entire show including time,

talent and extras cost only $250—$125 each. Van-Trow had

made special arrangements to display the new 1959 Cadillac

on the show and to also give immediate delivery to any

buyers. As a direct result of the show the dealer sold three

19.59 Cadillacs the following day to people who had never

owned one before. Silverstein's reported the test Thursday

in its entire 30-year history. Even the Dodge dealer who

watched the show called KNOE-TV for a similar show for

Dodge. Van-Trow reports consistently high results from tv.

KNOE-TV, Moi )e. La. Program

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Rivcrsidt' Motors AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Joe Leveno, who owns Riverside

Motors, a Cadillac-Oldsinobile agency in Goshen, Ind. (pop.

1 ().()()() I. admits he could scarcely exist without the extended

marketing range television gives him. Leveno places 90%

of his ad budget on WSJV-TV, South Bend-Elkhart. He uses

no other tv or radio advertising. In the three years he has

been advertising on tv, business has increased over 700%

—about 600 cars per year. Riverside sponsors feature

films on W.SJV-TV and Leveno does his own commercials.

The commercials are strictly ad lib, delivered live in the

WSJV-TV studios in Joe's picturesque, slightly Continental

accent. As a result he has become a local celebrity, and is

equated with big-name talent on the local scene. "On a com-

parative basis of audience volume delivery, television costs

were far lower." Leveno noted. "A single telecast could reach

more peo])le than dozens of newspapers or billboards ads."

W.SJV-TV, South M.-nd-F.ikhari Program

SHOES
SPONSOR: Jarman Shoe Store AGENCY: Dirert

Capsule case history: A short time ago Jarman Shoe Store

of Charlotte, N. C, purchased a single announcement on

WSOC-TV's Kilgo's Kanteen, seen Saturdays from noon to

1:00 p.m., to advertise the store's new Italian style square

toe shoes. Jarman was prompted to buy in Kilgo's Kanteen

because the program leads its time period with an ARB aver-

age of 14.7 and because of Jimmy Kilgo's tremendous popu-

larity. Almost iinmediately Jarman experienced an increase

in business as a steady flow of new custoiners came to the

store. In just a few weeks Jannan's had sold its entire stock

of Italian shoes. The style was restocked and Jarman re-

peated its first success and completely sold out its new sup-

ply. "Incidentally, I want to thank you for returning the

pair of shoes used as props on Saturday's show," wrote Al

Murray of Jarman. "A customer was ready to buy them

just as you walked in. I am truly amazed at this success.'

WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C. Announcements
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The tale of the Cool Muffler
hce upon a time there was a man named
i^x Ross who was distributor in a town called

liskegon for mufflers called Midas.

l>w, Max was no ordinary distributor, con-

tit to lean on national advertising to sell his

iifflers. Max was one of those fellows some-
ties called a "go-getter". When the man
Sm WOOD-TV called, he popped.

It you know about those go-getters. They're
tjigh — keep asking for things like imagina-
tn, interest, sell. And in local TV production,

'anetimes these elements are a little tricky

t|find.

It, did he have troubles at WOOD-TV?

Not a minute. Without a lot of huffing and

puffing he got local commercials that had

(1) imagination (2) interest (3) sell.

The week of the World Series, staffman Mel-

voin characterized Casey Stengel; when
Elfrida Von Nardroff went to defeat on "21",

Melvoin was Elfrida Von Midas. Here he does

a takeoff under the moniker of Jazzmo Midas.

Now, because he's a go-getter and because he

uses WOOD-TV-produced commercials that

have (1) imagination (2) interest (3) sell —

•

Max is distributor for Midas Mufflers

in Muskegon (pause) Grand Rapids (pause)

and Kalamazoo.

If you have a client who is a go-getter, tell 'im

about WOOD-TV and he'll prosper like Max.
If he's a meat head, tell 'im anyway. To-

gether, we might make him successful in spite

of himself.

Now, call that Katz cat that's been hanging

around your door.

WOOD-TV is first- morning, noon, night,

Monday through Sunday - May '58 ARB
Grand Rapids

WOOD-AM is first -morning, noon, night,

Monday through Sunday - April '58 Pulse
Grand Rapids

Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwatcher

VW'OOD AM
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC.



As more stars participate in cotniwercials, SPONSOR ASKS;

What are the prime considerations!

Vi'ith advertisers capitalizing more
on stars in coinniereials ad men
discuss factors to be considered in

preparing this type announcement.

Arthur Bellaire, ''''' vresidem in charge

ol radio tt ropy. Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, Inc.

"Take my word for it, folks'" may
have been a magic selling phrase a few

\ears back, but the star personality

today needs more than that if he is

going to do an\ advertiser any good
as a tv salesman.

Assuming that the product and cop)

approach are basically sound, the use

of a star personality can add impor-

tance—and sometimes authority—to

the selling message providing a few
simple precautions are followed:

1

.

Be sure he knows what he's talk-

in}:, about. A last-minute glance at a

cue card at rehearsal hardly consti-

tutes adequate preparation. Any such

lack of background may show through.

When possible, get an hour or a day of

his time and impress upon him the

meaning of what he will say about the

product. With this kind of orientation

he will speak out with more enthusi-

asm and confidence.

2. Write to his style of delivery or

allotv him to choose his own words.

Outside of the basic theme line and

product name, there should be few, if

any, stet phrases to tie him down.

3. Give the star something to do or

show. He'll do better with visual proof

of the product's superiority. He should

employ every device which will allow

him to demonstrate the product.

4. Encourage integration of the

commercial with the shoiv format.

Much easier on a live show, of course,

than on the less flexible film show.

More practical, with the variety or quiz

format than with tense drama.

5. Beware of the tricked-up lead-in.

The star's own writers sometimes try

too hard to be helpful by dreaming up

a left-field situation to set up the com-

mercial. Unnecessary in most cases.

The viewer knows and accepts a com-

mercial when it comes. Sugar-coating

may only label the commercial as a pill

and thereby make it harder to swallow.

6. Avoid the tricked-up lead-out.

Another common device, especially

among comedy presenters, is to pay off

al the end of the commercial a gag

which began in the lead-in. This only

serves to remove the product name
from the viewer's mind.

It is sometimes necessary for the ad-

vertiser to make a concession or two

in order to secure the selling coopera-

tion of the star. Well worth it as long

as certain basic qualities such as sim-

plicity and demonstration—qualities we

have come to attribute to effective

selling—are retained as well.

Norman King, inesident of Celebrity

Consultants, Ltd., New York

Use of stars in advertising is nothing

new. For years print advertisers have

used stars and star names with con-

tinued success in testimonials and en-

Idcutify

the product

dorsements. Television has been un-

accountably slow in following suit. But

the eclipse is over, and more and more

astute tv advertisers are hitching their

commercial bandwagons to a star.

That star personality commercials

are extremely effective in general is

true beyond a doubt; the decades of

carloading air salesmanship of such

stalwarts as Arthur Godfrey is ample

evidence. In fact, any sponsored tele-

vision show, live or otherwise, which

does not use its star to deliver the com-

mercials is missing an odds-on bet. It

becomes, in effect, a glorified spot

carrier, and misses out on the chief

advantage of sponsorship. The use of

a star insures attention and prestige,

and usually results in greater sales

volume for the advertiser.

Certain performers become stars

because they are adulated by the pub-

lic. People look at them, trust them

and believe in them. By what psy-

chologists term "halo effect," this star

worship extends far beyond the per-

formers' individual talent and art to

almost all fields of knowledge and en-

deavor. The star is therefore wise, but

most important, he is sincere. Viewers

reason that stars wouldn't perjure

themselves for money because they

have plenty. Therefore they believe

what the star is saying and are moved

to buy heavily.

The star should give a commercial

two basic ingredients: conviction and

believability. For example, if Jayne

Mansfield or Tina Louise appears be-

fore the cameras using Toujous

L'amour perfume, it packs much more

of a wallop than if a star less identi-

fied with sex appeal were featured.

Identification is an extremely impor-

tant factor in television, and it is essen-

tial that people identify the product

v.'ith the individual who delivers the

commercial. The right star heightens

the commercial interest, upgrades the

product image, and strengthens the en-

dorsement.

Since the use of stars has proven

highly effective, some advertisers have

exhibited a tendency to pay exorbi-

tant, runaway prices for radio and tele-

vision announcements, newspaper and

magazine ads. This is extremely waste-

ful and inefficient. As in all other as-

pects of advertising, tight cost control

must be maintained. Our experience in

public relations and product merchan-

dising is that it is usually not neces-

sary or advisable to pay more than
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iing a star?

^l.iKKt for the top names in the coun-

li\. and for example, two of the per-

sonalities we represent in the celebrity

field, Jayne Mansfield and Tina Louise,

are priced within this ceiling. The

price of a star or celebrity varies,

course, with the product or service en

dorsed, but too high talent charges ne-

gate the extra efficiency the stars pro-

duce, and even reduce this highly ef-

I

fective advertising device to a losing

I proposition.

I Effective use of the star will reap

j
twice the sales effectiveness for a given

rating. Remember, it's not the cost-

per- 1.000 homes but the cost-per- 1,000

unit sales that really matters.

Rollo Hunter, vice president and director

o, n„lu> II. Enun W ase\. Ruthraufj & Ryan,

In,., Aeu iork

VuUr^^Mn^ should rank first, fol-

lowed tlox'K b\ that old standby, sin-

cerit\. And certainK there should be

Believability

is first

li' I 1. 11 iii-li on the badge of

authority
: the overexposed star loses

brightness fast.

To give the personality a fighting

rhance to be effective, the copywriter

n.ust put the commercial on the right

track at the outset. Standard an-

nouncer phraseology won't do. The
star has to sound like himself to be
believed. If you give him a lot of

hard-sounding slogans to roll around
in his mouth, he'll probably seem self-

conscious, no matter how great an ac-

tor he might be. That, in turn, can

I

give the whole commercial a false ring.

Or mismatching personality and copy
may impart an unwanted comedy slant,

;

as it would if you asked somebody
like Jack Parlance or Buddy Baer to

^ Please turn to page 76)

TtA.iyT€>

GUARDIAN BLDG. DETROIT

ADAM YOUNG, INC.
j j ^^^
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ Creating more sales for your ad-
• vertisers depends upon prizes of
9 real value, prompt and trouble-

9 free delivery and the services of
• a specialist.

• The S. Jay Reiner Company is a

J nation-wide merchandising organ-

« ization providing ideas, free prizes
• and a completely coordinated

J service for Radio and TV stations,

• agencies and sponsors of audi-
• enceparticipation shows.

• One such client. Station WCPO-TV
2 of Cincinnati, Ohio, writes:

"After you have done this tremen-
• dous job, I really want to thank

you. I really can say no company can
• deliver like your company does."

• U ^ Company, Inc.

• 155 Mineola Blvd, Mineola.N.Y.

TELEPHONE: Pioneer 7-5300

• Eleven Years in Business •

• Eleven Years of Dependability

2nd consecutive

AP AWARD
For the second consecutive

year WIS Radio has received

the South Carolina Associated

Press Superior Award for

outstanding news coverage.

Let WIS, an NBC affiliate for

27 of its 28 years, carry your soles

message to the growing, diversi-

fied, industrial and ogriculturol

market it covers.

3. Richard Shafto, Exec. Vice President

V. Frank Harden, Managing Director

Represented Nationally

by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., White Plain.^. is planning a campaign in ma-

jor markets to promote its Tang orange concentrate. The schedules

start in December for three weeks. Minutes during nighttime seg-

ments are being lined up. Frequencies vary from market to market.

The buyer is Jim Scala; the agency is Young & Rubicam, Inc., N. Y.

J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, is kicking off a campaign for its

coffees. Schedules run for six weeks. Minutes, 20's and I.D.'s are

being used, both daytime and nighttime segments. Frequencies de-

pend upon the market. The buyer is Al Randall; the agency is Cun-

ningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.

The Borden Co., Inc., New York, is going into selected top markets

for its Instant Potatoes. The schedules are for 13 weeks; minutes

and 20's during both daytime and nighttime slots are being slotted.

The buyer is Chips Barrabee; the agency is Lennen & Newell, Inc.,

New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is testing schedules in various markets

for its Lifebuoy Soap, the first time it has been in spot tv for this

product in several years. Initial schedule is for four weeks in about

15 markets. Minutes during nighttime periods are being used. Fre-

quencies vary from market to market. The buyer is Ed Fonte; the

agency is Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Tetley Tea Co., Inc., New York, is preparing a campaign in top

market? for its teas. The schedules start .5 January for 10 to 13

weeks, depending upon the market. Minutes during daytime periods

are being placed. Frequencies vary from market to market. The

buver is Bob Karlan: the agency is Agilvy. Benson & Mather, Inc.,

New York.

K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines, North American Div., is planning a

campaign in major markets to promote its travel. The markets are

New York. Chicago, Washington, D. C, Philadelphia, Miami, San

Francisco. Los Angeles and Houston. The schedules are short term:

one through 13 December and five through 24 January. Minute an-

nouncements during daytime periods are being slotted. Frequency

depends upon the market. The buyer is Vincent De Luca ; the agency

is Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., New York.

Kelvinaf-or Div., American Motors Corp., Detroit, is going into top

markets to advertise its Kelvinator electrical equipment line. The

schedules start 12 January for 10 alternate weeks; this is the second

half of the campaign that started 3 November. Minute during day-

time segments are being aired. Frequency varies from market to

market. The buyer is Betty Powell; the agency is Geyer Advtg., N. Y.
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Now! 50,000 watts

WAPI
Birmingham,

Alabama

*5,000 nighttime
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Represented nationally by the

Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
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MEET U.AJ
(United Artists Associated, i:.j

As the lawyers phrase it, "the a>M

business of Associated Artists Prcd

Corp. have been acquired by United

Associated, Inc."

Translated this means that the samerr .:

ment, the same sales staff that brin

fine A.A.P. films will now also hari'

great feature motion pictures of United
*

This is important news to our friend.^ n

evision. U.A.A. will provide y( '•

a wide choice of outstandin :

from a single source ... fill

will hold audiences and se '

sors. PLUS the kind of in

service that can add u{ o

creased profits. i

Now that you've met i\ iel

get together!
'

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIAlUN

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

X



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

^ FILM-SCOPE
29 NOVEMBER 1958

Cwyrlght l»M

P0N80R PUBLICATIONS INC.

A 1958-59 season interim report on syndication sales and programing points

up these two factors:

1. A striking increase in spending among regional and national advertisers who are new
to syndication.

2. A new vitality for syndication has sprung up among the smaller companies, marked

by brisk and aggressive production plans.

Here is the sales/programing picture, company-by-company:

ABC Films: Closing renewals of 26 Men.

AAP: Although part of United Artists Associated, still using AAP name.

CBS Films: Making an all-out bid to lure new coin into the syndication purse . . . Sold

U. S. Border Patrol to Amoco and Rendezvous to Humble Oil . . . Renewed Whirlybirds to

Conoco and Annie Oakley to Continental Oil.

CNP: Sold Flight to Schlitz and moving off-network shows, including Matinee Theater.

GAC: Trying to break into films with eight shows in planning.

GKS : Revitalized with five new programs in production.

Guild: Its Syndi-Tape division is making a bid for dominance of station sales of tape

syndication.

Flamingo: Increasingly active, especially in handling re-runs.

ITC: In production with Tom Swift, Four Just Men and a Saturday Evening Post series,

all of which may be offered to network buyers first. Also a factor in sale of off-network pro-

grams.

MCA-TV: Will produce a second year of Mike Hammer series despite absence of any

major regional business.

MGM: Not yet in syndication programing.

NTA: Sold U. S. Marshal to Budweiser and will put into syndication William Tell,

George Jessel and Walter Winchell File.

Official: Will offer Counter Thrust and several re-runs.

Screen Gems: Selling Rescue 8 and will produce Stakeout plus one other show.

Telestar: Will produce and syndicate Counterspy.

United Artists Tv: Has five shows planned which might go into syndication if network

deals are not closed.

Ziv: The leading syndication producer with six shows so far in calendar 1958 . . . Bal-

lantine buying both fourth year of Highway Patrol and the new show, Bold Venture . . .

Standard Oil of California renewed Sea Hunt for a second year . . . Other major regionals be-

ing Brown and Williamson on Mackenzie's Raiders, Olympia on Target and Pillsbury's on

Dial 999.

There may be a strong connection in the logistics of programing between the

<lrying up of feature film stockpiles and the introduction of tape syndication.

Note how station film buyers are watching tape closely to see how its appeal compares

with other program sources such as off-network shows and the remaining feature film libraries.

The flow of new national money into syndication continued last week with Dow
Chemical's buy of CBS Films' Colonel Flack.

Recently Dow used only participations on NBC TV and occasional local weathercasts.
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FMhA-SCOPl continued .

The revival of interest in promotion this season was evinced hy the large turn-

out of syndicators at the BPA at St. Louis—more than twice as many syndication

people answered the roll as at last year's meetings.

The new role of promotion is clearly two-sided:

1. On the local scene promotion men have more status than they've enjoyed in years,

with promotion pressure often spelling station supremacy in tightly competitive

cities.

2. Promotional weight in the form of advantages and/or concessions is playing an
increasing role in film sales.

Note these major companies present at St. Louis this year: ABC. CBS, CNF, MGM, NTA
and Ziv.

A radical promotion formula, linking promotion and sales, is being taken out

from under the wraps by NTA.

Here's how it works:

1. NTA sponsors will get a promotional bonus amounting to 10% of the dollar

volume of all film buys.

2. Half of the amount will be spent by NTA to hire local promotion and exploitation

men to push the show.

3. The remaining 5% will be spent by NTA in promotion materials— posters, premi-

ums and a wide variety of p-o-p items.

The thinking behind the NTA plan is this: when all other things are equal, the program

with the most promotional advantages has the best sales chance.

Also, NTA for the first time will recruit many professional exploitation men throughout

the country available to work on special campaigns.

COMMERCIALS: American commercials are talky, complicated and inefifec-

tual, according to French film producer Andre Sarrut.

In an exclusive FILM-SCOPE interview, Sarrut acknowledged the technical supremacy of

U. S. commercials, but blasted a number of agency practices, such as these:

• Ad execs, usually men, failing to understand the viewpoint of women, who control buy-

ing power.

• Too much reliance on statistics and not enough confidence in the creative in-

stinct of commercials planners.

• When a commercial is designed by a committee, the compromise that results misses many

of the aims it set out to achieve.

Sarrut, one of France's largest commercials and features producers, thinks commercials

should be emotional, suggestive and entertaining rather than logical, explicit and

informative.

His visit to the U. S. was to set up a subsidiary here, Telefranee of Chicago. (See

FILM-SCOPE, 22 November.)

Major corporations are exploring new ways of using music in commercials this

season to get identification for their industry and products.

Both U. S. Steel and DuPont, for example, have gone into large-scale musical produc-

tions, the former company to promote steel in general and the latter, to move its synthetic

fabrics. (Both accounts are at BBDO.)

Incidentally, the producer of both these commercials, Robert Swanson, last week formed
j

his own company in New York to make musical commercials for both television and radio.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^. WASHINGTON WEEK
1

29 NOVEMBER 1958
Have you noticed on several occasions WASHINGTON WEEK calling attention

to a movement within the FCC toward more and more serious involvement in the

field of station programing responsibilities?

This finger-pointing was based on off-the-iecord chats, but now there's plenty of confir-

mation on the public record. To wit:

The FCC this week adopted a "notice of proposed rule making" looking toward simpli-

fying but not greatly changing tv, am and fm application forms. There was one dissenter,

Commissioner T. A. M. Craven.

In his dissent, Craven laid bare the intentions of the FCC along these lines: he said the

Commission is getting deep into censorship, a field forbidden it under the Communi-

cations Act.

He noted that the majority denies any intention to censor, but added that "the Com-
mission has successfully sought to bring recalcitrant licensees into line with its con-

cept of what constitutes programing in the public interest through the adoption

of the ex post facto judicial method of condemnatory action in connection with

their applications for license renewals."

This was a reference to the holdup of license renewals for independent radio stations in

Atlanta and a radio station in Virginia. All of these promised to do better in the future. The

Virginia station had its license renewed and it is expected that renewals will follow for those

in Atlanta.

It is this tactic which the Commission majority expects to follow in future cases.

Craven took the position that the FCC is not qualified to set up any set of programing

standards for such a broad range of stations. Big city, small town, rural, one-in-a-market,

many-in-a-market, etc. He said the FCC is exceeding its authority in even asking program-

ing questions in original contests for frequencies and channels, because it is not qualified

to judge which proposal is most in the public interest.

He acknowledged that he had been unable to convert the other six commissioners to

his point of view. Commissioner Craven made it clear he was not dissenting to the actual

move to cut the paperwork in license applications, but merely to the FCC's "refusal to recog-

nize and eradicate the freedom of expression problem which plagues the broadcast

industry."

Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization director Leo A. Hoegh, acting on be-

half of the President, has set up a Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications.

The Committee will "review the role of the Federal Government in the management of

U. S. Telecommunications, including the allocation of the radio spectrum."

Hoegh said the committee will not be concerned with existing regulatory powers or pro-

cedures of the FCC, nor will it make studies of the detailed problems of radio frequency

usage.

He noted the development of satellites and space vehicles as among the problems putting

pressure on spectrum space.

Thus broadcast industry lobbying against a Senate probe on this issue during the closing

days of the 85th Congress may have proven a boomerang.

Now the President has beaten Congress to the punch with a 5-man committee notably

for the lack of members familiar with broadcasting. The same sort of study will now

be made by a government group, responsible to the military, and less likely to find it advis-

able that the military give up VHF space to television.

But much more likely to find wasted spectrum space in commercial broadcasting that a

non-government committee would have been.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
29 NOVEMBER 1958

Cvpyrlght lUfl

•ONSOR PUBLICATIONS INI

64

A piece of the $5-6-niillion Charles Pfizer & Co. account seems to he up for

jirahs.

Among Pfizer's six agencies are Dovvd, Redfield & Johnstone i which has the proprie-

taries), and Leo Burnett (which handles agricultural sales).

I

Despite the enormous tv spot prosperity, in(Uvi<hial account mortality continues to

mount.

Re]}s anticipate renewals from only 40-.'50% of the advertisers whose contracts are

due lo expire at the end of December.

The latest merger rumor involves Carter and Lorillard.

If it happens, though, it will be a reverse of the R. J. Reynolds-Warner-Hudnut al-

liance, where the tobacco giant absorbed the drug-toiletries company.

i

An agency whose plans board is not particularly sacrosanct is D-F-S.

Account groups, like General Mills, P&G, and Sterling, operate—with the aid of service de-

partments, of course—as small autonomies. Each figures that it knows its own. prob>

y. lems a little more thoroughly than a plans board would.

Merely to correct an old-standing impression: P&G Mas not the progenitor or the

, 'pioneer of the soap opera.

It acquired its first "smash" in that field, Ma Perkins, when it bought Chipso.

Ma Perkins, the record book shows, carried the Oxydol banner for many years.

Agencies occasionally still poll dealers lo get their "feel" about the choice of a

I'program or personality.

But a top-rank agency years ago learned to its regret not to put much store by the

v'prophecies of dealers. Twice they thumbed down personalities—one a crooner and the oth-

•;er a comedian—who rose to quick stardom.

An interesting postscript to William Paley's recollections at the Pioneers' lunch*

-eon last week of his early days as a talent scout for CBS:

* His acquisition of Bing Crosby gave the radio columnists their first chance to

i,fire up readership over network personality rivalry. "!

^Z They called it the "battle of the baritones," with the late Russ Columbo as NBC oon-

f'^r tender.

:> Not generally known is the fact that grocery chains never really use up the co-op

money they get from manufacturers.

In fact, in some cases the money is treated as normal profits.

One of the chainstore giants is reported to have wound up last year with a surplus of

$7 million from this source.

The same chain, it might also be noted, makes a habit of telling smaller manufac-

turers with new products what media they should use.
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This ad ran as a full page in The Jacksonville Journal

and The Florida Times-Union on November 2

-mf^^^ms^mmssm

THANK YOU
C-i^ ^ ^ ^ 1 c f 1 '^ ^ ^ ') <^ f ^^

JACKSONVILLE!

Here are the voices of WMBR

^emmmgmmmss^mmmsmiif^(imm>s^mm^^

Here's why we're 23% ahead*
of our nearest competitor!

•k WMBR has Florida's most complete radio news bureau
. . . geared to bring you all the local news when it happens
plus up-to-the-minute world news from the global facilities

of the Columbia Broadcasting System.

• WMBR has Jacksonville's best team of announcers.

Hear the Harper Boys-Jimmy in the morning, Tommy in

the afternoon—Rick Hollisterat night—Jack Mock at mid-

day and on weekends.

•k WMBR is the only Jacksonville radio station with the

courage to express opinions on local issues.

-k WMBR has Jacksonville's best cash-awarding, fun-

filled games and contests. You can win from $50 to $1000

from "WMBR Dollars"!

•k WMBR brings you Jacksonville's best football cover-

age-including games of the University of Florida, Florida

State University, Georgia Tech and the professional Na-

tional Football League games of the Washington Redskins!

* WMBR brings you the best in radio entertainment . .

.

all the exciting adventures, thrilling dramas and spar-

kling variety shows presented by the CBS radio network.

Smarting January I

WMBR radio
^•" be represenred

nationally by

JOHN BLAIR
& COMPANY
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ADVERTISERS

Revlon has gaiiu'd t'onlrol of

Schick, Inc.

By purchasing 212.000 shares of

Schick's capital stock. Revlon now has

four directors on the "member Schick

board.

Following the sale of his family-

owned stock. Kenneth C. Grifford has

resigned as chairman and president of

Schick.

RAB honored the eight agencies

producing "the most effective ra-

dio commercials of 1958" last

week.

Gold records of these commercials

were presented at a luncheon during

RAB's Clinic in New York.

The top commercials and agen-

cies, in alphahetical order:

Budweiser Beer; D'Arcy Advertising

Contadina Tomato Paste; C&W
Dodge; Grant Advertising

Newport Cigarette; Lennen & Newell

Northwest Orient Airlines; C-M
Pepsi-Cola; K&E
Tetley Tea; Ogilvy, B&M
Winston Cigarette; Esty

On the television front:

PiePs Beer copped the lead over

Hamm'^s in ARB's Octoher listing

of favorite tv commercials. Other fa-

vorites, in rank order:

31 Alka Seltzer

4) Maypo
5) Dodge

6) Falstaff Beer

7) Burgermeister, Gillette

F WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Dofiication ceremonies for the new studios of WPTR, Alhain

lion heads and advertisers around huge celebration cake. StaiK

president, Robert E. Eastman, station's rep; Harry Feathers of F

station advertiser; G. David Shine, president, Shine Enterprisers

Mounsey, exec. v. p., gen. mgr., WPTl); John Fitzgerald, v.

tady-Tm ttract sta-

„ r) Bob Eastman,

; Feathtrs Furniture Co., Troy,

-s (owners of WPTR); Duncan

Fitzgerald Brewing Co., Troy

9) Chevrolet, Ford, Post Cereal

12) Chesterfield

13) Seven-Up

141 Plymouth, Pontiac, Winston.

Campaign: Lanolin Plus, Inc. will

launch a $1 million saturation cam-

paign early next year for its new
'Liquid.' Plans include a "consumer-

kickofl" via nation-wide spot tv in all

major markets, supported by radio

spots and print. Agency: EWR&R,
Chicago.

Strictly personnel: William H.

Lewis, Jr. has been appointed execu-

tive v.p. of 5 Day Laboratories, divi-

sion of Associated Products . . . Don*
aid M. Smith, named advertising

manager for Burroughs Corp. .

Robert Y. Nemes, appointed man-

ager of chain stores sales for Whitehall

Labs. . . . Willis Kitchin, division

supervisor I Frozen Foods) for the

Southeast division of Campbell Sales

Co. . . . Henry A. Correa, elected

Just old fashioned: Kroger Supermarkets

donated replica 1901 Olds to KDKA-TV,

Pittsburgh's "Cracker Barrel" promotion.
|

Winner, Helen Forster, joins Kroger ad
j

mgr. Ben Anslow. Standing, John Stilli
I

(I ) . sales mgr.. KDKA-TV : Paul Palangi, a.e.
'
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. of marketing for ACF Industries,

(iraiit Advertising has set up a

three-man executive committee to

manage its New York office.

The office's previous general man-

ager and v.p.. Carl L. Bradley, resigned

last week.

The new committee:

John H. Pinton, v.p. and creative

(lirrctor of the New York office will

al-u be chairman.

Abbott Kimball, v.p. and chairman

(if the New York plans board. He was

liead of his own agency until its mer-

ger with Grant in March.

LaHTence D. Reedy, to administra-

ii\e v.p. of Grant New York.

W hile no explanation was given by

(jiant. the impression along Madison

\\e. is that this may have something

to do with the fact that the local New
V(irk office lost out to Wexton in its bid

for the $1 million Dodde New York
Retail Selling Association account.

Agency appointments: The Dodge
New York Retail Selling Association,

Inc., to The Wexton Co. . . . The
American Tobacco Co., for its cigarette

advertising abroad, to Gotham-Vladi-
mir . . . George A. Hormel & Co., Wil-

liam Underwood Co., The Cream of

Wheat Corp., Mcllhenny Co., Diamond
Crystal Salt Co., and Bon Ami Co.. all

for international advertising, to Mac-
Manus, John & Adams . . . Curtiss

Candy Co., with a budget in excess of

SI million, to Clinton E. Frank, Inc.,

Chicago . . . Monsieur Henri Wines,

Ltd., New York, to Product Services,

Inc., with plans for a campaign in

New York via spot tv . . . Thayer

Laboratories, pharmaceutical division

of Revlon, to Shaller-Rubin Co.,

New York . . . H. C. Cole Milling Co.,

Chester, 111., and Cushman Food Co.,

Aiken. S. C, to Tucker Wayne &
Co., Atlanta . . . Swanee Paper Corp.,

to Cohen & Aleshire, Inc. . . . Alva

Laboratories, Chicago, with billings at

$400,000, to Olian and Brenner,

Chicago.

Thisa and Data: For the fifth con-

secutive year, Bryan Houston, Inc.,

held its "Man Bites Dog" party last

week to "thank all media men who
work with us throughout the year for

their continuous help and coopera-

tion." Some 500-600 guests attended.

On the personnel front: M. E. Car-

lock, elected a director and chairman

of the board at Burke Dowling Adams.

Ind. . . . Howard Shank, appointed

v.p. and creative director of Grey Ad-

vertising . . . Edward Karthaus, pro-

moted to v.p. at EWR&R . . . Christy

Walsh, to head the new Hollywood

office of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . . .

David Skylar, elected v.p. of the

Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland . . .

Charles Fleischmann, v.p., named
manager of the contact department of

the Chicago office of Y&R.

'Watching the plays on the field and on the

screen, Ike Armstrong, athletic director,

Uni\ersity of Minnesota, uses WCCO-TV,
Minneapolis-St. Paul monitor to spot error*

^^^^1 ,- 1 MiML^" >.

•romote MacKenzie's Raiders on WHTN-
Huntington-Charleston, models toured

li'ipping areas, distributing tabloid news-

- Also, a premier party was held for

- -ponsor> Canada Dry and Vietti Food',

M'^

'^C" %

ABC T\ alhliate i iieeting in New York last week attracted more than 125 primary affiliate

executives. Here, briefing the press, are (1 to r) Joe Drilling, vice president and general

manager of KJEO, Fresno, Cal., and chairman of the ABC TV Affiliate Association; Ollie

Treyz, president of ABC TV; and Donald W. Coyle, vice president and general manager of

ABC TV. In on the story. John E. McMillin (extreme right), executive editor of sponsor
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You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

In Southern California

A
BONUS
MILLION*
AT

V^^ ^-^ 1020 He

THE POPULAR STATION

5.000 watts Los Angeles

For Proof, Contact

BROADCAST TIME SALES
New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco

DORA - CLAYTON

ASSOCIATIONS

TvB's fourth annual meeting in

New York last week hi«;hlighte(l

these events:

• Roger Clipp, of Triangle Sta-

tions, was elected chairman of the

hoard. Other new officers: Payson

Hall, of Meredith, treasurer, and Otto

Brandt, KING-TV. Seattle, secretary.

\ew directors: Don Davis, KMBC-
1 V. Kansas City and Louis Read,

W DSL -TV, New' Orleans.

• The 1959 budget was estimated at

"just under $1 million."

• Plans were approved to establish

a branch office in Chicago, to compli-

ment the activity of the San Francisco

office.

( For commentary on the TvB meeting,

see SPONSOR-SCOPE.

)

The Missouri Broadcasters Asso-

ciation concluded its two-day meeting

in St. Louis last week with this resolu-

tion:

To take a stand against "hard

liquor" advertising, urging members

of the MBA to refrain from accepting

such clients.

New officers: president, Ed Dahl,

KLIX, Jefferson City; v.p., Clarence

Breazeale, KCMO, Kansas City; sec-

retary-treasurer, Harold Douglas,

KMMO. Marshall, Mo.

Broadcast Pioneers at a luncheon in

New York last week kudoed William S.

Paley (CBS), William S. Hodges

(NBC) and Carl Haverlin (BMI) for

their contributions to the broadcast

industry.

Paley acknowledged the tribute by

reminiscing about the early years of

CBS when he did his own talent scout-

ing.

The Broadcaster's Promotion As-

hociation's third annual conven-

tion in Si. Louis this year wel-

comed about twice as many mem-
bers as in 1957, when the rally

was held in Chicago.

Some highlights of the proceedings:

• Charles A. Wilson, sales promo-

tion and advertising manager of WON,
Inc.. Chicago, elected president for

19.59; Gene Godt, of WCCO-TV, Min-

neapolis, 1st v.p. and Burt Toppan,

WTVJ. Miami, 2nd v.p.

• Philadelphia was selected as the

site for the 1959 convention — to be

held 1-1 November.

• Don McGannon, president of

WBC, called upon the members to un-

dertake an active campaign using ra-

1

dio and tv to promote themselves with
j

advertisers, listeners and viewers.
j

• For the first time in BPA's three

year history, agencies were taking an

active interest, especially agencies and

their clients from the St. Louis area

—

i.e., D'Arcy and Budweiser and Gard-

ner with Busch Bavarian. Both threw

parties for members and the press.

• St. Louis broadcasters also

into the act. attending most of the Bl

activities in a hosting capacity

also in charge of the entertain-

ment at the banquet, where some of

the top deejays m.c.'d the event,

The BPA seminars this year were

not concerned with air media as much

as with other media and their place in

advertising pictu

A thought that emerged at the Na-

tional Radio Advertising Cli;

sponsored by RAB—in New York

last week:
"What goes into decisions to buy ra-

dio time—and why

The topic was explored at the clos-

ig event of the roundtable discussions

at the Waldorf.

In discussing the type of promotii

a station should undertake, these ideas

came to the fore:

The prime function of the sta-

tion looking for national business is to

sell the market while the job of selling

individual stations should be left to the

rep.

Stations could help by keeping

market, station and rating data up-to-

dal

3. Audience size was the single

most important factor in making

ket and individual station decisifl

but that rates, local personalities, CM

paigns and merchandising facilitie

so were important.

i:

single

r ig^.

isiS)

, cam-

International activity by the film

companies continued last w«
wi;h a number of sales and organ-|

izational moves.

These included:

• CBS has formed two new unitsfl

CBS Europe in Zurich, Switzerland!

and CBS Limited with Michael Burke

as Managing Director of both arm
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an<l Anthony C. Baitley as sales direc-

1(11 of CBS Limited. The companies

\\'\\\ lie involved in film production,

lictii^ing and sales.

• ABC Films sold a total of five

pKiiiiams to telecasters in Japan and

South America; 26 Men to six Japa-

ne?f markets plus Caracas, Venezuela

and Lima, Peru . . . The People's

Choice to three Japanese markets . . .

and Slieena and Three Musketeers to

S()uth American cities.

• Screen Gems closed with five Japa-

wc-f cities for Rescue 8.

Re Japanese television : This week's

sales involve four Japanese television

firm?: Nippon. Fuji. Tokai and Na-

Anolher sale: Dr. Christian features

wvvf sold in Tokyo by Atlantic tele-

iDomestic sales: Screen Gems reports

Rescue 8 buys in a total of 127 marts

with ?ales last week to WGN-TV. Chi-

a^n: WXYZ-TV. Detroit: WLW-T,
Ciiu innati: the Pate Oil Co. on WTMJ-
i\. Milwaukee; WSB-TV, Atlanta;

WAHC-TV, New Haven; KZTV, Cor-

pus Christi, and WTVW, EvansviUe . . .

\1( \'s Paramount features sold to

KVVR-TV. Phoenix . . . ABC Films

-old Meet McGraw to ABC TV, its

liiid network sale of the season, and

hr. new sales on 26 Men: KGBT-TV,
llailiiii^en; KLFY-TV. Lafayette;
klTV. Sioux City; KBMB-TV, Bis-

mark: WIS-TV. Columbia; WDAY-TV,
Fargo: KARD-TV. Wichita; KFBB-
rV. Great Falls, and KCPP-TV, St.

Renewals: Conoco's 60 market third-

t-ai renewal of CBS Films' Whirly-

•iids will involve $700 thousand in

imr and talent. There will be 33 new
in-iKJes produced; there was an error

n the earlier FILMSCOPE report that

inly 13 would be made . . . Second year

lenewals of ABC Films' 26 Men include

|VLW-C. Columbus; KVII-TV, Ama-
illn: KOMU-TV. Columbus. Mo.;
'onuxan Coffee. WBRC-TV. Birming-

lain: Bunny Bread. WPSD-TV, Pa-

jlucah: Standard Oil of Indiana.

ICGLO-TV, Mason City; Molson's

5rewer\. WCNY-TV, Watertown; Carp
uinitiire. WHBF-TV, Rock Island;

-lemost Dairy. KTTS-TV. Spring-

i- 1(1. Mo., and Reisch Brewing, WICS-
\ . Springfield. 111.

Production: The Saturday Evening

Post and Robert Enders productions

made a three-way deal to produce 39

films budgeted at $2 million.

Ethical note: The Medical Society of

the County of New York warned doc-

tors last week not in any way to en-

dorse products on the air.

54th St. . . . Transfilni produced

Chemstrand nylon commercials for

Doyle Dane Bernbach . . . Permafilm
awarded franchises to Laboratorios

Alex of Buenos Aires, Argentina and

Color Service Incorporated, New York.

NETWORKS

Commercial frames: Telesludios

moving to larger quarters at 1481

Broadway in New York . .

Swanson Productions fori

Don Durgin, v.p., national sales

manager of NBC TV discussed

Robert why advertisers are not more con-

d at 1 E. fused than they are about relative

NOW WWTV IS A FETZER STATION-

SERVING THE m

^fte ^e/j€A ^Icdum/^

MARKET!

lOU need only WWTV, Cadillac, for ef-

fective, low cost coverage of 36 rich counties in

Northern Michigan. Even to approach this

coverage with other media, jou'd need 13

daily newspapers or 16 radio stations!

NCS No. 3 verifies W'W'TV's unmatched cover-

age. Pulse rates WWTV tops in popularity, too,

with 152 quarter hours out of 168 surveyed.

Check 710W about WWTV and the "Solid Gold

Cadillac" Market! Add WWTV to your

WKZO - TV (Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids)

schedule and get all the rest of Michigan

worth having!

\fWV
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TV

k You get the only unduplicated network coverage of the two billion dollar

Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg market when you buy WLOS-TV. And

you get coverage of a vast market from the South's highest antenna —
6,098 feet above sea level atop Mt. Pisgah.

To these formidable advantages, now add new management, new program-

ming, new promotion. Use WLOS-TV—the new force in Southeastern TV!

425,360 TV HOMES
... in WLOS-TV's tremendous
coverage area of 62 counties in six

states! Consider this great market

for your product . . . use WLOS-TV
to sell it! {Data from NCS #5)

NORTH CAROLINA

MfLOS-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

sheviiie • Greenville • Spartanburg

WLOS AM-FM

^presented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

^utheastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.

SPARTANBURG
-\CREEMVIll.E

^\ SOUTH CAROLINA
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value of clifFerent iinMlia before

the Seminar luncheon in INeM

York last Meek.

Highlijiht? of Dui gin's talk:

• The bijrsiest need modern market-

ers have toda\ i? to get back to basic

advertising fundamentals. Our very

progress to media research has con-

tributed more to our confusion than

to our better command of the funda-

mentals.

• These are the two fundamentals

of advertising: the power of the

mass audience ( the representatives of

media I and the power of the adver-

tising idea (the creators of the adver-

lisin<il.

The trend of network tv audiences

continues to rise, according to

TvB's report for the first 10
months of 1958.

Average evening program audiences

are up 8' ^ over last year's comparative

report, and average daytime viewing

shows a 9' ( jump.

William H. H>lan, v.p. of sales ad-

ministration for CBS TV is mailing

a progress-report type letter to clients,

agencies and prospects.

Basing itself on Nielsen's October

reports, Hylan's note states: "Our

nighttime sponsors are averaging a

million more viewers per minute than

they were a year ago.

"Our weekday daytime sponsors also

lead their competitors on other net-

works. In the period beginning 12 Oc-

tober. CBS TV reached 14'/, more
families than the second network;

116'^ more than the third."

Network tv business : Revlon ( W&L I

.

to share weeks with Lorillard on CBS
TV's Person to Person . . . Quaker

Oats (Lynn Baker), for ABC TV's
Tournament of Roses on New Year's

Day . . . Lever Bros. (JWT) joins

Lorillard on CBS TV's new panel

show Keep Talking:, . . . Whitehall

(Bates I for participations in Jubilee

U.S.A. and A. C. Gilbert Co. (Banning

Repplier) in The Lone Ranker, both

via ABC TV . . . Gillette Safety Razor

(Maxonl. for the Blue-Gray Football

Game. 27 December and the Rose Bowl

New Year's Day Game, on both NBC
Tv and Radio.

Network radio sales: The fourth an-

nual Christmas Sina With Binn, to be

aired 21 December via CBS for the

Insurance Company of North Amer-

ica ( Ayer I

.

Financial report: Consolidated net

income of CBS, Inc., for the first nine

months, 1958, was $16,.522,462, com-

pared with .S13,898,171 for the same

period last year. Net revenues and

sales for the first nine months, 1958.

totaled $300,738,926 as compared to

S275.276.269 for last year's period . . .

AB-PT net operating profit for the

first nine months, 1958: $4,142,000

compared with $4,033,000 for the same

period last year.

According to Leonard Goldenson,

president, the ABC TV network is

showing improvement over last

year with the start of the 1958-59 tv

season in October. Gross time billings

reflect greater expenditures by adver-

Thisa and Data: NBC Radio's

Grand Ole Opry celebrates its 33rd

anniversary this week . . . ABC TV's

Dick Clark Beech-Nut Shoiv is holding

a name the "Nameless Puppet" contest

with .50 top prizes of trips to New York

for two . . . CBS TV's Have Gun—
Will Travel moves to radio this week,

via KNX-CBS. Los Angeles.

On the personnel front: Harper
Carraine, director of research, Alice

Santti, manager of sales research; and

Philip Levinson, assistant supervisor

of technical operations—all at CBS Ra-

dio, to be inducted into the CBS 20-

year club . . . Vincent Murray and

John Fendley, named account execu-

tives at ABC TV's central sales divi-

RADIO STATIONS

Ray Morris, product advertising

manager of the Pet Milk Co. told

country western d.j.'s that they

have "one of the hottest advertis-

ing tools in the business."

Morris spoke in Nashville to about

2..500 (1 j.'s and station managers at

WSM seventh annual Country and

Disk Jockey Festival.

"Keep up the good work," Morris

told the country-western disks, "and

give your sponsors the kind of commer-

cial sell that is in keeping with the lo-

cal audience you have and you. your-

selves, will be helping to prove that

country-western music has what it

lakes to move merchandise."

James A. Byron, news director of

WBAP. Ft. Worth, has been elected

president of Sigma Delta Chi, pro-

fessional fraternity.

This marks the first time a radio

man has been elected to this post.

Ideas at work:

• Merchandising the show: KYW,
Cleveland, is providing 329 advertis-

ing cards for busses and 100 to be

posted in key Gulf stations throughout

the city in connection with Gulf's week-

day sponsorship of the news—to run

52 weeks.

• Mort Wagner, general manager of

KYA, San Francisco, is looking for

help in planning for the station's 32nd

anniversary celebration in December.

He is seeking letters, tapes or disks of

greetings from prominent station alum-

ni. The Bartell station has also in-

augurated a "KY-A Plus Award" for

the Bay Area's outstanding teenager of

the month.

• WETU, Wetumpka, Ala., is

boasting "the world's largest clock ra-

dio." Device is hitched onto a truck,

and measures 12 feet long, eight feet,

six inches high, and six feet, eight

inches wide, to promote the station's

wake-up music and sign-on time of

4:00 a.m.

• WMBR, Jacksonville, now em-

ploys a new CBS-Carrier Bird Service,

via a homing pigeon. It flies to cli-

ents, agencies and various city busi-

nessmen with the purpose of bringing

orders back to the station.

Asking the listeners: KADY, St.

Charles, Mo., is now asking its audi-

ence for comment on the controversial

liquor advertising question, via six

spot announcements per day. Station

decided to get listener's views after It

received a query from an agency ask-

ing whether it would accept liquor ad-

vertising. ( For more on liquor on the

air, see page 38 and article in 8 No-

vember SPONSOR.)

Thisa 'n' data: Less than two hour*

after a series of tornadoes hit Wichita

Falls, and knocked all radio stations

oflF the air, KWFT resumed broadcast-

ing, with civil defense instructions and

news of the disaster . . . WWDC,
Washington, is distributing a bro-

chure dubbed "Personality Profile of a

Radio Station" . . . WCHB, Detroit,
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raised SI. 700 to rebuild the dynamited

Clinton I Tenn. ) High School. About

4.000 persons answered the station's

plea ... Dan Franklin, d.j. on WCKR,
IMiaini, won first prize in American

Trucking Association's National Truck

Road-eo^

Station staffers: James A. Jordan,

formerly with Plough, Inc., Chicago,

named sales manager of WOKY, Mil-

waukee . . . F. Sibl«y Moore elected

\.p. and secretary and Richard M.
Thomas, treasurer of WJR, Detroit

. . . Edwin Pancoast, Jr., executive

v.p. at WCFR, Springfield. Vt.

Other appointments: Chandler
Meloy, named national spot sales man-

ager for KGO, San Francisco . . .

Dewev Drum, operational manager at

VsSOC. Charlotte . . . Bill Allred,

Lnieral sales manager, KIOA, Des

Mdines . . . Robert McAndrews, to

station and commercial manager, and

Alan Lisser, to operations manager

and program director of KBIG, Cata-

liiia . . . David Ring, to the merchan-

dising staff. KMOX. St. Louis . . . Bob
Franklin, to head the promotion de-

jiartment at KGW. Portland, and Don
Porter, named program director of

the station.

TV STATIONS

Nielsen is planning extra service to

local tv markets by expanding it's

NSI to at least 100 markets by the

Fall of 1959.

In line with local market expansion

l»lans. Nielsen has these developments

up its sleeve:

• Instantaneous tv service (see

SPONSOR. 1 November).

• Increased reporting frequency in

many markets.

• A fast multi-city service in eight.

12 or 24 markets.

• Increased across-the-border data.

baul Rosenzweig. national sales man-
a;'.vr for WLOS-TV, Asheville, N.C.,

and general manager Theodore Eiland

made a film presentation to timebuyers

at PGWs New York office last week.

Iheme: The Carolina Triad, a sur-

' ^ I if the station's coverage area.

Research and basic concept was sup-

I'lied bv PGW.

Another presentation: KABC-TV,
Los Angeles, staged its theme at the re-

cent ABC TV affiliates meeting in New
York: "Going Places." The presenta-

tion was attended by more than 350

agency and station reps executives.

Ideas at work:

• Tv's answer to print: WTVJ,
Miami, published a documented report

in response to a recent Miami Herald

brochure which claim.ed that the news-

paper delivered '67' 4 more customers

per advertising dollar than the area's

top tv station. The station goes on to

prove that its advantage is actually

236'/ over the newspaper's.

• KETV, Omaha, is treating its

viewers to an evening snack: A local

drive-in restaurant has its drivers call

on area homes. If the tv sets are tuned

to KETV, each household member is

presented with a pizza and malted milk.

Thisa 'n' data: Triangle Publica-

tions, which operates tv and radio sta-

tions, has acquired Television Digest.

The new owner is thinking about con-

verting the newsletter from a weekly to

a daily . . . WOW, Omaha, plans to

consolidate its radio and tv station op-

erations with the construction of a new

building at the site of its present tv

offices.

Business note: A heavy flurry of pre-

Christmas buying has brought $745.-
|

238 in new billings to WP.IX, New I

\ork, this week. Some new clients in-

clude: Chesebrough-Ponds, P. Loril-

lard. Corning Glass and General Mills.

Station purchase: KBET-TV, Sac-

ramento, to J. H. Whitney & Co. for

.$4.55 miUion. Whitney, known as the
j

Corinthian Stations, also owns
|

KOTV. Tulsa; KGUL-TV, Houston;
i

WANE-TV-AM. Ft. Wayne; and
WISH-TV-AM. Indianapolis.

On the personnel front: Howard
Maschmeier, named general manager

of WNHC-TV. Hartford-New Haven

. . . Charles Marshall, director o:

merchandising and research. WSOC-
TV, Charlotte . . . Robert Hagan, lo-

cal sales manager. WTRF-TV. Wheel

ing . . . Don Henry, to the commer

cial department. WBAP-TV. Ft. Worth

. . . John Albert, to the sales staff

of WWJ-TV, Detroit. ^

KOBY shows a
BEAUTIFUL FIGURE
in San Francisco

KOBY wi
638,900 undupllcated rad
weekly; 72.5% of radio
homes in the market. Add
to this the assurance of
no double spotting—and

KOBY
10,000 watts
San Francisco

Sit in with your RETRY Man
In Denver its KOSI-

in GreenWlle, Miss.-WGVM
Mid-America Broadcasting Co«

WEAU-TV

IN WISCONSIN
• The area with the HIGHEST

industrial weekly wage in the

state. (U.S. Employment Bu-
reau)

• Serving the RICHEST farm
counties in the Midwest with
over 54,000 farm families.

WEAU-TV ^LSt
See your Hollingbery Man

in Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley
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This is another in our series aboxtt successful people in advertising. Peters, Griffin, Woodtvard, Inc., Spot Television
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I

R. SELLDEEPLY
"My product is different", says Mr. Seildeepiy. "its uses and advantages must

be explained in great detail."

Spot Television soon showed him, however, that repetition is the best teacher,

the best way to make different things seem familiar—and desirable.

In Spot Television you can repeat your product's "points of difference" day-

after-day and night-after-night ... or you can pack them all into a program

of your own. In short, you can sell your way in Spot Television.

We'd like to send you a copy of "A LOCAL AFFAIR" which will show you how
many ways Spot Television can sell your product.

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N.Y.C.

f #" & m m i

t

I

WEST
KBOI-TV Boise

KBTV Denver

KGMB-TV HonolulJ

KMAU KHBC-TV Hawaii

KTLA Los Angeles

KRON-TV San Francisco

KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma

2 CBS

9 ABC
9 CBS

5 INO

4 NBC
7 CBS

MIDWEST
WHO-TV Des Moines

WOC-TV Davenport

WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior

WDAY-TV Fargo

KMBC-TV Kansas City

WiSC-TV Madison, Wise.

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul

WMBD-TV Peoria

SOUTHWEST
KFDM-TV Beaumont

KRIS-TV Corpus Christ!

WBAP-TV Fort Wortli-Dallas

KENS-TV San Antonio

EAST
WBZ-TV

WGR-TV

KYW-TV

WWJ-TV

WJIM-TV

WPIX
KDKA-TV

WROC-TV

Buffalo

Cleveland

Detroit

Lansing

New York

Pittsburgh

Rochester

4 NBC
2 NBC
3 NBC
4 NBC
6 CBS
11 IND

2 CBS

5 NBC

Peters, Griffin,
Spot Televis

SOUTHEAST
WLOS-TV Asheville, Green-

ville, Spartanburg 13 ABC
WfCSC-TV Charleston, S. C. 5 CBS
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. 10 NBC
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. 3 ALL
WFGA-TV Jacksonville 12 NBC
WTVJ Miami 4 CBS
WDBJ-TV Roanoke 7 CBS

Pioneer Stafion Representatives Since 1932

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD FT. WORTH • SAN FRANCISCO %^

^ ^. i-> » |^^# '^^^ ^- '-^^ % %. \
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SPONSOR ASKS
I Cont'd jruiii page 57 )

say. "Be nonchalant— lifiht up a Mu-
rad." W hen the slogans and stock cop)

are essential, it's better to couple star

and announcer— let the celebrity do a

celebritv "s work and an announcer an-

nounce the slogans.

\^ hen the star can actually do some-

thing with the product, believability

goes up. Vi hen this can be done in a

natural and integrated setting, so much
the better. Then, if you can keep it

completely in character, you've got it

made. Remember the Burns and Al-

len commercials for Carnation? Gracie

used the product in her own kitchen,

the same kitchen set shown occasion-

ally in the body of the show, and she

talked about the recipes in her own
language. Harry von Zell did the sell-

ing and left >ou with an apt commer-
cial impression: "It's so easy, even

Gracie can do it." Involvement, char-

acterization, setting and situation all

contribute to effectiveness.

Other examples: Steve Allen's Polar-

oid shots of his guests; Dinah Shore

and Pat Boone making Chevvie com-

mercials really sing; Phil Silvers and

his troops smoking up a storm with

Camels.

One further consideration—top bill-

ing should go to the product and not

lo the ?tar. ^
RAB
{Conid from page 41 )

folders, covering ever\ thing from ra-

dio listening data on the advertiser's

prime prospects to success story fold-

ers showing how others use radio.

RAB began setting up a close liaison

with advertisers about four years ago

when Kevin Sweeney became presi-

dent. Sweeney found himself faced

with several problems, not the least

of which was radio's own morale. Ra-

dio station operators had watched their

advertisers fleeing to tv and had done

little, as a group, to stem the tide.

Even worse, says Sweeney, was the

tremendous "wall of apathy" which ad-

vertisers and agencies demonstrated to-

ward radio. They knew little about

radio, and they cared less.

One reason for the situation, accord-

ing to Sweeney, is that so many
admen had never really been close

to radio. They had come out of the

service at a time when television was
beginning to mushroom, and they

quickly became enamoured with this

new medium.

This left radio, and RAB. with a

whole generation of advertising men
and women to educate on radio, Swee-

ney explains. And the education job

was a vast one. "You wouldn't be-

lieve some of the fantastic questions

they used to ask us," says Sweeney.

After only four years, Sweeney is

convinced that RAB has succeeded in

making the majority of advertising

men well informed on radio. "Today,

you won't find one advertising agency

that presents that 'black wall of ignor-

ance' that confronted us in 1954. But

there are still many advertising men
who have no first-hand knowledge of

radio, and that's the job that faces us."

RAB's biggest single problem today.

Sweeney continues, is to combat what

advertisers think of as radio's lack of

glamour. "We can tell radio's storv to

an agencyman with an analytical mind,

and he will listen to the statistics and

understand them. But so many agency-

men today are show business-minded;

they can't see any glamour in radio

—

although it is there—and they tend to

fall asleep if you start giving them

statistics.

Sweeney thinks that RAB"s major

service to advertisers and agencies

breaks down into three areas:

1) Keeping the advertiser "edu-

cated"' on radio. While television may
make more headlines, Sweeney points

out. radio is still growing in both cov-

erage and effectiveness. The advertiser

may not be aware of this growth, and

RAB considers it a primary job to keep

him aware and informed.

2) Showing advertisers how to use

radio. This means, says Sweeney, point-

ing out to advertisers how radio can

solve their specific problems. As an ex-

ample, Sweeney recently returned from

New Orleans where he spoke to a

group of motel operators on what ra-

dio can do for them.

3 I Demonstrating how other adver-

tisers are using the medium. This in-

volves two aspects. First, which adver-

tisers are using the medium, how much
they're using, how they relate it to total

media strategy, and how effective it's

been. And second, what—in terms of

the actual commercial message—radio

advertisers are saying to the public.

RAB's educational effort is aimed to-

ward both national and regional ad-

vertisers. Among the national adver-

tisers (and their agencies), RAB has a

master file of more than 300, all with

advertising budgets in excess of $150.-

000; RAB will hit each of these nation-

al advertisers several times a year.

RAB's effort to reach regional ad-

vertisers is equally extensive. Out of

the 52 weeks in the year, RAB sales-

men will spend about 40 of them on the

road, hitting city after city. They will

visit every company spending $75,-

000 or more a year on advertising,

from bakeries and banks to supermar-

ket chains and men's wear retailers.

During the course of a week, the team

of two to four men will make about 50

separate and personalized presenta-

tions; the RAB rule is at least four a

day, and they're usually held at 9:30

a.m., 11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Before he ever sees an advertiser or

an agencyman, every RAB salesman

undergoes an elaborate training pro-

gram, usually lasting three months.

Working under RAB v. p. and general

manager Jack Hardesty, the new- sales-

man is thoroughly grounded in every

aspect of radio and RAB's program.

When the salesman appears to be

ready, he—as Hardesty describes it

—

"runs the gauntlet." He will be asked

to prepare a presentation for a specific

advertiser, to dig out of RAB's files

everything he can learn about the ad-

vertiser, his markets and his problems.

SWEET

Enjoy sweet sales success from the

Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte- I

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th

in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!
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The next day, with Sweeney and

Hardesty posing as the advertiser in

question, the salesman will start his

presentation. Sweeney and Hardesty

will intentionally throw him curves

—

misinformation about the advertiser's

media schedule or sales patterns—to

fee whether the salesman has boned up

sufficiently. If he hasn't, it's back to

the files, and another run at the gaunt-

let. When the salesman has passed this

acid test, he's ready for anything that

an advertiser can throw at him.

From time to time, RAB will try a

gimmick" approach. For example,

V, hen one RAB team wanted to achieve

special impact in one market, RAB
went out and bought 25 brassieres.

The brassieres were cut in half, and

50 advertisers in the city each received

half a brassiere. Accompanying it was
a message pointing out that half a bras-

siere isn't much good, just like using

(.nly newspapers will only reach half

111 a market.

\ major purpose of all RAB's effort,

explains RAB promotion director Miles

David, is to get advertisers and agen-

cies to listen. "We have begun to ful-

fill our function if we open their minds

ti radio, and in that way give radio a

i hance to compete for the advertiser's

FORTUNE
I Cont'd from page 35

)

can be made that, as mediocrity per-

\ades the medium, a chain reaction is

set up that leads to further debasement

of product, and a further strain on tv's

financial structure."

According to Fortune, tv is in a

'"' ost price squeeze" which, compared
lii that of other industries, is "some-

thing special."

Citing 1957 FCC figures, the maga-
zine maintains that "for the first time

in history the industry suffered a profit

-lump." For this year, says Fortune,

I'lofits are apt to be "even slimmer"
Itir the networks, costs are up, and the

financial outlook is grim, both because
of threatened FCC action, and because
'f\ has become a buyers' market."

This "mounting |)ressure of costs" in

Fortune s opinion, falls on "networks
and sponsors alike" and has "weakened
llie will to experiment."

^ et. according to many important tv

"[""vators. there is something essen-

'iall\ suspect in Fortune's once-over-

liilitly financial analysis.

Leonard H. Goldenson, pres. of ABC,
for instance, points to the best profit

]3icture in ABC history, sa\s both net-

work and stations are making more
money than ever before, offers a "Price

Waterhouse statement" to prove it.

Other network executives, apparently

more deeply aware of the nuances of

tv finances than Fortune's Mr. Smith,

caution that his sweeping conclusions

must be taken with a grain of salt.

Tv station operators, with whoiii

SPONSOR talked last week, report gen-

erally good business, are cheerful and

optimistic about 1959, and, far from

fearing a "buyers' market," were, in

many cases, so nearly sold out that they

were talking of future rate increases.

Obviously the "Light That Failed" is

something less than a definitive finan-

cial work, in the opinion of most in-

dustry observers.

But what it does represent, accord-

ing to such men as Pete Cash. pres.

TvB, Oliver Treyz, pres. ABC TV and

others, is a more or less deliberate at-

tempt to discredit the economics of tv

as part of an over-all "party line" drive

on tv's advertising revenues.

Both tv programs, and tv business

methods, the print media are saying,

are essentially mediocre.

Moreover, in the opinion of many
industry leaders, such attacks must not

be underestimated. They are bound to

have some effect on both the public,

and on advertisers. And they may
even tend to weaken the confidence of

Wall Street, and of other risk capital

in various types of tv investment.

Finally, as many tv men point out,

"The Light That Failed" focuses on a

third type of propaganda of which the

industry will probably hear more in

coming months. These are the gloomy,

Cassandra-like predictions about the

future of commercial vs. pay tv.

Pay tv. of course, if it ever succeeds

in overthrowing commercial tv, might

release large advertising appropriations

to such ad-hungry print media is Life

and Time magazines.

So Fortune, gazing into its crystal

ball, concludes "The Light That

Failed" with this wistfully hopeful pre-

diction, "The restraints imposed on

television by its own commercial in-

terests will simply result in the raising

of a new empire, the competing one of

pay tv. and the crowning of a new

set of kings."

It may be silly. It may be wishful

thinking. But, say top tv executives,

this is the way the print media are

fighting, and will fight harder than

ever in the coming months. ^

Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

KPQ WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

MORE
radio homes af the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

24-hour service to the Suncoasf

ViSUft Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS
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WNAX-570

SERVES YOU

SOUTH DAKOTA
I t^iiis profitable side

dishes "on the house")

NORTH iMINNESOTA/^
DAKOTA

miPipii I

|BB[ Sioux City \^
1 NEBRASKA

I

^ IOWA y

All of South Dakota, parts of 4 other states,

175 counties in all. Over V/4 milion people

with $31/4 billion to spend. And 80% hear

WNAX-570 3 to 7 times a week. See your

KATZ -,an.

WNAX-570 =«^ «« °

Yankion, So. Dak. • Sioux CHy, la.

Programming for Adults of All Ages

Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

^r^Lf^-^-^e,:

y HAVEN'T

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

sonnel, KPRS is effectively directing

the buying habits of its vast, faithful

audience. Your sales message wastes
neither time nor money in reaching

the heart of its "preferred" market.

Buying time on KPRS is like buying
the only radio station in o community
of 128,357 active prospects.

-«i?r .

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Donald N. Mann, local sales staffer for

WBBM, Chicago, last week completed a

sale which made a total of $1 million he

has chalked up for this CBS Radio o&o. A
» ^j. I

member of the local staff for six years,

1% --j^^^M Mann's sales record represents about four

^^ll^^^^HH times the average for local radio salesmen.

^^k ^^M^^^H He attributes his track record to this sim-

^^^ ^rt^^^
pig foi.,|,ula: Adapting the vehicle to the

client's use. A native Chicagoan, Mann began his broadcasting ca-

reer as program director at KWWL, Waterloo, la. From there he

went to WKNK, Muskegon, Mich., where he spent two years as gen-

eral manager and head of sales. According to his co-workers at

WBBM, Mann's outstanding sales are achieved by a "quiet drive."

I

Fred Nahas has resigned as president of

KXYZ, Houston to become a co-owner of

the Kamin Advertising Agency, Houston.

He joins Lester Kamin and B. L. (Bill)

Blumberg at the agency, which will now

be known as Kamin-Nahas-Blumberg. Ka-

min will continue as president and chair-

man; Nahas assumes the duties of v.p. in

charge of sales; and Blumberg, continuing

as v.p., will head the agency's operations and administration. Nahas

has been president of KXYZ for the past 11 years. His active com-

munity accomplishments won him the selection of "Outstanding Man

of the Year" by the Houston Junior Chamber of Commerce. Gov.

Price Daniel appointed him to the Texas Traffic Safety Council, and

he is now on the executive committee of the Highway Safety Conim.

Halsey V. Barrett has been named mana-

ger, tv new business development, of the
I

Katz Agency, Inc. He comes to the rep !

firm after having spent three years with
j

TvB as director of national sales. Bar-

rett's career covers two decades in broad-

casting. From 19.52-54 he was eastern

sales manager of Consolidated Tv Sales.

For three years prior to that, he was spot

sales manager at DuMont. From 1947-48, he was promotion mana- i

ger at CBS TV. Barrett's pre-World War II positions include a stint
\

with Tide as a space salesman and sales promotion work with WOR,
1

New York. He was a member of the Eisenhower Tv Plans Board I

from 1951-52 and co-founder of the American Tv Society, which
|

merged with RTFS. Barrett reports to Scott Donohue, v.p., tv sales. '

29 NOVEMBER 1958
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Another big salesmaker on Channel

IN

DETROIT

"THE LIFE OF RILEY"
STARRING

WILLIAM BENDIX
6:30-7:00 P.M. Dally • Monday through Friday

• Detroit's choicest nightly strip feature

• QuaUty showcase for food and drug products

• Hot from long-successful NBC network run

• Participations or full sponsorship available

Also check these other family favorites on Detroit's Channel

Married Joan"

Amos 'n' Andy"

It's a Great Life"

9:00-9:30 A.M. Monday through Friday

1:00-1:30 P.M. Monday through Friday

5:00-5:30 P.M. Monday through Friday

Today—call your

PGW Colonel for complete

information on these

big salesmakers

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

I in Michigan owned « operofed by The Oelro/t News

Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

The "Corporate Image'' of Broadcasting

Donald H. McGaiinoii, president of Westinghouse Broad-

casting Company made some very significant points in his

speech to the Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. last week.

Noting that, in 1957, the air media accounted for less than

19'^
c of America's total advertising volumn, McGannon said

that this figure is "far short of the percentage we should be

and will be billing."

But he went on to remark, "The question that disturbs me

is this: Who is building broadcasting's 'corporate image?' " In

his opinion, both radio and tv are trying to accomplish this

by '"doing what comes naturally" but he seriously questions

whether such efforts are adequate in light of today's highly

competitive media situation.

"There seems to be," says McGannon. "a concerted press

campaign to build a negative image for radio, and especially

for tv." And he predicts that this condition will get worse, not

better, as broadcasting continues to grow and prosper.

With these opinions and predictions, sponsor is in hearty

agreement. The Fortune Magazine article, "TV—the Light

That Failed" reported in our lead article (Page 33) this

week, is only one example of the kind of criticism to which

the air media are going to be subjected with increasing fre-

quency and force.

Industry programs are needed

To combat these attacks (and for broadcasting they are

the "penalties of leadership") we agree with Don McGannon

that concerted and vigorous new industry programs are

needed to build satisfactory and appealing "corporate im-

ages" for both radio and tv.

We believe that such programs must be above and beyond

the activities in which the industry is now engaged. We sug-

gest that they will require new thinking, new planning and a

new focus. And we strongly recommend to all industry leaders

that immediate steps be taken to develop new types of modern

"corporate image" selling for each branch of the air media.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A future for radio

and tv which is commensurate ivith the power

and the merits of air media, and full develop-

ment of the advertising potentials and revenues

to which the broadcasting industry is entitled.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Growth: John Sterlin<i. president of li

Advertising Council, tells this one: An

agency president and the exec veep, •>

going to lunch together, got on the ele-

vator along with several prett> young

girls who obviously worked for the

agency but still were strangers to the

admen. "You know," said the presi-

dent, "our agency's gotten so big we

don't even know the people who work

for us anymore." "We've got bigger

than that," replied the exec veep.

"They don't know us."

Lively topic: The National Associa-

tion of Bedding Manufacturers in Chi-

cago recently heard an address by Dr.

Jack N. Peterman, director of psycho-

logical research of the Buchen Co..

titled, "Mattresses, A Study of Wom-

en's Attitudes and Preferences."" An-

other Kinsey Report?

Decimals: From Portland Radio Lis-

tening, a special study by Dr. John

Pock of Reed College: "The typical

KEX listener is married and lives with

2.61 other people, of whom 1.46 are

high school age or below. He is 29.7

years old, has had 10.8 years of scho

ing and earns $4478 per year. He

owns 2.79 radios. . .
." Would .86 of

those radios be in .58 of an automo-

bile?

Coverage: Something must have gone

wrong in the mailing room at Cali-

fornia National Productions because

the trade press received office memos

from Arthur Paries to the sales depart-

ment. Hope the sales department en-

joyed the press releases.

No match? Evangelist Billy Graham,

in Charlotte, N. C, crusade, had his

nationally televised Saturday night ser-

mon moved from 7:30 back to 6:30

because he didn't want to try to com-

pete with Have Gun, Will Travel.

Boo! Zacherly. creepy host for New

York's WABC-TV Shock Theater, is

giving viewer prizes of an ABC-Para-

mount disk called, "Shock" which in-

cludes such numbers as "Gloomy Sun-

day" and "Haunted House." I/hs/V to

have nightmares by?

Oink: Live commercials for Kroger

Stores on WDBJ-TV. Roanoke. Va.,

call for pigs in the studio. Bel they're

real hams on camera.

Quote: "What is so rare as a day in

June? Parking space in December."—

Phil Stone, CHUM. Toronto.
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SAN DIEG(
KFMB-"
MAKES
MORE

PEOPLE
LEAVE

HOME (TO BUY)
THAN

ANYTHING
The only real way to "rate" an audience is not just by counting eyes in front of a TV set, but by counting feet at a supermarket. I

KFMBTV sends more feet out to buy in tfie ricti San Diego market because it's got more eyes glued to the screen. |
(29 of the top 30 television shows in San Diego are on KFMBTV.)^^

KFMB^TV
aaiauaMSAN diego



ADVERTISERS USE

KOB-TV Albuquerque
WSB-TV Atlanta

KERO-TV Bokersfield

WBAL-TV Baltimore

^GN-TV Chicago

^FAA-TV Dallas

WICU-TV Erie

WNEM-TV Flint- Bay City

^ANE-TV Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV Houston

WHTN-TV. Huntington-Charleston

KARK-TV Little Rock

KCOP Los Angeles

WPST-TV Miami

WISN-TV Milwaukee

KSTP-TV . . . Minneapolis-St. Paul

WSM-TV Nashville

WTAR-TV Norfolk

KWTV Oklohoma City

KMTV Omaha

Television Division

WTVH Peoria

WJAR-TV Providence

WTVD Raleigh-Durham

KCRA-TV Sacramento

WOAI-TV San Antonio

KFMB-TV San Diego

KTBS-TV Shreveport

WNDU-TV... South Bend-Elkhart

KREM-TV Spokane

KOTV Tulsa

KARD-TV Wichita

a )

WHY 'SHOW-MF

BOYS ARE MOV-

ING INTO TV
With Macy's tv budget

up $500,000 SPONSOR
reports swing to tv by
department stores and

other merchandisers.
Recount for '58: 58S
more stores used 72 '7

more television spot-

Page 29

How Inco sells

nickel with

pre-tv techniques

Page 32

Top radio com-

mercials reflect

creativity drive

Page 36

Reach women on

their feet with

radio-Dr. Scholl

Page 40

DWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
The Original Station Representative

i

New York • Chicago • Atlanta • Boston • Dallas • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis
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'KBIG JXTST DON'T MOVE ME'

True, KBIG probably leaves some "cool characters" cold. But there's a pood

reason. Everything about KBIG -from its rcfreHhing, popular music to

award-winning news-is aimed at the widest audience of convinciblc prospects,

Mature people are our major target. And KBIG scores a perfect bulls-eye

...917f ctdvlt listeners (Pulse, Inc.) in 234 market areas.

A spot campaign on KBIG will reach buyers, not the "beat generation!'

KBIG is the "happy medium" in radio entertainment that produces profitable

radio coverage. ..at an average cost of 71% less than comi^etitive stations

with comparaljle range throughout Southern California.

:hi,i(i Soinul «{ /?«-//... ..7-U)Uc/10,00tt wait.-;

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.

r,.-,10 .Sun.-^ct Boulcvai-.l, l.o.^ .Anu-clos Hollywood 3-3205
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RUSS VAN DYKE'S news PAUL RHOADES reports MARY JANE CHINN ALCOUPPEE, high- WIN DOUGLASS reports BILL RILEY, veteran air

ratings are high as 50.8 the news, sel Is the leads the Iowa fashion rated, highly regarded the sports, sells the salesman, leading TV
ARB. viewer, parade, sportscaster. goods. personality.

i^ J W^r^ 1-^-^ *^-^ ^-- '^^^

^>f9rJ .r ^^^ v-!^»
RON SHOOP rovers the DON SOLIOAY [.now; CORDON GAVM4CK. WALT RENO, man in BILL JOHNSON, news TED HAZARD sells so

"s beat, gooa the news does a great ^^ Mr.' rolumnist, motion salesman ex reporter, able air sales hard because he's so
'ran job as m c newscaster. traordinary man believable.

Mfem^Mw(©3
THIS IS TELEVISION IN DES MOINES
Iowa s lively center of business activity

that's going on now in

. , television that domi-

ON CAMERA! That's the way this "know-how, go-now" station keeps pace with al

Des Moines. "Now" television . . . "this minute" television . . . spontaneous . . . vital .

nates this big-money, free-spending market.

THE ENTHUSIASM FOR KRNT-TVs "MAN ALIVE!" PROGRAMMING creates enthusiasm for adver-

tised products . . . generates buying excitement that shows up on the cash register. Buy the station survey-

proven most people watch most . . . the station far more people depend on for accurate news ... the station

with the most believable personalities, according to Central Surveys, Inc.

YOUR CAMPAIGN IS LIVE . . . LIVELIER . . . LIVELIEST . . . sure of

success when you place it on KRNT-TV, CBS-affillated to give viewers an

eyeful ... so ably represented by Katz. Complete program listings every

THE DES MOINES
TELEVISION MARKET:
KRNT-TV effectively covers 41 of the

richest counties in Iowa with 324,000
homes, 88.4% of them with one or

more TV sets. Retail sales $1,229,-

064,000. Facts compiled from Televi-

sion Magazine Market Data, 1958,

and Survey of Buying Power, 1958.

month in SRDS.

You've Got A Live One When You Buy

KRNT-TV
SPONSOR • 6 DECEMBER 1958
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RAOIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The "Show-Me Boys" move into tv

29 Why world's most hardboiled merchandisers are shifting media budgets

to up their tv advertising. Macy's tv budget reached estimated $500,000

Inco's half-million sell on spot radio

32 Piiinary target of the International Nickel Co. are people who influence

the use of nickel. Tiniehuying teclini(iues are pre-tv but very effective

Maypo licks premium headaches with tv spot

34 Cartoon character identification from lOO^o spot campaign doubles hot

cereal maker's sales areas, brings lO-fold gains against industry's 5%

Radio commercials—better and better

36 The awards by Radio Advertising Bureau for the year's top commercials

reHc( t an industry-wide drive for creativity that began some years ago

Parti-Day gets store demonstrations with tv

39 spon.sor's 6th weekly report on unique 26-week test shows demonstrations,

displays, newspaper features follow grocer enthusiasm for daytime tv

Radio for working women, says Dr. Scholl

40 V'fteran foot remedy firm uses dual strategy: musical format and jingle

for women listening in factories, personality emphasis for woman at home

How Rambler dealers use syndication

42 San Francisco Rambler dealers make their first major tv buy, a fully

sponsored Western series for dealer participation: Mackenzie's Raiders
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Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island, Illinois

47th TV MARKET IN THE U.S.

As Reported in TELEVISION AGE, May 19, 1958

41 Albany Schenectady-Troy 46 Omaha

42 Nashville

43 Champaign

44 Miami

45 Sacramento-Stockton

47 Davenport-Rock Island

48 Binghamton

49 Raleigh-Durham

50 Asheville

WOC-TV IS No. 1 IN COVERAGE
IN THIS 47th MARKET

48 COUNTIES
Population* 1,727,100

Homes 556,500

TV Homes 469,890

Farm Homes** 97,101

TV Farm Homes** 54,912

Effective Buying Income* $2,852,363,000

Retail Sales* $2,076,120,000

Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power, 1958"
**U. S. Census of Agriculture, 1954w Col. B. J. Palmer

Presidenc

Ernest C. Sanders

Resident Manager

Pax Shaffer

Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Inc.; Exclusive National
Representatives

<=:
THE QUINT CITIES

DAVENPORT . ^^^
BETTENDORF 1

ROCK ISLAND |

MOLINE > ILL.

EAST MOLINE '

channel

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which
also owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio — Des Moines.

1 DECEMBER 1958



DEEP

is1k

MARKET?

HIGH

COST?

Peters, GmieeiNSPOT R ^
NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue

Yukon 6-7900

ATLANTA
Glenn BIdg.

Murray 8-5667

CHICAGO
Prudential Plaza

Franklin 2-6373

DALLAS
335 Merchandise Mart

Riverside 7-2398

DETROIT
Penobscot BIdg.

Woodward 1-4255

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

HOLLYWOOD
1750 N. Vine St.

Hollywood 9-1688

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building

Yukon 2-9188

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932



Reach or frequency- or both-is a media question that can

make big differences in sales results. But there is a way, with

Spot Radio, to get the best combination for your advertising.

lie Q[3Q tUsiieis lioveiJie J^ ;^ujers...

Your sales objectives can be accomplished by the best strat-

egy for each individual market. There's no need to com-

promise with one plan. Let us consult with you in developing

a thorough market-by-market campaign.

THE CALL LETTERS
OF THE

SALES GETTERS

KBOt- Boise 5,000
KNOW- Denver 5,000
KGMBKHBC-Honolulu-Hilo 5,000
KEX-Portland 50,000
KIRO-Seattle 50,000

Midwest

WHO-Des Moines 50,000
WOC— Davenport 5,000
WDZ-Decatur 1,000
WDSM-Duluth-Superior . . 5,000
WDAY-Fargo 5,000
WOWO-Fort Wayne .... 50,000
WIRE-lndianapolis .... 5,000
KMBC-KFRM-Kansas City 5,000
WISC-Madison. Wise. . . . 1,000
WMBD-Peoria 5,000

OODl¥ARB, mc.
y I

East

WGR-Buffalo
KYW-Cleveland
WWJ- Detroit .

WJIM-Lansing .

KDKA-Pittsburgh

5,000
50,000
5,000
250

50,000

Southwest

KFDM—Beaumont . . . 5,000
KRYS-Corpus Christi . . 1,000
WBAP-Fort Worth-Dallas 50,000
KTRH-Houston .... 50,000
KENS-San Antonio . . . 50,000

Southeast

WLOS-Asheville . . . .

WCSC-Charleston, S. C.

WIST-Charlotte . . . .

WIS-Columbia, S. C. . .

WSVA-Harrisonburg, Va.

WPTF-RaleighDurham .

WDBJ-Roanoke . . . .

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

50,000
5,000



PORTLAND

OREGON
a

KING SIZED

AREA

SPORTS
assures

all

advertisers

KING SIZED

RESULTS

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Broadcast circles uere buzzing this ueek with "ic/iol does it

mean?" questions about developments in Oklahoma City,

Chief subject of trade speculations: a young dynamic station

operator, long considered the torch bearer of the indepeiu

dents, whose 50,000-watter, KOMA, suddenly moved in to

pick up the I\BC Radio affiliation recently vacated by WKY.

The newsmaker: Todd Storz, president of Storz Broadcast^

ing Co., a station group that includes WQAM, Miami, WHB, Kansap

City, WTIX, New Orleans, and WDGY Minneapolis.
"

Storz, whose talents for shrewd showmanship, and business-build-

ing promotional methods are widely respected in the radio industry,

chuckled when sponsor called him in Oklahoma City to tell him he

was being made Newsmaker of the Week.

"You ought to give the award to CuUigan," he said. "He's the one

who set off the bomb."

But though NBC Radio's exec. v.p. Matthew J. Culligan was re-

ceiving wide-spread congratulations for having snared the KOMA
affiliation after apparently stub-

bing his toe with WKY, the real

center of trade interest was Storz

himself, and the reasons for his

seeming "change in policy."

"Actually," said Storz, "there

was no change of policy involved

in our decision to affiliate with

NBC. I've felt all along that every

radio market is an individual and

completely separate problem. I've

never been against network sta-

tions in principle, any more than

I've ever said every independent

was outstanding.

"We came down here to Oklahoma City, looked over the local

situation, and decided we could do the best job with broad type of

programing service. We're carrying about 90% of NBC Radios

sponsored schedule, and we're working out some new formulas and

innovations foi I smooth combination of network, local and regional
|

programmg.

Among the new formulas mentioned by Storz is KOMA's handling

of NBC news which comes through on the hour. KOMA makes this

its own newscast by beginning a minute early, giving Oklahoma City

temperature and weather, and then switching to "our newscaster.'

As of now, Storz has no plans for network affiliations in other

cities, but admits he'll be studying the network-local program blend

very carefully to see the type and size of audience it develops. Need-

less to say, the industry is going to be studying it too. According to

some observers it may easily mark the beginning of a new trend in

station and network operations. ^
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YOU NEED TWO TO REALLY GO

Advertisers anxious to gather speed in Indiana, ride double

into this lively sales place. They sweep across two major

markets— Fort Wayne and South Bend - Elkhart— on one

combination fare which saves 10%. They thus "cut the ice"

in a rich intenirbia of 340,000 TV homes—bigger than T. A.'s

43rd market*. Over 1,688,000 people— more than Arizona,

Colorado or Nebraska. Effective Buying Income, nearly $3

billion— and it's yours with just one budget-saving buy!

call your H""R man now!

\f^ @ o
n ^Sj1^ VAY N£SOU7H B f N D (U f *i^k
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Each year as television's audience continued to

grow, the prudent ones among us cautioned

against a hasty acceptance of its heady statistics.

Each year, they said you would have to wait for it

to settle down . . . until the audience got used to hav-

ing a moving, talking picture in their living rooms.

And each year the audience grew larger.

Surely, now in the eleventh year of network tele-

vision it seems reasonahle to agree that television is

no longer a novelty—that the audience and the adver-

tiser have had time to evaluate it.

It is clear to even the most conservative eye that

television today is more attractive to the American

family than ever before.

IN 1958 the average television family is watching

more than ever— an average of four hours and

59 minutes a day. Tonight at 9, for example, three

families out of every five will be watching television.

Today there is at least one television set in 43.900.-

000 homes—86% of the nation's total. And 6,000

neiv television homes are being added every day.

Advertisers today are reaching the largest audi-

ences in history at a lower cost per thousand custom-

ers than any printed medium can provide.

However you evaluate television today— as a

medium of entertainment and information—

or as an advertising vehicle— it clearly retains its

compelling ability to hold the interest of its audience.

And it always will.

For television moves in the main stream of

American life. And the continuing novelty in the

images it brings to the viewer reflects the ever chang-

ing world of his experience.

Because it reaches more people— at the same in-

stant—than any form of mass communication

ever devised, American business invests more of its

national advertising appropriation in television than

in any other advertising medium.

Because it is attracting the largest nationwide audi-

ences in all television (as shown in the 80 consecutive

Nielsen Reports issued since July 1955) the CBS

Television Network continues to be the largest single

advertising medium in the world.

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK®

worn
off...



1531 FEET-TEXAS TALL TOWER

1465 FEET

EMPIRE STATE

BUILDING

975 FEET

EIFFEL TOWER

A
NEW

MARKET

IMLIOW[R

598 FEET

NEXT

SAN ANTONIO

STATION

X
X
X
X

^

The third tallest structure in

the world has created the nation's

newest television market.

All currently available s, ount and market

olete. To reach thousands of new familie

id agriculture-rich Southwest Empire

two most progressive television stations —

TEXAS 1UJJ

TOWER
EMPIRE

IMfOAI-TV
NBC • CHANNEL 4

KENS-TV
CBS • CHANNEL 5
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1 Commercial commentary continued .

Or do you conclude, as I have, that nearly all oil advertising is

composed of windy, meaningless claims, tired technical gobblede-

gook, and a vast amount of tumult and shouting over precisely

nothing at all?

Twenty-five years ago, I was writing such thunderous headlines

as "MOBILOIL BETTERS ITS BEST!" I suspect you'll see exactly

this same slogan used for Conoco or Cities Service, or Tidewater,

or Amoco or somebody, during the coming year. Fashions in oil

advertising do not change. And the fashions are pretty dreadful.

So I said to the Sheik of Bahrein

But the fault does not lie with men like Mr. Hattwick, nor with

such agencies as Y&R, Thompson, Compton, B&B and others who

have struggled against the thick viscous goo of petroleum thinking

for many unhappy years.

The blame belongs at the very top of petroleum's fractionating

tower—in the rarified reaches of high-level management.

To understand it you must understand what it is like to present a

new advertising campaign to the formidable Board of Directors of

one of those oil company behemoths.

The seven or eight solemn executives gathered around that massive

I (inference table, are not really concerned with advertising in any

normal consumer sense. Their minds are crackling with the incredible

complexities of a far-flung business empire.

The impeccably dressed gentleman at your left is mentally rehears-

ing, the speech he will make to the Sheik of Bahrein Island on his

next trip to the Persian Gulf. That hawk-faced fellow across the table

is conjugating the antitrust provisions of the Sherman Act, worrying

about the vagaries of the Texas Railroad Commission, computing the

freight rates from Aruba. The bespectacled scientist beside him is

dreaming of wondrous new petro-chemicals, and his heavy-set-neigh-

bor with the paunch is plotting a $50 million cracking plant that will

knock the hell out of Shell.

To them, collectively and corporately, advertising means very little.

Little except for two things. They'd like it to project a flattering

image of their own secret personal dreams. And they are very con-

scious of what their competitors have to say.

The unwritten petroleum code

As a result, the advertising approved by these men (and let's be

honest, the advertising submitted to them) tends to he packed with

boastful, technical, and scientific claims that glorify their own mighty

engineering and manufacturing achievements—but mean less than

a Houdry cracker to the average American motorist.

Furthermore, such advertising is almost invariably aimed to im-

press a small circle of other oil men, to answer, top, or stun old Joe

at Texaco, or Kelly at Skelly—who cares what the customer thinks?

And this board room corporate thinking—or not thinking—extends

downward through the organization to the nether reaches of most

oil company advertising departments. It forms a secret, unwritten

code for most petroleum advertising. It infects even their own
marketing specialists.

Can anything be done to correct it?

Frankly, I'm skeptical. I do think this. If the petroleum industry

ever learned to use advertising with anything like the efficiency and

,( sophistication of the food, drug, cigarette, cosmetic or soap indus-

tries, you'd see oil company appropriations twice what they are today.

How about it Mr. Hattwick? ^
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habits help provide
KOIN-TV with

delightful rating and
coverage figures;

her buying habits

provide KOIN-TV
advertisers with

- delightful sales

jres. In Port-

land and 32
surrounding
Oregon and
Washington
counties, she and
KOIN-TV furnish

the jolly CBS-TV
Spot Sales

crev/ with a

fascinating story

they love to tell.

Just try

thenn.
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in the garden of EASTMAN
The first seed was planted in July. Today— only
four months later— The Robert E. Eastman Company
represents 16 of the finest radio stations in America.

We are proud to have had a small hand in the
development of this campaign and would like

to add our salute to a really terrific guy.

jay victor & associates inc.
advertising and public relations

NEW YORK: 515 Madison Avenue,New York 22, N. Y.- Barclay 7-6474

NEWARK: 1225 Raymond Boulevard,Newark 2, N. J. -Market 3-8487



ii:\\ilti-city toxiyin^ is in fasHion, too
Capes are the last word in menswear fashion, but buying WGAL-TV's low-cost, multi-
city coverage is an established custom. This pioneer station is first with viewers in
Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, and numerous other cities including: Reading, Gettysburg,
Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin, Wavnesboro.

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

CHANNEL 8 • Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

America's 10th TV Market • 942,661 TV households • %VA billion annual retail sales • $6% billion annual income

Lancaster • Harrisburg . York . Reading . Gettysburg . Hanover . Lebanon • Chambersburg . Waynesboro . Lewistown . Sunbury

Carlisle • Pottsvilie . Shamokin . Lewisburg . Hazleton . Mt. Carmel . Bloomsburg . Hagerstown . Frederick . Westminster
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
As the result of CBS TV's latest major policy change, the must-buy concept

—

in terms of markets—seems headed for the junk pile. This is the situation:

• Effective 1 March, CBS basic required (specific) stations order policy will be sup-

planted by a policy of minimum dollar requirements and minimum (selected) number of

stations.

• Instead, CBS TV will adopt a minimum structure based on dollar volume.

The move took both the network's affiliates and Madison Avenue by surprise. For it marks

a sweeping change in the concept of network buying, involving:

CBS TV: The new policy will eliminate a highly sensitive point of attack from the

FCC-Barrow Study Report and the Justice Department; at the same time it broadens the

flexibility of network buying. However, when a high-rating show or premium period becomes

available, the nod will still go to the advertiser who can ofifer the largest station

lineup. The network feels it will get optimum clearance cooperation from its affiliates.

ADVERTISERS: Important agencies—contacted by SPONSOR-SCOPE— hailed the

abandonment of the must-buy as healthy for the business and a blessing to advertisers

who prefer tailored coverage. On the other hand, some agencies wonder whether net-

work buying won't become more difficult in the event affiliates elect to take the CBS

easement as a way of wiggling out of network option time.

AFFILIATES: Several of the stations polled by SPONSOR-SCOPE described the net-

work's action as a step toward the eventual breakdown of the network structure. Others

think that CBS was putting itself in a position where it could more easily accept business

that might otherwise go to spot. On the whole, however, the reaction was favorable to the

network.

REPRESENTATIVES: With the must-buy lid off, reps may have to go back to

selling agencies and advertisers on the inclusion of their stations in the network

lineup—a non-commissionable function for them—on the premise they need the programs be-

fore they can get chainbreaks.

NBC TV meantime finds itself faced by a decisive maneuver in policy by CBS TV; its

strategy at this point still is under wraps.

Radio stations in the top markets will have an unusually heavy campaign run-

ning for Cannon Mills (Ayer) for a couple weeks in January.

The schedule calls for at least 40 markets, with the individual market allotments run-

ning as high as $2,000 a week—an extraordinarily high figure for a quick splurge these days.

(The last time Cannon put on one of these White Sales promotions, the beneficiary was

spot tv.)

Another entry on the national spot radio scene this week: Delco (Campbell-Ewald),

which will use 11 markets for 13 weeks starting January. Program type: Weather.

The air media might as well reconcile themselves to this general strategy of Detroit

automotive spending for the next seven to nine months:

• Money allocations will be in flights.

• After each brief (but heavy) splurge, the company will wait and measure the

results.

• If the payoff comes up to expectations, the next flight will entail a still greater

expenditure.

There's a possibility that this flight-to-flight buying may even apply to network tv.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

Sellers of spot radio can look to Schlitz for a big hike for that medium in 1959.

Part of the inspiration is this: SchUtz has been able to get top artists to record its new
jingle, which already is catching fire.

You can get a good insight into what leading air media advertisers are thinking

and planning by the sort of information they're asking the big research organizations to dig

up for them.

For example, the requests coming into Nielsen deal pretty strongly with efficien-

cy. Advertisers are anxious to get information which:

1) Evaluates the efficiency of the various units in the advertiser's total buy, in terms of

a) audience reach, and b) specific brand effectiveness vs. a competitive brand.

2) Discloses specifically how participation in the medium fits into the marketing

pattern of the product.

3) Shows the best combination in both tv and radio (as regards frequency and

reach) to achieve certain marketing goals.

4) Analyzes the balance of programing on both a day and nighttime basis that would

exceed the efficiency of a competitive brand. (For instance, how would a competitive brand

go about topping the audience accumulated by Salem.)

5) Tabulated market-by-market cost efficiency vs. that of competitive brands.

Advertisers will be spending about 25% more for unlimited use of taped spots

than the prevailing rate for the similar use on film.

Even though the new AFTRA contract still is in negotiation, the price for "wild" spots

on tape (unrestricted use over 13-week cycles) has been settled.

It*s $312 per performer per spot, plus 5% for pension and welfare. The rate

that the Screen Actors Guild established for film is $260. (AFTRA started the bargaining

by asking for $850 per spot.)

A factor that improved the position of the networks: Polls taken by AFTRA in key cen-

ters indicated that members were not too anxious to go on strike.

You'll find a lot of media people on Madison Avenue who think that the best New
Year's resolution tv stations could make is to take a long look at their rate cards

and do something about simplifying them.

The gist of the plaint: Rate cards have grown so complicated that more and more

time is spent bringing them into estimating focus. That's tended to add to the cost of the

over-all buying procedure.

Reps themselves have recognized that the increasing complexity of rate cards has ac-

tually proved a heavy drain on their salesmen's working hours. A project for standard-

izing rate cards is high on the SRA's 1959 agenda.

To trade insiders, Fortune Magazine's description of Philip Morris' sponsorship

of I Love Lucy as a classic tv flop has certain elements of humor.

In the first place, John Toigo, then associated with the Morris account at Biow, today

will admit the cancellation of Lucy was one of the biggest mistakes of his career.

Second, Sanka's subsequent tie-up with Lucy lifted it to third place among all coffee

brands and netted millions of profits for General Foods.

For a cross-section of Madison Avenue's reaction to Fortune's recent article on

tv as the light that failed, these two quotes from veteran admen serve as a sum-up:

Quote #1: "A sorrowful use of what is supposed to be unbiased journalism to bolster

its own medium's competitive predicament."

Quote #2: "It'll serve, for one thing, to keep tv at an aggressive edge, restating the

story of its growth and successes and coming up with ways for making the medium even more

attractive for both the viewer and the advertiser."

(See How Fortune Tips Off New Anti-tv Line, page 33, 29 November sponsor.)
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Bewailers of the low state of network tv programing might take note of the fact

that viewers the past weekend were treated to two top-draw symphonic specials and an off-

Broadway musical comedy, whose joint cost in time and talent came to $1.4 million.

The trio, two of which received uniformly rave reviews, were : Leonard Bernstein and

the N. Y. Philharmonic (Lincoln), Victor Borge (Pontiac), and Wonderful Town (mul-

tiple-sponsored) .

Interested buyers of minute participations in NBC TV's EUery Queen and Cim-

arron City are getting an estimate of what the cost-per-lOOO-per-commercial minute will

be for the two shows the first quarter of 1959.

The quoted figure: $3. The nighttime average, notes the network, is around $3.50.

Involved in all this is NBC TV's latest departure in sales policy. Queen and Cimarron

can now be had in alternate week 20-minute segments, with the allotted two minutes of

commercial spread out over two weeks.

P&G is not very happy with the way its two new operas— Today Is Ours and

From These Roots—are faring on NBC TV, but it plans to ride along with them through

the first of 1959.

The chances are that these afternoon serials (which P&G is sponsoring only partially) will

be replaced.

The network meantime got a renewal from Corn Products for three daytime quar-

ter-hours, adding up to about $3 million a year in billings.

You need no better clue for the motivation behind the magazines' concerted at-

tack on tv than what's been happening to their advertising revenues when compared to

daytime tv alone.

One of the hard facts that point up their predicament is this:

From January to September of this year, the 20 top advertisers in daytime network tv

made an aggregate gross expenditure for time only of $78.4 million ; meantime their gross

billings in nine leading women's magazines for the same period were only $14.3 million.

Here are the comparative billings by individual advertiser:

Advertiser Daytime Net Tv Women's Magaziiles Ratic

Procter & Gamble $24,682,000 $2,777,000 9:1

Colgate 9,577,000 1,071,000 9:1

Lever Bros. 5,437,000 1,157,000 5:1

Kellogg 4,200,000 __

General Foods 4,360,000 1,287,000 31/2:1

Standard Brands 4,239,000 481,000 9:1

Sterling Drugs 3,629,000 455,000 8:1

American Home 5,369,000 645,000 8:1

Bristol-Myers 3,135,000 1,494,000 2:1

Gillette-Toni 1,115,000 321,000 31/2:1

General Mills 2,451,000 2,277,000 1:1

Pillsbury 1,994,000 96,000 20:1

Corn Product* 2,497,000 449,000 5^2:1

Libby, McNeil & Libby 914,000 208,000 4:1

National Dairy 480,000 1,305'000 1:3

Sweets Co. of Amer. 855,000

Mentholatum 507,000 _
Vick Chemical 429,000 228,000 2:1

Miles Laboratories 1,283,000 63,000 20:1

Swift 1,282,000 78,000 161/2:1

TOTAL $78,437,000 $14,392,000 5^:1

Source: Tv billings: LNA-BAR (gross time)

;

magazine billings: PIB (gross).
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Impulse buying has reached the point where less than 10% of Bupermarket shop-

ping is done from prepared lists.

Marketing men attribute this primarily to Iv, which—by its lavish product displays

and demonstrations—has created in the shopper an almost automatic tendency to try the new
and the different.

Madison Avenue can look to an invasion in June of presentation-pitching spokes-

men for the National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors.

The idea was triggered by Bob Palmer, of Cunningham & Walsh, when he told the

NATRFD convention in Chicago this week that the farm fellows don't bring themselves

to Madison Avenue's attention forcibly enough.
Other high points of the gathering:

• Even though their main target remains the farmer, the conventioneers showed they were

becoming more and more eager to gain the attention of suburban audiences.

• Rep people on hand urged the farm directors to work more closely with their

reps and make a point of inviting more of them to their next annual meet.

Big business in its product and market planning is moving out of a self-imposed

vacuum.

Instead of confining its planning and strategy to its own four walls on the premise that

each company is a world by itself, it's spending more on researching what the compe-

tition is doing.

The new theory:

Yon can't meet and defeat the competition unless you find out what's going on

behind his front line.

NBC TV this week took inventory on where it stood billings-wise on the Today

and .Tack Paar shows compared to a year a'xo.

TTie rundown resulted in these statistical observations:

1) Billings in the final quarter of 1958 will be 40% ahead of 1957.

2) The two shows will be doing about SI M-m>Uion a month the first quarter of 1959,

topping the first three months of 1958 by 50%.
3) Total number of advertisers that used Today and Paar during 1958 was 106; for

about 25% of them, it was their first use of tv.

It may be nothing but wishful thinking, but more and more admen on Madison Ave-

nue have lately been voicing this hope:

The time is near when the business wll stop making a fetish of numbers and start buy-

ing tv and radio on the basis of qualitative audiences and their educated grasp of

the media.

Note these admen: Out of srowtng competition will come a new set of ground rules—

the most important of which will be acceptance of the need for quality buying.

In their opinion, once their own associates exercise enough boldness to impress this con-

cept upon clients thev'll gain more respect for their function and do a far more effective

job with tv in particular.

The response of a top-ranking network oflBcial to all this: "Let them try to sell that idea

to Cincinnati and White Plains and se« what happens !" (Nonetheless, drastic changes

in the concept of selling network tv already are under way as noted on page 17.)

For othar n«ws coverage I" *hl» issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 59; SPONSOR

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film-Scope, page 57.
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1959 plans for your future include

world-renowned stars DAN DAILEY,

JACK HAWKINS and VITTORIO DeSICA,

n the first of ITC's "series of stature



DAN DAILEY, JACK HAWKINS and VITTORIO DeSIC^-
the first of the cast selected for "THE FOUR JUST ME '



This is only one of many productions of magnitud<

envisioned by ITC, Independent Television Corporation

Less than ninety days ago, Jack Wrather, Chairman of the Board

and Walter Kingsley, President of ITC, said : "We're going to provide

the television industry with facilities — sales, service and products -

without equal anywhere throughout the world.'

By September 22, another announcement was made of "the first of several expansioi

moves planned for ITC both here and abroad." Jack Wrather and Walter Kingsle;

stated that ITC had acquired TPA, Television Programs of America, Inc.

a leading television production and distribution compan}/

This then is ITC's first "Quarterly Report" to you in the advertising industry

ON THE NETWORKS:
LASSIE (CBS) — The Emmy and Peabody Award-winning all-family program!
Sponsored by The Campbell Soup Company through Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc. Now in its 5t

year in television.

THE LONE RANGER (ABC, CBS) — The first Western and longest run show produced for television

Sponsored by General Mills, Inc. through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; The Cracker Jack Co. throug
Leo Burnett, Inc.; The Nestle Co., Inc. through McCann-Erickson, Inc. and Smith Bros, throug
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Now in its 25th year in broadcasting — 10th in television.

FURY (NBC) — Consistently delivering a higher share-of-audience than any other network show!

Sponsored by The Borden Company, Inc. and General Foods, Inc. through Benton & Bowles.

THE GALE STORM SHOW (CBS) — Instantaneous hit, now sponsored for third successful year!

Sponsored by The Nestle Co., Inc. through Bryan Houston, Inc. and Lever Brothers Ccmpan
(to start January, 1959).

IN PRODUCTION FOR NATIONAL SALE:

THE FOUR JUST MEN - Based on Edgar Wallace's thrilling novels, starring Dan Dailey, Vittorio DeSic

and Jack Hawkins.

CANNONBALL — Stirring human-interest series about truckers on the highway to high adventure, produce

by Robert Maxwell, creator of Lassie.

THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SWIFT— Daring space-age version of the beloved all -American classic

INTERPOL CALLING - Chilling drama of the international police force.

FOR LOCAL MARKETING:

SERGEANT PRESTON OF THE YUKON - First time available locally after 3 years on CBS Televisior

NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL -Sponsored regionally by D-X Sunray Oil Co., Inc.; Drewrys, Limited.

JEFF'S COLLIE (Syndication title) — the original cast that made Lassie \he network's most honored shov\

ARROW PRODUCTIONS:

SUSIE, re-runs of PA/Va^e Sec/-e/a/-y - starring Ann Sothern • THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTi

THE ADVENTURES OF TUGBOAT ANNIE • RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE • STAGE
THE NEW ADVENTURES OF CHARLIE CHAN • MYSTERY IS MY BUSINES
HAWKEYE AND THE LAST OF MOHICANS • THE HALLS OF IVY • FEATURE ANTHOLOG

ITC's objective is to enable you to be a winner in the constant contest for audience

We think you'll enjoy talking matters over with u

when you want to increase your sales — and we'd welcome being of service to you

If you prefer, you can write directly to us. Telephone or wire collec

if you wish. We're making 1959 strategy-for-sales plans toda)

We cordially invite you to join us — to let us make our plans togethei





Timebuyers
^t work

'i
^^B

Stan Newman, Richard K. Manoff, Inc., New York, feels that not

enough has been said about the inadequacies of total home impres-

sions as a guide to a schedule's value. "It is not how many impres-

sions a schedule achieves that is of prime importance, but rather

where these impressions are made," Stan says. "For some products

it is more desirable to reach 75%
of the homes in a market an aver-

age of three times per week, rather

than 25 /( of the homes nine times.

Yet the total number of home im-

pressions in both these cases would

be the same. Still further, when a

schedule does reach 759'f of the

homes an average of three times

per week, a buyer should know

whether it is reaching all these

homes approximately three times

each, or most of them only once

in the week with a very small group receixini; 10 impre-^sion.s a

week." Stan thinks that the effective penetration of a spot schedule,

like that of a network program, must be measured in terms much

more specific than total impressions alone. "Behind this big number

He the analytical facts and figures needed by us for effective buys."

Jane Lelder, Atherton, Mogge, Privett, Los Angeles, is a strong

advocate of the saturation campaign. "With the exception of the

specialized audience to be reached with sports programs," Jane

thinks, "saturation spot gives the client the largest number of peo-

ple for the least amount of money." Jane also feels that the opening

up of nighttime tv for spot buys

has helped the local and regional

M^Ah.i^iL. advertiser tremendously. "In Los

I ^IBHS^^K. Angeles, in particular, there is the

\
JB^BpFW'^P '

. . i
example set by KTTV which offers

\Sk ^^^W '

i one-minute and 20-second an-

H"^^^ I nouncements in Class A time in

H ^Li 1 four different quality half-hour

B^ '^~- 0m.-^M programs weekly, alternating with

K *
^^fe another four programs— of the

V same caliber—the following week."

^, V^'^BB^J Jane bought this plan for Jersey-
"

maid Milk, feeling that such varied

programs as Colonel Flack, San Francisco Beat, MacKenzie's Raiders

and New York Confidential, would hit a good cross-section of the

viewing audience. "And," Jane notes, "other stations are adopting

a more realistic attitude, offering increased flexibility in their sched-

ules. It will provide advertisers with greater mileage for their dollars."

J. is Intent.

What is he hearing?

A sound in the foreground

Seems to be nearing!

The sound he hears is the foreground

SOUND of KHJ Radio which has been

selling Angelenos for a long, long time.

Until a few years ago we at KHJ never

thought much about our sound as a

sound. For more than 36 years we've

been programming informative, stimu-

lating radio fare designed to serve as a

good deal more than comforting back-

ground noise. And the worth of this

"Foreground Sound" policy has con-

tinued to prove its value to our adver-

tisers in terms of cumulative listening.

Yes, that sound he hears is KHJ Radio

. . .and the sound that most often fol-

lows is that of your cash register.

To underestimate the variety of tastes

in Greater Los Angeles is to under-

estimate KHJ's ability to sell.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28. California

Represented nationally by
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'Ricidiating effectively from the

RALEIGH - DURHAM
AREA

WRAL-TV has an unequalled rating record in the Raleigh-

Durham area . . . based on ARB surveys, sign-on to sign-ofF,

since the day this station started operations.

The reasons? Plenty of them! The best of the NBC network

shows, from TODAY to JACK PAAR . . . popular choices

from ABC . . . plus exclusive local programs that attract and

hold loyal audiences.

Superlative equipment is another WRAL-TV asset — first

Ampex Videotape recorder in North Carolina . . . $100,000

4-camera mobile unit . . . two of the South's largest studios with

seven cameras, rear screen projector, three 70-circuit lighting

boards.

To get sales results, use the station viewers choose!

Arc you on?

4-CAMERA MOBILE UNIT • VIDEOTAPE RECORDER • LARGE NEW STUDIOS

WRAL-TV
CAROLINA'S Colorful CAPITAL STATION

].1fULL power CHANNEL 5

NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

Vice Pres. & Gen. AAgr.

Raleigh, North Carolina

REPRESENTED BY

HR, INC

49th ar

IVIadiso

Attacks on tv

It is encouraging to the credit of

SPONSOR that you at least recognize the

truth and wisdom expressed by Mr.

Heiskell, publisher of Life.

Why shouldn't the print men adopt

an attack of growing severit}^ against

competition so richly deserving such

an attack and so defenseless against it?

Defenseless, in reality, as amateurs or

immatures, are defenseless against the

pros—amateurs of the classroom vs.

the learned pros with years on the fir-

ing lines.

The air media need more than

"statesmen" as they flounder conten-

tedly under mediocre management and

egg-head persuasion.

If Publisher Heiskell was gratuitous

in his recent observations. Fortune is

rightfully paternal in its current obser-

vations on television.

Indeed, sir, can you designate the

occasion when less was done with a

greater opportunity than has been done

with television?

Joe Vinti

Carlo Vinti Advertising

New York

• Mr. Vinti is commenting on an editorial in the

15 November issue of SPONSOR. For SPONSOR'.

Is radio being shorl'-changed?

"Radio: Is it the short-changed ad

medium?" in your November 1st issue

is excellent and very, very timely.

Although spot radio in Canada is

booming, I frequently feel that the sup-

porting ice is getting too thin and if

radio is to reap the reward it so richly

deserves, then we must have a con-

tinually increasing program of positive

selling and research.

Chas. W. Fenton

Sales Director

Broadcast Advertising Bureau

Toronto

. SPONSOR plar
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We have read with great interest the

article "Radio: Is it the short changed

ad medium?" in your November 1st

edition.

This is a very fine article, we feel,

and one we would like to circulate

among some of the large white space

advertisers in our area.

Dean Fleischman

commercial manager
WSPB, Sarasota, Fla.

Sponsor-scope

May I have your permission to re-print

the sixth item on page 19 of 25 Octo-

ber SPONSOR-SCOPE and distribute

it to a number of agency time-buyers?

It gives a real clue to sales of the EMP
group.

P. B. Hinman
mgr., WCBI-TV
Columbus, Mississippi

• The ilem deals with how an advertiser in-

Quick response on Feniger story

1 have already received many interest-

ing letters from station operators as a

result of the piece you did in this

week's sponsor.

Most of the replies have been from

-lation operators who have attached

examples of their current promotional

work to point out that they share my
feelings as you reported them.

Of particular interest is the fact that

I received letters in my Tuesday morn-

ing mail, which indicates exceedingly

quick action on the part of your read-

ers.

Thanks for doing such a good job.

Jerome Feniger

vice president

Cunningham & Walsh

Kroger radio

I read with interest your article on
Kroger Radio in the November 22
issue of SPONSOR. Unfortunately you
have credited our St. Louis Division

as the source of these ideas, whereas
the "personalities on Radio" program
originated in our Roanoke Division on
WROV Radio. Just thought you would
want to get the record straight.

Wm. J. Sanning

mgr. of adv. & sales promotion

Kroger Co.

Cincinnati

KOBY Shows a Beautiful Figure

^S0>

KOBY Listeners Add Up to 638,900

Unduplicated Homes Weekly!
Ihe September Cumulative Pulse audience for

the San Francisco-Oakland 6-County Area shows
KOBY's family-style programming attracting

listeners in 72.5% of radio homes in this major
market. No double spotting assures you fullest

impact.

10% combination discount when you buy both

KOBY and KOSI.

KOBY 10,000 watts

San Francisco isKOBY-land!

WGVM
Greenville,

See PETRY FOR KOBY, Sa,

and KOSI, Denver
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220.000
'Iiccrcd irSB'TT tcj/t/i aiiiirccrsary parade

Peachtree Street was Jumping.

Nc\cr in rhc liistorv of fun-loving At-

lanta IkuI so great a throng turned out

for an\' c\cnt. Nearly a ciuarter-million

people came to help celebrate \VSB-T\'"s

10th birthday; to show their affection for

WSB-TV stars and appreciation for the

programming this station gi\es theni.

This thundering response gi\es \()u a

more re\ealing picture of \VSB-T\'"s

liominance in the deorgia market. Skill-

ful showmanship teamed with intelligent

programming in the public interest has

made \VSB-T\' one of the nation's truly

great area stations. Ccrtainlv vour ad\er-

tising in Atlanta belongs ^m WSB-TV.

C olurnns ' is the home of

irul WSB Radio in .\tlant

TV
L A N T A

NIK" attiliate, Rcprc

I'ctrv &• Co. .\rtiliati'd

J.unnal and Constit,,

jnted l.y Edw
ith The .\tlant:
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FIGURES LIKE THESE CONVINCE

DEPARTMENT STORES

First SO Markets newspapers television

WEEKLY COST $37,770 $29,859

DELIVERED COPIES 15,869,000

DELIVERED HOMES ? 16,144,000

COST-PER-1,000 $2.38 $1.85

Second SO Markets

WEEKLY COST $17,350 $10,888

DELIVERED COPIES 4,421,000

DELIVERED HOMES ? 4,241,000

COST-PER-1,000 $3.59 $2.57

The **Show-Me Boys" move into tv

^ Why the world's most hardboiled merchandisers are

shifting media budgets to step up their tv advertising

^ 58% more department stores used 72% more tv spots

in 1958. Macy's tv budget reached an estimated $500,000

^ ew York viewers of Macy's Thanks-

^i\ing parade, presented this year over

NBC TV, saw once again the towering

balloons, and glittering bands of this

popular annual feature, plus some
startling new commercials, straight and
co-op, for such items as model missiles

and the durable Betsy Wetsy doll.

But probably few people, outside the

retail industry, have recognized the

substantial inroads which tv is making

in the department store field, long con-

sidered the most "hard-boiled" of all

modern marketing operations.

According to a just-completed analy-

sis of Broadcast Advertisers Reports

for the third quarters of 1957 and

1958, department stores in 15 top mar-

kets are sharply increasing their tele-

vision expenditures.

In these markets the number of

stores using tv has risen from 33 to

58, a gain of 58% over 1957. And
the total number of weekly spots used

by such stores has jumped from 377

to 650, a 72% rise.

Behind these healthy tv increases lie

marketing facts of great significance

for every tv advertiser:

• Changing patterns in American

living are putting new sales, cost, and

profit pressures on many types of re-

tailers, and particularly on department

and specialitv stores.

• Population shifts to the suburbs

are forcing a re-evaluation of such

favorite department store media as

daily and Sunday newspapers, and a

reconsideration of both their coverage

and their effectiveness.

• Departinent store merchandisers

are approaching tv with the same sales-

conscious, result-conscious attitude they

6 DECEMBER 1958



ijlllllllllllllllllllllllir'":

ITEMS AND SERVICES FEATURED ON TV BY MACY'S

JKL '

BEAUTY PARLOR
AUTO TIRES

FURNITURE

^RBBr^^i BATHING SUITS
^J / ^B^^Ed^^.\ MATTRESS SALE

Ak^ ^^P^^B^^^b LAWN MOWER
- Rirf^^^^^B^'^^ ^^Si. AIR CONDITIONING

^^f^^-jKi^m W ^mflr MARBLE TABLE

mJ ^iirJ^HE^'V ^ ^•P MINK SALE
l^r J^Efl^SB^'^ kv i^

"*

MACY'S SHEET SALE
K^|BiR^^H^BB~( K ^^ HOME FURNISHINGS

SIeS^Q^ j^^7
SLIPCOVERS & UPHOLSTERING
BROADLOOM

iHl^^f'^K^H ^^^Iw^^ FUR SALE

flSBL ^^m^^B ^^^BA SPRING SALE
SIBm^^^^i^^ ^^^^^I|l^^^^^i

L Heavy tv spot saturation was given tliese typical Items on one New Torlt station in 1958

have always applied to advertising.

("It is our belief that retail promotion

techniques are at least as good, if not

better, than that of the much-vaunted

grey flannel set." says Edward F. En-

gle of the National Retail Merchants

Association. I

• Department stores of all sizes, and

in all types of markets, have piled up

impressive factual data on all types of

tv sales results, and are now using tv

with more efficiency and assurance

than previously.

• While department store tv budgets

\ai\ widely I Macy's is estimated at

-- iMuuiM)) there is a growing accept-

iiM' for the view expressed by TvB's

K'tail v.p., Howard P. Abrahams, that

tv total should represent at least 15%
of a store's total promotional budget.

• The use of tv co-op money by de-

partment stores is expected to rise, as

stores and manufacturers become more
familiar with television promotional

techniques.

The economic pressures on dejjarl-

nient stores in the past 10 years have

l»een substantial. The rise of super-

markets, discount houses, shopping

centers, home furnishing stores and
other types of outlets cut the depart-

ment stores share of retail sales from
7.4'; in iOlTtoCr; in 1957. Profits

during this period dropped from 7.3%
to 5.6' ; . according to NRMA.

Similarly the population "flight to

the suburbs" has bedeviled department

store operators. (Cities have grown

only 4.1 V{ since 1950, while suburbs

have mushroomed 29.3%. I Down-
town locations and the parking prob-

lem have added their contributions to

department store woes.

Faced with these pressures, depart-

ir.ent store executives have been forced

to re-evaluate the reach and effective-

ness of newspapers, the ad medium
which has served them magnificently

for more than 50 years, and to which

they have a built-in craft loyalty.

Cold-blooded analysis shows that in

many markets, newspapers can no long-

er provide the coverage and penetra-

tion which a modern department store

operation must demand.

In San Francisco and Los Angeles

for example, unduplicated coverage fig-

ures for newspapers show that all

dailies combined reach only 40'r of

families in the city and retail trading

zones. Tv in these markets has better

than 90'/^ penetration.

Moreover, department store men
have become increasingly impressed

with tv cost advantages ( See box on

page 29. In the top 50 markets, for

example, a weekly schedule of two 20-

second announcements in prime (8:30

P.M.) time reaches more homes at

227c less cost than a 1000 line news-

paper ad. A similar schedule in the

second 50 markets shows a 28% ad-

vantage for tv.

Meanwhile, department store use of

tv has been going through a series of

evolutionarv' changes as retail mer-

chandisers have become more familiar

with the medium.

One of the most significant features

of the recent BAR analysis is that while

the number of weekly tv spots used by

department store advertisers in 15 top

markets increased by 72%, the number

of tv programs used by these stores

decreased by 46%. In other words,

there's a definite trend toward spot in

department store merchandising.

Techniques vary widely by stores,

however. Macy's believes strongly in

saturation spot, and has heavy sched-

ules on four New York stations

(WRCA-TV, WABC-TV, WPIX,
WNEW-TV) mostly in daytime hours.

Sam Cuff, merchandise director for

Allied Stores, thinks only A time is

worth buying, and stresses the multiple

use of stations (all the stations in town

wherever possible I.

ZCMl in Salt Lake Citv (the letters

SPONSOR • 6 DECEMBER 1958
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stand for Zion's Co-operative Mercan-

tile Institute, and the store is owned
liy the Mormon Church) is now in its

10th year of tv advertising and uses a

15 minute news reel, Monday through

Friday, on a 52 week schedule to spear-

head its tv campaign. Saturation cam-

paigns are also used for large annual

promotions— May Sale, Anniversary

Sale, etc.

Malley's, in New Haven, liuilds

strongly on a "local personality" with

a loyal following, and in a typical two

week campaign, employed 32 local-live

one minute spots in daytime hours.

Neel's, a department store doing an

under $1 million annual volume in the

small market of Thomasville, Georgia,

puts its total budget ($75 weekly) in

a weekly 15-minute fashion show, fea-

turing volunteer amateur models, and

can point to impressive sales statistics.

Promotional budgets in the depart-

ment store field are estimated by retail

authorities as running at appr(i\iniat(>-

ly 4-5''/. of total gross volume (Ex: $2

million for a store with a $50 million

annual sales volume).

The proportion of these budgets be-

ing spent for tv is definitely increasing,

but again there are wide variations be-

tween stores. Macy's puts an estimated

8% of total budget into tv, ZCMI
nVi, a 15% share is accepted by

many stores, though other retailers

such as Robert Hall are spending as

high as 40% for tv.

One most significant factor in the

use of tv by department stores is the

expanding number of items being given

tv promotion. ZCMI has kept careful

records (see box below) of more than

20 different items receiving tv plugs,

and reports that in addition to these

sales, tv has frequently brought in

customers for purchases of other than

the television featured items.

Macy's, though notoriously close-

mouthed about sales figures, is ru-

mored to have sold more than $100,000

in slacks, more than $125,000 in power

mowers, as a result of sales |)romo-

tion.

Over and beyond the promotion of

specific items, department store men
are becoming increasingly aware of the

need for store "image building"

through tv advertising. The NRMA
convention in New Orleans in January-

will feature this as a leading theme.

Finally, the department store swing

toward tv has enlisted the attention of

manufacturers. More and more co-op

money is being made available for tv

use, and TvB reports that more and

more manufacturers are preparing spe-

cial films for department store televi-

sion promotions.

Even though it may be some time

before tv replaces newspapers as the

primary local retail advertising me-

dium, most competent industry observ-

ers are predicting that the gap between

the two will be narrowed appreciably

(!urin2 the coininii \ear. ^

ZCMI, SALT LAKE, USES TV TO SELL MANY ITEMS

Pilot Blouses Sept.

GE Appliances Sept.

Bigelow Carpets Sept.

Franciscan China Oct.

Carters Sleepers Oct.

Boys' Surcoats Nov.

Slips Dec.

Electric Blankets Jan.

Men's Slacks Jan.

Broil Quik Jan.

Nylon Slips Feb.

Kopefun Game Dec.

Jewelry Dec.

Electric Fix Kits Dec.

Salad Maker Dec.

Fresh Flowers Dec.

Girls' Dresses Dec.

IVylon Blankets Jan.

Chandeliers Apr.

Easter Flowers Apr.

Throw Rugs Apr.

Weigh-Rite Apr.

20%,

14%
32%
34%
9.79%
3.5%,

2.1%

8%
3.8%
18%
16%
6%
13%
19%
7%
9%
31%
29%
42%
22%
14%
33.3%

ITEM MONTH "o ADVT. COST

Hosiery Apr. J 1.8%

Men's Slax Apr. .08%
Sheets Apr. .05%
Book : "The Best of

Gordon Owen'* May 24%
Cover-up Coats May 18%
Pongee Blouses May 31%
Jewelry Boxes May 15%
Sanisonite Luggage .... May 12%
Springfield Blankets .. May .08%
Fabrics May .05%
Bigelow Carpet May 16.9%
Hosiery May .02%
Bicycles June 21%
Calloway Rugs Mar. 8.7%
Two-pants Suits Apr. 35%
TV Throws Apr. 31.2%
Sports Coats Oct. 17%
Clean-Tint Oct. 34%
Insko Jewelry Oct. 15%
Sweet Sue Dolls Nov. 8%
AiTierican Flyer Trains Nov. 9%
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Inco's $500,000, 33-market spot radiii^

^ The Inltrnational Nickel Co. finds no promotional

effort influenees the nse of its metal as radio does

^ Firm has spot radio on a 52-week basis, uses power-

house stations and network affiliates, buys news programs

PROMOTING METAL NO ONE SEES

Though stainless steel contains

only 8% nickel, it is one of the

most important outlets for the

metal. With nickel in oversup-

ply, Inco is now preparing a

department store promotion un-

der the direction of Larry Lar-

son, L, Inco v.p. and director

of marketing services. Nearly

30 prestige stores have agreed

to tie in with the campaign,

which takes place from 2-14 February. Heaviest backing for

the campaign comes from Inco's newscasts, which will devote

their entire commercial time during the two-week period to

the drive. U. S. Steel will support the promotion via a plug

on its tv show. Inco will also use neivspapers and magazines

I ht-re are a numlier of reinarkable

aspects about the use of spot radio by

The International Nickel Co.

Item: It spends more than $500,000

a year in the medium, which makes the

firm a big spot radio spender by any

standard. This is aside from the fact

that heavy industry is a rare ])ird in

>-pot radio.

Item: Inco's prime audience target

for spot radio is not the consumer

(though he is important) but people

who influence the use of nickel in trade

and industry. No Inco promotional ef-

fort gets as much reaction from these

"influencers" as radio's soft sell.

Item: Unlike the steel and aluminum

firms who promote a visible entity to

customers' customers' customers, Inco

produces a metal the consumer jiracti-

cally never sees. Furthermore. Inco is

even further removed from the ultimate

consumer, being, for example, a large

supplier of nickel for makers of steel.

Item: Inco's agency, the Marschalk

& Pratt division of McCann-Erickson,

employs spot radio in a manner which

many buyers would quickly label old-

fashioned, and which is certainly re-

dolent of pre-tv techniques. The agency

uses the medium day in and day out

52 weeks a year, concentrates on pow-

er stations and network affiliates and

buys 10- and 15-minute programs.

Inco is now in 33 markets, using a

33-station lineup of newscasts crafted

with infinite patience. The station, the

announcer, the time— all are picked

with care. As a matter of fact, the

timebuying operation is reminiscent of

the manner in which the Esso reporter

lineup was put together, an operation

in which Marschalk & Pratt played no

small part.

Inco mav not he finished building its

lineup. If the right station and the right

time and the right announcer are avail-

able, Inco might very well put more

money into spot radio next year.

Granted that Inco's promotional ex-

penditures, as with any industrial ad-

vertiser, are only a small percent of

sales (less than I'/c), the fact remains

that spot radio accounts for about 40 'y

of all consumer media billings and

about one-sixth of all promotional

spending.

Inco has been in radio for about sev-

en years but last year ( 1 ) increased the

radio budget and lineup substantially

and (2) put less emphasis on the pub-

lic relations aspect of its advertising as

a result of new developments in the

industry. (For a story of Inco's early

use of radio, see "How International

Nickel uses spot radio for p.r.,"

SPONSOR, 1 November 1954.)

In 1958, for the first time in almost

two decades, there was an oversupply

in the nickel market. A number of fac-

tors were responsible: new production

facilities and sources of supply, includ-

ing more competition for Inco, which

once had a virtual monopoly of the

U. S. market and now has about 60-

65 7f. The Inco situation is analagous

to that of Alcoa in that the competition

was government inspired. And like the

aluminum situation, the use of nickel

is growing so that, in the long run,

there should be enough business for

everybody.

While inco has by no means insert-

ed a hard-sell into its advertising it has

been pushing a little harder. One of

the first fruits of this new pressure on

the market is a stainless steel promo-

tion set for February.

Note that International Nickel does

not make stainless steel. It supplies

nickel for stainless to steel processors.

Most stainless contains only about 8%
nickel but is one of the most important

outlets for the metal.

The stainless steel drive, scheduled

for 2-14 February, is keyed to promo-

tions in 29 department stores in as

many markets. With two exceptions,

the department store markets are also
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soft sell

markets in which Inco is using spot

regularly. All are "prestige" stores.

The department stores were lined up

by one of Marschalk & Pratt's sister

satellites orbiting around McCann-

Erickson—Sales Communications. Inc.

Wayne Mcllvaine, who headed up a

crew of men getting stores to tie in, re-

ported that the Inco promotion has

turned into one of Sales Communica-

tions' most successful jobs.

The reason? Mcllvaine listed the

following: First, Sales Comniunica-

tions men hit the department stores at

just the right time—early in October.

A week earlier or a week later in some

cases would have meant the cold shoul-

der. As it turned out, men from SCI

sparked a series of ideas among de-

partment store executives that later

turned into store-wide promotions in

some cases.

Secondly, the promotion dates were

well-timed. February is the best time

to pick up where Christmas and White

Sales leave off. Finally, said Mcllvaine,

"Stainless steel today is hot."

Backing up the in-store promotions

will be a steady stream of commercials

on 30 stations—six per week in most

cases. In addition, U.S. Steel is sup-

porting the drive with a plug on the 11

February U.S. Steel Hour. Print media

advertising includes a 1.000-line news-

paper ad in each market plus four-

color ads in Saturday Evening Post

and Look. In addition, U.S. Steel is

devoting its spread in the same issue

of the Saturday Evening Post to the

promotion.

Inco hopes and expects its basic

budget will be supplemented by local

level advertising by the department

stores concerned as well as by addi-

tional retail advertising generated by

local media salesmen. All the major

steel firms have been alerted to the

promotion and support is also expect-

ed from that quarter, though details

are currently lacking.

This will be Inco's first retail pro-

motion since the 30's, according to

Marschalk & Pratt president Sam Meul-

endyke. He ought to know. Meulen-

dyke has been on the Inco account

since the agency corraled it 35 years

ago. And he's still on it.

He explained Inco's philosophy in

(Continued next page)

1 INCO BUYS POWE:r stations

s lineup of 33 stations was^HillHHHHIB Inco

i '''' iBiP^^ ^«ll li put together over a five-year i

? flfjtl '^H period by Marschalk & Pratt. 1
^ lllfll^^ Agency president Sam Meulen- m

«Pv^ "***..> dyke L, who has worked on the m

r ^R A account since the agency got it m

^WL ''CZ. 35 y ears ago, stresses the care m

^^^W with which each outlet is cho- 1
sen. With the exception of m

four, all outlets are network m

^^^^^k i B^^^B affiliates. There are twenty 50 1

kw.'s among the list and none ta

is under 5,000 watts (daytime) m

1 This is Inco's regular station lineup |

= City station Show lengt Times per week

ATLANTA WACA 15 min. 3

BALTIMORE WBAL 10 min. 3

BIRMINGHAM WBRC 15 min. 3

BOSTON WBZ-A 5 min. 6

BUFFALO WBEN 15 min. 3
- CHICAGO WBBM 1 5 min 3

CINCINNATI WKRC 10 min. 3

CLEVELAND WCAR 15 min. 3

^ COLUMBUS WTVN 10 min. 3

i DALLAS WFAA 15 min. 2

1 DAYTON WING 15 min. 3

!! DETROIT WJR 15 min. 3

1 HARTFORD, CONN, WTIC 10 min. 3

I HOUSTON KTRH 15 min. 3

m HUNTINGTON WSAZ 10 min. 3

m INDIANAPOLIS WIBC 10 min. 3

= KANSAS CITY, MO. KBMC-KFRM 10 min. 3

1 LOS ANGELES KFI 10 min. . 3

LOUISVILLE WHAS 1 5 min 3

MILWAUKEE... ... WTMJ 15 min. 3

MINNEAPOLIS- WCCO 5 min. 5

ST. PAUL 15 min. 1

NEW ORLEANS WWL 15 min. 3

NEW YORK WOR 15 min. 3

PHILADELPHIA WFIL 5 min. 5

PITTSBURGH KDKA 10 min. 3

SAN FRANCISCO KCBS 10 min. 3

SEATTLE KOMO 10 min. 3

SYRACUSE WSYR 10 min. 3

ST. LOUIS KMOX 10 min. 3

TAMPA WFLA 15 min. 3

TOLEDO WSPD 10 min. 3

TULSA KVOO 10 min. 3

WASHINGTON WTOP 15 min. 3
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u>ini; radio to enhance awareness of

nickel. "We don't consider radio ad-

vertising as strictly 'consumer' adver-

tising. There are many, many people

who influence the use of nickel and

•«vhom we want to reach. There's the

duto company executive, the fabricator

of steel, the housewares manufacturer,

even the man who machines a nickel

alloy but may not be aware of it. The

ultimate consumer is secondary, though

he is important.

'"Weve had no advertising or promo-

tion that resulted in so much reaction

from users of nickel as radio. How do

we know? Our salesmen report that

executives of our customers or our

customers' customers listen to our

newscasts while driving to and from

work. We offer booklets in our news-

casts and that tells us who's listening."

The reaction to radio is particularly

gratifying to Inco considering its basic

advertising problem. "The Internation-

al Nickel Co.," Meulendyke said, "is

unique in that it is faced with this

peculiarity: nickel has no identity;

does not go to the public as nickel."

In presenting its face to the public

via radio, Inco goes to great lengths to

assure that it is a consistent one and

that it fits company policy. One way
it does this is by means of a booklet

prepared for station personnel work-

ing on Inco's newscasts.

The booklet, prepared by the agen-

cy, starts off by saying that Inco uses

radio to get across two ideas: (1)

Inco nickel is a useful metal. (2) Inco

is a progressive company.

"In developing the first idea." the

booklet says, "our client gives you com-

mercial after commercial about the use

of Inco Nickel in hospitals, jet plane

engines, fire-fighting equipment, road-

building machines . .
."

As for the second idea, the booklet

goes on. there are commercials about

new and improved mining methods that

Inco Canada (the parent company) has

either developed or adapted to increase

the output of nickel ores. "You'll have

commercials that talk, in a conserva-

tive, fact-centered way about our cli-

ent's research 'break-throughs' in the

extraction process."

The booklet lays down a number of

points about its policy of news broad-

casts. These are:

• Complete responsibility for news

content rests with the station.

• Programs are selected because

(Please turn to page 70)

Maypo prevents premiuib^

^ Withoul coiiie-ons or ginimieks, hot cereal maker doubles

markets with tv spots featurm<; animated cartoon characters

^ Success of similar strategry in 1957 gave Maypo cue for new

campaign; results point to 10-fold gains against industry's 5%

V/h(hen Maypo (the maple-flavored

hot oat cereal) finished doubling its

marketing areas this last fall, the effect-

iveness of spot tv plus an ingratiating

cartoon character figured large in

getting the job done. Tv, in fact, was

the sole medium on the list.

Maypo is a product of the Food Di-

vision of Heublein, Inc. in Hartford.

Conn. Heublein's marketing objective

was to expand Maypo from 35 to 73

markets in mid-September. This would

increase its distribution area to cover

the entire northern half of the U. S.

I that is, the bulk of the hot-cereal con-

suming area) from Washington, D. C.

in the East to San Francisco on the

West Coast.

Problems in the path of obtaining

distribution were:

• Maypo's price.

• Lack of premium come-ons.

Mass displays

r) : Bryan Hoi

I markets pdint up importai )f tv character in creating demand. (L to

nd Maltex acct. supvr., a.e. Carl Plehaty



leadaches by smart use of spot tv

^^ OUT

FACTS BEHIND MAYPO'S TV SUCCESS
• PRODUCT CONSUMPTION: Industry sources estimate the con-

sumption of cold cereals at 5.1 lbs. per capita as against 2.5 for hot cereals

{such as Maypo). Maypo thus had to lick a problem that's largely seasonal

{September-April) and regional.

• STRATEGY: Premiums (commonest distribution-forcer) were ruled

out as too cumbersome and costly. A cartoon image—to stimulate product

identification and demand—was created three years ago to do the job. This

year, to double marketing areas Maypo tripled its spot outlay to about

$1 million, sponsor estimates.

• RESULTS : Maypo has shown gains {up to 1000%- ) in old markets. In

neiv markets, tv identification at point of sale has created demand resulting

in mass displays and doubled case sales in a northern belt extending from

Washington, D. C. to San Francisco.

• Need for strong retailer support

in the face of these facts.

For a solution, Maypo and its

agency Bryan Houston, Inc., went back

to a strategy that previously had

panned out:

Last year, Maypo sales had increased

75% in the North and Northeast with

the help of Marky, all-boy hero of its

animated tv commercials (sponsor, 14

December 1957 )

.

This fact figured strongly in the

following merchandising steps preced-

ing expansion to the new areas:

1. Change in packaging. From a gen-

eral cartoon of a kid on the package,

Marky, in familiar 10-gallon hat, now
dominates the front of the box. This

was to stop the premium-hunting kid

with a familiar image which, in new
markets, was intended to replace the

premium desire (so strong that every

dry cereal and most hot cereals carry

premiums today)

.

2. Trade ads linked to tv. A John

Crosby column extolling Marky was

featured in a series of grocery trade

ads aimed at food retailers in the new
markets. Crosby's nationally syndi-

cated appraisal: "Maypo commercials

. . . are among the best and most enter-

taining to come along in years. . . .

Since the first Maypo animated tv car-

toon commercial appeared . . . Maypo
has had to go all out to meet the tre-

mendous public demand."

3. Highlighting Marky's acceptance.

Salesmen calling on the trade brought

the results of two consecutive ARB
polls (December 1957, January 1958),

in which Marky commercials ranked

No. 1 in popularity throughout the

country, even though they were only

seen at that time in 35 markets. ( This

fall, Marky again appears on ARB's

popularity poll, ranking fourth in the

October listing after less than two

weeks on the air in most markets )

.

Timebuying strategy followed a pat-

tern worked out in the existing mar-

kets: Dick Stevens, Bryan Houston.

Inc., media buyer for Maypo and

Maltex, searched out combinations of

kid show and family-adventure adja-

cencies. The reasoning: to reach a

broad family audience through such

adjacencies as Lone Ranger and Rin

Tin Tin as well as the kid-appeal-only

programing. When possible, Maypo
one-minute commercials were slotted

between kid shows and adult news pro-

graming in order to reach both gen-

erations. One hundred ten stations are

used in the total of 73 markets for 26

weeks (to mid-March, end of the "hot

cereal season"), sponsor estimates a

budget increase from $300,000 to $1

million to accomplish this.

The grocery trade, traditionally sen-

sitive to the amount of national adver-

tising support a product gets, respond-

ed with the merchandising support

Heublein was after, according to M;

po sales manager Floyd James and ad

vertising manager Frank Marshall.

The pattern in many markets is simi-

lar to last year's success .in Detroit: So

effectively and rapidly did tv stimulate

consumer sales there that the Maypo
broker, Farnham Sales Co.. was able

to get large numbers of stack displays

ranging in size from 10 cases to 100

cases. Four giant supermarkets built

such 100-case displays and a tally

showed that these displays had an

average movement of 83 cases over a

single weekend.

Now 100-case Maypo displays (pic-

ture on opposite page) are already in

several of the new markets, as well as

in many of the old ones.

Sales in new markets, such as Balti-

more, started the fall season following

the same encouraging pattern as the

established markets: Metropolitan New
{Please to turn to page 71)
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al. composer Bob Swai

Renaissance in radio commercials

^ Creativity is bufsting out all over in jingles and

copy; the recent RAB awards point up this salient fact

^ "Radio is progressing in its tastes," says an adman

and that explains what's hap|)ened to radio commercials

^^nl\ a part of the slory of radio's

( ()mcf)ack. is wrilten in the time-sales

ledgers. The rest is etched in the

firooves of sponsors' electrical tran-

scriptions.

This fact was reaffirmed by the re-

cent Radio Advertising Bureau awards

for "the most effective radio commer-

cials of 1958." In New York's Wal-

dorf Astoria on 18 November, top

executives of eight agencies received

the RAB plaques on behalf of a

variety of products ranging from to-

mato paste to automobiles. (See chart. ~l

The common ingredient of all eight

V. inning commercials was imagination.

Only a few years ago, the charge

uas leveled from several directions

against advertising agency creative de-

partments that radio copy was being

short-changed in favor of television

commercials. Advertising copywriters,

it was felt, were trying to wear two

hats, only the one marked "Tv"

seemed so much more glamorous that

the hat labeled "Radio" was neglected.

Both as a medium and as an oppor-

timit\ for comnierrial creativity radio

appeared to be getting the go-by; in

short, nobody cared.

Such a charge would be ridiculous

today.

"Radio commercials have become so

damn creative by now," an adman told

SPONSOR, "that it might even be a

relief to hear a mediocre one."

What lies behind this renaissance?

Where is it headed? By today's stan-

dards, what are the components of

an effective radio commercial?

To find some of the answers, SPON-

SOR paid a call on Bob Swanson, a

38-year-old self-termed "advertising

musician" who has spent the last dec-

ade in the creation of radio commer-

cials and who moves at a 78 rpm clip

in all directions—composing, arrang-

ing, writing, acting, and recording.

To watch Swanson and his troupe of

recording artists is to understand

something of what has happened to

radio commercials.
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Svvanson, who has just set up the

firm of Robert Swanson Productions

on 54th Street near Fifth Avenue in

New York, composed, arranged and

recorded for Campbell-Mithun Agency

the RAB award-winning Northwest

Orient Airlines radio commercial. The

creation of the Northwest Orient com-

mercial was by no means a "lone-wolf"

effort. As with most of the top-flight

radio announcements (and "announce-

ment" is by now a pretty weak method

of describing the free flight pattern of

today's radio commercials) it repre-

sents a unified wave of creation on the

part of agency, client and producer.

Concerned at the client headquarters

were Gordon Bain, vice president in

charge of sales, and Jack Nichols, di-

rector of advertising. At Campbell-

Mithun, the interested and contributing

parties were Joseph Spery, manager of

tv-radio; Jack Roddy, copywriter:

Wynslow Case, vice president and ac-

count supervisor, and account execu-

tive Howard West, a former Northwest

Orient Airlines employee.

The finished commercial itself is an

offspring of two quite different musical

compositions by Swanson. On the

word "Orient," he concluded one jin-

gle with the distinguishing "chop-chop-

chop" punctuated with the clang of an

Oriental gong. The first part of this

one, however, didn't meet with either

agency or client approval, so he wed-

<fed it finally to the one that did. In

today's creative competition, there is

no settling for a second-best commer-

cial; "takes" go on and on.

"Radio is progressing in its tastes,"

says CampbeU-Mithun's Joe Spery.

"There is a definite upgrading of

TOUsic, humor and other techniques."

"In the last three or four years,"

says Bob Swanson, "interest in better

music commercials has picked up con-

siderably." Swanson should know.

Once a bass viol player with Tex

Benecke's band, Swanson has com-

posed, scored, sang, played in, and

announced enough commercials to

move a mountain of products. For

three years he was the voice of "Happy

Joe Lucky" for Lucky Strike. He
wrote the music for the first of the

Piel Bros, beer commercials for Y&R,

and has recently composed the new

"Barrel of flavor" commercial for the

same agency and sponsor. Easy-Off,

Aero Wax, Eastman Kodak, Texaco's

Benny Goodman "Swing into Spring,"

{Continued next page)

RAB ''TOP COMMERCIALS"

WINNERS FOR
1

PAST FOUR YEARS

1958
PRODUCT AGENCY

Budweiser Beer D'Arcy Advertising

Contadina Tomato Paste Cunningham & Walsh

1 Dodge Grant Advertising

1 Newport Cigarettes Lennen & Newell

Northwest Orient Air Camphell-Mithun

1 Pepsi-Cola Kenyon & Eckhart

Tetley Tea Ogilvy, Benson & Mather

Winston Cigarettes William Esty

1957

1 Beech-Nut Cum Young & Rubicam

Budweiser Beer D'Arcy Advertising

2 Dodge Grant Advertising

[ Ford J. Walter Thompson

1 Marlboro Cigarettes Leo Burnett

i Pepsodent Foote, Cone & Belding

1 Texaco Cunningham & Walsh

Winston Cigarettes William Esty

1956

Budweiser D'Arcy Advertising

Camel Cigarettes William Esty

Diamond Crystal Salt Ogilvy, Benson & Mather

Ford
.... ^.

J. Walter Thompson
T _„ D .#

Marlboro Cigarettes Leo Burnett

Old Spice Weslev Associates

Pepsodent Foote, Cone & Belding

Winston Cigarettes William Esty

1955

z American Tobacco SSC&B

Coca-Cola D'Arcy Advertising

Esso Standard Oil Marschalk & Pratt (Mc-E)

Eveready Batteries William Esty

Ford J. Walter Thompson =

Metropolitan Life Young & Rubicam

Nestle Co. Bryan Houston

Piel Bros. Young & Rubicam
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and tilt' exteiisK.ii ])li()iie jin>ile for

\ likT are other Swansoii creation!^.

I lie "Why dont we have ice tea more

often?"' music for the Tea Council

tiirough Leo Burnett (which won the

John Blair Co. radio commercials

award this year) is also Swanson's.

Once a week, he takes a "busman's

holiday" by joining in a jam session

with a group of Madison Avenue agen-

exiiien and producers whose hobby is

iiiusic and who call themselves "Seven

Lemons On The Rocks."

The group with whom Swanson
turns out radio commercials (and it is

they who sang the Northwest Orient

commercial) have been associated

with him for the past 10 years. They

are: Ginny Gibson, an MGM and

Paramount recording artist; Bernie

Knee, whose record of "The Blob"

from the theme of the recent motion

picture is moving up in the disk hit

list; Jack Keller, vocalist, pianist and

accordionist who was pretty much re-

sponsible in bringing the present group

together after World War II; and Bud
MacKenzie, vocalist, arranger, drum-

mer and vibraphone player. They

are a dedicated, self-critical lot, re-

flecting the renewed interest of talent

in turning radio commercials into an

art form. Swanson sings right along

with them, setting the beat with a rock-

ing-horse rhythm.

One of the significant differences

between this vear's RAB winners and

last vear's group is that three of last

\ ear's coiiimereials were all-talk, light

touch coiiiniereials (Ford, Dodge and

Beech-Nut Gum). This year, only one

juch commercial made the list

(Dodge). Since this trend spread like

wildfire about a year or so ago after

it was popularized by the Bob and Ray
Piel Bros, beer commercials, we asked

Swanson what might account for the

sudden swing back to music.

"I think you'll find," said Swanson,

"that the all-talk, comedy commercial

is eflFective only until the listening

audience knows the words. Then it

loses impact, just like a joke you hear

for the second or third time. This

kind of copy approach requires a sub-

stantial backlog of fresh jokes.

"Music commercials, on the other

hand," Swanson continued, "don't

seem to wear off like all-talk commer-
cials. People don't tire of music as

fast as they do of words. In fact,

music is just about the best form of

subliminal advertising. It seems to

identify with the product. With a good

jingle, you eventually can drop the

words and just a snatch of the melody

will recall the jingle and product to

mind. We're learning to do a lot in

sales with music."

Not only are national accounts be-

coming expert in music, but, accord-

ing to Swanson, the locals and region-

als have caught on fast, too. We ar-

rived in the middle of a recording

session for a regional paint advertiser,

and Swanson had composed a score

for the jingle in the style of Jimmy
Dorsey. For a Minneapolis home-

builder he has done commercials a la

Glenn Gray; the builder found that

most of his customers are at an age

where Glenn Gray music sets up a

touch of nostalgia. He has been sell-

ing homes via radio faster than he

can build them.

Not many advertisers rely on music

to do the whole selling job. They've

got a message to get across and that

takes spoken words. (In the RAB
winners this year it is interesting to

note, however, that three were 99-

44/100^/f all music: Budweiser, Pepsi-

Cola and Winston, while a fourth,

Newport, was all music except for a

rhymed spoken announcement.) A lot

of minute commercials today are being

built on only six-second jingles; the

average is about 13 seconds of music.

An agency copywriter, who had

dropped into Swanson Productions, of-

fered an explanation for this: "I think

it began way back in the old days of

radio with the first Pepsi-Cola jingle.

The theory was that it took the aver-

age listener about 12 seconds to get up

and tune in another station, so a jin-

gle that lasted no longer was practical-

ly guaranteed to be heard."

Here is Swanson's recipe for a suc-

cessful jingle: (1) Figure out the best

way to get the message across in the

shortest possible way. (2) Put the

words together in a simple rhyming

pattern. (3) Melody must be simple

and memorable; never intricate. (4)

If these basics have been accomplished,

you can now go ahead and elaborate

all you wish in the production of the

commercial.

Of course there is another require-

I of board

at K&E accepts RAB trophy for Pepsi-Cola.

RAB has a library of .3,000 commercials

RECIPE FOR A COMMERCIAL

The hook: The radio lisletier must consciously or unconsciously

recognize that something is about to be aired that he can't afford

to miss. It might be compared to the opening sentence of a story

The appeal: Universality of appeal, while it may depend on prod-

uct or service, must be strong enough to hold those caught by "the

hook." The message must justify the hook as text does a headline.

Motivation: No matter how sharp the hook or strong the appeal,

if there is no motivation to buy, the commercial can fail. The tech-

niques to effect motivation are many; just don't forget to use one
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nieiit for a successful commercial and

Swanson put it into words when he

-aid. "It was a real pleasure working

with a creative guy like Joe Spery on

this Northwest Orient commercial."

SPONSOR checked Joe Spery at Camp-

hell-Mithun on his recipe for a com-

mercial. He put it simply: (1) The

hook : make the listener stop and recog-

nize consciously or unconsciously that

he\l better "now hear this." (2) Uni-

versality of appeal: The appeal may de-

pend in large measure on the product

or service advertised, but it must be

strong enough to hold those who were

"hooked"' into listening. (3) Motiva-

tion to buy: the listener may have

found the commercial appealing, but

unless he is motivated to buy. the ulti-

mate aim isn't achieved.

So creative have the radio commer-

( iais become that they are getting reac-

tion from writers and columnists in the

trade press. They also are being no-

ticed and appreciated by radio d.j.'s

and personalities. From this sophisti-

(ated group, the really creative com-

mercial frequently derives a bonus

—

ill time.

After playing a minute announce-

ment that especially tickles the d.j.'s

fancv. he frequently comments on it

for an additional 10 or 15 seconds. Or

he may take a few seconds to lead in.

Bert Parks on NBC's Bandstand is a

star who goes to great trouble to inte-

grate an e.t. into his show. Example:

After a rundown on bullfighting. Parks

says, "Here are some "don't's" for bull-

fighters—Don't let the bull frighten

\ou; dont let him surprise you; don't

let him get between you and the exit.

Oh yes. here's one more 'don't'": The

Calumet Baking Powder commercial

then comes on: "Don't struggle with

crumbly cornbread. .
."

The winners of the RAB commer-

cials awards were picked by a panel of

150 agency, advertiser and broadcast-

ing executives. It is the fourth an-

nual presentation of its kind, and how
important it is to RAB is summed up

by President Kevin B. Sweeney.

"Here at RAB, we use the creativity

of these commercials as an actual sell-

ing tool for all radio," Sweeney says.

"We have a library of more than 3,000

taped commercials. For a West Coast

advertiser we will play some commer-

cials that have proved effective for an

Eastern or Midwestern client in a

similar product line. It's a sort of

"cross-pollination' of ideas." ^^
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TV UPS PARTI-DAY DISPLAY

nij^ WESTERN UNION #-
V GUA1A3 PD«GaEE»BAY II S 28 n24At.1C»

JOH.J UCUiLLINt SPOIISDR=

40 EAST 4? 8T IIYK=

iiTH PARTI - DAY DISTft»8UTI0N IN GREEMBAY AREA MOW

VIRTUALUV COMPLETE, D£»»OWSTRATI CHS OF PRODUCT IN

'RETAtU OUTLETS ARE BEeiHMIKS TO CLIWB, f IN STORE

DEMONSTRATIOMS ALREADY COWPLET£0» AND 20 tCRE SCHEDULED

FOR mUEOIATE FOTURE =

ROBERT PARSER VKTMG "GH WPjAY-TV QR££H 8AY^

crease in in-store demonstrations of

Parti-Day mentioned in Bob Parker's

wire (above) credits the day tv sched-

ule with having greatly stepped up

Parti-Day's retail displays and print.

Parti-Day had been in this area for

six months previous to the start of the

daytime tv schedule over WBAY-TV.
Kuehn's men also report that three

major dairies have approached Parti-

Day with plans for co-operative demon-

strations of Parti-Day Toppings and

milk and ice cream products.

Interest in the Wisconsin test was

evidenced last week when Peter G.

HoUiday, Parti-Day president, visited

Green Bay for a series of meetings on

marketing and tv problems. Holliday,

accompanied by Robert J. Curry Jr.,

D'Arcy account executive, conferred

with Haydn Evans, manager WBAY-
TV, and Russ Widoe. WBAY-TV an-

nouncer-m.c. who delivers Parti-Day

commercials. Widoe's new series of

"children's party" announcements will

be discussed in next week's SPONSOR

report. ^

Vw ith Parti-Day's distribution pipe-

lines in the Green Bay Wisconsin test

area now well filled as a result of

combined tv and broker pressure, and

Parti-Day now stocked by all major

supers and chains, emphasis in this

SPONSOR-reported tv test is shifting to

retailer and consumer levels.

Reports from Marvin Bower, mer-

chandising manager for Otto L. Kuehn

Co., Milwaukee food brokers handling

Parti-Day throughout Wisconsin, indi-

cate tv's power to help get demonstra-

tions, displays and features in the gro-

cery, and supermarket field.

Bower, in addition to noting the in-

Box score of shipments
Before start of tv test

Average 15-day period 262 cases

Since start of daiy tv

15 Oct.-21 Oct 580 cases

1 N0V.-I5 Nov 1450 cases

All figures for 80-mile area around

Green Bay, covering shipments to 14

wholesalers

The test in a nutshell

Product: Parti-Da> Toppings

Market: 80 m ile area around Green

Bay. Wisconsin

Media: Day tv spo sonly

Schedule: 10 ,pots weekly

Length : 26 we eks--from Oct. 15

Commercials Liv =, one minute

Budget: $9,980 coi iplete



Radio reachc^if

^ Two - way radio strategy

pays off for foot-ease product

^ Separate campaigns aim at

housewife, woman in factory

^^r. Sclioll's, veteran foot remedy

advertiser, is cashing in on a growing

market which many sponsors have not

vet discovered—the rising number of

women employed in industrial plants.

Bureau of Labor statistics on these

women are impressive: 3.921,000 as of

last July, a rise of 13,000 since April.

U.S. Department of Commerce fig-

ures nail down just how many of these

women are in actual plant areas of U.S.

factories: 17.57( (or 3,766,700) of the

21,524,000 working women are listed

as "operative." That is, they are doing

machine, instrument or handling oper-

ations for which wartime experiments

proved radio listening increases effi-

cency. Add to this another eye opener:

According to Pulse estimates, 15%
of radio listening is done at places of

business, a 3% gain over 1957. Dr.

Scholl's, whose advertising is aimed at

women on their feet, has therefore

geared its campaign to reach a dual

daytime audience: 1) housewives. 2)

women in plants and factories.

An informal, chatty type of show

seemed indicated for the first audi-

ence, so two 15-minute participations a

week were purchased in Don McNeill's

Breakfast Club on ABC.

Reasoning that a musical format

with popular middle-of-the-road music

would get maximum audience in plants,

and that pre-noon was the best time,

the cnmpan\ purchased two 15-minute

participations a week in Bert Parks'

Bandstand on NBC. These participa-

tions would also reach still another

segment of the at-home audience, the

younger housewife, the company felt.

Major reason for reaching these au-

diences while they're on their feet:

"Our products are non-impulse items,"

says ad manager J. A. Wagner. "You

don't buy them until \ou need them.

For housewives, Don MrNeill (r) gives chatty,

luimorous flavor to commercials with Breakfast Club

troupe: comic Sam Cowling (1), singer Dick Noel
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rorking women best, says Dr. Scholl

'J his sort of product must be exposed

uhen and where you need it."

The housewife and the plant em-

ployee are each exposed to Zino-pads

in two 15-minute participations a week

per show, accounting for 25% of the

Zino-pads budget.

Aimed at different audiences, com-

mercial techniques follow separate

lines with each:

Chit chat and humor is stressed by

McNeill, who gets down into the Chi-

cago audience and talks about the

product. He told sponsor he welcomes

such seeming reverses as the woman
who announced flatly, "I've never had

a corn or callous in my life," when he

gave her a box of Zino-pads for her

convention-weary feet. "It gave me a

chance," he said, "to pitch the fact that

this is a product for all-around foot

comfort."

Similarly, Dr. SchoU's welcomes

those words "corn or callous." Obvi-

ously the woman associates the product

with foot discomfort. According to

Donahue & Coe account supervisor

Arthur B. Churchill, attempts to glam-

ourize the product have never been

successful. "People want to be sure

you're talking about their problem," he

says, "and to them it is anything but

glamorous." In the case cited above,

McNeill merely related the product to

the woman's problem.

Because a music or music-and-news

format is right for plant listening, ac-

cording to Churchill and Wagner, an

e.t. jingle is used on Bandstand. As a

transition device, bandleader Skitch

Henderson has orchestrated a lead-in

to the jingle featuring the Scholl theme.

As with other commercials on the

show, a light bit of conversational

patter also leads into the jingle and

factual copy that follows it.

The jingle, like the copy, does not

pussyfoot about copy points: starts

right off with Dr. SchoU's three favor-

ite words, "If Corns, Callouses or Bun-

ions bother you . .
." and even spells

cut Z-i-n-o before running its six-line.

15-second course.

The jingle's points are basically

those you'll find in any promotion

piece for the product, such as the one

McNeill holds in the photo (opposite

page) . Visual matter for a radio show?
Since studio audiences are largely out-
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of-towners, every woman in the room is

considered a potential customer.

Why does Dr. SchoU's concentrate

on women? Seven out of 10 women
suffer from foot trouble of one kind

or another, according to the company,

while the figure is much lower among
men. Women are more conscious of

foot discomfort and, if sold themselves,

will buy the product for their husbands

anyway. Other products than Zino-

pads are pushed during holiday I or

heavy-walking I seasons. Commercial

emphasis changed this week to general

foot comfort appeal for the holiday.

Continuous advertising is neeoed

and when sales are up in certain areas

—as they are presently in California

and Texas—spot radio is added to in-

crease this continuity of impressions.

In spite of revisions in strategy, Dr.

SchoU's has always leaned toward iden-

tification with personalities in its long

use of radio. One of the company's

earliest shows, 28 years ago, was Dr.

ScholVs Foot Comfort Ramblers, a

quarter-hour show on both the old

NBC Red and Blue networks. An-

nouncers were Kelvin Keech and Ben-

nett F. Grauer. now known as Ben

Grauer. Also in the early 30's, Dr.

SchoU's sponsored Arthur Tracy and

his Street Singers. Mary Margaret Mc-

Bride was another sales influencer.

Still emphasizing personalities, Dr.

SchoU's now uses them to reach sepa-

rate audiences in this era of specializa-

tion. "There's no doubt that this com-

bination approach is paying off for

us," says ad manager Wagner. ^

For plant workers, use music for-

mat, says Dr. Wm. M. Silioll (at

left). Bandstand conductor Skitch

Henderson (seated) tries out or-

chestrated lead-in to jingle on (I to

r) Donahue & Coe v.p. Arthur B.

Churchill, emcee Bert Parks, pro-

ducer Bob Sadoff. Dr. Scholl, vet-

eran radio advertiser, sees growing

number of sets turned on in plants

as reason for diversifying day-

time approach to women. Spot sup-

port uses music-news adjacencies



Why Bay Area Rambler tried tv film

^ San Francisco Rambler dealers' first tv buy a Western series

slotted in late evening weekend time to snare an adult audience

^ Ad strategy is full sponsorship for identification, plus

wide dealer participation—with Mackenzie's Raiders on KPIX

^luw can a group of automobile

dealers use television to promote their

line and its features—and at the same

time sell themselves as individual deal-

ers to the car market?

One solution to the problem of sell-

ing two ways at the same time has been

arrived at by the Bay Area Rambler

Dealers. After experimenting with tv

spot announcements this spring, the

Rambler men decided they needed the

weight of a program of their own,

which would also provide them with

enough time to tell a complete story.

They made their first major televi-

sion investment this October, with

Mackenzie's Raiders on KPIX, San

Francisco, every Saturday evening

from 10-10:30 p.m.

SPONSOR asked John Harvey, presi-

dent of the Rambler dealers associa-

tion in the San Francisco area, these

questions: Why did you decide to use

syndication? Why did you buy a West-

ern'/ Why did you go all out with a

fully sponsored series? And hoiv are

the dealers utilizing the sliou?

Rambler's biggest headache was how
to sell the line and its features and, at

the same time, direct the car-buying

and trading public to its dealers. It

was too much of a story to tell thor-

oughly with announcements.

Instead of following the usual trend

of buying alternate sponsorship of two

different shows, the Rambler men elect-

^MS^ffi AM&ISSAOOe

ed to get solidly behind one syndicated

program that would be identified with

their dealers and their dealers alone.

They were looking for a real "audi-

ence catcher" that would reach as

much of the television audience as pos-

sible. Of several shows available,

Mackenzie's Raiders was selected as

most appealing and best for the late

evening time period that had been

picked to get at a mature audience.

One of the factors behind the deci-

sion of the Rambler men to go into

television extensively for the first time

was coverage. With dealerships spread

out over the entire Bay area, it was a

strong consideration that with one pro-

gram on one station Rambler would get

the kind of impact and saturation in

•£nomir4i/ AMie/cAf^

President of Bay Area Rambler dealer

at immediate siiowroom response to

), John Harvey, is "grateful and extremely pleased"

rsi use of syndiral.-d (ilnt. Mackenzie's Raiders
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many places that no single newspaper

could seem to deliver.

So the dealers—located in varying

northern California cities—volunteered

to create a fund based on the number

of cars they sold, and with equal

money matched up by the factory co-op

advertising fund, bought the show on

a full sponsorship basis.

The ad strategy was an immediate

success, according to association presi-

dent Harvey: "We dealers were grate-

ful and extremely pleased," he stated,

"with the immediate response of traffic

through our showrooms." The full

sponsorship of a single show was pro-

ducing solid identity for the Raml-ler

line, and at the same time individual

dealers were able to become known in

their sales neighborhood.

To get the show off to a strong start,

the Rambler men, KPIX and Ziv. the

distributor of the series, pooled their

resources with an event that was de-

signed to work up dealer enthusiasm

and at the same time be a press party

for local tv editors and columnists.

Since Mackenzie s Raiders is a Cav-

alry show and northern California is

rich in Cavalry history and folklore, a

special event was run off at the nearby

Presidio, site of historic Fort Point,

which was built in 1853 and used as a

Cavalry base for more than sixty years.

The deputy information officer of the

Presidio, Col. James Chestnutt, put

Army support behind the project and

actors from the San Francisco State

College's radio and television depart-

ment staged an elaborate pageant in

the dress and uniform of the period.

Harvey's dealers sent out a fleet of

new Ramblers to chauffeur members

of the press out to the Presidio and

then back to their desk.

A motion picture writer and an au-

thority on both Westerns and the West,

James Warner Bellah, spoke on the his-

tory of the U. S. Cavalry and on Mac-

kenzie, who was an actual Cavalry

Colonel in Texas in the 1870's.

The day at the Presidio was topped

off with lunch at the Officer's Club.

The immediate result of the events

at the Presidio—which had been vir-

tually ignored since the Cavalry aban-

doned it in 1914—was a rewarding

sheaf of publicity clippings on the

show in the San Francisco press and
in papers in Oakland, San Mateo and

other nearby cities.

(Please turn to page 72)
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VIDEO VIEWING IS UP IN THE EVENING,

DOWN IN THE AFTERNOON, SAYS ARB

I ncreases in evening viewing and declines in mid-afternoon watching were

the key trends in ARB sets-in-use figures for October 1958 compared with the

year before. Total U. S. data, of interest to network clients since it is based

on New York time, showed more evening viewing up until 10 p.m. The mid-

afternoon drop, which was considerable in some instances, was probably due

to factors other than programing. Among these factors is the weather.

AVERAGE SETS-IN-USE BY TIME ZONES, OCTOBER, 1958

Monday thru Friday daytime

Hour Eastern
beginning ,

'
Central Pacific Total U.S.

958 1957 1958 1957 1958 1957

7:00 A.M. + 6.9 4..5 + 7.2 3.5 + 6.5 0.5 + 3.7 2.3

8:00 -12.7 14.3 -12.6 12.7 + 9.9 .3.7 + 8.9 8.5

9:00 -11.6 12.1 -12.2 1.5.8 - 9.6 12.8 -10.3 10.5

10:00 -11.5 12.9 -13.1 17.3 -13.8 19.4 -10.9 12.1

11:00 + 16.1 13.8 -14.2 16.4 -16.0 22.0 + 14.0 13.5

12:00 N + 18.1 17.3 -15.5 23.6 -13.1 19.0 -15.4 16.1

1:00 P.M. -13.3 21.0 -12.3 26.4 -13.5 16.9 -14.1 21.5

2:00 -11.0 21.1 -11.6 22.4 + 13.7 9.6 -12.1 22.9

.3:00 -11.0 19.7 -15.5 24.5 -13.9 19.2 -11.4 20.1

4:00 + 19.2 18.3 + 17.1 12.7 -17.3 22.1 -17.1 20.1

5:00 + 23.9 20.9 -21.0 27.1 -22.5 24.6 + 20.0 17.1

Sunday

6:00 P.M. +31.7 28.8

thru Saturday evening

-45.5 30.4 +47.5 27.3

7:00 + 50.0 45.0 +62.5 51.7 +61.1 46.6 +43.9 35.7

8:00 -64.1 63.2 +64.9 61.4 + 68.2 58.2 + 58.0 52.7

9:00 -64.4 65.6 -56.8 60.2 -64.4 66.7 +62.5 59.0

10:00 -50.7 55.5 -31.6 47.2 -40.8 60.5 -54.8 56.1

11:00 -23.0 27.4 -14.2 23.9 -17.6 34.5 -32.6 39.0

12:00 M. -12.7 12.8 - 3.1 8.8 - 4.9 12.5 -20.2 24.5

1958 differs fro
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2nd Prize is a Trip To Hawaii FOR TWO! ! !

This i

Trip For

the winner whose spouse finds out!!! Seriously,

and a Trip For Two. The First Prize Winner can

open to everyone

Hollingbcry Co.

your KPOA Slogan, Mail entries, limited

Hawaii, postmarked not later than (an. 3

four months in which to take the trip:

possible promotional u

, except employees c

1 True Or False ai

Hollinger of Honoli

3e notified by mai

; property of

n of the KPOA judging staff is final.

jIu, KPOA.

KPOA for

So contact Arthur Godfrey, Elnner Lcterman, the bartender at the Luju,
Maids at the Lex . . . or the Hollingbery boys who REALLY know the

KFOS

10,000 WATTS AT 650 KC

Every contestant will receive n gift of Aloha from KPOA.

HONOLULU, HAWAI



i's 617,700 population is more than Wyoming and TRUE F

Nevada combined.
| |

t'oii's net effective buying power per family is $6,513 TRUE FALSE
'^''f^'t';aq''e''""

""'"""" ""'' '*'°* °^ "*"

'• . more than that of 41 other states.
I

I

' You'll find broiled malahii
A 'ur Godfrey is actually the illuminated son of Queen TRUE FALSE wahines at luous. [

r"-"^"''""- Here is my KPOA Slogan
K A has more PULSE leadership periods than all other TRUE FALSE

|^ p q ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^
aHons combined.

| | (Examples: "Kovers Pacific' Ocean Area" ..."King Pin Of Airwaves")



RADIO BASICS/DEC

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index Radio station index

End of Ocfober 1958

stations CPs not New station New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1
3307

1 562
1

98 1 452

1 111 1 33
1

114

29

End of Ocfober 1957

Am
Fm

1
3092

1 522
1

122 1 368

1 47 1 29 1

116

9

Source: FCC montl-.ly reports. year.

Radio set index

Auto

Public

1958

95,400,000 90,000,000

37,200,000 35,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000

Total 142,600,000 135,000,000

Source: RAB, 1 July 1958, 1 July 1957,

Radio set sales index

Type Sept. 1958 Sept. 1957

9 Months
1958

9 Months
1957

Home

Auto

792,596

489,738

893,336

446,419

4,903,676

2,383,551

5,840,372

3,839,345

Total 1,282,334

agures are fac.ory

1,3.39.755 7,287,227

ssn. (formerly RETMA), Home Ago
production.

9,679,717

res are retail

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS

AVERAGE HOURS RADIO USAGE PER HOME PER DAY

1.90 179 1.84 1.91 1.97 1.92 1.9 1.97 1.88 181 17/1
1.98

OCT NOV DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT
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pulls "First All Day" rating!

Why? Because WFBM sounds good to Hoosiers . . .

"most listened to" and hottest of any as indicated by

recent audience studies !

*

Audiences for top personalities grow week after week

. . . and remain attracted to WFBM's popular, more

diversified program. The station's many different voices,

plus a variety of music, give a daily lift to listeners.

City's biggest broadcast news staff of 12 men and

3 mobile units keep WFBM's audience best informed.

Hot local news gets on-the-spot priority handling . . .

fast-moving world-wide coverage by exclusive WFBM-
TIME Washington News Bureau.

Your saturation spot campaigns belong right here . . .

where you reach an even larger cumulative audience.

Find out for yourself. (Check WFBM first)—where

every minute is a selling minute!

i

*C. E. Hooper, Inc. (7 a.m.-6 p.m.) June, 1958

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

to sell the most Hoosiers

be sure your product

is cooking in the hottest pot!

r
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With the most successful BPA meetine completed, SPONSOR ASKS;

i

What did you get out of this year's BF^

W ilh the Broadcast Promotion As-

!io(-iatioii fonvention completed in

St, Loui»<, station men and a rep

tell SPO^SOR what they learned.

Haywood Meeks, sales promotion direc-

tor, WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.

It has been my good fortune to at-

tend each of the annual Broadcasters

Promotion Association seminars, and

I can honestly say the St. Louis con-

clave was one of the best yet. I cannot

say it was the best of the three, be-

cause each seminar has had its own

purpose and was extremely well-pro-

gramed to accomplish it.

About St. Louis . . . The sessions in

which we listened to the competitive

media (newspapers, magazines and out-

door) give their sales spiel were indeed

enlightening. One certainly came away

knowing more of their weaknesses and

better equipped to sell against them.

Since newspapers are in more immedi-

ate competition with individual tv sta-

tions than magazines and outdoor ad-

vertising, I personally found Edward

Falasca's speech meaty and extremely

interesting.

The "brain-picking" sessions, such

as the one held Wednesday morning,

are always fertile in ideas; and for im-

pressing upon a promotion man his

responsibility to his company, the talks

by Joe Baisch, John Stilli and Lon

King were downright inspirational. I

do not think any promotion manager

could have left this session not de-

termined to go home and really cement

his working relationship with his own
station management, sales department

and national representative.

One of the more pleasing aspects of

the St. Louis convention was seeing

two national representatives call their

stations together for discussions and

idea swapping. This 1 feel is a step in

the right direction because only at the

annual BPA convention can so many
of us get together at the same time and

bat around ideas. This is also an area

worth exploring by the networks. It

was not unusual at the convention to

see a half-dozen guys from the affili-

ates of a given network putting their

heads together. Seldom did I meet

someone from another ABC TV affiliate

that our conversation did not eventual-

ly center on the network programing

and promotion. Soon we would be

down to specific programs, and promo-

tions, and their successes or failures in

our own markets.

Only upon leaving St. Louis after

three days inside the Chase did I

realize just how much ground had been

covered at the convention, and I could

not help wondering just what down-

town .St. Louis looks like.

Donald C. Softness, director of promo-

tion, H-R Television, Inc., H-R Representa-

tives, Inc., New York

A national representative's chief mis-

sion is to serve its represented stations.

For this reason, the most important

function of the BPA convention, so far

as I am concerned, was to give me an

opportunity to meet with my station

promotion men. To this end I con-

ducted an H-R promotion workshop

—

a give-and-take discussion of mutual

and individual problems. But the

workshop proved to be much more
than the streamlining of communica-

tions between station and rep— it de-

^ The

organization

of a promotion

technique

exchange

veloped into an idea exchange forum.

One of the concrete results of the dis-

cussions will be the organization of a

promotion techni()ue exchange, in

which H-R stations will swap ideas and

methods.

It was extremely difficult to shoe-

horn the workshop into the busy con-

vention schedule. It is my sincere hope

that the BPA leadership will set aside

at least two hours for station-represen-

tative meetings at the 1959 convention.

Mike Schaffer, promotion & publicity

director, WAVY, WAVY-TV, Norfolk, Va.

Ideas are a promotion director's

business. When you get 300 promotion

directors together there is bound to be

Know-how

from wide

range of

speakers

an exchange of ideas, a refilling of the

vault, so to speak ... a development of

new and fresh slants by association

with the other creative minds of our

industry. This one thing itself made

the BPA seminar profitable to me.

Couple this rapport with knowledge

gleaned from the wide and varied range

of speakers that were presented and

you have achieved the fruits of ex-

perience that could never have been

paid for in cash.

The standards and plans for the fu-

ture that were set at this convention

make me feel proud to be part of the

Broadcasters Promotion Association

—

an organization that is striving for

even greater quality in broadcast pro-

motion.

Wilson Schroeder, prom. mgr., WKJG,

WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, Indiana

The reasons for attending a confer-

ence of professional people are many

and vary with the individual involved.

Conferences are important to each of

us and station management has every

right to expect that some of the ideas

gleaned will find their way back to the

local situation.

My personal belief continues to be

6 DKCEMBER 1958
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LKonvention?
that the side ingredients of conferences

are as important as the meetings them-

selves. The convention afforded an op-

portunity to rub elbows with men and

\i()inen doing the same basic job as

the one in which I earn my living. To
liear their ideas and problems, suc-

resses and failures gives an emotional

lift. This comes from knowing that the

job is being done by more people than

just one fellow sitting in an office in

I ort Wayne, Indiana.

Certainly the matter of professional

iiiowth is important. This was gained

at this year's BPA seminar through

the speeches and discussions of leaders

ill our own field and in fields foreign

tu our normal acquaintance.

All in all—a very good meeting. I

look forward to the next one in Phila-

delphia.

Leonard G, Anderson, prom.-mdsg.

manager, WKBH, WKBT, La Crosse, Wise.

The BPA convention in St. Louis

Have the ego a nice lift, sold the im-

portance of my job as a promotion

manager, and confirmed my belief in

the need for promotional activities

which are aggressive and creative!

How to channel those imaginative ef-

forts for greatest impact in the fields

of newspaper, magazine, outdoor dis-

jilay as well as in our own broadcasting

(Please turn to page 73)

WCSH-TV 6
NBC Affiliate Portland, Maine

(WITH PD-6)
*Our special ingredient is not a secret. It's the "Program
Dominance" of 6 ... a marked viewer preference for the pro-

grams of Northern New England's service-minded NBC outlet.

This viewer preference has been established by five straight

years of surveys and was most recently confirmed by NCS #3.

Your Weed TV man can tell you more about the station that

squeezes more out of TV dollars.

A matching schedule on ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.

The Rines Radio - TV Stations of Maine
WCSH-TV, Portland— WIBZ-TV, Bangor

WCSH-Radio, Portland— WLBZ-Radio, Bangor— WRDO-Radio, Augusta
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TELEPULSE RATINGS: TOP SPOk"

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period: 10-17 October, 1958
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE National

7-STATlON
MARKETS MARKET MARKET 4.STATION MARKETS 3-STATiON ;L,

Raak PMf
Mr rank NY. LA. S. Fran. Seattle Chleaae Detroit Mllw. Mnpls. Ptilla. Wash. .„.». ... L
^ —

Highway Patrol (A) 20.2
15.6 12.4 18.9

6:30pm

24.9
komo-lv
7:00pm

10.5 20.9 12.7 14.5 16.5
wgii-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv ivrcv-tv wtop-tv
9:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

23.5 15.8 r

Sea Hunt (A) 17.6
32.4 18.5

7:00pm

9.2
king.tv

10:00pm

21.2 22.9 23.9 10.2 10.2 9.2
wgn-tv wjbk-tv »amj-ty «len-tv «cau-tv wmaltv
8:30pm 7:0Dpm 9:30pm 9:00pm 7:30pm 10:00pm

11.7 17.0 «

wsb-tv wbal-tv

10:30pm 10 :30pm i

3 Sheriff of Cochise (M) 16.7
4.7 10.7

7:nOpm 8:30pm

24.5

7:00pm

22.5
king-tv

7 :00pm

20.5 12.5 15.4
kstp-tv wcau-tv wrc-tv

9:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm

20.9 9.3

-:00pm 9:00pm

Whirlybirds (A) 16.6
1.7 10.2

8:00pm 7:30pm

4.5

7:30pm

9.5 25.9 16.0 9.9
Kgn-tv wtmj-lv kstp-tv wttg-tv

9:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pra 7:00pm

25.5

7:00pm

Mike Hammer (M) 16.1
20.3 14.1

10:30pm 10:30pm

18.9
king-tv

9:00pm

13.0 16.5 13.7

9:30pm 8:00pm 10:30pm

5.9

11 :00pm

Death Valley Days (W) 16.0
7.9 10.2

wrca-tv krca-tv

T :00pm 7:00pm

9.2

7 :30pm

25,5
king-tT
7 :00pm

6.4 19.2 22.5 12.5 18.7

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

7.5 10.8
wlw-a «bal-tr

6:30pm 7:00pi)nlj

State Trooper (A) 15.9
11.8 3.7
«Tca-tv khj-tv

10:30pm 8:00pm

12.5 5.4

8:30pm

12.0 24.2 19.2 12.2 4.9

7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 11 :15pm

13.3
wbal-tv

10 :30pm 1

Silent Service (A) 15.7
3.7 6.2

9:.-iOpm 7:00pm

13.9

7:00pm

15.0 13.9 10.5 9.5
wnbq-tv wjbk-tv wfll-tv wmal-tv
0:30pm 7:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm

9.3
wbal-tT

lOiSOpB

10 Twenty-Six Men (W) 15.4
8.3

7:00pm

14.5 10.9

7:00pm

13.5 14.9 12.2 6.9
«gn-tv «xyz-tv «rcv-tv «mal-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:30pm

11.2

7:00pm

10 10 Cray Ghost (A) 14.3
2.7 8.4

wpis-tv kttv

il:3npm 9:00pm

14.3 17.5

7:00pm

7.2 15.9

9:00pm 10:00pm

8.2

Rank P«if
Mw rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets H

U. S. Marshall (M) 15.9
13.4 15.9

7 :(IOpm

7.5

9:00pm

Honeymooners (C) 13.8
3.8 9.4

.S::i0pm i;:00pin

7.7 26.5 7.5 6.2 22.9

7 :00pm

3 Frontier (W) 13.4
9.9

(.:30pm

6.2 7.5
W«j-tV Hiti-tV

6:00pm 8:00pm

Rescue 8 (A) 13.2
7.9

7:00pm

11.9

6:30pm

21.5

7:30pm

Flight (A) 12.9
1.3

8 :30pm

19.5 16.5 11.2 15.9

8:00pm

Patti Page (Mu) 12.8
2.7 17.7

12:30pm 8:4.'ipra

N. Y. Confidential (M) 12.1
4.2 13.2

10:00pm

13.9 8.9

7:30pm 7:00pm

2 Dial 999 (M) 12.0
5.9

9:30pm

18.5 5.3 7.4

9:00pm 7:00pm
!sl-fv ^

7:00pm
J

Divorce Court (D) 11.9
3.0 16.7

10:00pm 9:00pm

10.6

(;:nOpm

17.2

8:00pm

10 9 Union Pacific (W) 11.3
4.7 10.9

7:0npm 7 nil,,,,,

5.9 7,3
wmir-t
6:00pni

""

tj-pe symbols : (A) ailv.nturf: iC, cm.-ls ; (]>, drama: (Doc)
(Mu) musical; (S) sport; (SF) Scienco Klctlon; (VV) Western

50

average ralln
tUcales film n

K) kids; (Ml m>

\ brofdcwriif 111 1 last monll
ilnd when analyzing rating trends from one month to ai

s diait. If blank, show was not rated at all In last ch
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-LM SHOWS

MARK ETS 2-STATION MARKETS

Nr.Or St. Loui Buffalo Birm. Dayton Prov.

'18,9 27.2 21.2

9:301)1.1

23.9

10:30pm

36.0 35.3

9:30pra 8:30pm

15.8
wjar-tv

10:30pm

22,5 27.9 8.2 24.3 19.5 23.3

11,5 25.2 12.9

9:30pm

27.5

7:00pra

13.9

HOpra

24.5

111 OOpm

21.5

10:00pm

22.5

7 :30pm

19.3

10:00pm

17.3

7:00pm

9.5 15.2 17.5

10:00pn

19.3 25.3
wapi-tv whio-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm

:3.5 18.9

7:00pm

20.8 17.3

6:00pm 7:00pm

27.8

19.5 20.5
ksd-tv

9:30pm

23.5
wben-tv
7:00pm

25.5 23.3
wapi-tv whio-tv

7:30pm 7:00pm

3.5 19.7

' ::iipm

35.5

10:30pm

21.0

8:00pm

20.3

7?00pm

1 9 21.2 21.7

10:30pm

30.3 22.3

9:30pm 7:00pm

20.8

7:30pm

9,9 15.9
ksd-tv

9:30pm

18.7

7:00pm

25.8 22.3

10:00pm 7:00pm

18.5 24.0

2.5 17.3

7:00pm

21.5 14.3

10:30pm

11.3
«i«.d
G:Oflpm

9.3

10:45pm

16.5

20.3

10 :30pm

12.9 21.8

9 19.9 18.8

nelropohtan arei

Nielien BUcuiPi ....

WSYR-TV Weekly Circulation

Tops Competition by
39,170 Homes

The 1958 Nielsen study shows WSYR-TV delivering a vastly
greater coverage area . . . more counties where circulation
e.xceeds 50'

< ... more circulation nighttime and daytime.

• ••67,350 More Homes

(28,180 Homes) of WSYE-TV

And finatlx. if ralin,/, fmrlnule you: Ihe June ARB report for Syra-
ruse ffives If'SYR-TF 52.97o of total iceekly audience; 63.Q7c from
noon lo 6 P.M. Mon.-Fri.; 54.0% from 6 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon.-Fri.;
71.S% from ngn-on to P.M. Sundays.

Grt Ihe Full Story from HARRINGTON, RIGHTER Sc PARSONS

WSYR*TV
NBC HrrnnnrBn

Affiliate hrffirnrrri

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

Advertisers on KTBS,
Shreveport, have

dominant audience, as

shown by both Nielsen

and ARB* ratings,

plus award winning

promotion.

Naturally,

tkey get

more for tlieir

advertising"

doJlar
Ask the PETRY man
for details on this

dominant station in the

billion dollar three-state

market where your

advertising dollar goes

further.

NBC SHREVEPORT,
ABC LOUISIANA
E. Newton Wray Prcs. & Gen. Mgr.

'May I95H ARB Metro. Shrcyeport Siirve)

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

Wildroot Co., Inc., Buifaio. is lining up schedules in scattered mar-

kets for its Wildroot Cream Oil. The 13-week campaign starts in

January. Minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s during nighttime slots are

being purchased. Frequencies vary from market to market. The

buyer is Gertrude Scanlan; the agency is Batten. Barton, Durstine

& Osborn, Inc., New York.

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc., Canajoharie, is entering various mar-

kets throughout the country testing its new Beech-Nut Cough Drops.

Schedules run for 13 weeks; I.D.'s during nighttime segments are

being used. The buyer is Vance Hicks: the agency is Young & Rubi-

cam. Inc., New York.

General Mills, Inc., New York, is initiating schedules in top mar-

kets throughout the country for its Cocoa Puffs. The schedules are

set for five weeks; minutes in children's programs are being slotted.

The buyer is Dick Boege; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

Inc., New York.

The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N. Y.. is planning a campaign

in major markets to promote its Ever-Ready Cocoa. The campaign

starts this month; minutes in children's and women's shows are

being placed. The buyer is Virginia Conway ; the agency is McCann-

Erickson. Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is preparing a campaign in top

markets for its Esso gasolines and oils. Areas of distribution: N. J.,

Del., Md.. Pa.. D.C.. Va., W. Va., N. C. & S. C, Ark., La.. N. Y.,

Conn., Me., Mass., N. H., R.I., Vt. and Tenn. The kick-off will be

early January for 52 weeks. The advertiser is concentrating on five-

minute newscasts during early evening segments. The buyer is Dick

Branigan; the agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Cities Service Co., New York, is planning a campaign in various

markets for its gasolines and oils. The 26-week schedules start in

late January. Minutes and I.D.'s during daytime slots are being

lined up. Frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is

Mary Dowling; the agency is Ellington & Co., New York.

The d-Con Co., Inc., sub. of Sterling Drug Co., New York, is re-

newing schedules throughout the country for the new year for its

d-Con product. The 1959 schedules start 5 January and run through

30 May; pick up again in September for the rest of the year. For

the most part, minute e.t.'s are being used. Frequency depends upon

the market. The buyer is Robert Hall; the agency is Thompson-

Koch Co., New York.
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Meet the

hare-apparent
The drumbeats roll. The clarions sound. And the prophetic notes

of the November Nielsen echo across the land.

Harken now to the people's will - and herald the people's cham-

pion! For the Nielsen returns make the portent clear: the television

network most likely to succeed to the Number One position is

youthful, winsome ABC. Its future looms regal. Its present is itself

little short of majestic.

Witness: ABC is already the No. 1 network on three

nights of the week— Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday!*
Witness: For nighttime programming, ABC is the only

network whose ratings are up over last year . . . the only

network whose share of audience is up over last year . . . the

only network whose number of homes is up over last year.*

Witness: Of the 33 commonly competitive evening half

hours, 76% of ABC's time periods are enjoying larger

shares of audience. Corresponding figures for the other

two networks, 42% and 45%.t
Witness : Of the 33 commonly competitive evening half

hours, ABC is now No. 1 in twelve. Another network also

leads in twelve— while the third network is first in only

nine.f

Our competitors, we'll wager, are ready to crown us.

Source: Nielsen's 1st November Reports 1958 vs. 1957, Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-

10:30 P.M., NYT.
*National Report, Average Audience per minute for all sponsored evening programs.
tNielsen Multi-Network Area (24 conjpetitive markets). Share of Audience.

ABC TELEVISION
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POWER
for (yfiristflias

^V6 [iim SPONSOR
Knowledge is power. And the more weight you can

carry, the closer you'll gel to the money word.

SPONSOR will give anyone a better knowledge of the vital

broadcast industry as il operates today.

Just $3.00 a year will bring 52 power packed issues to

agency or advertiser clients and prospects you like. So

put SPONSOR on your Christmas list because it's the

best possible kind of a gift you can send.

Only gift subscriptions

for advertisers or agen-

cies are eligible.

Ju»l lill out the enclosed cou-

pon or give us the names and
addresses of those to %vhom
you'd like SPONSOR deliv-

ered. We'll do the rest and
bill you later.

SPONSOR

Title

Coiiip any

Title

Ciiv state City _ State

Title Bill ,ne a

::::

-..- - State City .._.. State
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
6 DECEMBER 1958 Two of the reasons that ITC is being watched with such interest are that the

Copyright 1958 newlv formed company represents the first tv fihn house with investment backing
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

-^ r j Mr O
plus guaranteed sales.

Most film companies grew out of either the network, radio or the motion picture industry,

but ITC is the first to combine business with showbusiness on the ground floor.

In theory, ITC has what amounts to a dream springboard. These are such internal ele-

ments as:

• The Jack Wrather organization to draw on for production.

• ATV of England with guaranteed foreign sales.

• Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades and Co. to draw on for investments.

Already one of the "big four" of the film business, ITC has to date spent a good part of

its efforts corraling shows with proven network records.

Unlike some film companies which are tied to their production facilities, ITC will have

this advantage of flexibility: it doesn't intend to own a single camera.

If tape equipment ever becomes standard equipment for all tv stations, tliere

might be a return to the informal program swapping of the early days of kinescope

—although with the big difference in broadcast quality.

But with only a few dozen tape-equipped stations in operation and only a handful of

them trying to push locally-originated shows. Guild Films is stepping in and trying to cap-

ture the tape distribution market.

While most companies are still in the talking stage on tape. Guild has jumped off to a

head start and now has a second series un sale, Big Time Wrestling, which is off WBZ-TV,

Boston.

Some film veterans say there's a jinx on syndication sale of European produc*

tion, but it hardly seems to bother the flock of companies who are going to pro-

duce overseas this season.

The theory on European shows is that while many return their investment, very few

have been big moneymakers.

But note these film houses that have one or more shows to be lensed abroad in coming

weeks: CBS, GKS, ITC, NTA—plus several of the smaller companies.

The debut of United Artists into television as a distributor with Investment in-

terests in independent production foreshadows an entirely new role for a motion

picture company in television.

Up to now, some movie companies have had fixed affiliations; for example, Warner

Brothers and Disney with ABC TV.

Other Hollywood majors like 20th Century-Fox and MGM have tried a variety of ap-

proaches to production, but have not gotten a big foothold in tv.

The only movie outfit to foresee the importance of film and tv to each other was Colum-

bia's Screen Gems, which so far this season has been involved in investment, pro-

duction and sale of 13 shows. These shows by network are:

ABC TV: Naked City, Donna Reed, Rin Tin Tin, Texas Rangers.

NBC TV: Behind Closed Doors, Jefferson Drum, Alcoa-Goodyear, Ed Wynn, Ruff and

Ready, and Shirley Temple (which moves to ABC next year).

CBS TV: Father Knows Best.

National spot: Huckleberry Hound (Kellogg), and Rescue 8 (Syndication).
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I FlLhA-SCOPl continued .

The recurrent question of whether a licenshig unit can pay lor itself popped
up again at CBS last week, with Merle Jones muUing the possibility of merging

CBS Television Enterprises into CBS Films.

One of the problems appears to be that family items can't get the volume kid mer-

chandise attracts.

This is serious because of the low profit margin of licensors—generally 5% of the whole-

sale price, which becomes only three cents out of the retail dollar.

hi other words, the $l-million grosser—and even that's a rarity today, except for Disney

—^brings in an income of only $30,000.

Diversification has its headaches as well as its rewards, as was revealed for ex-

ample by NTA in its annual financial report.

Although in fiscal year 1957-58 business soared 41.2% over 1956-57 and passed the $15

million mark in gross volume, net profits fell some $400 thousand—which corresponded very

closely to the loss of getting the owned stations KMSP-TV, Miimeapohs, and WNTA-TV, New

York, operating on a competitive basis.

The sheer size of a station's investment in feature films forces it in many cases

to curtail half hour film programing in order to get the maximum use out of the

money tied up in a movie package.

A major Ohio station had to drop its early evening syndication strip and put in features

when it found features weren't paying off well enough with late evening exposure alone.

COMMERCIALS: With Schwerin tests showing that 25 to 35% of all commer-

ciab are either ineffective or wrong in terms of the audience they are trying to

reach, the new technique—slide motion—is being welcomed as a likely adequate and

economical device for commercial pre-testing.

This slide motion device as proposed by M. Nicholas Gilroy, who has just left Schwerin

to join Film Production Supervisors, can do these things:

• Shoot from finished art work or good photographs.

• Accomplish directorial techniques such as the dolly and pan, plus opticals like dissolves

and pop-ins.

• Deliver a finished one-minute commercial for between $150 and $700, depend-

ing on preparation of art or photos.

• Test copy and visual style approaches. (Obviously, live personalities can't be tested.)

The cost of testing via the Schwerin method of standardizing all the elements but the

one being examined runs to around $1100 for a one-minute commercial.

Film people on the move: Joining Sturm Studios are C D. "Don" McCormick

as director of studio operations with dual functions in creativity plus client service, and

Nicholas Newton as tv commercials account executive . . . Lee J. Heagerty, former vice

president of merchandising of Grant Advertising, becomes president of Hudson Productions

of Montreal, an international lip-synchronization service . . . Ralph C. Ellis elected presi-

dent and Paul Talbot becomes chairman of the board of Fremantle of Canada . . . Joe Joel

named general manager of Screen Gems Pty. Ltd. of AustraUa . . . Dan Hunn, Ron Fritz

and Howard Henkin, namesakes of commercials producer HFH, initiated a trade newsletter

called "Between Takes" . . . Klaeger has produced a Pontiac commercial through McManus,

John and Adams and starring Bob and Ray.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
The fat is in the fire: Judge Horace Stern has come up with an initial decision

looking toward cancellation of the National Airlines Miami channel 10 license.

The FCC took great pains to secure the services of an outstanding jurist to rehear the

Miami mess. They came up with Stern, retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief justice, to

act as a special hearing examiner. The FCC drum-beating was loud about thb accomplishment.

Although the next step is an appeal to the full Commission, it seems hardly

likely that with all the fanfare about the hiring of Stern the FCC woud overrule him.

The next step is less clear, after the FCC concludes. The hearing was on remand from

the Appeals Court to find out in the wake of the sensational Harris House Commerce Legis-

lative Oversight subcommittee hearings, what should be done about the license.

The Court wanted to be advised whether the license should be cancelled. It also wanted

to know whether any of the original four applicants should be disqualified outright or, in the

alternative, whether there should be black marks against them in a future replay of the contest

for the channel.

The Commission will report its final conclusions. But it can also act on the Stern recom-

mendations on its own motion, and is likely to do so.

Either way, if the license is cancelled, there are certain to be appeals as high as the Su-

preme Court.

Much of the significance of the Stern decision lies in the fact that the Appeals Court has

already directed the FCC to rehear the Boston channel 5 allegations in the same manner. Stern

is likely to be the hearing examiner on this one, too. The FCC has decided on its own hook to

reconsider Orlando, Fla., channel 9. It is considering another look at Pittsburgh channel 4.

Two cases of removal of vhf channels for deintermixture purposes have been tossed back

at the FCC by the Supreme Court. The Commission seems set to review all cases in which

scandal has been hinted by the Harris subcommittee.

The Stern decision sets a precedent which therefore may have wide repercus*

sions; that is, if the FCC upholds and if subsequent court actions do not upset it.

Stem stopped short of setting an even farther>reaching precedent.

He found that National Airlines and CoL Frank Katzentine, had both acted with great

impropriety and unethically. He found that North Dade Video had intended harm but hadn't

actually done any. He had no word of doubt about the fourth applicant, L. B. Wilson, Inc.

But the decision found that the license should be cancelled solely because then-FCC com-

missioner Richard Mack had no business participating. He said National and Katzentine

should not be ^'absolutely" disqualified from operating the station.

They would be so disqualified if this were private matter between private litigants, he ex-

plained. But it is actually a question of operation in the public interest, and the channel

should go to the applicant best qualified to so operate, he held.

He asked the FCC to put big black marks against the two, and a small black mark against

North Dade, but to permit all to vie again for the channel in a new contest.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen
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SPONSOR HEARS
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather isnU the only agency with former Benton & Bowles

executives who longingly remember B&B accounts.

There's also SSC&B where B&B alumnus Brown Bolte presides as president.

Want to know how many newspaper tv editors and columnists make a real spe-

cialty of commenting on the medium's programing? Slightly under 100, according to

estimates of a cross-section of agency and other publicists.

That's about what Hollywood could boast in its heyday.

Sellers of radio might take this tip from admen who have to "sell" the medium to

their clients: All references to ^^casual listening'* should be soft-pedaled.

Apparently the word "casual" conjures up the image of people who listen to commer-

cials only lackadaisically.

A rarity in radio nowadays is a sponsor (like Staley Manufacturing) who con-

trols his own network talent.

That's how it happened that Staley was able to switch Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Hsaly

from CBS to ABC.

One sure way to become a legend on Madison Avenue is to screw up your cour-

age and tell off a multi-million-dollar account.

Among the notable teller-offers and the accounts involved: Emerson Foole and Lucky

Strike; James J. Houlahan (Esty) and Colgate; Ray Rubicam and Pall Mall; and the

late Albert Lasker aad Colgate.

Members of the older generation of timebuyers are beginning to look askance

at the luncheon capacity of some of the younger rep salesmen.

Observe these timebuyers: The youngsters should quit imitating those Madison Ave-

nue novels in which the gray flannel tribe habitually stows away three martinis with lunch.

From evidences here and there, Lever Bros, must be planning to do some reshuf-

fling of brands among its agencies.

Guesses are that it will happen within the coming month.

P.S.: It's also rumored that two Lever agencies—one in the Midwest—will merge

if they're ever able to get together on the relative value of their stock.

Thte FTC has put its oar into the complicated business of bartering tv and ra-

dio spots for service.

It charged Arthur Hammell and four N.Y. firms with misrepresentations in selling

promotional plans to local merchants.

Among the allegations: That Hammell's salesmen claimed they were actually work-

ing for the station that furnished the spots.
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ADVERTISERS

The replamnt'iit of new nighttime

shows that have failed to come up
to advertiser expectations has be-

gun on the tv network.

Liggett & Myers has bought a west-

ern, tentatively titled Black Saddle, and

a sleuth series, The D.A.'s Man. and

substitutes for Brain and Brawn and

the Ed Wynn Show.

Green Peacock has been mentioned

as a replacement for Behind Closed

Doors I co-sponsored by L&M and

Whitehall).

Bristol Myers \vas on the verge this

week of buying the open alternate half

of Wanted—Dead or Alive.

(.ampaigns:

• Edsel is back in network tv. It

joined Mercury on the Ed Sullivan

Show (CBS TV) last week. Eastman

Kodak, Mercury's alternate sponsor,

will not be affected by this. Commer-
cial time has been divided between

Mercury and Edsel on alternate weeks.

Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding.

• Continental Wax Corp., for its

Six Month Floor Wax begins a 21-day

pre-holiday promotion this week.

Theme: "Wax Now for the Holidays."

Flans call for radio, tv and print.

Agenc^ : Product Services. Inc.

Strictly personnel: Robert A.

Wright, appointed product manager

Lever's Wisk liquid detergent . . .

(ieorge D. Crittenton, named v. p. in

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

For outstanding merchandising, Tracy Balconi (r), president of the George Wiedemann

Brewing Co., Newport, Ky., presents award plaque to Hulbert Taft, Jr., president of R;idiii

Cincinnati (WKRC-TV). Station did best promotion job for theme: "Wiedemann-I.and"

charge of sales for the grocery division

of Lanolin Flus, Inc. . . . John de
Coux, named advertising manager of

Fitlsburgh Brewing Co.

AGENCIES

Robert S. Davis, research director

for CBS TV Spot Sales proposed
to an RTES Seminar luncheon this

week that the industry get togeth-

er and eliminate the decimal
points from rating data.

His argument: the buyer and seller

kids hiiTiself by being too literal in the

interpretation of NCS #3 and other

data.

( See details of Davis' suggestions on
how to sell NCS #3 in next week's

SPONSOR under SFONSOR ASKS.)
The Seminar grew heated when Hal

Miller, B&B associate media direc-

tor, scored the practice of timesellers

tailoring the use of coverage data to

specific accounts and agencies. What
he favors is one estimate of coverage

:...;fHAPPII

A doll house for effort: Edwin W. Craig,

l)oard chairman. National Life & Accident

Insurance Co., Nashville, gives structure i<>

Mrs. William Briggs of WSM for station's

cfTorts during United Givers Fund drive
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that goes for everybody and that the

seller himself can understand and
explain.

Media buyers in agencies around
the Chicago area have formed a

new organization: Chicago Media
Buyers Group.

Purpose: to raise media buying

standards via an interchange of media

ideas and techniques, and discussion of

specific media problems.

Membership: open to all agency

media buyers in the area.

Officers: Harry C. Pick, media di-

rector. Reach McClinton & Pershall,

chairman; Harry Sager, K&E, v.p.;

Dave Williams, G. Wade, v.p.;

Elaine Kortas, Marsteller-Rickard,

secretary; and Dick Rogers, John W.
Shaw, treasurer.

Anderson & Cairns, Inc. has set up
a new subsidiary.

Creative PR, Inc., will be an in-

dependent public relations firm han-

dling publicity for A&C's clients, in ad-

dition to seeking new business on its

own.

Officers: Ralph Tanner, president:

Ashley Burner, v.p.; Raymond
Corder, secretary and Harold Les-

ter, treasurer.

Combining: Donahue & Coe, Inc.,

with billings at $30 million and Keyes,

Madden & Jones, billing $20 million,

have entered into a "working agree-

ment."

The agencies plan to combine their

facilities in New York, Chicago and

Los Angeles while still retaining its

identity and executive structure.

The set up: D&C, with stronger

offices in New York, will service both

agencies' clients here. K,M&J will do

the same in Chicago. In both cities, the

staffs will headquarter together.

New name: George Feldman and

Martin Ball, partners in the Feldman

Advertising Agency. Evansville, Ind.,

have changed the firm's name to Feld-

man-Ball Advertising . . . New
Agency: In San Diego. Cal.. Wally

Blake Advertising, at 2627 B Street

. . . New partners: In Allen & Reyn-

olds, Omaha, include: Lyle DeMoss:

John Enis. O. Earl Lowry and Edward

Whelan.

Agency appointments: The Kruger

Brewing Co.. Newark. N. J., to Elling-

ton & Co. for its Holsten lager beer

... The G. Heileman Brewing Co., La-

Crosse, Wis., from Compton to Mc-
Cann-Erickson's Chicago office . . .

National Car Rentals System, Inc., with

a budget of $.500,000, to Gardner Ad-
vertising, St. Louis . . . The O'Brien

Corp.. paint products manufacturers,

to Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Chicago

. . . Morgan & Lindsey Co. variety

stores, to EWR&R's Houston office

. . . Slumberland Products Co., to the

Bresnick Co., Inc., Boston.

Thisa 'n' data: Wm. B. Reming-
ton, Inc., Boston, has prepared an

Cutting the anniversary cake: John Blair,

president, marked the 10th year of Blair-Tv

with a staff party held at the New Yoik

officf. with others participating \ia wire

I parade: Wi

majorettes tote --tj

1 mind. WSB-TV, Atlanta, celebrated its 10th anniversar>

a, attracting some 200,000 spectators. Here, drum

so in parade, floats promoting station and shows

Worth his weight in chips: Jim French, d.j..

KING, Seattle, promoted National Potato Chip

Month h^ asking folks to guess how many chips

.qiidl hi~ u.iuht. Piize: Year's supply of chips

This station's dynamite: So says

WTOL-TV, Toledo, in a promotion piece

sent to agencies. Here, Lois Foukal, of

F&S&R, Cleveland, examines the T.N.T.
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DAYand NIGHT ON KLZ-RADIO

THE LINES ARE BUSY!

CAPTURES THE LADIES WITH THE

PAT GAY SHOW
NDAY THROUGH FRK

12:05 pm

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Starr

Yelland
i

AND DENVER'S MUCH-COPIED

PARTY LINE
vIDAY THROUGH FRI

8:00 pm

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Pat Gay and Starr Yelland are two stellar performers who make their

top-notch programs the most copied format in America! Pat Gay hosts

a brisk housewife's information exchange that is a 100% female partici-

pation show with the listener hearing both sides of the conversations.

Starr Yelland hosts nighttime's "Party Line" with an exceptional suavity

that keeps the subject matter, however controversial, in balance and
fascinating. Here again the stars of the show are the listeners themselves.

BOTH SHOWS ARE TOP-RATED IN DENVER! IN FACT, PULSE
(Sept. 1958) REPORTS KLZ HAS AS MANY FIRST RATED PERIODS
AS ALL OTHER DENVER STATIONS COMBINED!

CALL KATZ OR LEE FONDREN IN DENVER

560 KC

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

amusing mailer dubbed "'Announcing

a New Adult Western—Western Mass.,

that is." Purpose: To announce the

telecast (via WWLP) of the agency's

exhibit at the highschool "Job Fair"

where it shows how an ad is created

. . . Frank Block Associates, adver-

tising and p.r. firm, celebrating its 26th

anniversary.

They were awarded: Jerome B.

Gray, senior partner and founder of

Gray & Rogers, honored by the Poor
Richard and Philadelphia Copy Clubs

. . . William A. Rocket!, account

executive for Charles F. Hutchinson,

Inc., presented with the "Jacob" award
from the Junior Advertising Club of

Boston.

Going places: Norman F. Best,

named general manager and a v. p. of

Campbell-Mithun, Inc. . . . Reginald
F. Pierce, Jr. and Jerome H. Gor-
don, elected v.p.'s at K&E ... J. Blan
van Urk, executive v.p. and director

of Clakins & Holden, has resigned, with

plans to open his own consulting firm

in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh . . .

Fred Crowl, named to head the radio/

tv and industrial film department at

Klau-Van Petersom-Dunlap, Inc. . . .

Harold Piatt, to v.p. of Edward H.

Weiss & Co., Chicago . . . Tom Moor-
head, to v.p. in charge of radio and tv

at George L. Mallis Advertising, Phila-

delphia.

More personnel moves: Kerry
Sheeran, to Ted Bates & Co. on the

Whitehall Labs account . . . William
Peters, to SSC&B. on the Lever ac-

count . . . John McManus, to DDB
as account executive . . . Carl Arrigo,

to the tv staff at Cayton, Inc., New
York . . . Lloyd Kronsnoble, to Ed-

ward H. Weiss Co. as account execu-

tive . . . John Hartigan, to Forjoe &

Co., Chicago, as account executive . . .

Jack Wise, to the farm radio depart-

ment of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &

Hodgson, Chicago . . . Epes W. Sar-

gent, account executive at C. M. John-

son & Associates, Inc., Bethpage, Long

Island.

New appointments at Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Inc.: Frederick

Sulcer, Donald Dickens, Edward Mc-

Auliffe and Ricker Van Metre, Jr.,

named associate copy directors; John

Amon and C. Franklin Johnson, to ex-
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ecutive art directors and Dr. Perham
Nahl, to director of creative research.

REPRESENTATIVES

Edward Petry & Co. has added an-

other arm to its expanding repre-

sentation function: a marketing
department.
The role of the marketing depart-

ment: "furnish advertisers with au-

thoritative and completely updated in-

formation on potentials and special

characteristics of the markets under

consideration for spot campaigns."

The marketing department will be

headed by WilHam B. Rohn. Assist-

ing: LaGrand Redfield, Jr. The
Petry tv and radio promotion depart-

ments will work closely with them on

presentations.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

has set up its own tv rep firm for

its five tv stations.

Called Tv Advertising Represent-
atives, Inc., it will begin operation

1 July, 1959. and be headed by Larry
Israel (see RADIO AND TV NEWS-
MAKERS page 74)

.

WBC's formation of TAR follows its

announcement three weeks ago that its

six radio stations would be represent-

ed by AM Radio Sales Corp., effective,

also, 1 July, 1959.

What constitutes public service:

In a speech before the State Associa-

tion of Broadcasters, in Knoxville,

George Skinner, radio program
services director for the Katz
Agency, asked stations to urge the

FCC to revise its concept of what
constitutes public service.

Skinner urged stations to get a cam-

paign rolling "to have your public

service measured not in minutes of

boredom—but in seconds of effective-

ness.

"Good, modern public service deals

only on the meat of the matter. It gets

all pertinent information in a few sec-

onds—before the restless audience can

change the dial."

Rep appointments: WAIT, Chicago,

and WGMS, Washington, D. C, to

Avery-Knodel . . . KJAY, Topeka,

Kan., to Gill-Perna . . . WCFR,
Springfield, Vt., to Walker-Rawalt

Co. . . . WISH, Indianapolis, to Ed-

ward Petry & Co.

731/2 YEARS'
SELLING

EXPERIENCE^

Bert Ferguson

Exec. Vice-President,

WDIA

73V2 years IS a long time. But

that's just how long the capable,

trained and experienced WDIA Ne-

gro air personalities have spent

working at the art of selling. Not
a single loss from one of America's

greatest air sales staffs in the last

six years!

$4,396,854.81 IS a lot of money.

That's just how much national and

local advertisers have invested in

these men and women in ten years

of WDIA's Negro Radio history.

$2,172,827.84 nationally and $2,-

224,026.97 locally to be exact.

FIRST IN MEMPHIS!
It's a help to know what local ad-

vertisers think of a radio station.

In 9 months of 1958, Memphis'
own advertising fraternity has

thought enough of this 50,000 watt

giant of selling power to send $204-

211.62 through WDIA in search of

a share of the $616,294,100 the

1,237,686 Negroes in WDIA-land
spend annually. Today WDIA still

has more local and national adver-

tisers than any other station in

Memphis!
By the way, the percentage of

Negroes in Mississippi increased

from 45% to 46% from 1950 to

1958. Who'd have thought it!

You will miss 40% of the Mem-
phis market if you miss WDIA!
Buy WDIA and you'll get sales . . .

sales produced by air experts with

7314 years experience. Top ratings

in town.

*Here's how this impressive record
totals up:

Nat D. William 10 years
Robert Thomas 41/2 'years

Willa Monroe 9 years
Theo Wade 51/2 years
Ernest Brazzle 8 years
Ford Nelson 8V2 years
Rufus Thomas
A. C. Williams 91/2 years

Martha )ean
Cornell Wells 7 years

WDIA Is Represented Nationally

By John E. Pearson Company
EGUONT SONDERLING, President

ARCHIE S. GRINALDS, JR.,

Sales Manager
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HOOPER AND PULSE
ly 1958; Hooper—May, Sept. I")

Strictly personnel: Diek Close, re-

placing Tom McFadden (see RADIO
AND TV NEWSMAKERS) as director

of NBC Spot Sales . . . Edwin C.

Metcalfe, elected v.p. of Weed Tv

Corp. . . . Harvey Struthers, named
director of station services for the CBS
TV Stations Division . . . Arthur W.
Scott, to the sales staff at Broadcast

Time Sales . . . Edward A. W. Smith,
to the New York sales staff of Adam
Young. Inc.

After an abortive attempt to re-

turn on tape, Ding Dong School
will be revived early in 1959 as a

film entry.

Here's the significant facets of the

move:

• The need for high level programs

for children will begin to be met.

• It anticipates a revival of Chicago

as a production center—the show will

be recorded by WGN-TV.
• Perhaps tape is not yet ready to

assume distribution that's national in

coverage, since only one station in 10

has tape so far.

The host of the show will continue

to be Dr. Frances Horwich. Sales will

be through Henry G. Saperstein of

WGN-TV.

Another Hank Saperstein: not to

be confused with Henry G. of Chicago

is Hank Saperstein of Los Angeles, the

president of Glen Films, who last week

purchased two shows from Walter

Schwimmer of Chicago: Championship

Bowling and All-Star Golf, which are,

respectively, in syndication and on

ABC TV . . . Schwimmer will continue

to distribute both programs; Saper-

stein's previous chief interest has been

merchandising, with credits including

Lone Ranger, Wyatt Earp, Lassie and

— to compound the confusion with

Henry G. Saperstein — Ding Dong

School.

Film sales: CBS Films' Colonel Flack

inked bv Phillips Petroleum for WKBK-
TV, Chicago; Dow Chemical on WWJ-
TV, Detroit; Pepsi-Cola on WBIA-TV,

Knoxville; Serta Mattress on WFMY-
TV, Greensboro; Jackson Packing on

WKTV, Jackson; Purity Bisquit in

Salt Lake City; Eisner Foods on

WCIA-TV. Champaign; KKTV. Colo-

rado Springs; WRAL-TV. Raleidi:

6 DICCKMBKR 1958
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PROVED 3 WAYS

AMERICA'S BEST TV BUY

Telepu/se }957 Year-Bnd Rev/ew — highes'

91.3% of rated quarter-hour:

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BRANHAM C

Top-dravi/er advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes

- WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

KXLF-rV, Butte, and KGUN-TV,
Tucson.

Bold yenture (Ziv) reached the 90-

8tation mark in sales, with Armour
amon<; the latest to join the list. The
Armour buy was in seven top mar-

kets.

Promotions: UAA keeping the AAP
name in a newsletter called Profit

Points . . . Comet Distributing Corp.

to call attention to its Satellite Police

series with girls in space garb visiting

station managers . . . Ziv's promotion

plan for Bold Venture includes a 28-

page company enthusiasm plan for

sponsors.

More sales: Jayark's new Bozo the

Clown sold to KFRE-TV, Fresno;

WNHC-TV, New Haven; WNBF-TV,
Binghamton: WRGB-TV. Schenectady;

WLOS-TV, Asheville: WBNS-TV. Co-

lumbus; WFGB-TV, Altoona; WLRB-
TV. Lebanon; KONO-TV, San An-

tonio; WDEF-TV, Chattanooga;
KRLD-TV, Dallas, and KOIN-TV, Port-

land . . . also sales in color to KBET-
TV, Sacramento; KTLA-TV, Los An-

geles; WGN-TV, Chicago; WHDH-TV,
Boston; WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre; KLOR-TV,
Salt Lake City, and WWJ-TV, Detroit

. . . Furthermore, the series has been

sold to the French-Canadian network,

with telecast to start as soon as dub-

bing is completed.

Financial report: Trans-Lux corpo-

ration had declared a 30^ dividend for

19.58, topping last year's amount by

50% and matching the previous high

of 1937, which was also 30^ . . . NTA's

annual report indicates a 41.2% gain

over last year and a gross volume of

$15,497,595; however, profits are down

from $1,094,031 and $1.07 a share last

year to $687,048 and 63^ a share for

1957-58, the difference corresponding

closely to operational losses of its

owned stations.

Licensing: Ziv's Bat Masterson se-

ries, carried on NBC TV and fran-

chised through CNP, has signed these

manufacturers: Carnell, for a gold

cane; Arlington, for a derby; Ben

Cooper, for Pilgrim and Wings bovs'

wear for a total of eight different

types of clothing; Saalfield, for color-

ing books; LI-Bet, for games; John

Henry, for badges and keys, and both

KOA-Radio...

your best

V/estern Salesman!

Because KOA-Radio's capable

monagemenf has established and
maintained listener respect for the

station and its advertisers for more
than 33 years!

Because KOA-Radlo covers Denver

ond the big, wide West. You need the

power of 50,000 watts to blanket the

rich Western Market! You reach the

whole market with KOA-Radio.

Because KOA-Radio's program-

ming is tailor-made to the interests

and tastes of the area. Skillful local

and NBC programming combine to

give listeners what they want, when
they want it!

Because KOA-Radio has always

shown devotion to the public welfare,

I

it is highly respected and has top

stature in its community.

Because KOA-Radio SELLS! Make
your ad budget work harder ... more

effectively! Use KOA-Radio!

SPONSOR • 6 DECEMBER 1958



more

in view!
Nielsen #3 reports more

growth in Rochester, N.Y.

ONLY WROC-TV can guarantee maxi-

mum circulation throughout the 13-

county Rochester, N.Y. area...

MARKET COVERAGE
Homes reached monthly — 26.5%
MORE than other Rochester station.

Homes reached once a week

—

20.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

DAYTIME CIRCULATION
Homes reached once a week—24.7%
MORE than other Rochester station.

Homes reached daily average

—

38.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

NIGHTTIME CIRCULATION
Homes reached once a week—20.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

Homes reached daily average—28.8%
MORE than other Rochester station.

WROC-TV
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in jiiKid company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGX to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RAOIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

-Mulliple Products and Hartland Prod-

ucts for figurines.

Personal appearance: Richard Carl-

son, star of Mackenzie's Raiders in

Milwaukee this week to address the

Schlitz sales staff and to appear on

radio and tv.

NETWORKS

AB(; TV put out a couple statisti-

cal claims this week in connection

with who's besting who in the rat-

ings.

The claims, based on the first No-

vember Nielsen report:

1 I ABC leading in nighttime pro-

graming (7:30-10:30) on Sunday,

Monday and Thursday.

2) ABC is the only network to show

average rating gains over a year ago.

ABC's increase was I'A , while CBS TV
was off 12^; and NBC, off 8%.

More ABC TV news:
The network will schedule a num-

ber of its Operation Daytime shows
in nighttime spots in various time

periods for limited runs.

Purpose: to give these new shows
additional exposure to audiences.

The first, on this rotational schedule,

began this week, with Day In Court set

in the Wednesday 9:30 p.m. slot—to

run for six weeks.

Network radio business: Groves

Labs. Plough. Inc. and Wm. Wrigley Jr.

Co., for ABC Radio newscasts. Also

>igned, Van Nuys Savings and Loan

Association, Kiplinger Washington
\gency and Clairol, Inc.

Network affiliation: KIM A, Yakima.

Wash., to NBC Radio . . . KPTV.
IN.rtland. Ore., to ABC TV.

Network programing note: ABC
TV resurrects an old timer from radio

next week

—

Dr. I. Q. It bows l.S De-

cember, 9:30-10 p.m. Tom Kennedy

RADIO STATIONS

The National Farm Directors elect-

ed a new slate of officers at the an-

nual meeting in Chicago this week.

They were: president, Maynard

Stence, WPCO, Minneapolis; v.p., Wall

Erickson, KFRE, Fresno and George

Roesner, KPRC, Houston.

Significant points brought out at a

panel. Farm Broadcasting Takes on a

New Look:

• The farm population may keep on

shrinking but their collective income

continues to go up—underscored by

the fact that $9 billion a year is spent

in advertising on farm service shows.

• Farm radio/tv plays a vital j)art

in influencing non-farm people on the

farmers' problems and conditions.

• Farm stations have shown an

increasing interest in their respon-

sibilities to the sponsor by inform-

ative, promotional an<l advisory

cooperation.

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE for com-

mentary on convention. I

Ideas at work:
• WSAI, Cincinnati, wound up two

contests this week: After airing 100

safety slogans over a four-week period,

listeners sending in the most complete

list of these slogans, win a 1959 Fiat;

the other
—

"Guess the Weight" contest,

asking listeners to guess the weight of

five d.j.'s. Prize: 10^!^ per pound.

• WBBF, Rochester, held an "ad of

the week" contest. Top vote-getter was

the Goodman and Jane Ace commer-

cials for Borden's Instant Coffee. By

way of honoring the winning ad,

WBBF aired hourly congratulations to

the Aces, the agency (DCS&S) and the

client.

• Six d.j.'s at KOCY, Oklahoma

City, took time out from spinning rec-

ords last week to perform a variety of

household chores as part of promotion-

stunt in which they offered one another

to listeners for the day.

• KCNA, Tucson, the Southgate

Shopping Center and Shamrock Dairy

sponsored a Hula-Hoop contest at the

State Fair. KCNA promoted the affair

for one week prior to the event.

• WEJL, Scranton, Pa., is going all

out in a campaign to reduce hunting

accidents. Special "Safety Station

Breaks" have been recorded by the Pa.

Game Commissioner reminding hunt-

ers to use caution with firearms, and

wear bright colors when hunting.

• KCMO, Kansas City, is holding a

Calf Contest open to l-H and FFA

members in the area. Owners of the

three animals showing the most effi-

cient and fastest rate of gain in over-

ompotition will receive college



scholarship?

their farmii

or cash awards towards

Station purchases : KWFR, San An-

gelo, Tex., to Vanguard Broadcasting

Corp. for $75,000—hrokered by Ham-
ikon, Stubblefield, Twining & Associ-

ates, Inc. . . . WILD, Boston, from the

Bartell group to The Noble Broadcast-

ing Corp.

Third quarter earnings report for

the Storer Broadcasting Co.:

Net profit froin station operations,

$866,792 compared to $820,008 for the

comparable period, 1957. Income be-

fore taxes. $1,686,071 compared to

$1,730,698 for the third quarter, 1957.

Station business of the week: Pfeif-

fer Brewing Co. and The Detroit In-

surance Agency for the 5:00 Netvs via

WJR, Detroit ... Ed Marling Stores

of Topeka and McEntire Brothers, mat-

tress manufacturers, for two hours

nightly on KJAY, Topeka.

Station staffers: George Clinton,

general manager. WBOY & WBOY-TV,
Clarksburg, W. Va., resigned to head

his own station, WEBC, Duluth-Superi-

or; his successor: Roger Garrett . . .

Reg Streeter, named sales manager,

KWIP, Merced, Cal. . . . Bill Allred,

to KIOA, Des Moines . . . Bob Wal-
drop, to the staff of WGMS. Wash-

ington, D. C. . . . Jim McAughan, ac-

count executive, KNUZ, Houston.

TV STATIONS

Thomas Alva Edison Foundation's
fourth annual award dinner on
Science and Achievement in New
York this week, honored these sta-

tions:

WQED-TV, Pittsburgh and WFMT.
Chicago as the tv and radio station^

tiest serving you.

Kudos went to CBS TV for its Tiieii-

tieth Century series. Conquest, and

Aew; York's Philharmonic Young Peo-

ple's Concert.

Special citations went to NBC TV
for Continental Classroom and Broad-
casting Music, Inc. for The World of

Mind radio programs.

Idea at work:
' Sponsor treats station: To cele-

brate $1 million in volume due to spots

In this Billion $ Sales Emf^ire WREX-TV

is the TOP KING SALESMAN!

TOPS IN COVERAGE

TOPS IN PROGRAMMING

TOPS IN RATINGS

ALL 28 of TOP 28 SHOWS
35 of TOP 38 SHOWS
42 of TOP 50 SHOWS

84% OF TOP 50 SHOWS
ON WREX-TV

The sales power of

WREX-TV's combined
coverage, spans market
portions of over 30
counties in southern
Wisconsin— northern

Illinois. Brings preferred

CBS-ABC network pro-

grams, top syndicated
programs and MGM-TV's
Golden Treasury of Feature
Films to over 365,000
television homes.

V\

Grade Total

Household

Consumer
Spendable

Total ^
Retail Television 1

Sales Sets |

A 176.731 $1,048,013,000 $ 744.271.000 154,699

B 157.607 $ 987.797,000 $ 699,092.000 141,334

C 78 761 $ '166.963.000 $ 324.932.000 69,900

T.itnl 113 099 $2 502.773 000 $1,768,295,000 365.933 1

c I'ligSLilesiiiiu.w.neiit 1
.,.ve,vor.,o.v,o«powerj

VIDEO-229,000 watts ERP
AUDIO -114,000 watts ERP

CBS-ABC NETWORK AFFILIATION

V \ represenfed by
^ H-R TELEVISION, INC.

J. M. BAISCH, GEN. MGR.

WI^E32S:-T"V-,
ROCKFORD
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TIP of WEEK
for

SMART BUYERS
Going up and cra/y, man! Our stock

maikct tip this week is Minute Maid
(that's orange juice) selling around
I614 on the big board. And you
smart time buM-rs will be wise to

check these lop latcd Hooper and
Pulse stations of the RaluiU group,

from New Enghuul 10 lloiitla.

and allcmoon. Check the after-

no'on show 4 to 6 p.m. with Dopey
Duncan live and George Stahl at

the organ.

(
Ĉoncord,

Nashua markcis. Irv the afternoon

show with Norm Bailey 4:30 to 5:45

5000 watts, top Pulse station in the

St. Pete-Tampa markets. The only

fidl time indcpe»ulcnt in the fast

growing St. 1-cicisbuig lampa area.

fB£C/aE/w.m./
.As usual, #1 Hooper, morning, noon

and night. Reach this rich market

with Big Al Sahley 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

on the "Going Home Show."

Top Pulse ,n Ihc ,i,h \ loll (gome
County maikci. Alum )on show
to 5 p.m. "Juke Box |an boree" wi

Buddy Erode.

sold nationally thri

WEED b CO.

(luriii-i the past \ear oti KFJZ-T\', Ft.

Worth. Gene Co'idell. manager of Pio-

neer Finance and Thrift, treated the

staff to a special breakfast.

• KMOX-TV, St. Louis, held a

seminar last week for the area's public

relations people. Purpose: To acquaint

the 110 representatives attending with

various station })()licies and the opera-

tion of the different departments.

• .Another "Guess the Weight"
eontesl held on all 7'o/; Ten Dance

Party tv programs. Object: viewers

are required to guess the combined

poundage of the program's m.c, host-

ess, camera crew and studio guests.

The first week of the contest, WHBQ-
TV, Memphis, pulled 8,100 pieces of

mail.

Under construction: A new tower

for stations WOAI-TV, and KENS-
TV, San Antonio, with the object of

doubling both stations' coverage area.

Programing note: KAKE-TV,
Wichita, has started a new show that

offers $25,000 as an investment in a

sound business idea. Dubbed Oppor-

tunity Knocks, it's presented through

Private Enterprise, Inc., with P.E.I,

providing the money as a capital in-

vestment to a business they feel is

worthwhile.

Anniversary notes: WSB-TV, At-

lanta, celebrated its 10th year with a

parade that attracted more than 200,-

000 people. To further commemorate

the occasion, J. Leonard Reinsch, man-

aging director of the station and Mar-

cus Baillert, general manager, made a

film presentation to New York and

Chicago agencies . . . WAVE-TV,
Louisville, also marked its 10th anni-

versary last week.

Kudos: The advertising and promo-

tion departments of KYW-TV, Cleve-

land, captured two Cleveland Ad Club

awards . . . WKRC-TV, Cincinnati,

v.'on the top tv award of the George

Wiedemann Brewing Co. for "Out-

standing Media Merchandising."

On the personnel front: Alex

Gold, from sales manager at KLAS-

TV, Las Vegas, to general manager of

KSHO-TV. Las Vegas . . . Walt Haw-
thorne, appointed sales service de-

partment manager of KGW-TV, Port-

land. Ore. ^

INCO'S

i Cont'd from page 34)

thev are a straightforward reporting of

the news and do not get into commen-

tary or analysis.

• When feature material and inter-

views are necessary in the straight re-

porting of the news, our client is will-

ing to have this treatment included, but

he suggests that every care be exercised

in making sure that features and inter-

\ iews stay away from biased approach.

• Inco wants a blend of internation-

al, national, regional and local news.

As for the commercial portion of the

program, Inco "prefers a direct, friend-

ly delivery of its commercials. The

copy is not hard-sell copy. Instead, it

attempts to be informative, to present

the company as a friendly organiza-

tion producing a metal which serves

and is important to all of us."

The booklet ends with a pronuncia-

tion key but points out this is no re-

flection on the announcing staff. "We
would like to have uniformity of pro-

nunciation on each of our programs on

all the stations carrying Inco news

broadcasts.'" Inco doesn't leave much

to chance. ^

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new

programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to vou.

WGN-RADIO
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MAYPO
[Cont'd from page 35)

York, up 185% ; Philadelphia, up

433%; Cleveland, up 1,013%; Detroit,

up 513%, Denver, up 215%. This, in

the face of a 5% average gain in hot

cereal sales this past year.

Parenthetically, in the fall of 1957,

Heublein and Bryan Houston, Inc., de-

rided to try a similar approach in ad-

vertising Maltex, another Heublein hot

cereal. As with Maypo, the agency

worked with Storyboard's John Hubley

to create "Mary Maltex," a doughty

little cartoon character, whose tremulo

calls for "Ma-a-a-a-altex" are now

heard in 11 markets.

These are some marketing facts that

both Heublein and Bryan Houston,

Inc., have learned from their tv suc-

cess with Maypo:

1. The campaign proved that the

right tv approach can replace premi-

ums as a motivating force for children.

Youngsters all over the country have

been echoing Marky's cry, "I want my
Maypo."

2. Adults are persuaded by cartoon

commercials, even when these speak in

children's idiom.

3. A successful tv commercial char-

a( ter can force a package redesign for

-I longer identity between advertising

.md point-of-sale.

4. Display materials developed

around incidents in the series of com-

mercials are definite attention-getters

in supermarkets.

Maypo was first introduced in New
England and the Upper New York

State areas in 1950 and used varying

combinations of media during the sub-

sequent five years to establish the

brand name and push sales. By 1955,

sales had reached a plateau. Maypo
faced two obstacles to further growth:

1. A nation-wide resistance to hot

cereals in this post-war age of easy-to-

fix foods.

2. The premium price the company

necessarily had to charge for this

maple-flavored breakfast food.

At this time, the agency recommend-

ed a spot tv test: Copywriters studied

Maypo's marketing problem and de-

rided that the answer might be found

in an off-beat cartoon commercial star-

ring a character that children could

identify with, who would speak in kids'

idiom. Together with Storyboard's

John Hubley, they created Marky.

During the first year of television,

fall and winter 1956-1957. New Eng-

land sales jumped 59%, from 257

package-sales-per-1,000 families to 409

packages-per-1,000 families. By main-

taining the same tv expenditure in New
England during the next hot cereal sea-

son, Maypo raked in a whopping 25%
sales increase over the 59% boost of

1956-1957.

Results in the New York tv markets

paralleled the New England success.

Hence, in both areas Maypo sales dou-

bled, despite increased advertising

pressure from competitors.

Since the tv campaign had had such

onclusive effect upon sales, the com-

pany dropped all other advertising and

concentrated exclusively on spot tele-

vision in 1957-58.

Bryan Houston, Inc. applied these

experiences to the fall 1958 advertis-

ing campaign and 38-market expan-

sion. So many requests for more Marky

commercials came in that there are

now four 60-second Marky episodes

showing him in entertaining, typical-

boy escapades. The campaign, which

kicked off in mid-September for its 26-

week duration, covered twice the mar-

ket list that it had in fall 1957, pushing

out to the West Coast. ^
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Negro radio
from

Shreveport

ROKA
now 5000 watts
non-directional at980

The Southwests most powerful Negro station.

• Selling 405,000 Negroes in 49 counties of

Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas. * Top-rated

by Hooper, Pulse and Trendex.

sented by John E. PeofS(

the key

to

the Negro

market

is

w©v

WOV-,

BAY AREA RAMBLER
[Cont'd from page 43)

But beyond the dealer enthusiasm of

taking a fleet of Ramblers out to the

i^residio for the special events, there

was this totally unexpected result: a

C'itizens Committee was formed to

\u)rk towards the permanent restora-

tion of historic Fort Point.

Twenty prominent San Franciscans

set up this committee, which is headed

by Charles Ertola. supervisor of the

city and county of San Francisco.

Ramblers selling strategy on the air

is this: use four announcers, two men
and two women. All of the commer-
cials are live, and each starts with some
general sales point of the entire line,

and then a detailed demonstration fol-

lows about some specific features.

The inherent promotional possibili-

ties of a series based on military rec-

ords, such as Mackenzie's Raiders, was

not overlooked by the Rambler men
and their agency, Beaumont and Hob-

man, Inc., in deciding on buying a syn-

dicated Western.

But there was some special advan-

tages in this series which led to the

Presidio promotion. Col. Russell P.

Reeder, the author of the book the se-

ries is based on, was at one time gar-

risoned at the Presidio. His letter

from West Point, where he is presently

stationed, was described by KPIX as

"a classic for publicity purposes."'

Rambler is also enjoying another co-

incidence which is helping to promote

Mackenzie's Raiders. The star of the

show, Richard Carlson, is seen on

KPIX in / Led Three Lives, which

promotes his new series each week.

While most press junkets usually re-

sult at best in a mention of the show,

the Presidio function actually had the

colunmists talking about the event it-

self. In a full column, Terrence O'Fla-

herty of the San Francisco Chronicle,

described the Presidio as "one of San

Francisco's most tragically neglected

monuments," then went on to credit

"KPIX's Al Baccari with arranging to

have this oldest defense point west of

the Mississippi" opened for the preview.

Some of the tv editors were less

impressed with the romance of history.

Bill Fiset, for example, of the Oakland

Tribune, said this: "After lunch all the

tv writers were driven out of the Pre-

sidio by auto dealers in the sponsor's

make of car. In each auto the dealer

explained the finer points of the car as

lit went. The complete sell." ^^

TBE0LD1IIISTimS2G£Ill...

£T

EL RaNCHO VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nev.—DUdley 2-1300

INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

ACRES OEOICATED TO YOUR MODERN COMFORT

BUT STRESSING WESTERN ATMOSPHERE.

Phone Direct for Reservations

New York San Francisco Los Angeles

LOngacre 3-6149 YUkon 2-7105 BRadshaw 2-3366

Beverly Hills Chicago Miami Beach

BRadshaw 2-3366 MOhawk 4-0111 jEfferson 8-0S91

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good coini)any when

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new

programming in 1958 makes

WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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SPONSOR ASKS
I Cont'd from page 49)

media were graphically explained by

the various speakers.

The seminar sessions, conducted by

people well-versed in the field and en-

livened by group comment and dis-

cussion, were most fruitful of practical

ideas. Furthermore, as I represent a

radio and television station of the

grassroots variety—definitely removed

from the suave confines of Madison

Avenue—comparing notes with other

promotion and merchandising man-

agers who deal more intimately with

the overall-and-tractor set allowed me
til check my activities against those in

similar markets.

As always, these corridor and cock-

tail-hour conversations were most pro-

ductive—with ideas that I can put to

immediate and productive use here in

La Crosse. Helping modify and con-

vert what New York advertising circles

have found good to the limitations of

my smaller-city stations is a primary

benefit of such BPA conventions as the

one just concluded in St. Louis.

Chuck Olson, prom, mgr., WREX-TV,

Rockjord, III.

The third annual BPA convention-

seminar was "the best yet!" Because . .

.

It brought forth inter-media speakers

representing the newspapers, maga-

zines, and outdoor advertising fields

which generated a competitive flavor.

It gave fertile-minded promotion

guys a fresh crop of new ideas on a

\\ide range of promotion subjects, with

well-delivered talks and discussions on

'Ratings"; "Promotion As A Key
Management Function"; "Sales and

Audience Promotion"; "Publicity and

Pointed up

the necessity

of promotion

Exploitation"; and "Merchandising and
Trade Advertising."

It stressed the importance of tv pro-

motion people as "key members of the

management team." It pointed up the

necessity of promotion in the highly

competitive tv field.

It gave me a personal opportunity to

meet for the first time the promotion
head of our national representative firm

along with promotion men of their

represented stations, at a special pro-

motion workshop held concurrently

with the convention.

Congratulations are in order to all

the officers and individual members of

BPA who spearheaded this enlighten-

ing convention, for their hard work in

the planning and development which
resulted in making this seminar "the

best yet!" In my opinion BPA has,

after three years, come of age.

Doug Holcomb, prom, director, WGBl,
WDAU-TV, Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa.

"Saw you in St. Louie—Louie," and
just about everybody else in this game

of broadcast promtion. It was a pro-

vocative and fast moving two and one-

half days of give-and-take discussions

covering all phases of promotion, mixed
with a look-see at the newspaper, maga-
zine and outdoor media.

Equal "space" was given by the

various trade paper publications dur-

ing the off hours to give us a chance

to refresh old and new colleagues and

to pick up trade magazines.

Donald H. McGannon, president of

the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., as

the keynote speaker of the opening

luncheon, laid it on the line when he

called on the radio and television in-

dustries to undertake a concerted cam-

paign involving all elements of broad-

casting to use in promoting our media.

Presentations and roundtable discus-

sions, each planned to allow sufficient

time for a question and answer period

(the latter I felt brought out the most

interesting and informative points),

took up our daylight hours. After

dark the St. Louis Blues took over in

the form of three tremendous Dixie-

land shows hosted by our friends of

the trade press; a fellow named "Bud";
and our own convention committee.

Our national representative hosted a

promotion workshop, giving us a

chance to swap ideas.

After a few oratorical outbursts by a-

few-of-the-boys, WGN's Chuck Wilson,

a real able BPA'er. was elected presi-

dent. "It's the Main-Line in '59." ^

*« JAXIE'* SAYS,

«*YOUR BEST

NIGHTIME MINUTES

IN JACKSONVILLE

ARE ON WFGA-TV

You'll find a lineup of top shows to

use in sending your sales message

into the booming North Florida-

South Georgia television area. This

rich $1 1/2 billion market is ready

and receptive ... so move in with

minutes on:

* RESCUE EIGHT— Mondays— 7:30

to 8:00 PM

* HONEYMOONERS — Tuesdays —
10:30 to 11:00 PM

* FLIGHT—Fridays—7:00 to 7:30 PM

Reach deep for results and reach

for WFGA-TV. It's your best buy

in the Jacksonville Metropolitan

Market.

For further information on one
minute availabilities, call ' Ralph

Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin

6-3381 or contact your nearest

P.G.W. "Colonel."

BASIC NBC AND SELECTED

ABC PROGRAMMING

Represented nationally by

Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL STATION
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WEAU-TV

IN WISCONSIN
• The area with the HIGHEST

industrial weekly wage in the

state. (U.S. Employment Bu-

reau)

• Serving the RICHEST farm
counties in the Midwest with

over 54,000 farm families.

• Serving the giant land of %
million people and two mil-

lion cows.

WEAU-TV! i Claire

e your Hollingbery Man

inrieapolis, see Bill Hurley

You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Memphis

WlPi
Radio Baitimoro

Radio Boston

Radio Chicago

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

^
Thomas B. McFadden has been promoted

to the newly created post of v.p., general

sales executive, NBC TV. He will have

direct responsibility for the Eastern, De-

troit, Los Angeles and San Francisco sales

offices. McFadden, at 41, is a veteran of

more than 24 years service with NBC. He
joined the network in 1934, and has suc-

cessively held positions as newswriter,

sports editor, director of news and special events for WRCA, N. Y.

(then WKAFl. general manager of WRCA, and in 1948, appointed

the first general manager of WRCA-TV (then WNBT). Two years

later, McFadden was transferred to KRCA, Hollywood. In 1952, he

returned to New York to reorganize and head NBC Spot Sales. He

was elected a v.p. in 1954; v.p. in charge of WRCA and WRCA-TV
in 1956; and recently v.p., NBC Owned Stations and Spot Sales.

Rudy Behlmer has been appointed direc-

tor of tv and radio for Grant Advertising,

Inc. He will headquarter at Grant's Holly-

wood office. In his new position. Behlmer

will be responsible for the direction and

the production of all commercials for all

agency clients. Behlmer is a veteran of

eight years in television, both in New York

and Hollywood. A native of San Francisco,

he studied there until joining the Naval Air Corps in 1944. In 1950,

he joined the staff of KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, and was named direc-

tor of the station in 1952. Behlmer joined Grant-Hollywood in 1956,

after serving as director-producer of nationally-televised shows.

Larry H. Israel will be general manager

and operating head of Tv Advertising Rep-

resentatives, Inc.—an organization newly

formed and incorporated by the Westing-

house Broadcasting Co. Israel, now gen-

eral manager of WJZ-TV, Baltimore, will

turn over that office to his soon to be an-

nounced successor, in January. He will

then devote full time to selecting staff and

offices for the new rep firm, to be fully operative 1 July, 1959. Israel

has been with the Baltimore station since WBC assumed ownership

of it in 1957. Prior to that, he was sales manager of WDTV (now

KDKA-TV), Pittsburgh, and general manager of WENS. Pittsburgh

and KMGM-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul. Tv Advertising Representa-

tives will be the national sales rep for WBC's five television stations.
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YOUR

FALL -WINTER

SPOT BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S new 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charls

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

1 TO 9 35 cents each

10 TO 49 25 cents each

50 TO 99 20 cents each

100 TO 499 15 cents each

500 TO 999 121^ cents each

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed Bill me
Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount
Marketing _
Radio

Television-Film

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Company

Address _



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Don't be too quick about quick ratings

I'he announcement, by A. C. Nielsen Co. of a new instan-

taneous tv rating service, plus the expansion of Arbitron by

ARB, has been rightfully hailed in many quarters as an

important research advance for the industry.

Undoubtedly these two new developments will provide

many agencies and advertisers with valuable and useful in-

formation about their tv investments.

Nevertheless we want to raise a word of caution about the

careless or hasty use of these or other rating services.

The fact that agencies and clients can now get almost

simultaneous data on the pulling power of their programs

presents some very serious temptations. One of these is the

completely human tendency to make snap judgments or emo-

tional decisions based on too few and unconsidered facts.

Ratings in themselves, are good and proper broadcasting

tools. But they must be studied by qualified rating specialists,

and they are most valid and most valuable when they are used

to determine long-term trends, not short-term and sometimes

highlv variable performances.

Guard against rating fever

SPONSOR has often had occasion to warn against the over-

infatuation with ratings which is common among certain agen-

cies, advertisers, and even stations and networks.

The fact is, as any mature research man will admit, radio

and tv ratings today are misused as often as they are honestly

and correctly used. And both branches of broadcasting have

suffered almost irreparable harm because of "rating fever."

SPONSOR welcomes every new development in broadcast

research which sheds more light on the efficiency and sales

power of radio and tv.

But we suggest that the greatest research need today is not

so much the extension and refinement of present rating serv-

i(;es, as it is a wholesale revision of the methods and practices

by which these services are used.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Recognition by ad-

vertisers and broadcasters alike that, in radio

and tv, there are many important ''intangibles."

Neither ratings nor costs-per-l,000 tell the

whole story. The full measure of the power of

the air media must be calculated in other terms.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Second best: The news department of

KFMB, San Diego, conducted a local

crime survey, found that radios ranked

second in number of items stolen in

San Diego area. First place went to

ladies' panties taken from clotheslines.

Switch: Cover of new monthly news-

letter of HFH Productions Inc., com-

mercial film producers, features a car-

toon of an artist doing the "trampas

walk" down a cowtown street with a

pencil in his holster. Caption: "Have

pencil, will animate."

BPA: Funniest line from the BPA
Convention in St. Louis: "We haven't

had any trouble with alligators at our

house lately." Utterer was Byron Tag-

gert, promotion manager of WFLA-
TV, Tampa, whose home actually is

surrounded not only by alligators but

by cottonmouth moccasins as well.

More BPA: In the sponsor suite at

the convention, John Stilli, sales mana-

ger of KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, met two

people to whom he'd sent two dollars

in a chain letter. The two recipi-

ents: a v.p. at BBDO and a staffer at

sponsor, each of whom netted S42 on

an investment of $2.

Definitions: From KONO-TV, San

Antonio, came these definitions of tv-

radio terms. The author is Dee Vin-

cent, a KONO-TV staff announcer, and

if you enjoy them, better cut out and

save them because there'll be more to

come

:

Dissolve—Sudden disappearance of di-

rector after blowing a live spot.

Matched dissolve^Sudden disappear-

ance of director and announcer after

blowing live spot.

Take—Ihis denotes director has put

the wrong camera on the air; it is

done electrically.

Double toA;e—Reaction of the director

after a "take."

Superimposition—Director can't make

up his mind which camera he wants.

Credits—Adxance list of personnel who

will be fired right after this show.

Remote—The possibility of the client

renewing.

Musical bridge—Audio man is in the

men's room.

S/iJe—Everybody except the announer

throw themselves on the floor; some-

one is in front of the camera.
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...with top CBS-ABC-NTA network programs in America's 37tli TV markel

CBS Oh Susanna
Jackie Gleason
Name that Tune

Have Gun Will Travel December Bride
The Millionaire

Jack Benny I've Got A Secret

Ed Sullivan Danny Thomas
Alfred Hitchco< k Red Skelton

G.E. Theatre To Tell the Truth
PhilSUvere Douglas Edwards
Person to Person What's My Line
Perry Mason S64.000 Question

Lassie Play Your Hunch
Bachelor Father Arthur Godfrey
20th Century Top Dollar
Hit Parade Love of Life
Trackdown World Turns
2:ane Grey Jimmy Dean
Lux Playhoujie House Party
Wanted Dead or AUv« Big Payoff
Robin Hood Verdict is Yours
Mighty Mouse Edge of Night
Garry Moore Secret Storm
CapUin Kangaroo CBS Hockey
For Love or Money Pro Football

Cheyenne
Sugarfoot
Zorro
Walt Disney
Lawrence Welk
Bin Tin Tin
American Bandstand
Mickey Mouse Club
Wed. Night Fights
Voice of Firestone

as for coverage^ NCS #^ confirms Channel 9 domination in the rich Upper Ohio VcUley.

A M*mbttr of tr>e rrlondly Qroup Stations:

KOOE-TV. WBOV-TV. WSTV-TV
Sa Vaindart>llt Av«.. N.Y. • 211 Smithfiald St., Pittsbur9r«

Represented by Avery-Knodel. inc.

^e0 EUBENYIUE-WHE

"m* Buy by Any Knows Sourcs"
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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DEC

low! 50,000 watts

1,00 r Ighttime

WAPI
Birmingham,
Alabama

Represented nationally by

Henry I. Chrlstal Co.,

the ""^i^
Inc. .y>.

SPOT RADIO

GIRDS FOR

MAJOR BATTLE
Threatened by a dip in

billings, spot radio

readies major >ale--

drive for 1959. RAH
and SAR plan harde>(

selling in the 30-veai

history of the njedium

Page 25

^"TUTlV drops its

'Must Buy' rule-

admen react

Page 30 J^l

Spoof by d.j.

creates a new

pale, stale ale

Page 28

^.low Y&R dig for

facts behind the

radio/tv ratings'

Page 32



roadcasting -DETROI

Your
'59

Budget
will

GO
Farther

on

W-CAR
Lowest cosf per
thousand in De-
troit Area

In the Home
of the Automobile . .

.

Where advertising people

.... know their Market, and

.... know their Media

.... along with their Motor Cars

A top national agency's

own 1958 private survey

disclosed

W-CAR carrying more

Automobile Advertising

—regional, national and dealers-

than any other

Detroit Area station

Detroit Sells Cars— and Buys W-CAR!

W-CAR—DETROIT ••• 50,000":r 1130^

L
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Non-kid item gets 'Tom Sawyer' treatment
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Tv commercials: to integrate or not
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IN ROANOKE

KROGER
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WROV
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CH*«.=.^W.^CONN.« "'°ZZ OK^^vmo^N'*"
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November 25, 1958

Mr. Burt Levine
General Manager
Radio S fat ion WROV
Roanoke, Virginia
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Use these WROV personalities and
ROANOKE will love you\

KEN TANNER • BARBARA FELTON
JERRY JOYNES • LES DAVIS
JIVIN' JACKSON

WROV
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Burt Levine, President

represented by Burn-Smith Co., Inc.
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^. SERGEANT
PRESTON

of the

YUKON

Leads the

Rating Race
in Marliet

after IVIatliet!

Pulse,

June,

MttM
SERGEANT PRESTON .20.0

19.5
1958 19.5

Silent Service 12.5
Sea Hunt ..11.7

l.M-l7TB
Pulse,

March,

1958

SERGEANT PRESTON
Harbor Command
Sheriff Cochise
Highway Patrol

.24.5
..23.5
..22.5
.22.2
. .21.2

^
1

ARB,

April,

1958
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Whiriybirds
Sea Hunt
Highway Patrol
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..34.4
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29.1
Silent Service ...13.8

IS!
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Pf
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.44.4
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...41.9
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Sea Hunt ...31.9

I
T
C
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TELEVISION

CORPORATION
Madison Ave. -N.Y. 22 -PLaza 5-21 00

NEWSMAKER^ of the week

A veteran of the wars between station management and or-

ganized community critics, Lloyd E. Yoder, v.p. and general

manager of ISBC's WISBQ-WMAQ, Chicago, this week broke

precedent by taking to the rostrum and in challenging terms

laid doivn what he deemed were the programing responsibili-

ties of the local broadcaster in today^s competitive climates.

The newsmaker: For the past several months Yoder, as

the incoming boss of the two stations, has been under terrific fire

from various quarters—organized Hsteners, politicos and unions

—

for eliminating certain live shows from the local roster. His first

public comment came at a Chicago gathering of American Women
in Radio & Television.

Ranging from self-effacing to the philosophical, Yoder recalled

some of the brickbat letters he had received. Such as being referred

to as "Mr. Lloyd Yogurt," calling for a "De-Yoderizing" of the

stations and urging "Yoder ... Go Home."

Stating that to the responsible

broadcaster who serves his public

as best he can, Yoder reminded

his audience in a community with

a radio/tv potential of 8,000,000

people there are bound to be man\

who disapprove of the programing

of "any mortal man or woman."

Yoder said he recognized the right

of any viewer to be an expert

critic, producer, director or writer,

but there was still this principle

for the broadcaster to hew by : The

broadcaster meets his challenge to

do a good job when he programs

for the over-all audience—since tv and radio, after all, belong to

all the people.

Another point made by Yoder: There is no conflict between

programing in the public interest and operating a successful busi-

ness. Both "depend on satisfying the public," and the broadcaster

who best satisfies the public will also have the most successful

business.

"H my decisions are wrong," Yoder also added, "I have no doubt

that the Chicago public will let me know about it and I will make

other changes. In this business perhaps more than any other, the

one thing we are certain of is change."

Mr. Yoder began his association with NBC in San Francisco in

1927 and became general manager there of KPO-KGO (now KNBC

and KGO). He took charge of KOA, Denver, in 1939 and WTAM
and WNBK, Cleveland in 1953. He was elected a vice president of

NBC in 1956 when he was named general manager of WRCV and

WRCV-TV. Philadelphia. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
W/L applauds EASTMAN

robert e. eastman & co., ir
national representatives of radio stations
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527 Madison Avenue 333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ BIdg
New York 22, N.Y. Chicago, Illinois San Francisco, Cal.
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in the Columbus Area

is the key-stone of

WRBL policy in provid-

ing TOP Quality pro-

grams for all Audiences

WRBL
Pioneer and Leader in

Columbus since 1928

Complete local news

coverage since 1937

Proudly—a CBS

afRliate since 1939

WRBL-FM
first Station in Georgia wi

Daily Stereophonic Music
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1946 . . .
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1953 .. .
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Experience
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the New and Preferred \
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of the Columbus Area
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COLUMBUS, GEORGIA
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by Joe Csida
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^ backstage 4
Tv's reply to print

Last time I mentioned the incredihl) success-

ful Revlon Corp. in this space I speculated, idly

enough, on the fascinating relationship between

the two brothers Revson. Now Revlon is back

in the financial pages of public print, and again

in a situation which makes the fictionizing of

Cameron Hawley or Red Quinlan read like

watered-down Pollyanna. And this time the most

fascinating element of the situation to me is that thtre i> mi longer

mention of the Revson brothers.

President Charles announces that Revlon has bought up almost a

quarter million shares of stock in Schick to acquire control of that

electric shaver giant. President Charles announces that the incum-

bent president-chairman of the board of Schick has resigned. Presi-

dent Charles announces this, and President Charles announces that,

but nowhere to be seen nor heard from is the other brother. I

would have to look up the last piece I did on the pair to remember

his name. So frighteningly fleeting is fame.

The 7.to-5 shift

The Revlon-Schick episode, however, did not lack for its own

study in siblings. On Monday, president Charles Revson announced

that president-board chairman Kenneth Gilford of Schick had re-

signed. On Wednesday of that same week president Charles an-

nounced that the new board chairman of Schick was to be Chester

Gifford. Chester is the brother of Kenneth. Chester had previously

been president of Schick, until four or five years ago, when he joined

Avco Mfr. Co., as president of that corporation's Bendix and Cros-

ley home appliance divisions.

And knowing how important a part advertising—especially tele-

vision advertising, has played in enabling Revlon to gross almost

$100,000,000 last year from a running start of about $19,000,000 in

1949—knowing how important advertising has been, you might have

expected Charles Revson to come up with Schick's old advertising

manager as the company's new president. He is John Reidy, who

was the firm's ad boss until 1946.

It goes without saying that, among other moves, the seven-man

board of directors of Schick was replaced with a five-man board,

and four brand new members were elected to the board. These were

Charles, himself; Charles Lachman, Revlon's senior vice president;

Harry Meersman and William Mewhort. The fifth member was held

over from the old board. He's banker William White. Dropped from

the board were Kenneth Gilford and his wife. She is the widow of

the founder of the company, Jacob Schick. Also dropped was the

late Schick's daughter, Mrs. Virginia Schick Coyle; James Carmine,

W. J. Ryan and 6. A. Petty.

The financial pages indicate all kinds of fascinating information

about both the Schick and the Revlon companies. Of most interest

to advertisers and agencies were the simple facts that Revlon would

be spending close to $12,000,000 in radio/tv this year, while Schick

has a Iv budget of over $.S.000.000. Making this, of course, approxi-
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mately a $17,000,000 broadcast advertiser. But nowhere, nowhere

at all, a single word about that other Revson brother. Martin, I

think his name was.

This is "deterioration"?

it's because advertisers like Revlon and Schick have been spending

more and more in television and less and less in print media that

magazines like Fortune run stories about tv's "deterioration." I read

the Fortune piece, like most people in the industry, and was ready to

rush to my Royal when the 29 November issue of sponsor came in.

If you missed the sponsor analysis on the Fortune piece, let me urge

you to go back and look it up. It will put the "print plot" into very

sharp focus for you.

There is no doubt that tv is taking dollars away from other media.

And the print boys may scream all they want about "program medi-

ocrity," but one show like the Rosalind Russell Wonderful Town on

CBS TV, Sunday, 30 November, exposes their screaming for the

panicky distortion of facts it is. Wonderful Town marked the first

time I have ever seen a musical comedy presented more effectively

on a television screen than on a Broadway stage. I recall the show

(I believe it was at the Winter Garden in 1953) vividly. The video

cameras got you just enough closer to the wondrous Miss Russell

than a first row seat in the theatre to enal)le you to catch every spar-

kling, bubbly, enchanting bit of mugging and playing. Jacquelyn

McKeever, who played Eileen, will surely be one of the very brightest

^tars in all the musical theatre before very long. She's got everything.

And, as fine a performance as Edie Adams gave as Eileen in '53, the

daisy-fresh Miss McK. topped her. Only in some of the ensemble

dance numbers was the tv presentation less effective than its stage

counterpart. In every other way the video version was superior. A
large part of the credit should go to director Mel Ferber. who uses

his cameras to sell what he has to sell most effectively.

Well-planned, effective sell

And I don't believe I've ever seen commercials more astutely

planned and produced to fit the mood of their vehicle than the

advertising messages in Town. 1 wish I knew, or had time to check

the advertising agencies for Westclox and Carling's beer and ale, so

I could throw them the large bouquet they deserve.

The commercials they devised were not only just right for the

show, and extremely effective as selling copy, but the choice of, and

the utilization of the stars to do the commercials were near perfect.

Dorothy Collins made an irresistible and highly persuasive saleslady

for the watch and clock manufacturer, and Cliff Arquette (in his

Charlie Weaver finery) pitched the beer to make your mouth water.

I'm sure the print media, and other tv detractors are going to

have to come up with more potent propaganda than that Fortune

piece, before they're able to persuade peojde like Westclox and

Carling that tv isn't the best advertising buy in history, at today's

prices, and with today's shows. ^^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you alivays agree tvith what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will he happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR. 40 East 49th Street. New York 17, New York.

FIRST
with
HI-FI

RAPID
Ail Day—Eveiytlay

VVMBD Radio Broacitasis over a

new 5000 watt HI-IIDtLITY radio

transmitter, uuikiiisv WMBl)
RADIO, rHE Bl SI SOliM) IN
TOWN." A poweiiid, dislortion

tree signal for more tlian liall mil-

lion people in the Uico.i.uy Peoria

FIRST
IN MEASURED
QUARTER HOURS
WMBD's continuing leadership in

the rich PEORIA market for more
than 31 years is demonstrated by
the fact that they aie EIRSI in 41

out of 72 measuied ([uarter hours,
more llian all of /he other Peoria
stations coinhinrd. Pulse 1958.

WMBD MARKET DATA
Population ..

Households

Retail Sales

Food Sales

531,900

165,000

$725,261,750

. $142,488,750

Drug Sales ._ .. $ 17,826,250

Effective Buying Income $991,150,000

Income per Household .. $ 6,007

fxc/u$/ve

National Repreienfatlves

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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TOMBSTONE

BEAT Dinah Shore Chevy Show. . 7 times in 8 surveys!

BEAT I Love Lucy 13 times in 13 surveys!

BEAT The Californians. ... 12 times in 13 surveys!

BEAT Pat Boone 11 times in 13 surveys!

BEAT Bob Cummings 11 times in 13 surveys!

BEAT U. S. Steel Hour 11 times in 13 surveys!

BEAT Person to Person ... 10 times in 13 surveys!

and always BEAT Suspicion, George Gobel, Colt .45,

Welk's Top Tunes, Eddie Fisher, Your Hit Parade, etc.

Nielsen, Oct. '57 thru Apr. '58

OUTSTANDING RATINGS IN

MARKETS LARGE AND SMALL

Detroit San Diego Baltimore

ARB, Feb. '58

Seattle-Tacoma

Lubbock

San Antonio

Portland, Ore.

ARB, June '58

Los Angeles

Pulse, Mar. '58 I ARB, Mar. '58



11 Years Of

Family

Programing

Has Produced

The Ideal
Effective radio advertising sells goods,

services, ideas. Bart<-ll Family Radio —
vays audience-dominant — enriches composition

by involving all members of the family.

This makes for maximum buyership.

That's why products which depend upon

uilumc sales depend upon Bartell Family Radio.

Buying Audience

^inmiiv S§1
RiHIO Wtt

]
Si '•/

COAST T^) COAST
^ • _ ' I

AMERICAS FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nacioiially bv ADAM YOUNG INC.
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NBC TV hadn't decided at SPONSOR-SCOPE's press time when and how it

would counter CBS TV's action in terminating the must-buy station concept.

CBS TV's closed circuit message to affiliates on the details of the plan that will replace

the must-buy rule was put off until Friday (12). In effect, this gave NBC TV that much
added time to figure out how it was going to meet the decisive switch in network selling.

You can be sure of this, however: NBC TV this week will officially announce either

1) that is it studying the matter, or 2) its own version of a substitute plan for the must-

buy requirement.

Meantime CBS TV vigorously denies that its announcement is being postponed bo that

the eventual plan can be made more palatable Jo its affiliates, or that the network had

been showered with protests from member stations.

(See article on page 30 for more details.)

Look for Ford to lead the Detroit pack in stepping up advertising activity.

Meetings at the factory this week pointed to heavy spending immediately after the

first of the year in all media.

Meantime rep organizations keep pounding away with presentations in behalf of

spot at both the agency and plant level.

Irving Schweiger, Chicago market research specialist, predicts that new auto sales in

1959 will reverse the downtrend of the past several years and hit about 5.5 million units.

The record year was 1955, with 7.2 million. He also expects consumer spending for dur-

ables in 1959 to run 15% ahead of 1958.

Leaders in national spot radio have begun to face up to the uncertainties con-

fronting that medium and do some serious soul-searching on ways to improve the situation.

On this and the following pages are eevaral items spotlighting various facets of the

problem

:

FACET NO. 1: Take it from the old hands on Madison Avenue, there's nothing

wrong with the state of national spot radio that can't be remedied by serious self-

analysis and inventory on the part of the sellers.

As these media experts see it, the job primarily is one of marketing reevalua-

tions.

Angles that sellers might find worth considering are these:

• Are rate cards so set up—since the 52-week national advertiser has become pretty much
of a rarity—that a practitioner of intensity buying (flight saturation) has enough in-

ducement to come back frequently? In other words, is the apple being shined up with

something in addition to the frequency discount?

• What has the station got in the way of hot personalities of interest to the buying-

age woman?
• Are stations missing the boat by failing to show that, despite all the myths about

teen-age listening, they're still a powerful influence in the adult community?
• Since this is a business that goes by the adage of what have you done for me lately,

have radio stations overlooked the necessity for periodically rekindling in buyers an
economic and emotional urgency about the medium?

(For a detailed analysis and status report on national spot radio, see page 25.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

FACET NO. 2 of the national spot radio situation (begun on the prior page) involves

current revenues. Here a minus sign has appeared for the first time since the SRA
started (1955) keeping score on national spot radio sales. The gross for the third quar-

ter of 1958 was 3.6% less than during the like period of 1957.

The third quarter tallies: S43,085,000 in 1958; $44,629,000 in 1957.

However, this year's grand total for the initial nine months is still ahead of 1957's

by 4%. The figures: $136,639,000 vs. $131,397,000.

A curious aspect of the current slide in national spot radio is that it hasn't materially

aflfected the stations' overall husiness. They've had no difficulty finding regional and
local advertisers to fill up the schedules. It may be a case of history repeating itself.

National advertisers usually don't jump back on the radio bandwagon until regional and
local advertisers overrun the medium.

Meantime here are some good holiday tidings for the national spot radio:

1) Florist Telegraph Delivery is buying 121 radio markets pre-holiday, via

Keyes, Madden & Jones, as well as 50 tv markets. Best Foods (SSCB) is putting its instant

oatmeal on a six-week run, and SSS Tonic has plans for 36 weeks in 1959.

2) JWT reports that it will be spending more for spot radio in 1959 than it

did even this year (Ford, 7-Up, and Schlitz will be heftv contributors)

.

3) There will be sizable bursts from the cigarette field in early '59.

New national spot tv business got a bit of action this week. Calls for availabili-

ties came from at least three agencies. They were:

Benton & Bowles; Day and night spots for Gaines Dog Food.

Cunningham & "Walsh: Saturation for Instant Fluflfy Whipped Potatoes.

Young & Rubicam: Longterm schedules for Bristol-Myers' BuflFerin.

The Bufferin request ran into a flurry of questioning from stations.

Some of them didn't like the protection shackles put on them by the product.

The agency stipulated that the Bufferin spots could not be adjacent to certain specified prod-

ucts not only in chainbreaks but in participating programs.

Point of objection: If the participating program protection held, Bufferin would have

exclusivity on a 90-minute feature picture against headache and cold remedies, mouth-

washes, etc.

A common sarcasm is that no matter which way the air-media wind blows, the sta-

tion representatives will make money on it.

A harder look at the facts, though, reveals these stem details;

• The reps' cost of doin? business keeps zooming and their net on gross billings is get-

ting narrower and narrower.

• As the ad asrencies know, to keep himself on a sound competitive level, the representative

has to add expensive new services for his stations and buyers.

• His outlay for selling and servicing each medium gets more and more lopsided.

He cannot escape his stations' insistence that he maintain separate sales staffs for tv and

radio, even though both involve contacts with mostly the same buyers. Stations are as strong-

Iv as ever disposed toward this dual tactic.

• Contributing much to the mounting cost of operation is the trend among spot advertisers

to buy shortterm schedules. To sell, service, and bookkeep this sort of business costs far

more than a longterm contract or order.

Farmers must be kepv'ing later hours because of television.

The latest Iowa tv/radio audience survey (Dr. F. L. Whan) shows the percentage of

farm homes usins tv weekdays at 10 p.m. at a surprisingly high level.

The exact figures: Urban. 62%; farm households, 49.5%.

However, there's a big difference Saturday nights: Urban. 74%; farm, 49.4%. Ap-

parently the farmers think more of sneaking in that extra hour of sleep at the end of the

week than does the urbanite.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

American Machine & Foundry no longer has the network bowling fans to itself: Bruna-

wick-Balke-Collender is going NBC TV with a 26-week film series, Women's Major

League Bowling.

Price of time and talent: $400,000. Agency: McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

Tv network clients in 1958 will have spent 25% more for specials—in time

alone—than they did in 1957.

NBC TV figures that the billings this year will come close to $20 million as against

$16 million last year.

The year 1958 has given NBC TV a record number of individual advertisers. The

total will be up to 186.

In 1957 the network had 174 different bill payers. What contributed much to the

difference this year was the business brought in via the Jack Paar show.

Postscript to the announcement by CBS Radio of its Consolidation Plan:

A group of station managers with divers network affiliations last week conferred

informally on the feasibility of setting up a world-wide news collecting service of

their own.

Nothing of a concrete nature happened.

Commented a radio network oflBcial: "Wait until they find out what it costs to run

a news service."

Benton & Bowles took a bow for itself this week on the fact that its seven night-

time network tv shows, according to the first November Nielsen, came off with an average

26.5 rating.

Two points of comparisons made by B&B: (1) It was the highest average for any

agency during that period, and (2) the weighted average for all shows was 20.8.

JWT, with 14 agency-of-record shows, got an average of 24.4, while Y&R, with five

shows, hit 23.7.

Other averages: BBDO, 10 shows, 21.8; FCB, 21.7; Bates, 11 shows, 21.3; McCann-

Erickson, 10 shows, 20.5; Grant, 20.6; K&E, 19.

SchBtz, the account that may have sparked CBS TV into acting quickly on the abolish-

ment of the must-buy stations rule, is shopping around for a network period in which

to spot a new Ray Milland series.

Chunks of the country will be excluded from this show's station lineup—
something that CBS was aware of when Schlitz's agency, JWT, noted that whatever replaced

the Schlitz Friday night Playhouse should not cover the Northwest.

The pull-out of the present Schlitz show will leave Lux without an alternate

week fiUer-in.

Lever has yet to reveal what it proposes to do.

Spot note: There'll be lots of Schlitz for both tv and radio stations in 1959.

The rebellion on the tv copy creative front has reached Chicago.

In resentment against old-line print chieftains who insist on maintaining their su-

pervision over what goes into tv, groups of top tv creative people have walked out of a

leading Chicago agency in recent weeks.

Some of these exiting writers and artists have won awards in commercial competition

consistently.

Their gripe: The print-oriented bigs, who even refuse to recognize the new breed with

titles, have neither the understanding nor the feel required for the composition of today's

sales-producing commercials. They're disposed to attack a problem from the focus of

publication work.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

CBS TV expects to unlimber some strong ammunition in a couple weeks via a

presentation comparing how it's fared audience-wise with the other networks during Octo-

ber-November.

The purpose obviously is this: To show that, despite the cascade of statistical data

that's come from the competition, CBS still is tops on the totem pole.

DonH be surprised if the top circulation magazines do a turnabout in their sell-

ing strategy and start referring to themselves as a supplement to tv.

In other words, they will cease setting themselves up as ranking competitors of tv and
instead put the pitch on this level: their value in lending added frequency and weight to
an advertiser's national tv campaign.

Now that the grocery chains are getting to look more and more like general stores,

watch for the expansion of their book shelves as well as phonograph record busi-

ness.

These two high-profit items, it is estimated, are doing about a $55-million volume
each—which leads to the possibility that book publishers may become substantial

participants in spot.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan may make a tactical programing move in the direction of

spotting the Star Dust (5-minute vignettes) concept in weekday daytime schedules.

The network presently has these 5-minute name bits studding Monitor and Nightline.

Likely motive: Sparking the attention of the younger housewife with personali-

ties. Check audience composition for daytime radio serials, and you'll find that the bulk of

the listening (42% to 52%) is done by housewives over 50 years old.

With the cigarettes spending more money than ever in air media, these projec-

tions of sales and trends—culled by SPONSOR-SCOPE from authoritative sources—de-

serve scanning by the advertising trade as a whole:

1) Total sales for 1958 will be around 428,000,000,000—up 4% over 1957.

2) The breakdown of types will run approximately: filters, 47%; regulars, 33%; king-

size, 20%. There's thus a trend toward non-filter king-size as a compromise with the

nicotine phobia, which could account for Pall Mall's 40% sales rise this year and the big

pickup for Chesterfield longies. The menthol swing has leveled off somewhat, though

Salem is up about 60%.

3) The estimated sales for the top filter-tips: Winston, 42 billion; Kent, 35 billion;

Viceroy, 31 billion; L&M, 25 billion; Marlboro, 21 billion; Salem, 19 billion.

Keep your eye on the mounting battle of the bar soaps : for marketers it's the big

sideshow not only today but for months to come.

The front-runner for the moment is P&G's sensational seller. Zest. Lever is

still testing its own candidate. Praise, while Colgate plans to unveil its contender (still un-

named) against this pair in June via McCann-Erickson.

Obviously, the war of the powder detergents has shifted to the bar soaps; and the opin-

ion of marketing men is that in Zest P&G has another Tide, which last year earned

the Cincinnati giant $10 million.

The situation has its note of irony; Colgate with its Vel bar was the innovator in

the field; but, as often happens, the pioneer runs ahead of the public fancy.

Significance of this latest struggle for supremacy among the soap giants to advertising!

Millions of fresh dollars.

For other news coveraf;e In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, pajie 56; Washington Week, page 51; SPONSOR

Hears, page 52; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 49.
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KEX Portland, Ore. WIND Chicago WOWO Fort Wayne

KYW Cleveland KDKA Pittsburgh KYW-TV Cleveland KDKA-TV Pittsburgh

WJZ-TV Baltimore

What ^^
makes
eleven

firsts? KPIX San Francisco

j .'I -I
' •

WBZ-TV Boston

Ratings. Sales. Showmanship. A community's belief in a station. The people behind the

mikes and the cameras. The people behind the desks. These are some of the reasons why
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company stations are leaders in their markets. Beyond these, and

basic to the operation of each station, is the WBC business creed; a point of view and a policy on:

LOCAL OPERATION ... to assure intimate knowledge of local tastes and problems so that

programming can best serve local needs. GROUP ASSISTANCE ... to maintain high

creative standards through the inter-change of ideas among the stations and the

corporate staff of broadcasting specialists. COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP ... to participate

actively and effectively in civic affairs. PUBLIC SERVICE ... to develop the same creative

attention and showmanship to public service as required for all programming.

FAIR COMPETITION ... to sell aggressively, offering fair and identical terms - as published —
to everybody, guaranteeing the quality and integrity of our product to all advertisers.

In short. . . a continued dedication by management, staff and talent to advancing the techniques

and standards of broadcasting as dynamic instruments for educating, entertaining and
selling. Broadcasting is most effective on stations that have earned the respect and confidence

of the communities they serve.

^@® Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.



10,000

POWERFUL

WAHS
reaching 5,500,000 people . .

.

of an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME

$4,138,212,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

--> 10,000 WATTS

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
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Represented by Gill-Perna

Timebuyers
at work I

1-1

Lydia Reeve, media supervisor for Foote, Cone & Belding, Los

Angeles, thinks station representatives should attempt to know the

accounts they solicit as well as they know the stations they represent.

"It's perhaps audacious to suggest that the reps be more intelligent

in their approach to accounts," Lydia says, "but today, with time

as valuable as it is, the representa-

tive who couples his pitch with
*

j

knowledge of the account stands a

better chance of being heard—and

being bought. There is, of course,

equal responsibility on the shoul-

ders of the media person involved.

A part of the media buyer's job is

to help provide this knowledge of

the agency's accounts and reasons

behind the media selection. But

the task goes much deeper than

picking the brains of the media per-

sonnel. Maybe the crux of the problem is the lack of understanding

of the various media forms and what each delivers—this includes the

broadcast field as well. Mass audience and low cost-per-1,000 is not

the be-all and end-all of media buying—nor of media representation."

Roy Carn, Roy Garn Co., New York, feels that timebuyers' sched-

ules are often more effective than the commercial message they are

placing and it is a difficult problem to overcome. "Too many com-

mercials are examples of sponsors talking to themselves rather than

the customer," Roy says. "The difference between trying to sell and

selling successfully is the right

n emotional appeal. This appeal is

the emotional tie-in between sub-

ject and audience—the real reason

why people listen. Today, products

are essentially the same. They com-

pete for the right to do one thing

- .
-—enter the listener's mind. This

mind—individually and collective-

ly— is preoccupied. To break thi:

« preoccupation, it is important to

uncover the listener's emotional

needs. This is an essential of a

successful campaign." In this area, Roy Garn has developed an

Emotional Appeal Technique underscoring the basic appeals of suc-

cussful advertising. "All advertising functions are interdependent,"

Roy says. "Both commercial and schedule must be equally effective.'

•\
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On January i, 1959 these WOR radio newscasters will inaugu-

rate another year as New York's most popular news team...

f f.
They were re-elected on^ ELECTION NIGHT 1958 when. . .

Lyie Van

46% MORE LISTENERS TUNED TO
WOR RADIO THAN TO ANY OTHER
jRADIO STATION IN NEW YORK
I

In reality these results reflected an overwhelming vote of confidence for the performance of WOR
' newscasters throughout 1958 ... a performance that makes WOR radio the most popular news
' voice in New York, week after week and year after year. It is one of the important reasons why
WOR radio is elected and re-elected by more advertisers than any other station in New York.

WOR Radio 710 fm ss.?
A Division of IRIKIOI Teleradio Pictures . Inc.



Latest 1958 ratings in 30 typical cities

Ohio
IWKRC-TV—16.3

'etroit, Mich.

XYZ-TV-13.3

cV Island, III.

,HBF-TV—27.5

licago, III.

iGN-TV— 10.0

Charlotte, N.C.
WSOC-TV-13.3
Cleveland. Ohio
WEWS-16.5

\

Duluth, Minn.
WDSM-TV— 18.4

Kansas City, Mo.
KCMO-TV— 17.9

Knoxville, Tenn.
WATE-TV-18.1
Lubbock, Tex,
KDUB-TV—15.5

Milwaukee, Wis.
WTMJ-TV-15.2
Minneapolis, Minn,
WCCO-TV-12.7
New Orleans, La.

WDSU-TV-11.5

San Antonio, Tex.
KONO-TV-15.9

Rochester, N.Y.

WROC-TV-25.0
Buffalo, N.Y.

WBEN-TV-13.7
Baltimore, Md.
MAR-TV-17.8

Dayton, Ohio
WHIO-TV—21.5

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WIIC— 11.0

Wichita, Kansas
KAKE-TV-16.4

Louisville, Ky.

WHAS-TV-18.3
Seattle, Wash.
KOMO-TV-16.1

Binghamton, N.Y.

WNBF-TV-20.9
Tulsa, Okla.

KOTV-14.2

Spokane, Wash.
KREM-TV-13.5

Memphis, Tenn.
WHBQ-TV—14.4

Boston, Mass.
WNAC-TV-9.0

.and remember, the shoM

•fringe time periods

ALREADY SOLD IN 155 MARKETS
If /ours is still open, here is a series that will do a great job of

"taking over" your vacated football period.

<

The only TV Bowling Show sanctioned by American Bowling Congress
|

i
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I
^Average cost per 1,000 homes $^
per commercial minute X«
^Average cost per 1,000 viewers
per commercial minute

*Based on 30 typical markets presented on the left

Championsliip Bowiling has
the Top Bowling Stars

26 brand-new
hour shows!

WALTER SCHWIMHEB, INC
'CHICAGO .MAIN OFFICE • 75 E. Wacker DrIve

FRanklin 2-4392

NEW YORK •527 Madison Ave.

ELdorado 5-4616

FREE FOR ASKING 1^

The only complete bowling show

in America with three entire

games—nothing condensed or cut.

Comprehens

study on thi

picture, plus all the facts

bowling.



You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc, Stations!

Radio Memphis

JIacffo Boston

KO0IO CflfCOjfO

wss§

EflgeausB

IN WISCONSIN
• The area with the HIGHEST

industrial weekly wage in the

state. (U.S. Employment Bu-
reau)

• Serving the RICHEST farm
counties in the Midwest with

over 54,000 farm families.

• Serving the giant land of V4
million people and two mil-

lion cows.

WEAU-TV Eau Clai

e your Hollingbery Man

inneapolis, see Bill Hurley

49th and
Madison

Column switch

The excellent review of Videotowii 11

contained one important typographical

error. Most people will not realize the

mistake, but I think it might be well

to correct it.

On the bottom half of the table on

page 38 of the November 22nd issue of

SPONSOR—average viewing by house-

wives in the afternoon and evening

should be reversed both for 1957 and

1958. The correct figures are:

1958 1957

Afternoon 2.90 1.86

Evening 16.05 13.98

There was one other slight error on

page 39 in the next to last paragraph

"weekly viewing totals for the average

resident" broken down as follows.

"Two hours in the mornings." Ap-

parently our percent was rounded

off—it would have been more
nearly correct to say II/2 hours

in the morning. The actual figure

is 1.59.

It was a very excellent job of re-

porting.

Gerald W. Tasker

v.p., dir. of res.

Cunningham & Walsh

New York

Independent vs. network radio

The time has come for us happy in-

dependents to stop laughing at the

once-mighty radio networks. There is

now sober reflection about the actual

survival of our once-mighty competi-

tors, and we should feel no compulsion

to kick them while they're down, even

though they once kicked us!

CBS Radio doesn't play the Top 40

on the net, but still, CBS Radio's day-

time serials, audience-participations,

and skimmed-over newscasts must be

in fact equated with the Top 40 and

general razzle-dazzle of local radio:

both are aimed primarily at the same

general audience level. . . .

"Egghead" is, perhaps, a dirty word

in broadcasting, outside a narrow FM
circle; yet when one thinks of the mil-

lions of Americans who ardently wish

to add to their store of knowledge

—

who don't feel that the smattering of

ignorance they received in high school

or college constitutes the sum total of

learning—one can only conclude that

here is a market of gigantic propor-

tions, better-than-average buying power

with loyal devotion to any medium

and its advertisers who jointly fulfill

its needs: a market, too, almost totally

un-served by air media.

If the networks can tear themselves

away from competing for mass audi-

ences and leave the carnival-midway

caper to local radio and network and

spot TV, along with the food, soap,

drug and cigarette budgets and the rest

of the top two hundred spenders, and

then develop unique and better-grade

programming, sold imaginatively to

perhaps an entirely new set of ad-

vertisers, then the networks will have

no more trouble with prestige or

finances.

Radio in the Space Age should

stretch broad enough to cover more

than Elvis Presley and Art Linkletter

put together, but only network radio

could float anything as revolutionary

as Radio For People Who Think, and

make it a success.

Here, perhaps, is what the radio net-

works can be good for; they must be

good for something!

Ed McKay
mgr., WROM
Rome, Georgia

• Sound •t if you agrte sr d.n't agree, with

these conunents. SPONSOR likes to hear from its

Farm basics

We have taken the liberty of showing

sponsor's 7th ANNUAL FARM RA-

DIO BASICS to a few of our many

farm show clients. The response was

immediate and demanding. Demanding

because they all insisted on receiving

copies for future reference.

Would appreciate your sending

tv.elve copies (or reprints) of one of

the greatest serv'ices that farm broad-

casters have ever received.

sponsor ... a great industry maga-

zine!

Gil Thomas
gen. and sales mgr., WFYC
Alma, Mich.
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NCS No. 3 CIRCULATION 1
SPRING, 1958 1

STATION

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME |
DAILY WEEKLY DAILY WEEKLY 1

WKZO-TV

Station 'B'

Station C

265,990

202,190

152,910

390,330

314,950

264,330

386,280

304,780

222,400

472,250 i
384,570 1
349,890 1

BUT... WKZO-TV Will Put You

On The Right Track

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

NCS No. 3 shows that WKZO-TV runs a far better race

in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

than any other station — 606,780 television homes,

34 counties in Western Michigan and Northern Indiana.

In fact, WKZO-TV gives you more homes monthly, weekly

and daily than any other Michigan station outside of Detroit!

And remember that by adding WWTV, Cadillac, to your

WKZO-TV schedule you'll get all the rest of Michigan

worth havingl

*Herb Elliott, 20-year-old Australian, set the new world's record of

3 minutes, 54.5 seconds on August 6, 1958.

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive Nafional Representatives

SPONSOR • 13 DECEMBER 1958



(uith cxprcssicn) S^veet Sixteen Words 1^^|

WBTV'l

i
Love Char-lotte as you've ne - ver loved be

fore_ bmce

first you start - ed send - ing us your

J/ 1 1 1 1 1A ^ J —
1 J

1^ Q- = €)L J d J
•) ^^-—^ • ^ •

green

_

Come to us with your

T r r- r
bud - gets ev

^, ,1 J ^^
i

From coast to coast thev

^^
i

toast for we are

r r r^
sweet_

^^ ^'[^ r
Sweet Six teenf_

NEW YORK CHICAGO

Salesrights MCMLVIII by

CBS Television Spot Sales

DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO

16th

LOS ANGEL E

charlotte!

.IKFP-RRSON MTANDAHU BROAUCAHTINO COMPANY

*Nation's 16th television market — Television Magazine TV set count — July, 1958

i
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'58 SPOT RADIO STARTED STRONG—BUT SAGS NOW

*?

1956

1958

1953

1952

1954 "

While spot radio time sales are up for the first nine months of

ly and the last quarter is expected to show a greater decline. J

through 1956 comes from FCC; 1957 figures and nine-month total 1958

. third quarter figi

nillions of dollars

Repr. Assn. es

A*problem-beset medium fights back

^ Spot radio is challenged by a dip in billings, which are

down 4% from last year during this year's third quarter

^ SRA organizing to help smaller markets attract more

money while RAB executives will shoot for key accounts

^^pot radio, a tempest-tossed medium
in 1958, is girding itself to do battle

for a larger share of the advertising

pie in 1959.

Some of the hardest selling in the

medium's three decades of history can

be expected next year. Leading the

selling forces will be the Station Repre-

sentatives Association and the Radio

Advertising Bureau. Though RAB

pushes all forms of radio, its plans for

a stronger national push in 1959 is ex-

pected to redound primarily to spot

radio's benefit.

Certainly the medium, despite its

problems, was never in a better posi-

tion to sell itself. New creative uses

for spot and new research have put

selling muscle where there wasn't any

before. The over-all dimensions of the

medium, particularly its out-of-home

potential, are at a peak. The market-

by-market concept, as practiced by na-

tional advertisers under the pressures

of the marketing revolution, have

honed media buying tactics to a fine

edge and brought scores of new clients

into spot radio.

Certainly, too, the medium faces a

fistful of new problems. The push for

larger billings comes against a back-

ground of a dip in spot radio dollars

during the second half of 1958, the

first drop since spot's renaissance in

1956. SRA figures show time sales for

the third quarter of this year at $43,-

085,000, compared to $44,629,000 dur-

ing the corresponding quarter of 1957.

During the fourth quarter, the pic-

ture became even darker and while

SPONSOR • 13 DECEMBER 1958



some reps saw the possibility of a

pickup in early 1959, the signs were

vague. Stations and reps drew what

consolation they could from SRA fig-

ures for the first nine months of 1958

—§136.639,000 in time sales compared

to $131,397,000 during the correspond-

ing period in 1957—and cheered each

other with the thought that the worst

that could happen would be for 1958

to end up as the second best year in

spot radio history.

Other problems include keen compe-

tition for client dollars from network

radio and spot tv, the alarming extent

of national spot buying at local rates,

the lack of sustained advertising drives

on spot radio and the concern over the

declining share of billings going to the

small- and medium-sized markets.

Some sources were saying that spot

radio's biggest challenge was to im-

prove the medium's "image." What
this means is that the sellers of spot ra-

dio must convince the advertiser that

(1) the medium can be a powerful

primarv force, rather than just a sec-

ondary, supplementary advertising de-

vice, that (2) spot radio is more than

just a low cost-per- 1.000. big-reach

medium (as important as that is) but

a medium with heavy sales punch and

creative potential limited only by the

imagination of its practitioners.

Behind the security of conference

rooms, other sources were saying that

the spot radio industry has gotten soft

from too much prosperity, that certain

quarters ought to get off their duffs

and fight for business.

If that urging was necessary early

last fall, it is not necessary now. Rep

bigwigs in New York have recently

held two meetings, the second one con-

fined to top researchers, to lay plans

for a unified drive to polish spot ra-

dio's temporarily-tarnished image and

draw new dollars into the fold.

The first meeting, held during the

week of 24 November, took place at

the offices of the Blair rep firm. Dom-
inating the discussion was the subject

of how to divert more money to the

non-top markets. It's been apparent

for some time that the top markets

have been getting the lion's share of

the juicy spot radio business and this

concentration of attention on the part

of advertisers was intensified in 1958.

"If you're not in the top 50 mar-

kets," one rep remarked, "you're bound

to have a hard time."

For a variety of reasons, a joint

sales presentation on spot radio among
the reps appears impractical at present.

The burden of competitively selling

spot radio as a medium will probably

continue to be carried, as it has in the

past, by a few of the bigger reps,

among them Katz, Blair and PGW.
There is a possibility, however, of a

joint trade paper campaign.

It appears that heavy emphasis will

be put on special research projects.

Just what approach will be taken has

not yet been worked out. As a matter

of fact, the reps intend to pick the

brains of a number of independent re-

search practitioners—men like George

Gallup, for example—to help them

come up with the answer.

One tentative idea deals with a study

of the amount of time people spend

with radio compared to other media.

The concept is something like the

Sindlinger measurement, but on a re-

fined basis.

To get the utmost attention among
buyers to whatever research they come
up with, the reps intend to get the co-

operation of both the 4A's and ANA.
The emphasis on research by the

reps is not an indication they feel re-

search is the biggest hole in the spot

radio medium, nor that the salvation

of the medium depends on more facts.

But they are aware the agencies are

fact-conscious and, furthermore, hope

to dramatize in some way that the

amount of time people spend with ra-

dio entitle it to a bigger share of media

money.

Radio is certainly equipped with

more basic facts and figures about it-

self than it was, say, three years ago,

when spot radio's fortunes were at

their nadir but just before the medium
took off like a rocket. Some of the

most important contributions to this

fact-and-figures pool have been sup-

plied by the RAB.
For example, a buyer interested in

marketing to a specific group can now
find out the listening habits of a wide

SPOT RADIO RATE CHANGES SLIGHT, STUDY SHOWS

1ST SO MARKETS 1957

1958

EARLY MORN.
ANN. COST'

$1,935.91

1,962.94

DAYTIME
ANN. COST*

$1,673.85

1,664.38

EVENING
ANN. COST*

$1,526.23

1,437.38

1ST lOO MARKETS... 1957

1958

2,584.65

2,626.34

2,249.16

2,243.19

2,061.88

1,943.04

1ST ISO MARKETS.. 1957

1958

3,007.34

3,060.67

2,641.70

2,634.29

2,428.61

2,272.25

Katz Agency study compares cost per a

utes weekly on weekdays, include plans

Daytime costs cover rates in effect for

6-11 p.m. Not indicated, say ad men.

Figui

most he

s fact

ement in December

es cover station in

urs between 9 a.m-4

unavailability of pla

1958 vs. 1957. Rates are for U-week schedule of 12 min- H
ach market with largest daytime NCS #2 circulation. H
p.m.; nighttime, for rates during most hours between H

•AUo late afUrnoon co»t.
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EDITORIAL
HOW TO LICK SPOT RADIO'S NO. 1 PROBLEM

IT
WAS ividely predicted early in the year that

national spot radio billings, estimated at $185

million in 1957, would climb at least 10% higher

in 1958. Far from being realized, spot radio could

close out the year behind 1957

—

and with little

prospect that things will get better soon—although
local radio is enjoying its best business ever.

Spot radio is in a dull state because big national

advertisers, like the soaps, are regarding it as a

secondary medium. And that's a sorry designation

for a system backed by so many stations (3,300)

so many sets in working order (142,000,000) so

many homes [about 98%) and so many outstanding

ad successes that no other method of communica-

tion can match its day-by-day ability to reach prac-

tically every man, woman, and child.

The lack of enthusiasm for spot radio is even

more surprising when you note that today's big

advertiser is wedded to a market-by-market strategy

in media evaluation. He carefully checks his market

problems and market pressures as he buys. This

technique favors the individual market media., in-

cluding spot tv, spot radio, and newspapers. But

of the three only spot tv is registering any notice-

able gains.

Why are spot radio billings down? sponsor

has dug into this problem and reports reasons ex-

pressed by agencies, advertisers, and station repre-

sentatives in the accompanying article. Most of

these reasons deal with cost-per-1,000, short-term

purchases, increased tv competition, network radio

competition, expensive paper-work, rate card in-

creases, and the like.

But as we see it the top reason why spot radio is

an also-ran is more fundamental than any of these.

Radio as a medium seldom excites the national

advertiser, his field force, his jobbers, or his retail

outlets. And that means that national spot radio

[which bills nearly three times as much as network

radio) doesn't excite the national advertiser. If

it weren't for some two-fisted media men at adver-

tising agencies who believe in spot radio's excep-

tional values, the flow of dollars into spot radio

would be far less.

So what we're saying is that spot radio has every-

thing a medium needs to zoom ahead except adver-

tiser appeal and appreciation. The "corporate

image" of radio, as seen by the big advertiser, does

not prompt large-scale spot investments. Rectify-

ing and rebuilding the image should be a prime

target of tJie local spectrum of radio.

The RAB is not unaivare of this situation. Nor
is the SRA. These organizations are working to-

gether to speed up big advertiser appreciation and

understanding of radio. Steps they are taking will

be announced soon.

1959 should be a big year for spot radio as well

as tv. SPONSOR plans a continuing editorial series

designed to acquaint advertisers and agencies [as

well as broadcasters) with the dimensions of spot

radio, its shortcomings, its solid values, how to take

advantage of them. We do this in the firm convic-

tion that spot radio merits consideration as a basic

advertising medium, and that the industry must
wage a strong educational, promotional and selling

battle to tvin radio spot its rightful place in the

media picture.

variety of people. RAB has done stud-

ies on (1) housewives, (2) young

homemakers, (3) married working

women, (4) single working women,
I 5) teen-age girls, (6) young men, (7)

skilled and semi-skilled laboring men,

io) high income family heads, (9)

professional men, (10) Negroes, (11)

farm families. For years the promo-
tion bureau has been spewing out facts

about radio's cumulative audience and
is still doing so. In addition, there

are RAB studies showing listening

habits of users of certain products.

RAB"s contribution to the spot radio

push this coming year comes out of

its proposal to put more steam behind

national sales (both network and spot)

in 1959. Certainly the most dramatic

element of this is the so-called "120

Plan," under which RAB president

Kevin Sweeney and general manager

Jack Hardesty will personally assail the

battlements of six score clients, all of

whom use little or no radio and are

logical candidates for substantial radio

budgets. Of the group, perhaps a third

could only use spot but about 85 to

9U',t \\uuld logicail) start their radio

usage in spot. This is because the first

step in using radio is usually to try it

in a few markets.

The Sweeney-Hardesty operation will

pay particular attention to the oil in-

dustry, some members of which al-

ready use radio. However, RAB con-

siders the oil people logical prospects

for heavy radio usage since there is a

particularly effective way—auto radio,

of course—to reach users of gasoline.

RAB's diagnosis of the current spot

(Please turn to page 65)
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, Dick Ross, ST&J's Les Stern proof of how

D. J. spoof creates new pale stale ale

^ Olde Frothingslosh, which hegan as a radio gag, be-

comes a big sales speciahy for Pittsburgh Brewing Co.

^ Holiday volume now spread through six states; joke-

inspired beer comes in special bottles sold in cases only

^^ product that once existed only in

a disk jockey's ima<iination is now en-

joying a brisk holiday sale for the fifth

straight year. The demand created for

Olde Frothingslosh beer illustrates why
some admen are beginning to let the

listener create his own mental "video"

after being stimulated by the hi-jinks

of the announcer. At any rate, this is a

case where the d.j. -inspired image actu-

ally was "transferred" into the creation

of a product.

It all began with the reverse selling

psychology of KDKA's (Pittsburgh)

morning man Rege Cordic. Advertis-

ers spending spot money in that area

seem to cotton to his product inven-

tions spoofing their own or competi-

tor's ad techniques.

When Olde Frothingslosh turned up

as a spoof on his show. Cordic's beer

advertisers I Pittsburgh Brewing. Du-

quesne, Fort Pitt I braced themselves as

they heard their pet copy points topple

one by one. Claimed for Old Froth-

ingslosh: ll Backwards water, ob-

tained when Sir Reginald Frothing-

slosh built his brewery at Upper-Crud-

ney-on-the-Thames where the water

flows backwards; 2) Lively hops from

the little known African province of

Hippity (hence the trade name, Hip-

pity Hops) ; and 3) Such lightness that

the foam is on the bottom. (Beers in

Pittsburgh, says Cordic. make a big

thing of lightness.)

Soon inquiries started reaching the

studio about the availability of this

amazingly light beer. Mail response on

Olde Frothingslosh asked for more de-

tails on how the foam was kept on the

bottom. Cordic obliged, inventing an

entire manufacturing process, enlarg-

ing claims, building a corporate image

around Sir Reginald (Cordic's side-

kick. Karl Hardman).

Came Christmas, 1954. Pittsburgh

Brewing Co. (which markets Iron City

lager and Tech pilsner) requested per-

mission to package a very limited

amount of Olde Frothingslosh for its

Christmas gifting. Actually, a "Froth-

ingslosh" label was slapped on a bottle

of the company's Tech pilsner for the

occasion.

By Christmas 1955, public "de-

mand" for Olde Frothingslosh had

grown to the point where the company
carried the idea a long step farther: A
small amount of Tech was marketed in

Pittsburgh with an Olde Frothingslosh

label and promoted on Cordic's show

as well as in other radio advertising

for three weeks prior to Christmas.

Since matters now were getting be-

yond the laugh class, it was necessary

to make it quite clear that the beer

actually was for sale. Cordic and Les

Stern, radio head of Smith. Tavlor &
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Jenkins recalls those first attempts tO'

transfer the Olde Frothingslosh's

Jenkins of Pittsburgh worked out a SO-

SO balance between gag commercials

and with the usual spoofs and "light

sell" commercials, which pointed out

that 1) the beer would make a good

party item, 2) was available at local

dealers, and 3) could be purchased

only by the case.

(Incidentally, the difficulty of sep-

arating fact from fiction popped up

occasionally. While the gag commer-

cials talked about the foam on the bot-

tom, the "light sell" copy had to point

out that this wasn't really the case after

several dealers complained that cus-

tomers were disappointed.)

Olde Frothingslosh commercials re-

corded by Cordic and his crew (Karl

Hardman and Bob Trow) were inte-

grated with Pittsburgh Brewing's other

advertising (for Iron City and Tech)

on KDKA. Three out of the 15 spots

in a Saturday package were devoted to

Frothingslosh. The nightly newscast

was tagged: "The news has been

brought to you by Olde Frothingslosh,

the pale stale ale with the foam on the

bottom. In its saner moments, the

Pittsburgh Brewing Co. also brews

Iron City and Tech Beer."

The promotion resulted in a sell-out.

After the holidays, Frothingslosh re-

sumed its original role as a spoof on

Cordic's show. But plans were being

laid for its reappearance the following

Christmas. Toward the end of the

holiday spot schedule, listeners "fortu-

nate enough to be possessors of an

original Frothingslosh label' were

urged to save this "rare collectors'

item" as the label would be changed

next Christmas (a device to maintain

interest).

Cordic recorded spots (again with a

SO-SO balance between "gag' and

"light sell") which were placed on

"personality" shows on the 54 stations

Pittsburgh Brewing normally uses. The

personalities were supplied with facts

about Olde Frothingslosh so they could

add their own comments to Cordics.

As in Pittsburgh, Frothingslosh got

about one-fifth emphasis in the 20-spot-

per-week average on these stations

(chain breaks and 60s).

Pittsburgh Brewing's entire budget

ii split about evenly between radio and

television, so tv was also slated for

Olde Frothingslosh at Christmas "56.

The tv department of Smith, Taylor &

{Please turn to page 63)
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370 MORE FOR PARTI-DAY

^^ TH WFFK SSHSSmF^^^^™ SALES BOX SCORE

Oct. 16-31 580 cases

Nov. 1-15 1450 cases

Nov. 15-30 370 cases

MiipmciiK to wliolesalers in 80-mile

area around GM-<'n Bay, Wis. Area

Ix'fiinninjj start of daytime tv test

7 °^" —^Hm 26-WEEK ;'"3| J
TEST 'aas^ JS:'1

irst definite evidence of the power

of daytime tv to move Parti-Day Top-

pings at the consumer level comes this

week from Otto L. Kuehn Co., Parti-

Day's Wisconsin Brokers ( see telegram

below)

.

Up to now the Green Bay test had

showed conclusively that Parti-Day's

10 one-minute spots weekly schedule

over WBAY-TV, Green Bay was a po-

tent factor in securing distribution in

the 1,.500 grocery, chain and super-

market outlets in the 80-mile market-

ing area around Green Bay.

During the first month of the sched-

ule (15 October to 15 November)

Parti-Day shipments to wholesalers in

the territory totaled 2,030 cases, most

of them going to fill up the distribu-

tion pipelines.

This week, Marvin Bower of Otto L.

Kuehn reports on the consumer effects

of the radio drive. The 370 cases

shipped into Green Bay and surround-

ing distribution points all reflect con-

sumer demand.

Before the tv test started the average

15-day sales of Parti-Day in this area

were 262 cases so the first immediate

result of the test is approximately a

45% increase in consumer movement.

Meanwhile sales in the Milwaukee

market seem to have flattened out.

Parti-Day is not advertising in this ter-

ritory at present. Milwaukee figures

for the comparable periods show, 15

October-31 October: 869 cases. 1 No-

vember-16 November: 734 cases. 15

November-1 December: 395 cases. As
Bower points out, an estimated 20% of

these are bought through Milwaukee

for shipment to the Green Bay Area.

The test in a nutshell: Product:

Parti-Day Desert Toppings. Test area:

80-mile area around Green Bay, Wis-

consin. Media used: Day tv only.

Schedule: 10 one-minute spots weekly

for 26 weeks. Commercials: live only.

Budget: $9,980. ^
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CBS TV drops its *must buy' policy—

^ Network eliminates Basic Required List, substitutes

dollar volume floor, and minimum number of stations

^ Agencies predict revisions in present net schedules

plus new interest by beer, oil and regional advertisers

I his week, CBS TV announced it

will discard its "must buy" policy on

1 March, replacing it with station-buy

requirements based on minimum dol-

lars and minimum number of stations

(see box below).

The news sent many an ad manager
and agency man digging into the files

for a reexamination of his network

line-up. Object: to compare present

"must buy" station lists against dis-

tribution patterns, marketing strategy,

costs, and regional sales reports.

NBC TV is reviewing its "must buy"
policy at the moment, but didn't have

to dig into the files for it. "We've been

looking at it for the past two years,"

says Walter Scott, NBC TV vice presi-

dent in charge of national network

sales.

Behind the CBS TV move, industry

leaders see the following motivations:

• Governmental pressure. The "must

buy" practice has been a major target

of Roscoe Barrow and his FCC Net-

work Study Staff. Emanuel Celler and

the House Antitrust Subcommittee,

Kenneth Cox and the Senate Commerce
Committee. For more than two years,

"must buy," along with other network

policies, has been under federal guns;

now perhaps CBS TV has decided to

retreat in one area and concentrate on

defending its other positions.

MINIiVIUiVI BUYING RULES AT THE
TELEVISION NETWORKS

• CBS (at present) Advertisers now using the CBS TV network

have had to take the Basic Required List of 60 stations as a mini-

mum requirement. Gross cost of these 60 required stations for an

evening half hour—.$.50,355.

• CBS (Effective March 1) Advertisers may choose any sta-

tions they wish from CBS TV basic and optioned groups, but must

satisfy new minimum dollar volume and station requirements.

• NBC TV. Advertisers now using the NBC TV network are re-

quired to take the Basic Interconnected Group of 57 stations, as a

minimum requirement. Gross cost of these stations for evening

half Aour—$50,335.

• ABC TV. Advertisers using ABC TV are not required to take

any specific stations on the ABC list but must enter an initial order

of at least $39,600 gross for an evening half hour.

• Drive to tv flexibility. In its 2 Au-
gust issue, SPONSOR called attention to

a trend ("Network tv's silent revolu-

tion") in which a buyers' market is

forcing greater advertising flexibility

upon the networks. This flexibility is

being achieved through discounts, in-

centives, more short term avails, lower

cost C time, packages, expanded day-

time programing. Certainly the drop-

ping of "must buy" is a big step on

the road to flexibility.

• Post-recession reaction. To some
observers the CBS TV action is less a

bow to flexibility than it is a "taking

off the coat" before a Donneybrook.

Now that business is picking up, they

foresee a big battle for advertising dol-

lars not only between the nets but be-

tween the nets and all other media.

• ABC TV's new position. There is

no longer any doubt about "a third

network." The aggressive sales and
programing policies of ABC TV have

signaled the other two nets that here

is a force to be reckoned with, and its

policies do not include "must buy."

CBS TV apparently has decided to

give advertisers a similar break and

let them pick stations.

Whatever wind has blown CBS TV
onto this week's course, the eye of the

storm for admen remains, "What are

the rules and how will they affect us?"

The rules are expected to include:

• Minimum dollar purchase.

• Minimum number of stations.

• Geographical distribution of sta-

tions to show buy as truly nation-wide.

The ABC TV minimum buy set-up

now in effect requires sponsors to pur-

chase stations whose aggregate Class

"A" hour time is worth $66,000, t'je

sponsor specifying the stations.

So what do the new ground rules

mean to advertisers? They mean

savings, flexibility and also problems.

To the major national advertisers

with regional distribution, they may
mean savings and efficiency. To the

advertiser with actual national product

distribution, it may mean next to

nothing in the matter of change.

"As an advertiser with special mar-

keting and distribution patterns," says

the advertising head of a major food

manufacturer, "we welcome this chance

to build our own 'network.'

"

Building its "own network" could
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lire's what revision means

save such an advertiser a dollar ex-

penditure running to six figures, which

is what it now spends for cut-ins with-

in those markets where it now has no

distribution for the product line it ad-

vertises nationally.

Thus the dropping of "must buy"

could be a big spur to the large na-

tional advertisers whose distribution

is really regional. Among these are

multi-brand food manufacturers, oil

and gasoline sponsors, beers and soft

drinks, dairies and ice creams, clothing

and textiles.

It is strange in a way that tv is just

about the only medium plagued by this

special situation. Back in 1956, Dr.

Frank Stanton, president of CBS, be-

fore the Antitrust Subcommittee hear-

ings, expressed it: "It is no more sensi-

ble to permit an advertiser who wants

to use network television to choose a

few scattered markets and reject a sub-

stantial part of the network than it is

to say that an advertiser who buys

space in Life or Saturday Evening Post

must be permitted to reject the adver-

tisement in those copies of the maga-
zine distributed in Los Angeles, Louis-

ville or Kalamazoo.

"To let an advertiser," Stanton con-

tinued, "pick and choose a few scat-

tered stations would make network

operations, geared for activity on a far

larger scale, uneconomic."

A client advertising executive voiced

this same opinion to sponsor. "We
never think much about our distribu-

tion problems when we buy magazine

media, but somehow with tv it has be-

come important. Maybe it's because of

tv"s impact on the audience. At any
rate, we've tried advertising on network

"must buy" line ups products which
are not sold in some of the markets.

The results have been in one way an

encouraging testimonial for tv, in

another way, a terrific headache. Sta-

tions in those markets have reported

their phone switchboards lit up like a

Christmas tree from viewers who
couldn't find the advertised product in

the stores. Retailers and distributors

in those areas have been beleaguered,

and at our home office we're gotten all

kinds of mail. Rather than put up with
this, we've resorted to expensive cutins."

{Please turn to page 63)

AGENCY-ADVERTISER REACTIONS

ALTERNATE SPONSORS: "What happens to alternate tv spon-

sors who have tvorked out a mutually satisfactory station lineup

based on network "must buy" requirements—and their cross-plugs?

Since cross-plugs, which have become so valuable, are a station-by-

station-bonus, what about the case where sponsors don't agree on

markets that up until now have been picked for them by the net?"

RESPONSIBIUTY: "This move by CBS TV actually takes the

burden of performance from the network and places it on both indi-

vidual affiliate stations and on the agencies and advertisers. Stations

must prove they deserve to be in our lineup; we, in turn, can no

longer justify a weak market because the net forced us to buy it."

EARTHSHAKING? "It probably will make very little difference

in station lists when advertisers start building their own networks.

With few exceptions they'll be buying about the same CBS stations."

CLEARANCES: "Under 'must buy' there was never a problem

with clearances ; now we may be faced with the clearing problem."

FLEXIBILITY: "We welcome any move that makes network more

flexible in tailoring a station pattern to meet our client's marketing

objectives—with the obvious qualification that such a change does

not penalize the advertiser in terms of discount structure or in in-

creased total dollar requirement for discounts."

TREND? "Let's hope it sets a trend. I've always considered 'must

buy' as antiquated. I don't see how NBC TV can avoid following."

SPOT TV: "We've got areas in our present network buys that we

don't think are delivering what they should. If 'must buy' is

dropped, we might welcome the chance to go into such regions with

a spot campaign instead; we try to stay with the same medium."

MORE ON SPOT: "/ don't see where CBS TV dropping its 'must

buy' ivill have any effect on spot business. The net will undoubtedly

still call for a 'satisfactory' buy before delivering a lineup, and

the chances of an advertiser saying, 'I want everything but the

Northeast and the Southwest' ivill hardly qualify them for a show."

CUT-INS: "At present, we're spending in six figures for local cut-

ins in those markets where we have no distribution for the product

we advertise nationally on network tv. If we can spend our money

in the markets where it should be spent, it should save us money.

The- greatest effect of the CBS move will be upon the strategy of

advertisers who have areas of no distribution."
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Local radio/tv personalities for Borden markets are reviewed at Product Group IMeeting. (1 to r) Ken Thoren, con

Bill \^ hitman, commercial copy supervisor; Jack Thorp, account executive; Jean Taylor. Local Service: Charles Webb,

ThiTiaull. Local Service. Standinji at buard. Bob Kowa!ski. media buyer, George Bippy. v. p. and contact supervisor, clo!

Y&R digs for facts ^^beyond ratings"

^ Agency's Local Service Unit travels more than 100,000

miles a year for depth data of radio/tv stations, markets

^ Provides Y&R executives and clients with specialized

programing knowledge for all their localized campaigns

I his week the head of Y&R's Local

Service Unit returned to New York

after traveling 26,395 miles and visit-

ing 231 radio stations in 62 cities. This

unit services all Y&R radio tv clients at

the local level and members of the unit

each average 30.000 miles travel a year

in order to maintain constant personal

contact with the field.

Founded in 19.55 as a branch of the

Radio Tv Dept., Local Service is a

striking example of the mounting in-

terest of major agencies and their cli-

ents in the "facts beyond the ratings"

as applied to spot tv and radio. The
growing popularity of local tv and ra-

dio has caused many an agency to send

men into the field in search of these

"beyond rating" facts for a few ac-

counts. Here, at \^R. however, these

activities have been formalized into a

single department, with its information

and services available to all clients.

Jean Taylor, supervisor of the Local

Service Unit says: "We are not

concerned primarily with statistics but

with personal knowledge. Personal,

first-hand knowledge of the markets,

stations, talent, facilities, and so on."

To get this. Jean and her assistant,

Paul Theriault. have called on over

600 radio and tv stations during the

past three years. The information

gained in personal visits is supple-

mented by very detailed questionnaires

filled out by the stations. This infor-

mation is then placed in a permanent

master evaluation file which offers

comprehensive information on every

phase of the station's facilities, pro-

graming, production and merchandis-

ing services. The information is kept

up to date by a steady flow of mate-

rial from the stations and the represen-

tatives, as well as by the field reports

prepared by the unit itself. The entire

file is available to all the agency's

product group, media, research and

radio/tv personnel.

Beyond supplying the agency with

an enormous amount of compiled in-

formation, the Local Service Unit

make its specialized knowledge and ex-

perience available through personal at-

tendance at meetings in the agency. It

k able to advise in campaign planning

in relation to local markets, to help

personalize and adapt copy to local

conditions, evaluate the use of person-

alities and offer valuable suggestions

on any other point where first hand in-

formation might be the deciding factor.

In a typical Y&R Product Group

meeting, there may be discussion of

local broadcast media in a group of

markets. Budget and markets having

been decided on, the relevant merits of

syndicated films, spot adjacencies, par-

ticipations and local live shows remain

to be discussed. From its e\aluation
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files, the Local Service Unit can pro-

duce complete information on the sta-

tions in each market. They can tell the

Group how many markets on the list

can deliver the types of property being

considered, and opinions on the suit-

ability of each to the particular prob-

lem. Similarly, in all succeeding dis-

cussion, the Unit is able to supply the

on-the-spot particulars needed to solidi-

fy the over all broadcasting thinking,

and help in the final decision as to

what kind of programing is to be done.

At Media Department meetings, the

Local Service Department also has its

functions. At this later stage, when

the larger decisions have been made

and media is ready to buy for a cer-

tain starting date, the Local Service

Unit's special first-hand, specific, de-

tailed data can be especially valuable

when getting down to specifics. Here,

where the Media Department already

has every other usually available me-

dia information at hand, the Local

Service Unit's direct knowledge of

every local situation can be of very

great help. Which station, which prop-

erty, which personality? Media can

make the decision in light of this per-

sonal knowledge.

Helping guide agency thinking in

the creation of more effective local

campaigns for its clients is only the

"home office" part of the Local Service

Unit operation. In addition a very

large amount of other work is done in

the field, servicing the accounts on the

local level.

A very mobile set-up permits this

field work to proceed with speed and

in almost any amount as needed. Jean

Taylor and her assistant operate from

New York as a center. On the West

Coast, Fred Fredericks represents the

Unit with an office in Hollywood. Other

agency personnel, experienced in the

operation, is used as needed. A system

inaugurated b) Local Service notifies

each Y&R office of radio and television

programs purchased by New York on

stations in branch office cities. This

alerts Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco,

Hollywood and Los Angeles to local

activity of interest and they monitor

any programs called for.

Trips to the field are planned with

great care. Since they may last any-

. where from 3 to 14 weeks and may
cover from 4,000 to 10,000 miles, cloth-

ing for almost any kind of weather is

required in addition to such gear as

cameras and transistor radios which

are standard equipment.

THEY USE LOCAL RADIO / TV REPORTS

Y&R ACCOUNT MEN are posted on changing programing and market conditions.

Joe Scibetta, radio/tv acct. representative (1), and W. D. Thompson, v.p. and acct.

supervisor on General Foods, examine report submitted by Theriauh and Jean Taylor

Y&R CLIENTS receive detailed nformation on local coniimercials and merchan

(L to r) George Dippy, v.p. and CO itact supervisor on Bordt n. Samu el Thompson, F

v.p. for general advertisin I and merchandis ng and Jem Tayk . of Local >
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Close contacts witli

Here. Ray Jones ^&K Sp.,i

from Jack de Lier. KW T\

..-,,. I,. ..ti.>.., ai.u j.aii ia;.ui, g,ci lie >y uaia OD Station programing

ales manager, Oivlahoma City and Ted Page, of Edward Petry

Routes are decided upon when

schedules and starting date are con-

firmed and cities, stations, days and

hours are detailed. Transportation is

worked out in consultation with Bill

Rehn and his associates in the Y&R
travel department. Station reps are

notified of the route and Local Service

hits the road.

On the road, they cover every Y&R
product using broadcast media in each

city. Besides visiting the scheduled sta-

tions they make it a point to visit all

other stations in the area. Station pro-

motion and merchandising is reviewed

thoroughly with station personnel.

Wliere local talent is used the Unit

works with the talent to help improve

commercials and orients the talent to

the client's idea of how he wants things

liandled. Checks are made on competi-

tive spotting, multiple spotting, com-
petitive programs, competitive advertis-

ing. And the market is evaluated for

changes since the last visit. The pur-

pose: to give more strength and ac-

ceptance of the client's program and
spot position.

A typical day in the field according

to Jean Taylor goes about like this:

Up at 6 a.m. to listen to the disk jock-

eys before going to the first station.

Discussion of programs with the sta-

tion manager at 9 a.m., followed by

calls at other radio and tv stations talk-

ing to station managers, sales mana-
gers, other station personnel, talent, etc.

Back to the hotel after a long day,

there are still reports to be written on
the day's calls.

"Cameras and a transistor radio are

part of the traveling equipment need-

ed" says Jean. "Although nearly every

hotel has tv, many hotels have either

taken out the radio completely or if

they have it, there is seldom a choice

of more than two stations. The cam-

era is used to take pictures of the per-

sonalities on the set. etc., which, in

turn become part of the daily report.

Station liaison is most important to

the efficient operation of Y&R's new de-

partment. Before every trip, station

reps are notified that Local Service

people will be in certain cities on cer-

tain days, and asked in turn to notify

their stations. This advance notice fa-

cilitates setting up appointments, and

is much appreciated by the stations.

One station manager sums up what

seems to be a general feeling: "I only

wish that more of the media men in

the advertising business hit the road

as you do. They would then know that

there is more to radio and tv than

'numbers.' I hope that with the infor-

mation gathered on this three months'

trip, you will come home with sufficient

facts to spread this word."

Local Service sum-up reports include

such details as: day and time of visits;

station visited and its affiliation; times

the spot was run; list of station per-

sonnel contacted; background of per-

sonality doing spot, as well as how it

was done and how effective it was in

the opinion of LS; competition; and

any suggestions on upgrading.

Y&R's Local Service Unit has con-

tinually expanded its activities. In

addition to its basic evaluation file on

stations and their activities, special in-

formation has now been assembled on

further aspects of local operation in-

cluding

1. Negro markets

2. Local women's programs (cook-

ing shows, service programs)

3. Market data (work shifts)

4. Station merchandising programs

5. Local station audience studies

6. Station brochures and promo-

tions

7. New local program ideas and

trends

8. Children's programs.

Services have also been expanded
and the Local Service Unit has recently

participated in numerous special adver-

tising efforts such as

1. Local station promotion of prod-

uct to local salesmen

2. Local program for product

3. Special promotion campaign for

product in new market areas

4. Product promotion in Spanish

speaking market

5. Special television presentation to

distributors.

The dynamo behind all this is a very

small, very pretty lady with a large

capacity for hard work. Jean Taylor,

Local Service Unit Head, has had a

long career in the broadcast media,

having started as a child actress in ra-

dio at the age of IL Jean had a pro-

gram of her own in Detroit when Y&R
hired her in 1947 as their Nancy Dixon

for the Sanforized Division of Cluett

Peabody. Later she was transferred to

the New York Office of Y&R as pro-

ducer of all Sanforized radio and tv

programs.

The value Y&R clients put on the

Local Service Unit's function in their

local radio/tv activities is best told by

the increasingly long list of clients and

products who are serviced by the unit.

As we noted before, the stations too,

welcome the closer cooperation be-

tween themselves and the agency. Jean

was tackling a mountain of mail when
we talked to her the other day on her

return from her last trip. She handed

us a letter from a station manager as

we talked, and we read: "In as much
as Young & Rubicam is one of the few

major agencies which pursues a policy

of placing men in the markets being

used by the agency, I feel congratula-

tions are due to you and to the men
who set the policy for the agency.

While it is normally the duty and re-

sponsibility of the seller to go to the

buyer, and this we of course periodi-

cally do through our representatives, I

feel your placing men in the markets

provides Young & Rubicam with ad-

vantages which can be secured in no

other way." "There!" said Jean, "it's

worth traveling 26,000 miles when you

can find a letter like that waiting on

your desk when you get home." ^
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LOOK WHO BUYS THE SPAGHETTI

^ La Rosa uses Tom Sawyer technicjue: gets kids to do

job for them in crash program to broaden consumer base

^ Contest featuring non-kid items on children's tv

shows pulls 75,000 entries over six weeks in 10 states

BSroadening a product's consumer

bas« usually means a long process of

consumer education. But here's how
one advertiser—V. La Rosa & Sons

—

is doing it on a crash basis by getting

kids to work on adults for him.

This sponsor practically lifted a

chapter out of "Tom Sawyer" in its

current strategy for getting its Italian

food products into wider circulation in

its 10-state marketing area in the

Northeastern U. S.

There's room on kids' tv shows to

plug basically non-kid items such as

spaghetti, reasoned marketing and ad-

vertising v.p. Vincent S. La Rosa.

(Moreover, product protection is no

headache if the product is non-kid.)

All that remains is making the job of

selling the parents attractive to the

juveniles. So La Rosa turned to this

Tom Sawyer strategy:

• Create a sense of urgency.

• Associate it all with play.

A contest centering on La Rosa's

trade-mark—a rose—was devised to

link the brand name to something vis-

ual. Contest theme: Name the La Rosa

rose. Entry fee: the cardboard rose

from a box of any La Rosa product.

But this was an item that parents, in

the last analysis, would be most in-

volved in using. Hence, to involve

parents in the contest, too, a 1959 Ford

became grand prize. (A year's supply

of spaghetti and macaroni was offered

as an added bonus.)

Second prize: a miniature battery-

operated Thunderbird. Third prize: a

Remco "treasure chest" of electronic

toys. Then to provide winners for each

area, every station personality involved

would award 51 prizes: a "treasure

chest" plus 50 "rocket guns."

To highlight the three prizes, a 60-

second film was made for use on tv

shoT/s. In it, the parents get into a

1959 Ford, a boy gets into a minia-

ture Thunderbird. After maneuvering

around, they drive up to the "treasure

chest." One problem that added spice

to the film: the 1959 Ford had not yet

been introduced when the contest

kicked off (19 October), so the car

was hooded with only slits so the driv-

er could see out. After the car had

been introduced, the film was still used

with a slide showing the car's actual

appearance.

The contest began on kid tv shows in

eight markets with trade promotion

pieces as well as grocery trade maga-

zine advertising alerting the retailer.

Involving parents iupermarkets tested strategy



Ill the first two week* of the cam-

paign, extensive monitoring was done

to see how the personalities handled

discussion of the grand prize. A la

Tom Sawyer, it was vital to make the

w inning of this car for Mom and Dad
the most important thing the kids

could do. Where it appeared that per-

sonalities needed added tools, they

were given a series of photographs:

silhouette of the Ford, pictures of the

Thunderbird Jr. and treasure chest, in

some cases an actual treasure chest.

Later, after this initial strengthening,

these tools were given to almost all the

personalities doing the spots.

Since the rose could be taken from

per week, spo.nsor reported an early

reaction to the contest in its kid tv

show analysis (15 November 1958).

About 75.000 entries were received.

V^'hile every entry represents a pack-

age, La Rosa ad manager James Tallon

figures that he scores every return as

six to eight packages sold. He inclines

toward the higher figure because, he

says, there's a difficulty in cutting a

trade-mark off a package that's not in-

volved in tearing off an end-flap. How
many parents said, "Yes, yes, junior,

we'll get around to it," is hard to esti-

mate, according to Tallon. but he feels

the percentage is high.

\\ hen the contest ended ( with a

i.O(M) entries surround

im:: x.p. Vinr.-nt S. La Roi

r La Ro-a. president of V. La Kosa & N)ns, ad a

ad manager James Tallon. Premium offer followed eontes

any La Rosa dry packaged product,

salesmen were instructed to push for

larger displays featuring more "shapes"

and varieties. (In all, there are 55

macaroni and spaghetti shapes). Trade

promotion pieces pointed out that all

this was backed up by La Rosas nor-

mal saturation radio schedules.

As the contest progressed, salesmen

reported increased shelf space with

more varieties displayed. Initial reac-

tion by the grocery trade led La Rosa
to extend the contest to five markets

which needed additional promotion.

The final tally: 21 stations in 13 cities.

When running at full tilt, the con-

fst averaged approximately 93 spots

Polish-American boy the winner), a

premium offer (a gyroscope) was im-

mediately begun. Strategy: to give a

lot of disappointed kids something they

could "win." Again, the rose was the

licjuidator.

Tallon says the premium promotion

appears to be as successful as the con-

test, judging by early returns. When
it is over, La Rosa and its agency

Hicks & Grerst will evaluate the bene-

fits of premium vs. contest and plan a

balance between the two.

The strategy will be part of a con-

tinuous kid show schedule in the pres-

ent 13 markets. Budget for this spot

expenditure will doubtless top the close

to half million spot tv figure which

SPONSOR estimates for the company in

1957 and $180,000 estimated for' the

first three quarters of 1958. (70% of

La Rosa's advertising budget goes into

broadcast media—45% in tv, 25% in

radio.)

In the interim between promotions,

La Rosa will settle down to kiddie edu-

cation. Again, "play" will be empha-

sized: nutritional l)enefits give added

strength for excelling in competitive

games.

La Rosa's broad advertising strategy

goes beyond this particular use of tv,

however. It covers:

1. Radio. The "La Rosa man"
with his continental accent has been

the company's spokesman in radio

spots for several y ears. He promises a

"kiss in the kitchen" to women who
use La Rosa products. This year, he

has been involved in dialogue situa-

tions to create a sympathetic feeling,

highlights a wider range of products.

He now sells: 1) canned spaghetti and

meat balls, 2) spaghetti, meat sauce,

grated cheese, 3) meat sauce, and 4)

special macaroni shapes. Sample satu-

ration schedules: 300 spots per week
in New York, 254 in Boston, 88 in

Providence, 50 in Portland, Maine.

2. Specific audiences. The econ-

omy factor of macaroni and spaghetti

is stressed on Puerto Rican radio pro-

grams to win over this heavy cereal-

consuming population. Italian radio

also is used, but Italian-type program-

ing has been trimmed over the years

>iiice La Rosa broadened its formats

111 include women's shows and a day-

time dramatic series. Current spot

schedule: 48 stations in 13 cities.

3. New products. Another sales

stimulant has been the recent introduc-

tion of four lines of frozen Italian

foods.

4. Other media. Magazines, news-

papers and car cards (amounting to

30% of the advertising budget) sup-

port the radio and tv campaigns. Groc-

ery trade publications back almost all

efforts—radio, tv or print.

La Rosa's basic objective, of course,

is to protect its position in an increas-

ingly competitive situation. The Maca-

roni Association rates the company

first among the top 20 macaroni and

spaghetti companies. There are 250

in all—less than half of the number

10 years ago, an indication that the

business is becoming much more com-

petitive in nature. ^
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The top lOO advertisers in spot tv
THIRD QUARTER 1958

PRODUCTS EXPENDITURES

PROCTER & GAMBLE $ 8,336,200

LEVER BROS 3,966,900

ADELL CHEMICAL 3,291,600

GENERAL FOODS 2,359,500

P. LORILLARD 2,308,400

CONTINENTAL BAKING 2,287,000

BROWN & WILLIAMSON 2,192,900

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE 2,021,800

AMERICAN HOME PRODS 1,991,300

MILES LABORATORIES 1,901,500

CARTER PRODUCTS 1,869,300

WARNER-LAMBERT 1,623,400

INTERNATIONAL LATEX 1,542,900

TEXIZE CHEMICAL 1,277,600

PHILIP MORRIS 1,139,800

AMERICAN TOBACCO 960,200

ROBERT HALL 916,400

FOOD MFGRS., INC 916,300

ANHEUSER-BUSCH 834,300

GENERAL MILLS 830,800

SUN OIL 781,900

WELCH GRAPE JUICE 766,800

STANDARD BRANDS 764,400

SHELL OIL 763,800

PABST BREWING 753,500

PEPSI-COLA 724,900

COCA-COLA 674,200

R. J. REYNOLDS 646,900

CONT'L CAR-NA-VAR 622,700

S. C. JOHNSON 614,500

HAMM BREWING 601,200

B. T. BABBITT 573,100

WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR 550,300

SCHLITZ BREW 540,100

STANDARD OF IND 535,400

CHARLES ANTELL 532,800

NATIONAL BISCUIT 529,000

AVON PRODUCTS 522,100

ANDREW JERGENS 515,200

FALSTAFF BREWING 509,700

REVLON 506,800

ESSO STANDARD 495,800

U. S. BORAX & CHEM 490,300

STERLING DRUG 489,700

HAROLD F. RITCHIE 480,900

NORWICH PHARMACAL 467,100

CORN PRODUCTS 452,100

SCHAEFER BREW 449,100

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM 445,200

GILLETTE 437,100

?: LXA-BAR by TvB.

PRODUCTS

DRUG RESEARCH
EVERSHARP
PIEL BROS
M. J. B. CO
STOKLEY-VAN CAMP
J. A. FOLGER & CO
STANDARD OF CALIF

P. BALLANTINE
DR. PEPPER
BRISTOL-MYERS CO
FELS& CO
EX-LAX

ARMSTRONG RUBBER
H. J. HEINZ CO
BURGERMEISTER
BLOCK DRUG
LIGGETT & MYERS
BORDEN CO
HILLS BROS. COFFEE
MARATHON CORP
BLATZ BREWING
CABLING BREWING
EXQUISITE FORM
AMERICAN CHICLE

SALADA-SHIRRIFF-HORSEY .

NATIONAL BREWING
MAX FACTOR
MAYBELLINE
JACOB RUPPERT
PACIFIC TEL. & TEL
KELLOGG
RAYCO MFG
TIDY HOUSE PROD
SAFEWAY STORES
ATLANTIC REFINING

TAYLOR REED
ATLANTIS SALES

DUNCAN COFFEE
GEORGE WIEDEMANN
KROGER CO
DUMAS-MILNER
SCOTT PAPER
CORNELL DRUG
GENERAL CIGAR

AMERICAN BAKERIES
BLUE CROSS SHIELD

PLANTERS

HOLSUM BAKING

JACKSON BREWING
A & P

EXPENDITURES

$ 436,300

432,000

428,000

408,200

400,700

386,500

386,200

380,000

377,400

376,800

376,000

374,400

373,900

372,400

370,200

368,000

356,700

355,100

353,400

351,200

349,100

341,000

322,700

321,600

311,800

304,100

299,100

298,800

294,500

283,700

282,600

279,100

279,100

271,200

268,300

265,700

259,100

250,900

249,400

249,000

246,500

245,000

244,600

243,900

240,100

236,100

234,900

233,900

231,000

228,600
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How to integrate your commercial

^ Samuel Carter, veteran tv and radio creative man

gives i^ound advice in forthcoming "Copy Writer's Guide"

^ Warns against over-hasty integrations, suggests that

advertisers study character of programs and product

From "The Copy Writer's Guide,"

edited by Elbrun Rochford French,

and soon to be published h}' Harper

& Bros., SPONSOR has obtained per-

mission to preprint the foUmving ex-

cerpts from a chapter by Samuel Carter

III, vice president and creative direc-

tor of Lynn Baker agency.

From 1935 to 1947, Carter ivas with

JWT on the West Coast, working pri-

marily with Lux Radio Theatre,

Tommy Dorsey and Gracie Fields. In

1947, he left JWT to write the Philco

Tv Playhouse, first of the big tv dra-

matic shows, simultaneously served as

NBC TV script consultant. In 1951, he

went to SSC&B as vice president and

tv writing supervisor. Five years later,

in 1956, Carter moved to Lynn Baker,

Inc. as v.p. and creative director for

such accounts as Quaker Oats, F. W.

Woolworth, General Wine & Spirits.

Hearst Corp. and Old Dutch Coffee.

Carter has authored many tv scripts

on a free-lance basis, has had consider-

able fiction published in magazines.

F%round 1936. the Barbour family of

Sea Cliff, Calif., stepped out of their

role as America's most institutional

form of radio entertainment and into

a commercial for Tender Leaf Tea. If

this came as a shock to listeners, it

came also as an inspiration to adver-

tisers—that spread indiscriminately

through the medium.

Dr. William L. Stidger, staid

preacher of Boston, who delivered a

daytime inspiritional talk to people

over 40 in behalf of Standard brands,

found that Fleischmann's Yeast was

not contradictory to God.

r commercials integration, says Samuel Carter (r) con-

hcr JWT writer in days of Lux Radio Theatre

'"Life is freighted with problems that

make exacting demands upon our

physical as well as spiritual health",

said Doctor Stidger, "and the vitamins

in one of nature's oldest foods, brewer's

yeast, can help us meet those demands

at the peak of our efficiency."

The integrated commercial had been

born—and was never to die!

Advertising—let's face it—has al-

ways been covertly considered a form

of showmanship. However much one

may argue that consideration—point-

ing to the care in marketing evaluation,

in product research, in behaviorism

studies that precedes the preparation

of an advertising message—the fact

remains that getting attention and

holding attention, generally in a dra-

matic fashion, is a prime requisite to

advertising's success.

At no point in advertising's develop-

ment has this alliance with showman-

ship been so pronounced as in tele-

vision—simply, no doubt, because of

the opportunity. True, other media

have tried it—even print. We are all

familiar with attempts to present ad-

vertising as editorial matter—to make

reader ads appear as news columns

—

or picture spreads masquerade as

articles in Life or Fortune. And you

can go back even further to the daddy

of them all: The early snake-oil sales-

man whose backdrop was the county

fair, and whose attention-getter was

the authentic Indian War Dance. But

even that was distinctly on the local

level, comparable to a dramatized win-

dow display in a department store

today.

In contrast, television is of mass

[troportions. It is America's No. 1

show. And in the last 15 years ad-

\ ertising has become wedded to it. Un-

like radio, which was certainly on the

fringes of show business, tv has all the

aspects of the theatre—a national stage

for entertainment and promotion.

Naturally, then, an advertising mes-

sage via this medium calls for some

special consideration. How do they fit

in? Where? What sort of commercial

goes best with what sort of entertain-

ment? How do both fit in with the

product? And to what extent should

the commercial be a part of the enter-

tainment?
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It isn't always easy (or right) to iiit

|l integration. Here is a meeting on just th subject by (1 to r) William Keighly, Lux Theatre host; Joseph Gotten, Lorctta 'Voung, .'^am <

In answer to the last question, the

majority of commercials aren't a part

of entertainment. They follow an old

tradition: that of the asbestos curtain

in the old-time local theatre which

carried poster type advertisements for

local business. Between acts the curtain

was rung down; there were the ads.

Today, in television that is pretty much
the same policy. Ring the curtain do^v^^

and give your message; no connection

with the show.

This will undoubtedly continue to be

a major policy in television advertising.

Partly of necessity. Spot advertising

—

a major operation in tv today—almost

precludes any form of integration. Par-

ticipations, likewise—except where the

host of a show is willing to lend his

SPONSOR • 13 DECEMBER 1958

name and personality to the commer-

cial.

But apart from these exceptions (big

exceptions, too
!
) are we missing a bet

in television if we don't integrate,

whenever possible, in some way with

the entertainment? I'd suggest that the

answer is: Sometimes, yes. Always?

No. When the Philco Television Play-

house crossed the air in 1948 it took

a leaf from its radio-parent, the Lux

Radio Theatre, and dropped its com-

mercials neatly in between the acts. No
lead-in. No blending. No relation. True,

there was some attempt to avoid an

emotional clash between the final

scene of an act and the opening of a

commercial—the death of Camille

couldn't be too quickly followed by too

strident a commercial—but for dra-

matic shows a safe rule could be: Keep

them separate. The audience expects a

break between acts and sequences

—

they've been conditioned to it—they

may (though never admitting it) wel-

come it, which is why we have comedy
relief in the middle of high tragedy.

With this general exception, there

are a variety of ways in which the tele-

vision commercial can be fitted neatly

into the entertainment pattern—But

before committing ourselves to integra-

tion, let's ask:

Is it to the best interest of the ad-

vertiser? Is it wise to fit the selling

message into the "landscape" of the

show—or is it better to have it come
{Please turn to page 64)
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VIDEOTAPE CENTER
The new Videotape*

Center is open.

It is sponsored by

those who have

made the Videotape

system possible

and practical. Its

only business is

superlative Videotape

production.

VIDEOTAPE CENTER
offers the creators

and craftsmen

m^
OF CREATIVITY

and programs the

largest independent

studio facilities

and staff, and the

finest electronic

equipment-to give

reality to ideas-

imaginatively,

precisely, instantly...

and before

your very eyes!

VIDEOTAPE CENTER
welcomes the

opportunity to show

you why it should be

the new center

of your activity,

whenever you want

to take advantage

speed, lower cost and

highest quality,

provided exclusively

by Videotape.

Videotape Productions

of New York, Inc.

205 West 58th Street

PKone:JUdson 2-3300



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

'mm^ RADIO RESULTS

TRAVELERS CHEQUES
SPONSOR: The American Express Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The American Express Co., looking

for new avenues in which to promote its current milHon dol-

lar plus ad campaign for Travelers Cheques, sent vice presi-

dent James Henderson scouting. During a tour of Central

and South America, Henderson noted with interest the re-

sponse there to a program called The American Business

Bulletin, short-waved to Latin America by WRUL in New

York, and sponsored by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &

Smith. Henderson, certain that WRUL was right up the

American Express alley, convinced the company to buy a

13-week schedule on the program. Cost was $1,050. Result:

letters poured in from all over Central and South America,

and sales were many times the cost of the schedule. Ameri-

can Express, satisfied that the campaign paid off. renewed

for another 13 weeks of spots. This time, the jump in sales

thoroughly convinced the advertiser of its value in the for-

eign market and a 52-week schedule was contracted for.

WRL'L, New York ^

PAINT
SPONSOR: Sherwin-Williams Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The local paint store outlet for

Sherwin-Williams Co. in Rockford, Illinois, does not ordi-

narily use radio. However, this policy was relaxed for a

special sale the store had. The store's general manager,

Henry A. Clausen, had always been intrigued by radio, so he

watched this campaign with extreme interest. His interest

changed to amazement the first morning the announcements

were aired by WROK. Starting before 8 a.m., a steady stream

of shoppers started to pour through the store's doors, and

continued unabated all day and throughout the sale period.

Radio gets all the credit—WROK was the only facility or

medium used to advertise the special sale. In addition,

many customers volunteered information that they were

impelled to buy by the announcements heard on the air "The

results the store enjoyed from the radio advertising on

WROK were splendid," commented Clausen. "I believe radio

should be a regular part of our advertising program."

WROK, Rockford, 111. Announcements

LIQUID ADHESIVE
SPONSOR: Stevenson Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: KMA, Omaha, received a 13-week

order for one 60-second announcement per day from the

.Stevenson Co., New York, distributor for a liquid sealing

fabric cement called Magic Thread. The cost was about $80

per week. In two weeks, Hagic Thread did over $1,200 in

business, or better than $100 a day. Charles Stevenson said:

"Since Magic Thread is a mail-order item, with cash in ad-

vance, it is natural to expect a saturation point to be

reached. That you have not reached it is evidenced by your

sales of the past weeks." Now, nine months later, Magic

Thread is still with KMA and still going strong. Stevenson,

who has continually renewed KMA, reported: "During this

period, we have used other advertising in the Midwest, but

KMA has topped it by a wide margin. We've come to the

conclusion that personalities at KMA are the major factor

in selling the product." A new campaign begins this month.

KMA, Omaha, Nrb. Announcements

TRAVEL
SPONSOR: Province of Ontario AGENCY: The F. H.

Hayhurst Co., Ltd.

Capsule case history: A Canadian province promoting va-

cations found that radio furnished the most leads at the low-

est costs. The province of Ontario embarked on a multi-

market radio campaign urging listeners to Vacation in

Ontario. The schedule ran in 37 United States markets from

14 April through 30 May, 1958. Stations were used in major

markets in Indiana, IlHnois, Ohio, North Dakota, New York,

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and West

Virginia. The F. H. Hayhurst Co., Ltd., of Toronto, Canada,

agency for the province, was extremely gratified with the

results obtained by WSAN, Allentown. The station's cost-

per-inquiry (57ff) was lowest in the Pennsylvania markets

of Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Erie, Wilkes-Barre and Allen-

town, although most radio stations in the campaign produced

highlv creditable results. The excellent response to Toronto's

radio advertising has been copied by other agencies.

AnnouncementsWSAN, Allentown, Pa.
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leason's wreetinqs
AND BEST WISHES FOR A

HAPPY NEW YEAR

FROM ALL OF US AT

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON
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As new market data are released, SPONSOR ASKS;

How does your Company use

With the release of the new Niel-

sen Market Coverage Report, key
agency, research and slation peo-

ple appraise its use in the market.

Harold Miller, associate media director,

Benton & Bowles, .\ew York

Y ou must first have an understanding

of what you mean by "coverage" in

using NCS #3. There is no one single

industry standard. The fact is, that

coverage does mean different things to

each of us.

To our timebuyers, coverage mean?

an effective area in which the homes

/;/.s/ one

tneasuretnent

method

not onh can view a station—but actu-

ally do view that station on some regu-

lar basis.

The NCS #3 survey, through the use

of a mail ballot, personal interview,

mechanical device or some combina-

tion of all three, has attempted to deter-

mine the proportion of homes who
claimed to view each station with some

degree of frequency. This coverage

study developed data for each station

showing the percent daily, the percent

weekly and the percent four-week audi-

ence— both day and night. Further-

more, the study attempted to reveal

how often each home viewed a stati(m

during a broadcast week.

From our agency's point of view, the

Nielsen data had substantial value in

giving to us comparable information

for each station on the air by county

or clusters thereof. We could use these

data to help us in developing our esti-

mates of a station's effective coverage

area based on a "can and do " concept.

That is, we can use this basic informa-

tion in a relative way to establish an

area in which the homes in that area

not only can receive the station's sittnal.

but do receive it on some regular basis.

Additionally, since the data were re-

ported for all stations on the air at the

time of the study, we were able to add

to our knowledge regarding the degree

of duplication which exists between sta-

tions on specific network lineups.

Still another ad\ anta^ie is that it pro-

vided our agent) with the same basic

data for every station. Within our or-

ganization, we were able to limit our

disagreements merely to interpretation

of the same facts.

However, NCS #3 is not a panacea

for coverage. It is just one tool. It,

too, has its limitations. The sample

size is small in a number of counties

—

the use of the mail ballot may have

subjected the data to some other biases.

However, to tell any of you how to

specifically use this survey to develop

coverage would do no good. You can

best decide how to use it for your com-

pany—but only after you first under-

stand what you want to accomplish.

George E. Biechta, ''fe president. A. C.

Nielsen Co., New York

The uses to which data is put. often

determines the difference between good

and bad research. Since NCS #3 was

underwritten by a large segment of the

broadcast industry, its application is as

varied as the individual problems of its

subscribers.

We have never issued any definite

ground-rules as to how NCS data

should he used because of this extreme

range, but there are certain areas

where we might.

NCS was not designed for the pro-

jection of ratings. The metro area rat-

ing of a specific program cannot be

multiplied by the station's average cir-

culation in outer counties and provide

a realistic total audience figure.

Here's an example of why. The net-

work program carried by station A has

good audience in the central city. If

we projected this rating against the sta-

tion's average circulation figure in the

outer area, we would not be taking in-

to account the fact that station B, carry-

ing the same program, but originating

from a different city is splitting the out-

er area audience of this program.

NCS #3 provides the only complete

and recent composite of the country's

television service. It shows in full

county detail, which areas are served

by which station. It reports the aver-

age daily, weekly and monthly; day

and night, audiences of all stations and

the location of these viewing homes.

Because of the scope of this study,

the range of application extends well

beyond the basic function of timebuy-

ing and selling. The FCC uses this

data for the study of channel alloca-

tion. Advertisers turn to NCS #3 for

charging tv dollars to sales areas on

the basis of the location of individual

station audiences.

Recently we've introduced new Mar-

ket Coverage Reports to provide NCS
data by individual markets to tailor

NCS directly to spot buying, so that

county data need not be summarized

for a quick answer. But in general, it

is the complete detail provided by NCS
which makes it so valuable and flexible

a research tool.

Robert F. Davis, director of research,

CBS TV Spot Sales, New York

Sales use of NCS is very selective. In

many markets NCS — and coverage—
are minor factors, while in others NCS
can be an extremely important sales

tool showing up rather large differ-

ences between stations. It is interest-

ing to discover uhy NCS reveals these

important differences in spite of rela-

tively equal engineering facilities.

First of all, NCS is a measure of

popularity as well as coverage. But be-
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NCS #3?

yond that true coverage reasons come

into play. For example, the difference

between low and high band vhf is very

important because of two factors: the

greater signal possible with channels

2-6 and the fact that different antenna

orientation is required of channels 7-

13 on certain types of antennas.

Why is there such a discrepancy be-

tween the sets we as sellers claim and

you as buyers award us? Who is right?

Obviously we have an axe to grind.

But when an agency gives us no credit

in those counties under 50/^ weekly

penetration then we are getting hurt.

What is my point? Two things: First,

I don't like to see television stations

short-changed. Cut our set count and

you increase our cost-per-1000 and

we're sitting ducks for other media.

Let me throw out a couple of alternate

techniques. First, why not credit par-

tial counties where we fall below the

50% mark? In this way the 407f and

30% counties would receive some

weight rather than be bypassed com-

pletely. A second technique to consider

is the 25% cut off which we feel is both

realistic and fair. My second point is

this: I think we'd be better off if set

count and the whole process down to

cost-per-1000 were taken a little less

literally. Through the years we've in-

sisted upon decimal rating points. Yet

there is no difference between a 12.2

and a 12.4 rating. They're both twelves

and we're kidding ourselves by think-

ing any differently. In addition, we're

creating a lot of extra work in the day-

to-day processing of ratings. Consider

the concept of rounded off ratings. It

could be a giant step away from our

over-reliance and over-stress of num-

bers. ^

TOBY DAVID
MON. thru FRI.

6:45 • 9:30 a.m.
.^Hs:^

EDDIE CHASE
MON. thru FRI.

3:30 - 7:00 p.m.

(^^

y'
r^
^^'

\^
+4

*3

-2

+1

-1

-2

-3

4V .Y-AU6U$T LEVEL

CKLW STB ST.C ST.D ST.E ST.F st.gI
7-9:30a.m. |

CKLW radio

has greatest

listener increase'

of all Detroit

Stations

7-9:30a.m. 3:30-6p.m.

'September October Pulse

Of all Detroit radio stations CKLW is the only one to

show a significant gain in either of the above high listen-

ing time segments shown. All others have shown a loss

or barely hold their own, which is positive proof of the

popularity these two disc artists enfoy in this dynamic

market. Certainly the most logical spot to place any

client's message to get RESULTS!

50000 WATTS ^3!S^^dl xlf ]:*a,dlO
GUARDIAN BLDG., DETROIT

J. E. Campeau, Pres.

Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc., National Representative

+3

^2

+1

-1

-2

-3

/

jy .Y-AUGU ST LEV^Et

CKLW ST.B ST.C ST.D ST.E ST.F ST.G
3:30-6p.m.
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CBS Radio Networh
the most popular, varied

These are some of the programs ivhich mi over the past mli months have averaged w
UU per cent larger commercial minute NRI audiences than the second network.

in radio to tli€

varied and impressive



A> t Linklcttei 's House Pai ty

I',

m B B f f #
cuts back from
md impressive scfiedu/e

(nost popular.
' In every program category,^ totaling overK 50 hours a tveek, all these and w

others, ivill continue to maintain and increase this audience advantage for advertisers.

$cfiedu/e in radio!



"To Europe? But this is business . .

.

besides, we're not that rich!"

WIFE: "You can save $300 on my ticket if we fly KLM."

HUSBAND: "That so?"

WIFE: "And the same for each of the children."

HUSBAND: "Sounds good, but what about . .
."

WIFE: "And we can see lots of cities over there — free!"

HUSBAND: "Mmmmm . .
."

P.S. She went. First Class, too. Why don't you find out all about KLM family
fares to Europe — including the substantial Economy Class savings? Remember,
KLM features non-stop DC-7C service from New York, one stop from Houston.

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
13 DECEMBER 1958 CBS Films this week reorganized its top-level executive authority into three

cwyriiht 1998 Specialist branches along these lines : Leslie Harris as v.p. in charge of production,

SPONSOR Sam Cook Digges as v.p. heading administration and John Howell as v.p. on top

PUBLICATIONS INC. of SalcS.

In a move that echoes a recent top echelon mobilization of CBS TV network sales, CBS
Films frees Les Harris as an "outside man" to bring in new programing and to pay adequate

attention to special clients.

At the same time, Sam Cook Digges, who leaves the general managership of WCBS-TV,
becomes the "inside man" to concentrate on problems of administration and organization.

John Howell will have overall responsibility over the CBS Films sales staff.

These aggressive moves lend real muscle to a two-way attack CBS Films has been
developing since early this season: into up-graded and "diversified" programing,

and towards previously untapped sources of syndication money. (See sponsor, 8 No-

vember, pp. 45-6.)

A fourth phase of the CBS Films expansion is the promotion of Fred Mahlstead as

director of operations and sales services in both the domestic and international

areas.

CBS Fihns announced at its national sales meetings last week in New York that The

Silent Saber would go into syndication; also, Rendezvous and U. S. Border Patrol have been

formally placed in availability for general sale.

Procter & Gamble of Canada's buy of six film series represents two things:

(1) the largest purchase by any one sponor in the dominion and (2) perhaps the

largest selective coverage in Canada.

The buy is for outright sponsorship of I Love Lucy and San Francisco Beat, co-sponsor-

ship of Gunsmoke with Remington Rand, and full sponsorship of Mantovani for the French

CBC network.

Portions of Conrad Nagel and Life of Elizabeth were also purchased for interim sched-

ule until Rifleman is ready.

For the first time in years it looks like a wide open field for the independent

operator in the licensing-merchandising field.

With the amalgamation of CBS' licensing imit into CBS Films and the fact the NBC's

licensing division has been part of its fihn arm for several seasons, the networks are less of a

factor in this merchandising area than perhaps at any time in the past decade.

The economies of this activity are such that it will not support the plush operation an

autonomous network unit must of necessity carry on; and this loss looks like the small

operator's gain.

ABC is understood to be in the process of granting blanket permission to its

aflUiates to use tape freely to correct time zone delays.

CBS stations apparently are able to tape public affairs and news shows for rebroadcast

at any time they choose.

NBC affiliates so far have been allowed to tape only news.
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I FILM-SCOPE co^/mu^c?

Ahhuugh syndication gained trenienduus stature in 1958, the programing
situation at the moment is still this: production expressly tor syndication is the

exception rather than the rule.

Screen Gems, for example, is one of the few distributors that announces new shows for

syndication and then puts them into sale and production. (Its latest series. Stakeout, kicked

off production last week with a coordinated sales clinic for regional sales managers down in

Miami.)

But the majority of major distributors—whether they announce new programs, like CBS
and ITC, or keep them under wraps, like Ziv—are continuing the policy of producing a pilot

first and then putting the show into syndication in many cases only after a network contract

can't be made.

With one out of every three tv tape machines made to date being exported

overseas, it looks as though a very healthy future is looming in international

business for U. S. programs on tape.

Of 180 videotape recorders delivered, almost 60 have left the United States. Here's

where they went:

Great Britain, 25; Japan, 10; Germany, 10; Canada, 7; Mexico, 4; Hawaii, 2, and

Australia, 1.

COMMERCIALS: The creative approach of simplicity, good taste and high

fashion, which was first taken up in tv commercials by toiletries and cosmeticB,

is now being embraced by food and soap advertisers who might never have thought

of selling in this May a few seasons ago.

In the food field, for example, Steve Elliot of Elliot, Unger and Elliot pointed to a num-

ber of commercials for convenience products as typical of the new pleasant rather than

blatant selling mood.
They are: cake mixes such as Swans Down, Betty Crocker and Duncan Hines; instant

foods like Minute Tapioca and French's potato mix; and well-established brands of the order

of Jello and Lipton Tea.

In a FILMSCOPE interview, Elliot pointed up two factors favoring live-action commer-

cials: economy and timeless.

Local shooting and even studio productions with famous magazine models don't involve

more costs than the fundamental expense of building realistic sets in other types of com-

mercials.

Also, with simple live action, there's no specific connotation of time and place and the

commercials can be universal in approach and durable in use.

By 1962, the dollar volume of tape to film will be 3 to 2, according to a pre-

diction made by Howard Meighan of Videotape at last week's RTES luncheon.

Meighan expects fihn production to increase about 10% in 1959 and then settle back to

present levels by 1960.

However, the film people do not anticipate any immediate stampede in the direction of

tape.

Speaking on behalf of the fihn industry before the RTES were Clay Adams, CBS TV di-

rector of film production in New York, William Van Praag, president of Van Praag Produc-

tions and Edward Stifle, motion picture film manager of Eastman Kodak.

They outlined the following present-day advantages of fihn:

Clay Adams: 1) assured residuab, 2) permanence of film, 3) versatility of remotes

and 4) no reason for immediacy when a series (like Phil Silvers) can be produced three

months in advance.

William Van Praag; 1) locations can be varied and blended, 2) animations and op-

tical effects can be done and controlled, 3) there's no problem making copies in quantity

and 4) cameras or projectors are respectively interchangeable.
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

It is patent now that stations can't combine to stop selling under the counter.

Nine Philadelphia radio stations have accepted a Department of Justice decree that in

effect voids their agreement not to deviate from their ratecards.

The direct action stemming from this submission : Dissolution by the stations of the Phila-

delphia Radio & Television Broadcasters Association.

Justice's antitrust chief, Victor Hansen, termed the condemned pact as the sort that is

"repugnant to the American economic system."

Stereo broadcasting continues to forge ahead: It is now subject of a request to

the FCC for rulemaking leading to adoption of engineering standards broadcasters would have

to observe.

Philco, which claims to have a good "compatible" system developed, submitted the pe-

tition. Philco says that, as in FM and TV, one system should be adopted so that all receivers

can get all broadcasts, and that the system should be compatible so present sets could pick up

the stereo broadcasts monaurally.

The company asks for field tests to discover which system is best.

FCC Commissioner Frederick Ford made a speech in Texas in which he gave

six possible ways of dealing with the shortage of TV channels.

He said there were difficulties with all six, and outlined them. However, he appeared to

favor carving out 50 continuous vhf channels starting with the present channel 7.

Commissioner T. A. M. Craven earlier this year was pushing a 25-channel plan, starting

with 7. Ford said he didn't know whether 50 channels would prove to be more than needed,

or two few.

Ford said it has been demonstrated that vhf and uhf are not competitive. He warned

that if the alternative of doing nothing is adopted, the uhf part of the spectrum will be taken

from tv without substitution of better space. Also, mileage separations will be reduced

to relieve monopolies, and therefore tv service will be **degraded."

Alleged oflf-the-record approaches to former FCC chairman G€K>rge C. McCon-

naughey in the Boston channel 5 case, won by WHDH, the Herald<Traveler, are

next in line for FCC consideration.

The case, remanded to the FCC by the Appeals Court, has been set for former Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court chief justice Horace Stem. Stern has just finished hearing the Miami

channel 10 case and recommending that the license be cancelled without absolute disqualifica-

tion of the license-holder or any other applicant.

The FTC, perhaps in anticipation of a Blatnik (D., Minn.) move, backed up
by a more heavily democratic Congress, prepares to step up its radio-tv monitor*

ing with a vengeance.

Charles A. Sweeny, an old-line FTC official, has been named to head the radio-tv unit.

This team has been l«aderless for a long time, since T. Harold Scott changed over to the

FTC's Division of Small Business.

Further than that, some 350 professional members of FTC's staff, will now be monitor-

ing radio and tv programs even in their off-duty hours. All of their listening and viewing, as

a matter of fact, will be done with the watchword that an FTC investigator is never

off duty.
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A roun/J-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
3 DECEMBER 1958 Look for Esso Standard's Flit to go tv network in the late spring for three

c^jriiiit iwa months via McCann-Erickson.

The product will be sold nationally with a special package for the first time.SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Nestle is inAiting agencies in to recite their virtues as food marketers.

The prize apparently is a new dehydrated soup. Nestle's present agencies seem stymied

from taking on the product because of previous commitments.

NBC took cognizance of the blasting it's been getting in Chicago and has dele-

gated Chuck Henderson from its N. Y. publicity staff for an image-lifting job.

He'll stay out there until the task is completed. (See Newsmaker of the Week, page

6, on how Lloyd Yoder comported himself in teeing off this campaign.)

Lestoil appears headed for a sharp skirmish with still another competitive product

Bravo, from the S. C Johnson stable.

Reports from the field have it that Lestoil already is beginning to feel the pressure

from this newcomer.

The latest form of organized time barter: Due bills for domestic and overseas va-

cations and swimming pools.

The swap is based on the retail price of the service or goods, with the station giving the

go-between 10% (in cash) of the retail figure in addition to the time.

Promos have become so important with NBC TV that it's arranging for its con-

tract stars to do the lead-in for commercials on NBC shows other than their own.

Example: Steve Allen (in tape) is popping up on the NBC News to say the Norclco

shaver can be seen in demonstration and him in color on his Sunday show.

A top-ranking agency has made it a policy to place all commercial film assign-

ments only on the basis of written bids.

Moreover, these bids are kept on file for an indefinite time, so that the sponsor can

see what they were in the event he questions the price.

Recently the agency defeated the eflforts of an ad manager to steer some business

to a "friend" by showing that the latter's bids are uniformly higher than others.

Uneasiness seems to be brewing between Cluett, Peabody and Y&R (the adver-

tising pot involves about $4.5 million).

Madison Avenue talk has it that the shirt manufacturer has found himself caught

in the trend toward West Coast informal wear, and the customary tribal reaction in such

circumstances is to play with the thought of a new agency.
""

It may be also that Cluett, Peabody feels it needs a new image. The Arrow Collar lad

may have lost some of his charm by changing habits of dress.
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This is the kind of hold our station has on people

The helping hand is a reality here.

A true cross-section of home-owning
America, the roots of family Hfe go deep
— in the many thriving cities and on the

flourishing farms. Here families like to

cater to their wants through friends and
neighbors.

We are friends and neighbors. The vet-

eran members of our staff are solid figures

in the community, active in church and
community projects— the P.T.A., the

Community Chest. Scouting. Our pro-

gramming is friendly, too. Lots of public

service. Help on community problems. No
triple spots.

So our audience loyalty is intense, by
every measure. As you consider our
quantity story (747,640 TV homes in 41

coimties of 3 states) never forget the qual-

itative one . . . George P. Hollingbery will

show you a realistic, one-price rate-card.

JULY PULSE -12 of the top 15 on<
FIRST 2 top 10 multi-weekly shows c

whio-tv
CBS

channelu day ton,

ohio

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People



KOSI put the

DARNDEST SOCK
in Denver Radio

K>
\

V
KOSI'i jnded ;

member of the family . . keeps KOSI's huge

adult listening audience on a continuous buying

spree in Denver. No double spotting assure;

Take fage of the 10% combination di

you buy both K03Y and KOSI.

5000 Watts
Denver is

KOSI-land!

See Your Retry Man
\\(.\M-C;r<invillo, Miss.

KOSI

Mid-America Broadcasting Co

^^ EXPLODING

THE

"BUBBLE GUmJI
MYTH" ^M

„—

^

iiiii^Wl
Color Radio" sells more than

bubble gum. Pulse ratesKFWB
#1 in Los Angeles. . . and proves
that four out of Jive KFWB
listeners are adults. We're #1
in Hooper, too!

6419 Hollywood Blvd
. Hollywood ?8 HO 3 5151

md Gen ManagerROIERT M. PURCELL. Pn

MILTON N. KLEIN. Sales

Represented nationally by JONII BLAIR t CO

A'ntioiial and regional spot, buys

in work ?ioir or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

Armour & Co., Chicaijo. is planning a campaign in markets

throughout the country for its canned meats. The schedules start in

January, run for six weeks. Minutes during nighttime segments are

heing purchased; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer

is Isabel Ziegler; the agenc> is N.W. Ayer & Son. Philadelphia.

B. T. Babbitt, Inc., New York, is lining up 19.59 schedules in major

markets for its Bab-0. The schedules start 5 January on a 52-week

basis. Minutes during daytime slots are being placed. Frequency

varies from market to market. The buyer is Ray Healey : the agency

is Brown & Butcher Inc.. New York.

American Chicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y., is preparing a cam-

paign in lo]) markets for its Dentyne gum. The 1.5-week schedule

starts in early January. Minutes during nighttime periods, 6 to 9 pm.

or as near as possible, are sought. Frequencies depend upon the

market. The buyer is Jim Kearns; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample. Inc.. New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is buying schedules in various markets

for its Parise soap. The schedules start in January, are set for 52

weeks. Minutes and 20's during nighttime slots are being used. Fre-

quencies vary from market to market. The buyers are George Simko

and Marv Dw\er: the agency is Ken\()n & Eckhardt. Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS

Continental Baking Co., Inc., Rye, N. Y.. is going into scattered

markets for its breads. The 13-week campaign starts late this month.

Minutes during daytime segments are being placed. Frequencies de-

pend upon the market. The bu\er is Perry Seastrom; the agency

is Ted Rates & Co.. New York.

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is setting up schedules

throughout the country for 1959 for its Pall Mall cigarettes. Most

of the schedules start in early January for 52 weeks. Minutes during

traffic hours are being lined up; frequency varies from market lo

market. The buyer is Jack Canning: the agency is Sullivan. Stauffer.

Coluell & Ba\les. Inc.. New York.

Cannon Mills, Inc., New ^Ork. nlering major markets to pro-

mote its White Sales. The short-termer starts 1 January. Miu

during daytime periods are being purchased, with frequencies v

ing from market to market. The buyer is Isabel Ziegler; the ag(

is N. W. Ayer, Inc., Philadelphia.
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

AT A 10%
SAVINGS!

YOU NEED TWO GUNS
in Indiana!

Here, where hunting's the hobby, sharpshooting adver-

tisers bag two traditional test markets—Fort Wayne and

South Bend - Elkhart — with one combination buy which

saves 10%. They thus draw a bead on 340,000 TV homes—
a bigger target than T.A.'s 43rd market!* Over 1,688,000

total population—more people than Arizona, Colorado or

Nebraska! Effective Buying Income, nearly $3 Billion—

and it's yours with just one buy!

call your H™R



ADVERTISERS

IN'|K«i-(]i»la will not only partici-

pate in a 90-niinute special this

spring but sponsor an anthology
series on both a network and spot

basis.

The special, scheduled for mid-April,

will be produced by Goodson-Todniaii

ill cooperation with the National Acad-

emy of Recording Arts and Sciences,

while the anthology will be turned out

by Goodson-Todnian bv itself.

Revlon will move a batch of its

products from Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone to the next agency that

the resigning Edmund F. John-
stone joins.

On the asset side for aR&J : Gillette

\ ing it aloiu

Inc., Boston, a g

products, includi

Safety Knife.

with John C. Dowd,
oup of new Gillette

ig the new Gillette

To use fin for the holidays : Caril-

lon Importers, Inc., for its Grand
Marnier Liqueur has moved its ad

budget to WBAI-FM, New York, to

sponsor the George Hamilton Cornhs

newscasts.

The decision to turn to radio in the

heat of the liquor advertising contro-

versy was predicated on the "sound

basis that this media serves an adult

and mature audience."

Agenc) : Gore Smith Greeland, Inc.

Merger: into Hunt Foods and In-

dustries, Inc., of nine of its subsidi-

aries and associated companies — in-

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Aurnriing a unique party thrown by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. to say "thank you"

agency people for a banner year in national spot, are the Scanlan sisters, Gertrude (1),

BBOO and Kleanor of .Street & Finney. Inc. With them. Russel Woodward (far left), exec

live v.p., PGW. and Harold Gro«. president, WJIM-A\f & TV. I.ansinjr-Flint-Jackson. Mi(

eluding Hunt Foods, Inc. and United

Gan & Glass Co.

Reason: to solidify the group into

one corporate structure.

Winston cigarettes (R. J. Reyn-
ohls) leads the list of top brand
advertisers on network tv for the
third quarter, 1958, released last

week by TvB, based on LNA-BAR re-

ports.

Here are the estimated expenditures

of the top 25 network brand adver-

tisers, for the third quarter, 1958:

RANK ADVERTISER GROSS TIME COSTS

1. Winston S2,159,164

2. Anacin 2,110.869

3. Chevrolet 1,861.347

4. Tide 1,622,940

5. Ford 1.341.051

6. Viceroy 1.307.352

7. Salem 1.307.184

8. Bufferin 1,242,392

9. Dodge 1.193.346

10. Kent 1.169.395

11. L&M Filter 1,127.898

12. Colgate Dental Cream 1,071,335

A plug lor the >pon>or: With ihc 1959

Aulo Show being held in Philadelphia,

WCAU commentator John Farenda is seen

taping his show at sponsor's (Ford) display

Lhf stalion returns to air: After a three

>ea. hiatus, WViOR-T\', Worcester, i* oper-

ating again as a satellite of WWLP, Spring-

field. William Putnam (1), pres., gen. mgr.,

WWI.P & WRf.P congratulates Kenneth Hig-

IP
x^ffmm'wi 1-

'

^iiP



Fab
Eastman Kodak Cameras 969,

Prudential Insurance 921

Cheer Detergent

Bayer Aspirin

Camel

Mercury

Dristan Tablets

Gillette Razors and Blades 837,

Schlitz 832,

Pall Mall 813,

Buick 809,

Paper Mate 805,

,848

,319

,939

1,085

,814

;,490

,260

i,728

.093

,332

,678

497

.606

Here are the top 25 network advertis-

ers by company, for the same period

:

RANK ADVERTISER GROSS TIME COSTS

P&G
Colgate

Lever

American Home
General Foods

R. J. Reynolds

Gillette

General Motors

Bristol-Myers

Ford

$12,486,914

6,365,339

5,480,278

4,603,963

4,491,394

4,364,838

3,812,857

3,808,706

3,567,433

3,012,471

General Mills

American Tobacco

Kellogg

Liggett & Myers Tob.

Sterling Drug
Pharmaceuticals

P. Lorillard

Chrysler

Brown & Williamson

Standard Brands

Revlon

National Dairy

Eastman Kodak
General Electric

Quaker Oats

2,987,000

2,541,222

2,540,185

2,374,993

2,349,712

2,332,786

2,138,977

1,985.622

1,708,710

1.652,404

1,599,322

3.027

1,51.5,116

1,412,999

1,192,517

Strictly personnel: Two major

changes in H. J. Heinz Co.'s market-

ing division — William Parshall,

named manager of advertising and

James Hamilton, manager of prod-

uct marketing . . . Lawrence Butler,

promoted to executive v. p. of the Bor-

den Foods Co. . . . A. E. Brubaker,
named director of public relations of

the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. . . .

Sy Einhorn, sales manager of the

display division of Gibraltar Corru-

gated Paper Co. . . . George Haag,

appointed a v.p. of Facit, Inc. . . .

J. A. Mcllnay, to v.p. in charge of

marketing for the Electric Storage

Battery Co., Philadelphia.

AGENCIES

J. M. Mathes Inc., and the Volks-

wagon of America Co. will be rid-

ing separate highways come 31

March.

The West German automobile ac-

count, which was assigned to Mathes

last March, was resigned by the agen-

cy this week because of disagreements

over advertising and promotion policy.

The car's billings at Mathes for the

first year was $800,000, with plans of

increasing the budget to $1 million

—

slating 20% of it for air media. (See

"Why foreign cars are trying air me-

dia, SPONSOR, 17 May 1958.)

There go the GRO girls: Three of the teen-agers who htlped in the pronidtion of a new

radio station in Lake City, Fla., W-GRO pass out one of the 5.000 souvenirs to local people.

To further the promotion, W-GRO put on a benefit dance for Teen Town, raising 11,000.

held a celebration at the city park and conihictfd a "(jRO To Church Sunday"' campaign

Presenting giant promotion report to a

sponsor and agency man, John Vrba (center)

,

v.p. in charge of sales at KTTV, Los Angeles,

discusses station's campaigns with Doug Fin-

lev (]). Snnfhrrn Cal. ad mana-er. Fal=tafF

Down below on the atomic submarine USS
Nautilus, are Bill Williams (1), news editor,

WSM-AM, TV, Nashville and Governor Frank

Clement of Tennessee. Skipper of the sub-

marine. Commander Richard Ander-on f^tand-

x;g

^ <isi

On looiilion. Watching filming of 26 Men
are d lo rl Louis Nicholau, v.p. K&E,
Boston: Paul Eaton, ad mgr. Hood Dairies.

New England sponsor: series stars, Tris

Coffin, Kelo Henderson, (driver unidentified)



iN'oles on the nev state: JWT lias

ronie out with a market report on

Alaska—claiming that too little atten-

tion has been paid to this vast area.

and too little basic research has been

done.

Called "The Alaskan Market/'
the 40-page document anahzes and

evaluates the 49th state.

New service: AIM—an advertising

evaluation measure developed by R.

H. Bruskin Associates, creative

market research firm in New Bruns-

wick. N. J.

The name is an abbreviation for

'Association-Identification-Measure '

—

aimed to provide advertisers Avith a

measure of how well people associate

and identify copy themes, slogans.

trade marks, and such. It will start

operations during January.

New agency: in Milwaukee. Fish-

er-Hoover, Inc., at 161 W. Wiscon-

sin Ave.

Merger: Reach, McClinton & Co.

and H. B. Humphrey, Alley &
Richards with estimated combined

billings at S25 million.

This marks the second time in re-

cent weeks that R-McC has entered

into a merger—the earlier agenc\ was

J. R. Pershall Co. of Chicago.

The new set-up: The Boston office of

HA&R becomes Reach. McClinton &

Humphrey, with Richard Humphrey as

president of this Massachusetts sub-

sidiary. HA&R's New York office will

l,ecome part of R-McC, and the latter's

Boston office will be absorbed by the

subsidiary.

Agency appointments: P&G"s Big

Top Peanut Butter, with billings at $1

million, from Compton to Grey Ad-
vertising . . . Ward Baking Co.'s cake

line, also to Grey. JWT continues as

the agency for Ward's Tip Top Bread

. . . Ford has switched agencies on two

of its lines—Edsel and Mercury, to

K&E, and Lincoln and Continental to

Foote, Cone & Belding. K&E had

been handling Lincoln, Mercury and

Continental, while FC&B had Edsel

. . . Morgan-Jones, Inc., manufactur-

ers of bedspreads, dish towels and

piece goods, to BBDO . . . Oakite

Products, Inc.. all-purpose household

cleansers, to Richard K. Manoff, Inc.

. . . Northwest, Inc.. distributors of the

Renault in six Northern states, to

Tilde & Cantz Advertising, Los

Angeles.

CONFIDENTIAL
Information Concerning The Best

TV program and spot buys in the billion dollar rich

Fresno and San Joaquin Valley is available to you at

no cost from your nearest H-R man. Ask him to show

you how the all family TV Station (KJEO-TV) can

make it easy for you to be a hero! Give your clients

INCREASES in sales at LOWEST cost per thousand

on KJEO-TV!

Thisa 'n' data: Forty-four top execu-

tives of Grey Advertising are meet-

ing in Atlantic City this week, to re-

view and analyze agency operations

. . . Heim Gresh, of Gresh & Kramer
Advertising. Philadelphia, winner of

tlie WFIL. Philadelphia drawing.

Prize: all expense trip for two to Paris

. . . Carr Liggett Advertising, Cleve-

land, celebrating its 25th anniversary

this month with an open house for cli-

ents and local people.

They were promoted : George Dar-

cy, to assistant to the president and

senior v. p. of The Rumrill Co., Roches-

ter .. . Robert Reardon and Nelson
Winkless, to v.p.'s at Leo Burnett . . .

Edward Henderson and Chauncey
Korten, to v.p.'s and Robert Pasch,

upped to associate copy director at

K&E . . . Erik Ohlsson, president of

Facit, Inc., to Anderson & Cairns as

its European representative . . . Jay
DeBow, to v.p., of The Merrill Ander-

son Co., New York . . . John Ash-

baugh, Portland; L. H. Sloan Jr.,

San Francisco; Robert Root and Nat

Bender Jr., Seattle, named v.p.'s of

Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Inc.

Three research analysts to the Chicago

staff of Keyes, Madden & Jones: M.
Truman Fossum, Ernest Dunston;
and Charles Schneider . . . Ernest

Hartman, named radio-tv producer at

DDB . . . O. R. Bellamy, to serve as

director of radio and tv at Perry-

Brown, Inc., Cincinnati . . . Arthur
Williams, named creative and pro-

duction director of the radio-tv depart-

ment of Houck & Co., Roanoke, Va.

Leaving: Lawrence D. Reedy, ad-

ministrative v.p. of Grant and named I

last week, to a three-man executive
|

committee to head Grant's New York I

office . . . Robert W. Dailey, v.p. in
|

the Chicago office of McCann-Erick- I

Film programing plans and devel-

opments of the past week contin-

ued to show highly optimistic

activity by the smaller film com-
panies.

These included:

• Sterling Television, which will

distribute Wonders of the Sea, a color

series produced at Marineland, Florida,

and already sold to the BBC and CBC.

• Flamingo Telefilm, is plamiing
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SiV6 filmWISDOM for Ghristmas
.fv.

'('.

c

1_
Give film SPONSOR

You just can't give a better gift than under-

standing and SPONSOR will give anyone a better understanding
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to liaiuUe a second series of 39 epi-

sodes of Citizen Soldier, produced li\

Ron Alcorn.

The first major in videotape: Hal

Roach studios will become the first

major motion picture company to en-

ter videotape production with an hour

special. Pilgrimage Play, which will

utilize the facilities of KTLA, Los An-

geles.

Sales: MCA's Mike Hammer series

was renewed in New York by Marl-

boro Cigarettes and Aero Wax on

WRCA-TV ... the Paramount feature

fdm package was purchased by WBBM-
TV, Chicago . . . MGM-TV's Passing

Parade was sold to the American Na-

tional Bank of Amarillo, Texas, for

broadcast on KGNC-TV . . . United

Artists Associated, successors to AAP.
report sale of feature film packages to

WKBW-TV. Buffalo; WTVR, Rich-

mond; KVII -TV, Amarillo, and

\^NEW-TV, New York, and purchases

of Popeye cartoons by WLIX-TV, Jack-

son. Mich.; KGW-TV, Portland, Ore.,

and KGLO-TV, Mason City, Iowa . . .

Also reported are UAA (AAP) sales

of Christmas feature package to

SWEEI

Enjoy sweet sales success from the

Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

WTVR-TV, Richmond ; KFDM-TV,
Beaumont; WLOS-TV, Asheville;

\^ SYR-TV, Svracuse; KCRG-TV, Ce-

dar Rapids; WDMJ-TV, Marquette;

WSVA-TV, Harrisburg; WCNY-TV,
Watertown; WFMY-TV, Greensboro;

KREX-TV. Grand Junction; KTTS-TV,
Springfield, Mo.; KVKM-TV, Man-
hanas; KCSJ-TV, Pueblo; KGHL-TV,
Billings; WMTV. Madison, and
WHAS-TV, Louisville.

More Sales: United Artists Associ-

ated has also sold the individual fea-

ture film, Yankee Doodle Dandy for

special scheduling bv the Triangle sta-

tions — WFIL-TV,' Philadelphia;

WNHC-TV, New Haven; WNBF-TV,
Binghampton ; WFRG-TV, Altoona,

and WLHY-TV, Lebanon—plus other

sales to WTVJ, Miami; WLOS-TV,
Asheville, and WSB-TV, Atlanta.

New feature package: Screen Gems
has released 78 additional feature films

in the Powerhouse package, containing

pictures produced by Universal and

Columbia . . . It's the fourth feature

film package put into syndication by

Screen Gems this year.

Syndication publicity: ABC Films'

26 Men is the subject of a three-page

feature in the 13 December issue of

TV Guide magazine.

Commercials: One way to solve the

problem of how to present soft goods

is shown by Silberstein-Goldsmith

agency in its new campaign for Botany
"500" men's suits, filmed by Pintoff

Productions. There are a series of

dramatic and humorous treatments of

"The Life in the Day of a Suit" ... In

Canada, casting for a series of live

Carling's commercials employed closed

circuit; agency is E. H. Hayhurst, Ltd.

. . . Colmes-Werrenrath productions

of Glenview, Illinois, has made a series

of Westinghouse commercials starring

Betty Furness, prepared in conjunction

with Dick Lewis and Desilu Produc-

tions; filming took place in Dallas and

Chicago.

Strictly personnel: Leonard S.

Gruenberg has been elected a vice

president of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman;

lie'll focus on sale of programs to re-

gional and national advertisers plus

networks . . . Alex Sherwood be-

comes southeastern sales representative

for Official Films, with headquarters in

Atlanta, starting 1 January . . . Sidney

Kramer has been named director of

foreign distribution and film coordi-

nator of NTA; operations he will su-

pervise include offices in London.

Paris, Rome, Brussels, Munich, Aus-

tralia, Japan, China and the Philippine

Islands . . . Jacques GriniefF will

handle the foreign distribution of Jay-

ark Films throughout the world.

NETWORKS

CBS Radio's John Karol predicted

that other radio networks will be

forced to copy CBS' Program Con-

solidated Plan so that their affili-

ates will be able to compete with

Columbia.
Karol, v.p. in charge of network

sales, spoke before the Louisville Ad-

vertising Club last week.

He emphasized that the PCP was

not "network-inspired, but evolved

from a proposal by representatives of

our affiliates who wanted to continue

as affiliates of the network.

"The plan," Karol continued, "will

give the network and its stations im-

proved financial stability and will in-

crease advertiser confidence in the

medium."

NBC TV replacements: D.A.'s Man
moves into the Saturday 10:30 p.m.

spot for Chesterfield, ousting Brains

and Brawn; Black Saddle replaces

Steve Canyon at 9:00 Saturday and

the latter takes over the cancelled Ed
Wynn time, 8:00 p.m. Thursday, both

shows for Chesterfield.

Network sales: Sweets Company of

America (Henry Eisen), for alternate

weeks on Jefferson Drum and quarter

hours on The Howdy Doody Shotv,

both NBC TV . . . Hollywood Candy

(Grubb & Peterson) for 52 weeks on a

quarter-hour weekly basis of American

Bandstand via ABC TV . . . Nine new

clients for NBC TV's Today and Jack

Paar Shows totalling $1.2 million in

gross billings. Topping the purchases

are orders from 0-Cedar Corp. (Turn-

er) and ReaLemon Puritan Co. (Lilien-

feld&Co.).

Network affiliations: WFRV-TV,
Green Bav, Wis., to NBC TV . . .

WBBW, Youngstown, Ohio and WEW,
St. Louis, to Mutual Broadcasting

System.

Personnel note: Robert L. Stone,
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v.p. and general manager of WABC-
TV, New York, elected v.p., facilities

operations for NBC . . . Joseph Stam-

ler, named a v.p. of ABC and general

manager of WABC-TV, New York.

RADIO STATIONS

Three Texas clear channel sta-

tions have taken up the competi-

tive challenge from independents

in their markets: they're the Tex-

as Quality Group.
The stations in the group: KPRC,

Houston; WFAA, Dallas; WOAI,
San Antonio.

The move also reflects the trend

among station management with both

tv and radio interests to invest the

radio operation with their personal

attention.

McClendon and other independents

have the past year or so captured the

center of the stage in these markets,

and the reactivation of the TQG is ex-

pected to stir up a lot of new competi-

tive excitement in the Star State.

McGavren-Quinn, representatives,

has set up a new radio station

group covering Connecticut.

Purpose, according to Mc-Q: the

combination of stations will offer ad-

vertisers power, coverage and local ra-

dio impact with one buy.

Stations in the group: WNHC, New
Haven; WKNB, Hartford; WNAB,
Bridgeport; and WATR, Waterbury.

To find a name for the new radio

group, Mc-Q is holding a contest

among New York agency time buyers.

Prize: 16 day Transocean Air Lines,

California-Hawaiian holiday for two.

And while on the Connecticut
front :

Westport, dormitory for much of

Madison Avenue, has its own radio sta-

tion now, WMMM. Call letters stand

for Westport's Modern Minute Men.

The Concert Network says it's got

proof positive that fm has a sizeable

audience.

Thru WNCN-FM, New York, it

asked listeners on a weeks continuing

basis to write about their reactions to

fm. The returns : over 5,000 letters and
postcards from a radius of 75 miles.

Ideas at work :

• Now they have wishbones galore:

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul held a

one-day-only promotion—a Wishbone

Decorating Contest, on Thanksgiving

Day. The station has, to date, received

close to a thousand of them, all vying

for a $25 gift certificate.

• Tickets anyone: Red Benson, of

WPEN, Philadelphia, told listeners

that he would be in the downtown area

to distribute theater tickets to those

saying the words: "WPEN Li'l Abner."

Result: 500 tickets were given out, with

a larger number having to be turned

down—no tickets left.

• KFWB, L.A., has set aside 9 to

11 nightly for 1200 service clubs and
fraternal orders to air their holiday

season greetings and messages free

from now to New Years.

• WAMP, Pittsburgh and the A&P
food stores held a "guess the trio's

weight" contest—awarding 12-pound

turkeys to the 50 people, out of 1,000

entrants, coming closest to the correct

poundage.

Survey: "Profile of the Southern Cali-

fornia Buying Market" by KLAC, Los

Angeles, is scheduled for distribution

among ad agencies this week.

Target of the adults only survey: to

establish a profile of the "buying-age"

families, with respect to radio program

preferences and listening habits.

Result: A new policy
—"Good Music

is back and KLAC's got it."

Another new company for radio

stations :

This one, a business brokerage firm

specializing in broadcasting industry

—

dubbed Lincoln Deller & Co., Santa

Barbara, Cal. R. C. Crisler & Co., is

its Eastern affiliate.

Station purchase: KIDO, Boise,

Idaho, to the Mesabe Western Corp.,

for $181,000—brokered by Allen Kan-

der & Co. . . . Increased power:
WAPI, Birmingham, for its daytime

power from 10,000 to 50,000—increas-

ing the station's primary coverage area

by 42.%

Thisa 'n' data: Filling the vacuum:
WOOD-TV and radio, increased its

news coverage when six major newspa-

pers in the area went on strike . . .

Went on the air: WVCG-FM, Coral

Gables, Fla., opened its air waves for

the first time last week, highlighted

with an SRO sign for its debut . . . On
the stereo front: Two Denver radio

Buy fhe whole

TEXAS MONEY BELT
anc/SELL't from the

CENTER

#\
\ PT. STOCKTON

/ WITH

/ K V K AM
TV

Channel 9 abc

MONAHANS, TEXAS
Representatives
Everett McKinney, In

Clyde Melville, SW

Ross Rucker, Pres.

Hillman Taylor, TV Mgr.
Ken Welch, Radio Mgr.
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stati.)iK<. KHOVi' and KTLN teamed

lo<;ether last week for an stereophonic

broadcast, a two hour show sponsored

liy the May-D & F Stores . . . Sports

business: for the 23-game series of

I Conn basketball games, via WTIC.
Hartford, sponsored by Conn. Medical

Service and Conn. Milk for Health. Inc.

Anniversary theme : KBKC entered

its lloat in the American Royal Parade

ii! Kansas City as part of its anniver-

sary celebration. The float—a fire en-

gine with the theme: "the hottest sta-

tion in town." First birthday promo-

ti )n also included a party and on-the-

air promotions with prizes offered . . .

Samuel Frank (Red Cross) Crow-
tlier, presented with a diamond lapel

pin for 25 vears' service with WMAZ,
Macon. Ga.' . . . KVOX, Moorhead.

Minn., celebrating its 21.«t anniversary.

Station staffers: Charles F. Grish-

am, elected president and general man-

ager of the Alabama Broadcasting Sys-

tem, Inc. . . . Barrett H. Goeghegan,
named sales manager for WABC, New-

York . . . William Scruggs Jr., ap-

pointed promotion manager of WSOC
Broadcasting Corp., Charlotte . . .

Stanley Breyer, to become a partner

of KSAY, San Francisco . . . John
Stenkamp, to news director and Gene
Wike, named his assistant at Cascade

Broadcasting Co. . . . Joe Miller, sta-

tion manager. KOBY. San Francisco

. . . Charlie Murdock, program di-

rector, WQAM, Miami . . . Ira Laufer,

to commercial manager of Radio Or-

ange County . . . R. R. Reames, to

the sales staff at WHB, Baltimore . . .

Robert De Tchon, named sales man-

ager of WYDE. Birmingham ... Jim
Randolph, program director, KGFJ,
Hollywood . . . Larry Wilson, to pro-

gram director and Marshall Pearce

to promotit)n director at WTIX, New
Orleans.

TV STATIONS

Like the Chicago meat-packers,

\^ GBS-TV, Miami, can now boast

it sells everything but the squeal.

The latest by-product that the sta-

tion has found a sponsor for is the

sunrise and sunset pattern change.

The buyer: McCalPs Pattern Divi-

sion. The connnercial copy: "For a

change of pattern, whether it be for

a new season or a change in Milady's

attire, for day or night, the newest and

best dress patterns are available at

vour favorite department store . . . pat-

terns bv McCall."

Eighty percent of all adults in tv

homes in Metropolitan New York
read newspaper columns devoted

to news and reviews of tv pro-

grams, according to a Pulse sur-

vey conducted in August.

This survey, a follow-up of a similar

one made two years ago, revealed that

half of the people who read the tv col-

umns, read them regularly.

Further highlights of the survey:

• In the August, 1956 survey, 36%
of the respondents said that tv reviews

affected their viewing—in the current

suney the figure upped to 54%

.

• Compared to the 80'/^ of the peo-

ple reading tv columns in newspapers,

()C).r)' i reported reading news and re-

views of new movies.

• On subjects of interest to viewers

in tv columns, 62'/ desired advanced

information about new tv programs

and reviews of feature films.

il!ll!HII.I!IHII.UHIIJjmjllllJJI.I.I|ll)IJlN].IM

Another Int-ermount-ain Network
Affiliate

/ Inter
Mountain
Network

KGHF
5000 WATTS AT 1350
NEWS—MUSIC—SPORTS

AND THE

TOP SALESMAN
IN THE

RICH PUEBLO MARKET

Ideas at work:

• KETV, Omaha is holding a

"Christmas Call" contest—offering

viewers the opportunity to place a

phone call anywhere in the world.

• KMOX-TV, St. Louis, boosted its

"Toys for Tots" drive by holding a

benefit theater party for more than

4,800 kids, featuring the stars of the

station's Popeye with Cooky and the

Captain. Admission to the theater: a

to\.

• Re public service: WLOS-TV,
Asheville, N. C. presented to the city

schools a check to cover the $3,500

worth of special electronic equipment

to be installed in the high schools, en-

abling them to receive special educa-

tional tv programs.

They were awarded:

Don Riggs, of WBNS-TV, Columbus,

Ohio, honored by the Second Army
Recruiting District for his promotion

ot a rocket building contest for young-

sters . . . WSJS-TV and Radio grant-

ed the National Safety Council's 1957-

58 Public Interest Award . . . Julie

Benell, woman's editor, WFAA-TV,
Dallas, one of the winners of the

nation-wide competition for the Gro-

cery Manufacturers of America's "Life

Line of America" Trophy awards . . .

WWJ-TV and radio news directors,

Detroit, presented with six awards from

the Michigan Associated Press Broad-

casters Association News Competition.

Add kudos: Julie Benell of WFAA-
TV, Dallas outstanding woman tele-

caster for 19.58 by the Grocery Manu-
facturers of America, Inc. . . . KLZ*
AM & TV, Denver, honored for con-

tinuing broadcasting efforts on behalf

of the Boy Scouts of America . . . Milt

Grant, d.j., WTTG-TV, Washington,

presented with the National award by

the American Legion . . . WNEM-TV,
Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, a certificate of

appreciation for outstanding public

service to the United States Navy Re-

cruiting Services.

On the personnel front: John L.

McCJay, appointed general manager of

W JZ TV. Baltimore . . . George H.
iMathiesen, named general manager of

KWV-TV, Cleveland . . . Hugh L.

Kibbey, to national sales manager for

WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, and William

I

Fagan to film brvcr of the station. ^
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*MUST BUY' POLICY
{Cont'd from page 31)

In polling the opinions of various

advertising sponsors and agencymen,

SPONSOR found some interesting prob-

lems raised by the CBS TV move.

"What happens," asked one cHent

ad manager, on alternate sponsorships?

In most of these cases, the two spon-

sors have agreed on a "must buy" line-

up. Their cross-plugs have become

items of importance in their partner-

ship. Now if one sponsor decides he

doesn't want New Orleans and Mil-

waukee and the other wants them but

not Seattle and Atlanta, what becomes

of their amity—and their cross-plugs?"

"Frankly, it puts a burden on us

admen," says another executive, "since

we can no longer justify a weak market

in a station list on the grounds that it

has to be taken along with the strong

ones. There may now be certain

regions where we've been having

trouble but have been forced to take

which we may now drop or if we feel

the stations are at fault, may even go

into with spot tv."

Indeed stations may now be faced

with the prospect of selling their net-

M'ork programs along with their local

shows, and their reps may, too. Because

in a way, dropping of "must buy" puts

an onus on the individual stations to

deliver a worthwhile audience.

"I wouldn't be surprised to see CBS
TV set up a Station Sales Unit similar

to NBC TV's," said one adman.

That some stations may be added

now at the expense of others almost

goes without saying. But that the

change in policy may in actuality have

little over-all effect is also likely. Ad-

vertisers on all the networks are pres-

ently carrying lineups well in excess

either of "must buys" or dollar floors.

One industry figure has put the aver-

age line-up for the three nets for an

evening program at: ABC TV, 111 sta-

tions; CBS TV, 147 stations; NBC TV,

134 stations.

This is pretty close by contrast with

the first November report by A. C.

Nielsen Co. for three top-rated Sunday

night shows: Maverick (ABC TV)
124; Ed Sullivan (CBS TV) 171; Steve

Allen (NBC TV) 157.

So whatever happens in the wake of

the "must buy" passing, stations proba-

bly still will be added, for their addi-

tion means more coverage—and more
coverage means more sales. ^

D.J. SPOOF
(Cont'd from page 29)

"image" to tv. Doing the spots live,

Cordic and Co. even found themselves

hanging upside down from parallel

bars in efforts to make it appear they

were pouring the beer upward from

the bottle.

After another successful season of

holiday sales for Olde Frothingslosh, a

less strenuous tv approach was under-

taken last year. Spots were filmed,

making strong use of the inversion

lens. To illustrate "lightness," beer

cans were stacked from the top down
on icebox shelves and the liquid was

poured upward to get the "foam on

the bottom."

These filmed spots were integrated

into Pittsburgh Brewing's regular tv

coverage: largely news (11 p.m. news-

casts in seven markets) and sports.

This week new sets of radio and tv

spots are in use for the Christmas of

1958. The yearly label change, more-

over, is accompanied by a bottling

change: a little brown jug-type bottle.

It is still sold only by the case—with

demand, as usual, exceeding supply.

( Please turn page)

£aadA UtFAeorto
MT^

Leads in syndicated shows - with these

top shows: Highway Patrol, Death Valley Days,

Burns and Allen, People's Choice, Decoy, African Patrol,

Robin Hood and Buccaneers.

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • The Katz Agency, National Representative
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MORE LISTENERS PER DOLLAR
• 88c per thousand

MORE ADULTS PER DOLLAR
• 95% over 18

MORE "DELIVER" PER DOLLAR

m-AiH
5000 WATTS • TOPEKA. KANSAS

12 COUNTY

Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

I [Cont'd from page 63)

Meantime Cordic has invented a

uliole stable of screwball items which

icsiularly appear on his show. Some
samples:

• Brand A Cigarettes—maybe not

the best, but consistently second in

i'\ery other cigarette's brand compari-
son chart.

• Ball Tele-poles—if you're going to

have a phone in vour back yard, have

a Ball.

• Mediocre Midgets— the sinking

man's cigarettes (small enough to

smoke inside a diving helmet).

• Night Owl Cigars—extra long for

smokers who stay up all night.

Every so often signs indicate that

history may repeat itself. The station

reports inquiries about Baxter's Trac-

tors (the family model with eight seats

for lonely farmers) and about a re-

ported sale of water buffalos at bargain

prices.

So far, though, nobody has tried to

order any Greebs—and for good rea-

son. Although the virtues of practical-

ly all other advertised products are

claimed for Greebs, nobody knows
what Greebs are. Not even Cordic. ^

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL
{Cont'd from page 39)

as a jolt, somewhat the way neon lights

jar the senses in the landscape of

Broadway? . . .

But still on the initial question of to

integrate or not to integrate, ... Is a

commercial sometimes so palatable that

it slips down the viewer's gullet with-

out even making him swallow? Is the

sales message missed in favor of the

entertainment value?

"Clever," a viewer may say—and

feel genuinely grateful for having been

let off so easily—but has he been suf-

ficiently persuaded to buy the product.

Before going into the "how" of

integration, then, let's be guided by

these considerations:

(1) Is the product one that calls for

integration, or does the sales message

carry sufficient holding power of its

own? If the latter is the case, don't

integrate!

(2) Is the integrated message, as

finally conceived, so successfully

merged into the entertainment that, as

such, it slips too easily past the audi-

ence leaving too docile an impression?

. . . Parenthetically, however, let's

make one thing clear. In this writer's

view at least, the first aim of a commer-
cial is not to please the public, not to

let the viewer off easily—but to hit him
as hard as possible with the most po-

tent sales message that the time allows.

If it can be done pleasantly and effec-

tively, fine! If showing the inside of

a stomach lining does it better, then

put aside the question of taste for a

while. Advertising may be close to

show business—but it isn't show busi-

ness. It is, and should remain, adver-

tising. . . .

. . . Because integration must be

pitched closely to the climate of the

program, it is hard to lay down hard

and fast rules for procedure. But two
can be safely asserted:

1. Keep the message within the flow

of plot or action. Don't baldly inter-

rupt the theme of the show or the

stream of entertainment.

2. Keep your characters in charac-

ter, both in action, and—much more
particularly—in dialogue.

This second rule will often preclude

"hard-sell," or an elaborate product
story. For this reason, integration may
not be the most forceful form of prod-

uct selling on the air. But substitute

"acceptability" for "force," and it may
well be the most persuasive. ^

^^^Biifcdet:

"*y HAVEN'T
'"""'^ ^^^

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

sonnel, KPRS is effectively directing

the buying habits of its vast, faithful

audience. Your sales message wastes
neither time nor money in reaching
the heart of its "preferred" market.
Buying time on KPRS is like buying
the only radio station in a community
of 128,357 active prospects.
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SPOT RADIO
[Cont'd from page 27)

radio recession and prescriptions for

the medium's future health not unnat-

urally focus on the promotional area.

The slump was caused by, maybe, 30
to 50 clients pulling out of the medi-

um, Sweeney said, and the problem is

for spot to replenish its sources of new
business.

Agency men, or anybody for that

matter, will seldom agree they would
have acted differently had some one
sold them harder on a course of action.

But in ad circles there is a widespread
feeling that the blandishments of com-
petitive air media were what gave spot

radio its hardest time during the sec-

ond half of 1958. One media director's

summing up was typical.

"I think we were particularly aware
of what was happening to spot radio

because we use it and spot tv in tan-

dem," he said. "Let's go back a bit,

first. Spot radio got off the ground
when it began to offer daytime plans at

tempting prices. Then once spot radio

picked up it became fashionable and
practically everybody began buying.

However, as the time began being filled

up these packages became scarcer.

Either they weren't offered at all, or

you couldn't work premium hours into

the plans or else they just weren't

worth while because any good slot was
sold.

"Now, that by itself wouldn't have
been so bad. But then along came spot

tv which by this time had learned from
radio how attractive these plans can
be. I'm talking now about daytime. I

think the daytime tv picture was helped
by ABC TV's new programing, too. It

focused attention on daytime. At any
rate, agencies found some spot tv offer-

ings that were almost as low in terms

of cost-per- 1,000 as radio. I know I

did. Now, other things being equal,

you figure spot tv's cost-per- 1,000
should be at least twice what radio's is.

So it's hard to turn tv down when it's

almost as cheap as radio.

"Network radio? Yes, I suppose
network radio prices were pretty at-

tractive to some advertisers but I don't
think spot radio lost as much business
to network radio as it did to spot tv or
even daytime network tv."

A number of media directors

charged spot radio with "foolishly"
raising rates. One study, however, in-

dicates that published rates at least

changed little. The study, just com-
pleted by the Katz Agency compares
(1) traffic time rates, (2) daytime
rates (9 a.m.-4 p.m.) and (3) night-
time rates (after 6 p.m.) during De-
cember 1958 and 1957.

In traffic times rates went up 1.4%
in the first 50 markets and 1.87o in

the first 150. Daytime rates went down
fractionally while nighttime rates de-
clined 5.8% in the first 50 markets and
6.4% in the first 150. These calcula-
tions cover the cost of a 13-week cam-
paign of 12 one-minute daytime an-
nouncements on weekdays. Plans are
included except in one case—they are
not applied to traffic time rates unless
"the conditions of the Plan clearly ap-
plied to that classification."

The Katz study used one station per
market and Dan Dennenholz, Katz re-

search chief, picked the station with
the largest NCS No. 2 daytime weekly
circulation. While this weights the
study toward the highest cost station in

each market—and may be unrepresen-
tative for that reason—the inclusion of
150 stations and markets should pro-
vide some reliable index of spot radio
rates.

It is true, of course, that one ques-
tion the Katz study doesn't answer is

to what extent agency complaints about
rates are in effect complaints that sta-

tions were not as liberal as formerly
in under-the-table bargaining.

Another aspect of the spot radio cost

picture is the local rate situation, a
problem as serious to spot tv as it is to

spot radio. The reps are seriously con-
cerned about the leakage of national
spot money into the local radio column
by way of either phoney co-op budgets
or else clients blatantly asking local

rates for what is obviously a national
spot buy.

The problem is not new but the re-

cession gave new impetus to the trend
as clients cast around for means of
saving money. Spot radio bought this

way does not appear in the calculations
of its time sales—and so the billings

drop may not be as bad as it sounds—
but the practice of national clients buy-
ing at local rates has a dangerous ef-

fect at the agency level. The media di-

rector of an important air agency tells

why:

"I sometimes hate to recommend
spot radio even though I know it can
do a job for a client. If we do rec-

ommend it and then start buying,
there's always the fear that the client

will pop in one day and tell us that his

district sales managers can pick up
radio time at a considerably lower cost.

This can make us look pretty inef-

fectual."

There is apparently a contradiction

in agencies complaining about (1)

higher station rates on the one hand
and (2) clients picking up radio at

cut rates on the other. The answer is

that it depends on whom you talk to.

There is clearly more than one factor

at work and most people tend to gen-
eralize in terms of the problem closest

to their heart.

Nor is the confusion dissipated by
reps who say business is currently

good and even predict spot radio in

general will do better in 1958 than

1957. This can be explained, how-
ever, by the fact that some reps are

undoubtedly doing better than last year
either because of new stations on their

list or old stations pushing up their

audiences. It is unfortunate for a con-

siderable number of stations that the

largesse of spot radio expenditures is

not falling evenly on all outlets. Aside
from the smaller markets suffering

more than the larger ones, many reps

contend there is too much agencv at-

tention to the No. 1 station in each

market.

Reps have also been complaining

about the brief duration of many cam-
paigns. Some of this is due to reces-

sion budget-cutting but the origins go
back before the recession. Together

with smaller market lineups, reps fear

that the overuse of spot radio flights is

diluting the ability of spot radio to

show what it can really do. Here,

again, reps say spot radio is under-

valued.

Among the remaining factors cited

for spot radio's current billings slide

are (1) Nielsen figures showing a de-

cline in in-home listening (though

Pulse and Hooper show no such de-

cline) and (2) a coincidental change

in media strategy by a number of cli-

ents which, though it affects spot ra-

dio adversely is no reflection on its

reputation.

Clearly spot radio has its work cut

out. However, four years ago spot

radio had a bad fright when time sales

fell off from about $130 to $120 mil-

lion. With tv booming and a reces-

sion at work the future didn't look so

good. It wasn't much later when the

medium took off on one of the great-

est comebacks in advertising. Prog-
nosticators, take note. ^
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Things you should know

about

KMSO

• 191,000 WATTS POWER

• CBS, ABC, NBC PROGRAMS

* SINGLE STATION MARKET

• 45,000 TV FAMILIES

* LESS THAN ]^ PER M

* SUPER SHOWMANSHIP

* SUPER SALESMANSHIP

* SUPER CRAFTSMANSHIP

. . . and now that you know

CALL OR WRITE

CILL-PERNA—OR

KMSO channel 13

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Negro radio

_, from
ohreveport

KORA
now 5000 watts
non-directional at980

The Soulhwest's most powerful Negro station.

• Selling 405,000 Negroes in 49 counties o(

Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas. • Top-rated

by Hooper, fjjse and Trendex.

Repreientea by John E. Peorsi

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

,^
Mort Bassett joins the Robert E. Eastman

Co. tills week as vice president and mana-

iier of the New York office. He conies to

Ihr rc|) firm fidin na\ [una Beach, Fla.,

\\liiMf. 1(11 ilif |ia-t I 1 iiK.iilli.-. he was presi-

(l.-nl an.l .^.lu-ial niana,u.T „f WROD. Prior

to that. Bassett spent 11 years with John
Blair & Company, where he went from ac-

count executive to sales manager of the

National Saturation Group. Bassett entered the broadcasting field in

1936 as a sales research man for NBC. He left in 1941, when he was
assistant circulation manager. He then joined Morse International

agency as media buyer and assistant radio director. During W.W. H,

he served in the public relations division of the Army Air Corps.

/

James C. Riddell has been named chief

executive officer in charge of the ABC West-

ern division. He is also a member of the

board of directors of American Broadcast-

ing-Paramount Theatres, Inc., and v. p. of

ABC. Riddell began his career in broad-

casting in 1931 at WXYZ, Detroit, and was

promoted successively through various de-

partments of the station until 1946, when

he was named general manager of the station upon its purchase by

ABC. In 1950, he was promoted to president and general manager of

WXYZ. Inc. In March. 1958. Riddell was elected to the board of direc-

tors of AB-PT. He will assume his new post in February, and head-

quarter in Hollywood. Earl Hudson, who has been in charge of the

Western division since merger in 1953, will be associated with Riddell

in an advisory capacity in addition to handling special projects.

HHP^^^ - Richard H. Close has been promoted to

^^jSi^l^^ director of NBC Spot Sales from his pres-

mm
)

ent position as director of represented sta-

V^ ^ tions for the company. Close started with

< NBC in 1933 as a page. Two years later he

was advanced to the local sales traffic de-

partment, and four years hence, to the Na-

tional Spot Sales traffic department. He

has been in the Spot Sales division for the

past 20 \ears. having been named supervisor of its traffic department

in 1942, sales service manager for NBC o&o stations and represented

stations in 1913, and then promoted to account executive. Close was

elevated to manager of the National Spot Sales Department in 1950.

and then, when the department separated, named Eastern sales mana-

ger for radio. In 1951. he was named Eastern sales manager, tv.
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Donald R. Evers has been appointed gen-

eral sales manager of KFMB, San Diego.

He joined the staff as an account executive

earlier this year. Prior to this, Evers was

associated with the Bartell Group Stations

in various markets. He also served as sales

manager for a San Diego independent ra-

dio outlet, which helped add to his solid

background of radio sales experience. A
native of Chicago, Evers received his A.B. from Hope College, in

Holland, Mich., and undertook graduate work at Northwestern Uni-

versity and the U. of Wis. He is 30, married and has two children.

Norman F. Best has been named general

manager and a vice-president of Campbell-

Mithun, Inc. He comes to C-M from Los

Angeles, where he was v.p. in charge of

account management at Ervvin Wasey.

RuthraufI & Ryan. His career in advertis-

ing was launched at Lennen & Mitchell in

research and m.erchandising from which

he moved into radio program production.

He then joined CBS as a radio producer in

his tour of duty during World War II

Force. After the war, he went to Ervvin Wasey as media and research

director. For the past eight years, he has been top account manage-

ment supervisor for its L.A. office. He now lives in Wayzata, Minn.

^wood. Best served

British Ro\al Air

f

(4

Phil Porterfield has joined Robert E.

Swanson Productions as sales manager. He

comes to the commercial firm after many

years in the various facets of the industry.

A native of Ft. Wayne, Ind. Porterfield

gravitated to New York where he apiieared

in several Broadway musicals, followed h\

a stint in radio. In radio he produced and

was featured in shows on NBC and CBS out

of Chicago. He then joined NBC's sales department and from there

was appointed national sales manager of WUSN-TV. Charleston. S. C.

Most recently he has held the post of national sales manager for

RKO Tele-Radio stations in Memphis. Hartford and Palm Beach.

Alien M. Woodall was elected chairman

nl the board of RAB, Inc. He is president

and general manager of WDAK, Columbus,

(ia. Woodall, one of the "founding fathers"

of RAB, has been a director of the Bureau

since the organization's inception, and has

been chairman of the executive committee

since 1957. He replaces retiring chairman

Kenyon Brown, of KGLC, Miami, Okla.,

who was lauded by RAB during its recent board meeting for bis

"contribution to management during his two-year term as chairman."

lour new committee chairmen were also named: John Hayes, ex-

ecutive commission; Victor Diehm, WAZL, Hazelton, membership

commission; Alex Keese, WFAA, Dallas, finance commission:

Herbert Evans. Peoples Broadcasting Corp.. by-laws commission.

A Vast
Urban Complex

WORK, EARN
and SPEND.
and it's dominated by

uufmy-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Represented by

Harrington, RIghter & Parsons, Inc.

lew York . Chicago • San Francisco • Atlonta • Boston

SALES EXECUTIVE

RADIO AND

TELEVISION

Extensive major station bacl(-

ground, programming and

sales. Completing tenth year

with New York Rep in admin-

istrative and sales capacity.

Current personal sales over

$500,000 annually. Inter-

ested in sales, radio or tele-

vision, in New York or station

management anywhere a genu-

ine opportunity exists.

INQUIRE BOX 61, SPONSOR.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

1959^a year of great decisions

These are curious days for the air media. In many ways

the current situation resembles that described by Charles

Dickens in the opening chapter of A Tale of Two Cities:

'It was the best of times, it teas the worst of times, it was

the age of wisdom, it ivas the age of foolishness, it was the

epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the

season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the

spring of hope, it ivas the winter of despair."

As 1958 draws toward a close, both branches of l)roadcast

advertising find themselves in this same state of suspended

})aradox. The good news is mixed with bad. The sunlight

seems strong, but there are shadows on the moon.

Tv is completing its biggest billing year in history. It

demonstrated last spring and summer, in the face of the re-

cession, greater vitality than any other advertising medium

in America. Network, spot and local business are all good.

But tv today is facing the most serious attacks it has ever

known. Powerful critics are demanding stringent reforms in

tv's programing and advertising policies.

Radio, too, approaches 1959 with many unsolved, and

troubling problems. The recent sluggishness of spot, the

shakeups and changes in network operations, and the growing

conviction in many advertising circles that radio is failing to

present a "quality image" of itself—all these are causing

genuine concern to thoughtful members of the industry.

We believe that the coming year will be one of turbulence,

ferment and change for both tv and radio. We predict that

in 1959 the air media will be faced with the need for great

decisions, and new high-level policy-making.

Essentially the problem which now confronts them is a

matter of prestige—and pinpointed avenues for reaping the

rewards of prestige. If tv and radio are to continue as prac-

tical, profitable business operations, they must seek and find

new ways to win the esteem of the public, and rebuild the

sometimes faltering self-respect of their own members.

Can the air media accomplish these objectives in 1959?

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Suggestion: In tv commercials the

razor companies so far have shaved

peaches, sandpaper, cactus, balloons

and steel wool. There's only one thing

left to shave—a porcupine.

Farewell address: The ultimate of

street addresses is that of the makers

of French's mustard:

R. T. French Co.

1 Mustard Street

Rochester 9, N. Y.

Wild goose: For the National Bank of

Detroit, Campbell-Ewald Agency had

put together a fine commercial for

WWJ-TV's 11 O'clock News. Newsman
Bob Maxwell was to hold a live goose

while he recited, "Christmas is a-comin'

/and the goose is gettin' fat./Please to

put a penny/In the old man's hat."

Midway through the commercial, the

goose honked loudly and took off, was

finally captured in the WWJ lobby.

Next time the Bank of Detroit had

better do its demonstration with golden

eggs instead of the goose.

Definitions: Here are some more of

those definitions of studio terms by

Dee Vincent, announcer at KONO-TV,
San Antonio

—

Agency man—A person who, 10 min-

utes before air time, comes in and

says, "Well, what have we got for

tonight?"

Rear screen—A sack dress which hangs

straight over the rear of what might

otherwise be an attractive woman.

E.T. now—Command which causes the

audio man to look frantically through

the bin for a record.

Use the scoop—Gather up those damn

studio visitors and throw them out.

Dixie belles: The Atlanta chapter of

the American Women in Radio and

Television recently held what it called

a "Cotton Pickin' (Conference."

Credit: Blair Tv's Martin Katz sug-

gests this slogan for the new American

Fxpress credit cards: "Fly to the moon;

\()u'll be billed in the next world."

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Recognition by the

industry that the prestige of radio and tv is not

merely an artistic, cultural, or public service

ideal. It deeply affects both billings and profits.

Pick-up: From CHI M. Toronto,

Stone's Throws— 'Bob Brown has

joined Leo Burnett as an account exec-

utive. Previously was ad manager at

Chrysler Corp., then account executive

at Kenyon & Eckhardt." Sounds like

McCall's "Togetherness."
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takes

two!

SACRAMENTO
and

STOCKTON
Together, California's third largest TV

market; and only KBET-TV dominates

both of these cities. See your H-R Man

for latest rating information.

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 439,220

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, Ikl

GENERAL LIBRARY
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h New KOMA
k ihoma City's only 50,000 watt

statioti proudly

mces 1ne.

itmezK.cfl

, JJi

M
^ as national representatives

effective January 1, 1959

KOMA One

of the

STORZ
Stations

Todd Storz, President

Home Office: Omaha
WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

KOMA Oklahoma City

WTIX New Orleans

WQAM Miami

WD6Y, WHB. KOMA. WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.

WTIX represented by Adam Young Inc.

ELGIN'S XMAS

BABY SELLS

ALL OVER TV
JWT's heartwarming

one-minute commer-
cials with year-old
Michael Lang, of Qhi-

cago are scheduled on

six high-rated network

programs plus spot

Radio wallops

newspapers

in new study

Page 16

How Cyanamid

sells to the

"Farmer's friend"

Page 30
j

Edsel's Fox

faces a

tough ad job

Page 34



who says KVTV is the

best TV buy in Sioux City?

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS SAY SO!

An air check during the week of October 19 through 25 found that:

• National advertisers invested 70% of their TV ad dollars for Sioux

City on KVTV.
• Of the 19 national advertisers using KVTV and Station B, 16 in-

vested more than 50% on KVTV.

LOCAL ADVERTISERS SAY SO!

This same air check showed these facts about local advertisers:

• Local advertisers invested 71% of their TV advertising dollars on

KVTV.
• Of the 8 local advertisers using KVTV and Station B, 7 invested

more than 50% on KVTV.

KVTV had 70 exclusive adrerUsers, both local and national. Station

B had 22.

ARB SAYS SO!

An ARB Metropolitan Survey made from October 19 through 25

shows that:

• From sign-on to sign-off, KVTV had 36% more share of audience

than Station B.

• KVTV had 312 quarter hour wins. Station B had 128.

• KVTV carried 19 of the top 25 programs.

To sell your product most effectively in Sioux City, sell on the most

watched station in Sioux City—KVTV.
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it takes TALENT brother . . . and

TUn
BI6

OlFFEnENCI

IN

PHILADELPHIA
RADIO

TALENT
WPEN programs believable,
selling, local personalities 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
Talent-that's why more local and
more national advertisers buy

than any other Philadelphia
radio station.

Represented nationally by
GILL-PERNA

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston. Detroit
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Elgin's Christmas baby sells on six network shows

23 Heart-wainiing holiday television commercial, produced by JWT's Chica-

go office, features year-old Michael Lang in role of wristwatch tormentor

Shopping study gives radio edge over print

26 More than twice a? many N.Y. area housewives are reached by radio than

by newspapers before siiopping is shown in Pulse study for WOR Radio

Parti-Day tops competitive toppings in Wisconsin

23 Reports from Green Bay test area show that consumer results of day tv

are building. Grocers report up to 400% sales increases for Parti-Day

What's behind Cyanamid's million tv splurge?

30 It takes community sanction to guarantee purchase of farm chemicals.

so tv newsreel program dramatizes the benefits of efficient farming

Are radio campaigns too short?

33 Growing use of flights, particularly in spot, makes some wonder if ad-

men have forgotten about the importance of repetition in advertising

1959's toughest advertising job?

34 Madison Avenue scuttlebut favors Edsel's Fox as the man most likely to

be nominated for "advertising manager with toughest job of the year"

Standard Oil (Cal.) gets $100,000 promotion free

36 The 26 western stations carrying Sea Hunt for Standard-Chevron dealers

provided large scale premiere promotion at no cost to client or BBDO

Mitch on local radio pulls 2,390 phone orders

37 Switchboard flooded with calls, Higbee Department store writes album

sales at 500-per-hour clip during Miller's visit on Cleveland program

Radio revives a grand old brand name—HIRES

38 I^oot beer maker's 300 spots a week on seven Southern California stations

boost sales 90%. Object: revive a household word, rekindle youth market

Tv homes: 40% watch nine hours daily

39 A just released Nielsen Tv Index quintile study shows national viewing

average at 5:50 hours daily. Also in section, comparagraph on net shows

SPONSOR ASKS: Do tv critics really hurt television?

54 With recent heavy criticism of television, two agency men and a Iv

< riiir review the effect of this publicity on both the public and industry
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EASY AS PIE!

>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
V/HO-TV
IS FIRST
>VHO-TV
IS FIRST

NCS No. 3 proves that WHO-TV has the TOP daily circulation

in Central Iowa. ARB proves that WHO-TV has top RATINGS.

You know how we do it, of course— WHO-TV gives its

public the best there is in television.

This formula tvorks. It includes all well-known NBC features,

plus top Iowa celebrities, plus one of the greatest film libraries

ever assembled. Ask PGW about our excellent current avail-

abilities— about "futures" that will be coming up at expiration

of current seasonal campaigns.

With WHO-TV you can win Central Iowa— easy as pie!

ARB "1 and 4-Week" REPORT
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES

Sept. 21 through Oct. 18, 1958

FIRST-PLACE QUARTER HOURS REPORTED

1 WEEK 4 WEEK

WHO-TV 235 288

STA. K 176 131

STA. W
Ties

46

5

33

10

NOTE : Where a station is credited ifith the highest rating

for a given daytime quarter-hour strip (Man. through Fri.)

that station is credited above with 5 quarter-hours.

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio. Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport

^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
-IS FIRST
AVHO-TV
"IS FIRST
=>VHO-TV
IS FIRST
^VHO-TV
IS FIRST

channel 13 * Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives
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PORTLAND

OREGON
a

KING SIZED

SPORTS

assures

all

advertisers

KING SIZED

RESULTS

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last iveek, ttt the Leo Burnett Co. in Chicago, a Harvard,
Harvard Business School -trained marketing man, tvith a

broad background of agency and food experience, took on
additional responsibilities. His neiv post represents a sig-

nificant change in Burnett^s executive structure, and one
which many believe tvill become a common agency pattern.

The newsmaker: Joseph M. Greeley, Burnett v.p. in

charge of marketing, and member of the agency's board of directors

who now assumes authority for media and research as well as for

his own marketing department.

According to Burnett spokesman, the new inter-departmental

merger will "strengthen the impact" for Burnett's clients of its over-

all marketing, media planning.

Behind the move, however, veteran observers see increasing evi-

dence of the mounting importance of the marketing man as a key

figure in top-level management.

Actualh . Burnett is not the first

big agency to group marketing,

media and research under one ex-

ecutive head. The system has been

in effect at Kenyon & Eckhart for

some time with Max Ule responsi-

ble, for not only media, market-

ing and research, but also for pro-

motion and radio/tv departments.

Burnett, however, is the first

large Chicago agency to install

such a system, and the move is re-

garded as especially significant

due to Burnett's heavy grocery

billings (Pillsbury, Kellogg, P&G. etc. I

As early as three years ago, sponsor reporting on "The Advertis-

ing Agency in Transition" predicted the trend to greater importance

for the marketing man. Here is a SPONSOR quote from that report.

"There's a prospect for a big, intramural power play in the emerg-

ence of the marketing man as a figure of consequence in the agency.

Some marketing directors have already disclosed their thinking on

who should control media."

Greeley, who has been with Burnett since 1948, has an impressive

background in the agency and marketing field. A graduate of both

Harvard and the Harvard Business School, he spent 12 years with

Quaker Oats, and with Hecker Products Co., before entering the

agency business with Pedlar and Ryan in 1942. He later moved to

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as account supervisor on General Mills,

and joined Burnett to handle the Pillsbury account.

In the new Burnett reorganization of executive responsibilities,

v.p. Leonard Matthews was named executive in charge of media and

research with v.p. John Coulson heading up research and Thoni

Wright v.p. in charge of the media department. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

WAM5 appoints CASTMAN

^A^AIVIS
AVILMINGTON, DELA>VARE

DELIVERING THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF LISTENERS
IN THE HIGHEST PER CAPITA MARKET IN AMERICA /z:\ ^

PULSE, JULY 1958

6 A.M. to 12 Noon (10

12 Noon to 6 P.M. (12

NUMBER 1 IN ALL
OTHER SURVEYS, TOO!

^

robert e. eastman & co..
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bidg

San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760
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THE

in the Columbus Area

is the key-stone of

WRBL policy in provid-

ing TOP Quality pro-

grams for all Audiences

WRBL
Pioneer and Leader in

Columbus since 7928

Proudly—a CBS

WRBL-FM
First Station in Georgia with

Daily Stereophonic Music

FM operation contin

Excluslv i FM in Columbus since

1953 . .

It's fhe combination of

Q tality and

Experience

which makes WRBL Radio

the New and Preferred

tur e-in habit

of the Columbus Area

WRBL r? FM
5KW 25KW
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

Represented by

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY

i
by John E. McMilUn

Commercial
commentary

Memories of a Christmas Broadcast
I wonder how many of you remember the

broadcast from Hollywood of Philco's Radio

Hall of Fame on 24 December 1944?

I'erhaps few listeners who heard Bing Crosby

and Orson Welles on that faraway Christmas Eve

will recall the details of the program.

But I think that those of us who were in-

volved in planning and ) roducing the show will

always remember it with special feeHngs of warmth and affection.

December was a bleak month back there in 1944. World War II

was grinding to a close, but not as quickly as most Americans had

hoj)ed. The Normandy invasion had thrilled everyone. The drive

across France had raised great expectations. But when December

brought a stalemate and the Battle of the Bulge, the hearts of the

whole country seemed to sink in a kind of personal despair that was

(leej)er and more terrible than at any other time during the war.

It was as if people everywhere had suddenly become conscious of

their own stakes in the conflict, and were praying, "Dear Lord, don't

let it happen to me and mine before the end comes."

For those of us, who had spent three doubting, questioning years

being inwardly ashamed and deeply self-reproachful because we had

no part in the fighting, it meant an extension of our unhappiness.

And, of course, for millions of Americans in France and Italy and

Fiigland and the Pacific it meant another somber, dangerous Christ-

mas a long, long way from home.

Hollywood, of all unlikely places

In the midst of all this, it seemed a bitter, sardonic joke to find

oneself in Hollywood at Christmas time.

Southern California will never seem very Christmas-like to any

New Englander who associates the holiday with snow and pine trees,

and candles in the windows of little white houses.

But that year it was more than the dusty poinsettas and thin sun-

shine that clashed with the season. It was the whole idea of being

in the gaudy "entertainment capital of the world" while the world

itself was locked in mortal struggle.

1 remember walking into the huge lavish Earl Carroll Theatre on

Sunset Boulevard where the Philco broadcasts were held, and thinking

that it represented just about everything that was cheap and trivial

and unimportant in my own life.

Philco's Radio Hall of Fame, an hour-long show with Paul White-

man's Orchestra, and a new cast of guest stars every week, was

always a difficult program to put together. But trying to do it at that

time, and with those feelings, was like walking through molasses.

Moreover, right up until we went on the air, everything seemed

to be going wrong. Crosby's appearance was a last-minute decision,

reached only after some bitter arguments with his brother Everett.

Orson Welles, whom I had asked to do some sort of "standard

classic" (Dickens, if he wanted to) sent in a script that brought

from Tom McKnight. the program's director, the doleful prediction

thai it would "ruin the show."
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50,000 watts

1130 kc

roadcasting -DETROIT

In the Home

of the Automobile . . .

Where advertising people

.... know their Market, and

.... know their media

.... along with their Motor Cars .

A top national agency's

own 1958 private survey

disclosed

W CAR carrying more

Budget
will

GO
Farther

on

W-CAR
Lowest cost per thousand

Automobile Advertising

-regional, national and dealers

—

than any other

Detroit Area station

Detroit Sells Cars— and Buys W-CAR!

W-CAR-DETROIT ••• 50,000 ".T "30 ?
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Look who's advertising on TV now!

the advent of Ampex
"live local" spots within

Local businessmen — most of whom never could afford spot commercials i

Videotape* Recording. For Videotape cuts production costs to ribbons — brings
'

the reach of almost everyone.

Scheduling to reach selected audiences is much easier too. Commercials can be prerecorded at the

convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.

Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of

Videotape Recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000

through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • UVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

u
50 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Offices in Principal Cities
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n Commercial commentary continued .

Bing. who appeared at rehearsal wearing a tim Tyrolean hat, took

one look at the script, and announced he couldn't play it because

he'd "just get laughs." But somehow we staggered up to air time.

And then suddenly the miracle happened.

A broadcast to remember

From the opening bars of Adeste Fideles, we knew we had a pro-

gram to be proud of. Bing was singing with all that strength, sin-

cerity and ease that have made him one of the best loved artists of

our time. His Silent Night was the truest, purest rendition of the

old German carol that I have ever heard. And when, with the

Merry Macs, he went rollicking through Jingle Bells, he had the

whole audience jumping in his musical sleigh.

Orson's script turned out to be a beautiful dramatization of Oscar

Wilde's lovely story. The Happy Prince. Orson did the narration,

and Bing played the central character with incredible tenderness

(and no laughs). Later a commercial record of the "Happy Prince"

was made from this part of the Philco broadcast. H you have never

heard it, you should. It is one of the truly great radio classics.

Nor was this all. Bing had just come back from France where he

had visited the camps, and on our program he repeated some of the

skits and songs he had done for the troops.

He also made a very moving little speech to the mothers and

fathers of the boys over there. He said, "I've seen them, and they're

all right, and don't worry. The last thing any of them would want is

to have their folks worrying about them at Christmas time."

And then Orson who, in his moments of greatness, is unequalled

by any reader in the world, began the Christmas story from St. Luke.

"Now it came to pass in those days there went out a decree from

Caesar Augustus that all the world should be enrolled. And all ivent

to enroll themselves, everyone to his own city. . .
."

When he had finished he turned to the audience, and said quietly.

"And now, our program would not be complete without this. Bing is

going to sing White Christmas." There were L500 people in the

theatre, and I've never heard anything quite like their reaction to

this announcement. There was a gasp, a sigh, a kind of half sob.

and then complete silence as Bing finished

"May your days be merry and bright.

And may all your Christmases be white."

All in all it was a broadcast to remember. A broadcast which.

I am sure, brought comfort and happiness to a great many people.

That is why I have been thinking about it this Christmas time.

Our business, the crazy, mixed-up business of advertising and broad-

casting is all too often hectic and harried and pressure-ridden and

superficial and cheaply commercial.

But most of us who have ever struggled to put on radio and tv

programs know that there do come too, however rarely, moments of

real truth and surpassing beauty. Moments when, in Matthew Ar-

nold's phrase, "A man becomes aware of his life's flow." When he

can see beyond himself, and his own pathetically small part in the

world, to something deeper and finer.

"And then he thinks he knows

The hills where his life rose

And the sea where it goes."

To all of my friends in radio and tv and advertising who have

found such moments in their work, I send my affectionate best wishes

for a very Merry Christmas. ^

"Stocks furniture

on tape"

Mr. Robert Breckner

V. P. Programming

KTTV, Los Angeles

"We Videotaped* the world's
largest home furnishing store,

Barker Bros., floor by floor — in

one session of less than 5 hours,
we recorded a huge collection of

furniture, complete with motion.
This technique, which has enabled
KTTV to capture the immensity of

this store and its stock, is helping
Barker Bros, and its agency. Mays
& Company, get more out of its TV
than ever before."

CORPORATION
850 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CiTY, CALIFORNIA
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cJ
J

feeling Jolly

Because of the season,

Dons a Santa Claus suit

For a mighty good reason!

'Tis right before Christmas

And all through the land,

Hundreds of sponsors

Are feeling just grand!

Their spirits are high

And not from libation.

An increase in sales

Has caused their elation!

Hundreds of thousands

Of L.A. adults

Heard their commercials

And produced big results!

The Los Angeles station

Which did this big task

Was KHJ Radio.

"How?" You may ask.

KHJ's Foreground Sound

Is, simply, the answer.

No Santa, no sleigh.

No Dasher, no Prancer.

We hope we've helped you,

Or that we soon might!

Meanwhile, Merry Christmas

And to all a good night!

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28. California

I{epreaent«d nationally by
H R RepreaenUtives. Inc.

Timebuyers
at work

Ed Ratner, Friend-Reiss Advertising, Inc., New York, reports that

Ins agency handles a number of toy accounts which are unfamiliar

with tv. "They have all heard about the magic of tv and its fantastic

successes," Ed says. "And because they have also been told that tv is

terribly, terribly expensive, they generally try to 'play it safe' by fol-

lowing the pattern set by 'Whatch-

amacallit Toy Co.' in its 'fabulous'

campaign—using the 5 to 7 p.m.

slot exclusively. 'Who watches in

the morning?' they ask. So in the

last few months I had literally to

force three clients with products

that appeal to preschool youngsters

to use 9-10 a.m. and noon-time kid

shows. I felt we would be reach-

ing the right audience with the

right product during "C" time at

a better cost-per-1,000 than late

afternoon "B" time. And, although I knew thai pre-schoolers watch

the later shows, too, I also knew that eight- nine- and 10-year olds

had no interest in our products. The result? Shows like Shari Lewis'

Hi Mom on WRCA-TV and Cartoon Playtime on WNEW-TV, New
York, made me a hero; all three clients will be back on tv in

January, not next September. Audience composition was the key."

David Lawrence, Beckman-Koblit, Inc., Los Angeles, feels that

while the first considerations in buying should be audience, avail-

abilities, cost, composition and station personality, merchandising

can greatly increase the power of the purchase when properly

handled. "General merchandising plans are usually ineffective,"

Dave says, "but a plan specifically

tailored to fit the client's needs can

give a campaign considerable extra

mileage. "We've been able to work

out some excellent plans by sitting

down with the station representa-

tive and the stations' merchandis-

ing directors. For example, we've

used station personalities very ef-

fectively in these merchandising

campaigns by building contests

around them; the contests snow-

balled and really broke the ice

Dave feels that it's important that

lerchandising and create their own

merchandising plans for both the client as well as the market. "Mer-

handising," Dave says, "can be of tremendous value—but the

ilans must be developed in terms of specific marketing problems."

\^hen entering

timebuyers lea

markets."

more about
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YOUR

1959

BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

f 1 TO 9

10 TO 49
50 TO 99
100 TO 499
500 TO 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

12^4 cents each

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed Bill me
Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount
Marketing

Radio

Television-Film _ ._

Full copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1

Company

Address



W6AL-TV and the Steinman

Stations best wishes for

the holiday season

and a happy and

prosperous New Year

STEINMAN STATIONS

Clair McCoIIough, Gen. Mgr.

WGAL-TV, Lancaster. Pa. • WGAL, Lancaster, Pa. • WDEL, Wilmington. DeL

WKBO, Harrisburg. Pa. • WORK, York. Pa • WRAW, Reading. Pa.

WEST.Easton.Pa. • WRAK, Wilhamsport. Pa.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
20 DECEMBER 1958 All's well with R. J. Reynolds and spot radio: Esty this week advised station reps

c«nriQht i»M that Reynolds was renewing contracts to cover 1959.

SPONSOR Renewals are for 52 weeks—which makes the account one of the golden citizens of spot

PUBLICATIONS INC. radio. Estimated expenditure: about $5 million a year.

Another one for the bewailers of tv's "deterioration" to chew on: NBC TV has com-

mitted itself for $1 million on two specials it hasn't even begun to sell.

They are: Mary Martin ($525,000 gross) and Lawrence Olivier in Moon and Six-

pence ($550,000 gross). The Olivier show will be finished shortly on tape.

Pat Weaver erupted back into trade talk this week.

Core of the speculation : The one-time NBC chief executive, progenitor of the tv special,

etc., is moving into McCann-Erickson as a consultant.

Corollary thinking: The time is not far off when the $6-7-million Kaiser account

will leave Y&R to come under "Weaver's personal wing at McC-E—a la the partici-

pation deal Terry Clyne got when he delivered the Bulova account to the same agency.

That Beep-Beep phonograph record—whose comedy lyrics star a Cadillac and a

Nash Rambler—could turn out a costly item for radio stations: Mercury, via K&E,
has already threatened to cancel any station that plays the Beep-Beep tune within ear-

shot of a Mercury commercial.

The warning was issued last week on K&E stationery. There's a good possibility that a

similar order to desist will come from JWT in behalf of Ford.

Agency marketers and planners have completed their initial survey of 1959

horizons. Here are some of the trends and phenomena they envision

:

A new party line is spreading among top-ranking national advertisers that's

going to make it tougher for the competitors of tv next year—and that includes radio.

These leaders are telling their sales organizations and dealers that their new plans will

put most promotional stress on the medium with bigtime status and inherent glam-

our and prestige.

In the bid for shelf and floor space, they're bent on associating a product's image with

the twin halo of the medium itself as well as its sales power.

This thinking obviously puts a heavy premium on the psychological impact a cam-

paign will have on the sales force and the retailer.

To recall the past year's (1958) fashionable approach: The talk was of low-cost mass

media and millions of impressions.

Marketingmen and agency planners additionally see tv entering the competitive lists

for 1959 with a major asset it didn't have until recently: flexibility.

Here's how that's been brought about: (1) Shortterm contracts on the networks; (2)

the elimination of the must-buy rule on CBS TV; (3) added ways to spread the risk on

the networks; and (4) individual station plans that make participation all over the sched-

ule easy and materially reduce the cost-per-tbousand.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

San Francisco gave new national spot radio business a lift this week with these

two sizable campaigns:

RALSTON PURINA (Guild, B&B) : Schedules from 26 January into April for Ry
Krisp, Wheat Checks, and Rice Cheks; the number of spots and stations differ according

to markets.

STOKLEY-VAN CAMP (Lennen & Newell) : The frozen foods divisions will have

campaigns in package form running in 15-20 markets, starting 16 January.

Because not all the major spot-buying agencies are in agreement on what constitutes

the top 25 markets, it's interesting to note how an agency heavy in grocery goods ranks

the leaders. Here's how Benton & Bowles does it.

1. New York

2. Chicago

3. Los Angeles

8. Pittsburgh

9. San Francisco

10. St. Louis

4. Philadelphia 11. Washingtoi

5. Detroit

6. Boston

7. Cleveland

12. Minneapolis-

St. Paul

13. Indianapolis

14. Hartford

15. Milwaukee

16. Cincinnati

17. DaUas-

Fort Worth

18. Kansas City

19. Baltimore

20. Buffalo

21. Atlanta

22. Providence

23. Kalamazoo-

Grand Rapids

24. Johnstown-Altoona

25. Seattle-Tacoma

CBS TV this week doused the high hopes some affiliates had entertained about
using their Ampex tape machines for delayed broadcasting of network programs.

The rules for taping as laid down by the networks are so stringent that a taped delay

is out of the question unless it is of transcendental importance or the time-zone

situation makes it imperative.

In a letter to stations, noting first that the purpose of a network is in simultaneous broad-

casts, CBS TV listed these conditions for permission to delay:

1) No taping whatever unless prior permission had been asked, and the network

and advertisers consent.

2) The written request for taping, at least 10 days in advance, must specify the re-

broadcast time, the substitute program, and assurance that the delayed broadcast will be

erased within six hours of use.

Where the real hitch comes in: All the unions involved will have to be contacted

as part of the processing by the network. Also, CTN (the new initials that the network would

prefer to be known by) reserves the right to cancel a permit on six days' notice.

The network savs it wants to protect its shows from winding up on a theatre

screen in Patagonia or a French village.

K&E media analyst Bud Sherick this week raised a provocative point about the

wisdom of buying spot tv on the basis of accumulative rating points.

Sherick maintains that spot buying instead should be designed to meet the coverage

and frequency objectives of a campaign.

To make his point, Sherick cited two examples of schedules and showed some of the

wide divergencies you can get by different buying methods.

Schedule I involves five participations each Monday through Friday in daytime A and

B strips. Schedule 11 calls for three participations a week in an A time strip, two partici-

pations a week in a B time strip, and five weeklv spots in a late movie.

The results, as Sherick figures them:

SCHEDULE I SCHEDULE n
Total rating points

1 week 82 78

4 weeks 328 312

Cumulative audience

1 week 25% 40%
4 weeks 40% 60%

Avg. exposures per home 8.2 5.2
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1 SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Schlitz (JWT) this week became the first advertiser to place an order with

CBS TV under the network's new plan whereby the minimum buy replaces the must-buy

concept.

The brewer's order is for about 120 stations Saturday 10:30-11 p.m., starting in

May. This lineup differs from what had been the norm under the old rule in that it does

not include many of the top 35-or-so markets.

Salient provisions of the new way of buying CBS TV, as passed on to agencies

this week:

(1) The minimum night-buy is 80% of the hourly basic requirements, figuring

$99,700; (2) the minimum day-buy is 75% of the basic requirements, which comes out

to about $23,000 a quarter-hour; (3) the network reserves the right of time recapture on

two counts: (a) if another advertiser offers to fill in "insignificant" regions omitted from

the incumbent client's lineup, and (b) if there's a better offer later for a period that an

advertiser picked at less than the minimum percentage.

Educational level apparently affects the viewing of tv variety shows less than

most major programing types. From egghead on down, the appeal of variety is uniform

among adults.

Not so with westerns and hour drama. The former gets a noticeably higher vote

among the less-educated; for hour dramas the reverse is true. Here are the average ratings

for these three types (figures in parentheses give the number of shows involved) :

HOUR DRAMATIC (6)

17.6

19.5

21.2

19.4

Quiz shows meantime fare best among those who are low on the educational ladder.

Situation comedies and mysteries, on the other hand, do pretty well all around.

Incidentally, here's the breakdown for Omnibus: didn't complete high school, 7.6;

high school graduates, 5.4; attended college, 10.4; national rating, 7.5.

Source: NBC research based on Jan.-Feb. 1958 Nielsen data.

A change in the competitive climate between the reps and the radio networks

is already perceptible. On the whole, it's growing a little milder.

You can attribute this to two recent developments: (1) CBS Radio's cutback in its

commercial schedule, and (2) Todd Storz' affiliation in Oklahoma City with NBC Radio.

In fact, a rep, who had been quite voluble in vaunting the inroads made by independent

stations on the rating leadership front, this week told SPONSOR-SCOPE that he no longer

wanted to be tarred with the anti-network brush. He says each station has to consider

what's to its best individual interest.

You can expect the major ad agencies in tv to quadruple their efforts in 1959
to track down scraps of evidence about the effects of commercials on viewers.

The big continuing job in that direction is being done by the P&G agencies in three

cities. They want to find out (1) what the viewer recalls about the commercial, and (2)

which position on a program is more effective.

Telephone calls are made the day after a new commercial hits the air. Out of 2,500

dialings, there's usually a random sample of 200.

Meantime JWT's Chicago oflfice has a running examination of the degree of atten*

tion commercials receive during the course of an evening.

Other studies JWT has on tap: (1) Relative value of a name announcer over a

run-of-the-mill pitchman; (2) how much does sponsor identification with program or

star affect the impact of a commercial; (3) what's the relative value of a 60-8econd and
20-8econd commercial.

EDUCATIONAL STATUS WESTERNS (10) HOUR VARIETY (11)

3 yrs. of high or less 30.2 23.1

High school graduate 32.2 24.1

Attended college 25.6 24.1

National rating avg. 29.6 23.8
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^_^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Network radio had quite a surge of new business this week.
CBS picked up over S2.5 million in renewals and new business, while NBC

accumulated a hefty package of billings via Borden, Lewis-Howe, Surf ( Lever ), Pepsodent

mouthwash, Alcoa, Volkswagen, and the Philip Morris brand.

CBS's list included: Bristol-Myers, Lewis-Howe (each accounting for over $1 million in

renewals). Surf, Borden, and Q-Tips.

Perhaps the crowning coup in the effort of New York radio and tv stations

to bridge the newspaperless void created by the strike: WRCA-TV bunching 14 N.Y.
Times staffmen to read the news they "might have written" for the Sunday edition.

New York air media as a whole did a yeoman job in keeping the metropolitan area

updated, not only on the flow of news but the comment as well.

(For details of what the various stations did see WRAP-UP Radio Stations, page 58.)

The Bates agency this week took exception to the average rating that Benton
& Bowles gave itself in comparison with other agencies, based on the first November Niel-

sen (see 13 December SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 15).

Points in Bates' brief:

(1) B&B should have included all its 13 nighttime network shows, instead of

confining itself to seven, in which event the rating would have been 22.6, rather than the

self-determined 26.5; (2) the average for Bates' 14 nighttime programs is 22.0, not

the 2L3 that B&B had figured.

Y&R, Chicago, apparently has a media department that doesn't hew to the
old agency dogma: don't urge the client to change horses in mid-stream if he's happy with

what he's got running.

This week's example:

Right in the middle of a nighttime spot tv campaign, the agency induced North-

em Paper Mills to sink all the money involved into daytime.

The idea is that you thus get better efficiency in audience and a lower-cost-per-

thousand if your prime target is the housewife.

Advertising will start off 1959 with a pair of aces back to back.

ACE I; The. biggest flood ever of new products in all consumer fields, many of them

revolutionary innovations. To introduce the newcomers—as well as buck the expected on-

slaughts of competition—more money will come out of reserve funds.

ACE 11: There'll be a mammoth drive in the durable consumer field to maintain

price lines. Manufacturers will support this effort with a lot of added sweetening in the ad-

vertising pot.

Next time anybody refers to local radio as one big perpetual jukebox, ask him
whether he's been listening to that type of radio recently.

If he had, he would have noticed that there's a lot of program experimenting and
improvements of format going on.

For example, many stations are putting a long-hair or semi-long-hair accent on their

nighttime programing.

Not only have such stations gone symphonic in the later hours, but they've found spon-

sors for this fare.

The cue in no small measure apparently came from the growing success of fm.

For other news coverage in thie issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 57: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 51; sponsor

Hears, page 52; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Fibn-Scope, page 49.
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Publisher's Note—This is an advertisement, hut one of

such unusual character we are glad to be a sponsor of it.

Persuaders

in the Public Interest
The story of a little-known band of men and women

who created a Hundred MilHon Dollar

Non-Profit Trust that works for the public good

Last summer,
a hither, driv-

ing his vaca-

tioning fam-

ily through
one of our
great nation-

al forests,

pulled up for

the view
where a

mountain road looked down on a

deep, wooded canyon.

Filling his pipe, he flared a kitchen

match with his thumbnail, in the

Western manner.

"Hey, Pop," cried his eight-year-

old son, "don't throw that match
out the window, break it. You know
what Smokey the Bear says."

Smokey has been urging people to

take such precautions against start-

ing forest fires for 16 years. You've

probably seen his messages on
posters, on TV, or in print. Or heard

them on the radio.

Smokey, who now lives in the

Washington, D. C, zoo, was a real-

life bear cub. A forest ranger found

him wandering in the smoke of a

forest fire which had consumed his

mother. Advertising men dressed

him up in print as a forest ranger

and made him the greatest fire

fighter of them all.

As a result of his efforts, the U.S.

Forest Service estimates that, since

1942, 600,000 forest fires did not start;

260 million acres of timber did not

burn; and nearly 10 billion dollars of

damage ivas not done!

By Jason Weems

Who Made Smokey a Hero
Fire Fighter?

Smokey got his start in the fire-

fighting business in 1942 when the

U.S. Forest Service called for help

from a unique business organization

called The Advertising Council.

You've probably never heard of

The Advertising Council, but it is

unlikely that a day passes in which

you are not exposed to the persuasive

messages, prepared and disseminated

under its auspices, on the air or in

print. This is a good thing for you,

and for your country.

It all started when an advertising

man had lunch with a Princeton

professor and three officers of the

Rockefeller Foundation in New
York. This was in the spring of 1941.

The Adman
Stuck His Neck Out

The protess(.)r was dnmg research in

communications under a R(.)cke-

fellcr grant, so the lunch table talk

allv the rt,

when the adman stuck his neck out.

He said all foundations were mak-

ing two mistakes in policy. First,

they spent most of their money on

the iticrcase of knowledge and very

little on the distribution of it. Sec-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR— Jason Weems is the pen

He has been successful as a Bible salesman, a

printer, on advertising writer, a book and maga-
zine publisher, a government official, the head

of a social science research laboratory and con-

sultant to a large Foundation. He is the author

of several books.

end, when they did spend money on
the distribution of knowledge, they

used old-fashioned horse-and-buggy

methods, and ignored the modern
high-speed effectiveness of motion

pictures, broadcasting, and adver-

tising.

Seeing a responsive gleam in the

eyes of the late, great Dr. Alan
Gregg, world-wide student of medi-

cal problems for the Rockefeller

Foundation, the advertising man
went on to elaborate his idea in terms

of what advertising could do to

spread new medical knowledge
among all the people.

Persuasion for the

Public Welfare

His convictions, widely shared by
many advertising men at that time,

boiled down to this:

1. American ad\'crtising facilities

and techniques had become the

most effccti\-e means for the com-
munication of new knowledge, and
for persuasion to use it, which the

world had ever seen.

2. This means of communication
could be used just as efl^"ectively

in the public interest as it was
being used in the pri\ate interest.

3. Ad\'errisnig bem^ a coiumuni-

cation facilit)- de\ eloped by busi-

ness, business itself might well

consider making it available for

public welfare projects and organ-

izations.

Out of these convictions The Adver-
tising Council was born in Novem-

TURN PAGE
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ber, 1941. Irs iiiirial organizers and
financial supporters were the six

official organizations ot national ad-

vertisers, of magazine, newspaper,

radio, and outdoor media owners,

and of advertising agencies.

It had barely been organized when
it was called upon to play a greater

role than any ot its tounders had

envisioned.

The Stab in the Back
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese

struck Pearl Harbor. A country at

war found itself faced with vast new
problems which could be met only

with the cooperation of all the people.

Scrap metals, rubber and paper

were needed in vast quantities,

and they had to be gathered up
from every farmyard and city

cellar.

Fats and wheat had to be saved

to send to our allies.

\Yar Bonds had to be sold.

Merchant seamen, \\'A C S

,

WAVES, and nurses had to be

recruited.

Victory gardens had to be planted.

Altogether, before the war was

over, civilians had to be persuaded

to do more than one hundred
things like this.

Great Britain, faced with the same
problems, had turned to paid gov-

ernment advertising to help solve

them. This made the government by

far the biggest, and almost the only,

advertiser in the country. Some telt

"42 years with chalk on my sleeve"

RATE SCHOOLS

BEITKR SCH(;OL.S-ln 1958, State School

Committees increased in r.umliers and I'arent-

Teachers Association memljership rose. Citizen

concern about our schools and what they teach is

at a new high level.

this was a potential threat to free-

dom ot the press.

America Chose a Better Way
Our government turned to the newly

formed Advertising Council, which

quickly became the War Advertis-

ing Council.

The Council called for volunteers.

Advertising agencies supplied tal-

ented people to prepare the messages

needed. Advertisers, magazines,
newspapers, radio stations, and out-

door poster companies supplied ad-

vertising time and space to carry

the messages to the country.

All these interests responded
through the War Advertising Ccnin-

cil. America responded to the mes-

sages.

By the end of the war, more than

One Billion Dollars worth of govern-

ment messages had been published

and broadcast as a contribution of

American business to the war effort.

The results proved what advertis-

ing men had long believed: that ad-

vertising could as effectively inform

and persuade people to act in the

public interest as it had in their pri-

vate interest.

Waging the Peace

When the war ended, many in the

War Advertising Council thought its

usefulness was over. There were

more who felt that the instrument of

public information, which the Coun-

cil had created, was far too valuable

to be reserved for war.

The government still had jobs of

public information which needed do-

ing . . . such as forest fire prevention,

and the sale of Savings Bonds; and

there was the original Council con-

cept of broad public service such as

assisting the work of the Red Cross,

CARE, March of Dimes, the Na-
tional Safety Council, and many
others. The word "War" was dropped

from the name, and The Advertising

Council continued. But here it faced

a new problem.

Who Decides What's in the

Public Interest?

Under the imperatives of war there

was no question about what projects

the Council should undertake, but

when it came to non-governmental

organizations and non-war projects

of government departments, who
was to determine which ones were in

the public interest.''

The businessmen who were the fi-

nancial supporters and operators of

the Council's facilities did not feel

it was in the public interest that they

alone should decide such questions.

As a result, a Public Policy Com-
mittee was created. This was a group

of 20 of America's most distinguished

citizens with backgrounds and ex-

perience in various areas of Ameri-

can life. One of the first to accept an

invitation to serve was Dr. Alan

Gregg, who remembered the lunch-

eon where he first heard how adver-

tising might help solve some health

problems.

On this page you'll find a list of

the men and women who serve, with-

out pay, on this Public Policy Com-
mittee. They are drawn from busi-

ness, labor, education, agriculture,

the religions, medicine and public

affairs. They represent no one but

themselves and the best interests of

their country, as they see them.

When a project is presented for

The Advertising Council's support,

the Board of Directors first decides

whether or not it can benefit from

broad national advertising. If they

decide it can, it goes to the Public

Policy Committee which votes on

whether or riot it is importantly in

the public interest. The Public Pol-

Public Policy Committee

of The Advertising Council

V/CE ZHMRhAkH
EVANS CLARK,

\a\ Board, New York Times

RALPH J. BUNCHE, Under Secretory,

United Nations

BENJAMIN J. BUTTENWIESER, Partner,

Kuhn, loeb and Company

OLIVE CLAPPER, Pub/idsl

HELEN HALL, Dirsclor, Henry Street Setllem,

CHARLES S. JONES,
President, Richfield Oil Corporation

LAWRENCE A. KIMPTON, Chancellor,

University of Chicago

A. E. LYON, Executive Secretory,

Roilwoy tabor Executives Assoc/otion

JOHN J. McCLOY, Choirmon,

rtie Chose Monhotton Bonfc

EUGENE MEYER, Choirmon,

The Washington Post & Times Herald

WILLIAM I. MYERS, Dean of Agriculture,

Univt sityBell

STANLEY RUTTENBERG, Resec

AFL-C/O

BORIS SHISHKIN, Assistant to

AFL-CIO

GEORGE N. SHUSTER, Presid

Hunter College

THOMAS J. WATSON, JR., Pi

(nternationo/ Business Mo.

HENRY M. WRISTON, Execut,
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HELP US KEEP THE
THINGS WORTH KEEPING

HELP STRENGTHEN >

BUY U.S. SAX IXus iU)\|)S

o

Ad from the current Treasury Bond campaien.
Started at the outset of World War II, it is the old-

est continuing campaign on the Council's docket.

icy Committee must approve the

project by a three-fourths vote be-

fore the Council will tackle it.

What Kind of
Projects Are Approved?

Since the War, The Advertising
Council, with the approval ot the

Public Policy Committee, has pre-

sented numerous national problems

for your information and considera-

tion, and programs for your support

and action.

There are emergency programs,

such as appeals of the Red Cross tor

disaster funds.

There are periodic programs, such

as the one called "Religion in .Ameri-

can Life", which reminds you of the

strength to be drawn from attend-

ance at your church or synagogue.

(Gallup polls have shown a steady

increase in attendance at religious

services since this program started.)

Other programs, such as Forest

Fire Prevention, have been continu-

ous over a period ot years. One is the

Stop Accidents campaign for the

National Safety Council. It has

helped bring the traffic toll to a new
low per vehicle-miles traveled. Still

another is the drive for Better
Schools, which has stimulated for-

mation of State School Committees,

and increased membership in Par-

ent-Teachers Associations. Result:

citizen concern about our schools

and what they teach is at a new
high level.

One of the largest and oldest is the

campaign in support ot the U. S.

Treasury tor the sale ot Savings
Bonds. You have prcjbably responded

to both your own and your country's

benefit.

Doesn't Wait to be Asked

When the Council sees a developing

national need which calls for the

help of better public information, it

tries to get a program started.

A recent example was creating and

getting support for a program of

"Confidence in a Growing America"

in the spring of 1958. Twenty mil-

lion dollars' worth of advertising

time and space told Americans why
they were justified in having such

confidence. This helped avert the

development of a "depression" psy-

chology. Government, economic and

business leaders say it helped reverse

the downswing of last spring.

More Than 100 Million
Dollars a Year

Altogether, the programs of The Ad-

vertising Council get more than 100

million dollars' worth of support

every year.

The support comes from Ameri-

can corporations, large and small.

It comes from owners ot maijaziiics,

newspapers, television and radio sta-

tions, outdoor and transit atlverris-

ine facilities. It comes from the

volunteered talent of America's lead-

ulv.

Most of it is represented by dona-

tions of advertising time and space.

But there's also cash to support the

necessary statf work ot the Council

and some of the programs it

originates.

A great deal of it results from the

devoted services ot a group ot some

70 of America's leading corporation

officers who serve the Council, with-

out pay, as its Industries Advisory

Committee.

The next tinie you hear from

Smokey the Bear, you mi-lu like to

remember the uniquely American in-

stitution that put the words in his

mouth for the good ot us all.

The Advertising Council demon-

strates by actions, not words, the

social responsibility of American
business and the power ot advertis-

ing in the public interest.

Even more important, it has

proved that Americans will move to

solve the problems of their society

with intelligence, sacrifice, and cour-

age whenever they are adequately

informed of these problems and per-

suaded that they need solving.

;!9
"Truth Dollars"

d through three for Radio Free
major faiths Europe

The Advertising Council . . . for public t
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§ K-NUZ . . .

"BIG MIKE V"
,?

"Big Mike V" . . . the latest addition to K-NUZ' family of

ground and air "Big Mike" mobile units, is a sleek 27-foot

Trojan cruiser powered by twin 160-hp engines . . . fully

equipped with radio gear for on-the-spot coverage of water
events and news as it happens on the Gulf Coast.

ANCHORED in the

N%^« 1 in HOUSTON

First in popularity with the ADULT*

Houston audience—K-NUZ delivers the

largest purchasing power* or ADULT

spendable income audience in the Hous-

ton market!

'Special Pulse Survey (Apr.-May, 1958)

Nielsen (June, 1958)

STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY

1 KfijK^Uid ;

K^NUZ
[

Houston's^ 24-Hour i

^ Music ahdT-News. ^

Forj

National Reps.:

oe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.

I

Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581

49th anf

Madison
Fortune article

I am very impressed with your manner
and method of the handling of the

'FORTUNE" story.

If you have any additional copies, I

would appreciate as many as I can

have up to fifty. They will go to my
key people, members of my board of

directors, and my stockholders.

Please accept my personal apprecia-

tion for an objective report which

keeps the records straight and does

much to encourage us to be as big as

our media.

R. J. McElrov

pres., KWWL-TV
Waterloo, lotva

Could Fortune's recent slanted predic-

tions of doom for tv be actually a

gentle but not-so-subtle push toward

the brink of economic ruin for com-

mercial tv which its editors hope they

see? Can this highly exceptional ex-

position of questionable trends in the

industry actually reflect a calculated

strategem by Time-Life-Fortune, etc.,

for the ultimate recapture of lost reve-

nues for their own coffers?

Their deduction that pay tv is in-

evitable poses a happy solution to the

tug-of-war for fat advertising budgets

which the print media may be losing

at this moment. Can this whole Fortune

thing be loaded wishful thinking when

all the half-facts, errors-of-omission,

and blown-out-of-all-proportion statis-

tics are drained out of it? I am happy

that my subscription expired with the

December rather than the November

issue.

Jack Sholar

Local-regional sales mgr.

WSPA-TV
Spartanburg, South Carolina

Vour article on the Fortune Magazine

piece this week is the finest thing I

have read in our trade press in recent

months. Congratulations!

Charles S. Cady

National sales manager

WCSCTV
Charleston, S. C.
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Farm issue

Many thanks for sending us the forty

copies as requested of the 25 October

issue of SPONSOR which carried the

farm radio & tv section. You will be

interested to know that these copies

were distributed at the National Farm
Directors associate meeting on Sunday

morning of the annual convention at

the Conrad Hilton in Chicago.

The subjects covered in this article

were almost identical to the list of

problems selected for discussion at

this meeting and I can assure you that

the books were well received by the

station management and sales person-

nel in attendance.

Frank Mathews
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

Chicago, III.

Missing credit

Thank you for using our capsule case

history in your November 29th issue

on auto dealer Rosen-Novak's results

on our Movie Masterpiece.

Response to their advertising on

KETV has truly been remarkable and

we are proud to make their results

known to the industry via your publi-

cation.

There was, however, an inaccuracy

in the report. No agency was listed for

the Rosen-Novak account. Instead,

their advertising placement on KETV
was indicated as "direct." This is not

correct. It would be a serious over-

sight to omit the name of the Universal

Advertising Agency of Omaha as the

organization responsible for much of

the success Rosen-Novak has enjoyed

on KETV.
Robert F. Coats

l>v a usually reliable source was incomplete and
IN {L-Iad of this opportunity to correct it.

Rating series

I read with interest your 1 November
article on Nielsen and wonder if you
will be so kind as to send me copies of

the other reports in the series on Rat-

ings?

The issue dates are as follows: The
Pulse, 20 Sept.; ARE, 27 Sept.; Tren-

dex, 4 Oct.; Videodex, 11 Oct.; C. E.

Hooper, 18 Oct.

Ted Workman
Ted Workman Advertising, Inc.

Dallas

• SPONSOR is always glad to reprint any article

My boss, Joe Rahall has asked me to

—

Wish "You'ail"

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Prom tne rCanali rCaaio Ljrouty

WKAP

WFEA

WTSP

WWNR
WNAR

Allentown, Pa

Oggie Davies, Mgr.

Manchester, N. H.

Gf.ne Morehouse, Mgr.

St. Petersburg, Fla.

Marshall Cleaver, Mgr.

Beckley, W.Va.

Dick Booth, Mgr.

Norristown, Pa.

John Banzoff, Mgr.

Represented Nationally by WEED & CO.

Joe Rahall, President
—

"Oggie" Davies, General Manager
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TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
• • • market on the move!

Giant fleets of highway haulers are on the move in

the MARKET-ON-THE-MOVE . . . TAMPA —
ST. PETERSBURG . . . speeding commodities to

and from the North, hnking this rich market with

others throughout the nation. Excellent trucking

facihties help spark the amazing industrial expan-

sion in the Twin Cities of the South — NOW IN
TOP 30 MARKETS — 30th in retail sales, 27th in

automotive sales, 29th in drug sales.

Keeping pace with this growth is the station on the

move — WTVT — first in total share of audience*

with 30 of the top 50 programs*. WTVT, with

highest-rated CBS and local shows, blankets and
penetrates the MARKET-ON-THE-MOVE . . .

TAMPA — ST. PETERSBURG.

•Latest ARB

Station on the move...

WTVT
MPA - SITAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

) Channel 13

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV
I

WKY-RADIO WSFA-TV
Oklahoma City Oklahoma City Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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Elgin's amazing Cliristmas baby

^ JWT shot 6,000 feet of film to produce a one-minute

"commercial of the year" with Michael Lang of Chicago

^ Elgin calls their watch-punishing baby "our greatest

salesman," and schedules him on six network tv programs

Between 25 November and 20 De-

cember of this year, Mike Lang, the

quizzical hero of Elgin's award-win-

ring holiday commercial, has entered

more homes, been seen by more peo-

ple, and committed more mayhem than

any other baby in history.

Mike has dropped, banged and

dunked that Elgin wrist watch on no

less than six high-rated network pro-

grams. Sugar Foot, Ckeyenne, Play-

house 90, Wagon Train, Perry Mason,
and Perry Como, each one of which,

according to J. Walter Thompson's

estimates, reaches "more than 10 mil-

lion homes."

In New York City, where he is also

appearing on spot over WNEW-TV,
Mike has demonstrated the shock-

proof, water-proof, and baby-proof

qualities of Elgin more than 70 times

during Elgin's pre-Christmas promo-

tion.

His fan mail, which began with his

very first network appearance, has been

building like a matinee idol's. Delight-

ed listeners have been writing to Elgin

"I dislike so many tv commercials, but

I must tell you how muchl appreciate

your appealing baby."

Jack Baity, JWT account executive

calls him "the greatest little salesman

for Elgin since time or watches be-

gan!"

And Elgin's own confidence in the

performance of their wonder child, is

reflected in the solid fact that Elgin's

1959 tv appropriation will be at least

50% larger than in 1958 (estimated by

SPONSOR at $1 million.)

Behind Mike's success (his one-min-

ute spot tied for "Commercial of the

Year, at the annual Chicago Copywrit-

ers' Club awards, even before its net-

work appearance) lies an impressive

story of pains-taking creative work,

and careful marketing planning.

In a very real sense, the Elgin com-
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MIKE IS TOUGHER ON A WATCH THAN JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE; I

Exploration. I'xllri \\at(li mit. pup.

Mike has plans Un u-ing that dog dish. I

You can tell by the glint in his eye

inercial dramatically illustrates the

close integration of product, niarket-

iiiji. media, and creative thinking,

which is increasingly characteristic of

the best modern advertising.

Elgin's baby commercial, and Mike's

dizzying ride to fame as the nation's

No. 1 watch-torturer, began early last

year with a thorough analysis of El-

gin's product, sales and distribution

problems by JWT's Chicago office.

A veteran in its field, the Elgin

National Watch Co. had been hard

hit by low priced competition, and

by a growing trend toward retailing

watches through non-jewelry outlets.

Watches such as Timex (world's

largest seller) had pre-empted an in-

creasing share of the market in the $7

to S17 range.

Simultaneously Elgin's traditional

outlets, the jewelry store and the jewel-

ry departments of department stores,

were selling less and less of total watch

volume.

The advertising problem faced by

the Elgin agency was to find ways to

motivate the consumer to pay a little

more for a quality watch, and to get

kim to look for these watches in jew-

elry and department stores, rather than

in drug, variety, supermarket or other

types of outlets.

George C. Dibert, JWT's account

supervisor for Elgin, also point out that

an additional problem was to coordi-

nate advertising plans with Elgin's own
new product, sales, and merchandis-

ing program.

With these problems clearly defined

JWT's creative department went to

work. To Bill Rega goes the credit for

suggesting the Elgin baby.

Riga reasoned that to get a quality

image for its product, Elgin should

stay away from the "display" format

usually employed in jewelry commer-
cials, and should try to introduce ele-

ments of known human appeal.

Babies and dogs were natural nomi-

nations though, says Rega, "As far as

we know this is the first time they have

*ELGIN TV SPOT HONOR ROLL

Sharing in the credit for Elgin's awarcl-winning Christmas hal)y

commercial are the following: Star: Michael Lang; writer:

William Rega; producer: Hooper White; music: Richard

Shores; studio: Sarra Inc.; account exec: Jack Baity; ac-

count supvr.: George C. Dihert; ad mar.: Gordon Howard

ever been used in any but baby prod-

uct, or dog food commercials."

Given these elements, JWT's pro-

duction team set out to devise a "situ-

ation framework" to carry Elgin's

shock-proof and water-proof message.

According to Hooper White, top

commercial producer at Thompson,

the first job was to find the right child.

Says White, "We wanted a boy

about a year old, just beginning to

walk, but still more interested in crawl-

ing. A boy who was 'happily destruc-

tive' with that quality of 'too much
life' which some babies possess."

Here luck was heavily on JWT's
side. Most admen who had ever tried

to find and photograph photogenic ba-

bies know that the selection process is

often a tortuous one. But JWT dis-

covered Michael Lang, son of a Chi-

cago tv actor, after looking at only

three candidates.

"Having found our baby," White

continues, "we decided to make the

film beJiavioristic, rather than try to

direct the child. We set up the filming

much as one would film a football

game. We didn't know what the action

would be, but we defined two areas

where action would occur—a wash-

stand and tiled floor, just off the kitch-

en area, and the kitchen itself. We
completely lit both areas, and prepared

to shoot in any portion of them, de-

pending on where the child went, and

what he did to give us action."

Here are a couple of statistics which

will illustrate how careful and pains-

taking this "behavioristic" process was.

For this single 90-foot one minute spot,

JWT shot more than 6,000 feet of film.
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NERVE-WRACKING SEQUENCE HE'LL EARN MORE THAN'$1500

Inundation. Mike employs a nitty

double dunking motion, tries his best to

wn the Elgin. If he can't, no one can

Justification. Nothing wrong with this

Elgin. A little damp, but still running

steadily, despite Mike's noblest efforts

That is a ratio of film shot to fihii used

of more than 66 to 1.

Ordinarily tv commercials of good

(luality are seldom shot at more than

a 10 to 1 ratio, and many rush jobs

are done at three or four to one.

In planning music and copy for the

Elgin spot, JWT also introduced some

other variations on ordinary coinmer-

( ial techniques. Dick Shores, who was

assigned to do the music sat through

several viewings of the silent rough-cut

footage. At these sessions he and

White, with other meinbers of JWT's
production team, discussed at length

the exact purpose and intent of the

spot so instrumentation could be whol-

K sensitive to the desired effect.

Copy was written to fit the film foot-

age, rather than the reverse, as is usual

with inost commercials. "We scored

the music to the footage, and recorced

the voice and music track to the foot-

age." explains White.

The film itself was shot at Sarra in

(Chicago, and White gives a large share

of the credit for its believability to the

personal direction of Valentino Sarra.

Once completed, the cominercial was
taken in July to French Lick, Indiana.

for a meeting of 60 of Elgin's top sales

executives. "In all my years in adver-

tising," George C. Dibert told spon-

sor, "I have never seen anything like

the reaction to our baby spot. We ran

It through several times for the sales

liioup, and each time they were on

llieir feet shouting and cheering."

Elgin's high powered schedule of

network and spot tv during the 25 No-

\eiTiber—20 December promotion peri-

od not only reflects its strategy of

n. Elgin piesents Mike with a watch of his own. (Seated 1 to r) Gordon

/ard, Elgin ad manager, Sy Merman, Elgin v. p., Mike, and his mother, Mrs. Archie

11. (Standing) Al Farber, Hooper White, and Jack Baity, all of JWT's Chicago office

intensive media concentration during

the biggest watch-buying month of the

year, but testifies also to the enthusiasm

and lift which the Mike Lang spot

generated among Elgin's executives

and sales force.

In 1959, says Dibert, Elgin's tv bud-

get will be at least 50% greater than

in 1958. For the first time, Elgin will

use heavy tv schedules to support its

spring drive (graduation is the second

biggest sales period in the watch busi-

ness) and tv will probably increase its

current two-third share of Elgin's total

national advertising budget.

So far it is too early to gather accu-

rate retail sales figures on the Christ-

mas baby promotion, but Elgin sales-

men report unusual activity at the re-

tail level.

As for Mike Lang himself, he's doing

all right too. In addition to his regu-

lar session fees, JWT estimates that

their "happily destructive" baby will

net between $1000 and $1500 for his

minute of modified mavhem. ^
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RADIO WALLOPS NEWSPAPERS
^ If you have been counting on newspapers to sell your

product in groceries or supermarkets, better read this

^ Only 35.1% of New York's shoppers are exposed

to newspapers before shopping, 73.7% have heard radio

Blasting the print theory: Traditional belief fostered by newspapers is that grocery shop-

ping is a purely weekend deal. This chart from new Pulse survey of New York metropolitan

area housewives shows they shop every day, exploding the old concept of Thursday print ads

TIME OF SHOPPING IN FOOD
AND GROCERY STORES

AVERAGE DAY, Mon-Thu

2.9 -r^

AVERAGE DAY, Fri-Sof

2.8 ?:

1
10:00

12:00 NOON
9.9

12:00 NOON
2:00 PM

13.5

2:00-4:00

4:00-6:00 11.3

After 6:00 PM 9.9 ,incl TK„,.<i.

When Ihev shop: >ni. . ii !i ,- l,rr„ ,|„nsn lliat \v.,ni.-n are

ihe timfs of their shi.ppin;; accordint: lo the WOR pre.sentatio

24-hoNr period ending 6 p.m. Ov.r half of all N.Y.C. housewi

the shops every day, here are

An average day includes the

js shop every day of the week

madio broke open another case of

hi-power ammo this week in its battle

with newspapers for the advertising;

dollars.

WOR Radio, New York, passed on

the ammunition. Via The Pulse, Inc.

it has conducted a special survey of

1,086 housewives in the 17-county

New York metropolitan area where

women shoppers spend $102,144,130

each week in food and grocery stores.

The charts on these pages show some
of the facts The Pulse uncovered

—

facts that probably will set many an

adman to wondering about the balance

of his ad dollars between radio and

newspapers. The chart on exposure to

both media, for example, shows that

more than twice as many housewives

listen to radio as read newspapers

prior to going shopping (73.7% vs.

35.1% ) . If media were selected in the

same way that race horses are handi-

capped, there would be little doubt

how the dollars would be invested.

One of the surprises to come from

the survey — and something of a

theory-buster — is the revelation that

about half of the New York area house-

wives shop each day; their $102 mil-

lion-plus expenditures for food and

grocery items are spread through the

entire week. (See chart on percent of

housewives who shop in food and

grocery stores on average days.)

The theory which this explodes is

one which has long been promoted by

local print media in selling food

and grocery ad space: that practically

all such shopping is done only at

week's end, and that the way to reach

shoppers is with print ads in Thurs-

day evening and Friday morning

papers.

Robert M. Hoffman, WOR director

of promotion and planning, summa-
rizes this shopping-habit portion of the

survey thus, "On the basis of these

findings, advertisers should re-evaluate

their 'end-of-the-week' advertising con-

cept. Since over half the housewives

shop each day of the week, they can

respond to advertising on whatever

weekday it is scheduled. In fact, the

early days of the week might well be

the best for many food advertisers.

The housewife undoubtedly is buying

fewer items in the early part of the

week and, therefore, has more time to
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lEW GROCERY SHOPPING STUDY
consider a brand that has been adver-

tised that day. As the survey shows,

radio can do this advertising job be-

cause the majority of housewives listen

to it prior to going shopping."

The 17 counties which made up the

area of the Pulse study, while referred

to as the "metropolitan area," include

many suburban regions along with the

urban. The counties were: (in New
York) Bronx, Kings, Queens, Rich-

mond, Nassau, Rockland, Suffolk, and

Westchester; (in New Jersey) Bergen,

Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, Morris,

Passaic, Somerset and Union.

This Pulse study, now packaged as

a presentation for advertisers, is the

newest link in a lengthening chain of

evidence in the radio vs. newspaper

case. This may not have been a prime

purpose behind its undertaking since

it has probed, in addition to shopping

habits, such subjects as regular vs.

occasional listening by housewives;

casual vs. attentive; and the question

of whether the housewife selects her

own programs or lets another member

of the household do it. But out of the

media and shopping research came the

data on when housewives go to the

stores, and whether it's radio or news-

papers that dovetail in best with her

shopping excursion.

The potency of "the last word" has

been proved through a series of studies

conducted for Radio Advertising Bu-

reau over the past three years. These

studies were made at actual points-of-

purchase in groups of markets; the

questions were asked of housewives

buying specific product categories

(such as cake mixes or cold cereals).

The RAB reports on these surveys,

published as a continuing series titled

"Last Word" showed that not only had

more purchasers been exposed to radio

than to newspapers before shopping,

but that the time spent with each of

the two media gave radio a five-to-one

edge.

(The most recent RAB "Last Word"

study was done this fall, and for a

change it was the American male who

was the predominant subject. The re-

search was conducted in gas stations

in four markets: Baltimore, San Fran-

cisco, Dallas and Detroit. Key finding

was that radio claimed 60/^ of total

time spent with all media on day of

purchase by these actual buyers of gas

station products— nearly three times

the amount of time spent with news-

papers and magazines combined. So it

is not only the American housewife

who is exposed chiefly to radio before

purchasing, but the American husband

as well.)

Nor is the New York area housewife

apparently much different than her sis-

ters in other markets across the coun-

try. For the findings of the new study

for WOR are very similar to the RAB
"Last Word" research turned up else-

portionate lead over papers the closer

it gets to shopping time. Within three

hours of shopping, nearly half of all

housewives listen to radio, according

to the survey.

Why should more than twice as

many housewives listen to radio as

read newspapers before setting out for

the stores? One reason: The majority

of them read the newspaper in the eve-

ning after they shop.

Newspapers being the older medium
have long capitalized on traditional

concepts and their own historical posi-

tion. Since long before the wireless

telegraph was invented, newspapers

EXPOSURE TO RADIO AND NEWSPAPERS
PRIOR TO SHOPPING ON THE AVERAGE DAY

Want the last word? Radio, like a woman, usually has it. From the Pulse study for WOR
on New York area housewives, it was found that more than twice as many women shoppers

listen to radio as read newspapers before going shopping. Figures show percent of housewives

where in the U.S. As for New York

itself, note this breakdown of exposure

comparison on the basis of immediacy

:

Within a quarter-hour of going to

the grocery or supermarket, more than

16% of the New York women have

been listening to radio, less than 5%
have read newspapers. An hour before

shopping, over 24% have heard radio,

slightly over 9% read newspapers. A
look at the chart on exposure to the

two media prior to shopping demon-

strates radio's ability to deliver the

final word, and that it increases its pro-

wielded considerable power at the lo-

cal level. When competitive media

finally moved in, they still retained the

cat-bird seat. (In many cases, they

bought and controlled the new medium
of radio.) Meantime local retailers

and distributors clung to the newspa-

per's concept of superiority, often for-

tified by a dash of vanity. A good ad-

vertiser could pretty much count on

getting his picture—or the picture of

him and his family—into the society or

local news columns with a fair degree

of regularity, and he came to like it.
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But times have changed. So have

media and public sophistication. Some
of this realization certainly went into

the automotive manufacturers' deci-

sion to abolish co-op funds.

Changing times have afTected news-

paper advertising in other ways. For

CHIP thing, the influence ratio between

strictly local and metropolitan papers

has shifted considerably. The local

weeklies have, in general, lost ground

in regional impact: into their baili-

wicks have moved the metropolitan

dailies. On the other hand, the metro-

politan dailies haven't done the job in

enough depth to satisfy many mer-

chants.

In other words, population shifts

come faster than circulation crews can

keep up with them. The article en-

titled "The Show-Me Boys move into

tv'' (SPONSOR 6 December I says "Popu-

lation shifts to the suburbs are forcing

a re-evaluation of such favorite depart-

ment store media as daily and Sunday

newspapers, and a reconsideration of

both their coverage and their effective-

ness."

Other results of the WOR study also

are borne out by numerous surveys

over the past few years. What the

New York area housewife spends week-

ly in grocery stores and supermarkets

is validated, for example, by a Home
Testing Institute study in October 1956

for McCall's Magazine. This study

showed New York City metropolitan

area weekly expenditures by house-

wives to be even in excess of the Pulse

study for WOR.
The study has again been confirmed

by John Blair & Co. with the findings

of ARB's survey of spot radio vs. news-

paper sales effectiveness. This study

showed that in ability to pull people

into stores, radio leads newspapers on

a national scale by 27.9% to 25.5%,
and in actual sales by a still bigger

margin—39.5% to 23.5%. This same

Blair presentation showed that metro-

politan papers, though often strong in

their own city zones, are often far

short in penetration with the retail

trading zones.

The WOR presentation was divided

into two parts; after exploring the

housewife's shopping habits, it re-

ported The Pulse findings on her lis-

tening habits.

It was found, for example, that in

the New York City metropolitan area,

o().4% of the housewives listen to

radio on the average day Monday
thiough Friday, that radio therefore

reaches four out of five housewives

daily.

That the metropolitan housewife ap-

parently hasn't changed much in the

past few years is indicated by the fact

that a Pulse survey on a national scale

in metropolitan markets in 1955 for

RAB showed eight out of 10 house-

wives tune in to radio on an average

week-day, or the same ratio of four to

five. That 1955 survey also showed

that nearly half of all homemakers
tuned in every day of the week.

In the New York market area, WOR
reports that The Pulse found that

housewives listen and react differently

to different stations and the way they

listen depends on the station's pro-

gram format.

For example, a comparison of the

audience reached by New York sta-

tions considered to have a "varied

program" format and stations consid-

ered to have a "music-and-news" for-

mat have a housewife with the follow-

ing:

• Five percent more regular listeners.

• 20% more listeners who personally

select the station.

• 22% more who tune in for infor-

mation.

• 669f more who listen "attentive!)
.'"

I radio to point-of-sale: Within a >arly four tii

, \Nitliin tlm

as many house

Exposure to RADIO and NEWSPAPERS

PRIOR TO FOOD SHOPPING on the Average Day

I

J
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Another conclusion drawn from the

survey was that the "varied program"

stations are also considered more re-

liable as a source of information than

the "music-and-news" group by nearly

a two to one margin.

Some of the questions asked by

Pulse interviewers that elicited such

data as was reported were: (1) People

listen to a radio station because they

themselves want to listen to that sta-

tion or because someone else in the

house wants to ... Do you generally

listen to (specific station) because

someone else wants to or you want to?

(2) Do you generally listen to this

station for information, for entertain-

ment or for both information and en-

tertainment? (3) People generally listen

to radio stations in two ways—either

attentively or casually. Do you general-

ly listen (to station X) attentively or

casually? (4) If you heard conflicting

reports of the same incident on differ-

ent radio stations, which would you

believe ?

The data contained in the report

were collected by the traditional Pulse

method of personal interviews in the

home. The survey, which took place

during last March and April, was not

conducted, however, along with any

regular Pulse survey. Each interview

covered the housewife's activity for a

24-hour period starting at 6 p.m. the

previous night and continuing to 6

p.m. on the night of the interview.

"Until this time, an advertiser could

only guess at the advantage of a sta-

tion's program format offered in terms

of advertising effectiveness," sa\s

Robert J. Leder, vice president and

general manager of WOR.
Why was this survey directed specif-

ically at the housewives? The answer

is easy: There is hardly a family pur-

chase made which she does not in-

fluence; in most purchases, she is the

final, if not sole decision maker.

This was demonstrated rather con-

clusively last spring by a CBS Radio

Spot Sales presentation (See "All

about women," SPONSOR 17 May).

This showed that the distaff side in-

fluences 92% of all grocery purchases,

79% of all family auto purchases,

85% of all family budget expenditures.

Women own 65% of the nation's pri-

vate wealth and hold 65% of all ac-

counts in mutual savings banks. Thev

own $100 billion worth of stocks; of

nearly 62 million women over 14, one

out of three work and earn an esti-

mated total of $42 billion. ^
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PARTI-DAY TOPS TOPPINGS

8
TH WEEK • • .^^-.s>^p^,

OF A '.~ "*

26-WEEK „__
TEST

SALES BOX SCORE

!6-31 Oct 580 cases

1-15 Nov 1450 cases

l.S-30 Nov 370 cases

Shipments to wholesalers in 80-mile

area around Green Bay, Wis. Area

beginning start of daytime tv test

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

[M GUA311 PD NL=3^EENBAY WIS 8=

SPONSOR-

I

*0 EAST 4 9TH ST HyK=

MADE AREA TELEPHONE SURVEY TODAY OF SUPER MARKET
MANAGERS WHO CARRIED PARTJ-DAY PRIOR TO TELEVISIOIJ
CAMPAIGN. THESE MANAGERS NOW, Wl THOUT SI flGLE EXCEPTIOfl
STATE PARTI-DAY THEIR LEAD I KG SELLER AUOUQ TOPPINGS,
WITH SALES INCREASES FROM 200 TO 400 PERCENT* ALL
REPORTED REPEAT BUSINESS EXCELLENT, WITH CHILDREN'S
INFLUErjCE TREMENDOUS FACTOR-

_ ROBERT PARKER MARKETING UGR WBAY-TV=

I bis week's news from Green Bay,

Wisconsin, throws into sharp focus

some important highlights about Parti-

Day's 26-week test of daytime tv spots.

Parti-Day had been in the Green Bay

area for six months before the tv

schedule began over WBAY-TV.
Distribution was spotty (less than

10% of stores). Retail sales were

sluggish. And competitive dessert top-

pings, led by Hershey's, pretty much
owned the market. Among the brands

which Parti-Day has had to battle are

Ann Page, Johnston, Snirkle's, Sifer's,

Elmer's, Marshmal-o, Kidd's, Towne

Pride, Smucker's, FlavoRite, Morning

Glory, and Topp's.

Bob Parker's wire (above) shows

clearly that Parti-Day has gained stead-

ily in consumer preference. So far no

retail sales figures are available but

Parti-Day shipments to wholesalers in

the 80-miIe area around Green Bay
showed a healthy 2400 cases in the first

45 days following the start of the tv

spot schedule.

Next week's sponsor story will carry

wholesale figures for the period 1 De-

cember-1.5 December. ^

The test in a nutshell

Product: Parti-Day Toppings

Market: 80 mile area around G]

Bay, Wisconsin

Media : Day tv spots only

Schedule: 10 spots weekly

Length : 26 weeks— fn

Commercials: Live, o

Budget: 19.980 compl,

15



ng commercial

When the farmer needs a friend

^ It takes community sanction to guarantee purchase of

farm chemicals; so Cyanamid's tv approach is broad-scale

^ Million-dollar newsreel program is spotted in 52

markets to dramatize the benefits of efficient farming

" or years it's heen common knowl-

edge that Hiram Hayseed, the rube

farmer, is as passe as vaudeville. The

businessman-farmer has eased him out

of the economic picture.

What's not so self-evident, how(

is that the advent of the businessman

on the farm has changed decision-

making on farm matters a great deal,

Today's farmer, in a sense, is in part-

nership with banks, lawyers, merchants,

packing houses, transportation compa-

nies— in short, he's the hub of a wide

sjjread financial and business network.

To sell him something, you have to get

the blessing of the whole works.

That's the kind of thinking that

prompted American Cynamid's agri-

cultural division to launch a 15-minute

film program called Cyanamid Farm
Newsreel. Selling primarily feed addi-

tives, animal health products and weed

killers, it is now completing its second

13-week cycle in 22 states and Wash-

ington, D. C. SPONSOR estimates that

each cycle costs around $23(),0()0 in

production costs and time charges on

52 stations.

"Today, one out of four persons is

involved in some sort of business that

touches farming," says Edward Smythe,

agricultural division merchandising

manager. "So what may look like

waste circulation isn't so big as you

think for a company whose well-being

depends on the healthy state of things

'down on the farm.'

"

The basic secret of successful farm-

ing, Smythe points out, isn't mere

acreage. It's efficiency. Naturally, the

more efficient a farmer is, the more his

holdings are apt to grow. But he's got

to be a savvy fellow to begin with. And

that's the point that American Cyana-

mid wants to get across to the farmer

and his unseen "partners." So after a

successful spot tv campaign last year,

the company and its agency ( Cunning-

l.am & Walsh) decided to try sonie-
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LOCATION

MISSOURI COLl'MBl

STATION.. TIME
1

. ^.c. ru. A
WMBD^ KHOA FP:. 6:00

WREX FRi .

NE WKJG SUN. 6:15

OLIS WISH FRi . \2: i5

UTE WTHI FRI . 12:05

WMT FRI . 5:U0

woe THURS. 12-30

! OMO THURS. 12:30

KVOO SAT. 6:15

PROGRAM*:^ 13
WEEK OF DECEMBER

Market and product differences dictate placement of commercials. Sample I one week's pattern.

thing bigger and broader in scope.

The job of designing a show that

would appeal to fanners and the busi-

nessmen they deal with was handed to

Tom DeHulf, Cyanamid tv a.e. at C&W.
Hearst Metrotone News camera crews

would supply news and feature cover-

age for the show, to be jointly pro-

duced by Metrotone and the agency.

Here's how DeHuff outlines some of

the problems involved in setting up a

smooth-working system and reaching

the desired audiences:

1. Varying commercial pattern.

Commercials must be geared to con-

ditions in various areas (for example,

Southern California's ditch bank weeds

take a different weed killer commercial

than the Midwest's Canada thistle).

An elaborate chart with removable

panels for each week (see illustrations,

above and opposite) was devised to

keep commercial content straight.

But provisions had to be made for

emergencies, because a sudden change

in local conditions would make switches

in commercials necessary. Sure enough,

a beef cattle epidemic in Northwest

Missouri called for quick insertion of

an aureomycin commercial. Inserted

as late as Tuesday I makeup day
) , it

was ready for a Thursday airing in St.

Joseph, Mo.

There are 17 commercials ( 60's and

20's) on six products to cover the 52

markets. Two 60's and one 20 are

used in a wide variety of combinations.

Corporate mention of Cyanamid is

made in the opening billboard and

closing sign-off.

2. Commercial techniques. The

wide variety of coinmercials made cost-

saving techniques imperative. DeHuff

worked out some basic "graphic tech-

niques" with C&W's art department

=

HERE'S WHAT MAKES TODAY'S FARMER TICK
i

4.2

3.8

143

135

3.2

125

115

105

100 — • ' ~ — —
FARM95

PRODUCTION
ANNUAL FARM 85

MAN HOUR
(1947-49 = 100),2

CAPITAL
EXPENDITURES

65
,

37 '4* -48 "ii '58 8 '43 '48 '53 '58 =

I. HE'S A CAPITALIST whose annual in 2. HE'S EFFICIENCY.MINDED—as zoom

vestments in machinery and buildings have in- in output per man hour shoivs. Increasing produc-

creased more than four-fold in last two decades tivity is a must for farmer who wants to survive.
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Scouting dair,^

originator and t

farm prior to shooting Farm Newsreel feature

a.c. and Roy Gorski, C&W acct. supvr. Feature lug

Tom DeHuff (1), show's

ht technical advances

employing senii-animation—just right

for showing the action of a systemic

weed killer I working on the roots) as

opposed to one that works on the

leaves alone. Full animation was need-

ed in the vaccine commercials to de-

pict a sad-calf vs. happy-calf theme in

the aureomycin commercials aimed at

Texas cattle producers, while a stylized

needle had to appear in the Duovax-

Hovac hog vaccination commercial.

\\ hile the commercials in spring in-

volved such animated techniques, live

action commercials are now in use.

3. Broad coverage. To heighten

the farming man's sense of participa-

tion, the show's content had to include

a personal touch. So a three-ininute

"Farmer of the Week" segment con-

cluding the show was devised. To
make it informative and timely, a list

of possible candidates is sent to C&W
\>\ editors of state agricultural college

bulletins and approved by local county

agricultural agents. Coverage of live-

stock shows and fairs, USDA reports,

and an occasional youth feature al>o

are included.

A strong feature story—the $8 mil-

lion dollar comeback of the nearly de-

funct citrus industry in Southern Texas

—was uncovered by advertising mana-

ger Frank Cappy, who requested a pi

duction crew come down and she

the story. Generally, however, Metro-

tone cameramen in the area shoot foot-

age and send it to New York.

4. News content. This had to be

selected by a knowledge of likes and

dislikes of the farm population. Thus
global farm topics and national politi-

cal news are known to have lower ac-

ceptance. But to avoid triviality sec-

tional items were arranged so as to

give the impression of national scope.

5. Timebuying. Sectional differ-

ences again had to be taken into ac-

count here. C&W timebuyer Robert

Palmer aimed primarily at Friday and

Saturday 6 and 7 p.m., next to national

and local news shows. Time slots be-

tween 5:30 and 7 p.m. were obtained

on 39 of the 52 stations, noontime slots

on 12 stations, 9:30 p.m. on one sta-

tion. The show was scheduled on

Thursday in three markets, Friday in

20 markets, Saturday in 19, Sunday in

four, Monday in four, Tuesday and

Wednesday in one each.

6. Station criteria. The list was
selected with these factors in mind:

la) top coverage of important agricul-

tural areas; (b) relative stature in the

urban community; (c) reputation for

farm and rural service; id) reputation

of news department; and le) compati-

bility of time period and adjacent pro-

grams. "Thus the ideal station for

Farm Netvsreel," says Palmer, "would
have the top average rating and cover-

age in its market, outstanding farm

and news service departments, and an

iivailability between 6-7 p.m. surround-

ed by compatible programing."

7. Ratings. To test penetration of

the farm-viewing audience only, rat-

ings were obtained for five different

programs. Hooper conducted special

telephone surveys among farm families

throughout the coverage area. (Ac-

cording to account supervisor Roy

Gorski, interviews conducted coinci-

dental to and immediately following

the telecasts showed that the show
"consistently reached more than a

third of the available farm television

audience.")

8. Merchandising. The feed mer-

chant's store is an important spot for

point of sale material tied to the show.

According to merchandising manager

Smythe, many of today's larger farms

grow their own feed and have local

feed merchants mill it for them and

add feed supplements. A reminder to

the customer about aureomycin at this

level is important. The rise in the sale

of animal health products is linked di-

rectly to the growth in sales of the

"complete feed," which in turn is tied

tc the expanding and more eScient

farm (see graphs page 31 1.

Results of the program are measured

by the following:

• "Ten and 12 ratings in many
areas indicate the wide viewing audi-

ence we are seeking," says William

Bunn, C&W officer-in-charge of the

Cyanamid account. "Inquiries from

agricultural machine companies and

others in the field with suggestions for

news stories that would include their

products are proof that the show is cre-

ating wide agricultural trade interest."

• Advertising manager Frank Cap-

py sees the results he's looking for in

the educational job the show is doing.

"We hear farm leaders cite it as a con-

tribution to farm understanding gen-

erally," he says. "Segments of our

shows are requested for screening at

Grange meetings. This tells us we re

hitting the mark." ^
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SPOT RADIO PROBLEMS - Part

Can a 4-week radio flight do tlie job?

^ Growing use of short drives makes some station reps

wonder if admen have forgotten the value of repetition

^ The question is raised whether relatively high cost of

servicing flights will discourage client use of radio

Is the emphasis in radio buyino shift-

ing from how much volume is neces-

sary to how little?

There's a growing school of opinion

which feels that it is. This group sees

radio campaigns of short duration in-

creasing in number and some say the

trend is not entirely a healthy one.

While the radio flight has long been

touted as evidence of the medium's

flexibility, the opinion is being increas-

ingly expressed, particularly among

reps, that there's a danger that adver-

tisers and agencies are coming to ex-

pect too much from a brief ad burst.

The trend to short campaigns is a

tribute to radio's effectiveness but reps

fear that where such flights fail to do a

selling job, the medium, rather than

the campaign length, will be blamed.

One rep conceded his concern was

also due to the relatively high cost of

servicing short campaigns. And while

no agency will admit to selling a me-

tlium short on the grounds that it is

expensive to handle, it is no secret in

the ad business that this is occasional-

ly a factor in making media decisions.

The extent to which short campaigns

are dominating spot radio is illustrated

by a sampling of one New York rep-

resentative's recent sales I see box be-

low). Giving SPONSOR a rare look at

his sales book, this outfit unveiled a

complete list of buys for three weekly

periods, one each during September,

October and November.

While the trend toward short ad

drives has been due, in part, to budget

cutting by recession-cautious clients,

the concensus is that the trend started

before the 1957-.58 economic dip.

Somewhere along the line, say critics

of the short campaign, admen forgot

that repetition and consistency is the

heart of advertising. ^

HOW SHORT FLIGHTS DOMINATE SPOT RADIO SALES
List of one represeiilaliit'^s complete sales during three neekly periods this fall

MARKETS CAMPAIGN MARKETS CAMPAIGN MARKETS CAMPAIGN
BOUGHT LENGTH BOUGHT LENGTH BOUGHT LENGTH

SEPT. WEEK 4 mkts .. 14 weeks 1 mkt. .4 weeks

5 mkts. 2days
1 week
4 weeks

1 mkt ..2 weeks 3 mkts. . 12 weeks
I mkt .. 1 week 2 mkts. . 6 weeks

3 mkts.

1 mkt.
2 mkts. .4 weeks

1 iiikt. 8 weeks OCTOBER WEEK
5 mkts 25 weeks NOVEMBE

1 mkt. 4 weeks :r week
I mkt. 13 weeks 3 mkts ...6 weeks 3 mkts. .4 days

1 mkt. 8 weeks 1 mkt
Imkt

...3 days

...4 weeks

1 mkt.
1 mkt.

.4 weeks

1 mkt. 2 weeks . 3 days

3 mkts. 15 weeks 1 mkt ... 13 weeks 1 mkt. AVz weeks

1 mkt. 10 weeks 1 mkt ...8 weeks 2 mkts. . SVi weeks

1 mkt. 3 weeks 1 mkt ...16 weeks 1 mkt. . 6 weeks

1 mkt. 34 weeks 1 mkt ...2 weeks 1 mkt. .2 weeks

2 mkt8. 9 weeks 1 mkt ...2 weeks 1 mkt. . 1 week

1 mkt. 6 weeks 1 mkt ...4 weeks 1 mkt. . 3 weeks

1 mkt.

While spot

2 mkts. 5 weeks 1 mkt. . 7-8 weeks

radio's flexibility in providii g advertisers with a platform for short ac bursts has helped -ell the medium.

the growin g amount of this kind of adv -rtising presents a hi gh-cost servicing problem to rep anc agency alike, also rai^ -

point of ^^ hether longer drives vvouldn t be more effective on occasion. Each line in the chai t is a s ngle clienl^ bin
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Edsel's Fox tackles the year's tougheii

^ Ad manager, undaunted by last year's disappointing

sales, takes over new duties as Edsel repositions line

^ An enthusiast for tv and spot radio, Fox predicts

bright future now that car is "geared to competition"

I n advertising circles, the talk is that

Eldon Fox of Edsel, easily deserves the

title of "man with the toughest ad

manager's job of the year." As Edsel

enters its second season. Fox has the

big responsibility of stimulating mass

acceptance for a car with a disappoint-

ing first-year sales history. The Edsel

has been restyled and repositioned

price-wise so that it now faces new and

unfamiliar competition. Fox will be

working with a new advertising agency

when Kenyon & Eckhardt take over

the account on the first of the year.

And to double the load, he just last

month took on the additional job of

manager of sales promotion.

Edsel uses strong tv and radio

schedules as well as heavy newspaper,

magazine and outdoor advertising.

Final budget for the year's advertising

has not been determined. However,

beginning 30 November. Edsel became

co-sponsor of the Ed Sullivan show with

Mercury ; ( Eastman Kodak continuing

to present the show on an every-other-

week basis.) Spot radio plans are

being worked out with the new agency,

but during the new M-E-L introductory

campaign $7,500,000 was spent jointly

with Mercury and Lincoln.

Interviewed in New York last week,

modest publicity-shy Fox had no beefs

about his responsibilities. He would

not discuss the personal problems

which must have been created as he

enters Edsel's second season with a

newly doubled work load. He did

speak frankly about Edsel's past and

its future hopes.

"Because sales were not the greatest,

some people thought the company
might dump the car. But the company
is 100% behind the car in spite of past

difficulties. They believe in its future.

They are now working on 1960 and

1961 Edsel models—I've seen them."

"Edsel was the first completely new
car in 20 years. It was unfortu-

nate in being introduced during a

period of economic decline. But the

people who bought it liked it. They

are loyal. Many 1958 buyers are com-

ing back to our 1959 models. The per-

centage of these repeaters is even

higher than we expected."

Fox thinks that most of the objec-

tions to the famous Edsel front end

were based more on the way the verti-

cal theme was handled than the theme

itself. Changes have been made this

year, but the new 1959 front is still

the most distinctive in the market.

Fox says that opening day reaction

was very carefully checked— people

recognized the improvement and, what

is more they liked it.

Fox made it very clear that neither

ibe car's new styling nor its new mar-

ket position are to be credited to him.

"At Ford Motor Co., no one man
makes these decisions," said Fox. Top

management made the decisions on

both styling and new market position.

As manager of the two departments,

Fox makes advertising and sales pro-

motion recommendations to his prin-

cipals. When decisions have been

FOX WANTS SPEEDIER SPOT RADIO AVAILABILITIES

Agency-trained Eldon Fox is a strong believer in spot radio. This fall his Edsel announcement

campaign of saturation spot covered 85-90% of U.S. radio homes. But Fox isn't satisfied with

the mechanics of spot radio buying. Here are some of his comments and a practical suggestion:

"I like spot radio but it is difficult to use."

'^You can't get into spot radio fast and find

out what your availabilities are. Sometimes
it takes three to four weeks to find out."

"There ought to be some sort of central avail-

ability listing. If spot radio had a system

by which one could find out about availabili-

ties in three or four days it would be a much
better advertising medium."

"As it is you have to buy blind. And when
you buy blind you can't merchandise your

program to your field sales force."

"Maybe there could be an electronic listing

board, like that used for airline reservations."
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:}meback job

made by management, it is up to Fox

to put them into effect.

"The advertising and sales promo-

tion departments were separate in the

past," said Fox. "Combining the two

makes it easier to move fast when the

occasion arises, with our work co-ordi-

nated from the beginning. This is

better for the sales effort all the way

down the line."

Speaking of the changes Fox said,

"Well, we read the papers. We've

beard about the unrest, especially all

the talk about the cars being too big,

and the rest. We tried to meet the

complaints and criticism. This year

we virtually turned the car around

from the medium end of the price

bracket to the lower end."

In 1958 Edsel had four lines. Start-

ing from, the top, these were Citation,

Corsair, Pacer and Ranger. Now,

price-wise, the top two have been eli-

minated. The 1959 models are called

Corsair and Ranger, but they are equal

in price to the old Pacer and Ranger.

The price range used to be from $2,400

to $4,800. Now the highest all-equipped

model is about $3,800. Many former

"extras" are now standard equipment.

The competitive low price three have

dropped their lowest price line this

year, and as Fox says, "have come up

towards us in price."

Fox sums up the 1959 market posi-

tion like this: "Now the highest price

lines of Ford, Chevrolet and Plymouth

are our competitors. The Edsel, too,

will be for the people who may want

to move down from the medium price

bracket, as well as those who want to

move up from the low price three."

Fox believes that advertising shoul:l

"flow from the product," and states

that Edsel advertising this year is re-

lated to changes in the product and its

new market "repositioning." The new

Edsel advertising is hard hitting and

competitive. "For one thing," say

Fox, "we are actually naming our com-

petitors. We don't just say Car A, B
or C. We are using realistic copy to

talk to the group of low price car

buyers."

{Please turn to page 64)

Eldon Fox is the man wli

Using and sales promotion c

second year. The new objet

iides Edsel adver-

ig the car's crucial

: low price buyers
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Free to Standard Oil (Cal.)— $100,0(i<

^ Sea Hunt syndicated film sponsored by Standard Oil of Cali-

fornia achieved $100,000 backing by 26 tv stations, says BBDO

^ Agency figured promotion values at card and lineage rates

in recommending renewal pact. Ad manager praises co-operation

lAfhi' hen Standard Oil of California

started its regional campaign with Sea
Hunt last February, the 26 stations in

the lineup came through with premiere

promotions valued at SIOO.OOO.

This kick-off excitement, provided at

no cost to either the Standard-Chevron

dealers or BBDO, is regarded as a

strong factor in Standard's recent re-

newal of the syndicated series. "The
support our 26 stations gave the show
was overwhelming," said a BBDO rep-

resentative.

While a total of five oil companies
invested in regional syndication cam-
paigns in 1958 because they were able

to match their geographical distribu-

tion pattern with tv programing, the

ji^JjaajK^j^

j*"' channel ®
'GHT TO YOU BY

4H)«n f above) by KFMB-TV, San f.
Diego, with "highway spectacular" Lti

> promote Standard-

,
Sea Hunt

Attentif>n-^elting publicity stunts by

thi" 26 Standard-Chevron stations in-

cluded this "skin diving" pre** oniis-

sary (right) dispatched by KTTV,

I.os Angeles, at kick-off of series

promotional advantages they were able

to get were main eleinents in their use

of this medium.

One explanation of why stations are

willing to exert so much more promo-

tional effort for locally-placed syndica-

tion sponsors than for many network

advertisers is provided by The Katz

Agency, station representatives.

According to Katz, stations retain on

the average 75% of spot programing

income, while they end up with only

33% of network charges.

In this light, it's not surprising that

stations are willing to go all-out to

promote, publicize and exploit on be-

half of their syndication sponsors and

shows.

As to the benefits that Standard Oil

of California received from the 26 sta-

tions carrying its Sea Hunt series,

BBDO of San Francisco collected re-

ports each month from the stations on

their special events, promotions and

publicity. These reports were analyzed

carefully and presented to Standard's

advertising department.

During the first month alone, local

promotions were valued at $100,000 at

current card and lineage rates.

For this promotion Standard and

BBDO paid—absolutely nothing.

In a four-way promotion campaign

involving the sponsor, agency, produc-

er and stations. Standard enjoyed the

benefits of special events, newspaper

features, on-the-air promotion, tune-in

ads, outdoor advertising, personal ap-

pearances by Sea Hunt star Lloyd

Bridges and viewing reminders by sta-

tion personalities.

Standard's ad manager, M. A.

Mattes, said: "The promotion coopera-

tion between producer, stations and

our organization has definitely helped

to establish this new series as a potent

service station selling medium."

Typical comments of the dealers

themselves are these: "Lots of my cus-

tomers have comirented favorably. It

gives me a chance to talk to them

about our products in the commer-

cials," said San Francisco station man-

ager Richard Hart.

"A lady walked in and said, '1 want

one of those tires they talked about on

.Sea Hunt.' The result was a sale." re-

jiorted Dale Young, manager of a

Standard station in Seattle.
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ifi promotion

One of the first measurable results

of the station promotions for Sea Hunt

was a ratings increase in the time pe-

riods occupied by the show. In the 26

cities—ranging from Seattle to San Di-

ego, and from Phoenix to Honolulu

—

there was an immediate average in-

crease of 33% over previous program-

ing. In regular ARB reports issued

during the show's first two months on

the air, the series earned an average

rating of 27.8 and an average share of

44.3%. The last ratings of the former

shows in the same time periods aver-

aged only a 20.9 score.

Here are some of the personal ap-

pearances that Sea Hunt star Lloyd

Bridges made: two broadcasts on

KTTV, Los Angeles, one a 15-minute

interview, the other a 30-minute show

featuring Bridges and the technical ad-

visor of the Ziv series, the renowned

women's diving champion Zale Parry.

Other stations that Bridges appeared

on included KIEM-TV, Eureka.

The underwater adventure theme of

the series was underlined by displays

and discussions of skin-diving equip-

ment on shows by KVAL-TV, Eugene,

KPIC-TV, Roseburg, KGMB-TV, Hon-

olulu, and KCRA-TV, Sacramento.

Among the outdoor displays promot-

ing Sea Hunt and the Standard-Chev-

ron dealers and products was KFMB-
TV's "highway spectacular" seen by

San Diego motorists for six weeks.

Another bold display was put up on

the building marquee of KING-TV,
Seattle.

Indoor lobby displays were arranged

by KSBW-TV, Salinas, and KSBY-TV,
San Luis Obispo.

Many stations issued sales letters on

behalf of the series. Some, like KBOI-
TV, Boise, worked up dealer enthusi-

asm with mailings to all Standard and

Chevron dealers in their area.

Some unusual publicity results were

brought off by the station press men,

with KGW-TV, Portland, capturing the

front cover of a Portland Sunday

Journal section, and KTTV, Los An-

geles obtaining a Sunday cover in the

Los Angeles Times, both with illustra-

tions of the series.

An unusual publicity gimmick dur-

ing the premiere promotion of the

show was used with great success by

{Please turn to page 48

1
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His "sell along" stampedes "Sing Alon;

MITCH SELLS LIKE CRAZY

^ Miller's personal appearance pulls 2,390 phone orders, gives

dramatic proof dept. stores are learning new radio techniques

IVIitch Miller, of Columbia Records,

and station WERE's disk jockey per-

sonality Bill Randle, were teamed up a

few Sundays ago to promote "Sing

along with Mitch" albums in Cleve-

land. The five-hour hypo pulled phone

orders at a 500-per-hour clip for Hig-

bee's Department Store, one of Ran-

dle's sponsors.

Within minutes after the team got

under way, all the station's trunk lines

lit up—and stayed that way. Eight

people from Higbee's sales force were

kept frantically busy writing phone or-

ders, and were still taking orders an

hour after the show went off. Multiple

orders for from three to a dozen al-

bums were common. The next day, al-

most a thousand additional albums

were sold in the store as a result of

the promotion.

Orders came in from almost every

suburb in the area as well as from the

city proper. Richard Klaus, manager

of WERE, said "One caller from

Painesville, about 30 miles from Cleve-

land, said she waited almost an hour

before her long-distance call cleared

the busy switchboard." Miller auto-

graphed albums until well into the

night, then went to the distributor's at

5:30 A.M. next morning and finished

just before taking off for New York.

Miller's Cleveland stint highlighted

new air media activity by department

stores. As they have switched more ad-

vertising to radio and tv, department

stores are learning new techniques for

getting the same strong sales results

that used to make their print advertis-

ing famous. What is their formula?

Analysis of several recent very suc-

cessful store air promotions, shows this

five-point pattern is basic for most:

1. Sell specific items—the best

items, well known names and brands

2. Employ a favorite local air per-

sonality

3. Use frequent announcements

4. Demonstrate items if possible

5. Give a strong reason for immedi-

ate action—and make it easy to act.

Higbee played it even stronger than

usual and added a sixth ingredient

—

the personal appearance of a celebrity.

Mitch has no similar radio appearance

planned at present. If a store is inter-

ested, he says he is available for a sin-

gle promotion where, as a sensational

climax, he will shave off his famous

beard. The price— $15,000. Any
takers? ^



Copy points ("together" theme and '"

are reviewed by Cole Fischer Rogo

;h jingle and neck hangers

Cole (seated), Art Fischer

Radio revs up a grand

old brand name—HIRES
^ Root beer maker's 300 spots a week in So. Calif, boost

sales 90%, get brand and name back on consumers' tongues

Uecoming a household word is fine

—provided your name continually

stays in the vernacular. That's why
Hires Root Beer bottlers across the

country are watching with more than

casual interest a Southern California

radio campaign aimed at getting the

venerable Hires designation back into

the limelight.

The problem facing the Charles E.

Hires Co. of Philadelphia was to whip

up new enthusiasm for a product

which, being the oldest in its line, was

being taken too much for granted.

While an acknowledged leader, it just

wasn't being talked about or seen

enough to be compatible with its posi-

tion as the world's top root beer seller.

(While net sales for '.58—$9,433,27.5

—took a small dip from '57's $9,629.-

978, the present figure is nearly a

million over 1948's $8,576,090, ac-

cording to Moody's Industrial Manual.)

In this connection, the company had

observed with great interest the job

James Powell was doing with his

Pepsi-Cola franchise in Los Angeles. A
sky-writing contest linked to a radio

campaign has created excitement and

sales for that soft drink. Would Powell

be the likely one to stir things up for

Hires?

Hires was facing a bad time of year

to try for a sales push. Retailers are

verv reluctant to gi\e an\ isort of effort

to soft drinks during the winter months
—and that goes even for mild Southern

California. But there was a two-fold

job to be done—creating new interest

in Hires among young adults, and
reaching the kid population, too—so

speed was essential.

Powell took over the Los Angeles

franchise I as well as keeping his Pepsi-

Cola and Bireley's rights), agreeing to

foot half the cost of a 1959 ad cam-

])aign of $400,000 in Los Angeles with

the company meeting the other half.

Powell invited six agencies to pitch

for the account, and Hires v.p. Ed
Stern, head of the franchise division,

and George F. Finnic, ad-merchandis-

ing manager, planned to attend.

Cole Fischer Rogow held one of

Powell's invitations. Both its Beverly

Hills and New York offices got to work.

"The only way to do the job," says

Art Fischer in New York, "was to mer-

chandise the advertising." In CFR
lingo (and most everyone's lingo) that

meant radio.

"But we had to go farther than that,"

says Marvin Cole. "Why not record a

jingle to show what we'll be merchan-

dising?" The Sportsmen's Quartet

was available, a theme had been

worked out: "Together-time is HIRES-
time." jingles with a modern beat were

recorded incorporating the theme and

the main copy points:

1. The original root beer.

2. Not only for party time, but any

time people get together.

"Better show how the theme will be

carried over to point of purchase,"

said executive v.p. Robie Smith. Since

neck hangers for six-packs was a logi-

cal idea for winter, these were picked

as one merchandising vehicle. Beneath

heads of a boy and girl close together

\sas a slogan combining both copy

points: "Get together with Hires, the

only real root beer" (see photo above I.

Kids tv was also outlined as part of

the campaign.

Even with time running out, some

large point-of-sale piece also had to be

designed, "even though we couldn't

liope to get them into stores until early

Spring," Fischer said. These large

animated displays would carry over the

marriage of old and new, giving a

modern fillip to the nostalgic bicycle

built for two (see design at left). A
battery-operated motor would rotate

the wheels and lift the arms.

That, in a nutshell, was the proposal.

Powell and the Hires' brass bought it.

i Please turn to page 65)
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"CHANGE
THAT
GRIN"
SAYS ED COOPER
Vice President and Western Manager of SPONSOR

"So many station men grin sheepishly and say that they tell

their prospects exactly what I tell them that it gets amusing.

Instead of a sheepish grin why not take a deep breath

and a reasonable budget and do in SPONSOR what you tell

your sponsors to do on your station?

We can show you that SPONSOR advertising

brings national business to the market that needs it, and to

the station that sells it.

The reason is simple: SPONSOR'S unexcelled readership

among agency and advertiser people at all levels—the market-

pickers and the station-pickers.

Advertise the way you sell advertising and change

that sheepish grin to a proud one!"

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO~ADVERTISERS USE
40 E. 49 St., New York City 17



./„TV BASICS/DEC.-JAN

Tv homes: 40% watch 9 hours daily

^ A just released Nielsen Tv Index quintile study shows

the national viewing average is up to 5:50 hours daily

^ Three years previously, the national viewing average

was 4:47 hours daily, with top 40% watching 7:35 hours

I he percentage of avid television

viewing homes is increasing.

As shown by a Nielsen study just

released, the heaviest 40% of viewing

homes watch tv on an average of nine

hours per day, compared to the seven

hours 35 minutes this same group

watched three years previously.

The report, a Nielsen Television In-

dex quintile study, shows a breakdown

of Nielsen's U. S. sample in which

homes were listed in order of the

amount of viewing. Quintile refers to

the fact that the Nielsen sample was

divided into five equal parts.

The findings, which cover the first

week of March, 1958, show:

• The national viewing average is

five hours 50 minutes per day. Broken

down, with the two heaviest quintiles

combined and the two lightest com-

bined, it looks this way:

The top 40% of homes view an av-

erage of 9:02 hours per day.

The middle 20%) view 5:34 hours

daily.

The lightest 40% view 2 :46 hours.

• Size of family chart (see below)

indicates that big families are the

heaviest viewers.

• Age of housewife chart (also be-

low) shows tv viewing heaviest among
housewives between 16 and 49.

The comparable Nielsen study, cov-

ering April, 1955, shows a national

viewing average of four hours 57 min-

utes. The middle 20% of homes then,

viewed tv 4:44 hours daily, while the

lightest 40% viewed 2:25 hours. ^

HEAVY AND LIGHT TV VIEWERS: WHERE THEY CAN BE FOUND

SIZE OF FAMILY

20

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 20 Dec.

Daytime Nighttime
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2. NIGHTTIME c o M P A It

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

1

A

Small World

(DArcy)

Meet The Press

Tw^entieth
Century

(R-McC)
n-F $45,000

Chet Huntley
Reporting

D Edwards
Amer Home

N-L $9.500tt

No net service
News

Bristol-Myers
(DCS&S)

N-L $G.500tt

News D Edwards
Benson & Hedges

N-L $9.500tt

You Asked for It

liiHter (Ciun
Mr $21,000

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(RBDO)
.\-F $37,000

Mark Saber
sterling Drug

(DFS)

No net service

D Edwards
Araer Home
(repeat feed)

No net service

-ABrABC News News ABC News D Edwards
Benson & Hedges

News

Bristol-Myers

Maverick
Kaiser Co (Y&R)
Drackett (Y&B)

W-F '

$70,000

Bachelor Father
Am Tob (Gumb.)

lack Benny
Am Tob (BBnO)
rF in-Koao

Northwest
Passage

RCA (K&E) all

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

A-F $48,000

Tales of The
Texas Rangers

Sweets Co.

Name That
Tune

Q-L $23,000

•Tic Tac Dough

(J-L $23,500

_(alt wks

Harold Ritchie

(A&C)
Johnson &.Tohnson

(Y&R)
Armour (FC&B)
W-F $78,000

Stars in Action

Dragnet
P&G (12/23 only)

Pillsbury (1/6

My-F $35,000

Lawr
Plyn

Mu-I.

Maverick

Ed Sullivan

Mercury (K&K)

V-L $79,500

•Steve Allen

Greyhound

Polaroid

Norelco, Zenith
Mutual of Omaha

Shirley Temple's
Storybook

(7:30-8:30 every

J. H. Breek

Dr-F $65,000

The Texan
Brown & VVmsn

W-F $37,000

Restless Cun
Sierling Drug
(DFS) alt

P&G (Compton)

W-F $37,500

Sugarfoot
(alt wks

Am Cliicle

Luden's
(Mathes)

Invisible Man

*Eddie Fisher

L&M (Mc-E)

"George Gobel
RCA (K&E)

Whirlpool (K&E)
V-L $98,000

Plymo.

Law Man
R. J. Re>iiolds

(Esty)

General Mills

(DFS)

Ed Sullivan

Shirley Temple's
Storybook

Nafl Dairy. Uill

(8-9; 12/21)

Bold Journey

IGBB)
A-F $9,500

Father Knows
Best

Lever (JWT) all

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F $38,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSC&B)
alt Buick
(Mc-E)

W-F $43,800

Wyatf Earp
Gen Mills (DFS)

W-F $38,000

To Tell the
Truth

Carter (Bates)

Q-L $22,000

Eddie Fisher

George Gobel

Ozzic C- .

Colt .45

(Bates) alt

(Y&R)
W K $I3,SO0

C. E. Theatre

(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

•Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

Chevrolet

V-L $150,000

Voice of

Firestone

(Sweeney &

Mu-L $32,000

Danny Thomas

(B&B)
Sc-F $47 50O

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers

My-F " $38,000

Adventures in

Music
Amer Tel & Tel

(8:30-9:30:1/12)

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

^R'alston

W-F $36,000

Arthur Godfrey

V-L $31,000

George^^Burns

Colgate (Bates)

Sc-F $40,000

""s'ho*

Stars of Jazz

Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers

(Y&R)
My-F $39,000

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

Dr. I.Q.

Ann Sothern
Gen Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F $40,000

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Alcoa (FSR) alt

Dr-F $39,000

Naked City

(Bates) alt

My-F $37,000

•Red Skelton
Pet Milk

S. C. Johnson

(NL&B)
C-F $52,000

Bob Cummings
Reynolds (Esty)

Gen Foods (L

Sc-F $30,000

Day

Meet McCraw
Keep Talking
P. Lorlllard

alt Lever (.TWT)

Loretta Young
P&G (B&B)

Dr-F $42,500

Patti Page

V-L $40,000

Desilu

(10-11)

Westinghouse
(Mc-E)

Arthur Murray
Party

P. IxKillard

Pharmaceutical

V L $30,000

Confession

Carry Moore

V-L " $59,000

(% hr.)

The
Californians

Singer (Y&R)

Lipton (Y&R)
W-F $37,500

B,!'-'

No net service

What's My Line
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt Fla. Citrus
(B&B)

y L $32,000

No net service

John Daly News

(Bates)

Desilu
Playhouse No net service

John Daly News

(Bales)

Carry Moore
Kellogg
(Burnett)

Pittsburgh Plate

No net service

iNo net service No net service

\

•Color show, ttCost is per segment. Prices do i

or co-op programs. Costs rffer to average show
tion. They are gross (include 15% agency

,
participating mercials or tinip cliarge.«. Tliis chart covers period 20 Dec.-16 Jan. Program T

are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure, (Au) Audience Participation, (0) W<
(D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, (F) Film. (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile. (D "
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1 G R A P H 20 DEC. - 16 JAN

/IDNESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

„se.ice

News
Bristol-Myers

(DCS&S)

D Edwards

(B&B)
wards News D Edwards

Whitehall
(Bates)

News

.,„,„ No net service No net service No net service

D wards News

(repeat feed)

ABC News D Edwards
Whitehall

News
Bristol-Myers

ABC News D Edwards
Gen Foods

News

1'

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Ford (var. hour)

National Biscuit
(var. V2 hr.)

(Mc-E)
W-F $33,500

0,i hr.)

Leave It To

Miles Lab

Balston

Sc-F $36,000

1 Love Lucy
Pillsbury

Clairol (FC&B)
Sc-F $25,000

Jefferson Drum

W-F $18,500

Rin Tin Tin

A-F $36,000

Your Hit Parade
Amer Tobacco

(BBDO)
Mu-L $42,500

Buckskin
Pillsbury

(Burnett)

Dick Clark
Show

Beech-Nut
Life Savers

Mu-L $14,500

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

(Grey)

(B&B)
My-F $25,700

(20 mln.)

People Are

Toni """""h) alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

Au-F $24,000

Wagon Train
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

(various 1/2 hrs)

Elgin (J\VT)

Zorro
AC Spark
(Brother)

7-Up (JWT)
A-F $37,000

December
Bride

General Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F $32,000

Ed Wynn Show
L&M (Mc-El

Sc-F $10,000

Steve Canyon

alt sust (1/8' S)

A-F $14,000

Walt Disney

M-F $57,000

(V^hr.)

Trackdown

(BBDO)

Further Advent,
of Ellery Queen

(K&E)
(various V2 hrs)

My-F $27. .500

(M hr.)

Jubilee, U.S.A.
(8-9)

Williamson-
Dickie (Evans &

Perry Mason
Sterling (DFS)

Hamm (C-M)

*Perry Como

Kimberley-Clark,
(FC&B)

RCA & Whirlpool
(K&E)^

Price Is Right
Lever (JWT)

Speidel (NO&K)
U L $21,500

The Real
McCoys

Sylvania (JWT)
Sc-F $36,000

Derringer
S. C. Johnson

W-F $38,000

It Could Be
You

Pharmaceuticals

(3-L $2(;.000

Walt Disney
Hill Bros. (Ayer)

(Burnett)

Reynolds Metal
(Buchan. &
Frank)

Jackie Cleason

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

C-L $58,000

Ellery Queen
Bell & Howell

Plllsbursr

P&G (1/2 only)

Jubilee. U.S.A.
Massey-Ferguson

Adv.)

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Brn. & Wmson

W-F $39,000

Chmstmd (DDB)

Sunbeam

Nojzema
(SSC&B)

Am Dairy (CM)
Knomark)
(Mogul)

. ..e Milton Berle
Kraft (JWT)

$dO.OOO

Pat Boone
Chevy

Showroom
Ohovrolet

(Camp-E)
V-L $15,000

Zane Cray
S. C. Johnson
(NL&B) alt

(B&B)

Behind Closed
Doors

L&M (Mc-E) alt

Whitehall
(Batesl

A-F $38,000

Man With A
Camera

General Hec.

A-F $26,000

Phil Silvers

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

Schick (B&B)

M Squad
Amer. Tobac.

(SSC&B)

Lawrence Welk
Dodge (Grant)

(9-10)

Mu-L $17,500

Gale Storm
Nestle (Houston)

Lever (1/10 S)

Sc-P $39,500

Steve Canyon

A-P "$14,000

Black Saddle

W-F $37,000

. "S2:.rifi0

Bat Masterson

W-F $38,000

Rough Riders

'

(L&N-)
W-F $17, coot

(9:30-11)

(L&N) alt

Klmberly-Clart
(FC&B)

Dr-L&F $15,000

('/2 hr.)

Ford Show
77 Sunset Strip

Amer. Chicle

My-F $72,000

Schlitz (JWT)

The Thin Man
Colgate

My-F $40,000

Bob Hope Show
Buick (Mc-E)
(9-10; 1/16)

C-L $320,000

Lawrence Welk

Have Gun. Will
Travel

Whitehall
(Bates)

alt Lever (JWT)
W-F $38,000

Cimarron City
(9:30-10:30)

W-F $30,000

S. eel Hr
This Is Your

Life
P&G (B&B)

Make Mine
Music

Playhouse 90
P&G (B&B) alt

Allstate

You Bet Your
Life

Tom (North)

Q-L $51,750

77 Sunset Strip
Carter Prod.

(Bates)

(Bates)

(A&C)

The Line Up
P&G (Y&R)

Cavalcade of
Sports

Gillette (Maxon)
(10-concl)

Sp-L $45,000

Music From
Manhattan

Manhattan Shirt

(Peck)

Mu-L $17,000

Cunsmoke
L&M (DFS) alt

(Y&R)

Cimarron City

Artrong
ircl Theatre

No net service

lohn Daly News

Lorillard (L&N)
N-L $6,000

No net service

Playhouse 90
Elgin (JWT) No net service

John Daly News

(L&N)
Whitehall

N-L $6,000

Person to

Person

(L&N)

War&L)
I-L $38,000

Brains & Brawr
L&M (Mc-E)

Q-L $15,000

DA'S Man
L&M (Mc-E)

(1/3 S)

A-F $38,000

'mnr ,>rk Fight Beat
Bristol-Myers

Sp-L $3,000
I- m,m No net service

ir. S. following date r 5 starting date for
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MEET THE.^
CAROLINA TRIAD

OF >A/LOS-TV
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• ••mammoth market

in the rich southeast

stretching across

62 counties in six states!

With retail sales of $1,848,670,000,* the Carolina Triad is a

'*must buy" for any top TV schedule!

PRIMARY ABC -The newWLOS-TV delivers the only un-

duplicated VHF network service to the entire Carolina Triad!

Only WLOS-TV can deliver you complete coverage of this

rich triad — 425,360 TV homes in 62 counties of six states! t

\

) feet above sea level

atop Mt. Pisgah

Mffr fr-

SELL IT-

PROFIT FROM 17-

WITH mos-TV
towering new force in

Southeastern TV

* Survey of Buying Power
Sales Management— May, 1958

t #NCS #3— All TV Homes

IflfLOS-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

ASHEVILLE • GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG

WLOS AM-FM

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.
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DAYTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet

For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi

Look Up & Live 'lay Your Hunch

Treasure Hunt

alt Lever

P&O alt

Mentholatum

Play Your Hunch
lust

Treasure Hunt
Al. Culver alt

Frigidaire alt

Pharmaceuticals

The U.N. in

Action
sust

Arthur Godfrey
Gen Mills

Standard Brandt

Price Is Right
Lever Bros
alt Ponds

Sterlln,

alt Whitehall

Arthur Godfrey
Gen Mills

Libby alt Ronson

Price Is Right
Lever alt Sunshine

Stand Brandt

PBishop Pike Camera Three 'etcr Lind Hayes
Gillette Co.

Top Dollar Concentration
Pharm. alt Lever

Armour alt Culver

Peter Lind Hayes
Amana BefrU.

Top Dollar

Concentration
Frigidaire alt

Pharraa.

Lever alt

Alberto Culver

'c'l'X^lV
'efer Lind Hayes

Gen Foods

alt Lever

Love of Life
Tic Tac Dough

Ponds alt

Dmv

P&G

Peter Lind Hayes
Shulton alt

Armour & Co.

General Foods

Love of Life
Quaker alt Llbby Tic Tac Dough

Amer. Horn. Prod
alt sust

Johns Hopkins
File 7
•ust

=ace the Nation 'lay Your Hunch

Fohnson'& Johnson

P&Q
Whitehall alt

Ponds alt P&O

Play Your Hunch
Beech -Nut alt

Lever alt

Seeman Bros.

Tomorrow
P&G

Al Culver alt

alt P&Q

F

Guiding Light
P&G

Guiding Light
P&Q

Open Hearing I

NafI Football
caguc Champion-

ship Came
Phillip Morris.

Clinton Engines,

Liberace

Gen Foods
'

No net service
No net service

Liberace
Armour & Co.

Minn. Mining

No net service No net service

«<ews (1:25-1:30) News
(1:25-1:30) lust

F

(1:45 to concl.;

12/28)

rentiers of Faith

TEA Turns
P&O

Steriing alt

Carnation

No net service
TBA

As the World
Turns
P&G No net service

Sterling alt

Miles

Mr. Wizard Day In Court immy Dean Show Truth or

Consequences
Day In Court
Beech-Nut Life
Savers. Gillette

immy Dean Show
Libby alt sust

Miles

Truth or

Consequences
Di

NBA—Pro
Basketball

Bayuk Cigars
(•/4 sponsorship)

Music Bingo
Gen Foods
Amer Home

Art Linklctfer
Stand Brands

alt Lotw

Standard Brandt
Van Ctmp

Haggis^Baggis Music Bingo
Bristol-Myers

Art Linkletter
Swift

•It Tonl

Kellocc

Haggis_Baggis
"

sust
Menthol alt sust

Beat The Clock
Gen Food.

Lever

Big Payoff
Colgate

roung Dr. Malone Beat The Clock
Beech-Nut Big Payoff

Young Dr. Malone
P&O alt Nabisco

Bea

sust sust

Roller Derby
Who Do You

Trust?
Bristol-Myers

Verdict Is Yours
Stwid Brandt

Brittol-Mjert

rom These Roots
P*0

Who Do You
Trust?

Johnson & Johnson

Minn Mining

Verdict Is Yours

alt Carnation
From These Roots

P&G
Wl

Br

Roller Derby

'ro Bowl Came
L&M (Mc-B)

1 to concl.; 1/11)

Bandstand
Eutco.
Lever

Shulton

Brighter Day
P&O

}ueen for a Day
Ponds

alt Sterling

P&G

American
Bandstand
Welsh

Lever, Carter, Tick

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Gen Mills
alt Quaker

Queen for a Dav
Standard Brandt

P&O

i

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Bowling Stars
American

Hollywood Candy

Edge of Night
p*o

County Fair

alt Lever

American
Bandstand

EdgeM^Might

Sterling alt Miles

County Fair
Dow alt sust

B
Network News

lUSt

sust alt

Pharmaceuticals

Paul Winchell
I.rt7., Gen Mills

:ame of Pollflcs

Colleg"e Bowl
C E (BBDO)

( % S)

American
Bandstand Bandstand B

Om MIIU
Cracker Jack

Amateur Hour ' BC Kaleidoscope
(5-6 alt wks)

Mickey Mouse

Bristol-Myera

Walt Disney's
Adventure Time

Mt(

HOW TO USE SPONSORS
NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (42, 43)

includes regularly scheduled programing 20 Dec. to

16 Jan., inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-



G R A P 20 DEC. - 16 JAN.

^INESDAY
IS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

le" Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Dough Re Mi For Love or
Money

Lever alt sust

Dough Re Mi

Schwlnn

Howdy Doody

BakingMentholatum Armour

Treasure Hunt
'"^'^ llelnz alt Brillo

Coin Prod
.It P&Q

lay Your Hunch

Scott alt sust

Plllsbury alt

Frlgldalre

alt Heinz

Play Your Hunch
Treasure Hunt

alt Ponds

Whitehall alt

Sterling

Mighty Mouse
Gen Food, ill

Colgate

Ruff & Reddy
Gen Pood.

Frlgldalre
Sterling

Plllsbury

Arthur Godfrey
sust alt

Pharmaceuticals

Stand Brands

Price Is Right
Al. Culver

Arthur Godfrey

Pharmaceu.

Price Is Right
Lever alt Com Prod

alt

Uncle Al Show

National Biscuit

Heckle & Jeckle

General Mills

Fury
Borden

alt Gen Food.

Concentration
10- Ueinz alt Miles

Tournament of
Roses Parade
Quaker Oats

11:30-1:45; 1/1)1

Top Dollar
Colgate

Concentration
'Ulsbury alt Lever

Whitehall

Peter Lind Hayes

Gillette

Top Dollar
Colgate

Concentration
Ponds alt sust

Lever

Uncle Al Show
Adventures of
Robin Hood

Circus Boy
Mar. alt

Tic T,c Dough
Heinz

alt Plllsbury

'eter Lind Hayes
Araer Home

Nestle

(11:30-12:30)

Love of Life
Tic Tac Dough

p*o

Peter Lind Hayes
Gen Foods
Beech-Nut

Love of Life

Lever alt Gen .Mills

Tic Tac Dough
Gen Mills alt

P&G

True Story

Sterling Drug

riia™aceuticals lay Your Hunch

Reynolds Metals

Tomorrow
PAG

It Could Be You
tiles alt Plllsbury

P&G

Play Your Hunch
Gen Mills alt

Bristol-Myers

P&G
Stand Brands

alt Pond.

P&G
alt Corn Prod

Detective Diary
Sterling Drag

„, Corn Prod
alt Brlllo

Guiding Light Guiding Light
P&G

- No net service
Liberace

Reynolds Metals
Gen Foods

Orange Bowl
Carter, Re>Tiolds

l:30toconcl.:l/l)
No net service

Liberace
No net service

No net service NO net service

News News
(1:25-1:30) sust)

No net service rs.

As the World
Turns iugar Bowl Game

Bayuk Cigars

l:45toconcl.;l/l)
TBA

Turns
P&G No net service

Pro Hockey

1/3 & 1/10)

Blue-Gray Game
Gillette

12/27)
Plllsbury

alt Sterling

Truth or

Consequences

sust

Day In Court

olinson & Johnson

immy Dean Show

Van Camp

alt Lever

Truth or Day In Court
Bristol-Myers

Amer Home

Jimmy Dean Show
Kodak alt sust

Gerber
alt sust

Truth or

Consequences
Gator Bowl

Reynolds
(2 tocoticl.; 12/27)

No net service

Haggis Baggis Music Bingo
ohnson & Johnson

Nestle

Art Linkletter

Plllsbury

Haggis Baggis
snst Music Bingo

Gen Foods

Art Linkletter

Staley

Haggis Baggis
Lever alt sust Wheaties Sports

Gene^frMllls

sust

oung Dr. Malone
P&G Beat The Clock

Big Payoff ^

oung Dr. Malone
P&G alt Armour

Beat The Clock
Gen Foods

Seeman Bros.
v.'r

roung Dr. Malone
P&G Senior Bowl Game

Bayuk Cigars

(3 to concl.; 1/3)

ufs From These Roots
I'&O alt Bust

_ Frlgldalre alt

Who Do You
Trust?

Amana Refrlg.

Verdict Is Yours
Sterling alt Scott

Libby
alt Scott

rom These Roots Who Do You
Trust?

Gen Foods
Beech-Nut

Gen Mills alt

Atlantis

Gen Mill.

=rom These Root!
P&G

sust

Holiday Bowl
sust (12/20)

V Queen for a Day
Torn Prod alt

Band"tand
5th Ave Candy

Brighter^ Day Jueen for a Day

alt Miles

P&G

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mill!

5th Ave. Candy

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Day

Corn Prod.

P&G
Plllsbury

P&O
Secret Storm

Amer Home

Secret Storm

alt Gen Mill.

Frlgldalre

alt Gen Mills Bandstand
Gillette

Edge of Night
P&G

County Fair

American
Bandstand

P&G
County Fair

alt Gold Seal

Game
Savings & Loan

Fund. R. J.

leynolds, WhitehallSterlingsTerltag
labisco alt Lever Lever alt sust

American
Bandstand

'

tose Bowl Game
Gillette

:45 to concl. : 1/1)

American
Bandstand

co-op

All-star Golf
Miller Brew

Reynolds Metal

oame
(4:45 to concL;

12/27)

Walt Disney's

Adventure Time
Miles

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mill.

Alt-Star Golf Lone Ranger
Nestle alt

Gen Mills

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday,

participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00

a.m., Monday-Friday. All times are Eastern Standard.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs has been discontinued. Show costs

descriptions and agencies (in parenthesis) are included in

the charts on pages 42 and 43.



A Merry Christinas to

"Jaxie's" Friends in

National and Local

Agencies

You've made 1958 a Year to

Remember down

\^FGA.TV wav!

BASIC NBC

AFFILIATION

Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGATV
Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S

STANDARD OIL
( Cont'd from page 37 I

the KTTV publicity department. Every

television editor in the Los Angeles

area was hit with a barrage of five

mailings, each accompanied by rub-

ber replicas of whales, frogs, deep-

sea divers and other underwater re-

minders. Then came the climax—an

actor costumed in full skin-diving

equipment delivered a seven-foot paper

fish to every tv columnist and editor.

The dailies responded with features in

The Los Angeles Mirror, Times, Herald
Express and Sunday Examiner, plus a

large story in the Pasadena Star-News.

But one of the most significant as-

pects of the promotion was its identi-

fication value to Standard. A BBDO
executive commented, "The amount of

Sea Hunt mail sent directly to Stand-

ard is a solid indication that this pro-

motion has paid off in sponsor identifi-

cation. On previous shows, the bulk

of mail went to the stations."

A sidelight on promotion of the

series was the fact that Standard was
able to use the series to develop em-
ployee enthusiasm. In Standard-Chev-

ron, the company's bimonthly house

magazine, a full-page article appeared,

stressing today's interest in skin diving

and pointing out that "Standard will

reach a potential of 5,000,000 tv homes
in our marketing area with this series."

In addition to station promotions

that were worked up in cooperation

with Standard and BBDO, a number
of stations demonstrated their inde-

pendent stake in furthering the series.

In doing this, they were naturally in-

terested in renewal prospects as well

as building up their own programing.

The renewal of the series for a sec-

ond year was in part a sign of the

success of the station promotions, since

the lineup is essentially the same as it

was at first. Most of the stations have

retained the program in its original

time period. However, where local

conditions favored moving the program
into a better time slot, this was done

in a number of cases.

Another factor was the planning

done by Ziv in advance, with a de-

tailed set of promotion blueprints in

the "idea file" section of the promo-

tion kit for Sea Hunt. By working

with local groups, clubs and organiza-

tions, considerable word-of-mouth pub-

licity was obtained that was over and

above the results that were scored

through the usual promotional chan-

nels. ^

MISSOURI'S

THIRD TV

MARKET

161,000 TV HOMES
^

KODE-TV in the Joplin market covers

a 4-state area with 167,769 TV
homes, 669,800 population and
$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

KODE-TV in the Joplin market is

28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor.

^Television Mag. Set Count— Oct.

CREATED BY

KODE-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

WSTV. WSTV-TV. Steubenville; WBOY, WBOYTV, Clarksburg;

KODE, KODE-TV, Joplin; WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe, La.; ColmesWerrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago n>

20 DECEMBER 1%o



Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
20 DECEMBER 1958

Otnrlobt IMS

PUBLIOATIONt INa

Look for a revival of mysteries, detective shows and science-fiction in syndi-

cation in 1959.

CNP's Earl Rettig is considering production of these shows for next year:

• A mystery series based on the stories of a popular author.

• A detective show recreating the New York police force of the 1920'8.

• A science-fiction program with a documentary point of view.

Comedy shows are continuing to seU in syndication despite the problems of

live network comedy this year.

A series like Glencannon, for example, has come up with two large regional sponsors

in the last few weeks.

Olympia Brewing signed for 47 Pacific markets, through Botsford, Constantino &

Gardner, Seattle.

Blue Plate Foods bought 23 southern and southeastern cities, through Fitzgerald

Advertising, New Orleans.

The use of tape is already proving a boon to stations in live remote recording

of holiday features.

One station, WAGA-TV, Atlanta, taped the lighting of the Christmas tree at Rich's de-

partment store last week for use this week in a Christmas eve show.

The eight-point strategy behind Amoeo's switch from network to syndication

was finally revealed last week at a CBS Films national sales meeting.

Details of the overall blueprint were filled in by these three men: John Goodman, ad

manager of the American Oil Co., Charles Shugert, executive v.p. of Joseph Katz agency,

and Edward Kogan, radio/tv director for Katz.

Here are the eight points:

1) Amoco was a long time client of CBS in network radio and tv, and placing an order

with their syndication arm was only natural.

2) Local placement of syndication solved Amoco's geographical distribution problem.

3) Flexibility: syndicated shows can pick the right competitive spot.

4) Identification: the product will be the strong personality— unlike Amoco's experi-

ence when Ed Murrow and guests overshadowed the sponsors.

5) Promotion: the station that won't promote the series to the hilt to build up an au-

dience simply won't get the show.

6) The mobile mood of U. S. Border Patrol—the Amoco show selected—was regarded

as well suited to the products.

7) It was felt that westerns have become too numerous and comedies have in many

cases lost the power to entertain.

8) The program had a sympathetic hero and is about the exploits of an ofiBcial U. S.

agency. (Two other excellent syndicated programs were rejected: one didn't have a central

character, and the other was set outside the borders of the United States.)

A sidelight on Amoco's buy was the role of Charles Shugert: A few years ago, while an

account supervisor at Benton & Bowles, Shugert brought another oil advertiser, Conoco, into

syndication via Whirlybirds, also a CBS Film series.

Amoco's big problem now: To find a satisfactory alternate week advertiser.
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flLh^-SCOPE continued

A study made by the Association of National Advertisers tells busines compa-
nies what's wrong with many of the business-sponsored films they've made that

have had trouble getting scheduled on tv.

The gripes from stations: The fihns are (1) too commercial, (2) too technical, (3)

wrong in length and (4) lacking in production and entertainment values.

Of the business-sponsored films that were used, 73% were thrown in by stations as time

fillers.

The most common time periods given to these films are 9:30-11 a.m., 2-3 p.m. and 5-6

p.m., with 79% of stations prefering 141^ minute films, and 69% liking 29^ minute films.

Although there may be no difference in quality between a network and syndicat-

ed show, there are important economic advantages to the film distributor who can make the

network deal, note major distributors.

The main reasons, they observe, are:

1. Even if the network price is less than the total syndicated price, the distributor is

ahead because his operating cost is lower.

2. When it comes to re-run sales, a show coming off the network has better chances

than a series the stations have already had contact with in syndication.

The problem of doing remotes with tape may be well on its way towards a

solution with the new Ampex remote equipment to be delivered this month.
First field demonstrations of remote tape operation will be in January.

To date, locally-produced tape programing has yet to get the vote of confi>

dence of important sponsor money.

Trade talk is that while technical obstacles of coverage and tape editing will ultimately

be solved, there are still two important objections to tape programing that must be over-

come. These are:

• Tape shows using the one-set courtroom or police station locale have a curiosity about

people that tends to morbidly expose the seamier side of life.

• Tape series (budgeted at no more than $5,000 a week and usually far less) are lack*

ing in the production values the agencies have come to expect from celluloid.

COMMERCIALS: The latest fad to catch on in commercials is the use of art

work without animation but where the camera itself is moved.

One agency commercials producer regards this as another bandwagon of the moment,
like other favorite approaches that perpetually see-saw in and out of vogue, such as these:

• The high fashion vs. the "just plain folks" approach.

• The emotional vs. the rational appeal.

• Realistic live action vs. fanciful animation.

The commercials producer is beginning to gain the status of full-time creative

partner along with the agency in the planning and making of many commercials.

Robert Lawrence, for example, head of Robert Lawrence Productions, notes that to-

day's commercials are too advanced and too elaborate for the agency to create and the pro-

ducer to film independently of one another.

He pointed out that it's impossible to buy good live action or animation today just by

ordering the film; the agency and producer have to work together to get the right

result.

One instance of producer creativity brought out was the animation series of Lestoil, built

around the Mr. Dirt character and the use of humor.
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PUBLIOATIONS INC.

Prospects point to a House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee re-

port bordering on the innocuous.

This will be the report of the year-long and often sensational probes under chairman

Oren Harris (D., Ark.), mostly of the FCC, but occasionally of other regulatory agencies.

The subcommittee met for two days, argued loud and long, and appears set to come up

with final conclusions not greatly different from a bill which Harris introduced in the last

session of Congress, providing for:

Codes of ethics for the regulatory agencies, tightening up of prohibitions against

oflf-the-record contacts, repeal of the provision permitting FCC commissioners, but not their

counterparts in other agenices, to accept "honorariums."

The FCC has, itself, recommended the latter two changes, but remains the only regula-

tory body to shy at a code of ethics.

If the FCC is to be shaken up drastically or altered radically, the Senate Com-

merce Committee will be the body to initiate the changes.

That appears to be a fair statement. Also a logical one, since the committee is much more

expert on communications matter than its opposite number on the other side of Capitol Hill.

However, the situation over in the Senate is far from clear. There were sweeping pro-

posals during the last Congress, but these were never considered seriously. It remains doubt-

ful whether this much more statesmanlike and knowledgeable committee will do things in

haste which the broadcasting industry might repent at leisure.

FCC has not set what it proposes to do about option time, except that the

device must be retained as an essential of network operations.

Latest consideration of the Barrow Report recommendation to wipe out option time re-

sulted in no conclusions except that, it is reported. It is believed, however, that anti-option-

time forces will be tossed the bone of a reduction of up to an hour per broadcasting segment.

This was not an unexpected development, since many commissioners made known their

general position in favor of option time without undue shyness. However, it puts increasing

emphasis on the importance of the RCA-Westinghouse case.

Justice Department big-wigs have been just as outspoken in saying (to the FCC,

among others) that under the film industry's Paramount case precedent, network

option time is a "per se" violation of antitrust laws.

The question involved in the RCA-Westiaghouse case at this stage is whether Justice

must speak its piece to the FCC and then abide by the FCC decision in any case where it

feels there is a possible violation of the antitrust laws.

Justice had attacked the NBC-Westinghouse sale-trade of Cleveland and Philadelphia

broadcasting stations, but the Appeals Court ruled that FCC approval insulated the transac-

tion against Justice action. The FCC was held to be the "expert body" charged with

regulating broadcasting. The case is now in the Supreme Court.

With the FCC apparently set to defy Justice on network option time, the Supreme Court

decision may control whether Justice will be powerless to move against the practice.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

PUBLIOATIONS INO.

^ SPONSOR HEARS
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'^^^ **^^ surprising merger when it comes—early in 1959—will involve one of the

agency giants in New York with a good-sized Chicago agency.

It will strengthen the New York component tremendously in the grocery field.

This could turn out to be the last season for Perry Como as a regular Saturday

NBC feature (after which he would become a specials participant 8-10 times a year).

He's bought a home in Jupiter, Fla., and plans to settle down there soon.

Though it has decided to drop Eddie Fisher, Liggett & Myers is planning to work
out something with George Gobel on an alternate-week basis.

The other half of the decision is RCA's.

Shades of the late George Washington Hill (founder of the Hit Parade) : A radio

station in a major market has switched the musical content of its early morning programs

to marches.

The new chairman of the board likes them.

Watch for local stations to begin shying away from the zoo of sound effects

that they've been using as program trademarks.

It was effective stuff when one station in a market did it; but imitators have pushed

it to such extremes that the gimmicks now are Iieginning to have a distracting effect on
the commercials.

When NBC TV realigns its nighttime programing schedule with the beginning of

the new year, the change will be of record dimensions for a mid-season.

In comparison with NBC, CBS TV's checkerboard position is far more static

Want ad note: Bob Kintner is reported looking for a top-grade program special-

ist to work by his side on planning, acquiring, and strategy.

Among the reasons why nothing has come of all the talk the past year about

station rep mergers are these:

• The relationship between a rep and station manager is not very negotiable.

• There's no way of making any real capital gains out of that type of merger.

• Reps have learned that there's a limit to the number of markets that they can

handle and still do a good job

—

the maximum, most figure, is 35-40.

You'll recall when early this year farm income helped give the economy a mighty

push out of the doldrums, durable manufacturers shifted the focus of their markets

to the rural Midwest and Southwest.

Now comes this possible aftermath: Merchants in other areas may run out of lines

during the Christmas season.

Another depression quirk: Cosmetic dealers are apt to suffer from low inven-

tories, too. Here the manufacturer resumed full-scale production perhaps a little too late

to fill all the gift-buying requirements.
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As tv comes under critical fire, SPONSOR ASKS:

Do the tv critics reaily huH

With recent heavy criticisin of

television, two agency men and a

tv critic review the effect of this

publicity on public and industry.

Wm. Templeton, i./,. & tv-radio direc-

tor, Bryan Houston, Inc., New York

There are two kinds of criticism:

one, of the industry in general, such as

the Fortune Magazine swipe at tv.

and novels such as "The Great Man,"

P
which cover individuals in the indus-

try; the other, reviews of specific pro-

grams. In neither case do I believe

they actually hurt the extent of tv

viewing.

Criticism of the industry in general

merely reflects the impact that tv has

generated in the scant years of its

rapid growth.

Criticism of the specific programs

reflects the views of the critic on one

particular program in a series but— it

is generally a program that was seen

by the viewing audience and the critic I

at the same time. Consequently, the/

review could not possibly affect the|

rating of that particular show. Con-j

ceivably a bad review could effect the;

public's attitude toward future pro-

grams in the series, but in view of the

fact that the future shows contain

different plots, storylines, and char-

acters, each program in a series is, in

effect, a new show. Only after having

viewed several shows in a series will

the pubhc make up its mind whether it

likes it or not.

This does not mean that review

critics are always wrong. I believe that

they are a group who have unusual

sensitivities and a well developed

feeling for the arts. However, by na-

ture of their constant association with

the medium they analyze programs

more minuteU than the average viewer.

They are forced to scrutinize shows

for weak plot structures, character

portravals, dialogue, voicing, delivery,

production and direction, whereas

the public scans programs simply

for entertainment and enjoyment with-

out an eye to analysis. This does not

mean that the critics necessarily err

hut I think it is indicative of the fact

that negative criticisms do not affect

viewing. Examples of this have been

evidenced by the outstanding track

records of such shows as My Little

Margie, the Gale Storm show, "Oh!

Siisarrna!" and many others—in spite

of the negative reviews of critics in

general.

The general public does not turn to

the tv critic in the local newspaper to

decide whether to watch a show or

not. They do turn to the program

listing. But there is a group that does

read tv critic very carefully and that is

the industry itself. When such reading

leads to self-analysis and improvement,

it is helpful. Producers and performers

can use adverse criticism as a step

toward improving future shows in a

series.

Lewis H. Titterton, ' p '« charge of

kv and radio programing, Compton Advertis-

'
ing. Inc., New York

' Quite the contrary. Maybe at times

; we think we can't live with them, but

we most certainly can't live without

them. I don't think the question would

ever have been posed if there were not

tial to the health of any creative art

and scrupulously avoids permitting

personal prejudices to sway judgment.

Without it all those concerned with

presenting or performing in television

can too easily become perfunctory and

sloppy in their approach to what by

its nature has to be a highly disciplined

and vigorous way of life. Certainly

the critic can be accused by the pro-

ducer or performer of bias or spleen,

and critics, being human, can err. But

television like any other art cannot

survive being ignored. The late Alex-

ander Woollcott many years ago was

informed by a prominent producer that

he would no longer be welcome at

opening nights. The following season

the producer begged Mr. Woollcott to

return, preferring to risk damning re-

views which the theatre-going public

might or might not take at face value

to having new productions ignored.

The listening and viewing public in-

stinctively distinguishes between the

so-called critic who prefers the amus-

ing barbed line and the genuine critic

who has to write the sometimes prosaic

truth. Fortunately we are blessed with

highly responsible critics who are gift-

ed writers and illuminate the truth.

They are dedicated to their work and

have a right to echo the famous state-

ment of Amy Lowell
—

"I don't mind if

you hiss me, but I won't stand your

damned indifference."

Harold Stern, TV Key. Inc., New York

How can the critics hurt tv? By the

time their reviews appear the follow-

ing day or later, the damage has al-

ready been done. The show has been

a fuzz) -minded confusion as to the

meaning of the word "critic." In-

formed criticism is not the same as

gossipy journalism. The first is essen-

mmitted to hiMoi

ve been taken.

and the ratings
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television?

The tv critic, however, does perform

a vital function for the industry. He

is television's Monday morning quar-

terback. Without his reports as a

guide, very few people in the trade

would know what they thought of a

show they had seen.

For the layman who is not obliged

to follow any set line of thought, the

tv critic is merely used for comparison.

If he agrees with the viewer . . . he's

articulate, if he disagrees . . . he's a

misplaced police reporter.

Unlike the theatre, where it's often

necessary to be a critic in order to ob-

tain tickets to a hit play, there are no

special advantages to being a tv critic.

Just about anybody can turn on a tv

set, and the critic merely finds himself

in the position of telling people what

they might have missed.

Whether the critics can hurt tv is not

as important an issue as whether they

can contribute something to it. As it

stands today, most of them restrict

their criticism to the so-called "spe-

cials," and ignore the regular weekly

shows that make up the bulk of the

viewing. As a Tv Key editor, it is

part of my job to preview shows for

our readers, and I therefore must

watch even the most routine series

every week. We do not recommend

every show that we see, and we make

a conscious effort to force a program

to meet a certain standard before it is

included in our previews. In our rec-

commendations we try to highlight out-

standing moments in the show, either

in performance, direction or writing.

Our letters from producers of filmed

shows ignored by the critics testify to

their appreciation of any comments.

We feel that tv critics should pay

careful attention to the industry's

bread and butter shows. Instead of

condemning them in sweeping generali-

zations for the Sunday supplement, the

programs should be carefully watched,

criticized, complimented or condemned

on individual merit. This will keep

production people on the alert, and

perhaps inspire a better product. ^

WCSH-TV 6
NBr AMliate Portland, :^laine

LOOK MOM NO CLAIMS!

RADIO STATIONS
OF MAINE

WCSH-TV, Portland

WLBZ-TV, Bangor

WCSH-Radio, Portland

WLBZ-Radio, Bangor

WRDO-Radio, Augusta

A matching schedule on Ch. 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%

.
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m National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

vote?

ka$f C<>a sf Divisior

342 Madi on Avenu
Nf>w Yr rl 17. N Y

Hollywood 38, Calif.

TV BUYS

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is preparing a campaign for the new

year in major markets for its Silver Dust Blue. The schedules kick

off at different times during January, vary in length. Minutes dur-

ing daytime slots are being purchased; frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Ira Gonsier; the agency is Sullivan, Stauffer.

Colwell & Bayles, Inc., New York.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York, is lining up schedules in

113 markets for its Vaseline Hair Tonic. The 11-week campaign

starts early in January. Minutes during nighttime segments are

being used. Frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is

Enid Cohn; the agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is getting its 1959 schedules

ready for its Fab detergent. Schedules start in January, are for 52

weeks. Both daytime and nighttime minutes are being placed; fre-

quency depends upon the market. The buyer is Frank Morello; the

agency is Ted Bates & Co., Inc., New York.

The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, is going into top markets to

promote its Jergens Lotion. The campaign starts 11 January, runs

through 2 May. Minutes and chainbreaks during both daytime and

nighttime periods are being purchased; frequency varies from mar-

ket to market. The buyer is Gary Pranzo; the agency is Cunning-

ham & Walsh. Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS

Chemway Corp., Mountain View, N. J., is planning a .campaign in

various markets for its Sentor Acne Stick. The six week schedules

start 5 January. Minutes during daytime and nighttime segments are

being lined up, with a teen-age audience in mind. Frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Ed Green; the agency is Doherty,

Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc., New York.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is preparing a campaign in major

markets for its Pal Dog Dinner, its first schedule in radio for some

time. The three-week schedule will kick off this month. Minutes and

20's during daytime slots are being used. Frequency varies from

market to market. The buyer is Lucy Kerwin; the agency is Ken-

yon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.

Standard Brands, Inc., New York, is going into markets through-

out the country for its Fleischmann's Yeast. The schedules start 5

January for 15 weeks. Minutes during daytime periods are being

placed, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Mario Kircher; the

agency is J. WaUer Thompson Co., New York.



ADVERTISERS

MeiiiK'ii (Bates) is dropping out

of CBS TV's Pursuit and putting

the money in alternate Meek half-

hour sponsorship of NBC TV's
Citiutrrou City and Dragnet.
Am. (her dieckerhoard movie: P&G

has taken over the sponsorship of

Buckskin and moved it into Monday
7:30-8 p.m., the spot previouslv held

1>\ Tic Tac Dough.

\\ arner-Lambert and R. J. Reyn-
olds have stopped talking merger.

The reason as given in a joint state-

ment :

"Following several months of study,

the managements of both companies

concluded, since it did not seem pos-

sible to reach agreement on cer-

tain aspects of the proposed trans-

action, not to proceed further with

the discussions. Accordingly, they

have been amicably terminated."

Violation of the anti-merger law:
Diamond Crystal Salt Co., St. Clair.

Midi., chai-t'd l.y the FTC with il-

legall\ a((|iiiriim a major competitor

—JffTfiscn Island Salt Co.. Louisville,

Ky.

The complaint: Diamond, the na-

tion's fourth largest dr) salt producer,

was lessening competition and tending

to monopolize, in violation of the Clay-

ton Act.

In reverse English: The FTC dis-

r WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Stay young and fair and debonair: Discussing Pepsi-Cola's theme are Joan Crawford (Mrs.

.Mfred Steele) and Alfred Steele (center), chairman of the board of the soft drink firm, during

an iiitcr\ieu uith Jack Fofiarty ax ho is news director of WCPO, Cincinnati. Pepsi-Cola officials

of their newest franchised bottling plant

missed a charge that the Brillo Co.
was violating this same section of the

Cla\ton Act by acquiring a competitor

—The Williaius Co., of London, Ohio.

The decision, however, is not final,

and may be appealed, stayed or dock-

eted for review.

Thisa 'n' data: Draekett reported

its net earnings for the first nine

months of 1958 were $1,534,375 as

compared to $1,004,765 for like period

of 1957.

Strictly personnel : Joel Stein, for-

merly with Grey Advertising, appoint-

ed assistant to the advertising director

of Pharinaceuticals, Inc. . . . Robert
Wesson and George Forstot, to the

staff of the Textile Fibers department,

L nion Carbide Chemicals Co. . . . Carl
Peterson, inarketing manager of Mc-
CuUoch Corp., Los Angeles . . . Mat-
thew B. Rosenhaus, president of

Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. appointed chair-

man of the board of governors of the

To trade trading stamps for toys: Steve

Shepard, gen. mgr., KOIL, Omaha opens

some of the thousands of letters station got

for its "Toys for Needy Children" promotion

Odd occiipalion departinent : Jack Pop-

pele, formerly v.p. of MBS and now a radio/

tv consultant, dressed for the holidays at his

two-year old .Santa Land in Putney. Vermont
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Eleanor Roosevelt Institute for Cancer

Research.

AGENCIES

Hypoed ratings were again the

source of discussion al the RTES
Seminar luncheon last week.

Dene Accas, associate media direc-

tor at Grey Advertising, called these

hypoed ratings "watered stock"—rep-

resenting more than actuality.

He noted that most of the markets

supplied by all of the rating services

had six reports a year or less—which

leads to a "terrible lack of informa-

tion."

What can be done about it? Accas

suggested (1) use shares when ap-

plicable, as opposed to ratings—they

give a good indication of how a sta-

tion is doing, (2) comparability—
check the influences that result in dis-

torted ratings, (3) trending—look at

things in terms of a long period of

time and (4) experience and feel

—look behind the "superficial num-
bers."

Mitchell Wolfson, president of

WTVJ, Miami, shared the sentiment

on hypoed ratings, and called for the

industry to back the abolishment of

rating week.

"This is not to say that ratings

should be abolished." Wolfson noted,

"but that the known-week rating

week should he abolished.

It called for 1-week, four-week sur-

veys instead.

One of the last big mergers an-

nounced just before the close of

1958 is that of two New York
based agencies: Geyer Advertis-

ing, Inc. and Morey, Hunini an<l

Warwick, Inc.

Effective 1 January, the two organ-

izations will be dubbed Geyer, Morey,

Madden and Ballard, Inc., with offices

in New York. Detroit and Dayton.

The agency will begin the new
year with combined billings at $30
million.

The set up: Edward Madden,
president of Keyes, Madden & Jones

has resigned to join GMM&B as vice-

chairman of the board.

Sam Ballard, president of Geyer,

elected president of the combined

agency; Sylvester Morey becomes

chairman of the board and B. B. Gey-

er is chairman of the executive com-

mittee.

The stafT of the combined agency will

headquarter in Geyer's offices—at 595

Madison Avenue.

In reverse English: Gorclon &
Hempstead, Chicago, who merged

their respective agencies last Febru-

ary, have split, to re-form their own
original companies.

Each takes with him the accounts

they contributed to their union.

Agency appointments: Schlitz

Brewing Co., for its Old Milwaukee

Beer, to Grant Advertising . . . The

Bosch Brewing Co., Houghton, Mich.,

and Catherine (Clark's Brownberry

Santa Glaus time: A. Donovan Faust (r),

station manager, WJRT, Flint, Midi, hands

gifts to St. Nick to distribute to station em-

ployee's children at the combined Christmas

and first anniversary party WJRT plans
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At a testimonial dinner honoring Lee Bristol, chairman of the board of IJustol-Mye

Lewis Gruber, board chairman, P. Lorillard, given by the Advertising, Communications an

Publishing Divisions of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies are (1 to r) : Leonard Colder

son, president. AB-PT; Lewis Gruber; Lee Bristo, Jr.; and Harry Cohen, division chairma

New station personality "Gentleman" Jim Kindergarten Hit Parade: Si\-year old

Bradley (1) i- welcomcrl to KXOK. St. Louis John Blattmen took osei pait of Ken Ander-

U band, modoK and -u^mU. line li.' puts .onV shoA\ on W T( \. Mnin ^I Piul I., kum



SWEET

Enjoy sweet sales success from the
Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

Inside Easlern Iowa Iv.

(WMTTr. reprei.

ally hy Thf Katz

er hull f the

Iowa, don, uiites

Waterloo a

Iowa's six

nd J)uh

Ovens, Inc., lo Clinton E. Frank,
Inc., Chicago . . . Freewax Corp., Tal-

lahassee. Fla., to D'Arcy Advertising

. . . Stroehmann Brothers Co., Wil-

lianisport. Pa., to Ellington & Co.,

to handle advertising in the Philadel-

phia marketing area.

Anniversary: Gregory & House &
Jansen, Inc., Cleveland, celebrating

its 21st year this month and also its

move to new quarters on the 21st floor

of the B. F. Keith Building.

New name: Pilgrim Advertising.

Chicago, has been re-named Isker &
Adajians. Inc., after its principals.

Personnel notes at Fuller & Smith
& Ross: Gerald T. Arthur, v.p.

and director of media for the New
\ork office will also handle work on
radio/tv campaigns for all clients on a

corporate basis; Warren Erhardt,
named manager of the New York me-
dia department; Edgar Marvin and
Henry Mazzeo, Jr., copywriters in

the radio/tv department; Tony Rog-
liano named accounting department

supervisor and Anthon Lunt to ac-

count executive.

More on people going places:

Thomas Calhoun, elected v.p. and
manager of tv/radio program and pro-

duction of N. W. Ayer & Son . . .

Carvel Nelson named v.p. of Comp-
ton Advertising . . . William Eager,
lo v.p. and associate copy director and
Nelson Winkless, to v.p. at Leo
Burnett . . . Robert Schnering, for-

mer president and chairman of the

board at Curtiss Candy Co., appointed

president of Slayton-Racine, Inc.. To-

ledo . . . Louis Bruce, named direc-

tor of the food products division of

Burke Dowling Adams . . . Michael

J. Silver, elected v.p. and member of

the board of J. T. Howard Advertising.

Raleigh . . . Yvonne Dunn, to the

Portland office of Botsford, Constan-

tine & Gardner as assistant account

executive . . . William Robinson,
account executive at Leo Burnett.

The CB(' Radio network has con-

solidated its program, sales and
station relations direction into one
office.

Heading the list of new appointments

in Toronto, is Eugene S. Hallnian.

who becomes director of radio net-

works, in charge of CBC's English-

language radio service.

Other appointments: J. Douglas
Nixon, assistant director, responsible

for programing; J. Nairn Mogridge,
assistant director, heading station rela-

tions; and Ronald Joynt, assistant

director in charge of sales.

Ideas at work:
• In on the promotion for the rec-

ord song hit, "The Trial of Tom Doo-

ley," CKNW, Vancouver has arranged

a simulated trail retaining a defence

lawyer. Listeners are sending in their

alibi for Dooley, along with 25(f which

will be turned over to the Orphans

Christmas Fund. Newsmen are han-

dling the trial in a normal manner, air-

ing regular reports throughout the day.

Best alibi wins a transistor radio.

• CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ontario is

sending a booklet dubbed "Big Ideas"

to advertisers and agencies in the area.

Contents: a batch of reproduced letters

to the station from advertisers lauding

the station's promotional activities for

their products.

• Okanagan Radio is introducing

a new feature in its daily weather re-

ports: announcers from CKOK, Penti-

cot, CJIB, Vernon and CKOV, Kelow-

na will simultaneously air a three-way

telephone hook-up between the stations,

comparing weather conditions in the

areas, separated by 40 miles.

Personnel news: Appointments for

CHAB-TV, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan,

to air early in 1959: Sid Boyling, sta-

tion manager; Jay Leddy, production

manager; Bill Falkner, program di-

rector. Jack Mo£fat is general man-

ager of CHAB-AM & TV . . . Douglas

S. Greig named general sales manager

of C-FUN. Vancouver . . . James
O'Driscoll and Ross Kehoe, to Ken-

yon & Eckhardt, Ltd., as account

executives.

A flurry of organizational expan-

sions marked the film business

this past week.

Here are the latest developments:

• Milton Gordon organized a new

t\ film-features company. Galaxy At-

tractions, Inc. Manny Reiner is leav-

ing ITC to become Galaxy president.

Gordon will also finance independent
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1. CBS Films' service unit under

Fred MahlstecU, newly appointed

director of operations and sales serv-

ices, becomes a million-doUar-a-year

activity in sales service, promotion,

publicity, research, merchandising, ad-

vertising and distribution.

2. ITC has set up a brand new re-

gional sales division under Hardie
Frieberg, who was promoted to gen-

eral manager of all syndicated sales

operations, with William DuBois be-

coming overall director of operations

and sales planning.

Within the new regional staff. Kurt
Blumberg becomes eastern manager

and Carl A. Russell takes over as

midwestern manager.

3. Radio and Television Packagers,

Inc., after a two year absence from
syndication sales, returns to handle

their own properties with three new
representatives: Jay Williams associ-

ates in New York, Barry-Grafman &

associates in Chicago, and John A.

Ettlinger in Hollywood; Fremantle In-

ternational will continue to handle

international sales.

Sales: ITC grossed $200,000 through

the sale of 24 programs in 14 overseas

cities, including Lassie in Japan in five

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

new markets and in a renewal to Mit-

suwa Soap Company over the Radio

Tokyo Network . . . Cannonball to six

cities of the Radio Tokyo network . . .

and other sales in Hong Kong, Manila.

Sydney, Melbourne and Bankok.

More foreign sales: ABC Films re-

ports sale of six programs in Canada

during the fourth quarter, including

Jim Bowie to Sussex Ginger Ale, 26

Men to Molson's Brewery, Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr. Presents, Herald Play-

house and Kierans Kaleidoscope, all

to CBC . . . plus The Playhouse to the

French CBC network and station sales

of three of the above programs plus

Bowling Queens.

More domestic sales: United Artists

Associated reports sale of more than

750 Warner Brothers films to KVII-

TV, Amarillo, plus signings for War-

ner features groupings by WKBW-TV,
Buffalo; KFVS-TV, Cape Girardeau;

WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio; and

KGGM-TV, Albuquerque . . . Yankee

Doodle Dandy to WJRT-TV, Flint; the

Lucky Seven package to KHQ-TV,
Spokane . . . also UAA sold its Christ-

mas package to KBTV. Denver;

WVET-TV, Houston; KUTV, Salt

Lake City; WDAF-TV, Kansas City;

WHAS-TV, Louisville; KTSM-TV, El

Paso; WTVN-TV, Columbus; KTVK,
Phoenix; WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C;
KGHL-TV. Billings; WMTV, Madison;

KCSJ-TV. Pueblo; WLBZ-TV. Bangor;

WRGB-TV. Schenectady; WIMA-TV,
Lima; WWLP-TV, Springfield; KFAR-
TV, Anchorage; KENI-TV. Fairbanks;

WMSL-TV, Decatur, Ala.; WMBD-
TV, Peoria; KVAL-TV. Eugene;
KGBT-TV, Harlingen, and WDAM-
TV, Hattiesburg.

Other domestic sales: Jayark's Bozo

the Clown sold to KDKA-TV, Pitts-

burgh; WSAT-TV, South Bend;

WBEN-TV, Buffalo; WCHS-TV.
Charleston, and KCIV-TV. Boise.

Program notes: CBS TV has re-

newed Official Films's The Invisible

Man . . . CNP's color-produced Danger

is My Business is being televised in

color in five cities: WGN-TV, Chica-

go; KSD-TV, St. Louis; WAPI-TV,
Birmingham; WCKT-TV, Miami, and

WLWT-TV. Cincinnati.

Strictly personnel : Adolph "Hank"
Aldrich has joined Transfilm as a mo-

tion picture scenic designer . . . ABC

WNEP-TV now delivers the best possible cover-

age of the prosperous Scranton-Wilkes-Barre

trading area at the lowest cost-per-thousand.

In North Eastern Pennsylvania's 21-county area,

WNEP-TV now hits a total of 336,157 TV homes
(plus about 65,000 more reached by two satel-

lites)... blanketing a booming industrial center

with annual retail sales of over $2 billion. Add
ABC-TV's top-rated shows... fine new local pro-

gramming from studios in both Scranton and
Wilkes-Barre...and WNEP-TV makes the
"prettiest picture" for advertiser and viewer!

REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.

CHANNEL 16
SCRANTON/

WILKES- BARREWNEP-TV
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION 1%™

•fS...

Negro radio

Shreveport

KOKA
now 5000 watts
non-directional at r

The Southwest's most powerful Negro station.

• Selling 405,000 Negroes in 49 counties of

Texas, touisiana and Arkansas. • Top-rated

by Hooper, Pulse and Trendex.

Represented by John
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Films has appointed J. Edwartl
Owens a central division account ex-

ecutive and Colm O'Shea in the new-

Iv opened Toronto office . . . Robert

J. Kolb hecomes a New York office

account executive for CBS Films . . .

Appointed account executive for Tele-

star"* Atlanta office is Jeff Davis . . .

Denis C. Hyland named audience

promotion superxisor for feature films

at MCA TV.

NETWORKS
CBS Radio reports that 70% of

their stations have renewed their

eonlracts under the new Consoli-

dated Plan.

However. KTUL, Tulsa announced

that it was breaking off its affiliation

with CBS effective 4 January.

Said James Schoonover, KTUL's
general manager: CBS' proposals are

"wholly unacceptable. The plan is

nothing more than a brokering ar-

rangement."

CBS plans to replace KTUL with a

50,000 waiter—to be announced soon.

Network tv sales: Liggett & Myers
(DFSi and Mercurv iK&El will co-

sponsor NBC TV's Pro Bowl Game 11

January . . . A. E. Staly Manufactur-

ing Co. ( EWR&R ) moves with Peter

Lind Hayes-Mary Healy Shoiv to ABC
Radio effective 5 January. Staley will

also sponsor a segment of ABC's

Breakfast Club . . . NBC Radio an-

nounces sales totaling $1,723 million

in net revenue during the past three

weeks.

More on network sales: The finals

of the BPAA All-Star Bowling Tourna-

ment to be televised via ABC TV 18

January, for American Machine &

Foundrv . . . Aluminum Co. of Amer-

ica, for a new series

—

Alcoa Presents,

Tuesdays, 10:00 p.m. on ABC TV be-

ginning 20 January. The company's

present series, Alcoa Theater, on NBC
TV alternate weeks, will continue.

Network programing note: CBS
TV will do a series of documen-
taries on "human relations and their

implications in the struggle for men's

minds."

Titles of the series: South in

Crisis: North of the Mason-Dixon

Line: The Hatemongers; The Price of

Discord: and Case History of Progress.

Thisa 'n' data: Mogen David Wine
Corp. (Edward H. Weiss & Co.) has

upped its 1959 campaign via NBC Ra-
dio according to the network's "Engi-

neered Circulation" concept. Announce-

ments will be run during daytime hours

to stimulate buying, and during late

afternoon and evening hours and on

weekends, the times when research

shows most wine is consumed . . . Tales

of the Texas Rangers, for the Sweets

Co. of America, moves to a new time

slot on ABC TV—Mondays, 7:30 p.m.,

with it being replaced every third week

by Shirley Temple's Storybook.

Network notes: NBC welcomed 37

new members to its 25-Year Club at a

luncheon in New York last week, bring-

ing the club's total membership to 305

. . . Keystone Broadcasting System
held a meeting in Chicago last week to

discuss merchandising and promotion

plans for Pet Milk's Grand Ole Opry
talent contest, carried for the fourth

\ear on the network ... A new addi-

tion to ABC TV's Operation Day-

break schedule: Play Your Hunch, to

debut 5 January, 12:30-1:00 p.m.

Network affiliation: WSAN, Allen-

town. Pa., will return to NBC after

iHirnn-iirii-ii-nti'hittiiT
fUiUi.lJM

/ Inter ^

Mountain
Network

Another

Intermountain Network Affiliate

KFBC
CHEYENNE, WYOMING

The Voice of Wyoming for

NEWS, MUSIC, SPORTS

two years of affiliation with CBS. The
station had l)een with NBC for 20

years.

Personal news: Sanford Cum-
mings, director of ABC TV network

program department. Western division,

elected v.p. of the network . . . Claude
A. Mahoney, to the Washington, D.C.

news staff of Mutual Broadcasting.

RADIO STATIONS

New York stations (and this in-

cluded tv) went all out in filling

the vacuum for news created by

the Newspaper Delivers' strike.

Regular advertisers increased their

current schedules substantially on the

stations, while the stations for the most

part increased their newscasts from

one to four times per hour, with added

depth in the morning and evening.

Stations like WRCA-TV-AM print-

ed several editions of a one-page col-

lection of news bulletins which were

distributed at railroad stations, while

others, like WNEW, recruited the serv-

ices of metropolitan newspaper colum-

nists.

WQXR, the N. Y. Times station,

brought in reporters, correspondents

and columnists from that newspaper to

help supplement its schedule; other

stations ( 1 ) added many legmen to the

staff, (2) aired the news by sound-

trucks in neighborhoods and (3)

bought special lines for reports in both

the L'uited States and Europe.

The expanded advertising schedules

came from department stores, food

stores, theatres, movie chains and spe-

cialty shops.

Ideas at work:
• Elvis' popularity across the ocean:

KPOA, Honolulu, has latched onto

Presley's first Army uniform, and has

put it on display in a glass enclosure

in a downtown store. The uniform, by

the way, is insured for $1,000. KPOA
also plans sending the "teen age idol"

i a Yuletide card 12 feet by six feet with

750 signatures of Presley fans.

• WBT, Charlotte, N. C, ran a

"Spot the Sponsor"' contest, awarding

S500 to the first listener sending in the

names of 18 sponsors on the station.

• Charley Sullivan, news chief at

WHBQ, Memphis, also is posing as

"The Shadow," roaming the city streets

and giving SlOO to people idenlifxing
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him. Station is backing him up with

announcements of his location — all

done as a promotion for station's new
The Shadow Man show.

• WFDF, Flint, Mich., collected

more than $1,600 for survivors of crew

members of the Bradley ship disaster

in the Great Lakes last week. D.j.'s

promoted the appeal sporadically, cli-

maxed by a three hour special show

Saturday night.

• KFWB, Hollywood, is coming to

the aid of those who don't like to "do-

it-yourself"—offering a completely dec-

orated Christmas tree to those guessing

when a stack of ice in front of the stu-

dios will melt.

Merchandising note: WFAT, Dal-

las, has set up Checkerlites in some

three dozen supermarkets in the area.

They are tall flags bearing the names

of station advertisers—in accordance

with the size of the client's schedule,

and their distribution in the stores.

Adding to the network: WSYR-
FM, Syracuse, joins the WQXR Net-

work this week, becoming the 13th up-

state New York station in the group.

Sports sales: by KSFO, San Fran-

cisco, for the 1959 Giants baseball

games— American Tobacco, for its

Tareyton cigarettes, for one-quarter;

FalstafI Brewing, for one-half; and

J. A. Folger & Co. for one-quarter.

Re public service: WWRI, West
Warwick, R. 1., aided the city's Lions

Club in raising the largest sum in their

history for their annual charity drive.

Station made its Sunday facilities avail-

able to the Club—donating all proceeds

from announcements and programs

sold during that period.

Thisa 'n' data: The Daily Tribune

and WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids, begins

construction of its modern building-

studios . . . WDOK, Cleveland, is

planning another in a series of tours

—

this time sending a group to Mexico

. . . WWJ, Detroit, played host to

New York advertisers and agencies as

part of its "As Basic as the Alphabet"

presentations in top markets . . . The

New York Daily News will air news-

casts on WPAT 1 January. The pa-

per was affiliated with WNEW.

Kudos: William Craig, v.p. of the

Tri-City Radio Corp., Muncie, Ind.

(WLBC) awarded for his efforts in the

United Fund drive . . . Roy McMil-
lan, farm director, WSB, Atlanta,

named for "Outstanding Service to

Agriculture" by the Ga. Farm Bureau

Federation . . . KMOX, St. Louis, cited

by the city's Weather Bureau for its

"Operation Weather Alert."

Station staffers: James Quello, op-

erations manager and Reginald Mer-
ridew, to program manager of WJR,
Detroit . . . Richard Hogue, named
general manager of WXIX, Milwaukee

. . . William Jones, Jr., to general

manager, KWK, St. Louis . . . Wil-

liam Scruggs, promotion manager,

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. . . . James
Wickemeyer, sales manager for

WKBV, Richmond, Ind. . . . David
Mendelsohn, elected president of Ra-

dio Hawaii, Inc. and First Broadcast-

ing Corp. . . . Dick Moore, to the

news staff at KBOX, Dallas ... Sue
Allen, continuity director of KSO, Des

Moines . . . Anthony Corvello, sta-

tion manager. WBOY, Clarksburg. W.
Va. . . . Bill Sawyers, station and

commercial manager, KBIQ-FM, Los

Angeles . . . Thomas Pate, account

executive in the sales department of

KNX-CRNP, Hollywood.

TV STATIONS

For the second year in a row, au-

tomobile dealers lead the list of

retailers in local tv.

The list, released by TvB based on

BAR data, tabulates the number of

stores using local tv in 11 identical

markets monitored in the third quar-

ter of both 1957 and 1958.

Other stores using local tv, named
in order, include: food and markets;

department, clothing and furni-

ture.

Food stores and markets increased

in the number of stores using local tv

by 21% while department stores

jumped from fifth to third place—an

increase of 79'/'

.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. re-

leased to its five tv stations the

filmed hour-long spectacular
"Benny Jn Brussels."

The film, produced by WBC as a

public service, was made during Good-

man's week-long engagement at the

American Theatre in Brussels, and

gives viewers an hour of jazz accom-

panied by a complete look at the

World's Fair.

J^A§\^ for everuone

af the
New

f^'~^
AIR-CONDITIONED •

Lreneral^
Oglethorp^]
HOTEL "^GOLF CLUB • COTTAGE b"*" V

One of the world's finest resorts offers every facility and
activity-swimming, tennis, boating and salt water tishing ~
. . . 18-hole championship golf course at door . . . dancing "\/
nightly in the beautiful Riverside Room . . . social director ;v^"—
-organized activities and entertainment.

Choice oi American ot European Plan.

COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR GROUPS AND CONVENTIONS
On Wilmington

Island near
historic SAVANNAH

Write today for FREE illustrated Brochure or see youi
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Problem Solved by

a District Manager

Dave's product was good, but

No. Florida, So. Georgia sales

spotty.

He was missing a big market,

and couldn't see why.

Joe Hosford said Atlanta is

212 miles away, and Jackson-

ville is 158. Use WCTV to fill

the gap.

Blair TV Associates saw the

agency. They bought; Dave

sold and sold . . .

nd won the cruise to

WCTV
Tallahassee

Thomasville

for -North Fla. and South Ga.

Plans call for distribution of the

film among educational stations

throughout the country.

Ideas at Mork:
• WIIC, Pittsburgh, centered a pro-

motion for its afternoon Popeye car-

toon show around a wallaby (minia-

ture kangaroo-type animal) . The idea:

name the wallaby. Price: $500 electric

children's auto.

• WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

is on a big promotional push for its

Movie Spectacular running the gamut
from bus cards to parades. It was

climaxed last week, by cars, banners,

sound truck and girls parading the

streets during noontime traffic.

• Another picture promotion:
WRVA-TV, Richmond, Va., is pro-

moting its Shock package with the

stations "Horror Queen" — dubbed

Ghoulda. She makes tours of the city,

visiting advertisers, agencies and at-

tends community luncheons.

• A Texas station entertains its cus-

tomers with a deer hunt: KTBC,
Austin, invited hunters for a week-end

hunt on its several thousand acres in

two deer leases maintained by the sta-

tion. This past weekend, the station

entertained some agency executives

and a group from Conoco.

• KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, is run-

ning a "Guess the Weight" contest on

its Top Ten Dance Party program.

Prizes include hi-fi phonographs, port-

able typewriters and transistor radios.

Anniversary note: The first tv sta-

tion on the air in Alaska—KTVA An-

chorage—is celebrating its fifth year

this week.

Strictly personnel: Joseph Stam-
ler, appointed v. p. of ABC and gen-

eral manager of WABC-TV, New York

. . . Malcolm Klein, named v.p. and

general manager of WNTA-TV-AM &

FM, New York . . . Arthur White-

side, to the production and program

staff of WLOS-TV, Asheville, N. C. . . .

Rohert Rierson, upped to program

operations manager; Norman Pre-

vatte, to production supervisor and

J. Nathan Tucker, to program super-

visor for WBTV, Charlotte . . . James
Van de Velde, to supervisor of pro-

gram jjroduction for the Triangle sta-

tions . . . Harry Reigert, promoted

to production manager at WFRV-TV,
Green Bay . . . MacDonald Dunbar,
to account executi\e at WOR-TV, New
York. ^

EDSEL'S FOX
i Cont'd from page 35)

He is enthusiastic about spot radio

but is far from satisfied with the way
it is sold. As an example he cited

what happened during the introduc-

tory period this year. Because of pro-

duction increases, the Edsel announce-

ment day was moved ahead from (7

Nov. to 31 Oct.). But it proved im-

possible to change the planned radio

spot campaign at the last minute. This

inflexibility was criticized by Fox at

some length. (See box, page 34). But

Fox is fully aware of advantages radio

has for impact. "In our spot radio, we
can create a word image and we can

tailor it to our selling problems."

Speaking of television, Fox stated,

"Tv is a very satisfactory medium. The
big strength of television is the ability

actively to demonstrate the product to

millions of people. This is an advan-

tage no other medium has."

Last year, on television, Edsel was

sponsor of the Wagon Train show
during most of the 1957-8 season.

Commenting on the switch to the Ed
Sullivan show, Fox said, "We did not

renew it simply because we wanted to

change our advertising. We felt it

was a good program, but weren't sure

that Wagon Train would fit the vehicle.

"As I said, we felt, and the corpora-

tion felt, that it was a good program.

As you know, the Ford division took

the Wagon Train show over."

Mercury, now co-sponsor with Ed-

sel, has been on the Ed Sullivan show

for nine years. Strategy in back of

Edsel's joining Mercury seems based

on the fact that the majority of M-E-L

Division dealers handle both Edsel and

Mercury car lines, and with Mercury

already identified with the show, it

could be advantageously used to pro-

mote both lines. Kenyon & Eckhardt

are now working on the problem of

integrating Edsel into the show.

Edsel's dealer organization is better

than last year at this time, even though

many original dealers have dropped

out. Changes are still going on. One

big Detroit dealer, for instance, who

went to Edsel from Oldsmobile, has

now switched to Lark. But Fox claims

there are now about 1,600 Edsel deal-

ers as compared with 1,200 a year ago

—an increase of 40%.
When asked about Edsel sales, Fox

replied, "Sales figures so far are in-

conclusive. At announcement time we

had only about 214 cars per dealer in

the show rooms. So you see we can't
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talk about sales, just yet. A dealer

with only two cars is not going to sell

both, and then have none to show.

But production is building up and we
Mill soon have some figures that mean
something."

As mentioned before, Edsel's final

advertising budget for the year has

not been determined. Edsel's first year

budget was "unusually large" in Fox's

view. This year it will be "more in

proportion to our competition," and

presumably will be tied in to sales.

The man who heads the biggest

comeback advertising campaign in

1959 seems unharried by a task that

must be one of the largest headaches

in the business. Born in Colorado,

brought up in California, he was grad-

uated from the Harvard Business Ad-

ministration School in 1941. Follow-

ing this, he worked in New York for

\oung & Rubicam. This was inter-

rupted by a four-year stint in the Field

Artillery during World War II. He
then returned to Young & Rubicam

and stayed there from 1946 to 1950.

"I had accumulated quite a bit of

agency experience by now," said Fox,

"and I was interested in finding out

what the client's problems were. The

job of advertising manager and sales

promotion at Minneapolis-Honeywell

opened up just then and I took it."

This kept Fox busy until 1956 when
his present job with Edsel opened up.

"This was a job too big and too

good to miss," said Fox enthusiastical-

ly. "Advertising and marketing were

integrated in it—it really appealed to

me." Despite many changes in top

management and even in the entire

direction of Edsel (it was a separate

division first, then was made part of

the M-E-L Division) Fox has stayed

on and even added duties.

Fox is firm in his belief in the Edsel

future. "We believe in the car. We
believe it is the car that people should

want because it meets their needs."

Tall, thin, with close-cropped grey-

ing hair. Fox is a quiet pleasant man
who seems serene in a business

where people are constantly rushing

about him. Married and the father of

I

three children, neither his home nor

his Detroit office see much of him these

hectic days. Last week he was in New
York on a get-acquainted trip to the

headquarters of Kenyon & Eckhardt,

Ixlsel's new advertising agency. Big

news on Fox's further plans for Edsel's

1959 can be expected soon. ^

HIRES ROOT BEER
{Cont'd from page 38)

An additional plus: the fact that the

campaign was ready to go. A two

months' jump on 1959 might work in

their favor, it was reasoned, enabling

the radio campaign to take effect be-

fore starting the supplementary kids'

tv in January.

"Every element of the presentation

became part of the campaign," says

Cole, "except some Sunday supplement

ads which we decided to dispense with

entirely."

After the campaign was handed to

CFR, Powell and the agency put in a

lot of time indoctrinating salesmen

—

"spending October with buyers and

merchandising men of the chains," as

Smith figures it. The news that the

campaign would be 100% radio—300

spots a week on seven stations—till

the first of January was a big plus with

them, he points out. "Retailers like a

radio campaign," he says, "and we
were confident the station merchandis-

ing efforts would be welcomed."

"Before the campaign was a week

old," says Marvin Cole, "we had neck

hangers on every six-pack, firmly ex-

pecting that was all we would get at

this time of year. But the stations and

our salesmen were plugging for more

because something unforeseen was

happening."

What hadn't been foreseen was that

November sales would wind up show-

ing a 90% increase over the same

month a year ago. "Four weeks of

radio had done this in what is general-

ly regarded as a poor soft drink sea-

son," Cole says, "so retailers started

taking us up on our offer to supply the

large display pieces."

Right now, a good three months

ahead of schedule, the animated point

of sale pieces are being produced and

rushed to supermarkets to meet this

demand. "What looked like a neck-

hanger proposition entirely throughout

the winter." says board chairman Cole,

"has turned into a lot bigger accept-

ance than we bargained for."

The Southern California campaign

makes it extremely clear that the eighty

year old company has no intention of

relinquishing its position as Number
One root beer seller in the world

—

close to ten million net, as noted above.

Since 1876, it has undergone several

marketing and concept changes.

Spruce beer, birch beer, ginger beer

had been in fashion since the early

1800's, but it wasn't till Philadelphia

druggist Charles E. Hires made a trip

to New Jersey with his wife in 1870

and was given a cup of "herb tea" by
a farmer's wife that the idea for a root

beer was born. He dispensed it over

his counter until, responding to a con-

sumer demand, he packaged the dry

ingredients (bark, berries and herbs)

to which the housewife could add her

own sugar, water and yeast (for car-

bonation). This was in 1876.

Soon the idea of marketing it in

liquid form brought forth the "new
and improved Hires Root Beer ex-

tract." Hires sent salesmen to such

places as Australia, England and China
to sell the three-ounce bottle, while he

settled down to experimenting with

ways of marketing his root beer more
effectively. Among his methods: ad-

vertising and promoting it as a hot

drink (in which form it actually gained

some acceptance), but the hottest idea

was the "Moneymaker"—an ornate,

elaborate dispenser which he got onto

druggists' counters with the promise

that it was a "sure moneymaker." His

claim proved true, and these dispens-

ers were in wide use from 1903 to

1910. Hires' turn of the century inven-

tion—a ready-for-use syrup—enabled

him to get the "Moneymakers" into

cigar stores, pool rooms, parks and
department stores. Barrel dispensers

soon replaced them. Their descendants

may be seen today in Woolworth,
Grant, Sears and many other outlets.

Another invention — concentrated

bottlers solution in 1922—made it

possible to enlist Hires bottlers all over

the United States. To back up the

effort. Hires turned to radio as early

as 1924. In 1926 the Hires Harvesters

were heard on a network of 11 stations

in the Northeast and Centraf U.S. To-

day, spot radio and tv are used.

Bottling of Hires Root Beer on a

large scale increased in the '20s. Ad-

vertising was keyed to the days of the

"Moneymakers*' and bottled extract to

relate it to the product many consum-

ers were familiar with, thus imbedding

the nostalgic tradition of advertising

for the company. This was continued

by Hires' son, Charles Jr., now board

chairman and his sons, president Peter

Hires and vice president C. Edgar
Hires. The nostalgic flavor has not

been abandoned in the Southern Cali-

fornia radio campaign now underway,

where nostalgia played against modern
bounce in 300 radio spots a week may
prove itself a valuable "Moneymaker"
—1959 style.

' ^
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lUST LIKE NERO
AND HIS FIDDLE .

people
REACT
to the

voice and vision

of NBC in

South Bend - Elkhart

call Retry today!

7 CHANNEL 16

BERNIE BARTH & TOM HAMILTON
WNDU-TV

THE KOBT RECORD
IS TOPS

IN SAN FRANCISCO

Forget the others—because the hit num-
ber in San Francisco is 85.4C; (Adults

in Audience Composition—June Niel-

sen). KOBY is the top seller-keeps its

loyal San Francisco audience in a \)v,y-

jng frame of mind! No double spotting!

J0% dhcount when buying KOBY

—

and KOSl, Denver!

0,000 Watts

KOBYiiSan Francisco

For Greenville, Miss.-WGVM

Mid-America Broadcasting Co.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Douglas J. Coyle has joined Sullivan

Stauffer, Cowell &. Bayles, Inc., as a vice

president and management supervisor. He
was formerly a vice president at Kenyon &

Eckhardt, Inc., a position he held from

1950 until November 1958. Coyle began

his career as a salesman with Vick Chemi-

cal Co. After a five-year hitch with the

U.S. Navy during World War II, he re-

joined Vick to serve as assistant advertising manager and production

manager consecutively. He is a graduate of the University of Wis-

consin (1939), and holds the rank of Commander in the United States

Naval Reserve. He is married and resides in Darien, Conn.

Frank Shakespeare has been appointed

general manager of WCBS-TV New York.

Prior to this, Shakespeare was general man-

ager of Station WXIX, Milwaukee, a posi-

tion he has held since October, 1957. His

first broadcasting job came in 1949 when

he was named assistant to the sales manager

of station WOR, New York. Shakespeare

transferred to CBS Television Spot Sales as

an account executive at the time WOR's Washington. U. C. station

became a CBS affiliate. In 1954, Shakespeare became general sales

manager of WCBS-TV. Shakespeare comes from Port Washington,

N. Y. He was graduated from Holy Cross College in 1945. The

Digges and Shakespeare appointments are among several made in

CBS Films creation of an enlarged specialized executive staff.

Sam Cook Digges has been named admin-

istrati\e vice president of CBS Films, Inc.,

in the new executive structure at CBS Films.

Previous to his new appointment, he was

general manager of WCBS-TV. He joined

CBS in April 1949, as an account executive

in the new television department of Radio

Sales. In 1950 he was transferred to Chi-

cago as television manager of the CBS

Radio Sales office there. Returning to New York in January, 1952,

Digges was named Eastern Sales Manager of CBS Television Spot

Sales, a post he held until the following December when he was

named general sales manager of the department.
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William F. Craig has been appointed vice

president in charge of television program-

ing at Grey Advertising Agency. He is

presently a member of the William Morris

Agency executive board, will join Grey on

1 January. After a tour as business mana-

ger for Dave Elman Productions, Craig

joined Procter & Gamble Productions in

1946. He served as director of tv for that

company until 1956 when he joined the William Morris agency.

His first association with the broadcast field was as an actor with

CBS and NBC Radio prior to W. W. II. He left to join the U. S. Navy

in 1940, rose to the rank of Lt. Commander during the war. He is

a graduate of Oberlin College, resides in Pelham Manor, N. Y.

George Mathiesen has been appointed to

the position of general manager of WBC
affiliate KYW-TV, Cleveland. Mathiesen

joined the Westinghouse organization in

1948 via KPIX, San Francisco when that

station was beginning operations as North-

ern California's pioneer television station.

Previously he had been with KSFO, San

Francisco, where he began his broadcast-

ing career in 1941 as a transmitter engineer. At KPIX, under his

direct supervision, programs such as the "live"' broadcast. Open

Heart Surgery, have won numerous awards including the Governor's

Award at California. State Fair and the SA$ award.

John J. McClay has been appointed gen-

eral manager of Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing affiliate WJZ-TV. Baltimore, according

to an announcement by WBC president

^ " Ml Donald H. McGannon. McClay brings to

ll^B .yx this position a career in radio which dates

^^B jnt^^^^ back to 1939. His first association was

^^^k'w^^^^B with WPG, Atlantic City, as an announcer.^^^**^^^
Later he moved to WPEN, Philadelphia.

He served that station as program manager until August 1948 when

he joined WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, in a similar capacity. He came

to Westinghouse Broadcasting in 1956 as asst. to the vice president.

Arthur M. Swift has been appointed to

the newly created post of manager, WTCN,
Minneapolis. The announcement was made
jointly by Phil Hoffman, v. p. and general

manager of WTCN, WTCN-TV and Bill

Schroeder, president and general manager

of WOOD Broadcasting, Inc. Swift, a

long-time sales executive of WOOD Broad-

casting, has held the post of general sales

mgr. for WOOD and WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Prior to that he was a local salesman for WOOD. He
of Michigan State, is a member of the MSU Alumi

since 1952.

a graduate

Club, and

I

Lion's Club. He assumes his k' duties shortlv after 1 January 1959.

Now.' 50,000 warn

WAP I

^

WEAU-TV

IN WISCONSIN
• The area with the HIGHEST

industrial weekly wage in the
state. (U.S. Employment Bu-

• Serving the RICHEST farm
counties in the Midwest with
over 54,000 farm families.

• Serving the giant land of ^
million people and two mil-

lion cows.

WEAU-TV eJLSf
See your Hollingbery Man

in Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Can you define spot radio's image?

All ('(liU)iial ill \a>l week's si'ONSOK pointed out that the

greatest need in spot radio is to establisli a new, appealing

'corporate image" for the medium.

As long as many agencies and advertisers continue to think

of radio spot as a cut-rate, second-best kind of operation,

reaching only an audience of teenagers or underprivileged

consumers, radio spot billings will not grow at the fast pace

that the present-day market-by-market media selection strat-

egy permits.

What is needed is a completely new and fresh, picture of

the medium, a new image of its power an importance.

How would you define and express such an image?

SPONSOR addresses this question to station owners and sta-

tion representatives, as well as to spot radio's many warm

friends among agencies and advertisers.

We are seeking information and the best advice and opin-

ions of the entire industry on this all important subject.

During the coming year sponsor will present a continuing

series of articles on spot radio values, coverage and efficiency.

Research on these articles is already underway.

We recognize that there are many kinds of problems and

weaknesses in spot radio's present structure—among them ex-

cessive paper work, haphazard programing, and in some

cases, inefficient selling methods.

We plan to cover each of these, and point out methods of

( orrecting them. But, in addition, we would like to present

during 1959 the best thinking of the industry on the challeng-

ing image question.

Please sit down and write us at least a one-page letter

(longer if you wish) outlining your ideas and suggestions

lor improving spot radio's corporate image.

W<' look forward to publishing in the coming weeks, letters

on this important subject, from thoughtful, practical, and im-

aginative men in the industry. ^

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Recognition by the

air media that the larger problems affecting

radio and tv can only be solved by industry-

ividc cooperation. No one man alone knows

all the answers. Only by pooling ideas can we

find enduring solutions.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sick, sick? Madison Avenue admen
in a hurry can now enjoy psycho-

analysis along with cocktails at Le

Cupidon, an East 58th Street bistro.

Eve Ross, the "nightclub 'psychiatrist'
"

who holds forth there, reports some

zany answers to her free association

test, among the funniest being the ac-

count exec who described "sex" as "a

wonderful way to say Goodnight."'

Impact': The power of the tv commer-
cial was demonstrated the other day in

an adman's household when he asked

his five-year-old daughter what she

wanted Santa to bring her for Christ-

mas. "What I want most," she prompt-

ly replied, "is a toy tooth-decay germ."

Troubles: From a WNEW-TV, New
"Vork, correction to a program log re-

lease—"Sunday, December 7—12:30
p.m.

KILL: The Transit Tangle

INSERT: Tension on the Waterfront."

Not much of an improvement there.

Cure for J. D.: Letter in London
Daily Mirror—"Three of my children

went to approved schools for minor of-

fences. Another was beginning to go

the same way until I got a TV on the

H.P. (installment plan). The boy be-

came good as gold. He started to go to

church after watching services on tele-

vision, and would not go out even when
we wanted him to. Since the set went

back because of non-payments—he has

reverted to his old ways." Steal back

the set.

Brain: The following letter was re-

ceived by W^Z, Boston, from a student

at MIT—"Gentleman: We note with

interest the following item in which the

superabundance of occurrences of the

number 11 is most curious: On the

11th day of the Uth month of this

year, immediately after announcing the

correct time as 11 minutes past 11

p.m., your station broadcast the Sym-

phony #11 by Henry Cowell, followed

by the Clock Symphony. (No doubt the

clock read 11:11 also). Furthermore,

the name of Henry Cowell also con-

tains 11 letters.—T.' Neil Divine." WBZ
manager Paul G. O'Friel (whose name

contains 11 letters) noticed that the

signer of the letter has 11 in his name.

It's catching: Admen who ride Madi-

son Ave. buses report that nature has

been mirroring art—tv art. Jackie

Gleason's Honeymooners and its Ralph

Cramden character has left in its wake

a retinue of wisecracking bus drivers.
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A time-buyer (you?)

can relax in Miami

. . . where one sl(iti()H—]y(lAM—

is first 240 oj 2t() (juarter^liours*

! Idlest South e- Central I'loridn Area Pulse

Aiul ihats iioi all! Other WQAM firsts include:

HOOPER: 40.5% average—more than next 4 stations
combined. First 264 of 264 daytime 14 hours.

PULSE: (Metro) 280 first place daytime U hours
out ot 280.

TRENDEX: First a.m., afternoon, all day.

How first can you get? Talk to Blair or WQAM Gen-
eral Manager Jack Sandler and find out.
t, a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

The ne«. WQAM
Scruing ail of Southern Florida with
5.000 watts on 560 he

MIAMI

lOINi
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLIN<

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKvl

WL»i,Y f.' r K

WHB Kansas City

KOMA OUahcma Ci+y

WTIX New Orleans

WQAM Miami

WDGY, WHB, KOMA (after Jan. I) and
WQAM represented by John Blair & Co.
'\ TIX represented by Adam Young Inc. I



i^-T PONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

POWERFUL NEW

DRUG
fAERCHANDISING!
# Covers 30 of the highest volume independent drug

stores in Baltimore!

# Two weeks display of your product on the big WITH Drug

Merchandising display Stand in all participating stores

!

# In-store poster displays of your product in all stores

!

% Jumbo mailings to every retail drug store in the

Baltimore Metropolitan area!

# Many more merchandising "pluses"! No other Baltimore

radio station has anything like it! Get full details—now!

Write to Radio IMf'^I^T^H Baltimore 3, Md.

or confact the W-l-T-H national representative nearest you:

Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

Clarke Browne Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans

McGavren-Quinn in Chicago, Detroit and West Coast

HIGH SPOTS OF

A ROUGH YEAR:

1958 IN REVIEW

A fast-paced capsule

summary of the events,

names, problems, head-

aches that made 1958
memorable. Included

:

18 top newsmakers of

the year, plus billings

of the top 50 agencies

Page 23

Things i got for

Xmas I could have

done without

Page 30

How Ferris Hams

keeps up the

holiday spirit

Page 31

Radio Results;

40 impressive

case histories

Page 33



W'SI'D Radio's dominance in Toledo is dramatically

demonstrated with the station's receiving the highest

Hooper rating in its 37 years of operation—56%!* Top
listeners' acceptance plus an all-time high in customer ac-

ceptance reflect WSPD's forward march to give you more

mileage for your dollar.

This unchallenged leadership has bien established

through balanced programming around the clock, ag-

gressive merchandising, continuous audience promotion,

and inspired public service. By e\ery measurement,

W'SPD stays on top as the one buy to take the billion-

dollar Toledo market. Ask you KA IZ man for details.

•Aug-Stpt. Hooper.

Famoias on. the local sceiW*

National Representative: The Katz Agency
National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray

625 Madison Ave., N. Y. • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

^j) Storei* ^Raxiio
^VJBK
Detroit

^VIBG
Fhiladeiphi; Wheeling



86%* of CBS
Commercial

Time

is ordered on

INDIANA

Channel

SI*Bas/s: 1958

Fall Schedule

WTHI-TV
CBS • ABC

Boiling Co., New York • Chicago • Dallas • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Boston
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/rADIO ADVCRTISCRS USK

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Year end report

23 -^ rundown of the top news stories and top names in air media during

1958. Highlights: tv, radio spending is up; hassel over national

and local rales; top 50 air agencies; triple spotting; attacks on tv

General Roundup Network tv

Advertisers and Spot Radio
Agencies Network Radio

Spot tv Research

28
Parti-Day strong in 2nd month of test

wn of wholesale sliipments for periods 15 Noven

\s day tv is building strong consumer acceptai

r to 15 Decem-

in Green Bay

Spot radio's top 51 advertisers in 1958

29 RAB releases first estimate of spot radio expenditures ever compiled.

General Motors and Ford lead list with tobacco companies also strong

Things I got for Christmas I could've done without

30 ^o matter how merry the Yule, or how heavy the loot, the timebuyer

usually point to one or more station gifts as the acme of

How meat packer licked seasonal ham headache

31 To maintain product image during seasonal sales dips, a tv campaign

]\nk- Firris hams with non-seasonal bacon product on year-round basis

Radio results—an annual SPONSOR feature

33 10 pages of capsule case histories covering 40 outstanding '58 radio

caiui)aigns, arranged by categories for quick use by agencies, advertisers

FEATURES

S3 Film-Scope

14 49th and Madison

60 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

SO Picture Wrap-Up

8 .Sponsor Backstage

SS Sponsor Hears

1 7 Sponsor-Scope

S8 Sponsor Speaks

S8 Spot Buys

68 Ten-Second Spots

12 Timebuyers at Work

66 Tv and Radio Newsmakers
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The New ROMA
Oklahoma City's only 50,000 watt

radio station proudly

'^^^^tiktkmal representatives

eiiie JFanuary 1, 1959

Jack Sampson, General Manager

Todd Storz, President

Home Office: Omaha

WDGY Minneapolis-St, Paul

WHB Kansas City

KOMfl Oklahoma .City

WTIX New Orjeans

WQAM Miami



Hey! Lend an ear!



ABC-TVi$i(wtl»lli).1iietmrii

kMlq,Tuesiliiinii(S(liiyoii(IFri(liif

(the other networks hove 3 apiece)

nilRnigltsoftkeiiieek-

'''^^::r^r:y

Now the question is...

*Another network led on two nights, Monday and Saturday

;

the third led only on Wednesday.

Source: National Nielsen II November Report 1958, Aver-

age Audience per minute —
j

,

tSunday through Saturday, 7 :30-10 :30 P.M., NYT, all spon-
|.

sored evening programs. I

f

wIgtilopdofDrMMCiire? ABC TELEVISION



WMAR-TV
SUCCESS STORY

Kluge, Finkelstein & Company

November 28, 1958

Picho (Dictated 11/26/58)

1 & Publicity Mgr.

I normally would not write you

regarding the subject of this

letter until the schedule hod run its

course for the obvious reasons.

However, I thought you should know right

here and now of the phenomenal

since we started our 5day-a-week spot

schedule here in Baltimore on behalf

of SPATINI.

If you we hod all the

local chain distribution,

as well as 80% of jobbing trade

when we started this campaign. As of right

• 100°/c rributio

definitely

means that the independent retail

distribution must be greatly improved.

Our over-all business has increased (i

two-and-a-half times on the average }k

with all our customers-all within a H
short period of 60 days. I

n tryingThe major poin

to get ocross to you is that

this is pretty phenomenal when you

consider that we hove two new
major competitors introducing their

product during this same period, p

the other two that have been here

vith y r static 'l^
jxtra

n%\\ to thank you for the

lies promotion and
iperation you have given my
ipany in conjunction with this

al program.

KLUGE, FINKELSTEIN & COMPANY

P-W-^

kWMAR-TV
Sunpapers Television

ChonneX 1
Baltimore 3, Maryland

"MARYLAND'S PIONEER
TELEVISION STAT/ON"

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE THE KATZ AGENCY

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Milton A. Gorflon^s newly formed Galaxy Productions broad-

ens the incentive for producer-actor-writer talent to contrib-

ute to tv and/or feature films by giving them financial par-

ticipation not only in their otvn product but in the company.

The newsmaker: Milton Gordon, who in 1953 with Ed-

ward Small, and .$125,000 apiece, started a tv film company called

TPA. A few years ago Gordon bought out Small's share, at that

time worth $21/2 million. A few months ago when ITC bought out

all of TPA, the price of this highly successful unit was $11,365,000

—the largest transfer involving a tv film company in video history.

But Gordon's reputation as a financial wizard precedes TPA. In

the early 1950's, as a lawyer for the Chicago investment house of

Walter E. Heller, he came to national prominence in setting up the

mechanics for the revitalization of

United Artists, then languishing

under the operation of Charlie

Chaplin and Mary Pickford.

Gordon's new Galaxy Produc-

tions starts its life with a core of

two other ex-TPA men: interna-

tional sales veteran Manny Reiner

as executive v.p. (he's also a di-

rector of the company and a large

shareholder) and producer Leon

Fromkess heading a filming unit

within the Galaxy constellation.

There'll be five areas of activity Milion Gordon

for Galaxy Productions: three

in producing and two in the investment field.

They are: 1) Network tv filming. 2) Network live production.

3) Feature film making. 4) Financing other producers in both tv

and feature films. 5) Financing stars and writers to make television

series and/or motion pictures for exhibition in theatres.

In inviting producers, writers and stars to share in a unique

cooperative basis ranging far beyond their own particular ventures,

Gordon is offering these three advantages: 1) increasing the scope

of capital gains, 2) dividing up the element of risk and 3) pointing

the way towards long-range working relationships.

An intere^ing sidelight on the new profit-sharing plan for Galaxy

Productions is that it repeats and enlarges the money-spreading

Gordon supervised when he sold TPA. At that time, he saw to it that

TPA's creative staff and executives each got a part of the record

price of the company transfer.

It appears that Galaxy Productions, which will definitely not get

into the problem of sales and distribution, is going to keep a small,

highly mobile staff, with oflices limited to New York and Hollywood.

Gordon, who's a graduate of the University of Chicago, lives in

Riverdale. N. Y.. with his wife and two teen-age children. ^
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/// Omaha...

ifyou want to

ring tlie

right doorl)clls . .

.

you
want
KOWH
radio

9 years at or near the top-consistently!

Why? Personalities that get through to people. Sounds that intrigue

people. Excitement that holds people. Good coverage, too, on 660 kc.

Adam Young can amplify. Sec him ... or talk to KOWH
General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH Omaha

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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CHRISTMAS
IS

EVERY DAY

NEW ENGLAND
FOR

Advertisers
ON

WORL
Boston

Because WORL
Listeners are

Primarily Adults^^B • IH^H
Statistics show that adult

women spend 80% of the

consumer dollar and influ-

ence up to 91% of the buying!

WORL'S
Average: 88% Adults

(Pulse, daytime hours)

THEREFORE YOUR BEST BUY

IS

Boston's "950 CLUB " Station

WORL

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage

Music hath power— sales power!
'".

. . Must there always be killings and vio-

lence?" whined Audrey Meadows plaintively, and

a half-dozen times on a recent Sid Caesar show,

ribbing the Westerns. Sid played every cactus

cavalier out of every top-rated sagebrush saga,

while Audrey played the ever-idolizin' gal of

each of these heroes. It was hilarious satire, but

the answer to Audrey's question will surely con-

tinue to be a big, loud, "You said it," as long as the ratings continue

as they are going.

In the last Nielsen's, for example, seven out of the top 10 shows by

rank were prairie epics, and six out of the top 10 by total audience

were horse operas. By rank Wagon Train came in with a mighty

41.9, with Muster Dillon and his friends from Gunsmoke practically

neck and neck with a 41.7.

Maverick, bang-bangs its way into the No. 8 spot in rank, and its

rating is a substantial 34.5. When it's recognized that these shows

are brought in at costs ranging roughly from $45,000 per half-hour

segment up to no more than $85,000 for the full-hour segments, the

rating results are seen even more gasp-inducing. So much so that

other program categories are likely to suffer by too ready and shal-

low a comparison. In the top 10 with the tall, silent men, for in-

stance, most of the time is Perry Como. The Coma show runs its

bankrollers some $140,000 per hour. And Dinah's usually wonder-

ful Chevy Show costs the carmaker closer to $150,000 per program.

Who can resist a good song?

I believe that the men who pick up the tabs for Dinah and Perry

are completely happy with their shows and their ratings. It's worth

a considerable premium price, I believe, to have such abundantly

wholesome, as well as talented people as are Mr. Como and Mrs.

Montgomery. Like all top pros, they're tough in their trade dealings

(as indeed they must be), but the public image of each comes close

to being ideal from a sponsor's standpoint.

No, Perry's fine hour and Dinah's dynamic shows need no support

from me, but music shows in general do. Partially because of the

overwhelming track records of the cowboys, and partially because so

much has been made of the few major music flops. There is, I'm

afraid, a tendency on the part of the average agency, and the average

advertiser to overlook the potent sales weapon the right kind of music

show, and the proper music usage can be.

When it comes to solid advertising values you'll have to go a long

way before you find a better buy than young Dick Clark, either on

his strip afternoon show via ABC TV or his Saturday night show-

on the same network. Top 10 or not, when you deliver the substan-

tial ratings Clark turns in for $1,750 per quarter hour (which is

what the daytime show runs) or $20,000 which is what the Saturday

night half hour costs, you're delivering audience at a very low cost-

per-1,000, indeed.

You'll find the Dodge people very happy with Mr. Lawrence Welk,
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and Chicken of the Sea, Brown & Williamson, Eastman Kodak, Ger-

ber, Lever Brothers, Libby, McNeil & Libby and Miles Laboratories

have all done well with a young man named Jinnny Dean at about

$3,000 per quarter-hour segment.

To this day, the hottest ticket on Broadway is "Music Man," with

"My Fair Lady" still a tough buy. And if you want a further idea

of the grass-roots appeal of the local brass band on which "Music

Man" is based, take a look at last week's issue of Life, which fea-

tured an elaborate section on U. S. Entertainment.

The gate-fold, full-color cover shows a 1,076-man trombone sec-

tion. And a two-page, full-color spread inside features a full band

consisting of the aforementioned 1,076 trombones, 3,000 clarinets,

2,000 coronets. LOOO horns, LOOO drums and 800 tubas. These play-

ers are members of 194 school bands and the Life photos show them

assembled at the LTniversity of Michigan's band day. That some

radio stations and their advertisers are aware of the potency of this

kind of music is indicated by a promotion which took place in

Peoria, 111. In that progressive community, recently, WIRL spon-

sored a Red Cross promotion campaign, which they built around

Meredith Willson, composer of "Music Man." Willson led a band

of 1,000 musicians at a high school band festival. Naturally they

played "76 Trombones" from the show, and they also played Will-

son's tune, "It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas," which

the Peoria Downtown retailers' association adopted as their official

Christmas season selling slogan. Station chief Bob Frudeger said

they had over 40,000 people at the band concert; they collected more

than 1,000 pints of blood, and advertisers on the stations were

mighty happy with the tie-in.

The inadvertent plugs

Of course one of the most effective merchandising uses of music

is one no advertiser seems to effectively plan or control. I'm referring

to that happy trick of developing a hit pop tune, plugging a product,

and somehow promoting it into a hit record.

Almost 10 years ago the Andrews Sisters made a record of a song

called "Rum and Coca-Cola," which sold a million copies. The

Coca-Cola folks had nothing whatsoever to do with the record. A
while later Pepsi-Cola had a song written featuring its product. They

got the song recorded, and promoted it quite extensively, but the

public showed no interest at all.

Right now one of the biggest pop records in the country is a thing

called "Beep, Beep" by the Playmates. It tells the story of a Nash

Rambler, which keeps pace with a racing Cadillac. The Cadillac is

desperately stepping up its speed trying to get away from the Nash.

To no avail. The record ends with the man driving the Nash asking

the Cadillac to tell him how to get the Nash out of second gear.

Unless Nash has hired a covey of rock-and-roll song-writers, I don't

think they had anything to do with the song. But it's one of the

biggest plus the auto ever had.

Music, it's often been said, hath power to soothe the savage beast.

. . . Yes, and to move merchandise, too. Local or national. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are w^elcome

Do you always agree tvith what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, Neiv York.

Topeka has
1 TV Station

WIB>A/-TVisit

That's Why
NOBODY FROM NOWHERE

Can Saturate

TOPEKA
like

>AflB^V-TV
SATURATES TOPEKA

ALL DAY-ANY DAY
Here's why sorvey-proved WIBW-TV is

your best buy for complete coverage

of the entire Topeka Farm market.

WIBW-TV commonds the viev

ence. Note current survey fig

^ing oudi-

7:45.12 N. 12N..6p.m. 6p m.-12Mid.

57.0% 50.3% 51.1%
In the 447 rated quarte
WIBW-TV ronked FIRST.

-hours . . .

In the top 15 Once-o-Week sh

on overage program rating of
WIBW-TV hod on overage
37.69%.

44.13).'..

WIBW-TV serves 38 rural o
counties in the heart of Kansas . . . where

$719,277,000.00. 1958 is o banner year.

• WIBW-TV saturates 218,190 TV homes.
{NCS-#3)

•

Survey Figures Prove
WIBW-TV's Value

• Not even the combined efforts of 3 dis-

tant Kansas City TV stations con begin to

dent the Rich Topeko Form Market, accord-
ing to a current survey.

Share of Audience

Monday-Sunday

7:45 )2N 6 p.m.
12N 6p.m. 12Mid.

WIBW-TV, TOPEKA 57.0% 50.3% 51.1%
Sto. A, Konsas City 10.7 10.0 9.7

Sto. B, Kanjos City 6.1 10.4 9.6

Sta. C, Kansas City 13.4 14.7 15.3

WIBW-TV CBS -ABC
Channel 13 Topeka, Kansas

REPRESENTED BY AVERY- KNODEL, INC.
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cleansweep!
In §958, Lestoil's entire advertising budget
($9,000,000) went into spot television ...

making this fabulously successful house'
hold cleaner the medium's largest single^

product advertiser! Amazing, for a client

which spent just $10,000 for advertising

in 1954. Even more so, when you consider

the fact that Lestoil has no large-scale

distribution west of the Mississippi and
south of Washington, D. C.

This distribution pattern is one reason

Lestoil uses spot television. There's no
waste circulation: Lestoil puts its money
where the product is. Spot television's

combination of sight, sound and motion
creates demand, forces distribution, sells.

Naturally, the tv stations we represent

in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Mih
waukee, St. Louis and Washington all run

Lestoil schedules. (And not hard'to-get

announcements in prime time either. Just

plenty of low-cost announcements in so-

called"fringe" time, 52 weeks a year.)

Ask to see a typical Lestoil schedule.

And then let us produce one for you that

matches it In economy. . . and results.

CBS TELEVISION SP^TSALES
fieproa«ntlng WCBS-TV New York, WCAU-TV PhlladttpMa, WTOP-TV Wash-
ington, WBTV Charlottm, WBTW Florence,KmOX-TV St,LouU, WXIX Milwaukee,

WBBM'TV Chicago, KNXT Los Angeles, KQUL-TV Houston, KOIN'TV Portland,
WJXT Jacksonville, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, the COS Television Pacific Network





THE NE^V

KOM t's noil a Storz Slatio,

(tinl an MiC Slalion!

So it's the big, bright.

pouerful netv buy in

Americas 48th market!

Talk to John Blair & Co.,

or KOMA General Manager
Jack Sampson

50,000 watts, clear channel
OKLAHOMA CITY

QQSI

-^r^?: '^'^e*^

4_joomuP!j

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

sonnel, KPRS is effectively directing

the buying habits of its vast, faithful

audience. Your soles message w/astes

neither time nor money in reaching
the heart of its "preferred" market.
Buying time on KPRS is like buying
the only radio station in a community
of 128,357 active prospects.

L Timebuyers
at work

Dick Elfenbein, Eastern manager, Advertising Agencies, Inc., Los

Angeles, believes that there are certain unheaUhy buying and selling

jjractices that must be corrected for the good of the advertiser,

agency, representative and station. "In November we bought a spe-

cial newscast for election night from a network-owned station," Dick

says. "At the last possible moment

on election eve, the station called

and left word that the time had

been preempted by a network spon-

sor. Obviously, we were on the

spot. This left us with an ap-

proved budget which we had no

use for, no time to contact other

stations with packages still avail-

able, and no counter proposal

from the station which we could

take back to our client. What
could we do? A few days later the

station salesman called to tell me how embarrassed he was. But we

can't afford to be worried about embarrassment; our only income

comes from media commissions. To have done the work, convinced

the client of the value of the media, placed the schedule, and then

have the media push us out is worse than embarrassing—its down-

right unprofitable. Ultimately, everyone in the business is hurt."

Peg Harris, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, Inc., San Francisco, feels

that stations have almost stopped talking about themselves as broad-

cast media. "Nowadays," Peg says, "it seems that call letters mean

that a merchandising service is available, with the extra plus some

minute or 20-second spot." Peggy thinks that the primary job of a

station is to provide programing

acceptable to its audience, using

all the imaginative ways broadcast

can be used to hold the interest

and loyalty of its listeners. If a

station can afford to have a mer-

chandising department, staffed with

enough people to do an intelligent

job, all the better. "But merchan-

^^m •<- ^^ dising is a business all its own,

^^^B ^^^ and it takes a great deal of knowl-

^^H ^^^ edge and money to set up a good
^^^* ^^^ department and keep it running

effectively. Too often what a station offers is not merchandising, but

a form of hand-holding with the local client representative. We're

interested in all genuine merchandising services, of course, but we're

more interested in reaching the largest number of prospects for a

particular product. We'd like to know that your call letters mean

you're a broadcast operation first. This is the major consideration."
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FARM FAMILY TAKES 'HtY"-RlbE!

Farm living has changed a lot out here in the Land of Milk and Money. In fact, the only

way we know a farmer from a city-feller is that the farmer pays cash for his new car!

Yes, here's a unique market of small cities and big dairy farms . . . 42% rural and 58%
urban . . . more than 400,000 families enjoying Channel 2-CBS Television.

M
THE LAND OF MILK AND X^NEY
WBAY, CHANNEL 2, GREEN BAY
HAYDN R. EVANS, GEN. MGR. REP. WEED TELEVISION



Buy the whole

TEXAS
MONEY
BELT

and SELL '^ from

the CENTER

Channel 9 abc

MONAHANS, TEXAS

See

Everett McKinney, Inc.

Clyde Melville, Southwest

Ross Rucker, Pres.

Hillman Taylor, TV Manager

Ken Welch, Radio Manager

High income, rapid growth, make this

market to watch and to buy. You can sell i

from the center, with

KVKMtv
MONAHANS, TEXAS

i '9th and
fadison

More on Fortune attack

Extremely happy for your thorough
article on Fortune in November 29th
SPONSOR.

Their observations remind me of the

antipathy of an old timer who was
lelegated to a lesser position when a

\oung new boss came into the organi-
zation.

In the past those who were staid

]*rint people preferred to ignore radio
and then television with an '"if I ig-

nore them they will go away" attitude.

But a man's wallet is closer to his heart

than a position his pants pocket would
indicate—and it's a vital spot in which
to be hit. Anything that is new and
better will be challenged, accused,

laughed down, and minimized.

In radio and tv we have been tell-

ing ourselves for years how good we
are—how effective, how powerful. But
we have failed in our public relations

along this line.

An organization like the TvB can
not do it alone. And I don't mean
"fighting back." We do not need to

resort to negative sell. But we DO need
positive campaigns on the part of in-

dividual stations and the entire indus-

try to keep telling the story on the air

and off the air.

We take for granted that people

know our story. By and large they do
not. What's more, we are writing new
chapters every da)—so the story has

to be told, re-told positively. I feel we
have the greatest selling medium in his-

tory. It sells the products of others

—

why can not it be used to sell itself?

It's high time we start.

Ronald R. Ross

pen. rngr., fVPTA
Fort Wayne

I read your magazine regularly . . .

enjoy it very much. Noteworthy is

your immediate defense and answers
to your industries' critics.

Stuart L. Rosendale

Milwaukee Federal Savings

& Loan Assoc.

Milwaukee

Thanks so much for your splendid

coverage of the Fortune attack.

Thanks also for a wonderful story

on Inco and its use of radio in behalf

of the unseen metal. It seems to me
it's fairly appropriate that they should

lean so heavily on the unseen medium.
Inco, you know, is the biggest heav)'

industry in the immediate Huntington
area and we are naturally delighted

that they are going so heavily into air

advertising, having been with our "Tri-

State Reporter" for several years now.

Lawrence H. Rogers II

WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va.

Column commentary

Congratulations on the "Commercial
Commentary" column in the December
8th issue of sponsor on the need for

better understanding of advertising by
top management. This is an area where
the Association of National Advertis-

ers will be devoting increasing atten-

tion. Your excellent analysis will be

of real help to us in such a program.

Al Dann
director of press relations

Assoc, of Nail. Advertisers

New York

Comparagraph inquiry

As a long-time reader of sponsor, let

me say how much I appreciate your
new lay-out for the once-each-month

Television Comparagraph, my favorite

department of your magazine. Since

you now have much more room to list

each show in your nighttime section,

would you please return to the pro-

cedure you discontinued some years

ago with the radio comparagraph, of

including the origination point and
number of stations carrying each pro-

gram? If possible, I know many of us

in the trade would appreciate having

the advertising agency and film pro-

ducer also mentioned, in each case.

Millard D. Hansen. Jr.

WAAF Radio

Chicago
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New 52 county Area Pulse*
s/toivs WTIX first

^60 out of 360 quarter hours

. . .
shows WTIX first morning, afternoon

and eveyiing

"This changes my whole

New Orleans thinking!

"

This is ^vJiat's happened since WTIX became
20 times more powerful, with 5,000 watts
at 690 kc. Here's what else happened:

METRO PULSE; Continued first

every daytime ^ hour; now first in 499 of 504
overall 14 hours.

HOOPER; First by far, all day.

f you want first call on the 2,500,000 people
now in the WTIX area, you want to talk to
Adam Young, or to WTIX General Manager
Fred Berthelson.

WTIX

"^nSl- ^"^' ^Q^"^' Represented by John Blair i> CoKOMA Represented by John Blair & Co., effective Jan 1 1959WTIX, Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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St;ixin.vi.l£i,t;l]3.^ Sovi.ia.cl.s

What sounds do people need for mod-
ern living? Which offer pleasure . . .

fulfillment . , , and stimulate response?

Bartell Family Radio researches con-

tinually for answers corrected to the

community ... its background ... its

mood.

That's why our majority audiences

. . . that's why more buyers at lower cost.

Bartell it . . . and sell it!

BHRTEIL
^FRinilV

RRDIO
COAST Id coast

f
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.

27 DECEMBER 1958



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
27 DECEMBER 1958

SPONSOR

PUSLICATIONS INO.

National spot radio got a happy New Year's gift this week: Liggett & Myer's

newest splurge in behalf of its L&M brand (DFS).

The campaign will run for 10 weeks, starting 5 January, in over 100 markets, with

schedules up to 50-60 spots a week.

On top of that, contract renewals were coming through in gleaming fashion, includ-

ing Continental Baking, Pall Mall, Texaco, Cities Service, and Amoco.

Include Esso with what the reps feel is a heartening twist : The company was back buy-

ing five-minute news periods—instead of just spots.

If you want to see how tv, when efficiently used, can zoom the sales of a rela-

tively new product, spend a few minutes on the latest running boxscope (page 28) of

the test that Parti-Day is doing in Green Bay.

Sales are actually going at four times the rate they did when the test started a few

weeks ago.

Now that agency media directors have had an opportunity to study CBS TV's

revised minimum-buy plan—which becomes effective 1 March—the general consensus ap-

pears to be that the smaller stations will be the beneficiaries.

This is the reasoning: If an advertiser elects to drop a station in a top market, it is

assumed that—since the network now puts the primary emphasis on a minimum

dollar volume—a lot of small stations wiU have to be added to keep the pot big

enough.

Meantime some agencies anticipate that problems will stem from the fact that

alternate sponsors of a program will find different areas of market opportunity, thereby

preventing the show from every-week exposure, unless one of these compromises is made:

1) Let the station sell participation locally.

2) Let the network compensate the station with the cut-in rate.

One of the top agencies predicts that its labors will be increased by the necessity of

sending men on the road to recover markets which hadn't been included by the

previous occupant of a nighttime period.

There was no letup in the pace of account switching during the second half

of 1958.

But few of the migrants—as compared to the first half of the year (see 5 July SPON-

SOR-SCOPE)—carried staggering budgets with them.

Among the more conspicuous switches were:

Adai

ADVERTISER FROM

Pabst NC&K
Studebaker Burke. Dowling,

Equitable Life K&E

Nehi Compton

Florist Telegraph Grant

Cresta Blanca FCB

Colgate's Cashmere Houston

J. H. Filbert SSCB

Kroger Campbell-Ewald

N. Y. Dodge Dealers Grant

P&G's Big Top Compton

• 27 DECEMBER 1958

TO BILLINGS

K&E S7,000,000

D'Arcy 4,000,000

FCB 3,000.000

D'Arcy 2,500.000

KM&J 2,500,000

NC&K 1,500,000

D'Arcy 1.500.000

Y&R 1.500,000

Campbell-Mithun 1,250,000

"Wexton 1,000,000

Grey 1,000,000



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Colgate's scheduled takeover of Wildroot is in harmony wnth the current market-

ing trend toward reducing the high cost of selling by increasing the dollar volume
via the acquisition of a known product.

This broadening of product lines by the buy-out route is expectetl to increase

in scope during the next few years, marketing obsen'ers feel.

Colgate's announcement that it had come to an agreement to acquire with Wildroot

naturally generated much speculation as to BBDO's future status on the Wildroot
account. BBDO appeared confident it would retain the account, even though it is a Lever

agency.

Colgate Toothpaste this year continued to run laps ahead of P&G's chief con-

tender, the equally-tremendous spender Gleem.

The latest breakdown by shares of market of the dentifrice leaders:

Colgate, 34%; Gleem, 20%; Pepsodent, 7.5%; Ipana, 7.5%; Crest (P&G),
7.3%.

More and more radio stations are wrestling with the fact that one of the big

tasks facing them in 1959 is that of bringing their rate structures in harmony with

new national spot buying patterns.

Behind their thoughts are these factors:

• Shortterm and flight schedules are fast becoming the norm of buying. How.

stations are beginning to ask themselves, can the ratecard be adjusted so these types of

buyers will find it economically advantageous to come back at frequent intervals?

• There's a trend among the year-around giant users of spot radio toward insisting

that stations do something about revising their maximum discounts so that advertisers

in the 500 to 1,000-times-a-year bracket be given the differential treatment they

think coming to them. Most stations' ratecards have maximum discounts pegged at 260 or

312 times.

An account that's already begun to bring heavy pressure in that direction is

R. J. Reynolds. Esty in handing out 1959 renewal contract? during the past Aveek explicitly

informed reps that it expected the radio stations involved to take early action n gearing

their ratecards to Reynold 3' status of a customer whose cumulative buys reach far be-

yond current ratecard provisions.

^
The tv/radio billings (network and spot) of the top 50 air media agencies in

1958 (see page 27) add up to S1.35 billion, or close to 50% of their total billings.

As a footnote to sponsor's compilation of the 1958 leaders. SPONSOR-SCOPE looked

back 20 years for a comparison of total network billings only.

Here's what most of the first 15 on the 1958 roster billed for network radio alone in

1938:

AGENCY 1958 NETWORK RANK 1938 NETWORK RANK
J. Walter Thompson .S90 million 1 S5.3 million 2

McCann-Erickson 69 million 2 1.0 million 20

Young & Rubicara 66.3 million 3 5.1 million 3

BBDO 49 million 4 1.6 million 10

Benton & Bowles 40.2 million 5 4.8 million 4

Leo Burnett 39.6 million 6

Dancer-F-S 36 million 7 9.1 million 1*

Ted Bates 35.9 million 8

Kenyon & Eckhardt 31.4 million 9

Foote,C&B 30 million 10 4.8 million 5**

Compton 25.7 million 11 3.1 million 7

Lennen & Newell 20.4 million 12 2.3 million 8

N. W. Ayer 17 million 13 1.3 million 13

William Esty 15 million 14 1.1 million 18

SSCB ^A^ r«;ii;<^r. t;

• Blackett-Sample-Hummert in 1938. ** Lord & Thomas.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Schick is looking for an out from the Phil Silvers show.

Mainly because it's under new control (Revlon), it wants to cut back until it sees

how its future is going to shape up.

CBS Radio this week added a couple of new angles to its time-selling arrange-

ments.

Arthur Godfrey can now be bought in 10-minute segments instead of 15-minute

units, and the Linkletter show can be had in 2^-minute units (each allowing a 30-

second plug)

.

Significance of the Godfrey change : An advertiser will be able to buy two lO's one week

and a single 10 the following week for the cost of two 15's over two weeks to give him an
average of 25% more home commercial impressions.

Ray Speclor's Hazel Bishop line—which lately has depended on barter time

—

this week plunged high, wide, and handsome into network tv.

Needing lots of holiday-buying steam, Spector spread his buys over the Steve Allen

Show, the NBC News, and Cimarron City.

Says Spector: "We*re continuing with barter, but not on an exclusive basis."

What may be the beginning of a life insurance parade into tv in an effort to catch

up with Prudential: Equitable Life Insurance (FOB) has bought a quarter-hour of

the Doug Edwards news strip on CBS TV.
Meanwhile New York Life has done some tv testing recently via Compton ; and Mc-

Cann-Erickson from time to time has looked around for something that might take John
Hancock into the medium.

Historical note: Equitable had an FBI show on radio in the early '40s.

The central point of the presentation that CBS TV started showing around ad

agencies last week is that anyway you look at it CBS is still the kingpin among tv networks.

Based on all the October and November Nielsen ratings, the documentation in-

cludes this comparison of average minutes of viewing at night in homes, standing vis-a-vis

the other networks and cost-per-lOOO-commercial-minute home impressions:

LEAD OVER COMPETITION COST EFFICIENCY

$3.29

15% 3.97

34% 3.82

Other points claimed in the presentation:

1) For all the average nighttime half-hours (6-11 p.m.), CBS TV has 29 wins

(highest ratings) ; NBC TV, 12; and ABC TV, 11.

2) In average daytime quarter-hours sold, CBS TV showed 96; NBC TV, 90; ABC
TV, 73.

William Young, Esty marketing chief, told a group of supermarket operators in

Florida that by loading themselves up with more and more private brands they'll

eventually wind up in an economic blind alley.

The salient points of his argument:

1 ) Most of the advertising for private brands has a lot of waste circulation when

you compare the cost of the audience reached with the actual sales of a brand that can be

bought in so few places in an area.

2) In adding infrequently used (small profit) items to their private-brand list,

supermarkets defeat the basic purpose of the private brand—enticing people to shop

frequently in a particular store.

3) The supermarket in the long run can derive a larger profit for the same shelf

or floor space from a national brand that is constantly backed by advertising.

(For background on this heightening battle between the private and national brands,

see 30 August SPONSOR, page 29.)

NETWORK AVG. MINUTE HOMES

CBS TV 9,366,000

NBC TV 8,176,000

ABC TV 7,006,000
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Put do-wn Fuller & Smith & Ross as emerging from the strictly industrial priut
field into a position where it's got a $13-million stake in the air media—all within a

matter of three or four years.

That S13 million will be the rale at which the agency will start off its billings for 1959.

The split is $10 million tv and $3 million radio.

Moreover, what's happening at FSR apparently is going to happen in other indus-

trial agencies, too—they'll move into radio/tv areas as their clients broaden their adver*

tising philosophies.

At the rate gross time billings have been going this fall the three tv networks should

jointly show around S565 million for 1958, as compared to $551 million for 1957.

The October 1958 gross billing figure, just released by TvB-LNA, show the networks
running 6.6% ahead of the same month for last year.

The October breakdown by network this year: ABC TV, $9,960,524, 23.1% up; CBS
TV, $21,878,506, 2.4% down; NBC TV, $20,644,587, 10.2% up.

On the first ten months of 1958 the networks are collectively 10.1% over '57.

Impulse buying specialists are beginning to feel that the force of tv has
wrenched control over brand promotion away from the retailer.

With personal service gone from the big stores, impulse-selection of known brands is not

only overwhelming the lower-priced private brands salewise but making it impossi-

ble for the retailer to muster all the in-store space he needs for the promotion of

his own brands.

Note the next time you visit an A&P Bupermarket how limited the promotional space
is for the chain's ovm Ann Page brand: too many nationally advertised brands are

bidding for the footage.

Leading radio reps are swinging more and more to the view that if there's any con-

certed battling to be done to mamtain spot radio's share of the national advertising

dollar, the representatives will have to bear the brunt of it.

The instigators of a plan to start hitting hard at the agency level contend that the only

people who can create dollars for national spot radio are the reps. They know the compe-
titive stories of the major markets and have the information showing the comparative effi-

ciency of a radio buy at their fingertips.

Another rep advantage: He can talk authoritatively on the best use of radio un-

der modern conditions.

If you're a seller of spot radio, you ought to appreciate the disadvantages a time-

buyer in that sector has to cope with compared to the easy position of his confreres on

the tv side.

The radio buyer has far fewer crutches to lean on. With coverage data more or

less and in constant debate, he has to depend on the ratings he gets from Pulse or Hooper

plus his own knowledge of the market and station to justify a buy to the client.

Compare the foregoing to the data that the tv buyer in a major agency can expect

from his media research department.

The latter gets documentation such as this:

(1) Number of homes reached; ^2) cost-per-lOOO; (3) number of impressions ob-

tainable from the whole campaign; f4) evaluation of the market; (5) evaluation of the

offered programing.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 58; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor

Hears, page 56; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 53.
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In delivering DOWN TO EARTH understanding . . .

of what audiences want . . . how to move products

for advertisers . . . how to lead communities for the

benefit of the people who live in them.

WAVZ
National: Hollingbery Co.

New England: Kettell-Carter

WTRYIWAVZ
Im niiiirVn

ALBANY, SCHENECTADY, TROY, NEW YORK
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Daniel W. Kops, President • Richard J. Monahan, Vice President and Notional Adver^ising Manager
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U/ Uroadcasting— DETROIT

Biggest New Business

Fact of 1958-59

is the business public's

strong acceptance of

the new models

from Detroit . . .

Biggest New Business

Fact of 1958-59

Radio Time-buying

is the month-by-month

increasingly accepted fact

Your among key time-buyers that

Budget
will

GO
50kw is now a

Farther "must" radio buy in Detroit

W-CAR
Lowest cost per thousand

in Detroit Area

* *

W-CAIt—DETROIT 50,000 ^ni3o^
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IT WAS A ROUGH YEAR
1958 HAD ITS SHARE OF PROBLEMS AS THIS RUNDOWN OF

TRENDS SHOWS, BUT THERE WERE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, TOO

It was a busy year, full of problems but full of ac-

complishments, too. There were trends and then

counter-trends as the recession bottomed out and re-

covery took over. If you measure the business in

terms of dollars, advertising as a whole faltered in

1958. But 1959 looks promising and the year-end

mood was, on the whole, one of satisfaction.

Radio had its headaches and print even more so,

but tv had a good year. The Television Bureau of

Advertising estimated by expenditures by advertisers

would hit $1,374,000,000, up from $1,290,000,000

in 1957. The TvB people even went so far as to pre-

dict a 1959 figure—$1,463,000,000. These are esti-

mates of actual dollars spent—including time costs

SPONSOR • 27 DECEMBER 1958

(after discounts), programing and commercial costs.

With not even 1957 FCC figures available as a

guide, the total radio picture for 1958 was less clear.

Estimates from the Station Representatives Assn.

showed the first nine months of spot had pulled in

$136,639,000 compared with $131,387,000 during

the comparable period in 1957 but the third quarter

was down 4% and during the last quarter, so the word

went, the decline continued. There is little question,

however, that spot radio for 1958 will do better than

1956, which makes this year the second best year in

spot radio's history.

With reports indicating that local radio is doing

nicely, final figures on radio may show a slight in-

I



ACCOUNT SHIFTS, FCC PROBES BATTLE OVER LIQUOR)SI

Package goods formula : 1>.

Lyndon 0. Brown, D-F-S market

researcher, was big factor in win-

ning Frigidaire account for agency

with D-F-S's plan for selling appli-

ances like package goods. Key

part of plan was use of daytime tv

Chrysler and creativity

:

Leo Burnett's agency got part of

the Chrysler account without a

formal creative presentation, a

tribute to the agency's reputation

in creative area. Agency men are

team members, not lone wolves

TvB and expansion: Roger

W. Clipp, head of the Triangle

station group, was named board

chairman of TvB in November.

Since board meeting membership

is up by 10, it's now 249. Mem-
bership at the '57 meeting: 2.35

The heat's on: Louis G. Cowan

made his reputation with such

shows as Quiz Kids, $64,000 Ques-

tion before being named head of

CBS TV. His problem: keeping

his network in first place in a

fierce struggle with ABC, NBC

Once a station rep: Robert

Eastman, one of spot radio's most

well-known salesman, set up own

rep firm this year after one-year

hiatus from rep business as ABC
radio head. He had spent l^ years

with Blair, ended in charge of radio

Liquor and legislation: The

N.4B"s president, Harold E. Fel-

lows, led the fight against lowering

the l)ars on liquor ads, for radio/tv

coverage of trials, against sublimi-

nal ads, "white coat" commercials.

Current NAB membership: 2,326

crease for the year. The NAB esti-

mated a 3% jump in total radio adver-

tising expenditures. The association

put the 1958 figure at S641 million,

compared with 19.57's record .$622. .5

million.

It is unlikely that there will be an

increase in total ad expenditures and a

slight dip is possible. McCann-Erick-

son's projections for 19.S8 based on

six-month figures put the total, as pub-

lished in Printers' Ink at §10,145,000,-

000, down from $10,310,600,000 in

1957. If these estimates prove to be

correct, it will be the first decline regis-

tered since the war.

Since it is generally conceded that

the recession reached bottom in April

with the remainder of the year mark-

ing a consistent recovery, a pickup in

ad billings may have taken place. The

irony of a spot radio dip coming at the

same time as a business pickup shows,

however, how tricky such a prediction

can be.

Television's ability to weather the re-

cession was a reflection of the fact that

it was still a growing medium in 1958.

Tv home saturation hit the 85% mark
in November compared with 82% the

year before. This represents a slow-

down in growth, to be sure, but such a

slowdown is to be expected with tv

home ownership as such a high level.

It still meant the addition of 2.3 mil-

lion new tv homes, a group bigger than

any tv market except New York or Los

Angeles.

Radio home ownership had reached

the 96% limit years ago but the pro-

liferation of sets continued. RAB pro-

jections of sets in working order as of

1 July 1958 came to 142 million, com-

pared to 135 million in mid-year 1957.

Upcoming is an RAB-sponsored radio

set count by the Census Bureau, which

will be the first field study of set own-

ership since NCS No. 2 and will pro-

duce valuable information on set loca-

tion and type of sets used. Meanwhile,

there were 400 more am and fm sta-

tions than a year ago.

A number of broadcast develop-

ments came to a head in 1958. Among
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LIS ON THE AIR HIGHLIGHT THE BROADCASTING YEARf

Hoi executive : Once a sponsor

columnist, young (42) Robert L.

Foreman, exec. v.p. and plans board

chief at BBDO, was named in

charge of creative services. Dur-

ing same month he published

novel titled "The Hot Half Hour"

Switch to Biiick: Mjii<>

per, Ji., head of M( Cann-Kiick^on,

which pulled the surprise of the

year by exchanging Buick for

Chrysler, has been making news for

some time with his marketing con-

cepts and ideas on agency satellites

Washington quiz: Oren

Harris, House Democrat, headed

committee probing FCC, uncovered

charges of influence-peddling in tv

station grants in Miami, Boston,

Pittsburgh, urged impeachment of

Commissioner Mack in Miami case

Radio Cutback: Arthur Hull

Hayes, CBS Radio president, un-

veiled Program Consolidation Plan,

which reduced network option time,

gave affiliates heavy schedule of

news to sell locally without fee.

Web keeps money from own sales

Bob and Bob: Robert E. Kint

ner's elevation to NBC presidency

was in recognition of his job in

infusing new life into the tv net-

work. He now shares responsibili-

ties with board chairman Robert

W. SarnofI, elevated at same time

Rep switch: Don McCannon,

head of Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing, made news in announcing

WBC was setting up own rep firm

for tv stations, switching to AM
Radio Sales Corp., partly owned by

Westinghouse for its am outlets

the developments were the following:

Buying of national spot at local

rates: Nobody liked it. Even adver-

tisers, to hear them talk, felt that the

buying of national spot at local rates

would produce dangerous and confus-

ing after-effects. But with the reces-

sion putting on pressure to make ad

dollars work harder, 1958 saw more

national buying at local rates than ever.

The situation was certainly not con-

fined to broadcast media. Newspapers,

too, saw the problem multiply. At this

point the industry is past caring who
was responsible for the practice—

-

whether it was the advertiser looking

for bargains or local media looking for

business—and the emphasis is on try-

ing to find a solution that's workable.

Triple-spotting on tv: Led by P&G
agency, Benton & Bowles, a number of

ad houses put the mailed fist over the

velvet glove in demanding an end to

triple-spotting. The or-else tactics paid

off and three contiguous commercials

in prime time became rarer during the

second half of 1958. The networks

played a part in this campaign by pres-

suring affiliates who triple-spotted by

cutting oflf program segments or net-

work promotion announcements to

squeeze in an extra ad.

Attacks on tv programing: Criticism

of "mediocrity" in tv programing dur-

ing the year culminated in the De-

cember issue ox Fortune magazine. In

a piece entitled "Tv—The Light That

Failed," writer Richard Austin Smith

unveiled what tv industry sources con-

sider the new, anti-tv party line among
print publishers, hard-pressed because

of revenue drops in 1958. Whatever the

esthetic state of tv programing, one

fact was clear: tv was just as popular

as ever during 1958 with audience

levels (hours of listening per average

home) higher than ever.

Network tv flexibility: Demands for

more flexibility in network tv by clients

were more successful this season as the

webs worked hard to unload their un-

sold time. CBS TV dumped its must-

buy list. Clients were offered minutes

on network shows. Short-term con-
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AGENCY MERGERS AND TRIPLE-SPOTTING MAKE NEWS

No triple spots: Lee Rich,

media director of Benton & Bowles,

a key P&G agency, led the battle

against triple-spotting on tv. The

pressure brought by B&B, other

agencies and networks was effec-

Leads ANA: Election of Henry

Schachte, ad v.p. of Lever Bros.,

as board chairman of ANA, puts a

representative of a predominantly

air advertiser in top ANA post for

first time in several years. He has

had wide experience in ad field

Net and indie: Todd Storz, a

leading independent broadcaster,

startled the industry by picking up

an NBC Radio affiliation for his

recently acquired KOMA, Okla-

homa City. Storz contended his

move involved no policy change

Ajiencv blender: Adolph J.

To.go. pi.M.l.n t <,f L. nn.^n & New.

ell, s>i,il„,|i/, . lueiK \ iiici-;cr trend

as L&N il.-n, „,l . II h firms as

Buchanan ( Mil M. Mergers

puOi.-d l\\ (iwdr.l y;0 million

Day and night: Oliver Treyz

became president of ABC TV,

launched Operation Daybreak in

1958. The second move made ABC
fully competitive during the day.

Treyz hopes to repeat success web

has had in moving ahead at night

Syndication too: The multi-

sided Jack Wrather, station owner,

producer, oil man, hotel magnate,

added other sides in 1958 with his

setting up of Independent Tv Corp.,

his acquiring of TPA. His tv firm

has arms in Canada and England

tracts were bec(jming more common.
Other newsworthy events of the year

include these happenings:

• The rating services began expand-

ing in a number of areas, but particu-

larly in spot tv.

• CBS Radio cut back its program-

ing. Affiliates were given news to sell

locally in exchange for permitting the

network to keep all income from the

programing it sold.

• The machinery of tv station grants

by the FCC got a thorough airing in

the wake of accusations of influence-

peddling for channels in Miami, Bos-

ton and Pittsburgh.

• Agency mergers continued at a

healthy pace.

• A return to first principles was

called for at the ANA 1958 convention

where advertising executives were re-

minded that turning out advertising

was still the prime agency task.

Details on most of these develop-

ments will be found in the stories

below.

AGENCIES
The top agencies pocketed a bigger

share of the radio and tv business

around during 1958. This is shown by

broadcast billings figures of the 50

leading air agencies (see the chart on

the top 50 on the page at right).

This concentration of billings will

undoubtedly be spurred next year

by the epidemic of agency mergers.

The top 50 agencies billed a total

of $1,342 million this past year, a 10%
jump over the 1957 figure of $1,222

million. Total client spending in the

two air media came to $2,015 million

in 1958 (according to TvB and NAB
estimates I, up 5.4% from the $1,912

million in 1957.

This would indicate that two out of

every three dollars spent in tv and ra-

dio is spent by the top 50 commission

houses. On the other hand, these 50

agencies' total spending (print and air)

account for only 28% of total advertis-

ing expenditures. Almost half of all

billings of the top 50 are in air media.

[Please turn to page 50 I
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^

TOP 50 AIR AGENCIES WITH NETWORK AND SPOT BREAKDOWNS

AGENCY Rank

1958

Rank

1957

Total air

$ 1958

Total air

$ 1957

% air is of

Total 1958

0/oairisof

Total 1957

Total 1958

Agency $

Total

Tv $

$ in Tv

Net
5 in Tv

Spot

Total

Radio $

f; in Radio $

Net

in Radio

Spot

JWT* 1 3 $125.8 $95 44% 45% 1285 $109.5 $85.5 $24 $16.3 14.5 $11.8

McCann-Erickson 2 1 102 106 52 58 1%.2 87 61 26 15 2 13

Y&R* 3 2 95.2 100 45 50 211.6 82 62.5 19.5 13.2 3.8 9.4

BBDO* 4 4 88 85 42 40 210 73 47 26 15 2 13

Ted Bates 5 5 84.4 75 79 75 106.5 78.1 35.7 42.4 6.3 2 4.3

B&B 6 6 66.5 54.5 66.5 59 100 65 40 25 1.5 0.2 1.3

Burnett 7 7 54.3 49 58 61 93.6 51.2 39.3 11.9 3.05 0.25 2.8

D-F-S* 8 8 52 47.5 65 66 80 44 35 9 8 1 7

Ayer* 9 12 48 40 40 36 120 35 14 21 13 3 10

Compton 10 10 47.25 42 63 60 75 45 25 20 2.25 0.75 1.5

Esty* n 9 47 43 78 80 60 34.5 11.5 23 12.5 3.5 9

K&E 12 11 40.5 40.5 45 45 90 35.2 29.8 .5.4 5.3 1.6 3.7

FC&B 13 13 35.5 32 36 36 98.6 29 26.1 2.9 6.5 3.9 2.6

Lennen & Newell 14 15 35.4 24.5 52 55 68 31.4 19.8 11.6 4 0.6 3.4

SSC&B 15 14 28.35 26.7 70 65 40.5 22.35 14.1 8.25 6 0.2 5.8

Campbell-Ewald* 16 16 25 22.5 35 35 70 22 20 2 3 2.5 0.5

Grant 17 18 21 17 23 40 90 18.2 15 3.2 2.8 0.1 2.7

Wade 18 25 18.6 11.5 85 77 21.9 17.1 9.1 8 1.5 0.6 0.9

C&W* 19 17 17 18.2 34 36 51 11 3 8 6 2 4

Needham, L&B 20 24 16.8 14 47 43 35.7 13.9 11.4 2.5 2.9 0.2 2.7

EWR&R 21 22 16.5 15 23 19 72 14.5 12.5 2 2 1 1

Grey 21 21 16.5 15.4 39 37 42.2 11.1 8.5 2.6 5.4 1 4.4

Parkson 23 37 15.8 8 91 84 17.3 15.6 15 0.6 0.2 X 0.2

D'Arcy 24 22 15.5 15 32 28 48.4 10.5 6.5 4 5 X 5

Campbell-Mithun 24 20 15.5 16 48 41 32.3 13 9 4 2.5 X 2.5

NC&K 26 27 14.6 10.3 40 37 36.5 10.5 6.4 4.1 4.1 1 3.1

DCSS 27 29 13.5 10 56 50 24 12.2 9 3.2 1.3 1 0.3

Maxon 28 19 13 16.8 50 60 26 12 11 1 1 0.75 0.25

Gardner 29 26 11.5 10.5 50 48 23 8.05 5.2 2.85 3.45 0.75 2.7

Tatham-Laird 30 27 11 10.3 57 49 19.3 10.5 8.5 2 0.5 X 0.5

Bryan Houston 31 34 10.8 9 60 60 18 10.3 6.7 3.6 0.5 X 0.5

Ogilvy, B&M 32 49 10.1 5.6 53 30 19 7.7 4.8 2.9 2.4 0.6 1.8

D. P. Brother* 33 31 9 9.5 25 32 36 8 7.5 0.5 1 0.3 0.7

F&S&R 33 31 9 9.5 24 21 37.5 7 5.5 1.5 2 1.5 0.5

McM-J&A 35 36 8.5 8.5 25 19 34 7.7 6.2 1.5 0.8 0.3 0.5

North 36 33 8.4 9.1 75 83 11.2 8.3 6.8 1.5 0.1 0.065 0.035

GuUd, Bascom & B 37 30 8.33 9.6 83 75 10 6.86 5.0 1.86 1.47 0.27 1.2

Doyle, Dane B 38 44 7.8 6.4 37 32 21.1 7.4 5.5 1.9 0.4 X 0.4

Keyes, Madden & J 39 40 7.71 7.4 43 49 17.9 7.13 1.58 5.55 0.575 0.2 0.375

Mogul 40 38 7.6 7.7 69 75 11 5.6 3.1 2.5 2 X 2

Donahue & Coe 41 38 7.2 7.7 23 26 31.3 5.6 1.12 4.48 1.6 X 1.5

Cohen & Aleshire 42 43 7 6.5 80 72 8.75 3.6 1.1 2.5 3.4 1 2.4

Warwick & Legler 42 44 7 6.4 35 44 20 5.5 3.0 2.5 1.5 1.3 0.2

Reach-McClinton 44 47 6.9 5.8 43 46 16 6.6 5.2 1.4 0.3 X 0.3

Honig-Cooper, H&M 44 t 6.9 t 56 t 12.3 5.9 0.7 5.2 1 X 1

Best 46 t 6.8 t 63 t 10.8 5.7 2.1 3.6 1.1 0.3 0.8

Geyer* 47 46 6 6 33 40 18 5 4 1 1 0.3 0.7

E. H. Weiss 48 41 5.7 43 47 13.3 5 3 2 0.7 0.5 0.2

LaRoche 49 47 5.3 5.8 33 37 16 5 3.5 1.5 0.3 0.1 0.2

Kudner 49 35 5.3 8.6 15 16 35 4.3 4 0.3 1 X 1

n billings an J calculated hare of air lo tdtal ag ncy billines over U. S. billings ony. Asterisk (*1 indicates SPONSOR es mates for all or part of fig ores.
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PARTI-DAY CASE SHIPMENTS IN GREEN BAY AREA
BEFORE TV

City Average 15-day

Manitowoc

Oshkosh 12

Appleton 114

Gillett 16

Green Bay 8

Menominee 5

Fond du Lac

Stevens Point 30

Wausau
Norway 27

Sheboygan 50

Totals 262

AFTER START OF TV

1-15 Nov. 15-30 Nov.

10

335 590

160

100 560

40

30

35 35

30 75

580 1450

30

30 30

135 100

30 35

65 620

60

30

40

35

40 180

370 1090

Parti-Day report on 2nd test month

^ Healthy retail movement in Green Bay area shows up

in shipments to wholesalers for 15 Nov.-15 Dec. period

^ New figures reflect consumer orders, while 1st month

of day tv test showed power to fill grocery "pipelines"

^^arti-Day Toppings, supported by a

"spotlight" tv test schedule of 10 day-

time spots per week, are building

strong consumer acceptance in the

marketing area, in and around Green

Bay, Wisconsin.

That's the one inescapable conclu-

sion to be drawn from the chart of

wholesale case shipments shown above.

Published here for the first time, are

the sales break-downs for the all im-

portant second month of the Parti-Day

test—the two periods 15-.30 November
and 1-15 December. Figures for the

month show a total of 1,460 cases

shipped to the 14 wholesalers in and
around Green Bay. And these orders

all represent repeat business, according

to Marvin L. Bower, merchandise man-

ager of Otto L. Kuehn, Milwaukee food

brokers for Parti-Day. Repeat business

he emphasizes, means a new healthy

movement for the toppings at the retail

level.

When on 15 October, Parti-Day be-

gan its day tv schedule over WBAY-
TV, Green Bay, both Richard H. Part-

ridge, sales v.p. for Parti-Day and

Robert J. Curry, account executive at

D'Arcy, agreed that the first month of

the test would be primarily a "pipe-

line" operation.

As of 15 October, Parti-Day had less

than 10% distribution in the grocery

chain and supermarket outlets in and

around Green Bay.

With the announcement of the 26-

week day tv schedule, enthusiasm for

Parti - Day began building among
wholesale and retail outlets. By 15

November 2,030 cases of the toppings

had been shipped into the Green Bay
area, nearly 66%% of total cases

shipped during the entire six months
before the start of the day tv test.

Even more significant, Parti-Day by

15 November was in all major chains,

supermarket and grocery outlets with

better than 90% distribution. "Opera-

tion pipeline" was completed.

"Operation Consumer," the second

phase of the test, began on 15 Novem-
ber. As you'll see, first indications of
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consumer buying (figures from 15

November to 30 November) seemed

somewhat disappointing with only 370

cases shipped. But sales zoomed in the

next 15-day period, and Parti-Day

closed out its second test month with

a strong 1,050 cases.

Some idea of the power of Parti-

Day's Green Bay tv schedule can be

gained by a comparison with Milwau-

kee figures. Milwaukee, a marketing

area 50% greater than Green Bay, has

not had the benefit of Parti-Day day tv

advertising. Between 1 December and

15 December only 553 cases of Parti-

Day were shipped to wholesalers in the

Milwaukee area, and, says Otto L.

Kuehn, at least 20% of these went into

the Green Bay territory. A&P, for ex-

ample, buys for Green Bay in Milwau-

kee.

In all fairness, however, it should be

pointed out that Parti-Day's Green Bay

schedule is a "spotlight" test, designed

to turn up information that can be

used in other areas, and not for direct

comparison with current Parti-Day

markets.

In Green Bay, Parti-Day's advertis-

ing pattern contains at least five fac-

tors which have not yet been put into

use in other sections of the country:

1. Day tv only. In other markets

Parti-Day has been testing riight tv

spots, as well as a combination of tv

and newspaper advertising.

2. Live announcements. All an-

nouncements over WBAY-TV, Green

Bay, are done live. In other areas,

most Parti-Day commercials are on

film.

3. Local personality. In Green Bay,

all Parti-Day spots are delivered by

Russ Widoe, local m.c. who has built

up a considerable following among
school, music, and other community
groups.

4. Full minutes. All Parti-Day an-

nouncements over WBAY-TV run a

full minute in length. In other mar-

kets 20- and 10-second spots are being

used.

5. Child appeal. In Green Bay,

Parti-Day is specifically appealing to

the kid audience, both in the schedul-

ing of announcements and in the type

of announcements used.

So far, sales results in Green Bay

-seem to point overwhelmingly to the

correctness of this type of tv advertis-

ing. But hard-and-fast conclusions

must probably await the completion of

the test, which has stiU four months to

SPOT RADIO'S 51 LEADERS IN 1958

The figures shown here are from RAB's just released spot radio

estimates for the calendar year 1958. Totals for each company

include all brands and divisions. Figures are net and represent

actual rather than gross expenditures. See next week's SPONSOR
for a comprehensive analysis of why these advertisers use radio spot.

COMPANY RAB-ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.

FORD MOTOR CO.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO ( O.

AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

TEXAS CO
CHRYSLER CORP.

SINCLAIR OIL CORP.

THOMAS LEEMING & CO., INC.

LEVER BROS. CO.

STANDARD BRANDS, INC.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

CABLING BREWING CO., INC.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

FELS & CO
SHELL OIL CO. ..

CONTINENTAL BAM^G CO.. INC.

STERLING DRUG, INC.

B. C. REMEDY CO.

BENEFICIAL FINANCE (O.

PLOUGH, INC

P. LORILLARD CO.

STANDARD OIL CO. (Nen Jerse>

)

ALEMITE DIV. OF STEWART-WARNER CORP
BEST FOODS, INC

CITIES SERVICE CO
MILES LABORATORIES, INC.

NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES

AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC

.

GULF OIL CORP
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY
TETLEY TEA CO., INC. ...

AMERICAN HOME PRODLCIS CORP.

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.

JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO.

CAMPBELL SOUP CO. ...

NATIONAL CARBON CO. (Div. of Union Carbide Corp.)

ASSOCIATED SEPIAN PRODUCTS
LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO.

REVLON INC

SUN OIL CO
ROBERT HALL CLOTHES. INC.

FALSTAFF BREWING CORP.

BEECH-NUT LIFE SAVERS INC.

SEABOARD FINANCE CO.

P. BALLENTINE & SONS

GENERAL MILLS, INC. ...

THEO HAMM BREWING CO.

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC

$ 5,400,000

5,000,000

4,700,000

4,600,000

2,700,000

2,600,000

2,300,000

2,200,000

2,000,000

1,900,000

1 ,900,000

1 ,800,000

1,800,000

1 ,700,000

1 ,700,000

1 ,700,000

1,600,000

1,600,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,400,000

1,200,000

1,200,000

1,100,000

1,100,000

1,100,000

1,100,000

1,100,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

960,000

925,000

900,000

900,000

840,000

800,000

780,000

780,000

750,000

750,000

730,000

725,000

720,000

715,000

700,000

650,000

650,000

650,000

650,000
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THINGS I GOT FOR

CHRISTMAS I COULD'VE

DONE WITHOUT

\^hristmas, for most, is a time of

good cheer. At the timebuyer level

—

a high one giftwise— it can present

problems.

Ever since Marconi and the crystal

set, hopeful stations have been using

the Yule season to reach agency time-

buyers through a stream of presents

that have been growing more weird

with the passing of years. The inven-

tion of tv hasn't helped much.

This year, in a hasty series of phone
calls, SPONSOR asked timebuyers this

question: What did you get for Christ-

mas you could have done without?

Here are some of the answers

—

• A model of a fire hydrant from a

station that "wanls to get its plug in

first.

• A Yo-yo for those "ups and
down."

• A china head which sprouts a

scalpful of grass when watered—for

"thinking off the top of."

• A thermometer from the "hottest

station in the market."

• A Christmas candle made from
"the whole ball of wax."

• A set of steak knives for "cutting

the cost-per-1,000."

• An ash tray mounted with a

mashie head to "see how close to the

green we are."

Besides such pointed offerings, the

timebuyer is a frequent victim of bene-

ficient duplication. If he gets one

cigarette lighter (encrusted with call

letters of course), he winds up with

eight others; if she gets one lipstick or

compact (with the wrong shade of

stick or powder naturally) she ends

the Feast of Stephen with a whole van-

ity drawerful.

"Just one more ball-point pen," said

a timebuyer, "and I'm advising a re-

assessment of our market list."

Other buyers feel as strongly about
oversize paper clips in the shape of

clothespins, about diaries and year-

books, about calendars, about paper-

weights, musical botde-tops (bottles

are okay, however), letter openers,

memo pads, and any gift hung onto a

card that begins
—

"For the man who
has everything."

One of the saddest Christmas stories

since "The Poor Little Match Girl" was
the one this season of the agency

mediagal, bitterly hung-over, who stum-

bled across her one-room upper East

side apartment to answer a 7 a.m. door-

bell only to be confronted by a Postal

employee bearing strange gifts—a huge
iron tripod and a heavy cookpot of the

sort used by cannibals to roast mission-

aries. The gift, when assembled, is

called a Patio Cooker; the mediagal is

saving it for a future patio.

Among the weirder gifts reported

this Noel is a turtle clock. This is a

glass fish-bowl mounted on a base

which contains the workings of a clock.

On the water in the bowl, swims a

magnetized turtle, and as the clock

ticks, the turtle swims about the bowl

in a clockwise direction telling time.

It seems an ideal gift for the time-

buyer whose agency is about to lose

the account he buys for—something to

distract him from his innermost

thoughts.

High on the ladder of eccentric giv-

ing is the glass vial topped with a cork,

gold chain and lapel fastener. The
bottle is marked "Martini," holds

about two and is designed for carry-

ing around in the breast pocket of a

suit. "I'd feel like a damn St. Bernard,"

the buyer says. "Besides, 1 like mine
cold."

"Actually," one adman said, "I

found gifts for the most part fewer in

number but much more practical this

year. Most of the stuff 1 got I'll either

drink up, eat up or use and discard in

short order. There'll be no storage

problem." Said another buyer, "I was
lucky this year. Did you know that

there has recently come into the Christ-

mas gift market a belt buckle that also

serves as a can and bottle opener and

screw driver—and I didn't get one."

It may be more blessed to give than

receive, but when the recipient is sud-

denly faced with a Christmas basket

full of chocolate-dipped oysters, who
can blame him for saying, "Next year

send money." ^
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How to hold onto that holiday spirit

^ To maintain product image in seasonal sales dips,

packer uses broad tv strategy for advertising Ferris hams

^ It's based on continuous cartoon character which can

share N. Y. spot schedules with non-seasonal bacon product

In case you haven't followed the

supermarket ads lately, the hams so

many people are eating this Christmas

are priced much higher than a year

ago. The same very likely will be true

at Eastertime—when the next big peak

in sales comes along.

When prices rise, a premium prod-

uct is at less of a disadvantage than at

a time of declining prices. Neverthe-

less, the seasonal problem remains a

big headache. To capitalize on the

price rise, the ham advertiser must

maintain his image economically dur-

ing off seasons—which is a good part

of the time.

That, in a nutshell, is what the Stahl-

Meyer people (who make Ferris ham

and bacon j were up against. So here's

how they proposed to solve the prob-

lem for the ham part of the line:

• Create a continuous cartoon char-

acter image, using it to

• Consolidate product campaigns

(ham and bacon) so that each could

help the other.

Ear-marked for this was a budget

which SPONSOR estimates at over $400,-

000 at rate card figures.

"We wanted to do away with the

customary practice of running four or

five separate campaigns a year at holi-

day peaks," says Ed Ricchiuto, Hicks

& Greist a.e. for the meat packer whose

primary distribution is in the greater

New York area. "We decided to cre-

ate continuitv bv maintaining a base
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level of bacon spots between bam
peak?. In order to do this, strong

brand identity was needed—a continu-

ous s\nibol that would hold onto the

holiday feel."

But. says Hicks & Greist copv chief

Art Mayer, it had to be a special

symbol for selling ham.

"Our Senator Claghorn radio spots

last year showed us that two things

will sell ham," Mayer points out. "One
is a male spokesman, the other a "hill-

country" approach. Both add up to

authority. So we decided to carry

male-ness and hill-countryness a step

farther and create an entirely new
authority figure all our own—Judge

Affable G. Ferris—and his community,

Ferrisville."

Continuing in this motivation-type

vein, Mayer feels that "We don't believe

a female personality can speak out as

strongly as a male for hearty good en-

joyment. What's more, we believe

women prefer to satisfy a man's pref-

erence in food, and will respond to a

light-touch authority figure for this

reason."

Animated characters created to peo-

ple Ferrisville had but one restriction:

they must have a quirk, occupation, or

impulse that will land them before the

judge. The Ham Crook (a prototype

burglar in turtle neck sweater) and the

Bacon Burglar (a Runyonesque crook

in dark shirt and white tie) were nat-

urals. So was a Martian from outer

space.

More significant are two characters

used for "sympathetic female situa-

tions" with which women can identify

and appreciate Judge Ferris' wise solu-

tion to their problems; (1) Essie

Smudge, symbol of the hard-working,

much maligned housewife whose hus-

band won't get out of bed in the morn-

ing, and (2) "Homer's girl friend,"

whom the judge tries to bring together

with her boy friend (never seen)

through ham and bacon cooking hints.

The characters are involved in 60's,

20's and I.D.'s now peaking at 42-43

spots per week on WRCA-TV, New
York. Ham commercials are pegged to

the seasonal or traditional character-

istics of a holiday, says Stahl-Meyer

advertising manager Alex Hoedt. When
we break from animation to a product

shot in the 60's and 20's, we gear the

insert to the season. July 4th and La-

bor Day are picnic times, so we may
show cold cuts, maybe a picnic spread.

Easter is a family dining occasion,

usually with a formal dinner calling

for glazed ham. This is what we'll

show, very much the way we display

il in the present spots."

"We don't dwell on these factors un-

duly," emphasizes Hicks & Greist ac-

count supervisor, Harry Hicks. "They
will merely be an underlying consider-

ation. We may carry them over into

the animation occasionally, deciding,

say, to have some character, like

'Homer's girl friend,' brought before

Judge Ferris for trespassing—spread-

ing a picnic cloth in the town square

—over the July 4th weekend."

Naturally, July 4th, Labor Day, Me-
morial Day will call for lesser peaks

than Christmas and Easter.

Reception by the trade was meas-

ured early in the game. After the

campaign was previewed to grocers

two weeks before the 1 December
kickoff, the result was over 20% great-

er stocking than any previous holiday,

says Stahl-Meyer's Frank Guthrie.

An additional plus: a laudatory

mention by Journal-American tv critic

Jack O'Brian, which Stahl-Meyer sales-

men made much of on their rounds.

Results of the campaign buildup

brought more than average placement

of shelf talkers, three dimensional meat

case displays, and meat-case stickers.

Proof of Stahl-Meyer's sales expecta-

tions from a consistent advertising pat-

tern rather than "hit-or-miss promo-

tional peaks" is pointed up by the bare

budget facts: Last year, by sponsor

estimate, the company's entire ad bud-

get (for both Ferris and the competi-

tively-priced Stahl-Meyer brand frank-

furters) was $200,000. As noted above,

over $400,000 is slated for the year-

round Ferrisville tv campaign alone in

the 12 months ahead. ^

STORY BOARD CONFERENCE: (L to r) Hicks & Greist copy chief Art Mayer, a

Ale« Hoedt. Big consideration here is carrying holiday feel of ham spots over

: Ed Ricchuito, tv/radlo v.p. Ted Grunewald, Stahl-Meyer ad mgr.

to non-seasonal bacon commercials for year-round brand identity
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^^n the following pages sponsor lists 40 capsule

ease histories of outstanding 1958 radio campaigns.

They are arranged alphabetically by products, be-

ginning with Air Conditioners and running through

to Travelers Cheques. Most, as you will quickly see,

represent the highly successful use of radio at the

local level.

We do not pretend that these are the "top 40" radio

campaigns of the year though they are certainly 40

.good ones.

Nor is it possible to present here, in such limited

space, the full factual details and background which

SPONSOR usually gives in its case histories.

Radio Results, an annual sponsor feature, is in-

tended as a quick reference guide for agencies and

advertisers. Our readers tell us that by thumbing

through these pages, they almost invariably discover

at least one interesting story from their own advertis-

ing field, as well as additional information.

The greatest value in these Radio Results lies in

the documentation they provide.

Often in planning or assessing a specific radio

campaign, it is not possible to predict or trace tan-

gible sales results. This is particularly true for na-

tional or regional advertisers using many media.

sponsor's Radio Result section shows clearly how

and why radio works so hard, and sells so many

goods, of every type in every kind of market.
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RADIO RESULTS continued
1

AIR CONDITIONERS

SPONSOR: Marascos Shopping Centei AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Marascos Shopping Center of Des

Moines. Iowa, bought five 30 second spots between 8:00

a.m. and 6:00 p.m. for three days on KIOA, Des Moines.

The copy was written especially to sell Fedders one-ton

model air conditioners priced at $179.95 and $225. It was

the first time that the center had carried air condition-

ers in their store and had expected a slower sales build-up.

The only other advertising used in the campaign was one

newspaper insertion which ran two days before the radio

spots. The cost for the KIOA announcements was $75.00;

the newspaper schedule cost $180.00—more than twice the

radio expenditure. When the campaign was over Marascos

reported he had sold a total of 37 units, a dollar volume of

better than $6,000.00. As a result of the spectacular sale he

received a free trip to Nassau (Bahamas), from Fedders. "I

give full credit for this campaign to KIOA," Marascos said.

KIOA, Des Moines PURCHASE: Announcements

APPLIANCES & TV

SPONSOR: Zimmerman Service, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Zimmerman Service, Inc., a large

independent appliance and tv dealer of Elkhart, Ind., has

been a steady user of radio for many years, but recently had

been off the air for several months. In April, Zimmerman

decided to try "operation saturation," a plan formulated

by WTRC, Elkhart to buy all available times in all time

periods, both announcements and programs. The promotion

ran for three days, 24 April thru 26 April. The bulk of the

store's business came on Saturday, the final day of the

radio campaign. According to Lamar Zimmerman, store

owner and manager, "We would have had a $3,000 loss for

the month of April if we hadn't used "operation saturation."

"Sales for the month not only hoisted Zimmerman into the

black, but exceeded last year's figures for the same month

by a considerable margin." Zimmerman was so pleased

that they have scheduled a similar campaign for May. If

the same results occur as in April, they will re-order again.

WTRC, Elkhart PURCHASE: Announcements & Programs

CAR DEALER

SPONSOR: Bernie Dumas Buick
Agency

Capsule case history: With two Buick dealers already

located in the metropolitan area of New Orleans, Bernie

Dumas decided to locate his agency across the river in Gretna,

La. This presented a serious problem to Dumas. To induce

the people to travel across the river by ferry (the only

means of transportation available as the Mississippi River

Bridge had not been completed) meant getting a message

across to prospective buyers via the best medium available

and with enough motivation to induce them to make a ferry

trip, rather than merely settling for the convenience of the

New Orleans side of the river. Through their advertising

agency Dumas purchased a saturation package on WNOE,

New Orleans, with its news and music format, to carry the

radio portion of the campaign in this market. Dumas now

enjoys top position in the area. The station has become a

major participant in Bernie Dumas Buick agency's budget.

WNOE, New Orleans PURCHASE: Packages

CAR DEALER

SPONSOR: Roughton Pontiac Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In anticipation of the arrival of

1958 model Pontiacs in the increasingly competitive auto-

motive market, R. B. Yorgy, sales manager of Roughton

Pontiac Corp., Norfolk, Va., purchased a 52-week schedule

on WAVY, Norfolk, 6 November, to advertise Roughton.

It was Yorgy 's intentions to sell Roughton Pontiac Corp. to

the Tidewater area, and let the national advertising sell the

new features of the car. Roughton used a minimum of 10

8-second announcements per day, seven days a week. The

schedule had been on the air less than two months when

WAVY was told that the dealer had experienced one of the

best new model periods in his entire history and that re-

sults for the remainder of the 1958 season look even better.

In fact Roughton is so pleased with the results they are con-

templating purchasing 20's, 30's and minutes in addition to

their already heavy schedule. "We at Roughton are well

pleased with the results of our campaign," said Yorgy.

WAVY, Norfolk PURCHASE: Announcements
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RADIO RESULTS continued

DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: J. J. Newberry Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For seven months, the J. J. New-

berry downtown Los Angeles department store had been

using a nightly 15-minute Mexican-produced "soap opera"

on KWKW, to reach the L.A. area Spanish-speaking popula-

tion. To measure its effectiveness, the store decided to use

all three announcements one evening to promote a two-hour

sale the following day. Leader item: "white sheets." No

other advertising was used to reach this audience. Store

manager Joseph L. Packard reports that more than 1,500

Latin-Americans attended the sale. The promotion, which

Packard rates "an outstanding success," was accomplished

for a total cost of $27. Packard notes the extreme loyalty of

Latin-American audiences to a sponsor once he has gained

their confidence through advertising. The advertiser also

feels that the emotional impact of a soap opera show con-

tributes substantially to the effectiveness of the commercials.

KWKW, Los Angeles Program

DRUG

DINNERWARE

AGENCY: DirectSPONSOR: Draftsmen, Inc.

Capsule case history: Draftsmen, Inc., an engineering

firm, found itself in a strange predicament: how to sell 1,800

sets of dinnerware it had accepted as payment from a client,

a manufacturer of china dinnerware who was unable to meet

its invoice due to the recession? They decided to try radio.

Planning a one-day sale at its offices, Draftsmen, Inc., pur-

chased a one week radio campaign on WHK, Cleveland,

using d.j. Bill Gordon, plus round-the-clock NBC announce-

ments. A total of 50 spots were used (20 on Gordon's show;

20 on NBC programs) and it was climaxed by a Bill Gor-

don remote broadcast from its offices on the day of the sale.

Results : a continuous line of people crowding up two flights

of stairs from 7:15 a.m. to 5 p.m., plus hundreds of phone

- calls from loyal WHK and NBC listeners ordering two and

three sets each, even though they had never seen them. By

closing time, they were completely sold out. Said Drafts-

men's Lloyd Sahley : "Radio's know-how put us over the top."

WHK, Qeveland Announcements

SPONSOR: Creomulsion Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Southwestern Drug Corporation,

one of the largest regional drug wholesalers in the south-

west, is a regular purchaser of Creomubion, a cold drug

remedy manufactured by Creomulsion Company of Atlanta,

Georgia. Through their recommendation the Creomulsion

Company purchased an announcement campaign on KWFT,

Wichita Falls, Texas. Results were by far the best they had

ever received from any other media in so short a time. The

buyer for Southwestern Drug, in a letter to the Atlanta firm

on March 12, 1958, told the company that their sales had

tripled since the campaign began on KWFT. Both com-

panies experienced tremendous increases in Creomulsion

sales. "This surpassed anything we have ever done, due

to the fact that radio station KWFT has such a wide range

of reception and acceptance in our area," said Emitt Davis,

buyer for Southwestern Drug. "The demand is terrific."

KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas PURCHASE : Announcements

FINANCE

SPONSOR: Security Finance Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Security Finance Company of

San Antonio, Texas, specializing in loans on business equip-

ment, furniture, diamonds, etc., had difficulty in choosing

a station with appeal for an adult, consuming audience

which would have need of Security's services. The finance

company purchased 20 announcements a week on KONO,

San Antonio. Security has a technique by which it is able

to key each loan application to its source—the medium

which motivated the prospective borrower to choose Secur-

ity's service—thus checking the effectiveness of its adver-

tising campaign. In the past few months the number of

people who have come to Security's offices to request loans

as a result of the KONO announcements has been highly

gratifying. "It is especially difficult to sell a service such

as ours," said the manager. "But radio has done an ex-

tremely effective selling job for us." Security plans lo

continue its schedule on KONO because of its good results.

KONO, San Antonio PURCHASE: Announcemente
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RADIO RESULTS continued

FINANCE

SPONSOR: Talman Federal Saving & Loan Assn. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In 1957, Talman Federal Savings

and Loan Assn. of Chicago began its sponsorship of WFMT's

Early Morning Program, 6:30 to 9 a.m., Monday to Friday.

WFMT, an fm station, devotes its schedule entirely to cul-

tural entertainment, and the morning broadcast is a "wake-

up" program of classical music, plus news, weather and time

reports and a listing of the day's cultural events. Talman's

v.p. and ad mgr., Jonathan Pugh, felt that the station's pro-

graming attracted an audience which "was more than ordi-

narily productive and which saved more." Talman used

only three minutes of commercial announcements per hour,

quiet-spoken 'capsule essays' which described the operations

of the association. Results: the number and size of new sav-

ings accounts traceable to the program accounted for a

considerable share of Talman's growth in the last year,

now ninth largest in Chicago. Talman has now renewed for

three years, one of the longest term contracts in radio.

WFTMT-FM, Chicago

FINANCE

SPONSOR: Goldshield Plan Co.

Program

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Goldshield Plan Co., a personal

family finance management company, which specializes in

aiding families who are unable to meet their monthly bills,

began advertising on WPOP, Hartford, Conn., on 15 Janu-

ary, 1957. From the start they were reluctant to try radio.

Previously the company had been using newspaper, but re-

sults proved disappointing. The first schedule Goldshield

purchased 24 spots per week. As the campaign gained mo-

mentum, more and more people came to Goldshield for as-

sistance in meeting their obligations. On two occasions the

firm was forced to cancel their advertising in order to hire

enough trained personnel to handle all the customers. At

present, they are using 44 spots per week and have had tre-

mendous response to their campaign. As a result, Goldshield

was forced to double its staff and move to larger quarters.

The company uses no other medium. The schedule includes

saturation minutes throughout the week in all time periods.

WPOP, Hartford Announcements

GARDEN EQUIPMENT

SPONSOR: Fortuna Hardware AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Fortuna Hardware, Fortuna, Calif.,

decided to try a special promotion to hypo sales, an outdoor

lawn and garden party to demonstrate power mowers and

garden tillers made by the Homko and Lawn Boy companies.

The advertisers felt that the promotion could be best han

died by KINS in Eureka. A saturation schedule of 40 an.

nouncements during the week prior to the party was pur-

chased. All announcements were two-voice with fanfares,

parade-type musical introductions. On the day of the event,

KINS broadcast from the park 11 to 11:30 a.m., describing

the demonstrations, interviewing representatives from For-

tuna Hardware and the mower companies, guests, and broad-

casting the band music by the eight county school bands

which had been assembled. "The results of KINS advertis-

ing were an attendance of 1,000 and a sale of 20 power

mowers and two tillers," said Jim Loudon of Fortuna Hard-

ware, "making it one of our most successful promotions."

KINS, Eureka, Calif.

HARDWARE GOODS

)uncements and program

AGENCY: DirectSPONSOR: Super Hardware

Capsule case history: In anticipation of the opening of

their new hardware store in Nashville, Tenn., James Carter

and Glenn Wiles, the owners of Super Hardware surveyed

all available media to determine which one could deliver the

impact needed to draw customers to the opening. After all

the results were in, the partners decided on radio as the

medium they could use most effectively. They purchased

50 one-minute announcements to run one week on WSIX,

Nashville. This was the only campaign except for handbills

distributed in local neighborhoods. When opening day

rolled around it was raining. Even so, when the owners

arrived at 9:00 a.m., they were elated to find well over 100

people waiting in line. Extra clerks had been put on, but

they were unable to accommodate all the customers. Two

weeks later they repeated the campaign, and again the re-

sponse was overwhelming. Carter & Wiles have now signed

a contract with WSIX for a third schedule for one year.

WSIX, Nashville PURCHASE: Announcements
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RADIO RESULTS continued

HOUSES

Capsule case history: Before Kerr & Sons had blueprinted

plans for a 300-house community in Southfield, Ohio, they

consulted their advertising agency, Howard Swink, Inc., con-

cerning the medium or media which would best meet the

aims of Kerr's sales strategy. After considerable study the

agency recommended campaigns in three prominent Ohio

newspapers and WCOL, Columbus, Ohio. Several weeks

after the opening of Southfield, the construction firm tested

the effectiveness of its various advertising media, by asking

visitors and buyers how they heard of the community.

WCOL was named more than any other medium. This is

significant since Kerr's advertising expenditure on WCOL

was less than what had been spent on newspapers. Well over

a third of the homes have been sold, and in addition, numer-

ous deposits have been placed on other homes. The major

share sold were through WCOL broadcasting facilities.

WCOL, Colui

HOUSES

Announcements

SPONSOR: Carder & Eden, Inc.

Capsule case history: Carder & Ed(

AGENCY: Direct

., general build-

ers and contractors of Albuquerque, New Mexico, contracted

to build a score or more houses in the Southern Terrace

Subdivision in Albuquerque. The houses were priced in the

$16,500 to $20,000 bracket. Upon completion of the houses,

Carder & Eden purchased advertising in the various local

media, including a schedule of announcements on KQUE,

Albuquerque. In a matter of a few days after the start of

the campaign, the contracting firm had sold every house they

constructed. In fact, people from neighboring towns came

to the city to view and possibly purchase a home. The suc-

cess of the campaign was attributed largely to KQUE. "In

the future, when another opportunity arises for us to erect

more houses in Albuquerque we will certainly call upon

KQUE to run our advertising," stated Charles Carder, part-

ner of the firm. "It was genuinely a successful venture."

KQUE, Albuquerque Announcements

HOUSING

SPONSOR: Rand-Powell Constructio

Company

Capsule case history: Because of lagging sales in housing

Rand-Powell Construction Company decided to try radio

for their Roselle Manor sub-division. Through their agency

Rand-Powell purchased 40 spots on the package plan

spread evenly over one weekend on KGB, San Diego. No

other media were used for this particular campaign, the cost

of which was approximately $180. The days the announce-

ments were scheduled turned out to be windy and rainy. In

spite of the inclement weather they were able to force the

market. Hal Rand, part owner of the construction company,

reported to Edward Miller, partner in their advertising

agency, that he sold five homes which he attributes directly

to the radio spots. "This has certainly opened my eyes to

the effectiveness of using radio to boost housing develop-

ment sales," Miller said. "It has fabulous advantages

for the advertiser today who is selling high-priced lines."

KGB, San Diego PURCHASE: Announcements

JEWELERS

SPONSOR: Zales Jewelers AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Zales Jewelers is the largest credit

jewelers in the Southwest, with 22 stores located in a six-

state area. They have been a steady user of radio for a

number of years in other markets, and especially KAKC,

Tulsa, Oklahoma for the past year. Zales expends a mini

mum of $200 to $350 every month. They also use news-

paper, but the cost of newspaper advertising in ratio to

radio runs 10 to one higher and return in proportion is far

better for radio. The announcements run in the early morn-

ing and late evening time periods. Since Zales started using

KAKC exclusively, they report a 50% per month volume in-

crease, in spite of reverse business trends prevailing in the

area for this particular product. "We are more than pleased

with the results radio has given us for the last year and

looking forward to a long and profitable association with

KAKC," commented Sid Lipshy, vice president for Zales.

KAKC, Tulsa PURCHASE: Announcements
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RADIO RESULTS continued

JEWELRY STORE

SPONSOR: Cooper Jewelry Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Cooper Jewelry Store, one of the

largest in the Hartford area, inaugurated a campaign on

WPOP, Hartford, Conn., late last fall, Lennie Katz, assist-

ant manager of the store, bought six announcements to

advertise their newly stocked RCA Victor portable tv sets.

Almost immediately after the spots went on the air Cooper

had sold his entire inventory. The RCA Victor distributors

in the area were so pleased with the results that they bought

six spots on a co-op basis with Cooper. The schedule is still

running, and sales are still rising. At one point in the cam-

paign Cooper's store had more than 30 people wanting to

see the tv sets. That day Cooper sold six sets; in addition

numerous expensive items as watches, rings, bracelets were

also purchased. Prior to Cooper's schedule on WPOP they

allocated most of their budget to newspapers. Since then

they have dropped all newspaper and are using radio only.

WPOP, Hartford PURCHASE: Announcements

LAUNDRY SERVICE

SPONSOR: l-DO-IT Laundramats, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The U-DO-IT Laundramats, Inc., of

Springfield, Ohio, opened the first of its self service 24-hour

laundramats with a schedule on WIZE. The campaign con-

sisted of 30 humorous spots over a one-week period, plus

one small newspaper ad. No other advertising was used.

On opening day the response was tremendous. The store

was packed from early morning to late night. Immediately

after the first campaign, U-DO-IT purchased 500 announce-

ments to be run throughout a year. The announcements

were scheduled to be run 10 per day, once a week, rotating

the days each week. Two months after the opening of the

laundry a second store was opened and met with an even

better response. The U-DO-IT Laundramats have steadily

•-'•own since their beginning a few short months ago. Sev-

'•ral other Laundramat branches have been planned for the

immediate future and, in view of results, the bulk of the

advertising; expenditure is now being funneled to radio.

WIZE, Springfield PURCHASE: An.

LIQUID ADHESIVE

SPONSOR: Stevenson Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: KMA, Omaha, received a 13-week

order for one 60-second announcement per day from the

Stevenson Co., New York, distributor for a liquid sealing

fabric cement called Magic Thread. The cost was about $80

per week. In two weeks. Magic Thread did over $1,200 in

business or better than $100 a day. Charles Stevenson said:

"Since Magic Thread is a mail-order item, with cash in ad-

vance, it is natural to expect a saturation point to be

reached. That you have not reached it is evidenced by your

sales of the past weeks." Now, nine months later. Magic

Thread is still with KMA and still going strong. Stevenson,

who has continually renewed KMA, reported: "During this

period, we have used other advertising in the Midwest, but

KMA has topped it by a wide margin. We've come to the

conclusion that personalities at KMA are the major factor

in selling the product." A new campaign begins this month.

KMA, Omaha, Neb. Announcements

MASSAGE EQUIPMENT

SPONSOR: Niagara of Washington AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In April the Niagara company, man-

ufacturers of massage equipment, relaxing chairs, pads and

vibrators, purchased 12 announcements per week on KVI's

(Seattle, Washington), new program KV-Eye-Opener

heard early mornings, Monday through Fridays. The cam-

paign ran for 11 weeks; the cost to Niagara—$108 per

week. In line with the company's marketing strategy Ni-

agara advertised in order to furnish leads for their sales-

men. The listeners were asked to send in their names and

addresses to Niagara and one of the company's salesmen

would contact them. At the campaign's end Harry Long,

host on KV-Eye-Opener, had drawn 424 leads at the low

cost of only $2.80 per lead. "If it hadn't been for the tre-

mendously high response to Harry's program, our cost-per-

lead would have been four times higher," said Herb Libin,

store manager. "We never expected so many requests as were

produced in such a short time. Radio has sold me too."

KVI, Seattle PURCHASE: Announcements
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevaoa)

You get a loyal audience when you

buy the Beeline. Listeners tune in

their favorite Beeline stations — and

respond to the advertising messages

they hear.

As a group purchase, these moun-

tain-ringed radio stations deliver more

radio homes than any other combina-

tion of competitive stations ... at by

far the lowest cost-per-thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

/UcCtotclof

BAoO^fcetatMiA kbeeI
" IflUll

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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RADIO RESULTS continued

MEN'S CLOTHING

i-Pa AGENCY: DirS1'()NM)R: Do

Capsule case history: Deaton-Patterson, a quality men's

clothing store of Memphis, Tennessee, has plenty of compe-

tition in the Mid-South area. As just one of many retail

mens stores Deaton was forced to find a medium that could

deliver his commercial to customers living well outside the

metropolitan area, as well as to those in the city. Deaton

had tried newspaper ads but with little success, as this type

of penetration falls off rapidly outside the retail trading

zone. So, Deaton turned to radio. The store applies an

unusually high percentage of its gross sales for its ad

budget

—

6%—60% of which is devoted to radio. Deaton

decided on WHBQ and two other radio stations as best

suited to reach the outlying customers. Three months after

Deaton began its radio schedule the store had its best month

in 20 years of operation. Four months later it had doubled

the volume of the previous year. "Radio has done a tremen-

dous job for us in advertising."' said the stores' co-owner.

WHBQ, Arcmphis PURCHASE: Am

MOVING SERVICE

SPONSOR: Boineau's Moving Vans AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Two years ago WMSC signed with

Boineau's, Columbia, S. C, agency for Allied Van Lines, for

ten 10-second announcements a week. An unusual gimmick

was incorporated into the campaign: a spot was devoted to

announce each moving job handled by the company. For

example, "Boineau's, your Allied Van Line agent, has just

moved Mr. & Mrs. John Smith to their new home on Lake

Shore Drive. Call Boineau's when you move." At first

only about five of every 10 spots were used for general sell.

Suddenly the idea caught fire. Everybody, both private peo-

ple and business firms alike, wanted their moves announced

on WMSC. The agent then increased to 15 spots per week,

and on occasion to 30 per week. Boineau's credits WMSC
for maintaining a high rate of moves for them in periods

where business had formerly been slow. WMSC is a princi-

pal part of Boineau's advertising schedule, yet their annual

expenditure on WMSC is barely over $1,000 for the market.

WMSC, Columbia, S. C. PURCHASE: Announcements

MUSIC STORE

SPONSOR: The Jenkens Music Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Jenkens Music Co., one of the

largest retail music outlets in Tulsa (all musical instruments

including pianos and organs, plus radio and tv sets, phono-

graphs, records and sheet music), used radio in the past

and was reluctant to try the medium again. However,

KAKC, Tulsa, set up a schedule for Jenkens on music-and-

news programs featuring local personalities with high audi-

ence popularity. In a special Magnavox promotion alone,

which cost Jenkens under $300 for time, the store sold

$12,000 worth of the instruments. In addition, this sched-

ule brought to the store the heaviest traffic Jenkens has

known in several years and resulted in more sales in all its

other departments; the 15% volume increase in the record

division is representative. Because of the impact of its

announcements, Jenkens has now doubled its radio expendi-

ture. "Radio now has a permanent place in our advertising

budget," said B. E. Franklin, Jenkens' department mgr.

KAKC, Tulsa PURCHASE: Announcements

OPTICAL AIDS

SPONSOR: Maggi Enterprises Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Maggi Enterprises of San Fran-

cisco, manufacturers of optical aids and wire shelving, have

been successfully advertising on KFRC, San Francisco for

approximately six months. Maggi had little success with its

newspaper advertising and therefore decided to purchase

announcements in the Craig Kelly Show to force distribu-

tion and increase sales in the Bay Area. The firm advertised

its Maggi-C-Bar—a plastic bar lens that serves as a magni-

fier when placed over lines of small type—priced at $3.95.

Almost immediate response resulted from the announce-

ments. In less than three months the company had almost

complete dealer saturation in the area. Radio had done

such an outstanding job that the company expanded its

distribution to cover most of the major west coast cities.

"Radio is the best medium to use in reaching the consum-

ing public in a direct and effective way," said Norman Levy,

president of Maggi. "It has become our basic strategy."

KFRC, San Francisco Announcements
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GELOSO

Take the weight off your back and add it to your presen-

tation. Carry your own Geloso Stenotape Recorder

when you make the rounds. Stenotape Recorder

weighs less than your flopover; takes up

no more desk space than a telephone. Op-

erates right in the carrying case. Steno-

tape Recorder is ready to roll before

the client has finished admiring your in-

genuity. This "conversation piece"

Stenotape Recorder delivers a qual-

ity of reproduction you'd expect only in l^p

RECORDER

far heavier, far more costly tape recorders. It has two

speeds, simple push-button controls, plays up to two hours

per reel. Absolutely free of backlash, flutter, torn tape.

Uses standard tape. Total cost, including

conference microphone, spare reel,

starter tape, and cordovan finish carrying

case: just $179.95 complete. Foot-pedal

and Finger-tip dictation/transcription

controls available. Write Today for de-

tails. American Geloso, Dept. SP, 312

Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y

EVERYBODY LISTENS when you make it EAsVfOR them (AND YOURSELF) WITH STENOTAPE BY GELOSO



RADIO RESULTS continued

PERFUMES

SPONSOR: Worth Parfums Corporation AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The day after Jean Shepherd of

\\ OR. New York, delivered two commercials on behalf of

Worth Parfums Corporation, importers of fine French per-

fumes, 400 people went to B. Altman & Co.'s perfume

counter, and the stream of people kept on until a grand total

of 1.200 people were drawn to the department store as a

direct result of Shepherd's two sales messages. Worth Par-

fums is not a large company and has a modest ad budget. The

firm turned to radio because of the necessity for a limited

campaign to effectively sell a quality product. "We desired

an honest presentation in a manner that was appropriate

for our product," explained Donald F. Landsman. "We did

not want a 'spot,' a flash, or a quick, hard garble of words.

Radio has been the answer to our very specialized prob-

lem." This experience on WOR has proved to Worth Par-

fums that a mass-appeal radio station can really sell a class

product. "The response was sensational," said Landsman.

POULTRY

WOR, \ew York

PIANOS AND ORGANS

Announcements

AGENCY: DirectSPONSOR: Smyth Piano Company

Capsule case history: The Smyth Piano Company of Des

Moines, a medium-sized retailer of pianos and electric or-

gans, used various media for the past several years, but

enjoyed no notable success until it recently turned to radio.

The company purchased a four-week schedule of half-minute

announcements at the rate of 20 per week on KSO, Des

Moines. The spots were fairly evenly distributed throughout

the broadcast day—most were in daytime, some in driving

time, and several during the evening and on Sunday. The

total cost was only $165 per week. The results were astound-

ing to the Smyth Piano Company. Not long after the sched-

ule got under way, Smyth was literally sold out. Their en-

tire stock was purchased and Smyth had to call for more

instruments. It was by far the most sensational sales period

in the history of the Smyth Piano Company. "For the first

time, advertising has produced recognition of the company

name," commented 0. B. Smyth. "I'm sold on KSO."

KSO, Des Moines Announcements

SPONSOR: Lancaster Farms Poultry AGENCY: Charles Ross
Advertising

Capsule case history: Chickens no longer take a back seat

to gobblers when it comes to consumer advertising. Roost-

ing very comfortably in 30-second announcemnts on KMPC,
Los Angeles, since last January, the chickens of Victor

Ryckebosch, Inc., (Lancaster Farms Poultry) increased their

sales in supermarket chains by 150%. This was accomplished

with a schedule of only fourteen 30-second announcements

per week. The Charles Ross Advertising Agency, Los An-

geles, points to a sales increase of 30,000 chickens a week,

from 20,000 to 50,000, for a total business of $70,000 week-

ly. Main copy point: "One day fresh from the farm to you.

six days fresher than those bought from out of state." Other

points : "Fast grown, scientifically fed chickens are plumper

:

check tag on the chicken to find whether fresh or frozen and

whether it meets U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Standards." The

campaign for Victor Ryckebosh, Inc., on KMPC will

continue indefinitely; no other advertising is being used.

KMPC, Los Angeles Announcements

RESTAURANT

SPONSOR: Buck's Restaurant AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: More than five years ago Buck's

Restaurant of Asheville, N. C, purchased a five-minute seg-

ment in WWNC's Top 0' The Morning, featuring Read

Wilson as host. At that time Buck's was just another drive-

in restaurant employing 20 people. The restaurant now

boasts three large dining rooms as well as enlarged drive-in

facilities including tele-tray service. Up to 3,000 meals a

day are served in addition to a catering service specializing

in picnics and banquets. Seventy-five regular employees

comprise the staff plus 15 part-time people during the sum-

mer tourist season. In the five years Buck's has been adver-

tising on WWNC, the restaurant has quadrupled its busi-

ness. Up to 75% of the drive-in's advertising budget is

devoted to radio. Only a small portion goes to newspapers,

and the remaining to billboards and tv. "It is obvious that

radio, WWNC radio, has been a major factor in bringing

the customers to Bucks," said the owner of the restaurant.

WWNC, Asheville PURCHASE: Part Sponsorship
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wonderful new discovery!

your message

getting through?

A woman is on the receiving end of more

than 200 ad messages a day. How many she

remembers and is convinced by, is

another matter. That's why ivhere you say it

is at least as important as how you say it.

KNX surrounds your commercials with

radio programming that commands
attention and inspires belief. A recent listener

attitude study by Motivation Analysis, Inc.

clearly proves this. What's more, KNX
Radio's spacing of commercials shows our

respect for listener and advertiser, both.

Indeed, that's why we have so many
of both. If you're a Los Angeles advertiser

it will pay you to be a KNX advertiser.

Our reps can give you many a reason why.

KNX CBS RADIO

nted by CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



RADIO RESULTS continued

RESTAURANT

SPONSOR: Ye Old Stage House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Ye Olde Stage House, a restaurant

in greater Cleveland, decided to use radio for the first time,

having used newspapers without satisfactory results. Since

the majority of its trade comes on week ends it purchased 12

announcements per week for Saturday and Sunday for a pe-

riod of a month. Only station WGAR, Cleveland, was used for

the test. "From the very beginning," according to Donna Jean

Roth, the proprietor, "we started getting comments about

our WGAR advertising. The pick-up in business was almost

immediate. Saturday and Sunday drivers from as far east as

Pennsylvania came all the way down the Turnpike to dine."

At the end of the test month WGAR was signed for 52

weeks, at a cost of S5,200 for the year. Business has been

building ever since. The last renewal was for the third con-

secutive year and today the restaurant is one of the most

successful in its area. With the exception of the important

holidays, it has given up newspaper advertising completely.

WGAR, Cleveland Announcements

RESTAURANT

SPONSOR: Hoflman House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Late evening radio has paid off in

Rockford for Hoflman House Dinner Club and Hoffman

House Sauces and Dressings. In a recent campaign to an-

nounce the opening of the Hoffman House Dinner Club, the

restaurant purchased announcements on WROK's Johnny

Brown Show, Monday through Friday, from 10:15 to mid-

night and again on Saturdays from 10:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

"On opening night, it seemed as if all Rockford had turned

out for the grand opening," observed Hoffman House's

advertising manager. Hoffman has continued to use this

late evening schedule to promote its Dinner Club and con-

tinues to attract a full house nightly. Hoffman also uses the

Johnny Brown Show, to advertise its sauces and dressings

sold at the dinner club and in local supermarkets. In one

instance a supermarket moved 40 cases of dressing with

only five announcements. WROK is the only medium the

restaurant uses. "Radio has done a tremendous job for us,"

said one Hoflman executive, "It reallv reaches our market."

WROK, Rockford PURCHASE: Announcements

SERVICE STATION

SPONSOR: Massey's Service Center AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Massey's Service Center in Monroe,

La., had tried many diversified advertising tactics over the

years. Some met with moderate success. However, none

approached the overwhelming success achieved with the

Disc Jockey Derby Marathon on KNOE. In February of

last year Ben Parnell, co-owner and manager of Massey's

Service Center, bought approximately $700 in time on

KNOE during the 10-day marathon staged by the jockeys

of KNOE. The campaign resulted in the largest flow of

automobiles in Massey's history—nearly $20,000 in busi-

ness. As KNOE was the only media contact with the con-

sumer, Parnell attributed the success to the direct sales

pull of KNOE. Prior to this schedule, Massey's was a

hesitant buyer of radio and had devoted most of their

advertising budget to print. "I hope that you will let me

be one of your most enthusiastic boosters and advertisers,"

Parnell told the station. "I'm certainly sold on radio results."

KNOE, Monroe. La. PURCHASE: Announcements

SHOES AND APPAREL

SPONSOR: J. R. Thomas AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In the past, the J. R. Thomas shoe

store and children's shop in Charlotte, N. C, has been a

sporadic user of radio. Until recently the major portion

of his advertising budget was funneled to other media.

Starting 21 August he placed a consistent campaign of one

announcement per day on the WSOC Drum's Late Show,

heard Monday through Friday from 5:05 to 6:00 p.m. The

cost was only $28 a week. The spots were live with a copy

change twice monthly. Thomas used no other media with

the exception of a small newspaper schedule. The local

appeal of Dewey Drum and his ability as an air salesman

was a major factor in sales success. Business volume has

risen 15% and is steadily increasing. Due to the outstand-

ing sales results received, J. R. Thomas has renewed his

campaign for an additional 52-week schedule. "In no other

media can I get such a large and receptive audience so

economically as in radio," he commented, "I give credit to

WSOC salesmanship for the increase in our shoe sales."

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. PURCHASE: Announcements
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the beginning was

the radio buy

then came the

merchandising!

A leading national advertiser with a special sales problem

found Keystone the logical solution to the problem.

They selected Keystone because, as they said "Our

Keystone buy was like spot radio, in as much as we

picked exactly the markets we wanted to pinpoint! And in

addition, Keystone's STRENGTH IN MERCHAN-
DISING tie-ins and in enlisting local dealer support

served as a bonus to the buy." Yes, the beginning was

the Radio Buy . . . and THEN CAME THE PLUS

MERCHANDISING!

''Money alone couldn't buy what ive got in this campaign,

the advertiser said

—

and as for results, we've seen definite

evidence ofa sales turn," he concluded.

Keystone's 1046 stations reach a spectacular 86% of the rich rural market!

Send for our new station list

NEW YORK

Eldorado 5-3720 Dunkirk 3-2910

SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.

sutler 1-7440

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the netwc
up to you, your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for ind

coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details

jlized programming, Netwt

lone by Keystone, yet the b'

27 DECEMBER 1958



RADIO RESULTS continued

SOFT DRINKS

SPONSOR: Willow Springs Bottling Co.

Capsule case history: A few ni

AGENCY: Direct

iths ago Al Riedman,

manager of the Willow Springs Bottling Co. bought a small

schedule on KIOA, Des Moines. The campaign consisted of

a one-minute spot Mondays through Fridays and full spon-

sorship of a Sunday disk jockey show to push Hires Root

Beer for Willow Springs, the regional distributor. Other

advertising was at a minimum. The results exceeded Ried-

nian's greatest expectations. The staff of KIOA planned the

entire campaign to gain maximum impact within Willow's

limited budget. Riedman reported sales to he the highest in

the firm's history, and they're continuing to rise at a faster

pace than ever before. Prior to this schedule Willow

Springs had had little dealings with the radio medium.

Riedman is so pleased at the results of this campaign he

plans to continue using radio with an increased budget.

"The medium returns many-fold every dollar invested in

it." he says. "It certainly does the selling job for us."

KIOA, Des Moines, Iowa PURCHASE: Program and

SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

AGENCY: DirSPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck & Co.

Capsule case history: In January, Sears, Roebuck, lead-

ing department store in Harlingen, Texas, decided to set up a

small campaign on KGBT to test the medium's selling power.

Through their advertising department they purchased 5 one-

minute announcements on one day, to advertise ladies' hose

and trash cans. The spots ran between 7:15 a.m. and 1:00

p.m. The cost to Sears was approximately $45. No special

price was offered, nor was the merchandise on display.

Sears used no other medium for this short flight. Less than

three hours after the announcements were broadcast, the

two departments were buzzing with activity. By 4:00 p.m.,

more than 250 pairs of ladies' nylon hose and 39 trash cans

had been sold, not to mention the store traffic the advertis-

ing created. "We never suspected such tremendous results

in so short a time," said Sears' advertising manager. "It

was beyond our expectations." As a result of the effective-

ness of KGBT, Sears has purchased a large spot schedule.

KGBT, Harlingen PURCHASE: Announcements

SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

SPONSOR: Sears Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Sears Roebuck & Co. of Scran-

ton, Pa. had not included radio in its advertising budget for

over 10 years, until it purchased a schedule on WGBI,

Scranton-Wilkes Barre. When the store planned to stay

open for a special sale on one particular Monday evening,

which it ordinarily does not do, the Sears specials were

advertised only on radio. Time was available from 6:00

p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Monday night. Sears scheduled 10

one-minute announcements a day, two days prior to the

sale and up to 6:00 p.m. of the sale night. Approximately

one hour after the store opened. Sears had a full house.

Virtually every item advertised on WGBI was sold out two

hours before closing time. Other items sot advertised also

received a heavy play. "The campaign was a complete suc-

cess," said Julius Hirt, manager of the store. "It was far

beyond our expectations." Following the promotion. Sears

signed up for an additional campaign of 1,000 yearly spots.

WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre PURCHASE: Announcements

SUPERMARKETS

SPONSOR: Shop-Rite, Inc. AGENCY: Robert Stevens Advtg.

Capsule case history: Shop-Rite, Inc,. operators of Piggly-

Wiggly Stores in Albuquerque, N. M., purchased 150 an-

nouncements and broadcast a "Fiesta" remote from one of

its markets for a total cost of $625 on Spanish-language

station KABQ. Objectives: to create new traffic and test

KABQ's ability to attract its Latin-American audience to the

affair without newspaper support. The announcements were

started 10 days ahead of "Fiesta" and drew 4,000 to the

store on the day of the event. The remote ran from 1 p.m.

lo 8 p.m., featured station personalities and other entertain-

ment. Employees, wearing sombreros in the serape-and-

chili-pod decorated store, dispensed grocery samples, free

ice cream and soda. Result: Store sales increased 50% over

its best day since its opening. Convinced of the station's

ability to pull the large Spanish population of Bernalillo

County, ad manager Alex Martinez and the agency placed a

regular schedule of 40 spots per week at a cost of $100.

KABQ, Albiiqucrepic Announcements and special program
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custom tailored representation

.

,

working

partners

The distinctive style of customized radio and

TV station representation established and

maintained throughout the years by the

Working Partners of H-R, can be precisely

tailored to the selling needs of any station.

Particularly those who recognize the value

of maturity, experience and selling

know-how in the presentation of their

most important features to buyers of time.

FRANK HEADLEY, President

DWIGHT REED, Vice President

FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President

'^We always send a man to do a man^s joh^^

miVISION NEW YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA

DALLAS HOUSTON

DETROIT NEW ORLEANS
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1
RADIO RESULTS continued

SUPERMARKET

SPONSOR: ni- Y Market AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Big Y Market, a supermarket

in Eugene, Ore., has become one of the leading stores in the

community since it began sponsorship of The Big Wheel

From The Big Y program on KORE, Monday through Fri-

day, 3 to 3:30 p.m., and on Saturdays, 9:30 to 10 a.m. The

show is a direct remote from the supermarket with several

gimmick features. A large wheel with 24 numbers is mount-

ed on the wall beside KORE's remote console. Twice dur-

ing the program, a question is asked about the price of some

special value in the store. The winner is the first person to

call in with the answer and the wheel is spun to determine

what the person wins, ranging from potato chips to more

expensive market merchandise. In addition, there is a jack-

pot and other contest gimmicks which build in value from

day to day. The Big Y management attributes its growth

to this program, which brings in a large number of buying

spectators every day from its own community and others.

KORE, Euger Program

TRANSPORTATION

SPONSOR: Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA) AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Every year WGAR promotes the

Canadian National Exhibition and on the opening day does

a remote broadcast from the exhibition in Toronto, giving

listeners a description of the parade. TCA bought a few

spots each year to tie-in with the promotion, but wondered

as to its effectiveness. This year, they decided a good way

to determine its value would be to send a special flight to

Toronto and to have Tom Armstrong plug it on his WGAR
morning show, 5:30 to 9 a.m. Since the cost of the one-day

round-trip ticket and the seats to the grandstand show

totaled $40.95, TCA doubted that there would be much re-

sponse. On 31 July, Armstrong made one announcement

and within a few hours TCA asked that no future announce-

ments be made—they had completely sold out the 30-seat

flight. Ramsay McGregor of TCA in Cleveland said: "We

have a new respect for radio and especially WGAR. This fast

sell-out of a luxury trip proved the pulling power of radio."

WGAR, Cleveland Announcements

TRAVEL BUREAU

SPONSOR: George Cowton Travel Bureau AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The George Cowton Travel Bureau,

Grand Island, Neb., has been using radio for the past year,

and the results have proved frankly amazing to George

Cowton, the firm's president. Although other media were

used, Cowton credits 90% of his sales leads to his schedule

on KMMJ, Grand Island. Cowton uses radio to bring before

the public the travel bureau's services in facilitating travel

all over the world—services with which midwestern audi-

ences are largely unfamiliar. In this sense, Cowton uses

radio as a missionary medium. The KMMJ campaign has

produced a number of interesting results in which people

living a considerable distance from the station have been

moved to instant action. For example, a listener in Norton,

Kansas, more than 100 miles away, was in Cowton's offices

the same day he heard the announcements and forthwith

purchased a round trip to Switzerland. "Radio is the most

effective advertising medium," stated pres. George Cowton.

KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb. Announcements

TRAVELERS CHEQUES

AGENCY: DirectSPONSOR: The American Express Co.

Capsule case history: The American Express Co., looking

for new avenues in which to promote its current million dol-

lar plus ad campaign for Travelers Cheques, sent vice presi-

dent James Henderson scouting. During a tour of Central

and South America, Henderson noted with interest the re-

sponse there to a program called The American Business

Bulletin, short-waved to Latin America by WRUL in New

York, and sponsored by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &

Smith. Henderson, certain that WRUL was right up the

American Express alley, convinced the company to buy a

13-week schedule on the program. Cost was $1,050. Result:

letters poured in from all over Central and South America,

and sales were many times the cost of the schedule. Ameri-

can Express, satisfied that the campaign paid off, renewed

for another 13 weeks of spots. This time, the jump in sales

thoroughly convinced the advertiser of its value in the for-

eign market and a" 52-week schedule was contracted for.

WRUL, New York Announcements
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as basic as the alphabet

www
EGYPTIAN

The broad waters of the Nile

were the life-blood of the an-

cient Egyptian economy. So,

the word-sign for wofer is one

of the most common in the relics

of early writing. Its form des-

tined it to become our letter M.

PHOENICIAN
The sea-waves of the Medi-
terranean had an irresistible

lure for the roving Phoenicians.

Here is their version of the

Egyptian sign which they called

mem (waters).

GREEK
On the storied shores of the

Aegean Sea, the Greeks bor-

rowed the fluid lines of the

Phoenician letter and gradu-

ally changed it to mu.

ROMAN
The Greek-inspired writing of

the Etruscans was absorbed by
the Romans. In the process, mu
became M to the Caesars and,

later, to the entire western

civilized world.

Historical dafa by

Dr. Donald J. Lloyd,

Wayne Sfafe Universify

M.ajor target for Michigan
sales and profits.

Seventy per cent of Michigan's

population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying

power lives withinW WJ's day-

time primary coverage area.

Move into 1959 with ^V^VJ, iVIichigan's high-

gear radio station. The sound, service, and standing of

this broadcast leader give you exceptional penetration and

impact where most Michigan dollars are earned and spent.

Melody Parade personalities Hugh Roberts, Faye

Elizabeth, Dick French, Bob Maxwell, and Jim DeLand— the

exclusive WWJ "radio-vision" studios at Northland and

Eastland Shopping Centers— are made to order for New
Year campaigns. Buy WWJ— it's the basic thing to do

!

WWJ RADIO
Detroit's Basic Radio Station

Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS
NBC Affiliate

HaUonal Representatives: Peters, Griffin, V/oodward, he.
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YEAR-END REPORT
[Cont'd from page 26)

The most striking fact about the air

spending of the top 50 is the fabulous

jump made by J. Walter Thompson.
SPONSOR estimates that J. Walter, now
the leading air agency, spent $30 mil-

lion more on air media in 1958 than

in 1957. This leap is made even more
striking by the fact that both McCann-
Erickson and Y&R spent less this year

than last.

Despite J. Walters' heavy air invest-

ments, it is not the top spot spender.

Ted Bates, long a believer in the medi-

um, laid out the considerable sum of

$42.4 million in spot tv, while both

McCann-Erickson and BBDO shaded

the leader in spot radio.

The considerable faith the top agen-

cies share in tv is dramatized by the

fact that while total tv spending is

slightly more than twice total radio

spending, the top 50 spend seven times

more on tv than on radio.

Mergers took the news spotlight in

the agency field. This was the continu-

ation of a trend which started snow-

balling in 1957. Prime reasons for the

blendings were (1) efforts to increase

agency size so as to be able to provide

adequate marketing services and swing

more weight in video, (2) efforts

among aging principals to assure con-

tinuation of their agencies and protec-

tion of their estates, and (3) efforts to

build more rounded teams of ad ex-

perts.

Capping the year were three major

ad agency combinations: Geyer with

Morey, Humm & Warwick; Gardner

with Paris & Peart; Kaster, Farrell,

Chesley & Clifford with Atherton and

Currier.

Among the major agencies absorb-

ing other commission houses were Len-

nen & Newell, Grant and Compton.

Next year is expected to see further

mergers as rumors continue to pop up

concerning negotiations.

ADVERTISERS
Shifting of accounts peppered the

news during 1958. The first half of

the year probably set a record for turn-

over of major clients. About $100

million was involved with most of the

accounts heavily in air media—an in-

dication of the importance tv plays in

marketing plans.

The account shift of the year, of

course, was the move of Buick to

McCann-Erickson from Kudner—a $24
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million plum—and the resulting exit of

Chrysler to Leo Burnett and Y&R with

the latter two corraling $16 million.

Other major shifts: D'Arcy hung
Studebaker, Colgate and Nehi on its

belt; Frigidaire went to D-F-S; Sun

Oil went to Esty; a reshuffling of the

Ford cars resulted in K&E handling

Edsel and Mercury with FC&B han-

dling Lincoln and Continental; the lat-

ter two agencies also landed Pabst

(K&E) and Equitable Life (FC&B).

(For a complete rundown of major ac-

count shifts, see Sponsor-Scope this is-

sue and the issue of 5 July 1958.)

SPOT TV
1958 was half gone when the biggest

newsbreak came, and it was probably

this which helped send national spot tv

on to an almost $400 million year.

(TvB's estimate for time, talent and

production for national spot in 1958 is

$398 million against $362 million in

1957; for local spot it estimates $276

million in '58 against last year's $268

million.)

The newsbreak, which came in June,

was that the Kellogg Co., through Leo
Burnett agency, would allocate between

$7 and $8 million in spot tv during

the 1958-59 season. The decision came
smack in the middle of a pitched battle

between ABC TV and NBC TV for the

Kellogg business. Even after the deci-

sion was announced, ABC TV made a

last-ditch stand, offering such goodies

as a 30-day cancellation clause on any

station, a 13-week cancellation clause

on the entire network, plus additional

discounts. But the plum went to spot.

Behind the action was a determined

group of Chicago station reps known
as the Chicago Spot Development

Council comprising men from Blair Tv
and Television Associates, PGW, Katz

and Weed TV, dedicated to the fight

to bring more major national advertis-

ers into spot. The Kellogg buy in-

volved about 170 markets, included

five half-hour film shows.

Not that national spot tv had been

faring badly up until the Kellogg wind-

fall. In a year when total U. S. adver-

tising was heading down about 2%,
spot tv still was pushing ahead at a

fairly good rate.

But as 1958 set in with a full-fledged

recession under way, there was con-

siderable trepidation among the sellers

of tv. For one thing, theirs was con-

sidered an expensive medium. That it

had impact was conceded, but the ques-

tion was: Would advertisers be will-
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ing to pay for impact to reach an audi-

ence that might be tightening its purse-

strings? Another thing that gave reps

and tv station managers something to

think about was whether it would be

possible in a lean year to go on and

top the steady, heady climb that tv had
begun in 1949. Spot tv had also in-

herited some problems from 1957 such

as barter deals (this problem dimin-

ished in 1958) and a tendency on the

part of clients to shorter term flights.

January added to the problems when
P&G traveled a crew across the country

monitoring tv stations, threatened re-

views of contracts. Two months later,

the boom was lowered again. B&B
(which had invested $17 million in

spot tv the year before) blasted the

practice of triple-spotting. Compton,
for P&G, and Esty, for Reynolds, were

quick to follow suit. The impending

penalties on broadcasters who triple-

spotted was non-payment. If they

couldn't triple-spot, many station men
felt they would be forced to raise rates

and this year didn't seem quite the

time for that.

In February, spot tv business

slumped. Westinghouse's Don McGan-
non lashed out at the "sowers of

gloom" who call spot tv "soft." In

March, TvB's Norman Cash announced

spot tv running ahead in first quarter

of the same 1957 period, predicted

that more new accounts could be

counted on.

April and May saw some of these ac-

counts come in: Sun Oil, Lava Soap,

Wheaties, Good Season Salad Dress-

ing, Hudnut Fizzies, Cocoa-Marsh (the

latter was to become one of the dra-

matic tv success stories of the year)

.

Then came the Kellogg bonanza

closely followed by a whopping $1 mil-

lion order from Bryan Houston for

Maypo. To dull the edge of the good

news, however, came bad. In August,

Burnett—the same agency which had

handed spot Kellogg—canceled Camay,

Pace and Jif Peanut Butter in favor of

net tv (Camay and Jif were to come
back to spot a month later). Mean-

while, triple-spotting was haunting the

medium again. B&B, in April, had

taken punitive measures against Den-

ver stations for triple-spots by cancel-

ling all announcements; P&G issued

orders to the same city's outlets to "cut

it out or else
—

" Two months later, the

ANA blasted the practice and Miles

Labs issued an ultimatum against it.

None of this slowed down the spot tv

bandwagon, however.

TvB reported the biggest third quar-

ter ever—about 21.6% ahead of the

same quarter in '57. September found

avails for ID's and daytime minutes

getting scarce. Stations and reps were
selling harder. Money came mostly

from print and net tv. Advertisers

were buying spot tv for pin-point mar-
ket concentration, flexibility, product

testing and retailer enthusiasm. In

fact, much of spot's growth is attrib-

uted to local dealers having more to

say in national marketing plans.

NETWORK TV
Network tv hurdled the recession in

healthy fashion.

The one big change that emerged
from the recession for network tv was
greater flexibility; in other words, it

became easier for advertisers to par-

ticipate in the medium. Instead of net-

work tv molding the advertisers to the

rigid requirements of networks, the

networks patterned their methods and
selling and other policies to the latest

needs of the advertisers.

Included among the things that

moved the networks more and more in

that direction were: (1) changes in

daytime policies and ABC TV's ad-

vance as a definite daytime competi-

tion, which altogether spelled a big

upsurge in daytime tv; (2) short-term

commitments; (3) easing-up of prod-

uct protection and (4) the ability of

advertisers to spread their risks more
and more, even to the extent of being

able to buy minute participations at

night.

Here's a rundown of the major de-

velopments in network tv in 1958:

• $700 million in total advertiser

expenditures {including time, talent

and commissions) topped 1957's $660
million. It also represented $10 mil-

lion more than the $30 million increase

of '57 over '56. Gross time billings in

the main reflected added rate card

costs. According to TvB, gross night-

time billings for the first nine months
showed a 12.2% increase over '57, day-

time billings a 6.6% rise. Total time

billings in the period were $408,150,-

593—a 10.6% increase over 1957's

$369,192,799.

• Advertisers footing the bills for

network shows were taking a sharp

look at rising costs as program cate-

gories shifted in popularity. The half-

hour drama format, they noted, was
costing them an average of 25% more.

(Please turn to page 57)



BIG
things are happening in

TWIN CITIES
TELEVISION

mostly on

WTCN-TV
Your Katz man has new (December 1-7) and exciting (to

25.2) Trendex and ARB coincidental ratings for "IVIOVIE

SPECTACULAR"- the WTCN-TV late show.

He is anxious for you to see them - call him today.

CHAHHllMMWTCN-TVII
ABC TELEVISION FOR MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL
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Marketing tools, trends, news,

in syndication and commercials

FILM-SCOPE
27 DECEMBER 1958

SPON»OR

PUBLI0ATI0N9 INO.

There's a lot more confidence being shown by regional advertisers in renew-

ing their shows early at the close of this year compared to the uncertainty that

characterized the film market at the close of 1957.

Conoco's third year renewal of Whirlybirds and Standard-Chevron's second year buy of

Sea Hunt are setting a brisk pace—while Ballantine's expanded buying of both Highway

Patrol and Bold Venture for the same markets also provided extra encouragement to film

buyers in the fourth quarter.

Although their net profit is not directly related to gross volume, some of the

syndicators showed smashing advances in business in 1958 over last year.

CNP, for example, reported an 80% increase in gross business over 1957 to reach an

estimated $7 million volume in domestic business alone, with four new programs and

six or more off-network series.

And typical of syndication's optimism for 1959 is CNP's hope of doubling its present an-

nual gross next year.

However, the meatiest part of a syndicator's profit picture—network sales and mammouth

regional deals—were not tapped heavily by CNP in 1958, although its six off-network pro-

grams, with distribution profits but no investment tie-ups, likely represented a large helping

of gravy.

The release of the 7 :00-7 :30 p.m. time period by ABC TV to its stations this sea-

son has made good syndication time periods available in some markets where they were hard

to get previously.

In New York, for example, where the ABC flagship switched from network to syndi-

cation, it raised its average rating Monday through Friday from 0.8 to 6.1, according to a

comparison of ARB reports for November 1957 and 1958.

This ratings increase corresponded almost exactly to the ratings loss of the NBC flagship,

which tended to go from a first run syndication to a rerun policy, slumping from an average

14.9 to 9.3 in the same ARB reports.

Note in the chart below how one station gained audience by switching from network to

syndication, and how the other station lost audience by going from first-runs to re-runs

:

NOVEMBER 1958 ARB NOVEMBER 1957 ARB

Monday: WABC-TV
WRCA-TV

West Point*

Highway Patrol

6.0

13.5

Sports & John Daly*

Highway Patrol

* 0.7

19.1

Tuesday: WABC-TV
WRCA-TV

Union Pacific

If You Had a MiUion

7.0

• 9.3

Sports & John Daly

'

Honeymooners*

''
0.5

18.1

Wednesday: WABC-TV
WRCA-TV

Harbor Command*

Death Valley Days

5.7

10.0

Sports & John Daly ^

Death VaUey Days

* 1.1

16.1

Thursday WABC-TV
WRCA-TV

Tugboat Annie

Drama re-runs*

5.7

6.2

Sports & John Daly*

Boots & Saddles

*0.7

8.7

Friday: WABC-TV
WRCA-TV
( * re-run ;

*

Men of Annapolis*

People's Choice*

* network)

6.0

7.5

Sports & John Daly

Silent Service

" 1.1

12.3

Footnote: With a few exceptions, programing and ratings on the other five stations in

New York tended to be about the same this year as last year in the periods studied. Among

these exceptions was WNTA-TV's rating improvements in switching from feature films to

syndicated shows such as Crossroads and Danger is My Business.
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I fllM'SCOPE continued

A realistic estimate of 20-25% as the eventual share of international income
in the U. S. tv film business was given by Bill Fineshriber of Screen Gems last

week on returning from his world sales tour.

Fineshriber made the following significant observations:

• The action-adventure show is the one program formula with the best sales chances

abroad, on every continent, in fact.

• The Australian stations, rapidly growing and an important market for tv film, are now

devoting 60% of their total air time to U. S. film.

• One of the problems blocking U. S. sales flexibility abroad is the fact that do-

mestic sponsors have first refusal rights iu other countries—delaying negotiations

with other advertisers.

• On the other hand, some U. S. advertisers have simplified tv buying by taking the same

show in various countries. For example. Ford Theater in Brazil, Alcoa-Goodyear Theater in

the Philippines, and Kellogg's Huckleberry Hound in Canada.

Illustrative of the wealth of new syndication programing that became available

in 1958 is the fact that Ziv by itself delivered six new series.

It also happened that one of the Ziv programs. Sea Hunt, went through two produc-

tion cycles of 39 cycles each—giving Ziv the equivalent in film product of seven shows

for the year.

The gulf of impersonality that usually separates the film salesman from the

producer is being bridged with production site sales meetings for Stakeout by

Screen Gems.

The salesmen get first-hand knowledge of filming and of star Walter Matthau, which

should be converted into extra interest and enthusiasm in selling the show.

COMMERCIALS: The problem of how to let grocery chain store buyers

know what's being promoted on daytime tv (when they're not able to watch) is

being met by a new sales tool known as the tv tear sheet.

This new device was provided in one case by U. S. Broadcast Checking for Universal

Spray Can's new Speed Shine, at the request of their agency, Rose-Martin.

These tv tear sheets take frames and copy off the air in New York, match them up in

storyboard fashion and indicate where and when the commercial was used.

Then the product brokers leave them in the hands of the chain store buyers.

The cenlralLzalion of commercials production into the hands of fewer and

fewer companies is expected to be one of the side results of tv tape.

Only the largest producers will be able to invest in the costly tape facilities, and it's

thought that the smaller shops may be left to do film jobs like animation which

tape cannot perform.

Commercials people on the move: Lee Davis joins the New York office of Danccr-

Fitzgerald-Sample as a tv commercial producer. . . Earl Klein, president of Animation, Inc..

general manager of Chrib Peterson, Jr. and their 20-man staff moving to new $100,000

facilities at 736 North Seward Street in Hollywood . . . Comedian aiff" Arquette did a set

of humorous tv spots for Arcade-Sunshine, Washington, D. C. rug cleaning firm, through M.

Belmont Ver Standig agency . . . Martin Ransohoff, president of Filmways, Inc., reported

purchase of three image orthicon cameras with videotape equipment to achieve commercials

quality equal to network program standards.
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Whafs happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
27 DECEMBER 1958

putLioATioM me.

There's Kttle doubt—when you look backward—1958 was a bitter pill for the

broadcasting industry on the Washington front and for the FCC a positive disaster.

Few were the milestones and historic precedents but there were plenty surprises and

quakes whose actual results will be felt for years to come.

The big shocker, of course, were the findings that stemmed from the Harris House Leg-

islative subcommittee hearings. These hearings may continue, but they probably have shot

their wad.

To reprise, the topper among the quakes was the forced resignation of FCC commission-

er Richard A. Mack in connection with Channel 10, Miami, and the subsequent recommenda-

tion of a special examiner that the Ucense for that station held by National Airlines be

cancelled.

Other tv station Ucenses have been re-opened and there's a good prospect that the same
thing will happen to many other more or less important stations.

The chances of much more about the broadcasting industry out of the subcom-
mittee are doubtful. Rep. Oren Harris abhors a collective yawn by the press. Odds favor

his turning to other Government agencies in 1959.

Rep. John A. Blatnik (D., Minn.), at the head of a House Government Opera-

tions subcommittee last year got his feet wet going after the FTC for allegedly not

cracking down hard enough on tv commercials. He attracted almost no attention.

It is beheved that he will widen his probes in 1959, and will cause more commotion in

view of the larger Democratic membership.

Meanwhile, the FTC—looking bo'th backward and forward—enlarges its ef-

forts against allegedly false and misleading radio/tv commercials.

Looking backward, the Commission did practically nothing in this field for almost the

whole year. Radio/tv chief Scott quit and was not replaced. Finally, almost at year's end,

the FTC did appoint a new topper and gave its entire professional staff the job of monitoring

radio/tv, whenever they watch or listen. FTC personnel, the theory goes, are never off duty.

Whether or not in an effort to beat Blatnik to the punch, or any other investigating

group, this looks like a much bigger thing in 1959.

Must-buy appears set to be conceded by the networks.

The FCC prepares to okay option time, with perhaps a cut of a half-hour or an hour in

the permissible amount which can be required of an affiliate in any segment of the broad-

cast day.

However, the Justice Department could possibly be handed a veto power by the

Supreme Court on option time and a wide variety of other practices.

(Look for more on this theme in 3 January WASHINGTON WEEK.)

As the year was drawing to a close there was renewed interest, if only to a

minor extent, in uhf and, to a major degree, in extracting more vhf space from
the military.

The Tv Allocations Study Organization's report on uhf could revive interest in such

things as deintermixture or switching whole areas to uhf, if it is flattering to uhf. For

this, as many other things, 1959 may be a crucial year.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

27 DECEMBER 1958

SFONMR

PUBLICATIONS INO.

SPONSOR HEARS
You can detect the past affiliation of the writers of some of the more recent

weslema by the difference in the flialogue.

Much of it has the clipped, staccato ring of the hard-boiled whodunit school.

There's one top-ranking Madison Avenue agency that's a pushover for practically

any new rating innovation that comes along.

The agency figures an occasion could arise when something from the new rating

gimmick may prove useful in supporting its position with a client.

Don't be disturbed by that myth about people leaving their tv sets while the

commercials are on.

Studies by JWT and B&B indicate that at the most such absence or inattention

doesn't exceed 15%.

Believe or not, but there's a media director in Chicago who forbids his time-

buyers to participate in an outside exchange of ideas.

His stated reason : Other agencies may respond too warmly to a bright fellow and wean

him away from his present job.

What with all the company mergers and acquisitions going on, there's a certain

type of agency that can look to the future with a reasonable sense of security.

That's the one with accounts that are blessed with heavy capital reserves—suffi-

cient to cover expansion and diversification.

Jack-of-all-trades note:

A small N. Y. agency this week picked itself up a food-store account by helping

organize a group that would refinance the company.

(As is typical in such cases, the losing agency had been handling the account for a

couple years at less than break-even.)

P&G's latest target for diversification may be Sunshine Biscuits (Loose-Wiles).

This company would be particularly valuable to P&G because it has a system of truck

distribution which services the retailer weekly.

The Cincinnati monarch already is in the food field with peanut butter and a cake

mix (Duncan Hines).

Marketing experts are inclined to take the report that American Tobacco is con-

templating withdrawing the Hit Parade brand from the market with a grain of salt.

They point out that under today's manufacturing and marketing structure a brand with-

in a giant organization doesn't have to be highly profitable to be useful.

It's often regarded as so much marginal volume, costing little extra for production

and sales and sustained advertising volume. In other words, not much is saved by junk-

ing a faltering brand. Meanwhile, its existence may have the effect of keeping that

much business away from a competitor.
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YEAR-ENDJREPORT
(Cont'd from page 51)

The hour dramas were up about 28%.
Westerns and situation comedies were
still riding high in the half-hour field,

though the latter was down to 15 shows
from last year's 18—with the average

cost upped from $33,000 to $41,400.

Biggest mortality was among quiz

shows, both because of age and charges

of alleged "fixing," and the half hour
music-variety show. The latter, how-
ever, was replaced by the half-hour

comedy-variety format combining
many of the music-variety elements at

a total cost about the same as last year.

Almost entirely obliterated, too, were
the hour-long dramas. Down to three

from last year's seven (with two on an
alternate-week basis), their costs aver-

aged $63,000 as against last year's

$49,000. Last year, 10 half-hour ad-

ventures were scheduled, averaging

$31,000; this year, it was nine and
$35,000 respectively, along with seven

half-hour mysteries at an average cost

of $36,000.

• The networks, however, were corn-

ing forth with sound plans to offset

these rising costs. Out of the booming
daytime tv picture (75-85% sold out,

representing a 25% rise in the number
of segments sold), grew ABC TV's
Operation Daybreak. The idea was
born when Y&R told the network they

could deliver 40 or 50 clients with
heavy product conflicts looking for

daytime periods. ABC opened up the

11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. time for spon-
sored network programing, offering

protected spot rotation in segments at

a 50% reduction from regular daytime
rates for "Charter" clients. This
opened up time for many advertisers

who could not get on the other net-

works due to product protection ])oli-

cies. While daytime protection re-

mained a headache, NBC eased its

nighttime protection policy by reduc-

ing the separation between competing
products from a minimum of 30 to a

minimum of 15 minutes. Another ad-

vertiser need—short-term nighttime
minute participations on the networks
—became a reality later in the year.

Minute availabilities in network shows
for short-term and 13-week campaigns
brought mixed reactions from some

' stations which felt that networks were
invading the local spot domain.

• Greater operational flexibility was
provided by the full-scale use of video-

tape for ironing out summer schedules.

Elaborate time delays were made pos-

sible by the instantaneous playback of

videotape. The kinks were taken out
of the operation during summer day-

light saving scheduling, and many ad-

vertisers I notably on ABC TV) worked
out tape schedules for their programs
which gave them scheduling advan-
tages in all sections of the country.
Still troublesome, however, was the

scheduling of taped commercials.
Buick's attempt to place commercials
taped at NBC for Roberta into its

Buick Action Theater on ABC were
blocked, not by operational, but by
union jurisdictional snarls. Solution
to these problems did not seem near at

hand at year's end, as areas of dis-

agreement between SAG and AFTRA
as well as IBEW, NABET and lATSE
widened. Even so, the purchase of

videotape equipment continued, and
1959 appeared the big year for un-

raveling the videotape problem.

SPOT RADIO
Perhaps the most startling thing

about spot radio in 1958 was that it

finished the year a little on the "soft"

side—about 4% down in volume from
1957. For this, however, the medium
needs no apologia; a lot of good things

came to pass. It increased its stature

as a creative medium, it took some
steps in setting its house in order, it

learned a thing or two about selHng it-

self. There are many who feel that

1958 will be remembered as the year

spot radio "caught its breath."

Certainly no one expected spot radio

to rack up anywhere near the gain it

had in its boom year of 1957 when
biUings soared to an SRA-estimated

$184 million. As with just about every

other U. S. business, radio was unset-

tled by the recession. There were
some who feh that radio might snatch

some light out of the recession's shad-

ows; that it could sell economy and
flexibility to advertisers who might be

readjusting ad budgets downward. As
things worked out, however, budgets

were not slashed. Although radio was
able to raid print media of consider-

able business, it did not make any
noticeable inroads into spot tv or net

tv; the latter media, also unnerved by
the slack economy, sold more aggres-

sively than ever.

Just about the most heartening news

for spot radio comes as the year ends.

On 22 December, spot radio dollar fig-

ures on the spending of leading adver-

tisers were issued by RAB for the first

time, forging one of the most vital links

in the chain of data needed to buy
spot radio effectively.

The biggest blow—perhaps a psycho-
logical one—that befell radio came
early in the year when Lever's Pepso-
dent (FC&B), which had spearheaded
the comeback of the medium and had
been using more than 125 markets with
four to five spots daily on a 52-week
basis, suddenly pulled out. A deluge
of cigarette campaigns that started al-

most simultaneously still failed to take
the sting out of the Pepsodent blow.
The year's first quarter ended with
about a 4% gain over that period in
'57. Summer brought a good volume
of seasonal advertisers into spot radio

—among the most memorable was the

Texaco Summer Touring Campaign
(C&W) which broke the nighttime
bugaboo; the campaign was a five-

week saturation flight in about 100
markets and ran only nights and on
weekends.

Fall saw a nice influx of advertisers;

among them: Rival Dog Food, S&H
Green Stamps, Pertussin, Dodge, Ford
and Pall Mall. But a trend that had
developed in 1957—that of shorter

flights—kept stations and reps a little

off balance. And this trend continued
through the year. It was also in the

fall that radio ran into tougher and
tougher competitive selling by spot and
net tv.

Progress was made on many fronts

throughout the year, however. The
creativity of radio commercials in-

creased. There was a general strength-

ening of programing; reps did more
and more work in helping stations plan

entertainment.

On the selling side, progress came in

local vs. national rates, started when
the Storz Stations, in May, set down a

list of ground rules on qualifications!

for local rates. In September, SRA set:

up a committee to tackle not only local

rate problems, but also other practices

such as triple spotting and competitive

tapes in selling stations.

Radio heads into 1959 with two en-

couraging promises; (1) RAB intends

to sell harder than ever; (2) Major
agencies say they won't be spending

less in the medium than last year.

Many buyers feel if radio continues to

develop better packages, get more ex-

citement into programing and promote
its advantages through solid success

stories, that it may well climb up

(Please turn to page 65)
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National and regional spot buys

n ivork now or recently completed

Enjoy sweet sales success from the
Nation's 16th Television Market! Tele-

vision Magazine credits the Charlotte-

WBTV Market with 662,074 sets— 16th
in the Nation— First in the South! Call

CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

, EOSSaiESB

IN WISCONSIN
• The area with the HIGHEST

industrial weekly wage in the
state. (U.S. Employment Bu-
reau)

• Serving the RICHEST farm
counties in the Midwest with
over 54,000 farm families.

• Serving the giant land of Va
million people and two mil-
lion cows.

See your hollingbery Man
in Minneapills, see Bill Hurley

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is kicking off a campaign in

major markets for its Vei Liquid detergent. The schedules start in

January, are set for 52 weeks. Minutes during nighttime slots are

being used; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Len

Tronick; the agency is Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York.

General Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek, Mich., is going into

top markets for its Gaines Meal dog food. The eight-week campaign

starts in January. I.D.'s during both daytime and nighttime segments

are being scheduled; frequency varies from market to market. The

buyer is Roger Clapp; the agency is Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.

Benson & Hedges, Div. of Philip Morris, Inc., New York, is sched-

uling announcements in major markets for its Parliament cigarettes.

The campagn starts in January on a 52-week basis. Minutes are

being placed, with frequencies varying. The buyer is John Nuccio;

the agency is Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.

Chunky Chocolate Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., is initiating its 1959

campaign for its candy bars. The eight-week schedule starts in Janu-

ary. Minute announcements are being slotted; frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Mary Lou Benjamin; the agency is

Grey Advertising Agency, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS

The Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc., New York, is entering major mar-

kets for its Ting Antiseptic Medicated Cream. The campaign starts

5 January for eight weeks. Minutes during both daytime and night-

time segments are being used. Frequency depends upon the market.

The bu\er is Walt Reed; the agency is Cohen & Aleshire, Inc., New
York.

Ligge** & Myers Tobacco Co., New York, is going into markets

throughout the country for its L&M Filters. The 10-week schedule

starts in January. Minutes during daytime periods are being placed.

Frequency varies from market to market. The buyers are Barry

Bardman and Phil Tocantins; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple, Inc., New York.

Ward Baking Co., New York, is kicking off its New Year's sched-

ules in Eastern states for its breads and cakes. The campaign starts

in January for five weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime

slots are being aired. Frequency depends upon the market. The

buyers are Mario Kircher and John Waterman; the agency is J.

Walter Thompson Co., New York.
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In the last three decades advertisers and their agencies

have spent bilHons of dollars on air. A lot of people

lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.

To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is

the most definitive study of air in the broadcast in-

dustry. It is the news of air—the plans of air—the

progress of air—the thoughts of air—the very life of

air—delivered to you every week—52 weeks a year.

and earn its salt are just much too important for

light reading on a routing list.

If you live on air—read SPONSOR at home. Read

it on A time, B time or C time but make sure it's

free time at home. At the special price of only I3 a

year you can have 52 issues of this most useful publi-

cation in the field at your side—to see, study, tear

out and file. It's the best investment you'll ever make.

Order your home subscription today.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads

SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster

reads SPONSOR at hot77e—because the very chem-

istry of broadcasting—the factors that make it move

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



ADVERTISERS

Massey-Ferguson scores as the
first farm equipment manufac-
turer to enter into network tv on
a weekly basis.

The network: ABC TV, for its

Jubilee U. S. A., show, featuring Red
Foley and a host of country, western
and pop singers.

Explained M-F: "It will eiiable us to

demonstrate graphically the features

of our equipment to a vast number of

farm homes."

Agency: Needham. Louis & Brorhv.

Ideas and campaigns:
• General Foods Jell-O division is

running a $100,000 -'You Name It"

consumer contest for each of its 13
Swans Down Cake Mixes. Object:
A name for the recipes made with the
cake mix. Jell-O is promoting the con-
test via seven daytime network tv,

shows.

• Goebel Brewing Co., Speed-
way Petroleum and Phillies Cigars
will sponsor the Detroit Tigers 1959
baseball games over a lineup of about
seven tv and 43 radio stations. This
marks the 16th consecutive year for

(ioebel. and the seventh year for Speed-
way.

• How they're promoting Grand Ole
Opry: In Nashville, a group of the

show's performers staged a celebration

for the 1,000 network broadcast of the
show and its sponsors for the past 14
years

—

Prince Albert Tobacco . . .

WRAP-UP
NEWS & IDEAS
PICTURES

Gardner Advertising has designed a

Christmas card for Ray Morris of Pet
Milk to be sent to all Keystone radio
stations carrying the show.

Kudos: Sinclair Oil Corp. cited as

having one of the nation's 10 best

public service programs by Public Re-
lations News.

Strictly personnel: Robert E.
Lewis, formerly a senior v.p., elected

president of Sylvania Electric Products

. . . Jack ScarcliiF, named manager,
retail advertising, for The Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. . . . Tom Sedlar,
to director of public relations and ad-

vertising, at Frederick B. Ayer & As-
sociates . . . Five new appointments at

Pepsi-Cola: Dr. Louis Rezzonico, to

vice-chairman of the board of direc-

tors; Emmett O'Connell, to execu-
tive v.p.; Milward Martin, Louis
Nufer and Thomas Elmezzi, named
senior v.p.'s.

Operation air lift: Boy delivers food to

KSTP, St. Paul-Minn, studios after station

appealed for d.iiialions for an emergency
food ,li,,,, I,, In.lian^ in blizzard hit N. D.

Columbus
iig in the old, ri.ij: oul the new: Charles Lundell cranks up his 1910 Fir
he and his wife prepare for a spin around San Francisco to announce the Bay Area
pmicr of the movie Sun Francisco. The car was designed to draw attention to the film's actio
iich takes place in l.>06 era. Advertisi aign was conducted by KGO-TV

How the parade was televised: WSJ V TV,
South Bend-Elkhart used this Stralo Tower
for a remote tv show of city's Centennial.

WSBT-TV lent station their remote equipment
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AGENCIES

Late§t agencies to ring in the new
year with merger plans:

• Gardner Advertising, a St.

Louis based agency and Paris & Peart

of New York, with total billings of

$35 million. The merged agency will

keep Gardner's name.

The set-up: Charles Claggett, presi-

dent of Gardner, remains president;

John Rehm, president of P&P, becomes

vice-chainnan of the board and chief

executive officer of the New York of-

fice; Elmer Marshutz remains chair-

man of the board; Roland Martini,

v.p. and executive radio/tv director re-

mains in New York and Al Chance

continues as manager of Gardner's

Hollywood office.

• Atherton & Currier and Kas-

tor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford,

with total billings of $18 million.

The merged agency will be known as

Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &

Atherton, Inc.

The set-up: H. Kastor Kahn, chair-

man; Peter Hilton, president; Charles

Clifford, vice-chairman ; W. S. Chesley,

chairman of executive committee and
treasurer; and J. W. Atherton, v.p. and
chairman of the plans board.

• North Advertising, a Chicago-

based agency and Alfred J. Silver-

stein, Bert Goldsmith, Inc., New
York, with total billings at approxi-

mately $15 million. North's name will

be retained.

The set-up: Bert Goldsmith will be

board chairman; Don Nathanson,

president of North, remains president;

Cyrus Nathan, executive v.p.. North,

continues in that post; Harvey Rob-

bins and Lewis Nemerson, v.p.'s at

S-G, retain these posts; Bruce Dodge
continues as North v.p. in charge of

radio/tv activities.

New agency: Peter Finney, formerly

executive v.p. and director of Southern

Advertising, Inc., opens his own agency

this week: Peter Finney & Co., at

529 W. Flagler Street, Miami . . .

Name Change: The Mayers Co., Los
Angeles, will as of next week, be known
as Davis, Johnson, Anderson and
Colombatto, Inc. . . . Expansion
notes: Jay Victor & Associates,

Newark, have opened a Manhattan
office at 515 Madison Avenue.

Agency appointments: Revlon, for

its Sun Bath, Baby Silicare and High
Gloss Hair Spray, billing about $750,-

000, from Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,

to C. J. LaRoche, joining 10 other

Revlon products at the agency . . .

Lever Bros., for its new liquid house-

hold cleaner Jim Dandy, to K&E . . .

Helbros Watch Co., to E. A. Korch-
noy. New York . . . Wagemaker Co.,

Grand Rapids outboard manufactur-

ers, to Wesley Aves & Associates,

Grand Rapids.

Another appointment : Mars, Jnc,
has named J. M. Callan Co., Chicago,

as its point-of-purchase agency—to de-

velop point-of-purchase and collateral

promotional material in the same man-

Named in its honor: WHLI, Hempstead,

L.I. president Paul Godofsky (1) and town

Mayor William Guide inspect street sign

tribute to station's public service record

Advertising tv outdoors: As part of the

NBC TV daytime programs contest promo-

tion, WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va., utilized

this billboard—a double 24 sheet panel poster

Joining the fm group: WSYR-FM, Syracuse, became the 13th upstate New York station to

join the WQXR Network. Finalizing the plans for affiliation are (I to r) R. Bruce Girvan,

president of the Northeast Radio Network, representing WQXR; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, pres.

and gen. mgr., WSYR-AM, TV; William Rothrum, v.p., WSYR, H. Stilwell Brown, v.p., N.R.N.

\ ott'd outstanding player by

Clex eland Blo\^n's Bobby Mitchell gets Ti

phy Cup from William Mennen, Jr., executi

v.p., Mennen Co.—sponsors of All Star Gar
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iier an ad agency would liaiulle (om-
missionable media.

Thisa 'n' data: Wade Advertising
Agency contributed an exhibit of ad
craft as practiced 50 years ago, to the

advertising classes of Northwestern

University . . . Sylvester "Pat"
Weaver joins McCann-Erickson as

consultant on special tv projects.

More on mergers : Robert Powell of

Powell Advertising, Detroit, and his

staff have joined Cunningham &
Walsh. Powell becomes vice president

ill char-e of the C&W Detroit ofTice.

Getting personnel: Marion Harp-
er, Jr., continues as president and
succeeds Harrison McCann as board
chairman of McCann-Erickson; Rob-
ert Healy, formerly executive v.p. of

McCann. was elected vice chairman of

the board and Wilbert Stilson, ex-

ecutive v.p., named chairman of the

operations committee . . . Carvel Nel-

son, elected a v.p. of Compton . . .

Elsworth Timberman and Andrew
Shepard, to v.p.'s at K&E . . . Brad
Irwin, to the creative staff of Cayton,

YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN!
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There arc two big TV markets in Nebraska.
One is in the extreme Eastern part of the

state. The other is l)ig, wealthy Lincoln-

Land, which contains more than half the

buying power of the entire state!

In the extreme Eastern market, there

arc three TV stations vying for viewers'

eyes and your dollars. In Lincoln-Land
the situation is entirely different as the

NCS #3 map shows. One station—
KOLN-TV — completely dominates the

area, with no challengers in sight!

Avery-Knodel will give you all the farts

on KOLN-TV— the Official Basic CBS
Outlet for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

KOLN-TV

Inc., New York . . . Harold Mathews
has rejoined Ayer, New York, as a

member of the service department, with
duties in the broadcast activities of

Sealtest . . . June Nelson, timebuyer
at John W. Shaw, Chicago . . . Don
Young, to the A. C. Nielsen Co.

Ziv's Bold VeiUure has been sold
in 118 markets, with the pattern
of sales closely following a re-

searched forecast that 24% of the
series' sponsors would be in the
food field.

The pre-sales survey—described at

the time by Ziv syndicate manager
Len Firestone as a year-long sales pro-
file to be matched against the final tally

—predicted that breweries would be
the next largest buyers (23%). Ven-
ture sales to date are also close to that

forecast.

More sales: WRCA-TV, New York,
has purchased NTA's Dream Package
of 85 feature films made by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and other producers ... Ziv
has sold its Dial 999 series to WNEW-
TV (formerly WABD), New York . . .

Latest buyers of UAA's Christmas
Package include WSPD-TV, Toledo-
WTVT, Tampa; KCRG-TV, Cedar
Rapids; KTYO, Ottumwa; WATV,
Little Rock; KMMT-TV, Austin.
Minn.; KNAC-TV, Ft. Smith; KNOP^
TV, North Platte; WATR-TV, Water-
bury; KBAK-TVM, Bakersfield;
WMTW-TV, Poland Springs, Me., and
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia.

Program notes: The NTA Film Net-

work will increase its schedules in 1959
with four two-hour special programs
plus additional showings of Shirley

Temple features . . . Bernard L. Schu-
bert will produce 39 additional epi-

sodes of Mr. and Mrs. North in asso-

ciation with John W. Loveton; produc-
tion will begin when casting is complet-

ed for the roles initially taken in 1952
by Barbara Britton and Richard Den-
ning . . . Robert Blees and Jules Buck
have taken tv rights to 36 stories by
Roy Vickers on Scotland Yard's de-

partment of Dead Ends.

Promotion: With a newspaper strike

in New York City, public relations firm

Rogers and Cowan is using a Western

stage coach to publicize Dick Powell's

Zane Grey Theatre.
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Strictly personnel: Joining Gross-

Krasne-Sillerman as executive produc-

er in charge of foreign production is

Donald Hyde, currently in charge of

filming of Glencannon, starring Thom-

as Mitchell.

NETWORKS

CBS Radio will unveil its new pro-

graming schedule to a gathering

of the Tradepress this Tuesday

(30).
This new lineup will involve 30

hours of programing a week.

Incidentally, Mutual announced this

week that a CBS affiliate in Jackson,

Miss., WJQS, had defected over to it-

self.

Network radio new business
tidings :

At CBS : Since the announcement of

its PCP, the network has contracted

business totaling $4.1 million in net

billings. Among the advertisers are

Bristol-Myers, Lewis-Howe, Stewart-

Warner, Lever, and the lamp division

of General Electric—all sales effective

with the Consolidated Plan.

At ABC: A pre-Christmas selling

spree amounted to $1.9 million in new
and renewed business for the first two

weeks in December. Among the ad-

vertisers are Colgate, R. J. Reynolds,

and Glenbrook Labs division of

Sterling.

At Mutual: A year end report by

president Blair Wallister pointed out

that eight advertisers were introduced

to network radio and 12 absentees re-

turned to Mutual during 1958. Among
the first-time advertisers were 20th

Century Fox, the d-Con Co., the Na-

tional L-P Gas Council, and Symphonic

Electric Corp.

Sports business on ABC TV: Finals

of the Bing Crosby Golf Tournament,

on Sunday, 18 January, for Oldsmobile

(Brother) ... The 1959 All Star Foot-

ball Game, 14 August, for Liggett &

Myer (DFS) and Carling Brew

(Lang, Fisher & Stashower).

Network ideas at work:
• NBC TV has 80 of its affiliated

-Stations participating in the network's

$25,500 daytime program promotion

contest—the biggest audience promo-

tion contest in the network's history.

Cash awards will be shared by the 12

station promotion managers conduct-

ing the winning campaigns.

• ABC TV is circulating its daytime

tv message on millions of grocery sacks

passing through about 8,000 super-

markets in the East and Mid-West.

Network note: An incident which

caused much hilarity at the recent

RTES Christmas party luncheon
—the name drawn from a fishbowl to

receive a stereophonic set donated by

RCA: Ollie Treyz.

Network affiliations: WLBZ-TV,
Bangor, Me., to NBC TV . . . WABI-
TV, Bangor to CBS TV (replacing

WLBZ-TV) . . . WMBV-TV, Marinette-

Green Bay, to ABC TV . . . WAGM-
TV, Presque Isle, Me., to CBS TV as

an EMP affiliate . . . KRMG, Tulsa, to

CBS Radio.

Kudos: Leonard Goldenson, presi-

dent of AB-PT, presented with the

Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity certificate

of merit for his community service at

the fraternity's Founders Day dinner

. . . Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS presi-

dent, presented with the silver medal-

lion for his contributions to "Amer-

ica's Democratic Legacy" by the Anti-

Deformation League of the B'nai Brith.

RADIO STATIONS

Leave it to the more alert and pro-

motional-minded station to jump
in on a personal service opportu-

nity to buyers.

Stations as far west as Omaha the

past week came to the rescue of news-

paper-star agency people by rushing in

to New York with copies of their local

papers.

A couple Philadelphia stations made

it a daily delivery.

Re the liquor question: Listeners

voiced a negative reaction in response

to a week-long survey conducted by
WDOK, Cleveland.

The question: Should hard liquor

and whiskey be advertised on the air?

The vote: More than 1,500 replies with

a ratio of eight to one opposed.

Ideas at work :

• For the birds: KOMA, Okla-

home City, is holding a "Operation

Bird Feed" campaign. Purpose: to

provide food for birds and wild life

after a heavy local snow storm.

• Another bird bit: WSAZ, Hunt-

ington, is capitalizing on the new rec-

ord— "The Chipmunk Song" by in-

doctrinating a "Chipmunk Club." Two
of the station's d.j.'s are currently air-

ing meeting notes on their shows. Club

membership: 1,000 to date.

• Promotion: WGLI-WTFM,
Babylon, L. I., is holding a $10,000

lucky names contest—tieing in with a

saturation schedule for the Prudential

movie theaters. The station airs con-

test information every half-hour, while

the drawing will take place at Pruden-

tial's drive-in theater.

• A home away from home:
W-GTO, Cypress Gardens, Fla., is

preparing for the estimated 600,000

annual visitors to the area—by putting

out a special welcome mat for Cana-

dians. The station will air a daily Ca-

nadian news program — direct from
Toronto — throughout the winter.

• D.j.'s on WNTA, Newark, were

on hand last week on the "River

Queen," a houseboat that was an-

chored in the center of downtown
Newark, to give a free record to those

contributing to the Newark PAL.
• WQAM, Miami, stirred up lots

of perplexity among Miami listeners by
interpolating the word "Peanuts" dur-

^
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inp a day-long celebration of Bee-

llioven's anniversary. Other activities

to celebrate the composer's day—the

opening bars of his "Fifth Symphony"
were aired twice an hour; the d.j.'s

aired facts about his life and music;

and the station interviewed world-

famous conductors.

Thisa 'n' data : The bowlers are back

in style—Seamus O'Hara, KYA, San

Francisco personality, started a trend

that resulted in the entire Bartell sales

staff showing up in dapper derbies and

boutonnieres . . . WKCB & Q, Berlin,

N. H., is taking over the sponsorship

of the Berlin Maroons, an amateur

hockey team . . . The Annenberg
Fund and the University of Penn-

sylvania have established a school—to

be called The Annenberg School of

Communications, to conduct teaching

and research programs in radio and tv

. . . WERE, Cleveland, signed this

week, a four-year contract with the

NABET, marking the first time that the

group has signed a four-year pact.

Offbeat program note: KADY, St.

Louis, and Laclede Gas Co. teamed to-

gether Christmas Day for a complete

day of holiday music unmarred by

commercials . . . 0£fbeat time spon-

sor: McCall's Pattern Division is

sponsoring WGBS, Miami's sunrise

and sunset pattern change.

Station purchases: WRON, Ronce-

verte, W. Va., to James and Betty Ven-

able, for $63,150-^brokered by Black-

burn & Co. . . . New owners: KUIK,
Hillsboro, Ore., to Greater Washing-

ton County Broadcasters with Jerry

Dennen as president and general man-

ager . . . New designation: WAVY's
new dateline is Norfolk-Portsmouth.

Station staffers: Harold Segal, ap-

pointed general and commercial man-

ager of WILD, Boston . . . Lawrence
Smith, named general sales manager

of Western Broadcasting Co., a sales

organization for fm stations and for

Multiplex background music services

. . . Jack Shapiro, appointed v.p. in

charge of I ho Denver operations of

Intermounlain Network . . . Howard
Haman, to ;.'eiieral manager of KXOA,
Sacramento . . . Loren Hollenbaek,

to sales promolion manager of WBBM.
Chicago . . . William Hoftyzer, to

general manazt r of Kl TY, Pahmlalc.

Cal. . . . Dur\vood Powell, general

manager of WYNN, Florence, S. C.

. . . Chuck Dougherty, to program

director and John Gibbs, program-

sales coordinator, KQV, Pittsburgh . . .

Edward Conley, to the staff at

WWLP, Springfield . . . Paul Downs
and Robert White, account execu-

tives at WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth,

while Lee Leonard has been promot-

ed to program director of the station.

REPRESENTATIVES
Robert E. Eastman^s latest expan-

sion moves : The opening of a Dallas

office, headed by Al Carrell, formerly

v.p. and account executive at Sanders

Advertising Agency, Dallas; and the

addition of John T. Bray, a timebuy-

er, to the New York sales staff.

Gordon Hayes, for the past two

years general manager of CBS
Radio Spot Sales, was upped to

v.p. of CBS Radio in charge of

Spot Sales last week.

He joined the rep firm in 1945, and

spent eight years in Chicago as West-

ern sales manager.

The Katz Agency is circulating its

new 1959 calendars among advertisers

and agencies.

Its purpose is to provide a rapid

calculation of expiration and renewal

dates for radio and tv.

Rep appointments: WAMS, Wil-

mington, Del., to Robert E. Eastman
& Co WWST, Wooster, Ohio and

WRAD, Radford, Va., to Robert S.

Keller, Inc., New York . . . WLOS-
AM & TV, Asheville, N. C, to James
S. Ayers, Inc., Atlanta for Southeast-

ern representation. PGW represents

the twin operation nationally . . .

WKGN, Knoxville, Tenn., to Richard

O'Connell.

Personnel appointments: At Weed
Tv Corp., Edwin C. Metcalfe, elected

v.p. in charge of West Coast activities;

Bernard P. Pearse, elected v.p. in

charge of Detroit activities ... At

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.,

James A. Brown, Jr., appointed man-

ager of the Detroit office. He was for-

merly assistant media director at Grant

Advertising . . . Jack Satterfield, to

the staff at Blair-Tv.

TV STATIONS

Chicago stations, especially tv, ap-

pear to be somewhat more sensi-

tive than the Westcoast, about ac-

cepting business from a mortuary
house.

After all the other stations had

turned it down, the new Lain Chapel

on the north side gained entry on an

early a.m. WBKB show.

Nostalgic note: Lain was the first

mortuary to get on the air—back in

1923—the first to do a hymn-type pro-

gram in the medium.

• KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan., held

its first annual "Toughest Holes Tour-

nament" in Wichita last week. Par-

ticipating in the event, which also dou-

bled as a station promotion, were head

professionals and assistant pros.

• To the aid of newspaperless New
Yorkers: KETV, Omaha, with the co-

operation of the city's World-Herald,

flew copies of the newspaper to agency

and client executives in N. Y. By put-

ting the paper "to bed" an hour earlier.

New Yorkers received it the same hour

as Omahans.
• The editorial policy at WTVT,

Tampa, resulted in an ordinance by

the city's board, calling for a penalty

to anyone phoning threats against a

public building.

• WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg's, Dr.

Pepper Teen Age Dancing Party hit a

new high for a single week's mail pull

last week. The total: 14,567 cards,

each representing the purchase of a

six-bottle carton of Dr. Pepper's.

• WSFA-TV, Montgomery, is

again holding its football contest

dubbed "Pick 'Em and Win," paying

$50 to the person picking the winner in

12 contests—and the score in tie-break-

ers. The first 10 weeks racked up

some 72,000 postcard guessers.

Station purchase: WICC-AM & TV,
Bridgeport, Conn., have been sold by

the Bridgeport Broadcasting Co. to

Kenneth M. Cooper and Associates for

a record high price of $1.7 million,

negotiated through Allen Kander &

Co. John Metts has been named a di-

rector and a principal in the new cor-

poration formed to operate the sta-

tions.

Offbeat programing note: Work-

ing on the accepted theory that "if you

can withstand Philadelphia's weather.

\()u can live anywhere," WCAU-TV
telecast a half-hour show last week,

The Face of Philadelphia, exploring
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the weather during the past five years.

Thisa 'n' data: KERO-TV, Bakers-

field, Cal., is holding a pre-Christmas

cocktail party for more than 100 ex-

ecutives and agency timebuyers using

the station for their clients . . . Trade-

mark: KTRK-TV, Houston, has cut

a record of its black cat mascot "Kiti-

rik" reciting a fairy tale, to go on sale

in local stores . . . Sports note: Sports

Network, Inc., New York, plans to

telecast Big Ten Basketball Games for

the third consecutive year — for 13

weeks. In Chicago: on WGN-TV, co-

sponsored by Lucky Strike and Stand-

ard Oil.

Other random notes: WDEF-AM
& TV, Chattanooga, has moved to

new studios and offices. Building in-

cludes 36 offices, two tv studios and

three radio studios . . . Ruth Lyons,

m.c. of the 50-50 Club via WLW-T's
four-city network, Cincinnati, Dayton,

Columbus and Indianapolis, has en-

tered into the record field with more

than 50,000 sold to date of her "Ten

Tunes of Christmas" . . . Another

WLW tv personality. Bob Braun, was

honored by Cincinnati's Mayor claim-

ing Bob Braun Appreciation Day last

week. More than 6,500 teenagers at-

tended the special telecast from the

Cincinnati Gardens.

Kudos: Robert Willis, promotion

and publicity manager, WHTN-TV,
Huntington-Charleston, winner of "The

Price Is Right" tv promotion manag-

ers' contest sponsored by Lever Bros.

. . . Irwin Rosten, writer at KNXT,
Hollywood, presented with the "Certifi-

cate of Writing Achievement" award

for his tv documentary The Human
Explosion, by the Writers Guild . . .

WJXT, Jacksonville, for its "Opera-

tion Santa Glaus" received the Navy's

"Good Neighbor Award" . . . WAGA-
TV, Atlanta, for its 4-H Hour, award-

ed the trophy for service to agricul-

ture by the Georgia Farm Bureau Fed-

eration . . . Also awarded by the Fed-

eration, KTRK-TV, Houston, for its

Farm Journal.

News from the personnel front:

.Terry Lee, named managing director

of Storer's new station WITl-TV, Mil-

waukee . . . Jack Kenaston, program

manager and Frank Havore, man-

ager of advertising, press and promo-

tion at KRCA, Los Angeles. ^

YEAR-END REPORT
{Cont'd from page 57)

again from the plateau it had gained

at '58's beginning.

NETWORK RADIO
Network radio experienced an un-

expected setback after the recession

had subsided. It came amid many net-

work changes in programing and was

followed by the most surprising of

them all—the CBS programing cutback

from 90 to 50 hours weekly. Here are

the year's developments:

• Network radio started out the year

as the comeback medium. A $10 mil-

lion increase was widely estimated over

1957's $86 million dollar gross. From
the first of 1958, it became apparent

that network radio had geared itself

along the lines of spot: the 52-week

contract had all but disappeared, any

kind of cancellation clause was avail-

able, single weekend schedules were

common. Announcements of any length

became prevalent. At the same time,

spot and network tv were meeting the

recession with more in the ways of

flexibility, short-term buys, daytime

programing. The low-cost medium
was getting cost-per-1,000 competition

it had not expected from tv.

• The first crack m the armor was

the collapse of ABC's "live" program-

ing experiment. Before the network

could really get its network "music-

and-news" format off the ground, it

ran into clearance problems resulting

in tremendous revenue losses. Virtu-

ally the only programing retained oth-

er than news and commentary was

Breakfast Club, largely becaus of its

merchandising value to the advertiser.

• A "swap" system of news cover-

age was MutuaVs way of solving clear-

ance problem. The web stepped up its

newscasts to 38 per day. Affiliates re-

tained revenues from newscasts on the

hour while the net gets the revenue

from the half-hour newscasts.

• In the face of these cutbacks, NBC
increased its programing. In addition

to its proven Monitor, NBC increased

its news commentary and added more

star names to its entertainment and

dramatic shows to help advertisers reap

merchandising benefits. This merchan-

dising plus was carried a step further

by a new "Salesvertising" program,

offering a client the use of web facili-

ties lor a national closed-circuit sales

meeting.

• Biggest reversal of the year ivas

the CBS programing cutback in No-

vember. Catching the industry un-

awares, CBS cut back its programing

service to affiliates from about 90

hours a week to roughly 50 hours. Af-

filiates will get about eight hours of

newscasts per week to sell locally or

for spots. In exchange, the stations

must carry, with no remuneration at

all, two hours of morning shows in-

cluding items like Arthur Godfrey,

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy.

They must also carry without pay two

afternoon network hours, mainly soaps.

And they must take 75 minutes of

svening programs without pay, includ-

ing a Lowell Thomas and a Ed Murrow
show.

Coming in the last few weeks of the

year, this development caught an in-

dustry already geared to changes com-

pletely by surprise. CBS adherence to

its daytime soap operas was considered

unshakable. Many industry observers

saw the CBS move as the death blow to

the traditional concept of network ra-

dio. Beyond a doubt, 1959 will see in-

creased "servicing" of affiliates by net-

works, the webs perhaps emerging in a

new and more powerful role than as

programers. You can be sure the inde-

pendents are watching this latest net-

work development with more than

casual interest.

RESEARCH
The flow of facts and figures spewed

out at an ever-increasing rate in 1958.

The ratings faucet, in particular, was

turned on strong. Every one of the

major syndicated audience research

services expanded during the past year.

• The big boom in rating service

growth was in local coverage with

NSI aiming at 100 markets and Tren-

dex planning on 50 by next year.

• NCS No. 3 provided admen with

up-to-date coverage information.

Here are the highlights:

• Cunningham & Walsh's 11th Vid-

eodown study showed a strong jump

in morning radio listening by house-

wives but a small decline in total listen-

ing.

• The ANA heard an attack on rat-

ing methods by Miles Wallach, propo-

nent of the personal coincidental type

of fact-gathering.

• TvB's top research job—titled "E-

Motion"—looked at media qualitative-

ly-

• RAB studied listening habits by

product purchasers. ^
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SALES EXECUTIVE

RADIO AND

TELEVISION

Extensive major station bacl(-

ground, programming and

sales. Completing tenth year

with New York Rep in admin-

istrative and sales capacity.

Current personal sales over

$500,000 annually. Inter-

ested in sales, radio or tele-

vision, in New York or station

management anywhere a genu-

ine opportunity exists.

INQUIRE BOX 61, SPONSOR.

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

24-hou' <»rv/ce to the Suncoaif

WSUN Radio

St. Patersburg-Tampa

VENARD, RINTOUL
CONNELL

: lAMES S. AYERS

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Richard P. Hogue has been named gen-

eral manager of WXIX, CBS-owned tv sta-

tion in Milwaukee. He succeeds Frank J.

Shakespeare, Jr., who was transferred to

the manager's post of WCBS-TV, New
York. (See Radio-Tv Newsmakers, 20 De-

cember SPONSOR.) Hogue, who has been

general sales manager of WXIX, joined

the station in March, 1957, after two years

as an account executive with CBS TV Spot Sales in New York. Previ-

ously, he was a v.p. with Headley-Reed, and sales executive with ABC.

C^
Sam M. Ballard, president of Geyer Ad-

vertising, will be president of Geyer.

Morey, Madden & Ballard, Inc.—formed

by the merger of Geyer and Morey, Humm
& Warwick—effective 1 January. (See

Wrap-Up, 20 Dec, sponsor.) Ballard came ^^
to Geyer in 1953 as v.p. and chairman of ^^^k ^^^
the account poHcy committee. Prior to ^^^H ^ ^^^|
that, he was with Gardner Advertising for

*

'

16 years, as executive v.p., chairman of the management committee,

and director. Earlier, Ballard was with BSF&D and Compton.

James W. Evans has been appointed pro

motion manager of WTAR-AM, TV, Nor-

folk, Va. He began his broadcasting ca-

reer with NBC in 1939. Upon his discharge

from W.W. II in 1945, Evans joined the

sales staff of WICC, Bridgeport. In 1948

he was appointed program director and

head of publicity and promotion. Four

years later he held the same post at WNHC-
TV. New Haven and in 1955 he joined WXEX-TV, Richmond. He

was most recently promotion director of WSOC-TV. Charlotte.

William L. Jones, Jr., has been promoted

to general manager of KWK, St. Louis.

He has been with the Missouri station since

October of this year, as general sales mana-

ger. Prior to that, Jones spent one and

one-half years at WEMP. Milwaukee, as

an account executive and preceding this,

he was sales manager of WISN, the Hearst

outlet in Milwaukee. Before joining WISN,

Jones was afTiliated with the radio and tv industry in New York

City. His appointment was announced by A. Spheeris, president.

E
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YOUR

1959

BUSINESS

WILL BE

UP
because you'll get more of it if you read

SPONSOR'S 12th annual

FALL FACTS BASICS
38 pages on Marketing with 15 pages of BASICS charts

86 pages on Radio with 15 pages of BASICS charts

78 pages on Television with 18 pages of BASICS charts

17 pages on Film with four pages of BASICS charts

Full copies of Fall Facts BASICS available for $1

Reprints of the popular BASICS charts sections:

16 pages on Marketing

16 pages on Radio

24 pages on Tv and Film

1 TO 9
10 TO 49
50 TO 99
100 TO 499
500 TO 999

35 cents each

25 cents each

20 cents each

15 cents each

12^ cents each

1,000 OR MORE 10 cents each

Prices include postage

For fast delivery, use the coupon below:

Readers' Service, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following reprints from Fall Facts BASICS.

Check or cash enclosed Bill me

Section Quantity desired Unit price Total amount

Marketing -

Radio —
Television-Film

Full

Name

Company

copy of Fall Facts BASICS—$1
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What we all learned in 1958

This week sponsor devotes a major portion of its editorial

pages to summarizing the important developments in radio

and tv advertising during the past year.

In addition to our regular annual Year End Report on

page 23, the Sponsorscope, Filmscope, and Washington Week

sections also carry high-spot round-ups of the leading news

items they featured in 1958.

At a time like this, as the old, dying year is breathing its

last, it is always interesting and valuable to review, at least

brielly, what has happened during the past 12 months.

But it is probably even more important to ask ourselves one

thoughtful question: "What lessons have we learned about

our industry in 1958?" We believe that the past year has

taught all of us many things about tv and radio which we had

never quite fully realized before:

• The health and strength of the air media. 1958 brought

the lowest point of a serious business recession. But the air

media continued to grow, and move ahead, while all other

forms of advertising were lagging.

• The need for media flexibility. During 1958 advertisers

and agencies stepped up their demands for greater flexibility

in the air media, in order to meet new market-by-market sales

concepts. Every branch of radio and tv has set up new rules

during the past 12 months to fit the new flexibility require-

ments. We believe this trend will continue in 1959.

• The importance of Aggressive Selling. 1958 showed

clearly that neither radio or tv can expect to "coast uphill"

during difficult times. Only imaginative selling turned the

tide for net tv last summer. Only re-enforced and aggressive

selling can bring back to spot radio its rightful share of ad-

vertising l)illings in the coming year.

• The penalties of leadership. Finally, 1958 brought

home to us all that, as the air media become more powerful,

so attacks of them increase. We have assumed a position of

leadership. We cannot escape the responsibilities or the con-

sequences of our position.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A re-dedication, by

the entire industry in 1959, to the principles of

sound business and responsible public service

I'lich have made radio and tv the most impor-

Kill communications media in world history.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
MR: Dr. Ernest Dichter, head of the

Institute for Motivational Research,

just back from a round-the-world trip,

reports that in Samoa, some of the

same natives who served him Franco-

American spaghetti also asked him

how "Hitler's war" was coming along.

Proving our national product is ahead

of communications.

Squelch: An adman having a hurry-

up-lunch in a small restaurant off

Madison ordered a cold roast beef

sandwich. When the waitress brought

it, he flipped up the top slice of bread,

glared at it, and told the waitress to

return it. "But what'll I tell the chef?"

she asked. "Tell him," said the ad-

man, "that man cannot live by bread

alone."

Definitions: Here are more of those

definitions by Dee Vincent, staff an-

nouncer at KONO-TV, San Antonio:

"Roll film"—The director wants his

secretary to go out and buy a roll of

film for that week-end trip they plan to

take together.

"Roll film now"— The director is

afraid his secretary is about to back

out on the trip and wants her to get

the film right now to show her he

means business.

"Thirty seconds"—The projectionist's

way of confessing he was actually

watching the film.

Always a p.r. man: John Carley, p.r.

director for Profit Counselors, Inc.,

hoping his third child would be a boy,

just sent out birth announcements in

the form of a release to the effect that

it was another girl. The release de-

nied "trade rumors that he was con-

templating a switch in his baby ac-

count to another hospital."

Thirty days! In Wayne, W. Va., a

pair of drunks were taken before a

judge. One of them at least proved to

be a fan of NBC TV's Western line-up

on station WSAZ-TV, Huntington.

"What do you do for a living?" the

judge asked him. The drunk swayed

slightly and said, "I ride shotgun for

Wells Fargo."

Tv hound: WABC-TV, New York, re-

ceived a call from a viewer wanting to

know was the theme song of / Mar-

ried Joan available as a record. Seems

everytime it's played, the caller's dog

automatically goes through a reper-

toire of tricks.
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IT

TAKES REAL
AUTHORITY
TO RING

THE BELL
IN BOOMTOWN,

1958!

ii:'our voice takes on added persuasiveness in San Diego, America's
astest growing market, when it's heard over KFMB in the authoritative

:ompany of \oices hke Murrow's, Cronkite's, Sevareid's and Thomas'.
Regional Radio KFMB-CBS from San Diego is the Superior Service for

jhe better part of Southern California. MjT riV/l Q^^^ DIEGO

REPRESENTED BY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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